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VOLUME LXXXIT

Five Students

2,

BCA

Coffee,

Religious

Change Alma Mater

Forum

Of Philosophical Patterns For College Men
"Changing the name of the a greater interest in this topic if
Bowdoin Christian Association to the daily chapel services were con-

Only 100 out of 719 Bowdoin

ducted by members of the student
body who would limit themselves
to religious topics. Thus the great

Concerning

Blanket Tax

Investigation

Of Facts

Controversy
Stimulates

Union Lounge with a large
number of the faculty and the five
students, all of whom were memthe

bers of the BCA.
The Religious Forum was concluded by discussions held in all
the fraternity houses on Monday

Letter To ORIENT

"Callow" In Chapel
The

,

SUls-"As Long As I Am
President, This Will
Be A Christian College"
Terming

as

Tribute to Sills
students
feet
that
it
be an appropriate tribute to retiring President Sills.
." would be
and that "Rise Sons
a more fitting Alma Mater since
"it is of a more serious dignified
By John C. Williams '52
nature." The song also appears to
recent article in The Orient concerning the activities of enjoy more popularity on campus
than "Bowdoin Beata."
.

.

Mr. Viereck's versatility is revealed by the fact that he is not
only an Associate Professor of
History at a prominent college,
but is also a Pulitzer Prize poet.
His accomplishments are especially notable in this age of specialization.

>

Education
Professor Viereck. a

New ''York

was graduated summa cum
laude from Harvard University in

native,

1937, receiving the Garrison medal
for the best verse and the Bowdoin
medal for the best prose. Alter

Cole Lecturer

Theatre Planning

the

and Tuesday nights. Each fraterni- opinions rendered in 'a
ty had been given the opportunity
the-Editor of last week's ORIENT,
Meanwhile The Orient has discovered some facts which
to choose the religious leader that
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
should be of interest to the student body.
the majority of its members wantpointed out the actual role and
ed to lead the discussions. Accord- place of Christianity at Bowdoin
The primary purpose of the
Blanket Tax Committee
ing to Michael J. McCabe '54, this
Blanket Tax Committee is to al*
Last Fall's Blanket Tax Comlast Thursday in Chapel.
opportunity was offered to arouse
explained the locate funds provided by the stu- mittee was composed of Professor
Sills
President
Bowdoin students' interest in the
themselves in an oquitabUr ^Morgan B. Cushing. Chairman;
difference between non-secterian dents
all
Religious
Forum.
for we
and non-christian. He pointed out manner to provide for extracur- Librarian Kenneth J. Boycr; Prorealize that it is to our benefit to
ricular activities.
fessor Rcmhard L. Korgen; ProChristian traditions at
long
the
think seriously about our religious
The purpose of this survey is, fessor Albert R. Thayer; Assistant
Bowdoin and stated that it wished
life." McCabe stated that the purnot to cast aspersions upon the Professor E, Parker Johnson Jr.;
to remain this way.
pose of the Forum as a whole is
integrity
of
the
Blanket
Tax
ComAssistant Professor John S. Sweet;
N. Elowe
"As long as I am President, mittee members, but to determine Coach of Baseball and Hockey
"to dispell the notoriously lackadasical attitude that the average this will be a Christian college," the real worth of the various or- Daniel K. MacFayden; Coach of
discusThose taking part in the
college student maintains toward Sills clearly stated during the talk. ganizations which receive funds Basketball Edmund ,L. Coombs,;
sion expressed the opinion that if
He mentioned Religious Forum from it and to prevent possible and Student Council Members GorT
the church and the power of
such a step were taken, students religion in (his) life."
which he recommended to all un- misrepresentation on the part of don Hale '52, Campbell B. Niven
now
feel
who
religions
other
of
dergraduates." He pointed out that the petitioning bodies.
'52, and Stuart B. Cummings '52.
the
after
questioned
When
that they arc exempt from partiThe suggested appropriations,
Sunday night as to the the whole forum would be more
cipation in a Christian organiza- meeting
which include activity allotments
success of the Forum, BCA Chair- valuable to the students if the
tion would tend to take a greater
for the Spring semester, from last
Moral Standards
Elowe stated: "So far I should various visiting clergy were asked
interest in an association which man
questions.
more
our
fall's
that
Blanket Tax Committee were
been
lucky
encouraged members of other say we have
Sills related that the Bowdoin
confirmed by the Faculty on Nokeynote speaker met with a large
Will Solve Problems,
faiths.
(Sunday)
Religious Forum was the first such
vember
12, 1951.
the
from
appreciation
to
cleric
The appointment of a
The appropriations were cut
audience. It is not yet easy forum to be held in a college. He
act as personal advisor to stu- chapel
Says Chapel Speaker
rather drastically, since available
students have re- told how Gordon Gillette '34 had
dents by means of informal per- to tell how the
funds for fiscal year 1951-1952
to the Forum. We shall conceived the idea of the forming
sonal contact was- also discussed sponded
"A new low in moral standards were $2000 less than fiscal year
be in more of a position to tell the Forum.
as a possible means of increasing
mentioning in comparison with our educational 1950-1951. However, despite the
The speaker in
after examining the reactions
religious interest among the stu- this
the discussions in th? fraternjtv Christianity at Bowdoin, stated facilities" was noted by Dr. Harry diminished funds, the amount aldent body. It was also felt that to
that the entering Freshmen know Trust, President of the Bangor lotted to the Athletic Department
more undergraduates would take houses."
the conditions that they arc at Theological Seminary and keynote was not pruned, and consequently
least expected to respect in re- speaker of the 1952 Religious For- the non-athletic student activities
um, in Sunday Chapel, March 30.
felt the financial pinch doubly this
spect to religion at Bowdoin.
Dr. Trust, a graduate of Bow- year, as their over-all share in the
9
doin in the class of 1916, mentioned blanket tax funds was decreased.
this as one of two major developMany Activities Cut
%
ments of the twentieth century in
Some of the heaviest financial
contrast with the progress in the cuts
involved
Bowdoin's
most
Announces Parts Not Definitely Assigned;
world of science. He cited the fact prominent student activities
the
Hopefuls' Readings Produce Ghostly Effect
that since wc have gone through Glee Club's funds, were pruned by
two major wars and seem to be in $125; the Masque and Gown sufferBy Jonathan Bartlett '53
a third, this century is a good rea- ed to the tune of $108, The Orient
W. Schoeneman '53, Ronald A.
son why intelligent men should re- lost $50, and the "Quill" was
Sunday night found us ambling
Lander '52, Mrs. John Sweet, Rogexamine the fundamental principles slashed by $215. However, the Sailover to the balcony of Memorial
re- er E. Gordon '54, Evelyn Gamache,
reading
of their lives.
ing Club was given $100 to cover
a
on
in
Hall to look
'54.
Spector
Lawrence
B.
eye
Creative Power in Universe
the cost of a new motor, and
hearsal of "Hamlet" with an
Also: Donald A. Richtcr '52, HowHe went on to say that there WBOA lobbied for an extra $98.
toward finding out the cast. The
ard S. Levin '54. Camille F. Sarmust be a creative power behind
Golfing lessons, subsidized by the
Northern Lights were shining as
'55 Vincent Gookin Jr. '52,
rauf
we
and
the
universe
the
,to
account for
College through the Blanket Tax
we approached the Hall,
Theodore E. Chambers '53, Neil
wonders of t he world and -the uni- funds last year, were not allowed
were tempted to forget the whole
'54,
besides Alter '55. Todd H. Callihan
verse as a whole. As an example of as an appropriation by this year's
thing, but duty called and
Peter B. Lassoc '53 and, coming in
this, Dr. Trust pointed out the new Committee, although more
than
wc were getting cold.
late, Peter Lasselle '53. Pattangall
discoveries in astronomy and the 150 students have indicated that
As we opened the door of Mem, Nicolet '53 was also drifting about.
possibility Of more enlightenment they would be interested in this
giving
out,
ringing
we beard voices
were entertained, during our
Wc
with
the
stronger
development
of
activity.
La.st
year
$1.20
of
each
empa rather ghostly effect in the
stay, by speeches between
equipment.
member's $6.00 membership fee
deduced short
ty .hall, and we cleverly
and the Ghost, Hamlet and
Using a quotation from the first went for payment for group lesWe Hamlet
that the reading was underway.
Polonius, and Hamlet and Rosenbook of Genesis. "God created man sons.
looked
and
climbed to the balcony,
crantz and Guildenstern. The playin
own
exhis
image,"
Trust
Dr.
The Bowdoin Christian Associaoff our
in shyly, not even taking
ers chimed in briefly and Hamlet
plained, "the idea of Gods kingdom tion received a grant of S500 in
coats.
_ _ u . also went through a soliloquy here
is a spiritual concept." He noted
the fall, a cut of $90 from its budThe balcony was not crowded but and there. As we went down the
three
of
examples
Kingdom
the
of
«ct
of the previous year. The Oriwell occupied.
it did seem pretty
Ophelia, Polonius and HamGod: beauty as in the autumn hills, ent is at. present in possession of
was stairs,
Professor George H. Quinby
let were having a discussion, but
service as emphasized in the New the books of this organization and
detached
railing,
the
sitting on
we didn't stay to find out what
Testament, and courtesy.
will now make public the BCA
from the rest of the group. Fac- the "matter" was.
Citing the examples of Shake- figures for 1950-1951. These figing him, on the balcony seats, the
Wc did manage to find out (after
speare, Ghandi and Lincoln, he em- ures were, or should have boen,
studied
of
positions
in
sat
hopefuls
Professor Quinby told us in no
phasized the need of people to presented to the Blanket Tax Comcasual ness.
uncertain terms and Ed Cogan
know the Bible.
mittee to use as the basis, of its
Simple Procedure
echoed it) that none of the parU.N. Destroyed by Communism decisions concerning the 1951-1952
reading
the
for
have yet been definitely assigned,
The procedure
Dr. Trust stated that Commun- allotments.
was quite simple. The hopefuls with the possible exception of the
ism has no belief in God. Pointing
1950-1051 Expenditures
Quin- female roles. The parts .have only
read the parts and Professor
out the spirit of Communism as a Christmas Baskets
I 63.00
by waited until the scene was over, been farmed out and the readings
main factor destroying the U.N. Freshman Smoker
21.60
today, he suggested that God's Expenses, for two delegates
then corrected errors in pronuncia- will determine how permanent the
President K. C. M. Sills
Dur- appointments arc.
tion or picked thc next scene.
Kingdom can take the place of war to Student Christian Move"faword
the
Wills
James
Lenhart,
D.D.,
stay,
MinEd Cogan, President of the
ing our short
and hatred.
ment Conference at North
He added that a new understand- Andover
ther" was left out of a soliloquy, Masque and Gown, also told us ister of the State Street Congrega11.00
and "Hyrcanian" was mispronounc- that there was no trouble finding tional Church, Portland, will speak ing of the principles of religion is Postage Stamps
3.50
correcminor
the
of
people
to
fill
"
the
parts.
He
further
ed. Outside
necessary today. Thou shalt love Annual Contribution to the
in
the
Sunday
chapel
service
on
without
sat
stated that none of the hopefuls
thy neighbor as thyself
tions. Professor Quinby
this is Student
Christian Movehazarding any opinion or even reg- seems to be bothered by evening April 6.
the hope of salvation," he contin- ment
50.00
Dr. Lenhart graduated magna ued. "The realm of Spirit is far To Paul Brinkman for exengagements (a standard excuse
istering any expression.
The hopefuls who were clustered for cutting down on rehearsals) cum laude from Bethany College, more important than the realm of penses for three" delegates
about were, roughly from left to which would seem to indicate that West Virginia, and then attended the physical." Explaining that the to the O-At-Ka Legislative
'51, Hugh H. Hamlet has not lost his proverbial the Yale Divinity School, where he way to find God is in the realm of. Assembly
at North Andover 54.00
right, Edward Cogan
'54, charm over actors and would-be received
a degree magna cum service. Dr. Trust concluded, "Love Transportation expenses for
Pillsbury '52. Davison Osgood
laude.
is man's hope."
[ Continued on Page }]
Richard T. Goodman '53, Charles actors.

Peter Viereck, Pulitzer Prize
poet and Associate Professor of
History at Mount Holyoke College, will deliver thc annual Annie
Talbot Cole Lecture at 8:15 am.,
Monday, April 7, in thc Smith
Auditorium.

23 yes. 11 no.
The Glee Club will present the
proposal to various alumni groups
during their spring tour.
The Student Council wishes to
request that the undergraduates,
while on spring vacation, publicize this student movement to the
various alumni that they will
meet.

The

In its last meeting the Student Council authorized an investigatory subcommittee to inquire into the entire structure of
the Blanket Tax Committee and its allocations. This subcommitLetter-totee intends to make the full results of its probe known.

"callow,"

Viereck Considered
Poetry's Present Hope
By Poet Robert Frost

House Results

would

Bowdoin Model Railroad Club has aroused sufficient interest in many quarters to make The Orient feel that a further
inquiry into the general allocations of the Blanket Tax Committee is in order.
the

Speak Here Monday

In the individual meetings the
voting results were as follows: Allast Wednesday.
pha Delta Phi 55 yes, 2 no; Psi
The change was proposed for Upsilon 65 yes, 1 no: Chi Psi 52
a variety of reasons. "Rise Sons of yes, 3 no; Delta Kappa Epsilon 47
Bowdoin" was written by Presi- yes, 13 no; Theta Delta Chi 43 yes,
dent Kenneth C. M. Sills in 1903. 12 no; Delta Sigma 37 yes. 17 no;
Charles T. Burnett, Professor of Zeta Psi 51 yes, 5 no, 5 undecided;
psychology at Bowdoin for nearly Kappa Sigma 50 yes, 9 no, 3 undeforty years, wrote original music cided; Beta Theta Pi 54 yes. 1 no;
for the song a few years later, Sigma Nu 47 yes, 8 no; Alpha Tau
changing it from the tune of "Die Omega 51 yes 11 no; Alpha Rho
Wacht am Rhein."
Upsilon 36 yes, 7 no; Independents

WBOA, SAILING, RAILROAD CLUBS GAIN
AS GOLF, QUILL FUNDS ARE SLASHED

Terms

To

Versatile Viereck

The faculty will be polled individually by 5 members of the
senior class throughout this week.
Although the results can only be
predicted, the indication seems to
be that they are overwhelmingly
in
favor of the change. Dean
Kcndrick, who cast his_ vote yesterday afternoon, thinks that this
movement is an excellent reaction
by the undergraduate body.

undergraduates voted in opposition
to the proposed change of the College Alma Mater from "Bowdoin
Beata" to "Rise Sons of Bowdoin,"
a recent poll of the fraternity houses and the Independents revealed.
Six-sevenths of the undergraduates or 611 students voted in favor
of the change, 100 opposed and 8
undecided in the individual fraternity house meetings and at the
meeting of the Independents held

number of non-religious services
which are now often held throughout the week would be abolished.
Suggestions were also made to
Bowdoin Religious Forum held increase the fellowship with local
Sunday evening in the Moulton churches. However, this topic was
Union.
not considered to be ideal to the
The meeting was originally Forum. As Mrs. Noel C. Little
.scheduled to be held in the Moul- said: "Coffee and doughnuts or
The Reverend Leslie Craig of the First Congregational Church of Freeport, Maine leads a fireside diston Union Lounge, but since only young ladies will defeat the purcussion Monday evening as part of the Religious Forum. This discussion, held at the Alpha Delta Phi
five undergraduates attended, the pose of setting up a philosophical
House, was typical of those held Monday and Tuesday at the 12 fraternity houses at Bowdoin. Seated
(L. to R.) James A. Cook '54, Reverend Craig, Truman N. Wilder '52, and Richard E. Little '54. Standlittle group moved into the small pattern for the student during his
are (left) John T. Mason '55 and Peter Blatchford '54.
ing
room adjacent to the lounge.
college career."
The proposed change of the
Religious
the
Dr. Trust opened
name of the Bowdoin Christian Forum
in the Sunday Chapel serAssociation grew out of the quesvice described elsewhere in this
tion
of strengthening religious
issue. After the service. Professor
practices on campus. Dr. Trust
and Mrs. Perley S. Turner and
offered three suggestions for actheir daughter. BCA Chairman
complishing this end.
Primary
Edmond N. Elowe '52. and Heramonp; his suggestions was the
bert A. Seaman '51 had dinner
adoption of a title such as the
with Dr. Trust in the MouJton
Religious Fellowship or Ihe BowUnion. Dr. Trust enlivened, the
doin Religious Association for the
mealtime conversation with a tale
College's
religious
organization.
Student's
of his personal experiences since Sills
ho came to this country from England in 1910, including the description of his life at Bowdoin as
a member of the "superior" class
of 1916.
After dinner, this group met in

Cole Lecturer Picked;

Individual Faculty Polling
To Take Place This Week

Doughnuts, Fair Sex Defeat Purpose

a more general one which would
include other faiths" was among
the prominent ideas expressed in
the discussion conducted by Dr.
Harry Trust '16, who spoke before
an audience of five students ?t the
preliminary meeting of the 1952

«s_f

Students Vote To

Hear Trust

Discuss Religious Problems
In

DUMBER

1952

Indefinite-

Quinby

Committees Must Deliberate On
And Maintenance

Location, Cost

*

Edmond

New

i

Coach Quinby Noncommittal,
Detached At 'Hamlet Rehearsal

—

—

__i

By George H. Quinby '23
Peter Viereck
The very generous and much partment, the Masque and Gown studying at Oxford in Christ
needed funds for a college theater published and distributed to all the Church on a graduate Henry Felin the bequest of the late Frederick alumni of the college an illustrat- lowship, he took a Ph.D. in history
W. Pickard '94 raises many ques-| cd brochure recording its history at Harvard.
He served for three years in
tions which cannot be answered from 1904 to 1940 and advancing
rits need f °r more adequate quart- Africa
and Italy during World
without careful deliberation.'
I

1

I

'

:

^

a direct result of
Thc committee on plans for new ers
donOT
located
ing a
buildings must first consider the,
»"S__
Masque and Gown was
and the
effect of a theater on the overall
authorized to have the College
plan for development of the Col
architects draw up a complete set
lege plant.
of plans. During the time which
Then a special building commit elapsed while the detailed plans
tec for the theater must plan the were being evolved, the donor fadmost efficient use of the money cd out of thc picture, but the
available.
Masque and Gown had supplied
-

War

this mail-

II
with the Psychological
of the U.S. Army.
Following his discharge- from tinarmy, he taught at Harvard Uni-

7"

:

Warfare Branch

versity and
the Mount

at

j

It

is

unlikely

can be placed

in

that final plans thc College with something conthe hands of a crete to go on.

contractor before next fall, even
if the first committee considers it
wise to build without delay.
Thc Orient feels that some explanation of what has been done
on tentative plans for a theater

may

All plans for building

were susI was

pended during the war, but

given a sabbatical leave in 1944 to
make a survey of all academic theaters built in the U. S. between
1930 and 1943. Started at the Yale

its

welcome the use

poetry."

this purpose.

When

I

1934, a small group of students had
been agitating for a theater for
several years. President Sills had
urged the need in his annual reports and continued to do so until
the basic needs were combined
under the Sesquicentcnnial Fund
in 1946. It is, I believe, safe to lay
the credit for our finally reaching
this long-sought goal primarily on
the President's untiring efforts.
Both the carpenter shop and Me-

morial Hail were considered possible of adoption to our needs, and I
was authorized to work with the
design
late Felix A. Burton 07
cr of the Alpha Delta Phi and Theta Delta Chi fraternity houses
on a remodeling of Memorial Hall.
Wc submitted plans to committees
of the student body, of the faculty,
und of the alumni in 1937; and all
accepted them as satisfactory, it
funds for a new theater were unootainable. Before any attempt could
be made to raise funds lor this
project, however, the Administratton announced that such an alteration would be a temporary expedicnt and that a new building should
be planned from thc ground up.
In 1938 I submitted plans for a

Mr. Viereck spent the fall and
winter of 1949 in Europe on a
Guggenheim fellowship, working
on his second book of poetry,
"Strike Through The Mask." published by Scribners in 1950. Mr.
Van Wyck Brooks, author of "The
Flowering
Of ,Ncw England."
wrote, "Perhaps Peter Viereck is
the promised man who is going to
lead modern poetry out of the
waste-land." This statement is
similar to that made- by Robert
Frost upon the publication of Mr.
Viereck's firsl book of poems.

grant from the Rockefeller Foundation which permitted me to visit
32 of the 40 theaters involved.
As a result of this study, I have
consulted with prospective builders
of theaters at the College of Wooster and at Ohio State University.
A paper read at thc American
Educational Theater Association
convention in 1946 led to my being
placed on its committee on theater
architecture, and I headed its
architectural project last year.

Book*

These various contacts have per[mitted me to compare our situation
with that of many other institutions and
to check our plans
against theirs or against their theaters already in use.

—

—

nearby Smith College.

Books of Poetry
Mr. Vireck received the Pulitzer
Prize in poetry in May, 1910, for
his first book of poems. "Tesror
and Decorum," a collection of his
poems published bv Scribners in
October, 1948.
Frost.
Robert
eminent poet, said that "Peter
Viereck. .. .is the present hope of

readers, and I Department of Drama through
of its columns for correspondence, this survey was
concluded at the close of the war
joined thc faculty in with the aid of a generous travel

interest

Smith College, joining
Holyoke faculty in the

of 1948 as Associate Professor of History. He is also at present a visiting lecturer in History
fall

Mr. Viereck's
politlc*:

From

Hitler,"

was

Mann

for

its

first book. ""Mrtath* Romance* To
hailed by Tlvmaindictment of the

Nazi menace, and
textbook in

is

used as

European history
In 1950 thc Masque and Gown
many colleges. Another book enicombincd with lne Scsquicent.cntitled
Tfnirnt__| RevWted:
nia ,
in pub ishmg and distri .
The Revolt Against Revolt," pnbb u ting a supplementary record covjlishcd in August. 1949. suggested
ering the work of thc war

p^

i

in

,

'

years

j

|

1

J

|

j

theater to the college architects,
j

and urging the consideration of the
carpe nter s*op as a possible sub-

\

L^'w

"'
T'l __£" 1

__!

"'°'~

,

ram
'"'

__!
I^J ,,, ' of modern
7
terpretntion
history
and or the Soviet ami fascist
challenge to democraey. On the
basis of
these books.
Dorothy
'

stitule for d completely now theatcr A quo tation from this pamphlot which was dist ributed at Dramatic Arts Day in thc summer of
1950 and was scnt to all alumni
of (nc Masque and GoWB appeared
in Thc Orient for March 19.

Thompson, noted

''

journalisj. prais-

ed Mr. Viereck as "one of our

most brilliant and
young thinkers."

courageous

McKim, Mead and White of New
Here the matte rests mta th
York City, and I was asked to alter propcr
may takc up po**_
them to permit more adequate the basic „rob erns of cost, loca- 'The ^pt_S_f
First
"lie*iHalso
spaces for building, handling and tion maintenance, policy for use, publish
a voN/nWof essay? o be
scenery- The second set of
I
.

,

con™^

mSES

,

,

,

storing
plans went to thc architects in
1939 and were accepted in principle. with the provso that slight

,

Bnd

^^^i,

TJG*£

!

have seen too en lied "Slwn^ndVlnrv of the
many theaters and talked with too Intellectuals^^
manv directors not to appreciate
The Annie Talbot Cole l»ct_rethc wisdom of e__*|__J with all ship was establis^HMn 1906 bv
changes might be necessary with interested parties before recom- Mrs.
Calista
S
MavheW in
the development of new materials men ding how money be spent. memory
of her nice Mrs Samuel
and methods for building and with Bow_oiri is in thc fortunate posi- V. Cole
t

:

X

!

j

(

\

Under the 'terms of the
glfft the i ec t,_. c«hip , 1)mlld con .
experience of others. After tribute "to the ennoblement and
In 1940, under the vigorous and twenty years of agitation we can enrichment of life by standing for
far-sighted presidency of Jeffrey certainly afford to make haste the idea that life is a glad opportunity."
Carre '40, now of the French De- slowly.
j

;

thc advice of technical theatrical
consultants.

j

;

tion of t^ing

t he

ab i e to Benefit from

;

•

j

'

I

1

j

_____
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WlfcNESDAY, APRIL
toy Saunders Redding

THE BOWMHN ORIENT
Vol.

Wednesday. April

I.XXXI

2,

Speaks On Problems Of

American Negro Author

No. 27

1952

States Typical Writer

Editor-In-Chlef
Alden E. Morton, Jr. '53

Managing Editors

Nguyen-Ngoc

Thomas

John

I.inh *52 F.S.

Otis, Jr.

'53

Jonathan Bart let t

"53

Charles Ranlett

Xfwn
Assistant

McKinney

T. Ellis

Editors

News

Alumnus Dies

'54

Editorial

Charles E. Coakley

'54

Horace A. Hildreth

'54

Joel H. Hupper '54
Charles F. Davis '53

Business Manager
Rohert K. Gray '53
Circulation
James A.

Advertising Manager
Albert F. Eilley '54

Manager
Cook "54

i

not usually think of himself as a
creative artist, but rather for the
most part, he writes factually.
This is the reason why the Negro
has done better with biography
and the factual than he has .with
creative writing.

An important part of the lecture was devoted to the obstacles
that the Negro writer has to face.
William J. Sands
One of them has been the publisher's
reluctance to buy his
HrpHrseNTFD TiM NATIONAL AMTOTTMINO IIV
writing. This reluctance is almost
National Advertising Service, Inc.
entirely due to the state of mind of
CnVree Puhl'uhns Rettrrirntalirr
NEW YORK, M. Y.
420 MADISON AVE
the American public, which has at
ChicaoA Boston - I.os Aur.rlr.n - San Fhancisco
times formed a definite picture of
the typical Negro.
BOWDOIN PCBLISIIING
Hence, the publisher tends to
Directors
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. welcome writings supporting this
'53
"53,
Robert E. Gray
Brown, Alden E. Horton Jr.
misconception for the purpose of
-__
,
getting saleable books. Indeed, his
"•iMinhed weekly when rlamiri are lield during- the Fall and Sprlnr Trimester by primary
interest is commercial
Philio A. Garland '54
'54
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Unwclnin Colletrr. Addreai Down rommnniratlnna to the Ktfltor and
rompiuniralion* to the BuiirtF.i M»n*»er ot the Bowdoin PoMlthlnc Com>any at the OltlKNT Offire in Moore Hall. Bowdoin Collefe, Hrunawlck, Maine. Entered]
i> irr>,nd cl.-oa matter at the pout office at Bfuniwlck, Maine. The subscription rate
toe one rear ia three <t3) dollar*.
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Need For Orderly Rushing Plans
Apparent To Orient, S. Council
It is most pleasing to note that the social scene in general
here at Bowdoin this year is not only in a healthy condition but
that it has shown marked tendencies for future improvement.

More

specifically, the fraternities

have steadily encouraged

the speaker stated. The misconception includes ideas such as that
the Negro is a comical figure, that
he is inferior, or that he is a brute.
Unlike the white author, the
Negro author is torn between two
loyalties
loyalty to the truth and
loyalty to his
people Redding
stated. If he is loyal to the truth,
he often doesn't support the misconceptions,
and therefore his
books don't sell well.
The English professor concluded
his talk by stating that, "only in
freedom can the creative man

—

"

such tendencies as less purposeless and more intelligent hazing srow."
as well as less hectic and more unified houseparties.

Unlike many other similar Colleges, Bowdoin Administrative officials have not considered it necessary to impose unpopuBowdoin students, howlar restrictions upon the students here.
ever, have recently watched this tendency in other colleges with
apprehension, nervously awaiting the occasion when Massachusetts Hall officials see fit to "lash out with restrictive measure."
No Administrative Action
It is the opinion of The Orient that no such action at all will
he forthcoming for two very important reasons. First, students
here have seemed to have remedied themselves most of the
major sources of social complaint which had characterized the
post-war era. Second, Administrative officials have made it a
point to give the students every chance to iron out their own
problems through the weekly Student Council and fraternity
"
meetings.

to the houses.

Good Taste Involved
This plan wodld in no way impose any arbitrary prohibition; it merely involves the elements of gentlemanly good taste.
Many houses already insist that they haVe been following a
"Gentlemen's Agreement" along these lines for some time.
The major benefit from this plan would be the assurance
granted in black and white to the incoming freshmen that orderly
rushing procedures are in effect here.
This action would not entail any unnecessary AdministraThe inforcing of this plan would be no more
tive control.
bothersome than the present measures which are used to control the various Houseparties activities
and these can hardly
be considered bothersome when it is realized that uniformed

—

campus

police are the

vogue

at

most

institutions.

Lenard Kaufman's novel, "Diminishing Return," which traces
the months of conflict not only
between

this

man and

his family,

but between this writer and his
work is a powerful book, but it is
a difficult one to pass judgement
on using the normal frame of
critical reference. The author's intent is to outline a situation, but
it is done with broad slashes of
anger, rather than complete artistic skill. It is a novel which must
be praised because of its tdpic and
condemned because of the treatment of that topic.
Mr. Kaufman has given us a
book in only two dimensions, for
the third dimension, that of depth
of character, is missing. If he had

It is hoped that undergraduates will ass's.t their Student
Councilmen in approaching this problem objectively, supplying
them before their meeting tomorrow with opinions and recom- attempted
mendations, which might prove helpful in their formulation of a
proposed plan.

Former Senate majority leader
Wallace H. White Jr. of the class
of 18§9 died Tuesday at his home
in Auburn.
An expert in communications
and shipping legislation, White retired in 1949 after 18 years in the

Senate and 14

From
Truman

To The Editor

the House.

in

Washington

President
issued this statement: "I
am saddened by the death of my
old friend Wallace White, with
whom I served in the Senate for
ten years. He was a gentleman, a
fine American citizen, and a good
public servant who made a great
contribution to our Country."

a tribute to
Senator White in Monday's chapel
service, said that Senator White
was universally noted for his integrity and thafas a Senator, both
his college and his state can be
proud of his record.''
President

in

Sills,

to

pawn

writer." This much is believremaining characters,
Hutch, who builds "square houses
for square people," Francis, the
homo-sexual "oof" from Iowa, and
Mr. Gloseclose, the old Shakespearian actor are types of the two
all

able; but the

for a penny sort. They exist only
as a false annoying backdrop behind a martyr.

But

like

we view
outside.

Wed.-Thurs.

than a

is a spectator
sharer in his

Lacking as it does veracity
of character and plot, "Diminishing Return" fails as an artistic
achievement. The emotion in the
reader is ellicted by the ferocity
with which the author has outlined the situation in the American literary world today, rather
than through the medium of the
life.

characters.

31,
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During the past week I have received many comments and suggestions, both directly and indirectly, concerning my letter in last

ORIENT.

I wrote the letter in a protest against the religious tax which is
in force at Bowdoin and not as a defense of Atheism.- Let me say
at the outset that I am not now, nor have I ever been, an Atheist,
Agnostic or non-Christian.
My letter was attacked on my use of the word non-sectarian. My
that of the Reusage was incorrect but the substance of my letter
remains unchanged. This is a question not of semantics,
ligious Tax
^>
but of principle.
My argument is simple. There are men in College who are being
taxed for the support of Religion opposed to their fundamental beliefs.
Many Have told me that the B.C.A. is Christian in name only
that it really includes all religions. Even if this is true, it still opposes
the beliefs of Atheists and Agnostics who are taxed for its support.
Others have said that if Blanket Tax money is withheld from the
RCA. it will mean that anyone who doesn't belong to a Campus Organization can demand that he not be taxed for its support. They say
that this would be the end of Campus organizations. The answer to

now

—

—

Come

simple.
The state
Religion, like free speech, is a fundamental belief.
taxes the people for many things that do not benefit everyone; but institutions which are,. against the fundamental beliefs of a segment of
the people cannot receive tax appropriations under a democratic government. I assume that the government of the College is democratic.
Every man in College is ipso facto a member of Bowdoin College.

Even though he does not belong to a particular Campus organization
each organization, with the exception of one, represents him. That
organization is the B.C.A. If there were a Bowdoin Young Republican
Organization it would not represent every Bowdoin man because not
Bowdoin man is a Republican. The same is true ot the B.C.A.
< \imv
n if. as has boon suggested, the name were Changed to the Bowdoin
Religious Organization it still would not represent the Atheists in
Thore is inherent in the College's support of the B.C.A. the ColWould the College's willingness to support partisan organizations.
lege support a Bowdoin Atheist Association or a Bowdoin Cammunist

dub?

Charles E. Coakley '54

^saaiMil

Apr. 4-5

STEEL

TOWN

with

ANN SHERIDAN
JOHN LUND

assignments to conferences-

These assignments will be "ready
after the vacation, and every effort
will be made to accommodate all
those desiring to attend.

The Conferences will be on an
informal basis and will be opened
each time by a brief social hour.
Present plans provide for the serving of refreshments. The conferences will begin around 10:30 a.m.
after chapel is over, and will continue for around an hour

and a

half.

Those students assigned and

at-

tending the conferences will be
given cuts for any classes that they
usually have during this period.

The Institute will open on Thursday evening, April 17 when Herbert
W. Schneider will talk. His conference is scheduled for Friday morning. April 18. The second speaker
will
be Bowdoin's Herbert R.

Brown who will hold his public address Saturday evening, April 19
with his conference following on

Professor Korgen explained that
undergraduates should register for
the conferences that they wish to
attend by signing the blue-books at
the charging-desk in the Library.
Those signing more than one book
should indicate their preferences

Sunday morning.
Louise Hall Tharp will be the
speaker on Wednesday evening.
April 23, with her conference set
for the next morning.

L

"

1

Student

Patronage
Solicited

First National

preferably in the same last Monday evening in honor of
better yet, in the same Miss Joan Sawyer who will soon
"serious" novelist is be marrjed.
shunned like a man with a contagious disease. This disease is aft
which transfers to a reader emotion and thought, instead of drawing up an insipid bath of vicarious
Outfitters
experience in which he may wash
off the dirt of the market, and
even the feeling of life itself. The
"serious" novelist who must support himself by- his work has two
paths, he stops being "serious," or
he stops writing.
Dillard Cowley feels that he
cannot stop trying to be honest,
nor can he accept any stop-gap
measure no foundation grant of
charity, and no teaching positions.
"You can't teach people to become
creative writers. All the colleges

room

or,

bed.

The

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

maids,

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

—*»

fo Bowdoin

Men

—

$Q.95

is

and

license

encourage

WILL DO WONDERS

FOR YOU IN SHIRTS

AT BENOtrS

Button down collar Oxford;

and see

in

— with the

New

fine

combed yarn

weave Oxford

flat

best fitting collar you've ever seen.

break

Smith -Corona

— the collar you've

your search

is

over

—

been

If you've

looking for the collar with just enough of that casual

Silent

&

W. Chandler

F.

roll

and

often admired but seldom can find

Benoit's has

it

at

-

.

.

—

$3.95

.

150 Maine

Sanforized "District Check"

Son

CASUAL SHIRTS

Brunswick

Street

a No

New*

A mighty practical shirt for class room, campus and

Short Subjects

5 FINGERS

Cello

with

JAMES MASON
DANIELLE DARRIEUX
also

Pack Bowdoin Stationary

Bowdoin Seal Stationery
Fraternity Stationery

News

all

STATIONERY

Apr. 6-7-8

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

and

-

FLAMING FEATHER

Eaton's Corrasable Typing Paper

(

100

*heets)

40c

A. H.

75c

with

also

MssstsMssiAMMiBi

..

a

BRUNSWICK

Short Subjects

«

like

BENOIT & CO.

SENTER BUHDING

MOUITON UNION BOOKSTORE
i

— washes

1.00

STERLING HAYDEN

ARLEEN WHELAN

distinct check patterns in

1.00

Apr. 9-10

Wed.-Thur.-

Neat and

handkerchief.

59c

:

-75c

.-

casual wear.

different but in "-good taste" colors

Eaton's Berkshire Typing Paper (100 sheets)

News

final

Short Subjects

Frl.-Sat.

College.

committee To Make Assiirnmeats
The faculty committee in charge
of the Institute will make up the

Typewriter with the Page End Guide

also

News

is

Organization or a Bowdoin Young Democrat

The

fol-

lowing their names,
|

Hall.

and provided information concern-

ing the distribution of contributions raised by the Campus Chest
for the Red Cross. He had asked
to come because of some undergraduate question on the "subject
and so that the fraternities might
be informed of the expenditures.
of their choice.
,
He explained the policy Of the
Although beds are provided in
National Chapter of The Red
Burton House without charge for
Cross, but he did not have the
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
exact figures for local expendiand Friday nights, the students
tures.
must buy their own meals.
Money provided by local chapNine Bowdoin men'are now studying at the Institute under the ters throughout the country is
Plan and twertty-one undergrad- sent to the National Chapter
where
it
to the
is redistributed
uates here are enrolled in it.
locals according
to need.
Approximately 70 per-cent of the
funds provided by Bowdoin have
gone to the Brunswick Chapter in
the past. Of this, 55.2 per-cerit
will go to serve the armed forces
as and veterans this year, 22.1 perwho hugged you to their bosoms
?*'
their own private discovery
cent to general Red Cross manageadministration and planIt is a difficult question for any ment,
artist, literary or not, to deal with. ning, and 10 per-cent to the proArt today is a sickness that ex- curement of blood donations by
hibits itself as an allergy to com- the local chapter.
mercial success. To write and to
make money is to write for the
Miss Cynthia Webb was among
people who luxuriate in novels
about times that neven existed the guests at a pantry shelf
peopled with dukes and chamber- shower given by Miss Betsy Pullen

do

DOROTHY MeGUIRE
VAN JOHNSON

—

this

faculty representatives.
The Institute will be host to the
conferees at tea on Wednesday, and
at dinner in the Campus Room on
Thursday. There is no definite plan
for Friday, so that students can
visit laboratories and talk with
faculty members in the department

Apr. 2-3

'

.

by the appropriate numbers

.

with

To the Editor:
week's

Students After Ins Talks

The difficulties encountered in
procuring appropriations for the
Bowdoin Golf Team and the disUndergraduate registration for
tribution of Bowdoin's contribu- the various Bowdoin Institute conBowdoin students enrolled in the tions to the Red Cross were dis- ferenees is now in progress and
Bowdoin-M.I.T. Plan are, attending cussed in the Student Council will continue until the commencea three-day Guidance Conference meeting last Monday.
ment of the spring vacation, next
at M.I.T. starting April 2, accordThe Blanket Tax Committee Thursday. April 10.
ing to an announcement by Asso- voted not to appropriate money to
The Institute will open on April
ciate Professor of Physics and the Golf Team this year due to in17 and will close on Saturday and
revealed
the
Mathematics Dan E. Christie.
funds,
sufficient
Sunday.
April 26 and 27, with RobThe conference, similar In na- Council.
ert Frost the final speaker.
ture to those held in 1948 and
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
The Institute is held every other
1950, enables the students to learn offered to procure the needed
more about the curricula and the funds by other means, however, year, with this year's topic being
various professional opportunities following the vote of confidence "Highlights of New England Culof the Plan.
which he had requested and which ture During Bowdoin's History."
Enough time is allowed to give was given him by the Council durThis registration was announced
the conferees a chance to talk to ing their last meeting.
and explained in today's chapel by
Bowdoin men now attending M.I.T.
The Blanket Tax, Committee Institute Committee member Prounder the Plan, and to interview "had during the last two years "re- fessor Reinhard L. Korgen, who
representatives from the different
luctantly" provided $300 for the explained that each visiting speakprofessional departments. The proinstruction of golf pro James er will give both a public address
spective students also visit some Browning. Since there are 198 and a conference open only to the
#
laboratories in the school.
this
year, undergraduate body.
prospective
golfers
The conference opened with a many members of The Council
Most of the conferences for each
general meeting at 9:00" am. today.
feel that the appropriations are of the seven speakers will be held
A talk outlining the general needed.
on the morning following their adscheme of the Combined Plan was
dress, at 10:30 a.m. in the PeucinRed Cross Representative
followed'by a question period. The
The Fund Chairman for the ian Room in Sills Hall. Bach of
rest of today and much of tomorthe Red the evening addresses Is scheduled
Chapter
of
Brunswick
will
be
taken
by
row
up
talks by
Cross also attended the meeting for 8:15 p.m. in Upper Memorial

In this book, Mr. Kaufman has stupidity." But it is stilt more
described a literary situation of difficult to quit.
which the many commercially
In spite of the fact that this is a
successful
"historical-sexy" portraiture of one man with only
novels are both cause and effect. a distractiny'SHetching
in of back"What was this vaporous bitch, ground, Mr. Kaufman's story readArt, that a man broke his heart ing up to Cowley's
irrevocable
chasing? When you drained off decision is
a powerful book. Unthe water, squeezed it dry, peeled fortunately
for his own financial
off the skin, wasn't it better to be
security it is a "serious" book and
loved and enjoyed by many rather as such will
probably receive the
than
by
few
a
intellectual
snobs
off an answer
same response as his heroes Svork.

THE INVITATION
March

lambs
from the

sacrificed

The reader

rather

of,

most

his experiences

CUMBERLAND

Letters

Jr.

DIMINISHING RETURN. By to the problem of Money versus
Lenard Kaufman. 285 pp. Garden Art, this book would be labeled
"comment." But
City: Doubleday and Company, un-artistic social
he gives no answers, he only
Inc. 1951
paints on a limited canvas the
"Impressive,
widely
praised, portrait of one man. A man who is
unique talent," the words of the
a writer. "Writing was his republisher's blurbs haunted Dillard
ligion, his god. It wasn't that he
Cowley as he stood and listened to was half-writer, half-man. He was

One more student-initiated improvement would be helpful
and that concerns the use of alcoholic beverages at
The
the very beginning of the academic year, during rushing.
remains on the floor.
Student Council and The Orient both encourage the outlining of
"Understand this Dillard. You
a plan which would specifically ban the serving of intoxicants
start another book and it's the
during any rushing activities or even the use of such beverages
end of us; even think of one and
within the company of any freshman.
it's the end." Cowley, a skilled but
In fact, the Student Council has planned a special meeting commercially unsuccessful novelfor tomorrow afternoon at which time they will consider the ele- ist, stood at the point of decision:
ments involved and draw up a proposal which they will take to abandon his art or his family.

at this time,

W. H. White

Sen.

Making Book

his wife serve her ultimatum. "I'm
going to leave you, Dillard. I've
had enough. I've had it up to
here." She went on while in the
other room Dillard's mother-inlaw tore the newspaper to bits
ripping out the stories she didn't
like and throwing their crumpled

-

Under Combined Plan

Business Assist ants

William H. Hartley '53
Leonard C Mulligan '54

opesucers i © \J©iit£F

For Students StudyiBg

Professor Redding first defined
Burton A. Nault '52
the Negro author and outlined his
Frank T. Pagnamenta '53 History in America. He pointed
Assistants
out that the Negro author is not
Wallace R. Harper "55 an artist in an ivory tower. He does

Feature Writers

Of "Red

Cross Funds Discussed
At Uneventful Meeting

MIT Holds Conference

Columnists
Philip Siekman. Jr. '53

Students To Sign
For Conferences

Funds Needed; Blanket

"Distribution

Must Support Fallacy
Or Lose His Audience

"The Negro Author in America"
Geoffrey P. Houghton '53
Edward F. Spicer '54 was the topic of the lecture given
by Jay Saunders Redding, AmeriJoseph Y. Rogers '55 can Friends Service Committee
David G. Lavender '55 sponsored lecturer, in the Moulton Union Lounge, Tuesday eveJ. Wilfrid Parent II '55 ning, April 1.

'54

1952

GoHMil Says toitog

Wallace H.
Paid Nafl

Editors

Photographers

W. Emmort

Julius

C. Williams

'52
'54
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Golfers Start Spring Practice;

Anwial Intra-CoHege

Maine Umpires

Champion Brown Possible Coach

WngPoBglownameiit

Held ki Sargent

Preliminaries Started

Cage Last Saturday

he

Golf Captain

lost

but three matches. Moving'
J.V. squad are Daniel

up from the

'54, and Harry Graham
Other good bets for the
varsity positions are John D.
Kosek '53 and a summer student
now eligible to play, Douglas L.
Morton '55.

A. Miller

Hay

Winners To Get Cups

Richard

J.

Smith

The Bowdoin College

golf team,
although lacking a coach, will begin spring practice immediately
attf>r vacation.
lo

The team members are trying
get golf professional
John on Bowdoin's schedule Is Williams,
New England Champs.

tending college there.

Season's Schedule
April

—Wesleyan
25— Amherst

23

24—Williams

26—Tufts
May
2—M.I.T. Home
3—Bates Home
9-11— New Englands

Dim Outlook
If

Brown does

get the job, he
will have a tough battle to bring
Bowdoin the stale title. There are
only two remaining veterans from
last year's varsity squad— Richard

15

—Maine

17—Colby Home
Smith '52 and Paul Revere Jr.
19—State Meet
Even with a team consisting
Unfortunately,
due
to
the
mainly of seniors last year, the
scheduling, the team has to play
team lost all its road matches.
Colby here on Ivy Weekend. To
Smith has been the biggest add to that, the following Monday
point-getter for the last two sea- is the day set for the Maine Inter'53.

In

last

Coach Danny MacFayden and
the Bowdoin baseball team "assist-

ed with demonstrations.

on

Fund On BCA, Railroad

To Moulton Union

it.

The tournament directors are
urging all participants to contact
their opponents and play off the
matches as soon as possible. If this
can be done, there will be no conflict with interfraternity Softball
which commences in a few weeks.

Frank Oswald, Others

— Forum
— Com-

'

BCA

yet been tabulated. $120.37 has
been spent on the 'tuition and other
fees and transportation" of one
delegate to the Student Volunteer
Movement Conference held in
either "Kansas or Nebraska." Other expenditures this year are: "Un-

ion-Smoker Freshman
Elowe - $10; and Mtyno

A special

-

$10;

Ed

od of using up an existing surplus.
It

was revealed that the

is

Bllt'S
Our

Ptea

HotTastromi

Elm

Tel. 876

.

this meeting Gordon Hale "52,
Robert H. Gibson '52, and Menelaos

G. Rizoulis '52, all

members

student body.

It

was emphasized when the

at

7

o'clock

would place a handicap on those
whose houses that had more than
four good tennis platers. The Beta
and a "Moose" Friedlander replied that
he thought his method would en-

President
Legueux asked if
there was any other business.
None was reported and the meeting was adjourned.

Morgan on

this

When

questioned

ject of the

on the sub-

interfraternity tennis

tournament a member of the varsity team pointed out that the
courts are already crowded as a
result of afternoon and weekend
play by Brunswick players, and
that any additional court activity
might result in the curtailment of
practice hours for the varsity and
freshman teams.

subject.

,

"Matchless Service"!
man at Bowdoin

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The Schedule For
APRIL 2

— APRIL

Mechanical Repairs

Parts Supply

Body Repairs

Accessories

Painting

Tire

Lubrications

Car Washing

...
-

WSOA

a

-9

A Tubes

..

Wednesday
7 :00 Record Parade
7:15 World News
7:20 Sports
7 :^5

Campus NewB

7 :J0
7 :«5
14:00

Record Parade
Here'*

V?.

v«*-»

Record Parade

8:15 Record Pared*
M:S0 "BainbrfllKs"
X:43 Strange Facta
9 :00 Ctasalra-Hour
9:16 Classics Hour
9 :30 Classics Hour
9:45 Classics Hour
10 :00 Music to Study by
10:15 Classical Music
10:30
"
"
"
10:45
11:00 World News
11:05 Late Sports
11:10 Campus News
11:16 "Deuces Wild"
11 :30 Polar Bear's Dan
ft
M
12:00 Goodnile

TfearwUy
Record Parade

Record Parade

W6rldN**rs

'WorM Hews

Sports

Record Parade
World News

Sports

Simrt*

Campua News
London Forum

FrWay

Campus News

Record Parade

Itecord Parade
Puatarad Artist
World at

•Benny Goodman
Carnegie Hall
Jazs Concert

Music to Study by

Serenade in Blue
Masterworks from
France

Open
Vei
?rdTs

OTELLO

Music
Bach Salter
Oratorio
»
Music to

Classical

Flippln'

with Herb

Record Parade

World news

Tutsday
Record Parade

WorW News

Campus News
Record Parade,
Quest Stdr

Exchange Student

Show

Campus News
CWR^n
Pnalr
»•
M
Piano Solo
Record Parade

Your

Record- Parade
Here's to Vets
sirs

Hour

John's

Classical

Hour

Bach

^.

St.

.unquestioned

Part 11

New*

VTorld

Polar Bear's Dew

Late Spar*-.
Cunt>ui Newt
Polar Bear"* Den

Fampus News

Goodnit*

GoodnKe

(feadojte

News

Wax Museum

an

-

820 On
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*-'W-,ti
worn* Jtewt
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Campus
-•

credit
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terday. Under these circumstances,
the Orient was compelled to rely
on its own resources to compile the
results and the statistics in order
to inform fhe campus of the standings.

Both the Orient sports staff and
have had
the sports staff of
to compile their own interfraternity sports results throughout the
has
been
the
Bowling
most
year.
hoc of the White Key 'sponsored
programs, and I do not believe that
even at this present date the
White Key has an official tabulation of the interfraternity Bowling
In the semi-final matches, the statistics or standing other than
Kappa Sig's defeated the Zete's what is in this article.
while the AD's upset the Sigma
The White Key is supposedly a
Nu's, thus pairing the first and the
representative organization of the
fourth place teams in the finals.
Bowdoin student body primarily
Kappa
the
finals
between
In the
Interested in running the interfraSig's and the AD's, the outcome
ternity athletic program; if this is
was decided by eleven pins. The the case, then I feel that the White
first string of the match was won
Key has not been a representative
by the Kappa Sig's 365 to 336 organization in that the informawhile the AD's came back in the
tion of the interfraternity athletic
second string to win 377 to 359.
standings has not been properly
Each team gained a point apiece made known to the students.
for winning a string each but the
The standings after the compleKappa Sig's finally edged the AD's
the playoffs are as follows,
in the total pins of the two string tion of
with the points received towards
match 724 to 713.
The highest match total for the the total point cup.
1st Kappa Sigma 5
John Rowe

was open

and

to coaches,

We

porter used to compile the statistics are not official since the White
Key was not in possession of the
results at the time of this writing.
It seems that although the bowling playoffs were finished last
Thursday the White Key or the
White Key delegate in charge of

No. 38... THE

petition.

scheduling of games for the independent team. This "will necesone regularly scheduled
game a week on Friday for league
"B", which is comprised of seven
teams. It was tentatively suggested that a third diamond be
laidVout on the freshman football
fleldVand it was decided to con-

sitate

to each and every

—

Sam**

Bowling would not receive the results until the following Tuesday,
which happens to have been yes-

WBOA

2nd Alpha Delta Phi 3
3rd Sigma Nu 2

4th Zeta Psi 1
The scores of the playoffs are as
follows:
The semi-final matches, Kappa

Sigma 2; Zete I; Alpha Delta Phi
2; Sigma Nu 1.
The finals and consolation
matches. Kappa Sigma 2; Alpha
Delta Phi 1; Sigma Nu 2; Zete 1.
In a recent class Professor Ed-

ward C. Kirkland of the History
Department stated that the only
things that are shared in common
by every nation of the world, and
thus should be factors in any
movement,
are
peace

world

"Tomato

juice, time, The Reader's
and seagulls."

Digest, Sex,

Mi

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Brunswick Branch

riMWMMa

clinic

—

is to consist of SigA brief discussion of an intertfbVjOelta Sigma, Psi U, Beta, fraternity golf tournament followed, but any action was postponed
pending
the results of the golf
the

FKST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

special

hope that
fans.
clinics for umpires
and all sports officials will be held
future.
in the

DKE, ARU, and T.D teams.
An innovation this year is

Welcomed

al-

location was, granted that it was,
to set no precedent for large future railroad club expenditures,
but was merelv a convenient meth-

The

Guaranteed

appropriations.

appearance,

situations,

and hustle received

players,

Student Accounts

proximately $100 in Blanket Tax
funds because of a greater enrollment in the College during the
second semester than was anticipated by the Committee in its fail

school

more of these

League "B"

ma

Banking Service*

A petition requesting funds for
a new Railroading club was presented at this time by Colonel
Gregg C. McLeod and John L.
Davis '53.
The reason for the petition was
that there was an excess of ap-

known high

attention.

Softball was discussed
decision was made to conduct it
courage more active participation
in the same manner as last year,
tournament. No decision
with two leagues and a play-off. in the
The leagues were chosen in an im- was reached except that White
Key members were to bring lists
partial manner. League "A" is to
those men interested to the
consist of the teams from Zcta of
Psi,
ATO, Kappa Sigma, A.D., next meeting.
Chi Psi, and the independents^
Golf Discussion

Complete and Friendly

of the

Student Cduncil, represented the

ethics,

,

in

At

various

houses concerning the
proposed tennis tournament.
The A.D.'s were reported in.
favor of an individual tourney,
while the Beta's favored a contest in which each house should
enter two doubles teams.
None of the other representatives made any comment concerning the sentiments of their houses.

respective

Brunswick

St,

Tax Committee was held at the Troy, New York.
beginning of »the second semester.

tives reported the feelings of their

It was suggested that one member of the White Key be responsible for providing umpires for all
the games on time, but no decision
was reached.
The A.D. and Beta representa-

Pie

*Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottles
6'/i

to play
night.

Softball Problems

tact Bill

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

learned.

- $2."
Miss Ruth Ring has returned
meeting of the Blanket from Emma Willard School in

SPA

are

ners

Thursday

i

Rail-

road Club petitioners had requested over $150 in their initial request. At the initial meeting of the
Railroad Club on January 17, four
undergraduates were present.
Additional facts, concerning the
allocations of the Blanket Tax
Committee will be reported in The'
Orient as they are received or

F.

sec

the In-

to play the fourth-place Kappa
Sigma team while the Chi Psi's
The A.D. representative, Frank
are to play Sigma Nu. The win- Pagnamenta, pointed out that this

Interfraternity tennis and softwere the topics of discussion

ball

who

luncheon
To Donald Mathison

This year, the
books reveal
that they have expended
$142.37. Expenditures incurred by
the organization with respect to
the Religious Forum have not as

I

Action

passed their at the weekly White Key meet14.30 physical in February, are Burns ing, which was held yesterday in
B. Hovey '55, Frank J. Farring- the Moulton Union snack shop.
munications for the ReligiThe representative from Psi
ton '53, Frank J. Oswald '53,
ous Forum
6.20 David F. Coe '55, John H. Mann- Upsilon, Herb Cousins, was abBrown Printing Service
ingham '55, Joseph A. Aldred Jr. sent.
For posters and flyers
11.25 '53, and Peter E. Powell '54.
The meetings are held in an inKpynote Ronald Bridges
50.00
The brief ceremony will be held formal manner, there being nc]
O-At-Ka Conference
145.00
in the Peucinian Room in Sills reading of the minutes of the
previous meeting (if there are any
Hall at 1:30 p.m. on April 8.
Total
$558.35
minutes in existence), no system
of recognition from the chair, and
This year the expenditure of
no attempt to direct discussion
$03 for Christmas baskets for the
Tennis Notice
from the chair.
children of Brunswick was disVolleyball Playoffs
allowed by the Committee because
Tennis Coach Sam Ladd has anit
The first decision reached was
was felt that charity donations nounced that there will be an imdo not come under the heading of portant meeting of all Varsity Ten- ) one concerning volleyball play
offs.
A
coin
was flipped by Ronald
"extra-curricular activities." It is nis candidates in the Gymnasium
not known at this time whether on Thursday, April 3, at 4:00 p.m. R. Legueux, president of the orthe "Annual Contribution to the
Junior- Varsity meetings will be ganization, and the toss was won
Student Christian Movement" is announced at a later date in The by the Delta Sigma representative. Thus the Delta Sigma team
to be made again this year.
Orient.

These men,

Won

and college umpires, were instructors, as well as Stan Lafflin, who
was recently assigned to the staff playoffs was bowled by
of Western International Leagu? of the champion Kappa Sig's with
for this season.
one-hundred and ninety-six pins to
The first hour of the school was his credit. Bill Boyle compiled the
devoted to base umpiring, and the highest total for an individual
second period was spent demon- string when he hit the pins for a
Recent use of the Curtis Pool for the holding of Inter-scholastic Swim- strating the proper technique of good score of one-hundred and
ming Meets. The pool has been put to use by teams from school and plate umpiring. There was a fourteen.
between
YMCA groups for the better part of the winter. Since the Bowdoin demonstration of rule infractions, In the consolation gameZete's
to
followed by a question and answer the Sigma Nu's and the
pool is the only one in the area, the College has made it a policy to.
decide third place, the Sigma Nu's
period.
open the pool to worth while organizations for some time. It is used
The two man umpiring system, defeated the Zete's to end Up In the
for practice as well as for meets.
which is utilized in the Pine Tree third spot.
The information which this recircuit, was stressed. Positions for

White Key Meet

[Continued Prom P»g* J]
the Religious Forum
Seven Bowdoin students will be
77.00
To Brunswick Publishing
sworn into the Marine Corps ReCo. Religious Forum Proserve on Tuesday afternoon, April
grams
21.50 8 by First Lt. Edward F. Duncan.

well

Blake,

.

|

former

improper pitching forms.
Fred Harlow, coach of Westbrook High's state championship
baseball team, acted as master of
ceremonies. He caught MacFayden on the mound.
and
Cliff
Dick ^Harrington

year's competition collegiates.

Tax Committee Expends Marines To Swear In

A

Red Sox and New York Yankee
hurler, MacFayden also assisted
in the demonstration of proper and

time winners are: Clark George,
Mick Weiner, John Day, 'and Bill
Leathers over Bob Burr, Jim
Freeman, Jim Connellan, and Bob
Bernson respectively.
The pool tourney has not started yet, but the slate of matches
will probably be posted this week.
The winner of each tournament
will receive a cup as an award
with his name and that of his
fraternity inscribed

J.

sons.

Benoit Company, a Portland clothing concern.

Weiner, and Jim Freeman.

Brown as their new golf coach. 1951
Brown is two-time winner of the
Maine Open Championship. In addition he won the Maine Residence
Amateur crown and was Florida
Intercollegiate champion while at-

for the

Maine were present at the three eligible for the playoffs were the
hour school designed to "promote Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu, Zete, and
better and more uniform umpir- AD in that order. The Kappa
Sigma's edged out the Sigma Nu's
ing."
by one point in the regular season
Phil Skillin, veteran Portland
points of
Telegram League umpire and an play having a record on
twenty-seven and six while the
aluannus of the Bill McGowan
Sigma Nu's. had a record of
school, is director of the clinic,
seven.
which is sponsored by A. H. twenty-six and

Maine Team To Beat
Eight men have still failed to
Maine is the team whom Bow- play their preliminary matches.
doin will have to beat out in order In order to get the tournament in
to take the state championship. £ull swing, the Student Union
Maine's squad composed mostly of matchmakers may be forced to
last year's members, is led by eliminate those competitors.
Johnny Gowan, ttye Maine InterA few games have been played
Another
title-holder.
collegiate
in the second round. The second-

'52

in succession.

first

of

resulting victors were: Sam
Another handicap for the team Hibbard, Ted Roussin, Bill Hartto overcome is the lack of funds ley, Bill Clark, Del Damboise,
provided for it by the college. Re- Bob Brown, Roily DiLedne, Herb
cently a petition was circulated to Phillips, Dan Miller, Claude Bondiscover how many students would ang, "Bill Leathers, and Bob Bernbe interested in participating in son. Also: Marv Kaitz, Jim Ladd,
the sport. This includes not only Dave Payor, Don Lints, Frank
the students who make the team, Scalera, Bill Douglass, Lloyd Bisbut all those who use the golf hop, John Day, Jim Connellan,
facilities. Over 150 students sign- Clark George,
Bob Burr, Mick

The

ed.

ond year

terfraternity Bowling playoffs. de»meeting of the newly feating the AD's 2-1 in fhe finals.
was
held
clinic
umpires
organized
By this victory the Kappa Sigin the cage of Bowdoin's Sargent ma's took in the lead in the total
gymnasium last Saturday after- cup race with 12 points.
noon, March 29th.
The four teams who finished the
Veteran officials from all parts season in the four top positions

The

the Bowdoin annual
The squad is strong at the top intra-college ping pong tournapositions, but it does not have the ment, 27 dut of the 31 scheduled
necessary depth which a winning matches forming the first round
team must have. The remainder were played last week in the
of the places are virtually wide game room of the Moulton Union.
open.

By CamMe
The Kappa Sigma's,

Ethics, Hustle Stressed

Opening

NoDeptk

Bowling Playoffs $

MacFayden Team Aids
With Demonstrations;

Pool Tourney ToStart
Some Time This Week

'54.

Kappa Sigma Cops

Gym

tat*

PLC
157 PLf
«57
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lighten Wins Plummer
Speech Contest Prize

New

Smith

Interf raternity Sing

Girls

Quarterly Reviewed

Osgood, Carson 2nd
Contest Claimed Finest
In Years By Thayer

Philip W. Leighton '53 won the
prize while H. Davison OsBy George T.
'54 and Jay A. Carson '53
The February edition of the
tied for second place in the Stanley Plummer Prize Speaking Con- Smith College Alumnae Quarterly
was
recently
received
at the Bowtest held last Monday evening,
March 31. in the Smith Auditori- doin Alumni office and, this being
the season of the year when the
um.
Other participants in the Con- young man's fancy turns to
test included Roger E. Gorden '53. thoughts of girls' colleges, we
Ralph J. Levi *53, and Charalam- thought we'd try to gamer some
bos Vlachoutsicos, Foreign Stu- quick information from the bulletin of the grandmother of them all.
dent.
The cover of the recent Alumnae
Leighton, in his prize winning
speech, "Endowed Reform School," features a melange of college forms
presented a humorous account of and applications almost completely
covering
the picture of a girl aphis
personal experiences as a
counselor in a Maine summer plicant, who we are to assume, is
the "Sophia Smith" mentioned on
camp.
He pointed out that, while it the face of many of the forms.

The name "Sophia Smith" struck

could not be said that he did not

young campers in general, us as a happy amalgamation; "Sosome of them could be extremely phia" suggests a personage with
trying at times. However, even "grande dame" implications, but
like

with all the difficulties that arose also implies just a whiff of the
during the season including the "red hot mama" to those of us
Sunday visits of the regulation- with vivid imaginations or memorbreaking parents, Leighton con- ies.
Pursuing this attractive Miss
cluded that there was great satisSmith inside the cover, we found
faction in his job as counselor.
"Thanks to the Propagandists," that she is really Anna Wood '52.
Osgood's talk which tied for We were a bit disillusioned at this,
second
place,
was an attack but noted with a faint smirk that
against those agencies which pre- the "A" at the end of "Anna" adds
sent the American public with just the distinction necessary to
colored pictures of the interna- distinguish it from the more comtional scene. The situation has mon "Ann."
Editors Examined
reached such an extreme and toFeeling rather overcome with
day we are so biased against the
Russians, that we would no long- our own philosophical whimsy, we
er consider any of the attacks perused still further the masthead
against them unjust, Osgood stat- and found that the Board of Editors include both an honorary edied.
Carson's talk entitled "Wcirlec" or and an honorary member. This
was based on an analogy between again struck us as being rather the
the unsteadiness of a river near "right thing to do".
Gazing at the table of contents
his home town to that of the
people in the same town. The the first thing that caught our
people concerned here come to colleotive eye was its similarity to
represent people as a whole, ac- the format for the B.B.C.; the
"home" program, the "light" procording to speaker Carson.
He then noted the lack of the gram, and the third program. The
spirit of cooperation in our nation third program on the B.B.C. is
in general. Indeed, even when it made up of anything pertaining to
comes to voting for the men who culture, and is thus inclined to be
will be in control of our affairs, a bit spotty.
We passed up the "home" secthe turnout is usually poor.
Professor Albert R. Thayer pre- tion of the issue as being somesided over the contest, while the thing sacrosanct and inviolable and
judges were Dean .Nathaniel C. passed on to the sections devoted
Kendrick, Mr. John Smith of the to lightness and culture.
While each article except the
Brunswick High School, and Professor George H. Quinby of the le"ad (which is entitled "Problems
of "Asia") has at least a remote
English Department.
Professor Thayer remarked that connection with the present, past
the contest was one of the finest or future of Smith, we were inclinundergraduate speech events that ed to steer toward objectivity, and
he had seen in some time. This thus lighted on a reminiscence callwas shown by the length of time ed "Close to the Heart of Norway,"
taken for the judges to decide and by Katherine F. Berry '02.
Graduate Breaks Arm
in their decision of a tie for second
Miss Berry, a fine adaptable
place.
•

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Frank

T. Pagnarnenta '53

newspapers have
This week
been pouring in from colleges all
over New England and even Bryn
Mawr College has promised to
synd us its publication.
Therefore, with so many papers
around, this week's column will
consist of a rundown of as many
activities taking place at colleges
in the Eastern area as possible.
Class Movie
Brown's class of 1953 has begun production of a movie, one
which will record the senior year
of the class. The movie will be 30
minutes long and will begin with
the Junior Prom, which was held
and will continue
last Friday,
Commencement cerethrough
monies in June of 1953. Highlights
of the remainder of the year will
be included in the film which will
attempt to cover every phase of

Orchestra is scheduled for a spring
tour in Europe; however, Symphony Hall has made arrangements for another orchestra under
the direction of Mr. Arthur Ficd
ler.

Tufts'

Day

March 24th was designated by
Governor Paul A. Devcr as Tufts
Day. It marked the 100th anniversary of that institute, and
Devcr had this to say in his proclamation:

"Tufts

has

College

tradition of educating
^11 races, religions and sexes in
those disciplines which mold the
judgement and character of a free,
intelligent
and responsible

mainted

its

citizen."

college life: scholastic, social
extra-curricular.
The film will be

black
and
white and will
have a musical
background. Copies will be used
for
class
reunin

ions,

alumnae

clubs and the admissoins
office.
Where the money
to produce this is
going
to come
from the article
did not say. but it did state that
this was not going to constitute
the class of '53's gift to the University.

Tuition Increase

Saunders '52
'though a bit inclined to
stodginess of style, had apparently become "Close to the Heart of
Norway" by the simple expedient
of breaking her arm while passing
through a fjord.
soul,

.

No

definite

our

Rubin

'52,

and was a

series of de-

scriptions of the various hazards
facing "the Smith senior during
January, principally the ever-present spectre of job interviews, term
papers, and examinations. We were
able to follow the article fairly
well, except for the references to
"yellow cards" and "posture pictures".

An

interesting facet to this article was the somewhat defensive

statement that "(The Smith girl)
has learned to think". Although
we have never doubted this for an
instant, our immediate reaction

was the vision of an old dowager
in her overstuffed chair
reading her "Quarterly" and mursitting

muring "How true!"

We further learned that the typical senior is already getting a
taste of the cold, hard world of
business by sacrificing her evenings to attend the Northampton
Commercial College. By picking up
a trade she hopes to weather the
economic storm until big business
or Sir Galahad arrives over her
horizon to spirit her into the ranks
of the elite, or at least to the proverbial vine-covered cottage in

Suburbia.
We next fleeted over a feature
describing the massive bureaucracy
of Smith self-government. With
heads spinning from this run-in
with a form of government which
seemed to be the product of a PhD.
thesis by a Utopian Jacksonian, we
retreated to the contemplation of
a picture of the Student Council.
We were impressed by Miss Joyce
Baker '52 (daughter of Katherine
Harrison Baker '27) who is president of the Senior Class.
We were about to delve further
into the innermost secrets of this
stronghold of independent women
when our man arrived with a
Westbrook Catalogue, "complete
with phone numbers", as he said
ecstatically. Wondering about the
vagaries of youth, we set aside the
"Quarterly" and wandered downfor a beer.

New

nity.

Wire Recorder Available
wire recorder, which may be
secured from the music depart-

A

ment, is available to the fraternities wishing to make use of it during the practice period this month.
Each House is advised to plan rehearsals in the auditorium of Memorial Hall well in advance of the
preliminaries.

The requirements for the event
are that each House give two seone a College or Fraternity song and the other any rendiof a type of song of the
House's choosing. Every member
of the twelve Fraternities should'
take part in the program unless
lections,

tion

Rivera.

We

kaaMAAAMMI

•

The debators

two

Charles

^Burchfield,

one

in

mtfseum collections

is

an

oil

paint-

Highlights
from the Benny
Goodman Jazz Concert of 1938
will be played over
this
Thursday night from 8:00 to 9:00.

Room"

will

tk>n.

Manager,

last semester's Business
retains his position.

Rayment, an Executive

Officer

of the Theta Delta Chi fraternity,
is also a member of the Glee Club

and the Masque and Gown. He recently acted in two plays for the
one-act play contest. As a freshman, *he played Baseball and Hockey and was one of the participants in the Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest.
Davis, a James Bowdoin Scholar,
has worked with WBOA since he
entered Bowdoin. He is a member
of the new Railroad Club, and has
served as basketball manager in
his freshman and sophomore years.

WBOA

i

WBOA

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Donald W. Rayment '54

Henry Chosen Entry

From Maine For Try
At Law Scholarship
John A. Henry '53 has been
named Maine contestant in a fourstate competition for one of 10
full three-year scholarships to the
New York University School of

Law.
Runner-up

Maine contestant
another Bowdoin student,
Roger A. Welch '52.
Henry and Welch were interviewed in Calais last Wednesday

was

as candidates for the Root-Tilden
Justice
scholarships
by Chief

Harold H. Murchic of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine, and by
Associate Justice Sidney St. Felix
Thaxter.

These scholarships, named for
Elihu Root and Samuel Tilden,
distinguished
graduates of the
Law School, carry a stipend of
more than $2,000 each and are
considered among the most desirable
graduate
scholarships
ofTcred anywhere. As winner of
the Maine division, Henry will
compete with other students from

New

Hampshire, Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island.
Henry is a James Bowdoin
Scholar and has been recipient of
the Horace Lord Piper Prize for
and original paper on world peace
and of the Achorn Debate Pri2e.
Welch, also Phi Beta Kappa and
three times a James Bowdoin
Scholar, is majoring in Government.

—— i—^———

—

—

—

WBOA To

The

Phair Piano Recital

national

contest

will

be

judged by the contestants themwho criticize each of their

selves

Colleen Phair,
a Junior at
Brunswick High School, will present a piano recital over Station
this coming Tuesday evening, April 8, at 7:30.
Her program will include music

WBOA

opponents.

The

results

of all
criticisms will then be tabulated,

and the winning national team
and the best speaker in the coun-

try will be announced. Last year
Bowdoin's Richard Van Orden '51
won this title of Grand National
by Bach, Chopin, Schumann, and
Champion. The Bowdoin teams alChabrier. Of particular note in
so did well, the affirmative taking
this group are several of the
Schumann "Papillons," which she 5th place and the negative 19th

Eves,

of

in

*
is

the contest.

a pupil of William

Topsham.

who

himself
gave a recital recently in the First
Parish Church of Brunswick.

amazing height

BOWL-MOR

(£Eemington^eigr
Alleys

STANWOOD'S
GULF
STATION

Remington Feeny's money went

*

Welcomed
.

Money can be used to grow on, but not neces-

Tires, Batteries, Specialties

Maine and Noble
Phone 81396

shall

by Mr. Feeny's method. For instance,
more than 1,100,000 people have shown their
sarily

186 Maine

Sts.

Street

faith in the future of the Bell

Let us help you plan
your printing as well
as produce

TICKETS

by

investing their

of

them

money

in

are Bell employees

Telephone System
it. About one-fifth

who bought

stock

through a payroll savings plan.
It takes

both money and people to keep the
and improving to meet

Bell System growing

it.

our country's telephone needs. That's

Our long experience in producing the following and
other kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you
short cuts in time and save you money.

lege

men

why

col-

with the right qualifications can find

interesting opportunities with usv-in engineering, research, operating

POSTERS

and administration.

Your campus placement office^will be glad
you more information.

STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

The Record

do

overrule

Paul K. Nlvea
•"

1

1

'

he could always keep it with him.
By the time he was 48, he was nine feet tall.
his shoes so

Proprietor

Expert Lubrication

to his feet.

Being extremely cautious, he hid his money in

Student Patronage

John C. Stanwood

We

offer no resistance to it."
knows, this may be the right
approach to a College Administra-

Who

Program Director; Louis A.
Welch '54, Chief Announcer; Edward Cogan '51, Publicity Director;
and Camille F. Sarrauf '55, member-at-large of the Executive Committee. Charles R. KeUcran '52,

to give

be featured.

own decisions, and
what we can to have it
this.

WBOA staff

Other newly elected
'53,

—

Such numbers as "One O'Clock
Jump," "Don't Be That Way,"
"The Dixieland One Step," and
its

the Radio Station.
officers include: Pattangall Nicolet

—

WBOA

"Blue

and John

'54

Manager and
Chief Engineer by the members of
WBOA, who have also adopted new
amendments to the Constitution of

WBOA

early

ing "Monhegan A. M." by Laurence Sisson, a gift of the Boston
Society of Independent Artists.

Donald W. Rayment

D. Davis '52 were elected to the
positions of Station

into

—

his

naturalistic style and the
other a late work, and a wellEdward
by
painting
known
Hooper, showing a restaurant interior, entitled "Chop Suey."
Robert R. Bliss '47, who has had
a one-man exhibition in Boston
during the past month, has presented "The Clam Diggers" to the
Art Museum for exhibition.
The most recent addition to the

Station Manager's Term
From Year To 3 Months

—

by

watercolors

New Amendment Lessens

Tillotson.

divide

will

April.

changes, and the reactions, at
least those printed in the Williams
Record, have been varied and outspoken. Among the rule changes
arc restrictions on assessments

portionately. The president sent a ly criticized the autocratic way in
letter to the parents of present which these rules were handed to
undergraduates, saying that the the students without the consent
vote to increase the tuition was or even the consulting of the Stutaken "with reluctance." He men- dent Council.
The Williams Record -took an
tioned that "the costs of mainposition
in
the opposite point of view in their
our
taining
academic world have continued to Editorial. They claimed that the
increases rules were not. as drastic as they
parrallcling the
r j s e.
along the whole economic front." at first seemed, and that with the
The increase represents a 5150 exception of the 10 o'clock weekboost over this year's tuition fee day curfew, they were all necessary and reasonable regulations
of 51650.
As for the curfew the Record
Pops May 16th
At about the same time that I adopted the stoical attitude of
read that Bowdoin would not have good sportsmanship and hoped
this
year.
concert
I
learnthat
the administration would rea Fops
the
Quoting Lincoln
ed that Lasell Junior College of consider.
Auburndale, Mass.. was holding Record stated "We think... the
16th> tne Wedn e6aay decision is erroneous.
know
oik on May
hei'ore Ivy. The Boston Symphony that. . .who made it has overruled

To

Cogan, Nicolet, Sarrauf

For Positions On Staff

—

Miss Phair

At Walker Art Building

second tenor; and Frank J.
Farrington '53, bass.
Frank F. Farrington '53
Those to be lost this year
through graduation are John B.
Morrell '52, second tenor Peter K.
Defend
Debaters
Race '52, and bass Ronald A. Lander '52.
Title In Nationals;
The six men returning from this
year's group in the fall will be
Other Matches Planned Robert R. Forsberg '53, W. Arthur
Grove '54. Robert C. Hamilton '54,
'54, H. DaviThe Bowdoin Debating Council John V. Nungesser
son Osgood Jr. '54, and Gordon
will attempt to retain its \itle at
Jr. '54.
W.
Stearns
the Grand National Debating TourAnnual Elections
nament held this year at Mary
Elections for the Meddies are
Washington College in Fredericksburg, Va., from April 10 to April held every Spring in order to get
replacements for graduating men.
12.
new men always start
Representing Bowdoin at the The
practicing with the rest of the
contest this year are the followgroup as soon as they are selected.
ing: Edmond .N. Elowe '52, John
The selection was made this
A. Henry '53, Paul P. Brountas
spring as usual by the regular
'54, and Charles E.
Orcutt '54.
They are coached by Professor A. Meddiebempsters with the aid of
Professor of Music Frederic E. T.
Rudolph Thayer.
'54,

WBOA Elections Pick

Last semester's
staff ofSelection of the men ficers were Linwood A. Morrell
based on the ability to blend, and '52, Station Manager; Bruce Wald
two teams with Orcutt and Henr> on
the range, personality, and '53, Chief Engineer; David C. Dean
arguing the negative and Elowe
he be ill or out of town.
'52, Program Director; Charles R.
quality of the voice.
»
and Brountas the affirmative on
The Program
At the time of the selection of Kelleran '52, Business Manager;
Alpha Delta Phi
"The Five the subject of "A Permanent Pro- the Meddiebempsters, Osgood was Bruce C. McGorrill '53, Chief Angram of Price and Wage Control." chosen to lead the group. He will nouncer; and Norman Russell '52,
Explorers" and "We Come".
Psi Upsilon
"Po' Old Lazarus" Each team will compete against replace Race, the present leader.
Publicity Director.
and a previously unsung Bowdoin nine colleges at the national conFormerly all
staff officers
Race predicted at the selection
test, and the debates will be held
song.
meeting that the Meddies will served for a period of one year,
Chi Psi
"As Off to the South- from Thursday morning until Sat- have less difficulty next year but, as a result of the new amendurday afternoon. Approximately since only
'ard We Go" and "Serenade."
three men are leaving, ment, the terms of office will be
Delta Kappa Epsilon
"Little 300 debators representing eighty each of whom sing a different approximately one semester with
Innocent Lamb" and "The Dcke colleges will participate in the part. This will leave at least one the new Staff assuming duties on
contest.
Marching Song."
man for each singing part as a April 1 and December 1.
The Bowdoin teams have ar- foundation for the new men. In
Theta Delta Chi
"Brush Up
Your Shakespeare" and "Stars ranged for several matches on contrast, last June four men were
announces
Radio Station
route.
Arriving
in
New
Ablaze."
York City lost, including both baritones.
the following special Easter music:
" Wadin' in the Wat- Monday afternoon, April 7, they
Zeta Psi
The Meddiebempsters have had
J. S. Bach
Cantata no. 4
have a dual match with CCjN.Y.
er" and "Beneath the Pines."
approximately 50 concerts so far "Christ Lay in the Bonds of Death"
Kappa Sigma
A medley of The following day the teams will this year.
Thursday, April 3, 9:00 p.m.
five songs (a '90's selection) and compete against Temple UniverTwo of the remaining concerts
Easter Oratorio
J. S. Bach
"Come Gather All Ye Merry Men." sity and Bryn Mawr in Philadel- include the farewell banquet for Friday, April 4, 9:00 p.m.
Beta Theta Pi
"The Three phia.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills at
J. S. Bach
St. John Passion:
The Bowdoin debators reach the Boston Alumni group and an- Part 1 - Monday, April 7, 9:00 p.m.
Bells" and "Marching Along in
Washington, D. C. on April 9, other concert
Beta Theta Pi."
at Harvard.
Part 2 - Tuesday. April 8, 9:00 p.m.
Sigma Nu
"Battle Hymn of where^ they will have a dual deGeorge Washington
the Republic" and a College or bate .'with
University. After a day in WashFraternity Song.
" ington
they will continue on to
Alpha Tau Omega
"Travelin*
Washington College
and a College or Fraternity Song. Mary
in
Alpha Rho Upsilon
"Student Fredericksburg for the Grand NaMarching Song" from the "Student tional Tournament. They will be
accommodated there for ThursPrince".
Delta Sigma
"It Ain't Neces- day, Friday, and Saturday during
sarily So" and a College or Frater- which time they will have debates
with 9 colleges. Dances will also be
nity Song.
held at the College for the relaxation of the contestants on
Thursday and Friday evenings.
Present
National Tournament

will perform.

Paintings Arrive

These paintings arc supposed to
arrive today.
Also on exhibit are a group of
paintings lent by Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Reed. These paintings include two watercolors by the contemporary Mexican painter Dirgo

Holyoke College, with for cocktail parties, issuing of
whom the Glee Club recently had guest cards for all non-Williams
a concert, has announced that the men attending Houseparties, retuition will be increased to 51800 stricted Sunday activities and an
President
Roswell early Sunday Curfew, and a 10
year.
n<\xt
Grey Ham stated that scholar- o'clock weekday curfew. Some of
ship would be increased pro- the Letters-to-the-Editors violent-

Three men out of a field of 44
candidates have been selected by
the Bowdoin Meddiebempsters to
replace members of the group
graduating in June.
The new members of the doublequartet who will start singing next
fall are William K. Cale '55, first
tenor; Allen F. Hetherington Jr.

The

song is being suggested as a replacement, but several students
have submitted compositions of
their own.
Rules .Reaction*
Williams College has recently
rule
social
undergone drastic

Mount

Frank Farrington '53,
Hetherington '54, Cale
To Replace Graduates

—

During the intermission, while
the judges make their decision of
the winning fraternity, the Meddiebempsters will entertain the audisomething which has happened ence with a few of their selections,
back at Smith. Thus the Norwegian as will Professor Tillotson, who
nurses were not like American will play several piano solos.
nurses because they wrapped the
Good interpreattion, general efstems of flowers in wet rolls of fect, diction, pitch accuracy or innewspaper and placed thjbm stand- tonation, and enthusiasm are qualiing in pails of water.
ties which the judges seek in the
We were further non-plussed to performance given by each frater-

.

From 44 Candidates

Bowdoin fraternities.
The contest will be held in Upper Memorial Hall, with the arrangements being in charge of Professor of Music Frederic E. T. Til-

The
University.
Northeastern
lowerclassmen will vote later this
A special exhibition of eight
week, and if the vote is at all
The Boston Terrier Club will
similar to that of the seniors and Syracuse Watcrcolorists is being
meet on Sunday with Mrs. Hazel
juniors the Student Council will shown in the Downstairs Gallery
Tenney at Damariscotta Mills.
during
bring the matter to the attention of the Walker Art Building
of the administration.

Three New Members

The annual Inter-fraternity Sing,
which is to take place on the last
three days of this month, is already
being prepared for by the twelve

secret, we concluded, is an
ability to perceive every happening
in terms of its connection with

Mgr.

New Station Manager
Meddiebempsters Pick

parties.

two photographs accompany-

WBOA Station

New Meddieberapster

resulting hospital stay prolotson.

ing this article. One of them had
apparently been taken out the window of a careening auto by this
woman of fortitude with now only
the use of her non-fractured left
hand. This again brought thoughts
of unswerving and stoic dutifulncss to our minds and we quickly
switched to the next article.
This was entitled "Can Spring
be far Behind?" by Joan' Marcel

Meddies Selected For Fall;

Rayment Chosen

The preliminaries are scheduled
the article breathlessly searching for Monday, April 28 and Tuesday,
for the source of this self-confi- April 29. The finals, which will be
dence which exudes from so many broadcast over WBOA, the College
Smith women
even the under- radio station, are to be held the
night of April 30.
graduates who attend,
house-

find

1952-

New

duced a set of new circumstances
and difficulties for her, and we read

town

\

Doomed Alma Mater
Three hundred and two out of
for
voted
upperclassmen
395
and changes in both the words and
music of the Alma Mater of

2,

From Each FraWnity

first

Her

>NESDAY, "APRIL

Two Songs Required

Son of Smith Graduate Writes
Despite Mother, H-Party Dates

good

To Entertain

Tillotson

,

Three

Month

Slated For This

—
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Two pleased members of the Special Presidential Selection Committee converse in the Moulton Union. Left, Charles A. Cary '10, of
Wilmington, Delaware, a member of tiie Board of Trustees: and
right, Karlo S. Thompson '14, of New York, a member of the Board
of Trustees and Chairman of the Sel«>etion Committee.
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t
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(Above) the Coles Family
.Vn informal gathering in the living room of their Bristol, Rhode Island
residence. Left to right are: Christopher, six; Reed, seven; Mrs. Coles; Dr. Coles; and Ann. nine. President-elect Coles will assume his Bowdoin duties on October 1, 1952, taking the place of the College's
.

.

.

beloved Kenneth C. M. Sills.
(Right) Retiring Bowdoin President Kenneth C. ML Sills, who stunned the Governing Boards of the
College Saturday as he stood and read his official resignation.

Special Committee Selects

Chemistry Professor

New

J. S. Coles

President;

Coles' Neighbor Bartlett '55 Calls
New President 'Striking, Brilliant'

Ideal Man' Sought, Found

Family Extremely Popular In Home Town;
Activities - Civic Affairs, Sailing, Duck Hunting

Coles'
i

i

Trustees And Overseers Comprise Committee;

"Half-Dozen" Men Considered In Final Choice

S. Bartlett '55 of Bristol, R.I..

"We

And Charles A. Cary '10. of The Orient that he was quite
Wilmington. Delaware, Vice Presi- pleased that his hometown neighdent of the duPont Company and bor had been appointed the newChairman of the College Sesqui- president of Bowdoin.
Bartlett, in an interview, told of
ccntennial Committee.
Representing the Board of Over- Dr. Coles, and his home life, as he
seers was Philip G. Clifford '03. of knows them. Bartlett. a member of
Portland. Maine, senior member the Theta Delta Chi House, lives
across the street from the Coles'
of the Board;
William E. Lunt 04, Professor house in Bristol, a town about the
of History at Haverford College, size of Brunswick.
and a member of the Committee
He stated that the Coles' live
on, Educational Policy;
a very simple life. Bartlett pointJohn L. Baxter '16. of Bruns- ed out that there was nothing afwick, Maine, member of the pack- fected about the new president
ing firm of H. C. Baxter, and mem- and that the Coles' with three
ber of the College Visiting Com- young children, do not have an

that Coles is of an
age and disposition to adjust himself to Bowdoin, and wc feel confident that Bowdoin will adjust
herself to Coles," beamed John L.
Baxter '16. a member of the
Selection
Presidential
Special
feel

Committee, last Saturday morning, immediately following; the announcement that James S. Coles
had been selected to replace
President K. C. M. Sills.
Coles had been selected from
approximately 240 top educators
and administrators who had been
considered for the presidency by
the Special Presidential Selection

Committee.
Baxter claimed that the
had been narrowed down

elaborate scale of living. An indication of this is that the Coies'
family drives a Ford car.
Bartlett knows the whole Coles
family, having visited with them
many times. He said that this
family was well liked in the community, being active in various

mittee.

Baxter Comments
about the election
mere "half-dozen" men
from John I.. Baxter were obtainfinal choice was made.
ed immediately after the anThe selection process has been nouncement of Coles' appointin high gear since the appointment
ment. Baxter, a resident of Brunsof the Special Presidential Selec- wick is an Overseer,
a member of
tion Committee by President Sills the Visiting Committee of the
field

a
before the
to

Comments

l

September 26th until the final Governing Boards, and he was a
announcement last Saturday.
member of the special committee
The Committee held 12 official on the selection of Coles. He said

meetings dining the course of their about Dr. Coles:
8 Represented Trustees
S.

Committee Chairman was Earle
Thompson '14. of New York

member of the Board of
Trustees. Mr. Thompson is PresiCity, a

dent of the West Penn

Company and Chairman
doin's Finance

Electric
of Bow-

Committee.

...."a man who loves small
towns; he will he an asset to the

affairs.

civic

last

deliberation.

around his Bristol home. Despite'
the heavy schedule which he .has at
Brown, -he finds time to mow his
told lawn and to do a little work in his

Describing Dr. James S. Coles as
"a striking man. obviously welleducated and brilliant," Frederick

Coles was described by Bartlett
man of over six fee. In heigh*
fairly slim, close to 175 pounds in
weight. An outdoor man, Coles has
as a

j

dark

hair.

Mrs. Coles, a graduate of Barnard College, was described as
Town of Brunswick."
-He has a good sense of humor, "good looking with red hair."
The Coles have three young
is
no glamor boy, but is by no
children. The oldest, Ann. is ten,
means unattractive."
"He is a very fine stout fellow, while the two sons. Reed and
eminently suitable for Bowdoin's Christopher, are seven and six.
Dr. Coles docs a lot of work
needs."

Also representing the Trustees
"This is the man for Bowdoin."
T. Copeland '06, of
"Ideal Man" Nought
Annisquam. Massachusetts, ProThe first step in the process of
fessor of Marketing at the Har- obtaining Sills' successor
was to
vard Business School and Chair- establish a criterion for the selecman of the Examining Committee tion of the president. After deof the Governing Boards;
liberation, the Special Presidential
Selection
Committee conceived

small

home

garden.

had some experience
with

home

tools.

things, he built his

He

has also

in

working

Among

other

Coles Weil-Rounded;
Jobs, Hobbies Vary

the nearby Narragansett Bay. A
group of neighbors including Dr.
Coles, all of whom are interested
in sailing small boats, have built
a small wharf. This group has
jokingly dubbed itself "The Walker's Cove Yatch Club."
Bowdoin's new President also
enjoys duck hunting in Narragansett Bay which is near his present home.
Bartlett pointed out that Dr.
Coles is interested in athletics.
In. his position of acting dean at
Brown, he attended a recent conference
in
Cincinnati
which
studied t.he problem -of spring
football practice in the colleges.
Dr. Coles has at times had a group
of students from Brown visit his
home for an afternoon of softball
on a nearby vacant lot.
In Bristol where he has lived
for about five years. Dr. Coles has
taken an active part in town
affairs, having served on committees on zoning and planning recently. Although ho has not run
l Continued on Pae.e
4 ]
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Story Puzzles Boards

Boston Herald Scoops
The

Selection

Committee and

the Governing Boards connected
with the selection of Dr. James
Stacy Coles as the successor to
President K_ C. M. Sills were completely "in the Dark" as to the
source of the news leak rfhich al-

lowed many newspapers to predict
Dr. Coles' appointment prior to

announcement
official
the
Saturday afternoon.

last

has been reported unofficially,
however, that the source was in
New York City, where a story concerning the appointment was telephoned to the Associated Press
on Thursday afternoon last week.
The Associated Press verified
the "appointment story" as far as
possible Friday morning, and it
was released in time to make the
evening editions of several Friday
It

papers.

MMMI

"The ideal Man" for the position.
The primary consideration was
deemed to be the "character" of

President

Sills

Stuns

Special Session With

James Stacey Coles, the acting dean of the college at Brown
Dr.

Prepared At Mansfield,

i

j

Hopes To Maintain High College Standards;
Is Impressed By High Quality Of Students

j

Taught At Middlebury

i

—

;

Photos, Music Hobbies

I

i

University was unamiouslv elocted the ninth president of Bowdoin
College last Saturday by a special
session of the 45 members of the
Bqard of Overseers and the 14
members of the President and

"I

Trustees.
An
Associate

of

Chemistry at Brown. Coles

j

want to thank The Orient for opportunity to greet the
Underwater Explosive
Bowdoin. One of the first things which impressed me
Research Brought Him
about Bowdoin was the aim expressed in the charter, to
most effectually promote Virtue and Piety, and to knowledge of
Certificate Of Merit
such of the Languages, and of the useful and liberal Arts and
Sciences, as shall hereafter be directed, from time to time, by
Described by many as "a liberal
the said Corporation.' Another was its position as a strong Lib- conservative,"
Bowdoin's
next
eral Arts College and its emphasis on the quality of its student. President, Dr. James S. Coles, has
"With its able faculty, and the student body which is ready received degrees from Mansfield
and willing to assume its share of the responsibility, for further- Teachers College and Columbia
ing the aim expressed by the charter.
hope that the excellent University, is a member of numreputation of the College may be even further enhanced in the erous scientific, honorary and research organizations, has taught at
years to come."

men

.

.

.

I

1

I

!

1

j

!

j

The above statement from Div! gratulations to Dr. Coles from the
James S. Coles was telephoned College soon after he aiTived in
person-to-person to the ORIENT; Buck Hill Falls Sunday.'
Editor Monday evening from his
Dr. Coles, also had prepared a
secret ary in Pro\idcnce.
more formal statement for issuance U> the press, the contents
It was the result of a request
made to Dr. Coles on The of which appear elsewhere in the
ORIENTS behalf by Bowdoin paper.
Professor of Chemistry Samuel E.
The Western-Union Telegraph

'

I

j

I

|

'

;

;

Kamerling. Both were attending a
Chemistry conference at the Buck
Hill Falls Inn. Buck Hill, Pennsyl|

vania.

Professor Kamerling also presentcd a special letter of con-

was Mclvin

Premature Appointment

1st Scientist President

doctor Of Phflosophy

I

In Bristol, Dr. Coles is a sailing enthusiast. Bartlett related.
About a year ago he purchased a
catboat which he enjoys sailing in

By Trustees, Overseers

Official Resignation

Dr. Coles Sends Informal Greeting
To Undergraduates Via Telephone

book cases and

put together a radio set. Bartlett
pointed out in his interview.

Unanimously Selected

|

i

strike necessitated the long-distance phoning on the part of Dr.
Coles secretary.
It is still not definite when Dr.
Coles and his family will be able

to visit the

;

of

38

1918.

Dr. Coles
becomes the first
scientist to be elected to the Presidency; he is the sixth President
not to be a graduate of Bowdoin.
The Overseers and Trustees met

Saturday morning

in

the faculty

also, of course, a

member

of the

College Faculty.
All of the members of the President and Trustees as well as the
Board of Overseers are currently
alumni of the College.
It is not yet certain whether
faculty at that time.
Dr. Coles will continue the tradiFollowing
graduation
from
tion as President in teaching a'
Mansfield he enrolled in Columbia
least one popular course.' IIouCollege of Columbia University
{ Continued on l'a»r ; ]
where he received the degree of
down fit Brown."
There's been some discussion Bachelor of Arts two years later.
Continuing
his
studies
at
Columbia
tradition
of
about the change
and not a University on the graduate level. Dr. Coles' Inauguration
getting a scientist
classics man.... also .some que*- Dr. Coles was awarded the Master
In
tion on how he stands on frater- of Arts degrep in 1939 and the
nity policy.... I don't think that Doctor of Philosophy degree in
his being a scientist marks any 1941.
He was an instructor in chemis- Sills
particular trend.
Oct. 1
"I think that he will he a try at the College of the City of
good man. The complaints that New York from 1936 to 1941. durDr. James S. Coles, the newly
I've heard about this specializa- ing the period of his graduate stuelected President of Bowdoin. may
tion (in Chemistry) I believe are dies at Columbia, and also served
be inaugurated on Alumni Day
unfounded. One Bowdoin President as residence halls counsellor at Conext fall, it has been learned.
was a retired general. .. .He's lumbia during part of this time.
If this is true, the iri....i.'uratio"
Dr. Coles was appointed to the
well appearing; good for College
diplomacy .... He has experience faculty of Middlebury College upon date would fall on Saturday. Noin administrative work, and all in receipt of his doctorate and for vember 8, over a month after he
the next two years served first as will take over his dtuics in Brunsall I think it a good choice."
"Well, this committee has gone an instructor and then as an as- wick. Und^r the proposed plan Dr
Coles will assume his dutiqs OctoI
sistant professor of chemistry.
into their selection carefully
ber 1.
Research Darin* War
certainly respect their judgment

Diverse Opinion Follows Appointment
Students' Early Doubts Dispelled

is

conference room on the third floor
of Massachusetts Hall. They had
C.C.N.Y., Middlebury College, and been Ailed together on special reBrown University, has served as quest of President Sills who as
Acting Dean at Brown, and has presiding officer of both :;rours
also done research for the Navy can call an emergency meeting upon 15 days notice. The Boards and
during the war.
Dr. Coles' additional interests in Trustees normally only meet twice
photography, music, sailing, golf a year.
by-laws.
Under
College
the
and amateur painting testify to
his well-rounded character and to Bowdoin's presidents are elected
by the President and Trustees
the extent of his interests.
with the approval of the OverBurly Education
Born in Mansfield. Pennsylvania seers. Under the charter o! the
in 1913, the thirty-eight year old College the President is the pre*
President graduated from Mans- siding member of the President
field High School, and received the and Trustees and Is also a memU-r
Bachelor of Science in Secondary of the Board of Overseers, lie h

Educat on degree from Mansfield
Teachers College in 1934. The College was founded in 1862, and a
census taken five years ago numbered the students at 298. and
there were 43 teachers on the

campus.

Professor

years old, the ?ame n^e as President Kenneth C. M. Sills was upon his election to the top jxxst in

By Reassuring

Facts

j

The

by students and Brown. Bowdoin students have previous* record in administration
after the announcement of Dr. bjjon especially touchy about the and in the academic world, most
the successor; the secondary con- James Stacey Coles as the succes- possibility ol new .vx-ia! rules ho- B- wdoin .tudent.-, were enthusisideration was to be his scholarly sor to President Kenneth C. M. ing inflicted by the administration. astic about the appointment by
Sills was one of mild doubt, but
or academic achievements.
However, these doubts were to late Sunday afternoon.
Moreover, it was decided that campus opinion rapidly changed as a large extent dispelled by the
Although mos r students are reBowdoin's new President should more was learned of Dr. Coles assurance of Earl S. Thompson,
serving definite opinio- until they
through
the
various
news
rebe of an age comparable to the
head of the selecting committee, have a chance to inspect the new
age of President Sills when the leases and other forms of publici- that Dr. Coles understood well
President in person. The following
latter
was first installed: The ty.
enough the difference between the comments were heard immediateCommittee pointed out that the
Early doubts as to the qualifica- situation here and elsewhere.
ly
after the
announcement of
average age of Bowdoin's Presi- tions of Dr. Coles' ability to head
Also the fact that Coles' pri- Coles' appointment and before the
dents on their installations was Bowdoin
centered arourid
his mary specialty at Brown was ad- more reassuring
facts were learn38 years.
scientific background, which many ministration as Dean of academic
The Committee also decided at first saw incompatible with the procedures was reassuring. He is
that
President Sills'
"Most
of
us
think
successor Bowdoin Liberal Arts tradition.
he will msk'in
only acting Dean at Brown
should consider his appointment as
Furthermore several students place of Dan Kenny who has been a good President although some
a career. The Presidency of Bow- and members of the faculty were
recalled into military service for thought a graduate of Bowdoin
doin College was not to be used as slighUy disturbed that Dr. Coles the
I don't think
past year. It was Kenny who would be better
a stepping stone to appointments was a graduate of little known
had instituted the unpopular frat- his being a scientist represents
elsewhere.
Mansfield College and that he was ernity and social reforms alone; any trend for Bowdoin. I don't,
Members of the Special Presi- Dean of a college quite Unlike which lines Coles' has been think he will emphasize science
dential Selection Committee were Bowdoin in size, curriculum, locahere.... I think the Committee
obligated to follow this past year.
appointed by President Sills last tion, and social factors.
However, the advance publicity was looking for a man who is a
September 26th. Acting under inBesides the academic concerns, from the Brown Publicity service good administrator and who is
structions
given
him by the most students wondered about the concerning his family life, his fairly well learned."
Governing Boards of the College new President's policies toward Doctor's degree in Philosophy,
"The only word is a skeptical
at Commencement last June. Sills collegiate social activities. Set on
They're worried about his
and general human touch dispell- one.
appointed a committee of six men. edge by unpopular restrictions at ed early
attitude on the Social restrictions.
doubts.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
such places as Amherst, Williams
After considering Dean Coles' We've heard about the restrictions
first

reaction

.

.

issSsssss^Miaiil

.

-

May Be

-

November

Through

'

—

.This Chemistry background
bothers me....l guess. Bowdoin
will keep in touch with the times
though. .. .It's strange to see a
scientist here; it seems as if there
is a turn in policy at Bowdoin.
.

.

.

.

Not sure whether
evil,

though."

this is

.

good or

The

President's

Certificate

of

Dr. Coles' resignation as act ins

Merit was awarded to Dr. Coles Dean at Brown becomes official
during the war years for his work June 30. He aj/tomaticaily is placat the Underwater Explosives Re- ed on the,payroll at Bowdoin July
search Laboratory in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts.
It is 'not yet certain when the

He was
[

also awarded a citation Coles' will move
into The PresiContinued on Page 2 ]
dent's Home.
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John L. Ivers '52 Picked
New ROTC Regiment CO
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••' one year ia three (S3) saltan.
l'uhli«hed

he

weekly when rla»«ri are

lield

«.ad< nti n f
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President Sills, t.hey have all
been trained for the Congregationministry. T,hree have been strict
conservatives, white the remaining
five have had liberal tendencies.
ne Reverend Joseph McKeen,
the List President of the College
(1S02-1807>, received his Bachelors and Doctor's Degrees at Dartal

His successor was another Bowdoin graduate, Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain '52. President Chamberlain had been a former member
of the Faculty and a General in

ma; hematics and astronomy.
1 ne Reverend Jes¥,e Appleton,
President from 1807 to' 1819, was
also a Dartmouth graduate, re-'
cefving his A.B. in 1810. Appleton
was strictly interested in the Classics and Religion "A man of intellectual ability and elevated character," he has been described as, a
poor administrative official.
The third President, William Al-

Two

neat huddles of officers, one
representing each Battalion formed
self-confident circles in the midd'e
of the tennis courts.
Suddenly Lt. Colonel Gregg C.
McLeod, Executive Officer of the
Bowdoin ROTC unit, stepped to a

The Modern Age
The flr*t of the two modern
Presidents, the Reverend William

liberal Presidents in the history of

the College, and he is largely refor the many reforms
be instituted to "sweep away
(Bowdoin's) accumulated scholas-

unit,

THE

AT

MEMBERS OF THE

SIX
COLES FAMILY
HOME. Pictured in the living room of their home
at Bristol, R. I., are Dr. James S. Coles, who will succeed Kenneth C. M. Sills as president of Bowdoin
College, and other members of the Coles family. Dr. and Mrs. Coles are flanked by Reed, seven years old,
and Ann, nine. On the floor are Christopher, six. and Rusty.

"Freedom Within Laws"

President since 1918, has been regarded as "in full sympathy with
Hyde's larger aims and equal devotion to the ideal of a liberal arts

Making Book

graduated from Harvard in college." He has, in general, conwas a Classicist who led tinued the policies of his predecesthe College through a period of sor. He was trained in English and
controversial administration which the Classics and Was for some
made him unpopular with many of years Wink ley Professor of the
his colleagues. He was known as, Latin Language and Classics.
"the Calvinist Pope of Maine" for
President Sills has been associathis strong religious convictions.
ed with the College since 1897
President Allen was succeeded in when he entered as a member of
by the Reverend Leonard the Class of 1901. He was, InstrucWoods. Dr. Woods was known tor in Classics and English in 1903largely for his extreme conserva- 04 and returned after two years at
tism during his twenty-seven years Columbia in 1906 to begin continas President, especially for his uous service as a member of the
distrust of the "contemporary sci- faculty. He has received virtually
entific movement." It was largely every honor which can be conferthrough his efforts that future red by the College. As President
Presidents began to take a larger since 1918, he has been a member
part m the teaching of the under- of the Alumni Council and President of the General Alumni Assograduates.
Samuel Harris '33, was the first ciation; he received the Alumni
Bowdoin graduate to become Pres- Achievement Award in 1939 and
ident of the College. Because he the Bowdoin Prize in 1948; he was
was interested only in the liberal awarded the degree of Doctor of
arts and disliked administration, Laws in 1934. He has been national
len,

1802. lie

•

Topic Of Cole Lecturer

ViereckOfMtHolyoke

Fighting

A- Stone

For Danny Fisher.

New

404 pp.

By

Communism
fifty

—

1

I

|

John

!

I

i

and

the eas,e

history

past three meetings.

Patronage

other rearrangement of
officers. This reading was marked
by the flashings of picture-taking
Harry Shulman, AP representative, and Wilfred E. Parent '55,
Orient staff member.
After the brief reorganization
during which the newly selected
well as

Solicited

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

&.'.

money on something you knew
'S3
"Sure as hell would never pay off."
This novel, however, is played on a
ed "Moving Day" and framed by fixed game. It is a winner each and
the device of having the narrator any time.
speaking to his son while the boy
places, a stone on his father's
grave, Mr. Robbins has created a
powerful and exciting novel. One

my

remember
here. I was

Member of the Federal Reserve System and\
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

first

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 39... THE

FLYCATCHER

summer up

just a punk kid sucking
after Gottkin, hoping it would get
me on the football team in the
fall. What a lot of crap that was!"

Yet above mere technical ability,
"A Stone For Danny Fisher." is a
moving book about the youth of
Brooklyn who didn't want to be

m

"shnooks like our fathers." "We
were smarter than they were. We
were going to be kings." It is a

i

—

.

Robbing.

dents from his, life.
At eight years old he says, "I
strained my ears to hear what he
was saying but I couldn't. He let
my hand fall from his and I ran
of to Mamma with the lump still in
my throat." And then by fifteen he
adopts the cocky, self-assured, "I

Mark

C^

By Harold

most striking examples of
the author's technical ability ia the
of expression and view
point as Danny Fisner relates inci-

<

Man"

There has been no representative from the Independents at the
Student Couflcil meetings for the

Student

as he reacts to and
fdftged by the period. Danny
Fisher says that life is like a Wheel
of Fortune where you put down

change

;

Woolf

L. Ivers '52

orficers took over their new posts,
another officers' meeting was called
for in the middle of the cage. With
varied degrees of lip-biting and

of the

!

I

ginning.

economics major from Read-

Philip Siekman, Jr.

years the Am"Freedom within law" was the
erican novel has followed two distopic of the Annie Talbot Cole
tinct and not necessarily parallel
lecture which was delivered by
paths
that travelled by Wells
Peter Viereck last Monday night
and Dos Passos and that exhibited
in the Smith Auditorium.
by Fitzgerald and the early HemViereck, Associate Professor of
mingway. These two purposes, or
History at Mount Holyoke College,
assertions, have been called by Arsaid that America has had three
thur Mizener, "the aesthetic asserfrontiers, horizontal, vertical and
tion of the value of the individual
inward. The horizontal ended when
consciousness and the social-politithe frontier was pushed to the
cal assertion of the value of the
Pacific ocean; the vertical began
community." In more easily handwhen we began to build sky- led terms this is the distinction
scrapers; and the inward is just be- between the lyric of Joyce and

For the past

was heard

is

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1052

Viereck believes that cynicism is •Dreiser and Farrell.
on the wane in the minds of thinkIn my opinion
ing people today. He went on to the problem of
say that people today have an in- the novelist toner conviction -a conviction which day is to suc-jT
previous generations did not have. cessfully mingle*
he resigned after five years 1866- president of his fraternity, Delta
He explained that freedom can these two" ap-£
1S7D.
Kappa Epsilon.
be achieved only by living in a proaches. As
framework of laws. This frame- Schulberg
e xwork would regulate the outbursts plains it
in
Character, Achievements
Interests
of individualism that sometimes "The Disenchantwreck society. He pointed out that ed," "I t h :i k
"Ideal
Coles; Numerous? Offices Held
we must have idealism not ideal- that's what reat
ism of the leftist sort but idealism literature should
{Continued Frum Pag* 1]
Advisory Council and the Eligibil- for the old virtues that made b e, entertaining
from the United States Navy Bu- ity Committee of the Ivy League. America great. He said that the and convincing as contemporary
reaiteof Ordnance Development for
While carrying out responsibili- only way to combat Communism reporting and yet with overhis "investigation in all phases of ties of the dean's .office, he has also was
to return to goodness and the tones of interpretation." If there
phases of explosives research as a taught a course in physical chem- old traditions.
is to be a successful serious novel,
member of the Naval Technical istry and continued as executive
Mr. Viereck said that we ought that is, one written outside of the
Mission to the European War The- officer of the chemistry depart- to use every possible means before dictated form of commercial sueatre."
ment.
going to war. He went on to say cess, I spoke of last week, there is
the Woods Hole Oceanograthat if appeasement would stop a need to introduce these "overCommunity Activities
r At
phic Institution he was a research
war
then appeasement should be tones of interpretation" into the
While associated with Brown,
present day novels.
roup leader and supervisor, and Dr. Coles has resided in the sub- used.
Later Fitzgerald in "Tender Is
in this capacity was in charge of a urban
i
community of Bristol, R. I.,
The Night" and the unfinished
7t; it. fishing schooner which had
where he has been active in civic
"The Last Tycoon" made some
been converted to a floating elec- affairs. He is an Ass't District
Committee
Selection
headway
towards this goal and the
tronics laboratory.
Commisisonar of the Boy Scouts
latest novel of Harold Robbins, "A
Dr. Coles was on active duty as of America and is a member
of St. Picks
Half Dozen Stone For Danny Fisher," owes
a Civilian technician with the Na- Michael's Episcopal
Church.
its success to a recognition of this
val Technical Mission in Europe,
Interested in community im{Continued from Page 71
need.
investigating foreign research in provement, Dr. Coles
has served as consisting of three Trustees and
Mr. Robbins' novel is the story
explosives during a part of the war chairman
of a special sewer survey
yean, from 1943 to 1946. He tra- committee and more recently as three Overseers. The Committee of a man's life from his earliest
was charged with considering the recollections to its linal confused
velled extensively in Western Ger- chairman
of the Sewer construcmany, interrogated enemy scien- tion committee of the Town of matter of Sills' successor and re- end. It travels from a day filled
porting to the Boards at a 'later with the excitement of moving
tists and assessed the value of Bristol.
As a result of this work, date.
into the house his father had
their research in terms of that Bristol is
currently completing a
Members of the Special Presi- "bought" for Danny Fisher,
done in the U. S. For these serv- $600,000 improvement program for
dential Selection Committee seem- through a depression period life in
ices he received the above men- its disposal
system.
pleased
with
their the
extremely
ed
rough,
anything-for-a-buck
t ioned awards.
Other Academic Offices
selection.
Brooklyn of the Thirties to his
He was recalled to the Navy
Talking with reporters shortly death at the hands, of rival "busiIn
addition
to
membership
on
Laboratories
in
WashOrdnance
after the convening of the Govern- nessmen". It is the first realization
ington. DC. to assume direction of numerous University committees,
he is also a member of Phi Lambda ing Boards, Earle S. Thompson '14, of life's value on seeing a man die
a high priority research project
Chairman of the Committee, seem- in a bar room braw. after a quarrel
Upsilon,
honorary
chemical
fratersummer
of
1950.
the
He
during
ed proud of the reception his Com- over a glass of beer. "(He) didn't
has also been a consultant for the nity; the Society of the Sigma Xi,
had received know a glass of beer could be that
Waterways Experiment Station of national scientific organization; mittee's selection
the American Chemical Society, of from the Trustees and Governing important, but this one was. It was
Corps
Army
of
Engineers
S.
U.
the
Boards.
relieved
Obviously
of a worth a man's, life." And it is the
which
he
was
secretary-treasurer
at Vicksburg. Miss.
burden,
Thompson final acceptance of life as "not a
of the Rhode Island Section from tremendous
Offices At Brown University
was described to have the air of thing you can turn on and off like
1947-1950;
the
American
Associathe
joined
Brown
Coles
UniDr.
an undergraduate who had just the water in a faucet, not as long
versity faculty as an assistant pro- tion for the Advancement of Science and the New England Asso- successfully completed his final as inside you the blood is running,
fessor of chemistry at the close of
examinations.
the heart is. beating, the mind is
ciation of Chemistry Teachers.
in
the
following
and
year,
war,
the
When queried as to Coles' atti- hoping. That was it. You go on
Family Background
1947. he was made Executive OflfiIn 1938 Dr. Coles married the tude toward the fraternity system living."
ccr of the department of chemisHeld together by thfe tricky and
former Martha Louise Reed of at Bowdoin, Thompson replied
try. This put him in charge of the
Port Washington, N. Y. They have that Bowdoin's President-To-Be effective use of five chapters entitlbudget, undergraduate laboratothree children, Ann Stacy, nine; was aware of and familiar with
ries! equipment and gave him genthe fraternity situation at the ColJames Reed, seven; and Christoeral supervision of the undergraduUniversity
lege. Said Thompson, "Coles unpher, six. Mrs. Coles is also active
ate courses. In 1949 he was proderstands the fraternity problems
School of
to associate professor of in college and community; affairs. here
nl .< d
at
Bowdoin, although at
She is now completing two years
YORK
chemistry.
Brown the situation is different."
as president of the Bristol PTA,
Three-Year Day Course
Dr. Co'e was appointed Acting
which she and others helped to orFour-Year Evening Course
Dean of the College with the reThe
assurance that the gymobert
Kenny to ganize.
CO-EDUCATIONAL
call of Deon R
nasium would remain open for use
military service hi May. 1951.
to the undergraduates was obtain- Member of Assn. of American Law
he has been conOnly one reply from an alumnus ed bv Student Council President
In this position
Schools
rerned primarily with academic to the undergraduate movement to Robert B. Gibson '52.
Matriculants must be College
matters. inc'»»ding counselling and change the Alma Mater of the
Acting upon complaints that the
graduates and present full transundergraduates
on College from "Bowdoin Beata" to athletic facilities had upon occaadvising Brown
script of College record
curriculum awl selection of major "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin" has been sion been closed to the understudy. He has had cog- received by the ORIENT, and this graduates over the weekends, the CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 29, 1952
r iiraes at
work
For
further
the
of
the
information address
office one was an objection to the change Student Council talked the matnizance over
Students and other ac- on the grounds of traditon and ter over with Bill Morgan, Assist- REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
of Dean of
with
the
underconnected
respect
'96.
SCHOOL
OF
for
ant
to
the
Henry
Pierce
Director
H.
of
Athletics.
tivities
The use of the swimming pool 302 Broadway, New York 7. N. Y.
graduates. As dean, he is a mem- author of the lyrics to "Bowdoin
was also arranged for Saturdays.
^r of the University's Athletic Beata."

And

An

the
as

the formation order for

Commander

'52

ing, Mass., Ivers is the former
President of the Beta Theta PI
House. He served in the Army before coming to Bowdoin, in then
peaceful Korea.

microphone
arranged
and barked out an "at ease."

new regimental headquarters

Battalion

dismissing his charges: the Second
Battalion, at ease during this, indicated their approval with much
unofficial finger-snapping behind
behind their backs. Finally, while
the pleased First Battalion noisily
flocked out of the arena. Cadet Lt.
Colonel Fickett unsuccessfully attempted to speak to convoy a message to his Battalion over the joyful din behind him.

Danny Fisher

A MAN'S LIFE

Urged A Return To Old
Virtues As Only Means

off

First

Donald A. Carmen

Then without ceremony, he read

tic dust."
Sills,

An unexpected surprise was rendered when the whole Regiment
called to attention once more,

was
and

specially

membered

Kenneth Charles Morton

all

about.

versity.'J

DeWitt Hyde, was inaugurated in
mouth Although his greatest in* 1885.
A graduate of Harvard in
leri si was Religion, he devoted a
1872, Hyde was one of the most

greet deal of time to the study of

what the dusty procedure was

established at the college. It was
abandoned after ten years, however, because of the fear of turning Bowdoin into a "people's uni-

i

fident circles this time.

Both Battalions of the Bowdoin
unit congregated in the athletic
Monday after2:30
cage
at
noon for the unexpected ceremonies, placing themselves neatly in
platoons around the newly laid indoor tennis courts. Unarmed, and
with indications that outside drill
was not the order of the day, the
ranks stood at attention wondering

the Civil War, as, well as Governor
of Maine for four terms. It was
Dartmouth, two at Harvard, and during his term that a separate
one at Union. With the exception department of Science was first
ot

new

'52
was
Daniel W. Fickett
chosen to replace Siekman as the
Commander.
Battalion
Second
James E. Herjiek '52 and James
E. Nevin '53 "were selected as the
other two members of the newly
formed Regimental Headquarters.

Past Presidents' Comparison
Shows Coles Not Atypical
Dr. Jamer. S. Coles, the ninth)
President of Ihe College, is the
Aral scientist to be chosen to the
Presidency and the sixth who has
not been a Bowdoin graduate.
'I wo
of the former Presidents,
have received their degrees at

puffed chests, the two huddles of
officers formed much leas con-

John L. Ivers *52 has been selected to head the Bowdoin ROTC
unit as Regimental Commander, it
was announced Monday at formal
drill in the cage.
Philip W. Siekman. Jr. "53 was
announced as the new Regimental
Executive Officer, being shifted
from his former post as Second
Battalion Commander.

ColUt* Pukliiktn RtprtttAUlh*
420

Chkaoo

1952

of Danny Fisher,
petty thief, boxer, and black-marketer, who wants above all the
"big buck." "It was either live in
the shadow of the fear all our lives
break free of it and have all
or
had to
the things we wanted.
be free of the fear so that we could
think of tomorrow, a tomorrow we
had been afraid to look into because it looked so much like yesterday."

Hi,

1

!.

moving portrayal

j

j

I

i

.

I

'

i

.

.

.

We
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"THEY HAD ME

Mr. Robbins has gone far towards creating a work with both
the approach of Joyce and Dos
Passos. His book is at the same
time a history of the Thirties and

From

Bwf*

BACKED UP

TO THE WALL!"

a revealing of the consciousness of

V5^

CUMBERLAND
Wed.

-

Thur*.

H«v(w

April 9-10

1
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FLAMING FEATHER

j

with
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Fordham
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Sterling
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News
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also

Short Subjects
April 11-12

Fri. - Sat.

CANYON

—

Short Subject*
i

i

Apr.

1

i

i

m

PA KETTLE AT
THE FAIR

with
Marjorle Mains
Perry Kilbride

—

Newa

-—

'

il-

i

BJp

HVd.-Thurs.

there's a thorough

the sensible

way

to

1

m
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judge cigarette mildness!

(est... the

Test, which simply asks

in your

pi-

you

30-Day Camel Mildness
to try

ft
IK

Camels on a

No

snap

Urn

"T-Zone" (T for Throat,

you'll see

why

T

for Taste),

. .

BMa^EafaW

April 16-17

with
Broderick Crawford

Donna Read
John Derek

—

realized that cigarette

gCttftfi

It's

SCANDAL SHEET

News

He

judgments! Once you've tried Camels for 30 days

Short Subjects
aw

error.

day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis.

also
i

were almost too hot to handle, but

3-14-15

and

Law

tests

Millions of smokers throughout America know, too,

also
m

MA

L

mildness can't be judged in slam-bang fashion.

Adams

Sun.-Mon.-Tuea.

— he's smart— he covers ground— he's

he didn't make an

^
News

e's fast

mildness

with
William Powell
Julia

H

a real varsity outfielder! The 'quick-trick' cigarette
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Harden

Arieen Whelan

After all the Mildness Tests..,

Camel leads all other brands AyMAwtf
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Cup

Chi Psi Clutches Volleyball Playoff

By Whumping Delta Sigma In 2 Games;

House Tennis Inaugurated

MacFaydenmen Give Up

White Key To Follow Moose '« Suggestions

Sigma Nu House Wins Consolation Prize
Team

to Victory;

Netsters Haggle Over Contest Time Scheduling
volley- disputes as to whether the ball
Thursday night was "in" or "out" of the court.
by defeating the Delta Sigma team
It was the superior height of
by a score of 2 to 0.
both winning teams that told the
In the consolation match, the story. Tall men such as Lin MacSigma Nu's came from behind to arthur of the Chi Psi's and Jim
take third place from the Kappa Gorman of the Sigma Nu's were
Sig's, two to one.
able to dominate the game at the
These results place the Chi Psi's net by returning vicious spikes to
first,
followed by Delta Sigma, the other court.
Sigma Nu and Kappa Sigma, in
The evening got off to a s,haky
that order.
start when the Delta Sig's and
Chi Psi's Win Handily
Chi Psi's refused to give up the
The Chi Psi's were definitely the earlier seven o'clock spot to the
superior team in the final match. Sigma Nu's and Kappa Sig's. ConLed by Lin Macarthur, the Chi fusion reigned, and it appeared as
Psi's advantage in height was too if both teams would get nowhere,

The Chi

Psi's

ball playoffs

much

won the

last

opponents to handle.
Sig's were not entirely
out of the picture, and showed
plenty of fight throughout the confor their

The Delta

test

Sigma

.Nil's

In the

first

Come From Behind
game of the evening,

referee Dimitri Jeon appeared and stated that it had been previously decided that the championship game was to be played at
eight o'clock. The Delta Sig's and
Chi Psi's then grudgingly gave up
the court, and the scheduled game

when

between the Kappa Sig's and the was played.
Sigma Nu's, the latter team had to
A fair crowd attended both
overcome a shaky beginning, to games and there was much excitedefeat their opponents in the last ment, especially during the Sigma
two games. This game was hotly Nu-Kappa Sig game, since this was
contested all the way, with many such a close contest.

Walter

E. Bartlett '53

Chosen Basketball Head
For 1952-1953 Season
Walter E. Bartlett '53 was recently elected to captain the 19521953 basketball squad succeeding
the captain for the two previous
seasons, Merle Jordan '52.
Bartlett topped the Bowdoin
scorers this year and came close
in his sophomore year when
helped lead the team to its
best record in history.

also

he

This year Bartlett was elected
Maine Collegiate All-State
team by the coaches of the four
Maine colleges^ He finished in a
fifth-place tie with Jack Christie
to the

Maine and joined Merle Jordan
as the Bowdoin representatives on
the squad.
of

Bartlett is also one of the better
players on the baseball team. A
first baseman, he led the team last
spring in batting although he
wasn't a long ball hitter.

[Continued from Page 1]

Al Werksrnan and Sophomore Joe
Aldred will strengthen the team

problem is not
quite as serious as the catching
since Art Bishop could come in
from the outfield on days he is

Reassigns Positions

exercises this June.

association

with the Col-

Written Praises Coles
President of Brown, Dr. James
M. Wriston, who was the James
Bowdoin Speaker here last October 17, also released a formal
statement about the advancement
of his acting dean. Said Wriston:
"Those of us who have worked
with Dean Coles have realized for
some time that he woud inevitably
be drawn into some position of
educational leadership before long.
We are sorry to lose nim at Brown
but congratulate him on the opportunity to serve one of the oldest and strongest liberal arts colleges in America."
President Sills had this to say
about the selection of Dr. Coles:
"I am very happy at the choice
of Dr. Coles as my successor as
President of Bowdoin. His academic record and experience, his
reputation as a productive scholar,
his tried administrative ability and
his attractive personality all

bine to assure

come from

com-

him a warm wel-

faculty,

simsssM

Mondays Action In Game Room

Chips Seek To Retain
Crown Despite TD Work

27 Contestants Enter
Union Pool Contests

The Bowdoin College 1952 PingGetting the Spring sports seasonan early start, candidates for Pong and Pool Tournaments are
the interfraternity spftball tourna- now in full swing at the Moulton
ment, which started yesterday, Union game room.
have begun to break out their
In the Ping-Pong division, Bob
euipment on the numerous, make- Brown, Bill Leathers and Mickey
shift ball fields all over the cam- Weiner, as a result of their victorpus and at the twelve fraternity ies, over Bill Brown, Jim Ladd and
houses.
Clark George, respectively, have
Among the problems which have reached round four, the quarter- a sports factory.
One of the sore spots in the spirit of the student body has been
cropped up, the main difficulty is finals.
Five other quarter-final matches the attitude towards basketball. It seems too bad that a coach who
the poor weather which ruined the
years of handling the team, has to
schedule of games for last week that should be played by today are: has done so well in his first two
slamming. Basketball has certainly made great
when the majority of practice ses- John Day vs. Lloyd Bishop; Frank come under so much
in the past two years, and the coach certainly should be given
strides
sions were rained out. Also, the Scalera vs. Don Lints; Vic Reigel
some of the credit.
coaches are trying to fit in prac- »vs. Bill Clark; Claude Bonang vs.
tice sessions which will not con- Herb Phillips, Dick Church, or
off to

with ROTC drill on Mondays. Dave Anderson; and Hal Anthony
vs, Ted Roussin, Al Hetherington,
The Theta Delta Chi team, hopor Ramsey Moore.
ing to get a jump on the other fraThe tourney has been temporarternity teams, worked out in the
Cage last week. The TD's are ily held up because of two unplay-

Come

round matches and, consecounting once again on the fine
hurling of Donald Lints '53, to quently, two unplayed second round
keep them in contention for the matches.
ed

A few exhibition
title.
games have already been schedul-

not pitching to take over the hot
corner. But in the meantime, centerfielder Johnny McGovern is being tried for that position.
Shortstop is well taken care of
by Corby Wolfe, who handled the
assignment for last year's varsity
squad. At second base Fred George
seems to have the inside track but
Frank Vecella, coming from the
jayvees, may also see action here.
Bowdoin is well stacked at first
base with Walt Bartlett, Jack Cosgrove and Ray Petterson, but it
seems likely that Bartlett will
move out to the outfield to make
way for Cosgrove.
With veterans Bartlett, Flemming, and either McGovern or
Bishop patrolling the outfield, this
area will not be a source of wor-

ed.

Oil

Psi's

The Chi

first

The

Defending Champa

who

New

Silent

Typewriter with the Page

are the defending champions and who will be
led by Charlie Bennett '52, Lindsay
Macarthur '52, Warren Millard '52,
and Lawrence Boyle '53, hope to
repeat last year's win. The team's lege recesses for vacation.
Hal Anthony vs. Pete Sulides,
big problem is to replace its former
starting pitcher, Vanderbeek, who Elliot Palais vs. Ted Roussin,
Frank Metz vs. Joe Tecce, Andy
was lost through graduation.
Last season's other finalist, Sig- Lano vs. Al Hetherington, Norm
ma Nu, has a strong returning Jepsky vs. Joe Bridges, Jim Ladd
team, that has a good chance of vs. George Hyde, Bob Cetlin vs.
Psi's,

and see

in

Smith -Corona

If these preliminary contests are
not played by today, tne Student
Union committee will be forced to
eliminate those participants.
The. Pool Tournament pairings
were posted last week with a total
of twenty-seven contestants. In the
round there were eleven
first
games to be played before the col-

league

Coach MacFayden

Bishop vs.
title. Although having Ray Greenwood, Lloyd
Norman Hubley, Dave Melincoff, Dick Carden vs.
graduated, and David Me- George Webber, Bob Bernsori vs.
vs.
lincoff '54, who is hospitalized, Lou Audet, and John Peck ham
they do have Brud Carman '52 and Bill Parent are the scheduled
Peter Clifford '53, who is their matches. Men drawing first round
Jim D.
catcher. These two form a strong byes are: Wally Bartlett,
battery. Clifford led the team in Cook, Clark George, Joe O'Connor

taking the

F.

W. Chandler

150 Maine

End Guide

&

Son
Brunswick

Street

Campus Coat Sweater

2.98

Terry Cloth T-Shirts

1.98

firstsacker

lost

who was

to capture the state series
for the fifth straight year.

title

Our

players remaining for practice during the vacation are: Louie
Audet, Joe Aldred, Walt Bartlett,
Art Bishop, Bill Cockburn, Paul
Clifford,
Jack Cosgrove, Fred
Felmming, Jim Furlong, Fred

Andy Lano, Bob

Tennis Balls (Dunlop)

BILL'S

The

1.19

3.38

Tennis Shoes

and John Rowe.

hitting last year.

George,

Men's Bowdoin T-Shirts

(a can of 3)

2.15

Tennis Score Sheets are available

SPA

at the Bookstore.

[Free.]

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Pizza Pie

Hot Pastromi
Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottles

Lilley,

Dick Marshall, Johnny McGovern,
Barry Nichols, Ray Petterson,
Frank Vecella, Al Werksrnan, and
Corby Wolfe.

6'/2

Elm

Brunswick

St.

Tel. 876

•••••••••••••••••••••I
e

e
i

Complete and Friendly

Matchless Service"

Banking Services

e
e

e

Guaranteed

e

*

Student Accounts

to each

Welcomed

and every

man at Bowdoin

e
e

Brunswick Branch

their selection.

Meeting Sober

The general tenor of the whole
meeting was of a sober nature;
exemplary precedent is great, and
the members of the Boards obmost stimulating as I look forward viously feeling the effect of the
to my
lege."

Spoils

Traveling expenses are the large part of
is concerned.
the financial burden. For Bowdoin to compete with colleges of its
own class it is necessary to travel long distance^ The only colleges
less than a hundred miles away are Bates and Colby.
must suffer the criIt is too bad when the athletic department
ticisms and slammings of an uninformed student body. It is a known
fact among college officials that Bodwoin has one of the finest coaching staffs in New England small college circles. Though it may not
be large enough, it is certainly one of the best.
The 'emphasis on building strong teams does not stem from acquiring outstanding athletes, but in providing a coaching staff capable
of developing athletes.
If Bowdoin were to lower its academic standards, there is nc
doubt that our athletic beams would greatly improve. Many outstanding athletes have in the past, and will continue to make application in the future for entrance into Bowdoin, but they are turned
down for academic reasons, or because the scholarships offered are not
as alluring as those offered by other colleges.
This is certainly a healthy situation and one that we can be
proud of. Bowdoin is first and foremost an academic college, and not
phical location

flict

President.
met with the President in his
President and Mrs. Sills plan to
It is the plan of President Sills office for the formal election of
move to Portland since they do
to invite Dr. Coles and his family Dr. Coles as the ninth President
not wish in any way to influence
to visit Bowdoin as soon as con- of Bowdoin.
the activities of the Coles. It is
venient.
The President, and the three rumored that eventually they
Coles was in Buck Hill Falls, members of the Trustees who were would
plan to return to BrunsPennsylvania at the time of his members of the Selection Commitwick, however.
Saturday, attending - a tee then moved upstairs into the
election
Only
the barest of facts appear
Chemistry Conference of which he faculty room where they met with in
The New York Times regarding
was on the program committee. the Board of Overseers.
the election of Kenneth C. M. Sills
Bowdoin's Professor Samuel E.
It was at this time that Presi- to the Presidency of Bowdoin ColKamerling also is attending this
dent Sills rose unexpectedly and lege on May 14, 1918. President
conference which convenes toobviously stricken with emotion, Sills was acting head of the col- ries for Coach MacFayden.
morrow. Dr. Coles had travelled
stunned the assembled group with lege from Commencement time
Louie Audet and Art Bishop are
to Buck Hill Falls from Chicago
1917, at which time former Presihis official note of resignation.
the veterans in the pitching staff
where he attended a conference
He had given notice of his in- dent Hyde died, until his formal which will also have Paul Clifford
considering spring practice for colyears
election in May, 1918.
tended resignation over two
and Bob Lilley coming up from
lege football teams.
aga, but apparently he preferred
the jayvees replacing Jim Hebert
Weather Breaks At Noon
Dayton C. Wolfe '53 has been
to make the move official before
A welcome break in the early the final consideration of his suc- appointed by Student Council and Merle Jordan who don't expect
morning dampness occurred near cessor. Parlimentary procedure President Robert B. Gibson '52 to to play baseball this year.
the
This year the team will play
noon Saturday, permitting
did not require that he present replace Robert S. Linnell '53 on
Board members to gather in im- his resignation in person, however, the Council's Campus Chest
sixteen games with the first one
Compressive groups about the walks and especially that he should stand mittee,
which will apportion the being scheduled for April 15
flanking Massachusetts Hall im- himself
for the reading.
weekend profits to the various against the University of Maine.
mediately after their meeting.
A new ruling on state series play
charities.
Move Dramatic
However, as soon as the last of
Linnell was forced to resign lengthens the championship schedOverseer of the College and
them had seemed to disappear,
from
the Council after his elec- ule to nine games instead of the
Brunswick
Record
rain once more was the afternoon Editor of the
six games played in previous state
Paul K. Niven described the tion as President of the Beta Thefeature.
series The team will also play two
ta Pi House.
Assuring Dr. Coles of election moment of the reading as a
William H. Graff '53 replaced practice games with Bates during
the
for
dramatic,
emotional
ordeal
mornbefore the official Saturday
Linnell on the Council as the Beta this coming vacation.
ing official meeting, the Selection President and each of the others
representative.
The team is a strong favorite
Committee received a formal present.
statement of acceptance from Dr.
Earl S. Thompson, head of the
Coles before his trip from Provi- Selection Committee next rose and

its faculty, its student
body, its boards, and its alumni,
as well as in its physical plant arid
its resources. The challenge of this

ROTC

at this spot.
The third base

ever,

nation— in

F. Sfcrrwrf '»»

of student spirit

»«•»•

4th Round Of Tourney

|

the parade of inexperienced receivers. Last year's jayvee catcher

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
will carry on his work until the
end of September.
Contrary to a previous state1st Scientist President ment,
it seems likely that President
Sills "will preside at graduaates, governing boards, alumni and

dence to Chicago.
gave his ten minute report of how
The statement is as follows:
his committee had attacked their
"The action of the President and problem and of their final selecTrustees and of the Overseers of tion. The official approval of the
Bowdoin College in selecting me to Boards was passed quickly, since
succeed President Sills is most they had voted in their regular
Bowdoin semi-annual February meeting to
gratifying. Since 1885
has had but two presidents: Wil- give a complete vote of confidence
liam DeWitt Hyde and Kenneth to the committee. Several quesCharles Morton Sills. Through tions were next answered by
their able administrations it is to- Thompson, and each of the other
day one of the strongest small members of the Committee also
liberal arts colleges for men in the gave a short speech of approval of

The question

(

man, Bartlett comes from Waltham, Mass. He was married during

first

By Camilla

and participation J»J^hleUcs en
Bowdoin iports
the Bowdoin campus, is one of prime importance to all
*
Coach Danny MacFayden
fans.
numbprone goat of the
the Bowdoin varsity baseball con- Moose Friedlander's suggestion of exc«ung members of the varsity
The
athletic program seems to be the
didates have mutually contracted a week ago, decided that two andr\J V baseball team, the first ten Monday* morning quarterbacks. To many of us. Bowdoin doesnt prodoubles
will
teams
from
each
house
case.
the
varsity
tennis
team,
on
and
the
men
to forego their spring vacations
mote athletics as much as should be
enter into the competition.
the first six men on the JV tennis
in place of several days of uninterWhy isn't there a freshmen basketball coach? Why aren't more
There will be no singles compe- team.
rupted, pre-schedule practice.
funds provided for golf, tennii and other minor sports? These queshere at Bowdom,
tition due to the fact that there
The winning doubles team, in tions are certainly pertinent to the sports problems
Two problems concerning the
do not realize, are the reasons.
are not enough courts available.
addition to adding points toward but what many of the student body
selection of a catcher and third
appropriations is the answer to many of the
financial
The
lack
of
The
varsity,
jayvee,
Brunstotal
point
cup,
will
and
be
awardthe
baseman for this year's baseball
shortcomings of the Bowdoin sports program. It is not the athletic
team are to be solved by baseball wick High School teams are cur- ed a prize.
department who decides the amount of money each sport shall get.
Coach Danny MacFayden during
That is up to the governing boards of the college Their considerasimilar sue. Bowthe coming Spring vacation.
tions are based on the records of other colleges of
Returning letterman Andy Lano Weather Hampers Early Ping-Pongsters Reach
doin has certainly kept on the average in the extent of its athletic
program as any of the colleges of its class.
is most likely to move to the backWe are not exactly in the middle of things as far as our geograstop job while Bill Cockburn leads Softball Exhibitions

the Christmas vacation.

tion

will

Outfield Strong With
Cosgrove Holding Down
First Base Position

The holder of a Alumni Fund
Scholarship as an entering Fresh-

Physical friends of the College. In these
handled a
he
$25,000 For President's Home
Chemistry course in addition to days it is perhaps peculiarly apAlso at the Saturday meeting,
an ex-classicist
that
duties as acting Dean at propriate
his
voted to expend $25,000
should be succeeded by a scientist the Boards
Brown.
for the complete rejuvenation of
Students and residents of the but by a scientist who is deeply
the
President's Home. Most of the
and
humanities
the
in
Town could sense the suspense interested
furnishing in the house now are
hanging in the air as early as Fri- who will be a stout advocate of a the personal property of the Sillses
day afternoon when an over- liberal education. When Dr. Coles which will go with them when
bewill
he
October
in
office
and
takes
hundance of black Cadillacs
Col- they move to Portland sometime
Chesterfield overcoats began spot- gin his administration as the
one hun- later this year.
ting the campus and surrounding lege will commence its
The house will be ready for the
under
year
fifty-first
and
dred
neighborhoods.
new President and his family to
very happy auspices; and all of us
Coles Little Known Here
new and occupy sometime in September.
Selection Committee Chairman are confident that under
best years Dr. Coles goes on the Bowdoin
ftarlc S. Thompson admitted that vigorous leadership the
payroll the first of July; his refew of the Overseers or Trustees for Bowdoin are the years ahead. signation at Brown becomes effecTrustees Met With Sills
had ever heard of Dr. Coles betive June 30. Mrs. Coles is to get
The meeting of the Trustees and the final say upon the furnishings
fore Saturday morning. Practically none of the undergraduates had Overseers began at 10:00 Saturthat will be provided for the new
previously known of their future day morning. The Trustees first
family home.

interfraternity tennis, tourna-

ment

Chemistry Professor Unanimously Selected

By Trustees, Overseers;

BEARINGS

rently practicing on the courts,
eliminabe started after the which accounts for the
tion of the singles competition.
Spring vacation, it has been anAlthough a definite decision has
nounced by the White Key Comnot bean made, it is probable that
mittee.
the tennis matches will be played
Finding that there was sufficient in two leagues so that play-off pointerest in having such a tourna- sitions can be assigned more easily.
and ment, the White Key, following All students will be eligible to play

An

"Biggie" Tries Third

Leaping Lin Macarthur Leads

POLAR

Spring Vacation For

Scrimmages, Practice

—

-

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Parts Supply

Mechanical Repairs

ending of one era and the beginning of another.
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Council Urges Houses Rule 360 Attend Forum

Temperance For Un-Pledged House

Although only five undergrad- programs ranged from "fair" to
uates bothered to attend the pre- "excellent."
liminary meeting of the Bowdoin
The questions raised in the in1868 Speech Prize; Religious Forum which was Held in dividual meetings ranged from
the Moulton Union Lounge, cap- those on marital problems to the
acity 250, Sunday evening March question of the existence of God.
Also Copped Fairbanks
30, approximately 360 undergraduAt several houses students disates partook in the individual fra- cussed problems with discussion
Winner
$50;
ternity house discussions during leaders until 1:30 in the morning.
the week.
The meetings in the fraternity
Six Seniors Compete;
Representatives from seven fra- houses were all on a strictly inPresident Sills Attends
ternity .houses agreed that the pro- formal basis with the visiting
grams this year were much better clergymen centering themselves
The winner of the 1868 Prize than the ones, held last year, while among the gathered after-dinner
Speaking contest for this year is all students consulted in the poll listeners.
Several of the discussion leaders
Donald A. Carman '52 who won agreed that the informal religious
his second speech contest in ten forum meetings, at the fraternity offered to return at their own exdays, Wednesday evening, April houses are worth being continued pense to the campus for such simin following years. Other com- ilar discussions if any group of
2, in Memorial Hall.
ments regarding the individual students, so desired them.
Carman, who used his prize win-

A

resolution outlawing the use of alcoholic beverages by
fraternities during the rushing of freshman at the beginning of
™« academic year in the fall was passed enthusiastically by the
Student Council at a special meeting last Thursday.

The measure was passed unanimously; however,
f

the results

this new proposal will not be obtainable until their first house
meetings after spring vacation.
,
The text of the resolution which matter would probably have been

considered unnecessary for attention at this time had not there
been one widespread report of an
ethical violation last

ning
talk
Chi Psi representative, David H. which also
the Hilard
'52 announced that

Woodruff

his

fraternity had voted the day before
to enforce in some way a measure
discouraging the serving of drinks
to freshmen during the rushing pe
riod. He stated personally that he
believed favorable campus opinion
must be created before any plan
would be successful. He considered
that such an opinion would perhaps take as long as five years before entering into the unwritten

Enforcement Problem
It was the general opinion of the
Council that a definite rule should
be stated since it would rely on the
weight of campus opinion or a
"gentlemen's agreement" for most
of its strength. The reasons for
this are active, over-all enforcement would be impossible and
there does not seem to be any pro-

Their newly proposed rule does
not affect so much the individual
activities of groups of students but
it was primarily intended to curb
the action of the fraternities as a
whole. The Dean had previously
stated that he had no intention of
levying any impractical prohibitions on the campus.
"Black And White"
Considering the idea that a
"gentlemen's agreement" could be
as effective as desired, the Council
later decided that an actual proposal in "black and white" would be

by one

house.

recently.

vision for amending the social
rules of the College.
Called together specially by
President Gibson,
the Council
thereby augmented their regular
weekly meeting of Monday, March
31 which lasted l'i iiours, by this
Thursday session, which lasted
nearly two hours.

fall,

"Andrew Johnson"
won him first prize in
Lockwood Fairbanks
on March 24, topped

Prize finals
other contestants.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills,
who presided at the contest, announccd that Carman would receive a cas " award of $50 for the
ta,k which was rated first by the
three judges.
Other contestants in the senior
six

j

j

tradition stage.

I

A.R.LVs Already Vote
The Alpha Rho Upsilon representative, David A. Carlson '54, announced that his Fraternity had

voted 31 to six in favor of putting
such a rule as was passed into the
social regulations of the College in
no uncertain terms. There was uncertainty, however, as to whether
the College social rules could be
amended in such a manner.
The Psi Upsilon representative,
Richard A. Hall *52, who was
House President last fall, explained
how he and three other House
Presidents had conferred unofficially during rushing last
fall.
They had reached an agreement to
ban .strong beverages from all
forms of <heir rushing gatherings?
Hall stated.
There does not seem to be any
undergraduate opposition to this
idea of stating definite a rule banning such rushing activities. The
only objections arise from 1) such
doubts as to whether the plan will
be heeded by those wishing to violate it and from 2) convictions that
freshmen entering Bowdoin should
be able to either take or refuse a
drink, one or the other, without

Condition Reported Fair

Modern Man Compared

Warnings; 123 Minors

With Pilate In Chapel

Dean Nathaniel

C. Kendrick anthe April warning

of these going to freshmen.

failure in only one non-accredited
course such as English 4 or Mili-

tary Science 12.

No

Students Dropped

The Dean was happy to an-

minimum

required grades. Thus
the enrollment is the same as last
semester, except for three men

who have
term,

'52

the reconstruction after the Civil
War. The speech mentioned that
Johnson had been one of the best
and most loyal leaders in the
Union during this war.
A member of the Sigma Nu
House. Carman, besides his recent speaking activity, is a Batta-

Professors Herbert W. Schneider
of Columbia. Herbert Ross Brown
of Bowdoin, Archibald T. Davison
of Harvard, and Henry Guerlac of
Cornell will be the first four
speakers at the fourteenth Bowdoin Institute. "Highlights of New

England

avoiding the responsibility of
convicting Jesus, by Dr. James W.
Lenhart in this week's Palm Sun-

day Chapel talk.
Dr. Lenhart pointed out the
Pontius

that

tics

Pilate

Herbert Schneider

Position

Recently, Dr. Lenhart was appointed minister of the State
Street Congregational Church in
Portland. He is a graduate of Beth-

any College, Magna Cum Laude,
and has received a Doctor of DivDegree,

inity

also

Magna Cum

left college

bringing

the

three

will

talk

during this Week.

total

Divinity

Before introducing the Sunday
speaker. President Sills announced

that

Brunswick

ministers
in chapel during Holy

enroll-

ment at present to 748.
The Dean went on to explain
what academic deficiencies would

Interest

Forces Cancellation

Jews.

New

Low Student

poli-

played

exchanging the life of a revolutionist Jesus Barabas for Jesus
Christ, the proclaimed King of the
in

Culture

Of Sumer Trimester

Bow-

During

held from

doin's History." to be
April 17 to April 26.

Society was condemned for re-

nounce that no students were Laude, from the Yale
dropped from the college in Feb- School.
ruary for failure to attain the

Donald A. Carman

Tharp, Frost To Speak

in

The Dean said that the number
of major warnings was' about the
same as last year. He was rather
disappointed that they had not decreased, although he stated that
the scholastic standings of the students in general was good.

Louise Hall Tharp. Harvard
Professor Arthur M. Schesinger,
and Pulitzer Prize Poet Robert
Frost will give the last three lectures of the institute.
Students are reminded that undergraduate registration for attendance at the Institute will continue in the library through Thursday, April 10.
Dr. Schneider, Professor of Religion and Philosophy at Columbia
University will speak on "Hawthorne's Democratic Conscience as
an Expression of New England
Puritanism." In Professor Schneider's opinion "Hawthorne's philosophy is relevant not only to the

Neighbor

at Harvard, will speak on
England's Contribution to
Music." Mr. Davison will be assisted by the Bowdoin Music Club
under the direction of Assistant
Professor Russell F. Locke, Jr. of

"New

Bowdoin.

summer, and over three hundred had shown interest in the
additional trimester.

Herbert

mainstream

interest in

Two hundred

it.

students attended

last

W.

Schneider:

Haw-

thorne'* Democratic Conscience
as an Expression of New England Puritanism. Lecture: Thursday evening, 8:15, Memorial
Hall, April 17th; Conference:

This year only one hundred
nineteen students have shown interest in the session and the administration has decided that this
is not a sufficient number to warrant holding it.

Friday morning, 10:80, Peucinian

Room, April

Coles'

Archibald Davison
Music

Professor Guerlac, whose sub"The Scientific Traveler in the Early Republic." received his Bachelor's Degree in chemistry and his Master's Degree in
Biochemist ry from Cornell. In 1941
he received his Doctor's Degree in
European History from Harvard.
England culture in his lecture, The same year he established
a
"Bowdoin and the Common Good.' History of Science department at
Professor Davison, Professor of the University of Wisconsin.

of New England culExecutive Committee of
ture but has an important bearthe governing boards has decided
ing on our contemporary theories
that there will be no summer ses- of democracy."
sion this year, because of the low
Brown To Speak On Bowdoin
Professor Brown will emphasize
number of students that have
Bowdoin's contribution to New
shown

The

JKtli.

mentioned that some Herbert B. Brown: Bowdoin and
Bowdoin undergraduates had
the Commond Good. Lecture:
shown surprise that a scientist
Saturday evening, 8:15, Memorhad been appointed President inial Hall, April 19th; Conference:
Bartlett

necessitate calling up a student
[Continued from Page /]
for action and would warrant dismissal from college. Any student for any office in the local governwho receives major warnings in ment, he is respected for his widetwo successive warning periods or spread interest in Bristol and his
in two successive semesters will services on committees and local
'
commissions have been frequently
be expelled.
sought.
lion Commander in the ROTC. He
Although she is kept busy by
was White Key representative her three young children, Mrs.
from his house last year and also Coles has also been interested in
has participated in many inter- Bristol's affairs. She is an active
fraternity sports.
member of the Audubon Society.

man with a classical
background. "I can't see how this
effect the administration of

stead of a
will

the

college,"

Bartlett

said.

Sunday morning, 10:30; Peucinian Room, April '-JOth.
Archibald T. Davison: New England's Contribution to Music,
1802-1952. Lecture: Monday eve-

Bartlett in summing up Dr.
Coles stated that. "I'm sure that
ning, 8:15, Memorial Hall, April
he will be progressive and up to
21st; Conference: Monday morndate without making any reing,
10:80,
Peucinian Room,
volutionary moves at Bowdoin.
AprU 21st.
I believe that he understands the
Henry Guerlac: The Scientific
situation here fully and that he
Traveler in the Early Republic.
will act accordingly.'
Lecture: Tuesday evening, 8:15

CHlSJIRfllld-LMGEST

ject will be

.Memorial Hall. April 22nd; Conference:
Wednesday morning,
10:80,

Peucinian

evening. 8:15, Memorial Hall,
April 23rd; Conference: Thurs-

day morning, 10:80, Peucinian
Room, April 24th.
Artnur M. Schlesinger Jr.: New
England in American Politics
Past and Future. Lecture: Friday evening, 8:15, Memorial
Hall, April 25th; Conference
Saturday morning, 10:30, Peu-

—

cinian

Room, April

April 26th; Conference:
April 27th.
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Suffering from a heart aliment,
Professor Hormell has been placed
in an oxygen tent. Hospital officials reported his condition Sunday evening as "fair."
technically
retired
Although
since last June. Professor Hormell
has shared the Government 6 assignments with Professor Law-

rence

has

L.

been

Bureau

Pellet ier this year. He
the director of the

Municipal

of

lkm

r«T

BOWL-MOR
!£!

Orren

C.

Research fore coming to Bowdoin

since it was established in 1914.
In the absence of Professor Hormell. Pclletier will assume full
charge of Government 6. For the
time being at least, the conferences ,may be discontinued,' three

a week being given

of 1911.

He became

in

the fall

a full profes-

Student Patronage

sor in 1913.

He is a member of the Brunswick Planning Board and was re-

Harvard and

his

doctor's

hereby given that a

meeting of Alpha Rho Upsilon,
held at 264 Maine
Inc., will be
Street, Brunswick, Maine, at 8
p.m. April 16, 1952, to elect officers; to consider and take action
on adopting by-laws which among

other things will define the memcorporation; and
bers! ip in the
and act upon acalso to consider
quirement and disposal of corpoand upon any other
rate iropcrty;

corporate matters which
before the meeting.
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wis tobacco co.

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

Our long experience

in

kinds of printing for

Bowdoin men can show you

in

TICKETS

•

it

.

.

.

much MILDER

producing the following and other
short cuts

time and save you money.

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

The Record Office
Paul K. Niven

• Printers

Jerry Wilkes

Of The Orient

•

A wtu. m>v
•FROM THE REPORT OF

Edward Cogan,

MMBpHINM

for the Fraternity.

MHHBflMM

;

SARJlTTES
$*

from

Legal Notice
is

CuesrrEHFiEti)

in-

Harvard.
Af;er being an assistant in History at Indiana and Harvard, Hormell was an instructor in history
at Clark College in 1910-1911. be-

Notice

» 7* il

Welcomed

cently a delegate to the Republi-

can Convention in Bangor.
Hormell has long been the
Hormell. now 72. was graduated faculty advisor for Sigma Ni/s.
from Indiana in 1905. He received His present home on Potter Strict
his master's from Indiana and was once the Sigma Nu House.

lectures
stead.

^y

Alleys

Hormell

immiBi

mmmtmmuM

Sunday

morning, 10:30, Peucinian Room,

SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

Expert Lubrication

Maine and Noble
Phone 81396

26th.

Robert Frost: Poetry Reading and
Commentary'. Lecture: Saturday
evening, 8:15, Memorial Hall,

John C. Stanwood
Professor Orren C. Hormell, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government, Emeritus, at
Bowdoin, was stricken in his
Brunswick home early Friday
morning. April 4 and was taken
immediately by ambulance to the
Maine General Hospital in Port-

April

Louise Hall Tharp: The Genteel
Generation. Lecture: Wednesday

STATION

Placed in Oxygen Tent

Room,

23rd.

^m»

STANWOOD'S
GULP

From Portland Hospital;

Schneider, Schlesinger,

nounced that
acting to present day problems as
period, 37 major warnings were
Pilate, the Roman magistrate, did
issued to undergraduates, one half

A
minor warnings
were also given. This figure does
not include 31 minor warnings
which were given to students for

class
program were Chalmers
MacCormick '52, L. John Caster
something more tangible for pur'52,
Frank T. Pagnamcnta '53,
poses of forming a College policy.
Merle R. Jordan '52, Edmond N.
It was agreed upon that parents
Elowe '52. and Edward Cogan '51.
and alumni would not perhaps
In his speech on the successor
realize the full effect of a "gentleto
Abraham Lincoln. Carman
men's agreement" whereas the impointed out
the
similarity in
portance of a written rule would complications.
qualities of the two men. He statspeak for itself.
It has been the opinion of many
ed that Johnson had many very
The Dean's opposition to the that action along this line was
admirable qualities, and he blastbuying and serving of potent bev- pending, since some discussion had
ed those who are prone to slander
erages to freshmen by fraternities been carried out by the Council
and attack the unfortunate presiwas stressed at this meeting and concerning this matter last fall.
dent.
all the fraternity representatives There was no surprise on the part
Lincoln Would Have Bone No
registered strong agreement with of any large groups about this
Better /
this. It was brought out that the! action.
Carman said in his talk that he
believes Linclon would have done
no better had he tried to direct

Heart Attack Last

Dean Issues 37 Major

total of 123

I

Professor Hormell Suffers

Guerlac Davison, H.R.B.,

Awarded

fraternity-voting which will determine the effective status of

JviU be presented to the houses: No
Intoxicating beverages shall be
served to freshmen during rushing
activities by any fraternity. This
rule, which was presented by William H. Hazen '52, was in effect
the same as one outlined by Dean
Nathaniel C. Kendrick to President of the Council Robert H. Gib•on '52, in a private consultation

April 17-26 To See
14th College Institute

Wins

Pace Enforcement Problem
™e

Discussions

Donald A. Carman '52

Fraternities Will Decide;

1952

9,

;
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Switch In Oil Source

Firefighters Battle Worst
Forest Fire In Brunswick Since '47

1500

Gives Houses Savings
In Latest Heating Bills

Future Program Plotted
By House Treasurers
Fine Problem Included

General Alarm Fire

Razes Six Brunswick

Fraternity houses are

now

able

to make substantial savings on
their heating bills due to the
efforts of the newly formed Bow-

Homes Plus 600 Acres

doin College Treasurer's Associa-

Navy, USAF, Bowdoin
Students And Firemen

tion.

This organization, which was
organized by David H. Woodruff
'52,
has arranged for fraternity
houses to trade with the Excel Oil
Company of Bath.
This firm offered to charge one
cent less per gallon than what was
formerly paid to the Brunswick
Coal and Lumber Company.

Of 21 Towns Fight Fire
P. Houghton '53
Last weekend, over thirty forest
and died in the State of
Maine. By far the worst, in total

By Geoffrey

fires lived

damage and

furor,

was

the fire in

The
Excel
charges 12 cents

Brunswick on Sunday. This fire
destroyed six homes and several
garages and shacks, as well as six
hundred acres of wooded area and
field.

The fire started north of DurRoad, about three and a half
miles southwest of Brunswick. A
general alarm was sounded in
Brunswick at 11:50 a.m. The fire
remained nothing but a local affair for about twenty minutes, unthe high wind whipped the
til
flames up into a grove of tall pines.
From then on it was completely
out of the hands of the firemen
until 6 o'clock that evening.
The

fire

swept eastward down

on the north side of Route
into a field of freshly cut
brush. The winds seemed to die
momentarily and it appeared that
the firemen, auxiliaries, volunteers,
hill

Adrian Lord Asherman '52 and Geoffrey P. Houghton '53 are shown playing a fire hose on a grove of
spruce directly behind the Curtis home. The flames were estimated as being 100 feet high.

One

and a few curious college students
might halt the fire. Suddenly, in a
strong gust of wind, the flame
spread to a field further down the
road towards Brunswick, making
the firefighters retreat in haste, a
few of them tripping in the undergrowth and swampy ground.
Soon the fire had crossed Route
One, and was heading southeast
toward the Maine Central Railroad south of town. A few fingers
of burning grass reached out for

Courtesy of the Portland

lines of traffic so that the fire en-

move about
fire

easily.

jumped the

As

tracks,

might

72 Glee Clubbers
In Vacation Tour

this tour, and,
little piece on
perhaps the budding Carusos of
the year 1984 wijl cheek back and
find that the golden-haired boys of
C.
K.
M. Sills administrative

a

the

behind

all

jammed

together like

interested in the audience, out of

|

Scores of homes were saved
know why, either.
the labors of hundreds of fire-fightThe next dav we were in Sarawho, with the aid of Indian
to-a S|)iLn-s. New York, the home,
pumps, garden hoses, pails, shovof Skidmore Colle?e. the Rip Van
els, brooms and numbers of other
Dam Hotel, many many bars, a
implements, put out flames only a
few gambling casinos, an equal
few feet from houses and even number of cat houses, and the
when fire scorched the foundations Saratoga Vichy bottling plant. I

hadn't been much publicity for us.
We had a quiet party afterward at
the Liedcrkrantz Club in an obscure section of the city, and then
went back to the University to
grab a little sleep. A number of
fellows stayed up all night, and
among them was Frank Farrington who we later discovered was
to become a connoisseur of this
nocturnal procedure. And I think
it was here that Bill Hartley, the
velvet smog, misplaced his voice
at a party, and didn't find it until
Wells College, the last conceit.

ers,

j

j

\

.

The bus left Syracuse at
Wednesday morning

five

clock

for

We

gave a noon concert
Buffalo.
at
herst <N. Y.) High School,
and spcrit the afternoon going to.
„
and coming baek from
SP( in

went

to

some

of these places,
in spite of

houses on

Campus

in

dealing with

problems."

Treasurers Consider Problems

Bowdoin Publishing Co.

The follow^yjg subjects pertaining to house finances are under
consideration by the Treasurer's
group at the present time:

To Serve Full Year As
Orient Business Boss;

1.

Was Rapid

A

comparison of bookkeeping

systems.
2.

The collection
The problem of

of

arrears.

Albert F. Lilley '54 has been
fines and how
3.
appointed Business Manager of
to "nforce them.
ORIENT for the coming
The members of the Association
volume of the paper according to are: Woodruff, Chairman: Burch
an announcement by the Bowdoin Hindlc '53, A.D.; Stanton L. Black
Publishing Company, publishers of '54, A.R.U.; Bradford K. Smith
the

ORIENT.

'53.

A.T.O.; Theodore D. Lazo

'54.

Beta; William D. Shaw '54, Chi
Psi; Phillip W. Leighton '52. Deke;
William E. Curran '53. Delta Sigma; Norman Russcl '52, Kappa

ORIENT. Lilley was a member of
Freshmen football
year's
last

Sigma; Jay A. Carson '53, Psi U.;
Robert B. Sawyer '54, Sigma Nu;
a resident of Wash- Guy T. Emery '53 T.D.; and GorWoodattended
don J. Milliken '53. Zctc.
ington, D. C. and
row Wilson High in that city.
The Directors of the Bowdoin
Notice
Publishing Company which named
The Kappa Sigma baby houseLilley the new Business Manager
were Editor of the ORIENT Al- party, which was to be held this
den E. Horton Jr., '33. Professors coming Saturday night, has been
At hern P. Daggett, and Philip M.
cancelled.
Brown, and the old Business ManThis was announced this mornager Gray. Lilley, of course, now
ing by Bayard F. Gerry '53, a
replaces Gray as a Director.
Lilley's rise in the Business De- member of that organization.
partment has been rapid. After
The cancellation is due to an
serving his apprenticeship as a outbreak of German measles on
served campus, but the sudden onslaught
he
Assistant,
Business
several
months as Advertising is not known to endanger any
Manager before his recent ap- other campus activities planned
for the weekend.
pointment.
is

•

'

j

I

i

STUDENTS INTERVIEW
DR. COLES AT
Campuses

that the fire could not jump.
crew of men had moved to
greenhouse on the Merc
Point Road. Here again, a minor
miracle occurred. The fire was
once again stopped just in the nick

A

We

of time.

By this time there were at least
1500 men and fire engines from
twenty-one towns assisting in
stopping the fire. The Brunswick
Naval Air Base donated bulldozers, brooms, shovels, hand fire
extinguishers, trucks and men.
The

fire finally

came

to a halt

between the Mere Point Road and
Harpswcll Road in the midst of a
swamp, as the wind died down
with the setting sun. Two of the
principal factors causing the violence of the fire were the extreme
dryness of the ground's surface,
and the high velocity of the wind.
Great amounts of smoke hindered
the fighting of the fire, and several

people were overcome, but none
seriously injured in the- fire.

was

,

the

were somewhat worried that

onment at Bowdoin.
As most know, the

philosophy.
No sooner had we explained our
mission to his secretary than we
were immediately ushered into his
office. A tall dark-haired man of
about 35 got up from his desk and
shook hands with us warmly. My
first impression was that here was
a businessman, banking or advertising perhaps, something other
than a professor. We announced

which

all

Poet Frost Closes Institute Saturday

.

adventures

men during two

Louise

By

HaU Tharp

Robert Frost
I>ouise

Hall Tharp.
Schlcsingcr

Arthur M.

Conferences will follow each lecfollowing morning in the
Professor ture the
of

Har- Pcucinian Room.

vard, and Pulitzer Prize Poet Robert Frost will be the last three
speakers at the fourteenth Bowdoin Institute. "Highlights of New
,

England
doin's

A

.

Dr. Coles explained that the cendining system and the quadrangle were undertaken rather reluctantly by. the administration
because almost all the fraternity
houses were on the verge of bankruptcy during the last war. It was
the only financial solution for the
tral

Durinz Bowwhich will close

April 26.
All lectures will be held in
orial Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Mem-

Louise Hall Tharp. will give her
lecture. 'The Genteel Generation."
this evening.

Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. will
speak on "New England in American Politics" Friday evening, and
Robert Frost's Poetry- Reading and
Commentary will be given on Saturday evening.

^

New

Englander. Mrs.

mm ~

The administration

has

spent close to four million dollars
building these two structures.
Dr. Coles spent about half an
hour showing us these two projects explaining the whys
and
wherefores of each feature.
At
the same time he checked with us
knowledge
his
of Bowdoin and its
fraternity and dining facilities by
comparing the two systems.
Dr. Coles seemed to be sincerely
pleased when we were able to verify his favorable impressions and
knowledge of Bowdoin. Of special
interest to Dr. Coles was our faculty-student
relationship
which
has the reputation of being one of
the best in New England.
Dr. Coles has always appreciated the value of the small class and
of the ^personal and friendly atmosphere that it offers. He has
managed to teach chemist ry almost all the time at Brown besides
his administrative duties, and looks

forward to teaching here at Bowdoin once he gets settled. His
classes have always had arounctwenty students, and he seemed
to be very approving of the conference system that we have here.
Professor Guerlac
Dr. Coles, after spending three
tute. for he has opened sessions in quarters of an hour showing us
around the Brown campus and
1925 and 1950.
helping us to compare it with BowMrs. Tharp's interest in the

doin. finally took leave for a facSisters, subjects of her
ulty luncheon. There remained,
book, came from her reading of
however, several rather definite
the Van Wyck Brooks, v\ho inimpressions. First Dr. Coles is not
to become an illustrator.
troduced her to Sophia, wife of
only
well educated and quite brilA member of the Harvard Nathaniel Hawthorne: to Mary,
Professor who married Horace Mann: and liant but also possessed of the fac1946,
faculty
since
New to Elizabeth, who conceived and ulty of talking simply and easily on
the
Schlesinger
received
York .Newspaper Guild Award for developed the first free public any number of subjects on a relatively non-intellectual plane. .He is
the best book of the year, and the kindergarten.
very friendly, has more social ease
Pulitzer Prize for History for his
Professor Schlesineer served in than one usually associates with
publication of "The Age of Jack19-18 as a consultant for the ECA, professors and educators in genson" in 1945.
"Tht eral, and talks with a warm sinFormer Professor of English at and besides his publication
written cere tone. He seems exceptionally
Amherst College. Robert Frost has Arc of Jackson." he has
been awarded the Pulitzer Prize •The Vital Center: The Politics of interested in all matters relating
was the re- to education, and confessed that
for Poetry in 1§24. 1931. 1937, and Freedom." In 1946 he
Guggenheim Scholar- he was always intent on an educa1943. This will be Mr. Frost's third cipient of a
tional career.
appearance at a Bowdoin Insti- slujx

Tharp.

Culture

History''

native

author of "The IVabody
Sisters" st'dicd at the Boston
School of Fine Arts and planned

the fraternity houses are

add to the difference
between the two schools.
Shows Different Feature*

centered,

college.

in

social rules

j

i

i

"}

'

'

i

j

I

I

it

/

did not offer suitable vocational

stricter discipline t.hat
this unfortunate location demand-

.

•

apologetically

Dr. James S. Coles, Bowdoin's
newly-elected President, met with
members of the Bowdoin Teachers Association of Maine here on
campus last Saturday, April 19.
Dr. and Mrs. Coles were guests
at a reception given at the President's house by Dr. and Mrs. Sills
following the meeting. Several'
Faculty members and their wives
attended.
Dr. Coles was presented by retiring President Kenneth C. M.
Sills, at a luncheon in the Moulton
Union.
President Sills addressed the
luncheon group briefly, criticizing
secondary schools which do not
provide adequate instruction in
the classics, modern languages and
mathematics. Such a high school,
he said, "is not a democratic institution just as it would not be if

much

,

Eimira. but I vaguely
remember giving a concert there,
and then there was a party. It
Measles Epidemic
was a long party in a private ballroom of the hotel. Bill Hazen's
The visit to campus of the girl, Mother Hubbard or someBloodmobile which was scheduled thing like that, fixed up a few felfor tomorrow. Thursday, April 24, lows with dates. Don Hayward had
has been postponed indefinitely.
a very beautiful girl. And David
This action is the result of a Gumbug Hoerlc. the new bass
recommendation by the College soloist, sang his last solo here, and
physician. Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, then followed the example set by
and by the physician in charge of Bill Hartley. It was a fine party,
the Red Cross Bloodmobile Unit and Eimira will be represented at
Ivy Houseparties.
covering the State of Maine.
But wc had to leave Eimira.
Dr.
Hanlcy's recommendation
stems from the prevalence of Ger- We gave two more concerts, one
man measles on the campus and at Wells College and one at the
the possibility of an increase in Cato- Meridian High School, but to
the disease. This would make it tell the truth. I feel so worn out
impossible to use the infirmary for after reviewing the first part of
the Bloodmobile, and it also might this tour that I just can't go on.
lead to a situation where consider- I'll have to quit, and simply note
able portions of the students would in passing that these last two conby necessity be rejected.
certs were good, too.
nights

Sat; Wife Here Also

at Brown are extremely strict training."
when compared to Bowdoin's regDr. Sills said the tendency to
ed would have perhaps become ulations. The central dining system minimize the importance of the
part of Dean Coles' educational and the quadrangle, an area in humanities in our public schools is

the

'

possibly recount
of seventy-four

Bloodmobile Cancelled

T. Pagnamenta '53

doin's'next President.

.

,

Restrictions"

M

i

,

In

that we hoped we
weren't taking up too much of his
time, but from that point on he
relaxed us completely with, his
friendliness. Dr. Coles said that
14th, you automatically compare he was anxious to get acquainted
it to Brunswick. And when you see with Bowdoin, and asked us almost
the University, the difference bemany questions as we did him.
tween it and Bowdoin becomes
In the baek of my mind was the
even more apparent. Cm the one thought that perhaps Dean Coles
hand we have a big school in the was not aware of the great differmiddle of a large city, on the other ence between Brown and Bowdoin,
a little school in the middle of no- especially as far as social life was
where, so to speak.
concerned. These fears were quite
Our real destination was Dean quickly calmed as Bowdoin's new
James Staeey Coles' office, where President told us how much he
Paul F. Dudley Jr. '53 and I hoped was looking forward to the more
we could talk briefly with Bow- informal and advantageous envir-

I

Lebel's

Differences

By Frank

j

,

Mean

The first thing you notice if you
drive into Providence is that it is a
big city. Perhaps that is because
if your destination is Brown University, as it was mine last April

.

.

Reception At Sills' Home

!

|

.

BROWN

!

President-Elect Given

i

j

.

j

Bowdoin Teachers Club
Hears Sills, Sees Film,
Future President Coles Implies, "Differences In Holds Group Meetings

i

(

at the

Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram

.

]

bypassed others,

President-Elect James S. Coles (Right) is shown being greeted by President Kcrmeth C. M. Sills
meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers Association of Maine held at Bowdoin last Saturday, April 19.

Association,

is

financial

the

j

Am

Niagara Falls. I onlv spotted one
and not CO ably moonstruck couple
the wandering around
there,
so I
1o
supposed
Bowdoin
fact that
is
guoss t u scason doesn't start unbe a liberal college. Our concert ti] Juno Thosc falls arc ulU im _
here was enthusiastically received, prcss V e. You can't see them very
Skidmore girls are properly an- weI1 through the mist, but they
Within seconds the hay-filled barn p.rociativc
of anything in pants,
was out of control, and minutes csjx'cially if it has some talent. makc a Jot of noise
was
gone.
house
We gave another concert at Amlater the Ions
Skidmore College, however, had
herst High that night with the
In the meantime the fire had
rules, and the girls disappeared
girls from* Buffalo State Teachers
traveled through the air far down
soon after the concert, a situation
MeKcen Street, sweeping through which provoked an all male sing- College, and some of the hounds
had dates afterward. The next day
the woods burning only small por- bout
(singfest-drinking-bout)
at
the sixty-milc-an-hour
we gave a concert in the bar of
tions as
the Colonial, a local pub within
...
wind carried white .hot cinders easy walking
,„
v our hotel, the Hotel Statler in Buffalo, and
distance of
By
locations.
everyone did a good job except
and branches to new
thrIncidentally,
Rip
Van
Dam.
Herbie Urweider. but he made up
this time Navy men, U.S. Air
ever
don't
get
your mother
for it by being quite humorous.
Force men, and Bowdoin students a room there.
Or for that matter,
fight.
the
Then Eimira. Llmira. oh Klmira.
joined
had
your father, brother, sister, or
I'm nostalgic and therefore preOne of the greatest helps in Dalmatian pup.
judiced, but that was a fine city,
protecting homes was the very
When I next became aware of
excellent work done by three bullmy surroundings, we were in very fine. Wc stayed at the Mark
great
Twain Hotel, and in remembrance
dozers as they plowed
Syracuse. Syracuse is a mediumof that place. I will genuflect to
swathes through the woods, push- sized city in
upper New York
the god of Hostclries. I couldn't
ing back the fire and making lanes

of several places.
Perhaps the worst house fire
was that of F. S. Curtis. It started from a large fireball which came
out of a grove of flaming trees.
and entered under the Curtis barn.

Business Manager By

which could have been made perhaps four tables of bridge. There team. He

Sunday.

April 6.
Lyndonville, Vermont, where we
gave our first concert at the State
Teachers College. It wasn't a bad
concert considering that the audition. There was enough time to wet
a converted barn, left
down the houses and portions of torium.
mucii to be desired acoustically
the fields, but it proved useless to
Most of us got a good night's sleep
bother trying to stop the fires in
One
of the more interesting
there.
the fields, for the heat was so inthings about this concert was that
tense that it dried the wet-down
a girl drove fifty miles just to hear
areas immediately.
by Bruce McGorrill sing. I don't

several houses in
order to meet the fire. Another
truck was rushed to the Mnrriner
lumber yards to protect that secfields

hill

Treasurer's

composed of the twelve
fraternity Treasurers, was established "to form an organization
that would be beneficial to all

A. F. Lilley Appointed

Promotion

j

j

The

Prem Htrald

Lilley, a member of Delta Kapjimmies on an ice cream cone, and
this is a very convenient thing. pa Epsilon House, succeeds Robert
We gave a concert at a big high E. Gray '53.
Besides his activities in the
school in Syracuse, and were very

was realized that the fire
become a major disaster.
had their moments too.
The Topsham truck moved out period
even though Time magazine may
and headed for Church Road. Forhave painted them as a pretty
tunately the truck arrived in time
BOber, unimaginative bunch.
to set up an auxiliary water pump,
We pulled out of Brunswick on
and to stretch hoses out into the
and went to

it

fraternities.

which

By Charles W. Schoeneman '53
The Glee Club had a tour. It uates for many months have been
was a good tour, and everybody anxious to have an opportunity to
who went will remember it long serve as blood donors.
several roadside stands, but t.hey
after the last of the Bowdoin State, and is dominated by the
were stopped before any damage
Pines have given way to a Little University which sits on a long
meantime
could be done. In the
Theater or what have you. For Alp-type hill in king of the castle
dozens of cars and trucks had pilposterity and the ORIENT files, fashion. There are a lot of fratered up along the highway as state
then. I thought we ought to run nity and sororify houses up on
and town police had diverted the
gines could
soon as the

now

gallon phis

i>cr

they do not demand trade with all the hous.es
as did the Brunswick Company.
Rival Reduce* Price
To meet this undercut, the
Brunswick Company has reduced
its price per gallon from 13 to 124
cents a gallon. However, they arc
still retaining their service charge
and require trade with all the
fraternities before they will deal
with any.
Chairman Woodruff stated that
the
several
houses voted for
change of companies, but he reasserted that the problem was up
to the judgement of the individual

ham

the

Company

free, service. Also,

Peabody

.^..^

a disservice to the intellectual life
of the Country.
The teachers' group held dis-

meetings, devoting much

cussion

time to the entrance requirements
of the college. Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick. Samuel A. l>add Jr..
Professor Eaton Lcith. Professor

Reinhardt Korgcn and Admissions
Director Hubert Shaw were among
the speakers.

A

specially

prepared movi<- on

Bowdoin by Professor George H.
Quinhy was presented to the
teacher's group in the Smith Auditorium.'
President-elect Coles was taken
in tow by members of the chemistry department and shown through
the new chemistry
neairing completion.

building

now

The commit tee for the teachers
was conHposed of Marie Tonon of
Brunswick, George P.eale of South
Portland and Richard Goldsmith.
handled by
the Preparatory School Committee of the CoQege.

The conference was

Bowdoin Alumni Honor

Upon Retirement

Sills

A

hnnnoring'
testimonial dinner
Site
Kenneth C.

vm

M

Preside*

of Beathe Bowdoin Club
*."*
ten last Thursday evening gnrn
was
event
This
Hotel Statler.
the eve
for President Sills on

hHd bv

«

me

president of
his retirement as

College.

The Boston

wm

group, however.
represented.

only one
the
attendance were
an
Bowdoin Fathers' Association,antl
group from Worcester

not

the

Others

in

alumni

island.
the Bowdoin Club of Rhode
preThe Fathers Association scroh
a
sented President Sills with
or,

commending him

for the fine

training

he has continuously done
many memtheir sons. Although
ver ***
bers of the Association
they
College,
tended

^

Bowdoin

President

appreciate
excellent work.

ardently
Sills'

„_.„„

of
president,

The Bowdoin Cluh

J***™a

gave the retiring
suitably
check for $1,500 and a
Aionj,
engraved Paul Revere bowl.
st.pula- *
with the check went the
Sffl|r
Mrs.
**£
tion that he and
thetr pti
to spend the mono for
tej
sonal enjoyment.
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am

an alumnus of Bowdoin, an admirer of tradition,
a student of poetry, and an amateur in music and American history, and not merely because I happen to occupy the chair of English named for the composer of the words to it. I wish to say a word
for the retention of "Bowdoin Beata" as our Alma Mater song.
Let me say at once that I am a great admirer of "Rise, Sons of
Bowdoin", and I think that, in its words and music, both the work of
men illustrious in our Bowdoin family, it has much to recommend it
as our college anthem-; and I applaud the desire to do honor to our
most distinguished President in doing honor to his poem by making
me the song before I had ever heard much about Bowdoin.
it our Bowdoin song.
I

Week MS Program
From Here This Year

8

T. Olsen '54

•

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professpr Philip M.
Brown, Alden E. Horton Jr. '53, Robert E. Gray «3

IMrcrtnrs

"iMUhed wKtklv when cla»»aa are lirld durinf iK« F»ll »nd Soring Trimtatar by
•vaVrtta of Bowdnin ColUc. Adrlrni news comBtnnirationa to tV» Editor and] taboriptiini < nmr-un'rMion. to lb* Buiinava M»nf*er of tht Bowtluia i'u»li»hinu Com>«»v it the
Office in Moore Hall. Bo«di>in Collar*. Brurmwirk. Maine. Entered
in
<!»«• matter at the poet i.Sire at Urunawtck, Maine. The aabecrlptlon rati
••» <MM year it three <|3) dollar*
*«•

OK1KNT

Wtmm

An Example
Congratulations

are

definitely

in

for Bowdoin's
greatly enhanced its
of a new fraternity

Commander

is

1

Scat!

ROTCs Camp

August

1.

Kennett

Colonel
charge of

have

will

Professor Davison spoke on the
development of choral music in
New England. The Bowdoin Music
Club Chorus under the direction
of Assistant Professor Russell F.

all training,

m

''M

Bowdoin's singing life and a later song substituted, as it already
being subtly and steadily substituted, before any vote has been
taken, by the musical clubs at Bowdoin, as the song to which Bowdoin
men stand and uncover their heads.
Sincerely yours,

ML

1

|1

ter of

is

Colonel Kennett
Camp Eustus.

about 75 miles from

Movement

to and from the bivouac
be by highway transportation
apparatus operated by the students. For another three days the
training unit will be given instruction at Fort Story, about 45 miles
from Camp Eustus. The students
will be transported to Fort Story
by ship. Activities .here will be
"student of poetry."
confined to the operation of amThe OHIK.N'T'S articles about the proposed song change
phibious trucks and the opportunwritten by popular demand to explain "the case for substitution of ity to operate and drive these ve'Rise Sons of Bowdoin'."
They were thus not intended in any way* hicles will be extended* to most of
to include research of 'Bowdoin Beata'."
those in training.
will

I

is

ing

the

line

Hawthorne
tragic. The

of

least

found
Civil

War

resistance.

democracy
turned out

to be "intensely personal, inner
as "replete with academie state- conflict." Considering the world of
militant democracy we know toliness," Schneider confessed a deday, Mr. Schneider maintained
sire to examine this "repleteness"
that we may consider Hawthorne
at first hand. Memorial Hall was
handed its millionth dig when Mr. a "prophetic voice in the wilderness of American consciences."
Schneider got around to the reAfter stating this theme, Mr.
pleteness of Bowdoin's architecture. James's description also led Schneider returned to a more perthe Columbia professor to examine sonal picture of Hawthorne. The
with Hawthorne. Bowdoin writer's views on labor
its connection
From this investigation, it seem- sound like an old college theme
ed that James had nst meant that song. He wrote that "Labor is the
Bowdoin left its academic stamp curse of the world." Mr. Schneider
on an alumnus, but rather its brought forth the excellent example in connection with Hawmoralism.
To Mr. Schneider, the most im[ Continued ok Page }

They

1

way of being democratic."
Schneider went on to say that being a Democrat then, as in the
present, is not a matter of follow-

cult

1802-1952.

Mr. Schneider's talk on Hawthorns and the New England
Democracy painted an interesting
and unusual picture of the famous
Bowdoin writer and the- Democrat
Commencing with
of his day.
Henry James's describing Bowdoin

stitute.

P—a»a—a—MMM—

———»
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Student

Patronage
Solicited

which offered a new field of interest to the American composer.
"In the latter part of the eighteenth century foreign musicians
began to visit this country, and
they completely outshone the Am-

Bank

First National

Brunswick, Maine

erican product," he claimed.
Professor Davison went on to
say, "In the early nineteenth century the Handel and Hayden Society of Boston was organized, followed by other similar choruses in
f Continued on Page j ]

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

I

.-..

i

mn
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necessary to strongly stress the need for incorporating a more beneficial and organized freshman orientation proIt

at the

Eustus, Virginia, from June 21, to

administration, and recreation for about 1425
his address.
ROTC students from 38 U.S. col- Locke illustrated
sang six selections
leges. Among the group will be 50
"Spring' by Supply Belcher, 'The
Bowdoin students. Colonel Ken- Virgin Unspotted'" by William Billnett pointed out that the stay at
lings, "Freedom, Our Queen" by
Fort Eustus will afford an opporJohn Paine, "In May" by Horatio
tunity for ROTC students to "reParker, "Alleluia" by Randall
ceive practical instruction and apThompson, and "Design for Octotransportation
plication
all
of
ber" by Irving Fine.
equipment to which they have been
Professor Locke played Hewitt's
introduced in three years of the"Battle of Trenton'' on the piano,
ory."
and. he teamed up with Joel HupVaried Program
per in "Sonata for Flute and
During the six week training Piano" by Walter Piston.
program there will be a three day
Professor Davison stated that
bivouac on A. P. Hill, which is the early history of American music centered on Boston. The only
available music then was that of
Psalter, and the performance of
this music aroused a growing dis^al
aK^
Eventually, singing
satisfaction.
hymn.
by note rather than by ear was
On the point of its festive character, I believe "Bowdoin Beata"
adopted, choirs were formed, and
I do
is aptly in keeping with the youthfulness of college students.
music began to
secular
to
hostility
not think that men of Eton think less of their school song because it
ah*, mtk
ft
wane.
happens to be a casual boating one.
"The first real American comIt seems to me, finally, that Bowdoin Beata is unique among colposers were William Billlings and
lege Alma Maters, not only for its characteristic New England rhyme,
9k
SUpply Belcher, and though both
but also for its high spirits, both in music and words, and its gaiety in
were primarily active in the field
the fac? our inevitable growing old. It is not in the usual and deliberof church music, they included
ately serious and sober vein of college songs such as "Rise, Sons of
among their works a number of
secular pieces, a type of expression
Bowdoin." It stands out more strikingly for that fact. It belongs to

noted that since that fraternity's establishment here in
Robert P. T. Coffin, '15
046, it has continued to grow steadily in both spirit and influence on campus.
No matter what is included within the history of "Bowdoin
Such a history could prove interesting to those at other col- Beata," its melody is still sung by both Yale and Dartmouth and as
leges who insist that the birth and growth of a local fraternity such proves disturbing to many Bowdoin men.
The ORIENT is sincerely pleased to see the traditionalist point
is improbable in these "trying times," and who thus unimaginatively continue to eVidure the conditions of crowded fraterni- of view explained and It Is especially gratified that such should be
in the form of a Lett?r-to-the-Editor from someone whom it, and
ties co-existing with a sizable group of non-affiliates.
the rest of the College, will always consider something more that a
It

Archibald T. Davison, James Edward Ditson Professor of Music at
Harvard University, spoke Monday night in Memorial Hall as the
be Deputy third speaker of the Bowdoin In- History

Tactics at Bowdoin, will

a tradition older than all college songs, the tradition of Anareon. And
it also happens to belong, in its air, to American history.
m
For these reasons, I shall be sorry to see it shunted out of the cen-

order

Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity which has
position on campus with the acquisition
house and dining facilities.

nell

Colonel Walter H. Kennett, professor of Military Science and

But the writer of the current Orient article, like some other
Orient writers recently, has not done enough research on the tradiHoward S. Levin '54 tion of "Bowdoin Beata." In the first place, it is not a Yale or
Edward B Biackman '55 Dartmouth song. It is a song sung by Sherman's Army on their
Richard M. Catalano '55 march to the sea.
Tames L. Doherly '35
Jchn B. Goodrich '55
The source of our Alma Mater song is, then, significantly enough,
Vincent M. McEvoy '55
Henry J. Starr '55
ether ancient Bowdoin song, "Phi Chi,"
Elliot 8, Palais '55 identical with that of our
Camillc F. Sarrauf '55
Sherman's campaign in 1864. the beginning of the end of the Civil
CarlS. Tschantro '55
War. It is a song built into American history: I do not know who
wrote the music or the words. But behind the music, if I have any
Business Manager
Brusque and
ear at al lfor such things, seems to be folk music.
Albert F. Lilley '54
Circulation Manager
Advertising* Manager
raucous as "Yankee Doodle," but very much in the same folk-loro
James A. Cook '54 "genre." Anyway,, a ditty taken up by Yale as a hazing song, and not
Albert F. Lilley '54
Business AsaJstants
sung much there now, is older and more important than your writer
Leonard C. Mulligan '54 represents it as being. It is a fact in American culture older, and
Richard C Thurston '54
William H. Hartley '53
wider, than glee clubs at Yale and Dartmouth.
As for the words of Henry H. Pierce's poem, I think a lot can be
*aj»(a*BNTM t€M MA1UMM. AWtaTIMNO «W
said for them as poetry.
They have an ease and memorability and
National Advertising Service, foe
The second stanza has
distinction of phrase that are noteworthy.
Collrtt I'ubluktu Retrr»>€mtal'v
something like the sweep of generations in Watt.Vs hymn, "Let chil420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Ciiicauo
Boston • L<M Anoii.m - San Fut-siiisco
dren tell the mighty deeds," which has become the accepted Bowdoin

Gordon

Levi '55
T>avid H. Caldwell 54
Herbert P Phillips '54
r rank N. Cameron '55
J.

By Vincent E. McEvoy '55
Herbert W. Schneider of Cor- port ant part in Hawthorne's life
opened the 1952 Bowdoin In- or at least one of the greatest institute Thursday night at Mem- fluences on the man was his conwith
the
Democratic
orial Hall. He was followed on nections
Saturday night by Herbert Brown, party in Maine. "To be a Demowho continued the Institute's crat in Maine is more difficult
than
EngNew
to
be
of
a
Democrat
"Highlights
in New
theme
land Culture During Bowdoin's York City; it is also a very diffi-

Music Evolution Shown
Hupper, Locke Perform
Toll hist rate Lecture

50 Students To Attend

'55

Reporter*

Ralph

Professor A. T.

Discusses Development

At ROTC In Summer

Editor:

Because

Editer-In-Chief
Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53
MunafinK Editors

Dawn Schneider, H. R. Brown Open
'52 Bowdoin Institute Talks
Of US. Choral Mwic

CoL Hewlett To Serve

To The Editor

As Deputy Coramamler
To The

No. S

28. 1952

harles Hanlott '54

<

23, 1 952
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Campus

Interviews on Cigarette Tests

|

gram.

The Orient recommends that the smoker at which the
extra-curricular officers explain their activities to the freshmen
be arranged somehow so that none of the usual rushing enthusiasts are permitted to clamor distractingly around the Union

Making Book

premises.

The Acid

Also a pre-rushing pledging forum of some sort should
hr held at which students and faculty representatives would
outline the various dangers of rushing and attempt to cite a

norm

of descrete pledging activity.

New
Without

the

grace

saving

Like

.

.

The following editorial by Paul K. Niven '16, Editor and
Manager of "The Brunswick Record" and a member of the
Board of Overseers of Bowdoin, appeared in the April 10 issue
of "The Record."
The selection of a successor to President Klenneth C. M
Sills, was not an easy one to make, because he and Mrs. Sills are
in manv ways more Bowdoin than Bowdoin itself.
Alumni, faculty, students and friends of the college had unconsciously set up their ideal of a new president. As they enviPresisioned their ideal, there was the standard, the pattern

—

dent

Sills himself.

"Spike." —

as has

Jocelyn

"Casey"

Sills.

We have an idea that President Coles and Mrs. Coles and
youngsters will be welcome residents of the Brunswick comhope that they will like us, become a real part of us
munity.
as has the Sills family- And right from now on Dr. Coles has our
promise of continued cooperation with him when he becomes
Bowdoin's president and our Brunswick neighbor and friend.
their

We

i

Gripe

typiis
cal of the expericollege
mental

which turns out
young men and

women

with

a

diploma signifying only their four year residence
and a life membership in the "hollow men" of the Twentieth eentury. It does little more for the
student than varnish him or her
with a brittle coat of sophisticated
knowledge while neglecting the
base and primer layers of general
ideas and a discipline of systematic thought. Jocelyn at times resembles in this way even the

traditional present
college.

day

liberal arts

*

The student body contains the

The Orient would like to express sincere appreciation to
New England finalists in the
Professor Morgan B. Gushing for his work this year, as in the
the Blanket Tax Committee.
past, as Chairman of
fifth annual school Science Con^
however, that continued investigation and sugIt is felt,
test will compete for scholarship
effected
gested remedies concerning Blanket Tax problems be
awards Friday, May 2, at Bowdoin
action of the Committee and the Stubefore next fall by joint
dent Council.

number

of child

prodigies,

mathematical
wizards, and
healthy specimens of the offspring of a commercial class which
views college with respect, occassional suspicion, and as an excellent parking area for bewildering
adolescents. Caught in the midst
of the continual quarrels between
the sciences and the humanities
and the advocates of traditionalism and progressivism. the stu-

Written in a corrosive, battery
acid style which reveals its effect dents wander aimlessly in the
elective
c u r r iafter the damage is done, this non-restrictive
novel is laid in the hallowed halls cu'.ium futilely in search for an
of Jocelyn Col- end to their quest for forms and
Following
the
ruling principles.
lege and the oftconvenient path of the line of
hollow least resistance, they begin early
times
the in their "progressive" college
brains
of
faculty members careers to feel "that reading was
of that college. somehow bad for them and put

As thev now look upon

the picture of Dr. James S. Coles
and learn of his varied accomplishments they se their ideal realized. He is administrator, teacher and counsellor. His is a fine
family. He has attained national recognition. Those who know
him report him to be friendly, enthusiastic. He possesses dignity yet can relax in recreation. By choice, he has been living in
He even has a nickname,
a small town instead* of a city.

THE
Style

College.

of the faculty provides background
for the author's treatment of the
entire field of intellectual freedom, modern poetry, and the insidious workings of the mind of an
egoist who sees himself reflected

;w

O

in all humanity.
Yet, it is almost in spite of,
rather than because of these
treatments of tht* conflicting questions of present day education that
the story of the conflict between
Henry Mulcahy and the rest of the
faculty is revealed. Laboring under long discussions such as the
strange tie up between Mulcahy
and the "Christ image" in Joyce's
"Ulysses," "The Groves of Academe" hesitatingly minces its step
between satire and a Jamesian

.»«.

O

O

o

o

M

A

portrait. Mary McCarthy's ability
in either of these attempts is with-

W

(<

on very touching and pathetic airs out a doubt brilliant, but the acid
when a solid assignment in history style very often wears annoying
or the novel was set before them."
"At whatever time of day, the
Jocelyn
students were
always
sleepy, yawning, and rather gummy-eyed, as though it were seven
in the morning and they unwillingly on the street."

Above

and

Carthy's

"modern
tangled

within Miss Mcsatiric
treatment
of
education is spun the

of academic intrigue.
Henry Mulcahy, teacher of Proust,
Mann, and Joyce, is convinced that
he is envied by his colleagues and
hated by the President of the college for his superior abilities and
independent opinion. As a protection against this he allows himself
and others to believe that .he is
the victim of an academic witch
hunt. A belief he furthers by falsely confessing membership in the
Communist party to a trusted colleague. The ensuing battle between two factions of the college,
the petty discussions, the intrigues,

t.D
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know whether he "snouTfl
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"blow"—or

quick spout! Millions of smokers have found, too,

also

Sun.

in a veritable sea of

didn't

that cigarette mildness can't be judged in

with
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He

fathomed the matter when he suddenly realized

RAH MILLAND
HELENA CARTER
News

was submerged

cigarette tests!

i

Apr. 25-26

Fri. - Sat.
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plot.

I ,f

Law

The

woven

holes in the loosely

web

and the fence jumping for perJudging will start at 11 a.m.
More specifically it is felt stronglv upon campus that stusonal reasons by some members
the Blanket ~i\x Committee be here- Awards will be presented at ceredent representatives on
monies
in Memorial Hall Friday
informed of the Committee's preceedings and
iftrr more fully
Fordham University
evening.
should
be
tap
undergraduate
attempt
made
to
ah
th * at leastSpeakers will include Roy M.
before final decisions are made.
School of
or)jr rn
Hayes, principal of Stearns High
Cushsuggested
by
Professor
recently
improvement
NEW YORK
One
School, Millinocket, and chairman
an °P en forum eerlv in the fall be held at of the New England School
Three-Year Day Course
hirr«e'f va * tnB *
Tax
Committee
popularity
of
would
test
the
Blanket
Four-Year
Evening Course
Aleya,
Dr.
Hubert
the
Science Council;
recommendations.
CO-EDUCATIONAL
department of chemistry, Princetheir
Tj-% (Orient would publish the recommended allotments ton University, and John Welsh, Member of Assn. of American Law
Schools
L f^r" thr "ripe meeting which would be open to anyone inter- Harvard professor and chairman
of the governing board.
to attend.
Matriculants must be College
c-JtJc! enoiiV"
Contest will be guests of Bowgraduates and present full transdoin for luncheon and dinner. They
script of College record
will be overnight guests at the
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 29, 1962
Photographs and selected works the 1902 Inst Itu te whose subject is
homes of Brunswick High pupils.
For further information address
present Bowdoin Institute "Highlights of New England Culthe
f
Saturday contestants will tour
currant ex- ture During Bowdoin's History."
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
Lakers make up the
Verney
Corporation
the
and
SCHOOL OF LAW
The exhibit was arranged by Brunswick Naval Air Base. They
the display caaes of the
hibition in
John It McKenna, assistant libra- will depart for home after lunch- 302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
library
eon at the Moulton Union.
exhibit is coincident with r ian.
j

WHALE

of

of usual

the
author,
"The Groves of
Academe" is both a satire on the
so-called "progressive" colleges of
the present time and an almost
terrifying portrait of an egotistical
ntaniac.

No. 40...

Philip Siekman, Jr. '52

Academe. By Mary McCarthy. S02 pp.
York: Harceurt, Brace and Company. 1992

The Groves

Other recommendations from .students and faculty inter- Mary McCarthy's abijity in satire
ests alike should be submitted to the Student Council quickly and irony, this week's book would
since they have left only two full weks of formal activity this be a discouraging and an almost
tawdry tale. With this ability of
spring.
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Varsity Tenuis

Magee Tracksters Wallop

To Meet

M.I.T.,
Milliken Wins 4 Events

Polar Varsity Baseball Nine Amherst, Westeyan And UofV As
Williams

Wallops Black Bears, Mules

Howard, Johnson

With Four Major Games

Bowdoin Takes Eleven Of Fifteen

won four
Milliken
Gordon
events as Jack Magee's Tracksters
walloped M.I.T. and the University of Vermont 80 to 53 to 21 rethe current road trip which takes
Art's 3 Blows Include
spectively at Whittier Field last
them to Wesleyan, Williams, Ama **
Triple In 9-2 Contest;
herst, and Tufts in four consecuThe surprising Polar Bears won
days.
tive
Wolfe Defensive Stalwart
all but four of the possible 15 first
The team is playing under a places, suffering a shutout only in
The Bowdoin varsity baseball large handicap due to the adverse the two-mile. Six meet records
nine won' its second game in as weather conditions which have were set, five by Bowdoin men.
many starts as it romped over made outdoor practice impossible
Milliken turned in an unusual
Colby 9-2 last Thursday afternoon up to last week. Although the combination of victories, including
team only practiced four days on the 400 in 51.1 seconds, the 100
at Pickard Field.
Field,
Pickard
courts
at
Coach Danny MacFayden sent the clay
yard dash in 10.L the 200 yard
southpaw Paul Clifford to the is members are looking forward dash in 22.3 seconds and the broad
mound for the Polar Bears. He was to the road trip with enthusiasm. jump. His 21 feet 6 and three
the
have
hopes
to
Sam
Ladd
Coach
Fraktman,
another
opposed by Ed
quarter inches was a foot better
team in top condition for state than the meet mark.
lefthander.
Both starters, however, were series play when they return.
Don Murphy, leading teammate
six
not around at the finish. Art Bishconsist
will
of
Dick Getchell to the tape in the
The match
op relieved Clifford at the start singles and three doubles matches. high hurdles, clipped the meet
Gordon Milliken
of the sixth inning. Lefthander Bill Clark will play the number record by four-tenths to 15.4 and
inches to win that event.
ClifTord allowed only three hits, one position, with John Friedland
the latter reversed the procedure 120-Yard Hirh Hurdle*, Won by Murphy.
and gave up the two runs Colby cr anrj skip Howard playing two in the lows which he ran in 24.9
Bowdoin: second. Getchell. Bowdoin;
Thompthird. Chihoski. MIT: fourth.
scored. Bishop pitched shutout ball and three.
seconds with Murphy barely edgson. Verrnon*.
Tine IS. 4 (Meet ReeOlii).
for the last four frames, giving up
Captain Rogers Johnson will ing Ben Cole of M.I.T., former 100-Yard
Dash, Won by Milliken. Bow.
bingle.
only one
for
middle
distance,
doin second. Childs. MIT: third. Chunhold down the fourth berth, fol- Bowdoin
Hoon. BowdoTn
Fraktman was relieved in the Jowed b Burch Hindle and Dave third.
fourth. Manson. Vermont. Time 10.1 seconds.
fifth by Rollie Nagle after giving j,
In addition to Milliken
and Mite
Kirn. Won by Viikers, MIT: second.
zard in tne two rcmaimn g posiNut ley, MIT:
Far.iuhar, MIT: third.
up six hits and four runs. He suf- tions
Getchell, former Skowhegan High
fourth. Trecartin, Howdoin. Time 4 :33.7.
fered the loss. Nagle couldn't got
and MCI star, Polar Bear wins 440-Yard Run, Won l.y Milliken. Bowdoin
Rogers Johnson and Billy Clark
Lovesz,
third.
were turned in by Paul Brinkman,
second,
a man out and allowed four runs
Graaler, MIT.
will be the number one doubles
MIT; fourth. Round. MIT. Time 61.1
to cross the plate before he was
J\.l
Farrington, Don Agostinelli,
seconds.
combination with John Friedlandrelieved by Art Eddy, who finally
and Mel Totman. Both Brinkman Two-Mile Run. Won by Nicholson. MIT:
playing secHoward
Skip
and
er
second.
Vermont
third. SwanHunter.
and Totman set new meet records.
put out the fire after five runs had
son.
MIT: fourth. Wrisley. Vermont.
ond doubles.
Tin ,p 10:10.6.
scored.
Herb Coilsins vaulted 11 feet 2
120-Yard Low Hurdle., Won by Ge'ohell.

McGovern Shine

Bishop,

,

;

MacFayden Juggles Team

The game was the

Tuesday
defense

first

of Bowdoin's State of Maine 'title
which it has held for the past four

years.

Louie

mound

Audet
for the

on

started

the

MacFayden men,

and pitched three

hit ball for the
innings, allowing two runs.
Sophomore Paul Clifford replaced
Audet in the seventh inning, and
finished up the game. He pitched
first six

walkless ball
three inning stint.

during his

hitless,

Chuck Simmons took the mound
for Maine, allowing four hits and
ten bases on balls for the six innings he worked. Simmons' wild-

ness and poor defensive support
on the part of his teammates accounted for the four unearned
runs scored in the first inning by

Howdoin.

One of the two runs scored by
Maine was also unearned. Maine
received two straight walks to
force in a run in the

and scored

:

1

Howdoin

Open Bowdoin Institute

in
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Fan^
t home's short stay at Brjok

where he hoped

to "spiritualize"
agricultural labor. Calling manure
piles gold mines was not exactly
Hawthorne's ide°. "f vracity. F«
soon tired of trying to play at

Captain Bishop
Bowdoin added another run in
the seventh on a hit batsman, a
balk and a single by reserve first

sacker Ray Petterson.
Art Bishop was the hitting star
of the day with three hits, one a
long triple over the head of the
debut at first base, Cosgrove colcenter fielder.
lected the only extra base blow of
Fred Flemming again displayed
the afternoon, a long double to
speed and heads-up baseball on
the left field fence. He also drew
the base paths. Andy Lano caught
four walks.
the second game like a veteran reSophomore Frank Ve-cella
ceiver, while rapping one hit in
handled the keystone sack in fine
two official trips at the plate.
fashion,
and teamed up with
The all-around fielding play of
shortstop Corby Wolfe for Bowshortstop Corby Wolfe was outdoin's only double pJay of the
standing. He also knocked in three
game. Fred Flemming played his
runs. Along with second baseman
usual steady game, and his alert
Vecella, Wolfe pulled off Bowbase running accounted for a
doin's second double play of the
h
Coach MacFayden used three of
»
32 130 his reserves for the first time this
3 112
4
Sturs/a. 1 1MI
2
season. Fred George, who is listed
Hatt'H.
4
Bishop, if 5 12
as an infielder, went out to right
Lano. n
Haek'tt if 4
2
5
3
Caul, if
Mr'fJVn. 3 4 2 2 4 field to replace Art Bishop. Bill
2
• 2
Wivht. lb
Vecella. 2 5
C
2
Cockburn gave Lano a rest from
Wolfe, ss 3
Br'dst't, lb
2 3
Aud-t. p
2
110 3 behind the bat, amd first baseman
Gairon, 2
6
Clifford, p 10
Wilson, r
Ray Petterson replaced Jack Cos"
A MeGuira 10
grove in the seventh.
Simm'ns,
3 1 2
2
W'dbrry, i> 10
Walt Bartlett and John McGov8*
30
Totals
Totals
2 424 7
Klii-d out for Wilson in ninth.
ern added to the Bowdoin hitting
0- 2 attack, each having one RBI. BowMaine
x—
Boudoin
4 10 10
K Wolfe. Bean, Winht. RBI— Bishop. doin played errorless ball.
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2
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Discusses Choral Music
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like reading
alumni.
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Eddy, p

at-

paper reported Dr. Brown's opening as possessing "sauve irony and
10 pungent phrase." At any rate, real
13 111 wit prepared an audience for a
3 112 2
lecture that could have sounded
1

1

4

is

:!

10

::

|i

refson.

ed audience. But, before this

tempted it would be wise and ad0040 vantageous to possess wit. One
10

4

1

Kl. ninir. cf 4 1
Bi'h'p, if p i 2
2 2
Lano. c

34
n
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If

Won

Dash.

by

second. Childs.

Klein.
Time 22.5

third,

fourth, BiitKs. Bowdoin.

Bowdoin's spring vaca-

ning pitcher, while

:

fourth,

:

Distance- 141

ft.

The Chi

Bowdoin.
iMeet Record).

F.irrinRton.
ill.

J

;

|

—

8

in.

by Milliken. Bowdoin
— WonBowdoin
third. Getchell,

Bread Jump

:

second. Bipirs.

Bowdoin
21

four'.h. Childs MIT Distance
(Meet Record).
by Harrinirton. Bowdoin:
third,
Vermont
Doornbosrh.

:

:

Pratt, Bowdoin: fourth. Phillips,
doin. Distance 41 ft. 10J in.
Won by Anostinelli.

Hammer Throw

Psi's

——

;

s,

b

2. Bishop
Bishop 2 in
MacAuliffe

Audet
in

6,

HBP
Auliffe
Skillin

Hits off Audet off

1.

2.

Berry.
LP
and Rinea. Time- 2

Come

came from behind

New

The
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England. The arrival of the
Germania Orchestra around 1848
projected an interest in instrumen-

Smith -Corona

As

Brown
the

Typewriter with the Page

End Guide

sense and idealism could not

:

;

:

McDonald. Vermont.
fourth.
Vmiioiit
M.ct Record).
Distance- 188 ft. Si in.

such a plan.
This second lecture by Professor
set the pace for the 1952
Institute. A very full Memorial
Hall listened and above all enjoyof free human beings and with the ed hearing one of their own hold
realization of their humanity. To forth among the famous who are
emphasize all his points cohebrh- to appear.'*
ihg the type or kind of man he
Two University of Tennessee
wished Bowdoin to continue having as alumni. Dr. Brown brought graduate students estimate that
forth scores of graduates who picnickers hit about 102 insects
were famous throughout the world each time they drop a sandwich.
If you select a nice leafy ground
in their particular field. Nor did
he confine himself to only the to spread your picnic cloth, the
famous men Bowdoin boasts, but chances are you will be covering
made it a special point to praise 14,745 of the little pests, they said.
the alumni who did solid and noble
work veiled in the obscurity a
country as large as ours can easily
:

just

F.

W. Chandler

&

Son

i

doin's contribution to the common
good was a college of the liberal
arts dedicated to the development

Brown

BILL'S

afford.

a

list

of

Bowdoin

Decline
The head of Bowdoin's English

4

He

particularly referred to the

alumni

Our

into fields where
in contact with

who went

they would

come

the youth of the land. The surprissor Brown called the early college ing number of teachers and minis"a
child of
religion
and the ters Bowdoin has produced proved
frontier." He furthered this by his point. Nor did this embrace
saying that the college was a place the benefactors of schools and colwhere the poorer boys who could leges, not to mention the men who
not reach the centers of education did part time work as teachers
like Cambridge and New Haven who also contributed to this imcould come and study. Ostentation portant cause.
and luxury were distrusted by the
4>.
hard headed scholars of the time.
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tal music. Although these activities were, in one sense, educational, it was not until Lowell Mason
persuaded the city of Boston to
include music in the curriculum
of its elementary schools that musical education gained official rec-

ognition."

Music, both as an informal activity and as supervised study, began to have a place in the colleges,
and by the late nineteenth century
composition was regularly taught
in

academic

institutions.

Many

students continued their musical
training in Germany with the re-
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Thursday
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to each and every

Welcomed

England

has been normal and productive.
Church music has become an amorphous confusion of styles and
practices, elementary music education is devoted to pedagogy rather than to music and community music is waning. Aside from
these deficiencies, however, music
in New England may be said to be
in a healthy and prosperous con-

«

Guaranteed

SO Fraktman 2. NiiKle 2.
(McGovern): Clilfoid (FraktFriiktinan 6, Naxlo 1. Eddy 3:
Winner Clifford.
Bishop 1.
3.
-Fraktman. U Harrington. Blake.

2,

Hp— Eddy
man). HO
Clifford

,

tm

"Matchless Service":

Banking Services

:.'.

much of the music writdition.
ten by American composers showed marked influences of German
style. College glee clubs and orchestras gained in importance and
though the music they performed
was generally of negligible value, it
enabled the students themselves to
Wednesday
7 :00 Record Parade
make music.
7:15 World News
An interesting fact that Pro7 :20 Sports
fessor Davison brought out was
7
Campus News
7 :3a Swnrd farad*
that W. R. Chapman who eon7 ;4i Ht-tv's to Ve'.s
ducted the Maine Music Festival
X:00 Rword Parade
8:15 Record Parade
for thirty years was prominent
8:30 "Ramblings"
among the pioneers of organizing
8:45 Strange Karts
9 :00 Classics Hour
large festival choruses.
S;15 Claasics Hour
In the twentieth century, com9 :30 Claasics Hour
9:46 Classics Hour
position, having passed through a
10:00 Music to Study bv
number of changes, finally settled
10: IS Classical Music
10:30
down into a disciplined though not
"
"
"
1,0:45
a uniform style which has made tt
II :»0 World Mews
1 1 :Q5 Late Sports
possible for American composers*
11:10 Campus Neva
11:15 'Deuces Wild"
to speak with their own voices in:30 Polar Rear's Pen
11
r
stead of paying tribute to foreign
M
models.
12:00 Goadnita
Professor Davison concluded his
address by remarking that with
the exception of three departments
of musical activity, the developsult that

:,

Fitzitibbons.
BK1
Mt-tiovern.
Bartlett.
2.
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30 2 4 24 10
a Plied out for Toliquin in ninth.
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Mae.

Audet.
:0S.

and see

in

—

New

WP

(Vecella).

PB

2.

Lints, us-

in the last of the 7th inning to
defeat the AD's with a three run
rally. The final score was 6 to 5
after the Alpha Delt's bad led
much of the way.

mon

1

1

the loss for

Vermont
Remick,
second.
MIT; fourth. Brink- but keep Bowdoin on the right
Ro'hbertf.
third,
man, Bowdoin. Distance— 127 ft. 6 in.
'path, President Sills being cited
Javelin Won by Brinkman. Bowdoin: secthe outstanding advocate of
third. Hinsdale, as
ond. Walker. Bowdoin
Howdoin

1

1

;

Professor
for the future,
advised a rededication of
original founding principles.
BowContinuous application of the com-

Won

second,

1

:

63 in.

ft.

Shot Put

Don

ually effective, took
the TD's.

:

Howdoin

1

test

seconds.
Pole Vault - - Won by Cousins, Bowdoin
second, tied by Walker, Bowdoin and
fourth, tied by MulBalch, VVrmont
linmon. Veruiont und McGrew. }AIT.
H.irh- 11 ft. 2 in.
Won by Totman. Bowdoin
Iliscus Throw
second. Roihberj;, MIT: third. Phillips.

High Jump -Won by Boss. Vermont: sectied
Bowdoin third.
Murphy.
ond.
among Coe. Freeman. MIT. Walker
and Brinkman, Bowdoin. Height 5 ft.

tor the

i

1

Seven errors marred the game,
Beta's and the TD's fought
to the wire in a close con- four of them being committed by
which the Beta's were finally the Bears. Andy Lano, Corby
able to take by a score of 4 to 3. Wolfe, Fred Flemming, and Lou
For the Beta's, Young was the win-

Bow.

Milliken,

MIT:

tallies by a bunting attack, which ber.
MacAuliffe sent eight of the
upset the Bates' infield and caused
them to commit a pair of errors. Bears down swinging, while giving up four walks and hitting one
Ba te« Soars slack
Bates exploded in their half of man (Vecella). Audet was charged
the inning, scoring four runs on with the loss for Bowdoin.
four hits and an error. Lou Audet.
Bears Cling To Lead
Bowdoin chucker, hurt his own
Although Bowdoin dropped this
cause in this uprising by throwing game, they still hung onto
the
Bates'
a double play ball hit by
State Series lead. They are in first
Fred Douglas into center field. place with two wins and one
loss,
This play, combined with hit* by the wins being over Maine
and
MacAuliffe, Ritchie Raia, Johnnjt Colby. Bates, by virtue
of this wip,
Wettlauffer, and Jimmy Moody, moved into second place
with a
gave Bates a one run margin for record of one and one,
their loss
MacAuliffe to work on.
being at the hands of Colby.
Bates added a run for good
Bates
Bowdoia
measure in the eighth stanza. An
• a
aft r
ab r haa
4 112 4
Burtlat-.. If 3
1 «
error, a fielder's choice, a base on Raia. 2
Douithiss. 1 4 12*1
eWrV*
4 11119
bails, and a base hit produced the W'tla'f'r. 3 4 » 20
Klein'*, ef 4
J
1
14
1
4
Moody,
Bishop,
s
rf 3
y l
fifth run for the Bobcats.
Liino. c
Harkim. rf 4
4
t I
The two hits given up by Andy Humilt'n. r
1
M'Gov'a. 3 3 10 2 4
Vecella. 2
3 10 6 2
MacAuliffe went to Walter Bart- B'squist. if S o l
Maimer, cf 4 6
Wolfe, s
2
12
lett and Jack Cosgrove. The Bates' •Berry, c
3 10 9 2
Audet, p
2
12
Georm. rf
* j u
hitting was spread over the bat- M'Alifte. p 4 2 2
Totals 94 5 10102710
louls
20 3 2 24 IS
ting order as only two men gather•Reached on cat char's interfervar*.
ed two hits out of the ten safeties Bowdoin
U
2 u
0—
collected by the 'Cats. Fred Doug- Bates
00 04 00 1 \ 5
las rapped out two base hits, and
Errors— Raia 2, Wettlauffer. Flemming.
MacAuliffe helped his own cause Lano, Wolf*. Audet. KBI Baia WettlauSB Mdionrn. Bart.
fer. Moody, Berry.
by getting a pair of singles.
DP— Audet to Costrrove Berry to
lett.
Moody. Left- Bates 7. Bowdoin 4. BB off
Bowdoin Errs 4 Times
MacAuliffe 4. Bishop 1 SO by MacAuliffe

|

.'10

1

Despite
tion, ten
ping pong
ed in the

.

year.

Rowdoin

ith r

D. an, is

BVrf'd,

dom
MIT:

For Bowdoin, Audet gave UP

Bowdoin started the scoring by eight hits in six innings, while
picking up a run in the fourth inn- Art Bishop, who pitched the last
for the Polar Bears,
ing. Jack Cosgrove singled, moved two innings
to third en a passed ball and an in- gave up an additional two hits.
struck out two, walked
field out, and scored on a wild Audet
pitch Then, in the neat inning, none.. Bishop gave up one base an
the Polar Boars got two more balls, and fanned the same num-

1

The
down

2:00.4.

220-Yard

game

comparatively tight
Delta Sig's.

:

pool games and three
matches have been play1952 tournament since
last Wednesday.
As a result of his triumph over
work and maintained to his deathbed his original theme that labor Mickey Weiner, John .Day became
was the curse of the world and the first man to enter the ping
pong semi-finals. He will meet the
that it was unavoidable.
winner of the Bill Leathers-Don
Towards his writing, Hawthorne
Lints quarter-final match. Other
was equally lazy. Mr. Schneider quarter-final contests are Bob
maintained that he would never
Bcown against Herb Phillips and
have written a printed word if it
Hal Anthony vs. Vic Reigel. Anhad not contributed to his living.
thony and Phillips beat Ted Rous"Life is real, life is earnest
sin and Claude Bonang, respectiveWas not spoken of the soul;
ly, to earn spots in the quarter"Desk thou hast, to desk ret.urnest
finals.
Is the grave and not the goal."
In the pool division, Ted Rous"If he had written a psalm of
sin, Joe Teece, Andy Lano, Norm
life, this might be it" quoted the
Hawthorne Jepsky, Jim Ladd. Bob Cetlin,
lecturer.
Columbia
Dick Carden and Louis Audet won
had no chance to write for pleatheir first round matches. Games
Economic necessity made
sure.
remaining to be played in the final
him write what was dictated.
are Hal Anthony vs. Pete Sulides,
His work for the Democratic
Lloyd Bishop vs. Dave Melincoff,
party saved him both economically
and John Peckham vs. Bill Parent.
and morally from complete failIn round two, Andy Lano and
the
enjoy
did
not
Again,
he
ure.
Louie Audet beat Norm Jepsky
work, but at the same time he did
and Dick Carden.
it well and it kept him in funds.
In the course of the lecture, will have no truck with people
Hawthorne was called a loafer of who maintain that New England
the first order, a friend to sinners, has been on the decline since the
sober and serious, puritanical and 17th century and that a fiberal
most important a dignified demo- arts college is "on the way out
and more power to the pushing
crat.
force."
Dr. Herbert Brown
Stating
Bowdoin
that
the
After listening to Bowdoin's
Doctor Brown, the aspiring public fathers founded the college with
speaker would jot down in his note- two motivating forces in mind;
book that a humorous beginning is that of daring idealism and that
an excellent way to capture a mix- of Puritan practicability. Profes-

Coach Danny MacFayden jug-

tally.

Pool Tourney Continues

[

:

I

8X8-Yard Run, Won by Baker. MIT: second. O'Oonnell. MIT: third. Kaminsky.
MIT: fourth Hulme. Bowdoin. Time

;

team.

Maine

Pong Games;

In Ping

Murphy. Bowdoin
second.
fourth, Frappier. VerM-»ct Record).

:

third, Coe, MIT;
ii. unt.
Time 24.9

9.

Brud Carman pitched the entire
game for the Sigma Nu's as his
teammates defeated the Delta Sig's
4 to 0. Brud allowed just two
hits during the game, and he walked none. Nick Moldaver ^pitched a

;

Semi-Finals Reached

win 10 to

late innings.

j

Brown

to

WW

j

McGovern each had two hits for
Bowdoin while Maine's Hackett
also collected two hits for his

Bowdoin

coming from behind

was Bob Cetlin all the way for
the ARU's, while Pete Race startrelieved
ed for the Dekes. He
by freshman Mark Savage in the
It

:

Schneider, H. R.

plate.

The ARU's were able to overcome a six -run Deke advantage,

;

the third without the help, of a hit.
Andy Lano, starting his first
game behind the bat, showed fine
catching savoir faire, and also
knocked in two runs. Bishop and

gled his veterans around in order
to present the strongest lineup.
John McGovern played third base
for the first
time, while Walt
Bartlett relinquished his first base
position to sophomore Jack Cosgrove. Bartlett roamed left field
and retained his leadoff spot in
the batting order. In making his

pitching for the Kappa Sig's, was
also impressive as he let only one

run cross the

j

inning,

first

second marker

its

^

;

Thr 1952 edition of the Bowdoin
varsity baseball team easily defeated Maine 8-2 in its first encounter of the season last
at Pickard Field.

With favorable spring weather,
Bowdoin's fraternities "began their
1952 softball season last week with
five important games.
The Sigma Nu's defeated the
Delta Sigma's 4'"0' the ARU's
beat the Dekes by a score of 10
to 9; the Kappa Sigma's bowed to
the Zeta Psi's 1 to 0; the Beta's
edged the T.D.'s by a 4 to 3 score;
and the AD's were edged out by
Chi Psi 6 to 5.
A number of events occurred
during the games, the most outstanding being a no-hit, no-run
game pitched by Russ Crowell,
freshman on the Zete's team. Crowell allowed only one man to reach
base as he handcuffed the Kappa
Aggie Pappanikou,
Sig
team.

will
tennis
of the season on

its first test

all misaued for Bowdoia,
while two of Bates' errors were
credited to Ritchie Raia, with
Wettlauffer picking up Bates'
third miscue.

Audet

Bowdoin dropped a closely played game to the Bates Bobcats last
Saturday afternoon at Garceloa
Field in Lewiston, 5-3, as Andy
MacAuliffe threw a two-hitter at
the Polar Bears squad.

Sigma N11.ARU, Beta,
Zete, Chi Psi Houses
Win; Pitc hers Shine

Murphy Win

Five Records Set; Getchell,

1st 4

Firsts;

team

Bowdoin's

meet

Offensively In 8-2 Tilt;

1952 Softball Season

Team In Top Condition

BAT QUENCH COLBY HOPES

BISHOP'S ARM,

Baseballers Overcome
tin In 5-3. 2-Hit Clash

8 Fraternities Launch

On Road Trip

Clark, Friedlander,

AUDET, CLIFFORD STYMIE MAINE SLUGGERS
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1952-53 College Calendar
Restores Normal Vacations

DoctorY.P.MeiToBe
Siting Professor Under

Deserved Vacation Time
Vacations will be restored to
their normal length with resumption of the regular Bowdoin Colnext

year,

ARU s Buy Former Sigma Nu Fraternity House
Old House Included In

Doctor Y. P. Mei will be the
Visiting Professor of Chinese Civilization and Philosophy on the
Tallman Foundation for the academic year 1952-1953.
The April 5 meeting of the Governing Boards confirmed the ap-

To Give Undergraduates

Calendar

Purchase Price Of New;

"Annex" Sale Separate

ARU'S Sell House
After Five- Year Tenure;
New Kitchen Promised

pointment.
Dr. Mei previously visited America while attending the EastWest Philosopher's Conference
held in Hawaii in 1949. He also
came to the United States under
the Department of State in 1945-

Cecil

Holmes told the Student
Council at their regular meeting.
This year, the Calendar had
been changed to accommodate the
Proposed
summer school. The
Thanksgiving and Spring Vacations had been shortened this year

After negotiating for several
months, the Sigma Nu and Alpha

Rho

Holmes

Oiristmas Problem

Boards Approve Ctoange

Another problem, faced by college officials in charge of drawing
up the Calendar, is the starting
date of the Christmas Vacation.

The regular Bowdoin schedule
set up through provisions found
in the Bowdoin College By-Laws.
This schedule was changed for the

Although the Winter Houseparties have been held in midFebruary for the last two years,
the vacation has still begun Saturday noon, a holdover from the
pre-Christmas Houseparties. Next

School last year with the

is

Summer

approval of the Boards ot'the Col-

Dean

of

the

College

of

ARU

Arts

versity from 1942-46 and under his
leadership the faculty and students of the University left the
Japanese occupied area to reorganize for their work 2.000 miles west
in the interior of China.
Dr. Mei is a graduate of Oberlin
College in Ohio and received his
degree of Doctor of Philosophy at
the University of Chicago. He has
also studied at the University of

Houses involved in the transaction which took place last week. Pictured at left is the present ARU house which is to be vacated in June.
This house was included in the sale price which was paid to the Sig ma Nu Corporarion for the former Sigma Nu house, which is pictured
at right.

ARU

Latin American Aides

Behind The Ivy Curtain
Wesleyan

last week
voted to retain their direct, immediate system of rushing in effect
at that institution. The system

students

there

is

none better. But

not
begin to think it

perfect. When we
too perfect to need any changes we
will ,have the thing forced on us, as
happened at Williams."

this regular schedule the
run
Thanksgiving Recess will

Under

To

Alpha

—

.

Students who are competing are
advised to consult with their
Freshman English instructors.
The Premium has been held as a
part of the English 2 final examination in previous years.
The student who wrote the best
answer to the one question set
aside was awarded the Premium,
the income from a fund of $285,

.

Visit

To Draw For Places
To Campus On I8th Fraternity Sing

Latin

American

it's

in
Germany. He was used by the Wesmen is nearly the
President of Oberlin-in-China from same as that in use here at BowRoughly 757c of the Hamilton
1934-36 and in the country has doin.
student body voted recently to add
from Wednesday noon to Monday taught at Oberlin, the University
The Wesleyan voters were offer- $4.50 to the price of Hamilton's
year, there may be some kind of morning. The regular Spring Va- of Chicago, Indiana University,
"general activities fee," which is
compromise between the Saturday cation is 10 days in length.
Wabash College, and the Univer- ed a choice between their present
similar to our blanket tax. The
date and a midweek closing day.
Some officials have expressed sity of Cincinnati, where he is now system, in which freshmen are
pledged to the various fraternities additional $4.50 is to be for a comAlso bothering the Calendar the wish that the schedules of all Visiting Professor of Philosophy.
within the first week of college, pulsory "social ticket" which will
makers is the possible conflict be- colleges similar to Bowdoin could
He is the author of several books and a proposal for a delay in rush- entitle the purchaser to attend
tween the basketball games and be more closely arranged.
and other publications and is now ing until new freshmen
«*
should college dances and other functions.
working on "A Source Book in Chi- have an opportunity to become ac- The compulsory ticket is to relieve
nese Philosophy" under a grant climated
to their new surround- the Hamilton Social Committee of
Generation
Marstaller Caters
from the Rockefeller Foundation. ings. The vote favored the former, the necessity of hawking these
This will be published bilingually. already tested
plan by a 382-206 tickets to students who used to buy
The Tallman Foundation was es- count.
Delt's
Fish-Fed
them on a voluntary basis.
tablished at Bowdoin in 1928 by
Those opposed to the social tax
Those students opposed to delaygift
of
Frank
Tallman.
G.
A.M..
uooi3
ojqe;o3oA
'Xbji Mstpj 'pB[BS
By Catherine T. Daggett
feel that those-^not interested in
ed
rushing
were
given
an
opporof
Wilmington,
Delaware, as a meIt was on a Friday, about 11:30 b 'shoj opeiu-oujou. 'soojBjod pouj
social activities should not be forcmorial-to the Bowdoin members of tunity to explain the reason for
in
the morning, and "Emmy" most that first class hotels can
ed to support them. An editorial
his family. The income is "to be their negative vote by checking
Marstaller, fixed up in her spot- offer. Emmy has proof that the
one of a series of reasons which in the Hamilton "Spectator" inboys consider it a far superior expended annually upon a series of
less white dross, was in her usual
appeared on the ballot. Exactly dicated that the minority should
meal during term time than the lectures to be delivered by men 192
pla.-e in the kitchen of the Alpha
of the 382 voters against delay- bow to the majority even in the
selected by the Faculty either in
Delta Phi fraternity house on same meal at houseparties.
financing of college social functhis country or abroad." In addi- ed rushing signified that they recSad Saturdays
Maine Street. There were several
ognized
"the definite existence of tions, and that "a tax of $1.50
What do college boys like to tion to offering a course for un- a problem" and were "in favor of does not involve basic rights." This
apple pies in various stages of
completion in front of her and a eat ? Emmy says steak and roast dergraduates, the Visiting Profes- further study toward
possible solu- columnist would be inclined to
huge pan of pared and cut apples beef, apple and lemon meringue sors on the Tallman Foundation tions."
side with the opponents of the tax
on the table, indicating that more pies, and tanks of milk. She give a scries of public lectures on
in this discussion.
Kimon Zachos. chairman of the
were to come. Lunch was in pre- coaxes vegetables into them and the subjects of their special in*
*
•
*
Delayed
Rushing
Committee,
paration too
clam chowder, ma- is pleased when a meat-eater bc- terest.
It is noted with regret that the
claimed "The leaders of the three
under classes, whether for -or sports department of the Wesleyan
The David Sewall Premium for against delayed rushing, have a "Argus" has been misinformed as
excellence- in Freshman English responsibility to Wesleyan, to their to the location of our campus. A
composition will be awarded to the fraternities, and to themselves as recent edition stated in an article
member of the Class of 1955 who individuals to try and solve the on tennis "The first home match
with Bowdoin travsubmits the best original short weaknesses of the present plan. takes place
The Wesleyan fraternity is strong; eling down from New Brunswick."
story by May 15.

Of Happy,

.

Three

em-

ployees of the U. S. Information
Service arrived- at Bowdoin College last Thursday for a week's

on campus.
The group consists of Luis A.
Sylva of Quito Ecquador; Rodrige
de Miranda, Rio de Janerio,
Brazil; and Arturo Mendez, Mexico City. Their trip is sponsored by
the College in conjunction with
the Political Forum.
While they are on campus they
will attend classes, visit fraternity houses, and attempt to assimilate as much information as
possible about New England life.
Viva Zapata!
As part of their indoctrination
they will attend the lectures of
the Institute on New England Culvisit
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Chesterfield
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Proprietor
:

Expert Lubrication
•

Tires, Batteries, Specialties

Maine and Noble
Phone 81396

in the fall of 1927,

and

for

these 25 years she has been ministering to the best fed fraternity
on the Bowdoin campus. During
the war years when the college enrollment was at its lowest and the
fraternities combined their dining

managed

ler s

here
||VeS

The family settled
Durham where Emmy still

money.
in

weekends, with a brother.
During the week she has a room
house. Four of her
in the AD
living. Ernest
brothers are still
Marstaller of Frccport is one, and
Texas and one
in
brother
6 hc has a
Oregon, in addition to the one

I

:

Sts.

•

'

'

Durham.
Steaks
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Student Patronage

Welcomed
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Chesurfillq
186 Maine

Street
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Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

it

.

.

.iW

.

c!>**
Our long experience

in

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

A

riuse
Nobody can cook filet
pood food.
"Lcnon with mushroom sauce bet-

Sftiian

Emmy. With French

a party meal
better than
voluntary helpings of
to take

Assert and
the

ma

w

.

S&M

,

Specialty
besides being born a
is a Republican (not
COi d cook,
for-Taft) and a member of the
Church. She says
Berean Baptist
see the boys have a
she loves to
houseparties. but
eood time at
drinking bedisapproves of their
they don't then appreciate

t

.

PROPRIETRESS

sciences.

in time

Emmy,

•

2 >/
SIGNED

in
in

.

"~

'

BOWL-MOR

rooms, Emmy kept both the AU much."
house and the Deke house going,
but came back to cook for "her
Hamilton College will offer,
boys" as soon as jwssible.
Born Emma Agnes Marstaller beginning next fall, a one-year
German-born parin Texas, of
course
to include physics, chemisto Maine at an
ents, Emmy came
try, geology and astronomy to proage with .her widowed
early
vide a scientific background for
and
brothers
sissix
mother and
sect had previous- students who do no't plan to take
ters A religious
advanced courses in the physical
to get Mrs. Marstal-

ly

WBOA

Co.
^itbaw Btus

John C. St an wood

AD's

The Sigma Nu's had occupied
The preliminaries will be held the house from 1921 until this fall
Monday and Tuesday, April 28 and when they moved into their pre29. These contests will begin both sent residence. The Sigma
Nu's
evenings at seven o'clock in Me- had
originally
bought several

the award.

STANWOOD'S
GULF

the vegetables. This year there
are 50 boys in the house and Emmy makes 150 rolls for them twice
a week, and 11 pics at least that
many times. On Saturday, her
day off, they cat baked beans and
hot dogs, and Saturday is not their
happy day. She feeds them fish,
especially at exam time, but as
she says, "it doesn't seem to help

ter.

Sing.

SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

]

and cheese, green salad,
milk and chocolate cake.
Emmy came to cook for the

a dormer is being built on the
south side. With this addition, the
house will accommodate 24 men.
Jones, McDuffee & Stratten of
Boston are supplying the kitchen
equipment which will be installed in the near future. The fraternity hopes to have the house
readied by the end of the semes-

WGAN

set aside in 1795.
Last year, Allen F. Hethexing'54, a member of Psi Upsilon,

caroni

Representatives from each campus fraternity will meet in Professor Russell F. Locke's office Friday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. to
draw lots to determine the order
in which the houses will sing in
the 18th annual Inter-fraternity

morial Hall.
tracts of land surrounding their
A separate drawing will be held old house, but the ARU's have purWednesday to decide the order of chased only the main house, the
finalists,
will
perform
the
who
"annex" and the rest of the land
Wednesday evening at seven having been sold previously.
o'clock. While the judges are deThe ARU's have been in their
liberating their decision, the Med- house since the summer of 1947.
diebempsters will entertain.
Prior to this they dwelled in the
will record the songs of north end of Hyde Hall. The
the fraternities and plans to make fraternity was founded In 1946 as
ture and see as much as possible up an hour program which will be an outgrowth of
the Thorndikc
Brunswick and neighboring presented the following day. Port- Club.
of
towns.
will edit WBOA's reland's
Signing for the Sigma Nu's were
Sylva is a press assistant with cording and will broadcast a half corporation President Hubert S.
the
Information
Service.
He hour program Sunday evening.
Shaw '36, and Treasurer Robert
translates press material sent out
The Alpha Delta Phi's will at- L. Morrell '48.
by the State Department and tempt to win their second leg out
For the ARU's, Corporation,
maintains relations with the Na- of the necessary three to retain clerk George L. Reef *53 signed
tional press of Ecuador.
permanent possession of the pres- since President, Sherman D. SpeeMiranda is a translator. In this ent Wass Cup. The A.D.'s have tor '50, is attending graduate
capacity he writes two weekly captured twelve'first places in the school in New York.
columns,
edits
and
translates eighteen previous contests.
On the ARU planning commitradio news bulletins sent out from
The judging will be done as us- tee were Leonard Bloomberg '53,
Washington and edits a news ual with the following points to be Harris I. Baseman '53 and David
magazine.
He speaks English, looked for: enthusiasm, enuncia- A. Carlson '54.
French, Spanish and Portuguese tion, attack and release, shading,
On the construction committee
fluently and has interviewed a tone, quality, intonation, rhythm, are Edward Cogan '51, Allan M.
number of important visitors to balance, ensemble, and general Golden '53 and Leonard Bloomhis country.
effect.
berg '53.

ton

won

House Representatives

Arrive At Bowdoin In

Week's

Cologne

lege.

last

title

ARU

accompany him
Brunswick next fall.
Dr. Mei is on leave of absence
as Professor of Philosophy and
Ghild welfare, will

to

and Letters at Yenching University in Peiping, China. He served
as Acting President of that uni-

corporations signed

Monday giving the
to the former Sigma
Nu fraternity house at 238 Maine
Street, the present
house
bring included as part of the price
paid for the building.
The papers were to have been
signed early in February, but at
a meeting at that time statements
in the
charter concerning
transfer of property were found to
be not in order and the transaction had to be postponed.
Renovation of the new
house started this week by Houston and Company, local contractors. The third floor is being remodeled to provide for combined
studies and sleeping quarters and
ARU's

Dr. Mei's wife, a Smith graduate
with experience and training in

of_ the Summer Trimester for
1952, Bowdoin will open a week
earlier than last Fall's late starting date. In all probability, the
Cecil T.
Semester will start on September
22. The orientation period for the the Winter Houseparties in FebruFreshmen will probably begin on ary. It is believed that these
parties will be held during the
September 18 or 19.
second week of February in 1953.

Upsilon

documents

46.

due to last Summer's trimester
and the summer school originally
planned for this Summer.
However, with the cancellation

Emmy

1952

Tallman Foundation

Trimester Cancellation

lege
T.

25,

'

AD

TICKETS
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H
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THE BOW
Important Issues Force Council

To Instigate Special Meetings
No

Decision

Made On

M. G. Rizoulis Heads

355 Frosh Accepted

Group To Investigate

By Admissions

Cheerleaders' Problem

For Class Of 1956

Interests,

Professor Paul Nixon

Rush-Drink Issue,

Fire Fighters

Received Rhodes Grant,
Joined Phi Beta Kappa

To Meet

By Chapel Bell Signal;
Library Books Stolen
An unusual abundance of important issues have recently been
considered by the Student Council, which has been forced to augment their regular Monday afternoon meetings by special sessiorfl.
The

campus-wide votbanning of
from rushing
activities has not been obtainable
by the Student Council since several quarters on campus are still
undecided as to the full effects of
such a measure.
Extra Library Hour*
results of

ing on the proposed

alcoholic beverages

As a

Monday.

was

felt

Many

that the rules
which designated that freshmen be
left alone during last summer's
trimester had been violated badly
enough to discourage any further

attempts at

felt

such social restric-

tions.

Undergraduates

interested

in

managing the blotter concession
for next fall must have their applications before the Student
cil

by next Monday noon.

It

is

ed once each semester.

Next

Fall's Conflicts
for sev-

The proposed schedule

ROTC

courses next fall has
drawn many complaints from unt h e
announced
dergraduates,
Council. An unusual number of
.have been
conflicts apparently
caused by the proposed arrangeeral

More Blanket

Then when President

ment. However, Major Joseph B.
Miller assured The Orient that a
check on each individual case
would be arranged by administrative authorities. Major Millar ex-

1918. Mr.

in

his

present

Sills

was

position

Victory For Dwight D. Eisenhower

served in this capacity until
1947. whijn he accepted the Winkley Professorship.
lie

Professor Nixon .received his
A.B. degree from Wesleyan University in 1904 and his A.M. in

Wesleyan he was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the varsity football and track teams, and
1905. At

the

He

Eclectic
is

Fraternity,

a local.

now an honorary member

of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
Mr. Nixon received a Rhodes
Scholarship to Oxford University.
throughout
He has traveled
having visited Greece,
Europe,
Italy, the Black Sea, Germany,

and England.
Professor Nixon has written a
effected later in the summer.
number of books. Most of these
The decision as to how many arc translations of Latin works:

plained that the necessary rearrangement of courses would be

•

quartets could be permitted to enter the Ivy Houscparty Quartet
Contest is still undecided. Apparently the Ivy Committee, which is
in charge of such arrangements,
still has not determined exactly
when the trials and finals for the
contest will be held.
Library Trouble
It was revealed at Monday's
meeting that several students had
taken closed reserved books out of
the library under assumed names
toe night before an hour exam,
part of which was based upon the
reading of these books. "Rough
treatment" was to be the penalty
for the offenders, announced library officials. Forced six-week
vacations have been recorded here
for such conduct in the past.
Once again Bowdoin fraternities
have consented to offer free room
and board to visitors at the campus. This weekend, scientists from
all over New England will be here
for a conference. Each fraternity
will be issued blankets and other

necessary bedding for at least two
guests.

Fire Fighting System
Future forest fires are to be .announced by a steady ringing of the
Chapel bells, decided the Council.
This would be the signal for all
willing students and their cars to
appear at the Chapel for organization procedures.

The well-ltnown mascot of Psi
Upsilon. Gertie, a large Great
Dane pup, attended Monday's
meeting of the Student Council.
She spent most of the time sprawled in an unladylike manner near
President Gibson's chair.
Besides their regular meeting
last Monday, the Council also met
last Friday, April 25. There was
no representative from Psi Upsilon at this session, which was highlighted by vigorous boogie-woogie
piano playing from the nearby
Union lounge.

he is noted for his translation of
Plautus and Martial. He hns also
written about 100 articles and
stories. He has taught at Princeton, Dartmouth, and the University of Chicago Summer School.

Nixon
Eastern

was President of
College Personnel

Portland

I). I).

the

Pn

w

Hi

mid

Portland

Eisenhower

Lee Pelletier for their cooperation
and assistance in the Presidential
Primary. Student Council representatives distributed the ballots
to the students and made possible
the large undergraduate vote that
was obtained. Professor Pelletier

was instrumental

in

drawing up

REPUBLICANS
Fac-

total of 51 votes.

Approximately

77>",

Bowdoin Alumni in the Washington-Maryland-Virginia area will
hold a banquet in honor of retiring President Kenneth C. M.

of the stuin

was
45*/r

of the

Dwight

the Pres-

idential poll. In comparison with
the figures of previous Orient
polls, the 1952 pi-esidential primary
successful.
Approximately

Bowdoin faculty cast

j

I

D.

Eisenhower

Robert A. Taft
Earl S. Warren
Harold Stassen

Douglas MacArthur
Margaret Chase Smith
John Foster Dulles
Henry Cabot Lodge Jr.

Student
289

ul-

103
21

2

20
6
2

1
Sills. Wednesday. April 30th, at ballots.
1
7:30 p.m. at the Burlington Hotel,
General
Eisenhower
enjoyed
1
Washington. D. C. Mcrton G. popularity with both the faculty Alfred Driscoll
Henry '50 Program Committee and undergraduates. Exactly 50 r
Totals
Chairman of the Bowdoin Club of of the members of the faculty who
447
Washington announced recently. voted indicated that the General
NON-PARTISAN
Over 100 alumni and friends are met with their approval. In a like
expected to join in paying tribute manner, 290 Bowdoin students cast Senator Paul Douglas
to President Sills on his last offi- their ballots for Eisenhower. It
cial visit to Washington. The din- was a decisive victory.
DEMOCRATS
ner will be preceded by an inOther notables receiving votes Estes Kefauver
49
formal reception from 6:30 to 7:30 were Senator Joseph McCarthy, Adlai
Stevenson
12
p:m.. Representative Robert Hale James Michael Curley and Marilyn
W. Averill Harriman
14
will serve as toastmastcr.
Monrob (screen star famed for Paul H. Douglas
11
In addition to President Sills, her role as the Intellectual in "All William O. Douglas
8
speakers will include Justice Har- About Eve"). It is interesting to Richard A. Russell
4
old H. Burton, Senator Margaret note that Kenneth C. M. Sills re- Harry S. Truman
3
ceived
vote
Chase Smith, Representative and
a
on the Republican Chief Justice Vinson
1
Mrs. Robert Hale. Representative ticket. Ralph Brewster obtained Alben Barkley
1
and Mrs. Charles P. Nelson, Rep- support froW«* lone Democratic Robert Ken1
resentative and Mrs. Clifford Q. supporter.
Margaret Chase Smith
1
Mclntire, Lt. Gen. and Mrs. MaxThe Orient wishes to extend its Dwight D. Eisenhower
1
well G. Taylor, and former Atomic appreciation to the undergradu- Brian McMahon
1
Energy Commissioner Sumner T. ate Student Council and Associate
Pike.
Professor of Government Lawrence
Totals
109

ty

I

4

I

J

Members of the Ivy Committee planning the annual spring houseparty. which will occur on the weekend
of May 16 and 17 if a measles epidemic does not prevail are shown above; all members of the Junior
Class, they are: (seated) Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon. Donald C. Agostinelli. Gordon J. Milliken. B. Michael Moore, (standing) Leonard Bloomberg. Robert L. Happ. David M. McGoldrick, Robert A. Saunders. James S. Nevin, 3rd.. John H. Needham, W. Rodman Snelling, Frances B. Berry, and L. Armand
Guite.
mini in

M

D. C.

Spector To Play Lead

The Ivy Committee, headed by
C. Agostinelli. President
of the Class of 1953, is proceeding
rapidly with its plans for the
Donald

Hard Work PrerenVs
Production Featuring
Experienced Actors
The

first

Houseparty weekend of

May

16-

18.

Leading the list of events is the
Ivy Formal on Friday evening,
May 16, which will feature the
duaI attraction of Ralph Stuarts
Members of the Ivy Committee
Crimson are: Donald C. Agostinelli '53
Orchestra
and
the
stompers. Ralph Stuart played at (Chairman), Delta Kappa Epsiion;
thc Bowdoin Ivy Housepartics last Gordon J.
(Vice
Milliken '53
vear. and has also performed at Chairman). Zeta Psi; David M.
Harvard. Rhode Island. Brown, McGoldrick '53. Psi Upsilon; RobMoUnt Holyoke. and Wellesle^. ert JU Hapn '53. Delia Kappa Epproms The Crimson stompers, ajsilon Albert
Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon '53.
we ii.known Harvard jazz en- (Secretary), Zeta Psi; Francis B.
semble will sandw ich their num- Gerry '53, Kappa Sigma; John H.
bers between Stuart's more dance- Needham '53, Alpha Delta Phi;
able renditions.
Robert A. Saunders '53, CM Psi;
Crimson Stompers To Play
Thomas R. Pickering '53, Theta
The Crimson Stompers will al- Delta Chi; James E. .Nevin '53,
so lead off in the Ivy Day cere- Beta Theta Pi; Leander A. Guite
monies by playing from 10:00 to '53. Sigma Nu: William R. Snell10:30 Saturday morning at the ing
'53,
Alpha Tau
Ome^a;
Walker Art Building. The tradi- Leonard Bloomberg '53. Alpha Rho
tional
Ivy
ceremonies
include Upsilon; and B. Michael Moore '53,
faculty and student orations, the Delta Sigma.
presentation of various awards
Thc price of the ticket is not
such as the Wooden Spoon, and fixed at this date, hut it will dethe planting of the ivy. The Ivy finitely be under five dollars.

performance of "Ham-

let" will be on May 16 as part of
the Ivy Weekend celebration. The
cast has been working hard for
this production and features most
of the well-known actors on camPus
A familiar actor on the Masque
and Gown stage and one who has
had a great deal of training, Law-]
rence B. Spector '54, will take the
lead of Hamlet. Spector played in
last year's Shakespearian play.
"Richard itr as a guard and
Thomas Mowbray; he also played
in thc One Acts this year and starred in "Petticoat Fever" last year.
The female lead will be handled
by another experienced player,
Evelyn Gamachc, who will play
Ophelia. She has played in the One
Acts and had the female lead in
"Winterset."
j

-

j

,

j

j

Experienced Shakesperian thespians will handle the parts of thc
King and Queen of Denmark. Vincent Gookin Jr. '52. who played
John of Gaunt in "Richard II" and
who is well-known for his work
"Dulcy," will play Claudius,
in
King of Denmark and Uncle of
Hamlet. Gertrude, Queen of Denmark and Hamlet's Mother, will
be played by Elinor Graham who
played this same part in "Hamlet"
a few years ago and was the Duchess of York in "Richard II." The
Ghost of Hamlet's Father brings
another tested Shakespearian actor back, Edward Cogan '51. Cogan played Falstaff in "Henry IV"
and four character parts in "Richard II." He also wrote and directed the winning one act play this
year, in addition to being President

By

Charles

W. Schoeneman

apologies
Wholehearti-d
to
'53
Charles
ScJioneman
\V.
whose name appeared erroneously in la*t wcck*s ORIENT over
the farcial Glee Club tour story.
Last week's story, which so
playfully treated the successful
results of the tour, was not intended at all for publication but
was written for a writing course.
By an untraceable mistake, it
was not only set up in type along
with ORIENT ropy but also unwittingly placed in the position
for which Schoneman's author-

One

few less staid and less rehearsed
songs, and then bed.
Early

Monday morning

o'clf<ck> the

(nine

group headed for

.

j

s

New York state.
After a dawn breakfast in a
^hc first stop was Lyndonvillc. downtown Syracuse restaurant
Vermont .and after four and a half (seven o'clock) Professor Tilloloutstanding work in Dramatics n(H]rs Q f winding through the son's bleary-eyed band started toand the Henry W. Longfellow white and Green Mountains, the ward Buffalo for three concerts
Graduate Scholarship and is stud- hus an(j its entourage of cars roll- and a bit of sightseeing crowded
ying dramatics.
ed to a stop in front of the Darling into twenty-four hours. At twclvewas met by thirty Wednesday, the club sang
it
There
inn.
"Four Seasons in New Eng- a couple of the darlings and the at the Amherst Central High
Although attendance
per- S c hoo 1.
land." a natural color film pre- Meddiebempsters who had
Holmes formed there the night before. The was compulsory, the audience was
Burton
sented
by
more than receptive, with the
Travelogues, was shown Thurs-J rooming assignments were issued,
out

!

j

;

:

',

1

;

•

'

!

i

j

'

1

;

|
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day evening! April 24
HalL

^MIM

in

receiving
then began the long ordeal of Meddiebempsters
unloading the men at their places
I Cvntinuea on r^e 4 }

MemonaTand

/

•

;

will include

Daggett.

Mrs.

Hoerle. Mrs- -DajtgMt. wife of
popular,
respected
Government
Professor Athern P. Daggett, i*
an alto soloist of considerable experience. Mrs. Benson, wife of
Economics Instructor Charles S.
Benson, is a soprano soloist. Mr.
Hoerlc, who is President of the

Brunswick

Choral

originally from

experience

ago

for the

Judge
The job

Soeiety.

is

Wales and has had

in

He was

societies.

English
choral
a judge 5 years

Interfraternity Sin^.

Selection Difficult

,

of selecting the Judge*,
often takes as long as six

which
months,

was described by Pro-

cluded

Raymond

sistant

Professor

Bournique.
of

As-

Chemistry';

Robert W. Winter, fiddlcplayer
and Instructor in History; and al-

President Kenneth C. M. Sills.
Washin
is
presently
being entertained by the
alumni of that area, will be
Rbsent from thc sing finals for the
first time since its establishment
in 1934. Dean Nathaniel C. K"ndrick will present the "President's

who

ington

Cup"

for

him to

that

fraternity

the most improvement
over last year.
Tilly. Locke To Calculate

Assistant Professor of MUsic.
Russell F. Locke Jr. will assist
Professor Tillotson in determining from thc averages of Ihis and
last year's score sheets thc fraternity who has made such an im-

provement.
"Never has such a really fine
group of clubs been organized before."
finals.

'

j

Catherine

Dorothy Benson, and Mr. Ronald

son

|

4

They

fessor Tillotson.

Mrs.

|

]

i

The judges for the Wednesday
evening finals will be "thc best
slate ever assembled" said Pro-

I

j

j

inaries,

New showing

\

president of the Masque and Gown,
He was the first winner of the
Alice Merrill Mitchell award for

the

Clow

so young Scottish Philosophy Instructor, Christopher Blake.

'53

residence fur the night. Alter
about two hours the group reassembled again at the State
Teachers' College for the concert.
Following the i>crformonc< there
was a punci md cook e pirty. a
<>i

I

'

Zete's, Dekc's

,

York. Taking a bus into the Empire State is not easy, for rules
being what they are, and they are,
the bus had to be completely inspected, sans passengers and cum
ized article was reserved,
delay. In the mid-afternoon the
play Laertes and Camille Sarrauf
ORIENT staff members hope group uached Skidmore College
'55 will be Marcellus.
in Saratoga Springs. The evening
the improper coverage will not
Lander '52 and
Ronald A.
meal of roast beef was superb, and
unnecessarily
detract readers
Charles W. Schoeneman '53. both
the Bowdoin singers countered
from the respect Professor XIIIknown by "It's A. Fact," will play
with a concert which was a highotson's Glee Club have won for
Guildenstern and Rosencrantz.
light of the tour. Looseness was a
conduct.
Howard S. Levin '54 will do the both their talent and
keynote. The permissions were
Living out of a suitcase is an
Priest and the Players will be Neil
early but the tenors and basses
Alter '55. David A. Hoerlc '54 and art. which though not fine is just lasted until thc
morning hours
Paul S. Selya '52 who has played as difficult to master. Singing, too, without the sopranos
and altos to
,rtisLord Willoughby and a soldier in
stnke thc h, &her register,
along
These
two.
tie expression.
"Richard II."
Syracuse was thc next scene of
Professor George H. Quinby is with several other acquired tastes
performance of and desires featured this year's action, except for the Meddies
this
directing
"Hamlet" as well as the two to bo Glee Club Tour, which occupied who graced two -northern towns
given at graduation. The Assistant the time of some seventy-two of with their presence during Tuesmorning
and
be-| day
afternoon,
Undergraduates
Director is T. Neil Wilder Jr. '52 Bowdoin's
who was also^he assistant direct- tween the sixth of April and the They joined thc club for its conor for "It's A Fact." The set .has thirteenth. A bus and six cars left cert in Lincoln Auditorium, and
boon designed by Raymond Rutan the snow-sprinkled campus with things went off as scheduled. The
with men were lodged in the fraternibuft
destinations,
'51 who
'ho is studying at Harvard. marked
Mr. Rutan was Rosencrantz in widely varied itineraries. Their ties at Syracuse University, where
"Hamlet" before, the Duke of passengers were Bacchus's emis- parties were in order for some and
York in "Richard II" and is past saries to the girls' schools through- sacks for others,
j

latter
in

cedure.

j

1

large enough to ban the
group from participation
finals.

Thc judges for the Monday and
Tuesday evening preliminaries In-

Meddies Also Tour In Concentrated Concertizing;
Social Activities And Sight-seeing Fill Eight Days

Masque and Gown.
Douglas A. Chalmers '53, who
has acted in "It's A Fact" and the

Acts, will play Horatio. Polonius will be handled by Rodger
E. Gordon '54 from the cast of
"It's A Fact." Experienced by acting in the one acts and in "Winterset." Hugh. H. Pillsbury '52 will

^iFf?
between the Psi Upsilon
points ^f.^^fhJ'^rTT^l'ii?!
and Delta Sigma scorcg was not

fessor Tillotson as the most difficult part of the whole Sing pro-

72 Singers Visit N. E. Colleges
And New York For Spring Tour

\

5

Sigma was given
Honorable Mention Monday eveTuesday morning the

In the Tuesday evening prelimZeta Psi narrowly edged
Delta Kappa Epsiion by 2 points
in a score in the middle twoceremonies will be closed by the hundreds. Chi Psi and Theta
Delta Chi tied for Honorable MenCrimson Stompers.
\
David M. McGoldrick. in charge tion honors.
of dance decorations, stated that
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillothis plans are not completed, but son, head of Bowdoin's Musi; Dethat this year the committee is at- partment
which
sponsors
thc
tempting something entirely new Sing, described this year's vocal
and novel in decorations.
efforts as "infinitely better" than
ever before.
Ivy Committee Members

AGOSTINELLI AT HELM

!

2

evening, Al-

Ion group. Delta

IVY PLANNING JELLS WITH

And G To Present

"Hamlet" Ivy Weekend;

j

27

Monday

last

Delta Phi won over the
tremendously improved Psi Upsl-

pha

ning, but by

1

1

Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon.
Delta Kappa Epsiion, Zeta Psi and
Delta Sigma are all winners in
the preliminaries of the 17th annual Interfraternlty Sing.
These five fraternities will eompete tonight at 7 o'clock in Upper
Memorial Hall for possession of
the coveted Wass Cup.
In the first round of preliminaries

|

I

20

'r

A

j

I

the combined ballot.

To

dent body participated

i

of thc

Vanquished

Compiling 51. r ; of the total undergraduate and faculty vote. General Dwight D. Eisenhower scored
New England and the Philogical
a crushing victory in the 1952
Association, as well as of the
Bowdoin Presidential Primary.
Rotary Club.
General
Elsenhower's
closest
Professor Nixon plans to concompetitor was Senator Robert A.
tin* to live in West Harpswcll
Taft, who managed to collect 103
and hopes to continue his writing.
student votes and two faculty
votes. In third place, and far behind Eisenhower, was Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee, with a
Sills
Be Honored

Officers' Association and is a member of the Classical Association of

By Washington Alumni

ll-rnld

Pr.-ss

Robert A. Taft

Victor

and

Selections Difficult

j

Nixon became Dean,

Judges Quality

Of Songs Highest Ever;

the

Campus Poll Results In Sweeping

elevated to

Tilly

|

to
of

are now undergraduates, in
their senior year of high school.
Scholarships were awarded to
only 30 of the 140 accepted applicants who sought financial aid
from the College. The list of
scholarships offered is composed
of 20 awards from the Alumni
Fund, four supplied by the College, four State of Maine Scholarships, the John Johnston Scholarship and one set up by the Bowdoin Fathers Association.
Though the plans for the present Freshmen class to arrive in
Brunswick early enough for an
appropriate orientation program
were not carried out last fall due
to the late termination of the summer session, such plans will probably be carried out this year on
**
September 18 or 19.

cheerleaders.

. .

results

who

Tax funds were
Professor Nixon came to Bowalso suggested as a means of indoin in 1909 as an Assistant Procreasing the effectiveness of the
fessor of Latin, when President
group.
Sills was a Professor of Classics.
In 1911, when President Sills became Dean of the College, Mr.
Nixon advanced to the position of
Professor of Latin.

Coun-

likely that the Council will restrict the use of this concession to
a single operation next year instead of allowing it to be arrang-

in

Paul Nixon

"The Biggest Thing

Wass Cup To Winners

last

Shaw's records,
Verbal and
Mathematics Aptitude Tests on
the College Boards taken by incoming freshmen during the past
several months arc approximately
on the same median level as those
tests taken by Bowdoin students,
the

Last fall's head cheerleader, T.
Neal Wilder '52. expressed strong
opposition to The Orient for this
idea. He added, "Only five or six
cheerleaders at the most can be
used effectively. We barely had
enough money from the Blanket
Tax for the traveling expenses for
this year's six-man group."
Another suggestion was that the
awarding of letter sweaters to
each member of the cheer-leading
group be arranged. Also, it was
Brunswick Record suggested that "cal" attendances
for both the weekly practice and
Saturday's football game be given
."

by the Council that

students would be sure to vote
support for such a plan whether
they planned to take advantage of
it or not. The possibility of opening the library any earlier Sunday
mornings than the present hour
was definitely ruled out by College administrative officials.
Freshmen Orientation Rushing
The difliculties in issuing a
"hands-off" rushing policy towards
next fall's freshmen, should they
bo called to campus several days
earlier than usual, was also discussed at the recent Council meetings.

to incite interest

who
Col353

men.
According

,

Suggested Improvements

way

WGAN Taping Results

and

preparatory

made

other colleges."
Though the prospective class of
'56 will be considerably smaller
than the present freshman delegation, it will top the number of
students in next year's graduating
group by approximately ten or 15

Several suggestions for methods
of improving the situation have already been received. One was t hat
cheerleaders from each of the
twelve fraternities be chosen as a
possible
each.

Tonight With Station

Judging from the percentage
bases of the past few years. Director of Admissions Hubert S.
Shaw believes that about 52^.. or
185 of those accepted, will decide
to enter Bowdoin next September.
Mr. Shaw commented that "the
immediate problem of predicting
of the new freshman
the size
class cannot be solved until we
know which of the accepted will
come here and which will go to

small, flexible committee headed
by M. George Rizoulis '52 will investigate this problem, announced
Council President Robert B. Gibson '52. Rizoulis, the representathis Spring after serving the Col- tive from Kappa Sigma, was the
first to introduce this problem to
lege for 43 years.
the Council.
Professor Nixon recently said:
Cheerleader Robert R. Forsberg
"The biggest thing in my life has '53,
Meddiebempster and member
been Bowdoin College, and for a
of Delta Kappa Epsiion, has been
great many years, I have known
the only other member of the
When
I
graduate.
virtually every
committee- appointed as yet. Rizwas Dean, the association with the
oulis stressed the fact that he
undergraduates and alumni was
would appreciate hearing from
the thing which I have most enthose undergraduates who would
joyed in my life."
be willing to serve on the committee, which will probably pre•rear.-..
sent a report to the Council next

ular.
It

result of this agitation, a

To Be Held

Sing-Off

of the 700 high school
school seniors
application to Bowdoin
lege for admission next fall,
were sent final acceptances
Monday. April 21.

Paul Nixon, Winkley Professor
of the Latin Language and Literature, and former Dean, will retire

The possibility of arranging for
the library to remain open until
11:15 p.m. every day during examination periods has been discussed
witJi library officials by David H.
Woodruff '52. It was pointed that
this plan had been attempted five
years ago but did not prove pop-

Psi U, Deke, Zete, Delta Sigma
Houses Gain Finals In 18th Sing

Out

The laek of undergraduate enthusiasm during recent years for
organized cheerlcading is now
among the many topics under consideration by the Student Council.

Animal Present Author Of Many Books

4

AD,

Office

Matriculate In Fall,
Orientation Planned

Suggests Improvements

j

U

»

NUMBER

1962

30,

Only Half Expected To

Funds Cited

As Shouters' Big Needs

Retires In June After

Library Hour Extension 43 Years, 31 As Dean
Psi

ORIENT
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a

commented
after

the

Professor TillotTuesday night

performyear's
high
a
set
ances
definitely
standard," he continued. "There
difference
beused to be a great
tween thc top and bottom clubs,
but this year, most of the houses
are all thc way up at the top."
"This

WGAN To

Record

Portland Radio Stawill send an engineer
who will assist WBOA in transmitting thc entire proceedings via
telephone wire to Portland where
they will be tape recorded. Unlike
recent years, when WBOA has attempted to turn the Sing into a
radio show, the fraternities will
this year be allowed to present
both of their selections with only
Tonight,

tion

WGAN

one trip to thc stage. No precision
timing will be enforced this year
while the various fraternities arrange themselves upon the stage.

However,

to enliven the parts of

the tape which would otherwise
include only the shuffling of feet,
Louis A. Welch '54. head announcer of WBOS. will read from
a script that he has arranged.

I

t**<

_

wmmmmvmm
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Letters To The
Ap Op*n

Dear Tilly,

Letter

officers for Bowdoin's expanded transportation detachment were announced recently by Col. Walter H. Kennett, TC USA, Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Left to right. Major J. Roger Levesque '53, Brunswick; Lt. Col. Daniel W. Fickett *52, Brunswick;
Lt. Col. Philip W. Siekman, jr., '53, Allentown, Pa.; Col. John L. Jvers '52, Reading, Mass.; Lt. Col. Donald A. Carman '52, Needham, Mass.;
Portland. Press Herald
Maj. James E. Herrick, jr., '53, Bailey Island; Maj. Richard A. Hall '52, Houlton.

Top cadet

Plans Completed For

and

Livens,

RCA Victor, is contained in a
cover designed by Elward M. Bresby

set '53;

Visiting

To Profeator TilloUon

By

it.

When

the article was written, I'm afraid I was not fully aware of
its inherent insinuations, and I assure you thai I did not mean
any
malice toward you or the Club. I have belonged to the Glee Club for
three years now, and it would have been impossible- for me not to
have developed a deep sense of pride in it and in the performances
which we have given. However. I realize that my article unduly
stressed the social aspects of the tour, passing somewhat lightly over
the musical side, and for this I wish to apologize to you and the Club.
I sincerely hope that no permanent damage has been done.
Yours,

With the formation

wage for the median age group Of
gathered- and presented make it an Time's survevi "tije p*"oportiop«.
outstanding book, especially when work out to 39% of the Greasy
its
beof
considered in the light
Grinds, 397c of the All-Around
ing the first attempt to carry out Students, 40% of the Big Men on
a survey of this size along these Campus, and 35V< of the Men Who
lines.
Just Sat There." Looking at it
As stated before, this review from thus angle the burner of the
cannot attempt to report the find- midnight oil has little advantage
ings of the survey, but one ex- over the searcher for pipe courses.
ample may point out the type of
The book ends with the tradiresults Mr. Havemann and Mrs. tional disputes of big college versus
West present. What about the Kg little college and studies versus
Men, the Grinds, and the All- activities on the as yet unanalysAround Students? Which one has able level of psychological effect
the greatest degree of success from on the student and his attitudes.
•

Making Book

ROTC Review
Monday, May Twelfth

By Philip Siekman, Jr.

Official

'i'he article on the Bowdoin Glee Club tour which appeared in last
Week's Orient was not written by Chaciie Schoeneman. I am wholly

res[K>nsib!e for

Faure',

June.

MADISON AVt.

Cnictao

piano concert by Professor of
Music Frederic Erie Thomlay
TUlotson, the latest in a seriee of
recordings by Bowdoin radio sta.tioa WBOA. was issued recently
by that organization.
The concert recording contains
a program of music by Scarlatti,
Bach, Chopin. Rachmaninoff,

The recording is on sale in the
Committee will Music Department library, located
prepare the College Budget which in the chapel, which is open weekis to be presented to the Board of
days from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and
Trustees at their meeting next from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.

The

Coil,/' Publisher! SrtfortWli'M

420

Victor Disc

A

Scriabin.

Daniel H. Silver '53

harles E. Coaklry '54

WBOA

The Examining Committee will
Zuera. WBOA claims that the recome in more direct contaot with cording is musically and technithe students than it has in the
cally of the highest calibre.
past. The committee is authorized
The long playing disc, pressed
to meet with the Student Council

Editorial Assistant*
< 'amillf

Budget and student-faculty

relations.

'55

Piano Concert

On RCA

the Visiting Committee, each composed of the Board of Overseers
and the Board of Trustees, will
hold meetings here Saturday and
Sunday, May 3 and 4, to discuss
many problems including the CoU

Otis, Jr. '53.

Geoffrey P. Houghton '53

'53
F. SpJeer '54

Kdward

Tilly's

The Examining Committee and

'53

C. Williams '52
Charles Ranlptt '54

Jonathan BartJett

Committee,

Committee Here Recorded By

1* Meet This Week

No. 4

80. 1958

Wednesday April

Visiting

of Bowdoin's

Ernest

New York: Har court,

'52

They Went to Collage.
Havemaim and Patricia Salter West.

277

Brace and Company. 1952

32

the material standpoint of financial
return? Surprisingly enough the
differences are almost negligible.
Of those graduates of the human-

For these disputes it offers little
the comments of a num-

more than

ber of graduates on both sides of
both questions. The other results
survey have just coed." "The AB and The Special- ities or "general courses" who reported, however, will be of use
all the degree-granting institutions been
published under the title ist," "Princeton versus Podunk," were earning $5,000
a jjear or to educator, educated, and an unthat more at the time of the survey disputable reference book
"The Little Lost Sheep"
in the United States received a "They Went To College."
for exletter and a form from "Time"
At first the survey was under- a competent evaluation could only (slightly higher than the median cited bull sessions.
Magazine's Director of Special Re- taken only as an analysis of be made by trained educators. Yet
May 12, 1952.
search. This was the beginning of
"Time" readers, 77% of whom it makes interesting reading for
Major Joseph B. Miller announc- a project in which 9,064 graduates are college trained, but, as the the undergraduate or those "on
Michael Moore
ed this week that Lt. Col. Robert of colleges, universities, teacher's
the outside."
responses began to come in, it was
A. Persell and Lt. Col. Ronald F. colleges, professional schools, and
The two authors have been
seen that the value of the survey
Thomas
would
be
the reviewing technical institutions were to be
chosen
well. Mrs. West used- the
An Open Letter To The Alumni
surpassed mere reader analysis.
The Student Council has sent the following letter to over 7,200 Bow- officers from the First Army Head- included.
Actually, it leaves some- of the material gathered by "Time" in
quarters, Boston.
The form reclassic disputes on the values of her Ph.D project at the- Bureau
doin graduates in an effort to complete the polling regarding the
On May 12 the Corps will form quested a list of
college mute points, but many are of Applied Social Research at Colproponed Alma Mater change:
at the mall west of Hubbard Hall the names of all
answered. What happens to the A umbia. University and spent two
Dear Alumnus,
and proceed from there to Whit- living graduates
students, the BMOCs, and those years turning out charts, tables,
The undergraduates of the college have initiated a movetier Field where the review will of the institution
who just sat there? Is college in and arriving at conclusions. Mr.
ment to change the present Alma Mater, which is "Bowdoin
whose last name;
take place.
the end worth all the time, money, Havemann, who wrote the final
the
began
with
Beata." to "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin." A vote taken on the
Following the review and the
and trouble ? Most of these prob- manuscript in whose words this
awarding of certificates of merit letters "Fa." Uscampus showed that of 719 men voting, 601 were in favor of
lems which have bothered prospec- collection of facts is given to the
to outstanding officers, the cadet ing these lists as
tive students, undergraduates, and reader, has that elusive ability to
the change. Tbe faculty also had an opportunity to vote and
regiment will march back to the a basis, "Time"
graduates alike for a long, time turn good statistics into good
were overwhelmingly in favor of the change.
mall where retreat cei^emonies asked a generalare well answered in the text and prosei The book is. competently
Here are the reasons why we feel that such a change
ly representative
First National
and neatly presented.
are to be held.
attractive, charts of "They Went written
should be forthcoming. First; "Bowdoin Beata" does not
college
group
of
Above all, it does not claim that
To College."
Because of a siege of poor
have an original tune, but rather is adapted to Yale's "Wake,
Brunswick, Maine
it has all the answers or that all
weather on Monday, the ROTC graduates about
It is impossible for a review to its
income, careers,
Freshmen Wake." The music for "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin" was
results are
infallible.
The
will haveito put in an intensive themselves
politics, religion, the value of col- cover or analyze the contents of limitation* which may be placed
written by Charles T. Burnett, a professor of Psychology at
drill next week in preparation for
sometimes surpris- the book for it includes such a on the entire group of queried
the college for nearly forty years. As you know, the words
the final review. The newly form- lege, etc. The
"The Ex- graduates and on any particular
subjects
ed ROTC band, which has yet to ing, sometimes expected cumulated variety of
were written by President Sills. Secondly: "Rise, Sons of Bowquestion are carefully pointed out.
field,
appear
on
the
will
be
equipdoin" is of a more serious nature than "Bowdoin Beata" and
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
•v • • • ••
The care and preciseness with
ped these next two weeks with
seems to be better qualified to serve as the Alma Mater.
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
which the material has been
white helmets and leggings.
Thirdly; "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin" actually has more popularity
Major Miller has cautioned all a
on the campus than does "Bowdoin Beata." Finally, as our
members of the corps who have
strongest reason; we feel that there could be no finer tribute
not pressed their uniforms to do so
to change our Alma Mater to- his song.
«
immediately.
Will you please indicate at the- bottom of this letter your
feelings on this matter and return youn opinion, to the Alumni
Secretary with your ballot. You may sign your name to this
opinion ballot If you care to.
•
Yours very truly,
Guaranteed
Robert B. Gibson 52
(President of the Student Council)
Wed. - Thurs.
Apr. 3ft . May 1
alumni are urged by
Student Council
cadet regiment and staff completed, the ROTC Army personnel and
the cadet officers have begun preparations for a final review of the
organization at the annual inspection to be held on Monday,
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and return the ballot as soon as possible. Return postage
guaranteed by the Council.

to each and every

man at Bowdoin

with

Tony Curtis
April 15, 1952
the Editor:
In reading several issues of The Orient .-r- especially those shown
excitement and enthusiasm about
which have shown considerable
the new College Theatre ... it has seemed to me that most of the students failed to appreciate what is back of some- of these- gifts to the

Jan Sterling
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College.

These now buildings, renovations of old buildings, and still
including additions to the Endowment
other things in Rrospect
just don't happen.
The work of the Sesquicentennial* Fund is too important to the
College, and to the undergraduates, for it to be overlooked or misunderstood. Perhaps, therefore, you may care to give the attached
statement of explanation as prominent a position in your esteemed
undergraduate publication as have been the other articles about the

.

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

also

Kan

WOMAN

2-J

a

Mechanical Repairs

Part* Supply

Body Repairs

Acoeasoriee

s

IS

DANGEROCS
with
Joan Crawford
Dennis Morgan.
David Brian

Painting

Tires&Tubes

Lubrications

Car Washing

also
Short Subjects

News

new theatre.
•

a

a

s

*

s

Sun.

... A Theatre for Bowdoin has been on the list of. Bowdoin's needs
... for many years. Four and a half years ago, when the Sesquicentennial Fund program was first started, a "table of needs" was formuA College Theatre was included in that
It was a long list.
lated.

"table"

.

.

News
Wed.

.

.

.

While working for the prime.needs of the College with its right
lias- worked with its
hand, the Sesquicentennial Eund Committee
including; a College Theatre.
left for some of its secondary needs
Possibilities for such a gilt have been canvassed by the Fund
from Maine ... to California. Meetings and conferences
Director
have been held, and solicitations have been made, among some of
the top people of stage, screen and radio. We held a "Dramatics
Day" on the Bowdoin Campus during the summer of 1950, to promote
interest in this part of. our work.
The foregoing may explain how it happens, that a Theatre at last
.

Your

with

—

.

.

May

Thus*.

JTTST

was organized. to provide.
the Sesquicentennial Fund
Fred Pickard knew the things needed by the College; first, because
he was a member of the Board of Trustees; next, because he was accustomed to discuss such matters with President Sills; beyond that,
Vice-President and Director of the same big indushe was a fellow
company, with Mr. Charles Cary. w.ho is chairman of the Ses-

Fund Committee

.

.

.

And- finally he was frequently
Fund about
Executive Director of the
.

In

correspondence with the
phases of the fund rais-

many

W4^i'k.

well for the under-grad.uates of Bowdoin to remember
It will be
buildings which have been erected, and these imthat these new
are being made, about the campus, are all part of
which
provements
worked out plan
a carefully
• * *
•
•
%
Sincerely yours.
Executive Director.
.

The Orient

fully

.

.

Harry L. Palmer
ag2£ML witk Mr. Palmer (tea- be baa dona a

Executive Director of the Scaquk-enrennUl
did Job a*

mitter

it
a,

7-8
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With
Janet Leigh.
Peter Lawford

.

also

News

Fund Com-
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Until Btll Laboratories scientists design an electric

WBOA

The Schedule For

Bowdoin. It is not a windfaj?. It. is not a mere hapis in sight for
penstance, ft is one of the long recognized needs _of. the. College which

ing

unquestioned

Short Subjects

-

—

quiioentennial

is

also

.

trial

credit

Cary Grant
Betsy Drake

.

quicontennial Fund.
.
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ROOM FOR ONE MORE

The new buildings which are plainly in evidence, the alteraand the unseen additions
tions ... in some of the old buildings
to endowment, have all been part and. parcel of the work of the Ses.

Mon.

-

— MAY

7

pucker, the hurpan model

7:90
7;16
7:20
7:25
7:30
7:45
8:00
H:15
8:30
8:46
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Record .Parade

World News
Sports

Campus Nuws
Record Parade
Hetv'i to Vets
Record Parade
Record Parade

"Rambling*"
Strange Facta
Classics Hour
Classics Hour
Classics-

,

Record Parade

World Nvws

World News

Senday
Record, Parade
World News

Racord Parada
World News

World News

Sports

Sports

Sixirts

Sporta

Sport*

Campus. N\-ws
Parade

Campus News

Campus News

Campus News

.London Forum

Record Parade

Carneeie Hail
Jazx Concert

Music to Study Jty

World News
Lata Sports

11:10

Campus News

Colleen Pbair

Exchange Student

Verdi's

OTEI.LO

Show

Record Parada
Classics

Hour
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Passion

St.

Music to
.Study by

Part

u
M_

Lata Sports

Late_Snocta

Campus News

Campus News
Polar Basra Deo
Wax Museum

Lata Sports

Campus Nawa

Campus New*

"Deuces Wild"

Polar Bear's Den

GeodnU*

Goodnita

Coodnita

World News

Goodnita

••

How

Classical

World News

12 :00 Goodnite

>•

Su Joan's

Lata Sports

Platter Patter

.»*-

a*

Here's to Veta

World News.

With Herb

-

Piano Solo
Record Parade

U

Pasaios

YOUR DIAL

vocal characteristics

we have

- from

month

built a

that can

machine that

the slate-pencil squeal of a

Sound- being a basic raw material of the Bel) System, we have pioneered
Measuring the properties of your voice leads to

in the science of speech.

better

and cheaper ways

to transmit

it,

Keeping the world's best telephone system growing for our country is a
big and challenging job. There are opportunities for college men with the
right qualification* not only with Bell's corps of research scientists,
in

engineering, operations,

and administration, with the

Bell

but also
Telephone

Companies and; Western. Electric, the System's. manufacturing and supply

Your campus placement

oatd News.
ate Sports
Has?

office will

unit.

be glad to give you more information.

I
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here to stay. But

cheering section to the basso rumble in a men's dining hall.
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Guest Star

World of
Opera

World News
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'
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Record Parada
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Music to
Study by

Deuce* Wild"'
11:30 Polar Beat's Den

II :U.

Serenade in Blue
Masterworks from
France
Classical Music
Bach Easter'
Oratorio

Classics
Music to Study by
Classical Music

11 :06

!t<-rord

Benny Goodman
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Hour

T»:0tt
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Record Parada
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Wes, Ephmen Win;

Polar Varsity Baseball 9

Tennis

Bowdoin StopsYTufts Track

Team Drops Two

Win

1

How

Beaten By Wesleyan, Williams, Tofts;

baseball

varsity

m

(K*l<iin,

1

Hoffman,

cf

trip against

Wesleyan on Wednes-

day losing a heartbreaker 6-5 in
eleven innings.

Coach Danny MacFayden sent

t

«

2

4

2

4
2

1

3
C

f.

10 S3

(I

<(

3

2

5

10

1

2

1

2

1

2

11

4

2

1

10

1

37
1

&

l>

(

1

6

Team

Wins

Both Matches

In

Scores

9-7.

Skip Howard and Moose Friedother
Mrfovrrri. Vecella. Laoo. Wolfe 2. Mny. lander scored the team's
;B
Hot-he. Barker 2. Gmkiin. Hoffman.
point
as they won in the second
Warren." HR Barker. SB- McGowrn 2.
SAC— Bckeraon 2. DP— Goddin. Barker and doubles quite easily by a score of
Hi jclichiim
Vecella, Wolfe and (»niw».
6-3, 6-3. The remaining matches
Rogers 4. SO-- Bishop X.
BB- bishop
were won by Wesleyan.
Kvxera 6. WP Bishop. Eiders 2. HP
Bagam (MrGovern).
The only close score was in the
R-MtGovwn. Warren

May: RBI—

2.

.

:

his ace righthander Art Bishop
to the mound. Bishop went the
distance pitching ten hit ball for

:!.

number

the entire eleven innings, one being a home run by second base- Bowdoin
man Barker of Wesleyan. Bishop MrGovern. 3b
rf
issued only three walks, and he HKiMt.
I^ano, c. p
struckout eight batters.
Bishop, If
lb
Eggers was the hurler for Wes- Cosgrove.
Vetella. Jh
leyan. He also went the distance Pftterston, rf
Wolfe, km
giving up eleven hits and four Clifford,
p
walks while striking out six men. Nicholas, p
Statisticly,
Bishop pitched the Lilley. P
CVwkburn. c
better game.
Totals
Coach MacFayden had to juggle
his lineup in the absence of cen- Williams

Flemming who
make the trip. The

ter-fielder

Fred

was unable

to

Audet

to

left

and Petterson

to

right
Bartlett, Cosgrove and Vecella
led Bowdoin at bat with two hits

Bowdoin outhit Wesleyan
ten and also received

apiece.

eleven

to

more walks four to three.
Ijohh To William*
The Polar Bears suffered

the

four innings as Coach
sent Clifford, Nichols

first

MacFayden

and Lilley to thr mound in an
attempt to quell the thumping
bats of Williams.

Andy Lano came from behind
inning and
blanked the Ephmen for the rest
of the game after they had scored
seventeen runs in the first four
ihe

bat

in

innings.

It

the

fifth

was La no's

stint

first

this season.
Besides pitching shutout ball for
T
i
w
four innings, Lano also had a perfeet day at the plate with four
hits including a double.
Puffer, the Williams pitcher,
held the Polar Bears to nine hits
and three runs as he went the dis.

Walt Bartlett and reserve first
baseman Ray Petterson who moved to right field each chipped in
with two hits to help the Bowdoin
cause. One of Petterson's hits was
a long home run, Bowdoin's first
of the season.
Williams had a total of twenty
hits, which is almost a hit a run.
Only three of the twenty were for
extra bases.
Fait 11-8
Four runs on two hits in the
seventh inning gave Tufts an 11-8
victory over Bowdoin* last Saturday.
It was Bowdoin's fourth straight
loss, and gave them their third
defeat in three games on the

II

t
i

ll

II

"l

3

1

(1

M

1

24

9

ab Mi

n

s

•>

1
7

1

1

II

1

•

•
JJ

r.

2

:t

t

4

l

1

20

4J

Bowdoin

ft

7

.1

11

2

1

2BH

3BH
at

Hawkins.
l,ano
Puffer

t,

SO

Connally. Depopolo.
Petterson. BB

HR

ab

MrGovern. 3h
Bartlett.
lyHIIO. e

Bishop.

If

h

r

1

r,

II
1

1

1

2

4

I

2

3

1

5

lb
Petteraon. rf
Veoeirt. 2b

1

("osifrove.

4
ii

2

(VorKe..

2

If

2

Mil

Power, c
If

R. Bennett, rf

Lincoln,

lb

10

i;

ii

3

1

1

1

10

1

2

i>

Totals

K-'Tano. Cosgrove

2.

S3 11
n

v

-

'"'l?'
HR
3B- Lano. H. Bennett.

",*,:;.«.>.

4.

i

t

rb

Audc.

SO Audet

2.

Bishop

6,

Lincoln

10 27

13

LoiKi-ove.

Lincoln

7.

Varsity Batting

On Ms, Sigma Nil's,
Top In Softball

in

fine style.

Bowdoin
r
cf.

McGovern.
Oosirrove.
Bittliop,

|f

1

3b
1 b

he
2

a

p

1

I. alio, e
Nichols, rf

softball

teen runs.

I.

1

9

Pvt-eraon. rf

place.

The Delta Sig's lost their second
game of the year as they fell before

Total*.

Barker. 2b

Warren
Sb

A

Won
2

K.S.

1

2

Sigma Nu

U

Lost

B
Won

1
1
1
2

'

Lost

2

2

1

Psi

I

1

Beta

1

1

ARU

1

1

Deke

1

1

41

6 11 31 It

ah

r

h

C

2

2

Wesleyan

Eckerson

League
/

Chi Psi
Zete

League

2
1

o

5

13

3

4

a
2
2

1
I

2

4

6

22
23

I

C

Fleinming
Audet
George

5

3

12

?

5
5
o

6

1

4
4

6
21
21

1

1

3

2

2

4

Pitching

1

1

3
3

1

0.

»r*ie 'S.

i

4

i

3

i

3

17

-?0

7
7

16.

2

13

2

14

o

4

f

4

3

10
10

Okie

.1

Ii

o

Littl.»

PrutsaliM

McAdams
Graces-

Garland

.471

4

9

.400
.313
.308

6

3
2
o

9
2
3

2

1

1

1

.2.10

1

Pitrhinr

a

t
o

w

3
1

1

1

1

2

L

2
1

O

2

1)

Four straight

XD
D.S.

A

1

1

2

losses

to

Wes-

Williams, Amherst,
and
Tufts marked the Golf team's
rather disappointing Spring tour.
Seven Bowdoin golfers took part
in the matches: Dick Smith, the
leyan,

The summary:

An unexpected sweep in the 100
yard dash enabled Bowdoin to
hand Tufts its first track defeat
in 13 meets last Saturday after-

Mile

Run won by

O'Hearn

third

(T)

Trecartin

Coon«r

I

B)

4

1.1

6
9
3
8

1

2

4

available to Bowdoin, undergraduates at the reduced rate of 5480.
Lessons will be offered in a
general class at the olub for $1.20
extra. The golf instruction will be
given from 2:30 to 3:25 p.m.' on
Monday through Friday.
Those who participate in the instruction will receive credit for
physical education attendance.
golf card must be applied for
at the Athletic Office in the gymnasium by those who wish to play.

4

This card must be signed by Mr.
John Browa, the club professional,
and must be presented when the
course is used. The rules of the
course which are printed, on the
back of the golf card are- to be
observed by the players.
Undergraduates will not be allowed to use the* courae after 3:30
p.m. on Monday through Friday,
during Saturday afternoon, or at
any time on Sunday.

BBBBBBBBft

Time

440 y«r. run won by Jonea (T) second
Getchell |B> third Karlina (T) (Tim, JU.8.

noon, 74 to 61.

Time

sec.

l?.l

captain; Tim Cook; John
Gordie Milliken, Polar Bear
120 yd„ Hiirh Hurdles won by Goldberg
second Howi'.t (T) third Murphy (B).
Bmmert Kosek, Doug Morton, Paul Revere, sprint ace, turned in an outstand- (T)
100 yd. dash won by Mil ten B) second
Dick Foley, and Graham Hay. ing individual performance of ten (hun-lloon
JV's Trussell crosses the plate with the seventh and final run in the
ill) third Bimrs IB). Time 10
Cubsters 7-3 victor/ over Edward Little High of Auburn.
'Skip Godfrey also made the trip. seconds flat for the 100 yard dash. st.c.
I mile run won bv Cameron IB) seeond
High point winner for the day
The team played their first
Time
Trecartin (B) third Coron (T).
match with Wesleyan on Wednes- was Bob Jones of Tufts who sot 1U-.5.7:.",.
day afternoon, April 22. Wesleyan a meet record in the broad jump,
880 yd. run won by Fnrina (T) second
third McCnbe (B).
Tinin
(R)
Hulme
won
equaled
one
jump,
in
the
high
8-1
won this match by a score of
:04 :6.
as Paul Revere and Dick Foley the 440 and placed second in the
220 yd» dssah won by. Milliken (B) second
Time:
won their best ball match and 220.
Jones (T) third Goldberc (T).
2:02:4. <
Bowdoin's only point. Dick Smith
Jones' luck ran out in the 100.
Pi.U Vault won by Williamson (T) secand Tim Cook were shut out in however, when Milliken. Al Chun- ond Cousins <B) third Wxlkcr (B). Height
3found;\ the first foursome, and John
Bat,
Anthony, Coukos Lead
Hoon and Ray Biggs comhined to 12 fe.t. won bv Brinkman (Bl second
Javelin
LittU Kosek and Doug Morton were shut him out.
I i

End Busy Week With B-2
Diamond Mark Despite WHdness

I

Juyvees

••

O*

Team At

Wins Taken From Deering* Westbrook, Mi

held scoreless in the second.

Win

inning Bowdoin had been nursing
The next match took place at
a 2-0 lead, but two walks, two
Wllliamstown,
where Williams
two wild
sacrifice,
a
with a 3-2 record after having errors,
completely blanked the Bowdoin
played five games in as many days. pitches, and an infit?ld out scored team. The Ephmen entered
the
Portland.
four
South
Eddie
runs
for
coached
by
team,
The
match with a few more weeks
Bowdoin came back in the practice
Coombs, opened its season with a
than had
the
Polar
7-5 win from Deering High School, eighth to tie the game briefly at Bears
and they won easily by a
but defeats followed at the hands 4-4, but a two run rally by the 9-0 score. Kosek,
playing in the
of South Portland and Lewiston. high school, team in the ninth number
two spot came closest to
The team got back on the winning clinched the game. Relief pitcher winning a point as he lost with
Gracey was the losing
side by closing the week with wins Jerry
one hole to go. Smith lost by a
over Westbrook and Edward Little hurler.
3 to 2 count to the runner-up of
High.
Levviston Plaster*
last year's New England InterThe Jayvees got a lot of bad collegiate Championships. In the
The pitching was hampered by
wildness during the week. The ball out of their system in the other two foursomes, the Williams
heavy schedule and the cold Lewiston game, losing the game team shut out Revere and Morweather didn't help matters any by a score of 15-4. Lewiston put ton, and Cook and Hay without
as only Hal Anthony and Fred the game away in the second inn- much trouble.
Coukos showed that they had ing with an eight run rally.
Returning to Amherst, the BowThey knocked Gracey. and Phil dein team played
worked into top. shape for the
at the Mt. HolyTrussell out of the box, and the
short season.
oiw College Course, where the
The top performance by the visitors had a 10 run lead over the host team, Amherst, defeated the
pitching staff was Anthony's 7-2 Bowdoin team before the Jayvees White team by a score of 8-1. A
victory over Edward Little. Sat- were able to score. Little finished driving
rainstorm
soaked
the
urday. Anthony struck out 11 and ,up on the hill for Bowdoin, while players during the entire match.
passed only three men. The other Anthony, Coukos, and Trussell had Although the competition was not
*
two
hits
each.
were
Coukos
with
wins
scored by
as tough as on the previous day,
the wins over Deering and WestIt was a bad day in the field the only point winners were Smith
for Bowdoin with Frank Metz be- and Kosek, who took a half point
brook.
ing
four
out
seven
guilty
of
of
the
apiece by tying in their respective
In the four games outside of the
matches.
Edward Little battle, Bowdoin errors made by the team.
Bowdoin got back on the winThe last match of the trip was
hufrlers passed 35 men or more
ning
7-2
track
Friday
with
its
held with Tufts at the Sagamore
than eight men per game.
win over Westbropk High School. Spring Course. The course was
Anthony Leads Batting
The game was cut to five and a easy, but the team again had bad
Anthony and Coukos also have
half innings because of rain, but luck. Although rain threatened
led at bat. Anthony holds a .471
at the time of the halt in the all afternoon. Tufts was undisaverage to top the team. He has
contest, Bowdoin had the game turbed as they took the tired Bowbeen used in the outfield and at
well wrapped up. Coukos on the doin team by 6^ to 2^. Smith
first base, in addition to his spot
mound allowed only four hits, al- tied his opponent, while he and
on the pitching staff. Anthony is
1
Kosek barely lost their best ball
tied with Coukos-for RBI's with-i
The Jayvees were held score- match. Foley and Cook won their
four, and he has made two doubles
less for three innings, but they best ball match, while
Cook was
and one triple over the first week.
scored seven times in their last Bowdoin's only individual winner.
Coukos, who plays in left or
two turns at bat. Peratta, Coukos,
With the State Series meets still
centerfield. when he is not patchand Anthony each banged out two to be played, the Bowdoin Golfers
ing, is hitting .400. He has banged
hits.
are anticipating some victories
out a pair of doubles!
Anthony. Ihiles
after gaining valuable experience
Ed Peratta, at second base has
Hal Anthony had little trouble despite the loss of four straight
been an excellent lead-off batter; in stopping Edward Little High
•.
matches.
besides sporting a .313 average, School of Auburn. 7-2,
as he
Peratta has drawn five walks for scattered six hits in the final game
Undergraduates interested in
the season.
of the week. The Jayvees were the officer and enlisted
programs
Lloyd Bishop, the centerfielder, able to get only six hits also, but
of the United States Navy will be
is the only other Jayvee player
three of them came in the first interviewed by George
F. Henderhitting at least .300. He is now inning. These first inning
hits plus
son of the Office of Naval Protopping this mark by 8 points.
a base on balls were good for four curement at Boston
and LieutenDeering Game
Bowdoin runs, which, as it turned ant Commander Muriatty of the
In the opening game of the sea- out, was the ball game.
Squantum Naval Air Station in
son, the Jayvees edged the Deerthe Faculty Room at Massachuing team 7-5. The score tied. 5-5,
All members of the Student setts Hall from 9:00 to 12:30 and
going into the last of the eighth
Council
receive
complimentary from 1:30 to 5:00 on Friday, May
inning, was broken by a two run
Bowdoin rally. With two down in passes to the two Brunswick
There is also some opportunity
movie theatres, the Cumberland
this inning, Coukos singled and
and the Pastime, which can be for Seniors, who are veterans of
then Anthony delivered a triple
used anytime during their tenure any. service to apply for direct
to deep center to break the tie.
commission.
Anthony scored a minute later on of office.

The Bowdoin Jayvee nine ended their first week of activity

Bowdoin had held a lead until
the first of the eighth, when Deering tied the game up with a two
r,un rally of their own.
Coukos, who took over for Dick
Little after five innings, received
credit for the win. Peratta and
Bishop had two hits each for the

Walker

The meet was packed with good
and numerous surprises.
Bowdoin had hoped that Dick

Rinnrl

Milliken

which
Jack
he would win.

Magee

thought
Instead
Jones out-sprinted Getcrfell in the

back stretch to win by one stride
in the 440. Jack Goldberg of Tufts,
who had previously defeated Don

Murphy

Stout

Distance

(T).

Jump won

by Jones (T) second

IB)

Biinra

third

(B).

Distance

22:95.

Getchell would win the quarter
and then rest .until the low
hurdles,

third

iB)

1X0:6}.

racing

in the high hurdles, came
ui the low

Hamfner throw won by Wracv (B)
ond

Airostin.lli

tantp 141
Hii'h

(Bl third Liband <T).

H

ft

by Jones iTl second
third tie between Frascatore

Muqasur i'B)
nnd Gardner Tufts,
Shot

Tut

F:\rririKton
42' «ij

lleiirh-

V

10".

won by I.ibnml iT) second
(B) third Pratt IB). Distance

Pisrus won by Liband' (T) second Brink(B) third Totmivn (B). Distance 1H2'

man

back to edge Getchell

w.
220

hurdles.

Time

yd. low hurdles won by GoldberR
(T) second C-tchell ill), third Howitt <T)„.
2 :04

:fi.

Unexpected Win By Trecartin
In
the
mile,
Ed Trecartin
stepped out in the third lap and
outraced favored Tom O'Hearn of
Tufts for an easy mile victory. He
came back in the two mile to follow Frank Cameron for a one-two
win over Mike Coron of Tufts.
Milliken's 22.4 second clocking
for the 220 was considered exceptionally fast for the sloppy
track. He won by four yards over
two competent sprinters, Jones
and Goldberg. Milliken also placed

The increasing weight of ROTC
influence upon the carfrpus is felt
most easily by this year's Junior
cadets who new spend weekly as
much class time (9 hours) in
ROTC work as they do in all their
other three required courses combined.

BILL'S SPA
Our

second in the broad jump, but was
one foot under Jones' record jump
of 22 feet 9 and % inches.

Pizza Pie
Past nimi

Paul Brinkman and Charley
Walker placed first and second in
the javelin, and Dick Wagg and

Hot

Beer and Air on Draft
anil in Bottle*

Don

Agostinclli duplicating that"
in
the
hammer
throw. Hans Liband of Tufts won
the shot put and the discus.

performance

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

6Yz

Elm St

Brunswick

Tel. 876

When good fellows
get together
they

wear Sportshirts

by

Banking Services
Student Accounts

Welcomed

the sixth inning, was the biggest factor in the 6-4 defeat of
the Jayvee team. Going into this
in

Brunswick Branch

FUST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Indoors or out, when you see a crowd of campus biggie*
relaxing, you're sure to notice* that the really smart boya

Headquarters

Live in the

HEART
of

New York

—

district,

thea-

subways, transportation.
You live smartly, but economically at the VVinslow. Note
ters,

these

minimum

per

rates:

week

Slnaja. with running water
Also attractive daily rates,

Shirts

deuble or single, with bath.
Write or call now for further
information and reservations.

Gordon N.

Taylor,

Manager

IrVinsIow
Madnon >>r A
Tel.

PUtt 3.64J00

55»h St

in

a wide variety

of colors and.

patterns all in the finest fabrics. All are the sportiest you
could put on your back when you want to take it ea*yl

for

close to
everything important
Fifth
Avenue, Radio City, the mid-

town business

are wearing Mankaiian Sportshirts. The- reason is a*
simple as a snap course. Manhattan Sportshirts are style*
right, handsomely tailored, and so darned comfortabl*.
you just hate to take 'em off. Manhattan has them in lone

and short sleeves ....

City!

At the Winslow, you're

In Brunswick

Senter's

sec-

Dis-

i:..he«.

Jump won

Complete and Friendly

Jayvee Team.
In the South Portland game, a
big four run rally off Hal Anthony

To Students

Limited memberships to the
Brunswick Golf Club are again

J

;

(B).

4:4U:.">.

team

R

lfi

12

1

2

.214
.200
.200
.200
.200
.167
111
.000
.000
.000
.000

I

1

1

222

3

3
2
2
3

1

5

4

3

2

1

6

Metz
Wehl-or
Webber
Greenwood

4
4

1
•»

;

Ave.

%
R
j

4

2

English

Bears Sweep 100 Yard Dash

an error.

R H RBI

S
.1
r,

Tru>sell
Roireikon

o

Batting Averages
G AB

Burr

1

1

Bishop

Perntia
Bishop

1

,1

1

Anthony
Ooukos

.217
.167
.167
.167
.143
.143
.000
.000
.000

n

Lano

J. V.

j

3(14

.360
.347
.250

1

6

6

ave.
.400

4

r.

to Wii;

MiJten Outstanding

With Straight Losses

Pro Brown Offers

1

Vecella. 2b
Wolfe, at

1
r,

tangled in the tightest game of Coukos
the week with the Sigma Nu's Anthoncy
LiUle
finally coming out on top 5-4. Car- Trussell
men pitched for the Sigma Nu's Grncey
and although he gave ,up two long
home runs to Ted Lazo and Ben
Ford, he was around at the finish Golf
to win the game. It was Carmen's
triple down the left field line which Instruction
finally decided, the contest. The
win. put the Sigma Njufs in first

ATO
AD

2 IS
1
2

1

A

Au.let, If
George, cf

2.1

23

week McGovern
league moved into its second
being Wolf<>
of activity with five games
Lilley
played and one being rained out. Clifford
The Zete's won their second Cockhurn
administerand
year
the
game of
they
ed their second shutout as
Varsity
walloped the Independents 14-0.
Russ Crowall and Jack Handy
white
Audet
to
talents
combined their
Clifford
wash their opponents as their Nichols
teammates slugged across four- Lilley

Ind,

1

1

10

22

6

Bishop

Inter-fraternity

h

r
2

4

6
6

Bartlett
Nil hols
Cossrrove
Vecella

La no

The

ab

K

Petterson

Five Contests Played
In 2nd Week Of League

fensive play as they, tightened, up
the left side of the infield and

worked around the keystone

Hailing

•

the Deke's 5-3. Pete Race
pitched for the winners. The victory gave the Deke's a one and
Vecella, Wolfe and McGovern
one record.
turned in their usuajly fine deThe standings in both leagues:

Bailett.

doin in the. future."

.-*"*"

a.

started

fourth straight pitcher to turn the
trick against Bowdoin.
Lano, Bishop, and Vecella led
Bowdoin at bat with two hits
apeice. Lano hit a long triple
while first baseman Jack Cosgrove
poled a home run for the Bowdoin
cause. It was Cosgrove's first of
the. year and Bowdoin's second.
Bowdoin scored sixteen runs and
thirty-one hits as against thirtyfour runs and forty hits for its
opponents in the three games.
Andy Lano led the Bowdoin
stickers on the- trip with seven
hits in fourteen trips to the plate
for a batting average of .500.

Sam

Ladd, however, is
optimistic about the future. The
first three on this year's ladder
are Sophomores, and he is counting on them to improve a great
deal during the next two years.
As he recently said: "This is a
building year and should, not in.
any way discourage students as
to the caliber of tennis at Bow-

3b

rVttifr.

n«tt

24

2

of

Sidel.

a score of
while Friedlander and
came out on top by 6-3,

Although Bowdoin was greatly
outclassed in the two matches
played, it must be remembered
that both Williams and Wesleyan
had the use of indoor courts cona
tinually during the winter months.
2
They were able to play outdoors
1
much earlier than was the White
1
team which was limited to two
1
hours' practice a day, courtesy of
2
track coach Jack JVIagee, on a
7
1
single indoor court.

1

si

Thormann,

Pagnamenta

10-8,

6-3.

r.

Burn?. 2b
A. Beniiel'..

Frank

their decision by

6-3,

Coach

41

Totals
Tufls

Garvey,

2

1

1

Wolf«. *»
Audet, p

lost

I.:ino.

4

p

If.

the
faced a

7-2,

PuffLilley C.

Clifford. Nichols,
Nichols, Lilley 2.

2,
S.

and

won

Howard

K Zechauswi 4. CallHKhan 2. Manor 2.
Depopolo 2, Connally 2, Hararblna. Sullivan
2. Puffer 2. Bartlett. Lano. PeV.erson. E
Costaove.

The Kappa Sigma bounced back
from their 1-0 defeat at the hands
on the of the Zetes last week to defeat
mound for the Polar Bears and the AD'S 9-0. Papanikou, veteran
pitched five innings allowing seven hurler for the Kappa Sig's, turned
the
runs. He was relieved by Art Bis- in his second, banner game of
hop who pitched the final three season as he blanked the AD's.
innings. Bishop had just pitched John Rowe and Doc Gerry each
eleven innings against Wesleyan poled long home runs to lead the
three days before. He su:ered the Kappa Sigs at bat.
loss in both games.
The Chi Psi's, one of the perenThe four runs scored off of Bis- nial powerhouses, slugged their
hop in the seventh were unearn- way to their second straight win
ed. The scoring came on a double, of the year as they bombed the
a single, two walks and a two run ATO's 11-1. Dodd pitched for the
error.
Chi Psi's as he won his second
Lincoln, the Jumbo's ace hurler, game of the season.
went the distance to become the
The Beta's and Sigma Nu's
southern trip.
Louie Audet

Hindle

11

x

n

time

much tougher team. Bowdoin

ll

4

al?o

this

six singles matches, three by
scores of 6-0, 6-1. Moose Friedlander offered the only competition to the much more experienced
Williams netmen as he forced his
opponent in the second singles to
go to 11-9 in the second set.
The Bowdoin team managed to
salvage two points as they won
two or the doubles matches. Burch

I

ll

I

was

all

4

9
9

Disappoints

Williams And Amherst

liams match
Polar Bears

ll
II

1

3
2

:
•

a

1

II

u

2

9

1

3

3

Totals

|

opponent to go

his

Williams Matoh.
Although the score in the Wil-

(I

I

Straight

During Southern- Tour

indoors.

1

1
2

Roger

as

singles

three sets before losing 6-1, 2-6,
6-4. Rainy weather forced most of
the" doubles matches to be played

ll

William*

Zete's

tance.

2
4

(I

Puffer, p

on the mound
,

1

i

Bowdoin
their

worst defeat of the season as they
lost to a strong Williams nine 173 in their second game of the trip.
Bowdoin's pitching fell apart in

II

4
II

4

a

I

2
1

1
4

o
•1

4

/•-rhausf-n, rf
l)or*ey, rf

in

(I

I
4

intact

and Walt Bartlett in left.
the game MacFayden
Bartlett to center, sent

in right

Later

moved

l.h

4

with Cos- Callihan. 2b
Mahur. lb
grove, Vecella, Wolfe and Mc- Depopolo. c
Govern. The outfield, however, Connally. rf
Crf^r, 3b
had
covert ed
infielder
Fred Hawkins, sa
George in center, Barry Nichols Sullivan. If
stayed

infield

four

Johnson forced
ab

Team

Golf

they lost matches to Williams and
Wesleyan both by scores of 7-2
while being rained out of encounters with Amherst and: Tufts.
The first match of the trip was
held with Wesleyan on Wednesday, April 22.
Dave Iszard was the lone Bowdoin winner in the singles as he
won a hard-fought match 6-4, 5-7,

1

13

Doubles

varsity tennis team failed
to win during the Spring tow as

Camille F. Sarrauf '55

By
The Bowdoin

team, in its annual swing through May. c
southern .New England, lost three Colwn. c
Hrkltrhnfn, lb
straight games to Wesleyan, Wil- Ullien. lb
liams and Tufts with its fourth Boche, If
Kytf-rx. p
game against Amherst being rainTotal*
ed out.
Bowdoin
WnUtyun
The Polar Bears opened the

At 13

Streak

aixJ-FrLedlaiuter

The

Heme Rons

Petterson, Cosgrove Poke

Road Trip

©it Stortherit

Lose Three StraightiTitts
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Dr. Schroeder Speaks

Fourteenth Bowdoin Institute Ends On
Genteelism Subject Of

Social Legislation For

Tharp Talk Taken

Cites Obscure

New

From "Peabody Sisters"

In Institute Lecture

England's Future
England needs a new

spirit

Speaking on The Genteel Gener-

Author

"A more widespread

John

than

would have us believe,"

Edward Guerlac

Professor Henry

said in the Bowdoin Institute lec"The Scientific
entitled,
ture
Traveler In The Early Republic."

'

In this lecture, which was the
the series of Bowdoin
Professor
Lectures,
/
Miss Tharpe addressed a small Guerlac discussed the developaudience, filling about one quarter ments in American Science in the
of Memorial Hall, and told of the critical period between 1800 and
new "road" which "is one I first 1840.
glimpsed in the letters of the PeaHe analyzed the quality of

After he had given a vivid description of New England's political history and related it to the
picture of American history, Mr.
Schlesinger stated that New England is now beginning to suffer body sisters."
Miss Tharpe stated that the
from the original advantages of
being an older area of the coun- Peabody sisters' aunt, Catherine
Putnam, came to Brunswick durtry.
He said that symptoms of this ing Bowdoin's first half-century
suffering are the growth in con- and "kept a select private school"
servative attitudes, an increased here. She was described as "forcedesire for sectional security, and ful, intelligent and executive to a
an increase in unemployment. If degree." Miss Tharpe went on to
New Englanders wish to provide "talk about the teachers who rearsecurity for this region, they must ed the Genteel Generation" basing
support liberal social legislation her talk on the characters in her
which will benefit the entire na- novel.
Miss Tharpe, whose lecture was
tion.
sponsored by the Society of BowNeed Humane Legislation
New England must support doin Women, studied to become an
higher wages on a national level, illustrator at the Boston School
he stated. Wage equalization and of Fine Arts. She started her writfng career as editor of "The Trailstandardization of unemployment
compensation must be encouraged. maker" and columnist for "The
Through the support of humane Leader," both Girl Scout magazines.
legislation
national
high
and
Mrs. Tharpe is the author of
standards, New England will be
many biographies for young people
able to prevent local industries
from moving to southern and west- including 'Tory Hole," "Lords and
Gentlemen," "Sixpence for Luck,"
ern
subcommunities
where
and "Champlain.
standard wages may now be paid
Voyager." A biography of Horace
to workers.
Mann is now in preparation.

Northwest

Schlesinger opened
with a discussion of

Professor

his

lecture

New England local and regional
interests as opposed to purely national interests. "New England,"
ho

"needs regional statesrather than regional politi-

said,

men

cians."

The

difference

between

statesmen and politicians is that
statesmen act with consideration

sectionalism developed, he stated.
Finally in objection to the active prosecution of war with England, prominent members of the

New

England peace party met

in

the secret Hartford Convention of
1814. Professor Schlesinger emphasized the importance of the fact

that

thirty-nine

Federalist

dele-

for the

future, while politicians gates and only two Republican
concern themselves only with im- delegates met in the Hartford Conmediate expediency.
vention.
New England Growth
At this convention delegates
"New England," he said, "was suggested the addition of an
an agricultural area when Bow- amendment which would diminish
doin opened its doors in 1802." the control of Congress over quesThen he continued to describe the tions of peace and war.
importance of New England in
The second largest crowd of the
early American development. One Institute attended the lecture in
reason for this importance was Upper Memorial Hall despite the
that New England at that time rainy weather.
possessed one fifth of the national
Pulitzer Prize Winner
population. The growth of New
A member of the Harvard UniEngland as a trading region, the versity Faculty since 1946. Profesdevelopment of commerce, and sor Schlesinger received the New
dependence on shipbuilding played York Newspaper Guild Award for
an important part in making New the Best Book of The Year and the
England the most important sec- Pulitzer Prize for History as a
tion of the United States in the result of his publication of his
early days.
book, "The Age Of Jackson."
Schlesinger discussed New EngHis other books are "Orestes A.
land Federalist opposition to the Bronson: A Pilgrim's Progress"
Louisiana Purchase and Jeffer- (1939), "The Vital Center: The
son's embargo. Both were mea- Politics of Freedom" (1949). The
sures which New Englanders felt Guggenheim Foundation awarded
would destroy their pre-eminent him a fellowship in 1946. During
position in American politics.
the last war. Professor SchlesingSecret Hartford Convention
er saw service with the OWI, OSS,
As a result of these measures and the United States Army.
and other similar measures which
The Schlesinger lecture will be
New Englanders believed had been re-broadcast at 9 p.m. tonight over
directed against them, a strong WBOA.

Glee Club Takes Tour Of
[Continued from Page 1]
"rousing ovation." After lunch
there was a rehearsal with the
singers from Buffalo State Teachers' College. After the rehearsal, there was a trip over to Canada and Niagara Falls, to save
seventy men about a thousand
dollars in later life. That evening
Bowdoin sang with the Buffalo
State Teachers' College as advertised. A good audience, including Dr. Blacl. conductor of
the Buffalo Symphony, seemed
with their evening of
satisfied
the
choral singing. Once again
men stayed in private homes where

and made to
they were welcomed
Thursday noon the
feel at home.
Bowdoin Glee Club sang at the
Rotary
meeting of the Buffalo
cars left imClub The bus and
Elmira
mediately afterwards for
two days of
and what was to be

P

TTic club

checked into the Mark
This

Twain Hotel towards evening.
until Satwas their headquarters
focal
urday morning and
There was a reooint of activity.
college up the street
the
at
ception
College Tor the
rcallcd Elmira
that evening.
of originality)

their

Lkc

the reception was over
introductions comformallv. the
and for some,
menced" informally,
good part of the
lasted through a

When

New England Area

lege dining room with pale and
weary mien, and with women too.
There was a rehearsal, marked
only by its occurrence rather than

third in
Institute

American scientific activity by
consulting the reports of travelers
like Captain Basil Hall and Alexis
de Tocqueville. Stressing the fact
der.
honorary Doctor of Divinity dethat we have over-emphasized the
Before beginning his reading Mr. gree from Bowdoin in 1933, sugachievements of Colonial science,
Frost made general and informal gested three desirable ancestors
Professor Guerlac said, "We have
remarks about what he had be£n whom one might select: First
overlooked the really formative
doing, current news items and a
a man distinguished by his unperiod in our scientific history."
few of his likes and dislikes. He qualified loyalty to the truth; SecBowdoin'* Professor Cleaveland
mentioned a definition of art which
an ancestor involved in a
Basing part of his talk on a little had been pointed out to him by ond
known travel book by an English one of his former students. The political struggle; and Third
who will bring you into the
geologist named John Finch, and definition, from the first Edition one
comparing Finch's testimony with of Webster's dictionary, pleased presence of God.
The guest speaker stated that
"that of more famous but less the poet because it seemed to exwe would have to look at the
Professor clude modern art.
observers,"
qualified
world of science to find a man loyGuerlac spoke of early American
his
reading
prefaced
Mr. Frost
science
and scientific develop- by explaining that he was inter- al to the truth. He went on to say
that men who serve the truth do
ments.
ested in man's choice between "an
because they are compelled by
He discussed the contribution, attraction and an attachment." so
which they cannot essomething
to early American science by His first reading was "Cabin in the
cape.
Parker Cleaveland, "one of Bow- Clearing," which has never been
In reference to his third choice.
doin College's most famous early printed except on the face of the
Dr. Schroeder said that it ought
scientists" and described Cleave- Christmas card which he sent to
to be a man who does not believe
land as a "significant member of friends last Christmas. The audithat God can solve our problems
the group that began the inventory ence was amused by the mimicry
for us but does believe that He
pregiving
a
while
displayed
,he
of our resources in natural hissends us forth morally strong to
view of an epilogue to "Cabin in
tory between 1800 and 1840."
problems.
which he is now meet these
After discussing the contribu- the Clearing"
writing.
tions of many other American
his
readPoet Frost continued
scientists
and travelers to the
interpretations of "A
in ing with
publication
of
information
Eden," "Two Roads DiAmerican science, Professor Guer- Winter
and 'To a Star." He interverged."
lac gave a biographical sketch of
rupted his readings, seemingly at
John Finch.
random, to discuss various
"John Finch was the grandson thoughts as they occurred to him.
of the celebrated English chemist,
The audience was charmed by
Joseph Priestley," said Guerlac. this extemporaneous, casual man"Both his scientific preparation ner in such a renowned speaker
and his letters of introduction to and writer.

—

—

American

it

was far from

scientists

made

to 26.

Jm

-

flooring

and

lighting

tories.

have

Landscaping and grading operafinal steps
effected
are now being
painting of the various tions
around the Chemistry Building. A
rooms are being completed.
Completed last week was the U-shape drive is being constructlecture hall, which is one of the ed near the west side of the buildoutstanding features in the build- ing, and two large trees have been
planted on this side.
ing.

Authority

On

A member

The

finishing work Is being put
the exterior of the $750,000
Iron railings have been
placed along the retaining wall in
front of the building and the woodwork around the front door is now
being installed.

on

building.

The lecture hall which will seat
about 165 people, has a large projection room. The hall is reached
by the main entrance and is

lows of Harvard University from
1935 to 1938, Mr. Guerlac is
History of
Professor
the
of
University.
Science at Cornell
From 1943 to 1946 he served as
Historian of the Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under the
.

located on the first floor.
Master Sergeant Edward Miller
President-Elect James S. Coles is the latest addition to the staff
during his brief stay in Brunswick, of the ROTC unit at Bowdoin.

Come

Giant Edition

2.45

Typewriter with the Page End Guide

F.
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

No

This book

is

a guide

Chairman of the Committee,
Morgan B. Cushing, an-

Professor

auspices of the Armed Services
and the Office of Scientific Research.
Pejepscot Historical Society
The Pejepscot Historical Society
of Brunswick sponsored Professor
Guerlac's
informative
lecture.
After the lecture was over, visitors
attended a reception which the
College gave in honor of the
Pejepscot Historical Society and
their lecturer in the main lounge
of the Moulton Union.

plans.

•

much criticism by both
Student Council and the
ORIENT concerning both the
Committee's organization and the
After

the

reasonableness of several of their
allotments this year, the Committee had announced intentions of
revising their procedures "for next
year.

BOWL-MOR

«e&«c*\

j te

Alleys

subj ect How have college
graduates made out?
:

Published by Harcourt, Brace.

on

tale at

your

local

book

Now

store.

Welcomed

true that our colleges are turning out

ISatheists and radicals?

children did they have,

How do graduates stack up against the self-

of courses they took?

it

Student Patronage

made men who

who

battled their

How

Street

this

book came about

They Went to College is based on a
survey sponsored by TIME, whose interest in this group stems naturally from
the fact that most of TIME'S readers are

printing

college-trained.

These are just a few of the former dark
areas of conjecture and folklore lighted up by

.

.

.

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

men

can show you short cuts

time and save you money.

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
•

Are they better husbands and wives?

is written for you and people
you, people like the thousands of
graduates of the more-than-a-thousand

like

You'll find answers to your future in the

answers to these questions, questions that
are explored in They Went to College,

for everybody who wants the real low-down
on higher learning.

Jerry Wilkes

Of The Orient •

all

the effort?

In its pages, you'll peer into the post-graduation careers of the ex-Greasy Grind, the ex-

BMOC,

to Ernest

And, no matter what your interest,

what
you'll

find fuel for plenty of debate in this book.

audience represents one of the largest concentraBecause
tions of college graduates reading any major magazine in the

Havemann, a former editor of
a specialist at making interis

If you're a teacher, you'll discover

has become of your students.

its

world today, TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine, undertook the
comprehensive study which is the basis of this milestone book.

esting reading out of statistical material.
result

you'll leant

future.

out how you stack up against your peer*.

the ex-All- Around Student and the

One Who Just Sat There.
How many of them married, how many

TIME and
The

an undergraduate,

If you're a college graduate, you'll find

American colleges who answered TIME'S

This mountain of data was tabulated
and analyzed by Patricia Salter West at
the Columbia University Bureau of Ap-

If you're

much about your probable

most influential groups of people, the U. S.
college graduates.

questionnaire and revealed many facets
of their lives— from the courses they took,
to their religious beliefs.

unprecedented study.

Is a

Lew-Down on Higher Learning
They Went to College is required reading

iheepskin really worth

plied Social Research, then turned over

The Record Office

this

TIME'S new book about one of America's

TIME

it

got divorced,

— but got a

four-year head start in the business world?

186 Maine

who

got the best jobs, what do they think

way without

the help of four years in college

as well as produce

• Printers

your future

nounced that he hoped a meeting
could be scheduled for sometime
this week. Student Council President. Robert B. Gibson '52, one of
the three undergraduate representatives on the Committee, told
the ORIENT that he had not as
yet been informed of any such

his "Official His-

Paul K. Niven

to

definite plans

mittee authorities as to their intheir
improving
tentions
for

of
Radar Development"
which he wrote under the joint

in

Son
Brunswick

policies.

tory

in

Street

have as yet
been made by Blanket Tax Com-

His most outstanding scientific

Our long experience

&

W. Chandler

150 Maine

i

Blanket Tax Committee

Development.

is

Silent

Smith -Corona

WBOA.

In addition, he holds membership in the Commission on the
Teaching of the History of Science
and in the Commission on the History of Social Relations of Science
of UNESCO. Professor Guerlac is
also a Member of the Council of
The American Association For the
Advancement of Science.

work

and see

in

The New

$ .65
1.25

Office of Scientific Research and

literary

Much of the chemistry equipment now located ir> the Searlcs
Science building will be moved to
the new building in the coming
weeks. Some of the new technical
equipment for the building has already been received.

T

Regular Edition

newly-finished manuscripts.
Mr. Frost was finally allowed to
leave in the midst of another round
of hearty applause and acclaim
for one of the most popular lecturers in the history of the Bow»
doin Institute.
The Frost lecture will be rebroadcast at 9 p.m. Thursday over

Science History

of the Society of Fel-

mental purposes.

the

then read the whimsical "De-

He

early travelers."

TICKETS

the singers left at
College in
o'clock for Wells
ate lunch in the col£ur<«a. They

it

him to give a much partmental" and finished with a
more accurate picture of Ameri- piece about a frightened insect
can scientific life than any of the that had crawled over one of his

repaid.

Professor Thomas Means, who
not so early and was recently elected President of
Permissions were
harmony was com- the Classical Association of New
?hi<" time the
want
to
England,
go
Fifth
attended
the
words "I
mote The
to express Foreign Language Conference at
wk'to Elmira" ofseem
the Bowdoin the University of Kentucky, Lexsentiments
X"college up the ington, Kentucky, from April 24
^; n toward that

The

been installed and the
in

Hrr«W

ten days ago, inspected this new
building. No definite arrangement
has been made for a private suite
in the building for Coles. It is
believed that after the first year at
least he will be assigned a room
on the second floor for experi-

Still to be put into the three
story structure are the laboratory
tables and other fixtures in the
three large laboratories and the
several
smaller special labora-

possible for

April sixteenth.

audiences,

plete.

College Edition

STANWOOD'S
GULF

£S

—

Portland Prcsa

Except for final touches and the
equipment and
installation
of
new Chemistry
furniture,
the
Building is now virtually com-

Modern Library Books

flight

^Saturday

C

by its success. Then the sleepy
seventy took off for the CatoMeridian area, which is located
between and near other cities
and towns but exist* only as
Unannounced spot quizzes arc
part of New York State. The concert Saturday night in the Central the main event of most ROTC
High School was the final solo con- classes there days.
These are intended by ROTC
cert of the year and the last conMcddiebcmpsters officials to instill in their charges
the
cert
for
along with the club. The hospitali- the importance of doing the daily
ty shown the Bowdoin men at assignments as scheduled.
their hosts' homes Saturday night
was perfect. The food and lodging
was medicine to the travel and
party-worn.
Easter Sunday morning the
club separated for the churches
STATION
in the area, where they helped
with the musical celebration of
John C. Stan wood
the Resurrection. Then, intact, the
Proprietor
group headed southward to Wells
again for their last effort. Sunday
Expert Lubrication
evening, in McMillan Hall at Wells
Tires, Batteries, Specialties
College, with another performance
6F the Rrquiem. the Glee Club
Maine and Noble Sts.
Tour of 1952 ended.
Phone 81396
Though anticlimatic, the men
left Wells after the concert or
early the next morning for points
varied but with one entry on their
itineraries definite—classes began
Let us help you plan your

To Professor Tillotson, Tom
Friday morning dawned
when lunch was Pickering, and Herbie Urweider
atout noontime,
college/ After the goes the thanks of the 72 singers
served at the
respite. and the countless
listeners for
three-hour Good Friday
was a rehearsal in Park making the tour a success. Though
performance of the their months of preparation were
Church for the
rewarded by the applause of the

Schroeder

C.

Poet Robert Frost closed the emphasized that every man has
fourteenth Bowdoin Institute with two family trees, his hereditary
a lecture before an enthusiastic, ancestors whom he cannot choose
turn-away crowd last Saturday and his ancestors whom he chooses
night.
because they influence and repre|
The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet's sent one's own ideas.
commentary and reading brought
Taking his text, in his Sunday
listeners from all parts of the Chapel address of April 27, from
State and attracted many stu- the Book of Samuel, Chapter 1, Dr.
dents.
Schroeder pointed out "that people have inherited a culture conFollowing President Kenneth
M. Sills' introduction Mr. Frost cerned with the use of material
began his lecture with the ques- things."
tion "Where've you been and
He warned that each generation
what's the news?". The famed has to employ "imagination and
poet said that he queried all old tolerance" in dealing with culturfriends in this manner, and that al developments handed down from
since he has visited the campus earlier generations.
several times in the past, he felt
Honorary Degree from Bowdoin
that the question would be in orDr. Schroeder, who received an

scientific

in

Toquieville

TO HAVE EXPERIMENTAL ROOM ON 2ND FLOOR;
STUDENT AUTO PARKING SNAGS CONSTRUCTION OF U-DRTVE
PRES. COLES

In Institute Finale

early America exists
observers like Alexis De

interest

Sills

Charms Enthused Crowd Verse About Samuel's
Fathers Used As Text
Reverend

New

of •'liberalism" if it is to prevent ation, Institute speaker Louise*
a decline as an important and Hall Tharpe referred to the charvaluable section of the United acters in her novel "The Peabody
States according to the Institute Sisters of Salem" in her plan to
lecture given by Professor Arthur go back along my path of research
M. Schlesinger Friday, April 25.. and follow a 'Road not Taken.'
The lecture, entitled "New Eng- as she said in her talk last Wedland In American Politics-Past nesday, April 23.
Following an introduction by
and Future," was the sixth of the
seven Bowdoin Institute Lectures. President Kenneth C. M. Sills,

By

Introduced

Professor H. E. Guerlac Frost's Newsy Lecture

Schlesinger Stresses

NEW CHEMISTRY BUILDING VIRTUALLY COMPLETE;
TWO TREES PUNTED AT BUILDING ENTRANCE

Spiritual Ancestry

a book of major import-

ance to everyone.

TIME -to get

Professor Means presented a
paper on "CatuRus and the Pedimental Perfection of LXVIIIb.
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Wass Singing Cup

Psi Upsilon Cops

AFTER

Delta Sigma Takes 2nd;

Bridge, M.

YEARS.

18

.

7,

V(m Huene,

Ritsher, Fleishman

To

Talk At Commencement

.

IDs Show Improvement;

NUMBER

1952

Josiah Bridge '49, I. Paul Fleish'52. John A. Ritsher '52 and
Michael A. von Huene '52 will be
the speakers at the Commencement exercises to be held on Saturday, June 7.
Raymond G. Biggar '52 has been
chosen as alternate speaker.
Bridge, a resident of Stamford.
Conn., is majoring in English. He

5

Lancaster Agrees Stewards
Should Form Organization

man

Contest Called Close

Kendrick Gives Award
Winning Houses Credit
Soph Directors With
Successful Showing

is

Upsilon,

led

by

Alan

editorial

F.

Chi

Ritsher, a resident .of

was President

In College Speeches

of

his

C

fraternity,
first se-

Other Finalists

The other finalists, all chosen by
preliminary competition on Mon-

Marim_|52_and_J^eader_Ajh2n_^

field

Callihan

stressed Bowdoin's aim at enlarging a student's
intellectual interests, pointing out
"G*>wing Up" at the chapel ser- that the nature of the courses
offered here tend to broaden such
vice on Sunday, May 4.
Aimed specifically at life at Bow- interests. President Sills said studoin, the President's topic dealt dents who take such courses as
with student immaturity in habits, philosophy, higher mathematics,
attitudes, poise, intellectual inter- and literature are using the College's benefits to great advantage
ests, and religion.

The President

life at college
Connecting
with the gaining of maturity,
President K. C. M. Sills spoke on

1

pointed out that actual maturity
comes at different times for differpeople. He said some people
mature at high school age, others
at college, and still others not until
they enter their professional carent

eers.

President Sills outlined the Colattempt to bring about main its students. "Schoolboy" habits and attitudes were described as emotionally immature
in college students. Such examples
as cheating and inability to face
lege's
turity

"We Come" ship
doin is a
and "The Five Explorers;" the attitudes.

1heir fraternity song

the
sign of

immaturity

in

Dckes

in

developing greater intellectual

interests.

Religious immaturity of many
college students was emphasized.
how men
told
Sills
President
whose religion has been bred into
them are often shocked at 1 he religious activities of some college
students, and how men from pagan
families are often surprised at the
religious

humbleness

of

many

great and successful men of the
world. "Science can now explain
'how' we got here." said the President, "but only religion holds the
answer to 'why' we're here"
President Sills pointed out that
college is not merely a place for a
man to prepare for later life, but
that it should be regarded as an
integral part of life itself. He
summed up his address by saying
that Bowdoin offers a man a
chance to gain his own maturity.
and that to enter college as an im-

sang "Little Innocent
Thoughtlessness and selfishness
Lamb" and "The Dcke Marching in social poise was described by
Song;" and the Zete's sang "Climb President Sills as immature char- mature boy and to graduate as a
Up De Mountain," a medley of acteristics of some students. He mature man ready for the world
"Beneath the Pines" and "As We said that Bowdoin tries to culti- is one of the best things that can
Go Marching," which was arrang- vate good manners in its students. happen to a student.
ed by members of the fraternity.
As has been traditional in the
past, the Mcddicbcmpsters sang
while the judges were making their

Osgood Elected

Rushing-Drink

Glee Club Pres.

Vote Unanimous

decision.

night.

Continued on ra«e 4

]

Farrington

New Veep No Rushing With Beer

Davison Osgood '54 was elected president of the Glee Club for
the academic year '52-'53 at last
Thursday's business meeting.
Osgood, a mem! mm of 'IJuta Delfrom Haverhill.
ta Chi, comes
Mass. and attended St. Paul's
School in Concord. He is a member
of the Meddiebempsters and was
II.

-

Chi Psi Lodge Elects

Prexy

The

resolution

serving of

to

abolish

the

intoxicating beverages

by the Bowdoin
fraternities was passed unanimously by the Student Council at their

during

rushing

meeting on

The

May

5.

text of the resolution,

which

has been deliberated by the Student Council and the 12 fraterni'53
was ties for, several weeks, states that:
Frank J., Farrington
"No intoxicating beverages shall
The Chi Psi's elected William D. elected Vice-President. Farrington
served to freshmen during rushShaw as their new president at a comes from Augusta and is" active be activities by any fraternity."
ing
He
Lodge meeting last Wednesday in Varsity Football and Track.
This legislation was in effect the
night, while cx-president I. Paul is also a member of the Masque
same as that which Dean NaFleishman '52 stepped out of office. and Gown and has recently been
thaniel C. Kendrick suggested to
Shaw's present term will not ex- chosen to sing with the Meddics
the President of the Student Counnext year.
pire until January of 1953.
'52 in a priTwo men. Herbert T. Kwouk cil Robert H. Gibson
Nominations for the vice-presivate consultation held some time
dent, secretary, and Student Coun- '53 and Allen G. Wright '54, were
ago.
appointed Librarians. Herbert A.
cil Representative were also voted
Gentlemen's Agreement
Urweider '54 was elected manager
on and approved at this meeting.
It was pointed out by the CounGibson '54 and
Besides having been on the var- while Richard
enforcement of the recent'54
cil
that
namwere
Charles
Coakley
E.
sity basketball team at Bowdoin
ly passed "no drink" legislation
this winter. Shaw, who lives in ed assistants.
The Glee Club has an executive was to a large extent dependent
Bayside, Long Island, N.Y., is active in interfraternity football and committee which is composed of upon a "gentlemen's agreement"
softball. He is also acquainted with one man from every house repre- between Bowdoin's 12 fraternities
since administrative enforcement
the position of treasurer-steward sented on the Club. They are:
Douglas A. Chalmers '53. A.D.: appears difficult.
at his fraternity.
All but four of the fraternities
The Chi Psi's new president was Allen F. Hctherington '54. Psi U;
Moore '53, Chi Psi; Rob- approved the adoption of the rerecently promoted to Company Ex- George
ecutive Officer in the ROTC. Shaw ert R. Forsberg '54, D.K.E.: Lewis solution by a unanimous vote, and
worked on the Campus Chest P. Welch '54. T.D.: Lawrence E. in these four, the members opposed
Weekend Committee last March Dwight '54, Zete: Bruce C. Mc- were in a small minority.
The only major objections that
and was a member of the pledging Gorrill '53, Beta; James L. Babcommittee at the Oii Psi frater- cock '55, Sigma Nu; Donald P. have been expressed are <1>
nity during the fall rushing period. Hayward '54. A.T.O.; Harold N. doubts as to whether the plan will
Should he be able to attend a Mack "53. A.R.U.: Clyde E. Nason be heeded by those wishing to
summer session at another college '55, Ind.; and Gordon W. Stearns violate it and (2) convictions that
entering the College
this summer, Shaw, a government '54. Delta Sigma. There are no freshmen
major, will be in the graduating Kappa Sigmas in the Glee Club at should be able to take or refuse a
drink without complications.
.this time.
class of '53 at Bowdoin.
recently elected President of his

Succeeds Fleishman

fraternity.

,

C

C

(

fraternity.

Traditional Speaking Procedure
Brewster
Unlike most colleges, Bowdoin Senator
has no "Commencement speaker,"
Foreign Legion
...Start
brought in from the outside as a
visiting dignitary. Instead, ranking
By Charles
members of the graduating class
The two candidates for the
write and offer papers for considRepublican nomination for United
eration by a faculty committee.
The Goodwin Commencement States Senator from Maine this
fall were sponsored by the PolitiPrize is awarded for the best Commencement part and is awarded cal Forum this week with Senator
Ralph Owen Brewster speaking
at the Commencement Dinner. The
Governor
night
and
Sunday
prize consists of the annual income derived from a fund now ap- Frederick G. Payne addressing the

Gov. Frederick Payne

Owen

A

System In Operation;

9

Immaturity;
College Should Enlarge Interests

Sills Cites Students

249 Join Fraternities
Preferential Plan Used

College Officials Boost

House Pledging Quotas

next

on the part of the fraternities in
their relations with t'nc College
Cooperative Dining Room Service,
Council President Robert B. Gibson '52 revealed that the Council
would press action on the part of
two groups concerned to iron out

a James Bowdoin Scholar, was a
of the Glee Club and belongs to the Delta Kappa Epsilon

New Amherst Rushing

stewards

cers.

member
Members of the Psi Upsilon fraternity rejoice after their unexpected triumph in the annual Interfraternity Sing. Firmly grasping the coveted Wass Cup, presented to them by Dean Nathaniel
C. Kendrick last Wednesday evening, are Concert Manager War-

will be a special meeting

fraternity

Faced with complaints from
undergraduates concerning prices
and the lack of bargaining power

Jr. prize for English Literature, is

consequences in life were brought
day and Tuesday nights, were Alout. President SiHs aLso stated that
pha Delta Phi. Delta Kappa Epsilfailure to broaden one's relationon and Zeta Psi. The A.D.Vsang
with
faculty here at Bow-

Guest entertainer for the preliminary contest held on Monday
night was Donald P. Hayward '54,
baritone soloist, who was accompanied by Professor Tillotson. Herbert A. Urweider '54 played his
marimba during the intermission

a

of the Glee Club and the
Chapel Choir, and a member of
Alpha Tau Omega.
Biggar, a resident of Saco, is
majoring in English. He has received the Bertram Louis Smith

1

sented the Wass cup to Alati F.
Hctherington '54 and shook his
hand using the secret fraternity
hand-clasp.

James Bowdoin Scholar,

member

M. Sills.
The President described the deThe Dean stated that he was velopment of youth by quoting
sure that the President would bo Man comoth unto himself." He
disappointed to miss the last interfraternity singing competition of
his tenure of office. •'However,"
state Dean Kendrick, "I am very
pleased to be able to present this
cup for the first time to my fraternity, Psi Upsilon." He then pre-

a

all

Tuesday evening at 7:00 in the
Moulton Union's Conference A, announced the Student Council last
Monday.
This meeting, which will be
presided over by former Zeta Psi
steward William H. Hazcn '52,
has been called by the Council as
a step towards organizing this now
dormant group of fraternity offi-

Longmea*

Von Huene, of Middle Bay Road,
Brunswick, is an English major. He
is

There
of

Delta Sigma, during the

ter '54 and David S. Coleman '54,
tenors, and Melvin A. Totman '54
and John C. Williams '52, basses.

'54

And Problems

mester.

Cann '02. The soloists for the former number were John E. Sylves-

W. D.Shaw

Policies

dow, Mass., is majoring in History.
He is a James Bowdoin Scholar, a
member of the Glee Club, and

Delta

Delta Sigma sang "It Ain't Necessarily So," from George Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess," with Denis
W. King '55 and John A. Ritshcr
'52 singing solo parts. The second
selection sung by Delta Sigma was
"Delta Sigma Ever," a new fraternity song composed by Gordon W.
Stearns Jr. '54, who also led the
group.
Kendrick Use* Hand-Clasp
The judges for the final round
of the sing were Mrs. Catherine T.
Daggett, Mrs. Charles M. Benson
and Ronald F. Hocrle, president of
the Brunswick Choral Society.
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick announced the judges' decision in the
absence of President Kenneth

High Price Complaints
Seen Unsubstantiated;
Bishop Urges Advice

Rival Candidates Discuss National, Foreign

Psi.
(

Chi received the
President's Cup for most improvement in performance over the previous year. The TD's, led by H.
Davison Osgood '54, sang "Skies
Ablaze" and "Secrets."
The Psi U's sang "Po" Old Lazarus," a Negro work-song, arranged by John W. Work, and "Bowdoin Forever" a little-known College song written by H. K. Mc-

[

Brewster, Governor Payne

Fleishman, from Albany, N.Y:,
also an English major. He is
past-p/esident of his fraternity,

is

this historic contest.

Tuesday

Masque and

Quill.

Hctherington '54. was declared
winner of the 18th annual interfraternity sing, the finals of which
were held last Wednesday evening
in Upper Memorial Hall.
Delta Sigma Fraternity gained
the runner-up position as a result
of its performance in the finals of

Theta

of the

is a member of the
board of The Bowdoin

Of All House Stewards
For Next Tuesday Eve

Gown, and

i

Psi

member

a

Council Calls Meeting

Forum Hears Senator

Poly

. . .

Maine

any

difficulties.

Politics Obsolete

Ranlett '54

was that

the United States should
using
a Foreign Legion
volunteering political and other
refugees. He suggested that we
send them to penetrate the Iron
Curtain to fight the Communists
start

from within.
This proposal was rejected by
several students who pointed out
proximating $1,200 which was es- College last night. May 6.
in the question period that all reBrewster
avoided
any
Senator
tablished in 1882 by the Rev. Danmention of his present battle for turning refugees would be autoiel R. Goodwin, D.D. of the Class
his political life by speaking on matically suspected, unless they
of 1882.
the
spies
sent
out by
the United States foreign policy. were
pledged.
Brewster stated that although satellite countries, in which case
Out of 289 freshmen, the 271
he approved of such foreign aid they would defeat the purpose this
expressing a desire to join one of
'53
Appointed
Otis
programs as the European Re- Legion would be created for.
the 13 fraternities were so bid.
Payne's Speech
covery Program and the Point
Fourteen decided to join the inde"Maine's Position on the NaFour Program, he questioned the
pendent Lord Jeff Club and ,ci§ht Orient's Acting Editor
manner in 'which" flic Tunas' were tronar -Scene" was the topic
invalidated themselves from rushGovernor Frederick G. Payne used
being handled at times.
ing by rule-infractions.
The speaker also emphasized in his talk before the Political
Tim Cook '54 Is Staff's
Operating under a delayed'rushthe importanre of having European Forum last night. May 6.
ing system, Amherst sets a quota
Advertising Mgr.
Governor Payne stated that the
D. Lancaster
countries helping themselves inof freshmen th*t each house need
stead of always relying on the political machine as a factor in
not meet but may not exceed,
Thomas Otis Jr., a member of the United States. He strongly advo- Maine is obsolete, and that there is "Dominates" Meetings?
i'roferrntial Plan Used
In an attempt to discover the
They also use a preferential rat- Junior Class and of Delta Sigma, cated a setup of mutual aid and a great opportunity for young
the people in State politics. He stood reaction towards these matters
between
all
ing system whereby the fraterni- has been appointed as Acting Edi- co-operation
the Co-op's officials, the
for a better use of national re- from
Western nations.
ties and freshmen rate each other
tor of the Orient, announced Edidiscussed the problems
sources and educational facilities. Orient
Time For A Change
alter which the freshmen are disTouching on foreign policy, with Donovan D. Lancaster, DiBrewster told the Smith Auditributed to the fraternities as near tor-in-Chief Aldcn E. Horton Jr.
torium audience that it was time Payne advocated a sound and rector of the Dining Service, and
as possible according to the results '53 yesterday.
Stanley
M.
Bishop, his assistanthonest
approach
to
other
of the ratings.
In fulfilling the duties of this for a chance in the national adFlaws in the system, which new position. Otis will be primar- ministration. He said that we countries. He stated that Russia Director and Purchasing Agent.
were especially brought out last ily concernetl with the organiza- aught to have a more positive wants us to break down internally Both men were interviewed in a
year, included the possibility of tion and operations of the Editor- foreign policy, and he advocated and that she will attack Us first. three hour conference yestcrda;.
He added that it is imperative afternoon and Union Manager
having a group left over, after ial Staff. A managing editor since the "policy of containment'' in
we be internally strong before Lancaster also devoted an hour of
each fraternity had filled its quota, last December. Otis has worked carrying this out.
this
the
morning's
time
to
who did not want to join the Lord for The Orient only since last year.
One proposal of the Senator's strengthening other nations.
Orient.
Jeff Club.
Managing Editor John C. WilLancaster admitted readily that
The reason for the quotas is so liams '52, among other seniors
the publicity of the College's food
that the better houses would not be connected with the staff, .has been
service actions was lacking, and he
able to perpetually select a group forced to curtail their activities
explained that such a lack often
of men target* than the size, of the because of the proximity of major
caused misunderstanding among
group that a weaker house could exams.
the undergraduates.
attract.
Recent promotions to ihe posiSince Amherst men do not cat
Stewards' Organization
tion of Editorial Assistant includIn Korea
Military Advisor
in
their fraternity houses, there
As a possible remedy, he agreed
ed Daniel H. Silver '53. John N.
are few of the financial considera- Wisncr Jc. '53, Wallace R. Harper
to the advisability of the stewards
Asian
Policy
Lack
For
Of
U.N.
Criticizes
U.S.,
magnify
which
would
tions there
'53, John B. Goodrich '55.
forming their own organization,
here if the houses tried to support
Business Manager Albert F. Lilelecting a chairman, and meeting
considerably more or less than the
Dv John B. Goodrich '55
by therm-elves every other week.
ley '54 has recently appointed
norm of 60.
E. gaining su.-h a complete victory At these meetings, they could at
Frank
Major
General
James A. Cook '54 as the new AdAmherst hoped tornake it possivertising Manager. This spot was Lowe. Rtd.. President Tryman's over the North Koreans. Referring least consolidate any complaints
ble for the pledging of any freshU.N.
as
Korea
a
he
in
when
Korea.
army
himself
advisor
in
the
Lilley
military
to
personal
they
by
might have, he suggested.
vacated
man left over after all quotas were was recently elected by the Bow- strongly criticized the U.N. and the Army. General Lowe praised the
[ Continuf.n «wi Ftfge 4 )
filled by raising the quotas for a
doin Publishing Company to be- United States government for hav- work of the U.N. countries who
short period of time, thereby encome Business Manager. Richard ing no definite Korean policy in a have relatively few troops in recouraging fraternities which need
C. Thurston was promoted to Cir- speech sponsored by the Political lation to the Army as a whole. He Delta Sigma Elects
extra men to pledge the left-overs.
culation Manager to fill the posi- Forum at the Moulton Union las' mentioned the Turks in particular
The plan relied on undergraduate
as fierce, brave soldiers.
tion vacated by Cook in his shift Thursday. May J.
initiative
for sueeess since the
President
Commending the U.S. forces for
After giving a brief sketch of
to the Advertising Department.
men who would be left over, afThe sports page has recently Korea's history. General Lowe re- their outstanding work against
ter the some 250 of their classbeen managed and written almost traced the events which led up to thirty to one odds. General Lowe
Gullicksen V. P.
mates had been pledged, would lxcompletely by Managing Editor the Korean War. referring parti- attested that the U.S. soldiers
those considered the least desirable
Charles Ranlett '54 and Editorial cularly to the U.S.-Russian mili- were not keen about being atby the fraternities. The freshmen
The members of Delta Sigma
This tacked by a country which they
1945.
of
tary agreement
Camillc F. Sarrauf "55.
would lx- on the spot since their Assistant
agreement marked the first time could not touch because of politi- elected Michael Moore '53 to suc|K)sition of wanting a bid and of
He
expressed
implications.
the
was
cal
that the thirty-eighth parallel
ceed Gordon Hale' '52 as fraternot wanting to join the Lord Jeffs
MacArthur
used as a boundary since it was belief that General
nity president early yesterday eveNotice
would be known by all the camthe dividing line between the Rus- was relieved chiefly because of the
ning.
]>ds,
and since they could not
The following rules have been sians to the North and the U.S. to letters he wrote to the Veterans
j3 was
Alan R. Gullicksen
gracefully pretend disinterest in
Foreign Wars and Senator
established for the Interfraternity the South.
of
and
chosen
vicc-P r e s den t,
fraternities as can be done here.
Knowland of California.
Quartet Contest:
Russia Never Fired Shot
Theophilus E. McKinney '54 was
Thus when the Amherst men reSketch
Korean
of
History
quartet
Russia
the
fact
be
one
Emphasizing
shall
There
1.
elected Secretary of Ihe fraterturned from their spring vacation,
general
background
to
the
As a
was
from each house; no double never fired a shot aaginst Japan,
nity. Gordon W. Stearns. Jr.
only two places for pledges rethe General explained that Korea Korean situation. General Lowe elected Student Council
quartets allowed.
repremained in the original 20-man quowas divided for purposes of mili- discussed briefly the history of sentative.
2. The Meddiebempsters arc not
ta system, but there were 13 freshcountry.
He
revealed
that
that
its
tary expediency to facilitate
allowed to participate.
men left over. Authorities immedMoore is Vice-President of the
conquest. But as the conflict be- it has the one of the oldest civilizaiately upped the limit of pledges
SU'lcnt Union Committee, a mem3. The contest shall be held Sattween the Russians and the U.S. tions in the world, dating back ber
per house to 23, making possible
of the Glee Club, and has long
urday. May 17. at 7:00 p.m.
military agreement as- some three or four thousand years.
the
arose,
associated with the ORIENT
for over three times the number of
on the steps of the Walker
But despite the longevity of its been
sumed political importance.
as a news editor. He has been a
unpledged to be bid.
Art Building.
General Lowe then turned to existence, it has never experienced
Executive CommitOn the first day after spring
4. The names of the members
Before the U.S.-Rtisian member of the
peace.
the
stated
that
and
war
itself,
the
of the Entervacation. April 9th, nine of these
of the quartets and the two reason for the swift advance of agreement of 1945, Korea was tee and Chairman
of his fraterCommittee
men were pledged, leaving a scant
tainment
.quartet
songs which each
the North Koreans through South under the control of Japan, who
home is Wellesley
four left over. Two of these four
will sing must be handed in Korea was the unprepared state built a network of good roads and nity. Moore's
were forced to wait until someMassachusetts.
to Professor Tillotson by Sat- of the South Korean Army. Al- constructed what railroads there Hills,
time between April 24 and 28 beVice-President Gullicksen is a
urday evening. May 10.
though assisted by U.S. military are in Korea today.
hockey
fore receiving a bid. and the other
With the use of a large Korean member of the varsity
5. The
Master of Ceremonies officers, the South Koreans lacked
two received bids only 22 hours beSailing Club,
Tillotson, equipment, training and numbers. map, he explained to the audience. team, the Bowdoin
Professor
will
be
fore the final deadline. May 1.
Secretary of his
as
served
and
has
difficulties
the
of
geography
and
and the judges will be memTwo Korean Wars
Four of the Amherst fraterniMcKinney is
the climate which arise on the penin- fraternity. Secretary
treated
bers of the faculty or townsGeneral
The
ties stopped at their 20-man quoa member of the band, debating
with no fraternity Korean War as two separate con- sula.
people
tas, five each took 21 men in ovcrassistant news
is an
team,
and
General
Lowe
spiced
his
talk
affiliations.
flicts. The first was with the North
two each
the-quota pledging,
New Stustarted with interesting anecdotes from editor of the ORIENT6. The first place cup is being Koreans and the second
pledged 22 men. and one fulfilled
Council representative
the the War. He gave a vivid descrip- dent
intervention of
given by the Zeta Psi Frater- after the
the complete ove % -the-quota limit
of the Colis a member
Stearns
tion
Of
the
first
U.N.
recapture
of
compliCommunists.
He
nity and will be presented by Chinese
of 23. One fraternity pledged only
on Page 4 J
{ Continued
mented General MacArthur for SeouL
the Ivy Queen.
ia
i

One-hundred percent rushing became a reality for the freshmen at
Amherst this spring as all the men
desiring to join fraternities were
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Thomas Otis, Jr. '53
Managing Editors
Charles Ranlett

C. William* 52

News

T. Ellis

McKinnev

Geoffrey P. Houghton '53

News

Editors

David G. Lavender

'54

Charles E. Coakley 54
Wallace R. lienor '55
Reporter*

James

Dohertv

I..

'55

OrlS. Tschantrp

'55
Elliot S. Palais '55

*55

Richard M. Catalano
Henry J. Starr

means."

'55
'55

the Class of

Manager

Circulation

'54

-

of scholarship. "Members of the
(lass of 1952 open their blue books
.

i

i

j

is

W. Rodman

Saunders,

Snelling

of

"

"We Want Beer

also

I

Witty .... Pungent
Interspersed with witty anecdote and pungent comment. Professor Mitchell's pamphlet outlines
the development of modern peda-

gogy from

Wilmot

B. MitcheiiT
Remarkable

i

Brown

Herbert

'

years between 1820 and 1830, has
recently been published in booklet
form under the auspices of the

The recent agitation in the Student Council and elsewhere
concerning the Centralized Dining Room Service brings to light
a situation not uncommon on the Bowdoin campus
the omnipresent undergraduate t'ripe. Criping is one of the favorite
pastimes of the undergraduate. He complains frequently, and
.

.

«

By

Philip Siekman, Jr.

Lyrics

Solicited

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
was the guest of honor at a dinner
given by the Bowdoin College
Alumni in Washington on April 30.

.

From The Streets

ture.

Patronage

At Alumni Dinners
'52

its source in the 19th
Century.
In the booklet's foreword, Professor Herliert Ross Brown points
ou'. that Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell is a remarkable Bowdoin
teacher. A member of Ihe College
faculty for 46 years, he pioneered
the teaching of our native litera-

Student

.

Making Book

Evocative of the formative years
New England's culture, this

J

and Richard G. Wragg.
These men will receive free room announced that day, and which is
rent and live in each end of the to be effective in June.
The Hanoverian Indians, armed
five dormitories. They may select
and
their roommates, but the Dean as- with firecrackers, cymbals
signs the ends which they shall cardboard torches marched on the

Dean's house twice during the
proctor,
Snelling will serve as proctor early hours of the morningv alteronly during the fall semester, after nately yelling, booing and eheerwhich he will be leplaced by Gor- ing. Amidst cries of "We want
R.
beer," the Dean appeared and
don J. Milliken '53.
These men were recommended harangued the throng. "One thing
"Battle Of Blue Books"
by the Student Council to Dean is perfectly certain," he declaimed,
Kendrick, who renders the final "if you want to drink there is
nothing that can stop you." Then.
their College. It is the hope and approval. Any undergraduate is
permitted
to submit application in a warning tone: "However,
Faculty
that
the
prayer of the
there could be consequences.''
pages you write will constitute for such a position, but preference
heartening evidence of the contin- is given to those who will be Seuing intellectual stamina of the niors. Nearly thirty applicants
were considered this year.
College."
President Sills Honored

of interest to every one associat-

booklet contains descriptions of the
physical attributes of the College
at that time, disciplinary measures
imposed on the undergraduates,
and analyses of teaching methods.

ing."

The Dartmouth president

Town and

"A Remarkable Bowdoin Decade"

"to protest new proposals for the regulation of drink-

claimed that the affair had no
connection with Dean .Ncidlinger's
resignation which was suspiciously

given as a paper before
College Club of
Brunswick in 1950, Professor Mitchell's essay refers to these years
as 'almost inexplicably good," and
presents thumbnail sketches of the
many of Bowdoin's great who were
students during that decade. Thus
First

ed with the College.

march was
as

of the Col-

lege.

the

j

Ralph J. Levi, David M. McColdrick, John P. McGovem, Robert A.

quisition. "Jargon, cliches, glittering generalities, heroic but irre-

wM

a

veals there was
dents on Dartmouth Dean Neidfinger's home on Tuesday. April
24.
This march was officially
For Fall Semester
classified as "mostly a spring fever
affair" as it was not of sufficient
Proctors for the fall semester proportion! to be called a "riot."
have been approved recently by
Dickey denied the!
President
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, the claims of the "Dartmouth," the
Student Council announced recent- college newspaper, that stated the

proctors include: Donald C. Agostinelli, Walter E. Bartlett, James
E. Hebert, Ronald R. LagueUx,

said that the

levant information can be stopped
William H. Hartley '53
Theodore D. Robbins, Jr. '53 short before it gets away to a long
run, stolid unloading of undigested
l»»l«>VTfll »<>« N»TIONM. krvrini'isn *v
reading can be cut short In a word,
National Advertising Service, Inc.
f'allrpt I'ahluhtu Rtn'f<*n>ntiv»
many of the time honored strateYORK.
N.
Y.
NEW
AVK
420 MADISON
gies of the battle of the blue books
Ijou Angfi.M - S«s Fbvncisco
C.H>ru.n - Boston
won't work. It is sometimes disPnMiihed
«
i
when rlanaaa *rr tirld darlnc the Pall and Serin* Trimester fry concerting to be caught intellecHi* trndrntp of Hnwdoin ( ••Urrr. Addr,«i i>"< rnnnnuntrntion, to tha KaHtar and s«W
•rHaUun rammmtirattonii In Iti- Bu«i"»«a Manirrr of the Rowdoln PuMi»hin» Coal- tually naked in a strange room."
>a«v at tt,. ORIENT OSV* In Moor* Hntl, B/.wdnin C«M«r~- tlrunnwlrk. Main*. Entered
Professor
Brown closed his
«« •rond rU«* matter at thr po.t effira at Brunswick, Main*. Ttia nubatriptlon rate
»•» <nm r.or la tana (IS) dollar*.
speech with a few exults because
of Bowdoin's return to the ways

report rea march of s:u-

As Dormitory Proctors

The eleven Juniors chosen

"52.

Brown

From Dartmouth

To Alumni

"A Remarkable Bowdoin Dec- Scsquicentennial Furjd
ade," an essay by Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell reviewing t.'ie

Eleven Juniors Picked

ly.

exams are now being resumed with

Business Assistants

Three Points

Outlining Bowdoin Of 1820-30; Sent

Demand "More Beer"

•

Oral exam constitutes a departure
from the usual undergraduate in-

Richard C. Thurston

'54

Professor Wilmot Mitchell Publishes Booklet

Storm Dean's Home;

i

'53
'55

Business Manager
Albeit F. Lilley '54

Advertising Manager

James A. Cook

has

put studr-nts upon their own initiative, and given many of them a
glimpse of what real scholarship

Professor
-

it

Professor Brown traced the history of the major exam from the
Camille F. Sarrauf '55 time of its institution under President Sills in 1918 up 1o 1940. when
Neil Alter "55 it was stopped by the War. After
Edward B. Blackman '55 a twelve year hiatus the major

John H. Wisner
John B. Goodrich

Silver "53

if.

Speaking in Chapel the day be- on Thursday and Friday, they will
fore yesterday on the major ex- also be turning the pages of Bowaminations, Professor Herbert R. doin history and writing a new
chapter in the intellectual life of
Brown, Professor of English, said
that the major examination "has
not only dramatized the results
of a college training, but

Editorial Assistants

Daniel

'54

EdJiors

•Jonathan Bart let t '53
Edward F. Spieer '54
Assistant

Students' "Glittering Generalities"

Dartmouth Students

No. 5

1952

Editor-in-Chief
Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53
Acting Editor

John

1952

Brown Claims Major Exams Put End

THE BOW
Vol.

7,

New York: Rlnehart and Company, Inc. 1932.
Many celebrities attended this
Music Out Of Dixie. By Harold Sinclair. 306 pages.
dinner which was given in honor
do so at the slightest provocation. Here is a case in point
"Music Out of Dixie" fever had terrorized Algiers and piano to Dade, but it was a weird of the retiring President. Political
Although
where the undergraduate may translate his gripes into positive
relationship withhaphazard
and
that
Dade
was
mother
his
killed
figures included Senators Ralph
is a novel, it is that only by viraction, if he wants to do so.
out exercise books or orthodox inand Margaret Chase
The stewards of Bowdoin's 2 fraternities are holding a tue of its imaginary hero and the to cross the river in the hands struction. "Doc showed him note Brewster
Smith, Representative and Mrs.
meeting next Tuesday evenini'. The purpose of this meeting is specific details of the plot. The of his Uncle George and Tanle patterns and chord sequences and Robert Hale, and Representative
general story, that of New Orleans Julia. Here as a growing boy he made him repeat them until they
organizational in character. The stewards will attempt to orand Mrs. Clifford G. Mclntire.
and the first days of jazz, is rewas to discover New Orleans were fixed indelibly in his pupil's Representative Hale presided over
ganize themselves in such a manner as to expedite the channelported with the acuteness and ocing of complaints and suggestions to the Centralized Dining casional scholastic quality of an physically decaying, morally cor- mind." "Dade, wlio could not read the event and introduced Supreme
began with Doc,
will

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

1

Room

Service.
historian. It is a mingling of two
the stewards are so inclined, and if their complaints are approaches with the rhythm seclegitimate and justifiable, thev can easily obtain a more fluid tion of history providing the backrelationship with the Co-op. To effect constructive action, the ground, the beat and drive, for
the ride, flow, and reach of horns
stewards might:
I )
establish a more independent stewards' organization, -the fiction.
Harold Sinbuilt somewhat along the lines of the Student Council: and having the same relationship with the Directors of the Centralized clair's novel is
Dininsf Room Service as the Council has with the Dean.
the story of New
2) strive for uniformity and consistency in their member- '"•H.eans in the£
ship: if stewards were elected for two semesters, it would be early part of thisir
Storypossible for them to become more thoroughly acquainted with century.
If

their position

and

its

ville

reponsibilities.

create the structure of their organization in such a
manner that thev will be able to effectively handle on their own
any problems that might arise in their dealings with the Centralized Dining Room Service.
If the undergraduates and their stewards find their relationship with the Centralized Dining Room Service unwholesome
in anv way, the area for constructive improvement lies within the
establishment of a more stable steward organization, and not
within a series of negative grumblings.

3)

Letters To The Editor

was

wide

open and the
bars
ized

and

legal-

brothels

rocked with the
beat of 2/4 time,
but across the
river in Algiers. Dade Tarrant, a
seven year old negro boy, knew
little of the city that appeared to
him "a sprawling, endless array of
buildings on the far shore of the
Mississippi." It wasn't until yellow

rupt, and in isolated areas, beauti- a note when he
Court Justice Burton as one of
ful, stately, and aloof. Here he was was never taught to read, (hut),
the principal speakers.
to start to work at fourteen as a to his surprise, found that without
shoeshine boy at Danny Adam's being taught he had learned to
end
of
a
the
very
well."
At
read
shop,
pool
parlor
place, a barber
8
rolled into one with second floor year Doc had disappeared" and
rooms at two dollars or less a Dade was ready for his first job
—at Emmy LaDue's saloon "an'a
week.
kind of half tonk."
It was carrying "medicine" on
;"
The rest of the book is an inafter work errands for one sf
jazz.
dividualized
chronicle of
Danny's roomers that Dade first
heard the music that was to be- Dade Tarrant's life is the life of
come his life's work and passion. the lyrics which came "from the
He had come in the back of Miss mean streets and brothels, the
Lily Kane's "high class sportin' wharves and levees, the cane and
house" with a package for Dofl cotton field and turpentine camps;
Peters, a piano player second only and melody mixed the delicacy of a
to Jelly Roll Morton, when he French quadrille in a Creole drawheard Doc at the piano playing in K ro°m with the roar of a chain
At points,
the
out front like the young boy had gang chant."
never heard before. "On the. sur- author's objective historical apface it was strictly dirty gin-mill, proach puts up useless impedia nameless blues, but underneath ments to the flow of the sfory, as
was a haunting, lyric quality far in the two page list of the titles
of typical New Orleans music.
outside Dade's experience."
at
others,
the
fiction
In time. Doc began to teach While
reaches
melodramatic points
which add little and possibly detract from the book's worth.

n

Campus

May

1,

1952

In all, however, "Music Out of
Dixie" is a competently written,
an enjoyable book. It has, as its
best, a sustaining unanalyisable
beat and feel the very qualities
of Dixie music itself. Mr. Sinclair
obviously understands and loves
this music and he communicates
to the reader his feeling about its
sweep and strength. He has made
no attempt to create a major work
of fiction— the would-be tempting

Next Year Under "Bowdoin Plan"; 5 To Stay

To The Editor:
The Inter-fraternity Singing Competition of last Wednesday was,
Eleven foreign students, includin my humble opinion, one of the most amazing examples of excel- ing five now in residence, will
lence in undergraduate singing-apart from trained Glee Clubs that it study here next year under the
"Bowdoin Plan," an undergraduhas ever been my privilege to hear.
In several cases the performances were on as high a level as could ate-initiated arrangement whereby fraternities provide room and
found even in experienced Clubs.
The standard was so consistently high in each of the five partici- board while the College remits
tuition.
pating Houses in the finals, that I confess to a great sense of thanksThe five now in residence will
giving at being spared the task of judging.
I believe that the many undergraduates who heard the competition
will agree that the judges must have had a frantic time of it making
a fair, decision. Personally, I believe that if I were found in a comparable position, I should have placed the five numbers in a hat and drawn
out the winning number blindfolded, so close was the race.
If it is any consolation to the losing Houses, they had plenty of
but there should be a genuine compensation
distinguished company

—

cult job
in this case, an artistic
in the satisfaction of doing a di
one-in really top fashion. After all, there is not much of greater importance in life, save affection for one's fellow man and a concern in
.

and growth.
t
hearty congratulations to each of the directors of these

«

his welfare

My

finals.

a great deal of thought, time, energy, and enthusiTheir work shone like diamonds in a world containmediocrity.
Hats off also, to those unsung heros of the Preliminaries, whose
standard, in most cases, was of the highest calibre. Bravo!
Bowdoin is indeed a singing college-and what singing! I venture
if any-colleges in this wonderful
the assumption that there are few
country of ours, that can boast this high quality of singing in almost
70Cr of their undergraduate body.

They must have put

asm

to the task.

ing so

much

"Tilly"

Discreditable

Campus Organizations
2

May

1952

To tbe Editor:
This letter is intended to reflect the culminative opinion of a representative group of undergraduates who in the past have given the
Orient both moral and financial support. More recently, our support
has been reduced to the latter alone, and we hasten to add that this
is

involuntary.

have refrained in the past from critical letters to the editor,
that similar criticisms, though fully justified,
ignored and to no avail, and therefore ours would have
been
have
time and of your valuable space.
l>eeu « waste of our
W<> our sorry to have to disagree with the administration, whose
recently announced in Chapel that the Orient and its
top s|H)kesman
adequate and respectable. We cannot be as generous.
staff were
mention the gross inaccuracies and inadequacies of
not
need
We
n d pcpn4 ar>d distasteful remarks directed at memr
report ir ,CT a' *' tne
and in a more recent instance, all the news that's
faculty,
th."
of
hers
These practices have been consistently and universally
unfit to print.
condemned and we know that you are not aware of them.
VW hope, perhaps in vain, that the Orient's attitude will greatly
improve so that it more nearly approximates that in keeping with the
of Bowdoin. Certainly any organization, whose caliber and

We

for

we have observed

.

1

tradition

f0mpUS

For Theta Delta Chi,
.... II. Davison Osgood

'54,

President

THE MAGPIE

41

—

issue of racial tolerance is handled

continue under the sponsorship of
their respective fraternities white
six foreign new students will be
selected
within
the next few
weeks to attend Bowdoin next
year, Mr. Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the President announced

with

finesse

long

intervals

and at fortunately
but as any jazz

»

4

3

—

knows, a few instruments all hitting hard on one point
can make a lot of nice music.
enthusiast

recently.

Five To Stay
The foreign students who will
continue to study at Bowdoin
represent five different countries.
Herbert T. Kwouk, graduating in
'53,
a British citizen originally
from Shanghai, China, is sponsored by Beta Theta Pi. Denis
Kotsonis also graduating in '53 is
from Athens, Greece, and is sponsored by Sigma Nu. Berj Chobian
of Baghdad, Iraq and Perti Lippas
of Jyvaskyla, Finland, sponsored
by Chi Psi and Delta Sigma respectively, will leave Bowdoin next
year to do specialized work elsewhere. Akira Nakane of Tokyo,
Japan, sponsored by Theta Delta
Chi, is a regular member of the
class of 1954.
Two Bowdoin Plan students. Edmond N. Elowe of Baghdad, Iraq,
and Nguyen-Ngoc Linh of Saigon,
Vietnam will receive their degrees
next month. Elowe has been sponsored by Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Linh by Alpha Delta Phi.
Other Bowdoin Plan students,
now studying at Bowdoin, will return to their home countries or
take up studies elsewhere.
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MacFaydenmen Beat Bates,
Tech As Sluggers Win Day
Bishop Outpitches McAuliffe'
As Team Whops Bobcats
By Camille

F. Sarrettf '55

Var8i
Bartjett

w

A. Bishop

I

lvtterson

4

Lano

8

Mc<k>vern

1

10
SO
24

Coski-ov*

After four straight defeats, the varsity baseball team came back
take games from Bates 8-3 and MIT 10-8 in last week's contests
which saw their record even up at four wines and four losses.
The win over Bates kept the Polar Bears in a favorable position in
the Maine State Series, while during the week Wally Bartlett boosted
his average at bat to a .424 figure.
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Wolfe

8
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Audet
Flemrnintt

Kurlong
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4
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Bowdoin baseball team p. J. Clifford
Bates April 29th, in Lewiston by a forged ahead of MIT to win a 10-8
VARSITY PITCHING
score of 8-3, coming up with a five game at Pickard Field May 2.
The winning run came in the Audet
I
run ninth inning.
P. J. Clifford
4
inning when two walks, A.
Bishop
Andy McAuliffe, who gave Bow- eighth
Walt Bartlett's single, and two Nichols
State
in
defeat
only
their
doin
Lill.y
long flies by Art Bishop and Fred R.
Lano
Series competition, was the losing
Flemming combined to send in
pitcher, and Art Bishop was the
Jack McGovern with the winning
pitcher. Up until the ninth

The

The Bowdoin baseball team beat

OWL

winning
run. Following Bishop's long fly
inning, each man had allowed five
and McGovern's score, Walt Barthits, but with those hits Bowdoin
lett came in on a Flemming long
scored three runs to one of Bates.

home two
Cambridge
McGovern made the most

Govern singled

engineers, let a double,

runs.
hits of the afternoon, with a triple,
two singles and a walk for five

I

Nevertheless,
fine plays
to show he has not lost his touch.
field.

Ibiwiluiii

McO'v'n, 1
Hill.

It.
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I
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1

4
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1

1

1

4

1

1
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Wolf*.

1

*
1

u

i

9

27

Di.t.

1

4

Tail, 2

2

1

4
4

I

7

1

3
3

0"

2

Danfth.

h

r

»).

3

4

2

It:,ia,

Hammer,
Wtl'fV.

rf

i-

llcA'I'fe,

p

1

3

i)

1

1

b

M'Oov'n, 3
Bartldt. If
Lano, e
Bishop, rf
KleniV. rf
Vwella. 2
CosgTOve.
Wolfe. 2

1

1

'J

07

7

3

3.'.

Totals
n

4

doubled for Berry in the nin'h.

Bowdoin

1

I

„.,„.,

24
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If
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1
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1
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S
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a-Walk*d for Dix

4
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.3*1
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.2b0
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4
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1

1

3
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match

of the season,

May

1.

10

in

played on hard surfaced codrts as the
Colby clay courts weren't in condition.
high wind hampered the
play of both teams.
The summaries of the two

scheduled to compete, but has not

Hiir.in.'ion.

formed a sailing club as yet.
Alan R. Gulicksen '53 was the

6-2

Johnson (B) defeated Reynolds (M.I.T.)

6th.

(S)

Bartlett

Time:

3d.

Assisting Mrs. Quinby were Mrs.
Holmes, Mrs. Raymond
Boumique, and Mrs. Don T. Pot-

team

5-4 at the

ter.

May

2.

15
12
12

1—

MIT

Cecil T.

Walks Over Bridgton

Almost all of the officials conwill
of Farmington
throw the javelin in •hopes of tacted for the meet have accepted
reaching 190 feet, and Herb Cous- and they represent top trackmen
ins is expected to rate high in the from throughout New England,
According to Ted Curtis, faculty
pole vault.
Don Murphy and Fred Flem- manager of athletics at the Uniming, if the latter competes, will versity of Maine, all the Maine
handle the high jumping with good high schools have been invited to
chances of scoring. Getchell, Big- attend free of charge.

Brinkman

the Bowdoin Golf
Brunswick course

edged

Complete and Friendly

Banking Services

:

Time:

3d.

21.8.

8

:

Bowdoin
3
*-10
K -Thompson. Bnlerio. MrGovern 2. VerWolfe. RBI
White. Sack. Valerio 2,
Sixon w. Henderson. Danfothe, McGovern.

;

HOMEW00D

Student Accounts

ON CASCO BAY
Maine's Finest Inn

Welcomed

i

Teeple 3. Clifford 4. Audet 1. H- off
IhXftn 7 in I innings: Teeple 2 in 3: Clifford 5 in 5 1-3: Audet 2 in 3 2-3. HBP--

by Audet (Thompson) Balk Dixon. PB
Vallerio, WP
Audet. Loser Teeple C
Isenhowser. Rines T— 2:40.

A.;

Coukos, Anthony Wild

Chi Psi's, Sigma Nu's

baseball jayvees
won their third consecutive game
Tuesday, as they
last
season
the
of

The Bowdoin

5 at Pickard Field.
The win was the fourth of the
year for the Polar Cubs, and their
record now stands at four wins

and two defeats.

The game was very slow with a

twenty walks which
of
figured in most of the scoring
issued by both teams. Bowdoin had
eight runs on only five hits, while
Bridgton scored five runs on only
total

three

lead Softball League;

hits.

The Chi
ball

and Sigma

Psi

teams

Nu

strengthened

holds on first place in Leagues A
B respectively as a result of
seven games played last week.
In League £, the high-riding Chi

and

Psi racked up, another win with an
11-5 slugfest victory over the
Zetes. The third place Kappa Sig
team walked over a weak Independent squad by an 18-3 score,
while the A.D. team fought off a
determined
late-inning rally
to win 9*5, after they had scored
seven runs in the first inning as a
result of numerous errors in the

ATO
Anthony started on the
mound for Coach Coombs' boys,
giving way to Fred Coukas in the
fourth. The two exchanged posiATO outfield.
tions since Coukas had been playSigma ,Nu, leaders in League B,
ing left field. Both pitchers were
which racked up their third straight win
wildness
with
plagued
as they downed the Psi U's in a
to
attributed
be
could
probably
12-7 contest. The Sigma Nu's had
the very cold weather.
previously eked out a win over
Bowdoin had scored an addition- the
TP's by a comparatively low
the
of
bottom
al three runs in the
score of 4-3. In the other enfifth but time ran out and the
counters of the week, ARU downscore was rolled back to the top
ed Delta Sigma 7-6 and the Betas
of the fifth. The time limit was
triumphed over the Deke team by
due to the interfraternity sing.
Hal

i

Rogerson and Garland were the
outstanding stickers for the

a score of 7-4.
The standings as a result of last

home week's

team, each getting two hits. Garland's hits were both doubles.
Trussell got the other Bowdoin
hit. Bishop received three walks,
thus getting no official times at
bat.
The lineup

Bo»doin

play:

League

Won

KouerKun, ss
Coukos, If. p

Anthony.

If

P,

Calf, e

English

Beta

1

3
2

17

h
1

Fitzgerald. 3
SzyiiiannkJ. rf
VuHsi! p

4

Toriiiglione.

Deke

1

n

School of

|

M

1

NEW

3

1

1

(i

If

Brunswick Branch

3

17

Briilgton

Academy

Bowdoin

j.v.

•

4
2

Vn--.il and Farrlnjrton
and Cale.

•
i

1—5

x— s

I

B

6

a

Anthony, Coukos

President and Mrs. Kenneth C.
M. Sills will be the guests of the
Bowdoin Club of Portland, on
Thursday evening, May 15, at the

Lafayette Hotel.
President Sills will also be the
guest speaker at the alumni meeting of the Penobscot Valley Club
of Bowdoin, in Bangor, May 16.

Sprinpfield 40

1/6,

dash— Cloudman,

Bowdoin.

lkW.

"

ondt!"l»32.

American or European Plan
Rooms

in

Main House and Cottages,

All with Private

Baths

'

"

highest point gelter of the meet
Mile— Wills. Bates. 4:21. 1927.
taking firsts in the low and high
Two-mile— Hamin, Mains, 9-34 1943
hurdles, and in the 220 yard dash
bwrdle,- Good Bowdoin. IE secfor a total of 15 points. Getchell oi-ikMM,
220-yard' hurdles—Good. Bowdoin,
24 1/5
and Milliken ran first and second •seconds, 1886.
Hi»rh
jump
Peters Colby, ( feet, 2 3/4
respectively in the 220 yard dash. inches.

18 Miles from Brunswick

Call

Yarmouth 380

-

—

52S **vmtcmf

1941.

Bowdoin rnade a complete sweep

Pol«

vault— Leonard
3/8 inches. 1933

the discus throw, taking all
three places. Johnny Philips won
the event with a heave of 133 feet,
of

?jTfnchiI..

2

respectively.

Maine.

12

Bowdo< »-

inches,

«

feet.

'<*»

au-jy**^

•

1930.

Bowdoin,

feet. 11

Freshman reJay— Bowdoin, 3.S6
9

place winners for Bowdoin. Cousins won the pole vault with a jump
of 11 feet, 4 inches. Brinkman won
the javelin with a throw, of 159

202
1941.

BOWL-MOR

inches.

One of the outstanding first
place wins was the hammer throw
of big Don Sands trom of Springfield. Sandstrorn,
who is rated
tenth or ninth national in the
hammer, won the event with a tremendous heave of J71 feet, 4Vj
inches. This mark set a new
Springfield College record.
Other point getters for Bowdoin
were: Knight, Chun-Hoon, Walker,
yard

*'

!

Javelin throw— SefTens,
inches 1961.

Cousins, Brinkman Cop
Herb Cousins and Paul Brinkman were the other two first

5%

79 4

Un ,
6enne "' M » iB «- 182 »*«*. 3 inch2f 1940.
,o J n"
rhes,
Soot put— Niblock Bowdoin,
48 feet, 9
7/S inches, 19SS.
Discus •hrow— Gowell Maine,
157 feet.

lO'/a inches. Mel Totman and Paul
Brinkman took second and third

feet

, r ,,in

,,

2

TBQECE STAM1KA.-TESTED SPALDINGAVADfc TENNIS BALLS HAVE TOP

RATING

IN

CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS.

Alleys
•m WRIGHT* D1T50H
IS

THE ONLY

OFFICIAL BALL OF THE
DS.LTA NATL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Student Patronage

SINCE 1887.... OFFICIAL
IN EVERV O.S- DAVIS

CUP A\ATCH,TOO.

Welcomed

dash— Won by
2d. Roman

THINKING OF TRAVELING?

Milliken (B)
I.S)
9.N.
3*1.
120 yard hiirh hurdle*
Won by Getrhel
(B); KniirJit <B) 2d; Litke (C) 3d. Time
i

(rf)

186 Maine

GREYHOUND

Think of

Street

WITH

.

.

.

Ws A Happy Thought For Your Trip Hornet

ITS TWIN...

Boston, Mass

PLAYED IN NCXiS.
MAUORTOURNAMtNTi*
THAW ALL OTIffiRTENNlS
BALLS COMBINED

TWeVT AjRE

l>t us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

it

.

.

.

Law
Our long experience

in

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin
in time

men can show you

short cuts

and save you money.

TOR A SHARPftR GAME

.

Worcester, Mass
New York City
Albany, N. Y
Syracuse, N.

-..-

1952

REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

..„

Philadelphia,

Cleveland,

CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS

Chicago,

„

Pa

O

•

POSTERS

ALUMNI LETTERS

•

•
STATIONERY
FRATERNITY FORMS.

The Record Office

Big

SPALDING
M £kw $mis SHOW
sets

P4UU K. Ntveu

Jerry Wlltee

Printer*

Of The Orient •

me

poet

Hartford, Conn.

.23.95

-6.08

-

.26.10

Mairoi, Fla.

32.20
12.15
60.70

Washington, D. C
Los Angeles, Calif

San Francisco,
St.

-

Calif

16.95 Indianapolis, Ind

111

-

Jacksonville, Fla.

Stephens, N.

B

_..60.70

23-40

-

......J5.1!

23.35

6.05 Savannah, Ga.

EXTRA

Savings on Round Trip Tickets

OWEN'S TAXI
1

49l/>

Maine

Street

Phone 567

in sports

GREYHOUND

BOOK

WUTS TODAY

3.20
4.15
7.70
7.45
10.30
„..9.30

_

Hartford, Ct

TICKETS

Per further information address

„

Y

PLAY THE

TWINS OF

Law

Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript of College record
29.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Famous For Homecooked Meals
Seafoods and Steaks

t**6PALDING....

2
2
3

YOR|i

CLASSES BEGIT? SEPT.

Member

21

M

-

1

Assn. of American
Schools

•

9

220-yard dush -Hamblen, Bowdoin,
4/5 seconds. 1*3».
d 1'~ Ada,r"' B * tM ** 1/5 •

Dick Getchell was the second

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member of

100-yard
4/.r» seconds,

One-mile run— Wqij by Bolvin (C) Goodwin (S) 2d: Eraiaf tS). 3d; Tune: 4 :»«.».
:3«.f
Two-mile run-^Wo» by Grimm (C) Hill-

1

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

Graduation Guests, Banquets or Small Parties

follows:

IE.

1

Open Now To Take Care of House Party and

State records established during the past half century are as

Farrington and Agostinelli.

Lost

,

•

Totals: Bowdoin 67,

The Summary

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

3

Lorke, I
Totals

—

Conner* icut 27 5/6.

points.

Fordham University

1

Height: 6 feet.
Shot Put— Won by McGraih IS); Sotir
<S) 2d: Farrinirton <BJ 3d. Distance: 42
1 /2 inches.
Broad Jump Won by Milliken (B)
Pfrry (S) 2d: Shutenslti <C) 3d.
Distance: 21 feet and 9 3/4 inches.

feet 7

MUliken High Scorer
Gordon MUliken again led the
Bears as he racked up firsts in the
100 yard dash, the 440 and the
board jump, and a second place in
the 220 yard dash for a total of 18

o

Karriniiton. c

Chamberlain.

A.R.U.
Psi U.

:

man

field events.

100

3
2
2
2

138 fe*t. 10 1/2 inches.
Hijth Jump— Won by Fisher (S)
Brink(B) 2: Peters (S) and Balsa". iC) 3d.

Bowdoin displayed ail-around

depth as it compiled 25 points in
the running events and 32 in the

Chun-Hoon

T.D.
Delta Sig

Brisston
Rorirnaml, rf

1
2

Won
Sigma ,Nu

I

1

1

a

1

Rustieian, 2

2

League B

Bishop,

Totals

1

1

4

1

rf
rf
TlUSsell. 3

tiui'laml,

3

Ind

4
4

2

Lost

I

K.S.
A.D.
A.T.O.

ab
Peratta.

A

Chi Psi
Zete

5/6.

He was individual high
scorer for the meet. Milliken broke
10 seconds in the 10 as he was
soft- clocked at 9.8 seconds, his best
their time of the year in that event.

5 Houses Tied For 2nd

8-

walked over Bridgton Academy

Dick Wragg's 141 feet against
Tufts places him among the contenders in the hammer, and Al
Farrington is the Polar Bears'
leading shot putter.
Among the awards- to be given
out at the meet is the Alan G.

,

I

rella.

4.

Team

ger and Milliken will broad jump.
The team's best bet in the discus
will be Met Totman and Paul
Brinkman. both having hit better
than 130 feet this year.

.

:

Jay vee Baseball

Run Up Points

Bowdoin, Maine, Colby and Bates,
and this year the meet is expected to develop into a duel between
Bowdoin and Maine with Bates
favored over Colby for thii-d place. Hillman Memorial Trophy which
Gordie Milliken. Bowdoin's ace is presented to the outstanding insprinter who unofficially ran a 9.8 dividual performer. This award is
one hundred yard dash last week- given in honor of Alan G. Hillman
end, may set a new record for this '44, a former Bowdoin distance
meet. If he does set a new record, runner who was killed during
he will break the mark set by World War II. This will be the
Harry Cloudman of Bowdoin back third time that the award has
been given. The selection is made
in 1899.
officials and newsmen.
Though he may also run. the 440 by
Bowdoin Men Winners
yard dash. Milliken will be the
The Hillman trophy was won
defending champion in both the 100
two years ago by r>>n Murpny and
and 200 yard dashes.
Bowdoin's other leading dashmen last year by Dick Getchell. A man
are Ray Biggs and Al Chun-Hoon, does not have to be the high point
who helped sweep the century scorer of the meet to win the
against Tufts ten days ago, shut- trophy, since an outstanding showting out speedster Bob Jones and ing in any one or more events is
enough to qualify an athlete.
Reggie Alleyne.
Other awards to be given out at
Hurdles Should Help
the meet will be certificates for
The hurdles should aid in bring- the first three places in each
ing points to Bowdoin in this meet. event.
Dick Getchell of Skowhegan, Don
A freshman relay race will be
Murphy, Carl Knight and Al Gass
run as part of the meet, which
will be among the most important
have as an added attraction,
hurdlers for Bowdoin. Getchell will
the Maine band and cheerleaders.
will rate as top contender. Paul

»S0 yard run— Won by Hurst (S)
Fald
(C) 2d; Boivin (C) 3d. Time: 2.01.J.
220 yard dash -Won by Getchel (B) Millikbn (B) 2d; Lawson (C) and Rowejl (S>

-

U

MiAulill..

Sailing through rain, shine, dead
calm and puffy squalls, the Maine
team managed to amass a total of
23 points to 17 for Bowdoin and
14 for Colby. Bates was originally

defeated Marr (M.I.T.) 7-3. 6-2
Kri«llander
defeated
Melavas
(B)
(M.I.T.) 7-5. S-S
Ralu i.M.l.T.) defeated Hindle (B) 6-3.

Pole Vault— Won by Cousins (B)
Kane
Coach Jack Magee's Polar Bears <C) and DrU'x)ff iC) 2d. Heiicbt: II feet.
inches.
swept nine first places, six seconds 4 Hammer
Throw— Won by Sandstrorn (S)
and four third for a total of 67 McGrath (S) 2d: Agostinelli (B) 3d. Distance: 171 fe«t, 4 1/2 inches.
Bartlett J. Bishop. Flemming 2. Veeella.
points, one less point than the
Javelin throw- Won by Brinkman (B)
WP Wolfe L'BIf McGovern.
White. Talt 3 BH
IBishop.
i-killm.
SB- -Valerio. McGovern, Lano. combined scores of the other two Walker (B) 2d: McGrath (S) 3d: Distance:
feet S 1/2 inches.
r'lerrmiing, Cosgrove.
SAC Bartlett. Left teams competing. Springfield with ll>9Diseua
Throw— Won by Philips (B) TotMIT 8. Bowdoin 9 BB Off Dixon 6. T.-eman
IB) 2d; Brinkman (B) 3d. Distant*
40
1/6
and
Connecticut
with
27
ple 3. Clifford 6, Audet 4.
SO— by Dixon

10
10

MIT

Expected To

ri.9.

necticut and Springfield College at
Pratt Field in Springfield.

27

2d:

low hurdles— Won by Getrhel
(B); Cary (C) 2d; Kni K ht (B) 3d. Time:

en outdoor season as it won its
second
triangular
meet, overwhelming the University of Con-

3

2. I.ad.1. B-rry.
B Wolfe 3. W*tlluuf.rBishop.
CosKrove.
McGovsrn 3. Lano.
Rill
Cosgrove. LajM.
.'H
IkxiffUs. Hamilton.
Hamilton. SB MrGovern. Hammer. SB- Bov-doin 2,
Left
S HarUett.
Purdy.
SO
Bishop
4.
7.
MrAulifTe
II,,,
a
BB
R ^
McAuliffe
M, AuL.r. 7. Bishop .V HBP
Bishop. MrAul.fTe 2.
iVrcella). B

.30 S

The Bowdoin College Varsity man (S)
Track team continued its unbeat- 1U:US.5.
220 yard

3

Totals

.Ml

4

20

10
10

I
2

2
S
X

Milliken, Getchell, Brinkman

The 53rd Maine Intercollegiate
The visiting University of Maine Track and Field Cham]iionship
Sailing Team took five out of six Meet will be held at the Univerfirst places to win the annual State sity of Maine on Saturday, May
of Maine regatta over second place 10th, with more than 150 traekBowdoin and last place Colby last men from the four Maine colleges
Sunday in the New Meadows Bas- expected to compete.
in.
Last year the order of finish was

The match with Colby was

High
Meet

group of professors.

4

I

4
4
S

To Win State Title

only skipper who could beat Maine.
In the third race, although he got
off to a good start he lost his lead
Not Given Last Year' i
Hanrler (M.I.T.) defea'ed Howard (B) and came in second,«but in the fifth
6-3. 6-3
The Thayer Francis Trophy, 2-6.Bxodie
(M.I.T.) defeated Izsard (B) 6-0. race he managed to keep his lead
awarded to the winning house each 6-4
and win. The other skippers for
year, will be awarded this year Doubles
'53
Johnson and Clark (B) defeated B.-iltr Bowdoin were John N. Wisner
even though there is no defending and Haetrler (M.I.T.) 5-7. 6-4. 6-0.
and Robert C. Hawley '55. Hawley
Mar
defeated
and
Mslavaa
(MIT.)
champion. In the past the practice
got two seconds and a third.
Kriedlander and Howard (B) 6-1, 6-4.
has been to give an automatic
Paimamenta and Hindle (B) defeated
Weather Changeable
place in the finals to the winner Brodie and Reynolds (M.I.T.) 6-2. 4-6. 6-0.
The weather started out fair
Bowdoin is. Colby
of the year before.
Sinrles
with a strong northwest breeze,
Clark (B) defeated Lowrry IC) 6-4. 6-4
Since the trophy Was not awardKriedlander (B) defeated Lavin (C) 6-1. but soon rain came and the wind
ed last year, duie to a series of 15-7. 6-S
shifted around through all the
ftordon (C) defeated Johnson <B) 6-4, 6-4
protests and counter-protests beCrosly (C) defeated Howard (B) 1-6. 6-3. points of the compass. After the
tween Psi Upsilon and Delta Sig- 1-2
rain, the wind went back into the
Hindle (B) defeated Vilman (C) 6-4. 6-1
ma, there is no fraternity defendPagnamen's (B) defeated Barnes (C) west and stayed there Until it
6-1. 6-1.
ing the Trophy.
died out in the middle of the last
Doubles
The last house to win the Trophy
defeated scheduled race.
(M)
Johnson
and
Clark
and Gordon 6-S. 6-3 Crosly and Lowwas Delta Sigma, which won two Lav'm
The races, after they were startery defeated Friedlander and Howard (B)
years ago for the second straight (C) 6-R. 6-2. 6-2.
ed, went off with a minimum of
Vildefeated
Hindle and Papmnmenta
time. The house 'that wins the
trouble In the first race, Colby
man and Barnes (C) 6-3. 9-7.
most times out of eight, the numbroke a rudder but this was quickber of times the Trophy will be
A reception for Bowdoin seniors ly replaced and the race started
sailed for, gets' permanent posses- and their wives was held under the over.
sion of the Trophy.
direction of Mrs. George H. QuinSince the official crash boat is
by in the Moulton Union on Mon- undergoing repairs, the dinghies
day evening. May 5.
were followed by another boat
The reception was held in order with an outboard motor. Despite
to give the seniors who have very
some strong and sudden puffs,
little contact with most members
crash boat operator and official
of the faculty outside of class one starter Geoffrey P.
Houghton '53
last
chance to talk informally had no rescues to make.
with the

o
2
4

4
4

Weather

Varsity Trackmen Remain
Undefeated In Double Win

1

1

Totals

In this group are Alpha

Alpha Tau Omega and the Independents, will sail Friday. The
finals will be held Saturday.
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initial
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squad by a score of 9-0 in their

o
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Valerio, c
Dixon, p-r
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The Junior Varsity tennis team
overpowered a weak Portland

1

In Unstable

point victory.

group was scheduled to

first

14
16
14

1.1

4

L'

4

Met/.

and came home when Coukos
Anthony
a Jack Cosgrove high fly to the R*. E. LittU>
infield was dropped by an over- Truss-ll
Gruo-y
anxious MIT man.
MIT

3

1

20

4

I

stole third,

h

r

uti

Maine Beats Sailors

Delta Phi, Theta Delta Chi, Beta
R Theta Pi, and Alpha Rho Upsilon.
A
The second group, scheduled to
sail tomorrow, include Psi Upsilon,
2 Chi Psi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and matches
8 Delta
Sigma. The third group, SmisIcs
Clark |B)
Zeta Psi, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu,

IP

21
21
13
14

I

R. E. Li'.lla
two walks, two singles, and an Cale
error go by the boards. Before G. Welder
Grarey
Louis AUdet could put out the fire, Greenwonil
Prutsalis
five runs came home for MIT.
Wolfe
Fred Flemming put Bowdoin MeAdams

two very

boat.

The

Bears' Chances Rated
In Maine State Track

6-4. 6-0

Corby "Mr. Shortstop"
had a bad day, going nothing for back in the game in the seventh.
four at the plate and making three He reached second on an error,
errors in the
lie also made

Win Season's Opener

sail today.

JV Batting

fly to right field.
W. Garland
In the ninth, Walter Bartlett
Anthony
In the first five innings, Bow- Coukos
started the inning off by boating
doin hit Ed Dixon well enough to U. Bishop
out a bunt. Andy Lano and Bishop
KoKerson
build up a 7 to 2 lead when sud- l'eratta
singled, and MeAuliffe's downfall
denly, Paul Clifford, who had been, Tltissell
was complete when John Mc- having
Burr
no trouble at all with the Knxlish
more

times at bat.

.1*7
.167
.095

3
4
4

1

Oeorfe
Corkburn

4

7

8

1

1

I.illey

Marshall

a

.424
.406
.404
.300
.-92

11

31

Nichols
VecfJIa

6

14
IS

Ladd's Racketeers

The varsity tennis team broke
Jonathan Bartlett '53, commo- into the
win column last Friday as
dore of the Sailing Club, announc- they
won their first home match
ed last week that the interfrater- of
the season by a score of 5-4
nity sailing meet will be held this
over M.I.T. and then traveled to
week- with two men from each
Colby on May 5 to down the Mules
house competing.
6-3.
Because of the size of the saiHng
The match With M-tT. was esbeen
have
facilities,
houses
the
pecially impressive as the Enginarbitrarily divided up into three
eers play many of the top Ivy
groups, and the winning boat in
League teams and fare well against
each group will qualify for the
the faster competition. The singles
finals. At least four races will be
were split 3-3, but Bowdoin manrun off in each group, with each
aged to win two out of the three
skipper getting a chance to sail
doubles matches to gain a one
each

R

IP

33

8

Interfratermty Sailing

Scheduled This Week;

page ttoee;
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No Defending Champion On Bowdoin Courts
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New

England Science Fair Attracts 2,000; Psi Upsilon Captures
Interfraternity Singing
Dr. H. Alyea Lectures On Atomic Energy

Scholarship Applicants

May 16

Before Friday,

Council Calls Meeting
All

House Stewards

For Next Tuesday Eve
j

For Cheerleaders

Candidates for Scholarships for
the Fall Semester rru*t obtain
their application blanks at the
Placement Bureau in Massachusetts Hall between Monday, May
12, and Friday, May 16, from 2
to 4 p.m.

These applications must be returned to the Committee on Student Aid not later than 'August 11.
Applicants are cautioned to read
ihe terms of the award which appear on the application itself and
also to consult the Catalog to see
if they are eligible for any special
or regional award of the Kling

[Continued from Page /]
This would reduce unfounded complaints and effect more speedy cooperation with the Co-op, both
Bishop and Lancaster agreed.
Considering the natural tendency of people to complain about
food, the Union Manager agreed
that the complaints of high prices
could easily be explained to the
stewards if they acted as repre-

TWO CONCERTS SCHEDULED
FOR BOWDOIN MUSIC CLUB

Student Council Plots

Asked To Obtain Blanks "Incentive" Measures

[Continued from Page /]

Of

1952

7,

Suggests Letter Awards,
Blanket Tax Increase
For Bowdoin Shouters

The Bowdoin Music Club, under
the direction of Professor Russell
F. Locke, will present two concerts in the near future, one in
Brunswick, and one in Rockland,

Peace," a cappella, by Darius MHhaud. a Modem French composer;
"Litanies a la Vierge Noire," also
a contemporary French composition, by Francis Poulenc; and the

Me.

Contemporary American

Thompson

incentive for cheerleaders and discussed problems of finances and
publicity at its last meeting, Monday, May 5.

As a

solution

to

the

biggest

problem of the cheerleaders, the

A Handel concerto for organ
and strings will also be played.
Gordon W. Stearns, Jr., '54, will

student support, it was
suggested that the rallies have
planned, entertaining programs,
Scholarship.
and that posters be placed around
At the beginning of the Fall
Council offered
Semester each candidate for a the campus. The
aid in this publicity program.
scholarship will be interviewed by its
contest, sponcomposing
A
cheer
a member of the Committee on
cheerleaders, was
Student Aid. Awards will be an- sored by the
also suggested as a means of getnounced early
lack

of

sentatives for fraternity criticism,
and if they would turn in reports
at fraternity house meetings, as cfc
Council members, the results of
in the Fall Semestheir findings.
ting publicity.
ter.
The only meetings the stewards
Callihan
Professors Charles H. LivingsAn increase in the Blanket Tax
have now consist of bi-weekly,
ton and Samuel E. Kamerling will allotment for traveling expenses
F.
half-hour sessions at which Lanbe glad to answer undergraduates' and the awarding of a varsity letcaster and Bishop present the
"Po' Old Lazarus"
questions about these scholarships. ter to those cheerleaders who
topics of discussion. Some stewserve two years were suggested
ards complain that Lancaster and
Professor Tillotson further stated solutions
Professor Tillotson was guest at
to the problem of lack
Bishop "dominate" the meetings
that the finalists were so evenly
of incentive for cheerleaders. The
celebration
at the
while others term the unorganized a post-victory
matched that a selection of a win- Blanket
Tax allotment was changstudent food representatives as Psi U house. In addition to praisder would be a thankless job, but ed from last year's $150 to $80
"apathetic" during these sessions. ing Hetherington for his work as that the job was
well done.
this year. An increase in this allotconductor, "Tilly" commented faStewards Change Often
Members of several fraternities ment and the Athletic DepartThe rapid turnover of the frater- vorably on the efficiency of War- that competed in the
finals were ment's decision to award letters
nity stewards was seen by Lan- field Martin '52 who served as conjustifiably
disappointed
at
the would stimulate interest.
caster as another source of the cert manager for the Psi U's.
judges' verdict, but all accepted
disunity among the stewards.
Martin commented that the work the decision with good
The presentation of well-planPortland Press Herald
grace. SevBoth of the food officials inter- had been hard, but that the rePresident Kenneth C. M. Sills watches a high school scientist pereral members of Alpha Delta Phi, ned half-time skits and a closer
form his experiment during the fifth annual New England Science viewed agreed that a unified sulting victory had made it seem winner of the Wass Cup
cooperation with the band would
last year,
campus policy of electing house worth while. "I always had confiFair held in the Scarlos Science Building last Friday, May 2.
were seen in the Psi
house after provide better entertainment.
stewards in February of their dence in our boys," Martin added.
It was suggested that the cheerthe sing, extending congratulaOver 2,000 persons were attract- its functional distillation and the junior year for a full year term
Speaking of the Psi U victory tions.
leaders represent as many houses
ed to the Searles Science Building manufacture of paints and lac- would be of immeasurable benefit after many lean years. "Tilly" said,
A
tape-recording of the offerings as possible and that no one fraterto both the fraternities and the "This event will be the talk of the
last Friday, May 2, by many and quers.
of the finalists was made by radio nity form a cheerleader "clique."
varied scientific demonstrations
campus for many years to come." station WGAN. with the sponsorThe highlight of the Fair occur- Co-op.
Menelaos G. Rizoulis '52. Kappa
Proposed Booklet
performed by high school students red after the Awards Program
ship of the College station WBOA. Sigma representative to the CounDuring the interview, Lancaster
at the fifth annual New England Friday night, when Dr. Hubert A.
The recording was broadcast over cil, was chairman of the commitconceived
of
the
idea
of
publishScience Fair.
Places
Delta
Alyea from the department of
the Portland station Friday eve- tee which investigated the probAmong the most popular dem- Chemistry at Princeton lectured ing a booklet which interested stuning at 10 p.m.
lems of the cheerleaders.
onstrations in the physics division to a full Memorial Hall on atomic dents could have to study. The pro- Fraternity Officers
were the transmission of sound on energy and its medicinal and indus- posed publication would explain
the
"background,
purposes,
and
an invisible light ray, the extrac- trial uses. The audience was held
[Continued from Page f]
tion of aluminum from clay, and fascinated by the enthusiasm Dr. reasons for existence" of the Cothe manner in which airplanes and Alyea showed during his talk, op's long-range policies, many of lege band and glee club, and was
boats are radio-controlled.
which featured one experiment af- which are "now misunderstood in tapped for the Bowdoin Meddieshort-range
terms."
bempsters in his freshmen year.
There were many excellent ex- ter another, all effectively execBishop explained that, "Most of He is Chairman of the Scholarship
Official
Ring"
hibits
in
the biology division, uted and perfectly timed to accomamong which was a display of pany his uninterrupted lecturing. the complaints concerning high and Rushing Committees of his
incl.
$29.88 fed.
prices
overlook
a
difference
in
fraternity,
and was re-elected
"Live Chick Embryos" by John For two hours, in covering the
quality involved."
Choragus at the same meeting.
Saris of Danvers, Mass. This con- field of chemistry from its elemenOfficial
Establishing themselves as good
Other Delta Sigma Officers are:
sisted of a series of pulsating tary principles to atomic research,
customers with wholesalers, Lan- Executive Committee
James J.
chicken embryos in a glass incu- Dr. AJyea's discussion alternated
incl.
$24.72 fed.
caster explained, the Co-op is able Stagnone '55, Richard H. Allen
bator showing the several stages between dead seriousness, humor
on the long-run to achieve savings '54 and Dennis W. King '55; Chapthrough which the embryos pass and irony to carry the full signithrough business agreements.
"55;
number
of Ring sizes on hand. If we do not have your
Melvin
Hodgkins
lain
E.
ficance
of
the
influence
of
atomic
before they are able to survive outSergeant-At-Arms
Claude A.
energy to the audience.
side of the shell.
size we will be glad to order a ring for you.
The other four first places, beBetween attacks on the audience sides Tuttle and Beisaw, were Moldaver '54; and Librarian
A winner among the Maine conRobert
F. Hinckley '55.
with
a small fire extinguisher, Dr. Dorothy Chase, Marilyn Griffith,
testants was Norman E. Beisaw
Delta
Sigma
Key
The
White
from the Wilton Academy. Two Alyea set off a small dust explo- David C. Lewis and Micheline Ma- Representative
is Philip A. Trusplump white rabbits, surgical in- sion to show the danger of dust thews, all of Massachusetts.
sell '55, and Robert F. Hinckley
struments, and charts explaining particles in flour mills and perEarly Saturday morning the conwas elected Union Committee repthe techniques and results of pan- formed miny other operations testants were conducted on a tour
resentative.
createctomy in rabbits constitut- dealing with explosive materials in of the Bath Iron Works and the
ed the main part of Beisaw's entry. which the audience was sometimes Brunswick Naval Air Base.
William C. Tut tie of Deering involved.

Alan

be the organist in both instrumental and choral parts of the
program.

The Music Club will also present a concert in the Farnsworth

Museum

Sigma

—

—

—

scientific aspects of j>ctroleum

and

Outfitters to Bowdoin

Board.

Men

.

Thompson "Alleluia,"
the Club illustrated
the recent Bowdoin Institute lecture on music presented by Dr.

cluding the

with which

(Morrill Phou>)

Russell F. Locke Jr.
|

"In Ecclesiis"
The Brunswick concert

be
presented in tho College Chapel
on Wednesday, May 14. at 8:15
p m. The program, including music
from the Renaissance to the
Modern, will be both choral and
will

>

instrumental.
Five outstanding choral works
will be presented: the "Lamentations of Jeremiah," a cappella, by

Thomas
poser

and English com-

Tallis,

of

Renaissance;

the

Ecclesiis," for chorus, organ,
brass, by Giovanni Gabrieli,

"In

and
an

composer

of
the
late
early
periods; the beautiful "Cantata of
Italian

—

Renaissance

We

Baroque

Archibald T. Davison.
The Brass Ensemble will pRy
compositions by Schein and Hindemith; Donald P. Hayward, '54,
haritone,
accompanied by Professor Locke, will sing three Mozart songs, and Joel H. Huppcr,
'54. and Erik Lundin, '52, will perform the Bach Sonata in E-flat

major for

flute

and

clavier.

All students are cordially invited

attend both
without charge.
to

these

concerts

Dean Nathaniel C. Kcndrick
Bowdoin Club of
Western Massachusetts, in Springfield, on Monday, May 12.
will address the

Restring Tennis Rackets
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VERY PROMPT DELIVERY

tax

tax
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Genuine Chino well tailored
in the right

program

A

CHESTERFIELD

ble this Spring.

Sunday

this

3.00 o'clock.

and Milhaud mentioned above, and three
American choral pieces. In-

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

High School, Portland, won the
Other speakers included Roy M.
Any Bowdoin Student who plays
physics award for his demonstra- Hayes. Principal of Stearns High a clarinet and who would be intion of a heat wave currier com- School, Millinocket, and Chairman
terested in forming a classical
munication system. The story of of the Science Fair Committee; clarinet quartet next Fall, please
pa|X"r was vividly portrayed in the and Professor John Welsh of Har- contact David Starkweather '55 at
chemistry division, as were the vard, Chairman of the Governing 13 Applcton Hall as soon as possi-

11, at

of the

June Graduates

Bowdoin
(Ruby Stone)
Bowdoin Ring
(Onyx Stone)

May

of the
will consist of the Tallis

I

U

Rockland

in

afternoon.

The choral part

Hetheringrton

,

Randall

"Alleluia."

Only One Movement
Two of the seldom-heard Mozart Church Sonatas for organ
and strings will be performed.
These are short pieces in only one
movement, as distinguished fnom
the conventional three-movement
Mozart piano sonatas.

The Student Council approved
several measures to provide more
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"Bugle" Sesquicentennial Edition
To K. C. Sills, Miller

To Grab 32nd State

Meet

Series

Milliken Gets Hillman

Title;

Trophy

The Sesquicentennial Edition

Milliken

And

Getchell

Smash Former Records

In 220 Yd. Dash, Hurdles;

By Cam

Sarrauf '55

track meet
Orono.

title last

Saturday

Breaks Record

Trophy Winner

The Bowdoin College varsity
track team kept its unbeaten record for the 1952 outdoor season intact as it swept to its 32nd State

fa^H^to

at

practically a dua"

total 135 points of the entire meet.

H

Milliken,

named

j

<

JUS

»

i

A

:

,

4

W.

''

W^l
Courtesy Portland Press Herald

Courtly Portland Press Herald

Gordon

Richard E. Getchell

J. Milliken '53

last year.

Lack Full Strength
Bowdoin wasn't at full strength
for the encounter since two men,
Don Agostinelli and Ray Biggs,

were unable

to attend due to medical aptitude tests being given last
Saturday. Agostinelli would un-

ft.

'33

6 inches.

—

1
Tie Vollmer and Maine
Higii Jump
both (M) 3 three way tie. Murphy, Brinkman both ili) Lynn. Bates. Height 5 ft.

9

1

1

winner of the trophy

Height 11

<M).

the quarter and Huleatt ran the
half, coming from behind to win.
An interesting sidelight to the
meet was the fact that Don Murphy and Fred Flemming flew up
to* the meet after an eleven- thirty
class. Bill Ingraham was the pilot
who flew the boys from the Bruns-

—

in.

One Mile Kun - 1 OKborn. (M) 2 Perry
<M). 3 MacLcan |M). Time 4 min. C3.S
sec.

—

1
Milliken IS). Wathen
440-Yard Run
M). Johnson (C) Time: 50.2 bee.
1 Knijiht (B). 2
120-Yard High Hurdles
Oetchell (B). 3 Withinaton (M). Time.:
•

—

15.2 sec.

Yard Dash

—

J

Chun-hoon (B).

1

Wathen (M)

2 Milliken tB). 3 Neilson IM). Time 10.2
Mile Run
1 MacXean. (M). 2 Treeartin 'B>. 3 Harley. Bates. Time: 10

100

Two

—

min. 8.1 sec.
880-Yard Run

—

Ba'.es.

3

Goldsmi.h.

BOB

M.

*

Bates.

Green.
Time: 59:1
2

—

220-Yard Run
1 Milliken (B). 2 Getchell
<B) 3 Chun-hoon IB). Time: 21.7 sec.
1 Getchell (B). 2
220 Yard Low Hurdles
Knight tB). 3 Toucbottc |M). Time: 24.

—

sec.

—

1
220 Yard Low Hurdles
Getchell (B).
2 Knhrttt IB). S Toscbette (M).
Time:

24.1 see.
I Bates.

Time.: 3 min.

- 1 Bowdoin.
.1.2 sec.

r
.

Chem

Program Marked By "Hamlet" Showings,

Building Dedication, Saturday Exercises

By Carl S. Tschantre '55
College's celebration of
150th year of operation and the
retirement of President Kenneth
C. M. Sills, the class of 1952 and
guests and alumni will witness one
of the most eventful commencement programs to go down in the

Class Marshal

With the

to give
in this

event.

Brinkman

in addition to taking

a third in the discus also got a
second in the javelin, missing first
by only nine inches, and a tie for
third in the high jump along with
Don Murphy.

Bowdoin 250 Sweep
Al Chun-Hoon won the 100 just
edging out teammate Gordy Milliken. Al also took a third in the
220 behind Milliken and Getchell
thus giving Bowdoin a sweep in
this event.

Carl Knight was a surprise winner in the 120 yard high hurdles
beating out Dick Getchell. Knight
also took a second place in the
220 yard low hurdles.
Herb Cousins won the pole vault
with a jump of 11 V» feet, one of
hts best performances of the season. Big Dick Wragg held up Bowdoin's chances in the hammer, taking a second place. The winner,
Johnson of Maine, set a new State
record with his throw. Along with
Wragg, Al Farrington's third in
the shot-put were Bowdoin's only
places in the weights.
Perhaps one of the most sur-

"Bugle" Editor

week of June

1,

will

tralized Dining Service."

Signed
G. Biggar

(DKK)

Formal,

1st

Sing

Event*

Ralph Stuart, Crimson
Stompers To Play For
Dance Opening Evening
With a grand total of at least
women visitors expected to
arrive on campus this weekend,
all indications point to approximately 80% of Bowdoin's 750 un525

dergraduate* having dates.
Since 50 students remain unaccounted for, many of whom undoubtedly have invited dates, the
total figure should be somewhat
higher.

Bandleader

The first of three performances
of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" which
will be presented by the Masque

V. Durham Jr. (Sigma Nu)
Guy T. Emery (TD)

Gordon

J.

Milliken

and Gown this Spring will be given
on Friday, May 16, at 4 o'clock in
Memorial Hall.
Reserved seats for the Ivy pro-

(Zete)

David M. MoGoIdrick (Psi V)
The seven students who placed
their signature on the Orient release constitute a majority of the
twelve fraternity stewards. Speaking as a majority of stewards, the
seven claimed that the "injustice"
done to Centralized Dining Room

Service administrators

Donovan D.

Lancaster and M. Stanley Bishop
by The Bowdoin Orient "should
somehow be corrected".
The seven stewards felt that a
[ Continued- on Prn^e 2
"|

Portland Press

HeraW

Raymond G. Biggar '52
Symphony VI
J. S.

Bach

of Donald
Agostinelli '53, the Ivy Committee is rapidly completing its
plans for this year's hoUieparties.
As All-College activities, Ivy
Houscparties of 1952 will feature
the Masque and Gown production
of "Hamlet." the Ivy Formal
Dance, the Ivy Day Ceremonies,
and the Interfraternity Quartet

Contest.

The weekend formally begins
Friday afternoon with the Masque
and Gown's production of "Hamlet" with Lawrence B. Spector '54
in 'the title role. The Ivy Dance

will take place Friday evening
from nine until one o'clock, and
will feature the music of Ra'ph
'51
High School sets. Rutan. who is Stuart's Orchestra, and the Crimnow studying at the Yale Drama son Stompers, who will n'av beSchool, spent his two-week Spring between sets. The Crimson Stompers have played at houscparties
vacation designing this set
all over New England, and have
UnbeiievaMe Combination
Often working until far past previously visited Bowdoin under
midnight in the loft at Memorial the auspices of Zeta Psi. Decodations at the dance will create the
Hall, Rutan emerged with a set
intimate
design which at first seemed too atmosphere of a small,
complicated for construction on tile cafe.
The Ivy Day Ceremonies will beMemorial Hall stage, but which has
10:00
nevertheless been built and set in gin Saturday morning at
on the steps of the Walker Art
place.
has succeeded

Anthony Kennedy, III

j

'53

I

Building. James W. Fowle will be
the Faculty Orator, and Bruce C.
McGorrill will be the Master of
Ceremonies, making the customary
awards. The Class Poet is E.
architectural difficulties of Memor- Ward Gilman, and it is expected
that he will produce something of
ial Hall, and has given the Masque
and Gown a set in which every high calibre. The Crimson Stompbefore
possible inch of acting space is ers will play for a half hour
available. The final result employs and after the ceremonies.
activities
Climaxing
College
the
four different levels from the grave
Quardiggers' pit to the Ghost's perch on will be the Interfraternity
tet Contest Saturday evening at
the upper ramparts.
Although the set is an unusual 7:00 on the steps of the Walker
will
Henry Parker McLaren '54 was feature of these productions, per- Art Building. Each quartet
sing two numbers, and Professor
elected Worthy Grand Master of haps the most striking feature conbe
Alpha Tau Omega by the members cerns the second performance for Frederic E. T. Tillotson will
Master of Ceremonies.
of that fraternity last Wednesday commencement. As a special triBoth the Ivy Day Ceremonies
bute to President Sills at his last
evening.
commencement, Bowdoin alumni and the Quartet Contest will be
George W. Hulme '54 was choswho have been active in the Masque held in Memorial Hall in case of
en chaplain, a position equivalent and
Gown will come back to fill rain.
members
by
the
to Vice-President,
Both Theta Delta Chi and Kapthe male parts of the play for this
of Alpha Tau Omega.
pa Sigma have made plans for
production.
over 55 women guests which
McLaren, whose home is in
Title Role To McL^m
Westwood, Massachusetts, was the
The title role will be taken by would indicate that only five or
Alpha Tau Omega representative Ross McLean of the class of 1939. six from each house do not exto the White Key for two semes- McLean, now a doctor of medicine, pect dates. Zeta Psi also announces
that it expects over 50 guests.
ters this year. He has served as played this role twice during
his
Alpha Delta Phi. Chi Psi and
Secretary of his fraternity, and college career. Local names who
has been a member of the Alpha will support Dr. McLean include: Beta Theta Pi each announce that
Tau Omega Executive Committee. Professor Athcrn P. Daggett '25^ at least 90 r/c of their members will
McLaren has been an active parti- Professor Nathan Dane II '37, and have dates, while Psi Upsilon and
Alpha Tau Omega both plan for
cipant in interfraternity athletics Stephen E. Merrill '35.
since his arrival at Bowdoin two
Playing the part of the Queen, 45 guests.
years ago.
Four fraternities. Delta Kappa
Hamlet's mother, will be Mrs. EliChaplain Hulme hails from the nor Graham, Mrs. Graham played Epsilon, Sigma Nu, Alpha Rho
Naval Advisory Group, Maxwell this part for both of McLean's pre- Upsilon, and Delta Sigma, report
Airforce Base, Montgomery, Ala- vious performances. Miss Evelyn that between 35 to 40 women will
bama. He is a member of this Gamache will play the part o£ be entertained at their respective
houses.
year's varsity track team, and is a Ophelia.
Excellent casting, well designed
member of Colonel McLeod's
and executed sets, special rehearsModel Railroad Club.
Notice
Other Alpha Tau Omega elec- als, and a double cast along with
Elections of Political Forum
tions were: John D. Curran '53, perhaps the greatest play by the
term will be
Student Council Representative; greatest dramatist promise to give officers for the fall
at 7:00 in
Hans Rudolph Wirth '55, White the Ivy and commencement audi- held tomorrow evening Conference
the
Union's
Moulton
Key Representative; and Spencer ences an experience that will reA. announced outgoing President
Appollonio '55, Student Union main unique for any college stage
John A. Henry '53.
for many years to come.
Committee Representative.

New Heads Of ATO, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sig

Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
James G. Kimball '53 was chosen
Albert E. Fuller '53 was elected
Arthur Honegger
Choral
at the
President of the Kappa Sigma President of Sigma Nu
S. Karg-Elert
March Triomphale
fraternity elections held Wednesfraternity at their elections for
day evening, April 30.
William C. Macfarlane
Elegie
the Fall semester which were held
David R. Melincoff '54 was electAlfred Brinkler
Capriccio, Preed vice-president and David H.
lude in form of a Canon, last Wednesday evening.
was chosen Student
and Finale
William G. Kurth '54 was chosen Caldwell
Council representative at the same
Organist Robert S. Stetson '18, Vice-President, and James M.
meeting.
Thursday, June 5, will be a num- will play at 9:15 a.m. on Saturday, Conncllan "53 was elected fraterKimball, whose home is in
ber of men attending the Class of June 7, in the First Parish Church.
Orono, Maine, succeeds William
The Class of '52, after having nity representative to the Student P.
1927 Reception at the Pickard
Cockburn '52 as Sigma Nu
Council at the same meeting.
Field House, which every year is assembled on the 1895 Walk at
President. He has served as ViceFuller is from Ware, Massachuthe headquarters of the class cele- 9:30 Saturday morning, will start
President of his fraternity for two
Sigma
Kappa
brating its 25th reunion. Approx- the procession to the First Parish setts, and has been
elected to Xhe
Student semesters, and was
the
to
imately 200 alumni, friends of the Church. Chandler's Band of Port- representative
Sigma Nu Executive Committee in
College and members of the Gov- land will play "Forever Free", an Union Committee for the past his sophomore
year. He has partiinteractive
in
been
old
Dutch
year.
He
has
song,
and Bach's "Now
erning Board and faculty are excipated in interfraternity athletics,
pected to attend this tea, the chair- Praise We Great and Famous fraternity athletics, serving as co- and
was formerly a member of the
captain
his fraternity's softball
Ladies
Walter Whittier Men."

J
!

Orient staff.
Melincoff was a

member of the
varsity hockey team last winter,
has participated in interfraternity athletics. His home is
in Bobton, Massachusetts.
New Student Council representative Caldwell is from Swampscott, Massachusetts. He is active
in interfraternity athletics, and
was formerly associated with the
sports department of the Orient.
Martin G. Levine '53 was electand

ed new Student Union Committee
representative, and
Robert E.
Lihey will remain as Sigma Nu

White Key representative

'

(

duction will cost sixty cents for
students, and $1.20 for their dates.
Rush seats will be available for
sixty cents, or on presentation of
blanket tax cards at the door.
The "Hamlet" set has been inThe set
in
geniously designed by A. Raymond transforming the stage into an unRutan of the class of 1951, well believable combination of Shakesknown during his undergraduate pearean stage and Royal Danish
days for his Masque and Gown, castle.
Workshop Theater, and Brunswick
Rutan made use of the peculiar

McLaren, Kimball, Fuller

The
of
Luncheon and
man of which is
the Commencement Dinner follow team this spring. He played freshprising showings of the meet was of Portland.
man baseball, and last year was
the second place win of Ed Tre- Two Presentations of "Hamlet" these exercises.
baseball
cartin of the Polar Bears. Ed, who
At 8:00 p.m. on June 5, the unAn annual procedure are the manager of the varsityEconomics
team. Fuller is an
had been very sick previous to the dergraduate cast of "Hamlet" will meetings of the Directors
of the
major.
meet, finished strongly to outlast present that famous Shakespear- Alumni Fund,
the Alumni Council,
the Bates and Maine entries.
ean drama, as will the alumni cast the Trustees and the Overseers, all
Other Kappa Sigma officers
Bowdoin also took the Fresh- at 9:00 the next evening.
of which will take place on Thurs- elected at this time were: Ellery
man one-mile relay and although
Two organ recitals have been day and Friday of the commence- A. Thurston '53, Treasurer; Robthis did not count in the scoring, arranged for presentation at the ment
week. While the members of ert E. Gray '54. Assistant Treait was a grand victory for Coach time when the College plays host
the Society of Bowdoin Women are surer; and Daniel S. Gulezian '54,
Frank Sebasteanski's boys. Dave to so many alumni and guests of served a luncheon at the Moulton Secretary. Theodore W. Holderidge
Wies, Jim Scott, Tony Funnell and the graduating class. In the Chap- Union, visiting
Bowdoin graduates '54 was chosen Kappa Sigma StuHugh Huleatt ran for Bowdoin. el at 11:00 a.m. on June 6, Alfred will assemble for this same pur- dent Union Committee representThe relay was split into two 220's, Brinkler, F.A.G.O.. A.R.C.O., will pose in the gymnasium at noon ative, and John F, Cosgrove "54
a quarter and a half. Wies and render the following pieces:
Friday.
was elected representative to the
Scott ran the 220's, Funnell ran Ch. M. Wider (Allegro Adagio).
Whit* Key£ Continued on -Pag* a }

Ralph Stuart
Under the leadership

C.

By Ed wart Cogan

William D. Shaw (Chi Psi)
Brian A. Poynton (ATX))

John

after the

the past 34 years, President Sills
and a guest-speaking minister will
lead the service in the First Parish Church at 5:00 on Sunday afternoon, June 1. The music will
include Mendelssohn's "Let Our
Theme of Praise Ascending" and
"Diffusa Est Gratia" by Nanino.
Dedication Exercises
Professor Warren K. Lewis of
the
chemistry department at
M.I.T. will be on campus to take
part in the New Chemistry Building Dedication on Friday, June 6,
at 1:45 p.m. The building will be
open for inspection after the ceremonies. After these exercises President and Mrs. Sills plan to hold
their annual reception at the Moulton Union, which is always a popular event on the program.
Among the alumni on campus

MASQUE & GOWN'S 'HAMLET
TO FEATURE SET BY RUTANl

be undertaken
Jointly by the Stewards and
the Bowdoin College Cenmatter

Raymond

few remaining undergraduates have taken their last exams and departed
on Friday, May 30.
hurdles.
Though the graduating class will
Philips' throw in the discus was
not have the honor of hearing the
his best heave of the season, soarReverend Thompson E. Ash by,
ing 137 ft. 7% inches. Mel Tot- who, in
the Baccalaureate Service,
man took second place and Paul has addressed
Bowoin seniors for

Brinkman captured third
Bowdoin a clean sweep

—

its

doubtedly have helped the Magee
men in the weights as would have
Biggs in his specialties, the 100.
220, and broad jump.
First place winners for Bowdoin
College's history.
other than Milliken and GetchslJ
This program extends over the

were John Philips in the discus,
Al Chun-Hoon in the 100, Herb
Cousins in the pole-vault, and Carl
Knight in the 120 yard high

"Hamlet"

Hazen

)

Freshman One Mile Relay

Commencement Plans Set
Colorful

Fri.

Sat Ceremonies,

j

.^^^

1

who lost his life in World War
The other two recipients of the
award are two teammates of Milliken's, Don Murphy who won the
award in 1950 and Dick Getchell

Plans For

.

In being picked as the recipient
of Hillman Memorial trophy, Milliken put on one of the finest performances ever witnessed at a
State meet. Besides setting a new wick airport.
meet record in the 220, he also
The summary:
took firsts in the broad jump, the Javelin — 1. Cox (M). 2 Brinkman (D). 3
Mouhnn (M). Distance: 177 ft. 7 7/8 in.
440 and a second in the 100, for Broad
Jump - I. Milliken (B/. 2 Boone.
Bates, a FooV- (B) Distance: S2 ft. 7 1/8
a total of 18 points. Not only was
inches.
this feat alone deserving of the Rammer
Throw — 1 Johnson <M). I WraRg
Sparrow (M).
honor of being picked the out(B)
3
Distance
159
It S 1/4 inch..-*.
standing athlete, but it must be Shot-Put
— HoKxJnno. ich (M). 2 Maxwell
remembered that Milliken ran
(M). I KarrinjrVon (B) Distance: 42 ft.
K 1/2 in<h.«.
three of the last seven events and Discus
- 1 Philips (B) 2 Totman
(B). 3
that he set the new record on the
Brinkman tB). Distance; 137 ft. » 6/s
infll^s.
last event of the day.
Pole-Vault
Cousins (B), 2 Three way.
Milliken'* winning of the cup
•i»: Weatherbea (M) Knixht (B) Walker
(M). Height 11 ft. 6 inches.
marked the third straight year
that a Bowdoin man lias won the
award commemorating a former
Bowdoin athlete. Alan G. Hillman
'44

Banquets To Mark Parties

dedicated
In a recent news release, Edito President Sills" and features !a
tor-in-Chief Kennedy said:
tipped-on portrait of him with a
By John N. Wisner, Jr. '53
"Seldom as the writeups may be
formal tribute by Frederic
The Ivy Committee and Bow- the Deke living room Saturday
Gwynn '37, now Professor of Eng- read, Paul P. Brountas '54, Activ- doin's twelve fraternities have evening.
ities Editor, conducted this section
lish at Yale.
virtually completed their plans for
Rent Cottage
A secondary dedication to Coach on a plan of general explanation the Ivy Houseparty to be held this
Members of Theta Delta Chi will
Robert B. Miller introduces the and straightforward proceedings. weekend, as undergraduates look
journey to Auburn Colony at
However, Robert J. Chamberlin '53,
forward to a bacchanalian inter- South Harpswell on Saturday
Sports Editor, has sought to inlude between last -minute hour afternoon, where they have engagflect color and preciseness with
Seven
Claim
exams and approaching finals.
ed a cottage. They plan to play
somewhat subjective reporting inFraternity houseparty activities softball after a clambake on a
to his articles. Those that do take
Orient Did "Injustice"
the time should find the athletic follow a general pattern this year. nearby beach. That evening the
articles more than pieces for the Formal banquets will I? held Fri- Dartmouth Collegians will play
day evening before the dance at for the T.D.'s and their dates.
Lancaster, Bishop
record.
Beezer Coombs' ballroom. FraterAt the time of this writing, the
"Berj A. Chobanian, Bowdoin
nity members and their dates will
Kappa Sigmas are still undecided
Plan Student from Baghdad, drew
"Insinuation" the formal portrait, college seal, gorge themselves on seafood etc. as to where they will spend Saturat individual beach parties and
day afternoon. In the evening,
and drawings throughout. Peter B.
picnics on
Saturday afternoon.
State
Organization Lassoe '53 sketched the housepar- Saturday evening will be marked when they aren't listening to Art
Grinnell and his Dixieland Seven,
ty spread.
by the cacophony produced by they plan to visit the other fraterProposal 'Not Feasible'
"Initiated to stir up each house's
various orchestras at the frater'52 Presides interest and to make individual nity dances. Interfraternity visit- nities and join in the College-wide
H.
frivolities.
records conspicuously responsible,
ing and dissonant song groups will
The Betas will spend Saturday
Seven fraternity stewards made each fraternity has had a Bugle accompany the festivities.
afternoon at Sebago Lake, and reit clear yesterday evening at the Representative headed by James
Fraternity Activities
turn to music by Bunny Stanwood,
special stewards meeting called by E. Nevin *53. They answer for the
The
members
Alpha
of
Delta
the Eagle Hotel's celebrated orthe Student Council last week, house articles and class captions."
Phi plan to visit Small Point on ganist, at 6 to 8 p.m. Later in the
Ad Coverage Broad
that they had no Intention of
The Business Staff of the "Bu- Saturday afternoon, where they evening, they plan to listen to
forming a new stewards organizwill
spend
their
time
eating
lobDixie
gle,"
under
direction
of
Richthe
by banjo specialist Joe
ation, and that last week's Orient
sters and participating in varied Michaud and his band.
article concerning the Centralized ard T. Goodman '53, has secured
Moore To Entertain
Dining Room Service "did an injus- advertisements on a level with the athletics. On their return, they
height of two years ago. Relative- will dance to Lloyd Rafnell's
Members of Sigma Nu will
tice to its administrators."
orchestra.
journey to Donald Moore's home
The seven fraternity stewards ly few advertisements were sought
The Psi U's are featuring a dog on Bailey Island, where they plan
charged the Orient with "insinuat- in the Town of Brunswick, as the
show Saturday morning before the to feast on lobsters. That night,
ing" that Donovan D. Lancaster, Business Staff contacted people
Ivy Day ceremonies. All campus the Sigma Nu House will" rock to
Director of the Centralized Dining and firms outside the local scene,
are invited to participate in the rhythm of the Big Six, a BosRoom Service, "dominated" the endeavoring to introduce an out- dogs
this contest, and various prizes ton Dixie ensemble.
side
personal
interest
in
Bowdoin
regular Monday afternoon meetwill be given. Dogs must be acMembers of Alpha Tau Omega
ings of the stewards. Mr. Lancast- and the Sesquicentennial Edition
companied by an official trainer, and their dates plan to visit Reed
er was unavailable for comment of the "Bugle."
When questioned as to editorial and they must be on leash. Cos- State Park on Saturday afternoon
after the special stewards meeting,
tello will not be allowed to partici- for
a picnic. Jimmy Hanson's
as the Orient tried Unsuccessfully policy. Editor Kennedy said: "It
pate. In the afternoon, members orchestua will entertain in the eveto contact him yesterday evening. has been the consistent attempt of
the yearbook staff to provide a of Psi Upsilon will journey to ning.
Statement
Ivy Houseparty is also a housepublication that will make the Sebago Lake, and then return to
In a statement delivered to the students feel that they arc getting the music of Jimmy Hanson's warming party for the
Alpha Rho
Orient immediately following the their 'blanket tax worth' and are band.
I
Upsilon fraternity. The A.R.U's
special meeting, the seven stewards being represented in a book that
Members of Chi Psi Lodge will will feature a hobo party at their
agreed that:
reflects the unique moods and bet- travel to Popham Beach on Satur- new bouse on Saturday evening.
"1
The tone of the article on ter ideals of the College."
day afternoon for a clambake and Saturday afternoon will be spent
the Bowdoin College CenSargent Studio, Inc. of Boston, lobster feed. On their rpturn they at Reed State Park.
tralized Dining Service did handled all photography^ for
Members of the Delta Sigma
the will dance to the music of Don
an injustice to lt« adminis- "Bugle" except for a few candids. Russell's orchestra.
fraternity will attend a lobster and
trators.'
The Deke's are planning a lawn- clam feed at Popham Beach on
The Senior pictures are uniform
8^-Mr. Lancaster doe* not dom- in all degrees and Editor Kennedy party lobster feed for Saturday Saturday afternoon.
Jimmy Haninate the Stewards meeting considered
the coverage by the afternoon. Members of Delta Kap- son's jazz band is scheduled to enas so Insinuated.
pa Epsilon and their dates plan to tertain in their dance hall Saturstudio "quite complete."
S) It is not feasible or necesamuse themselves with volleyball day evening. The Delta Sigma
sary to form a new and sej»>
and softball at this time. Jimmy House has adopted a Parisian
arate organization of the
Hanson's Hot Combo will grace motif for its Ivy celebrations.
stewards at this time.
4) Further consideration of the
is

New

outstanding athlete, and
teammate Dick Getchelj established new meet records in the 220
yard dash and the 220 yard low

II.

Ivy Committee Finishes

Charge

;

meet's

Hillman Trophy Winner

The 1952 "Bugle"

House Clambakes, Dances,

To

\A

the

hurdles respectively.
Milliken shaved one-tenth of a
second off the old record set in
1925, his time being 2L7.
Getchell lowered the former
mark of 24.2 by one-tenth of a
second in the 220 low hurdles.

veloping what Bowdoin can well
call the 'Team of the Year."
Editor Kennedy Speaks

III '53,
night.

Sunday

I

Colby captured one point.
Coach Magee's boys took eight
first places as against seven for
Maine. It was Bowdoin's depth in
the running events which eventually decided the meet.

Gordy

Editor-in-Chief, last

Stewards

between the Polar
Bears of Bowdoin and the Black
Bears of Maine. These two teams
compiled 1258 points out of the
competition

Bowdoin had 69 points to 563 for
Maine while Bates «took 8?, and

Swimming Coaches Association,
and was chiefly responsible for de-

C

J

The meet was

will

library

nounced Anthony Kennedy

Big White's Depth In Running Events Prove Decisive Factor In Triumph

sports section. Coach Miller was
honored last Fall by the American

of
be distributed
at ten o'clock.;
Friday morning, to students covered under the blanket tax, an-

"Bugle"

the

6

525 Women Visitors
Expected On Campus

Kennedy Editor, Brountas, Chamberlain To Assist;
House Activities, Achievements Well Represented

from the

NUMBER

1952

14.

Down Maine Team Dedicated

Magee's Tracksters

Dashman
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FOUR MAINE PRESIDENTS

THE BOW

Deans Discuss Social Rules

ORIENT

tarusslng pra«Meally ev««y major problem of New England col- which always attracts the most
f
lift wlfrpn in* uaivocsities met recently at an incomplaints.

mw

!*»». dtans
Vol.

Wednesday. May

LXXX1H

14,

19.r>2

formal weekend conference at Dartmouth.

\o. e

Editor-in-Chief
Alden E. Horton, Jr. *53
Otis. Jr. "53

.Muiiui(i<iK

John C. Williams
Jonathan Harriott

Egward

Editors

7)3

]

F. S;)ir«-r '51

News

Assistant

Editors

I

Editorial Assistant*

Charles K. Conkley
Wallace R, Harper

'53'
'55

John II. Wisner
David G. Lavender

Oaniel H. Silv t "53
T. Ellis McKinrx'V '51

Cam

'55
'55

Don. >rty
Tschanlre

'55
'55
Carl S.
ElUol S. Palai.s "55

i

Edward

B.

\

Blackman

Richard M. Catalano
Henry J. Starr

Hartley

II.

.

Riown, Alden

E.

Horton

M

Robert E. Gray 53

"53,

Jr.

«ip«r*rNTrr> r«* national AnvTjmsiNo by

rear

By Frank
the

tension

T. Pagnamenta '53

mounts as music. Intermission time was

approach and majors are already a grim reality for most of
New England's smaller colleges,
the undergraduate highlight of the
month is undoubtedly the Spring
Houseparty. This article is presented with the thought in mind
that a comparision of Bowdoin's
Alumni of the College anpcrfr to be overwhelmingly in favor of
Ivy and the Houseparties in other
changing the Alma Mate from "Bowdoin Beata" to "Rise, Sons of colleges might be interesting.
opinion
alumni
of
poll
Bowdoin," according to early returns from a
Williams Houseparty
taken by the Student Council.
The Williams Houseparty was
Although all of the ballots have not yet been returned, the great
held on the weekend of May 3 and
majority of those received are in favor of the change.
4 and was their first party since
Many of the baijp\s have interesting comments which help to the institution of the new social
explain the attitude of the alumni. Howard T. Pierce '18 wrote, "A rules. The party was considered a
very good idea
success, even though there was a
from an old Music Manager."
Other graduates who are in favor of the change wrote such com- pronounced date deficiency.
The faculty was pleased with
ments as: "'Rise, Sons of Bowdoin' carries more sentiment and feelthe conduct over the weekend, and
ing than Bowdoin Beata."

ALUMNI RETURNS INDICATE
CHANGE IN SONG DESIRED

"This makes a great deal of sense 1o me."
should have been thought of in 1930!"
"Excellent idea
A more radical expression of tho same opinion was that of Lorthe
ing Pratt '12. who wrote. "I am definitely in favor of changing
Alma Mater from Bowdoin Beata' to Rise, Sons of Bowdoin,' 'Foror
Evening,'
Enchanted
'One
Call.'
Love
ward the White,' Indian
•

anything else!"

Some Opposed
ballots

all

were

in

favor of the

change and some

of the

"Bowdoin Beata" vehemently. James Sturtevant Jr.
'11 wrote, "Positively not! Unthinkable! I'd sooner see you tear down
the buildings!" There were a few other negative comments.
"I see nothing to be gained by it."
".
don't believe the reasons for change are compelling."
Inique Responses

alumni defended

.

.

The use of automobiles is reto Bowdoin undergradumuch less than at most in-

.

Amherst,

that

is
it

similar
to
too conducts
rushing

freshmen

Student

Brown, and

Williams, among others, forbid
both freshmen and sophomores to
at college, while PrinceFollowing this. I
dates and Amherst men dined at ton bans the use of cars to its
Valentine Hall, although no men- undergraduates altogether.
Honor Plana
tion of this is made on the official:
Dartmouth is presently considerprogram of events. To those who
have eaten there, or under any ing the institution of an honor
other central dining system for system for exams, but officials
that matter, this omission of publi- there do not expect a student
city will not be too surprising. The- majority to back the plan.
Both Wesleyan and ) Williams
Friday evening climax was the
"Evening in Paris" Prom, which seem content with their present
honor codes, as do all colleges with
was held in the gymnasium.
long-established systems.
Smith Visited
All colleges using such systems
On Saturday morning, Amherst
enthusiasts ran from the Smith agree that such plans are never
campus in a race entitled the perfect-, and that they are always
"Phineas Phollansby Phoot Race," considered a sore point.

Patronage

assume the •own autos

fill-

ed with professional entertainment
in the shape of two comedians and
a magician.

finals

Not

which
in

a first week
program.

•

While

thr*. (IS) dollar*.

ii

discussion of the problems of

Wesleyan
Bowdoin

ates

stitutions.

riftaa

,nr

A

freshmen orientation was also
Dean Kendrick expressed a
marked interest in tb* policies at

held.

stricted

l.«ld

M

M

tor

discussions.

ofr survival.
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Am-

and

I

Saturday night featured interclass rivalries, including a froshgame
beer-softhall
sophomore
which was so successful that the
technical results (score, etc.) are
not known.

In the evening the houses combined to bring half a dozen well
known bands to the campus, to
play in six of- the fraternity
houses. Lester Lanin, the favorite
of New York's debutante sef, headed the list, as he was sponsored
the winner being awarded a keg
by four of the fraternities.
At the same time Saturday eve- of beer. That afternoon, Smith had
ning there was an All-College jam a band concert, an Inter-Class
session which featured some of the Sing and a Glee Club Concert.

nation's most colorful and wellDean Brooks said "The weekend known
jazz artists. The fact that
seemed to establish a post-war
no liquor was allowed and that
record for quietness and respecttickets were about $1.00 a person
ability of conduct." If this is true,
surprisingly
did
not seem to

there are probably a lot of underdampen
graduates who don't feel that the

enthusiasm

the

this concert was
Sunday was a day

which

weekend was as successful as the
faculty does/ Anyway, here is the
run-down of the weekend activi-

rest,"

illusion

Weoteend Schedule
About 340 women graced the
Williams campus which was blessed with mild sunny weather for
the weekend. On Friday and Saturday evenings the undergraduate
dramatic association presented a

some

of*

party factions
graduate body).

Back on the Amherst campus,
the various fraternities had their
flings from ten 'till' one. On
Sunday there was a crew race between the Deciu's Chapter (whoever they are) and the varsity.

if

Bank

Brunswick, Maine
m

•

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

college advocates an honor
system of
the point

—

I Campus Interviews *on Cigarette Tests

received.
of "quiet

it

the

(i.e.:

First National

own

Wesleyan Carnival
Wesleyan is having a Carnival
which greatly pleased the this weekend, and their plans seem

administration, even

ties.

with

No

Solicited

system without some
reporting violaters

the

£

did dis- to indicate that their party will
die-hard include many of our Chest weekunder- end activities. They plan to use

both the cage and the

gym

on Fri-

No. 42. .,
THE PORCUPINE

Amherst Prom
day night for one big dance, feaThe Amherst Spring Prom was turing- two orchestras and concesheld on the" weekend of May 9 and sion booths. In what I hope is not

r

and began with a concert given a dangerous duplication, the Crimand his son Stompers, who at last report
by
Ralph Flanagan
Many unique responses testify to strong feeling and interest in play.
Orchestra Friday afternoon. There were supposed to play for us, are
was
never
Beata'
"'Bowdoin
wrote,
alumnus
One
the Alma Mater.
On
Friday night the College was a cocktail party that evening due to serenade in their cage.
more than a second rate tune with slush}, insipid lyrics more fit for Formal was held with Will Brad- at the Alpha Delta House in honor There will be dancing to a sepaWheaton than for Bowdoin."
ley's
Orchestra supplying
the of the Houseparty Queen.
rate orchestra in the gymnasium.
"Rise, Sons of
"I am in favor of changing the Alma Mater to
although I have almost as much difficulty in singing it
National Anthem."
(Rise. Sons of Bowdoin) the better song
it
provided it be sung with 'up and get'," said J.
for the purpose
Stanford Kelley '27.
Kim Kyle '47 commented. 'Musically. Bowdoin Beata' is awful,

Bowdoin'
I do with
.

.

as

10.

°"
"THey Picked

.

our"

"Always considered

but has value in

its

Outfitters to

Bowdoin Man

tin
.

J»

.

needle me!
tried to

age."

•Very appropriate tribute
when we sing 'Rise. Sons

stand up

to

Now Bowdoin men
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will
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Mansfield

Seven Stewards Claim

Schedule To Feature
Banquets, "Hamlet",

Casey.

of Bowdoin'!"

By

Orient Did "Injustice"

the makers of Bostonians

'
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Graduation Ceremonies To Lancaster, Bishop
fCorttiniird from Page 1"\
Pn<zr /l
1 Continued from %
formation of a new stewards orAt 3:30 that afternoon in the
Li- ganization such as that proposed
Hubbard
the
of
Room
Reading
the
initiates by Director Lancaster and
brary Phi Beta Kappa
hon- Orient last week was neither desirplan to be received into the
witness the able nor "feasible". Last week,
and
fraternity
orary
At this Lancaster admitted that publicity
installation of new officers.
Houses of the actions of the Centralized
time Bowdoin's Fraternity
to their alum- Dining Room Service was lacking,
open
be
to
going
are
and agreed that this situation ofni for reunions. ^
ten
caused misunderstanding
The College radio station. among the undergraduates.
plans to hold an

WBOA.

Open
most
while

.has

made

House for visiting alumni
of the afternoon of June 6,
from 10:00 until 2:00 that

of '52 Dance will
nbzht the Class
Moulton Union
be held in the

lounge.

ComProgram have been

the
Special invitations to

mencement
sent

who

out to all honorary alumni
received
did not graduate but

de-Tees from Bowdoin.

Commencement Week programs

now available at the Library
Information Desk
Desk and at the
etts Hall.
Massachus
in

are

11 Departments Hold

SemorMajor Exams
were given
Major examinations
departments to a
h_ ii.different

mill
;V"

IIay.cn .Presides

As a passible remedy, Lancaster
agreed to the advisability of the
stewards forming their own organization, electing a chairman, and
meeting by themselves every other
week. He suggested that stewards
could consolidate any complaints
they have at these meetings. Lancaster claimed that the new stewards organization might reduce
unfounded complaints, and effect
more speedy cooperation with the
Centralized Dining Room Service.
The special stewards meeting,
which was held in Conference A
of the Moulton Union, was presided over by Student Council
Member and former Zeta Psi steward William H. Hazen '52.
Student Council representative
Gordon Hale '52 was also present
at this meeting.

their requirments in September by
attending summer school. Other
Thursday and Friday and men who have accelerated are
week.
this
of
days
planning
to complete their studies
the 'irst three
gave written in February, 1953.
Ml departments
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
_: ir0 , while sfHtte required both
tests. The exams made it a point to attend oral
written and oral
,h at ,he discretion examinations in all departments
varied in len*.
departments. The which gave them.
r the individual
held last week
Departments which are requirwritten exams were
n leted the sch d " ing oral examinations include
and toe oiais «> *
|
English,
Government,
History,
ulc this week.
seniors, 90 are ex- French, German, and Psychology.
Of the 121
in June while Economics gave orals only to those
acted to graduate
who
have
students
men
who received honors in their
other 31 are
plan to complete written exams.
accelerated and

.-.

the weak thread of so

many

shallow claims he's fed-up! His point is— there's

a thorough

WHITE NU-BUCK
with

•

of cigarette mildness. Millions

it^*?<f*^

.*

Red Rubber Soles

tf* the sensible

test ... the

30-Day Camel

C«&5

Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try

4

Camels as your steady smoke—on
pack-after-pack basis.

Smart - White Buck - at a price that is
down to earth. Famed for fit - built tor
wear Mansfield's
in a smart Blucher

No snap judgments!

Throat,

T

for Taste) you'll see

why

SSs****

. .

style.
«

After all the

A. H.
SENTER BUILDING

BENCMT & CO.

Madness

Teats

. .

Camel leads dJ other bran* ^jy^^iwx

BRUNSWICK

L

aft**

th

a day-after-day,

Once you've tried Camels in your "T-Zone" (Tfbr

—

last

test

of smokers throughout America concur.

$]V95

qualifying seniors durtotal of 121

nu

H.

Le*s listened to

:

ttiaaaflMaft

which

place emphasis on classroom participation must have a system of
limited cuts so that students will
jbe'present for the necessary class

students misbehaving away from
their own campus should unreported to their own dean.
Dean Kendrick said he believed
social, rules which were the leas'.
complicated had the best chance

GoorUar* Portland Sunday T.l^rram

Presidents of Maine's three, colleges and one university pose, perhaps for the last time together, at the
University of Maine's Pulp and Paper Foundation research day at Orono last Saturday. Left to right,
President Arthur A. Hauck of the University of Maine. President Kennetji C: M. Sills of Bowdoin, President J. Seelye Bixler of Colby College, and President Charles F. Phillips of Bates College.
________

Cntlrte I'ublishrrt Htl»r\rntalhr
SVH YORK. N. Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
C„ir«ia. - Boston - I.os AieaLsa - San Francisco

"vMiahcd weekly whan

Wesleyan,

as Bowdoin,

colleges, such

I

herst, while concurring in theory,
have not agreed to make a formal
statement concerning similar restrictions.
All hove agreed, however, that

BuslnesH Assistants
Theodore D. Robbins, Jr. '53

PI'BLIBllINt". COMPANY
Professor Athern P. DaRgett, Professor Philip

.

exams was
new time limitation.
The Dean commented. "Those

Both Dartmouth and Williams
have recently instituted formal re.

Bowdolii,

BOWDOIN
nireotorm

students were reported to

ruined by this

Circulation^Manager

'53

Many

believe the purpose of

ism.

Richard C. Thurston 54

'54

day.

questions.

strictions concerning outside visiters during houseparty-time.

Advertlsinr Manager

William

in a

Brown, recently tried such a
shortened exam schedule but the
plgn was voted out. The advantages include the lengthening of
vacation periods; the disadvantages include the lessening of students' chances for knowing the

houseparties. creating confusion,
unmannerliness, and even antagon-

'55
'55
'55

Business Manager
Albert F. l.ilUy '54

lames A. Cook

<>n

_>t

colleges.

Neil Alter '55

L.

k.

Of particular concern was the
tendency of students from various
colleges attending
each other's

Reporters

James

strict ly

'

John B. Goodrich
Me F. Sarrauf

'54
"55

is

records are

The opening discussion at the
concerned
conference
was
primarily with the problem of discipline and rules at the various

Editors

Geoffrey P. Houghton "53

No

basis.

of the Deans' Association.

'54

Charles Ranlett

T,2

News

_a_j—I Awaoeiatinn.

sonal, rather than institutional,

Acting Editor

Thomas

Williams has recently instituted

a per- a system of two-hour final exams
and no which are held three times a day
motion*- uxo >__—I at Uaasa UMtotings.
during a seven day final exam
The following are a series of comments made by Dean Kendrlck period. No student may take more
to the Orient concerning the matters discussed at this latest meting than two exams in a row or two
Itmitnittaa tax attawat thaav
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THE BOWBOfN
Wins Two Games

Swamp Maine;

Racketeers

Belts

PAGE THBB1

OftiEOT, WEfoNESD&Y,. ftf&Y 14 M62

1 €«* ftrty towdon

Two Homers

Bowdoin Nears State FtagJXT
As Nine Beats Bates 15-3

N.E. Golf

Intercollegiate Tourney

On Lead

Strengthen Hold

9

:

Although- only one Bowdoin man
able to qualify. Bowdoin
to finish ahead of six
other colleges at the- New England*
Collegiate Golf Tournament durweekend.
ing- the
This marked an improvement in.
the position of the team overseveral of the past years. The

was

Squad Wins

Seven Rim Third Inning Decides Contest;
Bishop Goes Distance, Bangs Home

Matches;

All Singles

Coach Ladd Predicts Championship
The Bowdoin tennis team took a
firm grip on the State Series lead
by downing Maine, last year's
champions, 7-2 last Saturday at
Orono.
This Friday the Polar Bear six
play Bates, and if victorious
Bowdoin will be undisputed champions of the state as Colby has already been beaten by the Polar

will

Bear netmen.
At Maine, the team

fiad

little

difficulty in registering their third
victory of the season as against
two losses. In the singles Sam
Ladd's charges lost only four out
of 15 sets as they swept all but
one of the matches.

Billy Clark, playing number one
for Bowdoin, won in three close
wta, 9-7, 618, and 6-3 over Bill
Bird of the Black Bears.

'Moose''

breezed

Friedlander

lead at the end of the singles.
Maine picked up their other
point when Cron and Drolet tripped Dave Izzard and Ben Ford in
a close doubles match.
Pleased over the strong showing
against Maine teams, Coach Sam
Ladd hopes to see the team beat
Bates for the title this Friday.
In addition the Polar Bears expect to make a good showing in the
State Meet which is held on the
14th and 15th at Bates. In this
match, in which the top four men
on each State team vie for individual and doubles honors, the
Bowdoin representatives will probably be Captain Roger Johnson.
Bill Clark, John Friedlander and

Skip Howard.
The summaries:
Sing-It*

Clark

through his match 6-0, 6-1, and
combined with Skippy Howard to
win another point for Bowdoin in

team

in

three sets.

defwited Johnson

Warren
defeated
(BowHoin)
Himlle
(Maine) 4-6. 6-1. G-4.
Cross
defeated
(Bowdoin)
Johnson
Maine) 6-4. 6-0.
Sution (Maine) defeated Howard (Bowi

singles

les

(Bowdoin) oWciitod Bird (Mninf)

'.'-:. G-«. 6-:i.
Kriedl.-inder (Bowdoin)
(Maine) 6-0. 6-1.

the doubles.

Captain Roger Johnson won .his
fi-4, 6-0 over Cron of Maine,
and he and Billy Clark joined
Friedlander as double winners by
beating Maine's number one doub-

A

doin) 1-C, 6t4, C-2.

Bowdoin) ilefeat«»l BarPairnumenta
nard (Muine) 6-0, 6-.1.
Doubles
Johnson and Clark (Bowdoin) defeated
Bird and Johnson (Maine) 4-6. 6-2,
(

6-4.

Bureh Hindle came from behind
win his match in three sets
over Warren, Maine's number
three player, while Frank Pagna-

Friedlander and
feir.-d
Sutton

to

Howard (Bowdoin)
and

de-

(Maine)

Barnard

6-1. 6-4.

and Drolet (Maine) defeated
z.ard and Ford (Bowdoin) 6-1, 6-4

Cron

Iz-

/

Varsity Downs Colby, Maine;
L. Audet, F. Flemming Star
The fine relief pitching of Louie McGovern reached on an infield
Audet and the heavy and timely hit which was followed by a
of Fred Flemming led Petterson walk and a Lano hit.
Bowdoin to two State Series vic- On this hit McGovern scored on
tories in last week's play, Maine an overthrow of first base. When
falling 9-8 after Colby had been Petterson was not allowed to score
also on this play, MacFayden after
taken 7-4.
change the umpire's
Audet, who Danny MacFayden failing to
hitting

top relief decision announced that the game
was being played under protest.
pitcher, came in the fourth inning
This protest became unnecesheld the
and
game
the
Colby
of
Mules hit less the remainder of the sary, when Flemming hit the game
contest. He received credit for the winning double over the left fieldwin in this game as he did in the er's head.
Friday game with Maine in which
Paul Clifford worked the first
he gave up only two runs over the five and one-third innings, but in
last four and two-thirds innings.
the sixth inning he weakened, alleftFred Flemming, the big
loweTJ five runs, and was driven
handed slugger from Juniper, New to cover in favor of Audet.
Brunswick, was the batting star
The win brought Bowdoin's seaof the week as he drove in nine son mark to six wins and four
runs in the two games. His six losses on the season.
hits on the week featured an inside the park* homer against Colby
and an out of the field drive in the
4th Straight;
Maine game. This second homer, Chips
which occurred with two men on
base, was hit over the right field
First
wall and traveled about 400 feet.

developing

is

a

into

Cop

came up with

big seven run third inning
sent Bates starter Andy McAuliff
to the showers and paved- the way
for an easy 15-3 State Series win
for Bowdoin yesterday afternoon
at Pickard Field.

menta defeated Barnard of Maine
6-0, 6-3, to give Bowdoin a 5-1

this

uprising

five final

run.s.

Larry Quinby

In

BATES

was

ab

ejected from the game, and Richie
Raia, an infielder by trade, was
called in to be the fourth Bates
hurler of the contest
McAuliff,
the Bates starter,
The win, Bowdoin's sixth in
gave way in the fourth to Bergbrought
starts,
Series
seven State
innings.
the winner closer to the Maine quest who went three

Raia. 2.p
BerimUKfct. lf-p

Moody. 2
Purdy. rf
WaUlauaer. a

HarWaa,

.

championship.
j

Art Bishop, went the route for
the Polad Bears as he scattered
nine and pitched shutout ball after
the third inning. He struck out
seven and walked five over the

j

Louie Audet (Left) and Fred Flemming led Bowdoin to wins over.
Colby and Maine last week in State Series contests. Audet received
credit for both wins as he pitched outstanding ball in relief, while
Flemming hit two homers and drove in nine runs over the two game
stretch.

Portjand Press

grove,

who drove

in

Frosh Tracksters End Season With
Win In State Series Medley Relay
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throe day meet which saw action
on Friday. Saturday, and Sunday,
at the Oakley Country
Club, Belmont, Mass.

was h*kb

Tim Cook, the only Bowdoin
contestant to get by the qualifying
round, was then eliminated, by Don
Rand of Williams. Rand, one of
New England's top golfers, went
all the way to the finals before
being eliminated.
Bowdoin players who
the trip were: Paul Revere,

Other

made

Skip Godfrey, John Kosek, and
Doug Morton.
3
a
4
3
o
•
3
i
&
Team captain, Dick Smith was
4
4
2
4,
u unable
to compete due to the
7
1
2
1
4
3
Wolfe, s
5
major examinations.
3
1
1
Audet. If
3
In Cook's match with Rand, the27
1
15
To'ala
15
38
event was tied irp as late as the
•0
Hates
2
5 x- ii 11th green. However, the decision
1
Bowdoin
2
7
RBI— was clinched by the Williams man
E— Purdy. McGovern Vecetla
MeGovern.
Hartuns.
Raia.
Wettlauf*r.
Lano. Bishop i, Flemming 3. Cosgrove 4. on birdies for the following three

and- a sacrifice. Bowdoin tied it up
quickly in the bottom half of the
inning on a single to center by
Andy Lano and the four-base belt
by Bishop.
Bates scored once in the second,

Again the heavy hitters in the
power section of the Bowdoin
lineup supplied much of the punch.
Andy Lano, Art Bishop, and Fred
Flemming each had three hits.
Bishop hit a two run homer in the to go ahead again and they had
By Henry J. Starr '55
Winning the Maine Freshmen played football until he sustained first inning, a drive that went a 3-2 lead before the big third for
Medley Relay at Orono last Sat- an injury. He plans to go out for over the right field wall close to Bowdoin.
the foul line, and drove in four
McAuliff in a previous start
urday, Bowdoin's freshmen ended varsity football next fall.
Close to Howe in scoring are runs in all. Flemming continued against Bowdoin stopped them
their spring season on a successWies, Scott, and Huleatt. Wies his clutch hitting as he drove- in with two hits, so his complete
ful note.
three runs.
collapse in the third was someBates was the only other Maine was a consistent winner in the
3- Sun Triple
what surprising.
which considered itself sprints, while Scott specialized in
college
Trailing &-2 in the third, Bowhigh south wind lengthened
the hurdles. Wies graduated from
strong enough to compete.
Hugh Huleatt, as anchor man in Yonkers High School while Scott doin exploded- with four hits and several long drives and- caused
in with the fielders some trouble in handtwo
Bates
kicked
Brown
walks
as
Moses
is
graduate
the
a
of
yard
the relay, made up a fifteen
an error. The big blow, of the inn- ling pop flies.
School.
deficit and came on to win his half
Costello, well known Bowdoin
The team could not have been ing was a bases loaded triple by
mile run with twenty yards to
Jack Cosgrove to left-center field. dog and one of the comparatively
spare. The first quarter mile was as successful as it was without
The MacFaydenmen added a run few spectators at the beginning
the points won by Andy Williamrun by Tony Funnell, while Dave
Wies and Jim Scott sprinted the son," Al Stark, Tony Funnell, Jim in the sixth to raise the score to of the game, narrowly escaped being hit by a foul ball. In revenge
McAdams, Jim Sacco,-and Hans 10-3 as the team coasted to win.
two 220's.
•
The scoring of the day was he took the ball and for a time reWirth.
Huleatt Asset To Varsity
Peter
Pirnie.
Dimitri
Jeon, closed in the 8th when Bowdoin fused tD give it up.
Huleatt has scored firsts in both
Peter Molloy, and Jim Murray
the mile and half mile in every
have improved considerably since
freshman meet this spring. His
the season began and should find
ability in these events should give
a place on the varsity next year.
a boost to the varsity next year.
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BOWO0IN

four runs,

a

6

S
4
5

Totals

and Johnny McGovern, who made

•

of

three singles from his number one Lano, e
Coekburn. e
route as two Bowdoin
.spot in the batting order.
Bishop, p
Herald double plays in the first three innThe visitors scored twice in the Klftmnimr, cf
\fee*Ma. 1
ings
pulled him out of early
first inning on a single, two walks, Cosjrrove, 1
difficulties.

1

•

]>

Laud, a
Berry, e
Mast, e

game

full

<

McAuiUr.
Hamilton.

1-

1
a.

<>

1

1

Hammer,

Cosgrove And Mc€ov«»rn
For Bowdoin, besides the three
heavy hitting power swingers, the
batting leaders were Jack Cos-

j

-

h

r

S
3

Quins has. p.

managed

4

3

7

1

1

II

-

1

Wolfe,

!

Audet.

:t

2tf- Berry. SB— Cosgrove.
Left- Bates 10.

HR— Bishop. S— Purdy.
|

i

holes.

HP Wolfe. Vecella. Cosgrove
i.
VeeeJla and Cosgrove. BB — Blwhop 5. McBowdoin

JV BA.SK B A 1. 1.
Bergqueet 2. Quimby 2. Raia 2. Bowdoin-I'ortland. Rain
SO Bishop 7. McAuliff*. Btofsnueat 3. Bowdoin 7, Heorat S
Quimby. Raia. H off MrAuliffe « in 3 in- Andnvrr ». Bow4oin
JV GOLF
1
in
Quimby
2
nings. Rergquest 4 in 3,
WP—Bergqueat. Btwdoin 9, L«wi«Ion •
1
in 2/3.
1/3. Raia
AvIiflV 2.

—

|

I

—

PB— Nast.

Quimby.
Rin<»

-

Holland.

U

Loaer— McAuliffe.
T-^-2:10.

JV TENNIS

Bowdoin

8,

Hebron

1

A

Favorite subject of coeds

YOU

f

Complete and Friendly

Frank Cameron who was a mainstay of the Freshmen team during
two spring meets easily. They most of the winter season moved
up to the varsity after mid-years
piled up 70 points against 39 for
Hebron and seven for Bridgton as where he has already won points
in a number of meets.
Scott, Huleatt, Wies, and Howe

The freshman track squad de-

9

spiteNits lack of depth swept its

Banking Services

first

Student Accounts

scored double wins.
Their next meet was even more

all

lopsided as Bowdoin compiled 84"
points to Cony's 18 and Lewiston's
13. An outstanding high school
competitor in this meet was Rolie
Janelle of Lewiston High School.
Janelle won the quarter mile and
took seconds in the 220 and discus.

Nothing, geta. admiring- glancw
on the campus faster than a

!

handsome guy in a nandsrnps
ahirt.

Meet For A.T.O.

Brunswick Branch

Donald P. Hayward '54 and
Richard B. Kraus '54 took a clean
Bowdoin Upset By Exeter
sweep of all the races on Saturday
The last meet, a dual meet with
Phillips Exeter Academy, showed afternoon to win the IrTterfratr>rup the lack q/ depth in the Bow- nity Sailing meet for the ATO

doin team. Exeter swept the 440,
hammer throw, and pole vault to
edge the Frosh 76 to 50.
High point man for the spring
season was versatile Ted Howe.
Howe is a graduate of the Boston
English High School where he

Sftirts

Welcomed

Hay ward, Kraus Grab
Sailing

—

try

To look

your handsomest,
on a Manhattan* Vericool
or a Manhattan* Burt.

FIKST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation

-

house.

I

Sigma Nu Drops

Wins Maine Game

The Chi Psi softball team ran
A Flemming double in the 10th
inning of the Maine game with two its winning streak to four straight
out and the bases loaded won this as they downed the Independents
wild struggle, a contest in which 7-6 in a game that was called after
he drove six runs across the plate. four innings because of rain.
The Sigma Nu squad tasted its
Altogether Flemming, who is leading the State Series in total bases first defeat of the season as they
and runs batted in, jumped his were downed by the Dekes. Delta
average from .095 to .267 during Sigma won two games last week,
triumphing over the T.D."s 10-3 by
the two games.
Wally Bartlett, who continued virtue of a seven run eighth innto lead the team in batting al- ing and beating the Psi ITs by a
though his average slumped slight- 12-10 score in a game which was
marked by the absence of several
ly to a still lofty figure of .402,
sprained his ankle in the tenth starters from the losers' lineup.
The A.D. team moved into a tie
inning of the Maine game.
Other leaders in batting aver- for third place in League A with
ages after the two games were the Zetes by downing that team
Ray Petterson with a .400 mark 9-3. The game was held up for
for ten trips to the plate', Art Bis- fifteen minutes after the fifth innhop with .385. and Andy Lano who ing because of a short shower.
raised his average to a .375 mark.
In the other League A game,
In the Colby game, Bowdoin second place Kappa Sigma
downbroke a 4*4 tie in the sixth inning ed the sinking A.T.O.
aggregation
when Corby Wolfe singled in by an 8-5 count.
pitcher Louie Audet with the winThe remaining encounter in
ning run. The home team picked League
B saw the Betas defeat
up two insurance runs in the 7th the A.R.U.S
8-1.
inning of this game, which was
The
standings
as a result of this
played last Tuesday; when Lano
week's play:
tripled. Bishop singled. Flemming

and

singled,

George

Fred

pinch-hitter

flied out.

Marked By Disputes
to come through

™
Chi

w

„
Psi

AD.

•

Zete

Maine game 9-8 in ten innings.
Bowdoin went into the bottom of
the 10th inning trailing by two
runs as the result of a homer with
a man on by Larry Bates in the

A.T.O.
Intl.
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They make headlines in fires, hurricanes
But much more important, they

who

year round.

tour our telephone offices that

We think so too.
men who
pressive.

it

is

developed

Some

are even

people use "the

to denote weakness.

System,

we

people,

i.

of the

more im-

human

In

ele-

the Bell

believe our greatest asset

is

our

YOUR DIAL

for

floods.

As the Bell System continues

But the minds
it

and

its

all

growth,

new and even more amazing machines are
being created. And along with this growth
is the need for college men with the right
qualifications for

variety of fields

work and opportunity

-in

Shirts

in a

engineering, research,

operating and administration.

IELL TILEPHONE SYSTEM

»

M

V

sc

give the world's best telephone service

exceedingly impressive."

bv

News

men are more

"Young hdics, it you will direct your attention to the complex telephone equipment on
the left, I think you'll agree with most folks

ment"

News

•20 On

but
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machines are amazing

Don Taylor

News

-

Beachioear, Handkerchief
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with

Record Parade
RVco.-il Parade

Time

"soft roll" to the collar.

with
l.eigli -

Burt!

button-down with a natural

collected.

DESIRE
Vivian

JAPANESE

Record Parade

you cool and

18-19-26

News
RworJ Parade

ing

A STREETCAR NAMED

Shirley Yomaguchi

Friday

Traditional college man's
favorite. Lustrous Oxford

Short Subjects

1
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ll:15«t>euces Wild

MeCrea

4
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The Manhattan

A warm-weather wonder with

also

News

('lassies

N«wi

Joel

3

10:»0 Music *.n study by
10:15
"
"
"
"
10:30
10:45
:00

-

Sports
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Yvonne DoGMto

The Mcmhah an Vericool!
thousands of tiny windows
inviting every breeze, keep-

with

2

2

Record Parade

16-17
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i

9 :30
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London Forum
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Record Paradr

"
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Roland
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o
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I
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Oelta Sisrma
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News
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1
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The Schedule For

7

with

John Beal
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3
3
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Siiona

14-15

CONVICTS

SIX

Wed.-Thurs.

n
2

League B
Beta

top half of that inning.
With two outs and nobody on

7:00 Record Parade
7:16 News

MY

I-OSf

4

Kueiw Sijrma

with a last ditch rally to take the

<>n

May

Wed.-Th.urs.

FRATERNITY SOFTBALL STANOINGS
League A

Bowdoin had

Wednesday

CUMBERLAND

In Brunswick

Senter's

*AGE POUR
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Seartes Reconstruction

"The Power Of Anger"

MUSIC CLUB CONCERT TONIGHT Set To Start On May 26;

*

By Joel H.
Erik Lundin. '52. will pretent a
P*»no recital thi* Sunday evening,
18, at 7:30 in the Moulton
J**y
union Lounge.
*^ program, ranging in scope
g«n the Middle Baroque to the

Modern,

will include

r-0"*

Concert Organist

Stairs

two sonatas

G

in

minor;

on

the

Classical

F

in

major; the Schu-

"Grillen"

("Whims"); and
F minor
this
Romantic
Eroup. The Mendelssohn piece is
one of a group of works bearing
the title, "Song Without
Words."
the Chopin Nocturne in

will

constitute

Two

Callihan

Gordon W. Stearns,

aspects of Debussy's piano
be represented in Mr.

style will

Lundin's

two selections by that
composer—a rather bouncy spirit,
as

brought out in "Golliwoggs
Cakewalk," and the more rippling,
bubbling style of "Doctor Gradus
ad Parnassum." Also in this
Modern group will be the RachJnaninoff

and

"Polychinelle."

Proving that anger can be an
emotion, the Reverend Arlan
A. Baillie, pastor of All Sou's
Church, Bangor, spoke on "The
Power of Anger" at the chapel
service, Sunday, May 11.
Basing his sermon on the quotation, "Anger is one of the sinews
of the soul. He who lacks it, has
a maimed mind," from an essay
by Thomas Fuller, the speaker attempted to prove that the proper
type of anger can have constructive and even spiritual value.
evil

Cordova," by Albeniz. This latter
composition, nostalgic in nature,
is reminiscent of Old
Spain.

The additional space
be gained when the
chemistry department moves intc
its new quarters will be used to
enlarge
the
facilities
of
the
laboratories in both departments.
The plans call for a complete
physiology lab designed by Prof.

G. Edgar Folk,
Jr. '54

Since one of the chimneys will
The Bowdoin Music Club, direct- be lowered to provide a
complete
ed by Professor Russell F. Locke, view of the surrounding
area, th<>
will present a Concert this eve- observation
platform will be of
ning at 8:15 in the College Chapel, greater use to the
astronomy dewhich will consist of both choral partment. Also a
more stable supand instrumental selections.
port will be provided for the teleOn the choral part of the pro- scope.
gram will be the "Lamentations
Exhibition In Lobby
of Jeremiah," by Thomas Tallis;
The lobby will be constructed
"In
Ecclesiis,"
by
Giovanni
at the main entrance and will feaGabrieli, for chorus, organ, and
ture exhibition cases. The stairbrass; the "Cantata of Peace," by
Darius Milhaud; "Litanies to the way which now goes directly up to
the third floor from the main enBlack
Virgin,"
by
Francis
Poulenc; and the Randall Thomp- trance will be removed to make
room for the lobby. There will be
son "Alleluia."
The instrumental part of the central corridors running the
program will consist of two Mo- length of the building on the first
and second floors wjth stairways
zart Church Sonatas for Organ
and Strings, and a Handel Organ running up to the third floor at

Art Building Receives

Longfellow Manuscripts

\

!

^ ?T

A

portrait of an

unknown man

painted by the distinguished American painter of the late 18th
century Benjamin West (17381820) has been given to the College by John H. Halford '07 of Norristown, Pa.

Revamped

Of

BILL'S

Michael

'54,

J.

Assistant

McCabe

'54,

Mana-

Roy G.

Among

those

Levy '54, Will'am A. Fickett '54.
and Charalambos Vlachoutsicos,
Foreign Student were elected McKinney

members

to the Council. Professor
Albert R. Thayer will continue as
Faculty Advisor.
The freshmen debating teams
were also appointed at this time.
William C. Hayes '55 and Elliot S.
Palais '55 were assigned to the
affirmative team, and Anderson
and Gerald L. Dube '55 will compose the negative team.
On Saturday, May 3, the Freshman team debated in the State
Series held at the University of
Maine. The subject was Resolved:
Every American citizen should be
conscription
to
for
subject
'essential services in time of war.
The one remaining event of the
year will be the Bradbury Debate
Prize which will be held in the
Smith Auditorium at 4:00 p.m..

May

14.

A

recent release from Ralph
Stuart's publicity agent states:
personable veteran of
•'Young,
World War II, aviator, yachtsman.

Fordham University
School of

attending

the

Let us help you plan your printing

'54,

Hugh Huleatt

Live in the

BCA

religions.
It was stated that the emphasis
next year will be on encouraging

men from all the religious sects
on campus to take part in the
organization.

McCabe, who succeeds Edmond
N. Elowe '53, is a member of Zeta
Psi. He has been active this year
in debating and is a half-miler on

los '53,

of

New York

'53,

John

Our long experience

in

.

.

.

men

can show you short cuts

time and save you money.

in

C

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

•

Famous For Homecooked Meals
Seafoods and Steaks
American or European Plan

The Record Office

Rooms

Paul K. Niven

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers

Of The Orient •

in

Main House and Cottages.

All with Private

Baths

18 Miles from Brunswick

-LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE

IH

Call

l«M

the

golfer... all

'round

athlete

ffotei

Wjnslow
itnA.i. t SSth

4J0Ofr.

SI

and

sportsman. Ralph Stuart knows
what funlovers expect and how
to give it to them."

TeL PLaza3-6«00 yfsW/jsW

SIGNED

PROPRIETOR

We

Restring Tennis Rackets

Law

NEW YORK

VERY BEST WORKMANSHIP
VERY PROMPT DELIVERY

Throe-Tear Day Coarse
Four-Year Evening Course

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Assn. of American Law
Schools
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript of College record
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 29, 1952
information address
further
For

^^^s^"**
K4&-

REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIT,
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

\

ERF1ELD

Member of

NEW

TENNIS BALLS

UI4HU
$2.15

W. Chandler

F.

150 Maine

Street

f

PER CAN
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Chesterfield
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Alleys
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MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
Bowdoin V-Neck Pull-Over
Bowdoin Sweat Shirt
Bowdoin Campus Coat Sweater

Chesterfield

Cheer- Up

is

much Milder

with an extraordinarily

College Pets

Student Patronage

Welcomed

| j> u

2.98

and

good

taste

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE*

And her 3 Young Pups
186 Main* Street

^^mmmmeemmmememmm

Perky

-

Peppy - Patty

1.98 each

*From the Report of a Well-Known Research Organization
Copyright 19)2, Uccrrr
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Yarmouth 380

AMERICA'S COLLEGES

to

M anatfer

G

Graduation Guests, Banquets or Small Parties

ALUMNI LETTERS

* Mrnj Toaooco Co.

J.

John W.

takes place at Whittier
Field, with a retreat ceremony
following in front of the Memorial
Flagpole between the Library and
the Walker Art Building.

week

Taylor,

-

usually

SJ«0l«, wit*) running water
Also attractive daily rates,
double or single, with bath.
Write or call now for further

Gordon N.

uT

'54,

William

E Undnr

'53,

was President Kenneth
M. Sills.
The Inspection and Review

thoatort, subways, transportation.
You live smartly, but economically at the Winslow. Note
theae minimum rates:

track team. A resident of
Chevy Chase, Maryland, McCabe
is a pre-med student.

'52,

L

district,

information and reservations.

MacDermid

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

TICKETS

it

P.

S.

Harthorne '53, Richard
Wragg
'53, Francis
Valente Jr., and
William D. Shaw '54.
In attendance at the exercises

important — Fifth
Avenue, Radio City, the mid-

per

Edwin

'54,

George Marcopou-

S.

'^r^aid'c.

everything

town business

III '54,

Raymond

Brian A. Poynton

City!

At the Wins low, you'ra elosa

James E.
Philip A. Garland* '54.

Fetterson '53,
Charles F. Davis '53, Paul Dudley

HEART

'55,

Willis H. Goodman '54, and David
A. Mitchell '54.
In addition to the annual Religious Forum, the
plans to aid
several constructive community
projects and hopes to sponsor
speakers representing little-known

'53.

Leonard

Open Now To Take Care of House Party and

as well as produce

CHESTERFIELD

meeting and planning to take an
active part in next year's activities were
James A. Cook '54,
Thomas F. Lyndon *53, T. Ellis

named were

Also

Nevin

Charles E. Godfrey

ON CASCO BAY
Maine's Finest Inn

SPA

New Manager

F. Hoffman
gers.

summed up

Baillie

rick '53, Paul P. Brountas '54,
Douglas A. Chalmers '53, Ronald
B. Gray '54, George A. Johnston
52, and Erik Lundin '52.

HOMEW00D

McCabeNewBCAPrexy;
To

Reverend

During the one half-hour cerehis address by claiming, "Emotional power and intellectual power monies which marked the end of
comprise the power of will, which the drill for this year, a number
of
awards and commendations
Various original manuscripts by when it seeks to do the will of
Henry W. Longfellow, Class of God, is the greatest power on were given and made to members
of the Corps at Bowdoin.
1825, will be on exhibit in Hubbard earth."
Hall for the remainder of the seNational Defense TransportaFollowing the address by Revermester, Kenneth J. Boyer, the col- end Baillie the choir rose in its tion Citations and gold medals
lege librarian, announced recently. stall above the congregation and were presented to John L. Ivers
The manuscripts, which were sung "O Bone Jesu," by Palest- '52 and Paul P. Brountas "54 for
donated to the college by Mr. and rina.
Mrs. Roscoe Hupper and family,
Reverend Frederick B. Kellogg,
are composed of some of Longfel- Chaplain of the Bishop Rhinelow's letters and poems.
lander Foundation
for Colic ~e
One of the most interesting Work, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
manuscripts is a poem entitled will speak in chapel next Sunday,
"Italian Song", written in 1820. May
18.

Important Portrait Gift To Stay Library Exhibit

Erik Lundin entered Bowdoin as
in the fall of 1949.
Since then he has frequently apWest spent most of his life in
peared as soloist in recitals, both
England, where he succeeded Sir
at the College and elsewhere. He
Joshua Reynolds as President of
he particularly remembered
the Royal Academy. This portrait,
rXor
either end.
cc last > ear wit » Concerto in B-flat major.
which has been on loan exhibition
Organist
cL.l,
Grover Marshall and the Bowdoin
Museum Location
in the Bowdoin Gallery of the
for the concert in both instruMusic Club, directed by Professor
The museum, now located on the Walker Art Building for a number
mental and choral compositions
Russell Locke, of the Bach Conwill be Gordon W. Stearns, Jr., '54. third floor, will be moved to the of years, is an important addition
certo in C major for two pianos.
The public is cordially invited to northwest wing of the basement. to the permanent collection of this
He is a member of the Zeta Psi attend.
An entrance from Maine Street is museum which already includes a
Fraternity.
to be constructed to the museum fine collection of colonial portraits.
The public is cordially invited to
so that visitors may go directly
Halford, who was given the honattend this recital.
in without going through the rest orary Master of Arts by the Col-,
of the building. Included in the lege in 1927, has been a member of
museum collections will be an ex- the Board of Overseers since 1948.
hibition
concerning Admiral
Orcutt Chosen President Organization
Peary's Arctic voyage. The ornithology and the birdskin collection
Include
All
Sects
Debating Council;
of Prof. Alfred O. Gross will also
be housed in the basement
Michael J. McCabe* '54 was
Our Specialties
Brountas
elected President of the Bowdoin
Some local areas are so dry that
Italian Spaghetti
Christian Association for*the year
they have even taken the nip out
Charles E. Orcutt '54 was elect- 1952-1953
Pizza Pie
at a recent meeting of
of the air.
ed President of the Bowdoin De- that group.
Hot Pastromi
bating Council at the elections
At the election, plans to make
Beer and Ale on Draft
held Monday, May 5.
the BCA a more non-restrictive
and in Bottles
Other officers also elected at religious organization next
year
this time were Paul P. Brountas
Brunswick
6|/2 Elm St.
were outlined.
*54, Manager; and David R. AnderTeL 876
In addition to McCabe, Paul A.
son '55, Assistant Manager. OffiBrinkman "54 was selected vicecers this year were Edmond N.
President, and Carl A. Brinkman
Elowe '52, President; Brountas, '54 was
picked as the new TreaManager, and Orcutt and William surer.

a sophomore

Uncontrolled ana misdirected
emotions were cited by Reverend
Baillie as the two negative aspects of anger. Stating that "You
may tell the size of. a man by the
size of the thing that makes him
John L. Ivers '52
mad," he said that too much of
Moved indoors because of an all
our anger is petty and selfish, and
morning rain, the Second Annual
that only when anger is directed
Inspection and Review of the
toward constructive and wholeROTC Regiment at Bowdoin was
some ends is it a power to be
sought after.
noon, May 12

Jr.

thelr distinguished military leadership at Bowdoin.

Reviewing and taking part in
the ceremonies were Lieutenant
Colonels Robert A. Persell and
Ronald F. Thomas of the New
England sub area and Colonel
Thurston of the National Guard
at Augusta, Blaine. Representing
the Bowdoin ROTC Staff were
Colonel Walter H. Kennett. Lieutenant Colonel Gregg C. McLeod.
Major Joseph B. Miller, and Captain Luis F. Ochoa.
During the afternoon ceremonies
the following students were commended for their high standard
of college as well as military activities,
being named distinguished
military students: James E. Her-

inspiring strength, rather than an

26, will

spectively.
which will

—

words,"

Among Features

first and second floors.
Physics and biology, the two
major departments, will be located
on the first and second floors re-

The Mendelssohn "Song without

mann

Receives Citation

on the

Mr.

Lundin will play the Mozart
»onata no. 5. in G major, and the
Beethoven Sonata no. 8, in C
minor
the "Pathetique" Sonata.

Baillie

Properly Directed Ire
Has Constructive Vahie

include enlargement of the physics and biology
departments,
transfer
the
of
science museum to the northwest
wing of the basement, and construction of a main lobby with
centrtal corridors and stairways

a

era

May

ANNUAL ROTC INSPECTION
FORCED INDOORS BY RAIN

Bangor Pastor Claims

The renovation of the Searles
Science Building, which will begin

Studio" by Domenico Scarlatti;
*«d "Papillons" by Couperin.

From

Of Rev. Arlan

Folk's Physiology Lab,

Basement Museum, New

of them the well-known
Beethoven "Pathetique."
Ki* Baroque group will present
compositions from three countries
--Germany, Italy, and France. In
n will be the powerful Handel

Fassacaglia

Chapel Sermon Subject

Room Changes Planned

Hupper '54

1962
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President

Sills

Students,

Stresses Need For High

And

Individual Ideals In His 35th

Bowdoin

ORIENT

Two

In

Final

Alumni Play "Hamlet

118 Receive Degrees At
147th Bowdoin Graduation
In First Parish Church

For

Special Tribute To Retiring President Sills

College Baccalaureate' Address

7

99

Impressive Performances

Historic Double Performance Produced

NUMBER

1952

7,

Dramatic history was made at Bowdoin College last Thursday
and Friday evenings when two different casts
one student and
one alumni, both under the direction of Professor of Dramatics
George H. Quinby gave performances of the same play, William
Shakespeare's "Hamlet", to large and enthusiastic audiences composed of alumni, undergraduates, parents, faculty, and friends of the
College at Memorial Hall.
Both of these two unique Masque and Gown productions were
dedicated to Bowdoin's beloved retiring President, Kenneth C. M.

—

"The Basis Of Loyalty"

—

Subject Of Speech;

Is

Large Audience Attends
Assisted By
Nixon In Service Held
At First Parish Church
Sills Is

President Kenneth C. M.

made

his 35th,

and

final,

baccalaureate

College

Sills

Bowdoin
address

Bowdoin
of Loyalty," the beloved
president stressed the dire need
and
individual ideals
hi^'h
for
of
loyalty as the fundamentals
good citizenship today. There was
this
that
fact
the
to
reference
no
his last baccalaureate sermon.

President Sills was assisted for
34 of those 35 baccalaureate serAshhy
vices by Dr. Thompson E.
who retired last year as pastor of
joint
the First Parish Church. This
participation may well be a record

Heard this morning at the Commencement Exercises were four members of the Graduating Class. Seated are (Left) John A. Kitsher *52,
and Irving P. Fleishman '52. Standing are Mirh:w»l A. von Huene
'52, Raymond G. Biggar '52 (alternate), and Josiah Bridge '49.

of longevity unique in the history
of college towns.
the
the Sunday service,

At

Scripture was read by Prof. Paul
___ , ,
iNixon who also retires this year.
Prof. Nixon's career at Bowdoin
closely parallels that of the presiin
dent: he came to the college
1909, was named dean in 1918, the
year that' Dr. Sills became president, and, upon becoming dean,
emeritus in 1946, held the chair Topics - ' Value
,
^w.
of the Winkley Professor of the
\LeagUe , 'Hope
Latin Language and Literature
which was held earlier by Presi-

»••'

yi

i

Fleishman, Ritsher, von Huene,
Bridge In Commencement, Parts
.

•

Of Liberal Arts Education', 'Arab
,.
.,
„
,
p Individualism
r
'Art &
Of Europe
,

,

J

istration

of the old truths and values which
for the moment have been lost and
to reveal to»them a sense of the

—

loyal, or

to

you are loyal, there would, of
course, be scores of different ans-

'Some of you perhaps have never thought of the question put so
starkly. Very likely you would <;ay

—

naturally I am loyal to my
family, to my wife, to my sweetto

my

college,

to

my

Church, to my town, to my country and so on. But have you been
so loyal to your family that you
have tried for their sake to live up
to your best self? Looking forward with loyalty to your marriage, have you regarded it as
something sacred to your word of
honor or a rite that might be ended with the thought that ties
could easily be broken? If you go
into business or a profession, have
you thought of the inevitable loyalties involved, of your duty to
your employer; if a doctor, of your
sacred loyalty not to reveal confidential information about your

mastery underlying all life. And
when the red sun dies and the
is in darkness and there is
talk of doom, people will look to
this man for guidance. For he has

world

man's life when he
"turns away from what he is doing
and looks behind him to survey
the way he has come ... At a time
when the world is pre-occupied
with change that what seems most
permanent in life is change and

what moments

wers.

in a

seen the light as well as the darkness and he can remind them that
ther
» ^ood as well as evil in
f
and that n,stor y as wel1
,mankmd
when what is new today may be as being a record of human folly
and meanness is a record of human
old and forgotten tomorrow, it is
ingenuity and dignity. This man
necessary that men on such an ocgives to the moment eternity."
casion as this do so reflect on the
John A. Ritsher '52 chose for his
past and attempt to find in the moCommencement part "The Arab
ment lastingness."
observed that it is League: In League with Whom?"
.

Fleishman

who has

learned no trade

—

Mohammedan

liantly in the crucible of progress,
who has run the gamut of roily

stand

of morality

and

to older standards

and steadfastness and
more emphasis upon

Christian character.
Ideals Govern Loyalty
"It is not hard to see that ultimately your loyalties depend upon
your ideals, upon the kind of men
you in your best moments wish to

The sad thing about many

col-

graduates, not all, thank
that they lose so soon
their early loyalties and in the
competition of life and business
gradually allow themselves to accept lower standards. I remember
a wise business friend of mine once
remarking that perhaps the best
thing about a college is that the
student is brought in contact daily
with teachers who have no axes
to grind, who are, in the main, intellectually honest and who present the truth as they see it without fear or favor; so that when
men get into the whirlpools of
commerce and cutthroat competition where standards go down the
river, college trained men have
other and higher ideals to cling to.
"Let me give you a few mere
lege

God,

is

definite

_

illustrations:

I Continued

Where

on Page $ J

purpose more

down

j

fully.

[Continued on Page 2]

The

I

35th Commencement at which
President Kenneth C. M. Sills

has

President

liberal arts college "comes to society with a disciplined intellect

.

.

118

j

,

members
awarded

J

honorary
honorary
I

Seven Students Chosen

Many Honors, Awards,

For Phi Beta Kappa

Prizes Given Students

As Local Group Meets

At Morning Exercises

Seven Bowdoin students, two of
them Seniors and five members of
the Junior class, were officially in-

play contest, and has done several
dramatic reviews for "The Orient."
He has been associated with the
Brattle Theater in Cambridge,
Mass., and the Guy Palmerton Theatre in Worcester since gradua-

meeting of
Kappa, Alpha of

itiated in last Friday's
j

the

Phi

Beta

tion.

to

the

cises,

the 100th anniversary year

of the issuing of the Charter.
The historical exercises which
began at 10:00 a.m. in the same
building that they have been held
in for many years, was proceeded
by the Commencement Procession.

!

This Procession formed on the
Class of 1895 Walk between the
Chapel and the Mall and proceeded to the First Parish Church

Sylvan, Welch Get

from there.

High Honorary Awards
For Top Senior Marks

The procession was under the
leadership of the Marshal, Gordon
C.

Knight

The
The following

Maine.

addition

in

number only by the 37 awarded in
1894 Commencement Exer-

President Kenneth C. M. Sills presided this morning at his 35th
last Commencement Exercises. Sills the 8th President of the College, will retire this October 1st after serving the longest term of
any President in the 150 years of Bowdoin history.

and

«

Sills,

the

honors,

list

'32.

graduates

of

are

as

follows:

appoint-

Of the Class

"of

Josiah

1949:

The two new Senior members ments, prizes and awards were an- Bridge.
are Julian Clifford Holmes, from nounced during the CommenceOf the Class of 1950: Paul HarBrunswick, and Philip W. Siek- ment Exercises Saturday morning, old Rubin.
Of the Class of 1951: Charles
man, Jr., from Allentown, Penna. June 7.
Neal
Neunhoffer and Herbert
Holmes, who was a James BowThe Honorary awards to the

The unique alumni presentation
Raymond Rutan '51 was east as
on June 6 featured a cast with a Rosencrantz. As an undergraduate,
class spread of almost 40 years. Rutan played the Duke of York in
The cast included five former pres- "Richard H." He is a graduate stuidents of the Masque and Gown. dent in the School of Drama at
The alumni players had previously Yale University.
taken 38 parts in 22 CommenceRichard Bye '42 was cast as Homent plays produced between 1911 ratio. As an undergraduate. Bye
and 1951. Seven alumni players appeared in "Henry IV, Part I."
played together in either the 1937 At present, Bye is a member of the
or 1939 performances of "Ham- editorial staff of the Publishers
let."
Weekly in New York.
Senior member of the cast was
Francis Bliss '40 took the part
Cedric Crowell '13, who played the of Player Queen, and Oliver A. Wypart of the Ghost of Hamlet's fa- man Jr. was the Player Lucianos.
ther. A resident of Roxbury, Conn., Bliss is a Professor of Classics at
Crowell played Malvolio, Shylock Colby College, and Wyman resides
and Petrucnio as an undergradu in Yarmouth, Maine.
atc> and was a professional actor in
Edwin Walker '36 played the
New Yo rk before beginning a long part of Claudius. He had previousand successful career with the pub- ly been cast as Richard II, Shylock
lishing firm of Doubleday Doran.
and the Jew of Malta. He is a lawProfessor William Angus '19 yer in Biddeford, Maine.
played the part of Polonius. ProCarl de Suze '38 was cast as
fessor Angus has been a teacher of Osrio. In the 1937 Commencement
drama and has directed Shakes- production of "Hamlet" de Suze
pearcan plays at Queens Univer- played the same role. He is the
sity in Canada. In his undergrad- popular Boston radio and television
uate days at Bowdoin, he played star of the same name.
Celia in "As You Like It."
Undergraduate Cast
Daggett '25 Plays Bernardo
Appearing in the undergraduate
The part of Bernardo was taken cast other than Spector as Hamlet
by Athern Park Daggett '25, Wilf Continued on Page a ]

doin scholar for three years,

is

a

member of Alpha Tau Omega. He
was active on WBOA and also
made the Dean's list his Sophomore year. Siekman, an Independent, also was a James Bowdoin
Scholar. Majoring in English, he
was active on the "Quill" and the
"Orient."

The
Earle

five

B.

—
—

Clary, Thomas Everett Damon,
Junior initiates are
George Morse Farr, Daniel WebCrocker,
Martin G.

Levine, Donald C. Agostinelli,

Guy

ster Fickett.

Gersumky.
Dawson
William
and George J. MarcoRichard Webster Ham, John AlFrom Woonsocket, R. I., Crocker fred Henry, '53, Julian Clifford
Woodford Hone, Jr.,
is active in Kappa Sigma's ath- Holmes, John

T. Emery
poulos.

letic

and Scholarship Committees. David McClure Iszard.
Merle Richard Jordan. Edward

Levine, from Lewiston, Maine, is
active in House Athletics, Agostinelli is a James Bowdoin scholar.
From Rumford, Maine, Agostinelli
is
active in varsity track and
football, being captain-elect of the
latter team. Emery is a member
of Theta Delta Chi and a James
Bowdoin Scholar.

Camp

Norman

Keene,

(

Arthur Seaman.
Of the Class of 1952: Hebron
Elliott
Adams, Herbert Duane
Andrews, Adrian Lord Ashermen,
William Henry Austin.
John Linde Barker, Charles

were announced as folTage
lows: Sunrnia Cum Laude
Peter Sylvan, II, Roger Andrew
DonWelch, Magna Cum Laude
ald Leonard Richter, Cum Laude
Herbert Duane Andrews. William
Henry Austin, Raymond George
Biggar, William Milton Blackwell.
Peter Buck, Edward Thayer
Seniors

Joseph

i

Bennett,

Raymond

Jr.,

George Biggar, Arthur Paul Bishop, James Albert Black Jr., William Milton Blackwell, William
Graves Boggs Jr., Claude Bernard
Bonang, William Jacques Boucher,
Theodore Hamilton Brodie, Peter
Buck, William Skinner Burnham.
John Malcolm Campbell, Donald Alan Carman, Linwood John
Castner, Edward Thayer Clary,
Alvin George Clifford, William
Porter Cockburn, Edgar Millard

Albert Le- Cousins.

Thomas Everett Damon. John
Dunning Davis, George Lyman
Dawe,
David Campbell Dean.
Hugh
Dennett,
David
John Crane Phillips, John Alan James
Ritsher, Menelaos George Rizoulis, Holmes Dye.

Bel, Chalmers MacCormick, Reginald Paul McManus, Burton Al-

bert Nault.

Paul Harold Rubin '50.
Theodore Morrill Russell, Philip
Wessler Siekman. Jr., Richard
Joseph Smith. Roger Winthrop
Sullivan, Richard Ernest Swann,
Michael Andreas von HoyningenHuene.

Edmond

.Nasir Elowe,
Elwell, Charles

Edward

Richard

Merwin

Ericson.

George Morse Farr, Daniel Webster Fickett, Irving Paul Fleishman.
William

Dawson

Gersumky,

Major Subject Robert

Bartlett Gibson, Vincent
as follows: Biology Gookin. Jr.
Gordon Hale, Richard Alston
Reginald P. McManus. (High).
Edward C. Keene. Kenneth A. Mc- Hall, Richard Webster Ham, John
Stone
Handy,
Warren
Roger W. Sulli- Peter
Kusick. Classics
Menelaos G. Crowell Harmon, Philip Lines
van. Economies
John P. S. Hawley, William Harris Hazen,
Rizoulis. Government
Fred
Hochberger
Jr..
Julian
ClifHistory
Handy, Roger A. Welch.
(Hi^h) ford Holmes, John Woodford Hone
Chalmers MacCormick,
John A. Ritsher, (Hgh) Edward Jr., John Randall Hurley.
William
Wyman Ingraham,
T. Clary, Philip K. Stern Mathematics,
Donald
L.
Richter, David McClure Iszard.
Robert Noel Johnson. Rogers
(High).
Among the Prizes and Awards Winfield Johnson, George Alexannounced: David Sew all Prenrum ander Johnston, Merle Richard
in English Composition
Vincent Jordan.
Edward Camp Keene, Charles
M. McEvoy '55.
Russell Kellcran Jr., John Collin
Smyth Mathematical Prize
Kennedy, John Anthony Kohlberg,
Charles Cashing Ladd, Jr. '54.
Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship Donald Richardson Kurtz.
Norman Albert LeBel, John
for High Qualities of Gentlemanly
Conduct and Character
Merle Horton Leonard, Nguyen Ngoc
Linh, Leland Ornell Ludwig, 3rd,
R. Jordan '52.
Hawthorne Prize
Josiah Erik Lundi'n.

The Honors
were awarded

in

—

—

j

—

—

Margaret Chase Smith

Frederick A. Irving

William Henrv Grimes

Marcus

C. Connelly

number of shown at the polls many
tion its sesquicentennial. courage
greater editor.
19 honorary degrees was awarded who has displayed in the Senate aus officer in the ficld with ex . Honoris Causa
Master of Arts
at this morning's Commencement what can be accomplished by a neriencc in both World Wars.
Marcus Cook Connelly, of New
good
sense,
woman
common
of
Exercises by President Kenneth C.
courageous a iso in the far more York, playwright and Professor of
judgment and brevity of speech, difricu it task of administration
M. Sills.
Playwriting at Yale, whose conthe first woman ever elected to where
he nas faced problems tributions to the American stage
President Sills in giving out the
the Senate on her very own who franklv and ncver dodged responhave been notable particularly
degrees, the number of which was has
for many years shown a high
duo to the Sesquicentennial of the regard for Bowdoin which Bow- sibi ity a i wa yS acting beyond the "Green Pastures" which won the
ca jj j duty
Pulitzer award; with gratitude for
College, spoke as follows:
doin now reciprocates,
Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws his services in two Bowdoin InIn exercise of authority given Honoris Causa
—
«--* »*— Doctor of Laws
Grimes, of
William Henry
New stitutes, and for his interest in
me by the two Governing Boards,
Irving, York, Editor of the Wall Street youth particularly
Frederick
Augustus
those who hope
I now create:
States Journal, who believes the task of to make the American drama .their
Major General United
Margaret Chase Smith, of Skow- Army, Superintendent of
the an editor is to edit and to have profession, himself a noteworthy
The unusually

times and

.large

j

;

Bridge '49.
Sewall Latin

Morin

'54.

Sewall Greek
Eraklis

—
—
Prize — Paul
Prize — Angelo

Chalmers
J.

J.

'54.

.

,

i

j

j

,

i

;

!

Noyes Political Economy Prize
Menelaos G. Rizoulis '52.
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin
Prize
John D. Bradford '52.
Nathan Goold Greek and Latin
Roger W. Sullivan '52.
Prize
Owen
Henry
William
Col.

—

—
—

!

I

'

Premium

—

Premium Claude

B.

MacCormick,

Ken-

neth Alan McKusick, Reginald
Paul
McManus. Lindsay MacArthur Jr.. Alfred Oscar Mann Jr.,

Warren

Fairchild

Millard

Jr.,

Ramsay MacDonald Moore, John
Briggs Morrell, Linwood Arch
Morrell. Robert Milton Morrison.
Burton Albert Nault.

Christopher
Agisilaos John

Crane

|

Moore
Packard,
Pappanikou, John

Hugh Huntley
Johannes Ulrik Plesner.

Phillips.

Pillsbury,

Donald Leonard Richter, John
Bonang '52.
Brown Extemporaneous English Alan Ritsher. Menelaos George'
Philip W. Siekman, Jr.. '52. Rizoulis, Warren Rawson Ross,
1st
2nd Wil- John Littlefield Rowe, Norman
Composition Prizes
United States Military Academy his paper present the truth and example of a dramatist without a
Russell, Theodore Merrill Russell.
liam H. Hazen '52.
at West Point which, like Bow- the whole truth no matter who is college education.
Charles Dabney Scoville. Rich-,
Kimball
Prize
for ExSumner
I.
doin, opened its doors to a few hurt, awarded in 1946 the PulitHonoris Causa
Doctor of Letters cellence in Natural Sciences
ard Thompson Secrest Richard
students in 1802 and which this zer Prize for distinguished editorial
( Continued on hmg* 4
[Continued on Page 2]
]
year has celebrated with distino. writing, a great Journalist and a
[ Continued or. Page ) ]
!

|

j

|

junior United States Senator from Maine, one of the best
known women of the country if not
indeed known all over the world,

and with a sense of the whole man
If he has gained anything from whose
.

saw

—

more aware of his humanity."
The 1952 graduate of a small hegan,

little

over,

diplomas to the
of the Graduating Class,
a near record number of
degrees. The total of 20
degrees was topped in

out

giving

,

Into this age, says Fleishman,
ventures the young man with the
liberal arts education. His value
lies in his vision and depth of insight, because ... "a small college
on the New England seaboard has
dedicated itself to teaching him
to be a better and more complete
human being and has made him a

presided

Seniors receive Bachelor degrees in this morning's exercises
held in the First Parish Church.

homeless men, -an age in which
once a week nearly everyone sees
a great motion picture and not
once in a lifetime a great painting.
It is a time of the belief that greater happiness is a matter of social
prestige and sleeker automobiles
and better plumbing. If it is this,
our age is also one of expediency
when the value of a particular
course of action is measured in
terms of whether or not the act
was immediately useful or advan-

tageous, regardless of a principle.
Often its god is the man of action,
too often its victim is the man of
thought. So our age has lost its
perspective and has become a bit
near-sighted."

Commencement

147th

Exercises of the College, and the

Nineteen Honorary Degrees Awarded

—

more a return

of

its

Campus To Church

'

invaders"

in
the
the layman. He emphasized that the important part that
the Arab League has played and
will continue to play makes it necessary that the layman under-

who mind

has fiddled away his time with
Plato. Dante, Shakespeare, while
the world has been burning bril-

chasing

;

Speaker Ritsher asserted that
mention of the Arab League would
probably stir "vague pictures of
camels, deserts, flowing robes, Arabian Knights, or possibly fierce

truly significant for the 1952 graduate of a small liberal arts college
to attempt to discover the place
that he is about to take in society.
He continued that the liberal arts
graduate is "criticized as a man

the Muses when he
patients: if a lawyer, of the con- might have been exploring the uniflict between your duty to your verse exclusively through a microclient and the calls of justice? You scope or in a test tube. He has not
see then that this topic is funda- done 'the practical thing.'
"Our age has been called a pracmental to tne right kind of life,
an age which pays
for in it are involved so many tical age
splendid homage to gadgets, an
problems, so many duties.
advertising slogans
age
in
which
discussing
"Another reason for
have become the ten commandthis topic today is because I bements, an age whose priests are
lieve that the primary duty of
which has
the college is to graduate men who psychoanalysts, an age
are loyal and responsible. In our contrived vast and minute machincomplex civilization naturally we ations to build giant rock and steel
need good brains, well educated metropolises and the H-bomb to
men and women, but we need far reduce them to the memories of

be.

hospital

I

for his Commencement part "Man
"Loyalty is one of the qualities
Gives to the Moment Eternity."
of the spirit which, when discussQuoting Goethe's "Er kann dem
ed, loads inevitably to difference
Augenblick Dauer vcrleihen"
of opinion and often to actual controversy. If I should ask each one man gives to the moment eternity,
to
Fleishman claimed that there are
of you graduates this afternoon

more

tuberculosis

I

follows:

heart,

i

Year

Marshall G. C. Knight
Leads Procession From

presentation. The following eve- sor Daggett had four year's exning at 9:00 p.m. the alumni cast perience as an undergraduate in
took over, with Ross L. McLean Commencement plays. He spoke
'39 as Hamlet. The two different the
opening lines of the 1923 prointerpretations of the role by Spec- duction of "The Merry Wives of
tor and McLean delighted the audi- Windsor," first Bowdoin play diences.
rected by Professor Quinby.
Hamlets Impressive
Nathan Dane II '37, Associate
Spector Professor of Classics at Bowdoin,
sophomore
Talented
"Pettileading
role
in
played the
was cast as Marcellus. Dane was
coat Fever," and won the acting no newcomer to the role of Marcelprize in the one-act play contest lus, having played it in the Comduring his freshman year. He was* mencement play of 1937. He had
a member of the Lakewood Theatre also played in the student cast 'of
Company at Skowhegan, Maine, "The Jew of Malta."
last summer, and directed one of
Alton E. Foster '29 played the
the contest plays this year. A resi- part of the first Gravedigger, and
dent of Maiden, Mass., Spector Elliott L. Doyle '28 was asked as
plans to transfer from Bowdoin the second Gravedigger. Foster was
next year either to the Royal Ac- a professional actor many years beademy of Dramatic Art in London fore enrolling at Bowdoin with the
or to Carnegie Tech.
class of 1929, graduating at the
McLean was no newcomer to age of 40. As an undergraduate,
the Bowdoin stage. He had been Foster played King Lear and Falpreviously cast in the title role in staff. He is a resident of East Holthe 1937 and 1939 Commencement den, Maine. Doyle appeared in the
Productions of "Hamlet." Professor first Bowdoin "Hamlet" in 1927.
***** has rated McU* n as one and in "Henry IV, Part I" the folof the foremost actors he has ever lowing year. He lives in New York
coached at Bowdoin. The alumni City.
Hamlet is perhaps better known in
Poor '50 Plays Guildenstern
the medical world. McLean is a
Peter Poop '50 played the part
former member of the medical staff of Guildenstern.' As an undergradof John Hopkins University, and uate, Pool played Orlando in "As
has recently been appointed medi- You Like It." A prolific writer,
cal head of a new Veterans Admin- Poor won the College's one-act

which is to be opened in Baltimore,
Four members of the Senior Class, Josiah Bridge, Irving Paul
Fleishman '52, John A. Kitsher '52, and Michael A. von Huene '52, de- Md., next October. Dr. McLean is
livered addresses during the Commencement Exercises held this morn- a lead " » authority on new dr
which have been developed for tuing in the First Parish Church.
Irving Paul Fleishman '52 chose his education, it is an ability to berculosis treatment.
Alumni Cast
speak to men and to remind them

dent Sills. The Rev. J. Arthur
Samuleson. recently-installed pastor of the First Parish Church, assisted at the service. The address

you are

150th College

On June 5, at 8:00 p.m.. a dast liam Nelson Cromwell Professor of
composed completely of Bowdoin Constitutional and International
Lawrence Law and Government at Bowdoin.
undergraduates, with
Spector '54 as Hamlet, gave its An old hand at dramatics, Profes-

afternoon at the First
Parish Church before a class of
118 candidates for graduation.
Choosing as his topic, "The Basis

whom

35 Years As President

Sills.

Sunday

was

K. C. Sills Officiates At

Last Commencement;

political

skill

has

been

—

—

—

I

—

"
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Tliomas Otis. Jr. "53
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Edward
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Editor*

'54

John H. Wisner
David G. Launder
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les E.
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John B. Goodrich "55
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Fleishman, Ritsher, von Huene,
Bridge In Commencement Parts
{Continued fiom Fc£C I]

dependent on the artist's contact

Tracing the evolution of political,
social, and economic culture in the

with reality."
After toying with a definition of
the artist. Bridge then continued
with "Good art holds one thing in
us someit teaches
common

Arab East. Ritsher mai-itained that
recent developments in that
ana focused upon "national sovereignty and social and cultural rejuv. nation" Hampered by a lack of
the

an immature politick mind, and diplomatic intrigues,
the Arab, said Ritsher, .has neverj»>l»tical rights,

theless

made

progress, although at

times his course of action has been
slightly misdirected. As a result of
this misdirection, "industrial de-

velopment has become a paradise
lor foreign investors who also exert their divided political influence.
Plans for legal and administrative
unification have failed of ratification. Closer alliances have also
IxH-n

blocked by dynastic rivalries

among the different ruling
"A close examination

houses."

of the
recent disturbances in Tunisia and
Morocco would give a suggestion
of the aims of the Arab movement
The motives of the leaders of Arab
nationalism are quite pure. They
are seeking for their people the
same right the Poles fought for in
1830 and 1863; they are seeking the
same recognition the peoples of
Austria-Hungary desired in 1848
Yet like these 19th Century
'-revolutionaries, they erred in judgment once the first taste of freedom was achieved. A federation, a
league, cooperation was the logical
and sensible step for these newborn states to take. But in their
idealistic zeal they went too far.
Instead of spectacular international activities, they need local improvement and modernization. Instead of a nationalistic, anti-foreign attitude, they need a conciliatory policy which will encourage
foreign capitaLto finance their development. Instead of blind selfconfidence, they need compromise.
Lebanon, TransSome countries
have recently bejoi-dan, Iraq
gan to realize this. Others, like
Egypt, are harder to convince. But
as they realize their error of excessive nationalism, they will come
closer to achieving the ideals which
they seek and thus will avoid the
pitfalls which plagued their pre.

.

.

—

—

decessors.

"The Arab League, which perArab nationalism, is not a
threat to the Western World or a

sonifies

Communist

front.

Rather

organization which,

it

is

an

properly en-

couraged and instructed, can be
anoMver bulwark for western democracy. The only threat in the
Arab League is to the Arabs themselves. An over-ambitious or misdirected league can be more a
hindrance than a help to Arab nationalism. If, however, they can
concentrate its energies toward
self-improvement and consolidasocial, economic, as well
tion
then they will be
as political

—

—

—

thing about our own reality." By
"teaches," the speaker claimed
that he meant "reminded."
Speaker Bridge maintained that
"escapist art, particularly of the
so'-t wherein an individual battles

'55,

The
means

student actors were by no
inexperienced. Gookin was
with the Ogunouit Players two
years, and is planning to join the

The Bowdom Campus in 1821 looking intn the present yard from tne Mall. At the left is Massachusetts lia.ll. while Winthrop Hall is the dormitory In the center. At the right is the; 0!d Chapel which
was torn down over 100 y<ear> ago and Maine HalL

good art." This type of art, said
Bridge, has a strong appeal for the

^pring vacation from the School
of Drama at Yale University where

integrated into terms of productand market value."
The speaker claimed that the

ivity

Lewis and Joseph

was of the "escapist"
Bridge said that Lewis informed the world that it stinks
but offered no ideas of what a better world may be. "His heroes are
ridiculous Kingsbloods who barricade themselves in their homes
and fend off a hostile society with
Conrad

" 'A

man

is hired to give advice
readers of a newspaper.
is a circulation stunt
and the whole staff considers it a
joke. He welcomes the job, for it
might lead to a gossip column,
and anyway he's tired of being a
leg man. He too considers the job
a joke, but after several months
at it. the joke begins to escape
him. He sees that the majority of
letters
are
profoundly humble
pleas for moral and spiritual advice, .that they are inarticulate expressions of genuine suffering. He
also discovers that his correspondents take him seriously. For the
first time in his life, he is forced
to examine the values by which he
lives. This examination shows him
that he is the victim of the joke
and not its perpetrator.'
Bridge concluded his speech
with "man is, we will agree, an
animal of communication; and the
hermit is not the best representation of mankind. Because man

the

The job

Michael

Andreas

von

Huene

his speech ex- "52 chose for his Commencement
plaining that "as a soldier is apt to part "The Hope Of Europe".
cornSpeaker von Huene said that
view
in te us of their
hat effectiveneso, and a gambler, when we look at Europe today
say. might set- them as prospective we are confused and bewildered
gam.\ and then cast his eye by recent developments there.
confusion
unfortunately
natm-aUy in the direction of their "This

Bnd«o opened

mm

characterized
much
sd then has
of
betraying weaknesses,
does the artist, the writer, observe American and European foreign
men through his own particular policy during recent years".
T.us Is regrettable, claimed von
consciousness. This conciousness
must he an individual one, and Huene, since France and Italy

designed the

Payne, EUsberg, Smith,
Webber, Bixler, Irving,
Jordan Are Speakers

m

Commencement Exercises will feature an unusually long list of
guost speakers.
The extra long program has
been arranged in honor of the ColSesquicentennial Year and
Kenneth C.

lege's

the retiring President

M. SUIsT

!

,

curtains to mask off the rear wall
ind to provide small special acting
areas at left, center, and right
stage were secured from New York.
The alumni performance on June
6 was actually the third production
of "Hamlet" by the Masque and
Gown
less than a month. During
Ivy Houseparties on May 16, the
student cast presented the same
play to an audience composed of
students and their houseparty

Among the guest speakers to be
heard during the proceedings are
a United States Senator, the
Governor of Maine, the Superintendent of West Point, and the
President of Colby Co'lege
Speakers from Bowdoin will inelude the President, the President

,

Julian C.

missions

Frederic

i

j

those

Seniors

ROTC

who

E.

T.

Speaking to the group as the
The Dinner will be held at the
representative of the State of
Maine will be the present govern- same time as the Society of Bowor, Frederick^G. Payne. Represent- doin Women Luncheon in Moulton
ing the nation will be one of Union.
Maine's senators. Margaret "Chase
Smith, who was the recipient of
an honorary degree from the Col-

Holmes

'52.

Horace Lord Piper Prize for
Richard
Best Essay on Peace
Dale '54.
Forbes Richard Poetry Prize
Josiah Bridge '49.
Meservc Prize in Chemistry
Donald C. AgostineUi '53.

—

program at

Tillotson Director of Music, will lead the
group in the signing of the, College Hymn, Phi Chi, the Bowdoin
Bcata, and Rise Sons of Bowdoin.

Governor To Be Speaker

|

to

completed the
Bowdoin.

lecturer.

j

Bow-

of

Women

Commencement
annual
Dinner which is to be held in the
Hyde Athletic Building immedimorning's
this
ately following
The

his

m

Appearing in the undergraduate
performance of Hamlet Thursday night were (front) Lawrence B. Spector '54, Miss Evelyn tiamache, and Douglas A.

-^

dent and Mrs. Sills on Thursday,
marked the beginning of the reunion. On Friday the members
and respective families journeyed
pj
to HarpsweU. where they attended
Herbert C. F. Bell. Professor
a dinner held at the Auburn
Emeritus of History at Wesleyan
Colony.
University and former mayor of
Among the members that reMiddletown. Conn., will be the
Marshal of Honorary Graduates. turned for the reunion, some have
Professor Bell, who was Thomas .sons attending Bowdoin today.
Brackett Reed professor of His- Class president. Frank Farrington.
the father oi Frank Farrington
tory and Political Science at Bow- is
'53, and Al Farrington '54. Judge
doin from 1912 to 1926, received
Donald
Webber, justice of the AuLetters
an Honorary Doctorate of
from the College in 1937. In 1938 burn Superior Court, is the father
'55. Robert Ham.
he received the degree of Doctor of Curtis Webber
iather of Dick Ham '52. Alden H.
of Himano Letters from the ColSawyer, faU»er of Alden H. Sawlege of the Holy Cross.
'53.
William H. Thalheimer.
yer. Jr.
Faculty Marshal will be George father
of William G. Thalheimer
H. Quinby. class of 1923. Professor '55, Roderick L. Huntress, father
Quinby received a M.F.A. degree of Roderick L. Huntress, Jr. '54.
from Yale University in 1946. He Roswell Moore, father of Roswell
is Professor of Dramatics in tho
Moore. Jr. '54. Kenneth Cushmao,
English Department of the Col- father of Nathan D. Cushman '55.
lege.
Laforest Hodgkins. father of MelThe Reverend Chester Burge vin E. Hodgkins '55, also attended
Emerson, class of 1904. will offithe Class reunion.
ciate as Commencement Chaplain.
A gift from the class is lo be anA member of Alpha Delta Phi at nounced at the Commencement
Bowdoin, Reverend Emerson re- dinner on Saturday noon.
ceived his RD. degree at Union
Theological Seminary in 1909. In
1920 he received a D.D. degree
from Bowdoin. A trustee of the

doin College have this year extended a special invitation to approximately eighty men and women who have been recognized by
the College over the years since
1889 as the recipients of honorary
;jjtowdoin
Society
degrees, to attend the 1952 Com- Hampton Institute in Virginia
mencement Exercises and the ob- Reverend Emerson was made a Holds Business Meeting
servance of the Sesquicentennial of member of the board of Overseers
the opening of the College in 1802. in 1924.
The annual business meeting of
Those who have accepted the invitation will march
the Society of Bowdoin Women
a group in
was held yesterday afternoon,
the Commencement procession and
will be assigned special seats at
Friday, after a luncheon for the
the Commencement Exercises and
members of this group in the
at the Commencement Dinner.
Moulton Union.
The Society is also sponsoring a
Herbert C. F. Bell. Professor
luncheon for ladies in the Sargent
Emeritus of History at Wesleyan
Gymnasium Saturday at the same
University and former Mayor of
time that the Commencement DinMiddletown, Conn., will serve as
ner is being held in the adjoining
Marshal of the honorary graduates
Hyde Cage Building. The headin the procession. Professor Bell,
quarters for the Society during
who was Thomas Brackett Reed
the three day period has been in
Professor of History and Political
Room 117 in Sills Hall.
Science at Bowdoin from 1912 to
1926 received the honorary degree
of Doctor of Letters fiom the College in 1937. In the following year
Awards, Prizes, Listed
he was awarded the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters by the Col[Continued From Fug* J]
lege of the Holy Cross.
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"Hamlet" during

The Governing Boards
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To Exerci

Invited

Kirkland To Open

!

men and women, and between men and men, have 'dis-

between,

The doctrine

for

Former Degree Winners

of the Class of 1952, and several
he is now doing graduate work. members of the Alumni.
Rutan's unique setting occupied
The Invocation will be given by
he entire stage area in Memorial Reverend Warren S. Palmer '32.
Hall, using the permanent steps Following this Edward C. Kirkand varying levels built into the land, Frank Munsey Professor oi
platform.
History at the College, will speak
The basic design was an adapta- on "The Opening of the College."
tion of the Elizabethan stage with Kirkland. who is one of the forex 42 foot uncurtained forestage, an most authorities on American Hisinner stage at the rear, and an up- tory, has long been in great deTer stage above the latter. Special mand as a speaker and a visiting

He

Lewis would seem to be the unpreached gospel of anarchy, of individualism run rampant."
Conrad, said Bridge, offers a
"deeper approach," with solutions
which are "constantly negative."
The triumph of Lord Jim In an
amoral natural universe as he
achieves a "personal, moral victory by rising above Nature, says
Bridge, "is a triumph of detachment, of escape."
Bridge quoted "Miss Lonelyhearts," by Nathaniel West, maintaining that the author attempts
"an interpretation of reality without offering an escape from it."

Approximately Eighty

Many Speakers

On Extra Long Program

Brunswick.

Raymond Rutan

attributes the successful appeal of "escapist art" to
"a society wherein social relations

to

Boasts

English at Amherst, with residence

setting

shotguns.

Commencement Dinner

j

1918-1952.

in

art of Sinclair

j

which was based on "Scourge'

through existence to finally secure

able to assume their position in international politics which their needs man. Put a man in solitary
strategic location and economic po- confinement and he will crack.
the West- And he can be free only insofar
tential deserve. If we of
ern World can transcend our ro- as he can find freedom through
of "Arabian living contact with other people.
pictures
mantic
Nights" and give enlightened sup- Good art does not encourage the
port and active assistance to the dissolving of all social relations,
Arabs toward achieving these nor does it harp the praises of our
possess, glorious past by encouraging a
ideals which we already
then we will be able to strengthen neurotic return to it. There is no
our position by building a new bul- place to go but forward, and if
wark and by gaining a new fnend. the future is dark and uncreated,
for his then it is the artist who must lead
.J.»i; h Bridge *4d chose
"
Commencement P art " Art and In the way."
dividualism."
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Neighborhood Playhouse in New Sills Dedication Plaque
this season. Wilder was at
Conn., for two years, Erected Thursday
was assistant director at Skowhegan's Lakewood Theatre Companv,
Classroom Building
and assisted Professor Ouinbv with
both performances of "Hamlet."
A bronze dedication plaque,
He nlans to attend the Yale School
officially naming the new Classof Drama next fall.
"Kenneth
the
room
building
Four Appear Twice
Two students anneared in both Charles Morton Sills Hall," was
erected on the wall in the main
casts. T. Ne»l Wilder reDlaced
St-reoter Rocjs '38 ns F^ncisco. and lebby of that structure without
Hu<m Pillsbnrv plaved the part of ceremony Thursday, June 5.
Measuring 3 feet by 5 feet, the
Laertes in both productions. Professor Ouinbv explained that the plaque was designed b,y the Colfencing scene made it necessary lege architects, McK'm, Me^ri and
White. It was the gift of "friends
an evpert fencer
for Pillsburv
to be in both performances. TNvo and Alumni of the College."
The actual inscription on the
others renrntinc were Mrs. Elinor
"This Classroom
Orfltiam nf South 'C»-oerwv»'t. Maine. plaaue reads:
as Gertmrte. and M»«s Eve'vn Ga- Building erected in 1950 through
maehe of Brunswick as Onhelia. the generosity of Alumni and
Mrs. Graham, author of several Friends is named Kenneth Charles
books on her life in Maine, was Morton Sills Hall in honor of Kencast in the role of Oneon Gertrude neth Charles Morton Sills, LL.D.
Distinguishin tho 1937 and 1939 productions of the Class of 1901
ed Champion of Sound .Learning
of "Hamlet."
A feature of both Masoue and President of Bowdoin College,
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y^^
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Horatio, Douglas A. Chalmers
'53; Marcellus. Camille F. Sarrauf
'55;
Ghost, Edward Cogan '52;
Claudius. Vincent Gookin Jr. '52;
Polonium, Roger E. Gordon '54;
Laertes, Hugh H. Pillsbury '52;
Rosencrantz, Ronald A. Lander '52;
Guildenstern, Charles W. Schoeneman '53; Player King, Neil Alter
'55; Player Queen, David A. Hoerle
"34 ; Player Lucianus, Paul S. Selva
'52 Sailor, Peter A. Lauselle '53;
first Gravedigger, Richard T. Goodman '53; second Gravedigger, Todd
H. Callihan '54; Priest, Howard S.
Levin '54: and Osric. Harold D.

Osrood

,

j

some vague sort of personal salvation, is, however delightful, not

individual.

Of 1927
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New

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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Included In Reunion
|0f Class

received a M.B.A.
from Harvard University in 1934.
While attending Bowdoin he was
a member of Alpha Delta Phi.
Robert L. Bell, class of 1942.1
will be the Alumni Marshal. From
Providence.
Rhode Island. Mr.
Bell is a member of Beta Theta

Knight

Mr.

Westport.

„l

Reception For Sillses

Commencement marshal wdl b-; running colorful attire and arGordon Curtis Knight, class "f ri v jng in the company of their reFrom Waterbury, Conn.. spoctivc families, the members of

1932.

'53;'

r '53

McKinnev

KICs

Editor*

'53

Assistant

II!

T

H L Bell, H. C. F. Bell,

'54

Spicer 'TA

F.

Marshals Are Knight,

Night After Undergrads

{Continued from I'upe l")
were: Francisco, T. Neal Wilder
Geoffrey P. Houghton '33 '52;_ Bernardo. Pattangall Nicolet

Charles Ranlett

.Tolin C. Willi.-ims T>2

Jonathan Bart kit

Graduate Showing Last

Quinby Directs Casts
As Performers Present
Play To Large Crowds

Editor-in-Chief

Alden E. Horton.

1952

Xo. 7

19 .V?

7.

7,

The
when

President of Bowdoin
it opened its doors in the
Fall of 1802, 150 years ago, was
the Reverend Joseph McKeen
who served the College- Ave
years before his death in 1807.
first

McKeen, who was a graduate of
Dartmouth, had served (or 10
years a* a minister in Beverly,
Slus.wiehu.setts before coming to
Bowdoin.

—
—

Alice

Merrill

Award

Mitchell

— Vincent Gookin,
Goodwin French Prize — Lloyd

for Acting

Jr.,

'52.

/

O. Bishop

'55.

lege.

Outfitters to

Representing
the
honorary
graduates will be Rear Admiral
Maine, was Edward Ellsberg, USN Retired,
cast in the role of Querti Gertrude who also received
an honorary dein the 1937 and 1939 pnxluctions of
gree at this morning's exercises.
( lialni.-rs '53.
"Hamlet." Miss Gamache had ap- Speaking for the
colleges will be
peared previously in many Bruns- Julius S. Bixler,
President of Colby
and Minister," an interpretation of
wick Workshop and Masque and College.

Bowdoin Men

dates.

books on her

life

in

Special Purchase

"Hamlet" by George Roy Elliott,
Gown productions.
Merle R,
'52. President
formerly of the Bowdoin faculty
A feature of both Masque and of his class,Jordan
-will speak to the
and now Professor Emeritus of
Gown productions was the direc- group as tne representative
of the
are on the brink of Communism tion, which was based oi "Scourge graduating class, while
the Honorand need our help. "At present
at this very hour, because, as Paul able Donald W. Webber "27 will'
the leaders of these governments,
Henry Spaak. one of the ablest speak for the Alumni Fund, while
many of them enlightened and statesmen
in Europe, put it at the the President will speak on "The
progressive, remain la-gely powCouncil of Strassbourg, history can State of the College."
erless and wait for the rescue
During the proceedings the Annot wait till Europeans will give
that can only come from the outup their national egotisms and drew Allison Haldane Cup will be
side".
their inherited differences and pull presentee' to some member of the
Western Germany has fared
down the wall that separates them, Senior Class, while at this time
better than France and Italy,
because Europe will have perished the Alumni Achievement Award
maintained von Huene. A "hopeby that time?. A united and feder- will be also given.
less pile of rubble" in 1946. it
Commissions Presented
ated continent is Europe's great
has effected fairly successfully a
Major General Frederick A. Irvhope. The first two steps
the?
political and economical
reconSchuman Plan and the European ing, Superintendent of the United

That Saves

You Real Money

|

I

—

This,
claimed
the
due to tho Marshall

struction.

speaker, is
plan aid. "Germany scives as the
best example of what American
aid really accomplish^ in Europe and should be conclusive
proof of its wisdom and necessity.
So much is clear
it rescued the
count ry from complete disintegration and from Communism,
and it saved millions from gradual starvation. Ever since 1948 the
Communist party has been on the
decline while the prestige and po-

—

of Germany's democratic
government
has
been greatly
strengthened. But in spite of these
positive facts. Germany's problems
are immense. And they are so
much greater, as far as Europe is
sition

concerned,

because

Germany

is

and will remain the bulwark of a
Free Europe against the Communist tide."
"This, then, is

—

States Military Academy at West
Point will present Reserve Cornsteel and coal industries, and by stagnating. It cannot be reborn
providing for the establishment of otherwise. And no amount of dola federated European army under lars or propaganda cliches can accomplish that The task is an inone supreme command".
Speaker von Huene claimed that tellectual and a spiritual one. And
"all this work, however, will be in here again Europe looks to Amervain, unless the U. S. continues its ica for the vital stimulus".
economic and military assistance
on a firm and unchanging basis.
The U. S. can no longer afford any
blunders and confusion in its foreign policy. Either it lives up to
the principles it so solemnly proOur Specialties
claims, or Europe is lost".
Italian Spaghetti
"But", concluded von Huene,
•
"more than .armies and dollars,
Pizxa Pie
Europe needs inspired leadership,
Hot Pastromi
men of broader vision, committed
Draft
and
Ale
on
Beer
to the new European ideal, and
and in Bottles
with a dynamic sense of purpose

army

of the

battle for survival

CORD JACKETS

will lay the foundations

new Europe by

pooling

all

BILL'S

them into effect
Europe must again be pulled out of
to carry

.

.
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Europe today: the swamp of
pessimism, apathy,
a mutilated Europe fighting in the
and fear in which its soul has been
ruins of its past a desperate and

immense
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— po-

economically, and moralEurope living in fear of the
Russians and upon the generosity
of the Americans! The picture is
gloamy enough, but it is not the
whole picture. In these very days
and months decisions were made,
and negotiations were carried on
.
that seemed only two years ago
deciimpossible and fantastic
sions that mean a complete break
with centuries of European history
and political tradition. The idea of
a United Europe has suddenly become a matter of survival or doom
litically,

A

ly.

.
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Nineteen Honorary Degrees Given By

Bela Winslow Norton

Warren Kendall Lewis

Daniel F.

'*•«

For Sesquicentennial Celebration

Sills

Yaiaztad H. Kazanjian

Mahoney

PAGE TOREK
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Edward

Alfred Otto Gross

Billings

Ham

Edward

Leland M. Goodrich

Ellsberg

\Continurd from Pagr I]
Warren Kendall Louis, of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Professor
of
Chomica!
Engineering EmeriUu, Doctor o
Science and Engineering severe'
times, chemist
and teacher of
chemists, scientist and producer
of scientists, with a national and
world-wide reputation in his field,
lather of two Bowdoin sons,
Honoris Causa.
Doctor of Science

Bela Wliudow Norton, of Williamsburg, Virginia, of the Clas'
of 1918, Executive Vice-President
of Colonial Williamsburg, Incorpor
ated, who has brought the libera

education

he received here tt
function in the difficult field o'
public relations and who is a'
authority on colonial Virginia anr'
a friendly host to hundreds of
his college and
Alumni Council,

to

visitors,

loyal

member

of the

Alfred Brinkkr
Philip G. Chirord
Honoris Causa
Master of Arts
Daniel Francis Mahoney, of the
benefited the human race.
searches in the romance languages
Class of 1919, Principal of the
Doctor
of Science run all the way from old French
Honoris
Causa
South Portland High School, who
to interesting problems connected
Alfred Otto Gross, Professor of
for years has maintained the highwith French Canadian language
est scholastic standards and every Biology at the College, serving on
and literature,
year sends to college well trained the faculty for forty years, one of
and well educated boys and girls, the best known [ornithologists in Honoris Causa
Doctor of Humane Letters
one of the finest possible repre- the land frequently taking part in
Leland Matthew Goodrich, of
sentatives of the public schools of national and international conMaine which for a century and a ferences and authority on birds New York, Professor of Interhalf have done so much for Bow- from Alaska to Ecuador and from national Law at Columbia Univerdoin,
the coast of Maine to the coast of sity, of the Class of 1920, father
Honoris Causa
Master of Arts Baffin Bay and Sweden, inspiring of a Bowdoin son, for many years
Yuraztod H<>\ tu-uuies Kazanjian, teacher and modest scholar with able member of the faculty of
of Boston, plastic and oral sur- scores of learned articles to his Brown Universit:", and from 1942
geon whom hundreds of wounded credit and to the credit of his to 1946 the competent and popular
Director of the World Peace
veterans bless for hig discoveries college.
and work in skin grafting and the Honoris Causa
Doctor of Science Foundation, consultant and partiremoval of facial and other scars,
Edward Billings Ham. Professor cipant in international conferdecorated by the British Govern- of French at the University of ences, expert with few equals in
ment for his services in World Michigan, member of the reunion the knowledge and workings of
War II, honored today partly be- class of 1922, Rhodes Scholar, son the United Nations, scholar who
cause he is the father of a Bow- of another Doctor of Humane knows how to combine theory and
doin son but chietly because Bow- Letters establishing thereby an practise,
doin
Doctor of Science
cherishes
those who by academic precedent here, univer- Honoris Causa
scientific research and skill have sity teacher and scholar whose reEdward Ellsberg, of Soirthwest
|

t

John D.

Roland E. Clark

And charge
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another interesting aspect of loyalty that comes out in
one of the fine essays by the late
Josiah Royce, one of Harvard's
is

greatest philosophers. Royce insists that all effective loyalty begins with loyalty to the local. He
uses the analogy of a stone thrown
into a pond where the circles begin small where the stone entered
and then spread in larger and
larger circumferences to the dis-J
tant borders.
i

."There is a profound truth here.
If you begin with loyalty to the
local you will find that loyalty
easily extended to cover your interest &i the larger affairs of
town, nation and the world. But a
who puts all of his
eitiien
thoughts and emphasis, say, on
the support of the United Nations
and neglects the caucuses and the
primary election in his own ward

or city, is not a good citizen. And
so a man who in Horace's words
finds in hiSihome or farm that "corner of the world smiles at him beyond all others" can more easily be
brought to see good in other parts
of the world because he loves his
own so much.

Helps Avoid Defeatism

"The right kind of loyalty is
also the best possible answer to defeatism and cynicism. Some lines
of Austin Dobson on
illustrate

what

I

'Yet would today

grows

And

chili

life's

Don Quixote

mean:

fine

fire

were

looks at loyalty from the correct
point of view cannot be disillusioned, and heaven knows there is too
much disillusionment in the world
today. A man who fixes his sights
low, who has no deep loyalties to
support him when he finds that the
world does not live up his expectations will easily take a pessimistic view and believe that since his
own expectations have failed
there is no ground for hope.
"A few months ago a Vary brilliant graduate of Bowdoin, coming home from an important international mission because he
felt he had not accomplished as
much as he might have done, losing hold both on himself and on
his faith, in a moment of despair
took his own life. But one who has
loyalties deepseated within realizes that he must not let those loyalties go,

sinner.' Clearly

man

of adminis- Yet it is well to remember there
trative responsibility has no right is also such a thing as loyalty to
to let the lesser loyalty of friend- party, for our system of governship interfere with the higher ment is based on party responsiloyalty that demands honest ser- bility. Do not be afraid of showvice.
The sorry spectacles in ing such loyalty whether your
past few party is locally or nationally in
these
Washington
months are due to such a conflict the majority or in the minority.
of loyalties; and what occurs in Remember that majority rule is
the White House often happens only the best known means for
on Main Street or on the college settling differences of opinion;
campus.
without it in a democracy there
"When one turns to larger con- would be chaos and anarchy. But
siderations the problem becomes remember, too, that the distinctive
more complex. Stephen feature of democracy is the right
even
famous toast, "Our of the minority to' argue, to perDecatur's
country in her intercourse with suade, to work for a change withforeign nations, may she always in the law which does not imply
be in the right, but our country the right to bring force to bear or
has always to advocate revolution by other
or wrong,"
right
brought cheers. But far more true than peaceful means. Liberty withto real loyalty arc the words of in the law is the American conCarl Schurz some sixty years ception of liberty.
"Yet when you see someone who
"Our country right or
later.
wrong; when right to be kept is eager to get on the bandwagon,
when wrong to be put anxious always to be on the winright;
ning side, you may well question
right."
that man's loyalty. Incidentally,
Duty As Citizens
"Perhaps this contrast shows this is one of the disadvantages of
what real loyalty to constant political polls that are
clearly
country implies. But if you think being taken to test public opinion;
your country or community is en too often the result is that
the wrong track what can you, one thoughtless voters side with the
of millions of American citizens, do majority. But opposition to the
little enough, I majority must not be cantankerto put it right,
admit, but that little is terribly ous, captious, unreasonable. There

—

no matter what happens, important.

for these arc the ideals that in the
long run he is perfectly sure in
his own soul will work out for

a

You

can

of thine might burn

within us still
Ah, would hut one might lay his
lance in rest

vote

in

primaries and elections for candidates who in your mind stand
for the right principles; you can
express your views by communicaConflicts In Friendship
tion to representatives in the state
"If we look at loyalty from the or federal government; you can,
standpoint of friendship we find in your own
community and
again many conflicts. Let me give among your own acquaintances,
a very simple illustration: A man strive to form a sound public
brought up in New England, deep- opinion; you can take an active,
ly convinced of the necessity for aggressive part in politics; above
racial understanding and lack of all, you can be loyal to convictions
all discrimination, finds himself in
that you hold to be right without
a part of the country where very regard to whether or not such
many of his friends take an entire* convictions are popular or those
ly different point of view. At first generally held by your friends; allhe is liable to feel resentful, dis- this you can do and it will count
appointed, disillusioned, but when
Rights Of Minorities
he thinks things over he will re"In the welter of views in a
member that the opinions of presidential campaign it is an enfriends should have no controlling couraging sign that more and
effect on his own loyalties. Soon more independence is being shown.
he may learn to retain those loyalties
and the respect of his
friends likewise. Loyalty is so fine
an attribute, so strong an anchor
that it will stand differences of
opinion especially among friends.

good.

"But
friends
selves

what

about

loyalty

are a great many cranks in this
world of ours and they are very
often to be found in the ranks of
the opposition.
T
"If you are tempted to join
them, try the acid test of applying your views to the highest
form of loyalty you can muster.
What sort of a country would you
wish ours to be? The answer is
a good deal the same as would be
the definition of a good citizen, of
a good man
generous, kind,
efficient, anxious to be of service
to others but above all being true
to its own highest ideals.
Strength Of Convictions

—

"There

is

an admirable example

of the conflict of loyalties and the
victory of the superior loyalty In
an incident in the political career
of the late Senator Vandenburg
of
Michigan.
In
'Private
his

identified

Sills

it.

Yet

if

win

I

I

went on advocating bi-partisanship in foreign affairs regardless
of all criticism, showing that he
is one of the few real statesmen
of our generation by being loyal to

own

convictions.
Above All Others
"I have reserved to the latter
part of my address the most
significant loyalty of all. Other
arguments and illustrations have
dealt largely with man's loyalty to
What of his loyalty to God ?
I am well aware that in these days
it
may seem old-fashioned to
dwell on this theme, quaint perhaps to ask you, 'What about your
loyalty to the religion in which

his

man—

heritage of sacrifices

Yet so strange and inconsistent is
human nature that sometimes if
you keep loyal to a cause that
seems hopeless, or to a faith that
you cannot comprehend, you will,
that mean to you? How would you to use an informal phrase, comelike it if there were no observance out all right in the end.
of Easter, or of Christmas, no
College Evaluated
open mention of Christ or God?
"Not long ago I had a letter
In such event your loyalty would from one of our graduates, captain
be severely tested; doubtless there with the Marines in Korea, who
would be hundreds of martyrs once wrote of the training which he and
again but where would you stand ? others had received at Bowdoin as
Apathy A Danger
the sort that enabled him and
"Actually much more dangerous and every other Bowdoin man he
than such open opposition is the had met to face up to any situation
indifference, the lukewarmness of that came along, even when the
so many today toward religion. back is to the wall, because of the
We need to be constantly remind- teaching of this college that is exed as we were by the recent pects every son to do his full duty
decision of the Supreme Court de- whether that meant to live or to
livered by Mr. Justice Douglas, die. And in these simple words
perhaps the most liberal member from a soldier in the field there is
of that body, which states that we a tribute to the attitude and the
are a religious nation and that our
government presupposes belief in
a Supreme Being.
Foreign Employment
"Again, when you are thinking
of your loyalty to a cause inevitably there, enters in the lovely For young men and women. Work,
and lively virtue of gratitude. The play abroad! Big pay! Adventure!
man or woman who forgets what Round-trip free transportation,
his parents or his family have done
housing. Hundreds all kinds acfor him is universely regarded as
a pretty low specimen of human- tual job-openings Sooth Pacific Isity. Likewise the youth who has lands, Alaska, South America, Eunot the slightest gratitude for his rope, summer foreign Jobs, foreign
spiritual heritage has not learned cruises, etc
New listings daily.
the most elementary lesson of
We provide latest world-wide list
loyalty.
best job-openings, wagea, list of
Secular vs. Spiritual Values
"But there is another and far firms hiring, detailed information,
for application forms
reason
important
more
all for' 11 .00
strengthening the loyalties of ties (91.25 airmail). Adventure, Ltd.,

—
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made

world, there

is

CUMBERLAND

44, Marshall.

June 4-4

Wed.-Thurs.

MARA MARU
with

ERROL FLYNN

RUTH ROMAN
also

News

Short Subjects

Juns

Frl.-Sat.

DAWN
with

RICHARD BASEHART
GARY MERRILL
also

News
June 8-0-10

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

BELLES ON THEIR
TOES
with

JEANNE GRAIN

MYRNA LOY
also

News

Short Subject*

June 11-1S

Wed.-Thurs.

WALK EAST ON
BEACON
with

GEORGE MURPHY
VIRGINIA GILMORE
also

Michigan.

News

Short Subjects
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college, like
to faith. You cannot of loyalty which this
good
course be loyal to a cause you do every other institution of
not understand, not to a cause in learning, tries to inculcate.
Page
4 ]
[ Continued on
which you have lost confidence.

by countless good men and good going on between the material and
women of the past?
the secular on the one hand and
"What that heritage really the religious and the spiritual on
means may perhaps become clear the other.
if put in the negative. Suppose this
"Last year I took a* the theme
country were conquered and over- of
my baccalaureate "The
run by an enemy that was hostile Necessity for Faith." I should Ilka
to religion and wished to impose today to emphasise the relation of

R.

activity,

Doctor of Laws
Honoris Causa
George Temple Bowdoin, of New
York City, who on this important
the 150th year of
anniversary
the opening of the College— represents today by family ties the
Bowdoins whose name he bears,
whose portraits adorn the walls
of our Art Museum and wn-jse
character and ideals have been an
important part of our history since
the days when it was decided to

loyalty

you were brought up? Or if there
were early indifference or lack of
interest in your home, what about
your loyalty to the religion which
has been so largely responsible for
giving to you the advantages of
education and of living, fostered to religion and that is because, not
Bex
by centuries of Christian thought only in this country but in the

—the

frequent missionary of American
education abroad making Colby
College a center of intellectual

In Baccalaureate Talk

atheism on all? Suppose that our
conquerors closed all Churches,
forbade all religious services, prevented any kind of religious instruction, rooted out all outward
signs of religion, demolished or
converted to other use all church
buildings, did away with all religiwhat would all
ous observances

Photo Supplies

worthy of such loyalty?

careless or culpable in the
administration of their duties?
Perhaps here the old theological
phrase may be of help, namely,
'To hate the sin and still love the

with

Doctor of Laws
Honoris Causa
Charles Franklin Phillips, President of Bates College, influential
not only in educational but in
business circles, an economist who
knows both the practise and
theory of that study, eloquent advocate of benefits of private industry, very popular all over the
state for his devotion to Maine,

the fine traditions of his import- for hi9 friendly personality, and
ant office with ability and loyalty, for his leadership of the fine col*
Master of Arts lege which not only Bowdoin but
Honoris Causa
John David Clifford, Jr., of all the state delights to honor,
Doctor of Laws
Lewiston, of the £lass of 1910, Honoris Causa
Julius 8eetye Btxier, President
since 1947 Judge of the United
the unborn institution after
States District Court of Maine of Colby College since 1942, grad- name
Governor Bowdoin,
succeeding in that office Bowdoin's uate of Amherst in the class of
Master of Arts
Causa
beloved and revered J,udge John 1916, member of the faculty of Honoris
And in the nam? of this society
Peters, sound and sensible Smith College and for nine years
A.
they are endeclare
I
scholars
at
of
Theology
jurist who administers the law Bussey Professor of
teacher *rf titled to the rights and privileges
inspiring
fearlessly and who in order to be Harvard,
well- pertaining to their several degrees,
religion,
a better iudge keeps in touch with philosophy and
that their names are to be
the people of the state and under- known author of books of educa- and
forever borne on its roll of
stands their aspirations and prob- tional and spiritual value, convincing advocate of a liberal education. Honorary Members.
lems,

contribute to a major political defeat for the Administration.' And
yet he stuck to his convictions and

to

who have not proved them-

days of depression or prosperity
have never been questioned by any
one, conscientious and meticulous
officer of the College carrying on

he
Papers' recently
published,
writes that in his last campaign
for reelection to the Senate 'I am
a candidate for reelection on the
Republican ticket. At the same
time President Truman appoints
me as an American delegate to
the General Assembly of the
United Nations. The commission
states that the President reposes
special trust and confidence in my
integrity and ability. At the same
time the Democratic National
Committee sends two of its most
prominent orators to seek my
party's defeat in general and my
own defeat in particular. If I am
defeated it is the Administration's
foreign policy which really takes
a licking, because I am so closely

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

when courtesy What about executives in high
places who stick by men they have
loyalties are appointed even when they have

turned to jest

Some

earnest

it but a mill.'
This point, namely, to have some
kind of a goal may well be emphasized because a loyal person, one
devoted to his convictions, cannot
possibly be cynical or indifferent.
In these days when the common
question among youth is very often So what? as if nothing mattered very much, we need to have
a revival of real loyalty.
"Furthermore, a person who

The Local Level
"There

in

Law

Roland Eugene Clark, of Portland, Treasurer and Trustee of the
College, of the Class of 1901, beloved by some, trust officer whose
devotion and integrity whether in

Alfred Brinkler, of Portland, ing fast to the best social tradiorganist and choir master, Fellow tions of an age that has gone by,
of the American Guild of Organ- tegrity, gifted writer whose bioists, Associate of the Royal Col- graphy of his grandfather, Nathan
lege of Organists, gladly serving Clifford the only man from Maine
the College in time of need as ever to serve on the Supreme
Lecturer in Music,* founder of the Court of the United States, is a
Interfraternity
Singing Contest real contribution to legal history,
and donor of the original Wass one who by Uncage, education and
Cup, a musician who has done high professional standards repremuch for music in the State of sents Maine and Bowdoin at their
Maine by setting the highest best,

"Your Loyalties Depend Upon Ideals/ 9 Says
—

[Continued From Page J]
should you place loyalty to your
employer? In industry where affairs are routine the answer is
easy; but suppose vou know deals
that are not above-board, of statements that are not quite honest,
where does that leave you? Surely there is here involved a loyalty
that is higher than that to your
employer even if actual retention
of the job is at stake. We have all
too sorry evidence of an attitude
of carelessness and cynicism in
the current feeling that if a questionable action is legal it is excusable, and that one need not be
too sure either of the legality involved. In the recent Congressional Investigation, time after time
men have stated that commissions could be accepted or favors
granted because there was no law
to prevent such actions. Here, of
course, is just one example of the
necessity to replace a lower loyalty by one higher. It is not easy
to be loyal to one's better self.

Honoris Causa Doctor of Civil

George Temple Bowdoin

Julius S. Bixler

Charles F. Phillips

Clifford, Jr.

Rear Admiral United standards of taste and performStates Naval Reserve, engineer, ance both for himself and for his
author and naval officer dis- pupils,
tinguished both for his services Honoris Causa
Doctor of Music
for the Navy which Bowdoin alPhilip Greely Clifford, of Portways delights to honor and which land, senior member of the Board
have already been recognized by of Overseers serving since 1915
the award of the Legion of Merit twelve years after he graduated
twice and by being made Com- Minima cum laude, member of the
mander of the Order of the British committee that notified the preEmpire, and also-popularly known sent President of his election, and
for his delightful and very read- lawyer of ability, trustee- of inable books,
member of the committee that
Honoris Causa
Doctor of Science nominated his able successor, hold-

Harbor,

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

24.72
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Class Of 1952 Hears

President

Philip G.

Make

Sills

Rnal Baccalaureate

Elect Marshy Mclntire
Paul Sibley

trayal of benefactors as the greatest of all sins, the very worst betrayal of disloyalty. Conversely,
those who have been loyal to their

forty-five
it

through

you

Chemistry

the arrival

of the

tops for

the

Two
New Trustees Elected

Three Overseers,

perfectly.

Work Begun In 1951
Although the three story buildGround for the building was
is unnamed, six of the rooms
broken on March 21, 1951 and the
have been named and presented by cornerstone was laid during Com-

To Governing Boards

ing

mencement week

various donors.

The presiding
M.
Kenneth

addition

featured

the

introducing

to

in

Sills,

Searles

the

rooms

more discipline, social,
spiritual. For such dis-

Adams Leelure Room

Pierce '05, Burpee '04
Trustees, Replacements
For Pickard, Lawrence

The

Science

Building

to

the

»

Two new

Chemistry Building.
Trustees and three
The landscaping is also nearly members of the Board of Overcomplete with the new driveway
seers of the College were elected
in front of the building tarred, the
walks laid out. and the grass seed- at the meeting of the Boards, Fried. The straightening of the main day morning.
drive through the campus and the
This meeting also saw the desigconstruction of new parking places nation of two men as
members of
will be carried out during the
the Board of Trustees, Emeritus.
summer.
Elected Trustees of Bowdoin
The building constructed from
funds collected from the Sesqui- were Leonard A. Pierce '05 of
centennial Drive is the second Portland and George W. Burpee
structure to be completed in the '04 of New York.'N. Y. Pierce, a
present construction program. The lawyer, has been on the Board of
first built from Scsquicentennial Overseers
since 1924. He is also a
funds was Sills Hall.
graduate of the Harvard Law
The Chemistry Department with School.
its present move to the new strucBurpee, who received a degree
ture becomes the first Bowdoin from Massachusetts Institute
of
department to bo housed exclusive- Technology in 1906, has been an
ly in one of the buildings.
Overseer since 1945. He is now a
civil engineer in New York.
The two new Trustees replace
118 Receive Degrees Frederick W. Pickard '94, who
died in March, and Professor William W. Lawrence '98 who reI

i

named by

their donors were the lecture hall,
three laboratories, and the first
floor seminar room. The lecture
room which has a fully equipped
projection room was named the

is

June.

New

speaker, presented E. Farrington
Abbott '03 who represented the
building committee and Charles A.
Carv '10 who spoke for the Sesquicentennial Fund.
Lewis, who received an honorary degree from the College this
morning, is Professor of Chemical
Engineering Emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
In his talk. Lewis related science
to present world conditions and to
liberal education as we know it.
Lecture Hall Named

Among

last

Chemistry Department is now
moving its apparatus and materials
from its old quarters in the

President

officer,

C

a prerequisite of that
loyalty I have been attempting to
set before you. Such discipline too
goes hand in hand with the need
both in our national, state and
community life of plain, simple,
decent honesty.
"As the years go by you will find
that your loyalty to persons and
institutions will be tested in countcipline

New

exercises.

necessity of
political,

$750,000

was dedicated yesterday laboratory benches was the only
with an address by Dr. Warren K. mar in the building schedule which
Lewis being the feature of the was able to be followed almost

ever won a victory. American
youth today may well ponder the

gratitude
for the bequest to the College by
Dr. Charles E. Adams of the Class
in

of 1884.

The Dana Laboratory of organic
chemistry was given, with its
equipment, in memory of Woodbury Kidder Dana and Mary
Little Hale Dana.
The Kresge Laboratory of physical chemistry which is one of the
was
second
floor
laboratories
given, along with its equipment,
by Kresge Foundation of Detroit,
Michigan. This foundation was
founded by Sebastian S. Kresge.
Also on the second floor is the
Wentworth Laboratory which was
Riven, fully equipped, by Walter

At

147th

Graduation

signed.

achusetts.

The meeting of the Alumni
Council was held in the morning
before the main events that marked Alumni Day of the 1952 Commencement Week. During the day,
the Chemistry Building was dedicated, several fraternities
held
corporation
meetings,
reunion
group activities got into full
swing, and the Alumni performance of Hamlet was held. An
Alumni Luncheon was held at
noon while the Bowdoin Society
of Women met and ate in the
Moulton Union.

'94, he, like his father, is connected
with the DuPont Company.
Rounds, the Director of Admissions of PfnTlips Exeter Academy,
is a former President of the Alum-

ni Council.

Bartlett formerly was
faculty at Bowdoin and

on

the

now

is

teaching at the United States Military Academy at West Point.

[Continued from Page

1~]

Philip

Karl

Stern,

Wentworth

Roger Winthrop Sullivan,
Richard Ernest Swann, Tage Peter

ett

friends.

j

I

Englishman
year as the municipal cation ceremonies, was

organist for the City of Portland
and the organist and choir-master
Luke's
Saint
Portland's
at
Cathedral, presented a program
including
three
selections,
six
of
pieces he had written himself.

New

Professor Dr. Mei, Six
Instructors Top Appointees

Boyd W.

Bartlett

Lawrence was designated a
member of the Board of Trustees,
Emeritus, as was the Honorable
John A. Peters '85 of Ellsworth,
Maine.
Named to the Board of Over-

to the leaving of

several

the

of

Sills.

studying in the Philippines.
Four men will be on sabbatical
L. Munn, Professor
of Psychology, for the first semester and Professors
Herbert R.
Brown of the English Department,
Philip C. Beam of the Art Department, and Alton H. Gustafson of
the Biology Department, for the
second semester. There are three
promotions within the faculty
ranks, Associate Professor Perley
S. Turner becomes Professor of
Education, while Charles S. Benson and Robert H. Ivy, Jr., have
been made assistant professors of

Faculty In Favor
A poll of the Faculty showed
in favor of
the switch in songs, and with the
nearly unanimous vote of approval
from the Alumni, all groups of
men connected with the College
have gone on record as favoring
the new Alma Mater.
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin" was
written in 1903 by President Sills
in response to a need for more
College songs. The verses were
then sung to the tune of "Die
Wacht am Rhein."
Some years after this, the late
Lan- Charles T.
Burnett, Professor of

them overwhelmingly

some of them who will be only absent because of sabbatical leave.
As has already been announced
Paul Nixon, Winkley Professor of
the Latin Language and Literature, who came to the faculty in
1909 and served as Dean from 1918
to 1947, retires to become professor emeritus.
Also leaving the faculty will be
Dwight N. Lindley, Instructor in
English for the past two years,
who will return to a teaching as- Economics and Romance
signment at his own college, Ham- guages, respectively.
ilton.
Heading the list of new appointTwo assistant professors who ments is Dr. Yi-pao Mei, who will
be visiting Professor of Chinese
History and Civilation on the Tall-

Men

;

32 Get Scholarships

Psychology at Bowdoin composed
the present music to the song.
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin" had been
popular with its borrowed tune,
but Professor Burnett's composiman Foundation for 1952-53. There tion was
soon adopted and has reare six new instructors. Francis
mained in use to the present time.
G. Hugo, Bowdoin '49, who has
The results of the Alumni poll
been teaching at the University of
announced by William H.
New Hampshire, will be Instructor were
Hazen '52, a member of the Stuin Psychology, while William S.
dent Council. Hazen compiled the
Flash A.M., a Harvard graduate
ballots returned by the Alumni,
with advanced study becomes Inand he was instrumental in startstructor in Government. James M.
ing and completing the change.
Moulton, who has just received his
"Beat*" Lacked Dignity
Ph.D. at Harvard will be InstrucAlthough the "Bowdoin Beata"
tor in Biology and Arthur I. Greawas written by Henry H. Pierce
son. Jr., will replace Mr. Lindley as
'96, it was sung to the tune of
Instructor in English. Newton Y.
Robinson, M.S., a candidate for the Yale's, "Wake, Freshman, Wawe."
Ph.D. in Economics at Columbia, This lack of an original tune was
will be Instructor in that subject, one criticism of the former Alma
while Carl N. Schmalz, A.M., a Mater of the College. Also lackHarvard graduate, will serve as In- ing in the "Bowdoin Beata" was
structor in Art for the second the degree of dignity usually found
in college

semester.

Newly appointed teaching

alma maters.

Backers of the "Bowdoin Beata"
supporting this song mentioned that it had been the Alma
Mater for many years, and some
of them stated that they favored
its continuance because of tradi-

fel-

61 from Maine, 16 from ConnectiAlso, at least one other foreign lows include Joseph S. Van Why, a
cut, 5 from New Hampshire, 1 student, from Paris, France, will Trinity graduate with his Master's
from Vermont, and there are a enter Bowdoin in the fall, comirfg degree from Brown, in Classics;
total of 43 others from outside under a government sponsored and Luis G. R. Aveiga of Ecuador,
New Eangland.
program for graduates of French in Spanish, and Eaton S. Lothrop,
Twenty-six of the incoming class Normal Schools.
Jr., Bowdoin '51, in Biology.
are sons of Bowdoin graduates.
Thirty-two have been notified that
they will receive scholarships.
One member of the class gives
his home address as Bangkok, and
another comes from the SHAPE

in

i

tion.
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The Record
Paul K. Niven

A complete book shop next to the campus —
Thursday for the undergraduate performance of the play were Hugh PillsAppearing in "Hamlet"
Evelyn Gamache of Brunswick. Mrs. Elinor Graham of Freeport, and Vincent Gookin
hurv '52, Miss
role included much difficult fencing, also played in the Alumni performance last
whose
'52 Pillsbury,
the two
night as did

•

becoming a Bowdoin tradition.

women.

\

MMMBMMMMMI

Sills is

the author of the words to the
new Alma Mater.
have been absent during the year
Following the approval of the
on Fulbright grants will return to Student Council, a poll of the
their duties in the fall. Albert S. Bowdoin student body was taken.
Roe, Assistant Professor of Art This poll taken through the fraterand Curator of the Art Collections, nity houses showed that out of
has been working at the British 719 voting, only 100 were opposed.
Museum in London, and Assistant This vote showed that less than
Professor James A. Storer of the 15% of those voting
were not in
Economics Department has been favor of the change.

leave; Norman
younger members of the Faculty,

The actual geographic breakThe other six fraternities will
down shows that 63 of the Fresh- continue to sponsor the foreign
men will be from Massachusetts, students they had this year.

open- that Alfred O. Gross, Professor of seers were Col. Boyd W. Bartlett
ed to the public Monday night Biology and Josiah Little Profes- '17, John C. Pickard '22, and Ezra
when an open house was held by sor of Natural Science, has been P. Rounds '20.
Pickard, a former member of
the Chemistry Department.
teaching at Bowdoin. Gross was
The painting is now complete among those receiving honorary the Alumni Council, is a resident
and most of the new equipment degrees at this morning's Corn- of Wilmington, Delaware. The son Headquarters in Germany.
of the late Frederick W. Pickai-d
has been installed. The delay in mencement exercises.
Also new to Bowdoin next
first

dent Kenneth C. M.

Nixon, Lindley To Leave Faculty Posts

Approximately 190 high school will be six foreign students who
and prep school graduates will en- will be sponsored each by an inter Bowdoin next fall raising the dividual fraternity under the Colenrollment from this spring's 745, lege's "Bowdoin Plan."
The new selections are as folto between 750 and 775.
Nearly two-thirds of the enter- lows: Alpha Delta Phi will sponing members of the Class of 1956 sor a student from the Netherwill be from Maine and Massachu- lands; Psi Upsilon, the Nethersetts. This ratio, although some- lands; Delta Kappa Epsilon. Gerwhat smaller than usual, is ap- many; Zeta Psi, United Kingdom;
proximately the same as those Alpha Tau Omega, Viet Nam; and
since the end of the war.
Alpha Rho Upsilon, the Ryukyus.

'86

|

tiring this

.

Either Mass. Or Maine; 190 Accepted

26 Sons Of Bowdoin

Etta B. Wentworth.
Named For Professor
The Burnett Seminar Room
was presented by Elizabeth C.

To Play Organ

Out of well over 2000 votes cast
by the Alumni, only 152 reported
that they were opposed to the
change. This meant that 93% of
Assisting President Kenneth C. M. Sills at the Baccalaureate address,
the Alumni polled approved the
Sunday in the First Parish Church, was former Dean Nixon, who, like
move.
Bowdoin.
Nixthe President, is retiring after many years of service to
The change of songs came as
on became Dean in 1918, the same time that President Sills was selected to head the college. It was the 25th Baccalaureate address that the result of a move instituted by
the Student Council late in March.
President Sills has delivered.
At this time the Student Council
voted unanimously for such a
change, feeling that "Rise Sons of
Bowdoin" was not only better
suited for Bowdoin's Alma Mater,
but that it would be one of the
best ways to honor retiring Presi-

Sulides,

Of the Class of 1953: Harris
and Mrs. Morrell are still close
Alfred
Baseman,
Isaac
John
The class gift of the Class of Henry, and Frank Thomas Pagnamenta.
An Organ Recital by Honorary 1927 was used in constructing the
Degree winner Alfred Brinkler was building with one of the rooms bepresented yesterday afternoon in ing named in recognition of that (jTOSS flCFE 40 IBSFS
the Bowdoin College Chapel at fact.
The building, which was virtual3:00 p.m.
This year marked the 40th year
Brinkler, who is re- ly completed in time for the dedi-

Brinkler

From

Peter Philip

and his wife, Sylvan, II.
Joseph Sumner Tiedc.
Michael Andreas von HoyningenHuene.
Vaughan Aver Walker Jr.,
Watkinson,
Edward
Thomas
Morrell, widow of Dwight W. Morrell,
in
memory of his friend, Roger Andrew Welch, T. Neal
Williams,
Charles T. Burnett who was on Wilder Jr., John Curtis
Frederick Withey, David
the Bowdoin Faculty 40 years. John
White
Morrell and Burnett were class- Henry Woodruff, Robert
mates at Amherst, and Mrs. Burn- Wray, Richard Treat Wright.
V.

change from "Bowdoin Beata."

Two-Thirds Of Entering Freshmen Next Fall

John Seeley, Paul Simon Selya,
Craig Scott Copley Shaw, Philip
Wessler Siekman Jr., John Dyer
Slocum, Richard Joseph Smith,

now

ed that an overwhelming majority
of them were in favor of the

Marsh, the Secretary of both the
The Bowdoin Faculty for 1952Alumni Council and the Fund, is
a resident of Portland although he 1953 will include one new profeshas his office in Brunswick. Mc- sor and six new instructors aclntire,
the
Treasurer of the cording to an announcement from
Alumni Council, is the College President Kenneth C. M. Sills who
Burser and is a resident of Bruns- listed the changes and appointwick.
ments for next year.
The changes have been necesMorgan B. Cushing, Professor of sitated by the retirement of one
Economics, has now completed his member of the Faculty in addition
30th year as a Bowdoin teacher,
while Philip S. Wilder, Assistant
to the President, Kenneth J. Boyer, the Librarian: an*4 Cecil m
Holmes, Professor of Mathematics,
have been at Bowdoin for the past
25 years.

is

a poll of the Alumni which reveal-

tary of the fund raising group.

'

ways. Being human, you will
fail again and again to live up
to the high standards you may set
for yourself, but remember the
famous phrase of Browning:
"Ah! but a man's reach
Must exceed his grasp
Or what's a heaven for?"
"If the college has given you no
high aim, no desire to search for
truth, no deep loyalties, it has
failed; but we do not know Bowdoin thus, and if you strive to be
loyal to the best that has been
taught here you will have a pretty
good equipment with which to
combat the changes and chances
of this mortal life. The college can
wish you no greater happiness, no
greater success than to be true
and loyal."
less

The Bowdoin Alma Mater

"Rise Sons of Bowdoin" following

the
The
Vice-Chairman
of
Alumni Fund directors is now
George S. Willard '30 of Sanford,
Maine, while Marsh is also Secre-

Good, the new President of the
Council, is from South Portland,
while the Chairman of the Fund,
Sibley, is from Worcester, Mass-

Favored Switch

Student Council Member
William H. Hazen '52
Instrumental In Shift

The new Vice-President of the
Alumni Council is Charles H.
Hildreth '25 of Portland. Re-elected Secretary was Seward J. Marsh
'12. Also continuing in office is the
Treasurer, Glenn R. Mclntire '25.

Building

may

93%

ley '25.

Commencements

be guarded
by the twin stars of Christianity
which emphasizes that fact and of
Democracy which regards the individual as worthy of dignity just
because he is a son of God.
"Our college and colleges like
ours are important outposts in the
continual warfare against
materialism, dishonesty and corruption. In all warfare discipline
is essential; no undisciplined army
life

Votes To Effect Change;

|

The

to you all today but it is full of
truth.
For you are not mere
animals
or
more masses of
material. Each and every one of
you is a son of God, an individual
precious in God's sight. I trust

Alumni Cast Over 2000

Elected President of the Alumni
Council for the coming year at its
annual election, Friday morning,
was Philip- G. Good '56, while
selected Chairman of the directors
of the Alumni Fund was Paul Sib-

To Former Professor Parker Cleaveland

the privilege and the duty
of the President on such an occasion as this to give public instruction and counsel to the students. A century or more ago
President McKeen or President
Appleton would very probably
have addressed their graduating
students as 'immortal spirits.'
"That phrase sounds very quaint

Alumni,Student,FacultyVote

Elected

i

Chemistry Building Formally Dedicated

of perfect loyalty to the will of

God, our Lord and Saviour and
Master, Jesus Christ.
Charge To Graduates
"Not only the by-laws of the
cbllege but the nearly unhroken
custom of more than one hundred

Bowdoin Alma Mater Now
"Rise, Spns Of Bowdoin" By

j

|

faith
through persecution and
death he places in the heavens of
heavens; and he pictures the figure

"25

Chairman Of Alumni
Fund Directors

and true.
"You who have read Dante remember that he regards the be-

make

Good '36

Alumni Council Friday

f

and

1952

7,

Elected President Of

Continued from Page ) ]
Many Are The Tests
"The tests of loyalty are thus
nvtnerous and each one of you
here could, if you aVe thoughtful,.
add to them. Above all, loyalty is
a spiritual quality rising above
wealth or position, or ambition, or
any other worldly characteristic,
"If one is loyal to the faith that
is in him, loyal to his friends so
long as they are worthy of that
loyalty, and loyal to a person who
has not come up to standards
though hating the sin while still
loving the sinner, he can receive
when life ends and the final verdiet is passed that he was loyal

.

.
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NEW

151st Academic Year Debut Marked

By Many New

Change Is Watchword
As College Prepares To
Inaugurate Dr. Coles
Charles W. Schoeneman '53
The College began its 151st year
Whether its opening act
was the First Chapel in the Con-

By

this fall.

G.

Many 700

Dollar

through campus.

A new group of professors
A new group of freshmen

Though change for change's
sake is unwise and though only
the test of time will tell if these
changes are improvements, it is
worthwhile to review the events
of the past two weeks and to see
how the changed and the unchanged have been joined.
Early Returning

Most of the fraternities called
back their men early. This in it-

was not unusual, but

for the

time a majority of the houses
imposed fines on late-comers.
Those who returned for rushing
found a puzzling situation facing
them. A rule passed last spring
outlawed houses serving liquor to
freshmen. Thus the upper classmen asked themselves, "If we
obey, will the others ?" In the end,
the rule held sway and the urge
to disobey was thwarted by conservatism. Though rushing parties
were lacking in some of their
frivolity, the substitution of sober
pledging was campus-wide.
first

On Wednesday September

24th

speaker was the new
President James Stacey Coles, who
for the first time addressed the
student body officially. Kenneth
Charles Morton Sills, the College's
President for 34 years, introduced
his successor. This meeting of the
College was not the kind of event
that caused conversation in dormatory rooms but, because its importance is historical rather than
controversial, it indeed is an important element in Bowdoin's.l51st
opening.

Old And

New

Thursday, classes began. New
students met old professors and
old students met new professors.
The College-old computations of
credits requirements, pipes, labs,
and time schedules ended to the
relative satisfaction of the students, and once again the Professor sat in the driver's seat. Two
new physical additions to the College were the Parker Cleaveland
Hall, the new chemistry building,
and the new road connecting the
main road in back of the Chapel
with the gate by Sills Hall. The
chemistry building was put into
use for the first time at the beginning of classes. The new road
not only provided a straight road
through the greater part of the
campus but also sufficient parking
area for the dormatories and classrooms by allocating the old road
for this purpose.
such a resume, a
mention need be made of the entering freshman class
the Class
of 1956, 188 strong, who after a
period of four years will be the
154th Bowdoin graduating class
and who will look back on these
first days and realize that newness
is not a lasting classification.
In

closing

Notice
The Reverend John Cummins

'48

Church in
will speak in Chapel on
will reOctober
2.
He
Thursday,
place the Reverend James A.
Doubleday of St. Paul's Church,
Brunswick, who was scheduled to
speak on the publication of the
New Standard Version of the Engof

the

Universalist

Brunswick

lish Bible.

"Memorable Occasion" Cited

By Wilder In Chapel Talk

A member of both Phi Beta Kappa and Theta Delta JZhi, Emery
served as steward or the latter

sters.

Ronald B. Gray

'54,

Presi-

ROTC Camp;

& Heat Hamper Morale

Colsnel Kennett Supervises Entire Schedule;

Students Engage In Transportation Maneuvers
By John N. Wisner,

Jr '53

Sixty Bowdoin students spent a driving the various vehicles (from
full six-weeks training period at locomotives to fork-lifts).
A day-long amphibious invasion
Fort Eustis. Virginia, last Summer, preparing for their service was staged with the help of an
witht the Army Transportation FS vessel, landing craft, and a 60
foot wooded cliff on the bank of
Corps as Second Lieutenants.

On

their arrival at Fort Eustis,

the Transportation CenArmy, in late June, the
Bowdoin men were organized as
the First Platoon, Company E, of
the ROTC Summer Camp. They
were assigned a two-story barracks
which they shared with some 15
from the Rensselaer
students
Polytechnic Institute.
Among some 60 other Colleges
sending repreUniversities
and
sentatives to the Transportation
Center were: RP.I., Fordham,
Detroit's
College,
Providence
Wayne University, Cornell, University of Washington, Virginia,
California, and Western Pennsyl-

which

is

Wins Respect

ter for the

Otis was elevated from the position of Acting Editor of the Col-

newspaper. A Government
major, Otis is a member of the
Delta Sigma fraternity. His home
is in Hyannis, Massachusetts.
John N. Wisner Jr., '53, a formlege

er Assistant News Editor, was promoted to the position of News
on the
rise
Wisner's
Editor.
ORIENT staff has been rapid, as
he has been associated with newspaper for less than a year. He is
a member of the Psi Upsilon fraternity and the ROTC senior divi•

sion.

Harper Promoted
Wallace
Harper '55 was also
promoted to the position of News
Editor. Harper was elevated from

R

the position of Editorial Assistant.

An excellent musician, he is a
member of the Psi Upsilon fraternity and the ROTC. He is one of
two sophomores
tion

of.

home

is

to hold the posiEditor, Harper's
Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

News
in

vania.

Bowdoin Boasts 779
Enrollment

On

Last Year Showed 811

siderable professional experience
on a city newspaper. A member
of the Bowdoin Track team, Hildreth is Secretary of the Class of
1954. He is a member of the Zeta
Psi fraternity. Hildreth's home is
in

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
Allen F. Hetherington Jr.,

dents.

During the years following the
1947-1948 peak enrollment of. 1089,
the yearly total has decreased
gradually. Last year, 811 matriculated for the fall semester.
According to Director of Admissions

Hubert

S.

military government in Germany.

Psychology Appointment
Mr. Francis G. Hugo, appointed
ah Instructor in Psychology,
graduated from Bowdoin in 1949.
Since then he has been teaching
as

at the University of
'54 is

New Hamp-

shire.

the latest addition to the ORIENT
He plans to contribute
regularly
the
newspaper's
to

Mr. Frangun L. Jones, who will
be an Instructor in English, graduated from the University of New
literary column. Making Book. A Hampshire with an A.B. degree.
member of Psi Upsilon, Hethering- He continued his studies there unton is a Meddiebempster, an Editor til he obtained his A -M. degree. He
of the "Quill," and President of then did graduate work at Brown
the Class of 1954.
University. Jones has taught at
Horton Distinguished
the Breadloaf School at MiddleFormer Editor Horton distin- bury and last year at the Univerguished himself by being awarded sity of New Hampshire.
the Franklin Delano Roosevelt
From Johns Hopkins
Cup last year as a result of his
Mr. James M. Moulton will
activities on the ORIENT. The serve as an Instructor in
the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup, Biology Department. A graduate
furnished by the Alpha Delta Phi of the University of Massachufraternity, is inscribed annually setts, Moujton attended Harvard
with the name of that member of University and obtained A.M. and
the lower three classes whose Ph. D. degrees. He then served as
a graduate assistant at Williams
[ Continu€d from Page j ]
and a teaching fellow at Harvard.
Moulton also spent time as a
H. R.
laboratory assistant in the Marine
Christie,
Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole, Mass., and a part time inHelmreich Appointed
structor at Brown University. Last
year he taught at Johns Hopkins
Foundation
i
University. During the war MoulProfessors Herbert Ross Brown ton served in *he United States
of the English Department, Dan Air Force.
Edwin Christie of the Physics DeEconomics Appointment
partment, and Ernst Christian
Mr. Newton » Y. Robinson has
Helmreich of the History Depart- been appointed an Instructor in
ment have been appointed to the Economics. Mr. Robinson received
Ford Foundation to study in their his B.S. and M.S. at Columbia and
he is now a candidate for his
respective fields.
"The purpose of the Ford-spon doctorate there. He has been active as a Naval Reserve Officer
sored studies is the formulation of
and was stationed in the Pacific
standards of achievement which
Theatre of Operations during
might enable well trained students
staff.

To Ford
•

Bowdoin College opened its
151st academic year on September
25 with an enrollment of 779 stu-

Shaw, an attempt

<

made to approach the
World War II.
number of about 750 stu- from
the strongest schools to enter
dents. Due to summer sessions and
A Bowdoin graduate, Mr. Eaton
college with advanced credit," exvaried commencement dates, the
S. Lothrop Jr., is to be a teaching
plained Professor Brown in a reremainenrollment has necessarily
Fellow
has been

desired

whom

the

grees

Brown,

Sept. 25;

and of

He

with the

'53.

cent interview.'
ed unstable, but with a balance
between the entering class and
Professor Brown was named
those graduating, it is hoped that chairman in the field of English in
the total of 750 may be reached a meeting of the foundation, which
in the nea"r future.
was held in Cambridge, Mass., September 27. Professors Christie and
Helmreich will attend meetings in
their respective fields on October 4
Rushing Successful; in Princeton, N. J.

By Town;

Bowdoin's Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, was in charge

ROTC Summer Camp.

He planned and

Capt. Luis F. Ochoa

officers.
the James River. Company E,
Little known from their class- which included the Bowdoin plaroom contact with the prospective toon, was held back as reserves
F. and was easily anihillated after
Luis
Lieutenants,
Captain
Oohoa and Master Sergeant Clif- hitting the beach by some mysteri-

and noncommissioned

L. Keasling soon won the ous artillery fire.
complete respect of the Bowdoin
A long weekend was spent at
contingent for their efforts in Fort Story, which is on the Atlanthe tic Ocean and comfortably near
conditions
for
bettering
trainees. More than several times the resort town of Virginia Beach,
they effected a change in some of in
operating
in
training and
the training procedure which had DUKWs, the amphibious truck.
been unpopular with the Cadets.
One day was spent in lectures on
Major Joseph B. Miller, also the various aspects, of operation
from Bowdoin, was working in the and maintenance of the DUKW,
Supply Section at Fort Eustis. It and two days were spent in stagwas part of his job to see that all ing and actual amphibious opera1500 Cadets were issued clothes tion. The Cadets took turns' drivand equipment that fitted, and to ing, supervising the loadng and
see that all equipment was ac- unloading of the trucks both offcounted for when it was turned in. shore and inland, and controlling
Training Procedure
the entire operation.
The training procedure consistCadets On Bivouac
ed primarily of indoctrination and
Another phase in the training of
orientation in the various aspects the Cadets was the bivouac held at
of the Transportation Corps. Short A. P. Hill, a military reservation
outdoor classes and lectures in the some 70 miles from Fort Eustis.
various Post theatres composed Among the scheduled events of
perhaps a quarter or a third of the four day period were: an eight
the schedule. The rest of the time mile hike with 60 pounds of equipwas spent in closf- order drill, mili- ment, a night march, a dawn attary tactics, and actual practical tack, field problems and exercises,
operations, including practice in
£ Continued on Page s ]

ford

Jr.,

of the College,

Mr. William S. Flash has been
College is in some degree a part,"
appointed an Instructor in the
by Philip S. Wilder in a chapel talk
government
department.
Flash today.
graduated from Exeter Academy

in Biology. Mr. Lothrop received his A.B. degree in 1951.
Mr. Luis G. R. Aveiga has been

appointed a Teaching Fellow in
Spanish. He is a graduate and
former teacher at the Collegio
[ Continued on Page 4
}

Dean who had carefully warned
each of the houses before the
period began that "the serving of
alcoholic beverages by the fraternties to the freshmen would be
illegal." The Dean said that he
had been disturbed at one point
by rumors, which if true, would
have defeated the spirit of dry
rushing
devices.
by
technical
These reports, however, he later
found to be incorrect and the resulting harmony put the College
in a stronger position with both
the freshmen and their parents.
Seea Policy Continued
"The student reaction must
have been interesting from what I
have heard," he said, "but apparently it was favorable, and I
have no doubt that every effort
will be made to continue the
policy."

of

Brunswick

a "Ceremony of

in

Tribute" at the Recreation Center
Sunday, September 28.

Over 500 persons attended the
gathering of which Paul
Niven
was the chairman. Mr. Harry G.
Shulman,
first
selectman
of

K

Brunswick, brought the greetings
of the town.
Mr. Edward W.
Wheeler, '98, who has been town
moderator for over 50 years, presented the Sills with an illuminated scroll bound in red leather
which was signed by all persons
present.

Professor Robert P. T. Coffin 15,
read a poem which he had written
for the occasion, while Professor

Herbert Brown and Mr. Louis Tondreau presented Mrs. Sills with a
direction of deciby freshmen during water color of their Brunswick
what fraternity they house and a bound album of photoseemed uneffected by graphs taken around Brunswick

The general

though

many upperclassmen

felt

that the freshmen this year had
taken more time than usual in
making their decisions, the Dean
stated that he had heard this
same complaint every year.
He pointed out that since the
period of rushing lasted only four
to five days, he could not see how
any "great holding-out" would be
possible.

last June, the speaker

during President
Bowdoin.

Sills'

35 years at

1

The speaking portion of the program will be broadcast over station

WGAN

Thursday evening at 8:30.
President Sills has long taken an

active part in the civic affairs of

Brunswick. At the Town Meeting
last March at which the ceremony
was planned, there was only one
dissenting vote
that of Kenneth
Charles Morton Sills.

—

who

the Alumni, in the
metaphor used before him
Longfellow, Whitman, and
countless others, saw the College as
a ship, with her captain in command, sailing magnificently forward on her appointed course. If
Bowdoin were indeed a ship, and
we were observing the practices of
the Naval Service, there would be
a ceremony here today. We of the
ship's company would assemble in
formation, and our new Captain,
James Stacy Coles, would read to
us the orders placing him in com-

represented
familiar

by

mand. As I have suggested, there
would be no celebration and no
demonstrations of sadness, yet the

day would be recognized and marked.

Ninth President

Bowdoin

Tollman Fund Sponsors Lecturer
From Famous Chinese University

Inauguration October IS
Exercises inaugurating James
Stacy Coles, Ph.D., as the ninth
president of Bowdoin College will
be held October 13, in the First

Parish Church at 11:00 a.m. The
program of the inauguration has been handled by the fourteen members of the Inaugural
As a young man, after gradu- Committee appointed by President
ating from Oberlin College with an Sills in June.
A.B. degree, Dr. Mei continued his
Formal invitations have been
studies at the University of Chicago where he obtained his Ph.D. sent to various public officials and
He also studied at the University to academic institutions with which
of Cologne in Germany. In later Bowdoin has been associated in the
past. From seventy-five to a hunyears
Professor
Mei
received
honorary degrees from Oberlin and dred such delegates are expected to
attend, and a large number of
Wabash Colleges.
alumni and friends of the College
Prior to his service at Yenching, as well.
he was the president of Oberlin-inThe Inauguration Day program
China from 1934 to 1936. Profeswill begin at 9 o'clock in the mornsor Mei again visited the United
ing, with the registration of the
States in 1945 under the auspices delegates
and guests at Hubbard
of the State Department on a Cul- Hall, the College Library. The Academic Procession from Hubbard
tural mission.
Hall to the First Parish Church
Since the war. Professor Mei has
will take place at 10:30. to be foltaught Chinese Philosophy at Ober- lowed
by the Exercises of Inaugulin, Chicago,
Indiana University, ration in the First Parish Church.
and Wabash as well as at CincinAn Inaugural Luncheon for delenati. He is the author of several gates and guests will be served in
Professor
12:30
books of which the best known are the Sargent Gymnasium at
A visiting Professor of Philoso- Ethical and Political Philosophy of p.m.
phy at the University of Cincinnati Motse and Motae, the Neglected
last year. Professor Mei is widely
Rival of Confucius. _At the presrecognized for his knowledge of
Notice
Chinese Civilization and the prob- ent time Professor Mei is working
lems of the Far East.
He was on a textbook, A Source Book In
Freshmen interested in the
Professor of Philosophy and Dean Chinese Philosophy.
ORIENT are invited to attend a
of Arts and Letters at Yenching
Professor Mei has also spoken staff meeting tomorrow night at
University. In 1942 he was elected
10:30. The meetinR will be held
Acting President of the University. for the Chicago Council of Foreign
in
ORIENT office located in
He served in this capacity until Problems on "Problems of the Far thethe
south end of Moore Hall, basedetailed

Lecturer

President and Mrs. Kenneth C.
Sills were honored by the town

M.

sions reached
rushing as to

should join
the ruling, continued the Dean. Al-

Dinner

"A few weeks more than a century and a half ago, in a simple yet
moving ceremony held in a clearing in the pine woods, within a few
Coles Cites Belief
hundred yards of where we are
gathered, the Reverend Joseph
In
Traditions; now
McKeen, a Dartmouth graduate
who for seventeen years had been
Endorses Fraternities
a minister in Beverly, Mass., asIn his opening chapel address de- sumed the Presidency of the Collivered last Wednesday in the First lege. He was the first of the distinParish Church, President-elect Dr. guished group of men who have
James Stacy Coles stressed that, held the office. As most of you
while his training has been prim- know, their portraits are to be seen
arily in the field of science, he firm- in the upper lobby of Hubbard
ly believes in the liberal arts tradi- Hall. May I suggest that you look
tion of the College.
at these portraits some day, not
Dr. Coles maintained that he is casually and hastily with one swing
pledged to follow the principles of your eyes around the hall, but
established in the college charter. thoughtfully, individually, as you
Speaking before the entire stu- would look at men gathered with
dent body, Dr. Coles expressed you around a table to plan some
himself as favoring the fraternity great undertaking?
Read once
system at Bowdoin as "an impor- again the brief but well written
tant adjunct of the educational pages in the College Catalogue
progress." He stated that he did which tell the story of the College
not join a fraternity at Columbia and of its presidents, and be glad
University since Columbia was not that they were chosen well and
primarily a fraternity institution, that they were worthy of the trust
and since his schedule did not al- which they assumed.
low time for this.
Eight Phi Betes
Dr. Coles reassured the students
"Let us look at them statistically
that had he been a student at Bowdoin, he would have joined a fra- for a moment. They were all colternity.
lege graduates. Most of them were
Following the Bowdoin tradition trained for the Congregational
of meeting all the freshmen in- ministry. They assumed the presidividually, Dr. Coles matriculated dency at an average age of just
all members of the Class of 1956 under
forty years. They held,
last week.
among them, some forty-three acaDr. Coles was introduced to the demic degrees, a Congressional
student body by President Sills, Medal of Honor and the presidenwho said, "I have looked forward, cies of two national fraternities.
ever since last Spring, to present- All but McKeen, who died before
ing the new President to the stu- its chartering here, were members
dents."
of Phi Beta Kappa. They built the
Since the renovations on the endowment of this College from a
President's House are not yet fin- few small gifts and grants of wild
ished, the usual reception, given by lands to
more than twelve millions
the President and his wife for new of dollars
and the College plant
faculty members shortly after the from a single house to the growing
opening of College, will be held this campus of today. They have had an
year at the Moulton Union.
impact on the lives of more than
The guest list is smaller than fifteen thousand young men.
in years past due to the change
"As Dr. Coles assumes the leadof location.
Dr. and Mrs. Coles
will receive at the Union on the ership of the College this morning,
with formal inauguration only two
evening of Thursday, October 2.
Dr. Coles will be inaugurated as short weeks ahead, let us think
with him of the men who have held
President on October 13.
this charge before him, pledging
ourselves to work with him as men
of Bowdoin have worked with them
through her lifetime, that she may
grow and prosper in service under
his hand."

Twelve colleges throughout the
country are members of the Foun
"The first observance of dry dation, with Bowdoin being repreA course on Chinese Civilization Professor Mei was responsible
rushing at Bowdoin was a distinct sented in the central committee by
and Philosophy is being .given at for transferring the faculty and
success and a big service to the Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick.
Bowdoin this year by Tallman Lec- students at Yenching to inland
College," said Dean Nathaniel C.
turer Professor Yi-Pao Mei, Ph.D.. China during the Japanese
occupaKendrick during a recent interwho is on a leave of absence from tion. There, the activities of the
view.
,
Yenching University in Peiping. college were continued under try"From all reports the new rul- Silts' Honored
China.
ing
circumstances.
ing has been well observed in
spirit and in letter," continued the Over 500 At Ceremonies
Studied in United States

Washington and Jefferson.
Kennett Heads Camp
Walter H. Kennett,

supervised the
execution of the whole program,
assisted by a large staff of officers

who com-

"Not Mourning Day
and received A.B. and A.M. de"It is not a day of mourning, nor
from Harvard University.
yet a day of jubilation," Wilder
is now working on his Ph. D.
went on to say, "but we would be
at Harvard. Flash has also studied
Horace A. Hildreth Jr., '54 has in England at Oxford and other remiss in our responsibilities as
been returned to his former posi- colleges on a Fullbright Scholar- men of Bowdoin if we did not
tion of News Editor. Hildreth had ship. During World War II he pause to give it thought."
Continuing his address, Assistant
been on a six month leave of ab- served as a Captain in the US
sence, from his duties on the Col- Army, and after the conclusion of to the President Wilder said: "In
an address at the Commencement
lege newspaper. He has had con- the fighting, he worked

JOHNN. WISNER, WALLACE R. HARPER
PROMOTED TO NEWS EDITOR POSITION

Dean Seeks Continuation

Colonel

whole

dent.

Otis Jr. '53

Dry

vania's

of the

Sills,

has been announced by Mr. Phillip "memorable occasion, a day to be
S. Wilder, assistant to the Presinoted by all of us who are a part
Photo by Emmert

•

60 Students Attend

Charles Morton

pleted thirty-five years of service

Horton

Council Picks Gray
Also,

Dr. James Stacy Coles, the ninth
president of Bowdoin College officially began his term of office today, replacing President Kenneth

The appointment of eight new on Tuesday.
members to the Bowdoin faculty
Coles' instatement was termed a

fraternity last spring. Farrington,
Thomas Otis Jr., '53 was elected
long recognized as one of the leadEditor-in-Chief of the ORIENT by
ing campus public speakers, plays
the members of the Bowdoin Pubtackle on the varsity football team
lishing Company yesterday to reand sings bass in the Meddiebempplace retiring Editor Alden E.

j

Humidity

Five Major Depts.
Receive New Teachers;
Three Are Servicemen

er.

dent of the Political Forum and
member of Kappa Sigma, was selected by the council to be one of
the two undergraduate members of
the College Speakers Committee.
At the first meeting of the Student Council on Friday, Sept. 19,
acting President David A. Carlson
'54 centered discussion on the movaledictorian of his class at Waldotion passed by last spring's Council
boro High School.
to avoid the serving of alcoholic
The Bowdoin Fathers Associa- beverages to freshmen during rushtion Scholarship was awarded to ing.
Morton L. Price of Brooklyn, N.
Some disagreement arose at this
Y. In past years it has gone to meeting as to whether the fraterWilliam D. Shaw '54 and David nities should follow the agreement
S. Hamilton '55.
in spirit, or if they should only
.Those receiving the 22 Alumni avoid using house funds for the
Fund Scholarships were Raymond purchase of such intoxicants.
Discussion ended when a block of
T. Adams Jr., Roderick E. Collette,
representatives
fraternity
Salvatore J. Compagnone, Ken- eight
neth W. Cooper Jr.. Paul A. Du- promised that their rushing activiBrule, Ronald P. Fleet, Robert ties would include no such beverGlover, William W. Hale Jr., David ages under any condition. It was
L. Hurley, Roland H. Janelle, John also brought out at this meeting
A. Kreider, John S. LaCasce, John that there was no actual adminisT. Libby, Stephen J.
McCabe, trative power to enforce this
Frank L. McGinley, Alan W. Mes- agreement, and that infractions
ser, Carroll E. Pennell, Maynard could only be punished by public
A. Seelye, John H. Stearns Jr., opinion and by the possibility of
Terry D. Stenberg, and David L. future action on the part of the
Dean.
Tammlnen.

in the First Congregational Church
the first chapel was held. The

principal

Eight New Appointments

To fiowdoin Faculty
Announced By Wilder

wo

Thomas

8

Of President Assumed
By Dr. James S. Coles Today

Emery, F. Farrington

Guy T. Emery 53 and Frank T.
Thirty-t
p r e-ma t ricula t ion
scholarships have been awarded to Farrington '53 were picked by the
the members of the incoming class Student Council, at their weekly
meeting Monday afternoon, to repof 1956.
Most of these awards are for resent the undergraduate -body as
$700 with
some for smaller speakers on two important future
amounts. Chosen on the basis of occasions.
Emery will speak at the luncheon
records,
competitive exschool
of Dr.
aminations, extra auricular acti- following the inauguration
the new
vities, and character and leader- James Stacey Coles as
Farrington will
ship, the State of Maine Scholar- Bowdoin President.
ship winners are Raymond F. participate in the James Bowdoin
Kierstead
of
South Portland, Day ceremonies as student speak-

NUMBER

1952

Office

Named Student Speakers
Grants By Student Council

gregational Church, or whether it
took place last spring when the
was accepted,
Class of 1956
whether the first 8 o'clock class
on September 25th was the first
sign of life, or whether the hectic
fraternity rushing period was this Wayne M. Wright of Sanford,
sign is left to the individuals Richard E. Brown of Waldoboro,
around whom the College is built and Herbert E. Hammons of Banand for whom the opening will gor.
have different memories.
The four Bowdoin scholarships
Institutions that have existed went to Roland F. Emero of
Mass.,
William A.
for a century and a half have been Gloucester,
known to develop a lifeless solid- Field of Dorchester, Mass., Kyle M.
arity and to begin their 151st year Phillips Jr., of Chester Depot, Vt.,
the same way they began their and Aaron J. Shatkin of Norwood,
are
These scholarships
I.
150th. Bowdoin, however, began R.
the year 1952-1953 with newness awarded each year to members of
the entering class who reside outas a keynote.
State
Maine.
of
These were a few of the new side the
The John Johnston Scholarship
features:
for 1952-53 goes to Philip A. Lee,
1. A new President
Jr., of Waldoboro. It is designed
2. A new Chemistry building
to provide scholarship aid to some
3. A new feature of rushing
able and worthy candidate prefersystem ably from rural Maine." Lee was
4. A
new
roadway

self

ORIENT EDITOR

Given Scholarship Aid;

Greet Class Of 1956

5.

1,

Institutional Features

Campus Improvements,
Thirty-Two Freshmen
Dry Fraternity Rushing

6.

ORIENT

Yi-Pao-Mei

1946.

East."

jment

-.

floor.

t
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Vol.

Wediwday, October
Otis, Jr. '53

u

Edward
t

John

Horace A. HHdreth, Jr.
David G. Lavender
Harper '55

P\ Spicer 54
N. Wisner, Jr. '53

Wallace

*54

-R.

Rand, Richard

Charles E. Skinner,

Camille F. Sarrauf '55

Jr. '54

Jonathan Bartlett '53
Jay A. Carson '53
Geoffrey P. Houghton
J. Michael Moore '53

Edward
'53

Charles W. Schoeneman '53
Daniel H. Silver '53
Charles E. Coakley '54
Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. 54
Theophilus E. McKinney '54

John E. Sylvester,

Blackman

Bualaesa Assistants

William H. Hartley

-l-mm

Theodore D. Robbins.

'53

t

'54

Jr.

McGinley, Frank L.
Rigby, Peter J.

»m
'53

Tamminen, David L.
Wamsteker, Hendrick W.
Curtis, Harris L.
Field, William A.

Otis, Jr. '53.
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Walsh, Robert G.
Wiegand, Thomas L.

Delta

—
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by

congratulates the College administration on

this

Fades, Charles F.

Newtonville, Mass.

Merritt, Richard F.

the administrative action "progressive."
Sills
Many students have voiced the opinion that the Student

Council originally did not intend to have the "dry rushing resenforced. Furthermore, they contend that the
wording of the ruling was deliberately constructed to leave loopholes that would render rigid enforcement by the administration
impossible. These students are concerned with the administrative
interpretation of the resolution to such an extent that they have
seen fit to promote a concerted effort to nullify a "dry rushing"
continuation in the years to come. Whether or not these students
'

olution rigidly

Greenwich, Conn.
Gardiner, Me.
Northeast Harbor, Me.
West Hartford, Conn.
West Hartford, Conn.
RumfoTd, Me.
Short Hills, N. J.

Murray, Albert I.
Parent, Fred J.
Pendexter, Harold E., Jr
Plasse, Leonard G.
Shaw, Henry D.
Small, Gordon B., Jr.
Ware, John
Wilder,

Beeson, William, ni
Clark, Ellsworth B.

Barnstable, Mass.

College,

N

Honored During

College

Radio Church Service

Significance

Dr. Kenneth C. M. Sills, retiring
President of Bowdoin College, was
presented a framed parchment in
recognition of his service to the
First Parish Church of America

Professor Fritz C. A. Koelln,
speaking in chapel last Tuesday,
the last day of President Sills' administration, discussed the student's attitude toward the daily

services and their true significance
21.
The presentation was made by to the College.
Archibald M. Main of Bath on beHe mentioned the times Presihalf of the board of directors of dent Sills had become "somewhat
will be successful is a matter of speculation, as it is uncertain the Radio Church. Addressing an
distressed" over this attitude, and
whether or not the interpretation of the "dry rushing" resolution audience of approximately 150 recalled- Sills' statement that
townspeople, students, and faculty "Bowdoin is not a denominational
by the College officials is peremptory. The ORIENT, however,
members of Bowdoin at the Parish
sincerely hopes that the movement will be highly unsuccessful. Church, Mr. Main cited Dr. Sills
believe that there is no place on the Bowdoin campus for a as "one of the first to recognize
this cause and contribute time and
fraternity which must employ liquor to acquire pledges.
effort to the furtherance of the

on Sunday, October

X

but

it

neverthless,

is,

Radio Church."
Thousands listened by way of

[Continued From Page 1"]
and a seven hour ride to and

ROTC Camp

in Virginia

Summer Session.
Camp officials were

1951

necessarily
in Army trucks. The hike was strict about the physical examinacancelled after the first four miles tions given the Cadets. One Bowbecause of the intense heat which doin student was discharged during the first week because of an
caused many casualties.
fro

The main handicap to the Summer Camp program was the

eyesight irregularity. Other Cadets
at Camp
tions and

underwent re-examinasome were dropped after
weather. High humidity accompanied the Southern sun. Even the fourth or fifth week. Bowdoin,
residents of Virginia suffered from however, did not lose any more
the heat; and the effect of the Cadets.
Weekend activities of the group
heat on the 1500 Cadets, most of
them from cooler climates, is un- included ventures to Virginia
describable. Impartial observers Beach, a resort town sixty miles
were overheard muttering, "Hun- away, and trips to Washington, D.
dred and twenty in the shade" and C, for the more ambitious Others
other flaming phrases. Consider- preferred the charm and proximity
able credence was given to these of colonial
stories till the official temperature miles away.
discovered. The thermometer
only reached the 110 degree mark.
•
Heat Cause* Casualties
The most strenuous period of
the whole six-week time was the
first week, which was spent mainly in drilling on a hot, dusty
parade ground. The prevalent heat

was

VV

the nine radio stations in Maine
and New Hampshire which broadcast the regular Sunday services
to the tribute paid to Dr. Sills. In
his speech to the radio audience
and those attending the service,
Dr. Sills called for people "to light
again in the hearths of our homes
the flame of religious influence"
because "a state or a nation without religion is a house on its way

Williamsburg,

F., Jr.

Alpha Rho Upsilon
Cohen, Norman P.
Gardner, John D.
Goodman, Richard M.
Greene, Warren H., Jr.
Kaskel, Lewis

in

South Portland. Me.
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Brookline. Mass.
Concord, N. H.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Willimantic, Conn.
Athens, Greece

Levey, Samuel

Maloney, John W.
Meimaridis, George
Northrop, Edwin C,

Middlebury, Conn.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chelsea, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
West Roxbury, Mass.

Jr.

Price, Morton L.
Rodman, Richard B.
Rutstein, Harvey R.

Shakir, Philip E.

Delta Sigma

and in conclusion he expressed the wish that the College con-

a

Sills,

Abbott, Gregory F.
Allen, Perrin A.
Brewer, John C.
Carter, James S.
Gilman, Philip W.
Hamilton, Robert E.

Herman, Kurt

Brooklyn. N. Y.
East Paterson, N. J.
Newtown, Conn.
Media. Pa.
Plainfield, N. J.

Wilmington, Mass.
Medford, Mass.
Ridgewood, N. J.
Auburndale, Mass.
Newton Center, Mass.
Middletown, Conn.
Brunswick, Me.
Hyannis, Mass.
Rockland, Me.
Stratford, Conn.

F.

Loughry, Richard W.
Morris, John C.

Morse, Stephen R.
Orsie, Wayne F.
Siatras, Louis

H.
Strong, Theodore M.
Wallace, Maynard S., Jr.
Stiles, Curtis
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to disaster."
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Dr. Sills closed the service by
saying, "The Radio Parish in no
way replaces the churches scatter-
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To find out why,
them as your steady smoke.
Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they are
— pack after pack See how mild
CAMELS arc - week after week!

Or©,

of the biggest advantages of the

whole procedure was the opportunity to acquire new friendships
among the Bowdoin men. The

AUTOMOBILES— NEW AND OLD

Bowdoin group was mainly composed of Seniors with a sprinkling
of Juniors who had attended the

Mechanical Repairs

Dean Names Ten Seniors

New Dormitory Proctors
Ten members of the

class of 1953
have been assigned duties as dormitory proctors for the fall semester.
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Raymond

B. Lee. Jr.

Brunswick, Maine

"Matchless Service":

dents participating in this phase
of training, some 60 were rendered unconscious from heat exhaustion in one day. Camp officials
responded after concrete evidence
of over-taxing the students by
effectively relieving their schedule

Hvde Hall; Ronald R. Lagueux '53,
south end. Hyde Hall; Ralph J.
Levi, north end. Moore Hall and
John P. McGovern '53, south end,
Moore Hall.

Wood.

Wright. Allan F.
Wright, Wayne M.
Zuckert, Donald M.

it*.

TICKETS

Cape

L.
Jackson, Wayne L.
Keller, Harry S., Ill

Kierstead,
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other branch
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Y.

Harvard, Mass.
Elizabeth, Me.
South Portland, Me.
Bloomsbury, Pa.
South Portland. Me.
New York. N. Y.
Newton, Mass.
Sanford, Me.
Stamford, Conn.

Jr.

James

Fickett,
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Rock Tavern, N.

Day, Chester M.,

For November

Alleys

Stamford, Conn.
Saco, Me.
Wyckoff, N.J.

Henry M.

he's cute! i'm signing

wave made the procedure extremely uncomfortable. Of the 1500 stu-

the Student
Council, and chosen by the Dean,
the proctors, listed with their respective dormitories, are as follows:
James E. Hebert '53, north end,
Winthrcp Mall; William R. Snelljn^ '5\ south end. Winthrop Hall;
Donald C. Agostinelli "53, north
Robert A. Saundend. Maine H*B;
*» '53. south end, Maine Hall;
Walter E. Bartlett '53, north end,
Applcton Hall; David M. McGoldAppleton Hall;
rick "53. south end,
Richard G. Wragg '53, north end,

Britt,

Law

Our long experience

ed about through Maine; it only
supplements their work. Nothing
can take the place of public communal worship
but there are
many places to which the church
ten cannot go arid many persons who
cannot go to church."

<+•+'+•<

Edward N.
Booth, Lewis A. C.
Brewer, Donald M.

Cotter,

In explaining the necessity for tinue as a "Christian College."
"spirit" in the College community,
Koelln stated that "Bowdoin College is a small social body, hut it
School Test Date
is a living one. And its aliveness is
itself a proof that it is not being
governed by charters and consti- Set
15
tutions but by living individuals
who are permeated by a spirit that
The Law School Admission Test
creates charters and constitutions required of applicants for admisas an organism creates scar-tissue sion to a number of leading Ameriwhen it is wounded."
can law schools, will be given at
The Bowdoin professor went on more than 100 centers throughout
to cite an instance when the the United States on the mornings
"spirit" of Bowdoin was revealed of November 15, 1952, February
under the guidance of President 21, April 25, and August 8, 1953.

BOWL-MOR

Barrington, R. I.
Worcester, Mass.

Alpha Tau Omega

Wayne, Pa.

We

Sixty Students Attend

Swan, Henry M.

Washington, D. C.

Christian College."

Koelln Cites Chapel's

To

Smith, Frederick O., 2nd

Todd, Ronald C.

Portland, Me.
Taunton, Mass.
Presque Isle, Me.
Glen Ridge, N.J.
Rockland, Me.
Winchester, Mass.

C.

Kevin

Richter. Donald E.

Beta Theta Pi

West Newton, Mass.
Cape Elizabeth, Me.

Jr.

Thomas

J.

Massih, George A., Jr.

Auburn, Me.
Rosemont, Pa.
Winchester, Mass.
Snyder, N. Y.
J wampscott, Mass.
Lewiston, Me.
Arlington, Mass.
West Newton, Mass.
Bombay, India
Roslindale, Mass.
Rockland, Mass.Watertown, Mass.
Van Buren. Me.

Kreider, John A.

MacKay, John R.McCabe, Stephen J.

Burgess, Stanton L.,
Chapman, Peter A.
Connor, Briah K.

both the "letter" and the "spirit" of the ruling.
have rectified a situation which has long plagued
institution. The ORIENT has no choice other than to label
officials

Hughes,

Mathews, Robert W.
O'Rourke, Peter J., Jr.
Praeter, Harlan I.

West Townsend, Mass.

Omaha, Neb.
Longmeadow, Mass.

Theta Delta Chi

fraternities to

College

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bath, Me.

J.

Ferber, Frederick

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Berwind, Emery H.
CortheH, Bruce H.
Dean, Donald S.
Hamill, Leslie K.
Janelle, Roland H.
Kenney, Edward M.

Sharon, Mass.
Pittsfield. Me.
Waldoboro. Me.
Hyde Park, Mass.
Rockland, Mass.
Yarmouth, Me.
Freeport, Me.
Newton Centre, Mass.
West Hartford, Conn.
Lynn, Mass.
Wellesby Hills, Ma:s.
. Lancaster, Mass.
New Vineyard, Me.

Gorman, Leon A.

Kappa Sigma

Dabney, John B.
Doherty. Paul S.
Hamlin, Robert C.

Brown, Richard W.
Compagnone, Salvatore

Chester Depot, Vermont
Caracas, Venezuela

Barton, Bert K.
Berkley, J. Leo

Epsilon

Heselton, George W.
Kimball, William L.
Perkins, William S.
Stearns, John H., Jr.
Stearns, Tirrtothy B.
Sutherland, Robert L.

resolute stand concerning the 'dry rushing'' resolution passed
the Student Council last Spring. In holding Bowdoin's 12

its

Kappa

Boggs, Philip C.
Caverly, Herbert T, 2nd.

fat «*• roar I* thrao (ft) oattara.

Rigid Enforcement Of 'Dry Rush
Resolution By Heads Progressive

James W.

Old Orchard Beach, Me.
Laconia, N. H.
West Hartford, Conn.
Bangor, Me.
England
Bar Harbor, Me.
Brunswick, Me.
Walt ham, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Fryeburg. Me.
Bootftbay Harbor, Me.
Nantucket, Mass.
Belmont, Mass.
Milton, Mass.
Cape Neddiek, Me.
Greenwich, Conn.

Phillips, Kyle M., Jr.
Silvius, Robbert C.

Dorchester, Mass.
Beverly, .Mass.
Brockton, Mass.
Baltimore. Md.
Freeport, N. Y.
Winchester, N. H.
South Orange, N. J.

Flint, Ernest G., Jr.
Glover, Robert
Lacey, Robert

m

National Advertising Service, Inc.

Sigma Nu
Beveridge, Frank D.
Boss, August W.

Portland, Me.

Nicholson, Norman C, Jr.
Patterson, David H.

'

Cape Elizabeth, Me.
Portland, Me.

Austin, John

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown,
Alden E Horton Jr. '53, Albert F. Lilley *54, and Thomas

Stenberg, Terry D.
Winner, Donn C.

Wollaston, Mass.
Melrose, Mass.
Houlton, Me.
Houlton, Me.
Alexandria, Va.
Wollaston, Mass.
Rye, N. Y.
Wollaston, Mass.
Haddonfield. N. J.
Brunswick, Me.
South Portland, Me.
Lakewood, O.
Milton, Mass.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
'

.

Bangor, Me.
Damariscotta, Me.
Rockland. Me.
Yonkers, N. Y.

T., Jr.

Mostrom, Philip E.
Nason, Richard
Neill, Clark H.

Yarmouth, Me.
Netherlands

HI

A.,

Pennell, Carroll E.
Rich, Wallace W.
Roesch, Robert C.

R

Chi Psi

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Director*

Orleans, La.
Bath, Me.

George

Howard, T. Brooke, Jr.
Hurley, DavWL
Johnson, Robert L., Jr.
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Martin, Robert R.

Zeta Psi
Adams, Raymond
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Netherlands West Indies
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Hall.
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Jellison. Fred A.
Karner, Max A., Ill
Kirby, P. Girard
Kurtz, Richard W.
LaCasce, John S.
Marshall, Albert R.
Mather, William L., Jr.

Psi Upsilon

Roderick E.
Cooper, Kenneth W., Jr.
Devroies, Edo
Collette,

BtMloeM Manager
Richard C. Thurston

.

Woodbury, Terry K.

Albert F. Lilley '54
Circulation

m

Winchester, Mass.
Stamford, Conn.
Lubec, Me.
Bangor, Me.
Agawam, Mass.

Warren, Robert P.
Willey, Lloyd E.

Jr. '54

Adverttsrnjj Manager
James A. Cook '54

New

Sewall, David
Slesinger, Warren A.
Volk, Kurt E., Jr.

'55
Richard M. Catalano '55
James L. Doherty '55
Anthony L. Funnel 1 '55
John B. Goodrich '55
Jose G. Loperena '55
Elliot S. Palais '55
Carl S. Tschantre '55
Robert K. Windsor '55

B.

Jr.

Russell, Philip K.
Sears, Richard D.
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I.,
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Edward L.
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m

Hathaway, Peter B.
Koch, Wendell P.
Philbrook, Wilbur W.

Moosup, Conn.
Noroton, Conn.
Center, Mass.
York Harbor, Me.
Providence,
I.
Bangor, Me.
Worcester, Mass.
Grosse Pointe Park, Mich.

L.

Rock wood, George
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Gloucester; Mate.
Gloucester, Mass.

Hallett, Lucius F.,
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Mtfsser, Alan W.
Priest, Benjamin G.
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Kowal, Sanford A.
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Inadequate Pass Defense Tell Tale
As Tufts Conquers Bowdoin In Opener, 35-20
Injuries,

POLAR
BEARINGS

Fall

AtMetic Contests
Varsity Football Schedule

Away
Home
Home

Oct. 4 Wesleyan
Oct 11 Amherst

Oct 18 Williams
Oat 25 Colby

A>fa*>a»M

Nov. 1 Bates
Nov. B Maine

By Charles

E. Skinner, Jr. '54

1951 Varsity Football Results

-

Bowdoin football team on
Saturday should make the form players sit up and take notice. Oh
paper, Bowdoin was at least two touchdowns better than the club they
had walloped 47-7 last year. No wonder the bookies stay away from
A team that should be outstanding can
the small college sports.
One injury in the
quickly become an also-ran through an injury.
wrong place can be rough, and more than one can be Sisastrous.
Whether this prove* to be the case as far as Bowdoin is concerned is
now unknown. The point to be noticed first is the lack of depth that
plagues Coach Adam Walsh. Even with outstanding first-stringers,
the depth must be there to balance the squad. Without the second
line, on which so much depends in the late stages of a ball game, the
first-line is going to be exhausted about half-way through the game.
It
If there is no help from the bench there is no hope on the field.
;eem» that unless Adam can find something on the bench, this season

The disappointing showing

Bowdoin

of the 1952

he had to play the full sixty minutes, much of his effectiveness
would be lost early in the game. Yet because the team is without the
necessary man behind him, he must play for longer periods at a time,
thereby decreasing his effectiveness. I cite this only as an example.
It is a well-known fact that a tired athlete is more susceptible to injury than a fresh athlete. The Bowdoin team is lacking experienced
men on the bench, and if the regulars are going to get a breather once
or twice in a game, the inexperienced players on the bench will have
to fill the gap. Nobody knows yet whether they will be able to, and
only time will tell. To have six men on the injured list after the
opening game is a telling blow to any hopes for an exceptional season.
The six, McGovern, Lageux, Milliken, Anthony, Day, and Landry,
were all key men. If Adam Walsh can field two full teams next Saturday it will be a patchwork-quilt job. With his starting backfield
broken up by the loss of Anthony; with the fastest back on the squad,
Milliken, out with a dislocated elbow; and with the defense missing
McGovern badly, Adam has the right to miss several nights sleep.

Williams
Colby
Bates

Maine

*

*

*

*

In the two games that involved the other Maine colleges, (Colby
was idle due to a polio case), the University of Maine beat Rhode
Island 13-0 and Bates took a 39-6 beating from the University of
Massachusetts. Maine is again the top team in the state and has an
pxeellent chance to finish the season undefeated. On paper, Bowdoin
figured to have a season at least as successful as last year when only
two losses marred the record. After the Saturday showing it will
take some haid work and a few good breaks to make this year a winning one.

Injured In Tufts

Game

Notice
Hlndle Memorial
Tennis Tournament will be held
this fail and all undergraduates
are interested' should sign
the list that has been put up on
the bulletin board in the front hall
Portland Press Herald of the Sargent Gymnasium.
All applicants must sign the list
Left
Bowdoin quarterback Jack Cosgrove is shown about to lateral the ball off to Roger Levesque who was trailing on this opinions!/ play. Cosgrove got the short backwards toss away before a Tufts player brought him down. The Bowdoin hal-back, Lev esque, got away down the sidelines for a long gain. Right
before Sunday, October 5. Anyone
At the conclusion of the
play Levesque is shown finally being brought down deep in Tufts territory. The play set up Bowdoin's first touchdown as Cosgrove later passed to Day and Totmah went over
who wishes more information on
for the score. This action took place late in the first quarter at which time Bowdoin had been trailing 14-0. Bowdoin rallied to take the lead in the third period, but a number
the tournament should contact Mr.
of key injuries and several lapses by the defense helped Tufts finally win the game 35-20.
Hindle at the Alpha Delta Phi

who

Photo by Morse

—

—

short plunge by Totman for the
By Charles E. Skinner, Jr. '54
Plagued by injuries and the lack TD. The extra point was missed,
of an adequate pass defense, Bow- and at the end of the first period
doin lost its opener to an under- the score was Tufts 14, Bowdoin
dog Tufts team 35-20.
6.
The injuHes were probably one
Injuries Beset Team
of the deciding factors, as each
The second period saw Bowdoin
one was to a key player. The come back to within a point of
simple fact is that the depth was tying Tufts. Ernie Atkins partialnot there. Led by sophomore Hal ly blocked a Tufts punt and it was
Anthony the offense functioned, if recovered by Dave MeGoldrick.
not smoothly, at least effectively Levesque got off to his best run
enough to win this game. While of the day, going 40 yards to the
Anthony was in there, the offense Tufts five yard line. Cosgrove
moved on the ground, but after took it up the middle <Jh a sneak
he was hurt, Bowdoin's ground for the second touchdown. Levesgame virtually stopped.
que kicked the PAT. Score: 14-13.
Tufts scored on tlie first play Then the roof fell in. Don Landry
from scrimmage, a sleeper play and Anthony were hurt on sucthat covered 80 yards. Myers cessive plays.
Tufts
threw the touchdown pass to end
In
the
third
period
Dick Lawrence for the score. gambled and lost on the fourth
Chace kicked the PAT, the first down and Bowdoin took over on
of five. After running the ball to the Tufts 30. Totman and Levesthe Bowdoin six yard line, Myers que alternated running plays to
dived over for the second TD and the two, where Cosgrove again
Tufts led 14-0 before the crowd took it over the center for the
had even seated itself.
score. Levesque again converted
An inspired defensive team then to make the score 20-13 in favor
held Tufts' running game, giving of the Bears.
This period saw two more costBowdoin offense its first
the
chance to show what it had. An- ly injuries to the Bowdoin team.
thony ran well inside the tackles Wit Landry and Anthony already
for good yardage. Jack Cosgrove hurt, Phil Day and Gordie Millihit a number of receivers only to ken were also sidelined via the
Stretcher route. The parade of
have them drop the ball.
Mel Totman and Anthony gain- stretcher cases was as disheartened the yardage in short distances ing as it was demoralizing. With
until late in the first quarter such a small squad these injuries
when Cosgrove, on an optional in all probability have affected the
play, late railed to Roger Levesque prospects of a winning season for

at the left is Hal Anthony who, until he was injured in the
second period, was the leading threat as a ground gainer for Coach
Walsh's club. The loss of Anthony was a major blow to the
team since much of the offense had been built around him. At the right
is Gordon Milliken who was also injured during the game. Milliken,
the fastest man of the team, was lost for the remainder of the season.
He is one of the top track performers at Bowdoin.

the-

White.

3

DAYS

3

vision,

tional candidates reported for the

most contribute

Despite the final score and the
all too numerous defensive lapses
passes that clicked for a TD. The
Bowdoin as a team held its owji
was to Lawrence for 55 yards,
statistically. Bowdoin had a wide
the next to Harrison for the score.
margin over Tufts in first downs,
Bowdoin came close late in the 22 to 8, while in total yardage
period when Levesque carried to gained they held the edge 401
the Tufts eight, only to have it yards to the visitors 331.
called back on a clipping penalty.
Broken down Bowdoin picked
With three minutes remaining,
Myers went 65 yards to put the up 291 yards rushing and 110
had
finishing touch to a bad afternoon yards passing, while Tufts
168 on the ground and 163 through
for Bowdoin.
the air. The bulk of the yards
Anthony Badly Missed
The injuries to key men spelled gained passing by Tufts came on
two plays, the opening score good
the difference in this game, alfor 80 yards and a fourth period
though several times inopportune
pass of 55 yards.
penalties
halted
the
Bowdoin
offense. With Anthony hurt early
The game was played in perfect
in the game, the brunt of the run- weather before
a fair opening
ning fell to Totman and Levesque, game crowd. An Improvement carwho both made good gains.
ried out since the close of last seaCosgrove passed well all day, But son was the replacement of the
was hampered constantly by a old wooden bleachers at the west
lack of good receivers. One or two
end of the field by large and more
the
passes could

football candidates to date

Gregory Abbott, Bert BarJohn Berkley, Richard Brown,
Henry Britt, Jim Carter, Herbert
Caverly, Pete Chapman, Rod Collette, Salvatore Compagnone, Ken

Goldstein
Agoitinelli

Iff.

c,

tz Wilson
rt.

Flamming-

qb,

rhb,
fb.

14

•

6

7

:

Cecvltkf. MeCnllum. Boyle. Nevin, Atkins. LeiKhton. Coukaa. Milliken. William.
Paire,
son. Lareom. Garhtnd. Tufts
Jepsky. Clark. Cressey. Gallajrner. Chare,
Asner. Ferris. Goodwinn. Pappas. Barton,

—

P. FajTintrton
re,

—

Bowdoin
McBride,
Substitutions
Wrang. Freidlander.
Inaraham.
Roun.
Savage. Landry. Stephens. Snelnnir. Te»ta.

Ctosgrove

Busromb,
Schmid.
Myers.
Warner. Marshall. Okerlund. Kurland.
Lawrence 2. Myers 2,
Touchdowns
Harrison. Totman. Cosicrove t.
Oiaat 5. LeveaqrM 2.
FAT.

Le»—qua MeElhlnney.
Totman
Anthony

21—SS
0—20

7

—

—

-

F.

W. CHANDLER

&

SON

THE OLD BOOKSTORE ON THE CORNER
Where Bowdoin College textbooks were supplied for nearly
100 years. Where they are always glad to hunt up odd
books and where they hare

all

the

facilities

for doing

in

of the year.

Revised Standard Version of the Holy Bible
is

150 MAINE

dropped
have
and should have changed the com- modern steel framed stands.
plexion o f the g ame.
Don Agostinolli was great on the
defense, living up to his advance
notices. Phil Garland and Jim McCulium were also outstanding on

now on

sale

BRUNSWICK

STREET

PHONE 234

/

the defense. Biggie McGovern, injured in practice, was badly missed.

apMr?
Oct. 5-6-7

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.

THE STORY OF
WILL ROGERS
with

Jane

-

Wyman

and

humanity,
to

News

f]

courage

making Bow-

a

Oct. 8-9

Wed.-Thur.

MY MAN AND

I

IT WENT OUT WITH MCCOOK COATS and
rumble seats. And we say good

Today's college

Shelley Winters

man

doesn't die

a thousand deaths when the school
loses the big game. And his clothes
are no longer flashy, fancy and

Kicardo Montalban
also

News

Short Subject

Oct

16-11

roll

to the

Or this fine white pique* with
an eyelet tab collar with just the
collar.

right degree of difference.

We understand the modern colman. We concentrate our

lege

gaudy.

For his apparel, he looks to

FrUSat

on quality, comfort and casualness.
Like this button-down Oxford
with just the proper

riddance.

with

Manhattan* to reflect bis quiet, sel fassureri manner ... his insistence

MODERN TRIANGLE

not on fads, but on making
a better shirt. Ask for Manhattan
efforts,

. .

.

and

you'll see

bow

true this

is.

A BOY... A GIRL... TV

John Wayne
In

The Movie

Week, "Live
Today. Learn Tomorrow," received
strong acclaim from freshmen and
sophomores in Upper Mem Hall on
Monday, Sept. 29.
of the

BIG JJM McLAIN
Let's face

News

Short Snbjeet

neckweor, underwear,
po|amas, iportihirti,

Sh'irtt,

beachwear and handk«rcfit*f»

But

it.

still

its

in style.

way

in to

„_„

down

wonder.

Few

can

resist

this

in front of you.

Living history,

flowing past your eyes. Politics. U. N.
sessions. Sports.

Spot news.

Personalities.

We in the Belt System help to put you in

Cooper, Brian Connor, Chester
Day. John DMmey. Paul DuBruIe.
Leroy Dyer. William Field, Gareth
Gelinas, Leon Gorman, Bill Hale,

velopment.

this front-row seat

on

history.

Bell Lab-

oratories research contributed to

Ty

do»

Now our radio-relay systems and

coaxial cables carry the images between
cities

miracle that has brought the world and set
it

for

inching

is

form a crowd.

And no

Headquarters

Living rooms are

a third party

and

across the country.

Our part in TV transmission is only one
among dozens of activities that keep us in
the front line of modern communications.

They are all

reasons,

we believe, why college

people shouti Indoutwhat the Bell System
has to offer ia the way of opportunities.

Why
ment

don't yon ask your college place-

office

about

it?

Shirts

BELL TELEPHONE, SYSTEM

In Brunswick

Senter's

ejaftj

MiMIMai

this.

and browse and ask to look at Edna
Ferber's hew novel on Texaa. This is called
"GIANT" and we call it the most readable novel

Come

of

are:

Kevin Hughes, George Heseltine,
Wayne Jackson, Fred Jellison, Max
Karner, Sanford Kowal, Bob Kay,
John Libby, Steve MeCabe, Frank
McGinley, Alan Messer. John Malloney. Bob Martin, Bill Mather, Alfred Murray. Clark Nelll, Pete
O'Rourke, Wayne Orsie, Dave Patterson, Bill Perkins, Leonard DuPlasse, Don Richter, John Shepard, Fred Smith, Terry Stenberg,

Day

le.

MeGoldrick

It.

lhb,

Bowdoin

first

manently.

The

Penton. ob
Meehan. lhb
Lawrence, rhb
Garvey. fb
Tufts

Bowootn

<2»>

and

old rah rah

also

Will Rogers Jr.

better college. Recipient
The squad, like others in recent Horton received the award as a
years is a light one with the ex- result of his outstanding work as
treme weights ranging from 130 to Editor-in-Chief of the ORIENT.
Always an outstanding partici225 pounds. There are five men
who listed their weights as over pant in College activities, Horton
two hundred pounds and ten who is at present a member of the Stuweigh one hundred and fifty or dent Council. He was formerly the
less. Tackles and guards seem to Presiderit of the Political Forum
be at a premium this year, but and Secretary of his fraternity.
there were no fewer than nine Alpha Delta Phi. Horton's home
is in Darien, Connecticut.
quarterbacks who reported.

ton,

slot,

also

[Continued From Page

outdoor practice on Tuesday. doin

Thirty-nine of the candidates
disclosed that they earned their
letters in high school or prep
school, and there are additional
men on campus who have indicated
a desire to devote the first part
of this year to academic pursuits
but who have not put the thought
of football out of their heads per-

that he is
The Summary:
in the quar- Tofts (W)
Ie
with another, Hurrison.
Griffin. It
game under his belt should be Dente, lit
great. The small and fast Leves- Bennett, c
Farber, rjr
que was the workhorse, being used AJfaarro. rt
Shaw, re
both outside and inside.

terback

totf*

with
John Payne - Arlene Dahl

Horton Replaced By Otis

As Editor Of ORIENT

House.

Cosgrove showed
more than adequate

wto-

News
John Stearns, Tim Stearns, Orville
Tyler, Bob Walsh, Terry Woodbury, and Don Zuckert.

In the, fourth quarter, Tufts
poured it on. They outplayed the
Polar Bears all the way. Dick Lawrence ran back a Bowdoin punt 35
yards without a man touching him.
The Bowdoin pass defense had
been ragged all day, and now it
fell
apart
completely.
Tufts'
Meyers tested it again for two

happened*

Oct. 2-8-4

CARIBBEAN

Adam

first

Hem
Here

Away

Birch

The

Shown

Beezer Coombs welcomed 52 men
at the Sargent Gymnasium where
uniforms were given out. Addi-

158

Nov. 1 Exeter

Thur.-Frl.-Sat.

The 1952 edition of the Bowdoin
College freshmen football team
met for its initial drill last Friday.
Coaches Frank Sabasteanski and

12

40

Oct. 17 Hebrom
Oct. 24 THton

CUMBERLAND

For Freshman Football

41

233

for the only long Bowdoin game
of the period. Cosgrove's jump
pass to Day set the stage for a

52 Prospects Reptrt

3S
13

Freshmen Schedule

if

•

27
46
12
60
27
64

Wesleyan
Amherst

is going to be a very long, lean one.
As for the individuals who are established ball-players, there is
nothing to say here that hasn't been said elsewhere in far more
?loquent and rolling prose. Don Agostihelli has been honored by being
alaced on the Collier's pre-season Little Ail-American squad. There
is no doubt that "Gua" ia one of the finer if not the finest center in
the Eastern Small Colleges. He is a two-way ball-player and could
probably play sixty minutes in every game. The point is, however,

that

AWfcJp

Home

^

,.
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LIFE AND THE OLD MAN
By Allen F. Hetiiertagton, It. '54
Ernest Heming- way, who landed

In publishing
way's latest book, The Old Mfea
«*4 tkm 8e«, within the confines
of its primarily pictorial pages,
"life" magazine made a carefullyConceived, beautifully written story
available to many more segments
of the American Public than would

,

—

—

and magazines looked it over, too,
and are available to those inter-

ested in pursuing the subject fur-

But it is my personal opinion
that the most fascinating article
Written concerning The Old Man
aad the Sea is the editorial written by "Life" which preceded its
presentation of the story by some
fifteen pages. It receives my vote
as the most atrocious piece of verbal garbage I have yet seen concerning a major literary figure,
and is all the more terrible since,
as an editorial, it seems (but perhaps only seems) to take itself
quite seriously. That "Life" could
precede one of the finest works of
fiction to be written in many years
with so naive and incongruous a
Commentary is deplorable, if not
actually harmful.
"Life"
If, as

from

his

He

also told of his experience as

a debating coach at this reformatory. The team he coached went
on to defeat some Oxford debaters.
On the reformatory team was a

Beta

Festivity Lacking

At
1st Football Weekend

Delta Sigma
Zete

The 1952 Bowdoin football season got off to a slow start both in
regards to the game and to the
post-game festivities, with only five
fraternities holding organized parties, a situation caused mainly by
the scarcity of dates.
The lack of festivities was also
caused partly by the fact that only
four houses had bands, and partly
by the fact that there was nothing

man who in his early life was
criminally inclined, but through
aid and effort on his own part deI missed reading the articles in
which that "identical criticism" veloped into a normal person.
to celebrate.
Reverend Samuelson concluded
was so exuberantly uttered, but it
The Psi Upsilon house had the
does seem that expensively-edu- his sermon by asking the student most dates, over forty, and probabcated men of letters could be body to examine their religious ly the liveliest party. The tradifeelings,
to
make improve-

and

2.177
2.176
2.165
2.142
2.109
1.945
1.922

TD
Deke
Sigma

Nu

•

U

Psi

Council President

55
56
57

age was 2.220.
In looking over the fraternity
standings,! Dean NathaYiiel C. Ken-

%

100% R0TC

flkii

Smoker

t

tempt to interpret Hemingway in
a few chosen words. These people
will at one point come across the
following

sentence: "It is often
highbrow practice to find symbol-

Hemingway's work."

In the editorial we are first
treated to a foot-race during the
dizzy decade of the 1920's between
F. Scott Fitzgerald and John Dos
Passes, who "hadn't quite yet hit
their strides", and Ernest Heming-

New

To

CHESTERF

Benoit's extends a cordial

returning and incoming

.

.

Wool Imported Flannel

TO OFFER

SLACKS
flannels will assure

BOW

Little "53, Portland;

H. Silver

iel

Mickey
Robert

F.
J.

Levi

Company G
'53,

'53,

Weiner

belt)

you of

BOTH contain only those proven ingredients that

correct style and complete comfort

Portland.

'53,

—

Richard G. Wragg
Northampton, Mass.; Jonathan

Bartlett

New

'53,

Delhi,

make

—

L.

I.,

N. Y.

Company

H — Thomas Oties '53,

Hyannis, Mass.; William J. Leacacos '53, Trucksville, Pa.; Roger
E. Gordon '54, Brookline, Mass.;
Herbert A. Black II '53, Waban,
Mass.; Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53,
Darien, Conn.
H
500 In B.O.T.C.
According to Major Joseph B.
Miller, approximately five hundred
men are currently taking Military
Science courses at Bowdoin. They
will form a regiment of two batJohn W. Harthorne '53, Cape talions each containing four comLater in the school year
Elizabeth; Brian A. Poynton '52, panies.
Burlington, Vt.; Norman Russell the R.O.T.C. Band will be assem-

—

—

—

—

'52,

Beverly,

Mass.;

Hyde '53, Portland.
John
Company B

—

George

bled.

M.

Military
S.

Drill

formations

15.75

more

costly moistening agents (to

keep

them tasty and

During the first ten hours of drill,
lege and received his A.M. at the emphasis will be on practice in
squad formations. As long as the
Brown University.
Also appointed to the Bowdoin weather permits, these drill sesfaculty is Arthur LeRoy Greason sions will last for two hours. When
A.M., who will serve in the capa- cold weather begins, drill will be
discontinued until spring.

city of Instructor in the English
Department. Mr. Greason received
his A.B. from Wesleyan University
in 1945. He later served as Assistant to the Dean, of that institution. In 1947 he received his
A.M. from Harvard University and
remained at Harvard to serve as
a Teaching Fellow for the following four years.

EL

For the first time in fifty years,
students of Williams College who
live in the dormitories this fall will
be asked to make their own beds.
This economy move will cut the
college's staff of

from 31 to

15,

dormitory maids
is expected to

and

result in cleaner student rooms.

D

CIGARETTE
REGULAR & KING-SIZE

fresh), the best

money can

cigarette paper that

Mansfield White Buck Shoes

else.

BOTH are much milder with an extraordinarily good taste and, from
the report of a well-known research
organization

$11.95

— no unpleasant

after-taste.

BOTH

are exactly the

spects. There

is

same

in all re-

absolutely no difference

except that king-size Chesterfield

is

— contains considerably more of
same tobaccos — enough more to

larger

the

% lenger.smoke, yet costs

give you a 21
little

MAINE STREET

PHONE

200

more.

IOMIWM

{

Buy
.

^.MMMI

will

MacDer- take place on Monday afternoons.

Chesterfields

world's best tobaccos, pure,

buy -nothing

120

India

James H. Freeman '53, Brunswick
Russell M. Hurd '53, Nutley, N. J.
Burch Hindle '53, East Setauket,

—

the best possible smoke: the

$

Dan-

Saugus, Mass.;
'53, Lewiston;

BOTH regular and king-size
Chesterfields are premium quality
cigarettes and come in the smart
white pack.

These English style (no

I

William F. SterWinthrop, Mass.; Ray-

'53,

mond M.

—

D

—

Company F
ling

.

Cambridge and Oxford
in All

tham, Mass.

The 1952 edition of the Bowdoin
R.O.T.C. features an organization
Newly apof eight Companies.
pointed Company Commanders are
Cadet
as follows: Company A
1st Lieutenant George J. Marcopolous '53, Salem, Mass.; Company
William
B Cadet 1st Lieutenant
D. Shaw '54, Bayside, L I.,,N. Y.;
Company C
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Edwin P. Leonard III '54, DuxCadet
bury, Mass.; Company
1st Lieutenant Raymond S. Petterson '53, Bangor; Company E
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Roy G. Levy
'54, New York, N. Y.; Company F
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Charles
E. Godfrey '54, Reading, Mass.;
Cadet 1st LieutenCompany G
ant Paul B. Kenyon, Jr., '53, Gloucester, Mass.; and Company
Philip A. GarLieutenant
1st
Cadet
land '54, Bangor.
2nd Lieutenants
Newly appointed second lieutenCharles F.
ants are: Company A
Davis '53, Wellesley Hills, Mass.;

PREMIUM

welcome to

men of Bowdoin

2 Shades Of Gray

\

Marsh

.

writer has given him is not going
to do him any good. Fortunately,
discriminating people will turn
swiftly to the story itself.
Unfortunately there will be those who
regard the article as a sincere at-

Newton

D—

—

j

editorial

'53,

M

—

Seward

"suffered"

Lyndon

F.

—

Company Commanders

drick stated that the marks were
not unusual, and that it was his
hope that some of the houses that
seem to remain at about the same
level scholastically will try to
raise their standings.

after-game party was folFirst
lowed by a buffet supper.
House
choir, under the direction
The Delta Sigs entertained their
of Professor Russell F. Locke,
We are also told that we sang Grant Us To Do With Zen] 20 dates with a concert by the
Achieve Distinction
"couldn't read Fitzgerald's This
Bowdoin Jazz Band. This house
by Bach.
Side of Paradise or Dos Passos'
was the place to be from seven
Students roaming the streets of
Three Soldiers without snickering'"?
thirty to nine.
Brunswick after dark are cau'12
J.
but that Hemingway's offering in
tioned to watch themselves closely
Sunday Climax
1950, Across the River and into Bugle Plans Changes;
as
the ORIENT has found out
The party at the Delta Kappa
Marsh was graduated from Bow
the Trees, "hardly deserved" the
Epsilon house started slowly, but from sources close to the ROTC doin in 1912, cum laude and Phi
critical attacks it received. ("Life"
conscription
that
gangs Beta Kappa. After engaging in busHold
Tonight progressed to a fitting climax on office
notwithstanding, Across the River
Sunday afernoon. An unscheduled (modeled after the infamous Brit- iness in Portland for several years,
and into the Trees should have
With the advent of a new year, appearance of the Bowdoin Jazz ish Navy press gangs) are patrol- he was elected Secretary of the
headed that way, and men whose "The Bugle" is planning several Band enlivened this house that ling the side streets of downtown
Bowdoin College Alumni Council
business it is to know, including improvements and changes which afternoon to the delight of the 25 Brunswick as well as the darker
and Association in 1941, Editor of
Hemingway, I'm thinking, would in the opinion of the editors will Deke dates and all others who portions of the campus in an atthe magazine, "The Bowdoin Alumgive the other two books named produce a more
tempt to raise more men for the
interesting and en- could find space inside.
nus," and Executive Director of the
a much greater chance of fringe joyable year book.
unit.
ROTC
was
the
to
dance
The best place
Bowdoin Alumni Fund.
popularity with the reading public.)
In a speech delivered recently
This year's "Bugle" Editor Paul Sigma Nu house on Saturday evePresident-elect Marsh will take
At the start of this article I said P. Broun tas '54 has announced that ning, where a house combo provid- before the present members of the
office as chief executive at the inthat perhaps the editorial only
anyone interested in any branch of ed some good music for the twenty- unit, Colonel Walter H. Kennett,
seemed to take itself seriously. journalism; advertising, writing, five dates and assorted guests from P.M.S.&T, urged his men to in- ternational conference in 1953. He
has been a regular attendant at
Perhaps I am personally at fault
filtrate their respective fraterniphotography, or business, is urged other parts of the campus.
conferences of the American Al
in taking the article too seriously
The Alpha Delta Phi house ties in an effort to brihg their umni Council and has been a memto attend the opening smoker
myself.
I can understand that
enrollment
of
to
a
100%
houses
up
which will be held tonight in Con- boasted the only outside band on
many
"Life," in its elation over the literlower two classes. The first ber of its directorate for
ference Room A of the Moulton campus. Dancing and an informal the
ary (and unquestionably financial)
house to attain the magic number, years.
The first of the major changes party were supplied for the 25 ap- stated Colonel Kennett, would recoup it had pulled, might start
proving A.D. dates.
hitching up its trousers and ex- planned by the staff is to take the
The A.T.O.'s, the Zetes, the ceive some unspecified distinction.
panding its editorial chest, two ac- senior pictures earlier in the term
Appointments
As a public service, the ORIENT Eight
Betas, the Kappa Sigs, the T.D.'s
tions usually associated with a than is usually done. Work is exand the A.R.U.'s had no organized is checking with the Attorney Genfigurative swelling of the head. But pected to begin on these photoBowdoin Faculty
parties or bands. Small but lively eral's office in an attempt to ascerthe fact remains that many of its graphs during the third week of
gatherings were in order at these tain whether or not Colonel Kenreaders who were performed a real October.
[Continued from Page 1}
nett's organization is subversive.
houses.
service by the publication of the
During the festivities of the
Eloy Alfaro, Bahia de Caraquez.
The saddest part of reading the
story, were conversely done a real
"filler" in newspaper lingo is a
A
Classics Appointment
weekend
the not yet mentioned Chi
adjecdisservice by the
unintelligent, article is that many of the
Another Teaching Fellow, Mr.
Psi's reminisced over past parties sentence or two of extraneous mabug-eyed treatment accorded Hem- tives and observations "Life" edilooked hopefully ahead to the terial or incidental information Joseph S. Van Why will teach in
ingway, his works and his critics. torializes with are deserved and and
future when- they used to fill space at the bottom of the Classics Department. Mr. Van
But that it should surround gay times in the
If "Life" feels it has the right to just
a page, like this one.
Why is a graduate of Trinity Colwill be off social probation.
call modern, contemporary writers so solid and true a diamond with
"twisted young men", then it must such a tinsel setting shows poor
admit to rosily twisting the Hem- taste, bad manners, and an illadvised editorial staff.
ingway facts itself.

To

Thomas

Centre, Mass.; Charles J. Shuttleworth '53, New York, N. Y.; William A. Fickett '54, Naples.
Company C
Morrison S. Ricker '53, Lynn, Mass.; Francis L.
Bowdoin unit. Cadet 1st. Lieuten- Valente, Jr. '53, New York, N. Y.;
ant Henry R. Sleeper "53 of Rock- Robert
Harriman '53, North
land has been named his Assistant. Lovell; Everett J. Wilson, Jr. '53,
Cadet Captain James E. Nevin Melrose, Mass.; Ellery A. Thurs'53 of Shaker Heights, Ohio, was ton '53, Holyoke, Mass.
appointed Battalion Commander,
Company
Guy T. Emery '53,
and Cadet Captain Ronald B. Gray New Gloucester; John N. Wisner,
'54 of Orrlhgton was named BatJr. '53, Green's Farms, Conn. Dontalion Executive Officer of the ald E. Landry '53,
Concord, N. H.;
First Battalion.
John A. GledhiU '53, Lewiston;
The Second Battalion Head- Jack Baumer '53, Hobart, Indiana.
quarters includes Cadet Captain
Company E
John L. Davis '53,
Douglas A. Chalmers '53 of Urbana, Rockland, Mass.; Oliver
S. Brown
Illinois, Battalion Commander, and
'53, Washington. D. C; Donald G.
Cadet Captain Peter B. Webber '54 Lints '53, North
Quincy, Mass.;
of Portland, Battalion Executive Richard D.
Holland '53, Chelsea,
Officer.
Mass.; William E. Curran '53, Wal-

—

58
65

All Fraternity average was
2.197 while the All-College aver-

The

tional

Colonel Walter H. Kennett, Pro- mid '53, Borden town, N. J.; Paul
F. Dudley, Jr. '53, Milton, Mass.;

fessor of Military Science and
Tactics has announced the assignments of 126 Cadet Officers in the
R.O.T.C. Senior Division.
Cadet Captain Paul B. Brountas
'54 of Bangor has been appointed
Regimental Commander of the

;

61
56

To

who have "assailed" his
works and "done their best ... to
try to make (him) over", then
certainly the thumb-sucking polly-

in

illustration

experiences as a chaplain at a
reformatory, Reverend Samuelson
showed how early religious negligence has been overcome by introspection and meditation.

more explicit in critically
treating a work of such stature. ments.
The
(They get paid for it, too.)

success,"

ism

Taking an

slightly

from "members of the intelligentsia
and lesser writers envious of his

"Life's"

rather than a habitual one.

Officers Assigned;

Brountas Picked To Lead Unit

Of Am. Alumni Council

Mr. Seward J. Marsh, Alumni
"One Man's Religion" was the past Spring semester. Alpha Tau
The previous Scholastic Cup
subject Reverend J. Arthur Sam- Omega has again been awarded was retired by ATO, having been Secretary of Bowdoin College, was
running", what- uelson of the First Parish Church
the Student Council Scholarship won three semesters consecutively. named in July President-elect of
find
never
We
do
means.
ever that
of Brunswick used in his address Cup.
ARU placed a close second last the American Alumni Council,
out who won, but at least we follow at last Sunday's Chapel.
The cup had previously been spiing, with Kappa Sigma third. composed of alumni secretaries of
Hemingway in his adventures after
Reverend Samuelson began his won by Alpha Rho Upsilon for top
The list of all the fraternities' between 600 and 700 colleges and
the race is over, and a sad tale it
universities of the U.S. and Cansermon by voicing the belief that scholastic achievement for the standings are as follows:
First, "some drunk feels an
is.
College tends to broaden the stu- fall semester of 1951. For the past Fraternity
Ave.
Mem. ada.
irresistible urge to swing" at him;
dent's
even few years only ATO and ARU
religious
outlook,
The election took place at the
2.480
63
ATO
and "his critics and detractors put
though he may not be aware of have been able to win top honors,
2.458
45
annual international conference of
ARU
the boots to him when he was
it at the time. He said that as a and consequently the
Kappa Sigma
2.368
62
the American Alumni Council held
cup has been
down." But "the terrible beating
man
grows
older
his religion tends
57
2.284
at Sun Valley, Ida., on July 16.
AD
he took" doesn't seem to have
2.184
Chi Psi
58
"He will live and to become a more personal thing,

deserve some sort of much effect
accolade, because the book is richly work exactly as he thinks fit. Like
rewarding to any reader, be he fur- an impervious old umpire be will
row-browed critic or empathetic just go on calling them as he sees
pleasure-hunter.
If anyone is in- them."
terested in an adequate cross secWith regard to In Our Time,
tion of criticism concerning the
Hemingway's first collection of
book itself, at least up to this short stories, "Life" comes up with
Point, the book sections of the
this interesting tidbit: "(it) was a
"New York Times" and the "New financial failure
as most short
York Herald-Tribune" carried front story collections, particularly first
page reviews, and the "New ones, are,
but a critical success,
Yorker" allowed it first considera- because virtually everybody who
tion in its book-reviewing pages.
read it made the identical critiUndoubtedly many other papers cism, to wit: 'Wow!'." (Perhaps

anna treatment

For having achieved highest handed back and forth between
honors in scholarship during the these iwo fraternities.

126 ROTC

Marsh President

'

Hemingway

Hemingway has

International Meeting
Elects

,

<w*narily take the trouble to look
up a Hemingway novel in book
form. For this both "Life" and

says,

ALPHA TAU OMEGA COPS
SCHOLARSHIP CUP AGAIN

"One Man's Region"
Sunday Chapel Subject;
Soul Searching Urged

1952
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GLEE CLUB TO PLAN
EXTENSIVE PROGRAM

Dean, Fraternity Heads

Levi, Sylvester, Nevin

Discuss Class Of 1955;

Head Union Committee;

Disappointment Evident "Beat Maine" Contest

ENGAGEMENT WITH WELLESLEY;
TV TO HIGHLIGHT SPRING TOUR
Under the direction of Professor
Frederic E. T. Tillotson, the Bowdoin College Glee Club is looking
forward to one of the most promising and extensive yearly programs
in Its history.

The Messiah concert will open
the season, performed, in. a joint
concert at Colby Junior College
on December 6. The Messiah was
postponed last year due to Professor Tlllotson's sabbatical leave.
Hayward '54 To Solo

A four group performance of the
Messiah at Brunswick's Congregational Church on December 13 will
be next on the program. Donald
E. Hayward '54 will be the bass
soloist. It is hoped that Frederick
Weidner HI '50. who has led the
Glee Club for three consecutive
Messiah performances, will return
to sing the remaining solo part.
The chorus will be composed of
approximately 300 voices consisting of the Glee Clubs from Colby
Junior College,' Framingham
Teacher's College, Bowdoin College, and the Brunswick Choral
The Bowdoin Orchestra
Society.
will also form part of the concert.
Next in the program is the first
of the two planned "baby tours".
The Glee Club will sing the
Mozart Requiem in a joint concert
with the Lasell Junior College
Glee Club at the John Hancock
Hall in Boston on March 1. On a
previous date, February 27, a joint
performance will be given at the
Pine Manor Junior College in
Wellesley. Mass.
Wellesley To Appear
Mozart's Requiem will be offered at the Annual Group ConThe Wellescert on March 14.
ley College Glee Club will journey
to Brunswick and will remain on
campus if the date of the concert
coincides with the annual Campus

Chest drive weekend.
The Glee Club will next visit
Hartford, Connecticut on Saturday, March 21, for its second "baby
The Mozart Requiem will
tour".
be sung in a joint performance
with the Smith College Glee Club
at Hartford's Bushnell Memorial
The Bushnell performance
Hall.
will precede a repeat performance
at Northhampton on Sunday evening,

March

22.

As in the past years the Glee
Club's Spring Tour is the most extensive part of the yearly program.
sheeted group of more than 60

A

Glee Club members will initiate
the tour with a concert at Worcester, Massachusetts on Friday,
March 27. From Worcester, the
Glee Club will travel to Rutherford, New York, where a concert
will be offered on Saturday, March
28. Next stop is West Point Military Academy, at West Point, New
York.
Town Hall Concert
The highlight of the tour will be
the concert at the Mecca of Glee
Club performances, New York's
Town Hall, on Monday night,
March 30. Professor Tillotson is
highly optimistic about this performance due to the surprisingly
available seats that
have already been reserved. While
at New York, the Glee Club will
be presented on a television pro-

number

of

grant

A

concert in Philadelphia on
March 31 will be followed by the
closing concert, in Washington,
D. C, April 1st.

Professor Tillotson is happy to
announce that with the exception
the Messiah and. Mozart's
of
Requiem, the Glee Club will offer

Kendrick Blames First

Week Of Training;
Outlines New Rules

Procession, Inaugural Meal
By Jay

Coles,

F. E. T. Tillotson

Dean Kendrick

Inauguration Ceremony

Of N. England Colleges

as cirriculum, social

Four Men Join Group

As Meddiebempsters
Prepare For 1952-53

and fraternity

Donald '15, a member of the
problems, and athletic programs.
The Association of New England Board of Overseers. John W.
Colleges, which includes 20 col- Frost '04, President of the Board
Quill Editorial Staff; leges and universities, is composed of Overseers will deliver the inof the presidents of these institu* vestiture.
President-Elect Coles will then
1st
tions plus one other representative
.usually a faculty member. give ah address, after which he
At the organizational meeting of Ordinarily 100 per cent of the will be seated in the historic
the Quill, Bowdoin's literary maga- presidents attend the meeting.
President's Chair and presented
zine, on Friday, October 3, Peter
Each college or university is in- with the Seal, the Charter, and
B. Powell '54 and Gerald L. Dube vited to send in questions and the Keys of the College.
'55 were elected to the editorial
problems which they want discussAfter the ceremony, the processtaff of this publication.
ed at the conference. Subjects dis- sion will march back to Hubbard

Powell,

Dube Elected

To

Deadline November

—

weekend

New

No

Drum

Majorettes, Barrels, Zealous Officials

Encountered Amidst Rainy, Windy Weekend
By Charles

F. Burgess '54

The

trip to Wesleyan is long and
difficult under even the best of

weekend with
the wind and the rain it became

in finding the ball

and

falling

on

it.

conditions, but last

Officials Disgruntled

The

were certainly no
setting a good example of

officials

almost intolerable. We expect the help in
ORIENT to reimburse us.
ball handling, for they consistentPerhaps the failure of the team ly muffed chances to be heroes for
to win at Wesleyan was partially both sides. Both teams were condue to the arduous business of stantly throwing the ball right at
travelling. As a matter of fact, the them, but no matter how clear
only reason that we ourselves the field was, they proved themmanaged to get to the game was selves incapable of catching the
because we made a stop at Scollay thing. What they lacked in ability,
Square and went to the^TheatTe.fhowrver, they made up for in zeal
There, in the cultural center of Toward the end of the game, one
Boston, we were enthralled by the ambitious official undertook to
grace and beauty of the prima tackle Ted Howe and eleven Wesballerina of the troupe presently leyan lads as they came through
inhabiting the theatre.
the center of the line at breakneck

Trudine

At

We

were amazed by the effrontery
shown by the Wesleyan players,
for almost every time one of them
was tackled he immediately tried
to get rid of the ball and act as
though he were just standing
around watching the play. The
sturdy Bowdoin team, however,
was not fooled by such dastardly
tricks and displayed great talent

Joining William Arthur Grove
second tenor is Hetherington, a member of Psi Upsilon, and
the President of the Class of 1954.
H. Davidson Osgood '54 and
John V» Nungessen '54 will be
joined in the bass section by newrate, Union Committee members
comer Farrington. Although this
suggested that students using* the
Farrington's first appearance
is
accommodations service inform with Meddiebempsters he has been
Mr. Lancaster's office whether or active in Glee Club, Masque and
not they had obtained a room.
Gown, and College and InterfraCommittee Activities Outlined
ternity athletic activities.
At the beginning of this first
Both baritones are back this
meeting of the year, advisor Lan- year to make this the only part
caster outlined the purposes and not to have at least one new man.
activities of the Student Union Gordon W. Stearns ,Jr. '54 and
Committee. He explained that the Robert R. Forsberg '53 will again
[Continued on Page 2]
constitute this section.
'54 as a

The Meddiebempsters, who have
practicing a week before

been

Administration Urges

Absentee Ballot Use

classes started, have appointed Os-

good as Director and Hetherington
The group has alas Manager.
ready done extensive work on sev-

anxious to .have eral new songs for this year's prospeed. The result of this was an men vote in the coming election on gram.
ungodly heap in the middle of the Tuesday. November 4th and will
The first appearance of the group
field. When the heap had disbursed expect them
to vote by absentee will be before the annual banquet
and returned to plan the next ballot so far as possible.
of the National Cancer Society on
move, there, plain to be seen, was
If this is possible, men will not October 23 at New York's Park
the prostrate form of the official, be excused from college. The fol- Sheraton
The MeddieHotel.
Mr. J. J. Burke.
lowing information may be helpful: bempsters sang last year before
Hanley Breaks Record
MAINE An application for an the annual meeting of the state
Doc Hanley, who is head and absentee ballot and the absentee Cancer Society and proved so sucshoulders above anyone else in the ballot itself may be obtained by cessful that this year an appearmidfield dash, broke his own world writing to the City or Town Clerk ance by them was included in the
record of 1.5 seconds from the of the place of residence. The bal- National's program.
bench to midfield, followed by lot should be completed, according
The Meddiebempsters at an
numerous trainers, coaches, man- to instructions and returned to the early meeting agreed that they
agers and disgruntled patrons. A Clerk before election day. Care would try to appear at more frasmall boy in the Bowdoin stands should be taken to return the ap- ternity houses this year during
prescribed
scotch
tape,
and plication and the ballot in separate party weekends than they have in
whether the Doc took his prescrip- envelopes.
the past.
tion or not, in no time at all Mr.
Six fraternity houses on campus
ADply in
MASSACHUSETTS
Burke was back on all fours. He person or by mail to the City or are represented in the Meddie
elected to stay in the game, and Town Clerk of the place of resi- bempsters this year.
returned to his post, modestly ac- dence, or to the Secretary of the
cepting the plaudits of both sides. Commonwealth. State House, BosAnother explanation for the ton, for an application for an "AbPlacement
team's lack of prowess, widely ac- sent Voter Ballot". Any form of
cepted in certain circles, lies in written communication will be acthe absence from the game of a cepted in place of a formal 'appligroup of nine accomplished musi- cation. The application should be
An important meeting for all
cians known to its friends as executed in the voter's handwrit- February and June graduates plan'Casey's Eight." This year's ver- ing and returned to the appropri- ning to register with the Placeskm of the ensemble sadly neglect- ate Clerk of the Secretary of the ment Bureau will be held Thursed its duty and forgot to organize, Commonwealth. Applications may day, October 9, from 7:00 to 7:30
leaving the Brooklyn Sym-Phoney be made any time before election, p.m. in the Faculty Room on the
the undisputed leaders in
the but ample time should be left for third floor of Massachusetts Hall.
realm of serious music. In lieu receipt of the ballot and its rePlacement Director Samuel A.
of
"Stacy's
Dry Dozen," as turn before election day.
Ladd, Jr. urges those planning to
'Casey's Eight" was to be called
This applies only to voters who attend to be prompt for the meetthis year, Bowdoin's music was pro- have registered bv October 3rd.
ing will be brief but most imporvided by a large and colorful outOTHER STATES Information tant. Registration forms and other
fit
called the Portland School may be obtained at Massachusetts material will be distribuated at the
Band. After considerable research, Hall concerning the regulations of meeting.
we discovered that the "Portland other states.
The Bureau requests that these
referred to is Portland, ConnectiWhen needed in this connection, applications be returned promptly
cut
and not East Westbrook. the services cf a Notary Public are to the office in order that the BurMaine.
available in the Bursar's Office and ean may arrange the Company in[ Continued on Page 4 ]
terview schedules.
the Athletic Office.

The College

is

—

•

—

Bureau Meet

ToBeHeWThurs.,0ct.9

—

A.

WBOA

Dr. James Stacy Coles

regard to initiaA balance of five returning men
The Student Union Committee
tion activities.
and four newcomers makes up the
also planned to sponsor for the
3. No initiation activities may be
membership of this year's MeddieanMaine-Bowdoin
planned which involve conflict or
bempsters, the College's nationalprobable conflict with College en- Alumni Day Dance, which will be ly-known double quartet.
Captain Edward F. Duncan,
gagements such as classes, Fathers held on Friday evening, NovemSelected at tryouts held last
Officer Procurement Officer of the
ber
7, in the Sargent Gymnasium.
Day, etc. No excuses will be given
singing with the group
The deadline for the first issue cussed at the meeting this year
Marine Corps Recruiting Station
Although no formal resolution was year, and
for absences caused by initiation
the first time this fall ,are Wil- of the Quill will be on Saturday, included enrollment the general
for
in Boston, will be in Conference
passed prohibiting the engagement
Fraternity presidents,
Cale '55, Frank J. Far- November 1. Essays of topical in- outlook for New England colleges
B of the Moulton Union tonight at activities.
fra* liam K.
by
Bowdoin's
bands
dance
of
'55,
are expected to see that plans conrington '53, George W. Graham
terest or critical research, short and universities, the problem of
8:00 p.m. to interview Bowdoin
ternities on the evening of the
form to this principle.
F. Hetherington Jr. '54. stories of any length, poetry, and admissions, and the general salary
undergraduates interested in the
Alumni Day Dance, it was noted and Allen
Both first tenors are new men. one-act plays are the type of ma- scales of faculty members.
4. Freshmen may not be called
Marine Corps Training programs.
by members that action of this
Graham, terial wanted for this issue. The
Meeting Informal
This conference will be an in- upon to perform any tasks or en- kind would impair the attendance Singing this part will be
T. Graham editorial board wishes to encourMembership in the Association
formational meeting, and will in- gage in any quests which involve of the Union Committee function. whose brother William
Jr. '51, was the director of the age all undergraduates who may of
England Colleges is based
risks of physical injury, violation
clude a showing of slides.
300 Rooms Offered
1950-51,
of
group in their season
be interested in contributing their on customs and history rather
f Continued on Page % ]
It was brought out during the and Cale, who is a member of the
work to the Quill to submit manu- than on formal classification.
meeting that more than 300 rooms Sigma Nu House.
Graham is a scripts of what they have written resolutions are adopted, and no
had been offered by local citizens member of the Delta Kappa Epsi- to anyone of the members of the legal action is taken at the confor Bowdoin students wishing to lon fraternity.
ferences. Association meetings are
board.
obtain accommodations for dates
or weekend guests. A list of rooms
available for rent by students is
kept in Mr. Lancaster's office on
the second floor of the Moulton
Union. In order that the rooming
list be kept up to date and accu-

presiding officer for the in-

Moore

L.L.D. '95, Vice-President of the Board of Trustees. The
President James S. Coles and Chaplain will be Joseph C. MacDean Nathaniel C. Kendrick represented Bowdoin at the annual
The program of the inaugural
meeting of the Association of New
luncheon will be broadcast MonEngland Colleges held at Yale Uni- day by station
(820 on
versity on Oct. 7 and 8 to discuss
the dial), starting at 1 p.m.
such subjects of common interest

may

Spectacular Plays, Hartley Record
Boost Lagging Spirits At Wesley an

The

auguration ceremony will be Hoyt

life.

Notice

'53

gates.

Attend Annual Meeting

the home of Mr. Donovan D. Lansubstantiate his position.
caster, Director of the Moulton
issued a statement
Union and advisor to the Student
of College policy concerning initiaUnion Committee.
tions which included the following
Display Contest Planned

Plans were formulated at the
hold their
initiations at such dates as they meeting for the display contest
fiind most
desirable. They are which will be held on the Maineurged to consider the advisability Bowdoin football weekend, November 8.
A group of judges will
of deferred initiations.
award a display cup to the fratern2. The College does not recognize
so-called "Hell Week" in any way ity constructing the most artistic
and College engagements will be and original design on the theme
of "Beat Maine".
scheduled without

Canon

Kenneth

To

points:
1. Fraternities

A.

Dr. James Stacy Coles will become the ninth President of Bowdoin
College following the Inauguration ceBemoniea t* be held on October IS,
in the First Pariah Church
Dr. Coles will official}- become President Coles when he is presented
with the Seal, Ums Charter, and the Keys of the College, while seated
in tho historic President's chair. John WUliam Frost *04, President of
the Board of Overseers, will deliver the Investiture
An informal breakfast given by form at Hubbard Hall at 10:30
and will march to the First Parish
retiring
President
Charles Morton Sills at the East- Church. The procession will inland Hotel in Portland will open clude the Band, the Chapel Choir,
ROTC Color Guard, the
the Inauguration Day exercises. the
The program will begin at nine Governing Boards, the Faculty,
o'clock in Hubbard -Hall, with the and the delegates from other Coland
leges and institutions with which
registration of the guests
delegates. From 75 to 100 invited Bowdoin has been associated in
guests are expected to attend the the past. The Marshal will be Dr.
ceremonies, along with a large Philip G. Good '36 of South Portnumber of alumni and friends of land, President of the Alumni. Aswill
be Professor
the College.
sisting him
The Academic Procession will George H. Quinby '23, Faculty
Marshall, and Professor Thomas
C. Van Cleve, Marshal of Dele-

Dean Kendrick

—

•torn."

Monday Program To Include

Levine '53 to serve as Secretary.
Initatlon Delay Suggested
Levine is a member of the Sigma
also said that, in
Nu fraternity and is a former varwhich
initiathe
burden
light of
James E.
sity basketball player.
tion activities place on the freshNevin III '53 was elected Treasmen, he would like to see initiaurer of the organization. Nevin is
tions delayed until the second
a member of the Beta Theta Pi
semester, his theory being that
fraternity, the "Bugle" staff, the
this deferment would give the
varsity football team, and the
freshmen more time to integrate
R.O.T.C. senior division.
themselves into the College comThe election meeting was held at

munity and way of

9

First Parish Church To Be Scene Of
Dr. Coles Inauguration Ceremonies

Dean Kendrick

—

The speaker opened his address
with a lamentation on the absence
of "Dog, the Ubiquitous Bowdoin
Dog" which had always previously
been present to plague him.
The choir sang Cantate Domimo
by Hassler at the conclusion of the
service which was the second Sunday chapel of the year.

Plans And Objectives
Outlined By Lancaster
In Opening: Gathering

NUMBER

1952

8,.

Walt Whitman will be accompanied by two pianos.
Ralph J. Levi '53 was elected
At a meeting of fraternity presiDenis W. King '55 will sing the dents on Thursday, October 2, President of the Student Union
solo base part in Gershwin's "It Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick made Committee for the Fail semester at
Ain't Necessarily So," which will the following statement in regard the first meeting 'of the committee
be another highlight of the Town to the Class of 1955: "We lost held on September 30.
Levi,, a member of the Alpha
The more men than we should have,
Hall Concert in New York.
last number on the Town Hall and the Class as a whole did not Rho Upsilon fraternity, is enrolled
in the R.O.T.C. senior division, and
Concert program will be a Hoist not do as well as we expected."
Dean Kendrick went on to ex- has been associated with both the
number, 'To Agni."
underWith respect to the traditional plain that, although some indivi- ORIENT and WBOA, the
This fall
Boston Pop's Concert, unfortunate- duals in the present sophomore graduate radio stttion.
have outstanding records marks Levi's second year of memly was not held last year, Profes- class did
Student Union Comsor Tillotson has been able to an- last year, the Class of 1955 as a bership on the
in Portland,
nounce that even on the face of whole did not live up to the ex- mittee. His home is
circumstances which predicted a pectations of the Faculty and Ad- Maine.
John E. Sylvester, Jr. '54 was
postponement of the concert until ministration.
These statements were made in elected Vice-President of the Stu1954, this year a performance will
Sylvester
be offered on March 21, just be- the course of a discussion center- dent Union Committee.
member of the Psi Upsilon
fore the Ivy Houseparty weekend. ing around rushing, hazing, and is a
ORIENT staff,
initiation activities in general, and Fraternity, The
the Dean implied that he thought and is an RO.T.C. cadet officer.
Plans Extensive Tour
Levine New Treasurer
these activities had been detriMembers of the Student Union
mental to the students that they
had hampered scholastic pursuits. Committee selected Martin G.

This dancer, a charming young
maiden with flaming red hair, is
entirely new numbers this year.
known to the more avaid devotees
Spring Tour Program
of the dance as Trudine. The highFor the Spring Tour, the follow- light of the evening was a dance,
improvised by Trudine, based on
ing program is being rehearsed:
Chorus from the old English ballad "A Hunting
"In Ecclesiis"
ceremonial by the sixteenth cen- We Will Go." The sweep and
tury composer Gabrieli. This in- grandeur of this performance was
teresting number will be accom- such that the eyes of even the
panied by organ and brass sextet most lifeless members of the audiand will be one of the highlights ence lit up with pleasure. Refreshof the Town Hall Concert.
ed by Miss Ts artistic endeavors
This we were able to reach Middletown
"Beat, Beat Drums"
Loe filer number with music by in the best of spirits and ready for
almost anything.
In view of the team's rather
disappointing show at the game,
Christianity Limited
we can but regret that they did
Chapel not have the same good fortune
Definition
as we did, it being a fine morale
That Christianity is a religion booster having almost a tonic
of the aggregate, not primarily a effect.
Wesleyan Effrontery
religion of a personal or individual
Our fine spirits were naturally
nature was suggested by Reverend Alexander P. Winston in his dampened on Saturday by the
sermon at Sunday Chapel, Octo- double loss of the Bowdoin Polar
Bears and the Brooklyn Dodgers,
ber 5.
Winston, who is the pastor of but never to such an extent that
the First Parish Unitarian Church we were unable to appreciate some
in Portland, explained that it was of the more spectacular plays. Two
every person's duty to insure that that we particularly enjoyed, the
this world be known as "the gener- forward fumble and the Official
quite
were
prevalent
ation of the broken bread," not pass,
"the generation of the broken throughout the first half anyway.

By

ORIENT

Hall and disperse. The traditional
dinner of lobster will be served at
12:30 to invited guests and ticket
holders in Sargent Gymnasium.
Dr. Moore will preside at the
luncheon, and the Chaplain will be
Rev. Frederick W. Whittaker '44,
President of the Bangor Theological Seminary. Retiring President
Sills will deliver

an address,

fol-

lowed by another speech by
President Coles. Professor Alfred
O. Gross will speak for the Facul-

ty, and Guy T. Emery '53, Theta
conducted on an informal basis, Delta Chi and Phi Beta Kappa,
and no officers are selected.
will speak for the undergraduates.
The Association of New England
Inauguration Plans
impartially based on a majority
Colleges is one of the oldest orThe detailed program of the invote of the staff.
ganizations of its kind in the auguration has been handled
by a
'49,
William A. Maillet
will serve United States, and Bowdoin Col14 member Inaugural Committee^ /
as Editor-in-Chief of this year's lege has been connected with it for
appointed by President Sills list
board, while other members are: many years.
June. Representing the Board of
Robert L. Happ '53, Allen F. HethOther members include Yale, Trustees on the Committee are
erington, Jr. '54 and Richard T. Harvard, Dartmouth, Brown, AmMelvin T. Copeland '06, and
herst, Wesleyan, and Williams.
Goodman '53.
George W. Burpee '04. Dr. Copeland, who is Professor of Administration and Director of the Bureau
of Business Research at the Harvard Business School, was a member of the committee which recommended Dr. Coles for the
By John K. Sylvester, Jr. '54
Presidency. Mr. Burpee, a New

The decision as to what material
shall be included in the Quill is

Traditional College Rules Govern

Freshmen During Hazing Period
With the beginning of another
College year, the freshman class
again assumes a prominent and
colorful role on the campus. Rushing and pledging having been completed, the more hectic complica-

time, all freshman rules would be
void when a member ofk that class
managed to hang a beanie on the
tip of one of the chapel spires. Today these rules are traditions, and

enforcement is considered unhave set in. The necessary. Needless to say, getting
welcoming handshakes, the plea- a beanie on the chapel spire does
sant talks with upperclassmen, not put an end to these seeming
the excessive, and sometimes forc- indignities.
ed, joviality
all have vanished.
tions of hazing

—

In their stead are glares, snarls,
agonizing meal hours and midnight sorties of varied purpose and
destination. He, who but a short
while ago was wined and dined
in quasi-regal splendor, now finds
himself at the villainous whims of
the upperclassmen.

The Bowdoin "Hello"

York

consulting
engineer, was
elected to the Board of Trustees
at the 1952 Commencement. Mr.
Burpee previously served as a
member of the Board of Overseers.

The Inaugural Committee inall sue members of
the
of Overseers. They are John
W. Frost of New York and Topsham, President of the Board excludes

Board

officio;

Clement

F.

Robinson

'03,

The Bowdoin "Hello," which is of Brunswick, former President of
practised by upperclassmen as the Board of Overseers and onewell as freshmen, should never be time Attorney General of Maine;
forgotten, and should be exercised Robert
Hale '10, Congressman
l
to its fullest extent.
friendly from the First Maine District; R.
"Hi," or other expression, does a. Owen Brewster "09, senior Senalot to promote good feelings and tor
from Maine; and MajorGeneral Wallace C. Philoon. USA
win friends.
The only comfort that can be
One minor rule that may cause (rtd) of Brunswick and Liberty,
realized during this hazing period
Maine.
untold suffering and anguish states
is the fact that it is highly tradithat freshmen are not allowed to
College Representatives
tional, and has been experienced
The College is represented on
date the Brunswick belles during
by generations of Bowdoin men.
the hazing period. Although local the Inaugural Committee by NaEach fraternity, of course, has its
dating is taboo, the importation of thaniel C. Kendrick, Dean of the
individual requirements and refemale companions from other
[ Continued on Page J ]
gulations, but there are several
areas is sanctioned.
traditional rules that all freshmen
One very important fact should
are required to honor.
be realized by all freshmen now $5,000
Given
Leave Chapel Last
that they have embarked upon the
Undoubtedly the most import- six week adventure which will
Estate
ant, and yet the most frequently eventuate in their official acceptviolated, is that tradition concern- ance into fraternities at the end
Bowdoin College received a
ing exit from chapel. Freshmen of the hazing period. The College bequest
yesterday of $5,000 from
are required to remain within the does not recognize hazing or any the estate
of the late Annie O.
chapel until the three upper class- other activity that might result Baldwin
of Nantucket, Massachues have left. Then, and only then, in a freshman missing classes or setts,
in memory of her father.
are they permitted to leave. A failing
to
do assigned work. Caleb Saunders, of the Class of
freshman's conduct within the Neither will the freshman be al- 1859.
chapel should be one of respect, lowed to make up work missed
Mr. Saunders received his A.M.
with silence a predominant aspect. because of hazing.
from Bowdoin in 1859 and shortly
The freshman beanies (easily
Dean Kendrick has expressed afterwards served as an officer in
obtained at the Moulton Union) the hope that hazing this year will the Union
Army during the Civil
are an essential and mandatory be of a more constructive nature, War.
After finishing his term
part of each Freshman' attire, as with fraternities attempting to of service, he practiced law in
well as the name cards, which find worthwhile tasks for their Lawrence,
from
Massachusetts,
must be worn on campus and in freshmen. He furthermore stated 1863 until his death in 1917. servclasses as well. A few years ago, that the scholastic record of last ing at one time, as Mayor of Lawthere freshman traditions were year's Freshman class was indica- rence.
rules, and there was a special com- tive of excessive hazing activity,
The fund has been given to be
mittee established to see to their and has asked for some measure used
for the general purposes of
enforcement.
Also during this of restraint this year.
| the College.

A

Legacy
Through Baldwin
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PAGE TWO

ENCOMIUM
The

present student body of the College must, in paying
tribute to Kenneth Charles Morton Sills, express itself by translating into

words the admiration and respect

has felt for him.
could collectively
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To Recognize Scholarship

Office

twenty years, we,

in

now

in youth,

and has made the highest scholasaverage among the students re-

James Bowdoin Speaker
RfeaV

1

i

:

John

E. Sylvester, Jr. '54
B. Blackman '55

Business Manager
Albert F. Lilley '54

Advertising Manager

Tames

A.

Cook

'54

Business Assistants

William H. Hartley

'53

Theodore D. Robbins.

Jr. '53

j

|

Coltrre Publiikeri Htprtienlatu

<

mum

sources.
It authorized The President to
provide for the deferment of any
or all categories of persons whose

Making Book

activity

Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. '54

This seems to be an age when was the year the great American
the great, the near-great, and melodrama Broadway came to
sometimes even the also-rans are London. Successively all the infinding pleasure, solace, and quite vaders were introduced to the
often rewarding financial reim- proper Englishman presiding. Folbursement in a public airing of lowing me, Olive Blakeney, one of
their lives. Tallulah Bankhead, as the night club girls in Broadway,
a theatrical personality, and oc- and her husband, Bernard Nedell.
Like me Olive
casionally (she will admit) as a were presented.
human being, is a "great", if you had a husky voice. Greeting
It Nedell, the host said amiably: 'Are
will pardon the college lingo.
was inevitable that Tallulah should all Amercian women hoarse?'
"He regained consciousness in an
tell (Tallulna, my autobiography;
by Tallulah Bankhead; Harper ambulance on the way to the hospiNedell had made a faulty
and Bros. Publishers, N. Y.) sooner tal.
or later, for a fuller and more in- translation of the query and in
albeit

study

found to be

is

Any

previous college year has won a
in active competition

Considered

Equal To Cal Class
at-

go to fewer of these classes during
the coming year than has been
the case in the past.
Students enrolled in the ROTC
program are required to attend
two, instead of the usual three, cal
classes per week. The Athletic Department now considers two hours
of ROTC drill to be the equivalent
to one hour under the watchful
eye of Frank Sabasteanski. All
undergraduates will ^e allowed six
unexcused absences per semester.
No excused absences will be al-

who was

in a deJune 19,

November.
The new "cut" arrangement

Letter To The Editor
To the

Editor:

week.
This

distant.

No

6.
live animals are to be used
in connection with initiation acti-

|

most

recent
regulation
continues the trend at Bowdoin to
doin as winning the Maine game in reduce the number of cal classes
1951 by a score of 64-40. Is this necessary for each student during
Bowdoin orientation or just Fresh- a semester.
men indoctrination, or a little of

in

arranging the

social activities of the College,

and

in

The

at

once

in

Room

For

that, wait until

Yours

November

1881,

is

given for excellence in de-

Each of the colleges participate
in the Combined Plan has

ing

formulated a specific course of
pre-engineering
study
which
satisfies
Columbia's School
of
Engineering admission
requirements.
Columbia prefers
that
electives
be chosen from the
general liberal arts field rather
than in anticipation of specialized
engineering courses.

Presidency."

Bates will take the affirmative
and Bowdoin will take the
side.
This will be followed by the Campus Forum.
Bowdoin will take the affirmative and Bates the negative stand
when the two teams meet on October 30 in Brunswick. The subject
for debate will be the same as the
side

negative

previous meeting.

U. of Vermont Debate
Saturday. No22, the Bowdoin

At

the end of the course of
the appropriate degree is
awarded by both institutions, degrees for which a total of six years
study would normally be required.
Further data on specific requirements and enrollment procedure
may be obtained from the Dean's
study,

Office.

On Friday and
vember 21 and

team, divided into two divisions,
novice and varsity, will travel to
Burlington, Vermont, where they
will participate in the tournament
being held at the University of

Vermont.

The

F.E.P.C. question

will be the subject of the debates.
Bowdoin will again meet Bates

The

Sesquicentennial

Fund

at Lewiston on

D?cember

13.

Student

Patronage

18, and that Monday, '55, Alpha Tau Omega; Robert C.
Oct. 13, will probably be a College
Burr '55, Theta Delta Chi; Lawholiday because of the inaugurarence E. Dwight '54. Zeta Psi:
tion of President Coles.
Robert F. Hinckley '55, Delta

Solicited

Sigma; Theodore N. Holdredge '54.
Kappa Sigma; Thomas R. Kneil
'55, Independents; David Q. Lavender '55, Alpha Delta Phi; Richard

Graduate Record Exams

R. Stimets

and

lon;

The Graduate Record Examina- Chi

First National

'55. Delta Kappa EpsiCarl S. Tschantre '55.

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

Psi.

tions, required of applicants for adIt was noted at the meeting
rnission to a number of graduate that
seven of the 13 Student
schools, will be administered at Union Committee representatives

examination centers throughout
the country four times in the coming
year,
Educational
Testing
Service has announced.

are sophomores. This arrangement
will make it possible to have a
large number of experienced members for next year.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

8.
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The

The committee consists of one needs approximately $3,000,000 teams will debate before the Bates
member from each fraternity and more to fulfill its "Table of College High School Clinic on this
year's high school topic.
one member representing the In- Needs."

truly,

CUMBERLAND

116,

semester debating
schedule will be initiated by the
Achorn Debate. The annual income of the bequest of $1,214 given
by Edgar Oakes Achorn, Class of
Fall

both?

A University of Maine Alumnus
take her word, she is often prone book, Tallulah was more of a visto use a more salty vocabulary <of ual and audible personality, noted
than (or notorious) for her looks, her ity and a talent, it should satisfy
"Anglo-Saxon expletives")
that to which we are treated. And throaty voice, her gift of cutting anybody's curiosity, as well as afone of the try-products of the book repartee, her escapades, and her ford an evening's delightful and
is a reduction to only astronomical legendary exploits. From the pages provocative light reading.
mythologythe
of of
heights of
her toned-down confessions
But the work contains ("What do you want?
"Tallu".
Forever
spice and wit enough to make most Amber?") there emerges another
gasp occasionally with Tallulah, a full-blown woman of
people
pleasurable shock, and occasionally honesty, directness and shocking
laugh out loud.
independence. This, along with a
From the opening the sentence. determination to be friends with
Oct. 8-9
Wed.-Thur.
"Despite all you may have heard the Income Tax collectors ("I've
never
I
have
had
contrary,
I
Just received reminders of a few
to the
a ride in a patrol wagon", the loose and annoying arrears.") may
with
reader is treated to a continual very well be the reason that her
Shelley
Winters
Bankhead
personalthe
of
barrage
book is in the public domain.
Intruding upon, yet "Though we owe our national
Rieardo Mumtalban
ity in print.
strongly complementing the casu- birth to revolution", says Tallulah.
a!»o
ally chronological self-tattiing of "we are singularly suspicious of
Short Subject
News
is
a prose other revolutions.
the turbulent Tallulah.
Yet revolution
that can only be described as unique goes on all about us. Someone is
It is peculiarly personal, almost always in revolt against the acFri.^Sat.
Oct. 10-11
conversational in tone, and it has cepted order. If I have read my
JOHN
the effect of an across the table history aright, it is the heretics.
(or bar) encounter with the fam- the nonconformists, the iconoclasts
in
After a some- who have enriched our lives, added
ous personality.
BIG JIM McLAIN
what lengthy explanation of why both to our knowledge, our pro"
she has not dragged more of her gress and our happiness.
also
detractors into court ("I'm the
Whether backing President TruNews
Short Subject
victim of n>y <wi inventions.") man, vilifying Governor Dewey,
she finishes up with: "We're well penning an engaging portrait of a
out of that, don't you think? I'm man or woman she respects, or
Sun.-Mon.-Tue.
Oct.12-13-14
not at my best when I start to panning an unfortunate being who
moralize or philosophize."
BIG
has aroused her mercurial temperTalhilah is at her best when ex- ment, Tallulah leaves no holds
with
temroT> zin2 on her re 181 * 008 *'»*» barred.
Many mav not condone
Kirk Douglas
the male, female and sometimes her behavior, nor share her views,
Elizabeth Threatt
rtfwrter °f tne species, and when but they may enioy her book.
As straight history, Tallulah
relating her personal peeves and
also
Her book, as such, is more does not oretend to adhere to the
pets.
News
it
is
a series of factual absolute. As literature
OI u nffeeri'tir:
it
pnrrdot** «"ith Talki upstage cen- won't receive the Pulitzer Prize
3m autobiography pure But the years of Bankheads and
ter. Brd "°t
Wed.-Thur.
Oct. 16-16
In fact "pure" and theatre it covers, the play
nnd simp'e.
titles
••simr'"" 8re adjectives far re- and stars it mentions, will arouse
mcA'*** fro*11 t**~ standard appraisal manv a nostaleie memory for the
with
(The nar-<e inof Miss Bankhead, her life and middleaged folk.
"My throaty voice? It dex reads like Who's Who in the
Doris Day - Ronald Reagan
times:
once almost provoked a murder, theater for the past thirty years).
also
With a let of other American And as Jhe limited revelation of a
News
Short Subject
players I had gone to Albert Hall Mire and times, and the straightIt forward revelation of a personalfor some charitable hi-Jmks.

aaaaaaaaaaMaftaaaa

Mr. Thayer
Sills Hall.

game, Oct.

ETS Schedules Four

in

mittee consisted

vities.
dependents.
The Dean also reiterated the
Committee Members
College rules that firearms and
Members of the Student Union
cars must be registered in his
Committee for the Fall semester
office, and that public drinking by
Ralph J. Levi '53, Alpha
any Bowdoin student is definitely include:
Rho Upsilon; John E. Sylvester, Jr.
prohibited.
'54, Psi Upsilon; Martin G. Levine
He added that Father's Day will '53, Sigma Nu; James E. Nevin '53.
be the Saturday of the Williams Beta Theta Pi; Spencer Appolonio

is

that a student enROTC and participating
in interfraternity athletics must
only attend cal classes once a
significant
rolled in

{Continued From Page /]
main function of the Union Com-

Of 1955

silon fraternity, is awarded by the
College- to the student who in his

nity athletics.
As usual, Mr. Sabasteanski's
ferred classification on
1951 or who was thereafter placed "voluntary cal tests" will be given
in a deferred classification is liable several times duriag the course of
for training and service until he the year. The first test of this sort
is tentatively scheduled for early
reaches the age of Jhirty-five.

registrant

signed to the political debates for
October 29 and 30 should notify

bating between members of the
freshman and sophomore classes.
Topic for the debate will be the
F.E.P.C. question.
Trials will be
held October 21 at 8:00 p.m., in
Smith Auditorium.
New York.
To Debate Bates
Inaugurated In 1914
On Wednesday. October 29, the
Columbia's Combined Plan is an
Bowdoin team will meet the Bates
extension of an arrangement inTopic for
debaters at Lewiston.
augurated in 1914 by the Columbia
this debate will We "Resolved, that
School of Engineering and Columthe best interests of the United
bia College, the University's unStates will be served by the elecdergraduate liberal arts school for
tion of General Eisenhower to -the
men.

Heads

coveted James Bowdoin
Cup, given by the Alpha Rho Up-

regulations governing

Head Union Committee

representing the administration
of the Moulton Union. The comeon.
mittee is responsible for utilizing
the fund placed at its disposal at
the beginning of each year by the
Dean, Fraternity
College from the profits of the
Moulton Union store to benefit
Discuss Class
every student at Bowdoin.
Mr. Lancaster stated that work[Continued from Page f\
ing on the Student Union Commitof the law, damage to property, tee might prove to be a valuable
harm to our relations with other student experience for later life.
institutions or the community, or
Tournaments Sponsored
injury to the reputation of the
In previous years, the Student
College.
has sponsored
5. The College disapproves the Union Committee
sending of students on quests be- bridge tournaments, ping-pong and
yond the immediate neighborhood pool tournaments, screened foreign
and urges the fraternities to curb and domestic films on winter weekor eliminate this practice which end evenings, and supervised stuhas been carried to extremes in re- dent discussions on study habits.
cent years. In any event, for the In 1950, it became the task of the
current year, no fraternity is to Student Union Committee to sponassign to any of its pledges tasks sor and manage all CoTlege dances.
or missions which would involve The dances held under its direction
their going farther away than Bos- have been among the most successton or Bangor or points no farther ful in recent years.

The

terest. The intent of Congress was lowed to students burdened with
thai these students should be de- laboratories, but one "cut" per
ferred only until they completed week will be granted to those stutheir college training.
dents participating in interfrater-

I would like to call your attention to a sports item on page 3 of
flattened the
the Oct. 1 Orient. You list Bow-

sensational, patriotic fashion had
would be hard to come by. The chairman with a left hook."
Actually the foregoing is one of
Bankhead past, plus the devastating Bankhead personality, is sure- the few saucier tales from Talfire boxoffice, though admittedly lulah's ebullient book about ebulBut the delivery
not cultural and moral perfection. lient Tallulah.
To be sure, this is public con- and the punch-line effect are
sumption Tallulah. irrevocable and typical.
If we would
in black and white.
Up to the publication of this
life,

in

necessary to the maintenance of
the national health, safety or in-

TALLULAH TELLS ON TALLULAH

teresting

for
the
James Bowdoin
Scholars will be held in the Moulton Union. Mr. Glenn R. Mclntyre
will be the speaker at the lunch-

lege

The Congress, in the 1951 tendance for cal classes mean that
Amendments to the Universal Mili- a majority of students will have to

NEW YORK, N. Y.
430 MADISON AVE.
tary Training and Service Act, deCmr.vu, . Boston - Loa ANOaTES • San Francisco
PaMUh«4 weekly when rluui are ImM da/ins the Fall and Spring- Trtmeater ay clared that adequate provision for
*e aaaiei Ha •( Bewdara Call***. Attrcaa nfwi rummanirationa to the Editor and ana- national security requires maxinrl n Mea caa»iaua»ratWn» te the Baataeaa Manaa-er of the Bowdoin Pabllihin*- Comeffort in the field of scien>«ll)r at the ORIENT Offtca In Maore Hall, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine. Entered
•a second ctaaa matter at the peat office at Eranawlrk, Maine. The anbecrlptlon rate tific research and development and
tar oa* roar U throe <M> deUara.
the fullest possible utilization of
the
Nation's
technological
re-

By

Nevin

camp.
At the conclusion of the exercises, a luncheon given by the Col-

esters of last year.

New

\

Frank

After a subcommittee had pre- varsity
letter
pared general specifications for a

ministration.

MPKf.SFNTF-B PO« NATIONAL AITVFUTISrNO BY

National Advertising Service, Inc.

Iii

IP

An additional award is a book
bearing the plate of the Honorable
James Bowdoin, given to those
students maintaining a straight
"A" record through the two sem-

ROTC Drill

j

board area.

i

|

Educational Testing Service was

bership includes the personnel directors of more than 77 colleges
and universities in the eastern sea-

EL

9

|

F

3 Year Men

mem-

addition the membership inThrough this new program,
eludes most of the industrial and "qualified
arts students
liberal
Ik
professional personnel directors of who desire a professional educafirms generally recruiting college tion in engineering are assured of
seniors from the eastern area.
admission to Columbia." announcMr. Ladd has been a member of ed John R. Dunning, Dean of the
the Executive Committee of the Faculty of Engineering, recently.
association for several years and
Bowdoin and thirty-five other
has represented the organization liberal arts colleges throughout
ask
conferences the country comprise the associregional
at
other
'•
throughout the country.
ated colleges in the combined plan.
H^it
Participating students follow a
three year liberal arts program
J. Farrington '53
at one of the cooperative colleges,
Bowdoin ROTC who makes the Levi, Sylvester,
and a subsequent two-year engibest record at ROTC summer
neering program at Columbia, in

9

suitable test of scholastic aptitude,

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

£**-*!
!

I

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown. designated as the testing agency
Lilley '54, and Thomas to carry out the construction of
Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53, Albert
the test and its nation-wide adOtis, Jr. '53.

Directors

Its

Achorn Competition
-

Bowdoin-Columbia Plan

Officers Association is the largest
and oldest of similar organizations

throughout the country.

topic representing their convictions at those*»p£eliminaries.

These trials will serve not only
as a basis for intercollegiate assignments, "but also for assignments to the Achorn Prize Debate.
Offered
Sophomores who have previously
received college debate assignA combined plan similar to that ments must on October 21 comof the Bowdoin-M.I.T. plan is now pete for positions on the Achorn
UniverColumbia
being offered by
team.
sity to College undergraduates.
Students interested in being as-

i

•aB

the United States should enact a
compulsory Fair
Employment
Practices Law."
All candidates
should be prepared to present a
five minute argument on some aspect of\that side of the national

ary

The Eastern College Personnel

flaafl

difficulty.

Edward

R

Bow-

Professor Albert
Thayer has
recently announced that prelimintrials for all undergraduates
Team
in
Debating
interested
the
will be held October 21 at 8:00
p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
National Intercollegiate
The conference will be held durfng the period of Sunday. October Topic for the coming year will be:
"Resolved, that the Congress of
12, to Wednesday, October 15. at
the Curtis Hotel in Lenox, Mass.

B^BBK^BBBBaaaan.'

j

Camille F. Sarrauf '55
Use of tests by the Selective
Carl S. Tschantre '55
Robert K. Windsor '55 Service System, along with class
J. George deLyra '56 standing, was originally based on
'56
Carroll E. Pennell
recommendations of the six Scientific Advisory Committees appointed in 1948 by General HerThe Committees' report,
shey.
presented by Dr. M. H. Trytten.
Circulation Manager
Chairman, was made in the fall of
Richard C. Thurston '54 1950.

Jr.,

The

I

God

Charles E. Coakley '54
Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. '54
Theophilus E. McKinney '54

Ladd.

Presiceiving
varsity
letters.
The doin Placement Director and
dent of the Eastern College PerGeneral Philoon Trophy is presonnel Officers Association, leaves
sented to that member of the
this week to attend the annual
conference of this association.

We

THE BOWilW ORIENT

A

Mr. Samuel

tic

Debate Trials For Achorn Prize.

Team Appointments On Oct. 21;
National Topic On F.E.P.C. Need

5
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The twelfth annual James BowApplications for the December
doin Day exercises which comtell of our benefits as a result of having associated with Casey, 4, 1952 and the April 23, 1953. ad- memorate the earliest patron of
minist rations of the Selective Servrecognition of
the College in
but today we hesitate to speak in superlatives lest our words be ice College
Qualification Test are
taken as insincere.
now available at Mr. Wilder's of- scholarly achievement will be held
Wednesday,
October
22 at 11:00
on
fice in Massachusetts Hall.
a.m. in Upper Memorial Hall.
In a period of from one to three years as a member of the
Eligible students who intend to
The ceremonies will be initiated
Sills family of friends we have known in this man and his wife offer
(his test on either date should
with an academic procession, comparents while we were away from home; we have known in their apply at once for an application posed of the College faculty, band,
the James Bowdoin
warmth and Christian friendship human qualities that life too and a bulletin of information.
choir, and
Following instructions in the Scholars, from Hubbard Hall to
infrequently exhibits; and we have seen in their appreciation for bulletin, the
student should fill out Memorial Hall. There, the Reverlearning and culture an attitude that has given us inspiration his application and mail it immedi- end John L. Doherty will give nhe
when we thought these elements unimportant.
will miss them ately in the envelope provided. Ap- invocation, which will be followed
plications for the December 4 test by renditions
from the choir,
both. May
bless their going out and their coming in from must be postmarked no later than
under the direction of Russell F.
this day forth and for evermore.
midnight, November 1, 1952.
Locke.
According to Educational TestPartington To Speak
ing Service, which prepares and
Frank J. Farrington will give
administers the College Qualificathe undergraduate address at the
tions Test for the Selective Serv1952 James Bowdoin Day cereice System, it will be greatly to
monies. Farrington, a member of
the student's advantage to file his
the Glee Club, Meddiebempsters,
application at once, regardless of
Masque and Gown, Debating team.
the testing date he selects.
The Football team, Marine Corps, and
No. 9 results will be reported to the stu- the Zeta Psi fraternity, has on
Vol. LXXXII
Wednesday, October », 1952
dent's Selective Service local board
previous occasions proved to be an
of jurisdiction for use in considerEdltor-In-Chlef
accomplished speaker.
ing his deferment as a student.
Thomas Otis, Jr. '53
President Coles will award the
Given Seven Times
Managing Editor
James
Bowdoin
Scholarships.
Charles Ranlett '54
Thi? two forthcoming adminis- These scholarships carry no
stitrations
the
College
Qualificaof
News Editors
pend, and are awarded to under'54
Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.
tion Test represents the eighth and graduates who have completed
Edward F. Spicer '54
two
David G. Lavender '55 ninth testing dates of the program. semesters' work,
John N. Wisner, Jr. '53
in
recognition
of
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
In the first series of tests 64 per a high average in their courses
to
cent of the students achieved a date or of superior work in their
Staff
James L. Doherty '55 score of 70 or belter. In the sec- major departments. Last year 95
Jonathan Bartlett '53
Anthony L. Funnell '55 ond series 58 per cent of the stu- undergraduates who had an averJay A. Carson '53
John B. Goodrich '55 dents made 70 or better. The
B Michael Moore '53
age of 86% were honored.
Jose G. Loperena '55 tests in all three series are equivaCharles W. Schoeneman"'53
James Bowdoin Cup
Elliot S. Palais '55
Drniel H. Silver 'S3
lent in
Doubtless

1

>a

rvh

per year!

See how rich and flavorful they are
pack after pack! See how mild

—

CAMELS are — week after week!

4
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE FOOTBALL SQUAD
Exqs
Height

OlMM

Ola**

A«e

Atkins. E. E.. Jr.

*54

21

5

II

Day, PhUipS.
*Farringte*i, Frank

55

1-8

'53
'53
'54
'55
'54
'53
'55
'53
'55
'53

21
19

6
6
6

1

20

5

7

19
19
21
18
21

5 9'/2
5 II
6 2

6 3

18

5

11

21

5

9

Flemming, Frederick
Farlemg, James

Ingraham, John
Ladd, James

McBride, James
Morton, Douglas

Neven, James
Roux. Donald

Wilson, Everett

Friedlander, John
Jeon, Dimitri

*McCuHurn, James
Loring
Savage, Mark
Wragg, Richard
Pratt.

5

1

11

20
19

5

22

6
6
6

19
19

10
1

3

6

20

53

9<mu
Topsham, Me.

"Wgt.

165
75

Brewer, Me.
Augusta. Me.
Juniper. N.B.
East Hartford, Conn.
Augusta, Me.
Derby. Me.
Belmont, Mass.
Schenectady, N.Y.

4

TAOKIJBS
6 1
6 2
21

*54
'54
*55
"53
'55
'55

Boyle, William

Ft. In.

178
180
«70
168
175
180

193

W

AY,

OCTOBER
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Cbgerteaders Select

Wesleyan Aerial Barrage Clobbers
Polar Bears 27-7 As White Blocking,
Passing] ^Collapse In Second Stanza

Heavens

Maine Football Games
Two new members,

Ralph B.
Heavens '55. DKE. and Malcolm
G. Ma!k>y *54. Delta Sigma, have
Bowdoin
cheerleaders
the
joined
for their appearances this fall at
the football games and pre-game
rallies.

Lewiston, Me.
Melrose, Mass.

These new men will join returnFosberg
members Robert
who is bead cheerleader, C.
Dennison Goddard '53, Carl E.
Roberts '53, and Leonard C. Mulligan '54.

Gerard
Greenwood, Rathon,
Hutehirw, David
"Landry, Donald
McGoldrick. David
Sacco, James
Stephens, Harvey

'55
'54
'54
'55
'55
'53

""Goldstein.

Jr.

•SS

Amesbury, Mass.
Cincinnati, Ohio

188

204
196
185

Boston, Mass.
Augusta, Me.

203
213
214

Nokomis, Fla.
Skowhegan, Me.
Northampton, Mass.

The six cheerleaders attend all
home games, while at least five of
them plan to be present at the
away games. The group receives
an appropriation from the Blanket Tax Committee which makes
possible for them to make an
appearance at football contests
not at Bowdoin.

[53
'55
'55
'55

Testa, Paul

it

19

5

10

181

20
20

5

11

5

10

186
176

Salem, Mass.
Augusta, Me.
Lynn, Mass.

6

1

200
166

Gorham, Me.
Cape Neddick, Me.

18
19
21
21
18
18
19

5
5

10
11

191

11

197
180
176
168

5
5

9

5
5

9

11

Concord,

N.H

Football Rallies

S

Westwood, Mass.
Lewiston, Me.
Springfield.

111.

Medford, Mass.

<

Agostinelli, Donald
Powell Peter
Snelling. Rodman

'53
'54
'53

Anthony, Harold
Cosgrove, John

[55

19

5

11

54

"Garland, Philip

5
5

11

'54
"53

20
20

5

11

6
6 2'/2
1

21

183

Rumford, Me.

175
195

Port Washington, N.Y.
Greenfield, Mass.

Lagueux, Ronald
Larcom, Gordon
Leighton, Philip
Levesque, Roger
*McGovern, John
Metz. Frank

54
[52

53
53

AD

W

*

21

5

11

5

9

171

5

11

5
5

8'/4
8'/2

158
152
144

6

18
21
19
19
19

55
[54
'55

5
5
5

II

5

11

10
11

So. Portland. Me.
Arlington, Mass.

180
169
173
170

20
23
24

20

[55
[53

Milliken, Gordon
Sturgeon, Guy
Totman, Mervin
Williamson, Andrew

1

Bangor, Me.
Lewiston, Me.
Westwood, Mass.
Gardiner, Me.

Brunswick Me.
Waltham, Mass.
Winthrop, Mass.
Beach. Me.

155
158
180
170
168

Old Orchard
So.

Portland. Me.

Houlton, Me.

Waldoboro, Me.

Games

1952

At 3:30

*W

Thursday. Oct. 9

1

5

Chi Psi vs Psi Upsilon
Zeta Psi vs A.D.

Tuesday. Oct. 28

Kappa Sigma vs A.D.

Wednesday, Oct. 29

Psi
Psi Upsilon vs Zeta Psi

Thursday. Oct. 30

Wednesday. Nov.
Thursday, Nov. 6

5

POLAR

out of trouble.
With four of five minutes left
in the first quarter, Wesleyan be-

march into
gan
Bowdoin territory. The Cardinal
backs held onto the ball, and Wesleyan moved down to the twenty,
where the Polar Bear defenses
stiffened. With a fourth down and
their first

Beta vs'D.K.E.

A.T.O. vs A.R.U.
Delta Sigma vs D.K.E.
Beta vs T.D.

Chi Psi vs Kappa Sigma
Zeta Psi vs Sigma Nu
A.D. vs Psi Upsilon

Tuesday, Nov. 4

also unable to get
Both on the ground and
in the air, the Polar Bears were
make any breakto
unable
throughs. The ball shuttled back
and forth over the midfield stripe
with both teams punting to stay

A.T.O. vs Delta Sigma
A.R.U. vs T.D.

Sigma Nu vs Chi

part of the Athletic Department.
DeVries has stated that, should
financial aid be denied for the present, he would endeavor to continue working on his own to form
a team. To date there are more
than enough interested candidates

comprise a full team. Should
they see fit, these soccer players
may try to set up a small schedule
with several nearby schools. This
will probably not be done this fall,
however. The principal concern at
the moment is to get -organized and
active as soon as possible.
to

BEARINGS
"by 'Wallace

K. Harper

Jr. '55

colleges,
Unlike Amherst, Williams. Wesleyan and other small
has
Bowdoin for seemingly legitimate reasons, financial or otherwise, the
been, in
never come close to fielding a soccer team. There have
various
representing
teams
past, several attempts to form various
Bowdoin
successful. The
sports Some of these have proved temporarily
the Athletic Dewrestling team, although not financially supported by
fencing
partment managed to hold on until its abolishment in 1950. A
but it, too. had to
Department,
by
the
financed
time
team was at one

dissolve eventually.

True, Bowdoin is the only college in the State of Maine to support a swimming team, and is one
of the two colleges in the state to
have a hookey team. In fairness
to our Athletic Department these
facts deserve mention. However,
with Bowdoin's "Little Three" op-

ponents all having soccer teams, it
appears not unreasonable to want
soccer to be a fully recognized

and active sport here. With

fall

sports being almost entirely centered around Bowdoin's Football

seems, rather unfortunate
that students with talent and interest in soccer must remain, year
after year, pretty much out of the
athletic picture, at least during
the fall seasons. Many times the
complaint is heard that Bowdoin's
fall athletics lack variety.
Soccer, the national aport in
most European countries, is found
active in many prep schools and
the US.
almost all the colleges
In short, soccer could well be a
main spart at Bowdoin also.
For the first time in Bowdoin's
history, the possibility of having a
college soccer learn 1s becoming

Team,

it

m

quite evident that student
support is here on the campus
right now. That in itself should
represent part of the battle anyway. But what does represent the
tug stumbling block is the fight to|
obtain financial support from the
Athletic Department.
It

is

7 yards to go, quarterback Nickson tossed to Bachman for a first
down on the Bowdoin four. On the
first play, a crossbuck into the
center of the line was good for
about a yard. A second down pass"
failed

as

all

available

receivers

were covered. A third down rush
which netted a yard and a half
was nullified as Wesleyan was
penalized 5 yards for an offside.

Two more

aerials misfired as the

Bowdoin line rushed the passer
and the Polar- Bears took over.
Second Period

Midway

in

the

second period,

Wesleyan took a Bowdoin punt
their own territory and moved
a quick

first

field stripe.

in

to
at the midlateral from

down

Taking a

distance for the clay's first score,
covering 47 yards. Binswanger's
kick was good, and Wesleyan led
7-0.

ously

nam a reality of the
near future. A spirited and en»
thusiastic attempt to form such
has begun this
Bowdoin
a team at
fall. Sparked by J. R. Edo deVries.
a freshman from the East Indies,
a croup of tawlwt or thirteen
soccer-nunded students are going
This is no easy task, nor is it a
head en their own to try to make light decision for the 'Department
a place for soccer on the College's to make. It must be remembered
athletic roster.
that financial support of an athAt a meeting held 1n the Moul- letic team requires much work and
ton Union fast Monday -night, de- planning and budgeting on the

more and

pects are good; the time for action is now.

™

The point to be emphasized
seems to be that the problem of
adequate student interest in the
sport is actually no problem at all.

serious

The outcome of this new move- Brigham, left halfback Farese
ment for a soccer team at Bowdom moved around right end on a
seems to rest in the hands of the sweep. Making the most of his fine
Athletic Department. The pros- blocking, he went' the remaining

Vries outlined a crude plan of inRemaining Fall
formal practices to be held during
the afternoons, behind Hubbard
Athletic Contests
attendstudents
Hall. The twelve
Varsity Football Schedule
ing the meeting were Informed
that a letter had been written to
Amherst
Home
wholesale dealer of athletic Oct. 11
-a
18
Home
requesting
^]equipment in Boston
^".V*"
Away
an order of soccer equipment at Oct. 25 Colby
Away
discount rates. To date, the only Nov. 1 Bates
Nov.
«
Maine
Home
consisted
has
equipment
available
of some old basketballs lent to the
1951 Varsity Football Results
students by the College Athletic
Bowdoin Opp.
Department.
Amherst
46
35
Lists for soccer applicants have Williams
12
13
fratbeen placed in the different
Colby
«0
42
ernity houses in an attempt to find Bates
27
12
out how many students are seri- Maine
64
40
interested In organizing a
team. So far roughly twenty students have reported to deVries.
Even more are expected to show
up at the practice sessions during
the next few afternoons. There
are at least seven fraternities with
soccer enthusiasts.

saw

Bowdoin was

Delta Sigma vs T.D.
A.T.O. vs D.K.E.
A.R.U. vs Beta

Kappa Sigma vs Sigma Nu

1

Wednesday. Oct. 22
Thursday. Oct. 23

period

first

started.

Delta Sigma vs A.R.U.
D.K.E. vs T.D.

Chi Psi vs Zeta Psi

scoreless

ating feature.

A.T.O. vs Beta

Kappa Sigma vs Psi Upsilon
Sigma Nu vs A.D.

1

Thursday, Oct. 16

League

A.T.O. vs. T.D.
Delta Sigma vs Beta
A.R.U. vs D.K.E.

Kappa Sigma vsZeta Psi
Sigma Nu vs Psi Upsilon
ChiPsivsA.D. .

Wednesday. Oct. 8

Tuesday, Oct. 2

Start

"A" League

Date
Tuesday, Oct. 7

Wednesday. Oct.

By G. Curtis Webber, II '55
Wesleyan's air-minded Cardinals
passed their way to a 27 to 7 win
over Bowdoin last- Saturday afternoon, scoring on two aerials and
an interception in the second half,
following a 7-7 tie at halftime.
The

INTERFRATERNTTY FOOTBALL

Tuesday, Oct.

Mel Totman, fleet-footed Polar Bear right halfback, was one of the A piston-legged Cardinal ball carrier bowls over an unidentified Bowtnost consistent ground gainers in the Bowdoin-Wesleyan fiasco last doin defender on his savage rampage toward pay dirt. The Polar Bear
Saturday. Totman and neophyte Ted Howe bolstered Bowdoin's ground
seemed vulnerable to both ground and aerial thrusts of Wesleyan last
attack considerably despite the 27-7 setback. Totman, a junior, is also
one of Jack Magee's most outstanding prospects for this winter's track Saturday. The Connecticut team smashed a halftime tie of 7-7 and went
on to win 27-7. It marked the second straight defeat for Bowdoln. *
team.

both teams unable to make a serious threat. Wesleyan was seriously hampered by fumbles and was
not able to start a sustained drive.
Their air attack had not begun to
operate efficiently and strong line
play by both clubs was the domin-

Lettermen

233

anf

the rallies will begin in front of
House as in the past.
the
Rallies In former years have included torchlight parades through
the campus to the President's
Mouse with a stop for cheering

BACKS

1

H—

Although the squad is open to
students including members of
the Freshmen class, no member of
an entering class has as yet joined in his initial year.
Plans have been made for football rallies on the Friday night
preceding the Amherst, Wtfliams,
and Maine games. Although final
details have net been arranged,
all

CENTERS
20
20

R

ing

WARDS
Cecelski, Arthur
Farrington. Albert

AtaUey '54

Shooters Plan Rallies
For Amherst, Williams,

Shaker Heights, Ohio

181
172
180

'55,

As New 1952 Members

With halftime not far

off,

WesBow-

leyan again drove deep into
doin territory after recovering an
errant Bowdoin lateral on their
own 43.. The Welshmen held for
inside their own ten. With
the ball resting on the 13, Cosgrove faded back behind good protection and connected with Fred

downs

point from five yards farther out sparked by the fine running of
than usual as Bowdoin "took too sophomore fullback Ted Howe,
much time.
:
who was filling the slot of the inWesleyan put on another sus- jured Hal Anthony. Leighton was
tained drive which brought them unsuccessful on his bootleg atinside the ten as the half ended.
tempts but was able to connect
Second Half Upset
with some of his passes on this
third drive.
the
Midway through
period, Ernie Eggers intercepted a
Totman slipped at the line of
Bowdoin pass and returned it to scrimmage on first down. Leighton
midfield. From there, Dave Nixon picked up
two through right
tossed to the left end who took it tackle. Then two successive pass
out of a Bowdoin defender's arms attempts were thrown for losses
broke
lineman
on the 35 and moved to the 25 be- as
Wesleyan
fore being brought down. Getting through to nail Leighton.
quarterback
lots
of protection,
Wesleyan moved on the ground
to
Bob
leftfrom
there
the
Nixon tossed
to the Bowdoin 49 where
Lavin in the end zone. Binswanger handed quarterback, John Brigconverted and Bowdoin trailed 7 ham. tossed to Bob > Lavin who had
to 14.
outdistanced the Bowdoin secondLate in the same period, spark- ary. Lavin went the res. of the
ed by the short tosses of quarter- way to rack up his second touchback John Brigham, Wesleyan down of the day. Binswanger condrove deep into Bowdoin territory verted and Wesleyan led 27-7.
and was on the march as the
Wesroen Charge
teams changed fields.
The story of the second half
Wesleyan retained possession, is told in the lineplay. The Polar
and mixing their passing and run- Bear line was not bothering the
ning attacks nicely, the Cardinals Wesleyan passers as they had in
moved to the Bowdoin 15. Here a the first two periods. The Wesleshort Nixon pass bounced out of yan line, on the other hand was
the hands of the intended receiver charging the Bowdoin quarterand into the waiting arms of Mel backs and seriously hampering
Totman.
Bowdoin's effectiveness in the air.
Fighting to turn the tide which
Neither team ground out too
had been red since halftime, Jack much yardage on the ground. WesCosgrove gambled on a pass in the leyan had the edge 156 yards to
shadow of his own goal posts. Wes- 124 for Bowdoin. Wesleyan had 11
leyan's Dick Sanderson intercept- completions in 28 passing attempts
ed on his own 20 and scampered for 271 yards. This total was rolldown the sideline. He was knocked ed up by their excellent pair of
down on the goal line but fell for- quarterbacks, Nixon and Brigham.
ward into the end zone. This time, Cosgrove and Leighton combined
Binswanger's kick was off to the for 5 completions in 20 tries for
side, and Wesleyan led 20-7 with 117 yards. Wesleyan fumbled an
less than half the period remain- astonishing 10 times, losing posing.
session on four occasions.
I

Levesque Races To 45
Roger Levesque took the kiekoff
with the aid of some nice
blocking raced up to his own 45
before being stopped. Roger had
e'uded all but the last Wesleyan
defender between him and the goal
line when he was tackled. With

this

week's

figures to last week's
Tufts, Bowdoin obtains something
like 11 completions for 40 attempts in two games, a far cry
from last year. These figures reflect
an
inability
to
connect
through the air with any kind of
Phil Leighton running the team, effectiveness. The receivers are
the Polar Bears moved to the partly to blame, however, because
Wesleyan 16. The drive was of the large number of passes

in back of
Hall, the College Library!

Although in recent years 'the attendance at these rallies has been
disappointing, it is hoped that
larger

numbers of students

tend them this

Dr. Coles' Inauguration

Jim McBride sparkled at his de- Will Take Place Monday
fensive end post with some fine
[Continued from Page /J
while Ted
tackling
Saturday,
Howe and Mel Totman were out- College; Athern P. Daggett '25,
William
Nelson Crowwell Prothe
standing offensively.
fessor of Constitutional and Inter*
The Summary:
national Law and Government
Wesleyan (17)
(7) Bowdoin
and Philip S. Wilder '23, Assistant
le, Roux
Bachman. le
Callahan. It
H. McGoldrick to the President, and Chairman of
Graham, Ik
lK. Goldstein
the Committee on Public Exerc. AKoatinelti
Davidson, c
;

Halt'., iv
Ulian. rt
Jenkins, re

Wilson

IK.
rt.

cises.

T. Farrington

The present and two immediate
past presidents of the Alumni Association represent the Alumni on
Howe the Committee. They are Philip G.
Scare by periods:
Wesleyan
7
7
IS— 27 Good '36, a specialist in pediatrics
Bowdoin
0—7
7
Wesleyan substitutions /Lavin. Carroll. practicing in Portland; Kendrick
Bufka.
Bt*man.
Sehmitz, Burns '1$, a purchasing agent from
HcConnell.
Smith. Lerner. F. Moll. B|ngwmr4r. HutWestbrbok, and William DeWrtt
ton. Younti. Trumbower. Rosner, Strohla.
re.

Tlemmins

qb, Coagrove

Nixon, qb

Farese. lhb
Baker, rhb
J. Moll, fb

Levesque

lhb,

rhb.

Totman

fb.

:

Kennerson.
BriRham,
Zacko,
Bishop.
Heiser. Alessi. Contcleton. r-anderson. B»r-

Hyde

'38.

Brown. Cohen. Bowjoin substitucers.
tions: McBride. InRraham. "Wramr. Friedlandex.
Stephens. Cecelski. Snelling:, A.
Farrinirton,
Sacco.
McCullum,
Boyle,
Nevin, LeiKhton. Cookos. Sturgeon, Testa,
Garland. Atkins.
Touchdowns: Coeirrove. Lavin 2. Farese,
Sanderson. Points after touchdowns: BinswanKer 3.' Levesque.
Referee. J. J. Dorsey
umpire. J. J.
Burke
linesman. F. T. Vincent
field
judge. A. C. Hewett.

BOWL-MOR

:

:

;

Alleys

Freshmen Schedule
Oct. 17 Hebron
Oct. 24 Tilton

Here
Here

Away

Nov. 1 Exeter

A

"filler" in

newspaper lingo

Student Patronage

Welcomed

is

186 Maine

Street

again.

.*.*.«.. »..». + . «'. + . +

,

•»•»••••••

"Matchless Service":

W. CHANDLER & SON
THE OLD BOOKSTORE ON THE CORNER
F.

Guaranteed

to each and every man at

Where Bowdoin College textbooks were supplied for nearly
100 years. Where they are always glad to hunt up odd
books and where they have all the facilities for doing this.

FORD

Come

in and browse and ask to look at Edna
Ferbers new novel on Texas. This is called
"GIANT" and we call it the most readable novel

Bowdoin

— MERCURY

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

of the year.

«

Revised Standard Version of the Holy Bible

now on

is
1 50

MAINE STREET

Mechanical Repairs

Parts Supply

sale

BRUNSWICK

Body

PHONE 234

Repairs

* Tubes

Painting

Modern Library Books

will at-

fall.

ly.

a sentence or two of extraneous
material or incidental information
used to fill space at the bottom of
passing a page, like this one. The same
against "filler" may be used over and over

and,

Flemming on about the 35. Flemming juggled the ball but managed

to hang on. Turning on the speed,
Flemming was able to outdistance
all but the last Wesleyan defender,
Sanderson, who brought him down
with a diving tackle on the four
yard line. Totman picked up two
yards through the right side of the
line and then Cosgrove quarter*
back-sneaked over for the score.
158 Roger Levesque kicked the extra

Adding

dropped. Also sharing the blame
are the offensive blockers who are
failing to give Bowdoin's passers
sufficient time to throw accurate-

speech-making

and

Hubbard

Lubrications

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

it

.

.

Car Washing

.
•>

College Edition (paper bound)

.65

Regular Edition

1.25

Our long experience

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin
in time

Giant Edition

We

2.45
will

special order

text or trade

book

producing the following and other

TICKETS

•

men can show you

Your

short cuts

credit is unquestioned

and save you money.

«
STATIONERY
POSTERS
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

any

in print.

The Record Office

»

MOULTON ONION BOOKSTORE

Paul K. Ntven

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers

Of The Orient •
****iAiANTsWQ*«T

•i»< »4a «»i» »fl si i> ,a,#,

1

IMH

.••s

^»

'
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1

Bowdoin Plan Features Six New
Students

&

From Europe

Tipplers

'

Tomato Temperance Talk

ings Institute voor het Bwitenland,
is a Dutch College that prepares young men for diplomatic
careers.
Kinjo, called Koyo for short,
comes from Okinawa? He is over
here through the workings of the
Institute for International Education, the organization that is responsible for most of the foreign
students in this country. Koyo is
22 years old, and wants to continue here at Bowdoin.
He is
sponsored by the Apha Rho Upsilon
house, where he lives.
Li Tung comes from Hanoi, in
Viet-Nam and is staying here at

ate work in that field or to travel.
Herb posseses a very strong and

which

high first tenor voice, and has
been very active in the Glee Club,
the Chapel Choirs and the Beta

for

is

is

Lipas is the foreign
sponsored by the Delta
He is a native

fraternity.

and is enrolled in the
plan here at Bowdoin. A
Sophomore, Bert is famous for his
piano playing, and is much sought
after for the College Jazz Band,
as well as other bands throughout
Maine.
Denis Kotsonis is a graduate «f
an
is
Athens College, which
American High School in Greece.
This is his second year here at
Bowdoin, and he is graduating this
year as an economics major. He is
very interested in politics and
soccer. Denis is sponsored by the
of Finland,

MIT

to a

Modern Languages

extremely interested

a

Pertti O.

Sigma

there in preparation for his chosen
career of diplomat.
He lives at
the Delta Kappa Epsilon house,
which sponsors him on the Plan.

He

is

Psi.

student

Horst Al-

He went

and

of that fraternity.

Bert Ohannes Chobaniam is
here from Baghdad, Iraq, and is
at present a Sophomore here at
Bowdoin. Bert was Art Editor of
the Bugle last year and will be active in it this year. He is a Chi

Math.

High School

sponsored by the

is

Beta Theta Pi house,

member

the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
which sponsors him on the Bowdoin Plan. He had one year of
college three years ago, and is
presently interested in Physics and
Essen, Germany,
bach's home town.

Herb

Quartet.

in poli-

and has chosen his courses
here at Bowdoin with a view to
tics,

He is
furthering his interests.
taking Russian, as he believes that
that is the language to know.
Soccer Enthusiast
The Psi U's sponsor Hendrick
Willem Wamsteker from Holland.
Known as Hans to his friends, he
is very interested in soccer and
tennis. Hans graduated from high
school there which gives him approximately the same education as
a junior college graduate has'here.
Timothy Francis Patrick Hely is

Sigma

Nu

fraternity.

Nakane

Dave

Akira,

to

The Kappa Sigma fraternity is
not sponsoring any foreign student
on the Bowdoin Plan this year.

by E. Ward
In order to have something to
fill up this corner of The ORIENT,
we invited Dr. George Gallup, the
poll man, up to snoop about our
hallowed campus. Brother Gallup
came .up with some startling statistics, to say the least. He informed us that no less than 73.6 per
cent of the undergraduate body is
unhappy about hazing. Not original enough, they say. A nice even
22.1 percent thought that the present plan of procedure was more
than adequate. It developed, however, that these men thought they
were being questioned about the
scholastic requirements of the College; hence their opinion can be
Approximately 12 per
ignored.
cent refused to answer on grounds
that they might incriminate themselves. Of the remaining students,
.3 per cent were at Westbrook and
unavailable for comment. If anyone with ambition should care to
total these figures up, he will find
(as we did) that we have 108 per
cent enrollment this year. Congratulations, Mr. Shaw!
Dean Screams In Night
accordance with popular
In
opinion, we here present some

ideas

different
I

for hazing,

(of
lly

them

most

careful-

culled

from

newspapers
the
of assorted EastJ
ern Colleges.
Some of these
guaranteed
are
wake Dean
to
I

Kendrick
screaming

the

in

up

middle of the

night.

We

have here an interesting set

Pembroke.
of hazing rules from
And we quote: "1. All freshmen
must wear beanies, white blouses,

one shoe, one sneakwith name."
er, white bib
This idea has definite possibiliwould the unusual
ties. Not only
costume lend color to the campus,
definite chance that
a
is
there
but
one or two Real Girls would accidentally be pledged.
"2. All freshmen must walk in
the
single file on the curb side of

brown

skirts,

I

GUman
tooth

the Brunswick Recreation Center.
The original poem, in Professor

'53

brushes,

scouting

eligible

annual

brawls between

the
classes

not made too clear.
We will have something new in
hazing this year, though* The Student Council, by popular demand,
back the traditional
is bringing
St. Elmo's Fire Drill, which has
not been used around here since
'

They Will Always Be There

And now

the wide door closes
In the house by the tall pines,
Tomorrow it will be another's
Welcome there that shines.

A new man

looking westward
the sunset and the "ends,"
Opening the sea-captain doorway

To

To new Brunswick

friends.

Opening Bowdoin's doorway

.<4
At lunch, all freshmen must
chairs must be
use spoons only;

reversed."
Impractical;

spoons

are

at

a

premium.

Pembroke
washing the

has its lassies
Chapel steps with

also

According to Professor George H.
Quinby, a joint theatre committee
has formulated a series of plans

was

practice

association

in

began

1§19.

in

and

his

its
first meeting June 28.
Quinby indicated that details of
the plans would not be made public until after the October 13 hearing.

since

Professor Quinby aaid that a
planning committee will investigate all possibilities before reaching a decision on the plans.

Chairman of the theatre committee is Charles A Cary '10, member of the Board of Trustees. He
led committee work on the project
until August, when he left for
Europe. Leonard A. Pierce '05, an
Overseer,
then became
acting
chairman and has been in that
capacity to date.
the committee were
John H. Haland Paul K. Niven '16.
The committee has worked steadily
with the College architects and
Professor Quinby on the project.
George W. Burpee '04 of the
Board of Trustees heads the Harvey Dow Gibson Music Hall Committee.
Other members of the
committee include Farringtor* Abbott '03, and Harold Lee Berry '01.
both members of the Board of

on

Also

John

C. Pickard '22,

ford

'07,

Trustees.

Harry

L.

Palmer

Thomas

gery

'
Dr. Coles outlined his ideas on
the function of both the faculty
as a whole and as individuals with
their relationship in the College
in his first speech before this
group.
Mr. Phillip S. Wilder, Assistant
to the President, announced plans
for the inauguration of Dr. Coles
as president of the College on

'22

and Widthe
Faculty rep-

'04

represent

Board of Overseers.

resentatives are Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Professor of Music, and
Phillip C. Beam, of the Art Department.
•

Neighboring Topsham will again
play host this year to the famed
Fair. This event will take

October 13.
Future faculty meetings will be
held on the second Monday of the
month at 4:00 P.M. it was an-

Topsham

place on October 14, 15 and 16 at

the

Topsham Fair Grounds.

nounced.
out an original play by Alan Cole, given, "The Merchant of Venice."
The 19th annual one-act play
"Devil in the "Andes," a story based on the appearance of Hitler in contest will be held March 2.
South America. On June 19th, the Houseparty plays have not yet
annual commencement play will be been chosen.
I

I

NOSE, THROAT
and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

persistence in outlasting

so much so that at half time they
sulked in the stands and refused to
march. This was probably all for
the best, for the field was well
filled by the twelve (12)
drum
majorettes who were anything but

The greatest technician since
Velasquez, Goya was also a pioneer
in the new realistic approach to
art which was to be the dominating trend of most of the nineteenth century throughout Europe.

disgruntled.

His work was a prime influence
upon such men as Manet and
Daumier, among a host of others.

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED

ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

its

Cardinals Ban Classic
Each freshman will carry matches.
All we could find that seemed
The Student Council will furnish
the leadership this year." The more straight laced than it is at

Bowdoin, w.;re the scowls, and
frowns received at the singing of
certain

ditties.

Even the

classic

"Aupres de ma Blonde" is banned
most pans of the campus, although we did find a small group
who joined us in a secluded corner
where we managed to sneak a few
verses before a young couple came
and chased us out.
H
While we drifted aimlessly
about, following the party from
house to house, we met, from time
Tradition..
to time, the Veteran Observer. No
matter what we tried to get out
of him, however, he maintained a
Edward W. Wheeler '98 was for
non-committal attitude and even
the fiftieth consecutive year elect- seemed rather
disgruntled. We
ed Moderator at Brunswick's an- took this to be an attitude stemming from the fact that he was
nual town meeting in March.

-

with

committees.

Efchibit

girl
trumpet
players,
and
a
It would be difficult to exaggerrepertoire of two songs. (To these
the importance of Goya in the
songs they later added the Wesle- ate
history of modern art, of which he
yan Alma Mater and a stirring

1825.

abolished

aration by two

Veteran Observer Seen 'Goya Etchings Featured

When the smoke, fire, drum
The
players, doctors,
pur- majorettes,
spectators and denizens of the
of
members
the
get
to
being
pose
press had finally cleared out of the
the Freshman class better acstands, leaving the field to the
quainted with each other. The
tender mercy of ground keepers
Freshmen clad only in their underwater and dogs, the students of Weslecarrying
and
clothes
yan, possibly to make up for takbuckets, would line up outside
ing the gam b, spent the rest of
Winthrop Hall at midnight of a
the evening giving everything else
two
by
led
were
given date. They
away.
senior chaperones and the freshA .Radical State
man whose name appeared first in
Since Connecticut is one of those
the Matriculation Book. At a given
signal, they would march to the radical states where they permit
shout, beer by the barrel to be secured,
and
house
President's
"Fire! Fire!" until the President there was al least one fraternity
appeared in his night shirt and that secured a barrel and left it
told tbem to go home on pain of a out for all comers. At another
house, the social chairman, not
fifty cent fine.
being content with just acting
Professor Brown Knows
The practice was abolished in sociably, spent a great deal of time
trying to round up women from
1825 when the freshmen, aided and
numerous seniors, as far away as Hartford in an atabetted by
tempt to make the date-less visitrouted President Allen and his
ors feel mori! at home.
family from the house and burned
With or without dates, the visitknows
Brown
Professor
it down.
of that ors floated around the various
all
the lurid details
houses after dinner, and were
escapade.
royally entertained by jazz bands,
This year, for obvious reasons,
dance bands and an occasional
the rules have been somewhat alphonograph. One radical inovation
tered. The freshmen will line up
that rather bowled us over (staid
which
on the Class of 1910 Walk,
puritans thai: we are) was the exparellels the dormatories. They
istence of women on the second
will wear pajamas, galoshes or
floor of the fraternity houses.
rubbers, name tags and beanies.
it

whole entourage will proceed to
the President's house singing "Rise
This won't work here. There are Sons of Bowdoin." Upon arrival
Bowdoin.
there they will light their matches
no curbs at
"3. All freshmen must sing to and shout "Fire" until President
Coles dismisses them. The date
seniors upon request."
A fine idea. It would bring those for the Fire Drill has not yet been
bashful baritones out where the set, but will appear on all the
Glee Club could look them over. bulletin boards within the next
we all work together, we
And then, Professor Tillotson has week.
always maintained that Bowdoin can really put this thing over, and
College.
resurrect another line old Bowdoin
is a singing
this tradition going.

President in the absence of

Spain had produced since the great
(if not outplaying) the Wesleyan
band at every opportunity. This days of Velasquez, El Greco,
over such valuable items as greasRibera, and Murillo, over a cenforced
Wesleyan
the
band
into
a
ed flagpoles, canes and Bastilles.
tury before.
state of complete disgruntlement,
Just which class is being hazed is

gidewalk."

Let's keep

Plans for the $300,000 College
Theatre and the Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music will go before
a joint meeting of the Trustees
and Overseers on October 13, after more than three months prep-

The annual faculty reception
given by the President and Mrs.
James S. Coles was held last
Thursday night, October 2, in the
Moulton Union Lounge.
Especially invited and in the receiving line were the new memEd Co- bers of the faculty and their

again in
Chapel Stage
the Masque and Gown, will proT. S. Eliot's dramatization of the
duce T. S. Elliot's "Murder in the death of Thomas a Becket, archand
December
8th
Cathedral on
bishop of Canterbury, will be play9th.
ed without sets in the chapel. The
With the production of "Medea," whale length of the chapel, howdirected
by Professor Nathan ever, will become the stage. UniOf any man who knew
Dane II, Bowdoin will have seen que lighting has been planned for
The hearty handsome goodness
at least one fJay of every Greek the performance. Professor RusOf these honest two.
and Latin dramatist wtth extant sell Locke will direct with the asworks. The achievement has been sistance of Mrs. Athern P. DagNo home they have lived in
largely due to Professor Thomas gett, who wilt lead the women's
So well and long but shines
Means, and this production will be chorus. Tryouts for "Murder in
With the light they created
dedicated to him.
Cathedral" are set for the last
So this house by the pines.
Following the successful method week in October.
of Charles Laughton's Dramatic
Two Other Plays
So we shall always
Quartette, there will be a stage
The Masque and Gown, at their
At the foot of the steep stair
set, but there will be no action. smoker held last week, announced
Look for Edith and Kenneth,
The six actors will read their parts that two other plays have been
They will always be there.
in the lecture hall of the new scheduled for the coming year. On
Robert P. Tristram Coffin Cleaveland Hall. There will be but March 22nd the faculty will try

is in many ways the founder. Born
rendition of "Rise, Sons of Bowin 1746 in humble circumstances
doin.") The conductor, on leave of
More Masculine Games
in a small Spanish village,' Goya
absence from the New York, New
Those who favor more masculine
Haven and Hartford Railroad, was went to Madrid in 1775 and soon
note
to
interested
will
be
games
established himself as the first
notable mainly for his moustache
that at Princeton and Brown there
artist of outstanding genius which

Freshman and Sophomore

Plans For Music Building,
Theatre To Go Before Boards

Movies of last year's commence
play, "Hamlet," were the feature of the annual Masque and
Gown smoker held on Monday evening, Sept. 29, in the Moulton
Union lounge.
Thomas Pickering '53, Acting

Clubs,

for President.

are

J. S. Coles

Thirty-four seasons
Of such kindness can
Coffin's own hand, was presented
to the Sillses and placed in the Never fade from any
Mansion made by man.
leather binding which also contains the certificate of tribute by
Never fade from memory
the Town of Brunswick.

[Continued From Page /]
Etchings by the great Spanish
12, Count 'Em, 12
master, Francisco Goya, will be
The band was able to boast on special exhibition in the Walker
twelve (12, count 'em, 12) drum Art
Building
throughout
the
majorettes,
headed month of October.
two
red

males for unattached females, and
conducting 'a poll concerning Pogo

Mrs.

'

Through TVesleyan Smog In October Art

Behind The Ivy Curtain

&

gan '51, presided at the meeting. wives.
Aiding in the reception were the
Dave Osgood '54 has been named
the new Senior Member-at Large hospitality committee which is
and Todd Callihan '54, the new Ju- composed of several of the faculty
nior Member-at-Large. The other wives, members of the Union Commembers of the Committee for the mittee, and a number of seniors.
The long receiving line was
year 1952 1953 are: Secretary, Pete
Lasselle *53; Production Adviser, headed by President and Mrs.
Richard Ahrens '53; Production Coles. Other people new to BrunsManager, William Hoffman '54; wick and Bowdoin in the receiving
Business Manager, Payson Dowst line were: Dr. and Mrs. Yi-Pao
'54; Publicity Manager, Richard Al- Mei, Professor and Mrs. James A.
len "54. Professor Quinby will con- Storer, Captain and Mrs. Luis F.
tinue to carry the brunt of Bow- Ochoa, Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Flash, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L
doin dramatic activities.
The Masque and Gown also made Greason, Mr. and Mrs. Francis G.
Timothy Francis Patrick Hely, Bowdoin Plan student at the Zeta Psi it known that it is not too late for Hugo, Mr. Newton Y. Robinson,
fraternity, discovers too late that some Bowdoin students show their men to join who for one reason or Dr. and Mrs. James M. Moulton, Charles A. Cary '10, member of the
dislike for temperance lectures in strange ways. Last Thursday, in his
another failed to attend the smok- Mr. and Mrs. Frangcon L. Jones, Board of Trustees and the Chairfirst speech for the "drys", Hely was pelted with tomatoes and eggs
er. Men interested in dramatics, Mr. Joseph S. Van Why, Mr. Eaton man of the Joint Theatre Commitby several bystanders who stood waiting in line to gain entrance to
production, S. Lothrop, and Mr. Luis G. Rivero tee of the Trustees and Overseers.
morning chapel. Oddly enough, many undergraduates came to chapel from either the acting,
The combined committee has been
publicity end, can ap- Aveiga.
service that morning armed with tomatoes and eggs. A Zete pledge, business, or
formulating a series of plans for
Members of the Class of 1953 in the construction of the proposed
Hely is slowly findnig out that mid-campus at ten o'clock in the morn- ply to any member of the organi
For
Robert
Quinby.
the
receiving
were:
Professor
line
ing is a poor place to express the Prohibitions Party line in Brunswick. zation or to
$300,000 College Theatn?.
the dramatically minded student, Dunlap, Frank J. Farrington, Robthe following year should be, quan- ert L. Happ, Robert M. Harriman,
F.
satisJames
Herrick,
Jr.,
Thomas
E.
qualitatively
Sills
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
To
titatively
Poem By Professor Coffin
Addresses
Lyndon, James S. McBride, Bruce Dr. Coles
fled.
By the steep handsome stair.
The following poem was written
The Masque and Gown will high- C. McGoiTill, and William F. First Faculty Meeting
Wyatt,
Jr.
by Professor Robert P. Tristram But still Kenneth and Edith
with
season
light their 1952-1953
Will be standing there.
Coffin '15 as a tribute to Mr. and
two unusual presentations.
Dr. James S. Coles, who took ofMrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills.
The Classical Club, in associa- one performance. Although there fice as ninth President of BowProfessor Coffin read his poem For never can such kindly
tion with the Masque and Gown, will be no charge, there will be doin College last Wednesday, spoke
Friends cease to be
everyone
at the public reception held in
will produce Seneca's "Medea" in tickets in order that
informally at the first faculty
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Sills on In the cupoiaed mansion
the form of a dramatic reading wishing to see the performance meeting of the year, on Friday,
Built from the sea.
Sunday evening, September 28, at
on October 31st, and The Music will have that chance.
October 3.

his

friends, comes from Tokyo, Japan.
He is the son of .Nakane Shigeo,
Bowdoin '22, and is at present in
his Junior year. Dave, a Thata
Delta Chi, is majoring in Mathand plans a business
ematics,
career after graduation.

=

Plays Dr.

ment

,

'

Elliot

Hold Faculty Reception
To Highlight Masque
And Gown Fall Schedule In Moulton Union

Asia

by John N\ Winner Jr. *53
Six new foreign students along an Englishman, and is sponsored
with five that have returned for on the Bowdoin Plan by the Zeta
other year at Bowdoin are en- Psi house. When questioned as to
rolled in this year's Bowdoin Plan, his interests, Tim, who is enrolled
which consists of an agreement be- as a Freshman here at Bowdoin,
tween the various fraternities and replied that he is mainly interested
the College in which the fraterni- in girls.
ties supply room and board, and
The five Bowdoin Plan foreign
the college supplies the tuition.
students that have returned for
The new foreign students are another year here at Bowdoin are
J. M. Celosse from Holland, K. H. Kwouk from China, B. ChobanWnjo from Okinawa, L. Tung from ian from Iraq, P. O. Lipas from
Vlet-Nam. H. Albach from Essen, Finland, D. Kotsonis from Greece,
Germany, H. W. Wamsteker from and A. Nakane from Japan.
Holland, and T. F. P. Hely from
Kwouk: Beta Singer
England.
Herbert Tun-tse Kwouk '53 is
Jacobus Maurits Celosse is spon- the son of alumnus
William
sored by the Alpha Delta Phi Kwouk, and originally hails from
house. He is a native of Holland Shanghai, China.
Herb came to
and has graduated from high this country five years ago and
school there, which corresponds to went to Riverdale Country School
graduation from junior college in New York City before coming
here and then has studied two to Bowdoin. Majoring in governyears at the Nederlands Opleid- ment, he plans either to do gradu-

Seneca And

in

As a painter, Goya soon established himself as one of the greatest of portraitists and decorative
painters, and by his great canvases of stirring episodes in the
Napoleonic invasion of Spain,
opened a new era in dramatic
painting which was to have proinfluence
throughout

found

Europe. He is also, however,
equally distinguished for his work
in the more intimate, but more
widely circulated medium of the
graphic arts.

Goya adopted the recently

dis-

covered technique of the aquatint
a variation of etching which
gives the effect of a wash drawing
and established himself as
its
greatest master, a position
which has not since been challenged. In this medium he created
three great cycles of prints. Loa
Caprichos or "The Caprices," a
series of biting satires upon many
aspects of society and of human
nature (1793-97), "The Disaster
of the War," a remarkable record
of Napoleonic invasium (c. 1810),

—

—

A responsible consulting organization has

examination,

reported the results of a continuing study by a

medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-

competent medical
effects of

specialist

and

smoking Chesterfield

his staff

on the

cigarettes.

A

group Off people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.

45

%

of the group

tinually

have smoked Chesterfields con-

from one to thirty years for an average of

10 years each.

including

X-ray

by the

pictures,

ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,

ears

and

throat.

The medical

specialist,

ination of every

"It

is

my

member

after a thorough

of the

group,

exam-

stated:

opinion that the ears, nose, throat arid

accessory organs of

all

participating subjects ex-

amined by me were not adversely affected

in the

six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

-

At the beginning and

at the end of the sixmonths period each Smoker was given a thorough

and La Tauromaquia or "The Art
of the Bull-Fight"

(c.

1815).

It is from these series that the
present group of over fifty etchings has been chosen. They present an unusual opportunity for
those in the vicinity of Bowdoin
to see an exhibition of a considerable number of original works
one who Is universally recognized
as one of the great masters in the
entire history of art.
Having spent nearly his entire
life-time in Spain, Goya as an old

%

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD EITHER

WAY YOU

SC

LIKE 'EM

m

to live in France and
died in Bordeaux in 1828.
' ft

After some hours of this noncompletely

sense,
we,
being
gruntled, gave up and

MMMMaaai

went

to bed.

^

Buy

: i»

K

man went

usually in the right place at the
wrong time, for whenever we met
him, he seemed to be in a house
that was resting up waiting for
the party to come around again.

3

MVUS TOBACCO

CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY &
HIGHER PRICE THAN
CIGARETTE
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ucated

and

piety,

men must have

which ed-

if

they are

not to prostitute their education.
What values were held for a
liberal arts education by those men
who wrote the charter for a frontier college in the District of Maine
over one hundred and fifty years
ago? In what value do we hold
it
in a practical, technologically
rich society today? How was the
idea of a liberal arts education
constructed ?
The term "liberel arts" is interesting in itself. Arte* liberales

To Offer Assistance
To Absentee Voters

By Jay A. Carson '53
The inauguration of Dr. James Stacy Coles as the ninth President of
Bowdoin College took place at eleven o'clock Monday morning at the

The copy of the College Charter
and the By-Laws which was given
to President Coles by Mr. John W.
Frost '04 was specially bound for
the occasion. The keys which were
presented to him were a bunch of
heavy brass ones which were

First Parish Church.
An academic procession which included the College band, an honorary ROTC color guard, the chapel choir, the faculty, the governing
boards of the college, and invited guests formed at Hubbard Hall and
marched to the church. T*e procession was marshaled by Philip g.
Good '36 president of the Alumni Association. (Dr. Good was assisted by
Professor George H. Qnhiby, Faculty Marshal and Professor Thomas
C. Van Cleve, Marshal of Delegates,

Hoyt A. Moore L.L.D. '96, Vice-President of the Board of Overseers,
was the presiding officer during the Inauguration services. ,Rev. Joseph
C. MacDonakl '15, a member of the Board of Overseers was the chaplain. Rev. MacDonald opened the services with a prayer in which
he

given to President Sills in 1918,
and had been hanging in his office
since that date.

a*ked for divine guidance for the new President and for the College.
John W. Frost '04, delivered the
Inaugural Luncheon
The inaugural luncheon was
served at the Sargent Gymnasium
helped relax the audience during at twelve-thirty to
some 550 in-i
the ceremonies. After his speech, vited guests and ticket
holders. Dr.
Mr. Frost invested Dr. Coles with Moore presided at
the v luncheon
the Charter, the Seal, and the and
introduced
the
speakers.
Keys of the •College. Dr. Coles was Lunch was served after
a short
then seated in the historic Presi- invocation by Rev.
Frederick W.

President
James S. Coles's
father, Edwin Stacy Coles, President of the Alumni Association at

investiture. Mr. Frost's speech was
sprinkled with bits of humor that

Mansfield State Teachers College
in Pennsylvania was the official
from that institution,
where Bowdoin's ninth president
received his first degree, to the
inauguration exercises last Mondelegate

day.

dent's Chair.

the other delegates was
the son of Mr. Philip S. Wilder,
Philip S. Wilder Jr., who represented Wabash College in Indiana
where he is Assistant Professor of
Political Science. Another Bowdoin tie was found in the delegate
from the University of Pennslyvania,
Mr.
Cummings
John
Hetherston, who is the Assistant
Secretary of the
Corporation.
While on the campus, he met his
grandfather, John E. Cummings
'84, who is one of the few returning Alumni of classes in College
prior to the inauguration of Presi-

dent

William

Hyde

DeWitt

The Masque and Gown

will dedi

"whose services and

to his
College bear witness to its training
of men in the useful and liberal
arts and sciences."
gifts

The 1952-53 production schedwas recently announced at a
Masque and Gown Executive Committee meeting last Friday. The
ule

the delegate

ninety,

list

in

Merrill

Church

of

were two hus-

Society

—

Notice
Assistant
Russell F.

Professor of Music
Locke, Jr. has an-

office.

— 8:15 p.m.

t

nitely picked.

"Quill" Plans To Appoint

8 p.m.
January 21
Annual meeting of the Masque
and Gown for election of officers in
the Lounge of the Moulton Union.

attended the University of California, where he was granted his Ph.
D. in physics in 1926. He then
spent a year of study in Germany

James Bowdoin Day Speaker

'

—

Kenneth Charles Morton Sills
out being radical." He cautioned
was named the President EmeriPresident Coles to "hold fast
to
tus of Bowdoin College when the
sterling qualities and guide
them
Boards of Trustees and Overseers
with but a gentle rein."
of the College met at nine o'clock

tion members. Coaches Adam J.
Walsh of Bowdoin and Nels Corey

were introduced. Corey
played football under Walsh at
Bowdoin in the late 1930's. Prof.
Athern P. Daggett spoke to the
fathers on the increasing functions
of Bowdoin, a small liberal arts

—
—

t

college.

Preceding the meeting last year
the

Fathers' Association participated in the dedication of the
Peucinian Room. The Association
gave the fireplace and the equipment for the room.

—

wmmm

B-2.

and David S. Hamilton '55.
145 Attended Last Year

of Colby

—

room and at Apartment
Bowdoin Courts.

to

President

Last year's Fathers' Day, which
was held the weekend of the Colby
game, drew 145 Fathers' Associa-

—

coffee

Instructor

Named

Gross Speaks For Faculty

The

second speaker was Professor Alfred O. Gross, Josiah
Little
Professor of .Natural Sciences who
spoke for the Faculty. Professor
Gross was delighted to hear
that
Mrs. Coles is a zealous
birdwatcher and a member of the Audubon Society. He stated that
he
took particular delight in
being
one of the three "old-timers"
left
on the campus. Professor
Van
Cleve and Coach McGee being
the
others. Professor Gross
then welcomed President Coles on behalf
of the Faculty.

pointment of Charles K. Huntington of New Havenj Connecticut,
as Instructor in Biology for the
Spring Semester 1953.
Mr. Huntington will replace Alton Herman Gustafson, Professor
of Biology, who is to be absent
from the College on sabbatical during the coming semester. He took
both his undergraduate and graduate degrees at Yale University.

Edward
I

|

J

;

[

,

i

\

j

I

U.

Condon

the Advisory Council of Electrical Engineering of Princeton,
and the Board of Visitors of Union
sity,

College.
He is co-author of the basic
textbooks on atomic physics in addition to a long series of technical

papers. Appointed a consultant
to the National Defense Research

Notice

He

Committee in 1940, he helped organize the radiation laboratory at
[Continued on rage 2]
Lounge from 7.30-10:00 p.m.

cautioned President Coles that
he would do well not to
try to hold
the students back from
things he
think that arc bad for them
but rather show them
the way in
things that he thinks are
right.'

Proper Organization Presented As
Basic Key To Orderly Procedure

may

By Charles W. Srhoeneman '53 flowering of the goal itself. DurU Of M President Speaks
Even though a college such as ing the first three weeks most of
Preside " t of
Bowdoin has operated for a cen- us have lowered our goals because
the^Univertkv^S;
tury and a half with unsurpassed
find that they are much too
behJtftfTK
in"
success,
each
year
is
passes .high and because we are misled
Maine. He
|

^JTc^

j

spoke of the closeness
through a period in its beginning by the false attractions of laxness
of the colleges in
the state and of
weeks which is marked by organi- which comes with disorganization.
the common problems
that conzation.
Perhaps organization is We find that the value of a night
innately a disorganized process; at the flicks and the dormitory
certainly organization is a neces- card game has been overlooked
sity to orderly procedure. The first when we set our goals
back in
several weeks of a school year are early September.
are deceived
kept in ordc by the timetable by
£«**»._ satisfactions in
hv the
th* temporary
which lists class hours, meetings, activities which the spare time
football games, and smokers, but during
the
organizing
period
if this bo to the detached observer makes possible.
the example of ordered functionThis Fall we have had an eventing, he is deceived.
ful and satisfactory three weeks.
One can blame the summer rehave seen a new President
laxation which carries over into come to the College.
have
these opening weeks for the reluc-! seen a football team improve from
tance to get down to business. One week to week,
have seen imcan blame the newnesses of the provements in the physical and
college to the newcomer and the institutional aspects of the Colchanges in the college to the re- lege,
We have had time to beturner for the uncertainty in evi- come accustomed to our routine
dence. But should one blame anv-jand we should be organized. Probthing? Certainly this period will (ably the most shocking proof that
not result in any harm to any one. we have had time to settle down
The important thing is that we is found in the announcement of
recognize that this period is not the first hour examinations. Time
representative of the following wasted up to now can be rational
weeks; for if we allow the deterior- ized, and rightly so, but from this
ating effects of disorganization to point in we shall find that wasted
continue after we have become time will lower the probability of
organically organized, we shall in our achieving what we set out to
years to come find that it will be- accomplish when we packed our
come increasingly difficult to or- suitcases last month.
ganize at all. In other words, the
Our parties can still be successsettling down period can be bene- ful, our 'flick nights" need not be
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Brown, where he had held

the P°sition of Acting
Dean.
The next speaker was President

Emeritus Kenneth Charles Morton
who was greeted by a five
minute standing ovation.

5»lls.

marked that

Sills re-

since this year marks
the start of the
second 150-year
span in the history of
Bowdoin, it
is a fitmg time
for a new President
to be inaugurated.
President Sills then introduced
President James S. Coles
who was
the last speaker.
President Coles,
in a brief
speech, promised to do
his best to follow
the great example set by his predecessor.

j

,

ficial, if

President and Mrs. James Stacy
Coles will hold a reception on
Thursday, October 23, for all upperclassmen and those freshmen,
who, having already matriculated,
wish to meet the new President
again, in
the
Moulton Union

nafiMMM

of

his many ac- ended, in time for the members of the student body. Mr.
Emery's
complishments and the services he the Boards to take part in the in- speech was sprinkled
with bits of
has rendered
throughout New auguration
of
President
Elect dry down-eist humor which deEngland.
lighted delegates and
James Stacy Coles.
guests alike.

President Coles cited

The Bowdoin Fathers'" Association has elected a new president,
Mr. Peter B. Stengel of Belmont,
Mass., to succeed Mr. Eugene B.
Martens of Rosedale, New York,
who is retiring. Stengel will preside at the Fathers' Association
meeting. Morton L. Price, '56. who
received the Bowdoin Fathers' Association Scholarship of $700 will
attend the meeting to express his
thanks for the financial aid. Other
recipients of the scholarship include in the past William D. Shaw

—

the "Quill", will interview students
who might qualify for the business
managership at the Moulton Union

Mer-

By Rev. W. Anderson

'54,

position

ary President; Peter A. Lasselle he taught physics at Columbia,
'53.
Secretary:
Richard W. Princeton, and the University of
Aherns '53, Production Advisor; Minnesota. In 1930 he became an
William F. Hoffman. Production associate professor at Princeton
Manager; H, Payson Dowst '54, and in 1937 he joined the WestElectric
Corporation
inghouse
Business Manager.
Thomas Otis. Jr. "53. Publicity where he was associate director of
Manager: H. Davidson Osgood. Jr. research.
Dr. Condon Has appointed Di•54 and Todd H. Callihan '54. Memrector of the National Bureau of
bers-at-Large.

force. Dr.

Pointed Out In Chapel

New

Dr.

and dynamic

compared Bowdoin College to
the State of Maine. He said,
"Bowdoin is conservative without
being reactionary, progressive
with-

To Arrive Saturday

for Bowdoin Fathers and Sons
meet President and Mrs. Coles.

Masque and Gown is as follows: as a fellow of the International
Thomas R. Pickering '53, Tempor- Education Board. On his return,

tory,
rill

For Annual Ceremony

Football Game, Whittier' Field,
Williams' vs. Bowdoin. After the
football game there will be an Informal Tea at the Moulton Union

—
—

and occasionally since the
latter date) are the aims of this
years Editorial Board. With a renewal of undergraduate interest in
the "Quill", the Board can assure
the achievement of these aims.
William A. Maillet *49, Editor of

the official representa-

New

2:00 p.m.

Announcement of the one-act plays
*
to.be performed.
8:15 p.m.
February 17
literCollege
the
The "Quill",
21
2:30
p.m.
February
ary magazine, plans to install an
"Ramshackle Inn" by George
undergraduate to serve as BusiBatson. in Memorial Hall.
ness Manager for its 1952-53 March 9
8:15 p.m.

1935

was

Importance Of Goals

Luncheon, Moulton Union.

Business Manager Soon

Nineteenth Annual One-Act Play
will be that of
Contest in Memorial Hall.
soliciting advertisements and will March 23
8:15 p.m.
be extended on a liberal commisFaculty Play (tentative) in Mesion basis.
morial Hall.
years
This is the first time in 17
April 8
8 to 10 p.m.
Tryouts for "The Hasty Heart"
that the "Quill" has considered the
inclusion of advertising copy in its by John Patrick, in the Masque and
not
feel
The Board does
issues.
Gown office.
that the projected step will in any May 6
8 to 10 p.m.
way detract from the literary inTryouts for "The Merchant of
will
but
magazine,
Venice" by Shakespeare, in the
tent of the
rather aid in making possible an Masque and Gown office.
In the past six May 18
additional issue.
8:15 p.m.
years the Quill has not been able May 22
4:15 p.m.
than
"The Hasty Heart" by John Patto obtain an output of more
rick, in Memorial Hall.
two copies a year.
June 19
9 p.m.
Desired Goal
A more attractive format, a "The Merchant of Venice" by
more interesting cover and ma- Shakespeare, on the terrace of the
terial measuring up to "Quills" of Walker Art Building.
The Executive Committee of -the
the past (notably from 1931 to

President

150 Fathers Expected

12:00 Noon.

—

issues.

unanimously

Sills

Representing the Alumni was
2. The
announcement of the Philip G. Good '36, M.D. Dr. Good
acknowledgement of gifts to the assured President Coles that the
Alumni would continue their supCollege since the last meeting.
The Boards did not announce Port of the College and would asMeeting of the Bowdoin Fathers duties and responsibilities.
Present College Offices
sist him in every
Following
his
address,
the
choir
possible manner.
any
action
Prof.
on
the
Moulton
Union.
building
proDr. Condon is a member of the Association,
sang "Give Ear Unto my Prayer" gram since the committee considThe best received speech on the
Physics Committee of the Board Herbert Ross Brown will speak by Arcadelt.
ering new construction did not whole program was that delivered
of Overseers of 'Harvard Univer- ah'-.-.it the human side of Bowdoin
In introducing Rev. Anderson, make
a
report.
The meeting by Guy T. Emery '53, on behalf
College.

—

ment.

Dr.

tive of the ^tate of Maine.
His
speech was marked by fiery ora-

Sills

President Emeritus;

He said that if everything we
The scheduled events for the
*
wanted in life were put within our
fathers arc:
reach, so that with little or no
8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
effort we might
reach it, life
Opportunity for fathers to visit
would be void if meaning; we
classes and to tour campus with
would be mere cogs in a huge netsons or other guides.
work of machines. Telling the audi'
9:00 to 12:00 a.m.
ence, consisting of students and
Moulton Union. their parents and friends, that
Registration,
Fathers receive Guest Tickets for Meshach, Shadrach and Abednego,
Luncheon.
who were convicted of disloyalty,
10:10 to 10:30 a.m.
were forced to walk through a fire
Chapel for Bowdoin whose heat was seven times inSpecial
tensified, Rev. Anderson urged the
Fathers and Sons.
students not to overlook their own
11:00 a.m.

Dr.

—

—

IS.

•

The James Bowdoin Day speak- Standards by President Truman in
simuler this year will be Dr. Edward U. November of 1945 and
Students may obtain informa- reading in the Chemistry Lecture
Condon, Director of Research and taneously began giving full time
tion and assistance on Wednesday Hall, directed by Professor Nathan
Development
Glass
at
the
Corning
advisor
to
the
service
scientific
as
and Thursday of this week in regis- Dane II.
Works, who will speak on the Special Committee on Atomic
tering and securing absentee bal- December 1 and 2
8 to 10 p.m.
topic, "Continuing to Grow, next Energy- of
United States
the
lots from their home states and
Tryouts for "Ramshackle Inn" Wednesday,
October 22, at 11:00 Senate. In the summer of 1946 he
municipalities for the general elec- by George Batson, in the Masque
a.m. in Upper Memorial Hall.
attended the Naval atomic bomb
tion.
and Gown office. Books of the
Dr. Condon was born in Alamo- tests at Bikini as a member of the
A representative of The Bow- play are now in the Library.
President's Evaluation Board.
gordo,
New
Mexico,
in
1902
and
Republican
Young
doin College
8:15 p.m.
December 8 and 9
will be in the Moulton Union
"Murder in the Cathedral" by
lobby October 16 and 17th between T. S. Eliot, in association with the
1:30 and 4:00 in the, afternoon.
Bowdoin Music Club, in the Colare
parties
Members of both
lege Chapel, directed by Professor
urged to take advantage of this Russell F. Locke, Jr.
special service.
January 12
pernot
states
do
following
The
Deadline for submission of stumit absentee voting from without dent-written one-act plays. Playthe state: Alabama, California, writes should consult Professor
Maryland, George H. Quinby for details.
Delaware, Louisiana,
New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsyl- January 19
8:15 p.m.
vania, and South Carolina.
Meeting of all faculty members,
Robert S. Linnell '53, President including their families, who wish
Young
ReCollege
of The Bowdoin
to consider the possibility of perpublican Club, reported that notary forming a play in March, in Conservices have been offered by Bill ference Room A of the Moulton
DepartAthletic
the
of
Morgan
Union. No play has yet been defi-

Monday, October

Boards Elect Dr.

by Gaston

Approximately 150 fathers of
In the Sunday Chapel Service,
Bowdoin students are expected to Rev. Wallace Witmer Anderson on Monday, October 13, in Massa«
attend the annual Bowdoin Col- D.D., (Hon. '42) of the United chusetts Hall.
lege Fathers' Day sponsored by Church, Bridgeport. Connecticut,
Other actions taken by toe
the Bowdoin Fathers' Association spoke on the importance of over- Boards were:
coming every obstacle in life.
this Saturday, October 18.
1. The announcement of the ap-

of Seneca, a dramatic

Club

last

«w

of

Edward Condon To Speak At
and
James Bowdoin Day Exercises
the

meeting

elected

was the Honorable Edward F
formed outside the
Merrill
L.L.D
'03,
Associate
church and marched back to the
Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court of the State of Maine. Dr

Bowdoin nounced that student tryouts for
Women, and Mrs. Paul K. Niven the Masque and Gown-Music Club
of Brunswick was the delegate presentation of T S. Eliot's "Murfrom Vassar College. Mr. Dana der In The Cathedral" will be held
in the Masque and Gown office on
'03, and Mr. Niven '16 marched
the third floor of Memorial Hall
with the members of the Board of from 8:00 p.m. 'to 11:00 p.m. on
Overseers.
Monday, October 20.
the

morning

procession

as follows:

is

8 p.m.
October 20
Tryouts for "Murder in
Cathedral" in the Masque
October 31

in

Before introducing the first
speaker, Dr. Moore announced
that the governing boards in a

library.

band and wife combinations. Mrs.
Luther Dana of Portland repre-

season to the late
William Pickard '94 sented

its fiftieth

Gown

Included

tional lobster stew; lobster salad,
salad.

and chicken

Emeritus. This was an unexpected
move and it was loudly
The chapel choir sang several by the luncheon guests. applauded
selections
during the services.
The first after-luncheon speaker
After the services the Academic

1885.

more than

Whittaker '44, President of the
Bangor Theological Seminary.
The luncheon included the tradi-

The inaugural address, which is
printed in full elsewhere in this
issue, was then delivered by President Coles. He said that he realized as much as anyone the difficulties that he, a research scientist, would encounter as president
of a liberal Arts College. President
Coles promise* that he would as
much as possible follow the traditions of Bowdoin College.

Among

'

Frederick

10

Inauguration Sidelights

President James S. Coles delivering his inauguration address in the First Parish

Seven Plays Scheduled

"Medea"

This

NUMBER

James Stacy Coles Inaugurated Ninth
Bowdoin President In Monday Ceremonies

Dedicated to Pickard;

cate

-

1952

l

schedule

Young Republican Club

15,

Dr.

Mr. Frost. Judge referred to the higher arts of the
Distinguished
Guests. Romans, which only free men
Bowdoin College and might pursue. Later, in the middle
Bowdoin College.
ages, the term referred to the
To choose a subject for an ad- seven branches of learning: gramlogic,
rhetoric, arithmatic,
dress, on an occasion such as this, mar,
the more so for a per- geometry, music, and astronomy.
is difficult
Bon whose primary efforts, until Today, when we speak of liberal
a short time ago, were in the physi- arts, we generally think of those
The range of topics branches of learning which are not
cal sciences.
available is limitless. Many would limited to strictly professional or
be wonderful vehicles for the dis- vocational training. Without quesnaivete.
Others have been tion, they include the humanities,
play of
so overworked in the educational the social studies, and the sciences.
world that they would be trite to And without question, again, most
a group of educators.
of us would exclude studies in enBeing an administrative officer gineering, law, medicine, or other
of a liberal arts college is a great fields of a strictly professional or
Is training in
contrast to a physical scientist. In vocational nature.
fact, in many quarters those two the liberal arts valuable and can
interests might be considered anti- it be justified, not only to the in
This contrast is, in itself, dividual student and his parents,
thetical.
fortunate, for it has compelled but also to the public which supvery serious consideration on my ports higher education?
In my opinion, the primary obpart of the value of a liberal arts
education. There is a gap between ligation of a liberal arts college,
dealing with problems subject to or any educational institution, is
often to serve the community of which
rather precise definition,
Bowdoin was
capable of expression or manipula- it is a component.
tion by the tools of the mathema- founded to serve the frontier comtician, and problems of human re- munity of the District of Maine.
lations, of trend, nuance and subtle Through the one hundred and fifty
influence. While this is not a wide years of her history, the developor deep gap. to bridge it in good ment of Bowdoin 's community has
the developments in
conscience I have had to justify paralleled
in my own mind the position of transportation and communication.
the small liberal arts college in Today she serves not a limited
In community, but a very cosmopolithe complex world of today.
It includes the entire
addressing the students, alumni, tan one.
and boards of Bowdoin College, I area from which the college draws
It
propose to speak of this, begging its students and its support.
the indulgence of the erudite rep* also includes the area populated
resentatives of our sister colleges. to any extent by its graduates.
colleges
like
Bowdoin
Bowdoin College has long been Today, most
noted as an'exemplar of the liberal serve a world community to a cerThey serve more
Its broad charter tain degree.
arts tradition.
recognizes the necessity for train- localized communities, of course,
The
ing in the liberal arts and sciences, to a much greater degree.
as well as in the languages and
[ Continued on Page < ]
useful arts and sciences. The charresponsibter also emphasizes the
ility of the college for the promo- Fiftieth
Season
Mr. Moore.

Merrill.
Men of
friends of

tion of virtue

ORIENT

at last

we

settle

down.

Doubtless there are few who return to school without some aims
and goals placed at some height
toward which they intend to strive.
In the course of nine months
reaching for them many impasses
themselves,
interpose
and
the
course of least resistance is the

MtMMft

Sillses Set Sail Today
For European Vacation
The President Emeritus
Mrs Sills left this afternoon and

for

England on a European vacation
wnich is expected
to
extend
shunned, nor the bull sessions, but tmough most of the school year.
extracurricular activities (or bety aiIed on the Q ueen Eliz ahT»t «
ter, supercurricular activities) can
from New York Harbor at
only be wothwhile if the curricular
Dr. and Mrs.
part has a little meaning too.
Sills will proceed
Those goals need not be lowered £0 London on this coming Friday.
not yet. While we are giving There, they shall make their resiour College organization, we might
222 Grosvenor
~ r a while at the Goring
"otel,
let a little rub off on ourselves.
Gardens.

JS

.

.

.
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To Organize Tomorrow

ORIENT
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Otis, Jr. '53

Charles Ranlett
News Editors

'54

David G. Lavender
Wallace R. Harper, Jr.
Jonathan Bartlett

F. Spicer *54

John N. Wisner, Jr.
Horace A. Hildreth,

"53
Jr. '54

'55
'55
'53

According to Martin G. Levine
one of the organizers of the
meeting in

'53,

Charles W. Schoeneman '53

Photographer
James P. Gaston

no way obligates that person.
The cli&> hopes that Miss Amer-

Staff

B. Michael

James L. Doherty
Anthony L. Funnell
John B. Goodrich

'55
'55
Jose G. Loperena '55
"55
Elliot S. Palais
Camille F. Sarrauf '55

Moore

'53
Daniel H. Silver '53
Charles E. Coaklcy "54

Allen F. Hetherington, Jr.

Robert M. Hurst

•55.!

'54

'54

John

E. Sylvester, Jr. "54
B. Blaekman '55
Robert C. Burr '55
Carroll E. Pennell '56

Edward

Business Manager
Albert F. Lilley '54

Cook

come

Brunswick sometime

to

i

number of

Circulation

Manager

Richard C. Thurston

'54

to

campus on behalf

1

Advertising Manag-r
A.

**?"«

is

off

during the weekend.
Another one of the club's orCarl S. Tschantre '55 ganizers, Harlan Prater '56, comes
G Curtis Webb**, II '54 frorn AJabama, the home state of
Robert K. Windsor 55 Miss A<me rica.
Although there is a Young Republican Club on eampus there has
been no Democratic group for a

Assistant Business .Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54

James

who
\Mame

the University
of the
Democratic Party may also be able

ic

'54

years.

ORIENT

In Error

regret mi error iippearing in the'
October 8 issue concerning the
Theatre appropriation
which went before the Joint meetBOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
ln.«r of the Trustees and Overseers
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, on Ootobr 18.
The appropriation is for $250,Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53, Albert F. Lilley '54, and Thomas
•00, and not for $800,000 as reOtis, Jr. '53.

Richard Dale

'53

Directors

traEar.NTF.D pen national

College

ported erroneously in last

awtbtimno by

orient.

National Advertising Service, Inc.
Cnllrmt Publishers Rtprfrntatirr

Gordon W. Stearns

'54

Dennis W. Monroe '53 was electweek's ed Vice President and Alden E.
Horton '53 was chosen SecretaryTreasurer at this same meeting.
'Dean Kendrick informed the
Council that Bowdoin's fraternities
would not be allowed to open the
taking houses to guests and dates on the

NEW YORK. N. Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
Chica/wi - Boston - Los Ahoilm - San Francisco
taaaa* weekly when Haaica are held during the Fall and Sprlnff Trliaeater by
liudrnti «f Bowdoin Collet"*. Addrtm newt communication* to the Kdltor and
wriptKm rummantrationt to the Boainciia Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing; ComAny student interested in
>mn, at the ORIENT OaTIr* in Moore Hall. Bowdoin Colleav. Brnnawlrfc, Maine. Enteral
a course in printing should con•«» aeeond rlai* matter at the po*t office at Bramwick, Maine. The luberrlption rata
Alumni Weekend. The Dean was
tee oae year la three <»J) dolUr*.
tact Mr. Boyer in the library bequoted as saying that opening the
fore October 26.
The class will fraternities to dates on the Maine
meet on Tuesday nights.
weekend was not possible since
such an act would be at variance

Notice
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Making Book
HUXLEY'S DEVILS

By Alien

Devils

friends,

Loudun

of

Aldous Huxley; Harper

&

with the College social ru'les.
In addition, it was pointed out
that the College wished to emphasize the return of the Alumni
over this weekend rather than the
manifestations of evil are attrib- more social
aspects of a football
uted by the nuns themselves to
weekend.
the sorcery of M. Grandier.
The Dean also reiterated his reGrandier's enemies quickly capi- quest that the traditions of the
talize on this malevolent testi- procedure of seating and leaving
mony, and he is eventually brought chapel be observed". More hymnals
to trial again, proven guilty of have been ordered so to relieve
sorcery, and burned at the stake. some of the congestion in this reHis realization of the errors of his spect.
ways, his acceptance of this ironic
The new Council President apatonement for his past sins, and pointed
a committee of three to
his final martyr's death make movmeet with the Blanket Tax Coming reading, and Mr. Huxley's abilmittee to examine the appropriaity to make at once immediate and
tion requests of the various sturelative such a scene is nowhere
dent activities. The committee is
more evident.
composed of Council members
But Soeur Jeanne and her nuns Todd Callihan '54, Barrett C.
continue to be possessed, thanks

F. Hetherington, Jr. '5^

harsh with his many
enemies, and possessing an un(By usual talent and appreciation for
the bed.
(Such extra-sacerdotal
N. Y., 1952) divides itself into two
doings were evidently not too undistinct offerings by author Huxusual at that time). M. Grandier
ley.
The first is a deft, skillful seeks his
self-transcendence downnarration of an historical episode
ward, in debauchery, and does so
in the ecclesiastical (and political)
fairly successfully, until he gets
life of France in the early sevenwith child the daughter of one of
teenth century. The second is an
his patrons, M. Trincant, The Pubequally absorbing treatise which
lic Prosecutor.
Although Grandier
amplifies
and offers theoretical
comment upon the psychological eludes the consequence of his act,
and religious manifestations of the forces unfriendly to him find a
focal point in M. Trincant, the outpersonnages and

The

his

Bros.,

By

conference

heW

E.

Ward GUman

As
Huzzah!
Huzza h!
tWs is about the proper time af
year when it is a fashionable thing

Thirty-fouJr Agents and Directors of the Alumni Fund were
guests of the college at the third

!

criticize, for no reason at all,
the cheering at our intercollegiate
athletic contests, we intend to he
fashionable. Boo! Hiss! Bah, humbug! The cheerleaders are horrible;
School Spirit Is horrible; th*
cheers are horrible. So there!
hereby, herewith, and to wit,
offer our best, least useful most
.baroque, and least contemplated
methods of improving the situation, namely, i.e., viz., cheering.
we must improve the
Firstly,
cheerleaders. Granted that they

Friday and Satur- to

day, Oct. 10, 11.

We

j

A definite date has now heen
for the newly revived St.
Klmo's Fire Drill. All freshmen
are to line up on the Class of
1910 Walk on Midnight of
Thursday, October 16. According
to the Student Council who will
direct the proceedings, freshmen
are required to wear pajamas,
rubbers name tags, and beanies.

set

*5S

will soon be thinking that they're
right part of the time.

But, in spite of our handy little
suggestions on how to improve the
business of cheering, we predict
that the cheer as we now know it
is on the way out. The day of the
"Intellectual Cheer" is on the way.
Cheers are no longer for the mere
purpose of giving the team a moral
fife; they are aimed at demoralizing the opponent.

Pre-Intellectuallsm

We

encountered

two examples

of pre-intellectualism in cheering
at this week's game that lead us
to believe that the day of the Intellectual Cheer is near at hand.
The first was Professor Cuffin,

cheering the team on in Iambic
Pentameter. The other was an
unidentified member of the band
whose cry was. "Yay! Yay! and
is
Forsooth!"
situation
The
frought with possibilities.
For instance, the modern cheerleader will come bouncing out onto the

field,

wave

his tinted glass-

es, and lead the crowd in a cheer
do well with such equipment as
and Gerald N. McCarty '50 they have, but the squad needs something like this: "Tiger! Tiger!
spoke of their respective appeal new megaphones. There is nothing Burning bright, rah rah rah. m the
efforts, and Chairman Sibley con- like a spanking new megaphone forests of the night, rah rah rah,
ducted a general discussion period. to make a cheerleader's eyes shine. what immortal hand or eye, rah
Following the meeting, Mt and Let's all get behind this Crusade rah rah, could frame thy fearful
the
symmetry, rah rah rah, SISS
entertained
Morrell
Mrs.
for New Megaphones and demonguests at their home on Maine strate, once and for all, the BOOM BAH!!" This would imply
that we all were a group of mental
Street.
Power of the Press!
giants and could win the game
On Saturday morning conferees
Hiss The Referee Department
through mere intellectual conmade campus visits, inspected the
School Spirit has been sadly
final
centration.
a
for
We would be "one up"
met
new buildings and
lacking, especially in the Hiss the
session at which Dean Kendrick Referee Department. It used to be immediately. William Blake would
spoke. Alter luncheon in the Union that a football referee could hard- win over Knute Rockne.
the group attended the Amherst ly drop a handerchief gracefully
Biblical Approach
game as guests of the Athletic without being hissed at least to
Perhaps an even more devasting
Department.
East Berwick.
way of uncheering the opponents
$1,500,000
Lately,
however, these spoil- is the Divinity School method, or
Photo hy Gaston
The Bowdoin Alumni Fund, sports have been getting away Biblical Approach. Cheers like "I
since its organization in 1919, has with collective murder; tooting looketh unto the sky, from whence
Dennis W. Monroe '53
brought annual gifts to the college horns, waving flags, and stepping cometh the pass. The pass cometh
totaling over one and one-ha^ mil- off bigger and bigger penalties from the quarterback, who maketh
lion dollars. These gifts have made while the Bowdoin stands sit idly touchdowns, or not," and "
possible the continuance of the col- by and take it. We bring this Yea verily, I say unto you, BowThe Editor
Letter
lege program without deficits and situation to your attention as a doin will win today. RAH RAH
have also provided many extras public service. We feel called upon RAH!" would upset the opponents
To the Editor of the ORIENT:
not otherwise possible. About 75 to recommend a Committee on to such a degree that the game
May I ask the use of your students now in college have been Referee Baiting and Umpire In- would be ours before it started.
columns to extend the thanks of direct beneficiaries of the Alumni timidation to the Student
CountNobody can outplay a group of
the Inaugural Committee to the Fund Agents and Directors. A cil. Unless steps are
taken, officials preachers.

'54

Peter T. C. Bramhall '56

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Of Obtaining Objectives

'24

The ORIENT ariknowtedgea with

Business Assistants

Theodore D. Robbins

1

1952

Following a meeting of the
Board of Directors Friday afternoon, the conference opened with
Meddiebempster and an accom- a dinner in the Moulton Union
Fund Chairman Paul
panist for the Glee Club. He is a Lounge.
member of the Delta Sigma frat- Sibley '25 of Worcester introducS. Coles, who
ernity. Vice President Monroe is ed President James
them
Captain of the varsity hockey welcomed the guests and told
team and a member of the Delta how much Bowdoin appreciated
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Secre- their vitslly important work in beProfessor
tary-Treasurer Horton is a mem- half of the College.
'23 showed the
ber of the Alpha Delta Phi frat- George H. Quinby
picture which has
ernity, and is past -President of the colored motion
under the direcPolitical Fonim and past-Editor been assembled
tion of the Alumni Council.
of the ORIENT.
Appeals For Contributions
Council Vice President
A long evening session in the
Faculty }*oom was devoted to discussion of ways and means to
reach the Fund objectives, of the
purposes for which the annual gift
is to be .used, and of ideas and
techniques of appeals for contributions. Agents Malcolm E. Morrell

13.

Council President

club, attendance at the

*54

Jay A. Carson '53
E. Ward Gilman '53

October

'

Alumni Fund Directors

Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54 was .Nichols '54, and Vice President
Bowdoin Young Democrats Club
elected President of the Student Monroe. The Blanket Tax Committomorrow night, Thursday, Octo- Council
for the Fall semester in a tee hearings were scheduled for
ber 16 at 7:00 p.m. in the Moulton
meeting of the Council on Monday October 14 and 15.
Union Lounge.
evening,
President-elect
Stearns
is
a

Managing Editor

J

Discuss Ways, Means

MONROE, HORTON ALSO SELECTED
AS OFFICERS FOR FALL SEMESTER

Democrats or others wishing to
further the cause of Adlai Stevenson are urged to attend a very
brief organizational meeting of a

No. 1«

Editor-in-Chief

Thomas

Moulton Union

In

15,

STEARNS NEW HEAD
OF STUDENT COUNCIL

Stevenson Supporters

Edward

.
^~^^m
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To

of the College Community, including faculty members

members

wives, students, and
staff personnel, whose joint efforts
enabled us to carry through the
canprogram on October 13.
not reach all of them individually,,
but want them to know that their
help was appreciated.
For the Committee
Philip S. Wilder
Oct. 14. 1952

and

their

We

further evidence of this is the fact
that the last nine senior classes

To

have begun their participation in Dr. Condon
Speak
the Fund, while still in college,
each of those classes having set in
r Continued From P*e.e 1)
motion, the assembling of their MIT where America's Radar Program was devised.
25th Reunion gifts to Bowdoin.
He was a member of the Na»
To meet known current needs
for
of the college, the Directors have tional Advisory Committee
1952-53 objective at Aeronautics and of the Scientific
their
set
of the Brookhaven
$100,000. Chairman Sibley stated Committee

American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, the American Philosophical Society and the National Acadof Sciences, and was President of the American Physical
Society in 1946. He is also a member of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, and President-elect
of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

emy

the Alumni
Fund team Laboratory. He is a fellow of the
that
events considered
raged father, ^and the axes of
definitely expects to reach or exThe story is an hatred begin to grind in earnest.
ceed that objective when the Fund
points Within a year Grandier is tried for
Teachers Meet;
closes on June 30, 1953.
his many indiscretions, but he is
The theme of the work is M>e exonerated through the influence to the sensationalist tendencies of sciousness of that union with the See Slides,
their exorcisers, whose insistance
tendency toward self-transcend- of his friends.
Father in which, without knowing'
on public displays only serve to in- it, we
ence that Man has forever been
have always lived."
This afternoon in the Moulton
Shortly thereafter a new Prior- crease the exhibitionistic tendenrursed (or endowed) with.
The book thus makes use of all Union Lounge the Maine Chapter
The ess, Soeur Jeanne des Anges, is
theme is explicit in the treatise, appointed at the Ursuline Convent cies of the bedevilled nuns. At of Mr. Huxley's abundant knowl- of the American Association of
this
point
Father Jean-Joseph
and implicit in the historical tale.
and talents.
Philosophy, French teachers met.
of Loudun. The new Prioress, an Surin S.J., is sent to Loudun to edge
"Introspection, observation and the
This conference was highlighted
Psychology, Theology, and Hishypocritical mystic, and a most see what can be done.
Father
records of human behavior in the
Mr.
sensual young woman, upon hear- Surin, an advocate of the ascetic, tory constantly spill over into one by a display of colored slides.
past and at the present time, make
ing of the exploits of M. Grandier contemplative religious life, re- another. The Moralist is as evi- Freiday, senior. French teacher at
it very clear that an
dent as the Scientist, the Histor- Hebron Academy showed the slides
urge to self- becomes very desirous of making moves the exorcisms from the
pubtranscendence is almost as wideShe invites him lic eye, and finally succeeds in re- ian improved upon by the writer. and gave background to the pichis acquaintance.
spread and, at times, quite as
.The incident Mr. Huxley has tures as they appeared on the
to be the Confessor for the con- storing mental
balance to the
powerful as the urge to self-asserchosen to relate is admittedly ab- screen. After Mr. Freiday had
vent, principally so that she may Prioress and her charges.
Howtion. Men desire to intensify their
finished his exhibit there followed
He
meet him. Grandier refuses.
ever, because he deals so closely normal and strange; but its abFirst National
the
consciousness of being what they
Student Patronage
has by this time ^settled down and so exclusively with the in- normalities are always treated in a panel discussion including
have come to regard as "them- somewhat, and has secretly perentire group.
Brunswick, Maine
trinsic evil of the possessions, his good taste and with detachment,
selves", but they also desire
The French teachers then viewformed his own marriage to an own mind becomes aberrated, and In a clear, flowing prose the tale
and desire, very often, with ir- eminently respectable young lady, subsequent
ed Professor Charles H. Livingpsychosomatic illnesses of the Devils of Loudun is narcollecresistable violence
extensive autograph
the consci- Madeleine de Brou.
plague him for the rest of his life. rated, stark, dramatic, and exceed- ston's
ousness of being someone else. In
tion of French writers in the HubThe sexual obsession of the The tragic tale of the Jesuit Is ingly vivid. Co-existing with the bardLibrary.
a word, they long to get out of
narrative is the discursive writing
Prioress for Grandier fuses with mitigated, though, by the attain186 Maine Street
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
themselves, to pass beyond the
Following
the gathering in the
which complements it. The comher hatred of him for refusing to ment of ultimate perfection in
limits of that tiny island universe,
bination makes a powerful and in- Lounge, supper was served in the
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
be bothered with her, and is trans- Christian life. His self-transcend**€!
dining
of the Union.
within which every individual finds
room
teresting
book.
formed into possession by devils. ency had been an upward struggle,
himself confined."
(Although not denying completely in which he had succeeded in
Against this background of com- the existence of such "devils", reconciling himself with the mamentary then, the story of the Huxley in this case puts forth terial world, and with eternity.
Father Surin is the objectificaDevils of Loudun is told. Father much evidence that the "possesUrbain Grandier, a Jesuit-educated sion" is primarily psychosomatic). tion of Huxley's thesis, that the
secular priest, comes to Loudun as Soon the rest of the- nuns, moving, only satisfactory self-transcendthrough selflessness
its parish cleric.
Grandier is a again, downward in their self- ency is ".
dazzling figure; handsome, learned, transcendency,
(in
similar and docility to inspiration
undergo
ambitious, eloquent, charming to possessions.
^
All of these hideous other words, union with the Son
ytfl/RE AUTOMATICALLY
BOY,
and the Holy Spirit) into the conin

the episode.

at-hand reference for the
Mr. Huxley has to make.

t
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Sun. Mon. Tue.

EAST OF EDEN
John Steinbeck's
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big, lusty novel of the

Far West

the fiction leader this fall

MONKEY
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Cartoon

Wed.Thur.
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JACK COSGROVE LEADS BIG WHITE
TO UPSET VICTORY OVER LORD JEFFS

Frosh Football Squad
Faces Hebron In Opener

POLAR

This Friday Afternoon

BEARINGS
By Csmllle F. Sarrauf '55
Despite the long list of injuries which had plagued the Bowdoin
Polar Bears in their first two games of the season, the Big White overwhelmed a favored Amherst team 31-7

last

Saturday.

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the game, outside of Jack Cosgrove's phenomenal passing, was the work of the Bowdoin defensive
unit. Strengthened and revamped, the Bowdoin defenders completely

The Bowdoin freshman football
squad is preparing for its first encounter of the 1962 season this
Friday against a strong Hebron
Academy team.
Head Coach Frank F. Sabasteanski and his backfield assistant
Pat Flaherty have been working
hard for the past three weeks trying to pick the best combination
for a starting eleven.
Coach Sabasteanski has been
putting his team through intersquad scrimmages for the past five

By

outplayed their heavier opponents.
Particularly outstanding was the work of sophomore Gaber Peluso, practice sessions. Particular atwho was playing his first varsity game. Gabe, a former Lynn Classical tention has been paid to getting
the players familiar. "wih the set
star and north shore all-scholastic, gives Bowdoin much needed help in
of plays they are to use this year.
backing up the line. Peluso, coupled with captain Don Agostinelli, give Due to the shortness of practice
Bowdoin a standout pair of line backers.
time, the team has not been able
to master a large number of plays,
Reserve Strength Increased
With three games under their belts, Coach Adam Walsh's crew of which will again be run from the
split-T-formation.
sophomores have greatly increased the team's reserve strength, which
Lineup Not Yet Established
was a definite weakness at the start of the season. Mark Savage and
Although the coaches are not
Fred Coukas along with Peluso have braced the defense considerably.
Big "Moose" Freidlander also showed up well in Saturday's game and yet agreed on a starting team, the
boys who may see plenty of action
should prove helpful for the remainder of the season.
are: ends John Stearns, Al Murray
Don Roux, offensive right end, has filled in very well for the in- and Paul DuBrule; tackles Steve
jured Phil Day. Fred Piemming and Roux pair up as first class pass M<<Tabe and Sandy Kowal; guards
receivers.

Perkins,

Bill

Camllle F. Sarrauf '55
ary and legged

brilliant passing of

Led by the

quarterback Jack Cosgrove, the
Bowdoin Polar Bears racked up
their first first win of the season
by beating a favored Amherst
team 31-? at Whittier FWd last
Saturday.
Bowdoin scored twice in each
of their first two quarters and
pushed across their fifth TD of the
afternoon In the third period after
the Lord Jeffs had marched 58
yards for their only tally of the
game.
Five fumbles by Amherst, all of
which were recovered by Bowdoin,
proved to be the undoing of the
Lord Jeffs. Time and again the
revamped and greatly improved
Bowdoin defensive unit crashed into the Amherst backfield to nail
the purple ballcarriers.
"Flapper" HBts Fay Dirt
On Amherst's first play from
scrimmage, Phil Garland recovered one of the five fumbles on the
Polar Bear 44 yard line. Three
plays later Cosgrove connected
with Fred Flemming for a 60 yard
touchdown pass. Fred grabbed the
pass on the twenty, after the Amherst safety had deflected the ball
and outdistanced two pursuing
enemy backs to the end zone.
Roger Levesque muffed the coni

Frank McGinley and

Max

Karner; centers Ken Cooper
the injured Ev Wilson, has also distinguished himself as an all-round and Bert Barton.
The backfield will find Dave
guard. He will in all likelihood be moved back to the defensive unit
Patterson and Terry Woodbury
with the expected return of Wilson to his right guard spot.
alternating at the quarterback
Offense One Of Best
spot. John Libby and Rod Coilette
outstanding
an
and
carrier
Ted Howe is proving to be a fine ball
will be running out of the half- version.
Two minutes later, again as the
blocker. With the return of Hal Anthony by at least the Colby game, back positions, and Gary Gelinas
result of an Amherst fumble, Jack
Coach Walsh's worry won't be in finding a fullback but in picking a will start at fullback.
Others who are expected to see Cosgrove skirted his own right
spot for both boys. With Totman, Levesque and Cosgrove, the Polar
action in the backfield are Sal end for 21 yards and Bowdoin's
Bear offense should prove itself one of the best in the state.
Compagnone, Pete O'Rourke, Don second touchdown of the period.
If injuries no longer prevail and keep key players on the bench,
Richter, Bill Hale, Kurt Volk, Beautiful blocking and deception
season.
winning
a
into
may
well
turn
this
Bowdoin
Clark
Neill, Tim Stearns, and Len marked the play. Ted Howe is
*
*
•
*
developing into a first class blockPlasse.
ing back. Many times he threw
Williams, Bowdoin's next opponent, had plenty of trouble with a
Bowdoin
plays only three games
scrappy Middlebury team but they finally won by the close score of this season: Hebron at Bowdoin, key blocks which gave Cosgrove
the necessary protection to get his
9-0. Bates beat Middlebury a week ago 19-14.
this Friday; Tilton at Bowdoin,
passes off.
.
and Bowdoin at
Williams will bring a veteran team boasting one of the biggest lines October 17;
The recovery of another AmBowdoin has to face, averaging around 200 lbs. per man. The Ephmen Exeter, November 1.
herst fumble led to Bowdoin's
Rochesthave lost to a strong Boiling Air Force Base team 28-0 and to
third TD. In the second quarter,
Sigma Nu's in a game that could after being deep in enemy terrier 12-7 before squeaking by Middlebury last week.
game very well decide first place in tory, Cosgrove threw a 70 yard
This reporter is looking for a close scoring, hard fought
league A, and perhaps the title it- touchdown pass to Fred Flemming
which could go either way.
self.
who had outdistanced the secondMeanwhile, on the other side of

Art Cecelski,

who was moved

to the offensive platoon to replace

•

Sigma Nu, A.D., Dekes Shine
In Interfraternity Football

the ledger
in
League B, the
mighty Dekes made mincemeat of
the A.RU.'s 33-0 in the most lopsided score of the week. The pass-

Sailors Gain First
In Tight

Win

.

took second

the Kappa Sig safety
man, and cut into the end zone

distanced

wind

The Kappa

Sigs,

parade

touchdown

their

started

with

j

Geary

to Janelle who made a
finger-tip catch down in
the end zone, Gerry, Janelle and

passing

brilliant

Kreider continued the
scoring in the second half with the
fast running Kreider sweeping the
ends for long gains. Both teams
played under the handicap of having only one referee who fried to
perform the impossible task of
keeping time, watching for offsides, calling personal fouls and

Johnny

!

their campaign by shutting out the A.T.O.'s
12-0. The A.T.O.'s showed little

T.D.'s

opened

organization as they were unable
to score against the TD's defen-

alignment built around Bob
Herrman The efforts of Hugh McLaren and Bob Thurston of ATO
sive

were completely nullified as, they
tried to pass and to turn the ends.
The Theta Delt's offensive play
was centered around Gush Ladd,
Bill Fraser and the speedy Dick
Getchell. Only the stubborn ATO
defense kept the TD's scoring
down to two touchdowns.
The Sigma Nu's got their football machine steam-rolling with a
22-2 victory over a light, inexperienced Psi U team. Lou Audet
and Dave Mellincoff mystified the
Psi U defensive unit by a series of
fakes, reverses, and end sweeps.

The

first

last

faculty athletic committee will decide further details as to how and
when the soccer team will hold its practices. The future of a soccer
team at Bowdoin, despite mounting student support, is still uncertain.

game

The

thirty-five yard, high-step-

highlight of the

ping sprint through the entire

DS

team by Bob Graff. In the closing
seconds of the game, the Beta's
came within inches of the winning
touchdown, when Graff took a pass
over center and

fell

Our long experience

in

in

Interfraternity
Last
year's
Touchfpotball Champions, the Alpha Delta Phi's, began their titledefense by sweeping through the
Chi Psi team in a 20-15, free-scoring game. The A.D.'s, building
round Wally Bartlett and Ray

MM

it

.

.

up

A

fumble

this score.

BowThe Polar Bears
downs as against
the Lord Jeffs.

first

half ended with

doin leading 24-0.

ran up six
four for

first

After five ^minutes had elapsed
the second
half,
Amherst
climaxed a 58 yard march with
Robin Turner going over from the
six yard line. Turner, Bob Kisiel
and Bob Jedry sparked the touchdown drive with their ground gaining. Dick Catlett made the conversion good and Amherst had
seven points.
Roger Levesque set up Bowdoin's fifth score with a 40 yard
in

Two passes and two
bucks put the ball on the Amherst one yard line where Levesque took it over for the score.
Scoreless Battle Of Substitutes
Levesque passed to Fred Flemming for the extra point, Bowdoin's first of the afternoon. Levesque had previously missed four
conversions. The pass for the point
was a beaUWfully executed play
with the usual point after touchdown formation used as a decoy.
The fourth period was a scoreless battle of substitutes. Both
coaches used the last quarter to
give their reserves some experience.
The outstanding feature of the
game was the work of the Polar
Bear's defensive unit. A decided
weakness in the first two games of
the season, Adam Walsh seems to
Portland Press Herald
have worked the right defensive
Bowdoin's quarterback Jack Cosgrove is shown making a 20 yard gain through the Amherst secondary.
combination for the rest of the
He was finally overhauled by Howie Korell of Amherst. Cosgrove ran and passed well and several times
year.
he was able to get back to the line of scrimmage after being unable to pick out an uncovered possible pass
Gabe Peluso, playing his first receiver.
game of the season, added extra
velops it will be released in the
files.
strength backing up the line with
As the recruiting schedule de- columns of the ORIENT.
outstanding Captain Don Agoskickoff return.
line

3

4

3

2

4

5
4

also braced

All seniors registering with the
fense.
Placement Bureau are requested to
Fred Flemming scored 13 points complete and return their registrafrom his right end position and tion forms to the Bureau no later
also played safety on defense. He than the November 1 deadline.
and Don Roux give Bowdoin two
This is necessary in order that
fine pass receivers who will war- the individual interviews with the
rant watching in coming games.
Director may be conducted prior to
Bowdoin (SI)
interviews
(7) Amhenrt the industrial campus
Roux, le
Je, Duffy
which begin during the early part
McGoldrick. It
It, Longsworth
Goldstein, le
No interviews will
1r, Boehm of November.
Agostinelli. e
c. Moses
be arranged unless the completed
Cecelski, rgr
rgr, Karch
McCullum, rt
rt, MacCatrnon
registration form is in the Bureau
FTemmins:, le
re, McFarland
Cowrrove, lis
qb. Deytendorf
Colby and Bates, any large numLevesoue, lhb
lhb. Jedry
Totman. rhb
rhb, Kor.-ll ber of unsold tickets must be reHowe, fb
fb. Kisiel
turned on Friday following the
Bowdoin
12 12
7
31
Amherst
0—7 above dates. Student tickets, if
7
Substitutions
Bowdoin
McBride, Ingraham. Wratrur. Savage. Jeon, rVnjBo, purchased here, are one dollar, hut
S«cco,
Greenwood. Hutchinifs. Snellinic. if purchased at the gate will be

the

de-

Men's Grey Bowdoin Sweatshirt
Men's T-Shirts

- -..V"

Gym

•

Pants

Sweat Socks

-

V>j- * >-

-

-

-

$2,45

•* *

•

*

1.19

.

1.65

----------We

.89

n\9b stock- gym- sneakers

and

—

tennis sneakers

—

Test*.
Friedlander,
A.
Farrinfrton,
Stephens. Pratt. Boyle. F. Farrinirton. Atlans. Nevin. Ladd. Leiphton. Werksman.

Coukas. Williamson.
Storveon. Larcom
Garland. Amherst Brennan. Catlett. MacI>mnon. Downey. Rose, Hert. Lawrenz.
McLean.
Abrams.
Blackburn.
Forbes,
Mahler. Powell. Knight. Norway. Joy
Turner. Holland. Pastore. Nash. Moruan.

—

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

$2.50.

Students wishing extra tickets
Maine game must purchase
them from October 27 to 30.

for the

——

6
4

Student
football
follows:

tickets

games

for the away
on sale as

will be

—
—

Colby
Oct. 13 to 16
Bates
Oct. 20 to 23
Because of an agreement with

Totali
19

••<

Outfitters to

Bowdoin

Men

.

.

»

State Series Tickets

18
17

Long Sleeve
Knit Cotton

M

Matchless Service"
to each

and every

short cuts

FORD

^POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

Notice

Mark Savage and "Moose"

POLO SHIRTS

.

producing the following and other

Bowdoin men can show you
time and save yoi money.

kinds of printing for

man at Bowdoin

— MERCURY

*

•

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

The Record Office
Paul K. Niven

Mechanical Repairs

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers Of The Orient •

If

You Want
Ask

us about

it.

A Book - Any Book

immediate information as

and

we

If
If

don't have

it's

it,

Parts Supply

Body Repair*

Accessories

Painting

lures

Lubrications

Car Washing

& Tubes

Chances are we can give you
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Psi U line trapped
the Sigma Nu backfield in the end
zone for their only two points.
Delta Sig Beats Beta
The Delta Sig's passed their
way to a 8-7 victory over the
Beta's.

afcso set

informal practice sessions of Bowdoin's infant soccer team
week behind Hubbard Hall. Hans W. Wamsteker, foreign
student at the Psi U House, is shown dribbling a borrowed basketball
down the make-shift practice field. The outcome of a meeting by a

The

was a

to

Colby

began

and offensive halfback.

—

,.

The first score in the game was
made by the Sigma Nu's on a
blocking lapse by the Psi U offensive line.

which augured

last race,

Totman played an outstanding
game going both ways as, defensive

be (an exciting one, turned out to
Touchdowns: Bowdoin
Flamming- (2).
be something of a disappointment, Cosgrove, Totman, Levesque. Amherst —
Turner.
since Colby and Holy Cross tangled
Points After Touchdowns:
Flemming
at the starting line and let the (pass). Catlett (placement).
Bowdoin boat get the jump and a
decisive
lead that
was never
threatened.

Bowdoin

Photo by Gaston

T.D. Shuts Out A.T.O.

a

The final score of the meet was
Bowdoin 19 points Colby 18, and
Holy Cross 17.
The score by races.

tags.

The

place because of

shift.

The

for six.

five for the Polar
Bear's fourth tally of the game.

ed over from the

Friedlander

3-Way Meet

alone to the end

Totman V* humps Over
With less than a minute to play
in the first half, Mel Totman buck-

tinelli.

ing
combinations
of
Metz to
The Bowdoin Sailing Club won
Brinkhan and Metz to Packard
Petterson, displayed that same proved too much
By Robert M. Hurst '54
for the A.R.U.'s its first home meet of the year,
The Kappa Sigmas, led by smooth-moving combination which and stamped the Dekes as the whumping Colby and Holy Cross
in an exciting afternoon's racing
"Doc" Geary, who did everything next week will go against the "class" of the league.
that saw the score tied three ways
but carry water out on the field,
with one race to go.
swarmed all over the Zetes, scorUsing five skippers for the six
ing five touchdowns and winning
races, Bowdoin trailed after the
31 to 6.
first three events but the Polar
The Zetes, runners up to the
tillermen raillied and won the last
AD's in last years championship
three races to cop the meet. Alan
playoff*, failed to show any of the
R. "Farmer" Gullicksen '53. the
class which brought them into the
only Big White centerboarder to
finals last November. In the openstart twice, won both his races, and
ing period while the Zetes had
Bob Hawley '55 turned in the other
the opposition baffled by their
Bowdoin triumph.
patented spread formation, Bob
Many of the events were closely
Haz2ard took a lateral and passed
contested, and in one race the
far down the field to Ed Peratta
Polar Bears lost a big lead and
who hauled down the ball, out-

it

zone.
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Editor Of '53 "Bugle";

To

Plans Several Changes

fen. Richard Nixon

James E. Basset
press

secretary

vice-presidential

'34

was named

for Republican
candidate Rich-

ard Nixon on August

26.

'54

Basset's official duties include
Paul P Brountas '54, Alpha
those of press chief and staff adDelta Phi, was recently elected
visor. He is a member of the Psi
1953 Bowdoin
the
of
editor
Upsilon fraternity, and was elect"Bugle".
ed editor of the ORIENT in his
Brountas is at present manager
senior year at Bowdoin.
the Debate Council, a varsity
Upon his graduation from Bow- of
debater, and the student head of
doin in June of 1934, he returned
ROTC. A past news editor
the
to his native state, California, and
of the ORIENT, he has also won
there obtained a reporting position
Fairbanks speaking prize, the
with the "Los Angeles Times." A the
Achorn Debate, and the Bradbury
prize for "best reporting of the
Debate.
month" was one of his first
Brountas has announced the
literary achievements, and he became Aviation Editor of the staff he has chosen for the "Bugle".
Listed as Editorial Assistants are:
"Times" shortly thereafter.
'54,

Gordon W. Anderson

Navy Career

Todd H.

"Bugle" Editor

Relations Officer for the Pacific
Fleet. In the early years of the

war Mr. Basset was on Admiral
Halsey's staff in tffe South Pacific.
By 1944 he had risen to the position of Public Relations Officer
for the 12th Naval District.
Mr. Basset supervised press refor the war-ending surrender ceremony aboard the U.S.S.
Missouri in 1945. His fine work
here brought him a letter of commendation from General Douglas
MacArthur. In addition to this
honor, Basset had previously been
awarded the Bronze Star, the
Asiatic-Pacific ribbon with four

lations

stars,

and several other

When

he

ribbons.

had
mander.

After his naval retirement, Basset returned to California and
Photo by Gaston
there became political editor of
the "Los Angeles Mirror." His exPaul P. Brountas '54
cellent work in this capacity soon
drew the interest of Republican Callihan '54, Alden E. Horton, Jr.

Party leaders resulting in his ap- '53
and Thomas Otis, Jr. '53. Robpointment as Senator Richard
ert C. Burr '55 has been named
Nixon's press secretary on the 26th
Activities editor and will be asby Robert A. Kcay '56.
A. Cook '54 is the new
Sports Editor and his assistant is
McCabe '54.
Richard
Co-Business .Managers
k
The Co-Business Managers are
Charles J. Carpenter '54 and Benson Ford '54. Thoy will be assisted
by Robert H. Cushman '54 and
Henry Payson Dowst '54. Berj O.
Chobanian '55 is again the Art
Philip A. Garland '54 has
Editor.
been named Circulation Manager.
sisted

James

T

School Test Date

Set For November 15
The Law School Admission Test
required of applicants for admission to a number of leading American law schools, will be given at
more than 100 centers throughout
the United States on the mornings

The Co-Photography Editors.
November 15, 1952, February
April 25, and August 8, 1953. Robert E. Cleaves III '54 and
During 1951-52 over 6800 appli- Thomas B. Campbell '54 will be as'54 and
cants took this test, and their sisted by George F. Phillips
James P.
scores were sent to over 100 law David H. Caldwell '54,
of

21,

schools.

Scott '55

A candidate must make separate
application for admission to each
law school of his choice and should
inquire of each whether it wishes
him to take the Law School AdmisSince many
sion Test and when.
law schools select their freshman
classes in the spring preceding
their entrance, candidates for admission to next year's classes are
advised ordinarily to take either
the November or the February

and George A. Massih,

is

the Fraternity Editor
Jr.

'56

is

his assistant.

The Fraternity Representatives
to the "Bugle", elected by the several fraternity houses are: Apha
Delta Phi, Theo
de Winter '54;
Psi Upsilon, Jay A. Carson '53;

ETS

payment

partial

Graduate Record Exams
During 1951-52 nearly 8,000

stu-

for

any picture

ordered.
L. Russell, at the Student Counselling office, or directly from Educational Testing Service, P. O. Box

parties.

OCTOBER

The

GRE

tests offered in these

nationwide programs include a
test of general scholastic ability,
tests of general achievement in six
broad fields of undergraduate
study, and advanced level tests of
achievement in various subject
matter fields. According to ETS.
candidates are permitted several
options among these tests.
Application forms and a Bulletin
of Information, which provides details of registration and administration as well as sample questions,

may be

8:00 The 440 Club
8:15
8:30 Paul DeBrule
8:45 Show
9:00 Classic! Hour
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00 Music V> study by
'
10:15
"
"
"
"
10:30
"
"
"
"
10:45
1 1

:00

World News

11:05 Popular Music
"
11:15
1 1 :30 Polar Bear Den
"
11:45

~

15
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may

devise.

I

tinually strive to protect.

Let us not emphasize any one
of these freedoms to the exclusion
of others, nor let us minimize any
one relative to the others.
must be as zealous about freedom

We

with conservative thought in the
country, explain that the ideas of
the speaker are not shared by the
student introducing him, but that
the organization the student represents feels that the speaker
should have a right to be heard on
the campus.
I mention these in-,
cidents only to indicate part of the
background for my own fear that
there is devolping on our campuses,
would have availed them little.
Extra legally there are forces an atmosphere which does not perwhich have made many college stu- mit the free expression and exdents, many college faculty, and, change of ideas.
many private citizens,
indeed,
If these restrictive forces conafraid to be completely frank in tinue in their effectiveness, two
expressing their thoughts. Many Important voids will be formed in
these influences have been our colleges. One, the lack of new
of
acrimonious, and have according- ideas, and with the cessation of
ly produced much acrimony in new ideas, there will eventuate
Others have re- cessation of progress. The second
their opposition.
sulted from the necessary inquiry will be the lack of knowledge of
of various investigative agencies any ideas, ideologies, or concept
following the normal course of which may be foreign to those
their investigations.
which we have always ourselves
For example, college students of held. Should we reach the point
today, in contrast with those of a where we cannot really study the
decade or so ago, willingly recog- forms of government, the philosonize and accept their responsibil- phy, the 'economics, and the atity for service to their country in titudes of all peoples, and espea manner to make the greatest cially of those who are so opposed
use of their talents. This service to what we stand for, we can
may be as an officer in the armed never properly defend ourselves
forces, or it may be with one of against those peoples or against
For their ideas. Only by the complete
the many federal agencies.
positions of this type, each candi- and free study of those foreign
date is investigated, and properly ideas, their critical evaluation, and
so, to ascertain whether or not he comparison with our own set of
may have loyalties to an ideal, values, can we maintain the free
cause or country, which are inimi- society in which we all believe.
cal to loyalty to the United States. If young minds are not to have
Young men in college are aware this opportunity to expand with
As a re- cultivation and care, they will be-,
of these investigations.
sult
they have become overly come dry as tinder, ready to blindchary, out of fear that in their as- ly accept foreign ideologies which
sociation with a person or organi- would spread through them as a
zation which might at some later prairie fire.
date become suspect, they would
This by no means advocates the
be barred from serving their coun- necessity or desirability of comtry in the role in which they were
munists on a college faculty. On
most interested and best qualified. the contrary, intellectual freedom,
One young man I recall was very intellectual honesty, and intellecintegrity
hesitant as to whether an organi- tual
are incompatible
zation with which he was con- with belief in communism. It does
nected on the campus, should spon- advocate, however, the opportunity
sor an address by Helen Gahagan for students and faculty to hear
has been lost through
The McCarran Act has
probably done more harm through
its restrictions than would have
been done had there been freedom
Admittedly, this abof travel.
sence of restriction would allow
some possible enemies of our society to enter this country, but
with proper internal security, it

freedom

legislation.

quality in an atmosphere of free
inquiry will assure the greatest
success for the individual according to his abilities, it does this\
not so much for the benefit of the
individual, but that he may make
his greatest contribution to thecommunity. The ultimate question

our graduate must be not,
I get?" but, "How
of myself can I give?"

for

"How much can
much

A

may

liberal arts education

lack of specific goals which is customarily associated with the libprogram to be translated
in its graduates into vagueness of
achievement in their life work.
Nor can we allow our emphasis on
freedom from restraint to be extrapolated into freedom from responsibility.
We must educate for

eral arts

responsibility.

In

a

recent

address

entitled.

Does faith impair freedom? Litton Pope said, "The human mind,
free to produce atomic fission, appeads unable to produce human
unity, because unity requires responsibility to something beyond

our own freedom." We must not
only educate for responsibility, but
we must be sure our education in-

beyond that
to our own freedom. It must include responsibility to our community, our nation, our society,

cludes responsibility

and our

Ckwi.

This responsibility has
tradition.

That

to give than

it

more

ancient
blessed

it

is

is

to receive is

.

will

remain

so,

and

will,

with the

help and guidance of God, continue
to educate youth in knowledge and
in virtue and in piety.

Sunday

Friday

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED

ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
consulting organization has

examination,

World Newt
Sport News
Hit of the Day

Paris Startime

Music to study by

Music to study by

Sunday Hop
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X-ray

pictures,

by the

reported the results of a continuing study by a

medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-

competent medical

ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,

effects of

specialist

and

smoking Chesterfield

A group

his staff

on the

cigarettes.

people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields, For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.

45%

off

of the

tinually

group have smoked Chesterfields con-

from one to thirty years for an average of

ears

and

throat.

The medical
ination

"It

my

is

specialist,

of every

member

after a

of the

thorough examgroup,

stated:

opinion that the ears, nose, throat and

accessory organs of

amined by

me

all

participating subjects ex-

were not adversely affected in the

six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough
-\M
:<;
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Christian concept compatible with
Bowdoin's tradition as a Christian
college. This tradition has grown
from the needs of the community
rather than from fist of charter.
The Christian heritage and mores
of the larger community in these
United States is so great that
there will always be need for Bowdoin as a Christian college.
She

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

A responsible

be-

come vulnerable on two grounds.
Our colleges must not allow the

NOSE, THROAT,

21

World News

Music

—

to provide this forum is failing to educate its students, and it

fails

Again, more and more often on has failed in its responsibility to
many ways during the past few
years, we have come to enjoy less our campuses today will a student, its community.
We dare not forget that while
freedom than we did fifty or one in introducing a visiting speaker
hundred years ago Some of this whose ideas may not be common an educational program of high
in

WBOA

OCTOBER

Sport News
Hit of the Day
Sports Review
Serenade in Blue
Popular Music
Masterworks
From France
Popular Music

Popular

to new conditions For this adaptation we must have new ideas to
meet these new conditions. If these
new ideas are to be valuable or
meaningful, it is uniquely essential that our college graduates have
truly a liberal education, an education which liberates their minds
They
to freely scan new vistas.
must possess a free intellect, intellect with the liberty to choose
among those concepts proven valuable from the past and from such
untried concepts as a free mind

and to express ideas which may
be at variance with our own or
with their own. If the ideas are
void, or the argument specious,
they can be shown so in open and
frank debate.
The college that

standably hold the primary inter-

The Schedule For

N

assessment, evaluation,
screening of these ideas.

cal

its

The problem which faced those est of a number of its faculty
giving or receiving such funds, and members. There are usually sevwhich is facing our electorate to- eral faculties in a university; enday, is not a technical problem. gineering, medicine, science, eduThere is no question about the cation, etc. 'Even if the faculty of
competency of the auditors who the undergraduate liberal arts colhave certified the statements con- lege is not relegated to a minor
cerning the origins and disposi- position under these circumstances,
tions of these funds, nor of the it will certainly have varying inauditing methods used. There has terests. The small college's single
been little question regarding the faculty has the unifying common
[legality of such funds under pres- interest of instruction in the liberaj
ent law. However, there is great arts. Its program may well be not
question in many minds concern- only better integrated but better
ing the proprieties or the ethics taught.
Certainly its undergradThis cannot be resolved uate instructional program is not
involved.
by better methods of bookkeeping, farmed out to a junior faculty.
nor by citations of law. The ansFinally, is a small college located
wers to be found can only be pro- in a fairly isolated community,
vided by judgment of the relative there are more opportunities for
valued concerned. To some extent close faculty-student relations.
these value judgments may be These occur not alone because of
synonymous with old fashioned smaller classes, but also because
morality.
of the everyday contacts in organiWhile the college is thus en- zations, on the campus, and around
gaged in preparing the citizenry the town.
for life in the community, it must
In spite of these advantages of
perforce simultaneously recognize a smaller institution, our larger
its responsiblity in educating each colleges will undoubtedly continue
student as an individual.
to exist They have their compenIn general, our liberal arts col- sating advantages and" a wise
lege will nurture its students on choice between the large and the
the culture of the ancient and re- small college depends principally
cent past.
This culture is not on the needs of the individual stulimited in its definition to such dent.
things as literature, music, the
In addition to educating men for
arts, but include political culture, their own cultural and intellectual
scientific and sociological culture. growth, and their service to fhe
The college will also acquaint its community, the college has other
students with the dynamics, the ac- responsibilities.
One of them is
tion, and the activity of the pres- perhaps closely related to those
ent.
With his nuture on the cul- previously discussed, but of suffiiture of the past, and his acquaint- cient importance to isolate for
ance with the dynamics of the pres- emphasis. This is the responsibilent, the graduate of the college will ity of the college to ensure a con-

dents took the GRE in partial fulfillment of admission requirements 592. Princeton. N. J., or P.O. Box
of graduate schools which pres- 9896.
Los
Feliz
Station,
Los
cribed it.
Angeles 27. California. A completed
The Graduate Record Examina- application must reach the ETS
tions, required of applicants for ad- office at least two weeks before
mission to a number of graduate the date of the administration for
schools, will be administered at which the candidate is applying.
examination centers throughout
the country four times in the comFound on the book shelf in Dean
Educational
Testing
year,
ing
Kendrick's office is a copy of
/
Service ihas announced.
This fall candidates may take "Esar's Comic Dictionary".
the GRE on Friday and Saturday,
November 7 and 8. In 1953. the
dates are January 30 and 31, April
17 and 18, July 10 and 11. ETS
advises each applicant to inquire
of the graduate school of his choice
Wrdn*»d«y
Thursday
which of the examinations he
7:00 World News
World News
" :05 Sport News
should take and on which dates.
Sport News
7:10
Hit
of
Day
Hit
of
the
the Day
Applicants for graduate school fel7:1.1 Piano Portraits
Popular Music
lowships should ordinarily take the
7:30 Brunswick
Hiirh
7 :45 School Show
designated examinations in the fall
administration.

new

community, and to ensure the

obligation

>

A

Chi Psi, Lawrence M. Boyle '53;
Delta Kappa Epsilon, William E.
Clark II '54; Theta Delta Chi.
David H. Payor '54; Zeta Psi, Joel
H. Hupper '54; Kappa Sigma, Roland G. Ware, Jr. '54; Beta Theta
test, if possible.
The Law School Admission Test, Pi, Pattangall Nicolet '53; Sigma
prepared and administered by Edu- Nu, David H. Caldwell '54; Alpha
cational Testing Service, features Rho Upsilon. Herbert P. Phillips
objective questions measuring ver- '54; Delta Sigma, E: Ward Gilman
bal aptitudes and reasoning ability '53; and Independants, Owen M.
rather than acquired information. Zuckert '54.
"Bugle" Policy Changes
cannot be "crammed" for.
It
Brountas disclosed that there
Sample questions and information
regarding registration for and ad- will be several policy changes in
There will be
ministration of the test are given in tne 1953 "Bugle".
a general theme to be followed
a Bulletin of Information.
Bulletins and applications for the throughout the book and more emIn
test should be obtained four to six phasis on shorter write-ups.
weeks in advance of the desired striving for a more "artistic laytesting date from Law School Ad- out, more photographs will be used,
Educational Test- some of which will be in color.
mission Test.
ing Service, P. O. Box 592, Prince- The "Bugle" Staff desires that any
ton, N. J. Completed applications interesting fraternity pictures takmust be received at least ten days en during the year be given to the
before the desired testing date in fraternity representatives for conorder to allow ETS time to com- sideration by the "Bugle".
Senior pictures will be taken
plete the necessary testing arfrom Oct. 20 through Oct. 25 from
rangements for each candidate.
2:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.
A sitting fee of throe dollars will be
charged which may be used as a
Schedules Four

this

greater than the difficulty encountered in the field of value
Perhaps the greatest
judgments.
difference between the two is that
the former is more easily liable
to experimental verification.
To consider two small examples
which demonstrate the necessity of
sound value judgments in our daily
life.
Our scientists have often
been damned for their invention
In some quarof atomic energy.
ters, they have also been damned
for the very concept, to the best of
my knowledge yet unfulfilled, of
They have
the hydrogen bomb.
boen described as irresponsible for
Frankenstein monsters
creating
they could not control. In these
matters there were several decisions involving value judgments:
first, the production of an atomic
bomb; second, its use on civilian
populations; and later, the attempt
to produce a hydrogen bomb. The
ultimate decision in each of these
travel farther afield to
questions were not made by those
education. At the same time the
trained in the sciences or those
of the members of the
with technical ability. These deci- presence
faculty in the community would
sions were made by men whose
the cultural interest of
training had been outside the sci- increase
the citizenry. Had colleges been
ences, in politics and in public life.
urban centers, the
Those who will govern our country limited to large
dissemination of culture would
in the future will have more and
extensive and
more of these decisions to make. have been far less
This is true to a
less rapid.
Science can furnish no formula by far
today.
which to make them. They will certain extent even
A number of small colleges
always be based on human judgspread over a large area also proment, with its attendant human
vides both more competition and
frailty.
a greater diversity of viewpoints
Currently, we are witnessing an- toward higher education. Both of
other
example requiring sound these factors promote sturdy and
value judgments in the controversy
prolonged growth and developover the use of non-government ment.
funds for the support of the activIn a small college, tfcere is more
ities of men who are servants of
uniformity of purpose among the
the government.
Fortunately, or members of the faculty than is
unfortunately, I can make this ref- true in a larger institution of the
erence without showing partiality university-type. The latter has a
to either of the two major political
graduate school which will under-

the Navy in 1945, he,
attained the rank of Com-

Law

fulfills

community primarily by

This liberty of choice, and the
ability to conceive of ideas, old or
new, among which to exercise this
liberty, cannot be cultivated in a
It canrigid, static atmosphere.
not be cultivated in an atmosphere
where man is free only to express
those ideas which have already
proved socially acceptable to our
cannot
intellect
society.
Free
flourish in an atmosphere of fear
fear of penalty by ostracism because of guilt by association. It
Hyde pointed out in his inaugural cannot flourish in an atmosphere
address in 1886, one of these op- in which one must always think of
portunities must have been in the how a thought may sound out of
minds of Bowdoin's founders. At context, before free rein is given
the time they petitioned the legis- ideas in intelligent discussion.
lature of the Commonwealth of
Unfortunately, there are in the
Massachusetts for a college, there world today despots who would
had already existed for more than take from us those freedoms which
one hundred and fifty years a col- are our most precious heritage.
lege of some repute easily accessible
In our understandable and natural
by water to the citizens of Maine, anxiety, to counter those enemies,
But, Bowdoin's founders felt that
we cannot permif ourselves to
a college in the District of Maine suicidally destroy those very freewould serve not only the conveni- doms. It is the ideal and the reence of the young men of the Dis- sults of those freedoms which have
trict desirous of an education, but
made this country truly great. It
also, by its presence and that of its
is not alone our raw materials, our
graduates in the District, increase
geography, our wealth, which have
the awareness in the general popudone this for us. Other nations,
coladvantages
of
a
the
of
lation
enjoying these same advantages to
Obviously many
lege education.
a greater extent have not offered
men would be encouraged to at- so much, nor appealed to so many,
tend the local college who would
It is this freedom
as has ours.
otherwise have been deprived of
religion,
of
enterprise,
of
of
higher education, but also, many thought, of speech, of the press,
others would be encouraged to
of assembly, that we must conseek an

left

of last August.

tinued flow of

be prepared to best meet the probto lems of the future.
Education in the liberal arts
educational function among its stu- might well be considered as the
dents.
In addition, it fulfills it acceleration of the acquisition of
through providing means of sup- experience and attitude. Through
port in the community for scholars the study of history and the classwho are primarly interested in ics, of literature and the arts, and
of the social and several other scimatters of the intellect.
Two other questions must be ences, in a relatively short time
answered. Does a liberal arts col- we may gain much of the experilege make a unique and necessary ence and appreciate many of the
contribution to the community, problems of ages past. This exand secondly, is there justification perience and appreciation is equfor a small liberal arts college ated to a certain degree of maturity of judgment which is so esrelative to a larger one.
With respect to the former, sential if we are to be able to
what excuse is there for an educa- meet intelligently new situations
as they arise. Since almost every
tional institution to give training
which may be crucial in
only in the liberal arts, to the ex- situation
the life of a man or the life of a
clusion of technology or one of the
new situation, this acprofessions ? No one familiar with nation is a
quisiiton of critical perception and
the problems faced by our part of
for intelligent decision can
the world in protecting the con- ability
amply justify a liberal arts
cepts and ideals which we .hold alone
quesmost valuable, could possibly mini- education. There can be no
mind of the necessity
mize the importance of technical tion in any
welfare
qualities
the
for
of
these
training for such protection. Howor
technical of the community, either local
important
that
ever
national.
training may be, it ultimately
All of these aims can be achieved
could yield nothing without equally
sound training in the field of value by a large liberal arts college, but
judgments. The difficulty of sub- a small college offers several opject matter in technical fields is portunities which the larger inoften taken for granted. However stitution finds it difficult, if not
great it may be, it is certainly no impossible, to offer. As President
college

Benson Ford '54 Named
Co-Business Managers

Mr. Basset joined the Navy in
February of 1941, and in the same
year was named Assistant Public

ideas into the of intellect as we are about free- Douglas, one time democratic conIf any of these gresswoman from California. Now
criti- dom of enterprise.
and are to be meaningful, we must en- I realize that in Maine a Democrat
sure freedom of communication, may likely be suspect, but at the
With the changes which are and the free interchange of ideas, same time, I believe even this
wrought by time in the world in by speech, by publication, or by audience can appreciate the extent
of the inhibitory influences of this
which we live, we must be con- travel.
student.
stantly ready to adapt ourselves
It is of deep concern to me that particular

[Continued From Page i]
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Sunday Parties Out

Coles Claims Further Social
Restriction 'Up To Students'

Jazz Band

Overstreet, Lecturer

Nears Completion Date
Of About November 15

And Leading Writer
Set To Speak Nov. 23

Eh-. Harry A. Overstreet, a notBowdoin's Physics and Biology
departments will each have a floor ed author and a leader in the field
a half of lecture rooms, of adult education, will speak Frilaboratories and offices when the day, November 21 at 8:30 p.m. in
renovation of the Searles Science Upper Memorial Hall at the lecBuilding, at an estimated sum of tureship sponsored annually by
!_,

and

$350,000.

is

the Delta

completed.

Sigma

fraternity.

Though work on the

building is
Overstreet is the author of many
going on, classes are being books
including
"The Mature
held nevertheless. It is expected Mind" which received recognition
that the renovation project will be as a Book-of-the-Month selection.
Noof
completed by the middle
He was educated at the Univervember.
6tlll

sity of California

When the Searles Science Building was built in 1894 it was considered extremely modern and upto-date. If anything, it was too
big, as there wene only three professors teaching science courses
hare at that Urns. Searles Haii also had air conditioning for some
years, though it was not electrically lighted until later.

for

many

Head

and Oxford and

years he served as the

of the

Department

of Phil-

osophy and Psychology of the College of the City of iNew York.

The speaker has made many
a
as
lecture appearances and
pioneer in the field of adult education he has made many contribv*
tions, both as a psychologist and
as a social philosopher.

Extensive Changes
The basic changes being made
the removal of the
y at this date are
central staircase and the firewalls
which once divided the building
in half. What used to be the Bowdoin Science Museum on the third
floor mezzanine now will house the
embriology and histology room
and offices. The Museum will be
set up in the northern end of the
basement and should be ready for
visitors in June, 1953.

In recent years, Overstreet has
conducted in several sections of
the country a series of classes for

,

Illegal;

Cites Military Strength

Violations To Result
In Social Probation

Agostinelli Cops J.

Philoon Trophy

This is not a new rule he stated,
but one which last year was not

The 12th ^"nra 1 James Bowdoin Day ceremonies held'
morning were highlighted by atomic physicist Edward U. Condon's address stressing the "relation of the scientist
to the society in which he lives," and the presentation of the
James Bowdoin Cup to Donald C. Agostinelli '53 and the General Philoon Trophy to James E. Herrick Jr. '53.
Dr. Condon, the Director of Research and Development
at the Corning Glass Works, stated that the process of extending
knowledge through iacience is effective whether for good or bad
purposes, but that the ticklish question is the problem of the
scientist who does work for evil or destructive purposes. Consenting that there is need for social responsibility among scientists, he noted that^he situation is not as bad as people think.
He added that s/fience has been present in only five per-cent of
recorded history and is still foreign to the human race. Dr. Con'Man is
don quoted from the French scientist Robert Vallee:
changing his environment and his problem is no longer how to

By John

to accommodate a 5,000 volt demand.
All the hallways and rooms have
new asphalt tile flooring and the
rooms have gained a ceiling of
celotex. Hot and cold air heating
units have replaced the old iron
radiators; the halls have been
widened with the removal of large

Energy Commission. Speakers in
the past have included Mary ElNorman Thomas, and Alexander Woollen Chase, Eleanor Roosevelt,
cott.

Student Council Chairman Gordon W. Stearns Jr. '54 appointed
three house presidents, H. Davison Jr. '54, Frank J. Farrington
Jr. '53, and D. Clark Wolfe "53,
to form the preliminary Student
Judiciary Committee. Of the ten
men chosen, five will be appointed
by the Council to serve on the|
Committee.
The council also voted to give
Cheerleaders sweaters on the condition that the man be a senior
with two years cheering experience. No more than three sweaters
are to be given each year.
The Dean and Professor Tillotson requested that four of the
houses be opened the weekend of
December 13 to house girls from
Colby Jr. and Framingham State
Photo by Gaston
Teachers College who will be parDonald C. Agostinelli '5$, left, winner of the James Bowdoin Cup for the second year in
ticipating in the Messiah with the
a row, shakes hands wit* James E. Herrick, Jr. '53, the winner of the General Philoon
Bowdoin Glee Club.
Trophy. These awards were announced at this morning's James Bowdoin Day exercises.
The Dean also requested that
freshmen follow the rule of no
wooding in Sunday Chapel.
146
Describe Trip
Fathers
Finish
Out of the $400 surplus from the
last Campus Chest Weekend, the
Register For Ninth
Europe
Next
Plans, Elect ML Levine
4
Council voted to give $50 to Nick
Sarras, a Colby football player
Annual
The Young Democrats Society at
Meeting'
Political
stricken with polio.
Bowdoin has completed organizaSophomore elections are to be
146 Bowdoin fathers registered tion plans in their drive to further
Associate Professor Albert S.
held the week following the Maine Roe, curator of the Walker Art for the ninth annual meeting of the cause of Adlai Stevenson, the
game, it was announced.
Museum will be the Political the Bowdoin Fathers Association Democrat aspirant in the coming
Forum's first speaker of the col- held on Fathers Day. last Satur- presidential election.
lege year, and will discuss his day, October 18, at 11 a.m.
The Young Democrats now have
Appointed Sabbatical trip to Europe in Con- An announcement of the nomin- 25 students in their group. ElecRobert
ference Room A in the Moulton ating committee's choice of Mr. tions were held last night to select
Union next Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. Peter B. Stengel and his subse- the officers of the club. Martin G.
Quill Business
Professor Roe studied in Eng- quent election to the Presidency of Levine '53 was elected president
Robert E. Gray '53 has recently land and travelled quite extensive- the Association, and a speech by and Camille F. Sarrauf '5I> was
been appointed Business Manager ly in Europe.
Professor Herbert Ross Brown elected secretary-treasurer. The
He came to Bowdoin in 1946 were the highlights of the meet- club also elected President Emeriof the "Quill," the literary publicaafter receiving his A.B. at Prince- ing.
tion of Bowdoin College.
tus Kenneth C. M. Sills as HonorGray is a member of Kappa ton in 1936 and his M.F.A. at
The selection of a new president ary President.
Sigma fraternity, and in addition Princeton in 1940. He was a Teach- and vice-president had been made
Business
Radposition
of
Fellow
at
Harvard
and
ing
to holding the
following Mr. Martens' suggestion
1951-1952 cliffe from 1940 to 1942. Professor that, having held the office of
Manager
the
for
ORIENT, he has been active in Roe was a lieutenant in the Navy President for four years, he felt
WBOA, the college radio station, during World War II.
that he should be succeeded by an-

Roe To
To
At

Bowdoin

Week
Forum

New

scribed by President Emeritus Sills
as a "symbol of the growth of inmagnetic black- tellectual
interest
among the
another outstanding

laboratory tables
relic cases.
have been installed in both depart-

Green

are
feature in the labs.

Young Democrats

Dad

Gray

Manager

The

and the Bowdoin Christian Associ-

officers

of

the

Political

member

of the organization.
Mr. Stengel, the former vice-presi-

other

By Charles W.
Since education has, by nature,
been thought to be pure only when
it is void of prejudice, it is somewhat startling and thought-provoking when the scholars of the
country openly declare their political preference.
During the past
three weeks the newspapers have
been replete with articles and advertisements in which have been
published, often for the purpose

dent was announced President and
his former office was to be filled
by Mr. William A. Sands Jr.
Mr. Martens then introduced
the new officers and the nominating committee to the other mem-

DEAN QUASHES SAINT ELMO,

bers of the Association.
Stengel
President-elect
then
took the stand as the presiding ofHe fir3t expressed the gratitude which the Association owed to
Holding that the ORIENT is not or rubbers, name tags and beanies,
Mr. Martens for his earnest and of influencing those who hold their
a legitimate sponsoring agent for They would then march to the
rewarding work, and then went opinions in some awe and as truth,
undergraduate
activity,
Dean! house of President Coles (the on to speak briefly on the prin- the political views of leading proNathaniel C. Kendrick squashed Dean's house was to be substituted
fessors.
Although politics is not
ciple function of the Association
Saint Elmo's Fire Drill, scheduled in this case since President Coles
the awarding of a $700 scholarship an untried field for the educator
for last Thursday, after realizing has not yet moved into the Federal
^c^ye^rt^a^deservTnrfreshn^a'n (i.e. Woodrow Wilson and F.D.R.'s
that the demonstration was not, Street house) singing "Rise, Sons
"Brain
Trust"), it seems worthfrom outside the New England
in actuality, sponsored by the Stu- of Bowdoin".
Upon their arrival area.
while at this time for those who
dent Council.
light
the
freshmen
were
to
Head Football Coach Adam have held the educator in some
matches and shout "Fire" until Walsh, himself a Bowdoin Father, esteem, the student, to speak in
Quashes Saint Elmo
they were dismissed.
with two Bowdoin sons, was then appraisal of these recent actions.
Dean Collars Stearns
Professors Accuse Nixon
introduced and spoke briefly on the
On Thursday after the ORIENT spirit of the College which re1. On the fifth of October, 1952,
appeared bearing the date of the mains in the hearts and minds o£ a group of Coiumoia professors isFire Drill, the Dean was seen the students long after they have sued a statement accusing Senator
scurrying over to Adams Hall to; left the campus.
Nixon of violating "an elementary
Brown Speaka
intercept the President ot the Sturule of public morals" in accept dent Council, Gordon W. Stearns
Professor Brown greeted the]ing $18,235 from 76 California
'54, as*he was about to enter a .fathers warmly, and ,stated a few businessmen as an expense fund,
class.
Mr. Stearns was informed general facts about the College.
2. Soon thereafter,
Represcntathat the Fire Drill was cancelled, He explained how student-faculty- tive Charles A. Halleck of Indiana
land that it was up to him to in- 'administration relations were inti- issued the following statement:
form the fraternity houses of this, mate and friendly in this small.) "Nine of the 23 Columbia UniverLater, when the ORIENT was liberal arts college, and went on to- s ;ty professors
are citod in the
being admonished by Dean Ken-jcxplam how the fathers fit into files of the House Un-American
drick, it learned the reasons be-,thi~ friendly atmosphere.- He felt Activities Committee.
Th?se are
hind the administrative decision that the fathers were somehow j. Bartlett Brenner, Henry Steele
Fire included in the emotional and in-jcemmage
to abrogate Saint Elmo's
Horace
Drill.
The most important factor tellectual experiences of belong- L. Friess. Robert Lee Hale, Paul
in the Dean's cancelling of the ling to the College.
Lagarsfield.
Robert M. Mclver,
A report by the Secret a ry-Treas- Robert K. Merlon, and Mark Van
demonstration was its unqucstionably illegitimate sponsorship. Dean urer, Herbert E. Mehlorn. showed Doren."
Kendrick also reasoned that the that, there «.re 619 members of the| 3 -jn^
p fcssors {i3 „ n charWf
local townspeople might possibly Association. 60 of whom s: n new that these attacks upon them were
object to such a demonstration. membeis and fathers of entering paTt of a sclienr? to stifle sentiof
lateness
balance
freshmen.
cash
The
total
He also questioned the
ment on the Columbia campus for
the hour at which it was to oe held, on hand on October 17, 1952. was Governor Stevenson.
furthermore pointed out that a ?3579.23. Last year's cash balance
Nathaniel C. Kendrick mob of Saint Elmo's proportions was $3273.99, and expenses during 4. A week aro. Dean Carl W.
The an- Ackerman of the Columbia UniverAfter chiding the ORIENT for often shows a tendency to 'ecome the year were $909.76.
sity graduate school of Journalism
nual $700 Bowdoin Fathers
"irresponsibility" as far as the best unruly.
announced his support of StevenPamphlets
is included in this.
Scholarship
The
Of
The
Case
interests of the students and adson.
pamphlets
r.tes
Reduced
On the following day,
ministration of the College were
You (an't Keep Me Quiet
conFollowing this report. President
concerned. Dean
Kendrick de- were mysteriously posted in
He said, "Officers of the Unimanded that in the future, activi- spicuous places about the campus Martens made a motion rthat the
versity,
including myself,
fraternity
Li
Memhave
the
Association
reduce
e
and
in
various
the
ties of that
sort be channeled
These pamphlets read: bership duos from $50 to $25 in an been urged to remain silent in
through either the Student Coun- houses.
Elmo's Fire effort to increase the life members. order that the name of the Unicil or the Bowdoin Cheerleading "Dean Quashes Saint
Drill! How long will Bowdoin stu- The motion vas seconded and be- versity should not be brought into
organization.
the campaign. However, I do not
dents tolerate administrative "in- came a unanimous vote.
A Bogus Tradition
intend to remain silent as long as
fringements upon their inalienable
Saint Elmo's Fire Drill was a rights?
General Eisenhower is free and
PROTEST!" It would
Seats Available
bogus tradition created in the appear that some group on ^he
unrestricted in his use of the Unicolumns of the ORIENT in the in- campus was not in sympathy mth
Students interested in reserving versity's name and property for
terests of more original hazing. the Dean's action.
He has
spats for the Masque and Gown- campaign purposes
The ORIENTS report said that
The final note on behalf of Saint Classical Club performance of himself made Columbia a campaign
the Student Council would lead the Elmo was manifested at the foot- "The Medea" of Seneca which will issue."
5. The Deans of the Law Schools
demonstration. This came as news ball rally on Friday evening, where be presented on Friday, October
to both the Dean and the Student students were observed carrying 31, in the Adams Lecture Hall of of Yale University and the UniCouncil.
The plan of the Fire signs bearing the inscriptions: the Cleaveland Chemistry Build- versity of Illinois have both pubDrill was to get the freshmen lined "Old King Coles Bows to Saint ing, are requested to call Bruns- licly condemned the efforts of
up on the Class of 1910 Walk at Elmo", and "Saint Elmo Rides wick 83-M between 7:00 and 9:00 Senator Nixon to criticize or reMidnight, clad in pajamas, galoshes Again".
p.m. on Tuesday, October 28.
proach Governor Stevenson for

"IRRESPONSIBLE" ORIENT

undergraduates."

ficer.

I
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j

New Aquarium

j

An aquarium and an entrance
hallway for the Museum arc to be Torry,
between the two wings in
the rear of Searles Hall. The stairs
at the northern end of the building now lead up to where there
will be an improved astronomical
platform atop the embriology lab.
Perhaps the most visible improvement is one yet to come,
Plans to paint the exterior a brick
red have been made so that the
building will conform in color with
the others on campus.
Professor .Noel C. Little and Mr.
Glenn R. Mclntire. the College
bursar, arc the faculty rcpresentatives on the building committee.

!

|

Goding Named

built

Student Run Reception

For Coleses Tomorrow

j

Overseers Emeriti

j

'

j

I

Mr. Charles Cutler Torrey '84
and Mr. Edward Nathan Coding
'91 were named Overseers Emeriti
at a meeting of the Bowdoin College Board of Overseers on October 13.
Mr.

Torrey's

electioi.

was

in

recognition of 43 years of active
service as a Bowdoin overseer ending with his retirement in 1942.
noted classical scholar, he tutored
in i^atin for two years early in his
career. From 1900 to 1932 Mr.
Torrey was a Professor of Semetic
Languages at Yale University, at
the end of which time he was given
the title of Professor Emeritus.

A

Mr. Torrey also spent several
years teaching in Palestine. During
Bowdoin's undergraduates will his long career, he received in
hold a reception for President and honor of his excellent work, eight
Mrs. James Stacy Coles tomorrow degrees from various colleges and
night in the Moulton Union Lounge universities, among which were
from 7:30 to 10:00.
Yale and Bowdoin.
It was through the suggestion of
Mr. Goding
graduated from
the Student Union Committee that
Bowdoin with the class of '91. He
the student body decided to hold
then studied for three years at
this function as a means of having
Harvard Law School and subthe undergraduates make or renew the acquaintance of the new- sequently started his own practice
in Boston. Mass. Mr. Goding servly inaugurated President and his
ed as a member of the Bowdoin
wife.
Alumni Council for three years
The students, since they are actfrom 1920 to 1923.
ing as hosts, will have complete
The election of Messrs. Torrey
charge of the evening to the extent that undergraduate wives will and Goding as Overseers Emeriti
at the meeting of the Board of
pour the cider and coffee.
Members of the Union Commit- Overseers on October 13 marked
tee will attempt to insure that all the first time in Bowdoin's hisstudents get a chance to meet Dr. tory that this title has ever been
bestowed.
and Mrs. Coles.
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adapt himself to the natural universe, but
to the artificial universe of his

own

.

.

how

to

adapt himself

'

creation."

Discussing the various problems that confront the world
today, the atomic physicist emphasized the growing scarcity of
resources. "Limited resources cannot supply the expanding needs
of an expanding population." he said.
Dr. Condon warned against two dangers which are seriousexplained that 90 perly threatening our nation today. First, he
allocated into the
cent of the money for scientific research was
audience against the
the
cautioned
Condon
military program.
all our problems.
prevailing idea that military strength can solve
mood of fear and disSecondly, he stressed the danger of the
and abroad. He referred to
trust of our neighbors both at home
mood, a reference simthe McCarran Act as an example of this
by Bowdoin's President James Stacy Coles in
1

ilar to that

made

his inaugural

address of

last

October

13.

need for
Dr Condon concluded his address by citing the
such as those who were being
intelligent young men in the world
exercises.
honored at the James Bowdoin Day
The Memorial Hall ceremonies
opened with the invocation by the
Reverend John Louis Doherty,

Orient Reporters
All

ORIENT

Pastor of the Church of St. Charles
Borromeo. President James S.
Coles then made the announcement of awards. He introduced the

reporters and staff
either telephone or

members must
come in person to the ORIENT following James Bowdoin
tomorrow evening, Thurs- Scholars:
Donald C. Agostinelli '53. John
day, sometime between 7:00 p.m.
and 10:00 p.m. Any Freshman in- R. Allen '54, Richard H. Allen 54,
terested in trying out for the Neil Alter '55, Harold W. Anthony
ORIENT staff should come in 55, David W. Bailey '54, Walter
]"•£. Bartlett *S3. Raymond M. Biggs
sometime during tjiese "hours.
office,

'53, Lloyd O. Bishop '55, Elward
M. Bresett, Jr. '53, Carl A. Brink-

Educators' Declaring Of Political
Preference Sacrifices Integrity

|

The lectureship which was
established at the suggestion of
Avery M. Spear '25 has been de-

Herrick

B. Goodrich '55

earlier this

Forum are Ronald B. Gray '53,
the general public as weil as for ation.
The "Quill," the oldest con- President; John G. Day '53, Vice
business and professional groups.
Thtso classes have been sponsor- tinuously published .undergraduate President; John B. Goodrich '55,
ed by such agencies as the Exten- literary magazine, is offering a Secretary; and Peter Z. Bulkeley
sion Service of the University of cash bonus of $10.00 for a pen-and- '55, Treasurer. The Forum expects
r Continued on tag*
Michigan, the Extension Service
[ Continued on Page 4 J
4 ]
of the University of California and
the Department of Public Instruc-

tion of the Territory of Hawaii.
A new six inch water main has, The speaker at the Delta Sigbeen laid to provide a better water ma lecture last year was Sumner
supply for the laboratories, and the T. Pike '13
a member at that time
power line has been strengthened of the United States Atomic

Bowdoin Cup

Won By

"There will be no organized
parties on Sunday", was the Dean's
ruling at the Student Council
meeting Monday, October 20.

closely followed by some of the
houses. It will mean in substance
that the jazz band cannot play,
and that no effort is to be made
by any house to encourage large
groups of people. Violations may
result in social probation.

I

11

Emphasis,
Distrust Of Neighbors As National Dangers

Of Student Council

In response to growing undergraduate curiosity as to what changes
oar newly Installed President might have in mind for the College social
the ORIENT obtained an interview with Dr. James Stacy Coles
last Friday, October 17.
In answer to the question "Do you Intend to remove, or have you
ever entertained the idea of removing the bars from Bowdoin's fraternity houses?". President Coles replied, "Although many members of
the Alumni body have indicated strong disapproval of the existence of
bars In the fraternity houses, I expect to maintain the status quo
until some social crisis arises." He added that the continuation of the
bars in the fraternity houses was "completely up to the students themselves," and depended upon the future nature of their social activities.
President Coles declined to give a working definition of a social crisis,
or the consequences that might follow Mich a situation.
When queried as to whether or not the Alumni pressure to remove
the fraternity bars stemmed from a small group of influential men,
President Coles insisted that the pressure emanated from a "broad,
general group of Alumni," and could not be attributed to any particular group of men.
President Coles said that Bowdoin College should "not tolerate
anything that encourages or glorifies drinking," and implied that the
College should discourage its indulgence in excess. The fact that the
bars are allowed to exist In the fraternity houses, he added, appears
to many Alumni that the College encourages drinking. President Coles
did not say exactly how the College planned to discourage drinking.
In answer to the question "As Acting-Dean of Brown University,
what changes in the social rules at that institution did you effect?",
Bowdoin's new President replied, "Practically none." Dr. Coles cited
his abolition of the Sunday punch party at Brown, an act quite similar
to Dean Kendrick'* recent decision. At Brown, however, he stated that
his was a Job primarily of enforcing the existing social rules.
President Coles implied that a continuation of the 1952 "dryrushing" policy was quite probable, He expressed approbation of the
actions taken by the Student Council last spring and by Dean Kendrick this fall. President Coles ended the Interview by expressing the
opinion that a continuation of the undergraduate social privileges
would depend upon "a mature outlook on social activity" by the students of Bowdoin.

Searles Renovation Job

Condon

Rules Dean At Meeting

life,

ments.
boards

ORIENT
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Schoeneoian '53
testifying by deposition

man

'54.

Paul P.

Brountas

Brown '54. Peter
'55. Todd H. Callihan
A.

'54,

Z.
'54,

William
Bulkeley
Richard

'54. Douglas A. Chalmers
Robert H. Chamberlin '53, Al-

O. Card
in the

Hiss

'53,

Case.
6. In last week's papers,

bert

Chew Keong Chun-Hoon

'53,

there Charles A. Cook 53, Hugh Courteol
in '55, Philip W. Cummings '55, Richadvertisement
appeared an
which a similar group of Columbia ard Dale '53, Charles F. Davis '53.
professors, including the aforemenJohn L. Davis '53, John G. Day
tioned 23, openly supported Gov- '53, Philip. S. Day '55, Miguel E.
ernor Stevenson for the Presi- de la Fe '54, James R. Dorr '53,
dency.
Gerard L. Dubo '55, Robert Dunbe added that lap '53, Gujy T. Emery '53, Angelo
It might also
Harvard's Arthur Schlesinger Jr. J. Eraklis '54, Frank J. Farringhas worked as an integral part of ton '53, James L. Fickett '55.
Stevenson's staff.
James R. Flaker '54. Alfred A.
Gass 54, Richard T. Goodman '53,
"Hot Beds Of Communism"
The preceding facts tell their Jerome B. Gracey '55.
own story; it is for us to comment
Joel H. Graham '54, Ronald B.
with as much intelligence and fair- Gray '54, Richard S. Harrison "54.
ness as possiole. There may be a William C. Hays '55, James E.
cause for this action of the edu- Hebert '53, Allen F. Hetherington,
cators in the nomination of a man Jr. '54, George L. Hinds '55, Wilwhom they associate with learn- liam F. Hoffman '54, Thomas J.
ing on
the Democratic ticket Kane, Jr. '55, David S. Keene '53,
which they consider supports the William L. Kimball '55, Denis W.
platform of intelligent liberalism, King '55, Charles C. Ladd, Jr. '54,
and in the nomination of a soldier Ronald R. Lageux '53, David G.
who Was elevated to a position of Lavender '55. Martin G. Levine
eminence in the educational world -53, Roy G. Levy '54. Edward P.
for accomplishments in an unre- Lyons "S3, John S. MacDermid '53.
Here one can see an George J. Marcopoulos '53, Gordon
lated field.
element naturally attractive to j. Milliken '5?.. Wilrr.ot B. Mitchell
the educated mind and an element
p au j Morin '54.
equally unattractive.
There mayj Harold D. Osgood, Jr. '54, Elliot
be a cause in the reaction against s. Palais '55, Philip G. Palmer '53.
the criticism cf the Republican
nomas P.. Pickering '53. Robert
press directed toward the colleges jw. Pillsbury '51, George L. Reef
and universities as "hot-beds of '53. Morris-n S. Rickcr '53, HerCommunism
But whatever the rick C. Ridlon "54, Richard C.
cause, we still have the effect, r.nd Robarts '55, Theodore D. Robbins,
this effect remains more unfortun- Jr< -53 Theodore W. Roussin '54.
atc tnan distasteful.
Lojjs Schwartz '54, Gordon B.
Integrity Sacrificed
Small, Jr. '55. William R. Snelling
It is unfortunate that the two '53.
David B. Starkweather '55,
fields, education and politics, could Gordon W. Steams, Jr. '54, Harnot have been mutually existent, vey B. Stephens '55, Joseph J.
but yet independent for these two Tecce '55.
elements, mixed, v/ill dilute each
Christian B. von Huene '54. RobThe purity of education, ert W. Vose '.")5, Bnice Wald '53.
other.
which is a flowery term for the Robert E. Walsh '55, Donald C.
spirit of truth in which education Walton, Jr. '55. Roland G. Ware,
was conceived, cannot be diluted Jr. '54, George
Webber 2nd '55,
losing
its
without
beneficent Lewis P. Welch 54. Andrew W.
powers. The solidarity of politics, Williamson. Ill '55, Kenneth P.
as an institution of the governing Winter '55, William F. Wyatt, Jr.
process, cannot be dilluted with '53.
the words of prejudice spoken
Outstanding Record
from the lips which have heretoThe General Philoon Trophy,
fore only uttered truth, without which is presented to the senior
violating the right of the individ- who makes the best Record at
ual to choose his government free ROTC summer camp, was awardfrom unlawful persuasion,
fit ed to Herrick. Herrick was comseems necessary to say that the missioned a 2nd lieutenant in the
essence of politics is persuasion, Transportation Corps of the USAR
and the essence of persuasion is at summer camp. He is the son of
James E. Herrick '45.
seldom truth.
These educators have doubtless
The presentation of the James
entered the political hassle with Bowdoin Cup was made, by David
the conviction that it was their A. Carlson '54, President of the
moral di'ty to answer action taken ARU house which annually preagainst them with positive action. sents the cup to the man who has
However, they have unknowingly attained the highest scholastic
'
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ammg

sacrificed much of the reputation record
recipients of varsity
for integrity that led them to be- letters. Agostinelli Ls one of the
lieve they might influence others outstanding members of his class.

with words of prejudice.
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Editor-in-Chief

Thomas

Otis, Jr. '53

Alien F.

H*m mg*m.
'

J».

'54

-

ethics in govern- book makes Me pretense, heurever,
ment have shown a distinct im- to being a panacea for all our govprovement down through the years ernmental ills. The author deals
Even if one is not a sharer ol Iwith a problem extremely wide in

parties'

i
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Non- Participation In

Activities

Ignores Liberal Arts School Value

Dane To

.

.

.

Reading

"Medea"

Of

.

Year

.

Two

{Continued from Page 1}

Attempt In Increasing
The Religious Interest
In Students Planned

He

has been elected to Phi Beta
Kappa; received the Meservc Priz»
in Chemistry, his major course;
was a State of Maine Scholar in
The Bowdoin Christian Associa- his freshman year; and won the
tion has made plans to increase Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup in
year. A football
its activities this year in an at- his sophomore
tempt to arouse the religious in- letterman, Agostinelli is captain of
the team this fall and is president
terest of the student body.

Michael J. McCabe '54. President of the association said recently, "The purpose of the religious group is to stimulate some
creative religious thinking among
the boys on campus, and although
the club is called the Bowdoin
Christian Association, the organization earnestly desires boys of all

Of

Orient Not To Endorse Candidate
Of Any Political Party This Year

Hodgkins '55, Willis H. Goodman
Robert N. Thurston '54, David Committee on Art Interests of
'55, and Hugh Huleatt 1951-52, in grateful
appreciation
'55.
of their long-time encouragement
of the Art Interests of the Col'54,

lege."

Sillses

The committee includes Mr.
Roland E. Clark, Treasurer of the
College. Mr. Philip G. Clifford, and

Given Gift Copy

Of Walker Catalogue

William W. Lawrence,

WEBSTER

ORIENT

DICTIONARY

ORIENT

Two

.

the editorial

staff,

this

.

ETERNITY

.

newspaper intends

to

remain

nity.

At Middlebury, the few
neutral.

However

the

ORIENT

nities

does

frater-

with discriminatory clauses

did choose to remaining in their constitution are
openly support a political candidate or political party, the Col- soon to go before a judicial board,
which will decide if these fraterwould
administration
sanction
move
such
a
as
an expression nities have made any efforts tolege
wards removing these clauses, since
of the principle of "Freedom of the Press."
In taking this non-partisan stand, the ORIENT opposes the the time the board was set up in
feel that

if

1949. If the board decides against
a fraternity, it will have the power
to
revoke its
membership in

most

of the student

NOW $1.98

The

gift

was presented

Boards for 1951-52.

The citation reads as follows:
"Presented to President and
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills by the

1939— "The Zelotypos"

of

Heron-

das, in the original Greek, directed

birth.

Air Station Chaplain

Speaks Here In Chapel

h

r rl ¥?™L
Thomas
?»

Commander George
Chaplain

'

at

the

Brunswick Naval Air Station, informed those attending the chapel
services last Sunday, October 19
that religion
for morality.

provided

the

basis

Commander Thomas, a ten-year
naval veteran who saw much service as Chaplain on several U. S.
warships in the South Pacific and
North Atlantic areas during World
War II, asked the audience the
question, "Why be good?" Commander Thomas, in showing people
why they should be 'good", made

reference to Herman Wouk's "deservedly
popular"
novel
"The

Caine Mutiny".
Chaplain Thomas stated that the
action of the executive officer in
taking the command away from
the tyrannical captain when an
emergency arose so that he might
save the ship and its crew was
"morally right", even though such
violated all. existing naval
laws
and
traditions.
Chaplain
Thomas then developed the idea
of "mature responsiblity" as being
a chief factor of morality.
Chaplain Thomas suggested that
a "mature responsibility" vested in
the members of a community
would enhance the development of
morality in that community.
action

of
of
The choir under the direction of
of
C. Associate
E.
Professor Russell
of Locke, Jr. sang "Give Ear Unto

My

Prayer", by Arcadelt.

Student

Patronage
Solicited

—

—

game

at

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

••••••••••••••••••••«

Notice
Student tickets for the

Bates

Lewiston, .November

1,

are on sale in the athletic office
until

Thursday, October

24.

"Matchless Service"!

CUMBERLAND
Oct

Wed.Thur.

28-23

a

fjiiarentfiWi

to each

and every man at Bowdoin

WAIT TUX THE SUN
SHINES NELLIE
w»U»

Jean Vetera

Hugh Marlowe

-

FORD

— MERCURY

a

also

News

Cartoon

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

Oct. 24-25

Fri.-SaL

Cornel Wilde

-

Teresa Wright

Mechanical Repairs

Parts Supply

Body Repairs

Accessories

Painting

Tires ex

Lubrications

Car Washing

in

CALIFORNIA CONQUEST

a

also

Paramount News

Tubes

Short Subjects
Oct. 26-27-28

color by Technicolor

Wed.-Thur.

has

BOOK SHOP
Tel. 822

credit

is

unquestioned

Cartoon
Oct. 29-80

Marilyn Monroe
Richard Widmark

TIM&

Palmer's

Your

a

Paramount News

new glamour in FROM BEOWULF TO VIRGINIA WOLFF'
k
VenSOn h ChiCag°
Daily

mmmmmmmmm

James Bowdoin was born on
September 22, 1752 so that this
year marks the bicentennial of his

tha, in the original Latin, directed

by Thomas Means.
1946 "The Cyclops" of Euripides,
translated by Percy B. Shelley and
directed by George Quinby.
1949 'The Seven Against Thebes"
of Aeschylus, translated by Herbert W. Smyth an directed by
Thomas Means.
1952— "The Medea" of Seneca,
translated by Ella Isabel Harris
and directed by Nathan Dane II.

in

DON'T BOTHER TO

MOULTON UNION
BOOKSTORE

KNOCK

Ismail

\#m

,asr-W-.

•••

Fax News

Cartoon

of the college.

mmm

Truman's advisoryt board.
At the conclusion of Dr. Condon's speech, "Rise Sons of Bowdoin" was sung and the benediction was pronounced by the Reverend Doherty.
After the exercises a luncheon
was held in the Moulton Union
for the James Bowdoin Scholars
and invited guests. Mr. Glenn R.
Mclntire '25. Bursar of the College
was the speaker. President Coles
then declared the exercises adjourned "sine die."
Of the 91 James Bowdoin
Scholars 33 were of the class of
'53, 30 of the class of '54, and 28
of the class of '55.

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE

NOW $1.50

English Majors:
"English literary history

hill

a

in

Special Note to

the

special

MARIO LANZA

Salinger

On

was

by Thomas Means.
1942— "The Abraham" of Hrosvi-

IN

Was $3.00

he
the

In 1945
advisor to

Senate
committee
atomic
of
energy and attended the Bikini
tests as a member of President

to Dr.

and Mrs. Sills at their Portland
residence by the Committee on
Art Interests of the Governing

Sun.-Moa.-Tue.

CATCHER
THE RYE

it

newspapers of the New
England institutions. The Democratic nominee for President,
Governor Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois, has been publicly sup- Middlebury's Interfraternity Council, which would mean the almost
ported by the student newspapers of Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale, automatic expulsion of this fraterVermont, Crown. Columbia and Amherst. The student news- nity from the campus.
This judicial board consists of
pa per at Princeton University, the "Daily Princetonian," has
three members of the interfraterbacked the Republican nominee for President, Dwight D. Eisen- nity council, a member of the
hower, and urged the defeat of a former managing-ditor of the faculty, a member of the administration committee, and two alumni
newspaper. Adlai E. Stevenson.
editorial policy of

Was $4.50

of Port-

Minnesota.
scientific

collections.

I

FROM HERE TO

ORIENT

ings of

Bargains

all

Bowdoin President
Emeritus land and members of the Board
Kenneth C. M. Sills and Mrs. Sills Trustees; Mr. John H. Harford
received on October 9 a specially Norristown, Pa., of the Board
bound and inscribed copy of the Overseers; and Professor Philip
new catalogue and description of Beam, Director of the Museum
the Walker Art Building and its Fine Arts at the College.

ORIENT

MEW COLLEGIATE

Books Given

R. Anderson

Middlebury

Houses Face Problem

of the class of '53.

President Coles next announced
the recipients of the books or
"deturs", bearing a plate of James
Bowdoin. The books are awarded
to students who have achieved a
straight "A" record through two
consecutive semesters. Awards "in
absentia" were made to William
faiths."
A new program is being planned M. Black well '52 of Presque Isle
by the association which includes and John A. Henry '53 of North
sponsoring student speakers for Yarmouth. Awards in person went
Paul
Brountas '54.
Elliot
chapel. Discussions with previous- to
ly assigned topics are to take place Samuel Palais '55, and Robert W.
twice a month at the fraternities, Pillsbury "54. William Hoffman
with local priests, ministers, and '54 has had a straight "A" average
rabbis presiding. There will again for the last three semesters but he
be a religious forum in the win- received his book last year.
Brountas, a government major,
ter, during which some member of
the clergy will stay at each frater- was awarded the Alumni Fund
Scholarship as a freshman, receivnity house for a few days.
ed the Achorn, Bradbury, and
BCA Hope To Grow
The Bowdoin Christian Associa- Fairbanks Prizes in public speaktion hopes to grow in size as well ing and is the Editor-in-chief of
tho Bowdoin
Rnwrlnin twi„
M» is
i.
«h.
Bugle. He
the
as to draw out the religious in- the
commander of the
terest of those who are not ac- regimental
tive in the organization. It hope9 ROTC.
Palais, who comes from Portto get some recent Bowdin graduate who is now in theological land, is working for the ORIENT
school to speak at the college. In- this year.
Pillsbury,
who comes from
stead of getting numerous speakers, the association has decided to South Weymouth, is a member of
obtain one eminent religious figure the Psi U. house.
The undergraduate response was
to talk at Bowdoin.
The Bowdoin Christian Associa- given by Frank J. Farrington '53./
tion plans to have religious repre- Farrington, a government major,,
sentatives at the Oatka and An- is a Meddie and a glee club mem-,
dover-Newton conferences. There ber, and is president of the Zeta
will also be some discussions with Psi house.
religious groups from other colCondon .Research Director
leges.
Dr. Condon, who gave the main
The representatives of the as- address, is now the Director of Resociation from the fraternities are search and Development at the
Michael J. McCabe '54, Paul A. Corning Glass Works in Corning,
Brinkman '54, Roger E. Gordon N. Y. He has taught at Columbia,
'54, James A. Cook '54, Melvin
E. Princeton, and the University of

whom

—

Edward Condon Speaks
At James Bowdoin Conclave
Dr.

cal perspective,

Senator Douglas' views, the im- [its scope, and he realizes it.
pression made by his optimistic
Above and beyond its practical
recognition of this public ideals is deep and stimulating, An considerations, the book stands as
awareness, be suppressed nor ig- interesting highlight of this first (an affirmation of faith in the
David G. Lavender '55
Edward F. Spicer '54
nored
The Republicans, as new essay is the thought that moral American People, and in their govJohn N. WLsner, Jr. '53,.
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
Jonathan Bartlett "53 tenants, promise a clean sweep; relapses generally come in the ernmental leaders. "It is fortunHorace A. Hildreth, Jr.'"54
the Democrats, as. secondrgenera- wake of great wars. Perhaps it is ate." says Senator Douglas, "that
Charles W. Schoeneman '53
t ion
inhabitants,
promise a because of a loss of idealism; per- there are in government large
Photographer
thorough house-cleaning. Neither haps it is a result of the brutali- numbers of men and women who
James P. Gaston '54
party can afford to renege on its ties of war, "as real as its ideal- lead devoted lives of public servStanism"; and/or. perhaps it is because ice.
They work extremely hard
James L. Doherty "55 promises.
Jay A. Carson *53
Anthony L. Funnell "55
The problem is one of genuine of those who are sickened into for far less pay than they could
E. Ward Gilman '53
John B. Goodrich "55 [concern to everyone, including, apathy and an ethical backslide' get in private industry.
They
B. Michael Moore '53
'55
Jose G. Lopeiena
Daniel H. Silver '53
perhaps most importantly, the by the prosperousness of war never sell out the public interest
Elliot S. Palais "S5 Servitors,
Charles K. Coakley '54
bur- profiteers, of those who have been but instead defend it under great
Representatives,
Camille F. Sarrauf '55
Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. '54
eaucrats and other public servants collecting money while others gave difficulties. They do all this, moreCarl S. Tschantre '55
Robert M. Hurst '54
over, without receiving appreciable
involved in it.
That they have their lives).
G. Curtis Webber. II '54
John E. Sylvester. Jr. '54
not been idle is nowhere more eviOne of Senator Douglas' chief praise. They are generally either
"55
'55
Robert
Windsor
Eld ward B. Black man
K.
little known or actually ignored
J. George deLyra '56 dent than, in the disclosures made conclusions as a result of the inRobert C. Bun- '55
Sometimes they
by Senatorial Investigating Com- vestigations in which he has taken by the public.
Carroll E. Pennell '56
mittees. Widespread publicity, in- part, is that corruption lies gen- are bitterly attacked by interests
eluding television coverage, was erally in what he calls the "action- which are seeking to obtain unBusiness Manager
given the Kefauver Crime Com- laden" areas of government, in fair privileges or which are swayed
Albert F. Lilley '54
mittee.
Newspapers blared the other words, where the action or by unfounded prejudices. These
Assistant Business Manager
scandals of the Bureau of Internal inaction of the government can men and women are indeed unsung
Bruce N. Cooper '54
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager Revenue. The Reconstruction Fin- make or lose fortunes for individ- heroes, who deserve far more
James A. Cook '54
Richard C. Thurston '54 jance Corporation blanched under ual men or for corporations. And recognition than they receive."
Here is no blind trust in the es{the critical eye of the Fulbright although insisting on the public
Business Assistants
Theodore D. Robbins '53
Richard Dale '54 Committee. And many other ih- official's duty to disregard illicit sential good that is. in government.
vestigations are completed, plan- pressures, pressures incidentally, It Is a trust based on experience
Peter T. C. Bramhall '56
ned, or already under way.
he may not even be aware of a and observation. Senator Douglas
PUBLISHING
Just recently another kind of Senator Douglas also wonders why is an idealist, but that does not
from seeing the very
Directors
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, political
problem,
superficially businessmen are allowed, in fact prevent him
Aldon E. Horton, Jr. '53. Albert F. Lilley '54. and Thomas similar, but much more involved, encouraged, to indulge in practices real evils that do lie in governAnd, having talent and exOtis, Jr. '53.
ethically, arose. Some people were for which government officials are ment.
"For every perience in understanding the
shocked by the Nixon Fund dis- roundly condemned.
BIPHEfttNTrn FOK NATIONAL ADVUTIMNO IV
closure, others winked and asked, bribe-taker, there generally is a specific problem of corruption, he
National Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publishers Rffirtitntativ*
"why not?", and many, particular- bribe-giver." It is a tribute to has written his views on it. Though
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
serves many purposes,
ly afler Nixon had faced the issue public servants that they are ex- his book
Cnir.*nn - Boston - Lou Amours - San Francisco
notably that of providing the layrSSHah«4 w»*jtl» wkra rlaaae* art lieM during the Full and Spring Trimriter by in a nationally-broadcast and tele- pected to set an example for
'h» •rndrnta nf Bnwdain ColWtxt. Addrcai nrwn rommunicationa tn the Editor and
but a higher level of busi- man and interested observer with
aak» vised speech, .snowed approval of others
irrlpltan rommuniratiunx •» •'»« 8ualne«» Manager of the Howdoln Puhl.thinu Coaaness ethics would prove as much if a firmer flesh of knowledge around
>a«y at the ORIENT Office In Moore Rail. Bowdoin College, Rrunawiek. Maine. Entered the fund.
ja serond rlaaa matter at the poet office at Brunawick, Maine. The •abwriptlon rate
not more a deterrent to corruption the skeletal outline of corruption
It is not my intention here to
to* «tte year la three <») dollar*.
in government, there is none so
deal with these matters individual- as a political examination of conimportant as its readiness and
ly, nor specifically.
Rather I would science.
capability to catch and hold
innate
The next two essays deal with
point a small (103 pp.), informaOur world rethe public eye.
tive book, Ethics in Government, the ethical problems of two groups
sponsibilities should precipitate the
by Paul H. Douglas, United States of public servants, the administraof indigenous evils. No
settlement
tors
and
the legislators.
Each
Senator from Illinois. (Ethics in
with a future invested in
Government; by Paul H. Douglas; group has problems peculiar to one
America can afford to ignore corThe'Td like to do it but 1 just don't have the time" attitude Harvard University Press, Cam- its own organization and function. ruption among our public officials.
The
lure
of
past
and
future
emMass.;
1952.)
toward extra-curricular activities has become increasingly obvi- bridge,,
Ethics in Government is an intelPaul Douglas (Bowdoin, Class ployment for public officials is
ous as an intrinsic part of student opinion as of late. The age of of 1913) brings to his book the quite often a strong influence in ligent intelligible appraisal of the
situation. It is another step along
administrative
decisions;
the
sale
intellectual
weight
a
scholar,
of
an
the Babbitt-onian joiner seems, for the most part, to be behind
the way.
educator who has for thirty-five of influence is another vexing
us; or perhaps those of us at Bowdoin have become so aware
years taught Economics and Indus- problem. And what can we do to
of the unattractiveness of the joiner that we have passed to the trial
Relations;
the .clarifying get rid of or revitalize the "faceDirect
other extreme. Although these may be descriptions of the situa- weight of a writer, who has pub- less men" of the bureaucracy?
questions are considered,
lished many highly-regarded books, These
tion, it is more likely that the recent attitude is a result of unSeneca's
one of which (his Theory of and others. At the conclusion of
confident apprehension of the average student that he will suffer Wa.fes) won a $5000 pr'ze in in- the essay on administrators' probThe Masque and Gown-Classiirreparable harm to his studies if he enters extracurricular activi- ternational competition; the moral lems, an "Ethical Code for Public
weight of a beyond-reproach cam- Officials" is formulated, which cal Club October 31 presentation
ties.
paigner, who in 1935, after his should prove of especial interest to of "The Medea" of Seneca, a
There is no doubt that the ancient warning of the sage to election as alderman in the city of the layman uninitiated into the dramatic reading in the Chemiscomplex movements and organisms try Lecture Hall directed by Prothe young student
"Don't overload yourself." .
had its Chicago, said: "I made a pledge of modern large government.
fessor Nathan Dane II, completes
to audit my income if elected. In
origin in sincerity. But it has been repeated and amplified so a eity which
The principal questions taken up Professor Thomas Means' scholarconspicuous
is not
often that the warning has come to have more meaning than foi- civic probity, I wanted to in the essay on legislative ethical ly and far-sighted program of preproblems are the high cost of run* senting at least one play by every
the danger. The curriculum of the College has been so com- dramatize the fact that I considerwhose
ed, the aldermanic appointment a ning for office, dealings carried on Greek or Latin dramatist
posed that each member of the student body is given an oppor- piiblic trust and not a plum tree."; with the Administrative Agencies, works are extant.
Most of the acting in these past
tunity to benefit from the extracurricular activities. The values ant} the practical weight of a man and the conduct of Congressional
Investigations.
The last-named presentations has been done by
of a small liberal arts college find their most powerful argument who has seen politics at its lowest,
and at its highest level, and who, subject contains many concrete, the members of the Classical Club,
in this opportunity.
lighting has
first as a member of the Fulbright though controversial, suggestions, while the scenery and
The school-spirit and the extra curricular-activity editorial Committee, and later with his own as to the manner in which Con- bten accomplished by the Masque
sub-committee
on
the question of gressional Investigations should be and Gown.
is a well worn theme. However when it becomes evident that
The past Masque and Gownethics in government, has mani- carried out. The business of runpart of the two most important elements in college life, educa- fested a remarkable ability to per- ning for office, and its attendant Classical Club presentations are
tional and social, are being woefully neglected through the lack ceive, understand, and impartially high cost, is dealt with at some as follows:
judge personal maltreatment of length, and considerable first-hand 1922— "The Mostellaria" of Plauof participation in extracurricular, activities, it is time to think
experience backs up the discus- tus, translated by Paul 5Nixon and
public offices.
about it a little.
Ethics in Government divides sion. Also, much information con- directed by Thomas Means.
1924— "The Menaechmi" of Plauof the outstanding organizations on campus have even the problem into three categories, tained in this chapter i9 pertinent
each embodying the substance of to the Nixon Fund case, although tus, translated by Paul Nixon and
solicited men interested in such activities. One of the largest
three lectures given at Harvard Senator Douglas does not deal' directed by Thomas Means.
groups has seen its enrollment drop with rapidity since the be- University in January, 1952, by specifically with that problem, nor 1928— "The Clouds" of Aristophanes, translated by Benjamin B.
ginning of the year. But it is not to the activities that the most the Senator, as 'The Godkin Lec- is it evident that he was even
tures".
The first of these topics aware of that particular case when Rogers and directed by Thomas
lasting and significant harm will be done.
Senator Means.
is "Our Political Moral Standards." the book was published.
The myth that a degree is a degree is one too seldom ex- From a discussion of the revela- Douglas' experience ^permeates the 1930— "The Andrea" of Terence,
translated by Stanley
B. Smith
ploded. The individual who spends four years going to classes tions made within the past six discussion and his suggestions in
years concerning corrupt practices regard to remedying the situation and directed by Thomas Means.
and who avoids the benefits of the extra-curricular activity is in our government. Senator Doug- are very thought-provoking. He 1932— "The Oedipus Tyrannus" of
Sophocles,
translated and directed
one for
the worth of the liberal arts college is largely las precedes to a comparison with advocates moderate
community
by Thomas Means.
wasted. Though the process of classification is inaccurate, it has the post-war governments of other support out of taxes, a more real- 1936—
"The Mostellaria" of Plauyears, and the corrupt practices istic restriction of total expendibeen said, and with some truth that the student body is divided of other and previous governments. ture from Presidential campaigns tus, translated by Paul Nixon
into three groups: scholars, "party-boys", and joiners. The lat- He attempts to substantiate by on down, and greater financial sup- and directed by George Quinbv.
port of candidates and parties by 1938— "The 15th Idyll" of Theoter group stands its ground between the first two, but its position comparison his nobly optimistic
critus, translated by Andrew Lang
opinion that, viewed in an histori- small contributors.
is becoming less secure for the reason that there are such groups.
By far the most valuable asset and directed by Thomas Means.
this book possesses is its readabil- 1939— 'The Arbitration" of MenIf it were impossible to distinguish between the three, then each
ity.
At a time when the Ameri- ander, translated by L. Arnold
member of the College would be, by definition, a member of Wesleyan,
can Public is deeply concerned Post and directed by Thomas
each. Is it too idealistic to expect this of our College?
with the moral and ethical stan- Means.
C.W.S.
dards of its leaders, it is like a
draught of fresh air to he given
Racial Restrictions
a book which deals sensibly,
Fraternities at. both Wesleyan cogently and intelligibly with that
and Middlebury this year are fac- very problem. Though profound in
ing the problem of breaking off its ultimate ramifications, the book
their national affiliations due to is extremely easy to read, its
has decided not to endorse any political can- differences with their respective thought quite easily followed. The AH NEW Enlarged and Kevistf
The
the
dis- Most of its suggestions are sound
bodies over
national
didate or political party in the forthcoming election for President
criminatory clauses and restric- and many are practical in nature,
of the United States.
tions at present found in their although there are others whiai
would prove too idealistic for acviews its decision of non-endorsement to be constitutions.
The
Recently the Wesleyan chapter tual successful enforcement. The
based on the "captive audience" element which it considers to
of Phi Sigma Kappa voted to "go
be involved in the essential character of the College newspaper's local" as a result of the trouble- \}wmsiswsfsmssswMsismm»msttmmsstmmTims$0uJ)4jutistW0m
obtains part of its funds with their national organization
reading circulation. Since the
New large page tire— new type-*
over the pledging of a Negro. Wes.
new plate* Right up to the minute,
for operating expenses from the Blanket Tax, it considers itself leyan's Delta Upsilon may make
covering man's increased activity in
limited time:
partially subsidized by the student body of Bowdoin College. a similar move within the next few
every field. More than 125,000 entries]
2,300 term* illustrated: 1,230 pages.
has no intention of forcing any candidate or po- weeks, a move which would be folThe
THUMB-INDEXED for quick referlowing the example of the former
which may be thought Bowdoin D. U's. now organized
litical party upon the student body
ence. Price $6.00 and up, depending on
binding. Sea it here today 1
James Jones
of as a "captive audience." Thus, regardless of the political feel- locally as the Delta Sigma frater-

Managing Editor
Chyles Ranlett '54

m

Plans tacreas*

In Activities Tfcis

As Well As In Size

No matter what the outcome of
No. II the current presidential election,
the issue of corruption in government is one that cannot, by virtue
«
of an aroused American Public,
and will not, by virtue of both
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WHITE 4TH CANTO AERIAL ATTACK LEVELS WILLIAMS,

26-19

J0*

Court**

Portland Sunday Telrrraja

•

Mol Totman, who led Bpwdoin on the ground much^or the time, brought down near the sidelines. This action took place in the third big ground-gainer, Roger Levesque is shown making a long fourth which at one point gave Bowdoin a vital first down on a play which
shown bringing the ball to the Williams five-yard line before be was period of the game which Bowdoin finally won 26-19. Right, another period gain. It was Levesque's presence of mind in the fourth quarter very well could have ended Bowdoin's chance to overtake the visitors.

Left,
is

j
I

Totman, Flemming Lead Polar Bears On Ground, In Air Chi Psi, A.T.O., Psi U., T-BaU Cellar Dwellers
By James S. Carter *56
In a thrill-packed struggle of wits and endurance, Bowdoin
outsmarted and outlasted Williams 26-19 to avenge for its last
year defeat at the hands of, the Ephmen.
During the last period, the crowd was brought to its feet
constantly as the Polar Bears engaged in a dramatic race with
the clock. Thirty-five hundred people watched and waited hopefully as time slowly ran out and Bowdoin seemed to be headed
By Carhille F. Sarrauf *86
With the approach of the 62nd annual Maine State Series it is for defeat. Twice Bowdoin had back twenty-five yards to midfield
a
interesting to reminisce to the days of the drop-kicks and power plays, a serious threat going, and twice A screen pass to Levesque and
to the days when Bowdoin took the field against the mighty Harvard they were repulsed by the solid Sturgeon line buck moved the ball

POLAR

BEARINGS

K

teams.

The first state series officially came into hcing in the year 1890.
In that memorable year Bowdoin set a series scoring record in winning the three games that has never been equaled since. In the first
game against Bates, Bowdoin's point-a-minute boys scored at will to
win 62-0. The following weekend they crushed Colby 56-0 and then"
were held 12-0 by a stubborn Maine team

in the series finally.
This
is made more astonishing by the fact that touchdowns at that
time counted only 5 points.
In 1921 Bowdoin produced its first undefeated team in the history
of the school.
In that state series Colby traveled down to Whittier
Field only to go home on the short end of an 18-6 score. Among the
thrills of that game was a 32 yard tie-breaking field goal by Joe Smith
and a "triple pass" from Woodbury to Miller to Hildreth to Gibbons
which set up Bowdoin's first T.D. Bowdoin went on' to beat Maine
14-7 in a blinding snowstorm which featured the kicking of Mai Mor•
rell whose punts soared over fifty yards.
A Gentlemanly Contest
The 1930 Bowdoin-Maine game could go on the record as the
most gentlemanly contest. Only one penalty was called the entire
game
a five yard Maine offside.
The year 1935 marked a great series of firsts in Bowdoin's football series.
The Polar Bears began their first season under Adam
Walsh. By beating Colby 20-0 they scored their first victory over
Colby in 8 years, their first state series victory in five years and their
first state series title in 14 long years.
Play of the game in the Bowdoin win over Colby was the one which scored the last touchdown -of
the game. Bowdoin set up for a field goal attempt. While captain
Putnam was pacing off the distance, the ball was snapped back to
Buck Sawyer who was waiting to hold the ball. Sawyer jumped up
and passed the ball down the field to the awaiting arms of "Junie"
Frye who stepped into the end zone.
In 1936 Bowdoin successfully defended its title in the state series
behind the running of fullback Dave Soule.
Souk? captured the
imagination of the Bowdoin partisans in the Bates same which Bowdoin won 25-6. Taking the opening kick-off in the second half. Soule
sprinted 93 yards to score six points. Later in the game Soule electrified the stands again as he leaped high off the ground intercepted
a
Bobcat aerial and went 85 yards into the Bates end zone.
51 Yard Field Goal
In 1939 there was brought to the forefront one of Bowdoin's great
kickers of all times. Niles Perkins. This 223 lb. giant tackle reached
the headlines in his sophomore year when he single-handed beat Colby
6-0.
Perkins place-kicked two field goals from 51 and 34 yards out as
Bowdoin continued their mastery of state series competition under
the tutalage of Notre Dame's Adam Walsh.
When the '52 series gets underway next Saturday the experts
wiU be picking Maine to hold onto last year's championship with improving Bowdoin and dark-horse Colby providing the competition.
Bates once again is expected to be low man on the totem pole in their
familiar role as doormat.
The Bates Bobcats w.ho have only won one varsity football game
in three years went down to defeat at the hands of Northeastern 20-7.
Middlebury, who provided Bates with their lone victory edged
Tufts 26-20. Tufts had previously run Bowdoin into the ground
comparative scores again.
Colby handed Trinity its first defeat of the season winning 13-6
with Colby half-back Charlie Windhorst scoring twice.
Connecticut's 178 pound line halted Maine's 14-game winning
streak 13-7. Maine was held to only 58 yards rushing in the first half.
Most lopsided college football score of last weekend
Shippensburg Tech 58, Kutztown 0.
In a nationally syndicated football yearbook, published bv Street
and Smith, the experts pick Bates to beat Maine, Colby to win over
Bowdoin. while only tying Bates. This gives Colby the state Championship with two wins and one tie with Maine ending up in the cellar with
2 losses and 1 tie.
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Freshmen Do Poorly Against
Prep School
Lose 31-6
.

By G. Curtis
Last Friday afternoon, the Bowdoin freshmen were trampled 316 by a Hebron Academy team
which broke the game wide open
with 25 points in the third period.
Mike Alafat,

fleet

little

.

.

Webber

II '55

size hole in the Polar Cub line
shaking off numerous tackle

jtory

still

On

seemed very small.

down Jack Cosgrove faded
back and heaved a thirty-yard pass
into the seemingly emptyr space
only to have Fred Flemming, running as hard as he could, barely
catch the ball and outrun the sec?
ondary to tie the score at 19 all.
fourth

The Bowdoin
complete

in

half of the
All
uproar.

field

was

debris

possible was thrown skyward. The
attempt for the conversion was
not good, however, and the tension mounted.
Flemming Scores Again
The crowd did not have long to
wait. Minutes later Phil Leignton
intercepted a long pass and ran it

to the Williams twenty-five. Cosgrove again faded back and passed
to Flemming, who caught the ball,
on the two and stepped over for
Levesque
the winning marker.
passed to Flemming for the extra
point, but the delirious crowd hardThe town of
ly even took notice.
Brunswick heard more noise than
it has for years.
Not quite so obvious a factor in
Bowdoin's second half surge but
still a vitally important factor was
Bowdoin's comthe line play.
paratively dwarf-sized line comthe
twentypletely
outplayed
pound heavier Ephline. Bowdoin's
line tackled so viciously that Williams gained only about- thirty-five
yards' in the entire second half and
could not muster anything resembling a sustained drive. The Polar
Bears, on the other hand, made
two penetrations into Williams

line

plays

moved the

of

Two

line

ball to the

four

Bowdoin.

yard

in

six points.

Bowdoin countered with
score of the

its

only

half by covering
two plays. Roger

Levesque gained twenty-one yards
by some fancy running after
catching a flat pass, and Totman
equaled this gain with a twentytwo yard run off left tackle.
Levesque scored from three yards
out as a beautiful fake by Totman
fooled the whole Williams line.
No sooner had the Bowdoin
stands quieted down than Williams again took advantage of a
fumble to set up a score.
Fumble Sets Up Score
After

where a pass in the flat from
Smith to MacRae brought Hebron

Sullivan

recovered

a

the

first

team

League "A".

in

The
ATO's
absorbed
their
second loss of the short season and
now hold the dubious honor of sole
possessor of last place. The Betas
piled

up 31 points

to the

ATO's

This leaves the ATO's to face
DKE's next week.
An interesting battle shapes up
for that lone second place plgyoff berth. The field will be shaved
down to two as the ARU's tangle
with the favored Betas and the
Delta Sigs take on the TD/s. The
TD's rate the nod over the Delta
Sigs hy virtue of their surprising
showing against the DKE's.
League Standing*
11.

the

W

L T

2

1

2

Zet«

CP
Pli

u

Pt«.

Opp.

i
24

I
ST

•

0*

110
2
1

1

2a

1ft

?•
48

L T

PU.

Opp.

48

14
18

11

L*apie "B"

W

DKE

2

Beta

TD
D8

ABU

1

1

1

88
26

1

t

•
«

8
•

1

ATO

1

2

It

IS
18

i

Flapdragon, according tg Webster's Collegiate "Dictionary, is defined as, "a game in which raisin*
or other tidbits are snatched from

burning brandy and eaten."

Second Triangular Win;

their third score. The kick was
Colby,
blocked by O'Rourke and the Big
Green had a 19-0 lead with the
The Bowdoin sailors copped
third quarter still in progress.
their second successive meet by
Hebron Recovers
besting Colby and Babson last
On the first play from scrim- Sunday at the ,New Meadows River

Dampen

mage

after the kick-off, O'Rourke
fumbled and Hebron recovered on

the

Bowdoin

46.

Babson

Basin.

In

After two line

a

much

situation

last

like

week, the final race was the decisive one and for this race, Paul
ed back on an offside penalty, AlaKenyon was rushed in from the
fat went off tackle and all the way
bullpen to secure the victory. He
for a 56 yard touchdown. The point
was
Colby's
aided
greatly by
was again missed and Hebron led
Commodore, Ned Shenton, who
25-0.
With Len Plasse running the obligingly took second in the race
to prevent a tie between Bowdoin
team, the Polar Bear Frosh put on
and Babson.
their only concerted drive
plays, one of

which had been

call-

of the

game. Starting from their own

23,

the Freshmen moved to the 50
aided by a 15 yard penalty and a
14 yard run by Collet te. Plasse
passed to the Hebron 26 as the
third period ended. O'Rourke began the fourth quarter with a nice
run down to the 14. After an incomplete pass, Gelinas moved the
ball to the 10 where Plasse hit
John Libby with a flat pass for the
score. The point try was missed

and Bowdoin

trailed 6-25.

Scoring Pass
With about 5 minutes remaining to be played, Hebron again
blocked a punt by Plasse and took
over on the 35. Wjth a second down
situation on the 25, Smith passed
to MacRae in the end zone for the
final score of the game. The point
was again missed and Hebron held
a 31-6 margain. Hebron was once
again on the march and had the
ball on the Bowdoin 16 when
the
game ended.

The score changed back and
forth between Babson and Colby
until the last race when Bowdoin For the second straight week Bowdoin came through with a hard
took the lead for the first time to fought victory in a three-cornered meet at New Meadows Basin.
between Bowdoin, Babson, and
win the meet. Bowdoin scored 19 Shown above is one of the six races
Colby as seen from the pier at New Meadows.
points as against 18 for Babson
*
and 17 for Colby.
Pat

Twinem turned

another

in

first for the Bowdoin windjammers, and together with Bob Hawley managed to scrape up three
seconds and a third.
The score by races:

Bowdoin
Babson

12

8

3

2

4

4
3

4

3

3

2

Colby

2

4

2

4

5

6

3
4
2

4
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A

Book

-

Any Book

Ask

us about

it.

Chances are we can give you

immediate information as to

and

price,

exact

we

If
If

it's

Hebron were hampered by the
ends to hang onto the ball. Time and again good
passes were dropped by both

of

GIVE US A TRY
F.

W. CHANDLER
STREET

&

SON

BRUNSWICK

PHONE 234
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in producing the following
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and other
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for
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men can show you short cuta
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Shirts, wefc war,
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TICKETS

doesn't go for

teams.

as well as produce

ALUMNI LETTERS

He

it,

a good second-hand copy for you.

150 MAINE

Senter's

-

+m

dear

We believe, too, that when it
comes to sportshirts the college
man is no different from his older

inability of their

The Bowdoin offensive line
showed nothing as is evidenced by
the number of punts blocked and

for

"Alma Mater"

we can get is for you promptly.
out-of-print, we may still be able to find

don't have

man would

old Siwash." Neither does be play

brother in town.

17

without a fumble, and all three
Bowdoin quarterbacks and Smith

Let us help you plan your printing

in time

that today's college

no longer "gladly die

at the drop of a beanie.
.

availability.
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Our long experience

title,

19
18
•

FOR * LONG TIME we've suspected

ukuleles and sing

Total

2

8

If

led 7-0.

halfback carried for three scores
Punt Blocked
on jaunts of 62, 56, and 22 yards.
After that things began to hapThe freshmen got their only score pen fast. The Frosh took the kickin the final period on a flat pass off and moved to Hebron's 44 on
from Plasse to Libby.
a Carter to Stearns pass. Here
The first two periods were fair- they were halted and Len Plasse's
.ly even with both clubs fumbling punt attempt was blocked. After
constantly and passing unsuccess- two line plays had moved the ball
fully. The second half proved a to the 28, Alafat cut through the
middle, was almost dropped two
different story, however.
After the kickoff from Hebron or three times but kept his feet
had been fumbled out of bounds and raced 62 yards for a touchon the 20, a line play was stopped down. The point after try was
for no gain. Then Dave Patterson partially blocked and the Frosh
faded back to throw and his trailed 13-0.
Bowdoin was unable to move the
hurried toss was intercepted and
run back to the Bowdoin 22. Cm ball after the kick-off and on
first down, Mike Alafat, Hebron fourth down, a bad pass from censcatback, brake through a truck- ter to the punter resulted in

first

forty-five yards in

doin linemen, but he sidestepped ping the Sigma Nu's 12 to 8. The
them, and swept around his left Sigma Nu"s had been labeled as
end for 6 more points. Fletcher the stumbling block in the AD's
converted to make the score 13-6. road to the defense of their
Minutes later this lead was hiked championship, but by virtue of
to thirteen points when. Bob Perry, their loss dropped in the standings
one of the main stays of the Wil- to join the Zetes in second placeliams defense, intercepted a stray
The Zetes, reversing their form
Cosgrove pass and easily reached of last week, lowered the Chi Psi's
the end zone for Williams' final into the cellar 18-6. It was the
touchdown.
second straight loss for Chi Psi as
As the half ended Bowdoin the Zetes prepared to take on the
chances for winning looked rather AD's in a repeat of last year's
Williams held a command- fraternity final.
poor.
ing lead, and Bowdoin's offense
The Kappa Sigmas stayed in the
seemed to lack the extra punch unbeaten ranks as they walloped
inside the twenty yardline neces- hapless Psi U. six 24-13, The Kapsary to score. Twice during the pa Sigs were never threatened as
first half the Polar Bears reached their
high-powered offense, the
the ten yardline but failed to score. best in both leagues at this early
even though they had several date, scored almost at will. Next
downs-to-go. Midway through the week they take on the Sigma Nu's
third period, Bowdoin finally found in the game of the week.
the answer to Williams' goal line
In league "B" the DKE's redefense. Following a kick by Wil- mained the only undefeated team,
liams' fine punter Fletcher, Bo v- as they edged the surprising TD's
doin took over on the Williams' 15-14 in a squeeker. From now on
A spectacular bit of it looks like smooth sailing for
forty-five.
broken field running by Levesque the DKE's who are expected to be
on a screen pass, plus some hand a shoo-in for first place.
running by Mel Totman gave the
The ARU's showed that they
Walshmen a first down on the Wil- could play the role of spoiler by
liams ten.
humbling the Delta Sig's to a score
of 6-0. Last week the ARU's seem{ Continues on Page 4 ]
ed like the logical contenders for

Polar Bear Sailors In

at-

'

In contrast to^Bowdoin's dominin line play and in the air,
the
second
half,
Williams
seemed to have complete control
of the game during the first half.
They* held the usually strong Bowdoin offense to one touchdown, and
taking advantage of every break
that came their way, they scored
three times themselves.
The first score resulted from a
Bowdoin fumble early in the first
period when Rick Bethune, who
excelled for Williams on offense
;and defense all day, drove through
right guard for three yards and

ance

Hebron taking over on the nine

The contest was marred by expassers trapped back of the line.
tremely sloppy play on both sides.
Most of the tackles were made by
and, There was hardly a series of downs
[ Continued on Page

tempts, raced into the end zone for
the first score of the day. Maia's
kick "split
the uprights"
and

Hebron Hebron

Finally they got
Williams line.
the break they needed when Sturgeon recovered a fumble on the
Williams 36. Two attempted passes and a running play were held to
no gain, and the chances for vic-

territory but the Walshline seemed fumble on the Bowdoin 14. quarBy Robert M. Hurst '54
fresh on every play compared to terback Fearson faded to pass, but
The A.D's still are the team tq last place, but their win put them
the groggy Williams line.
found all his receivers covered. He beat in touch football this season, in a four team battle for a playWilliams Dominates 1st Half
was almost trapped by two Bow- as they proved last week by whip- off spot. The winner to go against

fads and screwball styles. But he
does go for smartness, good workmanship . . and above all, valu*.
That is why we believe you'll like
the new selection of sportshirts by
Manhattan: For they have all that*
.

qualities, plus

a distinctive air that

them above the ordinary skirtSo ask for ManhjnTqn. . rrtht

sets

college

man's sport

!

t

:
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Behind The Ivy Curtain
By

Ward Oilman

K.

"most young

the

to
which
Undergradu-

ates invited
several

local
girls

In-

The 1953-54 school year was
chosen for the changeover because
according to Hershey by then
thousands of men will be finishing their two-year service duty.
Because many of them woufid go
to college, more students planning
to enter college? from high school
or now in college would become
available for the service.
Health, Safety, Interest

the stage for
fourth quarter.
set

the

explosive

From

the inception of Ivy, in
1865, until the present day is quite
a length of time. Several years,
in fact. And during all that long,
long while, there have always
been students doing *their best to
live up to the original petition of
1788, which said, in part: ".
to
found in the District of Maine a
College, to be a bulwark against
Ignorance and Indians, and to provide an outlet fox the District's
."
cider mills

In coming from behind to overtake Williams, the Polar Bears
showed more drive and spirit than
they have in any game so far. For
once the Bowdoin stands gave the
team a lot of support when it was
behind, and the team responded
with Its most successful performance of the season. On defense.
Agostinelli again made more than
his share of the tackles, but he
was ably backed up by halfbacks
Coukos and Totman. Levcsque's
shifty running and Cosgrove's precise passing in the clutch account- Frosh Lose, 31-6
ed for most of the long gains made,
f Continued from Page 3 ]
although Totman was the most
the line-backers and halfbacks
consistent ground gainer.
.

.

May Win Two Games
With the state series at hand,
Bowdoin stands a pretty fair
chance of winning at least two

Under the draft

™..„u
much

„r *u_
L.
Of
the ...
work.

\

hands.

Several players injured
earlier will probably see some action in the series. How fully Adam

book reviews, short

Bowdoin Frosh

(()

lh;Brule. le

Kowal. It
Ksrner. Ik

MeCabe.

Hebron

le.

MarRae
It. Maia

The Williams Football game

rally in the rear of

Photo by Gaston
last

Hubbard Hall

Friday evening. Cheerleaders on the balcony are introducing quarterback Jack Cosgrove to the cheering students. The Williams game
marked a sudden revival of the old Bowdoin spirit during football
games.

$2,000 Increase Requested

Over

'51

Blanket Tax Fund

»
By Jonathan Bartlett '54
An increase of nearly two thou- game, but it reaches, he feels, a
sand dollars over last year's ap- different population group than
propriations was requested by the does football.
Colby, Smith Losses
non-athletic extra-curricular activities at the Blanket Tax CommitThe Club usually gets $150 for
tee hearings last week.
each concert hut this year it has
The Committee meets in execu- scheduled a concert at West Point
tive session tonight to draw up which brings in no money, one at
their recommendations which will Colby Junior College which will
then go to the Faculty at their next result in a $150 loss, and one at
meeting for approval. Thus, the re- Hartford, Connecticut with Smith
quests as of now do not necessarily College that will result in a $200
bear any resemblance to the final loss.
appropriations. The raise in the
The "Quill'' is asking an increase
total requests does not, however, of approximately $100. The reason
mean that the requests cannot be advanced for this is that the
met, for there is more money to "Quill" board has made plans to
be given out this year; due to a change the format of the magaraise in the blanket tax.
zine. They are going 'to enlarge the

size of the pages, and use a slightMonsanto Revenue Lost
ly smaller size print and double
One of the big increases was columns. This, they feel, will reasked by the Glee Club, who re- sult in a more attractive magazine
quested $880 dollars more than as well as one that is capable of
last year. Professor Tillotson gave containing more material. They al-
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185 Park

Gift
Row

Shop

Dube, 27 Hyde Hall.

are.

per-

The

formances

this year which is the
last year, but this is to be
divided among six productions instead of the four given last year.

Greeting Cards

Roe To Describe Trip

Week

speakers already planned.

All men who are interested in
joining the Forum should contact
one of the officers.

The Forum is a non-partisan organization which holds lectures of
student interest with particular
political speeches.

emphasis on

OCTOBER
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7.-00

7:06
7:16
7:80
7:45
8:00
8:16
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

:00

Thursday

World News
Sport

News

Piano Portraits
Brunswick High

Hour
The 420 Club

Mrs. Clara Downs Hayes, who
was President Sills' secretary for
almost 34 years, followed him into
retirement on Wednesday October
1.

A member of the College administrative staff since 1918, when
she with two others carried out
the work that is now done by 21
officers, Mrs. Hayes has held the
positions of Secretary of the College, and Registrar as well ns being secretary to President STTIs.
paring somewhere in order to have
money leftover to deal with any
emergencies that may come up
during the rest of the year.

The funds that the Committee
come from the blanket tax of
levied on all students. Of

uses

$35

these funds, $6 goes to the Bugle,

and the rest is divided equally between the Blanket Tax Committee and the Athletic Department.
The Blanket Tax Committee has
no dealings with the appropriations for the athletic activities.

-
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Sills'
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Gifts

bushy trees planted at

Company's high tension To Europe Next
This would mean that
wires.
From Page J]
WBOA would be the strongest sta- to have[Continued
an active year with several
tion in the area and could blot out

The Schedule For

1 1

---

low,

Power

$4600 Printing Costs
One of the biggest increases was all other local stations. The beneasked by the Bowdoin Publishing fits of this would be in advertisCompany, which asked for a $350 ing but as yet the FCC has not
increment. The biggest item of the Sent any word about its opinion
Bowdoin Publishing Company is on the subject and so WBOA. like
the cost of printing the ORIENT, the "Quill" has planned its hudget
which is estimated to be $4600 for on blanket tax funds. Both of
this
year's 25 copies.
If
the these organizations assured the
ORIENT gets the full amount re- Committee they would stick closequested and if the other sources ly to their budgets in the event of
of income, such as subscriptions increased profit through advertisand advertising result in the esti- ing and would return these promated amounts, the net loss for fits to the College.
the year will be seven dollars
$243 For Jazz
which is considerably less than it
On WBOA's projected expendihas been in recent years.
tures, most of the money is for
Last year the ORIENT had a non-technical expenses. This intelephone bill of $273.05. This cludes such items as $243 for
year, the Business Manager, Al- records (the station is getting albert F. Lilley '54, has announced most 100 records a month from
that the telephoie allowance is Capitol, Columbia and Victor),
$175. He stated that after this maintenance, and telephone and
amount is spent, the phone will be telegraph. The technical end of the
removed and the editorial staff expenses covers replacement parts
will have to fend for itself.
for the large amount of equipment
High Tension Wires
that WBOA has and must keep
The largest single increase was operating to keep to its schedule.
asked by WBOA, who have reThe Outing CLub and the Rifle
quested more than $500. The bud- Club asked for about the same
get for the station for this year amount as they were granted last
is not so much as it was last year,
lyear and the Sailing Club and the
but the blanket tax request is model Railway Club, both of whom
more than last year's appropria- received $100 last year, did not
tion. This is because WBOA is not ask for further appropriations. As
in a position to get any money a matter of fact, the Model Railfrom advertising under their pre- way Club returned the money
sent setup. Station manager Don- granted to it last Spring.
ald W. Rayment '54 told the ComBugle Snares $6
mittee that he hopes to arrange
Despite the raise in the blanket
with the FCC to allow the station tax, the Blanket Tax Committee
to hook into the Central Maine will probably have to do somp

11:05 Pope Parade
"
11:16

Easterbrooks

Berkley, Neill, Murray, T. Sterns, Plasse.
Carter.
Dyer,
O'Rourke.
Campasrnone,
Field.
Hebron
substitutions:
Dallinir,
Klimm. Creem.
V .^^..., Terry,
...Ill,
>"""»1.|
Varney.
TdlllVJ,
Zimble,
I............
Juster, Conklin. Lincoln. Bastow. Colburn.
S>corinir Alafat S. MarRae 2. Libby.
PAT Maia (pla cement).

—

L.

They have scheduled nine

10:00 Music V> study by
"
"
"
*
10:16
"
10:30
"
"
"
"
10:45

Barlow

Bowdoin substitutions: Chapman, Dabnev. Gorman.
Burton
McGinley, Volk.

:

Goodman, Beta Theta Pi House;
Peter B. Powell, Chi Psi Lodge;
and Gerard

same as

KurtKis
HiKKins
Sezak

Ik,
C.

Cooper, e
Perkins. rif

Collette.

(31)

We

stories, poetry,

or one-act plays for the Editorial
Board's consideration, may contact the following members of the
"Quill" staff: William A. Maillet,
Apt. B-2, Bowdoin Courts; Robert
L. Happ, Delta Kappa Epsilon
House; Allen F. He the ring ton Jr.,
Psi Upsilon House; Richard T.

ty for the College, particularly made out last year.
since it reaches about the same
The Masque and Gown has reamount of people as a football' quested an increase of about $80.

The Summary:
FROSH — HEBRON

'

'

vember 1. Any undergraduate
wishing to submit critical essays,

several reasons for this increase. so hope to include advertising this
First of all, the Glee Club is not year, but as this is still tenuous,
Unquestionably the outstanding able to depend on the $200 usually
the hudget relies more on funds
players of the game were little received from the Monsanto Comfrom the Committee than on any
Mike Alafat who showed fine run- pany for the "Songs from £Jcw possible advertising
funds.
ning and punting; and Gene Hig- England Colleges" series since
Poly Forum Returned $150
gins, outstanding co-captain, de- Monsanto
has discontinued the
The White Key, the Cheer
fensive signals caller, and a bear series.
Leaders, the BCA. the Band and
on defense all day. Needless to
The second important loss in the Music Club have all asked for
say, both played for Hebron. Howfunds stems from the perennially approximately the same amount
ever, the picturre was not all black,
popular
Boston
Pops concert, as they received last year. The
as Gelinas and O'Rourke showed
which was not held last year. Political Forum has also asked for
some good running for the Fresh- This concert usually nets the Club about the same as last
year despite
men.
a $250 loss. The Pops concert is the fact that they had an unexIn the statistics department, sponsored by the Alumni and all pended balance of over $150 last
Bowdoin gained 123 yards rushing profits are presented to the Col- year. This was explained at the
and 66 through the air. They com- lege in the form of gifts and meeting by Ronald B. Gray '54
pleted 7 passes out of the 25 at- scholarships hut the Glee Club who stated that many speakers
tempted and had two intercepted. gets no financial remuneration in were willing to come to Bowdoin
Six Bowdoin fumbles were re- return. Professor Tillotson feels last year at no expense since it
covered by Hebron while a number that the Pops concert is especially was a political year. This was not
of others remained in Polar Bear valuable in providing good publici- planned on when the budget was

.

.

I

that students eligible for the tests
fill out applications and mail them
immediately, regardless of which
date they plan to take the test.

each side of the stairway in front
of Parker Cleaveland Hall are
pinus mughus, or dwarf mountain
pine. The bushes on each side of
the same building are blueberry
said that it was his organization bushes.
that was responsible for all the
"In total," Mr. Thurlow connew trees that grace the campus tinued. "We have planted apin the vicinity of Sills Hall, the proximately twenty-seven ameriSmith Auditorium, and Parker can elms, seventeen white pines,
Cleaveland Hall.
and nine dwarf mountain pines,
Mr. Thurlow also stated that In all cases, we have tried to plant
they were planning to screen the these trees so that the general
Heating Plant with some trees in effect will be a pleasing one.
the near future.
have tried to keep all the added
When questioned as to the kinds trees and bushes as native to the
of trees that were planted, he habitat, as possible."
stated that those to the side of
When questioned as to the apSills Hall, right by Route 1. are proximate cost of the operation,
american elms. He said that ameri- Mr. Thurlow said that he did not
can elms were also planted in back know the final price at the
of the Smith Auditorium. The moment, but that it woulld work
trees planted in the area between out to about thirty or forty dollars
the driveways to Parker Cleave- per tree. •
land Hall are white pines, which
is what the famous Bowdoin Pines

Deadline Nov. 1
The deadline for the first issue
of the 1952-53 edition will be No-

law, Selective

than November 1. The Educational Testing Service, which prepares
and administers the tests, urges

In a recent interview, Mr. G.
Harold Thurlow, of Thurlows and
Stranger, Inc. which owns and
operates Cherry Hill Nurseries of
West Newbury, Massachusetts,

791-W.

will

Service regulations must consider
the nation's health, safety and interest. This has been interpreted
to mean that enough students
should be deferred for college so
they may get specialized training.
At present, about 200.000 go to
But in spite of temporary set- school on deferments.
backs, Bowdoin social life was
In the 1951 Ammendments to
growing. In 1842, an attempt to
the Universal Military Training
revive the Harvest Moon Ball
and Service Act, Congress authorfailed only because of the scarcity
ized the President to defer from
of Indian maidens.
In 1845, a service until graduation anyone
string
Portland whose studies are necessary for
quartet
from
played at a soiree held at the Har- national health, safety or interest.
riet Beecher Stowe House by the
Results of the Selective Service
undergraduate members of the College Qualification Test are conStudent Governing Board. And by sidered in deferring students. Ap1850, an occasional tea party at plications for the tests to be adone of the local inns was nothing ministered in December 1952 and
uncommon.
April 1953 are now available at
Westbrook Girls Disgruntled
Mr. Wilder's office in MassachuIt is interesting to note that as
setts Hall.
the social life of the students BeApplications for the December
came more unrestrained by the
test must be postmarked no later
administration, the students be-

d an
t oj
dance to the subtle rhythms of a tom-tom quartet.
After the dance, the boys and
their dates would sit around a came more unruly and uncouth.
roaring fire and drink aging cider. Fraternities had become estabThe practice ended in 1819, when lished, and, in 1871, the ORIENT
the Puritannical William Allen, a began its long career of spreading
graduate of Harvard, succeeded misinformation.
law and
But
two Dartmouth graduates as Presi- order were not entirely disregarddent of the College.
ed.
A party sponsored by one
An Eagle-Eyed Faculty Member Herbert Easton Berwick in Maine
President Allen had his hands Hall was broken up by the Dean
full trying to keep the undergrad- in April, 1870.
Brother Berwick had invited the
entire freshman class of the newly
Bowdoin Wins 26-19
established Westbrook Junior College up to his room to sample the
[ Continued from Page j ]
joys of a cask of ripe cider. There
Cosgrove Scores
was a ground swell of disgruntleThree running plays netted only ment among the young ladies at
three yards, but on fourth down the Dean's appearance, as it was
the versatile Cosgrove faked a a two day trip from Portland to
handoff and slanted off left tackle Brunswick, but he won them all
to bring the Bowdoin total to over by his gallant action in hiring
twelve. Levcquc's conversion left three stage coaches to carry them
Bowdoin only syc points behind and back.
i

men

College Heating Plant Soon To Be
Screened With Pines And Elms

Business Manager

[Continued From Page J]
ink cover design best suited to
the needs of the format (7% x.
10') of the newly enlarged magazine. For further informationv'interested undergraduates may contact Editor Maillet at Apartment
B-2, Bowdoin Courts, Telephone

face military training before college textbooks."

eentennial celebration in 1944), but sneaking alcoholic beverages into
dormitories. An eagle-eyed
the College did not faculty member spotted Brother
open its doors until 1802 (hence Longfellow carrying a large can
another Sesquicentennial celebra- labelled "Kerosene", a cheap fuel,
Investigation
tion in 1952). A large part of the into the dormitory.
cash necessary for erecting the proved the can to contain gin a
new college was supplied by the much more expensive fuel.
An Indian Shortage
Honorable James Bowdoiri, and
Violations such as these, rather
partly in gratitude for his gift,
and partly to honor James Bow- annoying President Allen, caused
clamp down with so much
him
to
doin's father, also the Honorable
James Bowdoin, the college was vigor that he was called to task
by a Democratic State Legislanamed "Bowdoin".
ture.
But, as often happens in
Subtle Rhythms
Mr. Bowdoin was a prominent Maine, the Republicans, masquermember of the Royal Society, ading as Federalists, won the batwhich met regularly over dime ales tle, and the President continued to
at Will's Coffee House in London reign unfettered.

began the annual

Quill

intended to steer
graduates into service before allowing them to continue their
educations. "Eventually," he said,

contractor,

Ball,

Robert Gray Appointed

more high school

due to a hassel with the building the

Harvest Moon

High School Grads

Major General Lewis B. HerThere were numer- shey, Director of Selective Service,
uates
ous outbursts of student rebellion, recently warned students planning
one of which (now proven spur- to attend college next fall that
ious) was supposed to be the in- they will face stiffer deferment
famous St. Elmo's Fire Drill. regulations.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, who later
Writing in his agency's monthbecame well known as an author,
newspaper, Hershey explained
was a campus leader in organizing ly
the stricter regulations are
that
secret parties down by the banks of

may seem some- the Androscoggin. A sort of bird
what bizarre to the untrained eye. watching club fronted these subBut never fear, the facts can be versive activities.
It was around this time that
corroborated in a absolutely nonHenry Wadsworth Longfellow's
existent tome on the subject.
The Charter of the College was brother, William Wadsworth
was expelled for
granted in 1794 (thus a Sesqui- Longfellow,

1962

Deferment Test To Be
Stiffer Says Hersey

'5S

the facts below

to discuss the weather and poliThus began a long Bowdoin
tradition of discussing the weather.
Starting with a meagre enrollment of eight students, the College grew stead
ily, as did its social life. In 1811

22,

in line.

In view of the growing laxness
towards
of the
administration
partying on and around the campus, we thougth it would be a
Good Thing to print a short resume
of the social history of the Col
lege.
Since this is the first at
tempt to our knowledge to chronicle the nether side of college life,

tics.
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World News
Fops Parade

World News
Pops Parade

Flippin' with

Herb

Free Gift Wrapping

820 On
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games.

Stationery

Walsh can utilize this added manpower plus that which he already
has depends on how fully he can
regenerate the drive which brought
the team through victoriously on
Saturday.
Bowdoin
Roux.

(19) Williams

(It)

le

MriJoldrirk. It
Goldstein. Ik
AxtMtinelli. c

le.

Ramsey

It,

Delaney

oooHBut only-Time

Fraternity

$1.00

Polar Bear

.75

Bowdoin (cellophane pkg)

.59

mJlTMl

OveWki. r»r
MeCullum. rt
Flemmine. re

Potter
Sullivan

rir.

Sims

rt.

re.

Cosftrove. nt>
I-eves«jue. Ihb

<jb,

Ihb.

Totman. rhb
Howe, fb

rhb.

MOUSE

IN

Perry

fb.

75c

for 30 days

Eaton's Berkshire Typing Pad

40c

feMiWnes and Raver

Fearon
Bethune

Broderirk

Srore by periods
8
13— 26
7
6
13
19
Substitutions -Bowdoin: Intrraham. Savaire. Peluseo. Spelling. Testa. Kricdlander.
Nevin.
A. Farrinirton. Pratt. Atkins.
IVlirhton. Coukos. Sturirron. Garland. Williams: Bolton. Pxlmer. Stolz. Symington,
Keltes. Klntr. Maher. Max. Bayer. Fall,
Hirth. Matua. Dorsey. Rader. Fletcher.

Bowdoin

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

—

Touchdowns: tovrsque.

Eaton's Corrasible Typing Paper

D. Sterling

Williams

CAMELS are America's most popHO -hum!

HOW CAN

^K=J=- THEY TELL
^J^L SO SOON?

Flem-

Cosirrove.

—

Bethune.

Fearon. Points
inliur
Fletcher.
touchdowns:
Levesque
after
FlemminR
(pass
from
(placements)
Levesque).
umpire: Tom
Referee: K. 0"Conmll
Whelan : field judire T. O'Donneil linesman: C. Donnellan.
2.

Perry.

TestCAMHS

THE MAN SAID IN 4-8 HOURS
THERE WOULDN'T r3E A

Meenan

Ik.
C.

.

:

:

nHE LOOKS

:

TOME.'

®NtY TIME WUTEU. HOW GOOD a*mouser"is.

BOWL-MOR

AND ONLY TIME WILL TELL ABOUT A CIGARETTE
TAKE VOURTIME... MAKE THE SENSIBLE 30-DAY
CAMEL MILDNESS TEST SEE HOW CAMELS SUIT
YOU AS VOUR STEAD/ SMOKE!

Alleys
IT'S

on Eaton'* Corrasable Bond.

An

GONE — wilhoul a

trace

—

ordinary pencil rubber

typewnier errors cleanly, completely, wilhoul smear*, smudges,

Student Patronage

oouoesl No wonder

it's

called

a

miracle paper. Try Hi

Eaton's Corrasable

Welcomed
Os*

ei

Eases

•

Berkshire Typewriter Papers.

A correct

Bond
paper

fer

CAMEL

every see n ees see.

leads

by
186 Maine

i

CHEESEY

:

Street

MOULTON UNI0N*B00KST0RE

1.

HID

Btmeldi Tobacco

Co.. Winston -s.lem. N.

all

other brands

billions
C

of cigarettes per year!
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M
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To find out wby,
your steady smoke.

ular cigarette.
test

them

as

Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they are

— pack after pack See how mild
CAMELS are — week after week
!
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VOLUME LXXXII
Poll Reveals Faculty For Adlai;
Students Support Ike By 3 To 1

College Plays Host

5 Visitors From Asia,
N. Africa, Near East

UN Day

Quintet To Get Glimpse
Of Typical College Life;
Plan Bates Visit Sat

"A

C

Name" By

Ato Bakarat
India,
Selassio, Ethiopia; Kazim

Hussin Raz, Pakistan; and Musbah
El Torshani, Libya. Their stay
here is being sponsored jointly by
the Political
the College and

Forum.
The group arrived by

visited

over to vote for Stevenson than did
Democrats for Eisenhower. This
is contrary to the results of the
student poll.
In carrying out this poll, Profes-

Bowdoin

last

Brountas Named ROTC

L

Cdr.

As Promotions

Made In Reorganization

partment organs

i

in

Locke Picks Farrington

cal institutions, and must
promotions and assignments

this

year's

reorganization

of politics, .history

Bowdoin's ROTC.
Named as Cadet Colonel and
Regimental Commander is Paul P.
Brountas '54. Ronald B. Gray '54
and Douglas A. Chalmers '53 were
both assigned the post of Battalion
Commander and the rank of
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel.
Is "Bugle" Editor
Brountas is at present manager
of the Debate Council, a varsity

To Head Presentation
The cast for the Masque and
Gown's presentation of "Murder in
the Cathedral
by T. S. Eliot, has
been announced by Assistant Pro-

and

to

fessor Russell F. Locke, Jr.

Tho

cast includes Frank J. Farrington '53, as the Archbishop.
Douglas A. Chalmers '5*. Donn C.
Winner '56, and Maynard A. Seelye

as the Priests, Peter B. Powell
William E. Hill '54, H. Davison

Osgood '54, and Joel H. Hupper '54,
as the four trumpeters, Paul A.
Brountas '54, Charles W. Schoeneman '53, Bruce C. McGorrill '53.

some

ex-

tent, economics.

Politics, as Professor Kirkland defined it, is "the
art of getting things done in a

rough way. Using a greater knowledge and a more realistic apprecia-

Once

Other Appointments

again, the faculty

wives are assisting the Masque and
appearing in the Chorus.
"Murder' in the Cathedral" will
be presented in the College Chapel,
in association with the Bowdoin
Glee Club, on December 8 and 9,

Regimental

Named

as

Band
Members

B—
C
D—

Bowdoin
Raymond S. Petterson '53; Co.
rapidly becoming a fixture at Bow—Henry R Sleeper '53; Co.
doin, and has hopes of gaining
'53;

The

!

1

E—
F—
G—

Guy T. Emery
Paul
Co.
Phillip
JB. Kenyon Jr. '53; Co.
Their next college engagement A. Garland '54; Co.
John S.
will be at the Psi U House on the McDermid '53; Co.
Charles F.
Friday evening preceding the Bow- Davis '53.
doin-Maine game. The band will
These promotions and assignplay often on Friday evenings at
I

|

I

various fraternities to start off
house-party weekends, instead of
playing on Sunday because of the
College restriction.

The band is now made up of
George W. Graham '55, trumpet;
W. Kennedy '55, trombone;

Jesse

[

Jefferson had held

little

hope for the future.
Reverend McGorrill went on to
say that the world is beginning to
speak a universal language: the
language of human needs.
This
fact is something else which
is
"right with the world", and -is
cause for hope.
[Please Turn To Page 2]

OPEN LETTER TO THE DEAN

Officer.
Executive
Cadet Majors were
Charles E. Godfrey '54. Roy G.
Assistant Professor Levy '54, George J. Marcopoulos
at 8:15 p.m.
Russell F. Locke, Jr. will direct '53, William D. Shaw '54, and
Peter B. Webber '54. These cadets
the performance.
have staff jobs in the Regimental
and Battalion Headquarters.
The Cadet Captains and ComBowdoin's Jazz
pany Commanders for the eight
companies in the Bowdoin ROTC
Totals 6
Detachment are as follows: Co. A
- Edwin P. Leonard '54; Co.
Jazz Band is

recognition off-campus as well.

Thomas

James E. Nevin '53 was also
named Cadet Lieutenant Colonel, Dear Dean Kendrick.
and was assigned the post of

Gown by

Now

Sunday Chapel Speaker
Takes Optimistic View

tion of politics, he stated that

F. Hetherington '54. as
the four Knights. James E. Baillic
'55, will
take the part of the
Herald, and Catherine T. Daggett.
historic
Deana Sweet, Mildred Thalheimer, is at present president of the Poli- political, economic and cultural
and Marjorie Tillotson will be in- tical Forum, and a member of the differences. As a result of this,
Republican
Young
Club.
each nation considers the others
cluded in the Chorus.
Chalmers
is
from
Urbana, obstinate for not seeing internaHeading the list of notables to
appear in the production is Frank Illionis, and is a member of the tional problems in the same light.
Farrington. a Glee Club and the Masque and
Rather than assign blame for
J. Farrington '53.
James Bowdoin Scholar, is also a Gown. A James Bowdoin Scholar, this failure to cooperate. Profesmember of the Glee Club. The he is majoring in Philosophy, and sor Kirkland pointed out that un[Please Turn To Page
Meddiebempsters, Debating Team is Recording Secretary of the Al2\
Football team and Zeta Psi Fra- pha Delta Phi fraternity.

and Alan

ternity.

in

study

"What is right with the world"
we
can discount "the torrents of was the subject Reverend Milton
abuse" that gush forth from Mr. Morse McGorrill '19 of Orono used
Vishinsky since it brings forth the to address those attending Chapel
t
realization that Vishinsky, as a last Sunday.
Reverend McGorrill stated at
political operator, is "just a Mcthe outset that the very recogniCarthy with a Russian name."
debater, and Editor of the 1953
tion of the evil in the world is
Understanding the nature of
"Bugle". A past News Editor of
good because it leads to positive
politics and the problems it sets
the ORIENT, he has also won the
up are, however, not enough. "It action. Without this dispassionate
Fairbanks speaking prize, the
recognition of the worlds' ills, there
is easier", said Professor Kirkland.
Bradbury
Achorn Debate, and the
obviously can be no action to cor"to know what to do than to do
Debate. Brountas is a member of
rect them. He condemned a pessiit".
He
pointed out that a sense
Alpha Delta Phi, and comes from
mistic defeatist attitude, however,
of likeness, and of common interBangor.
reminding the assembled worship^
ests and values are essential to an
Gray is a member of Kappa Sig- effective system of international pers that even in the nineteenth
century, an age which we now conma, and is from North Orrington, law and order, and that these
essider remarkable for its progress.
Maine. A Government Major, he sentials are blocked by

".

'54,

final

*™

h e remalned a si,Pnt bs
°
«* the rule* and
regulations which have been placed
upon Bowdoin students. Now, however^ your sudden decision to
squelch Sunday parties forces me to
°P ,ni ° n '" h,Ch
«• *• 'airly representative of the
IZZntlZ
student body as a whole.

r^I^ZITl r

*—

As

understand it we are subject to the
rules formulated
Committee on Student Social Life and ActJvit|
I

nfm
difficult
to

learn

what

^

,

^

in 1948

found

u

committee was composed of. I may be
sticking my neck out, but I think
it would be interesting to know
whether its members were solely faculty
members or not, and tvhether
the rules were apprbved by the Student
Council or not.
This isn't ray point of argument, however.
Some of our rules apthis

pear to be made for children. Girls are
not allowed upstairs at any
time, there are strict hours which
few other schools adhere to. and
now there is the latest ruling. I cannot help wondering
w*y they have
been made. Is it possible that you believe
they will eliminate or even
cut the actions to which they so obviously
refer? They couldn't, and
never will, unless you made our rules as strict
as those of a prep school.
I also understand that you told
a meeting of the House Presidents
that there would be no more Sunday parties
which would involve more
than one house. This would include the campus jazz
band.
First of all let me say that this ruling is not even
mentioned in the
regulations made by the committee in 1948. More important, however,
Is that this ruling just doesn't seem fair. The jazz band has played on

In
Bo^er Levesque, the most consistent Bowdoin ground-gainer against
is shown going for nine yards in the 12-6 game. Levesque has
Just moved by one attempted tackle but two other Colby men move
In for the tackle. Lrvesque scored the winning touchdown in the fourth
period and his running all through the game got Bowdoin off to a good
•tart in the Maine State Series.

Colby,

H—

COLES FOR EISENHOWER
Bowdoin's President James Stacy Coles informed a spellbound chapel audience yesterday that he would support the Reand its Presidential candidate in the approaching

publican party

national election.

Dr. Coles outspoken declaration evolved in part as a chal-

lenge to an undergraduate view expressed in last week's
that college faculty
their integrity
It Is

"A

college

members and other educators

by publically expressing their political preferences.
the major candidates are clearly
Our Duty
avowed men

teachar",

Coles, "not only has the same
privilege as other citizens in expressing his opinions on political

he has opinions on
which he feels strongly, he not
only has a right but a duty to express himself openly
Those
who ask their professors to withhold statements of matters of
politics violate the very concept of
social
independence and social
responsibility which the college
holds its graduates must have."
President Coles referred to himstif as "one of those independent
voters who, we read, are essential
to
a Republican victory." In
earlier Presidential elections he
claimed he had voted for Wendell
L. Wilkie. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and Thomas E. Dewey.
matters, but

ORIENT

often sacrifice

if

.

.

.

of lesser stature hut feels that
ufnder the high pressure of a

modern political campaign, it is
unfair and unreasonable to damn
a man on the basis of one or more
comparatively petty statements,
sometimes taken out of context
and exaggerated beyond all reason.

As

a staunch believer in the two
party system, Dr. Coles told his
audience that he felt that the

To Highlight Schedule
The

results

of

the

Debating

Team and Achorn

Prize Debate
were announced recently by

Professor Albert R. Thayer.
The first debates this year are ing a still impotent Bates team
with Bates College on October 29 62-6. This Saturday Maine and
and 30. In the contest of Wed- Bowdoin will be rated decided
nesday, October 29, to be held at favorites in their games with ColLewiston, team one, Paul P. Broun- by and Bates respectively.
tas '54, and Charles E. Orcutt '54,
Levesque Important
will argue advocating the election
Roger Levesque carried much of
of a Democratic candidate. After
the load for Bowdoin on the
this debate, there will be a poll of
ground, while long passes from
the political beliefs of the audience Jack
Cosgrove to Fred Flemming
by Mr. Alan Hakes. President of and short
tosses from Cosgrove to
the Bates Debating Council, and
Levesque in the flat gained the
Mr. Murray Bolchec.
bulk of yardage through the air
On Thursday, in Smith auditor- for Bowdoin.
ium, team two, consisting of RichAt numerous times during the
ard H. Allen '54, and William A. game both teams saw long
gains
Fickett '54, will take the^ stand ca ] led back because of a
penalty.
advocating the election of a Repub- The first Bowdoin score was
set
This debate will up after pass interference
lican candidate.
was
be shortened to allow time for an called on Colby, and in the closing
open discussion from the floor.
minutes an apparent

Achorn Prize Debate

The Achorn Prize Debate,

by

score
usual- back.

ly a sophomore-freshman contest,
The
will not be so run this year.

the

Mules

game
was

tying

called

The winning drive for Bowdoin
in the fourth period started on
their own 35 yard line. Levesque
went eight yards and then Cos-

Republicans should be given a results of the trials make it imchance to exercise authority and possible to set up two teams on
leadership once more, rather than the class basis, because there are
to assume the doubtful status of only two sophomores in the final
C n wittn g - on
'six candidates.
a perpetual opposition group.
this, Professor Thayer said that in
Coles Encourages Discussion
all the years he has been at BowConcluding his speech, President doin, this is the largest and finest
Coles expressed the hope that group of freshman debaters he has
many studnts would take honest seen.
issue with his stand and that the
There will be a nominal prize to
Men Of High Integrity
very act of his declaration of poli- the winning team, but most awards
Bowdoin's
President
asserted tical preferences might arouse and will be given on a basis of inthat he views Dwight D. Eisen- inspire more discussion on the
dividual excellence, regardless of
hower and Adlai E. Stevenson as campus. Dr. Coles' announcement
team affiliations.
men of high integrity whose many produced startling results in that
The Achorn Debate will be on
admirable qualities complement Mr. William S. Flash, an instructhe National topic: "Resolved, that
rather than duplicate one another. tor in the Government Departthe Congress of the United States
He regretted that many of the ment, promptly submitted a letter
should enact a compulsory Fair
associates and the supporters of
[Please Turn To Page 4}
Employment Practices law." Team
three, on the affirmative, will be
David R. Anderson '55. Warren H.

grove completed a second down
pass to Flemming on the 20 yard
Tine deep in Colby territory. Flem-

mm

ming caught the

ball just before
stepping out of bounds.
From here Levesque and Phil
Garland, playing offense for the
first time, took the ball close
to a
first down on the ten.
With a
fourth down and one yard to go

,

situation,

Levesque went around

right end for ten yards and the

game winning score. Dave Coleman making his debut as Bowdoin's place kicking specialist, saw
[

Continued on Page j

)

Student Council Seeks

FLASH ANSWERS COLES

Greene '56. and Henry D. Shaw '56.
Open House Permission
On the negative, team four, will be
To The Editor:
As a concerned citizon, not as a member of the Department of Paul A. DuBrule '56. William A.
If Dean Kendrick permits,
six
'56. and Elliott S. Palais 55.
Field
Government, may I ask the hospitality of your columns in order to
fraternity houses
" uuse will
w be
°* opened
The date of the Achorn Debate islIL^w"
e Mess I h w «*endi"of December
speak out in protest to the implications of some of the remarks made
Friday. November 14.
4
.i
13 to women singers from Colby
in President Coles's Chapel address this morning?
At the debate in Boston. Novem- Jr. and
Framingham State TeachIf I understood President Coles correctly, he said that in his opin- ber ¥1, the National topic, F. E. P.
ers colleges, it Was reported
at the
ion no Presidential candidate should be held responsible
for the re- C. will be discussed. Team five, Student
Council Meeting Monday.
marks he makes in the heat of an election campaign. Even though the William J. Leacacos '53, and WilThis will make it possible for
remark was made apparently in jest, it was evidently on this basis liam A. Fickett '54, will take the men in the Zete, Psi
U,
Deke,
TD,
Team six, Roger E. AD, and
that President Coles went on to equate the two candidates and to con- affirmative.
ATO Houses who are hav'54, and Elliott S. Palais
clude that the grounds for choice should then properly be shifted to a Gordon
ing dates that do not sing, to ac'55, will take the negative.
Each
commodate
choice between parties. While I would not distpute here the relevance of
them
in
their
fraternteam will debate with two Boston ities.
this latter ground in making one's choice between candidates I must
University teams.
Director of Athletics Mai Morsay that 1 am shocked by his dismissal of the candidates themselves
Eastern Tournament
rill approved, during the
past week,
as not accountable for their own announcement*. Surely President
November 21 and 22 is the sched- the
Cheerleader sweater awards
Coles must recognize this as a "carte blanche" excuse for the most uled date for the Eastern Tourna- suggested
by the Student Council
at the University
ment,
|

,

^

flagrant kind of irresponsibility in our election processes.
Feeling that candidates should not be h.ld responsible for their
pucely tactical utterances, does President Coles ask us then to sit

back and excuse the appalling military-naivte that permits General
Eisenhower in his American Legion speech to blunder into embracing
the "positive" Dull?* policy of liberating the satellite countries, the
General recognizing the blunder and trying to cover it up only after the
damage has been done? Under President Coles's grant of irresponsibility, does he ask us to excuse crusader Eisenhower's embrace, of Senator Nixon in spit" of the latter's continued refusal to sec anything

wrong

in

WBOA

—

Achorn Prize Debate

Boston Conceit, Eastern
Tournament, UNH Debate

trials

the extra-governmental support of a U.S. Senator? Similarly
are we asked to look the other way when Senator McCarthy cuts
loose with his particular brand of support for the Great Crusade?
Finally, to consider the issue on which the Republicans choose to
close the campaign, should we not hold Eisenhower responsible for his
ments are effective Novmber 3,
stage-craft on the Korean war? When the facts are that South Koreans
and no additional pay or allowance
at this moment outnumber our own troops in th» front lines, and when
will accrue to any individual because of these appointments.
General Van Fleet has established that the all-out program to train the
South Koreans now under way will take at least two years more benumerous occasions where nothing more than a friendly gathering of fore they "ci, Id be tnti.ied in sufficient number to relieve us, can EisenNotice
students has evolved.
hower's plea to pull our boys out and >t Asians fight Asians be anything

Does it seem fair to discontinue their playing without warning? I
Pertti O. Lipas '55. piano; MalWBOA has announced plans to
colm G. Malloy '54. clarinet; and broadcast the presidential election use the word "discontinue" purposely, for that is In effect what you are
Charles F. Eades '56, banjo. Eades this Tuesday evening. The cover- doing. There is little opportunity for them to play
except on Sundays
is a recent acquisition of the band, age will run until 6:00 or 7:00
a.m. due to the fact that one or two of them always have dates.
and adds to the rhythm section of Wednesday morning and will inAnother point I would like to make clear is your inconsistency in
the band.
clude interviews plus the usual
allowing the student body to make its own decisions. Two years ago we
The band hopes to get profes- election returns.
voted and threw out a proposed honor system. One year ago we voted
sional engagements in the future
and threw out drinking during rushing. Both of these wise decisions
at nearby colleges as well as at
were heartily approved by the administration. In such decisions as
Bowdoin. It is their plan to pass
Notice
the hat when playing at a Bowsocial regulations, however, Bowdoin students are not given the chance
doin fraternity, to help defray exBowdoin undergraduates desir- to vote. I don't think we're so foolish as to throw all the rules out,
penses. The band has obtained an
not boys.
ing reserved seats for the Masque but we'd like rules for men
engagement at Westbrook Junior
and Gown-Classical Club producThe suddenness of your ruling, however, is what really surprises
College for the 14th of November.
tion of 'The Medea" of Seneca at me. There was no warning or indication before your decision. YOU
If there is reasonable improve- 8:15 p.m. on October 31 are urged JUST POUNCED. Don't you
think we deserve another chance, or at
ment in their organization the to contact H. Payson Dowst '54 at least reason
a
for your actions?
band expects to get quite a few Theta Delta Chi.
Respectfully yours,
Students will not be charged adpaid jobs and perhaps engage in
JOHN S. PECKHAM '53
mission for this production.
interstate commerce.

.

Impressive Frosh Group

Their

their homeThe student must acquire for
Colonel Walter H. Kennett, TC,
lands. El Torshani and Bakarat
recently the either task a knowledge of politi- are librarians with the service.

PMS&T, announced

Murder Cast Announced

*56,

April.

stay and that of the five here this
week is part of a State Department orientation program for local
employees of its U.S.I.S. branch.
H. W. Abplanalp, Training Coordinator, U.S. Internal Information Administration, State Department, first requested that the College arrange for their stay by letter to Mr. Wilder. In the letter he
said, "I know they will enjoy their
stay on your campus and learn
C. Kirkland
much about the life of American
for sometime in the years to come college students."
Of the five, Rigos,- Ramakrishna
he must appraise the value of suggested innovations or "participate and Raz are employed by the
as one of the actors in this drama U.S.I.S. principally as journalists.
They write for various State .Deof change."

Bowdoin had scored at the start
of the second quarter with Totman
going over from one inch out. Colby then had come right back to
tie the game up at 6-6, and this is
the way the score stayed until
Levesque scored for Bowdoin early
in the final period. This set the
stage for a final drive by Colby in
the last four minutes of the game,
a drive which came very close to
either making it a tie game or a
victory for the underdog Mules.
The win for Bowdoin sent them
into a first place tie in the State
Series with the
University of
Maine, which had no trouble beat-

Debate Teams Selected;

Mon-

Edward

sor Lawrence
Pelletier was of
great assistance to the ORIENT
staff.
/

I

train

morning, when they were
luncheon guests of the Rotary Club
in Brunswick. They are staying at
the Harriet Beecher Stowe House.
On their itinerary is a trip Saturday to Bates College in Lewjston, where they will spend the day
and attend the Bowdoin-Bates
football game.
State Department Program

\J

the recovery of the loose ball.

day

A similar group composed of
three Latin American employees
of the U.S. Information Service

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Bowdoin'* Polar Bears opened their 1952 State Series campaign with a hard fought 12-6 victory over an extremely stubborn Colby team last Saturday at Waterville.
The game, played before a chilled homecoming crowd of
3,000. was not decided until the last thirty seconds of the contest when the Colby quarterback, Joe Cartier. fumbled on Bowdoin's three yard line with defensive tackle Mark Savage making

makrishna,

Gabre

12

Crucial 4th Period Fumble
Costs Colby Contest 12-6

The five are Messrs. John Nestor Rigos, Greece; Akondy Ra-

Adlai Gets Jewish Support

Of the 29 faculty ballots for
Stevenson, there were eight Republican, 10 Democratic, and 11
independent votes. For Eisenhower
there were 18 GOP supporters and
one Democrat who crossed over.
Thus more Republicans crossed

NUMBER

1952

Five native employees of the
U.S. Information Service offices in
the Near East, South Asia and
Africa are at Bowdoin this week
to learn about the life of American college students.

69-41.

Although a majority of the
Catholics were for Eisenhower,
Stevenson's vote had a higher
did
Catholic
percentage
than
Eisenhower. This is indicative of
the national trend, as evidence by
recent polls. The Protestants also
showed even stronger support for
Eisenhower, but the men of Jewish
faith favored Stevenson by a ratio
of two to one.

29,

MULES EDGED BY BOWDOIN
IN STATE SERIES OPENER

To

Undergraduate's Role
In World Govt. Topic

Chapel Talk
Of
By John B. Goodrich '05
The result of the poll by FraterThe Bowdoin student body voted
Vishinsky Labeled
overwhelmingly for Gen. Dwight nities is as follows:
Adlai
Ike
D. Eisenhower to be the next
McCarthy With Russian
8
50
A.D.
president of the United States,
E.
Kirkland
27
17
A.R.U.
casting 500 ballots for the Republi3
44
A.T.O.
can candidate as against 153 for
"The prevention and contain11
38
Beta's
Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson in the
ment of war" is the "pressing politi9
33
ORIENT poll conducted this week Chi Psi
cal aim of any world organization,"
9
45
Deke
on the campus. The faculty vote,
stated Professor Edward C. Kirk12
Delta Sigma
36
however, favored Stevenson, 29land in his chapel address on
45
10
Kappa
Sigma
19.
United Nations Day, last Friday.
40
16
Psi U.
The total student Republican
"The question", he continued, "is
15
Sigma Nu
38
how to secure the introduction of
vote was 382, of which 17 crossed
9
T.D.
55
over to vote for Stevenson. This
improved methods" in attaining
Zeta Psi
40
11
means that only 4.47c of the
this aim.
This involves technical
Independents
19
13
Republican vote went to the
problems of a high order." ProDemocratic candidate. On the
fessor Kirkland maintained that
153
Total
500
other hand, out of a total of 98
the undergraduate should concern
Democrats, 30 voted for EisenWins Bowdoin's Vote himself now with these problems
hower or a percentage pf 30.6.
Therefore, the General had a highU. N. Speaker
er percentage of the Democratic
vote than Stevenson had of the
Republican total. Also, Eisenhower
captured the independent vote by
a margin of

ORIENT

PROP. CHAS. L. LIVINGSTOS
234 MAINE ST.
3RUNSfICK. MAINE

more than campaign oratory (which we are now asked to excuse as
such)? Or should we take the General seriously after ail? Is the Gen-

now revealing that his naivete encompasses a comKorean war is a United
Nations joint action, the most crucial test so far of its very existence?
If Eisenhower fails to see this, then mustn't he be classified obviously
either with some of his ardont supporters, Genera' Wood and Colonel
McCormlck's "America First" champions, or with the MacArthurites
who would |> unge the whole world into the final war by having the
eral, of all people,

plete lack of understanding of the fact that the

and "mop up" China?
hard to believe that President Coles would have his blanket
excuse extend this far, and yet, there it is. Need I add that from the
record of the Republican party as such one can hardly conclude that
the General's backers will do anything but whole-heartedly support all
of these to-be-excused statements made under the stress of campaign
cross-fire? President Coles in Chapel credited the General with the
virtues of a compromiser. How- far are we asked to let this virtue run?
U.S. go in
It is

^MMM

WILLIAM

S.

FLASH

^mm

to be held
of Vermont at Burlington. This is
a practice tournament usually at
tended by more than fifty Eastern
collets
Each debate is followed
by a detailed analysis of the work
of individual debaters by a critic
judge. Each institution send a debating coach for judging other conProfessor George Little, of
tests.
the University of Vermont, will
serve with Professor Thayer as
Bowdoin representatives in the capacity of critic judges.
There are two divisions in the

tournament, each division having

with the stipulation outlined
last issue of the

"

in the

ORIENT.

The 0,
Student
uuem ^reciory
Directory wmcr
which

is

L
~>fd
rd each
year
VPar for a Quarter,
quarter, is
f°
M*
1 "* compiled and distributed
this
year by Bruce C. McGorrill and
John B. Malcolm of the Beta
House. According to the Council,
it will be on sale in the immediate
.

future.

A form letter was sent to the
town merchants this week by the
Council requesting that all advertisements for college publications
be cleared through the Council in
order to prevent soliciting by improperly sponsored publications.
Added contributions this week
by the council from the excess left
over from the Campus Chest weekend were $96 to the Save The Children
Federation and $100 to
Athens College in Greece. The remaining balance is $154.

two teams. In the Senior division,
team seven will be comprised of
Charles E. Orcutt '54, and William
C. Hays '55, team eight, Paul A.
DuBrule '56, and Paul P. Brountas
'54; in the Novice division, team
nine. Warren H. Greene '56, and
Henry D. Shaw "56, team ten,
William A. Field, "56. and David R.
The sophomore class elections
Anderson '55. The National topic
will be held the Wednesday folwill be discussed, teams seven and
nine taking the affirmative, teams lowing the Maine game.
eight and ten. the negative.
Other Debates
At a date not yet fixed, team Nov. 1 Test Deadline
eleven, Morton L. Price '56. and
The deadline for submitting apBruce Wald '53, and team twelve.
Donald S. Deane '56. and Richard plications for the December 4
H. Allen '54. will debate at the
University of New Hampshire on
the National topic.
Team eleven
will take the affirmative, team
twelve, the negative.
Speakers have not yet been assigned for the debate December
13 at Bates before the Hirrh School
Clinic. This will be a debate with
cross-examinations from the members of the clinic.

Selective Service College Qualification Test

vember

is

midnight Saturday, No-

1.

After that time, applications will
rot be considered.
The test application blanks can
be obtained from Mr. Wilder at his
office in Massachusetts Hail. Students are to mail their completed
applications to the Educational
Testing Service of Princeton, N. J.

H
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Richard C. Thurston

By Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. *44
There is a marked contrast beWaugh and War
"This is a novel of military life'', tween the masterful depiction of
says the jacket blurb on Evelyn Apthorpe, Ritchie-Hook and Vir(Men At ginia, and the -dubious parade of
Waugh's latest novel.
Arms; by Evelyn Waugh; Little, minor characters, which Waugh
Brown A Co., Boston; 342 pp.) quite often leaves to fend for itThat is, the military life of Guy self. And indeed, the repetitiveCrouchback, an inept, romantic, ness of characterization evident in
disillusioned Englishman, who sees the case of Apthorpe and Ritchiein World War II the opportunity Hook sometimes becomes offensive
to inject into his colorless blood because of the lack of variety in
Particularly in
the rich red ripeness of an ideal its presentation.
not yet torn apart, of a faith not the episode of the "thunder-box",
yet disintegrated, of a comrade- in which Apthorpe and Ritchieship with other men of arms that Hook contend mutely with one anis not based on a relativity of ac- other over Apthorpe's medical-kit,
complishment and intelligence. As there is a boring over-emphasis.
such, the book is the first of a
It is quite obvious from the book
trilogy planned by the author.
that one of Waug's chief preocNovelist Waugh has concerned cupations is with the mediocrity
himself here with soldiers and of his characters and their colleccivilians-become-soldiers during a tive army lives. But his sympathy
wartime period. But the princi- with, and antipathy toward, this
pal concern of the book is not com- mediocrity,
reaches a stand-off
bat, except as promise for the fu- point.
Because there is symture.
His hero, Guy, is 36 years pathtic treatment of almost every
old when the second World War 'character in the book, the oc
He is an effete member of cassional sharp sketching of a
starts.
an effete. Catholic, noble family. satirical point loses its effectiveDeserts some eight years prev- ness. Waugh constantly balances
by

ious

from

his wife, cut off

his

(He is not 'simpatico"), Guy
grasps the war eagerly, as an
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown,
agent of personal ^alvation. With
Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53, Albert F. Lilley '54, and Thomas
his appointment to the traditionOtis, Jr. '53.
steeped Halberdier Guards, a grodp
HPHEsemri) ro* natiomal awmtisino ar
eminently suited to his idealistic
National Advertising Service, Inc.
purpose, Guy's story officially be-

Direetors

Cntlrmr Pubtiihrrt Rthrr'rntitlirr

NEW YORK.

MADISON AVK.

N. V.
San Francisco
P«MI«br4 w»kU whrn rlnui are lirld during the Fall and Sprinr Trimester by
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Students Should Be Given Chance
To Decide Social Rules, Privileges
It

is

evident that the College administration

is

going to con-

tinue their tightening of social regulations until there will

nothing

Bowdoin

of

left

parties except a faint

odor of

stale

be

gins.

However, Me« At Arms, as

isolation

from the substratum of our oft-consecrated soil.
have the greatest respect for the motives behind this
administrative action. There is no doubt that alcohol has been
the cause of adverse comment from Bowdoin alumni and inter-

We

it

mind.

his

beer drawn a character as one would

issuing

\

i

1

!

are

Hampden
who have

to residents of

limited

stands now, is as uncertain of itof the soldier from the impeneself as a leaf in the wind.
Comtrable machine which, lurking in
mitted neither as satire nor as
the background, guides his descomedy, it cannot stand as a symIt further grants the author
tiny.
pathetic treatment of military life
wide scope in which to display his
either.
Let us hope Mr. Waugh
Brigadier Ritchiesatiric talents.
can clear up this difficulty in the
Hook, a blood and guts commander
future books of his trilogy, since
who petrifies everyone in the Halthe reader would like to make up
berdiers, is as delightful and well-

ever find in satire.

Fund

Fellowships from the

Guy's training as an officer in
the Guards forms the plot outline
And it Rives Waugh satire.
of the book.
ample opportunity to intensify the

(now somewhat common)

The

for the scholastic year 1952-53.

up his critical appraisal of
characters with a sympathy that
seems out of place under the cirYet neither symcumstances.
pathy nor satire reach a point
where the reader can unequivocally
accept or reject.
Ordinarily this
would result in a complexity of
character that would impart depth
and humanity to a character. Here
it only confuses and disturbs, since
the characterization is essentially
a quantitative kind, and not compatable with a tragic, or even
serio-tragie theme. Thus we must
conclude that this, obviously, is

spect

:

Assistant Pwfcww
Albert S. by Ronald P. Gray '54. Political
The Trustees of the Horace Roe of the Art Department opened Forum
President, held a question
Smith Fund in Springfield, Massa- the Political Forum season with a
and answer period at the end of
chusetts have recently made availlecture entitled "Post War Europe" his talk.
able, under the Walter S. Barr
In the Peucinian Room of Sills Hall
Professor Roe spent a year in
Donation, fellowships totaling $5,yesterday evening.
Europe on a Fullbright Fellowship
000 for advanced study or research

speaker,

who was

introduced

County, Massachusetts,
graduated or are about to graduate from college. Awards, although
in varying amounts, will not as a
rule, be less than $1,000 each. The
awards are made for a period of
one year, but may be continued if
it seems warranted.
Candidates preparing for careers
such as politics, scientific research,
the ministry, teaching or any other
learned professions are preferred.
Candidates must show in their
scholastic

Professor Roe's talk
to
the effect that the strongest bond
beteween England and the United
States is that of a common language.
He pointed out, however,
that England has many European
characteristics and that she stands
as a link between Europe and the

was a quotation from Bismark

and extracurricular rec-

promise of unusual attainin their chosen fields. The
fellowships will be awarded on the
basis of a comparison of records

ords

United States.

ments

And Apthorpe,

Crouchback's inglorious contemporary officer, stands as the epi-

1

A

series of political cartoons,
giving a pictorial account of various political opinions in the more
interesting presidential campaigns
from 1800 to the present, is on display in Hubbard Hall this week.

for the purpose of doing research
The famous "Gerrymander."
on the drawings of William Blake.
Feeling that current Anglo-Ameri- drawn in 1812, is, one of the most
can problems were of greater in- interesting of the early cartoons.
terest to the college than the re- "Gerrymander" was the appellato the salamandersults of his actual research would tion given
be, Mr. Roe kept his remarks on shaped voting district carved out
of Essex County by Governor Elart to a minimum.
bridge Gerry of Massachusetts in
Quotes Biamark
order to control elections.
The basis of

Abroad

Visits

Professor Roe compared the relasires and populations of the
two countries and showed how
these elements affect the social
and political viewpoints of each.
Then he followed with a discussion
of life in England today, with par-

tive

made

in the candidates' respective
colleges and schools attended before college.
the r Applications to be considered must

contemporaries in England because
Business Assistants
of his residence on an Italian
*
Hobart C. Tracy '55
Theodore D Bobbins '53
Island, steeped in apathy, and the
'56
Bramhall
Pf
C.
'54
ter
T.
Richard Dale
possessor of a personal nature that
'56
H. Robert Beacham, Jr.
effectively denies him Jove and re-

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

'52 fltly Forum Gerrymander Featured
Roe
In library Exhibit Of
From Horace Smith Fund With Post War Europe Talk Political Cartoons

Offered Scholarrfiips

j

he received by the chairman by
Requests for
1953.
1,
application forms are to be addressed to the Chairman of the
Albert S. Roe
Committee, William C. Hill, 11€6
Worthington Street, Springfield,
Applicants are
Massachusetts.
asked to state briefly their educaEditor
tion and intentions, along with a Letter
list of secondary schools and higher
October 23, 1952
institutions attended, with dates.
The committee in charge of the To the Editor:
Barr Fellowships is as follows;
In the October 22 issue of the
Bruce M. Bigelow, Vice-President, ORIENT the article ... on the
Brown University; Charles W. recent Blanket Tax hearings
Cole, President, Amherst College; states that Radio Station
Mrs. Lloyd W. Fernald, Long- wishes to tie on to the high powei.
meadow; Archibald V. Gailbraith, lines of the Central Maine Power
former headmaster, Williston Company. It further states that
Academy: Harriet Newhall, Direc- the result of this "tie on" will be
tor of Admissions, Mount Holyoke that WBOA will be able to blot out
College Lewis Perry, former head- other local stations.
This latter statement is both unmaster, Exeter Academy; William
C. Hill, former principal. Spring- true and unfair. The true result
of such a tie would be that WBOA
field Classical High School.
would cover a much wider area
with the same power output, and
without interfering in any way
Speaker
Sunday Chapel
with any other station. Under the
Federal Communication Commis[Continued from Pnge 2)
sion's rules, no radio station can in
"Free University"
The speaker concluded with the any way interfere with the signal
article
thought that we are now beginning of any other station. If this
should come to the attention of
to act on our ideals and principles.
F.C.C
with
connected
the
anyone
experifollowing
the
related
He

February

To The

WBOA

ticular emphasis on rebuilding,
rationing, and political develop^
ments since the war.

Professor Roe observed that although there exists between the
United States and England a mutual friendship, there is in England
and parts of Europe a growing dislike for America. This feeling, he
stated, is due to envy of our prosperity

and to the attitude that

United States culture

is

completely

materialistic.

England

also

Another caricature of interest is
one entitled "Mr. Facing-Both
Ways," drawn in 1876. It reprepolitician
two-faced
sents
a
promising reform in government
while concealing the corrupt record of his party.

One of the most striking cartoons is one picturing President
Theodore Roosevelt, in a suit of
armor, attacking a giant figure.
Roosevelt, brandishing a lance
representing
reciprocal
trade,
faces the giant, who represents infant industries, and who bears a
club labeled "tariff." A girl, representing free trade is seen trapped
in a tower of the monster's castle.
The current campaign is also
represented by several cartoons
lampooning both presidential candidates. One caricature pictures
Elsenhower chauffeuring a limousine, with Taft. "Big Business,"
and "Isolationism" in the back
seat. Another represents President
Truman "Decorating his former
Hero", by splashing paint on the
figure of Eisenhower.

aware of the

feel- not been justified, and she feels
ing prevalent in this country today that this attitude is unfair, the
that our gifts in her direction have speaker pointed out.
is

;

Student

Patronage
Solicited

tome of ineffectual, yet likable, Kirkland Chapel Talk
bumbledom. However, except for
[Continued from Page 7]
these, and Guy's former wife Virested observers, some of whom maintain that the College's rep- ginia, none of the other characters dergraduates should, through their
experience, rise above "procollege
it would mean serious trouble for
utation for drinking has driven sub-freshmen to more temperate in the book assumes identities of vincial judgements" stemming from ence which he had in Germany:
»
their own.
Guy himself is too
Right on the edge of the west- the station ...
clinics. The College depends upon its alumni to supply both
We would like to have the
often an instrument rather than any region or political sovereignty. ern sector of Berlin, Reverend MeThe world of scholarship is, he
retraction of
financial aid and prospective candidates for the school, and their an individual.
Gorrill saw the sign "Free Univer- ORIENT print a
said,
in more than one way
a
this statement and an explanation
There are a few episodes in this
sity", meaning "free" not in a
advice cannot go completely unheeded.
book that are funny, inducing a world.
"free"
in re- of the results of a high power tie
monetary
sense,
but
It is an incontrovertible fact that an alcoholic mist has perlaughter that verges on the paProfessor Kirkland insisted that spect to its academic ideals and in.
Jehn L. Davis '53
vaded the atmosphere of most of the incidents which Dean Ken- thetic, as good satiric comedy he did not have in mind the "ur- aspirations. As he pointed out,
Chief Engineer WBOA
drick terms "unfortunate." Alcohol does not lead toward greater should. Unfortunately there is a bane cosmopolitanism" of Presi- these students believe so strongly
lack of variety in scene and plot dent Hyde's "Offer of the College": in the value of a liberal education
We
retract
Ed.
rationality, and often releases those submerged icebergs of de- that makes the reading rather
"To be at home in all lands". He that they dared to establish their
rough going at times. Sadly, the stated that an international order university right under the guns of
structive emotion which can cause much anguish and suffering.
writing occasionally assumes the requires the ability to weigh the their potential Soviet destroyers.
But, in the face of this seemingly overwhelming evidence
character and dullness of the needs of ones own country and the This, Reverend McGorrill stated,
in support of the abolition of social privileges, we would like to "flaps" or hurry-up-and-wait traits courage to make the necessary
is the type of action, based upon
propound our own theory. We would not dare to maintain that so familiar to army men and forced sacrifices for the welfare of com- ideals, in which the world will have
upon them by the "higher-ups". mon humanity.
its salvation.
the average Bowdoin student is mature, but. for this very reason,
we hold that at least a modicum of wrong choices should be pre-

1

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Main*

—

.

sented to him. Unfortunately,

*it

impossible

is

in

succession of choices, implying which ones are correct, and trusting to some extent in an innate tendency toward the good. In
this

his

is capable, once he leave college, to direct
with some degree of certainty and purpose.

OCTOBER
Wednesday

life

are not for or against bars, drinking, or women on the
second floors of fraternity houses. But we do not think that they
should be outlawed because someone rules that they are evil,
want to learn to make up our own minds,
and bad for us.

We

We

and the College should give us the opportunity to do so. We
would define social privileges as the privilege to learn how to
conduct ourselves by immediate experience, and not by rote. We
will undoubtedly make wrong choices, but wrong choices, when
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Sincerely yours,
(signed) Kenneth C. M. Sills
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Music

World News
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World News
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820 On

New Study Stand

Dear Nat:
If I remember correctly you will be having before long a meeting
of the Presidents of the Bowdoin fraternities. If not too much trouble
will you kindly tell them how very much Mrs. Sills and I appreciated
their thoughtful telegrams wishing us Bon Voyage. Every fraternity on
and I need
the campus sent us a most cheery and kind message
not say that of all the greetings that sent us off no others were more
appreciated. The telegrams warmed the cockles of the heart I can
assure you. Please add that as soon as I can find time to answer all
the telegrams and letters that came to us, I shall do so individually
but for the present I trust you will present our gratitude "en masse" as
it were. Of course Mrs. Sills wishes to be included ia all this,

sa

Music Hall
Polar Bears Den

Herb

to hold

YOUR DIAL

CUMBERLAND

book or magazine

18 October 1962

Cunard Line
RMS "Queen Elizabeth"

TteatWy

m

*.

Music

ML M.

Fraternity Messages Gratify Sillses

News

Sundav Hop
Memories
The World Of
Opera
The Flylnjt Dutchnifn by Wagner

Mastttrworks

From France
Polar BVars Den

Music to Study by
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Sunday

recognized as such, are a necessary experience in a free society,
for they demonstrate tangibly what is right.

—

NOVEMBER

-

Friday

DeBiule

10:15
10:30
"
10:45
11:00 World
1 1

Thursday

30

Price

$1.00

Brunswick

We

have new Portable Typewriters to sell at
more reasonable rates than you will find in
Boston or New York. The reason for this is
that we pay the federal tax out of our. profit.
Many second-hand machines for rent and to sell.
When buying a new machine we can give you a
good allowance on your old machine.

Marilyn Monroe
Richard Wldmark
la

DON'T BOTHER TO

KNOCK

W. CHANDLER

F.

STREET

News

& SON

BRUNSWICK

Do you have to make eyes
to make A's?

also

New Victor Adding Machine $99.50

150 MAINE
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PHONE 234
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a free society to

"turn the soul" of a young person toward the good, as Plato
desired. The democratic method is, of necessity, to present a
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Frosh Show Improvement
In I3-t) Victory Over Tllton

POLAR

By Ob iti»' wBhaOC

BEARINGS
By Robert M. Hurst

'

reversal of
form, the Bowdoin
Freshmen handed Tllton Academy
their fourth loss against no wins
this season. The Polar Bear Cubs
drove 10 yards for a score after
recovering a fumble in the first
period and then they went 71
yards to score late in the final
quarter with a 32 yard pass from
Plasse to Murray the key play in
the drive. Rod CoMette went into
the end zone from the two.
Tllton was unable to move With
the opening kickoff and punted out
of bounds on the Bowdoin 35. Dyer
moved the ball to the Tilton 40
in two carries. After an incomplete
pass and an offside penalty had
dropped them back to the 4&, Libby went all the way to the 33.
After a line play had been stopped
for no gain, Libby ran nicely on an
end sweep to the Tilton 10 yard
line.
Here the Tilton defenses
tightened arid the Freshmen lost
the ball on downs after reaching

Making a complete

*JS4

ed Colby 68 to
for the highest Bowdoin score in a state series. Fourteen years later Colby atoned for their humiliation by whipping the
Polar Bears 48 to 0. The most lopsided Bowdoin-Maine score was also in
1900 when Bowdoin whitewashed Maine 38 to 0.
Let's take a look at some of the other games in which Bowdoin
played that were noticeable for their high scores. In 19S0 Bowdoin
opened its season against the Massachusetts Agricultural College. The
Polar Bears churned out seven touchdowns for 45 points as they held
their opponents scoreless. According to an account of the game, the
highlight of the day was the scoring of Bowdoin' second touchdown.
The ball was snapped back to the left-half, Sid Foster, who fired it
down into the endzone to Jit Richer. This pass would have been routine
except for the fact that Mr. Ricker had to leap "five feet" into the air
to haul It down. It was Sid Foster again who scored the sixth touchdown as he raced 7S yards down the sidelines. Whan a substitute was
sent In for Foster, every man In the stands rose as their hero, "hardly
winded," kept right on running into the shower- room. There was no
lack of talant for making extra-points that game as the boys In black
tried three place kicks, three passes and one field goal.

the

CRourke smashed

to be outdone,

the ball 80 yards on one occasion.

Bowdoin wasn't always on the winning side in these T.D. parades.
In 1927 Yale was host down at the Yale bowl. The men of old Eli were
not too hospitable on this occasion, however, as they crushed the visias several
tors 41-0. More than sixty players were used by both teams
Bowboys were prostrated by the heat. Yale made 19 first downs to
doin's 4.

end, has turned after a pitch pass from Joe Cartier in the second period of the game at Waterville, and is
heading for a gain of about twenty yards. Closing in at the left is Fred Coukos, 12, Art Cecelskl, 40, and Mark Savage, 57. Throwing a block at right on Don Agostinelli, Bowdoin leader, is big John Button, 26, while Carlton Reed, 22, Is trying to dear a path.

Bowdoin Wins
f Continued

From Page 1]

held to -12 yards Colby exchanged punts and with
twice. It Is interesting to note that the Garnet's were
out of four minutes left Colby had the
rushing during the entire game. Roger Miles of Maine kicked 8
for Maine in ball on their own 40 yard line.
victory
32nd
the
marked
win
• extra-points. Saturday's
Bowdoin's line had held Colby in
08 starts against Bates.
check all the second half, hut at
this point Colby started a march
years 20-19, scoring
Tufts beat Williams for the first time in 13
which had the Bowdoin bleachers
out
touchdown in the last 2 minutes. Williams has now lost 4
dismay until Colby finally
in
opening
their
In
to
0.
Middlebury
9
fumbled the ball on the three yard
of their last 5 games only beating
former All- line.
game they lost to Boiling Airforce Base which boasts
and Detroit Lions
Working on the ground, Colby
American quarterback Al Dorrow of Michigan State
gained eight, but then lost five
ace end Dome Dibble.
>
____,
battled to a yards on a penalty. On the third
Amherst
and
Wesleyan
Connecticut,
At Mlddletown,
down play Cartier, the able quarLittle Three rivals. Over the
0-0 deadlock In the 58th meeting of these
terback for Colby, passed to BillLord Jeffs 23 of the traditional
years Wealevaa ha. won 27 and the
ington who broke out toward the
in
sneak
to
Williams
for underdog
left and then went down the sideclashes. The tie leave, the gate open
final

»

*

•

•

hockey rink started.
Down at Williamstown work on a new indoor
own surface for home games
hoped that the Purple will have its
estimated at $100,000. Once agam
next season. The cost of the rink is
cold as far as hockey is conink year Bowdoin will be left out in the
her* at Brunswick Bowdoin will
cerned Until an indoor rink is built
opponents will continue to
and
teams
rate
conZue to have second
games here.
avoid us on their schedule f or
It is

The Polar Bearings column in
last week's ORIENT was written
by Robert M. Hurst '54, and not by
Cam! He F. Sarrauf '55 as erroneously indicated.

Alpha Delt's Win, 31-21,
For Eleventh In Row;

State Series

Opener

apparent 57 yard play of the second quarter and altouchdown play. Clipping was de though Coleman had his kick
tected and the play was called blocked Bowdoin had the lead 6-0.
Colby blasted back after ,the
back.
Cartier tried the same pass to kickoff to tie the score. The 45
Billington and it was eood for a yard drive featured the bullet
first down to keep Colby's chances passing of Cartier and the runFour plays later Cartier ning of Charlie Windhorst who
alive.
again connected with Billington took the ball the last 22 yards on
who made a juggling catch and two plays for the score. He scored
went down to the 16 yard line be- from nine yards out, and the game
was tied up 6-6.
fore being finally stopped.
Before the half had ended one
Bowdoin Stiffens
Davis of Colby went to the Bow- Polar Bear threat had been stopdoin six with a minute and a half ped at the 25, and a second one
found Bowdoin on the Colby 13
left. The Bowdoin line stiffened for
the charge and two plays netted yard line as time ran out. On the
Colby only two and a half yards, [-half's last play, Cosgrove almost
Then Cartier, trying a quarter- hit Flemming in the end zone, the
back sneak, fumbled, and lost the ball almost being held by the
ball to Bowdoin lineman Savage. stretching Flemming.
There were but thirty seconds left,
Third Period Even-Stephen
and Cosgrove ran the clock out
The third pediod was evenwith a no gain play.
stephen as penalties cut down
Near the end of the first quar- several promising drives by both
ter Bowdoin started their first clubs, and as the fourth quarter
scoring drive with pass interfer- opened the possibility of a 6-6 tie
ence being called against Colby on was not remote.
their own 1^ Flemming had been
Then came Bowdoin's touchpushed asj^S attempted 1o make down drive and Colby's near miss

an

for

lines

his kick go off to the left of the
The fact that Maine kept using their first team up to the final gun goal posts and the score remained
game Is verified by the fact that Larry Woodsum, offensive end, 12-6.
scored
Woodsum
all
In
seconds.
90
Colby Starts From 40
scored two touchdowns In the last
Bogdanovich went over
After the kickoff, Bowdoin and
S touchdowns for the Bears while "Satchel"

and

Tilton kept control of the ball
for the remainder of the period
but was unable to move out of
their own territory. They got a
real break when a 15 yard penalty
on fourth down for roughing the

Ed Fraktman, Colby

of the

retain their title of last year.

off left

0.

v

I

the catch.

Agostinelli Stars
Agostinelli as always was indis-

pensable as a line backer and McGovern, playing for the first time
this year, tightened the defensive
backfield.

Cartier,

Fraktman,

Yanuchi,

and

Windhorst,

Bazer
on the

before being knocked down. Three

downs left Bowdoin With fourth
and five on the Tilton 4t. Len
'

Plasse then threw nicely to John
Libby out wide hi the flat Libby
shewed seme fine brake* fieta running as he moved all the way town
to the Titon 15. This opportunity
was watted, however, as Plasse
fumbled eh second dowh With TVton recovering.
Bowdoin took the second kickoff and moved all the way from
their own 43 to the Tiltan 25 before losing the hell on a fumble. A
neatly executed pass play frota
Carter to Murray with a lateral
yards
to O'Rourke picked it?

M

m

this drive.

Tilton began to open holes to the
center of the Bowdoin line .bat
found their gains tonsUlentfr

by penalties. TTtiey trete
to puht and the

forced

finally

Freshmen took, over *n their own
48. They penetrated to the TJl^h
29 before an interception cptft
tackle them the ball. The ball sh,^Uldd
back and forth over the mld£eW
a poor stripe, and the third penodeo**!

for the score.
Oh the point after try,
pass from center didn't even give
Dyer a chance to get off his kick.
A penalty against Tllton gave the
Freshmen another try which went
by the boards in exactly the same
manner as the center was again
unable to find the range and the
score remained, Bowdoin 6, Tilton

lateral pass"

'Bo

Freshmen the hall on fheir own
With fourth down an thf 29,
Geiinas who was back to (adit,
fumbled the center, picked H dp;
and rambled all the way to the 89

23.

nullified

4.

TUton's luck was short-lived
however, as Leo Berkley pounced
oh a Mayo fumble on the 10. Libby
drove to the 3 and on third down,

with Adam Walsh,
In 1935 Bowdoin clobbered Wesleyan 33 to
incidently, using 33 players. In the second period Wesleyan uncorked a
"forward double lateral pass" good for 48 yards. The Polar Bears, not

came back in the third period with a "forward triple
good for 68 yards and a score.
In 1987 Colby suffered its worst setback at the hands of Bowdoin
since 1919 as five Bowdoin players crossed Into their end /.one for 30
points. Colby, playing its usual hard game, had 65 yards worth of unnecessary roughness penalties called against them. Helping to blank
the mulemen that afternoon was Boyd Legate whose right foot booted

week's

last

Maine's 62-6 shellacking of Bates' Bobcats set many fans wondering as to the sportsmanship of the Black Bears and their coach Hal
Westerman. If Westerman had cleared the bench as he should have*
done in such a position the score might, not have reached the astronomical figure it did. The box-score shows that exactly 25 Maine men
took part in the game. Not since the turn of the century has a Maine
team approached this 6Core with the exception of the Bowdoin-Colby
game last year in which the teams set a new series scoring record by
rolling up 102 points between them. Back in 1900 Bowdoin overwhelm-

the

iwte

kicker gave them first and 10 on
their own 42. Their drive petered
out and on the first play of the
second period, they were forced to
kick. Bowdoin could pick up only
2 yards in 3 downs and on fourth
down, O'Rourke's punt attempt
was blocked. Tilton took over on
the Bowdoin 11. On second down
they
fumbled,
however,
with
Berkley again the man who recovered.
An exchange of pants gave the

were

«p$fMr

with TiKon-tn-pOr**«ih_

own

22.'

'«:

.

:

About midway through the last
quarter Bowdoin forced a punt a*d
ttook over on their own 2B..ijk\
Carter, alternating all day with
Len Plasse, was in at theeuarterback spot as the Freshmen finally
began to start a serious drive.
With Geiinas, Libby, and Cotfptte
pushed

the Frosh
alternating,
down to the Tilton 34.

At

this

Jim Carter connected with
Al Murray on the two and the

point,

stage

was

set for

Rod

Cotiette's

touchdown sweep around left ehg.
Geiinas converted and the'Fi*^*men had a 13-0 margin. The fame
ended with Bowdoin once again in
possession after the second string
defensive unit had sucewsfuny
stopped the Tilton attack.
The Frosh reversed their poor
performance of last week against

CRourke.
and Geiinas all ran
and both offensive
platoons Were much

Hebron.

Dyet,
hard

and
smoother mat
oh the previous Friday.

string of victories over Colby inFrank McC-lhley, who called the
Colby
potent
tact. For Colby it made their signals defensively, teemed ierde
record 2-2 for the season.
in the center of the Hhe pad Leo
the statistical side Bowdoin
The summary:
Berkley also showed uf> wf$ oh
had the edge, but it was close Bowdoin (11)
t$) Celt* defense.
John Libby made sots*
Roux. le
Ic, ftaktman
also. The Bears had 12 first downs
sharp tackles and CRourke, MurMcGoldriek. it
Jt. Kierhan
to Colby's 10. Bowdoin had a total Goldstein. ls
if. DuUon
ray, and Collette also raw e*at.e. Reed
of 278 yards net rushing and pass- Agostinelli. c
Celeski. rjr
for good defensive
rr. Herbert mendation
ing, while Colby picked up a net MeOallum, rt
rt. Baser
work.
re, Hudson
total of 178 yards rushing and Flem miner, re
Coearor*. ob
McDonnell, Kiernam, and Dunn,
...
qb. Cartier
used the LeveHQUe, Ihb
passing. Both teams
lbb. Windhorst
did the bulk of the tackling far
rhb
rhb, Bfllinfcham
ground slightly more than the air Totman.
Tilton ih the positions bar/king u>
Howe, fb
fl>, Hibbert
for their gains.
Score by periods
Bowdoin
S
S— 12 the porous forward wall.
cold north wind made condi- Colby
Since Exeter was able to top
•— <
e
•
Substitution*:
Bowdoin Sturgeon. At- this poor Tllton club by only
tions uncomfortable for the fans
Friedlander.
kins,
Savaire.
Farrinirton,
and difficult for the punters when Snellin*. Pratt. Infrraham, Leiirhton, Goe- the Freshmen should be
koi. McGovern, Testa, Garland. Colby
forced to kick against it.
to do well in their game at
Alperi. Maehand. Mathieu. Yanuchi. JohnThe win was Bowdoin's third eon. Olson, Pirie, Dionnc,
Fornaciari, New Hampshire, next Saturday. If
straight after the opening two Davis.
overhaul the Zetes next week wbefi
Touchdowns: Totman, Levesque, Windf
defeats,
and it kept the long hor«t
especially
side.

On

.

A

—

********

__c

l

it

ii

11

at the close of the contest.

Levesque and Mel Totman workThe re-injury of Hal Anthony,
ed the ball on the ground for a Friday, in practice, and an injury
down on the Colby three. to Mel Totman in the second quarThen Colby's line dug in and Bow- ter of the game forced Adam
doin was set back to their six on Walsh to use Phil Garland and
a penalty. On the third down Cos- John McGovern on offense much
grove went around left end to the of- the game. However, Levesque
goal line and as the quarter ended bore the brunt of work on the
Bowdoin had the ball right on the runs and Cosgrove's passes to him
pay dirt stripe.
jand Flemming kept Bowdoin going
Totman Goes Over
when Colby's line held up the rumTotman went over on the first ning game.

Outfitters to Bowdoin

Men

first

Governing Board Rules Out
Possibility

their
continued
The A.D.'s
the interfraternity
of
touch football teams by whipping
the Zetes in a free-scoring 31 to
Lavender '55
21 ball game at Pickard field. By
partment authority to further the virtue of their victory the A.D.'s
sport.
extended their unbeaten slate to
$10,000 Needed
11 games over a period of two
Two important considerations years. For the Zetes it was their
the
of
cause
have been the chief
second loss in four starts and left
Governing Boards' negative policy them only a slim mathematical
toward the soccer question. The chance to gain a playoff berth in
expense
great
the
first of these is
this year's playoffs.
involved in the installation of a
The Kappa Sigs won a clutch

Of Soccer Team

By David G.
Soccer enthusiasts will be forced to limit their activities to no
more than intramural competition,
since in spite of growing undergraduate interest in the sport, it
now appears that no formal team
represent the college in the
forseeable future.
There are now approximately 25
men who have been to one or more
practices or who have expressed
the desire to play soccer. However,
little or no progress toward the
establishment of a team has been
made since an article in the Polar
Bearings column appeared three
weeks ago, telling of the efforts
made by deVries and encouraging
the formation of a team at Bow-

will

Dekes Hold Their Lead

i

sport at Bowdoin. A cost of
between ten and twelve thousand
dollars would be involved in forming a soccer team and seeing it
through its first season. A fiejd
would have to be layed out, uniforms purchased for the entire
squad, balls, at a cost of more than
twenty dollars apiece, and other
equipment would have to be obtained, and a coach hired for the
doin.
team. Coupled with usual athletic
Athletic Department Blamed
expenses such as upkeep of the
Uwmdry,
The Athletic Department has field.
transportation.
been unjustly accused of refusing referees' fees, and so forth, it can
to grant assistance to the further- be seen that the cost of a soccer
ing -of the sport. Malcolm E. Mor- team would be too great to be
rill, Director of Athletics, has upundertaken without positive ason more than one occasion recom- surance that the sport would be a
mended the formation of a soccer success.
team to the Governing Boards,
Gate Receipts Slight
from whom the final decision must
Closely connected with the quescome. This body has, however, re- tion of cost is that of profit. A
fused to grant the Athletic De{ Continued on Page 4 ]

new

mastery

game from the Sigma Nus 12
8.
Had the Kappa Sigs lost
,

I

••••••••••o«o*o<
.

M

to
it

would have dropped them a full
game behind the defending champs

Matchless Service"

o

with the Sig-

in a second place
ma .Nus. At this stage Geary and
company are in a first place deadlock with the A.D.'s and are
practically assured of a place in
the finals. Next week, however, a
mass change in the standings is
in store when the two teams battle
for the chance to meet the second
place team in League "B". The
A.D.'s will be the favorites in the
game because of their all-around
playing ability.
Psl U Beats Chi Psi
The Psi U's overwhelmed the
Chi Psi's 40 to 13 to vacate their
cellar position. The victory gives
the Psi U. team an opportunity to
.overhaul the Zetes next week when
[ Continued on P*ge 4 ]
tie

1

•

Guaranteed

o

to each and every

FORD

a

man at Bowdoin

— MERCURY

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD
a

Mechanic— Repairs

Parts Supply

Body

Accessories

BOSTONIAN CORDOVAN

o

I
Repairs

Cordovan - in smart comfortable
Footwear that will give the maximum
long wear, comfort and all around correct style.

Rich genuine
i

Painting

Tires dk

Lubrications

Car Washing

a

BOWLMOR

Complete and Friendly

Alleys

Student Accounts

I

Welcomed

i
i

shell

plain toe style.

Tabes

in

a

$15.95

Banking Services

EXTRAORDINARY V/LLUE

o

Your

credit is unquestioned

a

100% pure nylon hose that wear like
wash easily - dry almost instantly.

iron

-

89c

Student Patronage

Brunswick Branch

Welcomed

FIRST-AIJBURN TRUST
186 Maine

Street

Member

A. H.

COMPANY

SENTER BUILDING

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Se«
1
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NYU Law Scholarships

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By

E.

Ward Oilman

"Brave New Campus
It was a cheerful sunny day in
Autumn when we went back to
look over the old Alma Mater
again. There is was
somewhat
Changed in appearance, but essen-

Alumni Weekend Plans Set;
To Feature Luncheon, Dance

Available To Seniors
The New York University School
Law has recently announced
that the $6,600 three-year Root-

of

'5S

The

improvement since the Rules
Tilden Scholarships for the 1953-54
of Conduct were put into effect,"
term are available to outstanding
said Carleton. "Why, the fine for
bit of

We

Sunday

"No, thank you sirs he said.
a fine for smoking in
you know." We raised our
"When you get right'
eyebrows.
down to it, I suppose the rules and
regulations seem pretty stiff, but
they're actually designed for the
good of the students. A lot of
guys gripe to the Council about the

the gatehouse
a little disgruntled at our
intrusion, and glared at Us as
though it were our fault that he
had dropped a stitch in the sweater
he was knitting. As he frisked us,
it seemed that his shoulder holster

sagged

"There's

the student maintains a high standard in legal and general scholar-

public,

ship.

ette.

The watchman

in

in

A Candidate must be over 20
years of age and under 28, and an
unmarried citizen of the U. S. to
be eligible for the scholarship.
College seniors who wish to be
considered for the scholarships
fines for smoking in public, and should apply immediately to: Dean
Photo by Gaston
playing cards, and the curfew of the Law School, New York Unihours, but they know that the versity Law Center, New York 3, Professor Robert P. T. Coffin, Professor George H. Qtiinby, H. Davison Osgood '54 and Catherine T. DagEven I N. Y.
rules are for the best.
gett here rehearse Seneca's "Medea" in the Adamas Lecture Hall of Cleaveland Hall. The performance is
scheduled for Friday, Oct. SI.
think the curfew hours are a little
Applications for the scholarships
too strict, but they keep us all in
must be completed by March 1,
good health. The rule that gripes
1953. Final announcement of selecme most is the one about no prac- tions will be made late in April,
ticing of musical instruments after
1953.
four in the afternoon, because you
have to keep in practice, and with
Production Staff
Mrs. Catherine T. Daggett, wife in 1948. She plays the part of the
classes and all, there just isn't
The stage manager for the proof Professor Athern P. Daggett, Nurse in Medea.
much time to practice. But I sup- Soccer Ruled
portraying duction is William F. Wyatt, Jr.
Professor Quinby,
will appear in the lead role as
pose the noise bothers a lot of guys
Medea in the "Medea" of Seneca, the part of Jason, played in the '53, the electrician is William F.
[Continued from Page j]
who have to study, and, after all.
which has so much money de- to be given in the Adams Lecture first Classical Club production that Hoffman '54, and H. Payson
that's what we're here for, to get team
'54 will run the box office.
voted to it must be expected to be Room of Parker Cleaveland Hall started the classical series, "Mos- Dowst
educated." We agreed.
tellaria," in 1922 as an under- The ushers and other assistants
at least partially self-sufficient, on October 31, at 8:15 p.m.
Coke Machines Taboo
have
assisted
not
He
in
Classiyet been assigned.
graduate.
the
Governing
Veteran
Cast
the
apparently
We inquired about weekends. and
The cast, under the direction "of cal Club production in the capaThe officers of the Classical
Boards question the ability of a
"Oh yes," said Carleton, "we still
to fulfill this obliga- Nathan Dane II, Associate Profes- city of Director of Dramatics. In Club are: President, William F.
team
soccer
We had a pretty tion. As their chief argument for sor of Classics, will be, in order of 1936 he directed the "Mostellaria," Wyatt, Jr. '53; Vice President,
have parties.
good one just last weekend, as a
Medea,
Catherine and in 1946 he directed the "Cy- Paul J.« Morin '54; Secretary,
this belief, they state that soccer appearance
matter of fact. The boys over at
would be forced to compete with Daggett; the Chorus, H. Davison clops." It is interesting to note Theophilus E. McKinney '54; and
the house whipped up a really good
Nurse, Mildred Thal- that in 1936, Professor Quinby di- Treasurer, Angelo J. Erkalis '54.
football, unquestionably the major Osgood;
fruit punch." We asked him what
sport of the college. It would be heimer; Creon, Professor Robert rected Mr. Dane as an undergraduhouse he belonged to. "The Biology
Coffin; Jason, Professor ate in the "Mostellaris." Now Proto hope for any attendance P. T.
We asked how useless
Club," he said.
Dane directs Professor
soccer game played on the George H. Quinby and the Mes- fessor
many clubs there were. "Only six," at a Saturday as a home football senger, Allen F. Hetherington Jr. Quinby in "Medea."
Receive
same
he replied. "The Biology Club, the
Poet Again Turns Actor
The portrayal of Medea by Mrs.
game, and few spectators would be
Phvsics Club the Economics Club,
Professor Coffin, cast in the role Naval Commissions
inclined to turn out on weekday Daggett will be the third leading
the Math Club, the Chemistry
afternoons. Thus the chances for role she has taken for the Classics of Creon. is appearing in his first
Four Bowdoin men were recentClub, and the Classics Club. "It's
any substantial income from gate Club, having appeared in "Seven Classical Club production. He has ly
commissioned as ensigns in the
funny how there's always a rush on
receipts at a soccer game seem Versus Thebes", by Aeschylus in previously appeared in the Masque
want
More
guys
U. S. Navy after completing a four
the Classics Club.
1949, and Hrosvitha's "The Abra- and Gown performances of "One

we

disappointment since

were carrying no concealed weapons. He issued us a pass, pointed
to the Administration building,

and returned

to his knitting.

Papjer-Afache Ivy

The campus had expanded some,
were some new buildings,

K. T. Daggett To Play Lead Role In Production
Of Seneca's "Medea" In Chem Building, Thursday

there

otherwise

but

much

jhad

it

the

jsame look as back
in the Good Old
I

It was deIserted except for
la member of the

JDays.

Out

grounds crew who
was cleaning up
leaves with a new

Leaf
Turbo-jet
Disposer. The Administration building was an imposing structure of red brick with
(We
ivy growing all over it.
later found out that this was
papier-mache ivy, as the inclemency of the weather is not conducive to such a luxuriant growth
of the plant). Over the door was
the legend "Truth, Piety, Temperance".
An efficient looking young
woman all but leaped at us from
behind the reception desk in her
We
desire to be of assistance.
t»ld her that we were merely looking around, as it had been some
time since we had flunked out.
She smiled at our witticism, and
led us by the hand to the General
Coordinator of the College, a
severe looking man, who wanted
to know what he could do for us.
told him the same thing we
He didn't
told the recpetionist.
smile, but told us that usually he
would show us around, but that
today he was unusually busy and
would have to find a student to
guide us.
A Little Nostalgia
In short order a student appeared, looking quite fresh in his
uniform. He wiped
pressed
neatly

:

•

Four Alumni

their quota, and they have
nothing to offer except parties.
They're to blame for most of the
their
It was
restrictive rules.
fault that the Dean took the coke
machines out of the houses last
year.
They used to go on these
One of
aspirin and coke binges.
filling

We

his horn rimmed glasses and inCarleton
as
troduced himself
Graves in, '62, president of the

Student Council, a
major in Biology.

and

a

asked

if

senior,

He

was anything special we
wanted to see, and we said no. we
were just back to engage in a little
there

He smiled indulgently
nostalgia.
at our senile sentimentality and
led us outside.
asked him why the campus
was deserted. "Classes, sir," he
He confided that he was
said.
glad we had come as he was attending a dull class in German. "I

We

haven't done too well in German.
Still trying to get by the blasted

requirement."

We

mentioned that

we had had some trouble with

and I don't see
They never have any trouble

to join that outfit,

why.

re-

slight.

name connected with any efforts
along this line. Although several
of the Department have
expressed their approval of such
their guys is up before the Student
a team, they are unable to do anyDisciplinary Committee right now
thing to assist deVries in his
for selling hard cider. You'd think
effort to increase student interest
they could be more careful." We
in the sport.
"They
nodded in agreement.
Because deVries is forced to do
might at least have kept it away everything by himself to increase
from the house mother," he added. "interest in soccer, he has been able
A Brave New World
to accomplish little more than con
By*his time the bell was ringing duct a few practice sessions for a
again.
Carleton excused himself. handfull of students with an old
"Have an important conference basketball. He has been faced with
now." he said. "And I can't get two serious obstacles: inadequate
another excused cut." We thanked facilities for practice and insuffihim for showing us around, and cient time to hold even the most
asked if hcknew of any place in informal of practice sessions.
town where we could get a good
The area behind the library is
He looked somewhat too small to hold any sort of game,
cocktail.
aghast. "I'm sure I don't know, and the pine trees bordering the
sir," he said, "but I've heard that area are a hinderance to any prothere still are a few places down- longed passing between the playtown."
We thanked him again ers. A basketball which is lighter
and he left.
and less easy to control than the
As we surrendered our pass at regulation soccer ball is also a
the gate, we couldn't help but handicap to successful practice.
who,
sage
Greek
think of the old
The combination of ROTC drill,
after being shown through Sparta, labs, and cal classes take enough
««."
brave new world, to have time from all the players to make
it practically impossible for more
.uch people in it."
than five or six men to get to•

members

•

•

'
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j

Italian

by Robert Manson Myers

—

Osgood

INI

48 HOUR
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MOUSE
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goget
x know

the

Sigma Nil's on Wednesday.
Tn League "B" the DKE's continued to run wild as they coasted
to an easy 32 to 9 win over the
victoryless ATO's. For the DKE's
it was their third in a row and it
assured them of at least a tie of
a playoff spot. Next week the
DKE's take on the improved Beta
team which could easily upset the
squeeker by the Theta Delts 12 to
8. It was the second defeat for the
Delta Sigs in three tries and removed them from the possibilities
apple cart and set the DKE's back
on their heels. It will take a
mighty effort on the part of the
Betas, however, for the DKE's will
be an 8 point favorite.

The ARU's were the victims of
the newly power-packed Betas as
they went down under a 40 to 6
onslaught. The high scoring Betas
were never in trouble as they
practically scored at will. For the
ARU'S it will be a matter of out
of the frying pan and into the fire
as they, meet the rangey T.D.'s

tion.

The Delta Sigs were edged in a
of catching up on the league leaders this week. They still have to
play the DKE's
what might prove

game

season

this

in

to be a rough
for both teams.

The Standings
League "A"

W

AD
SN
cp

I

1.2

U

2

1
1

Pti.

1

6.»

.1

32

W

L

I>KE

3
2

1

M
ARU

2

1

ATO

T

1.2
1

2
3

The Alumni Day Dance will be
held Saturday evening in the Sargent Gymnasium and will start at
8:30 p.m. Fraternity houses will be
open during the evening.
The Sunday Chapel speaker will
be George T. Davidson Jr., '38,
Principal of Kennett High School,
Conway, N. H.
Alumni will be welcome to visit
any classes during their weekend
stay on the campus.

Frosh Beat Tilton 13-0
Continued from Page )

f

as they made last week, they could
present a formidable obstacle for
the prep-school team.
In the statistics department, the

Freshmen gained 257 yards rushing and 80 yards through the air
for a total of 337 yards. They completed 3 passes in 18 attempts, but
these were for gains of 34, 14, and
32 yards. They had two passes intercepted and lost the ball twice
on fumbles. This compares favorably with last week's total of 6
fumbles recovered by the opposi-

field

tion.

The Summary:
Bowdoin (IS)— Le,

IiuBrule.

Opp.
23.

*

20

25
23
25
73
78

I

Stern*,

:

:

:

:

:

Hutches, Chapman, J. Stems; qb. Carter.
Plasae. Patterson. Stenhertr
lhb. Libby.
:

Campatrnone. Tyler: rhb. Dyer. Collette.
Martin. Keay fb. O'Rourke. GeJinaa
Tilton (0)— Le. Turner. Miller: It. Pfelrman: K McDonnell Lee: c. Sassi. Foater
rit. Kiernam. Trauh; rt.
Spauldinir. Harvey: re. Mann. Barstow: qb. Hodcea.
Dunn: rhb, Pringle: lhb. Mayo, May; fb.
Wilson.
:

1

ROTC Rifle Team
Whumped By Mules

T.

Kowal. Berkley. Noil
I*. MrKarner. Smith
r.
Cooper, Vork.
Barton rir. Perkins. Walsh Gorman. Day.
rt. MeCabe. Dabney. Richter
re. Murray.
It

:

Ginlejr.

Pta.
80
78
38
16
12

]

make as much improvement
between now and Saturday's game

they

41

league "B"

B«U
TO

the Sargent Gymnasium.

\The football game will start at
1:30 at Whittier Field. President
and Mrs. Coles will receive Alumni
and friends, following the game,
from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Moulton
Union.

87
68
26
59
6<

Opp.

63
67
45
38

3

Zete
Pxi

L

3

KS

in/

.

Bowdoin

7— IS

S

—

Tilton
Scorinjr: O'Rourke. Collette.

PAT:

Gelinaa (placement).

The ROTC Rifle Team met and
was
defeated
by
the
Colby

AFROTC Team

by a score of 834
to 821 on Saturday, October 25
at Waterville.
High scorers for Bowdoin in the
close match were Karl M. Pearson,
Jr. '54, Carl Scheffy, Jr. '55, and
Louis F. Hallet III '56. Also participating were Joel H. Hupper '54,
Robert C. Grout '54, and Richard

Nason

'56.
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hill

224 Maine

for
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fetCAMEB

LOOK AT THOSE CLAWS A
VERITABLE TIGER. ..OF THE
FEUS GO-GETTEM TyPE
!

WA

November

of

Male months intensive training program next week in a game which the
T.D.'s must win to stay in contenat Newport Rhode Island.

.

BOOK SHOP
On

w

Alumni Luncheon
ever, against the lighter and less
experienced Psi U. club. The Chi
A lobster stew luncheon will be
Psi's appear to be in for another served
for
the
Alumni, their
battering when they engage the families and their friends at noon

is

Palmer's

To Take Out

Beer

House" and "The

the

Animal."

«s

HOT DOGS

somehow

will

I"

For Eisenhower

$2.00

Sandwiches

which

Dekes Near

Bulbman Rebuked

/

astounding and wholly

unauthorized History of EngLiterature"

on

THE HOUSE!

FOR THE BEST

lish

also played in

They^ are: William H. Hazm,
playing a plural role
as the Chorus. This is his first Donald' R. Kurtz, Donald M. Ruslast year.
Mrs. Thalhemeir, the director of Classical Club appearance, but he sell, and Stuart B. Cummings, all
dramatics at Brunswick High has played in "Yes, My Darling of the class of '52.
School, played the leading part in Daughter" and "It's a Fact."
These men received general line
Hetherington is also making his officers' commissions after train"Oedipu$ Tyrannus" of Sophocles
in 1932. Her most recent appear- first Classical Club appearance as ing in sea-going skills, seamanship,
ance with the Masque and Gown the Messenger. Two years ago he navigation, engineering, and gunwas in Shakespeare's "Henry IV" played in the Masque and "Gown nery.
presentation of "Dulcy."
Both Osgood and Hetherington
gether for any one practice.
are members of the Classical Club,
Possible Intramural Teams
Thus it appears that a forrmal as were both the faculty members Orient
soccer team at Bowdoin is ouit of of the cast when they were in ColAn unidentified member of the
the question. Consequently deVries lege.
local
constabulary, assigned to
is now devoting his efforts toward
guard
the Polar Bear last Friday
the establishment of soccer as an
night from felonious assault by the
intramural sport to be held on Coles
rowdies from Mayflower Hill, rethe same basis as touch football.
[Continued From Page i]
fused to allow an ORIENT photoIf teams from each fraternity were
of protest to .the Editor of the grapher to snap his picture.
formed into a league, cal cuts
ORIENT.
Heated
discussions
Brunswick's protector of the
could be given for participation in
among Bowdoin students were pre- laws demurred on the grounds lhat
the games, and possibly more invalent in the Moulton Union im- the ORIENT was always poking
terest could be developed in the
mediately following the Presi- fun at people, and he further
sport.
dent's chapel speech.
maintained that he "would not be
Although this solution appears
The tenor of President Coles' the butt of any ORIENT joke, by
discouraging to deVries and the
chapel speech brings to mind his golly."
other soccer players, nothing more
inaugural address in which he
can be done to further the sport
stated that he feared "that there
at the present time. However,
Roscoe L. Hicks of Burlington,
is developing on our campuses an
basketball became a major sport
Vermont, says, "The ORIENT is
atmosphere which does not perafter it had been turned down for
the finest paper served anywhere."
mit the free expression and exthe same reasons. If intramural
Sheila Moran of Brooklyn says,
change of ideas."
teams are formed and interest in
"I've been reading college papers
soccer is developed, it is not enfor nigh on to three years and the
tirely impossible that Bowdoin will
The highest building on campus ORIENT is by far the mildest."
eventually have a new Fall sport. is the Chapel with its lofty spires.
(Advertisement)

WOOLF

VIRGINIA

She

THERE WOULDN'T BE A
J\ i^—
——

FROM BEOWULF
HOOD'S PLACE
180 Maine Street

THE MAN SAID
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in 1942.

the Masque and Gown production
of "Yes, My Darling Daughter"

its

quirements too.
Apple-Cheeked Youngsters
There was a partial eclipse of
At this point a bell rang, and
droves of neatly uniformed, apple- the moon on April 23, 1948, but it
checked youngsters began pouring was not visible in the United
out of the class room buildings. States.
They proceeded in an orderly fashion to their next class or to the
The distance between Texardormitories'. We observed that the kana, Texas and Chicago, Illinois
students seemed more mannerly is
distance
farther
than
the
than they had in our time. "Yes. between Texarkana and Austin,
I guess there has been quite a Texas.
|

ham"

Insufficient Facilities
It is because of this decision of
the Governing Boards to veto the
proposed formation of a soccer
team at Bowdoin that the Athletic
Department has refused to have

displays,

do i n
represent the Maine-B o
game, are expected to be of a high

the Alumni will take place before
Fraternity initiations will be
the game. President Philip G. Good
held Thursday evening or Friday
'36 has called the regular fall
afternoon, followed by dinners at
meeting of the Alumni Council for
the various houses. Guest speakers
9:30 in the Faculty Room, Massaand fraternity officers will speak
chusetts Hall. A very extensive
at this time and the new brothers
agenda will include reports from
will get a chance to meet many
the standing committees, the comAlumni.
The Maine vs- Bowdoin football mittee on Whittier Field facilities,
game will highlight Saturday's the Alumni Fund Chairman, the
Committee on the Science Symactivities. The interfraternity disposium; and discussion on the colplay contest will be held this year
lege motion picture, the midwinter
despite last year's cancellation.
session, and other pertinent business. The Council hopes that President James S. Coles will find time
Playoffs
to be with them briefly.
The class of 1928 will then hold
Continued from Page j j
a meeting at 10:00 a.m. in Conthe two teams meet. The Zetes
ference Room B, Moulton Union.
will be in the driver's seat, how-

We

Wall".

Alumni The

game, an Alumni luncheon and calibre this year.
Alumni dance, and various Alumni
Alumni Groups Meet
meetings on Friday, Saturday, and
Various activities planned

We

eemed

Bowdoin

annual

Weekend will include fraternity
dinners and initiations, the Maine

seniors.
swearing has cut down obscenities college
The Root-Tilden Scholarships are
inquired
to almost nothing."
awarded on the basis of "superior
about this fine. "It really doesn't
academic
record, potential capacity
tially the same old place, the trees, amount to much," he replied. "Just
unselfish public leadership, and
the leaves, the sickly ivy. The wall 50 cents every time one gets caught for
participation
extracurricular
active
was new. It was some twelve or swearing. The money isn't as much
in college life."
fifteen feet in height, and of the as the nuisance value of the thing,
Each scholarship carries an antraditional brick, with a little if you know what I mean."
nual stipend of $2,200 to cover tuiUndernourished ivy feebly clinging said we knew, and dropped the subtion, books, and living expenses.
to its base. Near the gate was an ject.
Although the award is made initialidentifying
bronze
marker,
a
"We're Here To Get Educated"
ly for one year, it is renewed for
plaque labelled "Class of 1959
offered Carleton a cigar- the second and third years when

—
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Initiations, Parties,
Adam Walsh Mum On Game;

Mum On Game

Black Bears Slight Favorite
Akimni meetings, the Maine- Bo wdoin football game, fraternity initiations, a house display contest, houseparties, and the
Alumni Dance will highlight the schedule for Alumni Weekend,
Friday and Saturday, November 7-8.
For many the top event of the weekend will be the MaineDowdoin football game, Saturday. Despite its surprising loss to
Colby, Maine still rates as the favorite and will be a slight choice
to beat Bowdoin and gain a three-way tie for the Maine State

i

j

I

;

i

<

'

i

Series crown.

asked about the outcome of the game, Bowdoin
coach Adam Walsh pointed out that at the beginning of the
season he had rated Colby and Maine the two strongest teams
in the state. Despite Bowdoin's win over Colby, Walsh stated
that Colby and Maine are still the strongest teams in Maine.
Bowdoin's coach added that in Maine, Bowdoin faces its
toughest opponent of the season. This is not helped by the fact
that Maine will be on a strong rebound from last week's defeat

When

|

David G. Lavender
the
from
came
Lavender
Thatcher School where he had the
position of School Prefect and was
on the Varsity Baseball Team.
Since coming to Bowdoin he has
become a James Bowdoin Scholar
and is on the ORIENT Staff.

that

'

either

C

breaks having much to do with the
last

year's

was much
indicated

Mullken,rJuery ^olHipSOll

j

Maine-Bowdoin game lNlCilOlS, DTOUIltflS llCK6fl
,

the score ir«
closer
Maine gaining [TOr
with
that

C^wIa,,* lnrlipiarv
olUUtJIll JUUll/IdlJ

much of its big margin because of
Paul P. Brountas ';>4. Guy F.
a series of bad breaks.
The weekend will open with the Emery. Jr. '53, Gordon J. Milliken
'54, and
fraternity initiations. Some alumni 53, Barrett C. Nichols, Jr.
'53 were apwill return early in order to wit- Roderick M. Simpson
Council
Student
the
pointed
by
Friday
ness these Thursday or
last Monday afternoon to serve on
nights.
Speaker at the initiation ban- the Student Judiciary Committee.
The Student Judiciary Commitquet at Alpha Delta Phi will be
'38.
Jr.
Davidson,
tee, which met approximately six
George T.
Davidson, Headmaster at Kennett times last year, is usually called
High School in New Hampshire, upon either by the Dean or a
will be the Sunday Chapel speak- fraternity to pass judgment on and
recommend penalty for an iner this week.
Dean iNathaniel C. Kendrick and dividual who causes trouble for
Professor Nathan Dane II will be the College either on or off the
the guest speakers at the Psi Up- campus. Any decision by the comsilon house, while Professor Ed- mittee is subject to the approval
ward C. Kirkland will speak at the of the Dean, but as. a general rule
is final.
Chi Psi house.
Owen Brewster of
Senator
Informal Meetings
Maine will be the speaker at his
The meetings of the Student
Epsilon.
Kappa
fraternity, Delta
Judiciary Committee are usually
Guest speakers at Zeta Psi at informal, and when a case arises,
the Friday night initiation banquet the individual in question presents
will be President James S. Coles, his own case and then the comProfessor Hebert Ross Brown, and mittee hears the case for the ColProfessor Robert P. T. Coffin.
lege, usually presented by Dean
Professor Lawrence L. Pelletier Kendrick.
will speak at Alpha Tau Omega,
The Student Judiciary Commitwhile Alpha Rho Upsilon will have tee is
a more recent addition to
Edward Samiljan '51 as guest the Bowdoin scene, having been
speaker. The ARU's will have their in existence for only four years.
freshman and upperclass skits imTwo weeks ago Council Presimediately following their initiadent Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54
tion.
presiAt Delta Sigma, Casper Cowen, appointed three fraternity
dents,
H. Davison Osgood, Jr. '54,
a Portland lawyer, wilt be the
Frank J. Farrington, Jr. '53, and
speaker. President James S. Coles
D. Clark Wolfe '53, to pick ten
will be among the guests at the
students from which the Council
banquet, Thursday.
chose five by preferential ballot.
Display Contest Set
The final five became members of
A cup is being awarded this year the committee.
to the fraternity which U judged
Six Houses To Be Open
to have built the best display. The
Six fraternity houses. ATO, Psi
displays will be judged about 11
U. DKE TD, Zete, and AD, will
a.m. Saturday by a committee
weekend of Decemcomposed of Major Joseph B. Mil- be opened the
ber 13 to house girls from Colby
ler, Dr. Yi-pao Mci, and psychoJunior College and Farmington
logy instructor Francis G. Hugo.
State Teachers College who will
The Cup will be awarded at the
be participating in the Messiah
Alumni Dance that night during
with the Bowdoin Glee Club. Dean
the intermission.
Kendrick. who attended the meetThe cup is now held by Delta
ing, reminded the Council that the
Sigma which won it two years ago
Messiah was a religious production
for the second year in a row. Last
and not a houseparty.
year rain forced a last minute
Nick Sarris. Colby football playcancellation of the project.
A crowd of at least 10,000 is ex- er stricken with polio, was preMaine-Bowdoin sented with an RCA record player
the
acted at
game with all student seats having by the Council. The purchase was
been sold out for over a week now. made possible by a $400 surplus
Following the game. President and from the last Campus Chest WeekMrs. Coles will receive alumni and end.
Dean Kendrick commented that
friends, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the
it might be a good idea for the
Moulton Union.
Bowdoin students to assume social
Alumni Dance Festivities
Bob Percival and his Orchestra responsibility on the coming week-

Dream Power

Stressed

By Reverend N. Guptill
In Sunday Chapel

|

j

|

The
Guptill,

Nathanael M.
B.D., of the Andover New-

Reverend

ton Theological School, told the
audience at last Sunday's chapel
service that to follow a life's dream
is

worth what it may cost.
Claiming that the idea of such

I

I

a dream is difficult for sophisti
cated, cynical college students
understand, .he pointed out that the

A Swampscott High School
graduate, Rooks took part in Varand was on the Student Council there. He is active
on the Bowdoin Political Forum.
Beta Theta Pi
amille F. Sarrauf

Sarrauf played Varsity Basketball and Baseball as a student at
•Wilbraham Academy. Since at
Bowdoin Sarrauf has participated
on the ORIENT staff, WBOA, the

Masque and Gown and the
cal

way.
During

delivery.

Guptill

several

his
cited

Reverend
other

ex-

amples of the power of dreams
from personal experience and from

He concluded that nothing
great would ever happen if people
did not accept the stimulus of such
a driving force.
history.

The Power Of His Dream
Returning to the story of St.
the speaker said that although the apostle was brought to
Rome in chains as a prisoner of
Paul,

Caesar,

is was, nevertheless, the
power of his dream that .helped
seat Christianity in Rome and the
(Continued on Page 2)
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that the administration
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Dean Kendrick

Famed

Curtis Quartet

Concerts At Mem. Hall
On November 10th, 11th

Alexander Prize Speech
Scheduled For Nov. 10;
Finals Set Next

Month

and a violincello, the quartet Standwood Alexander, LL.D. of that he would not answer last
perform pieces written for the Class of 1870, and furnishes week's "Open Letter To The
string quartets by Haydn, Hinde- two prizes, three-fifths and two- Dean" with a statement in the
mith. Mozart, and Beethoven. In fifths of the annual income, for College
newspaper because he
with Professor excellence in select declamation.
collaboration
didn't want to become involved in
Frederick E. T. Tillotson, they will
The competition is open to a lengthy correspondence in the
play two pieces for piano and freshmen,
and columns of the ORIENT. He assophomores,
strings by Beethoven and Brahms. juniors, and consists of two parts: serted that a statement might
The members of the Quartet an informal reading for the trials possibly provoke numerous stuare: Jasha Brodsky, Louis Ber- for which memorization of the dent letters directed to him. Conman, violins; Max Aranoff, viola; selection is not required on No- sequently, the Dean chose to reply
and Orlando Cole, violincello.
vember 10, and the finals of the through the medium of the StuThe first concert, to be given on contest on December 15. At the dent Council.
Monday, November 10, will consist informal trials six or eight men
Kendrick first attacked the
of the Quartet in G major. Opus will be picked to compete in the
"Open Letter To The Dean" on the
will

|

77, no. 1, by Haydn; Quartet No.
1 in F minor, Opus 10. by Hinde-

finals.

ground

This year, for the first time, conmith; and the Quartet for Piano
testants will have the help of a
Strings, Opus 16, by Beefolder which lists 100 brief sumthoven, with Professor Tillotson
maries of reading selections to aid
collaborating.
them in choosing their speaking
(Continued on Page 4)
material. This folder will be found
on Closed Reserve in the Library.

and

i

Appearing in the summaries about
each selection is the name of the
author, the title, the content, the
kind of response the selection will
gain, an estimate of the kind of
person the selection will appeal to,
and in what book, with page number, the selection appears.
The contestant, however, has
complete freedom of choice and
may choose any author from any

on Student Life

and

The Dean claimed
"could have come

that the writer

Activities.

my

into

office"

to be informed. He did admrt, however, that the committee in ques-

which formulated the

tion,

regulations of
rules,

faculty

basic

the present social

was "simply composed of
members appointed by

President

Sills

on

May

8,

1948."

Dean Can Add Regulations
The final report of the Committee on Student Social Life and;
Activities was approved and put
into effect by the faculty on

December

1948. Written into

13.

—

Letter

Hurst Appointed

New

To The Dean",

replied that
liberal

Kendrick
"Bowdoin's rules are

compared

to the bulk of
He further stated
the social regulations
"are vulnerable to attack on the
basis of their liberality." The Dean
claimed that the rules passed by
the Student Council and the administration in 1947 which prohibit girls from going up to the
second and third floors of the
fraternity houses are "reasonable"
and "elementary." He told the
Council that he "hadn't heard any
convincing arguments that they

other colleges."

The appointment
*

Hurst

of

Robert M.

Sports Editor of the
has been announced by

'54 as

ORIENT

the Editor. Thomas Otis. Jr. '53.
Hurst, who has been writing
Polar Bearings recently in addition
to doing the necessary make-up,
will be completely responsible for
the page, Otis stated in his an-

i

'v

that the writer could
have discovered the membership make-up of the Committee
easily

these regulations is a provision that
period for his selection.
Candidates for the State Speech "The Dean shall have the power
Meet in December will be selected to add new regulations as he sees
from among the contestants of the fit from time to time." Dean KenAlexander competition.
drick claimed that he did not have
Further Information can be ob- to use this provision since the
tained from either Professor A. Sunday party ruling was merely
R. Thayer or Professor John S. an enforcement of an existing rule.
Sweet.
He cited section one of the rules
Winner of last year's competi- formulated by the faculty committion was Allen F. Hetherington, tee which states that a houseparty
Jr. '54, while taking first prize in "shall end on Sunday." The Dean
1950 was Lawrence Spector '54.
said he interpreted this regulation
The finals of the contest will be to mean that there are to be no
held in Upper Memorial Hall as organized parties on Sunday. Ho
usaal.
added. "I do not regard Sunday as
The Alexander Contest, the a party day
but as a day of
first speech competition of the year, breaking up. Houseparties should
is a required attendance for mem- be restricted to
Friday and Saturbers of English 4 classes.
day."
Although Seniors are not allow"Our Rules Aren't Childish"
ed to compete in this event, sevTo the charge that "some of our
eral contests are open to them rules
appear to be made for chillater in the year.
dren" by the author of the "Open

To Interview Seniors

MM!

partially an attempt to dispel any
doubts that Bowdoin undergraduates might have concerning the administration's position on social

viola,

Du Pont Representative

winning fraternity. The Dance is
The Placement Bureau has anscheduled for the Sargent Gymna- nounced that Mr. J. I. Reid, represium, and the price of admission senting E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company. Wilmington, Delawill be $100 per couple.
Alumni Activities
ware, will be on campus for senior
A lobster stew luncheon will be interviews Wednesday, November
families
12 th.
served to the alumni, their
The interviews will be conductand friends, at noon, Saturday, in
the Sargent Gymnasium. Philip G. ed in a conference room (to be
Alumni
the
of
announced
later)
Parker
Good, President
in
Council will then introduce the Cleaveland Hall. Senior candidates
Alumni Fund Chairman, Paul Sib- majoring in Chemistry and Physics
ley '25. who will award the Alumni or others with a special reason for
Fund Cup. Bill Cunningham, noted wishing to talk with Mr. Reid, are
sports columnist will be present requested to obtain du Pont apand will speak briefly. Arthur A. plication forms and booklets imHauck. President of the University mediately in the office of the
of Maine, and Bowdoin's President Placement Bureau, 302 MassachuJames S. Coles will also speak at setts Hall. Only those whose forms
the luncheon. Hauck is an Honor- are completed and returned within,
ary Alumnus of Bowdoin, and re- the next few days will be assigned
an interview time with Mr. Reid.
ceived his LL.D. in 1947.
Other industrial recruiting inThere will be an Executive
Meeting of the Governing Boards terview dates will be announced
soon
in
the columns of the
on Saturday.
ORIENT.
(Continued on Page 2)

M

dent Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54: "Can the student body in any
way effect changes or amendments to the social rules?"
Dean Kendrick's hour-long ap
pearance before the Council was

Orient Sports Editor

sent the cup to the Student Union
Committee Representative of the

social regula-

regulations. He explained to the
Council that "there will be times
of the College are in- when I will ask permission to atThe Curtis String Quartet, com- vited to enter the Alexander Prize tend your meetings." He added
merating the twentieth anniver- Speaking Contest, the trials of that he assumed "the Council
sary of their first appearance at which are to be held on November would keep the over-all interests
Bowdoin, is giving a series of two 10, at 7 p.m., in Room 105, Mem- of the College in mind" in making
concerts on Monday and Tuesday orial Hall.
important decisions.
November 10 and 11 at 8:15 p.m.
Doesn't Want Heated
The Alexander Prize Fund,
in Memorial Hall.
Correspondence
amounting to $1,488 was estabConsisting of two violins, a lished by the Honorable DeAlva
Dean Kendrick told the Council

and the Meddiebcmpsters will en- end.
He also stated that there would
tertain at the Alumni Dance, 8:30
Saturday night. The probably be graduation ceremonies
to 12:00.
music of Mr. Percival's fifteen in the chapel for February graduates.
piece ensemble will be interrupted
at about 10 p.m., when there will
be songs by the Meddicbcmpsters,
and the best house display cup will
be awarded. Major Miller will pre-

would continue tightening

Members

FRESHMEN SERVE COMMUNITY

A.T.O., T.D.

Bowdoin College are remark-

Kendrick informed the 13 Council members that "legal and
final authority for changing or amending the existing social rules
of the College rests with the administration." This last statement
was in part a reply to a question posed by Student Council Presi-

^^

'

existing social rale* of

tions.

Politi-

Forum.

Council Told Administration
Has Final Social Authority
"The

sity Baseball

(

Social Rules Called

ably on the side of liberality," Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick
informed a silent Student Council last Monday afternoon.
Kendrick attended the Council meeting with the primary
purpose of answering an undergraduate's "Open Letter To The
Dean" printed in last week's ORIENT.
The Dean also asserted that "It is not the plan of the College administration, as far as I am concerned, to tighten the social
regulations." He added that "nothing of the sort has been contemplated by myself." These comments were an obvious reference to an editorial in last week's ORIENT which maintained

Joseph L. Rooks

Dramatic Club and was active in leer Mathematics Award. At BowBaseball.
At Bowdoin he has doin he is a member of the Masque
participated in Freshman Hockey and Gown.
and Jayvee Baseball.
Jack W. Swenson
George L. Hinds
Swenson attended Walpole High
Coming from Naples, Me. and School; he participated in Varsity
a graduate of Fryeburg Academy, Hockey and was a member of the
Hinds was the President of the Honor Society. At College he has
Honor Society and a Cross Coun- become active in the Freshman
tryman. Hinds is a recipient of a Hockey Team, and the Beta Theta
State of Maine Scholarship and is Pi Rushing and Social Committees.
a James Bowdoin Scholar.
Chi Psi
Alpha Tau Omega
William G. Thalheimer
David B. Starkweather
Thalheimer is an alumnus of
In his senior year at Newton
Mcrcersburg Academy. While there
High School, Starkweather was his
he took part in work on the YearPresident "and "af "Bowdoin
book, in the Dramatic Club and
became a James
Scholar,
was active in Tennis. Since he
a member of the Political Forum,
and the 1952 ATO Rushing Chair- came to Bowdoin last year, Thalheimer has become a member of
man.
WBOA, is the Chi Psi Treasurer
Spencer Appollonio
and is a Swimming Manager.
A Milton Academy graduate and Carl S. Tschantre
a participator in the Glee Club
Also a graduate of Mercersburg
and the Track Team there, Ap- Academy, Tschantre was a mempollonio is active on the College ber of the Yearbook and NewsSailing Team and is the ATO Stu- paper Boards and was
a Cross
dent Union Committee representa- Countryman. He is the Chi Psi
tive.
Student Union Committee repreHans R. Wirth
sentative and is on the ORIENT
Wirth came to Bowdoin from staff. He was the Freshman King
Woodrow Wilson High School and at his Fraternity last year.
is a resident of Middletown, Conn.
Wallace A. Stoneman
His activities include the White
Stoneman attended the Albany
Key Committee, Interfraternity Academy, where he was class ViceFootball and the Social Commit- President and active in Football,
tee at his Fraternity House.
Hockey and Baseball. Stoneman
Alpha Rho Upsilon
was on the Bowdoin Freshman
Jerome B. Gracey
(Continued on Page 2)
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Western world would likely not
have accepted Christianity except
for St. Paul's dream of visiting
Spain and stopping in Rome on the

The Final Authority

elected to the National Honor
Society there. He is a member of
the Track Team.

Paul D. Porter
James E. BaiUie
Porter came from Houghton
A graduate of Punchard High High School where he was ValedicSchool, Baillie took part in the torian and a winner of the Rense-

by Colby.
mentioned

candidate shall receive 12 points
for each first place preference, 11
for second, 10 for third, etc. The
candidate having the largest point
total in each office shall be elected.
The names of the candidates accompanied by a brief biographical
sketch follow (President, VicePresident and Secretary-Treasurer
being listed in that order.)
Alpha Delta Phi

13

Remarkably Liberal By Dean

While attending Needham High
Gracey played Varsity
of 1955, will elect their class offi- School,
cers qn Wednesday, November 12. Baseball and Basketball. Since
The polls will be open in the coming to Bowdoin, he has been
to
a.m.
on
the Freshman Baseball Team,
Chapel Foyer from 9.00
noon and from 1:30 p.m. until 4:00 is a James Bowdoin Scholar, a
member of the College Band, and
p.m. on that date.
Election is by the preferential is the Secretary of the ARU Fratindividual ernity.
each
system, where
must vote in order of preference Philip A. Weiner
Weiner. a graduate of Lewiston
for not less than^seven or more
School.
Varsity
played
than 13 candidates for each office High
to make his ballot valid. Each Basketball and Tennis, and was
Bowdoin's sophomores, the Class

Meetings
Is

NUMBER

1952

5,

!S*wS£22'SSSftS Bowdoin

Homecoming To Feature

Walsh

ORIENT

nouncement.
Portland Press HeraJd

Professor Lawrence L. Pelletier is shown briefing the Theta Delta Chi pledge delegation before the* began canvas of the town
order to get out the vote in yesterday's election. In the front row are Ronald P. Fleet (left), VWbur W. W. Philbrook Jr.,
Richard H. Sargent, and Stanton L. Burgess Jr. In the back row are Willis H. Durst Jr. (left), Pfter A. Chapman, Peter B.
Hathaway, Roland F. Emero, Aaron J. Shatkin, and Lucius F. Hallett, 3rd.

in

A trend toward community ser- working at the drainage and clean
vice projects instead of the nor- up problem.
The TD's organized their delemal hazing procedures has been
continued at Bowdoin this fall, gation into a canvas in order to
with two houses. Alpha Tau get out the vote at yesterday's
Omega and Theta Delta Chi, hav- Presidential election. Each freshing their freshmen delegations man was assigned a section of
completing programs useful to town in which he sought pledges
Brunswick.
from Brunswick citizens that they
The ATO's, who instituted the would register and vote in the
idea at Bowdoin last year, helped election.
clean up Stone Pond, long a BrunsThe project by the ATO's at
wick eye sore. Both the 14 pledges Stone Pond involved the removal
and the upperclassmen of ATO of many years accumulation of old
spent two afternoons last week, tires, cans, and rubbish in general

which had been dumped there bynearby business concerns. The
pond, an unsighty water hole off
outer Pleasant Street is being
drained as part of Brunswick's
surface drainage program.
The TD freshmen, who were
briefed beforehand by Professor

Lawrence L. Pelletier of the
Government Department, spent
several hours Thursday night interviewing and getting pledges in
various sections of the town. A
total of 1,195 people were interviewed, and 1,138 promised that

they would vote.

Planned

to

Stay

Away

The freshmen found that 57 of
the people they interviewed did
not plan to register or vote. Many
of these stated that they were
completely disgusted by the mud
slinging of the campaign and for
that reason would not vote.
Other people were found not to
be naturalized or not to have been
Brunswick
residents
of
long
enough to vote here. Several told
the freshmen that they had ob(Continued on Page 2)
'

The ORIENT had been without
a regular Sports Editor for over

a year until the appointment of
Hurst Last Sports Editor was
Geoffrey P. Houghton '53 who
served in the fall of 1951.
Hurst, a member of Zeta Psi
fraternity,

comes

from

that

some cf

'girls)

should be up there."

Kendrick informed the Council
the
undergraduate's
statement
that the jazz band had little opportunity to play except on Sun-

days "due to the fact that one or

two of them always have dates''
North did not constitute a valid reason
for allowing them
to play at that
time. He added that
"if the acuvi-

Providence. Rhode Island.
The new Sports Editor, who now
has two staff writers. James S.
Carter '56 and Curtis Webber '55.
would like anyone interested in
writing sports steadily to contact him. The range of sports to be
covered during the winter is much
wider than during the fall season

ties of the
jazz band were disassociated from drinking, there

would be no problem
Cnidss

approbation of the
of lest week's

and complete coverage is planned which read:
for on both the interfraternity and College
intercollegiate levels.

ORIENT

there.'

Editorial

Dean Kendrick expressed

-

'

first

dis-,

paragraph

ORIENT

editorial

"It is evident that the
administration is going to
(Continued on Page 2)
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By

Editor-in-Chief

Thomas
T

Otis, Jr. '53

Managing Editor
Charles Ranlett '54
News Editors

,

John N. Wisner, Jr. '53
Horace A. Ifildr«*th, Jr.

Wallace R. Harper, Jr.
Jonathan Bartlett

'54

•55
'53

Charles W. Schoeneman '53
Sports Editor
Robert M. Hurst '53

Photographer
P. Gaston 54

James

Staff

Jay A. Carson '53
Douglas A. Chalmers
E. Ward Gilman '53

Anthony L. Funnell
John B. Goodrich
David G. Lavender
Jose G. Loperena

'55
'55
•55
'55
'55
Elliot S. Palais
Carl S. Tschantre •55
Curtis Webber '55

'53

Michael Moore '53
Daniel H. Silver '53
Allen F. Hetherington, Jr
Kdward F. Spicer '54
B.

Robert K. Windsor
James S. Carter
J. George deLyra

John

E. Sylvester, Jr. '54
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understanding and sympathetic,
In the Bowdoin College Library, and possessed of a pride that is at
on the new-book shelf (and it is, once unselfish and spirited. Riley
remarkable how few "new" books Henderson finds true love with a
there are, except of course for the local girl of intelligence and artismany "whodunits" lining the tic ability. Collin looks toward
shelves) there is a book published the future, and leaves for law
The school.
Only Catherine, whose
in 1951 by Random House.
contents of its 181 pages were single friend is lost when Dolly
adapted for the stage, but the pro- dies, finds no concrete improvement
duction was short-lived. The book resulting from her stay in the tree
And yet one has the feelitself, however, is still very much house.
alive. Its title is The Grass Harp, ing that she too has found much
and the author is Truman Capote. self- justification and esteem in her
with
Dolly.
After
It is a rather remarkable book. friendship
Unquestionably "Life" magazine Dolly's death she lives with her
would include Truman Capote un- memories.
The story then is of the people
der the epithet "twisted young
men" which it used recently in its who live for a time in the tree
editorial concerning Earnest Hem- house, why they went there, and
ingway.
Many others may see what happened as a result of their
Capote action.
reason Tor using it too.
But apart from, yet very much
writes about a strange world. It
is a small-town world peopled with complementing the peculiarly comodd; slightly whacky characters. pelling tale of Dolly and
her
things
characters
do
friends,
is
an arresting prose,
And these
that one would ordinarily associate beautiful in its simplicity, which
with the feeble-minded and the perfectly mirrors the subject mat-

THE GRASS HARP

Regulation Tightening

On Academic Standing

(Continued from Page 1)
continue their tightening of scoial
regulations until there will be
nothing left of Ba*fuoin parties
except a faint odor of stale beer
issuing from the substratum of our
oft-consecrated soil." He claimed
at all", be"it wasn't evident
cause "it is not the plan of the
far
administration,
as
College
as I am concerned, to tighten the
social regulations."
"
The Dean found it difficult to
dispute the reasoning presented in
the editorial, however, and dismissed the matter by informing
the Council that abrogation of all
rules would be "impractical, and
shouldn't be done."
"No Inconsistency There"
It was suggested at the Council
meeting that the Dean's statement
that "a wide area of social freedom is left to the students at Bowdoin" and his later statement that
and final authority for
"legal
changing or amending the existing
social rules of the College rests
ter it treats.
There is no better with the administration" were InKendrick
replied,
example of this than the opening congruous.
sentences, which set the tone and 'There is no conflict in these two
final authority must
theme of the whole book, and con- statements
He
implied
someone."
stitute the best expression of the rest with
that the nature of the social policy
story they begin:
"When was it that first I heard that has been in effect at Bowdoin
of the grass harp?
Long before still allowed a wide area of freethe autumn we lived in the China dom to the students, and added "it
tree; an earlier autumn, then; and is perfectly clear that this freedom

insane.

upm'fntm)
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Town

Letter To The Editor

Fraternities Aid

To The

Editor:

Mr.

Moore's

(Continued from Page 1)
tained absentee ballots from their
previous place of residence. Four
told interviewers that they were

ORIENT

the
in
editorial
is interesting,

of Oct. 29,

not convincing. He maintains
that the students should be given planning hunting trips and would
more choice and greater freedom take the trouble to obtain absentee
if

to govern their actions when en- ballots.
One freshmen was surprised
tertaining
their
young women
friends at house parties, which are when one person he interviewed

week-ends on every had apparently not known that;
possible occasion; and what, if any, there was an election campaign in
control on alcholic consumption progress. Another was denied adshould bo placed at such times. He mittance to a home, but for the
complains of the present restric- most part the freshmen were succollege cessful. One interviewed a total of
tions
imposed by
the
135 people and got pledges from
authorities.
If is obvious to anyone who has everyone that they would vote.
The program at the TD house,
watched the march of student entertainment, in the last quarter which was under the direction of
century at least, that the stand- the hazing chairman, Richard B.
Mashall
54, brought immediate
ards of social ethics have slumped; and that is due to the more favorable comment from both the
indulgent attitude of the general citizens of Brunswick and several
public toward the entertainment of the alumni of that fraternity.
of young people, a not too reliable
The ATO project was directed
criterion.
by Roderick L. Huntress '54,
staged

at

Mr. Moore should remember that
legal restrictions are not imposed
for the majority who do act rationally, but for the careless and the
uninhibited, who with a few or
many drinks aboard are apt to "go
haywire". This would apply also to
the girls who, from casual observation, also enjoy their drinks.
Mr. Moore admits that most of
"unfortunate" incidents at
the
such times are due to drinks; that
being so, why is it not reasonable
regulate
drinking,
to
to
try
particularly at house parties. The
whole trend of the house party to-

day is more and more toward the
standard of the night club; unnecessary and undesirable under
academic environment.
Certainly house parties without
girls are unthinkable. But, and this

Orientation

Chairman of the
Merle Goff, town man-

fraternity.
ager of Brunswick
transportation
to

who

supplied

Stone

Pond,

stated that such work definitely
improved the relations between
the College and the community as
a whole.
Pelletier
suggested
after his briefing of the
freshmen that the idea of aid to the

TD

town could be taken up a,! the
other fraternities at Bowdoin. He
foresaw the possibility of eventually holding a "Community Day" in

j

—»

and on the. Swimming Team. He
During his freshman year here he
cies do not wear the grade inis a Bowdoin Cheerleader and last
signia of the position occupied and year
swam on the .Jayvee Swim- took part in such activities aa
rather
are addressed by "mister"
Freshman Basketball and Jayvee
ming Team.
Baseball. He works as a Sports
than by position title.
Delta Sigma
Among the varied advantages of
Reporter on the ORIENT and is a
Robert
F.
Hinckley
cited
organization
James Bowdoin Scholar.
this method of
attended
Brunswick
Hinckley
Walter C. Tomiinson
by Miller is that the commissioned
High School, graduating as the
officers, all of whom attended SumTomlinson graduated from the
mer Training camp, have practical president of the Student Council Lawrence Academy in Groton,
Also, every- there. At Bowdoin he is his Frat- Mass., is now a member of the
experience in drilL
one will have a chance to hold a ernity's Librarian and its repre- Bowdoin Band, and has done acsentative on the Student Union tive work
in the Bowdoin Chrisresponsible position and know the
Committee, aa well as a member tian Association.
problems and duties attached to
of the Glee Club.

Psi

Denis W. King

Coming

Philip S.

•

f

V

UpsUon

Day

College from
With residence in Brewer, Me.,
Lowell, Mass., King is a James Day was elected the president of
Bowdoin Scholar, a soloist in the .his junior and senior classes while
Glee Club, a member of the Chapel
(Continued' on Page -t)
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which all 750 students of the College would take some part in a home with her sister. The Judge
too, though sorrowful at not being
project aiding Brunswick.
emerges as a perBoth fraternities taking part in accepted, finally
son not merely rebellious, but more
these community aid

8 20

projects expressed a hope that the idea would tory way to handle a portion, at
spread to the
remaining ten least, of the hazing.
\
houses. It was pointed out that
The ATO's instituted the idea
combinations, on which some re- not only did the idea improve the last year, when upperclassmen and
Town-College
relationship,
but pledge cleaned up the Mall in
strictions are necessary in any
that it also was a more satisfac- downtown Brunswick. This protrroup, community or college.
ject occasioned much local praise,
The college boy or student, not
and it received newspaper comalways synonymous terms, has toment from several cities.
day more freedom of action than Rev. Guptill
he has had in the last hundred
(Continued from Page I)
years; and instead of wailing when
nations that inherited Roman civilnecessary
are im-

,.*

MS

—

NOVEMBER

»•

-.

[

'

The Schedule For

...

j

Homecoming Planned

—

For Three Posts

B. Miller, Assist-

would

>i

Community Day Suggested
Professor

Officers

Select

(Continued from Page I)
Choir and belongs' to his FraterFootball Team, serves as his nity Executive Committee. This
ant Professor of Military Science Fraternity's Secretary,
and is candidate was on the Freshman
and Tactics, this week explained Business Manager of WBOA.
Hockey Team last year.
the reorganization of the Bowdoin
Delta Kappa BfaMea>
Ph.Hp A. Trusselt
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
Richard R. Stimeta
Trussell graduated from Milton
Miller revealed how the ROTC
Coming to Bowdoin from Willis- High School where he participated
Office had decided on the commiswhere
he
was
preton Academy
sions awarded last week. All com- minent on the Baseball and Bas- on the Cross Country, Indoor
missioned officer appointments were ketball Teams, Stimets continues Track, Baseball and Basketball
made to members of the senior to be active in sports at Bowdoin, Teams. At Bowdoin he is a White
Class, the individual's specific rank having taken part in the FVesh- Key Representative, a membeer of
being decided by his class standing. man Football, Basketball and Golf the Delta Sigma Rushing CommitThis year, each squad is com- Teams. He also represents the tee and an active participant in
posed of three sophomores and Deke House on the Student Union athletics.
Kappa Sigma
three freshmen, thus giving the Committee.
Joseph J. Tecce
freshmen an opportunity to drill .Mark E. Savage
with men of some experience. All
While at Bowdoin Tecce has
Savage is an alumnus of Skowsquad leaders are juniors, while hegan High School; he was Presi- taken an active interest in Interall non-commissioned officers are
dent of the Junior Class and en fraternity Basketball, the Political
Forum and is a Campus News
juniors except for 19 second-semesthe Football Team there. He is
ter sophomores.
now a Varsity player on the Bow- Editor for WBOA. He is a Kappa
After filling the commissioned doin Football Squad.
Sigma Fraternity Officer and was
regiment,
vacancies within the
chosen to be a James Bowdoin
Ralph B, Heaven*
ROTC officials assigned the re- Heavens attended Williston Scholar.
31 Cadets to nonmaining
Academy where he was a member G. Cnrtis Webber
Those
vacancies.
commissioned
Webber is an alumnus of the
of the Dramatic Club, Glee Club
Loomis School in Windsor, Conn.
students assigned to such vacan-

Major Joseph

it was Dolly who told me, exists."
Dean Kendrick stated that stuno one else would have known to
dents might try to change the such a position.
consider
this call it that, a grass harp.
unusual, to say the
"If on leaving town you take the social rules by working through
Council,
Student
rethe
but
least.
church road you soon will pass a
But once the reader, has started glaring hill of bonewhite slabs and emphasized tho fact that the final
word
rest with the adminiswould
begun
to
brown
has
burnt
flowers:
story,
once
he
this
thp
is the
(Continued from Page 1)
follow Capote's superb prose, once Baptist cemetery. Our people, Tal- tration.
Likes Williams Role
he has centered himself in the web bos, Fenwicks, are buried there; my
A meeting of the Alumni Council
Dean Kendrick likened his Sun- has been called by President Philip
that Capote carefully and dexter- mother lies next to my father, and
party
ruling
day
to
the
social
around him, this the graves of kinfolk, twenty or
spins
ously
G. Good, and at this time reports
strange world becomes astonish- more, are around them like the regulation now in operation at will be heard from the standing
And the issues in- prone roots of a stony tree. Be- Williams College which states that committees, the committee on
ingly real.
the
facilities,
Field
volved in the novel come home to low the hill grows a field of high "Social activities are restricted to Whittier
small, quiet functions. As specific
Alumni Fund Chairman, and the
the reader as problems fundamen- Indian grass that changes color
guides towards this objective, the Committee on the Science Symtal not only to the strange people with the seasons: go to see it in
he is reading about, but to him, the fall, late September, when it following rules are enforced: (1) posium. Discussion on the college
personally,
and to his fellow has grown red as sunset, when No party may involve more than motion picture, the midwinter sesone house. (2) iNo orchestras or sion and other pertinent business
scarlet
shadows
like
travelers through life.
firelight
employed entertainers are per- will follow. The Council hopes that
All of these people literally "go breeze over it and the autumn
mitted ..." Kendrick told the President Coles will find time to
out on a limb" because they are winds strum on its dry leaves
Council that he thought these be with them briefly. The members
society sighing human music, a harp of
rebels against
basically
rules were "reasonable."
will meet in the Faculty Room,
they must cope with, and which, voices.
A remarkable aspect of the Massachusetts Hall, at 9:30.
"Beyond the field begins the
in various ways, has treated them
The class of 1928 will then hold
Dolly, the old woman, darkness of River Woods. It must Council meeting was the fact that
unfairly.
seeks somehow to establish her have been on one of those Septem- only one member ventured to pre- a meeting at 10 a.m. in Conference
own right to individuality, in rebel- ber days when we were there in sent questions to the Dean. An Room B, Moulton Union.
Alumni and friends are welcome
lion against a dominating tyrant of the woods gathering roots that aura of complete silence pervaded
Catherine, the Negro, Dolly said: Do you hear? that is the conference room while the to visit any classes during their
a sister.
stay on the campus.
sticks with her because she has the grass harp, always telling a Dean was speaking.
it knows
found with Dolly what she can find story
the stories of
friendship. Riley all people on the hill, of all the
nowhere else
According to an indirect source
On May 12, 1947, the provinces
Henderson, the local youth, has for people who ever lived, and when India is warring
with
ticket of Inner Mongolia banded together
a long time rebelled against the we are dead it wHl tell ours, too." scalpers.
to form an autonomous republic.
conventional pattern laid down for
The Judge
persons of his age.
finds in the tree house the culmination and resolution of rebellion
12
6 •
against a vain, stupid' society he
has resented and fought all his
Wednesday
Tuesday
Thuraday
Sanday
Monday
Friday
Collin, the ooy, is the symlife.
7 :0O World News
.World Neva
World News
World Newa
World Newa
World News
pathetic observer. He is the nar7 :0a Sport News
Sport News
Sport News
Sport News
Sport News
Sport News
7:15 Piano Portraita
h)l«r Beam Den
Here'a to Vets
rator of the story.
Sporta Review
Sports Preview
Sunday Hop
7 :38 Brunswick Hitch
Ptttar Bears Den
Serenade in Blue
FoUr Bears Den
Mooreid's
These people are fighting, in an
M
7:45 Hour
Oxford Presa
Memories
admittedly strange and curious
S :00 The 440 Club
The World Of
Gai Paris
Paris StarUma
Mnstarworks
Gueert Star
"
8*15
Polar Bears Den
Music Hall
From France
Opera
way, the cruelties and often-con*,
»:30 Paul DeBrule
Polar Bears Den
Polar Bears Den
Aida by Verdi
doned inhumanities man practices
M
8:45 Show
National Guard
•a
And for
upon his fellow man.
9:00 Music to Study by
Music to study by
Classics Hour
Music to study by
Music to study by
m
r»
9:15
Dolly, the fight is a successful one.
,»
M
m
M
"
"
9 :30
,*
•*
**
•*
M
In the course of her sojourn in the
9 :45
>,
»•
M
ft
10:00 Music ta study by
Music to study by
MuhIc to study by
tree house she assumes an identf»
f*
"
"
"
"
10:15
*•
„
»•
,*
,»
»,
ity of her own, so much so, in fact,
,»
10:30
••
"
B
10:45
that The Judge proposes to her.
11:00 World News
World News
World Newa
World Newa
World New»
World Nc«»
It is proof of her own assumption
11:05 Pope Parada
Pops Parade
P&riuJe
Fops
Pops Parade
Pops Parade
Pops Para*J«
,*
•
j
aa
of individuality that she regret"
11:15
•
M
.•
as
"
11:30
Fliopin' with
fully refuses him, because she sees
•
M
M
11 :45
Herb
at
is
needed
how much more she

Anyone
somewhat
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Kendrick Says Students Miller Reveals
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not only a local, but a general

is

condition, parties plus alcohol, plus
girls, plus cars are very dangerous

OOO IBut

Speaks

restrictions
posed, he should be thankful for
his blessings, and realize that the
Authorities are
really
College
more competent to decide what is
for the best interests of the students and the College than he is.
An Alumnus. Class of 1891

any

Dean Kendrick Suggests
Evaluation Of
An

ROTC

evaluation of the

ization.

Reverend Guptill was born in
Deer Isle, Maine, and graduated
from Colby College and the Andover Newton Theological School
where he received a Bachelor of
Divinity degree in 1943. A former
minister of the First Congregational Church in South Portland,
Reverened Guptill is now an assistant professor at Andover Newton.
The Choir sang Adoranius Te,
by Vincenzo Ruffo.

pro- four course program
in
those
gram in terms of academic credit years."
and a review of its general place
Implying the possibility of a
in the College program was s*.hj- change
Dean Kendrick suggested,
gested by Dean Nathaniel C. Ken- "It would
seem that junior year
drick in his report on the academic is not weighted
equitably and that
1951-1952.
year.
it should perhaps become a year
In this report, which was formal- requiring five
courses while sopholy submitted to President Kenneth more year might remain a five
M. Sills, the Dean mentioned course year,
but with Military
that thus far the ROTC courses Science constituting
one of those
the basic phase, the first two courses."
|n
simply
been
been
superhad
years,
The
Dean
said
favor of the
in
imposed upon the normal freshand sophomore program with change that it would presumably

C

man

academic

no

:!;i'm.

He
H, a t

credit

allotted

to

strengthen the

ROTC

program

ROTC

The report stated that Bowdoin
course ami that th* had placed a
is almost alone' among the colrather heavy load upon the sophorequired
to carry leges of the country in not giving
esc
who
mores
formal academic credit of some
liw major courses.
in addition
amount to the basic phase as well
Junior Year Ugfct
The Dean's report continued as the advanced portion of the
other ha ™*.
junior ROTC program.
that, "On lhv
Dean Kendrick suggested that
and senior years the advanced
ROTC courses are given full a committee should be appointed
academic credit and consequently to make a careful study of this
of the normal problem.
one-fourth
become

m
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HAPLESS BATES VANQUISHED
28-6 IN SECOND SERIES ROUND

POLAR
BEARINGS
By Robert M. Hurst
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Freshmen Edge Out Exeter,
6-2

'54

The rise and fall of soccer here at Bowdoin in the past few
weeks
only another chapter in the fall of the so-called
minor sports. The

I

ones to survive the debacle through the decades
are golf, tennis,

the newly arrived skiing, a remnant of the once
powerful Outing
At this point the only road left for soccer is that
of an
..itramural setup, but even this situation seems
to be very unlikely.
The intramural angle, however, has proved to be the key to College
in
rrcognization
several other occasions. Soccer definitely won't have
the approval of the Governing Boards in the near future and probably
will be buried as it was 22 years ago when touch football replaced

f|>nly
nd

lub team.

the interfraternity sport in the

fall.

Bowdoin to try and crash

sport at

Until the fourth quarter, Bowdoin had been fighting desperately
in what had seemed a losing cause
to overcome Exeter's slim lead of
two points. Exeter had scored first
late in the first period, largely as
a result of some fine punts by Gor-

it as
Soccer, however, is not the only
on the monopoly of the "major

in

sports."

don Smith and Bowdoin's weak

Perhaps the earliest recognized sport to depart from the College
was crew. For thirty years during the period of 1858 to 1898, crew In all
its forms held sway on the Bowdoin campus in the spring. In the year
1877 the Bowdoin crew was recognized as one Of the outstanding group
of oarsmen on the oastera seaboard as they rowed with the best at
the regattas at Wooster and Saratoga Springs. Racing with the crew
that year was a young undergraduate named Robert E. Peary.
In 1921 cross country reached College-wide proportions as in addition to freshmen and varsity, interfraternity teams were inaugurated
to touch off the first annual meet for fraternities. The purpose of the
meet was to promote interest in the sport and it met with great success. The first five men from each house were to count in the scoring.
First place was taken by the Betas that year followed by the Psi U's
and the Zetes. In the spring of 1925 cross country was suddenly choppod off the college's athletic program. Jack Magee gave the simple
reason 'hat the sport took too much vitality from the average college
Three years earlier, however, Mr. Magee had expressed the
athU
be relieved of his job as trainer for the football team in order
des
to
e his entire time in the future to the cross country team.

hockey team in the winter,
ake the place of cross country Bowdoin introduced

offensive play.

one George Hunnewell Quinby who had graduated the year
That year 30 members went out for the team and the match
with Harvard had almost become a tradition. The foilers later had
matches with Yale, M.I.T., and Dartmouth.
The gym team developed from an intramural affair in 1925 to the
pride of the College in '81 coached by Professor Thomas Means. Bowdoin matched the powerful teams ef Army, Harvard, and Springfield
on the horizontal bar, side horse, and flying rings.
No doubt the most spectacular sport ever to be attempted at Bowdoin was polo. In the spring of 1930 the team was organized and the
following fall went into action. Practice sessions were held on the polo
lack of
field behind the Psi U. house in the afternoons. Because of the
experience, the boys had trouble winning their matches and polo was
abandoned in two years.
Now the revival of soccer is on its last legs with only intramural
games possible. The plight of the minor sport is in evidence once more.
before.

•

•

•

«
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Colby upset Maine in the second round of the state series 13 to
be a hollow
assuring Bowdoin of at least a three-way tie in what would
indirect result of fumbles. Colby twice
title. The three X5>.'s were the
has now
recovered and took advantage of the mlscues. Rog MUes

Bill Nieman won Bowdoin's first closer than the 6-0, 6-0 score inintramural tennis tournament in dicated.
Clark, top man in last spring's
years when ho beat Bill
Clark October 26 by a 6-2, 6-2 varsity tennis team and winner of
the Maine State Intercollegiate
score.
By winning the tournament, Singles crown, reached the third
Nieman practically assured him- round of this tournament by deself of a berth on next season's fault. In the quarter finals he devarsity squad. Last spring he held feated Jim Carter 6-2, 6-3, and
down the number one slot on the Burch Hindle, 7-5, 5-2.
Others playing in the tournafreshman tennis team, winning
ment were Jim Flaker, Dave
every match he played.
Bruce
Jim Baillie,
Rogerson.
Nieman's Victories
Jr., David
In the finals, Nieman defeated Cooper, Fenno Dudley

Portland Press Herald

In the photo at left, Jim McBride intercepts an aerial aimed for Bates' Bob True, No. 17. This play decurred in the later stages of the
contest at Lewiston, after the Polar Bears had gathered a comfort able lead. Bowdoin won the game, 28 to 6. At right, Bates' halfback
Dave Higgins, finds a hole in the Polar Bear line but is shifting too late. Bowdoin's Mark Savage and "Torpedo" Cecelski, 40, are about
to smother him. Both Savage and Cecelski figure in Adam Walsh's plans for next Saturday. The game, of course, will decide the outcome
of the State Championship. Last year the Black Bears walked away with the title.

Polar Bear Displays Strong Defense
By Curtis Webber '55
Bowdoin's battling Polar Bears
outplayed and out manned Bates
28-6 before a disappointed homecoming crowd at Garcelon Field
in Lewiston last Saturday.
It was a beautiful afternoon for
football, and the partisan Bates
crowd began to have hopes that
an upset might be in the making
as Bates stalled the Bowdoin attack in the opening minutes. Jack
Cosgrove punctured the bubble
however, with first half touchdown
passes to ends Don Roux and Fred
Flemming, the latter play coverSTATISTICS AT LEWISTON

B

Bow.
First

Downs

5
26
24

19
271

Net Yards Gained RushingForward Passes
Forwards Completed
Yards Gained, Forwards
Own Forwards Intercepted
Distance of Punts, Average
Fa rubles
Yards Lost, Penalties

23
7
138
4
34
4
55

*
65

1

46
1

3*

The only penalty
kicked 15 out of 18 extra points for the Black Bears.
ing approximately 60 yards,
violation. Maine gained 302
of the game was a Maine flve-yard offside
Bowdoin rolled up two more
yards of Mane's
yards rushing and passing while Colby gained 298; 120
scores in the second half on runs
teams.
two
the
of
meeting
32nd
was
the
It
air.
by Biggie McGovern and Ted
total was through tae
"leadby
Howe. Two extra points by Roger
The Bowdoin cheerleaders reached a new low last week
Included in Levesque and a safety registered
mg the cheers exactly six times during the entire game.
"Huzzah" cheers. Their lack of enthus- when Mark Savage dropped Morthis vast repertoire were two
It has been sug- ton of Bates back of the goal-line
was matched only by the Bates program vendor.
completed the Bowdoin scoring.
this year to the silent six.
gested that sleeve-less sweaters be given
Fourth Period Bates Scare
to be a joke. Perhaps if the
ceased
now
has
however,
situation,
The
Bates avoided a whitewashing
they
games
the
into
way
with a fourth period pass play
cheerleaders were forced to pay their own
from quarterback Dave Higgins to
would not be so complacent.
left end Don Smith.
The score
came after the Bobcats had recovered a Bowdoin fumble on the
Polar Bear 37 yard line.
In the first period, after finding
that Bates was well prepared to
stop the flat passes and end sweeps
which had proved so successful
the Chi Psi respectfully previously
in the season, quarterThe amazing Betas pulled one Psi U. and
as the regular season goes into its back Jack Cosgrove located a glarof the big upsets of touch football
week.
final
the
outclassed
ing weakness in the center of the
this season as they
beat
Zetes
the
plan
to
According
Bates line.
powerful Dekes 28 to 21. Going
26-20 and the Sigma
With halfbacks Mel Totman and
weeks encounter the the Psi U's
into last
walloped the Chi Psi's 48 to Roger
Levesque alternating
Dekes were undefeated and to the Nu's
0.
through this opening, the Polar
casual observer it seemed they
Sigma
the
Both the Zetes and
Bears moved in big jumps from
would end that way. The Beta
Nu's have a slim mathematical their own 24 to the Bates 6 yard
offense, the best in either league,
chance to tie for second place in
stole the show and provided the
the league should the Kappa Sigs
necessary points.
will be snuffed out
The unheralded T.D.'s coasted lose. This hope
for one of the two when they
the
over
to an easy 14-0 win
tangle Wednesday afternoon.
A.R.U. By virtue of their victory
The Standings
they edged into the three-way
Lei
scramble for first place. Next week
T Pts. Opp
W
180 Maine Street
the T.D.'s go against the Betas
61
4
AD
87
5a
3
KS
to decide who will be in the play88
71
Zete
offs.
The Betas will be the
26
H<
SN

Betas, Dekes,

TD Tied For

League Lead In FinaljWeek

where Cosgrove passed directover center to Don Roux in the
endzone. Roux, who has been overshadowed all season by Fred Flemming's many touchdown catches,
pulled off one of the season's best
on this occasion as he went high
in the air between two Bates defenders in a "program-cover" grab.

line
ly

;<.",

In a who cares game the Delta
Sigs ran all over A.T.O. 25-0. For
the Federal Street boys it only

meant being lowered deeper into
the cellar. The Delta Sigs, however, will be going all out against
the Dekes in their last game.

Psi U.
Chi Psi

t>c*(u«

W

Bets

DKE

TO
DS

ARU

114

PU.

Opp

108
101
52
41
12
20

46
49
23
25
87
103

4

L

3
3
3

1

2

2

1

3

T

1

ATI)

4

Italian

Don Ago6tinelle conmore than his share of

Captain
tributed

tackles, as

usual,

and

all

of the

Bowdoin

defensive combinations
proved effective.
Dave Higgins,
Ralph Froio, and Captain Richie
Raia did a good part of Bates' defensive
in

work from

their positions

in time

Student Patronage

Welcomed

I

1

for a big

186

&

Banners

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

chunk of Bowdoin's 300

yard rushing

total.

Outfitters to Bowdoin

Men

CORDUROY

furthest penetration into the two, but Mark Savage nabbed
territory outside of their Herb Morton back of the goal-line
ground to give the Polar Bears a safety
touchdown, three
lone
plays and a pass found them back and two more points for their total
r.on the 16. a net of minus 7 yards. of 28.

.+.«.«. + .«.*. + . +

Boxer Style

.••

.

"Matchless Service"

JUMPING JEANS
$595

I

Guaranteed

to each and every

man at Bowdoin

— MERCURY
*

Mechanical Repairs

Parts Supply

Body Repairs

Accessories

Painting

Tires A. Tubes

To Take Out

Car Washing

Lubrications
it

.

.

.

I

men can show you

short cuts

Here

Your

credit is unquestioned

for

A.

Office

*

Jerry Wilkes

The

Orient •

the

new

beltless

all campus and
navy - and gray.

and save you money.

The Record

is

•HI AS AN T STRICT • BAUNtWICK. MAIM*

^
...,

SkgJ^

casual type of slack

leisure wear. In

maroon

-

H BENOIT & CO.

SENTER BUILDING
§••

-

— in serviceable and colorful corduroy. Ideal

\

•
POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

• Printers Of

silk)

Fraternity Glasses

,

•

PaulK. Niven

19??

Bowdoin Neck Scarf (pure

College Pennants

the secondarv.

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

TICKETS

Mugs

Ash Trays

<

Alleys

Juvenile Sweatshirts

HOT DOGS
Beer

as well as produce
in

Juvenile T-Shirts

Beer Mugs
Miniature Beer

Strangely enough, McGovern and
Milliken
d more than Tot
and Levesque, and each accounted

Bates'

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

Let us help you plan your printing

Our long experience

19??

College Pets

1,

Sandwiches

The A.D.'s had no trouble in disThe Choctaw indian tribe inposing of their chief threat in cludes the Ahepatokla, Sixtowns,
league "A" as they did away with
and the Oklafalaya tribes. The
the Kappa Sigs 32-20. Both teams
Choctaws were formerly residents
are practically assured of a spot
pf the area now comprising Missin the playoffs as they take on the
issippi and Alabama.

BOWL-MOR

Souvenirs for Everyone

Bowdoin

FORD

'

1

4

All of the Bowdoin players saw
action. After half-time, it seemed
that a different combination of defensive linemen would appear every
time the ball changed hands

•

FOR THE BEST

85

75
32

3

1

I

Jim Wilson, who put up a good Sewell, Bill Beacham, Hank HasMorris. Ken Miller, Jim
in the first round. 6-3, 6-4. kell, John
Bob Walsh, and Pat
is another potential can- Carter,
didate for next year's varsity. Phil Twinem.
Twenty men competed in the
Mostrum bowed to Nieman's
superior ground strokes in the tournament, giving Coach Sam
second round by a score of 6-0, Ladd a good indication of the type
6-1.
In the semi-finals, Nieman of material he may be molding incame up against Skip Howard, one to better tennis players next
of last season's letter winners. Al- spring, when Bowdoin will try to
though
Howard was defeated hold her State Series title on the
decisively, the match was much courts.
fight,

Wilson

On a number of occasions, a Bates
Bates scored late in the final
back, trying to bull through the period to preserve their record of
line, would bang into an immov- having
scored at least once in
able force at the line of scrimmage every game. A 13 yard pass from
and many Bates line plays result- second-string quarterback Dave
ed in small losses.
Higgins, caught nicely by right end
In the second half, Totman and Charlie Pappas put the ball on the
Levesque remained on the bench Bowdoin 17 where Higgins conwhile McGovern, Milliken, and nected with Don Smith for the
Howe carried the load. This com- score. The point attempt by Atbination moved the third Bowdoin water was missed.

FlemmiHg Scores
With four minutes gone in the
second period, the Bates fans got touchdown with a 27 yard pass
from Cosgrove to McGovern the
a chance to see why the Cosgrove
play.
to Flemming combination has been key
Levesque Finally Hits
getting so much attention hereabouts lately. Using his familiar
After Cosgrove had sneaked nine
technique of trying a long pass on yards through his favorite spot in
first down, Cosgrove faded back the*center of the Bates line, Mcto the vicinity of his own 30 and Govern dived into irtorner of the
let fly a perfect arching spiral to endzone after a wide end sweep.
Flemming who was a step beyond A mighty cheer went up from the
the last Bates defenders. The per- Bowdoip stands as Roger Levesfection of the pass-catch combina- que- broke the extra point famine
tion is old stuff to regular Bow- with his second successful kickdoin fans who might have passed it ing effort since the Wesleyan
off with a "ho-hum" if the score game
hadn't been so close at the time.
Bowdoin scored their fourth
Jim McBride, the third Polar Bear
touchdown after taking a short
to attempt the extra points this
punt by Chumbook, one of his poor
season, was unsuccessful for the
kicks, over from the Bates 29.
second time and the half ended
Hardworking Ted Howe plowed 11
with Bowdoin ahead 12-0 and the
yards through the middle and into
excitement about over for the day.
the endzone to gain a share of the
Polar Defense Strong
Roger Levesque
scoring glory.
Bowdoin's defensive line con- again pleased the Bowdoin fans
tinued to show up well and could with two straight successful conperhaps be rated the best in many versions, the first having been
seasons here. The sophomore-stud- nullified by an offside penalty.
ded group allowed Bates only 53
Jim McBride intercepted a stray
yards on the ground. When Richie Bates pass and ran to the Bates
Raia intercepted a Bowdoin pass three before being tackled. Bates
and raced to the 9 yard line for got a life on a Coukas fumble on

HOOD'S PLAGE

favorites.

catastrophe as Exeter's safety
man intercepted a pass and almost
got away before he was brought

many

it

services of

The hard charging Bowdoin line,
by tackles Steve McCabe and
Sandy Kowal. paved the way with
wide holes and good pass protecThe drive ended in near
tion.
led

NIEMAN WINS INTRAMURAL
TENNIS CROWN IN STRAIGHT SETS

in 1931 the

of road racing. As distinguished from its
consisted of a race about S miles long run on turf or
roadside.
Once
again
this sport developed from interfraternity
the
road ruling in years previous. In Bowdoin's first season of road-racing
the Magee men placed third In the New Englands at Harvard.
,
Fencing 25 years ago was always popular with often twenty men
trying out for the squad. In 1924 the team began the season without the

of the yardage.

BILL

now almost unknown sport

predert *sor,

Period Score

Unable to gain through the air down at midfield.
Bowdoin's next serious threat
or on the ground because of faulty
middle of the third
ball-handling and weak blocking". came in the
Bowdoin was continually forced period when they drove all the way
but again failed to
18
Exeter
the
to
closer to the goal line on punt ex{Continued on Page 4)
changes.
Finally,
with Captain

as also trainer for the

M;n,

On Fourth

Outplayed during the first quar- Garry Gelinas back to kick on his
ter and held scoreless for two own ten yard line, a poor center
finally sailed out of his reach and out the
frosh
Bowdoin's
more.
broke through Exeter's rugged de- end zone for an automatic safety.
Second Quarter Drive
at
6-2
triumph
fense to eke out a
Bowdoin's offense finally began
Exeter.
The hard ekrned score resulted rolling in the last, part of the
from a short pass from quarter- second period. Taking the ball on
back Jim Carter to halfback John their own 30, the young Polar
Libby, who outmanuevered four Bears moved all the way to the
Exeter defenders to race 55 yards Exeter 25 before they were halted.
for the tally. The win for Bowdoin A Libby to Murray end-run pasa
was only its second in all the many and some hard running by Gelinas
and Roy Dyer accounted for most
games played with Exeter.

BRUNSWICK
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Ward Oilman

'53

Contrary to the opinion held by
the majority of the citizens of the
fcwintry. Mr. Vincent Hallinan has
Jeen elected President of the
united States. Since all those
feople voting for Mr. Eisenhower
•"ere voting against Mr. Steven••n. and all those voting for Mr.
Stevenson were against Mr. Eisenhower, obviously Mr. Hallinan
was elected, since NOBODY voted
•gainst him. We feel that the in
auguration of Mr. Eisenhower
would be Unamerican, unethical,
immoral, and furthermore, it's
cheatin*.

ca

.

The most

fla-

grant example of this maltreatment was the way Herbert Hallinan was treated by the political
pollsters. They completely ignored
him. iNow, we ask you. was that
fair? Let us look at the record.
The Williams "Record" didn't even
have a poll. Of those college papers
that did run polls, none of them,
including the one that prints this

1

chairs in West
Berwick Center.
His youth was

spent

press.

capitalistic

senator,
but a
well known repairer of second

,

,

,

i

splitting

and hairs.
He was educated
("Drivel"
right
is
drivel
. .
at home by the
light of a crude ten-watt bulb. Ed.), even made any mention of
He is a model of virtue, a Mr. Hallinan's candidacy, although
characters
as Stevenson,
pillar of society, and has been such
prominent Eisenhower, Pogo, Trotsky, Unsuch
endorsed
by
and Others appeared.
periodicals as "Pravda" and "The decided,
Daily Worker." By dint of this Now, we ask you, was THAT fair
rails

.

background, W. Averill Hallinan either?

Was the

best qualified candidate.

Rudolf Hallinan began his campaign for the presidency by eating
an early breakfast and announcing
his candidacy to his wife. Repeating the slogan "Its time for a
COMPLETE change," Mr. Hallinan wound up his campaign with
a whirlwind whistle-stop tour
ranging from East Berwick to
West Berwick Center. Joseph P.

of all

spite

in

these

ob-

He

is

the first Bowdoin

(()
!•

<J) Exeter
Newhn!l
Pendereast
Ik. Gerry
c. Eaton

k>.

It

It.

Mrfiinl.T.

rir

mongering

However,

tactics.

lb.
lht>.

fb. Ball

Campaimone,

Collette,

—

—

Frank N. Cameron
Cameron's alma mater is Maiden High School in Massachusetts,
where for three years he was active on the Track Team. A Varsity
trackman at Bowdoin, Cameron is
a member of the Sigma Nu Alumni
Contact Committee.
Theta Delta Chi
Robert C. Burr
Burr
graduated
from
the
Phillips Exeter Academy, and last
year he played on 'the Freshman
Football, Hockey, and Baseball
Teams. His interests this semester
are highlighted by membership on
the Student Union Committee, the
Bugle and ORIENT and in the

Professor George H. Quinby, Jason; and Allen F. Hetherington Jr.,
'54, a messenger.

Courtesy of Portland Press Herald

Josef Albers, Students

Current Walker Exhibit
The current Walker Art Museum
exhibit is a showing of studies in
design by Josef Albers and his
students:
Albers, a contemporary artist
who teaches a course on design at
Black Mountain College, has two
works on display. The others, representing divers media, are by his

Room

Hubbard

The report, which was submitted last Spring, stated that prospects for an addition to the building were quite gloomy despite the
pressing need for more room.
The Librarian mentioned in his
report that one of the goals of
the Sesquicentennial Fund is for
money to build an addition to
Hubbard Hall and funds for its
maintenance. He reported that
now well over $300,000 would be

The

is practically no appeal to a prospective donor to pay for an addition to a building which for the
past fifty years has borne the
name of its donor."

The book

collection in the stacks

Merrymeeting
185 Park

of

Gift
Row

old

and

from every Greek dramatist who
has an extant work.

The

Bowdoin began

'The Medea" of Seneca presented last Friday evening by the Masque and Gown and the Classical
Club was very favorably received
by the large audience.

Price

$1.00

have new Portable Typewriters to sell at
more reasonable rates than you will find in
Boston or New York. The reason for thia ie
that we pay the federal tax out of our profit.
Many second-hand machines for rent and to sell.
When buying a new machine we can give you a
good allowance on your old machine.

Shop

New Victor Adding

Greeting Cards --- Gifts

Machine $99.50

W. CHANDLER

F.
150 MAINE

&

SON
PHONE 234

BRUNSWICK

STREET

NOSE. THROAT.

f

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED

ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
The
Bowdoin

j

A responsible consulting organization has

examination,

reported the results of a continuing study by a

medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-

competent medical
effects of

Chair

A group

Off

was organized

A

a sensational $2.98

at
I

splendid reproduction of
the straight arm chair of
early New England.

Sturdily constructed of
lected hardwood.

months

specialist

and

smoking Chesterfield

this

people from
to

smoke only

group of

his staff

on the

various walks of
Chesterfields.

For

men and women smoked

life

six

their

FRIITOFTIIMU
the sanforized printed

tinually from one to thirty years for

an average of

is

my

after a

of the

thorough examgroup,

stated:

opinion that the e<£7 nose, throat and

me

all

participating subjects ex-

were not adversely affected in the

six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

10 years each.

At the beginning and

at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

stripings are in white.

cotton shirt

"It

member

accessory organs of

se-

Finished in satin black with
natural wood arms. The
Bowdoin Seal and the

Specialist,

ination of every

amined by

have smoked Chesterfields con-

by the

pictures,

throat.

normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.

|

I

and

The medical

45%

of the group

X-ray

ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears

cigarettes.

including

—

Highlighting the trend to neat

checks

.

.

formed on Tuesday, November 11,
will include the Quartet on D
major, K-499, by Mozart; the
Quartet in C, Opus 59, no. 3
("Rassoumovsky"), by Beethoven.
There will be an Intermission,
after which the Quintet for Piano
and Strings in F minor, Opus 34,
by Brahms will be performed, with

featuring the fine

.

looking twice

price

(Continued from Page I)
These concerts are presented
free of charge to the public under
the auspices of Bowdoin College
Elizabeth
Sprague
the
and
Foundation
in
the
Coolidge
Library of Congress.
The second concert, to be per-

.

and fit for which Fruit
Loom shirts art famous

of the
.

Quartet To Play

.

tailoring

.

.

.

this

shirt

Fruit of the

Loom guarantee. Available
cotton broadcloths, cotton

in

twills

In

-V

very low

handsome

backed by the

is

its

Attractive and comfortable,
the Bowdoin Chair merits
a place in living room,
study or office.

Each chair packed

in heavy
— shipping weight
pounds.

carton
SO'

$24.50

EITHER

F.OB. Gardner. Man.

and woven rayon.

a wide range of colorful
M, L and

patterns. S,

CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY A

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD -

HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY
OTHER KING-SIZE

WAY YOU

LIKE 'EM

CIGARETTE
Utile* otherwise instructed, chain will

be shipped Railway Exp rest,

extra large.

charges collect.

vntn i win >macco ca

Phil's

Alumni Office

Surplus Store

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Street,

MVfJIS

TO»»CCO

<

Buy CHESTERFIELD./^ AWefer

109 Rhodes Hall

78 Maine

U—CTT 1

Brunswick

Copyright 1932. LIGGETT

Professor Tillotson at the piano.

mmmmmmmm

ftMMM

in

with

tellaria",

We

obsolete

Free Gift Wrapping

series at

Plautus' "The Mostranslated by Professor
Emeritus Paul Nixon and directed
by Professor Thomas Means. The
completion of this group of 13
plays is a distinct honor for
dramatics here at Bowdoin.

1922

New Study Stand to hold book or magazine
.

has increased by 16,000 over a six
year period, and this increase was
kept from being much greater only
through an extensive weeding out

program

"The
The
of
presentation
Medea" makes Bowdoin the first
college in the country ever to complete a series of at least one play

Chap-

Stearns.

O'Rourke.

Alley. Dowlinir.
Martin. Neill. Exeter:
Herseot. Tripp*. Clark. Brown. Hammeritrom, Carson. Hubbnll. Durante. Harris,
Clark. Levlck. Bornheim. Menires.
Libby.
Touchdowns Bowdoin Frosh
Safety: Extter.
:

is

active on his Fraternity's various

hands up!

Harrison

rhb. Dalxc-11

Substitutions: Bowdoin Frosh
Volk. Gorman. Berkeley.

pias.-c

Morgan
Hnlmri

of the

Freshman Hockey Team, and
committees.

fessor Robert P. T. Coffin, Creon:

Needed

we

rt.

re.

Libby. InV
Pvar. rhb
Ceiinas. fb

man.

Grinnell
Fraley

rjr.

MeCabe. rt
Murray, re,
Carter, ob

member

doin he has been a

ning in the Adams Lecture Room
of Cleaveland Hall.
The production, directed by Professor Nathan Dane, was witnessed by an overflow audience which
was limited by the size of the Lecture Room. The cast included
Catherine Daggett at Medea; H.
Davison Osgood '53, Chorus; Mildred Thalheimer. the nurse; Pro-

Stack

are confident that Prince Hallinan,
the choice of experts, will win,

The summary:
Perkins. Ik
Cooper, e

tees in his house.
David F. Coe
Coe is a resident of Wellesley
Hills, Mass., and a graduate of
Wellesley High School. At Bow-

For First Time

DAVE'S TAILOR SHOP

had a first down. But a naked reverse and two quick-openers gained only two yards, and a short
fourth down pass left them three
yards shy of the necessary ten.
For the second time a seemingly
potent Bowdoin threat had been
stopped.
Defense Holds Exeter
Bowdoin's defense again proved
equal to the occasion, and the
Polar Bears took over on their own
thirty as the third quarter ended.
A Carter to Chapman "buttonhook" pass moved the ball to the
40 and set up the Exeter defense
for the touchdown play.
After a running play was held to
no gain, John Libby, left wide open
in the flat, caught a short pass on
the Bowdoin 45 and headed for
the Exeter goal. He appeared to
be trapped at the Exeter 40 but
cut back through the midst of four

TXiBrule.

Rushing and Hazing Commit-

Series

The Masque and Gown *JM*J£ C
Club presented "The
Medea" by Seneca last Friday eve-

Classical

DRY CLEANING & TAILORING

With short passes gaining lots
of ground, the frosh' moved quickly to the Exeter 25, where they

Kowrfoin

tive,

Of Medea

Completes Greek Play

—

march.

Ko**I.

Oct 31

Presentation

Peratta is from Ashland, Mass., Shown above are sixteen of the twenty-one students from other countries at Bowdoin They are front
and he received his junior and row, left to right: Hai Tung Li, Vietnam; Sen Osathanugrah, Thailand; George Meimaridis, Greece; Avelsenior high school requirements at ga Rivero, Ecuador; Dionyssios Kotsonsis, Greece; Koru Kin jo, Okinawa. Second row, left to right: Akira
the Huntington School. The Zeta Nakane, Japan; Robbert Silvius, Venezuela; Hanst Albach, Germany; Emond Goby, France; Herbert
Psi candidate is a Hockey Mana- Kwouk, China. Third row, left to right: Theodore A. deWinter, Argentina; Bert Chobanian, Iraq; Timoger and played on the Freshman thy Hely, England; Jacob M. Celosse, Holland; Henrik Wamsteker, Holland.
Basketball Team last spring.
material.
necessary to build and equip the
William C. Hays
proposed addition.
The report continued, "There
Hays came to Bowdoin last year Increased
are
a few empty shelves in the
with
that
Mr. Boyer pointed out
as a graduate of Waltham High
Hall the completion of Sills Hall and stack; there are more shelves only
In
School where he was a member of
partly filled; but there are many,
Cleaveland Hall, the Sesquicententhe Tennis Team and the PresiThe crowded condition of Hub- nial Fund campaign will probably many more that are absolutely
dent of the Student Council. Hays'
full.
When we need additional
current activities at College are bard Hall has again been brought enter a new phase. He continued,
space on the second floor, ten
the Debating Team and the Glee up by Kenneth J. Boyer, the Col- "It seems doubtful that the drive
empty shelves on the sixth floor
as
on
carried
will
be
funds
for
Club. He is a James Bowdoin lege Librarian, who mentioned the
are absolutely no help at all. We
aggressively as in the past,"
Scholar.
need for more stack room in his
need additional shelf space, and
Little Appeal
annual report to the President.
report stated that, "there we need it badly."

graduate to be elected President
pupils.
since Nathaniel Hawthorne, '25.
The works are being shown at
Mr. Hawthorne was also a wellBowdoin through the courtesy of
known anti-New Deal political Sailing Club.
the Busch-Reisinger Museum of
columnist,
as evinced
by his Harvey B. Stephens
Stephens
came to Bowdoin Harvard University.
satirical tract,
"Lady Eleanor's
after having attended Springfield
Mantel."
The public may be reassured High School in Springfield, 111. The
A sentence begins with a. capital
that Mr. Hallinan will know right Theta Delta Chi candidate "played and ends with a period, exclamawhere he stands in respect to the Freshman Football last year and tion mark, or question mark.
denizens of Capitol Hill
both
feet planted squarely in the mud
left over from Harry Truman's
campaign. He does not need to
worry whether the Republicans or
the Democrats control the Congress, for both parties will be dead
set against him.
Alterations - Cleaning - Pressing
There is a nasty rumour that
76 Maine Street
over W. T. Grant
Brunswick
Mr. Eisenhower is vociferously demanding a recount. We deplore
Phone 1468
such unfair unsportsmanlike, unnecessary, uncivilized and war-

Bowdoin

Exeter tacklcrs, and Bowdoin had
a quick hut well earned score.
Golinas' try for the point bounced
squarely back off the crossbar, but
Bowdoin had all that it needed to
win.
In closing out the schedule with
a successful record of two wins and
one loss, the Bowdoin freshmen
played their finest defensive game
of the season. Frank McGinley
bottled up the whole center of the
line, while Leo Berkeley and Ken
Cooper continually tackled Exeter
backs for losses.
The defensive backfield
of
O'Rourke. RuBrule, Dyer, and
Libby had the Exeter pass receivers so well covered that Exeter
completed but two passes in the
entire game, both in desperation in
the last minutes of the game.

But

ritories.

(Continued from Page 3)
score. Ken Cooper's interception
an the Bowdoin 35 halted one of
Exeter's major drives and at the

up a

Deal Columnist

Alexander Hallinan went
on to be elected President of the
United States and Affiliated Ter-

Freshmen Top Exeter

set

An Anti-New
stacles,

Hallinan, Police Commissioner of

same time

Last Friday,

(Continued from Page 2)

In view of Mr. Hallinan's election, we feel it our duty to acquaint the citizenry with Mr. Hallinan's background, the highlights
Ot his campaign, and his maltreatment at the hands of the capitalis- would divulge their names. Among Donald A. Roux
tic press.
Roux received his diploma from
them are
.Now that we have taken care Lewiston High School, where he
A Pillar Of Society
Mr. Hallinan was born in a log of our first two points in a clear played Baseball, Basketball, and
cabin in the backwoods near East and forthright manner, we come Football. He was the president of
Berwick, Wisconsin. He is a second to the third point, viz., his mal- his senior class. Roux has taken
Cousin of Joseph McCarthy, not the treatment at the hands of the a large role on the Social, Execu-

mus

In Seneca Production

is on the Varsity Squad this Call.
Berwick Junction, estimated the still in high school. Since coming He is a James Bowdoin Scholar.
crowd there to be "at least two to Bowdoin he has gone out for Frank A. Paul, Jr.
thousand," but more conservative Football and Basketball and is
A graduate of New Britain High
estimates, based on the fact that now a James Bowdoin Scholar.
School in .New Britain, Conn., Paul
attained positions on the Bowdoin
there are only eight families in Harold W. Anthony
Berwick Junction, estimated that
A graduate of South Portland Freshman Basketball Team and
there were only five people there, High School, Anthony has con- the College Glee Club. This year
three of whom were under the im- tinued to pursue his interests in he is the Assistant Fraternity
pression that Mr. Hallinan was an Baseball, Football and Basketball Editor of the Bugle.
Zeta Pel
itinerant patent medicine sales- at Bowdoin. Anthony is a James
man, and went away, disgruntled. Bowdoin Scholar and was the Henry J- Starr
Upon completion of the campaign. Freshman King of his delegation
A resident of Washington, D. C,
Wild Bill Hallinan returned to his at Psi Upsilon House last year.
Starr went to the Sitwell Friends
modest hovel to await the results Lloyd O. Bishop
School where he was a member of
of the election.
Leaving Portland High School the Dramatics Club and an officer
Mr. Hallinan took a firm stand as the Salutatorian of his class. of the Student Council. At Bowon all the basic issues.
Bishop has continued to partici- doin, Starr has taken a lively inpate in his major athletic interests. terest in Interfraternity Sports
Widely Endoned
and is the Vice-President of the
J. Howard Hallinan has been Basketball and Baseball, here at
Sailing Club.
enthusiastically endorsed by many College.
Edmund A. Peratta
Sigma N'u
prominent people, none of whom

'

hand

Daggett, Osgood Lead

Of '55 Seek

President,
Vice Resident,} [Secretary

Class
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ALUMNI DAY WEEKEND
SUBSTANTIAL SUCCESS
PARTIES, MEETINGS, GRID CLASSIC,
INITIATIONS,

GYM DANCE FEATURED

By John N. Winner, Jr. '53
Alumni meetings, the Maine- ton W. Taylor, and Mrs. Stanley
Bowdoin football game, fraternity P. Chase were among the guests
initiations, a display contest, fra- at the Delta Sigma banquet Thursternity parties, and the Alumni day night.
Dance at the Sargent Gymnasium
Jazz At Psi U
the
schedule
for
highlighted
Psi Upsilon was host to the BowAlumni Weekend, last Friday and doin Jazz Band Friday night. Durconcert, the house was
packed to the rafters with
students and their dates.
This
informal party broke up at midnight, when the band stopped play-

Saturday.
The feature event, of course,
was the football game Saturday,
when Bowdoin came from behind
to wallop the Black Bears from
Maine and capture the State Series
title.
Played before a packed
house of an estimated 11,000, the
game brought the fans to their
feet time after time as spectacular
plays followed in quick succession.
The weekend opened with the
fraternity initiations. Many alumni
returned early in order to witness
the proceedings on Thursday or
Friday night.

ing

the

literally

Committee On Buildings
In Homecoming Display; Relocates Hockey Rink
In Back Of Hyde Cage
Nine Houses Compete

DKE

Van

Speaks

tiation.

Service, Armistice

President James Stacy Coles,
Professors Eaton Leith and Bur-

To

New Location In Pines
Replaces Unsatisfactory
Site Near Hubbard Hall

D.S. Takes 2nd Place
In Contest Judged Sat
By 3 Faculty Members

Day

Armistice Day was observed
yesterday morning at Bowdoin
with the traditional chapel service
originated by President Emeritus
Kenneth C. M. Sills 34 years ago.
The address this year was given

Two Week

Pacific Coast

by Thomas C. Van Cleve. Thomas
Brackett Reed Professor of History and Political Science, who
served in both World Wars as an

President James Stacy Coles
meetings of the Committee on Naval Research in San
Diego and will tour Bowdoin
Alumni clubs in the West Coast
area during a two week absence
from Bowdoin which starts today.
President Coles, active in underwater demolition research during
the war, will participate in the

will attend

officer jn the U. S.

Army.

in San Diego on sponsive reading and the Gloria
Patri.
At 11:00 a.m. two minutes
16.
He will begin his tour in Quincy, of silence were observed in the
Massachusetts, with a speech at program to remember the BowThayer Academy's College, Day to- doin dead of both World Wars and
morrow. From Boston he will fly the Korean War. The reading of
to Los Angeles where he will visit the Honor Rolls of the Bowdoin
men who served was not done as in
the Bowdoin Club there.
After the San Diego meetings, previous years.
he will visit Alumni clubs in San
Professor Van Cleve's address
Francisco, Portland. Seattle, and was followed by the singing of
Denver. President Coles indicated Hymn 271. which was sung in the
organiAlumni
these
of
that many
chapel services during the war
zations arc active Bowdoin sup- years, each time a Bowdoin man

display was fea-j
tured by a black bear in a basket

The winning

porters.

was

diction were given and the first
verse of the "Star Spangled Banner" was sung. The service closed
with the postlude "The Marche
Solennelle" by Callaerts.

killed.

The

The Prayer and Bene-

Armistice Day
Chapel Service had been conducted
by former President Sills in the
College chapel since 1918 when the
first
Armistice Day was pro-

Union Committee To

traditional

claimed.

Sponsor Ten Movies

which was suspended from two
helium-filled

large

balloons.

A

Bowdoin player stood to the right
firing a cannon at the balloons.
The Delta Sigma display consisted of a sinking battleship be-

ing attacked by a dive bomber
labeled "BOwdoin." and a large
sign
stating
"Remember the

Maine."
Color, Origfciallty Basis

The judges for the contest were
Dr. Yi-Pao Mei, Mr. Francis G.
Hugo and Major Joseph B. Miller.
They stated that the different displays were judged on the basis of
color and originality.

By placing second in the conDelta Sigma failed to retain
the Alumni Cup, which they had
won in 1949 and 1950. The contest was not held last year due to
a freak snow storm.
test.

Two
ered

other houses were considthe final judging. The Sig-

in

ma Nu

display showed a Bowdoin
locomotive about to crush a black
bear tied to the tracks. Signs behind the locomotive bore the
names of the four teams previously
defeated by Bowdoin this fall. The
Alpha Delta Phi entry consisted of
a black bear draped over goal
posts surrounded by a polar bear
carrying the ball and several cubs.

5 Houses In Contest
Five other fraternities took part

The Beta Theta Pi
entry was a large sign "Maine
Favored," the words "Like Hell
They Are," and a group of tombstones belonging to Maine players.
The other houses devoted their
displays to torturing the black
bear in various ways. Psi Upsilon
stretched him on a rack, Thcta
Delta Chi knocked him out in a
boxing ring. Alpha Tau Omega
boiled him alive, and Chi Psi was
in the process of beating a bear
rug draped over a clothesline.
in the contest.

^

snow

cover

slightly,

should

and drifting

be
will

on Saturday evening.
November 15. with a film entitled
"It

11.000.
Mel Totman led the attack with some of the shiftiest running that Bowdoin fans have seen all year. Once past the line

five

test.

By

film,

of pine trees will have
in order to prepare
site for the new rink.

down

and clear the

$1500, the second largest appropriation, a figure
$1,353 Unexpended
that exceeds their last year's apconservative estimate places
tho total funds available to the propriations by $350 and $100 reBlanket Tax Committee at $11.- spectively. The Publishing Com821.83.
This figure does not in- pany's appropriation represented
clude the 50^ of the estimated the second largest increase grantnet receipts that are. by a recent ed this year.
Gets $325 More
ruling of the Governing Boards,
The third largest increase went
allotted to the Athletic Department to be expended on athletics. to W.B.O.A. who received $1200,
The balance carried forward from an increase of $325. The rest of
the unexpended funds of last year the appropriations were approximately in keeping with the apis $1,253.05.
propriations of last year.
The Blanket Tax Fee is $29 per
Those organizations that will restudent this year. Last year the
ceive more than their last year's
fee was $25 per student but this
appropriations include the Bowwas changed by the Governing
doin Christian Association, tJhc
Boards last Spring. The CommitDebating Council, the Music Club,
tee's estimate of total receipts was
the Outing Hub, the "Quill", the
$2L170 and was based on an estiStudent Council and the White
Among those in the receiving line at the Alumni Dance last Saturday mated 760 odd students this semes- Key.
evening were (left to right) Mrs. Cecil T. Holmes, Mrs. James S. Coles ter and 700 students next semesOrganizations who requested and
ter.
Of
this total, one half- goes
and President Coles. Shown going through the line are Frederic G.
(Continued on Page I)
Dalldorf '54 and guest. The dance was successful, as a large throng
•
jammed the basketball-room.
'

A

WBOA

'

"As the question stands now, the majority of the Bowdoin fraterno committee should be appointed by the Student Coun-

nities feel that

for further study of the existing social rules," said Council President
Gordon W. Stearns. Jr. *54 after the meeting last Monday afternoon.

cil

The Council defeated a proposal ments could not be logically supfor the establishment of such a ported."
More Discussion Next W eck
committee by the overwhelming
r

Stearns stated that other asvote of 10-1. The Delta Sigma
representative voted affirmatively pects of the social rules problem
and the representatives from Zeta would be discussed in the Student
Psi and the Independents abstain- Council meeting next week. He
ed.
added that a few Council members
Would Provoke "Hard Feelings" had not yet gathered and comSills Tribute Broadcast
The defeated proposal read: piled the sentiments of their respective fraternities.
The ceremonies of tribute which "That a committee be appointed) Student Council members were
Brunswick neighbors and friends by the Student Council to analyze reminded to inform their fraternitendered to President Emeritus and study the present social rules ties that Friday house
functions
Kenneth C. M. Sills and Mrs. Sills of the College. This committee such as dances and organized
in late September will be broad- may make suggestions as to the
parties were restricted to only the
cast by Bowdoin-On-The-Air this revision of Xhc social rules and/or Ivy and Winter Houseparties.
Last
the addition of new social rules.
Week.
weekend two fraternities unThe suggestions
The half-hour program is sched- should be basedof this committee wittingly violated sections 1 and
on an accurate
uled for 8:80 p.m. on Friday, No*polling of undergraduate opinion." 2 of the social regulations passed
vember 14.
in 1948 by the Faculty Committee
Said Stearns:
"Such
action on Student Social Life and ActiviParticipating in the speaking
(passing the proposal) by the ties by scheduling bands for FriEmeritus,
President
program are
Student
Council was thought by day evening in their Homecoming
Sills; Professors Robert P. Tristram Coffin and Herbert Boss members to result only in hard festivities.
feelings between the students and
Christmas Vacation Changed
Brown; Brunswick Selectman the
administration."
He added.
At this meeting the Council
Harry G. Shulman; Edward W.
Wheeler '98. for many years "The Student Council members voted 8-5 to change the College
whose fraternities suggested minor schedule so that Christmas vacansel of ttie College; and Paul
K. Niven *1«, member of the Board changes in the present social rules tion would begin on Friday, Deof the Couege felt that those senti(Coutinued on Page 2)
I
of Overseers.
|

Unimpressed Upperclassmen Often
Squelch Early Frosh Enthusiasm

.

By Charles W. Schoenemajn It
Passiveness in itself is not a
enthusiasm of high school temMajor General
Roderick
healthy symptom. In later life it
pered, but the air of indifference,
Allen, the new commanding gene- is not worthy
of lengthy discussion which
has replaced the carefree
ral of the New England sub-area, because
it is justified by the rationone in the upperclassmen. has
\isited the Bowdoin ROTC unit alization
(usually accepted) that
tended to squelch this enthusiasm
last Thursday.
life after a certain age should
be recently to be the wise old sage, to
Major General Allen is taking aimed at respect, and that respect be the detached observer,
or to be
over the positioin of Commanding is most easily won by passive the aloof
mystic. The upperclasssilence.
General C. G. HelmicTt, who is reLack of emotion and en- man sit6 back waiting to
be imthusiasm .have become part of
tiring in December.
pressed, and it is seldom that he
growing old. so it seems. In youth,
admits that he is. The freshman
The Major General, who is tra- however,
signs of passiveness arei
readjusts his values to accommoveling
all
over New England, omens
of dull mediocrity in the
date the tastes of the upperclasscame to Bowdoin chiefly to mtst

R

President James S. Coirs and to
gel acquainted with the ROTC set-

future.

There has not been, of late, a
also wanted to find rampant growth of this ^nhoalthiout the reelings of the College ness. but rather a slow one; still,
if we grow passive to an extent
about ROTC.
that we are unmoved by all eleHe mot President Coles; Major ments that play
upon the emotions,
Wallace C. Philoon. USA. ret.,
we shall be passive to any attempt
and Mr. Paul K. Niven, both mem- to
call attention to the disease of
bers of the Board of Overseers;
passiveness itself. First wp should
and the Faculty Military Comlook at the possible origins and
mittee, consisting of Dean Nathcauses of the disease.
Secondly,
aniel C. Kendrick. Mr. Philip S.
we should look at examples which
Wilder, and Professors Thomas C.

up

here.

He

Van Cleve and Nathan Dane

show our passiveness

II.

gains.

service.

Maine opened the game as if
they intended to make a rout of it.
Holding the Polar Bears' offense
in check, the Bruins moved to a
quick score behind the passing of
Ken Paraday. After Bowdoin's
"Moose" Friedlander had kicked
from his own end zone out to the
37 yard line, they took but five
plays to carry the ball right back
again. Two passes by Paradav
covered 30 of the yards, the second
going to Bogdanovich tor the score.

Mr. Davidson pointed out that
the progress of the "push button
age" was useless unless man stopped to take stock of himself and
to search for his true goal in life.
As ari 'example of this, he cited a
Despite the fact that, most of to the Athletic Department and
meeting held in 1923 at the Edge- Jim Butler's conversion gave the
Bowdoin's non-athletic extra-cur- one half to the Blanket Tax Comwater Hotel in Chicago, where ten Black Bears a seven point lead
ricular activities requested more mittee.
This is another change
of the mo6t financially successful that many
thought would be
funds for operating expenses this from last year, when athletics remen in the United States met. enough to win.
year than they received last year, ceived a flat sum and the Blanket
Roux Pass Instrumental
Taking them one by one Davidson
all received the full amount re- Tax Committee received whatever
Among the tew that were not
showed what had become of them
quested from the Blanket Tax was left over.
in the following years.
Several convinced were the Polar Bears,
Committee with the exception of
Glee Club Gets $2,000
had committed suicide; a few had who came roaring back to tie the
radio station W.B.O.A, and the
The Glee Club received the
died in prison; the others had score right after the kickoff.
Glee Club, it was revealed Mon- largest single appropriation repWhen a running play was held
died destitute.
day by Professor Morgan B. Gush- resenting the largest increase and
Mr. Davidson said that all or to no gain, Jack Cosgrove decided
still did not receive as much as
ing, head of the Committee.
them had made great progress in to try some passes, and the switch
The total appropriations exceed- they requested. Their appropriapaid
off. Fading to pass on his own
learning how to make money, but
ed those of last year by more than tion was $2,000 which was $475
none of tfiem had learned how to thirty yard line, he spotted Don
$2,000. Of the activities, eleven re- more than last year.
The reason live. He Rave the
Roux with not a Bruin defender
three
main
ceived their full requests amount- that the Club wished so much
points of learning how to live: near him on the Maine 35 yard
ing to more than they got last money was that they have planL) be concerned with religion reg- line. Don juggled the pass momyear, four requested and received ned an extensive tour and also
ularly; 2.) use this concern sin- entarily, but held on to it while
less than last year, and the other numerous single concerts.
On the cerely; 3.) use religion without carrying it twelve more
yards to
two, mentioned above, did not get most part, the single concerts will
the
what they asked for, but never- not bring in any revenue for the reservation. He added that relig- it Maine 22. Rog Levesque moved
ion is with us all the time; what it
to the one in two carries, and
theless received more than last Club and some will result in large
means to us is in our own hands. Cosgrove. faking a quick hand-off
year's appropriations.
due
to
The Glee losses
transportation
He summarized this by saying to Totman. plunged off right tackle
Club and station W.B.O.A. were, charges.
for the score. When Levesque's
incidentally, two of the three acThe Bowdoin Publishing Com- that the business of life is serious,
goals,
and that he hoped we conversion tied the score at seven
tivities that exceeded their last pany and the Masque and Gown
judged our goals by the impor- all, Bowdoin sympathizers among
will both receive
year's budget.

two of which were at

Bowdoin ROTC Unit

Davidson '38

Blanket Tax Appropriations
Up $2,000 Over Last Year

home.

General Allen Visits

6. T.

big Ed' Bogdanovich. who ground
out yardage more consistently
than any other player on the field
Only the fact that the Bowdoin
defense was primed for him prevented him from making bigger

Stresses Using Religion

off on a 45-yard jaunt through the University of Maine
football team. The fleet halfback was virtually unstoppable last SaturGeorgo T. Davidson. Jr. '38
day afternoon, as he treated the capacity crowd of 11,000 to some of stressed the
importance of taking
the best broken field running seen on Whittier Field in many years.
"time out" to be Christian and
Maine coach Hal Westerman dubs Totman as one of the best backs
"time out" to learn how to live, in
developed in the State of Maine in the last few years.
th,e November 9 Sunday chapel

the Christmas vacation

Houses Rule Out Student Social
Rules Body; "Hard Feelings" Cited

Happened One Night."

an Academy Award
Winner starring Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert, is a comedy.
Each movie this year will be
shown in Smith Auditorium at
6:45 and 9:00 p.m. Admission is
25 cents including tax.
James E. Nevin HI '53 is
chairman and Spencer Apollonio
'55 and Robert C. Burr '55 are
members of the movie committee,
which will issue a complete list of
the movies soon.

Sunday Chapel Speech

Mel Totman

nearby Hyde Hall.
Abbreviated Season
The rink last winter was much
higher on one side than on the
other, and this plus frequent thaws
and storms made it difficult to
keep a good surface of ice more
than several days at a time. The
Varsity Hockey Team was able to
play no more than four of its home
games, while the JV Squad got In
only two games at home.
The season came to an early
close when the storm of February
17-18 filled the rink to the* top of
the boards with snow. This storm
caused the cancellation of the last
four
games on the Bowdoin

to be cut

it.

The other two Bowdoin touch- five yards of this drive were coverdowns were scored by quarterback ed by his pass to end Don Roux.
Jack Cosgrove, whose accurate He scored again following an 81
long passing and shrewd play call- yard march just before halftime.
ing constantly demoralized the Following the same pattern, a CosBlack Bears. His first score, a five grove pass was the big gainer.
yard run around left end from a This time it went to Fred Flemspread formation, tied the game in ming and was good for 30 yards.
Bogdanovich Shines
the middle of the first quarter and
The Maine attack was led by
climaxed a 63 yard drive. Forty-

in

A number

1

Bowdoin needed

unbroken cold winds which swept
the last year's site.
The new site is also much nearer
the lockers and shower rooms of
the gym. Last year the distance
between the rink behind Hubbard
Hall and the gym forced the tcanfci
either to remain on ice between
the periods or to go to a casement

schedule,

Mel just would not be brought down. His runs of
and 2 yards either set up or scored three of Bowdoin s
touchdowns, and he consistently gained short yardage when

of scrimmage,

46. 45

reduced
be cut

start

ilie

By June* S. Carter '56
With an awesome display of offensive might. Bowdoin
Polar Bears came from behind Saturday to completely crush the
favored Black Bears from Orono 33-14, before a crowd of

down in any case.
The trees which will surround
the rink will cut down much of the

room

Fans As Favorites Topple

Thrill

:

Classes were arranged yesterA series of ten movies sponsored day so that the service would inby the Student Union Committee clude the hour of eleven.
will

Scatback Totman' s Tricky Runs

.

.

14

11,000 See Bowdoin Trounce Maine
33-14 For Undisputed State Title

the architect's recommendation of
-.
ines back of
R
ft
..5_ r*
the TT
Hyde
Cage
Coles said the location of the
rink would be permanent with
their being a possibility of the
erection of a freezing unit and a
roof sometime in the future. He
estimated the cost of such a project at about $100,000.
Trees To Shelter -Rink
The advantages of the new location include those of being more
sheltered against the sun and
snow. Its location in the pines
should keep much of the direct
rays of the sun off the ice,
especially late in February* The

November 15 and

President Coles also said that
during his stay in California he
might be able to visit the oldest
living Bowdoin alumnus. Hervey
W. Chapman 73, who has just had
his 102nd birthday.

NUMBER

1952

sented the cup to Richard R. Saturday, November 8, 1952.
The decision was announced by
Stimets '55, DKE Student Union
representative. Delta Sigma took President James S. Coles who stated that the committee reaffirmed
second place in the contest.

Work on preparation of the site
The
program opened
with
and construction of the rink is
"Grave and Adagio", a Second
Three houses, Alpha Rho Up- scheduled to begin as soon as possiOrgan Sonata by Mendelssohn.
The first and last verses of "Amer- silon. Kappa Sigma, and Zeta Psi ble in order that the rink may be
ica" was sung, followed by the re- did not enter displays in the con- ready for possible flooding before

two day meetings

12,

Delta Kappa Epsilon was awardThe hockey rink will be located
ed the Alumni Cup for the best behind the cage this winter instead
the of being in back of the Library
display
at
Homecoming
Alumni Dance held Saturday night as it was last year, the Governing
Boards Committee on Grounds and
in the Sargent Gymnasium.
Mrs. James Stacy Coles pre- Buildings decided at their meeting

At

Visit

Captures Award

i

ing for the evening.
On Saturday morning, the Bowdoin Alumni Council held its annual fall meeting in the Alumni
Room at Massachusetts Hall.
Plans for the mid-winter meetings, on February 13 and 14, were
drawn up. The business included
the usual committee reports, and
Mr. Seward J. Marsh. Alumni Secretary, said that nothing of great
Initiation Speaker*
importance was brought up.
George T. Davidson '38, HeadPresident James S. Coles apmaster at Kennett High School in peared briefly at the meeting, and
New Hampshire, spoke at the ini- met the forty members present.
Alumni Luncheon
tiation banquet at Alpha Delta
Phi. Davidson also was the speakA lobster stew luncheon was
er at last Sunday's Chapel exer- served to alumni, their families
cises.
and friends, at noon, Saturday, in
Congressman Robert Hale '10 the Sargent Gymnasium. After
and Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick the luncheon there were, a number
were the speakers at Psi Upsilon's of speeches given. Phillip G. Good,
initiation banquet Friday night. President of the Alumni Council,
Edward C. Kirkland introduced the Alumni Fund ChairProfessor
spoke at the Chi Psi Lodge.
man, Paul Sibley '25, Bill CunningOwen Brewster of ham, noted sports columnist, was
Senator
Maine was guest speaker at his present and spoke briefly. Bowdoin's President James S. Coles
fraternity. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
On Friday night. President and Arthur A. Hauck. President
James S. Coles. Professor Herbert of the University of Maine, also
R. Brown and Professor Robert spoke at the luncheon. Hauck is
P. T. Coffin spoke at Zeta Psi's an Honorary Alumnus of Bowdoin.
initiation banquet.
He received his U.D. in 1947.
(Continued on Page 2)
Professor Lawrence* L. Pelletier
spoke at Alpha Tau Omega, while
Alpha Rho Upsilon had Edward
The
'51
speaker.
guest
T.
C.
as
Cleve
Samiljan
A.R-U.'s had their freshman and
Traditional Chapel
upperclass skits following the ini-

Coles Plans

ORIENT

we may

recognize

it.

in

order that

And

finally,

Accompanying Major General we should leave the solution to the
Allen were Colonel Kenneth L. individual.
Johnson, of the Boston Army Base,
The College is younger today
and Colonel Benjamin E. Thurs- than it has been in a decade, yet

tance of learning, how to live.
Mr. Davidson was a member of
the Student Council, captain of the
baseball team, and president of
his fraternity. Alpha Delta Phi.
while at Bowdoin. During the war
he was a Captain in the U. S. Air
Force.
At present he is headmaster or Kennett High School,
Conway, N.
The choir sang "Christus Factus Est", by Felice Anerio.

R

Before we look at ihc examples
of j&ssiveness around us. it is only
fair to say that rampant enthusiasm is a disease also. If we are
the slaves of our emotions entirely
and are easily impressed and
moved, we necessarily warp our
values.
But this not seem to be
our fear at the present.

The lack of enthusiasm in the
College is most evident in the absence of any great interest in ex-

))

Bird Lecture Thursday

To Include Talk, Movie
Alfred O. Gross, Josiah Little
Professor of Natural Science at
Bowdoin College, has announced
that W. Bryant Tyrell. well known

photographer and

naturalist, will

deliver the Calista Mayhew Bird
Lecture at the College tomorrow

Amherst Indignant Over

New

evening

in

Memorial Hall at 8:15

p.m.

Mr. Tyrell has been active as a
photographer for more than 45
Student indignation has been years and has traveled throughout
rapidly rising at Amherst College the United States. He has made
as a result of a resolution recently more than 14,000 photographs of
birds, many of which
passed
by
the
have appearundergraduate
ed in national publications. His
House Management

Social Regulation

Committee

prohibiting the tapping of
subscription beer kegs in the fraternities' commons rooms
or bars except when beer is served
as a
house function.

The effect of this measure is to
make tapping any keg in the bar
or commons rooms illegal except
on Saturdays. The "Amherst Stu-

color film, "Wings Over Water",
includes scenes at the Bowdoin
College Biology Station at Kent
Island in the Bay of Fundy. where
30,000 pairs of Herring Gulls and
thousands or Eider Ducks. Black
Guillemots, and other sea birds are
nesting.

Other pictures include

colonial

dent" claims that the new ruling nesting birds found on the sandy
"comes as -part of a chain of legis- islands off Maryland and Virginia,
lation by the House
Management among them the Least and Fos'Committee over the last two years ter's Tern and the Black Skimmer.
designed to reduce what was
a Pictures taken by Tyrell at Vingtthree-day weekend to one party un Island in Gaivcston Bay, Texas,
on Saturday night." Previously feature the rare and colorful Rosenon-house kegs could be tapped
at ate Spoonbill.

any time.

Calesta Mayhew lecturing was
established in 1903 by gift of Mrs.
to provide lectures on
bird life and its effects on forestry.
The lecture is open to the public
Committee, because the resolution without
charge.
was passed immediately after
the
Committee received a letter
from
Amherst President Col P indicatinc
a regulation of that sort
Concert
was man
datory "in order to preserve
the
The Bowdoin Music Club and
reputation of the college."
the Chapel Choir, under the direcThe "Amherst Student" comtion
of
Professor Russell F.
pares the agitation over the
kee Locke, will present a concert of
decision with the recent
disturb- 16th and 17th Century motets in
ance at Bowdoin over Dean
Ken- the College chapel at 8:15 on Weddrick's Sunday party ruling.
The
Amherst newspaper adds that nesday evening. November 19 arc:
Soloist on the program
"here, the question has been
one Mrs. Charles Benson and Mrs.
of whether the House Management
Mrs.
Committee is responsible to the Gordon O'Donnell. sopranos;Donald
Athern
P. Daggett, alio;
administration or to the
fraterni- P.
Douglass S.

"Paternalism" Charged

Many students felt that paternalism was involved in the
recent
time, ruling by the House Management

man and accepts, after a
these tastes as the criteria of what
should arouse his enthusiasm and
what should not.

(Continued on Pa%r

Mayhew

Locke To Lead

tracurricular activities. Because it
is
so evident and has been disHayward '54, and
cussed at such lengtfi. it is unnec- ties. It has been frit in some quarR^id '54, baritones: William F.
enthusiasm
ters that
is less in evidence than essary to elaborate at this time.
the real decisions
ton, the Senior Instructor for the
Wyatt Jr. 53. trumpet: and Joel
when it was older. Men entering
times do we, either have been made by the administraHow
many
H. Hupper, '54. flute. Gordon W.
National Guard in Augusta.
as freshmen have always had the,
(Continued on Page 1)
tion."
-

.

.

Stearns, Jr. '54 will be organist.
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By Jonathan

Bartlett 'S3

Available

»

After stripping, the aspir- in the book is an item called
Ira Wallaeh, Henry Shuman and Base.
No. 14 anyone else who had anything to ing Pedant should indulge in a "From Here to Snow White." This,
do with the production of Ira Wal- little bit of flesh mortification. is just what it seems to be: the
lach's new companion
piece to There are two exercises recom- story of Snow White told as only
Thomas Otis, Jr. '53
"Hopalong - Freud"
"Hopalong - mended for the novice. The first James Jones can tell it. It beManaging Editor
Freud Rides Again"; Henry Shu- of these is sitting quietly. This gins with the queen dying in childCharles Ranlett "54
man Inc., New York; 143 pp; is done to achieve tranquility and birth and sore at the king for getNew* Editor*
John N. Wisner, Jr. '53
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55 $2.50) certainly deserves a quick is continued as long as the income ting her in the mess to start with.
Jonathan Bartlett *53
round of plaudits, for it is a book holds out. The second is breath- She then, out of spite, tells the
Charles W. Schoeneman '53
that most any reader can pick up ing, which should be practiced lest king that she hopes that the sprat
Sports Editor
the novice become muddled and will be a girl and will have "a
and read and go away gruntled.
'53
Robert M. Hurst
In "Hopalong-Freud", Mr. Wal- unable to see First Base clearly. complexion white as snow, hair as
Photographer
laeh raked some of our modern There are other aspects of Pedanta black as your liquor cabinet, and
James P. Gaston '54
authors over the coals in some of and they can be gleaned from lips the color of my blood." This
Staff
queen kicks off and
Jay A. Carson "53
Anthony L. Funnell '55 the funniest parodies seen recently, either this book or the Huxley- pans out, the
and in the new book, he picks up Isherwood-Heard book. We pre- the king consoles himself with the
'55
^ouglas A. Chalmers '53
John B. Goodrich
wife of his broadswordsman. The
E Ward Oilman '53
David G. Lavender '55 where he left off and rakes up fer Wallaeh.
R. Michael Moore *53
Lait and Mortimer have pretty broadswordsman is sent to PalesJose G. Loperena '55 some more authors. His range' is
Daniel H. Silver '53
Elliot S. Palais '55 wide and his malice, while some- well covered the nation in their tine to find the Holy Grail and the
Allen F. Hetherlngton. Jr. '54
Carl S. Tschantre "55 times bitter, is seldom dull. Mr. earnest drive to expose the filth king makes the babe his queen.
Horace A. Hildreth. Jr. '54
Curtis Webber '55 Wallach's offerings an? funny even and corruption that we all knew She gets jealous of the little mopEdward F. Spicer '54
Robert K. Windsor '55 when the reader is not acquainted was at the bottom of our civiliza- pet but, there is not a lot she can
John E. Sylvester, Jr. '54
James S. Carter '56
with the source material, but if tion, but were unwilling to do do about it. As the kid grows up,
Edward B. Blackman '55
J. George deLyra '56
aforementioned
the
The one Anastasia,
with or discuss.
Robert C. Burr '55
Philip W. Gilman '56 he is, the parodies are about 138% away
was America's queen, gets worried and keeps
James L. Doherty *55
Robert E. Hamilton '56 funnier. Secure in this knowledge, thing they missed
mirror
such questions
worry,
But
don't
her
schools.
asking
that
his
nursery
we
unequivacably
can
say
'56
Carroll E. Pennell
chapter called "Me, the Judge", a Wallaeh is also on the job. Ameri- as» "Mirror, mirror on the wall,
take-off on Mickey Spillane, is a ca's nursery schools, the "Shame who's the slickest chick of all?"
Business Manager
Albert F. Lilley '54
very funny bit of work, indeed.
of a Nation" are adequately treat- When it turns out that Snow
Assistant Business Manager
"Hopalong-Freud
Rides White is slicker, Anastasia turns
Pete Rivet, the detective in "Me, ed in
Seven
Bruce N. Cooper '54
the Judge", is something more than Again." The May street nursery her out into the forest.
Advertising Mana*v>r
Circulation Manager the usual detective.
He is de- is the object of this research and guys, all runts, care for the girl
James A. Cook '54
Richard C. Thurston '54 scribed in the publisher's preface,, the facts are presented. They are until the Prince comes and ends
brash,
hot, the story just about the way Walt
Business Assistants
conveniently supplied by Wallaeh. "Lowdown, bawdy,
Theodore D. Robbins '53
H. Robert Beacham "56 as a "sadistic, degenerate idiot." sexy, vulgar." They are also out- Disney wrote it in the first place.
Hobart C. Tracy '55
Peter T. C. Bramhall '56 Rivet is all this and more. He be- rageously funny.
This and quite a bit more make
As we have told you before up this new Hopalong-Freud book.
lieves in justice and wants to see
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
To (several times, if you remember) There is a chapter called "How I
a "clean, decent America".
Directors
Hoist
tc
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, this end he charges around leaving the book is better if the reader is raised Myself from
Alden E. Horton. Jr. '53, Albert F. Lilley '54, and Thomas naked women and clothed corpses acquainted with the source. With Petard in Selling", the best part
Otis, Jr. *53.
his wake avenging crimes him- head bowed but unbloody, we ad- of which is the title, there is a
>>ni!Vin*D FOB NATIONAL ArWFRTTtlNO FT
self because he resents the judee mit we never read "God and Man Jean Paul Satre-type play and a
National Advertising Service, Inc.
and jury system for letting trials at Yale". Since you have probably Tennessee Williams-type play and
Cnllftr PuhliiherM Rffirr'ntntirf
drag on and even sometimes let- not read it either, we will discuss there is a fine excursion into the
NEW YORK. N. Y.
420 MADISON AVK.
ting the accused eo because he's "God and Boy at College" anyway. customs and habits of the South
Chicatoi . Boston - Lo» Amw.i.bs - Saw Vrancimo
**»• V'hri *«tiK wh»n rlaaaca are \\r\d darlnr MM Fall and Sprlnr Trimaatar ay
For a fuller eniovment The author of "God and Boy at po' white trash called "God's
innocent.
Hi* • tvtbnt* of Rowrioln CnUrw*. Adrirrai now, ramnuiiirationa ta tha Editor «nd »*>
In the last
this fine bit of writing, we College" exposes the College in no Little Best Seller".
K-rlntwii rmamsnlraHnna to tN» Baiinrn Manager of the Bowdoin PahlWrtknr Caa»- of
>any at the ORIENT Office In Moore Hall. Bawdbln Colleve. Brunawirk. Maine, Fatered recommend that all the readers uncertain terms.
He tells out- analysis, the book is a fine thing
.« aerond claaa matter at the peat office at Brunswick. Maine. The •nbecrlt>ti<m rata
hour
of this column sallv forth and pick right the lack of religion at the for those periods between
»•» one raw la three ((a) dollar*.
college, stating the well known exams and house parties when
up a copy of Mickev Snillane.
On the other side of the literarv truism that "where there is no evenings are liable to get dulL
by the Governing Boards, as in
several other cases concerning fence. Mr. Wallaeh nffovs a chanter religion the income tax is graduLetter
Editor
athletics at Bowdoin, which could "Pedanta For the Whole Family". ated". He takes the members of
This niece of work bears a resem- the faculty and discloses that most Applications Accepted
be cited, if space permitted.
To the Editor:
This type of unconcern with the blance, straneely enough, to a of them do not sav their prayers,
The recent decision by the
philosoohieal tome entitled "Ved- one savs grace only when dining
of
undergraduates,
wishes
and
in
U. S. Civil Service
Governing Boards relative to the
World" by with the bishop, the bishoo says
question of an official soccer team general the affairs most important anta For the Western
when dining with the
The U.S. Civil Service Commisto represent the college in inter- to them, of which this is only one an august trio eomDOsed of Aldous grace only
Isherwood. aforementioned faculty member, sion has announced the acceptance
Christooher
collegiate competition appears to instance, appears to me to be not Huxlev.
has been of applications for a Student Aid
me to be another link in a chain only short-sighted but extremely and Gerald Heard. Mr. Wallaeh and one prays but "he health
of Trainee examination in the fields
known to pray for the
of events particularly aimed at an prejudiced. I think it only fair to asserts that his is the more popular
The under- Chester Bowles, thereby aligning of physics, chemistry, matheunnecessary de-emphasization of judge that the Boards do not have guide to "Rpalitv".
Jesus and Paul, matics, metallurgy, and engineertheir
collective
fingers
Pedanta
is that the himself against
on
lying
idea
of
the
pulse
sports at Bowdoin. I would assume
side of the graduated ing, for duty in Navy and Army
that the Boards reported estimate of the undergraduate and are world is not what it seems and all and on the
Along with such dis- establishments in Washington, D.
of a required outlay of $10,000 to therefore less apt to be aware of material is nothing more than an income tax."
Maryland and
a generally sympathetic attitude expression of reality called, bv the closures as "unbeknownst to the C, and nearby
organize the team is not only an
Pedanta.,
'First alumni, the faculty is now honey- Virginia.
of
exaggerated but an absurd figure towards the establishment of some advocates
this
professors",
Salaries range from $2,750 to
kind of soccer team to officially Rase". The aim of life is to get to combed with
as welL Obviously, soccer would
First Base. There are various es- article tells the shocking state of $3,175 a year.
not be considered a major sport, represent the college.
This examination is open only
I cannot help but believe that sentials for getjing to First Base. the faculty, the Sociology departnor could it, as the ORIENT
there is some organization devot- The first essential is stripping. ment, the Economics department, to persons who have completed
article intimated it should, result
threeor
It one-fourth,
one-half
ing itself to the suppression of Man must strip off the "unessen- and the College Corporation.
in a large revenue for the athletic
new ideas on the Bowdoin campus, tial, lust, hunger, desire, suede might prove invaluable In revalu- fourths of a college engineering
department. An amount reasonin cases involving such a one as shoes, ego" and anything else that ating Bowdoin.
course or who expect to complete
ably expended for uniforms and
There is also a story described such study within nine months of
equipment shoiarh not exceed a sum this, as well as in other more wide- stands between him and First
ly differentiated matters. I think
as a New Yorker-type short story. the date of filing application. A
of $900. As a freshman I rememthis neither an acceptable nor a wish to keep beer or liquor down- This story is the one piece that written test will be given.
ber playing intra-mural soccer as
happy situation in a democratic stairs on a few major weekends. defeats its own purpose. It emFurther information and applia part of the calisthenics program
society. Lets have a change for the No liquor of any sort is sold at the bodies those qualities that mark cation forms may be obtained from
utilizing a field laid out to the left
better.
"bars". Only one or possibly two the New Yorker story and the the U.S. Civil Service Conimission
of and beyond the Pickard Field
William A. Maillet, "49 students are allowed to handle the qualities that are most often de- and from first-and second-class
House, at a spot near the present
repository during an evening. This cried by people who don't always post offices. Applications should be
football
team's
blocking
and
eliminates confusion and ensures agree with the magazine's fiction sent to the Executive Secretary,
tackling practice field. Goal-posts To the .Editor:
Civil
Service
There is nostalgia, Board of U.S.
that distribution is carried on in a department.
and a set of lined boundaries conIt has been brought to my atten- mannerly fashion. This method also the remembering of the Family, Examiners
for
Scientific
and
stituted the "expensive" playing
tion that there exists today a seri- gives those students who are in the lack of any action, and the Technical Personnel of the Potofield. I fail to see why the official
ous misconception of the drinking need of financial aid a chance to complete apparent (or in this case mac River Naval Command, Buildsoccer field cannot be re-instituted
situation here at Bowdoin.
earn some spending money by bar- just plain complete) pointlessness. ing 37, iNaval Research Laboraat this spot.
There are many graduates who tending.
One of the more inspired pieces tory. Washington 25, D.
As for the coaching problem, I feel
that we at Bowdoin have no
There are a number of schools
would assume that lurking someproblem, but there are fully as
which sanction the serving of liwhere in the combined vast exmany who would have drinking quor at any time of day or night by
perience of the faculty, there is
completely and lastingly abolished.
clubs or fraternity bars. These bars
someone who has either particiGift
It is not my place nor is it pertinare open not only on weekends, but
pated in. coached, or witnessed a
ent at this time to pass judgment
with perhaps only
during the week as well. Such is
soccer match
185 Park Row
or express an opinion on the suba little encouragement from the
not the case at Bowdoin. Our
ject. However, the college has readministration, such a man would
"bars" are not open more than ten
--- Gifts
come forward to volunteer his ser- ceived a great deal of criticism weekends out of the school year
simply
because
there
is
such
a
receive
vices and
payment for
and never on week days. They open
Free Gift Wrapping
large
number
of people, graduates shortly after the evening dining
them according to the usual procedure for salarizing minor sports. and parents alike, who have a dis- hour and must, by a college regulaThere are, it is reputedly rumored, torted picture of our social life. tion, close at or before one o'clock.
•
.a><
a
.
45 or 50 players who would be in- Certainly constructive criticism is
These are the facts as clearly as •
m
terested in seeing soccer establish- gratefully received, but it seems to I can present them. I hope this leted as a recognized competitive me unjust to involve the college in ter will help to alleviate some of
a
lengthy
controversy
unless those the misconceptions that have arissport here, as it is at so many eninstitutions.
lightened
Progress involved have a clear understand- en about drinking here at Bowdoin.
does not to me seem an undesir- ing of the situation as it exists.
Sincerely yours,
This
letter
is
merely
for
the purPerhaps,
thing.
the
Boards
able
ROBERT C. BURR '55
hold otherwise. I have heard from pose of clarification.
I
To begin with, the word "bar"
|
a former member of the lately deorganized fencing team (which, Is a misnomer here at Bowdoin. A
incidentally, was only concerned bar suggests a dingy, poorly lit esGuaranteed
with 25 undergraduates and there- tablishment whose function is to
Maine
Brunswick
fore not as important either from serve liquor in a wild and rather
a financial or experiencial level as secretive atmosphere. The word is
another more worthwhile activi- unfortunate since no such atmoat
Nov. lt-13
every
to each
Wed.-Thur.
ty), to repeat, that the fencing sphere exists in Bowdoin fraternity
Tony Curtis - Piper Laurie
team was eliminated for the lack houses. Our "bars" are merely
In
of a small sum of money, withheld checking stations for those who

Y»T~Lxxxii

Wednesday. November

18,

To Seniors

The National Science Foundation Fellowships for 1953 include
awards for which college graduates of the 1962-1953 academic
year will be eligible.

lXtf

Editor-in-Chief

The Fellowships, which were
authorized by the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950. will be
awarded to citizens of the United
States solely on the basis of

(

m

.

I

To The

By

]

'

.

ability.

The purpose

of Fellowships

The basic stipends range from
$1400 to $3400 per year. The Fellowships will also provide payment
of tuition and fees, dependency allowances for married Fellows and
limited travel allowances.
Photo by Gaiton

Shown is a portion of the 500 who crowded the floor of the Sargent
Gymnasium last Saturday evening for the Alumni Dance. There were
many in attendance from Maine as well as from Bowdoin. Bob Percival
and his Orchestra and the Meddiebempsters were featured on the program. During the evening the awarding of the cup for the best house
display was made to Delta Kappa Epsilon.
(Continued from Page 1)
at a Homecoming Dance.

on April

1,

1953.

The First Year Fellowships are
available for Seniors in college
Who will receive their baccaVice-President
of
the Union laureate degree during this acaCommittee John E. Sylvester '54 demic year.
announced that 540 tickets were
Requests for application forms
sold to the dance, which he beshould be made at Mr. Philip S.
lieves constitutes a record.
Wilder's office in Massachusetts

There was an Executive Meeting
of the Governing Boards on Saturday morning. The Class of 1928
also held a meeting that morning
at the

The appointments are for one
year with the closing date for the
receipt of applications on January
5. 1953. The awards will be made

Moulton Union.
Post-Gam* Activities

After the game, the spectators
adjourned to the various fraternity houses for supper, and the cele-

.

"

Hall.

Student Council Meeting

All
bration festivities following.
the fraternities were filled to overflowing with alumni, visitors and
friends, and at least one house
served 600 for supper.
The climax of the whole weekend was the Alumni Dance, held

(Continued from Page

1)

cember 19 and end on Monday,
January 5. The former schedule
read that vacation would begin on
Saturday, December 20 and end on
Tuesday, January 6. This legislation was ratified at a Faculty
at the Sargent Gymnasium from
meeting later Monday afternoon.
his
Percival,
8:30 to 12 p.m. Bob
The Council reported that later
orchestra and his two vocalists
supplied the music for the dance. library hours were not fortheomFor their efforts during the dance,

ing because only a small percentage of students indicated that they
would utilize a time extension, and
because student library help would
be difficult to find at that time.

Council member William H.
Graff '53 will represent Bowdoin
the
annual
Interfraternity
Council Convention to be held in
New York City November 28 and
at

29.

the orchestra received $225
In the receiving line were Presi-

dent and Mrs. James

S. Coles,

and

John E. Sylvester '54, Chairman
of the Dance Committee. Patronesses to the dance, and in the receiving line, were Mrs. Mario A.
Tpnon, Mrs. Burton W. Taylor,
Mrs. Cecil T. Holmes, and Mrs.
George H. Quinby.
At Intermission time, the Medthe
entertained
diebempsters
crowd with their first on-Campus
The results of the Display Contest were announced, and the winner, Delta Kappa Epsilon, was presented the cup by Mrs. James S.
concert this year. This was the
first chance for those in College to
hear this year's Meddies with their

Student

Patronage
Solicited

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

new members.
Coles.

The dance, as were all other acduring the weekend, was
packed to capacity, and various ob-

tivities

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

servers reported that it was the
biggest crowd they had ever seen

Shop

—

Greeting Cards

•••*. •••••••••••a*. +

+ +

"Matchless Service"

CUMBERLAND

man

and

SON OF ALI BABA

DRY CLEANING & TAILORING

DAVE'S TAILOR SHOP
Alterations

Cleaning

-

over

Cartoon

— MERCURY

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

Nov. 14-15

Fri.-Sat.

WHAT

Pressing

W. T. Grant
Phone 1468

76 Maine Street

FORD

Bowdoin

also

News

PRICE

GLORY

Mechanical Repairs

To a raindrop,

Parts Supply

with

Brunswick

all

umbrellas are the same

a

Dan Dailey

James Cagney

Body Repairs

a

Corinne Calvet
also

New

Loft

Of

9.50

/6.30

21.35

GIANT

and

a

Loretta Young

Evans Lighters

Nov. 16-17-18

$2.95

-

Lubrications

Car Washing

Jen* Chandler

Your

credit is unquestioned
a

also

a

Nov. 19-20

YANKEE BUCCANEER
Jeff

& SON

am^ta******

PHONE 234

Chandler

-

Scott Brady

Susan Ball
also

News

Short Subject

lasaaiassasiillM

one

will

When

the need

is

is

their

urgent, any

work.

When it comes to telephone equipment,
however, a general likeness isn't enough.
Parts are engineered to be exactly the
same no matter where they are used. Only
such rigid standardization made possible
the smooth and interlocking system that
serves you from Penobscot, Maine, to
Pescadero, California.
We're reminded of h sharply in times of
disaster — from flood, blast or hurricane.

with

F. W. CHANDLER
BRUNSWICK
ISO MAINE STREET

a
a

New*
Wed.-Thur.

National Fraternities
now in stock

all

Yes, the nice part about umbrellas
similarity.

with

EAST OF EDEN

arc books you had better read

Stationery for
are

& Tubes

BECAUSE OF YOU

Diaries and Calendar Pads

Trhs

Tires

a

Snn.-Mon.-Tue

4.35

Painting

News

Slide Rules

^
at

Telephone men from other areas can come
and pitch right in with the same methods,
tools and equipment.

But one Bell System asset isn't standThat is its people. It takes able,
minds to keep our business
moving ahead. For college graduates
ardized.

original

and interested in such widely
work as research, engineering,
and administration, we offer

qualified for
differing

operations

many

opportunities.

Your
glad to

college placement people will be
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BEARINGS
Robert M. Hurst '54

highlights.

In the opening game of the 1950 campaign the Polar Bears edged
Jumbos of Tufts 19 to 13. It was a see-saw battle all the way with
first Bowdoin taking the lead and then Tufts going
out in front As
the game passed on into the later stages, the score was tied 13-13. Then
the Tufts' quarterback faded down to his own forty to pass. With the
ball angling toward the opposing end, the sophomore center, Agostinplli, picked the ball out of the air
and raced 66 yards past the Tufts
backfield for the final score and the game. All that season Don Landry
Ev Wilson and Agostinelli were helping to boost the line as Bowdoin
tied Maine for the state championship. In 1950 13 out of the 37 lettermen were from the sophomore class.
In the fall of '51 the running of Fred Flemming was introduced to
the Bowdoin partisans. Just before the final gun in the Wesleyan game,
Flemming sped 64 yards into the end zone for Bowdoin's fourth touchdown of the afternoon, and the final score was 27-9. On the following

the

Bowdoin

Totman

Lost

Pet.

S

Colby
Bates

1

Maine

1

1

If

1.000

'

t

.333

2

.338

2

.3SS

Unimpressed Students

men were

first

caught the ball before it hit the
ground. Totman then repeated his
sensational 45 yard run and left
the ball just a yard short of the
goal line. With the whole defense
now concentrating on Totman,
Cosgrove masterfully called for
Levesque off right tackle, and the
scatback twisted his way across
the goal line to provide the Polar
Bears with one touchdown's insurance.

Totman
The

final

Tallies

Bowdoin

Again
was an

tally

anticlimax, yet the stands were
still rooting for another as* the

touchdown march, a masterpiece
loss, forcing a Maine

for a ten yard
punt.

Team

Ski

it
i

II
•

1

31

'

'

34

35

their shoulders

••

'

when

The

lineups:
Carvill.»

Richardson
e.

Hodge

r*. Golden
rt,

Clark

re. Perry.
qb. Paraday
rkS, afeCann

lhb, Bofrdanovich
fa. J. Botterneld

Howe,

fb
Substitution*

—

Bowdoin

Stureeon. Day.
Savage, Wratrg. Jeon.
Friedlander. Saeco. Greenwood. Spelling.
A. KHrrington. Stephen*. Prmtf, W. Far-

McBride.

t

Ladd.

rington. Boyle. Peluao. Ingraham. Atkins.
Nevin. Leighton. Werksman, Coukos. Milliken. MeGover*. Williamson. Garland. Testa. Larcotn. Maine
Wooaaum, McBrlne,
Maher. Quinn, Mann. St^wne, Earley.
Breen. Beal. Garneaa. Darwaon. Bennett.
Guernesey. Cianchette. Thorburn-. MeGee.
Waterman. Novick. Wallace. Smart. Calenda. Card. Butler.

—

Touchdowns: Bogdanovieh. CaJendn. Coagrove 2. Totman 2. Levesque.
Point* after touchdowns:
Butler
2;
3 Iplaeeroeau).

get set.

contributors

Maine

<14>
le.
It.

lr. P. Batterfletd

Levesque. lhb

Maine defense always a little uncertain and they never did really
Biggest

game was

the

theirs.

another touchdown drive.
Bowdoin (S3)
Concentrated Team Effort
-_ la
It
Bowdoin's best played game of McGoldrie*.
Goldstein Mix
the year was definitely the result Atfoetrneil. e
Cecelski. Fit
of a concentrated team effort. McCullum.
rt
They outplayed the Bruins in every Flemminir. aaCosgrove. qb
department, both on offense and Totman.
rhk>

the Levesaoe

to

Wesleyan Places 6 On Walsh's All-Opponent Team
Fans that have followed the of Bates.
Bowdoin football team closely this
Naturally enough, several capfall might be interested in the alltains were allotted spots. They are
opponent team picked by coach Phil and Jack Butterfield, co-capAdam Walsh at the request of tains of Maine; Art Callahan of
the ORIENT.
Wesleyan; Ted Sullivan, defenWalsh could not guarantee the sive left end for Williams, Colby
accuracy of his selections for se- co-captain George Bazer; and coveral reasons. One is that his de- captain Jack Boehm from Amon the reports
that were passed in during the
by scouts Frank Sabasteanski, Danny MacFayden, and various friends and alumni of Bowdoin. Coach Walsh's choices arc
also based on the one game with
each opponent that he himself witnessed.

cisions are based

BCA To

recovering. Totman made
nine off right tackle, and Jack Cosgrove made a first on the Maine
twenty with a fake pass and a left
end sweep*. Cosgrove again befuddled the defense by sending
Totman on a reverse around right
end. Mel sprinted just out of the
reach of the defensive end and then

FINAL STANDINGS

The Lodge wound up the
possessor of last place in
league "A" and carried off the
dubious honor of having the most
points scored against them, 139,
or close to four touchdowns a
game. The Zetes won their last
game of the year by the score of
30 to 20 as they beat the Sigma
Nu's for the third place spot. The
Zetes scored more points against
the Sigma Nu's than had all the
four previous opponents. Up until
this game only 26 points had been
allowed by the Sigma Nu defen-

Pts.

column.

Opp.

126

U2

sole

1*1

«7

78
108

10ft

M

81

11*

SI

I»

sive unit.
As for the Zetes, they had more
points scored against them during
the year than they made, 101 to
108.

In league "B" the DKE's and
the TLVs came to a deadlock' for
first place honors.
Instead of a
playoff for first place a flip of a
coin will decide who is to meet the
AD's in the championships. This
decision had not been made at
press time. The DKE's managed
to outlast the Delta Sig's in the
final half of their game to win 18
to 12.
The Delta Sig's kept it
close most of the way but lacked
the depth to gain the nod.
The defensively minded TDs
limited the high scoring Betas to
only two points as they clinched
a spot in the playoffs 8-2. The
Beta's who recently had been

Headquarters

herst.

fall

for

Shirts
In Brunswick

Roux

The Reverand James

l

Senter's

--^

wTV

It

nuBi9n
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Km

isi
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'*
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t

1
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M
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Notice

5*
ISO

5

intercepted

Pantu a re rag*
FaraMsa kxt
Varda penalised

Ii

n

Passas attempted
Passes rnasalfaid

Own

Maine

Cm

their
performance of
son, but their efforts were not
quite enough to break into the win

Perhaps the ones to be most
complimented by Walsh are Nixon
Penalty Helps
and Callahan, both from Wesleyan,
On the first play after Bogdanowho were placed on the defensive
of efficiency, after Guy Sturgeon
and offensive units.
Hold Meeting
had once more tackled Paraday
Defense
Offense
vich's kick, Maine recovered a
le. Lavin (Wes.)
le. 3ullivan (Wil.)
Thursday
At Zeta Psi
It. Baser (C)
It. Richardson <M)
fumble on the Bowdoin 27, but
If. Cianchette (M)
lg. P. Butterfield fM)
luckily for Bowdoin, the play was
r«.
Boehm (A)
The Tufts and Bates teams c. Moses (A)
The Bowdoin Christian Associa- nullified when both teams were
rg. Maher (Wil.)
rt. Callahan (Wes.)
might be hurt by his selections rt. Callahan (Wes.)
re. Alpert (C)
tion is sponsoring a religious disoffside. Taking advantage of the
Ik. Perry or Symingre. Fraktman (C)
since
neither
these
teams
one
of
November
Thursday,
cussion on
ton (Wil.)
game ended. The Maine offense, placed a man on this all-opponent
rb, Alcaai (Wea.)
qb, Nixon (Wes.)
13, at 7:30 p.m. in the ZetaPsi
disorganized,
haplessly
fumbled team. Probably a few people lh. Farese (Wea.)
lh. Plrie (C)
lounge.
again on the Maine 35 with Don would find a place for Richie Raia rh. J. ButterfltJd (V) rh. Eggers (Wes.)
(Wea.)
Whsaw
a,
(M)
Bwdnnovich
fb.
The topic will be, "Different

Concepts of Religion and Prayer."
A. Doubleday will be present to stimulate
the discussion. The meeting is informal, and everyone is welcome.
Allen F. Hetherington '54 will
Wesleyan rolled speak in Chapel Thursday morning
under the auspices of the B. C. A.

downs

Bowdoin
Fin* dawas
is
Paaatna- Tarda**
141
Ruahlnr yardarr (Mt) 324

Perhaps the greatest contribuof all to Bowdoin's victory
was made by Coach Adam Walsh,
who used every possible offense
and defense to win the big one.
Evidently the Polar Bears themselves thought
so since they
proudly bore him off the field on
tion

The Bowdoin locomotive kept defense. With the exception of the
first quarter, the Bowdoin team
right on rolling as Maine could
completely outfought the Bruin
not hold on to the ball long enough
line. Particularly did the Walshto generate a sustained drive. The
men outsmart the Black Bears.
Polar Bears started their fourth
Almost two-thirds of the Maine
break, Cosgrove faded to pass, just
offense depended on an off-tackle
eluded the outstretched arms of
slant or a quick opener. The
Bruin end Bob Quinn and tossed to
Don Roux at midffeld, who barely variety of Bowdoin's plays kept the

ejected from the game by the officials.
to six for the home team.
crowd of nearly 11,000 fans Jammed Whlttier
capacity
An almost
Orleans,
Field to see the game last Saturday. At the same time In New
tickets were sold in 40 minutes for the
sone
end
11,000
Louisiana,
Sugar Bowl classic on New Year's Day.
Don Johnston, reserve quarterback, raced 84 yards to give Trinity
the
a 7-0 win over Amherst with less than four minutes left to play in
off their
game. It was Trinity's sixth win in seven games and topped
competition.
football
75th diamond jubilee season of intercollegiate
Southern U 105, Bishop 0.
Most lopsided score of the week
three

first half

approval.

before we are moved to action,
year's score.
then we shall find in middle age
One of the oldest college football rivalries will be renewed Satur- the dullness of old age, and in old
contest
Field.
The
Pratt
on
Williams
day when Amherst plays host to
age, the immobility of emotional
with be Ihe 67th in a series that dates back, to 1884 and is unbroken death.
except for the seasons during the war. So far, the record shows 37

after the first Bates score. The final standings 4a the state series show
Bowdoin in front with Bates, Colby and Maine all even at one victory
and two defeats.
Williams upset Wesleyan 14 to 6 at Weston Field in Little Three
chances to score
action. Wesleyan led at half time and had numerous
20later in the game, but the Ephmen held three times within their
yard line. The game was unusually rough for a Little Three contest and

Crowd

Thrills

Bowdoin closed the

on a loud note, it opened the
second on a still louder one, and
the big noise was Totman. Running
through center on a new play that
seemed to be especially designed
for him, Mel effectively used his
bookers and sideline to weave his
way 45 yards to the Maine 12 yard
Kne. Seconds later, when he made
the job complete with an eight
yard smash off right guard, the
Bowdoin fans let loose a roar of

Saturday against Amherst's modified "T," the offense had a field day.
Roger Levesque scored three times. Included in his scoring was a 70 Kill Frosh Enthusiasm
yard weave through the entire Amherst team and a 61 yard end sweep, i
(Continued from Page 1)
Gordy Milliken, with a Cosgrove pass, sprinted half the field to pay individually or collectively, say to
dirt and a startled McBride, stealing a hand-off, raced 84 yards down- some one, "Congratulations for
a
field. Bowdoin lasted through a second half rally to win 46-35.
job well-done" ? How good is our
When state series play opened, Bowdoin shattered Colby 60-42. The balance between criticism and
How often do members
scoreboard eouldnt register the final Bowdoin score because it only praise?
goes up to 59. Milliken outfaked the entire Colby secondary for the of the student body try to improve
a situation rather than to let it
Big White's third tally as he whipped off 40 yards.
pass with a sneer of '"witty" deriIn the second round of the series the rains descended and the floods
We have reached a" point
sion?
came, but Bowdoin still won as they beat Bates 27 to 12. Levesque, where we are not only seldom imMcGovern and Milliken stole the show as they rolled up the yardage. pressed, but also where we exMcGovern playing tremendous defensive ball, intercepted a Bergquist press critical contempt for those
Criticism
toss and covered 54 yards for Bowdoin's last six. The third period had who show enthusiasm.
opened in a deluge which saw sprinter Milliken in a fine display of in itself is a worthy element but
broken field running as he galloped 94 yards into the Bobcats' end zone. only if it is followed by action.
True as it may be that if we folFrom this year's starting offensive and defensive units the Polar
low our emotions, we may often
Bears will lose Flemming, McGoldrick, Agostinelli (capt.), Wilson, F.
go down the wrong road. HowFarrington, McCullum, and Snelling in the line while in the backfield
ever, it is equally true that if we
Levesque, McGovern, Leighton and Milliken will be missing. In the do
follow
our emotions,
not
final analysis 17 lettermen are departing with this year's senior class.
whether in enthusiasm or in senti»
»
»
•
mentalism, we shall find that all
to
If
we continue
was
5,
Maine
34
closed.
are
against
roads
The last time Bowdoin hit the 9Cs
way back in 1907. Only 88 to In 1900, and the 1907 score topped this to wait until we are "impressed"

triumphs for Williams and 22 for Amherst and 4 ties. Amherst has
not defeated Williams since 1948 and has not won a Little Three game
since 1949 or a Little Three title since 1942.
Wlnless In state series competition since edging Maine, 6 to 0, in
games
1949, and only able to scrape up but one win and two ties la 15
the past two seasons, the Bates Bobcats amazed Colby and the experts,
third
17-0. The Garnets eorobln«d two first period touchdowns and a
6'4" sophoperiod fteld goal la shutting out the Mules. Bob Chumbook,
line
foot
one
Co5by
more back for Bates, quick-kicked 65 yards to the

Paraday, who passed very accurately as long as be had blocking, and Lou Garaeau, one of
Maine's most consistent tacklers.

A

Won

The AD's finished their second bowling over all opposition couldn't
Had
consecutive season of interfratern- get their offense moving.
TD's they would
ity touch football without a defeat they beat the
have the logical candidates to beat
the AD's as they play the same
kind of ball, offensively. The TTTs
had only 25 points scored against
them in regular season play.
The ATDs reached the pirmide
for themselves
of achievement
last week in tieing the ARLTs 6
to 6 in what ended what hardly
could be called a successful seaATO's had been
The Kappa Sig's clinched the son. Although the
trounced every week
second place playoff berth, slip- thoroughly
to beat the
expected
were
they
ping by the last place Chi Pais 25
who up until last week had
Psi's it was ARlTs
to 19. For the
12 points.
the sea- scored only
best

Bowdoin team effort, besides Tot- last week
as they crushed the Psi
man and Cosgrove, were Captain U. six 31 to
6.
By virtue of their
Agostinelli,
Friedlander,
whose win the Alpha Delts remained the
punting constantly kept the Black
only team in either league to go
Bears at bay, and Paul Testa, who
through the regular season undean inspiring defensive
played
feated.
They also scored the
game.
most points, amassing a total of
Walsh Instrumental
126 or an average of close to 25
Bruin standouts included the points per game. For the Psi ITs
highly touted Bogdanovieh, Ken it was their fourth loss in five tries.

squeeze in their second score just cut back to score standing up.
With time running out and the
the crowd of 11.000 breathed ly faked hand-off followed by a
easier. At least Maine would not Cosgrove to Flemming pass moved Bowdoin lineup dotted with subthe ball to the Maine 20 and set stitutions, the Maine offense bemake it a runaway.
plays
gan
to move. Returning the kickup the score. Three running
Cosgrove Scores Again
Bears a first down off to their 40, they took just eight
The crowd soon found that if gave the Polar
five yard line. When plays to cover the remaining GO
the
Bruin
on
anyone was going to pile up a big
Bowdoin lined up in its tricky yards, Bogdanovieh. Jack Butterlead, it would be Bowdoin. Maine
were so field, and Vince Calenda did most
made one more attempt to score spread, Maine defenders
confused
that Jack Cosgrove al- of the ball-carrying, with Calenda
and thus halt the Polar Bears'
most coasted over the goal line running off left tackle for the
surge, but theirs was a hopeless
after he swept left end. The Bow- score. The Maine stands finally
case. With Totman and Levesque
became alive found something to cheer about,
carrying for five and ten yards at doin stands suddenly
with jubilation Now all they had but Bowdoin's lead was too great
a time, Bowdoin drove 80 yards to
to do was to hold the lead, or in- and the time too short. The game
before the half ended.
beautifulcrease it, which did not look too ended with the Polar Bears off on
hard after the last quarter.
FDTAL STANDINGS
STATISTICS
(Continued from Page J)

When Bowdoin walked off the field with Adam Walsh on their
shoulders and the state series under their belts, 16 seniors
put away
their pads and pants for the last time. The
class of '53 contributed many
outstanding men to the pages of Bowdoin's football history. It is interesting to go back over the last three 'seasons and look
at some of the

up 17

AD Triumphs In A League;
TD, DKE Tie In B League

Accurate Play Calling, Impregnable
Defense Highlight Polar Bear Win

POLAR
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Notice

ORIENT reporters either should
There will be a meeting for
report in person or call the ORIundergraduates Interested In
ENT office la the basement of Ski Team tomorrow evening
South Moore, Thursday evening,
of
7:00 pjn. in Conference
sometime between 7:00 and 10:00

A

•spirit-?

all

the
at
the

Moulton Union.

p-m.

picking up a copy of the Chicago
S. Gunch of East WestIowa, says, "No one out here
in the middle west would think of

TRIBUNE when

Thurman

ENT

field,

there's

The
Bowdoin

an ORI*

handy."

Chair

BOWL-MOR

HOOD'S PLACE

IT

WMT

rumble

180 Maine Street

A

FOR THE BEST

Alleys

splendid reproduction of
the straight arm chair of
early New England.

Sturdily constructed of

Italian

lected

Student Patronage

Sandwiches

seats.

And we

and

say good

Today's college

man doesn't die

a thousand deaths when the school
loses the big

game. And his clothes

are no longer flashy, fancy

and

'

hardwood.

gaudy.

For his apparel, he looks to

Finished in satin black with
natural wood arms. The
Bowdoin Seal and the

Welcomed

HOT DOGS

se-

OUT WITH RACCOON COATS

riddance.

Manhattan* to reflect his quiet, selfassured manner ... his insistence

on quality, comfort and casualne*.
Like this button-down Oxford
with just the proper roll to the
Or this fine white pique' with
an eyelet tab collar with just the
right degree of difference.
We understand the modern col-

collar.

man. We concentrate our
not on fads, but on making
a better shirt. Ask for Manhattan

lege

efforts,

.

.

and

you'll see

how

true this

stripings are in white.

Beer

To Take Out

1S6 Maine

«>

Street

Attractive and comfortable,
the Bowdoin Chair merits
a place in living room,
Boston,
Portsmouth, N.H.

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it

Our

tons; experience in

men

.

.

can show you short cuts

and save you money.

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

•

The Record
Paoi K. Nlven

Office
Jerry Wilkes

• Printers Of The Orient •

Coins.

Conn.
Hartford, Coma.
Worcester, Mas*.
New York, N.Y.
Washington, D.C.
Cleveland, Ohio
WUIirr.antic,

.

producing the following and other

kind* of printing for Bowdoin
in time

New Haven,

Big

EXTRA

$

3.20
4.60
6JS5
5.70
6.05

4.15
7.70
12.7S
26.95
Plus
Savings

$23.95

P, HI.
Akron, Ohio
Norfolk, Va.

15.60

34.20

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.

11.86
32.20
26.10

Miami, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.

San Francisco, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
T1S. Tax

On Bound

study or

office.

Each chair packed in heavy

— shipping weight
90 pounds.

carton

FOB.

Gardner. Man.

6235
62.55

Trip Tickets

otherwise instructed, chain will
be snipped Railway Express,
collect.

OWENS TAXI SERVICE
1491/2 Maine Street

Phone 567

Alumni Office

GREYHOUND

109 Rhodes Hall
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and he was welcomed warmly by
a well-to-do farmer with three
daughters.
lovely
(count 'em)
Suitors for the three daughters
were present too. The farmer Informed the lad that was hoping to
Oilman '53
bundle with the oldest daughter
"There Is Somebody In My Bed'' that he would have to sleep downThe casual manner in which stairs so that the Reverend Pethbundling was practiced often came wick could bundle with daughter
somewhat as a shock to the more Charity. Mr. Pethwick blew his
staid city dwellers that encount- stack, denouncing not only the
ered it. In the more rural areas, farmer and daughter Charity, but
where inns, hotels, and the like also the entire family, immediate
were few and far between, it was ancestors and the Commonwealth
common practice to bed down a of Massachusetts. He swore he'd
stranger for the night with the rather stand up all night than sleep
oldest daughter.
Back in the with Charity.
"Stand, then," quoth the farmer,
1760*8, a traveller from Philadeld to you. sir!"
phia, perhaps a colonial travelling and be d
In The Outhouse
salesman, stopped one rather cool
And stand he did, in the outevening at a farm house to seek
lodging for the night. The farm- house, where he was conveniently
er allowed as he didn't have too locked by the disgruntled farmer
much room but he reckoned that while the rest of the guests spent
he could find the stranger a bed. the night bundling, presumably
He led the gentleman upstairs, quite comfortably. He died that
deposited him. and returned to his evening from over-exposure, un"Poor Richard's Almanack." The mourned, but not unheeded. The
stranger reappeared downstairs voice of Jonathan Edwards was
unlike
shortly.
more modern raised against bundling, and, as
travelling salesmen, looking rather any student of English 25 knows,
Jonathan Edwards was not a man
upset.
"There is somebody already in to be trifled with. In a matter of
a few years, bundling became a
that bed," he said.
thing looked askance at by society
"Sure," said the farmer. "That's
and frowned on by the clergy.
my daughter Tilly. She won't Now, we ask
you, was THAT
hurt nobody."
fair?*
The Emotional Rev. Pethwick

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By

E.

Ward

A

breathless (she was chewing
Chlorophyll gum) young blonde
was in our office the other day, and
having nothing more constructive
to do, we began to talk to her.

Somehow, perhaps because we

in-

troduced it into the conversation,
the subject of bundling came up.
We opined that it was too bad that
such a quaint old custom had been
allowed to go defunct, and looking at the young lady, said that it
ould be a grand idea to revive
bundling.
The young lady was somewhat
confused.
"What is this thing?"
asked, suspecting but not
knowing. We told her, and she
left

w

he

The Good Old Days
Back in the Good Old Days,
bundling was an accepted, even
revered part of New England social

life.

was a custom most

It

staunchly defended by the women.
It was a practical custom, representing large savings on the fuel
of our ancestors. It was the
thing to do.
No self-respecting
to get married if she refused to bundle.
Bundling was a fairly simple
Procedure. All that was necessary
bills

young lady expected

was a young man,
a young woman f
and a comfortable bed. The bed
didn't even have
to be comfortable.
The parties in-

volved would dis-.
robe to the extent^?!*®
of removing theirg\^^*" '*".«•*
coats and shoes,
and hop into bed.
Then they
would converse in a friendly manner until they fell asleep. If the
young lady felt the need of protection other than that of her
eavesdropping parents and relatives, the bed might be equipped
with a centerboard, a plank of a

more in height, sometimes
with spikes along the upper edge. This quaint appurtenance would be clamped down on
the bed, neatly dividing it in two,
and offering a considerable hurdle
to even the most amorous suitor.
foot or

fortified

You've heard

Shop Early

—

Was

It

Bundling was not without its
however. Several of the
more zealous Puritans objected
vehemently to its practice. One of
them, the Reverend Seth Pethwick, let his emotions run away
with him until the fight against
bundling became the death of him.
Mr. Pethwick was an itinerant
preacher, wandering from one New
England town to another, preachthe Gospel and singing hymns. He
was alwavs welcomed in town until he took up the cudgels against
bundling. Thereafter he lost most
of his box office appeal, and it was
critics,

Not!

before

.

.

warmth

of the old

throughout the country are now
considering compressing the eight
years of secondary school and college education in some manner for
certain qualified students.
The prospect of many years of
partial mobilization and other factors brought to bear on today's
student are the main reasons for
the study.

men-

No one is more at peace
with the world than the successful bundler.
A system of education could be set up to further the
cause of bundling through courses
such as "Creative Bundling" and
"Basic Centerboarding". We could
start right here. There is no need
man.

to let Rollins lead the way again.
Let's all get together then, and

emergency?

to

Entering qualified students in
an advanced standing
was another tentative plan. In
this way the student might compress his college education into
three years.
Subjects Considered
Eleven subcommittees working
in harmony with a Central Committee have been formed to investigate subject matter and its
conformity to the plan. It is realized that different academic subjects would vary in their applicability.
The Central Committee
however, not concerned only
is,
Aptitude,
with subject matter.
general development, and general
promise as a human being are also considered. An additional subcommittee, the Committee on Individual Development, is assigned
to investigate these traits and to

which

The Schedule For
NOVEMBER
Wednesday
7

Thursday

*0 World News

7:05 Sport
7:16 Piano
7 :S0

News
Portrait*

12

World Newa

World News
Sport News
Sports Preview
Serenade in Blue

Paris SVarUnv,

9:80 Pan] DeBrale
9:46 Show
9:00 Muaie to Study by
9:16
"
"
9:80
9:45
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World News

World News
Pop* Parade

Pops Parade

11:16
11:30

"

11 :4S

"
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profitable fratern-

al.
Due to the more extensive tamed
work done by the Committee on cation

tions to select.

ondary schools as well as

592, Princeton,

Avoid the Rush

•

colleges,

Complete and Friendly
Banking Services

18
Ta r si ay
World Newa
Sport Newa

Meoday
World Newa
Sport News
Sparta Review
Polar Bears Den
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Polar Bears
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Gai Paris
Music Hall
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World Newa
Pops Parade

World Newa
Pops Paraoa
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World News
Farads
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A
FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS
IS THE BEST GIFT SHOP

Glassware

In blue or sepia gray

College Seal in White

of

DOZEN

•

Flannel

Dinner Plates

Palmer's Book Shop

Rim Soup

Telephone 822

Hill

Bowdoin

Bowdoin Wedgwood

Large Assortment

A BOOK SHOP

SPORTSHIRTS

Stationery

•

six scenes

EACH

Cocktail Shaker

Highball-10 ounce

$14.50

$2.75

27.00

14.50

2.75

Highball-M ounce

50.00

16.50

5.00

Pilsners

Plates

Tea Cups and Saucers

289

HALF DOZEN

$27.00

Bouillon Cups and Saucers
After Dinner Cups and Saucers
Bread and Butter Plates
Ash Trays

at only

30.00

16.50

5.00

Old Fashioned

27.00

14.50

275

Cocktail-stem

12.00

7.00

1.25

Cocktail

12.00

7.00

125

75 cents
sanforized

Bowdoin College Seal

75 cents

combed cotton

85 cents

Plain

To

flan-

Platters

nel in tartans, plaids

and

Bowdoin Bowl

.75

Eaton's Berkshire Typing Paper (padded)

.40

dozen
dozen
dozen

5.00

8.00
5.00
8.00
5.00

prepay shipping charges

add

$10.50

fifty

cents for

each package

$18.00

Shipptng charges prefmid on order* amounting to $27.00 or

THE ALUMNI OFFICE

m

a

Eaton's Corrasible Typing Paper

dozen
dozen

checks

$1.00

Fraternity Stationery

EACH
EACH

16-inch

each $5.00
dozen 5.00

Glasses sold in
cartons of one dozen

(Set of four $4.50)

Polar Bear

Phil's

Rhodes

109

Brunswick,

Hall

Maine

Brunswick

THE ALUMNI OFFICE
109 Rhodes Hall

Maine

Surplus Store

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

78 Maine

Street,

Brunswick

m*
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PROMISE...

CAMPAIGN?,

SILVER-

we'll

TONGUED
Ihe newspaper reader, because he saves both time and

)

•'

sweep the

ORATOR/

CAMPUS/

bv shopping the wide selection of honest values offered through
the advertising columns.

Mot the advertiser, because advertising always returns
when it is used correctly and consistently.
Every

who

line of advertising in

our paper

is

a profit

paid for by the fe llow

,f

m

to the fellow

He pays

for

it

is

the

man who pays

in the

Good advertising does not cost. Good advertising pays
back the original investment and profit dollars,
store wants more business than it is getting.
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doesn't advertise !

loses pays the cost

New

Jersey. Complete applications, ac-

.

books for Christinas giving NOW.
deposit will hold your selections.

Not

Box

vice, P. O.

FriDptn* with

Seriously, let us help you select the

Who

Edu-

—gwgeaBseg-BM

Sunday Hop

World News
Pops Parade

at the Department of

at Bowdoin or directly frem
National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing
Ser-

other subcommittees.
in his heart, utters another.
Since these matters concern sec-

*

11

1953.

At the one-day testing session a
candidate may take the Common
Examinations, which include tests
Information,'
in
Professional
General Culture. English Expres-,
sion. and Non-verbal Reasoning;
and one or two of eight Optional
Examinations designed to demonstrate mastery of subject matter
to be taught.

companied by proper examin ation
fees, will be accepted by the ETS
office during November, December, and in January up to January 16, 1953.
The candidate should find out
whether he should take the Naternities.
Hateful to me as are the gates tional Teacher Examination and
distribute their information to the of Hell is he who, hiding one thing which of the Optional Examina-

Music
to study by
i.
ii
..
»

10:00 Muaic <to study by
"
* 10:15
"
"
" "
10:80
"
"
"
"
10:45

C

The National Teacher Examinations, prepdred and administered
annually by Educational Testing
Service, will be given at Bowdoin,
College on Saturday, February 14.

the

Gounod
Music
study by
H to
ft
M
l>

are

the requests, the Faculty seldom
makes any changes.
This year for the first time, the
preliminary hearings were open
an advanced standing, realizing for all interested students, and the
that their term in college would meeting was held in the Faculty
be a year shorter than normal, room in Massachusetts Hall. Very
might be reluctant to throw them- few students appeared for the
selves wholeheartedly into the col- meeting
which was announced
lege community, i.e. extra-curricu- shortly before it took place.
lar activity and work in the fra-

News

Sport

a

life.
Their entrance might
prove a disadvantage to both the
students and the fraternities.
Some thought that freshmen entering at the normal age but with

The World Of
Opera

Mastarworks
From France
Polar Bears Den

college

Mr.

Boyer. Professor
dishing*. Professor Gustafson, Professor Korgen, Mr. MacFayden,
Assistant Professor Sweet, Professor Thayer and Mr. Adam Walsh.
This year's Student Council repW.
Gordon
resentatives
are
Stearns "54. Todd H. CalUhan '54,
Nichols '54.
and Barrett
Under the existing set-up of the
Blanket Tax Committee, the Committee hears the requests for appropriations from trie various activities in a preliminary hearing.
The Committee then meets in a
closed executive session and makes
ulty

ity

Mooreid*a
Mentoriea

Oxford Preea

arts

and three Student Council members. The members from the Fac-

February 16 Date Set
For FTS Examinations

predominantly a fraternIt appeared doubtful
Application forms and a Bulletin
to some that freshmen entering
of Information describing registracollege at the age of sixteen or up its recommendations, which tion
procedure and containing
seventeen would be mature enough then go to the Faculty for approv- sample test questions may be ob*'
is

ity college.

Sunday
World Newa

Friday

liberal

The Blanket Tax Committee is
made up of eight Faculty members

WBOA

NOVEMBER

-

Sport Newa
Polar Bears Den

Brunswick High

7 :4& Hoqr.
8:00 The 440 Club

a small

college.

college with

tioned have agreed upon eight
basic propositions as a foundation
for the study which has taken

bed,

feather

pleasant
female companionship,
and a good stout centerboard to
Now, we
scratch our back on.
feel,
The
is
the time to act.
Health of the Nation is imperiled
Witness the
by over-exposure!
flu epidemics of the
past two
years! Are we to weaken our Nation's strength in this time of

RIGHT

On The

bachelor's

Twelve colleges of liberal arts
and sciences (including Bowdoin),
and various preparatory schools

work.
Many is the cold winter
evening that we've longed for the

the Cheer Leaders, the Political
and the Rifle Club.

Blanket Tax Committee Forum

WBOA,

degree.

institutions

1952

Years Prep
Reveals Appropriations:
Experiments are being made by
the study in which academically
Glee Club Cut
and otherwise qualified students
are being admitted to college upon
(Continued from Page 1)
in
of
two
years
completion
the
are receiving less than their last
Among dis- year's appropriations are the Band,
preparatory school.
advantages of this system raised
the Central Committee has invited
were
most
that
in
group
the
by
cases the schools provide a better certain officials from secondary
setting and atmosphere for sixteen schools to the various subcommitand seventeen year old students tees. The Central Committee itthan do the colleges and univer- self is composed of 25 officials from
sities, and that it might be pre- colleges and secondary schools.
A brief poll of Bowdoin students
ferable from a social point of view
disadvantages
certain
to keep such students in school revealed
until the normal age for entering which are particularly pertinent

desirability of revising some college rules governing fulfillment of

The twelve

12,

Two

The Central Committee of the
School and College Study for Admission with Advanced Standing
has recently been considered the
the

far and
highly

still

tentative.

But New England winters have get the ball rolling on this, angrown no milder, especially in this other Fine Old New England
office, where the radiator doesn't Tradition'

not uncommon to see mobs of
No!
wrathful women throwing stones
Furthermore, the fuel supply of
at him from the outskirts of town
the
world
is
rapidly
diminishing.
as he retreated hastily.
The return of bundling would
A Hotbed Of Bundling
greatly cut down on fuel consumpIn the winter of 1779, Brother
tion.
Our allies need fuel. We
Pethwick moved south to Essex, could
start a "Bundle for Britain"
Massachusetts, to clean up a veritcampaign.
The
situation
is
able hotbed of bundling.
Appar- fraught with
possibilities.
ently his fame as a reformer had
Bundling, in addition, is one of
not gotten as far south as Essex, the
greatest pacifiers known to
it

12 Colleges Consider
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Meddiebempsters Pick

Student Council Passes

Overstreet To Speak Friday Sophs
"Hands Off
As Winter Replacements On
For Delta Sigma Lectureship
To
New
Stimets, Hinckley

'

Banquet, Reception To Fete P. Boynton To Address
Popular Social Philosopher Place Bureau Seniors

leave the group in February.
of a series of career conferley, a member of the Delta Sigma
ences open to Placement Bureau
fraternity, is a graduate of Brunsinterested
registrants and other
wick High School. This year he repseniors, the Placement Bureau anresents his fraternity on the Stunounced this week.
dent Union Committee. He is in the
This first conference is slated Bowdoin Glee Club and was recentfor 8:30 p.m. in the Faculty Room ly nominated by Delta Sigma for
of Massachusetts Hall. The Place- president of the sophomore class.
ment Bureau has urged its regisStimets Replaces Steam*
trants and other seniors interested
Stimets, a baritone, will take the
to attend the meeting and hear place of Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54
remarks.
Boyn
ton's
Mr.
who- is planning \o leave the group
at Christmas time. Stimets is at
Is Personnel Authority
first

nity.

A banquet in honor of Dr. Overstreet will be held before the lecture at the Delta Sigma House, and
following the lecture a reception
for members of the College faculty
will be held at the fraternity. The
reception will give the faculty the
opportunity to meet Dr. Overstreet
and to ask him questions during an
informal discussion.
Dr. Overstreet has achieved fame
throughout the country as author
of numerous books, including a

upon ourselves of the
larger world in which we live.
As a psychologist and a social

sights.

He

has been recognized

who

I

Dr. Harry A. Overstreet

tor of adult education summer sessions at the University of California and at Harvard; as a member
of the staff of adult education
workshops at Claremont and Mills
Colleges in California; and for
many years, as a member of the
lecture staff of Town Hall and the
New York School for Social Refor his search.

is a.

visits

of

is

books and articles on vocational
and personnel problems including
"Six Ways To Get A Job," "So
You Want A Better Job," "Recruiting
For
Industry,"
and
"Selecting The New Employee."
It is estimated that Mr. Boynton
has interviewed at least 75,000
people for positions with his company.

cipated in freshman football, basketball and golf.
The Meddiebempsters recently
made two very successful appearthe first on the twentyances
third of October in New York City
for the American Cancer Society,
and the second on November fifteenth at the Bradford Junior Col-

—

lege fall dance. The first Bowdoin
appearance of the Meddiebempsters

In his announcement, Samuel A. took place November eighth during
Jr., Director of the Placethe Alumni Weekend.
The two new members of the
ton's remarks on similar occasions
group. Hinckley and Stimets. both
have been extremely helpful and members of the class of '55,
well received by career-minded will begin practice this Thursday
seniors. He requested all seniors evening. They will not appear pubhowever, until after the deto be prompt and stated that a licly,
parture of their predecessors.
question and answer period will
The remaining of the Meddies are
immediately follow Boynton's talk. Frank J. Farrington '53. Robert R.
Mr. Ladd announced that further Forsberg '53, Allen F. Hethering'54, H. Davison Osgood '54,
industrial
recruiting
interview ton Jr.

Ladd,

ment Bureau, reported that Boyn-

The Delta Sigma Lectureship, an
gifted power to help people put
their emotional and spiritual hous- annual gift to the College, was established at
the suggestion of
es in order.
Educated at the University of Avery M. Spear '25. Last year the
California and Oxford, Dr. Over- Honorable Sumner T. Pike, former
as
member
of
the Atomic Energy
street served for many years
George W. Graham '55
Head of the Department of Phil- Commission, was the guest speak- dates will be announced soon in K. Cale '55.
the columns of the ORIENT.
osophy and Psychology at City Col- er.
he
In
recent
However,
years
such
distinguishlege of New York.
Last week a representative of
the ed persons as Austin H. MacCorha* always been interested in
the E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Scholarship
world as a whole; and his concern mick, Eleanor Roosevelt, Norman
Company
interviewed interested
AmeriThomas,
and
Alexander
of
Woollcott
minds
the
has been with
.

A pioneer in the field of adult
education. Overstreet has made
notable contributions to both the

Bowdoin

M&G, Music Club To Collaborate
"Murder

B. Goodrich '55

the Cathedral" by C.
T. S. Eliot will be performed in '54
the Bowdoin College Chapel on He
in

Hawley
is
is

Monday and Tuesday, December

Placement Bureau, Massachusetts
Hall from Monday, November 17th
to Friday, November 21st between
2 and 5 p.m.
Todd H. Callihan
The Application Forms, duly

'55.

scheduled to be the prompter. filled out. must be returned to the
also in charge of costumes.
Placement Bureau by 5 p.m. Mon-

A

'54

MartyTod Archbishop

8 and 9 at 8:15 p.m. with the colBy Joel H. Ilupper
The play is the story of the
The Bowdoin Music Club and laboration of the Masque and death of the martyred Thomas a
and the Bowdoin Music Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury
direc- Gown
the Chapel Choir, under the
Club, under the direction of Assist- in the reign
of Henry II of Engant Professor Russell F. Locke, Jr. land. Becket had previously

Locke,
tion of Professor Russell F.
sacred
will present a concert of

Admissions to the production will
16th and 17th century motets in
be free but students are advised to
the College Chapel tonight. Noreserve scats in advance because of
vember 19, at 8:15.
The first half of the program the limited number of seats available. Reservations may be made
touches on the high point of
December 4 through December 7
Renaissance polyphony, representfrom 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. by telephoning the national styles of England,

the ing 83-M.
Germanv, and
the
Partington Head* Cast
second "half is
The leading part of the ArchBaroque.
Of particular interest on the bishop will be taken by Frank J.
Pro"De
Farrington '53, who has played improgram is the motet,
fundis," set to the text of Psalm portant parts for both the Masque
La
de
and
Gown and the Brunswick
Richard
Michel
^
by
130,
Lande, for 5 part chorus, soloists, Workshop Theater. Augmenting
the undergraduate cast will be a
and instruments.
quartet of female voices including
La Lande
French Baroque, Catherine Daggett, Dcana Sweet,

while
devoted to

been
and was the
king's closest advisor. Because of
Henry's

chancellor

his trust in Becket,

Henry appoint-

ed him Archbishop to settle a dispute between the lay and ecclesiastical courts over jurisdiction
rights. But Becket turned against

Italy,

The

To Direct

Eliot Play

A

i

Messiah Performance

To Feature 250 Voices!
4
Voices from Colby Junior College

and

Framingham

Normal

1

To Speak At Bowdoin

performance

in-

Dulfer.

Tickets At Book Store

Students may obtain tickets for
presenting
"Messiah"
by
Blanket Tax cards at the Moulton
Union book store. A dance has
been scheduled to follow the performance which is to be held at
the Gym. This dance will feature
the

tion
land.

and was expelled from Eng-

He was

later permitted to return

after reconciliation with the king,
but he continued his opposition.
Again he was forced into exile and

was murdered

in

a French Cathe-

by four knights who took
Henry's wrath more seriously than

dral

they should have.
Attempted 8 Years Ago
"Murder in the Cathedral" was
first produced at the Canterbury

singing

by the Meddiebempsters

during Intermission.
The 120 girls from Colby Junior
College and Framingham Normal
School will stay at six fraternity
houses: Psi Upsilon, Alpha Tau
Omega, Delta Kappa Epsilon, The
tTDelta Chi! zTtTpsrind Alpha
Delta Phi.
Miss Florence Barbicrs and Mr.
Edward Gilday direct the 'choral
groups from Colby Jr. College and
Farmingham Normal School respectively. Mr. Russell F. Locke.
Assistant Professor of Music at
Bowdoin. directs the Brunswick
Choral Society.

Harvey

in

Parliament (1933-1950) and with
the Ministry of Education in England fit him for speaking to a college audience interested in current
international affairs. He has had an

social

rules

agitation

Dow

Gibson

'02

background: he has lecture/d in
Europe, Great Britain and the
United States. He has written
"English Education," "Social Progress and Educational Waste," and
other books.
Office* In England
An Oxford graduate, Mr. Lindsay was President of the Oxford
Union in 1922 and leader of the
first debating team which came to

American

universities.

000

Day was on

the Varsity

in

private are

now

struction.

total of $250,-

to cover the cost of conA sum of $75,000 came

as a gift from the Manufacturers
Trust Company of which Gibson
had been president. The fund was
augmented by several personal
Honored
Building t gifts which totaled another $55,000.
From Mother, Daughter
with the Walker Art Building and
The remaining $118,000 was givto the west of the Library.
Following the approval of the en by Mrs. Gibson and her daughplans which are being drawn up by ter, Mrs. Whitney Choate.
After the acceptance of the plan.'
the Building Plans Committee, it
is hoped that ground may be brok- by the Boards in February, detailed
en next April and that the build- plans and specifications will be
ing will be completed by the Spring drawn ur*, and bids secured for
.

By

construction.

of 1954.

The plans as drawn up so far
Special attention will be given
show that Gibson Hall will be during the planning of the building
probably two stories in height with to sound proofing and acoustic
a full basement floor. The main conditions.
entrance will be on the campus
Announcement that the moneyside of the building facing the west was available
and that Gibson Hall
end of Hubbard Hall.
would be constructed was first
Room For Glee Club
made last June on Commencement
The rooms planned in the build- Day. Since then the Building
Plans
ing include a room for the Glee
Committee has drawn up preliminClub, a band rehearsal room, and ary
plans with the aid of the Colthree class rooms of varying size.
lege Architects, McKim, Mead and
The Glee Club will have a room for White.
'

its

special

room

will
library.

library', while another
house a general music

,

Gibson Trustee
Gibson was a member of the
Class of 1902 and served with distinction on the Boards for many
years first as an Overseer and later
as a Trustee. From 1927 until his
death in 1950 he was Chairman of
the important Finance Committee.

Gibson was tremendously

Chalmers '58
for an expression

inter-

ested aa music at Bowdoin, and he
of this
supported many of the musical acopinion, calling their attention to
tivities at the College, especially
some fault which they might not
the Glee Club and the Meddiehave noticed. The faculty and adbempsters.
ministration are here to teach the
The Music Department has long
students. They should not object
needed additional room with its
if
their proteges give
ful

a

little

embryo, however, which could be

friendly advice, from the worm's small quarters in the Chapel being entirely inadequate. Rehearsals
eye point of view, so to speak.
of the Glee Club and the Band have
Proposed Procedure
been scattered in such places as
More specifically, the committee the
Examination Room in Sills
might be set up* like this: five or
Hall and Memorial Hall, while the
seven students would be picked
Music Department Library quartby the Student Council each year, ers
have been equally unsatisfacin much the same way as the Stutory and inadequate.
dent Judiciary Committee is pickAmong the equipment planned to
ed now. One or two members of
the faculty, perhaps on the recom- be included in Gibson Hall are 13
pianos needed in the various
mendation of the President,

used in more legitimate fields, and
in particular, the academic field.

be chosen in the same
asked to serve.

concretely express student opinion
social rules. It was
abandoned because t"here didn't
seem to be any significant complaints to express, and everyone
was more or less satisfied, except
for a few loud voices.
A Curriculum Committee
Here we have a system in

concerning

would

way and

Day

fall

records

m

therefore propose that the StuThe members of this group
dent Council create what might be would each accept complaints of
called the Student-Faculty Curri- students, probably in written form.
culum Committee. Its purpose When they had collected a suffiwould be to review complaints con- cient number, they would hold a
cerning courses, requirements, and preliminary meeting, at which the
also the various extra-curricular members would present the
comactivities which purportedly give plaints to the committee on
behalf
us a chance to get acquainted with of the student, or if they thought
fields outside our majors. The last it necessary, they would
have the
category particularly refers to the student present it himself. At
this
Political Forum, the B.C.A. ex- meeting, they would go over
the
hibits and special lectures. The complaints and would choose
those
sift
complaints
would
Committee
which merited further investigaaccording to their judgement, and tion.
they
considered Eliminate Unimportant Complaints
those
which
worth-while would be drawn up as
The committee would eliminate
•suggestions to be submitted to the the ones which seemed based
Philip S.
on
professor, department, or part of prejudice, and those which had
no
As a result of the Sophomore the administration concerned. It relevcnce or importance.
With the
Class elections Philip S. Day '55 would undoubtedly be necessary complaints still
standing after this
was chosen President; Harold W. to keep most of the Committee's initial procedure, they
would
Anthony '55. Vice-President: and activities secret to prevent injury up a method of investigation sot
in
Lloyd O. Bishop '55, Secretary- to faculty and students through each case, usually through
one or
Treasurer.
unjust criticism and spiteful com- more members.

This

to

planned for.
The Meddiebempsters will have
a room, while another room is being planned for use by any ensembles such as a string quartet which
might want to practice.
Reception Room

The College has a

I

Football squad although due to a
back injury received in the Tufts
game, he missed four games in

listen

style. However, because of its proximity to the Walker Art Building
the new structure will have limestone trim instead of the white
trim found
a building such as
Cleaveland Hall.

Student-Faculty Curriculum Body
Proposed For Reviewing Gripes

Day, who comes from Brewer,
Maine was President of his class
at John Bapst High School in Bangor. Last year Day was a backfield
member of the Freshman Football
squad. He also was a starter on
the Freshman Basketball Team.

ment rooms where students may

the main entrance.
In line with some of the more recent buildings on campus. Gibson
Hall will be of simple Georgian

at odicals.

1955 Class President

Included in the plans are six
practice rooms which may be used
for both piano and general practice. Five small soundproof assign-

Offices for Professor Frederic E.
T. Tillotson and Assistant Professor Russell Frank Locke Jr. are
proposed for the building. According to the suggested plans a reception room will be located opposite

extensive educational and political

Bowdoin.
Other Colleges' Recommendations
The Student Council representa"His experience in both educative from Sigma Nu was not pre- tional and political life
has given
sent at this meeting.
him a rare understanding of conCouncil To Hear Chalmers
temporary political and social
Next Monday afternoon, the problems" said H. B. Wells, the
Student Council will hear ORIENT President of the University of Instaff-member Douglas A. Chal- diana following Mr. Lindsay's talk
mers '53 state his proposal for a there.
joint faculty-student curriculum
"Your talk before the Harvard
committee. The principal motives Club last evening contained the
and functions of such a commit- most constructive suggestions for
tee are stated in this issue of the improving the international situaORIENT by Chalmers for student tion, and most particularly Anglobody criticism and/or approval. American relations, which I have
(Continued on Page 4)
Student Council representatives
will attempt to carry undergraduate sentiment on Chalmers' proposal back to next week's meeting.
In a vote of nine to one, with
two abstentions, the Council decided to support the status quo,
as far as library hours were conBy Douglas A
cerned. The sentiment of the
Last week, we almost had an
campus as voiced by the Council example of the most effective
representatives was not strong method the students have for acenough to warrant a time exten- complishing
change
on
here
sion. This measure ended a re- campus. As an anticlimatical end
markably long period of mild de- to the informal argument on social
bate and discussion over the Hub- rules, the Student Council voted
bard Hall affair.
not to form a committee which
A report of the sophomore elec- was proposed to investigate and

Festival in 1935. Soon after it was
staged in New York under the ausmid-season. Day is a James BowNotice
pices of the Federal Theater Prodoin Scholar, and he is a member
ject and was one of the biggest
There will be a meeting of all of the Chapter House Committee
hits of the organization during its members of the ORIENT editorial of Psi Upsilon.
existence. The play has been very staff in the ORIENT office in the
Trophy Winner
widely used by educational and re- basement of Moore Hall tomorrow
Anthony, a resident %f Portland,
ligious groups.
evening at 10:00 p.m. Staff mem- Maine, and a graduate of Soutta
Eight years ago an attempt was bers are requested to attend this Portland High School, is also an
made to produce "Murder in the meeting which will be very im- outstanding athlete-scholar.
A
(Continued on Page 2)
portant.
(Continued on Page 4)
•

Bcvanism" on Monday,

Although approval of the Governing Boards at their February
meeting is needed, tentative plans
of the Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of
Music reveal that the building will
be constructed near the southwestDe- ern corner of the campus in line

may act to effect changes in
He was Undersecretary of the
the social rules, the students are
Admiral ity from 1935 through 1937,
without recourse until the Monday
and Undersecretary of Education
motion is abrogated.
from 1937 through 1940.
A .Mild Meeting
Mr. Lindsay founded the Service
The "hands off'" measure was of Youth organization and PEP
passed by the Council in an at- (Political Economic Planning). He
mosphere of mild discussion. Coun- was a member of the Anglo-Americil
members reported that dis- can Youth Committee and the Exsatisfaction with the present social ecutive Committee of the United
rules seemed to be scattered. It Nations Association. He was preswas agreed that on the whole the ent at both Strasbourg Assemblies
College rules appeared to be ac- and at the Lisbon Conference on
ceptable to the members of the NATO, and was a delegate to the
Council and the fraternity men Hague Congress.
that they represented. Then CounHe has been a contributor to the
cil President Gordon W. Stearns, London
Times, The Manchester
Jr. '54 heard the "hands off" mo- Guardian, The Observer, The Spection which virtually closed the lid tator, Fortnightly, and other
peri-

School will join the Brunswick tion results was given at this meetChoral Society and the Bowdoin ing.
College Glee Club under the direction of Frederick E. T. Tillotson, Professor of Music at BowDay, Anthony, Bishop
doin, for the presentation of Handel's "Messiah" on December 13 at
Election
8:00 p.m. in the First Parish

Donald P. Hayward '54, baritone.
Accompanying the 300 singers
Gordon W. Stearns Jr. '54,
and an 18 piece orchestra,
under the direction of Mrs. Ary

in
generation preceding Bach (1685"Hamlet."
1750); he was no exception to the
Taking the parts of the three
practice, common among musicians
of his day. 6 of holding a court posi- priests are Douglas A. Chalmers
one of '53, Maynard A. Seelye '56. and
tion, being employed as
the court composers of King Louis Donn C. Winner '56. Chalmers
Russell F. Locke, Jr.
played Horatio in Hamlet and had
xrv.
Composers represented on the a part in the musical last year.
Henry', supported the Church posi-

,

24th.

will be
pianist,

Schoeneman played
the musical comedy as well as

R

November

Benson,
Charles
clude
Mrs.
soprano; Mrs. Blodgett Main, contralto; Frederick Weidner III '50
Y., tenor; and
o*f St. Albans, N.

Fact."

Pour Tempters
program are: Volckmar Leisring,
William E. Hill '54. Joel
HupWilliam Byrd; Hans Leo Hassler.
Thomas per '54, Harold D. Osgood Jr. '54.
Palestrina.
Giovanni
Felice
and Peter B. Powell '54 will be the
Weelkes. Vineenzo Ruffo,
Anerio, and Michel Richard de La four tempters. Osgood, a member
of the Masque and Gown executive
Lande.
Eight Soloists
committee, played in "Hamlet" and
The Music Club and th* Choir the musical comedy last year. Powwill present two groups jointly and ell played in "Richard II" two
will
be
This
separately.
years ago and the musical comedy
one apiece
the first occasion on which the two last year. He has been active in
organizations have presented a the Workshop Theater as well as
the Masque and Gown. James E.
concert
joint
Soloists on the program arc: Baillee '55 will take the part of
Mrs. Charles Benson and Mrs. Gor- the herald. A quartet of male singdon O'Donnell, sopranos; Mrs. ers will also be used for added efAthern Daggett, alto; Donald Hay- fect.
The stage manager for the proward, '54, and Douglas Reid, '54,
'53, duction will be Peter A. Lasselle
baritones; William' Wyatt,
trumpet; and Joel Hupper, '54, '53. He has stage managed before
'54,
is
orfor
the Masque and Gown and is
flute. Gordon Stearns,
the secretary of the executive
ganist for the program.
The public is cordially invited to committee. The lighting effects will
be under the supervision of Robert
attend without charge.

Student
affirmative,
with the
Council representatives from Chi
Psi, Delta Sigma, and Zeta Psi
taking issue with the measure.
Recognized Sunday Issue
Several of the dissenting Council members indicated that their
opposition to the "hands off"' measure emanated from a desire to
consider the matter of Sunday
parties as a separate issue and in
more detail. The effect of the
"hands off" measure by the Student Council is to preclude any
student action to alter the present
social rules. As the Student Council at Bowdoin is the last medium
through which the undergraduate

Win Sophomore

"high"

"It's

day,

Soloists for the

by this magnificent Mildred Thalhcimer and Margorie
Tillotson.
work, is a field which has hitherto
The four knights will be played
been relatively unexplored. The
works of La Lande. for instance, by Paul P. Brountas '54, Bruce C.
'53. Charles W. Schoenehave begun to be unearthed only McGorrill
have not man '53, and Bryan Van Cronkhite
in the past few years, and
It '55. McGorrill won the acting prize
as yet been widely performed.
concert may for one act plays last year. Van
is thought that this
mark the first performance of this Cronkhite had the main comedy
role in last year's musical comedy,
work in the United States.
of the

PRESENT PLANS NEED
APPROVAL BY BOARDS

Kenneth Lindsay, M.P..

side

Church.

well-illustrated

La Lande (1657-1726) was

Week

Applications for scholarships for
the Spring Semester (1953) may
be obtained at the office of the

For "Murder In The Cathedral"
By John

Chapel Choir To Sing
With Musk Club Tonite

Available This

seniors.

and William

Blanks

&

can adults and with the problems have spoken.
they have to solve.
Adult Education Pioneer

"hands off" policy by the

on the

15

COMPLETION PLAN
OF GIBSON MUSIC HALL

was not without opposition. The cember 1.
vote was eight to three in the
Mr. Lindsay's long experience

Island,
noted public speak- resident of Riverside, Rhode
each year approxi- and attended Williston Academy.
He
is a member of the Delta Kappa
universities
mately 75 colleges and
now
from coast to coast addressing col- Epsilon fraternity, which he
Union
lege seniors about the opportuni- represents on the Student
ties offered for college men in his Committee.
Also a sophomore presidential
company and the oil industry as
a whole. He
the author
many candidate. Stimets last year parti- body

Boynton

er

philosopher, he has made a unique
reputation for himself as a speaker
who can make difficult subjects
clear and important to the layman.
He believes that the findings of
psychology and the insights of
philosophy should be tested in daily
living; and that our daily living can
benefit by these findings and in-

NUMBER

—£

Tne members of the octet picked! last Monday that the rules dealing On Monday, December 1
the two men from a large number 1 with the social functions of the
The Honorable Kenneth Lindsay,
Mr. Paul W. Boynton, Personnel
College be left to remain in their
of hopefuls.
former member of Parliament repDirector of Socony-Vacuum Oil
Hinckley will replace bass sing- present form.
resenting the English Universities,
Company, Inc., will be guest speak'54 who will
the
This
promulgation
of
V.
Nungesser
er
John
will speak here on the topic "Iner Tuesday, November 25 at the
HinckCouncil

'

ly the effect

The Student Council squelched
Robert F. Hinckley '55 and Richfor
possibility
ard R. Stimets '55 were elected any immediate
new members of the Meddiebemp- effecting changes in Bowdoin's
social rules by passing a motion
sters Monday evening.

Tuesday, November 25

Dr. Harry Allen Overstreet, not- philosophy and the practice of that
ed author, psychologist, and social field.
He has served as Research Asphilosopher, will speak on "Working Out a Working Philosophy" at sociate of the American Associa8:15 Friday evening in Upper Me- tion for Adult Education; as a
member of the Board of Trustees
morial Hall.
The lecture, to which all stu- of" Town Hall, New York; as direcdents, faculty members, and friends
Friday Lecturer
of the College are invited, is sponsored by the Delta Sigma Frater-

Book-of-the-Month selection, The
Mature Mind.
His most recent book. The Great
Enterprise, has been on the best
seller list for 12 weeks. During that
time it has steadily risen and is
currently sixth. In this new book
he undertakes to explore more ful-

Ruling: Precludes
Student Social Action;
Pissed By 8-3 Majority

Retire; New Members
Practice Tomorrow

1952

1954

Measure

Social Regulations

Nungesser, Stearns

19,

}

ments.

N«fd For Committee

Many

students, and probably a
part of the faculty, have
legitimate complaints about
courses
and curriculum which
never come to light simply because there is no way to express
them to the right people. The way
it is now, complaints are confined
to bull sessions in the houses,
dormitories and the Union. Many
students see faults which they
sincerely
feel
detract from
a
course, and which, if they could
find a way of calling attention to
them without running the risk of
awkwardness or even faculty prejudice, would help the faculty
evaluate their courses.
The faculty might even be grate-

large

many

rooms.

With

the

construction

this

of

new

building the Department of
Music will become the second Bowdoin department to have a complete building for its own use.
The Chemistry Department
came the first to do this with

be-

the

completion of the Parker Cleaveland Chemistry Building.

Achorn Prize Debate

Won By
Elliott

E. S. Palais '55

Palais
prize winner of the
S.

'55,

was

Achom

first

Prize

Debate held November 14 at 8:00
in Smith Auditorium.
Subject of the debate was "Resolved. That-The Congress of The
United

States

Should

Enact

A

Employment
Compulsory
Fair
Practices Law."
Other prizes were awarded as
follows: William A. Field, '56,
After a few weeks, or whatever second; and David R. Anderson,

time they found necessary, the '55, third. Also participating in the
committee would meet and again debate were
Paul A. DuBrule Jr.,
review the complaints. They would '56, Henry
D. Shaw '56, and Wardrop those which now seemed ren H. Green '56. Anderson, Shaw,
illegitimate, and those which in the and
Greene formed the Affirmaend seemed justified would receive tive team
and DuBrule, Field and
the entire committee's consideration. They would then draft the
complaint and. if possible, a solution, into a report which they
would submit to the faculty member, department or part of the administration concerned.
Action Up To Faculty
From that point, with the concrete expression of considered student opinion in their hands, it
would be up to the discretion of
the faculty.
(Continued on Page 4)

Palais

the

Negative.

Student

coaches for
teams were
the
Charles E. Orcutt '54 and Paul P.
Brountas '54.
Although awards wore made on
an individual basis, the winning
Negative team received nominal
recognition. The Achorn Prize is
awarded annually for "excellence
in debating between members of
the
Freshman and Sophomore

Classes."

The debate was instituted in
1823 by Edgar Oakes Achorn '81.
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By Jonathan Bartlett '53
"She went into a world where in-fied manner serves as the, acknowdividual benevolence has no power, ledged ruler over the doomed peobecause there is love and money, pie of the area,
and because those who wreak evil
However, it is not Grand Jules,
are implacable and because prostibut Bubu, who gets sent to Sante
brand
from

No. 15

I

Editor-in-Chief

Thomas

I

Otis, Jr. '53

i

Managing Editor
Charles Ranlett '54
Xews Editors

John N. Wisnor, Jr.
Wallace It. Harper.

'53
Jr.

tutes carry the
the
of it
start like passive animals that are
Jonathan Bartlett '53
" This is
Charles W. Schoeneman '53 led T to a common pasture.
»
i.
a fair summation ofr ..r.
Bubu
of
Sports Editor
Montparnasse", by Charles-Louis'
Robert M. Hurst '53
Philippe, a French naturalist of the
Photographer
turn of the century, which was re
James P. Gaston 54
cently re-issued by Avon Press.

'55

I

i

Staff

I

In Mr. Philippe's world, individual benevolence has no P°wer and
'53
?
love and money are the two driving
forces that make the world go
Allen F. HetheruiRton, Jr. '54
round. Love, for the people of
Horace A Hildreth. Jr. 54
Montparnasse and outlying disEdward F. Spicer '54
tricts, is just what you think it is,
f-dward B. Blackman "55
and
the characters that infest the
Robert C. Burr '55
district also live up to expectations
Jam^s L. Doherty '55
exceptions. These
Anthony L. Funnell '55
Carroll E. Pennell '56 with but a few
exceptions come wandering into
the book for the sole purpose of beBusiness Manager
ing exploited by the harlots who
Albert F. Lilley '54
Assistant Business Manager
are in turn exploited by their
Bruce N. Cooper '54
pimps. The book does not produce
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager a very pretty picture.
James A. Cook '54
Richard C. Thurston '54
Bubu, the titular hero of the
Business Assistants
book, is the son of a respectable
Theodore D. Robbins '53
H. Robert Beacham '56 lower middle class family. He atI lobar t C.
Tracy '55
Peter T. C. Bramhall '56 tends school for some time, serves

Jay A. Carson "53
Douglas A. Chalmers
E. Ward Gilman '53
B. Michael Moore '53

John B. Goodrich
David G. Lavender

'55
'55
Elliot S. Palais '55
Carl S. Tschantre '55
Curtis Webber '55
Robert K. Windsor "55
James S. Carter *56
J. George deLyra '56
Philip W. Gilman "56
Robert E. Hamilton '56

•
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Bowdoin College may

fulness
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know

and approval on such academic matters as
and
marking.
The difficult task of compiling and analyzing the
results of the curriculum poll was given to a committee of students carefully selected by the Student Council for willingness
to serve, interest in the field, and ability.
This student curriculum committee subsequently brought to the attention of the administration and the proper faculty committees certain deficiencies in both material and instruction, and made valuable constructive recommendations for the eradication of these deficiencies.

However, only approximately 850

of the 3500 curriculum
student body were returned.

the rent, the food money and the
funds that Bubu uses for gambling
with .his friends.
In Mr. Philippe's phrase, "thus
Metenier beit was that Berthe
came a public whore and Bubu a
man with no visible means of support. He was intelligent, he lived
in Paris where pleasure howls aloud
in passing. At first he worked, then
he understood that those who work
and suffer are dupes. He became a
pimp because he lived in a society
of wealthy people, who, in their
power, determine what professions

—

to

have

and possibly be of some insame students pass up that opportunity." Need-

their opinions considered

fluence, these
less to say.

the practice of distributing the curriculum critique

was abandoned by the Student Council despite pressure from
certain areas to revive

it.

Again, in 1952, the curriculum problem rears its perplexing
head with the proposal by Douglas A. Chalmers '53 that a combined faculty-student curriculum committee be formed with a

purpose of reviewing "complaints concerning courses, requirements, and also the various extra-curricular activities which purportedly give us a chance to get acquainted with fields outside
Chalmers' committee would submit worthwhile
our majors.
complaints to the faculty member, department, or part of the
administration concerned. Action is left to the discretion of the
faculty.

Chalmers will appear before the Student Council next
afternoon to state his proposal formally. The ORIENT
hopes that the Council and the student body will take cognizance
As the Student Council is the
of the importance of the issue.
appropriate arena for student action, the undergraduate is re-

Monday

quested to transmit his sentiment to a representative of that
Chalmers' proposal deserves the consideration of the
body.

The

undergraduates.

student

body

is

course

deficiencies

recommendations
lent as the

and of making

for the

curriculum

is,

positive

is where the
stops and the plot begins to fall
into place. Two more major characters are introduced. The first is
Pierre Hardy, a neurotic, confused
young provincial who meets up
with Berthe and falls in love with
her after several encounters. For
all her faults, Berthe is a good,
gentle, kind, albeit cowlike, woman. The second is the magnificent
figure of Grand Jules. Grand Jules
is a man who is beyond the ordinary concept of good and evil. He
knows how to break a lock and he
knows how to kill a man simply.
He knows the world and where it
leads. "He knew that at the end of
the world was the Sante prison and
he looked the thought squarely in
the face." Throughput the book.
Grand Jules treads the narrow
margin between the prison and the
pox and in a very quiet and digni-

.
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Brunswick

Maine

Wed.-Thur.

Nov. 19-20

1

on

at

last

Thursday's

"Professors

Have Egos"

this

same

subject,

added

j

|

Mr. Philippe manipulates his
characters upon a stage that is
strictly built for them. The world
holds true only so long as it pertains to the ugly, soualid, vicious
world depicted here. He makes his
figures extremely pathetic, but it
is only Grand Jules who becomes a
truly living character. The rest are
hardly more than puppets worked
by some mysterious life force which
they can neither fathom nor fight
As it stands, the book is not for
those who feel that the world is
full enough of unhappiness without
having it depicted in writing as
well. And despite the typical semiundressed woman on the cover and
the cleverly worded blurbs on the
back and front, it is also not for
those who are looking for a few
erotic thrills, not that there are
any among the readers of this pa-

"Murder

P

|

j

|
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To Meet Here Tomorrow

The first meeting of the Maine membership. The by-laws of the teresting talk.'
Branch of the New England De- Fund provide for the admission of
This suggestion brought grins
velopment Council for this year additional members meeting the
from the few faculty members in
will be held
qualifications.

Perley S. Turner, Professor of
include
Education, will act as coordinator

per.

'social system'; and even the most
virtuous, in reading it. may feel; I

Bank

have sinned exceedingly in thought,
Word and deed." Perhaps it is complete lack of virtue that makes
this reviewer look with disgust on
the second part of this comment,
but the first part of it is a valid

j

1

At the sessions of the Maine
When Fred Frates played for
Branch last year the retarded child
and the means by which he can be Alabama, he gained over two miles
educated was debated. Dr. Frank in his three years of varsity foottouchdown
.Pelton of Rhode Island University, ball and threw 69
and authority on education, attend- passes.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

.
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News

element

PONY SOLDIER

was dropped.

The question

is.

of course,

the

dofj sleep?

nothing seriously wrong with the liquor and houseparly conditions at Bowdoin. Undergraduates are probably dothan ever before.
The student body is a
in- less drinking

There

ic

typical, healthy, vigorous, and colorful one in the best Bowdoin
It likes things here the way they are, sees no reatradition.

son i« r

f^bc

social restrictions,

and

will resent

any move

in

by

Tyrone Power

in these

"Does

OTHE*

with

Evidently some members of the Council felt that the
riding*
administration would soon become steeped in Lethean dew if
the matter

UADSAVi

Nov. 23-24-25

Sun.-Mojt-Tues.
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also

dogs

minimum of scenery, allowing the
architecture of the chapel to serve
as the basic background. The majority of the action will take place
where the lectern is located but
some will occur in the main aisle.
For purposes of effect, there will
be voices* from both balconies.
The musical accompaniment Will
come from a distance as specified
by the text.

Solicited

advocate

.Susan Bell

News

isissssessti

the Music Club. And finthe first Eliot play per-

formed at Bowdoin. T. S. Eliot is
recognized as an outstanding figure
in Anglo-American literature.
Modern dress will be used with a

Patronage

with
Chandler - Scott Brady

Restrictions, Please

a faint trace of the "let sleeping

Gown and
ally. It is

Student

T

I

,,. cl

(Continued from Page I)

Cathedral" at Bowdoin. But the
group planning the production
could not make arrangements with*
the First Parish Church and the
idea had to be dropped. It was the
first Eliot play that was produced
but is not as well known as the
"Cocktail Party" today.
There are other "firsts" of significance about the performance. It
will be the first time that a play
has ever been staged in the chapel.
The production marks the first collaboration between the Masque and

attendance among the slim crowd.
Charter members of the Fund
Amherst, Bates, Boston
Another old adage goes by the
College,
Brown, Clark. Colby,
and will make arrangements for
board. "It is distinctly dangerous
Connecticut College, Dartmouth,
the reception of those attending. He
Emmanual,
Fairfield, Holy Cross, to use whiskey in case of snakeA rigid program of physical exwill also help and advise the group
Middlebury, Providence, Radcliffe, bite", announced the Board of aminations is being planned to dein the solution of the problem they
Regis, St. Anselm, St. Michael's, Temperence
the
Methodist
of
termine
select membership in the
choose for discussion.
IftOTC Model Train Club.
The meeting is the first of a Smith. Tufts, Wellesley. Wesleyan, Church.
Wheaton, and Williams.
series of ten which will be held
from now to the end of the public
school year. Those attending will ed all of the later meetings of the
include not only public school Council and explored the various
teachers, but also school supervis- phases of the topic of discussion
ors,
principals,
and superinten- with the council members.
Harvard Sponsorship
dents.
The Council was started in 1945
**
Teacher* Included Now
at Harvard and has been encourThe Development Council gives aged
by the University since then.
a common meeting ground for
Through the central office located
teachers and school executives to
in Cambridge, the information corgather and discuss current educarelated from the studies effected
tional problems and arrive at acby the member school systems is
ceptable solutions to those probpublished. This information can be
such councils
lems. Previously,
obtained from the central office by
were held only for school execuInterested school systems
all
tives.
whether members or not.
At the first meeting of the
First National
Through the work of the Coungroup, a current educational probcil, New England hopes to gradulem will be chosen. This problem
Brunswick, Mails*
ally regain its leadership in public
will then be discussed extensively
school education.
in the succeeding meetings.
Sills Hall.

This edition has also, by the way.
been blessed by an introduction by
S. Eliot, which seems to have
been included for the benefit of the

statement. If the reader has any
"lingering complacency" when he
starts the book, the chances are
very great that there won't be
much left when he finishes.

20, in

In Cathedral"

that,

6 Great Directors

The recent decisions by the Student Council in which the
majority of members expressed the viewpoint that
) no cornmiller should be appointed by the Council for further study of
and
rules,
the
social
2)
rules
of
the
College
should be
the S9&&
present form
are somewhat deceiving.
We deleft in their

Leith stated that the present
standard of chapel services was
far below what it should be. He
pointed out that the average student couldn't remember over five
or six chapels and this was only
because the same thing had been
said over again time and time
again.
The speaker stated that there
was a definite need that the ser-

M & G, Music Club Run

:

Thursday, Nov.

more

greater preparation and care in
planning for a service.
He stated that under the present
conditions chapel was far short of
what it should be.

|

j

that there should be

vices be more religious In content
or that they have at least a more
religious atmosphere. This could
be done he said by having perhaps
more music and less talking.
Leith emphasized the need for

in these times, colleges

and constructive

removal of those deficiencies. Excelthere is room for improvement, and

'54

Jr.

Junior
Hetherington,
Class
President, stated that the power
of student opinion should and
could be exercised in the matter

''$** i

YANKEE BUCCANEER
Jeff

ton,

chapel.

are feeling,
in a financial sense, the growing
w*t
decline in the. number of large individual
from which
fortunes
wealthy benefactors at one time
James P. Baxter, III
were able to help build up college
Bowdoin's representatives have endowment fundis. Indirectly con- Allen F. Hetherington '54
I.
been meeting with this group sidered, support from business and
industry will keep higher educa- for he pointed out, "After all, protional institutions from having to fessors have egos too."
The speaker, who was sponsored
„o,'°SeTaVl seek governmental aid at any time.
natter member becau «. at the
Group Limited
by the Bowdoin Christian AssociaOnly privately supported col- tion, mentioned that students now
leges in the six New England generally critize chapel without
States and devoted. primarily to in- offering anything constructive in
purpose have been set up in a num- struction in the liberal arts were return.
ber of states and are actively at eligible to qualify as original partiHe went on to say that if the
work. The New England Colleges cipants in the .New England Col- student body picked out the most
leges fund.
interesting speakers during the
The granting in 1952 of a semester, then those professors
Teachers, Supervisors
minimum of 100 liberal arts de- who found their speeches lightly,
grees to students completing the
attended would certainly make a
four year undergraduate curriculum was a further qualification for greater effort to produce an in-,
':.

CUMBERLAND

12

More

9

... in his book we
background blame no one, we blame not even a

Bowdoin College may find in a combined faculty-student curriculum committee the means for this improvement.

JVo

.

maste^iece of understated despair,
d ««
»">*'"
«*" "

to

entitled to the right of

bringing to the attention of the college administration certain

^

_

A plea

of a religious atmosphere in the
The suggestion that a student daily chapel service was made t)y
embargo against the least interest- Professor Eaton W. Leith yestering addresses might lead to a day in what was considered by
general improvement in chapel many to be one of the best chapel
was made by Allen F. Hethering- addresses in recent years.

Position Critical
"These institutions constitute an
essential and irreplaceable part of
the American system of higher
education. Their position is so
critical in these days of inflation
and mounting costs that they deserve help from the widest possible
range of donors. Their continued
existence will depend in a considerable degree on the extent to which
corporations are willing to contribute to funds such as this one."
Dean Kendrick, at an interview

).

reader. Eliot
pseudo-intellectual
concludes his introduction with the
comment, "Philippe certainly disshall exist. They want to buy wom- turbs any lingering complacency
en with their money. Therefore, to that we may. feel tcjvards the
give them women, there must be world as it is; but he has no cure

Questionnaires distributed to the
The disappointing undergraduate response to the worthwhile pimps."
Student Council project five years ago indicates at that time the
Here

presence of either an apathetic student body or a feeling by
most students that the curriculum needed no improvement. Said
curriculum committee chairman Richard A. Wiley '49
"Students constantly complain about faults or omissions in the curriculum at Bowdoin, but when they are offered an opportunity

J

~

Need

For Improved Chapels

i

the College administration co-operatively distributed a curriculum dogs and laborers, that we have
misery in a
:ritique designed -to give each student an unprecedented op- nothing but our own
world where misery is a thing acportunity to objectively evaluate any and all courses taken cursed."
at Bowdoin since his freshman year.
The aim of this critique
Berthe and Bubu head off for
was to increase a stronger and more understanding student- one of the more squalid sections of

lectures, textbooks, conferences, assignments, examinations,

.

Z "

Mr. Philippe's
in
Paris, which
At that time the College was eager to world is very squalid indeed. They
exactly what was and what was not appreciated by the live together cooing like love birds
until Bubu figures she is ready and
undergraduates.
then he sends her out to bring in a
The Bowdoin course critique was developed irom similar little
pocket money by the easiest
critiques at Harvard University and Yale University.
The criti- possible means. This little pocket
que was designed to allow the student an opportunity to offer money eventually turns out to be

at

,

!

constructive, criticism

first twinge of bashdoing this, she starts
dropping in every time she feels
*" e first pangs of despondency,
Eventually
J the inevitable happens,
"»

overcomes her

i

faculty relationship.

11
*

Pierre is still in love with her
find out what to do he
places his problem on the lap of an
idealistic young radical of his acquaintance who believes that "we
ought to love these girls that suffer. I always believed that if we

Leith Stresses

,

#».

she comes up to his apartment and

l

"J Z $5?

.

j

in part

,

i

.

as an apprentice to a cabinet-makcheers her up. All strictly plaer but in all this time the most he
valuable thing .he learns is how to tonic, you understand. Aijfer she

handle women. Upon coming of
be measured by
age, he realizes that it is necessary
he vitality of its curriculum.
Since the undergraduate is the to have money and a woman. He
direc; recipient of a curriculum, it seems fundamental that the gets the money from the estate of
to tuinu
undergraduate be allowed a part in the development and main- his father and sets out
tenance of a sound and beneficial body of courses offered in
this institution.
™. sirf
This basic goal might possibly be attained by
giving the undergraduate an opportunity and responsibility .to picks out, with very little delay, is
propose constructive criticism which could be utilized by the
College in the improvement of its curriculum.
»
very bright
Five years ago the curriculum problem was widely discussed for his pretty but not
daughter, does nothing but warn
on the Bowdoin campus. As a result, the Student Council and her for he "knows" that "we are
offer of

^^^^ ^
^

gSfj^ ^JTtJ^J^

can't save them, it's because we
don't love them as we should."
Pierre is greatly influenced by this
and he arranges things wit.h Berthe
so that any time she is feeling lonely and blue, as the old song goes.

j

The

nounced on .November 10, the formed.
formation of the New England
Leaders For Business
Colleges Fund, Inc., a group of 23
President Baxter said that busiindependent liberal arts colleges ness and industrial leaders all over
located in the six New England the country realize that American
*£«?• ^"fj 6
states, as a means of seeking companies have a large stake in
CT
wild and spends her time Eoin
financial support from business independent, non-tax-«upported in«"»"s
..
,,
j\,
from the doldrums to the dogs and industry.
stitutions like the New England
Grand Jules sees the path she is
Baxter has been elected presi- group.
taking and first tries to warn her dent of the Fund.
explained
"For one ehing,"
against it, and later snubs her
President Baxter, "business organcompletely placing her immediately Heads Fund Seeking Body izations recruit many of their
on tne outs wjt the "better" peocolleges.
from
such
future leaders
ple of Montparnasse. The only perOf the scientists in the country an
'£"
son who will have anything to do
extraordinarily high proportion rewith her, outside of her clients, is
ceived their first degrees in liberal
the unfortunate and ineffectual
arts colleges."

and to

.

Chalmers Proposal Merits Consideration

The President of Williams Col- Fund is the first regional foundalege, James P. Baxter, III, an- tion of independent colleges to be

Pierre.

I

1952

,

f

j

19,

23 New England Institutions Hetherington Suggests
Boycotting Valueless
Organize For Fund Raising Faculty Chapel Talks
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Sophomores To Bolster Basketball Team

POLAR

By James S. Carter '66
With the first game of the season a short two weeks away, Bowteam has
been bearing down in hopes that
they can get off to the suae quick
start that they made last year
with sevan wins in their first ten
games. With six lettermen returndoin's varsity basketball

BEARINGS
By Robert M. Humt

The Polar Bears will have to
hard if they are to even equal
that record. This years schedule
includes all of last year's opponents
except Providence and Wesleyan.
Two games have been added that
may more than make up for those
dropped. Clark University of Worcester Is largely an unknown
quantity, but Williams, a Bowdoin
opponent two years ago, should
provide strong opposition on their
court. Another dangerous foe will
be Colby, traditionally a powerhouse in Maine basketball. Last
year the Mules thumped the Polar
Bears on three occasions, each
official signals the touchdown.
He faked a pass and ran from the spread formation. Cosgrove and all- time by a margin of over 13 points.
Maine Stronger
state halfback Mel Totman were instrumental in the Polar Bear victory which produced the State Title
.
for Bowdoin.
Maine Series competition on the
whole this year should be pretty
Maine
Colby,
Besides
intense.
seems to have a pretty strong
team. The Black Bears will have
back for the entire season big
entire middle is Maine except for Don Agostinelli. Gus, who is prob- Johnny Norris, who played only
Ry Robert M. Hurst '54
An all '54 backfield features the right tackle Jim McCullum of ably the hardest tackier in the in the last round of the series last,
Dana,
starting offensive All-Maine team Bowdoin who most of the year state, -was a mountain of defense year. The return of Johnny
went into the service during
this year. The brains of the team played both offensive and defen- all year long for the Big White. who
his sophomore year, should add
is Jack Cosgrove of Bowdoin who sive. Close behind Jerry Hodge for Bates is represented by Froio at
the team's strength.
to
directed the Polar Bears to the the center position was Reed of left end and Barrios behind the much
traditional doormat of
state title. He is joined by team- Colby who weighs in at 190. On line. Both played well in the upset Bates, the
improve
mate Mel Totman who provides the ends were Fraktman of Colby victory of the Bobcats over Colby. State Series play, should
of one win
the speed for the quick openers and Fred Flemming of Bowdoin. Froio was closely followed by Cliff on last season's record
6' 1" in Johnson of Colby and improved and 17 losses. A conservative guess
Both
measure
these
boys
was
tosssweeps.
It
a
the
and
end
up for the right halfback position their stocking feet with Fraktman Putt Ingraham of Bowdoin. George would be that they won't do much
Bears will have
between Levesque and Totman, weighing a scant five pounds more. Bazer of Colby at left tackle was worse. The Polar
in
position. to hustle If they are going to equal
his
but because of Totman's showing Flemming is no doubt the more unchallenged
6' last year's record of 4-5 in series
Heaviest
man
either
team
is
being
able
on
two,
spectacular
of
the
in the Maine game he rates the
to haul down the long ones out of 2" 225 pound Ed Cianchette of competition.
nod.
For the "anchor men" of this
Players selected for the All- no where. The offensive line, total- Maine, a junior from Pittsfield,
depending
Maine team were judged by their ing over a ton of beef, averages Me. Lightest man is Biggie Mc- squad, Coach Coombs is
Govern of Bowdoin who tips the on last year's lettermen, of whom
performance in the state series just 190.
The defensive alignment is cen- scales at 144. Although McGovern six are outstanding. Captain Wally
only and not on the other games.
Mickey
Ed Bogdanovich provides the Mr. tered around Bowdoin's captain was injured most of the season he Bartlett, Lou Audet,
Welner, Jim Hebert, Bobby Brown,
DEFENSE
OFFENSE
Inside for the team. The Rhode Isand Bill Frazier, should lead the
le Froio (Bates) 175 '54
land powerhouse is the heaviest le Fraktman (Colby) 185 '53
Polar Bears' attack. However, the
It Bazer (Colby) 190 "53
man in the backfield, but his It Richardson (Maine) 210 '5S
have
will
undoubtedly
squad
Ig Cianchette (Maine) 225 '54
weight does not impair his speed. Ig P. Butter Held (Maine) 190 '53
plenty of depth. Several sophoc Agostinelli (Bowdoin) 183 '58
Charlie Windhorst of Colby is c. Hodge (Maine) 185 '53
mores showed up well In last year's
rg Cecelski (Bowdoin) 181 '55
a cross between Bogdanovich and rg Golden (Maine) 195 '55
freshman play and should see some
rt Clark (Maine) 205 '54
Totman being able to sweep the rt McCullum (Bowdoin) 180 '53
action. Phil Day and Johnny Manre Alpert (Colby) 180 '54
ends or plow through the middle re Flemming (Bowdoin) 180 '5S
can shoot well and have the speed
Ihb Pirie (Colby) 160 '53
Cosgrove (Bowdoin) 169 '54
with equal
.

ORIENT ALL-STATE QUARTERBACK JACK COSGROVE

(25) breaks the tie with Maine, as the

Hurst Picks All-Maine Team

number of annual lists grew by ><?aps and bounds, and an opportunity
was given some of the list makers to include a favorite. By 1905 the
number of differenet lists in the "Official Football Guide", including
Walter Camp's, was 35; and this represented only part of those selections for that year. From Camp's idea came the other new All-Lists.

Today practically every conference has an All-List and many of the
non-conference teams list their players. College teams have joined in
this postseason pastime with All-Opponent teams.
All-Time AllPlayer lists also have enjoyed much popularity; but with the many
changes of style in playing, it seems an almost impossible job to select
one such team from the many thousands of star players who have
taken part in the game since its inception.
Few players have been selected for three or four years on Walter
Camp's first teams. There ae«- only three on the latter and twelve
on the former. Walter Camp died in 1929, but in 1923 and 1924 he had
placed Red Grange on his team. Since Grange was the top-ranking
player for 1925, there is little doubt that Camp would have included
him on a 1925 team had he made one. Grange was selected by Grantland Rice, Camp's successor, and by every other selector In the country.
Of course the present day eligibility rule for freshmen concerning varsity athletics prohibits the selection of players for four years.
One of the criticisms most often brought forth is that the AllAmerican teams wreck the competitive value of football. Instead of
working for the whole, players become inclined to work for themselves.
A player of ability, desirous of being placed on one of the mythical
teams, works for this honor rather than for the team. He advances
his own ability in preference to using that ability in the advancement
of the team.
In spite of criticism of this kind, some of which probably is justieffect. The backfield as qb
fied, the public wants these AH- American lists and even demands
Ihb Bogdanovich (Maine) 195 '54
them from year to year. Because of this they will continue to ap- a whole averages 180 pounds.
The offensive line is dominated rhb Totman (Bowdoin) 170 '54
pear.
by the Black Bear of Orono. The fb Windhorst (Colby) 185 '54
•
longest pass on record is one of 69 yards thrown from Bob
Peters to Howard Stanley in the Princeton-Army- game of 1939. The
yardage given is the actual length of the pass thrown.
The longest field goal since the turn of the century was by
George Glpp, Notre Dame's greatest football player, in 1916, 62 yards.
The longest punt on record measured by yards in the air is 88
yards kicked by Ken*Breen of Albright.
Now that the hockey team has a fairly decent place to practice

The

MILLERMEN TO OPEN '52
SEASON WITH DARTMOUTH

series games making him eligible
for the right half-back slot. Back
in safety is Jack Butterfield, who

perhaps the athletic department would consider installing the
extra basketball scoreboard in the gym out by the rink.
TV made its. debut at a small New England college game Saturday as the University of Massachusetts and quarterback Noel Reebenacker smashed Tufts 32-0 at Medford. Reebenacker eclipsed three
N.C.A.A. records: (1) number of passes in 8 games, 249; (2) yards

is

Kappa Sigma handed Alpha casion by taking a
Delta Phi their first defeat In four- kickoff and romping 70 yards for
teen games last Thursday to take a touchdown. Janelle also scored
the Interfraternity Touch Football on a pass from Gerry.
Petterson Effective
championship.
For the losers, Petterson scored
"Doc" Gerry, John Kreider and
Rollie Janelle led the Kappa Sigs on the surprisingly effective runto a 19 to 13 win against the team ning attack of the A. D.'s and
that had beaten them earlier in Bartlett caught a pass from Petthe season. The biggest factor in terson for the A.D.'s only other
the upset was undoubtedly the ex- score.
In the semi-finals the day becellent passing defense of the
(Conlinuetl on P<i£c 4)
Kappa Sigs which neutralized the
efforts of the potent PettersonBartlett combination. Many interceptions nipped the A.D. attack before it could get started.
Kreider, a Freshman, brought
the Kappa Sigma cheering section
to its feet many times with his

school."

ALL-FRATERNITY TEAM
OFFENSIVE
(AD)

le Bartlett

qb P*tteraon (D)

Huiard

(Zete)

le

The added depth this year should
be a big factor in winning any
close games, especially near the
end of the season. Last year's
team lost five of its last six games
by very narrow margins, games in
which a good fresh substitute
might have turned the tide. A
coach can never count on the

of a night
Little High as
doubleheader. This game will mark
the first time that a Bowdoin
freshman team has played an away
game except at either Hebron or
Exeter. Perhaps the improvement
over the meager home attendance
will add somewhat to the team's
enthusiasm.

team's (till strength for every
game, especially as the season pro-

BOWL-MOR

gresses. With Bobby Brown sure
to be gone for the tail of the season, a strong bench may decide

several games.

One change

in the rules should
the score a better indication
team's playing ability. The
new "one and one" rule for foul
shots will give a fouled player two
chances to make the free throw.
thirty-seven
During
first
the
minutes of the game, the player
can only make one point from a
foul. If his first shot goes in, he
doesn't get another try. In the
final three minutes of play, he gets
two tries regardless of the circumstances. Thus, there should be less
intentional fouling during the last
few minutes, and the entire game

make

Alleys

of a

Student Patronage

Welcomed
186 Maine

Street

*—
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welcome at
Palmer's Book Shop
You're

A BOOK

THE BEST GUT SHOP
Telephone 822

.

.

Otherwise

there

is

If

•

you're at

all

Budget Minded

Sandwiches

Sanforized Cotton

HQT. DOGS

Sanforized Cotton Flannel

no

promise
in the freshmen. Miller noted that
the stature of the frosh this year
is larger than in the past.

em

Beer

To Take Out

•••••••••••••••••'

(Zete)
(Zete)

(TD)

Ihb Rogeraen (AD)
Ihb Getchell (TD)

M

a Mulliran (DK1.)

Matchless Service"!
Guaranteed

1.25

College Edition

and every man at Bowdoin

to each

FORD

— MERCURY

SPORTS
SHIRTS
at a

.65

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

money saving

$

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

Complete Line of Titles in Stock

2 98

Mechanical Repairs

Parts Supply

A great variety of handsome —

Body Repairs

Accessories

smart

Painting

Tires

Lubrications

Car Washing

& Tubes

new checks

as well as produce

it

.

.

—

fine

These are

priced at $1.00 less than shirts
of this quality generally

.

in

quality shirts that are guaran-

teed in every way.

Let us help you plan your printing

sell for.

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

Low

Better Depth

Hildreth

c Nichols
re Hi

Regular Edition

in time

^m

leg.

DEFENSIVE

2.45

in

jured

.

rhb Rog-eraon (AD)

Giant Edition

Our long experience

'.

180.

Italian

talent, but there is

••

c Kreider (Kappa Sir)
re Brinkraan P. <DKE)

Ihb

known

Modern Library Books

Priced Ridiculously

Boston

FOR THE BEST

Miller are
Clifford and

A. D.'s Bow To Kappa Sigs
In Touchfootball Playoffs

pair.

the

The Freshmen play three new

another

Bob Saunders, iNate squad.
Freshman Team
Dave Coleman.
As for the freshman team, Coach
New Event
Miller remarked that "for the first
A 150 yard medley swim will be time in .my history as Swimming
a new event this season. It con- Coach at Bowdoin there is only
sists of 50 yards breast stroke, one man who has had a swimming
50 yards back stroke, and 50 yards letter
preparatory
from
his
reverse on the

100% pure worsted wool
They are labeled IrArgyles.
regulars but we haven't found
any thing wrong with a single

in

HOOD'S PLAGE

gained by forward passes, 1865; (3) passes completed for eight games,
132. Only 500 fans attended the game.

OF THE YEAR

player

teams, the Portland "Y" team.
Stephens High School of Rumford,
and Cony High School of Augusta.
An innovation this year will be a
Coach Beezer Coombs doubleheader at the - Lewiston
.
_ art Armory on December 9, when the
„ t Part.
,
.
a fl
first
ably notplay durmg tthe
wiU p i ay -Edward
polar
of the season because of his inpart

There are twelve seniors on the
SHOP IS
squad with eight juniors and two
who could have easily sophomores. Bowdoin is representOn The Hill
qualified for both defensive and
ed seven times, Maine eight, Colby
The offensive five, and Bates twice.
Despite a shortened pre-season freestyle. Coach Miller commented offensive teams.
training period which has delayed that "this is an event riglA up our
the development of the swimming alley."
Also listed among the veterans
team. Coach Bob Miller is now
rapidly getting the team ready for are Jeff Carpenter, Ted Roussin,
the opening meet with Dartmouth George Jackson, Herrick Ridlon,
Dave Starkweather, and Dave
here at Brunswick, December 13.
Outfitters to Bowdoin Men
.
Leading the team this year will Hamilton. A new-comer to the
180 Maine Street
be Charlie Hildreth, captain, Tom varsity this year is Moose FriedLyndon, Larry Boyle, Ben Ford, lander, who, says Coach Miller,
and Bob Arwezon. Showing im- will be a potentially strong swimprovement in the eyes of Coach mer and a help to the back stroke

on,

The Sock Value

valuable

Tech Tourney, and Janelle played
with the Lewiston High team finalists in the Maine State Championship Tourney. One of Coach Spellings most difficult jobs may be to
mold these "stars" into a smoothly
working team.

to implement their ball-handling
rhb McGovern (Bowdoin) 144 '53
ability. Hal Anthony, who also
Ihb Barrios (Bates) 170 '33
stood out for the frosh, will probs J. Butterfield (Maine) 180 '53
managed to play in all the state team as a whole averages about

»»»»»

catches, and on one oc-

Kenny, John Libby, Roland Janand two tall boys, Perry Allen
and Bill Sears. Most of these seem
to have done well in high school
play. Kreider and Kenny ware both
on the All Suburban Boston first
team. Golx was voted the most

elle,

fight

The popularity of the All-American Team spread quickly as the
sport grew itself more popular, and it became part of the duty of the
sports writer to get up one for his own publication. Ex-coaches were
invited to make up lists for newspapers and other publications. The

brilliant

this year's Freshman Team is considered. After one week's intensive practice, the squad shapes up
potentially as one of the finest in
several years. Standouts ao far include John Kreider. Ren Gets, Ted

ing from last year's squad, and
several good-looking prospects up
from the freshman team, Coach
Coombs is hoping to improve on last
year's log of nine wins and ten

'54

The tune of the year has arrived when the Monday morning quarterbacks begin to pick their All-Teams; Ail-American, All-New England, All-Southern, All-This, and Ail-That. The football player going
to Bowdoin today has the chance to become All-Maine, All-New England, All-Southern, All-This, and Ail-That. The football player going
Ail-American team, which has happened in some cases. Bowdoin has
never had a representative on the Ail-American team (except Adam
Walsh).
Despite the much recent criticism regarding the value of AllAmerlcan teams, there can be no question of their popularity, not only
at the peesent time, but throughout all the years since they first appeared in 1889. Considered the brain child of Walter Camp, and as a
matter of fact ha so states In the 1889 "Official Football Guide", there
is a bit of doubt In the minds of students of All-American teams as to
whether Camp originated them alone in collaboration with Casper
Whitney, In whose publication the "Sports Week", the first All-American team was first published. There is no question about the AllAraerlean teams from 1890 to 1896, since all of these appeared under
the name of Casper Whitney, in the Issues of "Harper's Weekly" for
*
those years.

\

should be less sloppy.
Exoellent Freshmen
The chances for a good team in
k»ok even better when
future
the
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PIANOS, HARPSICHORD DESIRED
By Harry L. Palmer '04
Executive Director of the Seeqolcentennial Fund
Early next Spring construction work will start on the new Gibson
Hall of Music. It is hoped that it may be completed during the followfr*g academic year. As now planned, it will be another beautiful addition to Bowdoin's many fine buildings.
Our plans for equipping this building with musical instruments
Provide for 14 pianos and a harpsichord. The Department of Music has
u» use at the present time a total of 6 pianos. It will thus be seen that
« Pianos and one harpsichord are needed. At present prices this equipWent will cost the College approximately $12,000, which is quite an
item of expense.
Within the past few years, the College has received by direct gift
5 pianos from various alumni who were either paying for storage of
them, or who had found such equipment no longer useful in their
bomes. These gifts were gratefully received by the College.
Before making capital expenditures for these needed instruments
for Gibson Hall, we wish to let all the readers of "THE ORIENT' know
that the College would be most grateful for gifts of such equipment at
this time, or within the next year.
Naturally, with a brand new building, we desire that it be possible
to put such equipment in good condition at nominal expense. Instruments should be either small grand or concert grand type.
If any alumnus or reader of this notice cares to help the cause of
Music here at Bowdoin, and thus save the College considerable expense,
such help will be deeply appreciated. The College will be glad to place
an identification plate on each instrument so given, with the name of
the donor suitably inscribed.
It will be further helpful if such pianos could come from points no
further west than New York, because of transportation charges.
Any offers in response to this notice can be addressed to Harry
L. Palmer, Executive Director of the Sesquicentennial Fund, at
the
College.

Urges Piano Gifts

Prof. Korgen In Lead,

Brountas, Pickering

Sweet Set In Directing

To Represent College
At West Point Meeting

2 Local Performances

Workshop Year Opens
With Showings Thurs.,
Friday Nights At 8:15

Paul

P.

A

Brountas

and

'54

cember

Harry

Palmer

L.

plays,

West Point Bound

"The Browning

were bet-

ill

health.

George M. Paton '54, a member
Delts.
the Theta
against
Against a bitterly cold wind, Pet- of Delta Kappa Epsilon, is the
terson passed and ran the team stage manager of "The Happy
to an 18 to 6 victory. Petterson Journey".
Bowdoin is well represented in
Ward Oilman '53
scored one touchdown and passed
There is -a ground swell of Weems. He goes on to explain that for two more. Dave Rogerson, the plays which are open to the
opinion around here that this the smoking of catnip is the chief after a pass and lateral from Wal- general public for $1.20 or to the
column is not, as the name implies, form of narcotics taking on college ly
and students for 60c.
one,
scored
Bartlett
Sweet, the director of the two
intercollegiate, eyen to the extent campuses (or is it eampi?). We Chalmers caught a pass in the end
plays, is a graduate of Ohio State.
of passing mention of such New understand that J. Edgar Hoover zone for the other.
From 1945 to 1948 he worked as a
England colleges as might possibly has been acquainted with the facts
Getchell Scores
come .under our scrutiny. Today we and promises an arrest within the
The T.D.'s lone score came when professional actor on Broadway,
shall remedy the situation. Wil- next three years.
Dick Getchell intercepted a short finding time to get his Masters
liams, Wesleyan, Colby, Amherst,
S-x rears its proverbial ugly pass on the A.D.'s 15 yard line and degree at the University of ColumBates, Radcliffe, Smijh, Vassar, head in Professor Weems' study. ran over for six points. Both teams bia.
Bradford, Wellesley, Mount Holy- "The practice of mopery runs rife were hard put to keep up circulaLast year the Workshop Theatre
oke, Simmons, Lesley, Pembroke, around the Bowdoin campus," he tion in the freezing weather, and opened its season with "Ladies of
Bryn Mawr, and Westbrook. Now reports. "Furthermore, nude everyone dashed for the field house the Jury". Included in this play
that we have that off our mind, women are to be seen nearly every between the halves.
were Bruce C. McGorrill '53, Lawwe shall go on and write a column. night not only in the Fraternity
The Kappa Sigmas, in the other rence B. Spector '54, and Mrs.
No!
houses, but also in the dormi- semi-final on ^esday, eked out Richard L. Chittim.
A study of the habits and hang- tories." This, we are afraid, is all their victory over the league B Janice Lancaster appeared in
outs of college men. entitled A too true. But we never suspected champions Delta Kappa Epsilon "Years Ago" and is now cast as
Study Of Th« Habits and Hangouts that an old Marilyn Monroe by 19-18. They* managed to win by Caroline, the youngest member of
•f College Men, by Professor H. calendar would create such a stir. one point when they completed a the Kirby family in "The Happy
Livermore
Weems of Bering Piffle to you. Dr. Weems, piffle, pass in the end zone with nine Journey". Daggett plays the part
ter

Straits

University,
has
been
brought to our attention recently.'
This slim volume of 976 pages is
interesting not only in its general
conclusions, but also in its expose
(so to speak) of New England Colleges, particularly Bowdoin.

Professor
the

Weems.

member

a

we

say.

seconds

boys

|

of Psychology at didn't complain when you accused
B.S.U.. asserts in us of harboring murderers and
(his introduction dope fiends. Or even fronting a
that he is not smuggling ring. But when you betrying to unearth gin to slander the Casino, you have
any great scan- gone too far. Why, the Casino
dals at the col- isn't even in Brunswick. As any
leges mentioned, fool knows, it's in Burlington, Verrather is try- mont.
Hbut
ing to offer some
And then to call it a winery! A
constructive crit- winery indeed! The Casino is a
theater, or theatre, as the literati
icism. He apolosay, concerned not with the sale
length for putting

New

England

colleges."

His investigation of Bowdoin is
the most fruitful to the reader of
this sheet. It seems to have been
the result of considerable research

of vinous or other alcoholic beverages, but with the raising of the
intellectual and artistic standards
of college men by exposing them to
the ballet through its famous
troupe, the Ballet Risque.
It

Was

Breathtaking

We had a most delightful time
the last time we were at the
Casino. The dancing was such that
StuBowdoin
"A
subject.
the
on
it
made even the most sophistident," says Professor Weems, "is cated
viewers gasp. The prima
the most flagrant example of what ballerina,
known only to the public
the average college student will as Trudine
(her intimates know
Puritaniby
do when frustrated
her as Trudine Magdalene Mccal rules." He has unearthed some Mudge),
did a lovely dance, which
rather startling goings-on around was
her impression of we aren't
campus that. will, we think, bear just sure what.
(We don't pretend
the scrutiny of the Administration.

Curriculum Committee

(Continued from Page

I)

This committee would meet

a

need, would provide an effective
means for meeting that need (or
at least the most effective means
available), and if the committee

were chosen with

care,

it

—

'

^

England

and

colleges,

finally

to

endeavor to bring a gain in an
understanding of American foreign
policies.

Brountas, a member of Alpha
Delta Phi, is regimental commander of the ROTC unit. He is Editor
of this year's Bugle and a member
of the debating team and the Student Judiciary Committee.
Pickering was manager of last
year's Glee Club and is President
of the Masque and Gown. He is a
member of Theta Delta Chi.

Last year,

Roger A. Welsh

Captain Glennon G.

Permanent

have been replaced by regular underground pipes.
fraternity league tilts on Friday
afternoon. November 21, at Hubbard Hall field.

Anthony

>

Team.

Installation

'52

about 550 families of Brunswick
Naval Air Station men living in
Brunswick or vicinity. It was
estimated that 1,000 dwelling units
will eventually have to be constructed for the housing of additional families as they move into
Brunswick.
$20,000,000 Already Spent
It was reported that the Navy
has already spent $20,000,000 on

students.

The greatly increased demand
for water has forced the Water
District to supplement the usual
source, wells off Jordan Avenue.
The auxiliary source, Coffin's Pond
off the Harpswell Road, was first
reached by fire hoses. It is reassuring to note that these fire hoses

In

the varsity line-up will be:

Flemming and Day

at ends; 'Torpedo" Cecelski, McGoldrick. and
Pratt in the line; and Totman, G.
Sturgeon, and Carson in the backfield.

Psi Upsilon Interfraternity touch
football coach Donald W. Blodgett

54 announced his offensive team
to be composed of Mitchell. Davis,
and English in the line, with Sylvester, K. Sturgeon, and Litchfield in the backfield. The defensive line-up will include Pillsbury,

Newman, Damboise, Hetherington,
and

Scull,

a

Representative of Psi Upsilon Fraternity.

Out of 201 members of the Class
were cast in the

of 1955, 151 votes
election.

again during the conference.
It was decided to seek the aid
of the Maine Congressional delegation in. order to find the solution of
some of Brunswick's problems. The
town has been unable to obtain

runways and improvements at the Federal

aid,

and

was thought

it

base, and that it will spend an ad- that the legislators might exert
ditional amount of close to $4,000,- their influence in Washington.
000 on building improvements at
the base alone. The construction
of the fuel depot on Harpswell
Intraf raternity
Psi
Neck will cost another $7,000,000
to $8,000,000.
Football Tilt

U

Friday

Despite the fact that the rent

NOSE, THROAT,
1

Hyde Windlass Company Transport Furnished By
BCA To Bible Meeting
Pots ROTC Marksmen
tion will furnish transportation
and cover expenses for any students interested in attending the
Bible Study Conference at the University of Maine this Saturday,

ROTC traveled to Bath to
the Hyde Windlass Company's rifle team, and came out on
the losing end by a score of 873 to
doin

meet

809.

November 22.
The Reverend Howard Wallace

The Hyde team, which customarily

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED

will serve as leader at the confer-

Those interestd should sec
Kenneth B. Miller '54 or Michael

ence.

McCabe

J.

ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

'54.

1841 to 1677. Previously the team
lost to Colby College rifle team.
The New England College Rifle
Team League matches will begin
after Thanksgiving.

A responsible consulting organization has

examination,

reported the results of a continuing study by a

medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-

competent medical

ination covered the sinuses as wel> as the nose,

effects of

185 Park

.

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

The Bowdoin Christian Associa-

Last Thursday night the Bow-

Gift
Row

Shop

Free Gift Wrapping

%

of the

tinually

DRY CLEANING & TAILORING

76 Maine Street

over

W.

T.

ears

months

Grant

group have smoked Chesterfields con-

from one to thirty years for an average of

j>eriod

pictures,

by the

and throat

The medical

specialist,

ination of every
,"It

X-ray

including

is

my

member

group,

exam-

stated:

opinion that the ears, nose, throat and

accessory organs of

amined by

after a thorough

of the

me

participating subjects ex-

all

were not adversely affected

in

the

six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and

Pressing

-

on the

10 years each.

DAVE'S TAILORISHOP
Cleaning

his staff

cigarettes.

normal amount of Chesterfields- 10 to 40 a day.

45

•

and

of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their

.

Alterations

specialist

smoking Chesterfield

A group

Greeting Cards --- Gifts

Member To

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

'54

dents with the methods and procedures of such a conference, to
give the West Point Cadets an opportunity to become acquainted
with students from other New

the respect of students,
faculty, and administration. Its
powers would be purely to express
opinion and recommend change on
a subject which vitally affects the
their
should
students,
or
courses. It would certainly be a
step forward in making Bowdoin
Green".
a better College.

Merrymeeting

.

many

;

would

command

bush

.

has caused havoc
and as a refresher, water
has become nearly intolerable for

coffee,

Secretary

i

Proposed By Chalmers

uses palm rests and telescopes, dispensed with them in
to understand everything about order to give the Bowdoin team a
A Student Named
ballet). But it was breath-taking.
fairer chance. But even with this
"Drinking," states the worthy
And to call the Casino a winery. advantage, the Bowdoin riflemen
professor, "is but a minor problem
Fie on you, Dr. Weems! To libel suffered an attack of the shakes,
at Bowdoin. The problem of dope such a seat
of culture in the man- and muffed the off-hand targets.
addiction is a much more serious ner you
Two weeks ago the ROTC team
did is downright— libelone." He goes on to enumerate lous. What you
need, sir, is a traveled to Saint Lawrence Uniseveral cases of crime directly re- psychiatrist.
Or maybe a road versity where they were defeated
sulting from the taking of dope. map.
a student major"One Q
(WE retract right here. All suits
ing in Mechanical Engineering at for libel should
be forwarded to
Bowdoin, strangled a waitress and Mr. Gilman's
counsellor, W. Jenabandoned her body under a rose nings
Bryan, 40 Rue Madeleine,
of
influence
the
while under

East Berwick, Maine.
.Ed.)
narcotics," declares the professor.
Well, that crime has at last been
have
to
do
is
to
we
All
solved.
search through the school of Parliament
Mechanical Engineering, and find
'..
Give College Lecture
.
a student named Q
.
Catnip Smugglers
(Continued from Page 1)
"A catnip smuggling ring of
amazing magnitude, with contacts heard ..." was the statement of
the
Chairman
port
in
Maine,
is
major
of the Harvard Club
in every
located within the confines of Ap- made to Mr. Lindsay.
The Secretary of the National
pleton Hall," continues Professor
Education Association made this
statement concerning the lecturer:
"My good friend Mr. Kenneth LindCooper-Arthur Flick
say is back in the United States. He
can speak about new developments
Scheduled For Saturday in
English education, since he had a
significant role in drafting the new
Town,"
To
Goes
Deeds
"Mr.
legislation which has so fundastarring Gary Cooper and Jean
mentally changed the character of
Arthur, has been scheduled by the
English education since the Second
Student Union Committee for preWorld War. He was active in Engsentation in the Smith Auditbrium
and 9:00 p.m. land in helping to build public opinthis Saturday at 6:45
An Academy Award Winner, the ion for UNESCO and is an acute
humorous story of a observer of international problems,
film is the
New as well as a man of judgment on
small town poet who goes to
educational questions. Mr. Lindsay
York after inheriting a fortune. is
an excellent speaker."
outwit
a
host
of
to
enough
Smart
President Coles recently received
fortune hunters, the hero (Cooper)
exploited by a clever a letter from President Hauck of
is finally
Maine, explaining that Mr. Lindnewspaperwoman (Arthur).
Movies scheduled for future say would speak at the University
on December 4 and that he was
presentation are as follows:
Mr. Deeds Goes to available for lectures. Professor
Nov. 22
Jean Louis Darbelnet, Chairman of
Town
the Faculty Committee on Lectures
Tight Little Island
Dec. 6
Son of Frankenstein at Bowdoin made arrangements for
j an jo
Mr. Lindsay's talk here.
Passport to Pimlico
Jan 24
Tomahawk
Feb 28
Tap Roots
George L. Bailey says, "I'm from
Mar. 7
Family Honeymoon
Brunswick and I ought to know.
ar 14
Quartet
The ORIENT is the finest paper
Mar. 21
The Golden Horde
west of the Kennebec.
April 11

water

Veep

Psi Upsilon will hold an intraand Menelaos G. Rizoulis '52 at- level was found to be satisfactory,
the need for additional housing in fraternity touch football game beIncluded in the cast are two men
tended the conference, which was
the next few years will be one of tween house members of the varnow stationed at the Brunswick
sponsored
jointly
by
the
Carnegie
the most vital problems in Bruns- sity football team and house memNaval Air Station. Jerry Mangan
wick it was brought out time and bers who participated in the interjournalist second class, USN, and Corporation and West Point
Edward Klaus, airman second
class, USAF are members of "The
Browning Version".
Others in the cast of one of the
plays include Ronald Hurle of
Brunswick, who will play in "The
Maureen
Browning Version"
Routhier, who has a part in "The
Browning Version"; and Dr. Madelyn Dyer of Brunswick who is in
"The Happy Journey".
Maureen Sheilds of Brunswick is
a well known Brunswick actress
with a part in "The Happy Journey". She is remembered for her
performance here in "The Corn is

|

Department

Paul P. Brountas

"The Browning Ver-

in

Waste Chlorinated H20

By Sophomores

(Continued from Page 1)
As if there was any danger in
James Bowdoin Scholar, Anthony too much water being used, the
was on the Fresnman Football trustees of the Brunswick-TopsTeam with a starting position in ham Water District have asked
the backfield. a regular on the their users not to be wasteful.
Freshman Basketball Squad, and a
The now heavily chlorinated
pitcher on the Freshman Baseball
with

air base reveals.
officer.

Warned Not To

sion".

Ves, Piffle
favorite hangout

"The
of the
is a local winery known as
the Casino," continues the professor. This is too much. Dr. Weems,
too much. We have stood enough
of of your irresponsible slander. We

gizes at some
so much emphasis on New England
colleges, but states that "the most
evident traces of Puritanical inhibition are to be found in the

of

the game.

left in

Taplow

Elected

Like Day, Anthony saw little acThe statements were made at a
meeting between town officials and tion on the Varsity Football Squad
Navy representatives. It was because of a bad knee acquired in
shown that there will be a great the opening game of the season.
problem in providing increased Anthony was slated to be a regular
municipal services for the growing starter at fullback. He boasts a
trophy for Ping-pong champion of
population.
informed the the College, and he was chosen by
Captain Price
meeting that the base is a per- the brothers of his delegation to be
manent installation. He mentioned Freshman King of Psi Upsilon last
that it had been selected as one of year.
Lloyd Bishop, another graduate
the three key jet air stations in
the East and that, with no end of of South Portland High School, is
the air defense spending in site, also a Bowdoin Scholar. He played
Freshman Basketball and Freshits permanence was insured.
During the meeting it was man Baseball last year. Bishop
the office of White Key
holds
brought out that there are now

In "The Browning Version" Korgen plays the part of an instructor
who is forced to retire because of

(Continued from Page 3)

the nearby Naval Air Station,
there is a strong likelihood that by
1960 the population of Brunswick
will be doubled, a recent statement
by the Commanding Officer of the

Is

Donovan D. Lancaster's daugh-

fore, the A.D.'s fortunes

Alterations

begun and that "the forces planned for this station are tremendous." He added that the station
personnel will be doubled as soon
as a large new barracks building
completed with further inis
creases coming later.

ter Janice and Professor Athern
P. Daggett's son Billy also are included in the casts of the plays.

Touch Football Crown

On

a result of the influence of

Psi IPs Anthony, Bishop Students

Price, USN, stated that the opera-,
tions at the air station had not yet

sion."

Kappa Sigma Captures

Spent
As

The

Version" and "The Happy Journey", are being staged at Brunswick High School with the curtain time 8:20 p.m.
Professor John S. Sweet is the
director of both plays, and he also
plays the part of Pa Kirby in "The
Happy Journey". This marks the
return of Sweet to the stage after
His
a year behind the scenes.
wife, Deana Sweet is a member of
the cast of "The Browning Ver-

'04

Permanent Base Seen
With 20 Million Already

3-6.

Included in the cast of "The
The topic for the conference will
Browning Version", one of the two
as
one-act plays being given by the be, "American foreign relations
Brunswick Workshop Theatre, to- related to Communism." The purmorrow and Friday, November 20 pose of the meeting is threefold:
and 21, is Professor Reinhard L. To acquaint the participating stuKorgen.

The two

!»

Commander
Bodes Doubling By 1960
Of Town Population
Air Station

Pickering '53 will
represent Bowdoin at a four-day
conference held at West Point De-

Thomas

1952

19,

at the

end of the

six-

each smoker was given a thorough

BrunMuick

Phone 1468

We

have adding machines for rentt
and for sale.
i

Typewriters as low as $64.50
For rent as low as $3.00 per month
'

Books that are having a good

—
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—
Steamboat Gothic
Keyes
The Silver Chalice
The Last Resort

sale

Costain

Amory

Pick out your Christmas Cards before
the choice ones are sold
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1
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Include "Messiah", Dance,

Says Lecturer Lindsay

Speech Contest, First Swimming Meet
15th "Messiah" Production Set For

Saturday In First Parish Church
The schedule

of events for this
weekend, aside from the featured
presentation of Handel's

College Trustee

E. Farrington Abbott 03,
tee of the College, died at his

"Messiah," includes a swimming
meet against Dartmouth that
afternoon, the
Maine Intercollegiate Speech Festival, and the
Gym Dance to be held Saturday
night from 10:00 to 12:00 p.m.
The fifteenth annual presentation of Handel's "Messiah" will
take place at the First Parish
Church at 8:00 p.m. Saturday, with
a chorus including the Glee Clubs

Ex-Parliament Member!
Addresses Small Group!

Of Students, Faculty

Was

By Douglas A. Chalmers 53
"Bevan is the real conservative,"
said the Honorable Kenneth Lindsay, former member of the British
House of Commons, in a lecture
on
Trus- entitled "Inside Bevanism"
home Monday, December 1. in Smith

j

1

,

'

j

\

Auditorium.
Auburn, Maine December 1.
that
Lindsay explained
Mr.
Mr. Abbott was an Overseer of
leader of
College from 1921 to 1946, Aneurin Bevan, present
when he was elected to the Board one side of the split in the British
view of
of Trustees. Ho served on the com- Labor Party, represents a
Lind-'
mittees that handled the arrange- world forces which, in Mr.
in

!

j

I

j

ments

Parker say's opinion, is outdated.
Mr. Lindsay maintained
Building.

for the erection of

that
Cleaveland Chemistry
a
Previously he served the College Britain has reached the "end of
as a member of the Alumni Coun- political era." The Labor Party
has been on a crusade in the past
cil and as a director of the Alumni
few decades for a more even disFund.
tribution of wealth, more equality
Trustee Succumbs
and increased government service,
But now, says Mr. Lindsay, these
aims have been accomplished "with
a vengeance." "Political parties «h*e
no longer vehicles of principlei."
says Mr. Lindsay "Bevan is an
echo of the dead past."
Success Due To Appeal
Mr. Lindsay credited Bcvan's recent success in gaining support to
his personal appeal- his "Welch
fire," and his appeal to a fceling|
present in Britain against the
U.S.A. This feeling stems from

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

Maine Speech Festival

The

Has

$37,000 Increase

Maine

Intercollegiate
Speech Festival will be held from
11:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. at Sills
Hall, also on Saturday. This will
ho a contest between the four
Maine colleges, and will feature

competition in the fields of extem- Frederick Weidner HI '50
poraneous speaking, poetry readcontralto; Frederic
ing, dramatic reading, and original of Augusta,
oratory. All sessions of this con- Weidner, Bowdoin '50. tenor; and
Hayward, Bowdoin '54,
test are op-en to the general public. Donald
On Saturday afternoon, at 3:00 bass.
"Messiah" is perhaps the bestp.m. in the Curtis Pool, the Bowof
the
twenty-six-odd
doin Swimming Team will have known
oratorios or Handel (1685-1759). It
its first meet of the season with
was completed in a relatively short
Dartmouth.

Fraternities

Ov or

Curriculum Members,

$2,000,000 in gifts and
legacies for general college purposes was received by Bowdoin
during the year ending June 30,
published
financial
reports for

By Charles W. Schoenenun 'AS
There are two important matters
before the houses tonight, the election of representatives to the newly

During the 1951-1952 college
year Bowdoin's endowment rose to
$12,312,274. a gain of nearly 5700,-

formed Student Curriculum Committee, and a vote on the Zeta Psi
proposal to change the social rules

000 over the previous year. The
increase in endowment since the
end of the Second World War is
well ovor $3,000,000.
The total of gifts and legacies
for the year was larger than any
other previous year in Bowdoin
history, the report indicated,
The general financial report was
divided into the report of the

of the College dealing with Friday
night parties and to permit the
jazz band to play.

These major issues, one academic and one social, have faced the
Student Council in their last two
meetings. The Chalmers proposal
for a curriculum committee was
approved by the Council at its
meeting last Monday. The Zeta
Psi proposal and justifications for
changing the social rules of the
College dealing with Friday night
parties were passed on by the
Council at the same meeting, and

Finance Committee, which is made
up of six members of the Governing Boards, and the report of College Treasurer Roland E. Clark
'01.

Also included was the report

of the Auditors,
together with
tables covering the year's financial
activity in detail.

A

it was decided, to send them to the
individual houses for their approv-

$37,000 Increase

The Treasurer's report showed
an increase of $37,000 had

al.

that

been made

Percival To Grace Gym
At the conclusion of the presentation of the "Messiah", the Student Union is sponsoring a free
darice to be held in the Sargent
Stephen E. Merrill
Gymnasium from 10:00 to 12:00
E. Farrington Abbott '03
p.m. The dance will feature the
music of Bob Percival and his
Mr.
Abbott
was
the president
New Hampshire.
Orchestra. This band played before
and treasurer of the Charles CushOrchestra Members
at Bowdoin for the Alumni Dance
The members of the orchestra man Shoe Company of Auburn. He
on I the Homecoming Weekend, and
are: First violins; Rebecca Dulfer was a member of the Theta Delta
consists of fifteen pieces and two
(concertmaster), Ruth Bridges (of Chi Fraternity.
vodalists.
In the chapel service on MonBoston), David Holmes '56, and
Six fraternity houses will be
Johanna Koelln; Second violins, day, December 1, President Coles
open over the weekend for the
Lucy Shulman, Frangcon Jones ( of read a portion of the citation that
members of the Glee Clubs from the Bowdoin English
Department), accompanied the A.M. honorary
Colby Junior and Framingham
and Ronald Straight '54; Violas, degree that Mr. Abbott received
Teachers College, as well as for
from Bowdoin in 1948.
(Conlinued oil Page 2)
other dates.

Callihan Solves Problem

the income received
from the principal of the endovv- Overseers of the College Sumner T. Pike '13 and Philip G. Clifford '03
ment. The Alumni Fund was men- (right), who took part in the conference sponsored by Bowdoin and
tioned as being a valuable financial the Citizenship Clearing House of the NYU Law Center.
Keynote
British austerity and its strain source with the year's contribu- speaker Pike claimed that college students
today are less politically
in
obligations
to tions running to a sum of $63,560.
fulfilling
its
The Finance Committee, a group minded than their forebears.
N.A.T.O., and from the feeling that
the U.S.A. should not be a "leader headed by Earle S. Thompson '14,
in a military coalition, but a senior President of the West Penn Elecpartner in an international com- tric Company, reported that more
than 60% of current investments
munity," said Mr. Lindsay.
"We are approaching a crisis in are now in high grade bonds and
25 'r of
A conference of some 40 politicians, educators, and civic leaders,
citizenship." Old drives, as repre- preferred stocks, almost
sented in Bevan are exhausted, and the total being in the United sponsored by Bowdoin College and the Citizenship Clearing House of
new forces arc needed. Mr. Lind- States Government Bonds and the New York University Law Center, was held here on Friday and
say mentioned the recent progress Federal Housing Administration Saturday, December 5 and 6, to discuss "Preparing College Men and
in the unification of Europe as one mortgages. The report indicated
Women for Politics."
of the most exciting new develop- that a total of 37% is now in comThe main speakers were the Honorable Sumner T. Pike '13, former
ments, and said that he himself mon stocks.
was "nearly a federalist."
A tabular report on the quality chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission and a member of the
Student Attendance Disappointing of bond investments shows that Board of Overseers at Bowdoin, who spoke on "Where do we go from
Mr. Lindsay spoke comfortably 98% of the bonds are rated "A" here?" and President Arthur A. Hauck of the University of Maine who
and casually on these and a wide or better. The rate of return on discussed "Why should we be concsrned to get wider and more effecvariety of other subjects, from the the book value of the investments tive participation of young college graduates, in public affairs?"
House of Lords to "higher educa- for the year was 4.25%.
Pike cited the fact that college campuses. He concluded by saying
Surplus Shown
tion." He managed
to combine
students were more politically ganization of Young Republican
humor with insight gained from
The committee in submitting its minded in previous generations and Democratic clubs on many
long experience in government and report mentioned that it believed than they are today although at that the conference was a desireeducation, and held his audience that the composition of the endow
the present students, arc more able step toward widening the stuclosely for "two hours of lectuie ment fund was now sound in the affected by government policies dent participation in democracy.
light of conditions as can now be He took as an example the draft
and discussion.
Many Dignitaries Present
The audience, however, was foreseen, and that it was suffi- and the burden of heavy taxes.
Among the dignitaries present,
barely large enough to deaden the ciently flexible in case any changes Suggesting
that close
political
echoes in Smith Auditorium. Only had to be made.
balance would encourage an in- besides Hauck and Pike, were
about 15 students attended, and
The operating reports for the crease in participation, Pike ob- President James S. Coles, Presithe faculty, although as usual out- last ten years indicate a consider- served that both political parties dent Charles F. Phillips of Bates,
numbering the students, did not able net surplus for the period would have to be on their good Edward E. Chase, State Senator
Bradford
arrive in their usual force. The with deficits having been reported behavior for the next two years. elect;
H.
Hutchins.
faithful townspeople filled out the in only three years. A surplus of Agreeing with the decision of three Chairman of the Republican State
rest of the small crowd.
$23,810 was reported for the year discussion panels, he recommended Committee; Clifford G. Mclntire,
The faculty committee on Col- 1951-1952.
the organization of a liaison com- Congressman from the Third Dislege Lectures, however, deserves
A study of the detailed financial mittee composed of representatives trict; David A. Nichols, Chairman
a hand for bringing to the campus tables indicates expenditures total- of Bowdoin. Bates, Colby, Maine, of the New England Council of
probably the best lecturer on a ing approximately $1,321,000 for and the junior and teachers col- Young Republicans, George H. Wilpolitical subject that we have seen the year, of which approximately leges in Maine. The purpose of the liams. Director of the Citizenship
was met from student committee would be to coordinate Clearing House of the N.Y.U. Law
for quite some time. This despite 50%
the small support they received charges.
citizen training activities and pro- Center, and Philip G. Clifford,
from the Bowdoin community.
(Continued on Page 1)
grams with the institutions con- Overseer of the College.
cerned.
The chairmen of the three disin

HAVCK KEYNOTE

POLITICAL CONFERENCES

j

Participating in the performance
will be the Bowdoin College Glee
Brountas, Pickering
Club, the Brunswick Choral Society, the Colby Junior College Glee
Point
Club, and the Framingnam Teachers College Glee Club, assisted by
'54
Paul
P.
Brountas
and
an eigh teen-piece orchestra. Con- Thomas R. Pickering '53
representductors in this performance will ed Bowdoin at the
Fourth Annual
be Professor Frederic E. T. TillotStudent Conference on United
son, director of the Bowdoin G'.ee
States Affairs at West Point from
Club, and Florence Barbiers. diDecember 3 to December 6.
rector of the Colby Junior College
Students from 51 colleges and
Glee Club. Accompanist will be
universities
participated in the
Gordon Stearns '54.
conference which discussed "U.S.
Weidner, Benson, Hay ward To Solo Policy
Against
Soviet
Com-

At West

Soloists will be Dorothy Benson
of Brunswick, soprano; Alta Main

Maine Intercollegiate
Forensic Event Here

The

Maine

Intercollegiate

Meeting

munism."
The conference was sponsored
jointly by the Carnegie Corporation of iNew York and the Debate
Council and Forum of the Military
Academy. Its threefold purpose
was to 1 explore a current problem of U.S. foreign policy; 2 test

the Critic- Judges

the

will,

contestants and

Robert N. Thurston » '54 urged
that there should be no discrimination
between religious beliefs,
just as there should be none between groups of different national
origins, in a sermon sponsored by
the Bowdoin Christian Association for the annual student church
service held last Sunday morning
at the First Parish Church.

The student

service

ducted by Michael

J.

was con-

McCabe

'54,

BCA

President, and Kenneth B.
'54, Secretary of the BCA.
The student ushers at the serwere Paul A. Brinkman '54,
Thomas F. Lyndon '53, James A.
Cook '54. and Theophilus E. Mcthe instructional value of a con- Kinney '54. After the service, a
ference program at the under- reception was held at the Parish

Forcnsics for the four Maine colleges will he held at Bowdoin, Sat- graduate level; and, 3 broaden stuurday, December 13, according to dent contacts with students from
an announcement by this year's other colleges through an academic
committee, Professor Albert R. project.
Roundtahlc Discussions
Thayer and Assistant Professor
The students attended roundJohn S. Swort, of Bowdoin's Detable discussions twice daily at
partment of English.
Four main events have been which political, moral-psychologischeduled for the day: extempor- cal, economic and military subaneous speaking, poetry reading. divisions of the topic were discussdramatic reading, and original ed individually. At a final Plenary
oratory. It is hoped that each col- Session on Saturday afternoon,
lege will enter two students in December 7, students presented
each event, and it will be rossiblo the conclusions reached during the
for the student to compete in more discussions.
Major General Frederick A. Irvthan one event if he wishes to.
ing, who received an honorary deIn The Pcueinian Room
The program Saturday will open gree from Bowdoin last year, welwith registration in the Pcueinian comed the delegates on WednesRoom in Sills Hall. Before lunch day evening. Lt. General Lyman
speaking L. Lemmitzcr, Deputy Chief of
Extemporaneous
the
event will be held in Smith Audit- Staff for Plans and Research, and
Doctor Hardy S. Dillard. Professor
orium at 11:30 p.m.
Following the lunch at the of Law at the University of VirMoulton Union the remaining ginia also spoke.
The arrangements were made by
three events will be held in various
rooms in Sills Hall. The general cadets under the supervision of Lt.
public has been invited to each of Colonel H. G. Turner of the Department of the Social Sciences.
the several events.
Intercollegiate
the
Although
Forcnsics will not be won by any
college and no individual awards
will be given, each participant will
be evaluated and given a rating.
At the conclusion of the events

Religious Tolerance

Advocated By Thurston

Student Council
Chest

Names

Week Chairmen

Miller

vice

House.
Seeks Marriage Counsellor
Under the guidance of the
Executive Council, composed of
President Michael J. McCabe '54,
Vice President Paul A. Brinkman
'54.
and Secretary Kenneth B.
the

Miller,

BCA

is

counsellor.

The Religious Forum is planned
this year for the first part of
March, and the BCA is attemptatives for this event.

Placement Bureau Talks
Scheduled For Seniors
Mr. William W. Heimbach, representing the General Cable Corporation of New York, will be at
Bowdoin for senior interviews on
Wednesday, December 10, at 8:00
p.m. for a group meeting in the

December 11.
The General Cable Corporation
the largest independent manu-

facturer of electrical wire and
At a recent meeting of the Stu- cable in the world, and has plants
their dent Council
the following students in many sections of the country.

meet with
offer

evaluations.

Boards Vote Funds
New Hockey Rink

For

At a meeting of the Executive
Governing
the
Committee of
Boards held December 6, it was
voted to publish a booklet describing the Inaugural Day Ceremonies.
At that time the committee also
voted to allocate funds for clearing
an area for the Hockey rink and
for erecting bleachers at Whit tier
Field for the recent Maine game.

were chosen committee chairmen
for the March 14 Campus Chest
Weekend: Advertising, Todd H.
Callihan '54; "Prizes, David
Carlson '54; Events. Lloyd O. Bishop
'55 and Robert E. Walsh '55; Tickets, Richard B. Salsman '54; and
Dance, Robert C. Burr '55.
The announcement of an appropriation by the Student Council
from unexpended 1952 Campus
Chest funds of the sum of $5 for

A

The Naval Research Laboratory
of Washington, D. C, will be represented on the campus by Mr. W.
B. Burgess. The Laboratory will be
seeking seniors majoring in physics
or those having the background in
physics or some experience in the
field of electronics.
All seniors are advised to use
the time during Christmas vaca-

tion to extend and broaden their
industrial or career contacts, urged
the charity bazaar of Marymount Mr. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., PlaceCollege, and the sum of $70 for ment Bureau Director.

Other

the Japanese International Christian University Foundation, Inc.

-will

was made

of the

at this meeting.

senior

interview, plans
in the columns

be announced

ORIENT.

activities.

He

culum problems and a number

of
special committees to be called into
if special fields need- study.
These latter committees would be
formed for the occasion and would
be dissolved after its work was

action

completed. The Callihan motion
was passed by a vote of 9 to 3.
Procedure Established
Following this vote, motions
were passed to elect the representatives by vote of the entire house,
to provide for the choosing of a
faculty adviser by the curriculum
committee, to provide for the election of a chairman and secretary
of the committee, to establish the
length of service on the committee

minimum of a year, and to
the committee. "The Student
Curriculum Committee."
Chalmers, who attended this

at a
call

(Continued on Page

2)

Private Colleges Need
Stale
ReHutchins, and Senator-elect Chase.
this
Coles
These conferences are to be held Industry Aid
only
at colleges throughout the nation.
con- Bowdoin
The privately-endowed liberal
is one of the first colleges
tribute
financially
to
political
arts college should be able to look
to hold such a meeting this year.
parties, that 3'/ help in the raising
to American business and industry
of funds and a mere 6% held
for needed financial support Presioffices.
dent James S. Coles stated at a
meeting of the Brunswick Rotary
Hauck warned against the ten-;AllHflni
ColeS
Club, Monday, December 1.
dency of the college graduate toj
-,
_.
.
The increased operating costs of
regard himself as politically n Ul, dWin£
Uini
such educational institutions and
dependent because this altitude,
the prospect of a decrease in perseriously
limits
his
political
Meetings with, Bowd >in Alumni sonal endowment due to taxation
effectiveness. As a result it reclubs in Los Angles, San Fran. were cited as the main reasons for
duces him to a position of acceptcisco. Poftland. Oregon, and Den- this need.
ing or rejecting candidates and
ver highlighted President James
Tuition Increase Out
policies already selected or formStacey Coles' recent two week
Coles feels that an appreciable
ulated by those in control of the
trip to the Went Coast.
increase in student payment could
general political organization.
President Coles began his tour not be asked, for "we might easily
Th* Maine president mentioned with
a speech at the College Day find ourselves limiting our student
some of the obstacles to encourCeremonies of Thayer Academy in body to sons of wealthy families.
aging
participation
s'udrn*
in
Quincy, Massachusetts on Novem- This would not be good, because
campus polit cal activities. Among ber
13.
He then flew to Los we pride ourselves, at Bowdoin.
I'hot.i by Gaston
them were apathy, resistence.
Angeles where he met thirty Bow- on the fact that our student body
In the center, a very dead Thomas a Beckct (Frank J. Farring- other college activities and the
fear
is made up of young men clearly
ton '53) is surrounded by (left to right) priests Douglas A. that campus oolitical organizations doin graduates representing the representative
of all walks of life
Bowdoin alumni Hub in that area.
Chalmers '53, Donn C. Winner '56, and Maynard A. Seelye '56. might embarrass the college. Howin America."
Following a two day meeting of
Farrington led an excellent- cast in the dramatic triumph of the ever, he also spoke of some iavorSubsidy by the Federal Governablc developments such as the or- the Committee on Naval Research ment is opposed by most liberal
year.
in San Diego in which Dr. Coles, arts colleges
because, as Coles
active in underwater demolition stated, "We want to remain inBy William A. Maillet '49
during the war. took part; the dependent of Government. We beFor the past two nights the small and detective audience which
'51 Dedicates
Lanzinger
attended
President
meetings
in lieve in retaining the spirit of free
may be accommodated hy the Chapel has witnessed a seldom-wrought
San Francisco and Portland, at enterprises in education."
miracle: the philosophical abstractions or m poet's creation, catalyzed
Thesis
Hall which 12 and 18 Bowdoin graduAs a probable solution to the
by the power of dramatic production, come alive to breathe and vibrate
ates participated. He met 18 Den- problem, then.
Coles feels that
with the sensitivity of all that is great in art and in the poet. We are
Nikolaus Lanzingcr. a Bowdoin ver alumni on his return to
the such institutions should be able
constantly aware throughout the production of T. S. Eliot's "Murder Plan student sponsored by the East Coast.
to expect support from American
in the Cathedral'* that w*» are chosen spectators at the baring of a Chi Psi fraternity who received
business
and industry.
The President stated that he
man's soul (Backet), but further, the paradox of not only a humanized his degree with the Class or 1951, had many enjoyable
Fund-raising Group
experiences
just completed work for his
man but a spiritualized voice of the continuum of the will of the has
Twenty-seven New England colPh D. at the University of Inns- on the trip, the greatest of which leges
have
recently grouped toSupreme Deity.
was meeting Hervey W. Chapman
bruek in Austria.
gether for the purpose of ap73, Bowdoin's oldest alumnus.
All that is good in drama was evidenced in Russell F. Locke's
His Doctoral thesis is "The Probproaching American business in an
suspense;
inspired direction of the play:
dramatic power; the produc- lem of the Marble Heart in
Mr. Chapman, who recently attempt
to bring this proposal intion or effects so conscientiously learned by Eliot Horn the Greek Nathaniel
Hawthorne's Work." celebrated his lfJnd birthday is to effect. Coles
declared that corpdrama and the later Scnacan tragedy; heightened effects of lighting^ and he has sent a copy to the in excellent health, although he is orations arc taking more and more
augmented' by the complimentary solemnity of the Chapel itself
a C'oMcgc. "dedicated to the Haw- now confined to reading his Bible, advantage of what such institumost perfect stage upon which to portray the struggle that is not only thorne Collection of Bowdoin Col- .watching television, and other in- tions have to offer.
lege as a scholarly contribution door pastimes. Until two years ago
In keeping with the proposal of
within Beckct himself, but -as well, in its physical manifestations, is
from part of Bowdoin's foreign he was active in outdoor activities, the New
England Colleges Fund.
evidenced by the inter-reactions of the Priests, the Tempters, and the
students." The thesis introduction but an accident suffered while Inc..
he stated that increased
Knights.
extends gratitude to Proressor Her- spading his gard.-n shortly after his financial
support by business and
I shall not attempt to follow the action of the play as it pro- bert R. Brown for having "shown hundredth birthday curtailed
his industry through gifts from cor]»Space does not permit new aspects of Hawthorne by his participation in such physical rate
gressed, effectively, powerfully, and surely.
treasuries would perhaps be
(Continued on Page 2)
labor.
lectures."
the best system.

Committee

graduates in political affairs.
fining to a recent s*udy of
problem, he pointed out that
17'/
of college graduates

-

i

j

G^t

West

To Hubbard

—

r.

mmmMmmmm

a

mm

ex-

plained the functions of the committee in full, but left to the judgment of the houses and the consideration of the houses the way in
which the committee would be
formed and chosen. He gave two
suggestions concerning the makeup of the committee. 1. that it
should include a representative of
each fraternity, or 2. that it should
include representatives of each
major field of study.
At the meeting last Monday the
houses returned unanimous approval of the curriculum committee but
with diverse recommendations as
to its formation. Psi Upsilon's Todd
H. Callihan '54 proposed a committee made up of the representatives
of the fraternities for the purpose
of general consideration of curri-

'

•

is

extracurriculum

'

ing to obtain fraternity represent-

following day,

cission panels were Edmund S.
Hauck Notes Apathy
Muskic, Democratic .National ComHauck emphasized the mitteeman,
Chairman
of
the
limited ro!c now played by college
Republican

At the November 24 meeting.
Douglas A. Chalmers '53 explained
his plan for a committee to consider and survey problems concerned
with the curriculum and certain

President

A

planning, to

sponsor the Religious Forum and
possibly a lecture by a marriage

Faculty Room, and for individual
interviews with candidates on the

'A Seldom-Wrought Miracle'

Elect

Decide Jazz Band Fate

1952 show.

PIKE,

period of time: begun on August
22 and finished on September 14
of 1741. This particular performance will mark the second of the
year for the Bowdoin Glee Club, a
performance having been given
this
past Saturday with Colby
Junior College at New London,

To

Over Last Year's Gifts

j

|

for $1.50.

16

Zete Move Rocks Council's
New High Endowment Previous 'Hands Off Policy

j

the

from Bowdoin, Framingham
Teachers College, Colby Junior
College, and the Brunswick Choral
Society. Tickets may be purchased
at the Moulton Union Store or at
the door,

NUMBER

1952

jFor College Purposes

E. Farrington Abbott,

Class of 1903, Dies;

'Messiah" Soloist

10,

Committee On Finance
Bevanism Represents
Outdated World Pontics Reports Over 2 Million
j

Weekend To

DECEMBER
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.

_
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
Transmitter Breakdown
Closes Station

THE BOVWSn ORIENT
Vol.

I.XXXII

W-dnesaay,

Dxembff

10.

1952

Until After

January 5

Replacement For Part

Otis, Jr. '53

Was

Msatfgtar Editor
Charles Raiuett '54
Xew* Editor*

Difficult

WBOA,

Staff

of

fdward
Edward

Jr. '54

F. Spicer '54
B. Blackman '55

Was

Robert C. Burr *55
James L. Doherty '53
Carroll E. Pennell '56

Robert E. Hamilton 56

building
the
transmitter.
The
breakdown was attributed to the
regular wear and tear of everyday use. Instrumental in the construction of the transmitter were

Business Manager
Albert F. Liliey '54

AMfotant Bniilneaa Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54

AdvertWiur Mating" r

James A. Cook

Manager Bruce Wald

'53, Linwood A. Morand Professor of Physics
A. Jeppeson.
Replacement of the part is exH. Robert Beaeham '56
Pet»r T. C. Bramhall '56 pected to cost from six to twelve

Circulation

'54

Richard C. Thurston '54

nu*tne*« Assistants

Theodore D. Robbins
H o hart C Tracy '55

'53

.

'52,

rell

Myron

BOWDOIN PUBIJSHING COMPANY
Directors

Manager Donald

'54

John B. Goodrich
David G. Lavender
Jose G. Loperena

'53

Allon F. Hptherington, Jr. 34

Horace A. Hildreth,

Station

disclosed early
•55 W. Rayment
'55 this week.
Rayment stated that the normal
'55
Elliot S. Palais '55 activities of the station were exCarl S. Tschantre '55 pected to resume on January 5,
Curtis Mfebber '55 1953.
Robert K. Windsor "55
Built From Surplus
James S. Carter •56
Rayment claimed that
the
J. George deLyra '56
breakdown was not unusual, as
Philip W. Gilman •56
war surplus parts were used in

Carson^M

I

Explains Breakdown

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Protessor Philip if. Brown
Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53. Albert F. Liliey *S4, and Thomas
Otls.Jr.

'53.

nnnrimii »o* national m
National Advertising

Inc.

Colli it Pubkihtri RrpfuntaHtt
420 MADISON AVK.
VORX
Chk-juui • Boston • I.o.i ANMau - Saw Fi

NSW
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Lightened Sophomore Program Desirable

Although the first two years of
are non-credit, the junior and senior years of Military Science

ROTC

them

For these juniors and seniors this means that
becomes one fourth of the four course program

Donald W. Rayment

those two years.

in

ROTC, while the
ing ROTC.
The

to take six courses

electing

if

usual junior will take only four courses count-

A

men

WBOA

WBOA

difference in the course load is apparent from
study of warnings recently issued by the CoHege.
total of

;i

'54

is
said Rayment.
expected to keep within the limitations of the $1,200 Blanket Tax
appropriation, he added. A portion
appropriation was
of the
intended to cover replacement of
equipment parts.

dollars,

sophomore has

In brief, the

sophomore year have received major warnings,
Hopes For Larger Radius
Station Manager Rayment said
while nine juniors are failing two or more subjects. The ratio
that "WBOA had tentatively planis the same in the case of minor warnings.
Flunking one sub- ned to suspend operations pending
ject are 47 sophomores, while only 25 juniors are not passing negotiations
with
Central
the
Maine Power Company for the use
one course.
of high tension wires." He explainThe heavy load which the sophomore now has to carry ed that at present WBOA is
was noted by Dean Kendrick in his report to the President of coupled with the College low
power
which makes it imBowdoin College last June. The Dean suggested that the junior possiblelines,
for many students to reyear might become a five course year, while the sophomore year ceive the station properly. He cited
'"might remain a five course year, but with Military Science con- many of the fraternity houses as
1

7

in their

of Canterbury, Catherine Daggett, Mildred Thalheimer, and
individually and collectively, with a nicety at all
times of vocal contrasts, fulfilled its function to a degree of perfection.
As a unison chorus, however, it achieved its most impressive possibilThe Priests, at
ity only in the final two scenes in which it appears.
the opening of the play, from the scene where they walk in beautifully arranged patterns with their breviaries through the aisle of the
ehapel, accompanied antiphonally at both ends of the chapel by the
chorus of Women and a recording of the Gregorian Chant of. the
Church, as also throughout, presented a most congenial contrast of
nervous confusion (prompted by their concern for the welfare of Becket) to the Archbishop's strength and the vestiges of his pride at first,
and later to his resigned and expectant attitude awaiting his martyrdom. I would not choose to say which of the Priests, Douglas Chalmers,
Donn Winner or Maynard Seelye, was the most effective in his part
all three parts were excellently characterized by their portrayers.
A noticeable ease of hearing
the absence of which is often
BARTLETT *5S, DENIS W. MONROE '55, Delta
L. HH.DRETH, JR. '5S, WALTER
E.
was produced CHARLES
lamented among daily and Sunday Chapel speakers
Zeta Psi, of Portland was instru- Alpha Delta Phi, of Waltham, Kappa Epsilon, of St. John's, Newby the clarity of diction of all the actors, Farrington being the most mental in setting a NE 400-yd. Massachusetts, sports one of the foundland was the high scorer for
freestyle relay record last March. best scoring averages in the state. his team last year.
noteworthy in this respect.
The Tempters, Davison Osgood (very successful as the embodied
night. If the sentiment is strong
tempting voice of conviviality, recalling the Archbishop's past dalenough in favor of the proposal,
liances), Peter Powell (as the imposing, officious, cut-away-arrayed
then it will be submitted to the
^C.trtitimiril from Page I)
ries shouM not be considered in the Dean for his consideration.
temptation to worldly honors aimed at recalling the Archbishop's
meeting
also,
the
reiterated
imIn
ease
of
light.
the
same ethical
previous successes in this respect), William Hill (as the cigar-smokportance of electing members ac- th.» former, there la no ethical
ing, derbied, grandee baron, tempting the Archbishop to the plaudits of
Students may obtain tickets
cording to ability rather than by reason for uunssing them.
the crowd and the landed lords), and Joel Hupper (as the disembodied
popularity. It was decided that the
for the December 13th perAfter the reading of the justificavoice tempting Becket's pride at future "rule from the tomb") were
first meeting of
the Curriculum tions, Nichols stressed the motives
formance of the Messiah with
contrastingly effective and harmonious in their combined intent.
Committee should be tomorrow of his house and emphasized that
their blanket tax card from
The casting of four different actors as the four Knights (a thing evening at 9 p.m. in Conference his house was not for "bigger and Wednesday, December 10 to
not intended by T. S. Eliot, himself) produced, however, a remark- Room A of the Union.
better parties" and that it did not
Friday, December 12 at the
At the November meeting, Bar- want "more jollity" as ar. end in
ably strange and interesting effect. Dressing alike (from Army gabMourton Union Book Store.
ardine trousers and blue shirts to ties punctiliouslyii^oked into the ry Nichols '54 of Zeta Psi, made a itself. The unanimous sentiment of
General admission tickets are
motion
Council
reopen
the
that
the
the Council was that the houses
shirts below the third button), Paul Brountas, Charles Schoeneman,
now- on sale for $1.50 at
consideration of the social rules of would be in favor of a proposal
Bruce McGorrill and Bryant Van Cronkhite, presented a unified group
both the Men's Shop, 62
the College and that it should con- such as this and approved the sub(marching in step and moving ballet-wise in action at their first ap- sider the Friday night and Sunday
Maine Street, and the Moulmission of the foregoing document
pearance and after the murder, becoming particularly differentiated parties as separate issues. He re- to the houses for approval and diston Union Book Store.
as separate characters) which can only be characterized as individual- ported a vote of 54 to 3 in in his cussion at the house meetings toly and collectively superb.
house in favor of such action. The
To Frank Farrington, in the difficult and physio-spiritual exact- Council decided to reconsider the
the separate houses
ing role of the Archbishop, go the obvious honors of the evening. His social rules in
and designated the Zetes to give
portrayal of Becket, at times, filled with the righteous pride of his
their justifications for Friday night
ecclesiastical leadership; at other times, humble in the thought of
parties. When the Council met last
martyrdom (in his Christmas sermon); lifted in sublimity to heights Monday, Nichols was called upon to
which transcend the mundane ability of man to comprehend; drama- give the Zete proposals and justifiGifts for Mother,
and the
tically powerful in his final admonition to the Knights against the cations. They were as follows:

Deana Sweet, both

—

—

—

.

being in the fringe areas.

his clerics:

"This,

I

forbid";

spiritually,

moving

in

his

they are so suddenly, seem to detract from the overall effect of the
aesthetically satisfying poetry of the majority of the play. Dramaticas it tends to take our interest away from the movement of the
plot, I do not think this can be held to be "good theater".
Nevertheless, from the standpoint of the continuity of the play as philosophicaldrama, studded with the beautiful poetry of Eliot, perhaps these
slight lapses can be over-looked without a great deal of loss, dramatic-

g^LSt ^??S

The present course load for the sophomore is doscheduled to meet on Monday, DeRayment
nobody any good. Study spread thin among too many planning to added that WBOA was cember 15, at 7:00 p.m. in the
broadcast all home and
Moulton Union Lounge to organize
courses is bound to occur.
Desirable student participation in away basketball games, and all
the Boards.

ing

place,

as «uggested

is

ment of

extra-curricular activities,

ca9e

15 Contests At U.V.M.
Recently 11 Bowdoin debaters
15 intercollegiate contests,
for

another,

and

lost

I

Home Games During Houseparty Wanted

'53,, Elliot S. Palais '55, and Roger
The announcement of the schedules for the winter sports E. Gordon '54 took three decisions
teams at Bowdoin reveals that all of the varsity squads, with the from B.U. and, on a point score,
tied for a fourth debate.
exception of the hockey team, will play away on the weekend
At the University of Vermont
Despite the difficulty in scheduling Annual tournament, with' 53 colof Winter Houseparties.
with which the Athletic Department is confronted, it would leges represepted. Bowdoin was

solution

to

Gordon

'54.

Paul P. Brountas
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defeating Bowdoin were Wesleyan,
Fordham, Syracuse, Dartmouth,

fair

I)

Winter (of tlte Bowdoin
Johanna
Department).
and Dorothy Washburn;
Su an Burnett. Richard
Olio
Claire
Wuebbold;
Kiut/ '56. and
Allen '54; Oboe,
r ,s<. RHund
(of
Portland);
Durant
Ethel

Try

^dc after pwk.***

CA*El

.

,.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

/

LOOK

Vermont, and Buffalo.
The subject was: "Resolved:
that the Congress of the United
Remaining tickets will be sold at
States should enact a compulsory
the door.

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

-*:;r^:;<

cards in the Union Store this week.

"Mess**" Scheduled

First National

'54,

this

large audience, thus gaining favorable publicity for the College.

Solicited

.

represented by Charles E. Orcutt
'54, William C, Hays '55. Roger E.

Warren
Greene, Jr. '56, Paul A.
problem could be the scheduling of DuBrule H.'56, David
R. Anderson
Winter Houseparties several years in advance, as is the general '55, and Henry D. Shaw '56.
Included in the list of colleges
college calendar, so that the Athletic Department would be able
that Bowdoin defeated are Bates,
to know the date well in advance for scheduling purposes. Hav- U.S.
Military
Academy,
St.
*
ing the winter sports teams play away only results in the players' Michaels. New York University,
McGUl, Georgetown, Rensselaer,
scheduling
while
would
home
meets
date
for
this
annoyance,
Suffolk, Worcester P.I.. and La
The various teams would be guaranteed a Moyne. Among the institutions
benefit the CoHege.

A
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Patronage

AND LOOK AT THAT FOOTWORK!
WE S A RB5ULAR: BALLET

\

weekend could and

$5.00

fed. tax incl.

Various sizes on band.

today and took them over.

M?e only-Time will Tell

eight

the contests.
In a four debate program at
n
** K Boston University on the 16th,
Bowdoin debaters
William A.
Fickett '54, William J. Leacacos
-

this

000

now

-

tournaments.

worth

:

would aid the

C*

seem possible that such away games on
should be avoided in the future.

Prize certificates

fed. tax incl.

Student

namely, the jazz
entertainment
band.
be
5. Such entertainment would
less harmful to the functioning of
the College, and more in keeping
with the College weekend;
ji.
because there would be no
change in the closing hours of
the houses.
b. because the centralized entertainment would permit those who
wish to attend to do so, but would
not distract those who wish to
study around tb.^ College.
.

in

$29.88
$24.72

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

a rarity.
4. There is, as has been evident in
th" past, a sufficient number of
dates on campus Friday nights to
justify some form of undergraduate
.

for special ordering.

Came

best,

:

more continuous develop won
and would help produce in tied
is

participate in these

No need

...........

Bowdoin Debaters Win

a

and actual learning than

.

Gold with Ruby Stone
Gold with Onyx Stone

WE

I

studies greater lasting value

For The Extra Special Girl A
Ladies Official Bowdoin Ring

goods at the Moulton Union Stores
home and away hockey games, pro- a calendar of tournaments for after will be awarded to each player on
the
Christmas
vacation.
the winning team. Second prizes Furthermore
RECOGNIZE
viding that the latter did not conthat Friday night and Sunday parflict with the former.
Any student who is familiar with are two $3.00 certificates.

reduced as some sophomores annually find themselves forced
to give up some of these activities.
A few of these students are
probably over expanded in any case, but others lose campus
interests which they fail to regain .in their junior and senior
years, even when more free time is available.

A more even academic load
ROTC program, would encourage

WE BELIEVE:

—

ally,

Gifts

Dad
Youngsters at home

prayer before the murder: in all the long gambit of emotions,. 1. Further discussion of parties
Farrington played his Archbishop superbly. There is only one more and, in particular, ceneferuetive dist*i»
thing left to say: for me, as an individual, the spiritual and physical cussion of the possHMltty of
Thomas Becket came alive through the power of Farrington's por- jazz band playing on Friday nights
(as peart of a major official Cotfeyp
trayal.
function on Saturday) win be conA brief closing comment
the absence of 12th century costuming sidered as basht for changing the
and the introduction of a revolver as the murder weapon were not in existing social rule* if the expresthe slightest, I believe, distracting or imperfecting features of the sion of student sentiment is great
production.
The military precision of the four Knights made thes* enough.
needs more than requisite to satisfy. Again, I think a great deal of 2. The majority of the dates cotue
credit must go to Russell Locke for a stimulating and dramatically from a great distance away, and
present, HStle of art rarpowerful enactment of a 20th century poetic classic. Contrary to the there is, at
tion in the way of entertainment
opinion of most critics, who find in Eliot a maximum of confusion and
on a Friday night to make a trip to
a minimum of communication, I think the dramatic dialogue of "MurBowdoin for a weekend worthwhile.
der in the Cathedral" quite clear, at all points of the movement of 3. The College has authorized the
action.
When, however, Eliot digresses, in the more purely philoso- formation of a jazz band, and unphical passages given to the chorus of the Women of Canterbury, I see der the existing rules of the Colevidenced much ofvwhat is critically unacceptable to the majority of lege, this band's performance is
modern readers: quick, gut-hitting metaphors which, introduced as almost an impossibility and, at

'

first

Makes Bid For Social Change

Council

one of those courses". The Dean stated that it would
Should WBOA be able to couple
"presumably strengthen the ROTC program to have the basic with the high tension wires of the
courses recognized as credit courses even though this entailed Central Maine Power Company,
claimed
Raymont, the station ally.
altering the evaluation of our academic program.
1 believe that
would have a better possibility of
In closing, the excellence of this production of "Murder in the
obtaining more advertising and
a committee should make a careful study of this problem."
Cathedral", I would unhesitatingly say, is seldom observed and rarely
the
This recommendation should be carried out and snood* |
!*
equaled
among contemporary productions of the drama, anywhere.
broadcasting radius would be mconsideration should be given the problem by the Faculty and creased to approximately three
Bowdoin Bridge enthusiasts are the game of bridge is qualified to
miles.
stituting

extra-curricular activities, hard to obtain in the

Hockey

final

are credit courses.
for

WINTER SPORTS CAPTAINS

(Continued from Paef I)
what would only be too welcome a" task to this reviewer. A bouquet
of congratulations must be extended, however, to the production sjaff
for a difficult and important job, excellently carried through.
The casting was perfectly done. The antiphonal chorus of the

harming of

j

ROTC

actually a sixth course.

19*3
Swimming

Shop At Your Store
For Christmas

The sophomore year at Bowdoin with its requirement that
each student carry five courses has long been considered a hard
year academically.
But, since the inauguration of the ROTC

program at Bowdoin, the sophomore year has become evert
more difficult. For a bulk of the students, MS 21-22 is now

Inspired Direction, Power, Sosoe

To Locate Women

The unexpected breakdown

"an inexpensive but hard to find
John N. Wisner. Jr. '53
Jonathan Bartlott '53 part" in the one and only transWallace R. Harper. Jr. '55
Charles W. Schoeneman '53 mitter loeatc-d in the College heatEditor
Sport*
ing plant has caused a temporary
Robert M. Hurst '53
suspension in the broadcasting acPhotographer
tivitios of student radio station
James P. Ga*t«i '54

Douglas A. Chalmers
K. Ward Gilman 53
B. Michael Moore '53

1952

10,

Mark Production Of Eliot's 'Harder'

WBOA

Manager Rayment Says

No. 16

Edltor-In-CHlef

Thomas

Jay A.
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employment practices law."
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BOWDOIN MATCHES
Fifty Cents a

'55;

HOWCANTHEyTJBU-

sosooh? wohioeR.
HCm H6lL LOOK.

Box

Ihmper '54 and Ed
and '^"M*' 1 Donald

-™.

may be purchased at
Shop in Brunswick and
Moulton Union Store at $1.50.
may be obtained
Student tickets
of Blanket Tax
upon presentation
Ticket*
the Men's

Alumni Office
Uncle Tom's Cabin Shop

be
Th«r. mus*
reason why.
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Stterrjfty afternoon, the Umrvmrsity of

'54

The hockey

rink whieh has at one time or another occupied
on campus has finally come to rest. The clearing away of the "trees" in back of the cage represents one of the most
forward steps taken since the college decided to buy unforms for the
tpam instead of having them wear khaki shorts. Hockey is now in a

where it might develop into a sport rivaled only by football,
the not too distant future is a complete indoor rink and artificial

ice setup.

hockey was begin* la Canada, and the first games were played
at MeGUl University about 1875. It remained an amstfur sport imtil
19*1. wlea professional teaaa were organized. The present National
Hockvy L«tt*Be was fossuled lit r»17. It Became international after
1839- when eastern American cities were added to the circuit.
Ice
hockey had baea tried out In the United States as early as 1897, but
it didn't become popular until professional teams began to play it.
The first ice hockey game played in the state of Maine was seen
in Brunswick en February sixteenth in 1907 when Bowdoin played host
to the Black Bears of Maine. For the game, Bowdoin had constructed
one af the finest hockey rinks in New England at that time. It was
of regulation size about 85 feet wide by 200 feet long located on WhitThis was the first year that either school had had a team.
tier field.
The Polar Bears had lost to St. Paul's the previous week 11 to 0. St.
Pauls enjoyed a lofty reputation at that time "being this year on
Harvard's schedule and having just returned from a successful trip into
New York State." Bowdoin took Maine in the game, 4 to 1. Later
in the year Maine took the return match 3 to 2 in four overtime
Ire.

Bob

and
24 points for Maim on some
Osaschiaf gat 16 in saldstiua to clearing the defensive

jbnasssa,

Skiing Team Prepares To Defend
State Title Against Maine, Colby
M

ssatsmswAssst

ss>" |*M1 1

ast.

The thtee games playe d sarf test by Bowdoin thus far have
aS followed a siaasas pattern. New Hampshire. Bates, and
Maine aff got oil to a flying start against us with the second
period in aft cases showing improvement by the White. Bowdoin
1

has dominated the third quarter in
each game but has sagged near the
end of Ae gone. The strangest
thing of an is that the let-down
at the end has invariably followed
the departure on five fouls of the
"big man" of the opposition. Saturday it was Johnny Norris,
against Bates, Ken Weiler, and
against New Hampshire, George
Parker. Just when Bowdoin's fortunes seemed to be looking up,
everything went wrong and we
were unable to capitalize on the
break.

Saturday, as

the other

in

The following year, 1908, inclement weather washed out every
game on the schedule amd the sport was dropped for lack of interest. Bowdoin
has six team races plus
Hockey was revived in the winter of 1915-1918 by students who wished five other individual meets.
The
to take their ice exercise by skating on the Androscoggin River. It is Maine championships will be based
reported that two men skated clear np to Augusta by way of the Ken- on team scores at the Eastern
nebec A rink was erected in a depression behind Hubbard Hall for Championships at Lyndonville, Vt.,
tbe team. At the time both the ORIENT ;»ml Jack Magee objected to
Packard, rf 3 3 9! Tyler, rf
the revival of hockey. Magee declared that it would injure track by Ladd. If
2
7 111 Paul. If
Doherty.
Cook. If

If

developing muscles net important for track to the neglect of those
come out. Hockey had at least been a financial success in Hamlin, If
Dubnay, c
1907 coming out 28 cents on the right side of the ledger. With the P. Brink'n. c
building of the rink, class and interfraternity hockey began, along- Mulligan, rK
Wood, !pr

i

0'Gisrnne.

that might

and f resnnnur teams.

C. Brin"n.
Stimets.

rir

rts

Garland.

21
0-

o
4

If
If

Chapman,

0)

c

ft
OIHird. <•
fill Lint-, tk

Conjcev. r«
Hartley, lit
Stephens. Ijr

01
0!
1

1

1

l|Gatchell.

'

Ip

availstrength wilL
able in Bill Fisher, Dick Bent, and
Tim Greene. Again Bowdoin wil
be exceptionally strong in the alp*
ine events, slalom and downhill,
with Church, Marshall, and Sawlittle more competition, but onlyl
yer. Church, Marshall, and Clark
are better than average nordlc because the frosh were not entire- j
ly accustomed to playing with one
eventmen.
another and had the usual first
In last year s Eastern's Dick
game jitters. Ron Golz led the
Church received the Skimeister scoring
with- 20- points, mostly on
award distinguishing him as the short but
difficult
shots. John
outstanding four event man in the
Kreider captained the team and
meet. Dick Marshall and Tom Sawset up- a lot ef plays although heto
yer were consistently among the
to six poiflts.
Ronny
LeClair,
top ten in the team slalom and
promising Brunswick sophomore,
downhill races.
was high man for the Orange and
1953 Schedule
Black with 17 points, and would

During the twenties the development of the game at Bowdoin Heselton, rir 1
*]
Total*
11 19 41
Totals
8 26
progressed very slowly with a limited number of candidates and lack
ARU (44) G F P Sir N (60)
F
of ice curtailing operations.
Occasionally Professor Tommy Means, Rodman, rf 4 2 lOILevine.
rf
1
IIBever'irc. rf
former Yale hockey prayer, would go out on the Delta, where the rink Prutrolis. rf
Goodman. If
Vecella. If
was now located, to referee one of the games.
Forman. If
V
2'Jfu(rhes. If
c
3
2
SI Lilley. c
Tbe 1930 season opened* with great expectations. New boards were Millrr.
The Ski Team's 1953 Schedule
Solomon, c
OJBbsa, r
erected, 87 men reported for practice, and 11 games were scheduled, in- P. Wri'r. rK 4 3 ]l!Lev'uu<>. rsr
(tentative):
Werks'n, Ik 6
12 Roux. rjr
Jan. 9-10 Bowdoin, Colby, M.I.T.
cluding one with B.I. In the Boston Arena. The Polar Bears went on
Payne. Ic
Couko.s, Ix
at Colby
to take the stats championship although they lost to B.TJ.
In the
Gorham. Is
Totals
18 8 44
Totals /
22 16 60 Jan. 16-17 Maine, Bowdoin, Colby
193? Bowdolnr-Bates game on the Delta, 17 penalties were called in
at Orono
P
Psi
Delta
G
F
S (21)
the roughest game the school had ever seen. Jim Murphy of Bates
V (s4y\G
Rogers, rf
OiHether'ny rf N 3
Feb. 1 Gibson Trophy Race, at
•pent twelve minutes In the penalty box serving six of the ten viola- Philbin, rf 1
aiMpGold'k. tt/2
North Conway
Moldaver. rf
0J Bishop, llf
4
tions called sn the Bobcats.
Banks. If
0'Newmiin, If
Feb. 7-8 Eastern IntereoUegiate
Mitchell, c
2
The old nemesis that has plagued Bowdoin in hockey for almost Curntn. If
Championship, Lyndonville, Vt.
6 6 Cook, c
Donahue, c
Q
a half a century, lack of ice, is on its last legs. While the new rink Jordan, e
Morton, rtr
Feb. 14-15 Williams Winter CarniTrurael, rg
2
2! Benoit. rir
is being completed the team has been practicing on the natural ice of
val, Williamstown, Mass.
Z 81 Damboise, lg 1
Abbott, rg
1
II
Feb. 28 - Mar. 1 Hochebirge Team
local ponds and this year should be able to play most of their scheduled King, lg
Batal. lg
0|
Race, Franconia. N.H.
home games.
Totals
12 10 34
Totals
11 21
Mar. 14 Harvard Intercollegiate
Beta (22)
G F P ATO (43)
G F P
Slalom, Bromley, Vt.
1
1! McLaren,
17
Keay, rf
rf 8
1
Flenunlng was selected on the ALL-New England Small Sarouf. rf
OlWyatt, rf
10 2 Mar. 29 Sap Run Slalom, Jackson,
College Team picked by the Boston Herald. Receiving honorable men- Reagan, rf 1
2tFolta. If
N.H.
Stenberg. If 1
2! Freeman, If
were AgesttnrrH, Ronx, Cosgrove, and Totman. The Herald did Fairman. If
0! Sneiling. c
3 3 9 Apr. 5 Sugar Loaf Slalom, KingNevin. c
3 3 DlWoo.l, rg
7
14
|MW Ml WB#^anar»VW SnO laVW^HBtT'^ T*MllYi
field, Me.
Winner, c
Sheppnrd. rg
01 Thurston, lg
1
1
Bob Arweaon was chosen by the A.A.U. on their All-American Wilson, c
Apr. 12 Invitation Giant Slalom,
•
Miller, rg
1
2|
three man long distance swimming team for 1952.
Franconia, N.H.
McGor'l. rg
01
lg
2
4|
Apr. 18 - 19 Sugar Slalom, StovVe,
Frank Piacentinl set a new Colby fiehf house scoring record with Wragg.
Cook, lg
01
Vt.
Totals
8 6 22
Totals
19 5 43
a foul shot in ate last 89 seconds of the game in which Colby beat Norwich 9A-6& rtacentlai scored 14 from the floor and six from the foal
line as le tmllttssd by one the number scored by teammate Ted Lai Iter
1

:'-

have had a dozen more had his
shots been dropping.

In winning its first two games
by a total of 34 points, the frosh
have shown an all-around superiority over their opposition. All of the
first

five,

Janelle,

Libby,

Golz,

and Kenney can drive
and Kenney and Kreider

Kreider,
well;

shoot set shots accurately.

!

.

t

»

1

Mains

•

in 1961.

Standing*

Won

Lost

I

bake

1

AH

1

Sigma Nb

1

KS

1

Pal U.

ARU
lut

TD

«

B»ta
(hi Psl

0-

Bifhop.

Nu

1

ATO

Sawyer.

Crowd

17
14
14

1

2

If

Team

Woodbury, rg 2

•
S

Pet.
t.oao
l.ttt
.0*0
.000
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tributing

little

offensively.

Bob

Brown's rebounding off the defenwas something to behold. He more than made up for his
lack of height with fight and ag-

Co-Captains

sive boards

Jack Cosgrove, Bowdoin's quar- pass plays.
terback, and Mel Totman, speedy
He threw 123 times dosing the gressiveness.
Bowdoin Outlook Gloomy
halfback, were selected football co- 1952 season and completed 44 of
Maine has a completely revitcaptains for next year. The two them for six touchdowns. He pickteam this year. Big Johnny
were picked by those men receiv- ed up 982 yards through passes and' alized
is master of any number of
ing varsity letters this year.
an additional 10O yards by rush- Norris
different shots and supplies the
Both were key men in Bowdoin's ing.
spark. Bob Churchill and
five victories this year. They led
Totman, who comes from Houl- scoring
Woody Carville are both excellent
the team to a state championship, ton, Maine, was one of Bowdoin's
Churchill
with
a
Irebounders
after the team had gotten off *o a most used players, as he played
dangerous man near the basket
poor start against Tufts and both offense and defease in most
and especially adept at tap-ins. In
Wesleyan.
of the games. Playing mostly on
the back-court, Nixon and MaCosgrove, who in his high school the defense last year, he was pickhaney, though lacking the height
days was a star for Arlington ed by Adam Walsh as one of the
of the other three, are both fine
(Mass.) High, was recognized by two halfbacks this year. He reachcapable scorers.
most as one of the smartest ed his peak in the Maine game hair-handlers and
Behind these men, Coach Rankin
quarterbacks in the history of when he racked up ever 300 yards
is
able to call on Bernard and
Maine college football. He led the against a stunned opposition.
Dana who scored 5 and j) points
team in scoring, an unusual feat
Cosgrove and Totman will sucrespectively on Saturday. The outfor a Bowdoin quarterback, as \\e ceed Don Agosrinelli, this year's
look for Bowdoin in the State
scored a total of 42 points with his leader. Agostinelli, the key man in
Series this year is indeed gloomy.
seven touchdowns. These came on Bowdoin's defense this year, was
either quarterback sneaks from rated one of the top defensive
close in or from end* sweeps on fake centers in New England ball.
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Morton, rf
McGold'k. rf

4

1
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01

Cooper,

6
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0|

MeGlnley,

5 35

G P P TD

T. Ste*ns. rf

0'

Ander'n. rf

01
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If
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2
1
Ik
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rtr

Totals

0.

11

Benoit. If
K SturK'n.
Bishop, c

If

Dak* (41)

12

2

4

2
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GPP
12
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Morant. rf
Koch, rf
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suspected

and screwball

styles.

But he

does go for smartness, good work-

dear
old Siwash." Neither does he play

manship . and above all, value.
That is why we believe you'll like
the new selection of sportshirts by
Manhattan*. For they have all these

no longer "gladly die

for

"Alma Mater"

at the drop of a beanie.

We

when it
comes to sportshirts the college
man is no different from his older

looks

fads

man would

that today's college

ukuleles and sing

believe, too, that

brother in town.

For Cnristmas Giving

He

doesn't go for

.

qualities, plus

\sw

Experts Choos*

a distinctive air that

them above the ordinary shirt.
So ask for Manhattan .
the

sets

. .

college

man's

SPLITKEII?

sportshirt.

Laminated Skis

CONFERENCE

giving after December 25th
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undergraduates on any college campus, you'll find

reaching up to the clouds.

sportshirts,

i

handkarchlafs

i

And once

in a while

room, around a study table, or even in a bull session

boachwoor and

m aM a^ an am m m
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Among the

Shirts, nackwaor,
underwoar, pajamas,

Next In Bowdoin College on Maine Street
aai a

idea

i*
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Big

— a teatfp
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idfeas

How
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big

My\

come,

Shirts
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dural-

or

college.

we know? Because

of the

many

college people

who
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all across the

laminations

Ida Raxibla

in

Hyar cross-taction. ivory smglo
eon-osponding piaca of wood In
« paw- of skis is takon from

*• scmso wood
9 potfber match.

blllat.

ftaiulh

land by radio and television networks.
for the

men and women who

get big

-W hether they're about people, or machines, ox way* of doing

Your Placement
foaines for employment
things.

Officer can give

you

details

about oppor-

in the Bell System.
S.

1

tlral

from me men and women in laboratories,
But often these professionals are exploring

We're always looking
ideas

In Brunswick

A lr»

too,

have come into the Bell System, where big ideas and a lot of dreams
have taken their place in progress. The human voice, car tied along
a wive, first across a town, then a state, a nation, and now the world:
Music and pictures and things happening delivered into cities and
hanuets

ond-aombar.

Mlcstrto solas oval labia for

•>*• ssaad emd dVroWI-

umin sdgas.

a path Irst glimpsed in

for

flrofn

— in a class-

born.

business offices, shops.

Headquarters

Senter's

fcoM

tilt

1W»

.

Gift wrapping and mailing are on us.

slJt

a

period Big Bill had just begun his
Ithird quarter spurt when he picked
up his fifth personal. Although con-

Totman, Cosgrove Chosen
Football

Lost
•

i

1

•
•

.!'•
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01
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Dean, rK
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Sncco. Ik
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good shape as last year."
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41
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1
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Keep

Another major factor common to
all three games has been the num-

SERIES STA1TOTNGS
Maine

rf

Russell.

1

Marshall. I*
Totals
10
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lUtl

Dana vs;
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thinner cess.

A

Delaney, rf

2

Schot-ni-'n. Ik

Chi Pti vi. DS
vs. Beta
vs.

If

Orcutt.

ARU
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in as

is

New Hampshire gives him 60
points in 3 games, a 20-point average.
decisive factor in turning the
tide for Maine was Bill Fraser's
fouling out midway of the third

OIKowal. rf
01

DuBrule. e

17

Wood. ATO
P. Brlnkman. Deke

01

rf

Kirby. If
Nichol'n. If
Kaefo. If
Patter'n, c

17

Warksman. ARU
Pajrn«. Sigma Nu

of their remaining opponents.

or

shapes op,

figui^s. His thirty points
added to totals of 15 against Bates

and

(40)

,6i Mitchell,

3

Farrin'n. rf

18

Pal U.

McLaren.

Hnmmons,

.004
.000
.000

Gamrs
V«c*IU. Sigma.

Pet.
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

S«NM
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provide strong opposition for any

and not as well advanced
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Opens
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Nichols, rf
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.000
.000
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DS

progresses, they should be able to

it

this year,

ponents. Parker and Ford of New
Hampshire, Weiler of Bates, and
of Maine, all scored
damaging points in this manner.
la ft Consistently Effective
Bartlett has been the only consistently effective man on the
squad and even Walt did not look
his best for the Maine game. Combining a good set shot with an
amazing variety of underhanded
drive-in shots, he dominated the
play against Maine. He was also
tne only Bowdoin player to reach

Churchill

•

Interf ratwmky Basketball Season
ATO

Defensively, the team had both
Brunswick and Lewiston handling
the ball around the mid-court line
and naver let them have an easy
shot from close in. If the frosh
continue te- improve as the season

team, as

ber of tap-ins scored by our op-

two double

games, Bowdoin's weave, at times
very effective, has been bottle* op.
New Hampshire stopped it by
pressing and close-guarding. Bates
by clogging the middle,, and Maine
Bruce
leading the way
stroke rs this year.
by sliding off so that the defensive
with nine points on some well
Last year's swimming manager, men were able to move around the
executed drive-in shots.
Bob Dun lap, is on the team, trying screens. Failing to be able to drive
Golz Score* 20
for his second letter.
in, Bowdoin has been forced to
Com mented Cbach Miller, "The shoot from outside with little sucBrunswick High provided a<
!

periods.

against

Maine team pushed

coacnoiitetf

Combining adept ball-handlingThe first swimming meet of this
with accurate shooting/ the Bbw- season will be held in the Curtis
doin freshman basketball tram Pool against Dartmowth on Saturopened its T952 season with two» day, December 11
impressive victories over neighborLeading the teem this year will
ing high schools, Brunswick and be Captain Charlie Hildreth, who
Lewiston, by stores of 60 to 40 and took second place in the medley
Photo by Gaston
swim in last year's J«ew Englands.
Clearing of the site of the new hockey rink has recently been completed 64 Jo 50.
however, wHl be
by workmen. The rink, which has been moved from its spot last year
Both games were not even c'ose His major field;
at the rear of Hubbard- Hall, will be located in back of the cage to the after the first quarter. In the sprinting;
Also available for the sprints is
rear of Sargent Gymnasium.
In the right background is Parker Lewiston game,
played Saturday
Tom Lyndon, but hi« majors will
Cleaveland Hall.
night in the Sargent Gym, the
be the 220 and 440 yard freestyles
Blue Devils did hold a 7-6 advanand the fmai relay. Bob Arwezow
tage midway through the first
can be used irr almost any event,
period. They were still only five
bat, as coach- Bob Miller said, he
points behind* at the quarter, but
is "to be used to his best advanonce the Polar Bears settled down
tage." Last year Arwezor* won the
and got organized, they sc >,*ed alBowdoin's state championship February 7-8 where Maine will be most at wflt. John- Lrbtoy, mainst ay medley swim and came in second
the 220 yard breast stroke
irr
ski team has begun its conditioning frepresented by Bowdoin, Colby, and of last year's
South Portland High
against Dartmouth.
training, which it is hoped, will the U. Of
team, led the attack and scored 15
ssa—
help the defense of their title as
The team has been supplemented points. Ron Goli continued his fine
Larry Boyle, who is undefeated
well as promote them as favorites by sophomores Rupe White, Jim shooting
performance with 17
diving,
dual
meet
is expected to
in
in
the
Eastern
Intercollegiate Caliendo, Charlie Beny, and Char- points, while Ted Kenney, over his
'Championships, a meet in which lie Christy. The nucleus will be first-game nervousness, racked up repeat this year. Bob Saunders is
Bowdoin placed second to Williams last year's squad, composed of Dfck 13 points, ten of them in the th rd shaping up for the backstroke and
Don Buckingham for the distance
last year.
Church, Dick Marshall, Tom Saw- quarter. The Lewiston scoring was
swims. Nat Clifford and Ted DeAccording to this year's schedule, yer, and Bill Clark.
spread evenly among six players,
Winter are- both new breastbe
with
Reserve
Clark

position

klde varsity

i

.'

BoweJoin deeper into «W State Series ceRar with a 76-64 victory.
Freshmen Impressive In Capt. Hitfreth To Lead
Akhougn the Pole* Bean made bids to tie the score durIndividual play was
J| the way.
Tankmen
uTrOT, o*-«Hr Wilts vrfr
Polar Bear
bfe JysvSS. - _«am
Watty Bartlett scored 9 field
12 fooi
for a total of 30 points. Johnny Norris
Maine High School Fives Dartmouth Meet Sat.
fine shooting

practically every spot

in.
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Maine Cagers Edge Bowdoin
In Opening Rounds Of State Series
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1952
woman passed our door.
Having finally straightened
these matters, we put the
paper in the typewriter. The ribbon

2. Pulling the drawer out in ana number of fruticalities, or small
Dr. Overstreet Outlines
but frustrating catastrophes, has ger, we spilled the contents all
ish, sense.
prevented us from writing any- over the floor.
By E. Ward GUman '5S
Requirements Necessary The speech was followed by a re- This is a bad week. We were go- thing coherent. In lieu of a column, 3. Banged our head against the
ception held at the Delta Sigma ing to write a lovely long column we shall list these fruticalities. desk trying to pick up the conFor Working Philosophy House at which the faculty had an on
the drawer.
the Nature of Metaphysics, but Condolences will be gratefully ac- tents of
opportunity to meet and talk with
4. Bumped our knee against the
Delta Sigma Lecturer the speaker. The evening had open- annual gift to the College, was es- cepted.
desk while straightening up sud1. Caught our finger in the desk
ed, with a banquet given in honor tablished at the suggestion of
denly from banging head.
Urges Self-Appraisal,
of Dr. Overstreet at the Delta Sig- Avery M. Spear '25. Last year the drawer while trying to get a piece
on
5. Sat down unexpectedly
Additional Thought
Honorable Sumner T. Pike '13 was of paper to write on.
ma House.
floor while rubbing knee.
speaker.
guest
Delta
Sigma
The
Lectureship,
the
an
Speaking under the Delta Sigma
6.
Swore loudly just as the
lectureship, Dr. Harry A. Overstreet outlined five points that he
have adding machines for rent
believes an individual requires for
and for sale.
a successful working philosophy to

Searles Renovation Plan
Sets Completion For June

cleaning

Behind The Ivy Curtain

ence that all these points must be
manifested in an outward, not self-

7.

out

was jammed on

red.

8. Fixed ribbon, but jammed
several keys in so doing.

9.

Fixed

10.

bed.

fceys,

up

but tore ribbon.

Gave up column and went to
Stubbed toe on bed post
wouldn't quit? .... Just

Who

stuck finger in keys.

We

BOWL-MOR

a Memorial Hall audience, Novem'
ber 21.
Dr. Overstreet, a well known
author and social philosopher, stat-

Typewriters as low as $64.50
For rent as low as $3.00 per month

ed, in outlining these points, that
the individual requires: first, a
sense of function; second, a sense
of belonging; third, a sense of helping; fourth, a sense of social invention; and last, a sense of self-

Books that are having a good

—
— Cleveland
Steamboat Gothic — Keyes
The Silver Chalice
The Last Resort

appraisal.

W. CHANDLER

F.
150 MAINE

Student Patronage

&

Welcomed

SON

BRUNSWICK

STREET

toride •••

Amory

Pick oat your Christmas Cards before
the choice ones are sold

said that by a sense
of social invention he meant that
the individual should do something
for the good of mankind in general.
Discussing the need for a sense of
self-appraisal he said that a person
should take some time alone for

The speaker

0h^ toit *

Alleys

sale

Costain

186 Maine

Street

PHONE 234

contemplation and that he should
make every effort to enjoy life with
others.
Dr. Overstreet

Photo by Gaston

l4ology enthusiasts David S. Coleman '54 (foreground) and Allen FHetherington, Jr. '54 enjoy the modern facilities of the new laboratory
Renovation of the buildin the remodeled Searles Science Building.
ing, which includes painting the structure brick-red, will probably be
completed before commencement.

By

J.

Complete and Friendly
Psi

U

Varsity Decision

Banking Services

Regular T-BaDers 14-7

The first annual Psi Upsilon
Intrafraternity touchfootball game
space
the touchfootball team
between
Peary Corner Planned
members in the house on
The long dark and unsatisfac- and the
the Varsity football squad was
tory basement laboratories have
held on Tuesday, iNovember 25, at
been moved, and the space formerPickard Field with the Varsityly used by the Chemistry Department.
team winning the encounter by a
The Physics and Biology De- ment is now being utilized by the score of 14-7.
Folk's
Physics
Department.
Dr.
partments are already in full
Under the direction of veteran
operation,
but sections of the laboratory is now on the second
coach Art "Torpedo" Cecelski, the
building,
particularly the base- floor, while above it on the third
Varsity team soon settled down to
Department's
floor
are
the
Biology
and
ment. part of the first floor,
this new medium for their talents
the new west entrance are still histology and embryology labora- to score on a wobbly pass from
tories.
under construction.
scatback Totman to "Fighting"
in

Brunswick

Maine

Wed.-Thurs.

Dec. 10-11

SOMETHING FOR THE

George deLyra '56
for a rearrangement of department

Professor Noel C. Little, faculty
representative on the Building
Committee, revealed recently that
the renovation of the Searles
Science Building will probably be
completed before next commence-

CUMBERLAND

warned the audi-

BIRDS

Student Accounts

the Searles Building.

Welcomed

Short Subjects

THE GOLDEN HAWK

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

with

a a a
Buy an Extra Gift with the money you save

also

"News

Let us help you plan your printing

Short Subjects
Dec. 14-15-16

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

as well as produce

it

.

.

.

THE QUIET MAN

in

in time

men

and save you money.

Willimanric, Conn.

York, N.Y.
Washington, D.C.

Sterling Hayden
Barry Fitzgerald
also

can show you short cuts

5

New Haven, Conn.

New

John Wayne

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

Boston, Mass.
Portsmouth, N.H.

Hartford, Conn.
Worcester, Mass.

with

Our long experience

Cleveland, Ohio

•
POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

News

•

Big

Wed.-Thurs.

EXTRA

Dec. 17-18

Paul K. Niven

Commencement

should see the
building completely back to its
proper academic pitch.

t

• Printers

Of The Orient

•

On Round

Trip Tickets

Phone 567

GREYHOUND

also

News

out the building.

Savings

1491/2 Maine Street

with
Lausence Oliver
Jennifer Jones

Jerry Wilkes

$23.95
26.95
15.80
34.20
11.85
32.20
26.10
62J55
62.55

OWEN'S TAXI

CARRIE

The Record Office

3.20 Chicago, 111.
4.60 Akron, Ohio
6.55 Norfolk, Va.
5.70 Atlanta, Ga.
6.05 Baltimore, Md.
4.15 Miami, Fla.
7.70 Jacksonville, Fla.
12.75 San Francisco, Calif.
26.95 San Diego, Calif.
Plus U.S. Tax

it

TICKETS

way

Rhonda Fleming
Hayden

Sterling

into conformity with
other campus structures.
Thus Searles Science Building
after 58 years passes from one
phase of its service to Bowdoin to
another. Should Professor Little's
estimate of the project's completion date prove accurate, June
to bring

are

the pleasant, friendly

Dec. 12-13

Fri.-Sat.

The Bowdoin Science Museum,

minor the new museum.
Still under construction is the
changes
when compared with
structural improvements ranging new west entrance to the building.
from the removal of the firewall This will permit easy access to the
which formerly divided the build- museum and the upper part of the
ing into north and south halves to structure from the Maine Street
a rearrangement of the staircases side. Near this new public enand a widening of the hallways. trance, a service entrance is beHot andLcold air heating units have ing built which will facilitate the
been installed as have new floor- unloading and storage of supplies.
ing, ceilings, and lighting through- Flanking the service entrance will
however,

Patricia Neal

also

News

Jay Carson.
which before the renovation was
Touchfootball Coach Don Blodon the third floor, is being moved
gett said in a post-game interview,
to the basement where it will be
"It was a clean, hard-fought game.
better located for the visitor. ProWe'll get them next year, though."
ization of the building. He point- fessor Little explained that while
ed out a 5,000 volt power line and it will retain its nature as be water tanks for the biological
primarily
a
general
biological
a new water main which supplies
specimens.
the laboratories with fresh, un- museum, there will be a display of
The characteristic yellow paint
chlorinated water as typical of the the College's Arctic Collection. of the building will be replaced by
Plans call for a Peary corner in a red brick paint finish designed
building's new features.
These,

-

Brunswick Branch

fi

A General Modernization
Professor Little, speaking with
obvious satisfaction at the changesj
already accomplished, described
the project as a general modern-

HOME for the HOLIDAYS
by GREYHOUND

with
Victor Mature

Magnetic Blackboard*
Professor Little took pains to
describe the building's new magnetic blackboards, to which the instructor can
attach
diagrams,
charts, and other large sheets of
paper by securing them with small
iron blocks.
Before the renovation project
began last June, the Chemistry
Department was the third occupant of the building. Its transfer
to Cleavcland Hall paved the way

Merrymeeting Gift Shop
185 Park

.

Row

Greeting Cards --- Gifts
Free Gift Wrapping

DRY CLEANING & TAILORING
Land

College Buildings,

DAVE'S TAILORT SHOP

Evaluated At 5 Million

Alterations

The land, buildings, and equipment of Bowdoin College arc now

76 Maine Street

valued at over 55.000,000 a recent
report released by the College
shows.
The highest valued building is
considered to be Hubbard Hall, the
College Library'. The building's
valuation has been set at $790,000.
Other buildings with a largr
valuation include Cleavcland Hall
at about $500.00<), Sills Hall and

Smith Auditorium at
Walker Art Building
Searles

$480,000, the
$380,000; and

Science Building

(before

-

Cleaning

over

W.

•

-

Pressing

T. Grant

I

,

always smoked Chesterfields

my

Brunswick

friends" says

Phone 1468

Lydon, "and here
<

+ •• +

.». + . + .+:. .,+

.

.<

in

college

just like,

New York secretary, Elizabeth
in New York
seems like almost
it

everyone smokes them."
I

|(

I

"Matchless Service"

improvement \ $320,000.
The War Memorial Flag Pole
between the Library and the
Walker Art Building is valued at
$15,000 which is more than either
the Carpenter's Shop or Rhodes

AND NOW- CHESTERFIELD

Guaranteed

to each

Hall are. Valuation figures for the
college buildings are based on a
1920 appraisal plus any subsequent
additions at cost.
The land at Bowdoin is valued at

and every

FORD

$70,000, while fixtures

and campus
for another
$350,000. The Hubbard Hall books
have been assessed at $181,000.

DUKE '51

-1

FIRST

TO GIVE YOU SCIENTIFIC FACTS
IN SUPPORT OF SMOKING

man at Bowdoin

— MERCURY

A responsible consulting

organization reports a study by a
competent medical specialist and staff on the effects of smoking
Chesterfields. For six months a group of men and women

improvements account

AUTOMOBILES—NEW AND OLD

smoked only Chesterfield— 10

to 40 a

day— their normal amount

45 percent of the group have smoked Chesterfields from one td

Committee On Finance

Mechanical Repairs

Submits Yearly Report

Body Repairs

(Continued from Page 1)
Instruction Biggest Item
The biggest item of expense was
for instruction, the total for this
being nearly $450,000.
division
Other expenses over $100,000 were
for the Cafeteria and Dining Service, the Department of Physical
Education, and administration.
During the year the Athletic
Department reported that $17,000
had been received during the year
from the gate receipts and guarantees. As would be expected football
was the biggest contributor with
over 90% of the $17,000 coming
from this source. Basketball, basehall, track, and swimming followfar behind in that order.

Part* SappJy

thirty years for art average of ten years each.

At the beginning and end of the six-months, each smoker was
given a thorough examination including X-rays, and covering

& Tubes

Painting

Tires

Lubrications

Car Washing

the sinuses, nose, ears and throat After these examinations,

»

the medical specialist stated ...

'

,

Your

credit

is

unquestioned

-

JGARETTE5

my

opinion that the ears, nose, throat and acces-

examined by me
were not adversely affected in the six-months period by
smoking the cigarettes provided."
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CO.
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king-size.

this report

and buy Chesterfields
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regular or
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LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE

ed

The Finance Committee was
composed of Earle S. Thompson
W. Burpee '04, John
1$. George
'98, William D. Ireland
F. Dana
'02. and
•16. Harrison K. McCann

j.eonard A. Pierce
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Prof. Harlow Shapley
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17,

Speak On Astronomy Awarded Literary Prize
Wednesday, January 7 For Essay On Bowdoin

Complaints, Aid Sought
By John

B. Goodrich '55
newly organized Student
Curriculum Committee announced
this week that it will set up three
sub-commfttees to discuss the fol-

The

i

lowing problems:
1. Student aid courses
2. The science requirement
3. A more equal distribution of
courses with specific reference to
credit

for

the

and

Life"

sophomore

diameter which, he states, will
land in a vacant field near Boston^
sometime in the near future.
Dr. Shapley has become well
known in many organizations and,
enterprises
concerned primarily
with
the
development of th»,
material and human resources of
the world as a means to world
peace. He attended Carthage Acad*
emy and graduated from the University of Missouri in 1909. Aftetf
obtaining his PhD. in 1913 aj
Princeton, Dr. Shapley worked &\
the Mount Wilson observatory in
California until 1921, when he was
chosen director of the Harvard
Observatory.
Dr. Shapley is vehemently opposed against prejudice of any
sort, and as a member of the .National Council of Arts, Sciences,
and Professions he consistently
opposed the investigation of Communism in American colleges held
a few years ago on the grounds
that it was against the cause of
academic and intellectual freedom.
A "Fellow Traveller?"
Although Dr. Shapley was cleared of all charges against his
patriotism at a hearing in Washington, he was branded as a leftist
because of his. support of Henry
Wallace's Progressive Party in the
1948 Presidential election. Life
magazine called him a "fellow
traveller"
the
Communist/
of
Party. He vigorously denies these
imputations, and denies that hej
had any connection with Wallace.
(Continued on Page 4)
in

There is one elected member
from each fraternity and the Independents on the Committee. The
members are Douglas A. Chalmers
'53, Alpha Delta Phi; George L.
Reef '53, Alpha Rho Upsilon; Richard S. Harrison '54, Beta Theta Pi;
Guy T. Emery '53, Theta Delta Chi
Robert W. Pillsbury '54, Psi Upsilon; Benjamin M. Greeley '53, Chi
Psi; Richard H. Allen '54, Delta
Sigma; Theodore D. Robbins '53.
Delta Kappa Epsilon; Joel H. Graham '54, Zeta Psi; James M. Con'53, Kappa Sigma; David B.
Starkweather '55, Alpha Tau
Omega; David H. Caldwell '54. Sigma Nu; Bruce Wald '53, Independ-

ncllan

ents.

Daggett Chosen Adviser
In the organization meeting held
last week of the members of the
new committee, Chalmers was
elected chairman, Allen secretary.

and Graham

manager.
Professor Athern P. Daggett was
chosen as faculty adviser.
It was decided that all reports
will be submitted to President

James
to the
group.
solicit

publicity

.

i

Photo by Gaston

Drawing up plans for the newly formed Student Curriculum Committee
arc Douglas A. Chalmers '53, Committee Chairman, and Professor
Athern P. Daggett, faculty advisor. Other officers are Richard H.
Allen '54, secretary, and Joel H. Graham '54, publicity manager.
drew
Council,
up some suggestions as to the purposes and powers of the Curriculum Committee. In this appraisal
he recommended that the committee be "empowered to gather any
concerning
possible
information
general or specific aspects of the
College." He explained that the
committee would receive "initial
appropriations" such as printing
expenses. However, if the committee embarks on a program which
entails large expenses it must obtain funds from the Blanket Tax
Committee. He noted that the Student Council has the right to disband the committee if it goes outside its field of jurisdiction.
of

the

Student

Three Bowdoin Students
Delegates To College

Union Meeting Dec. 5
Ralph

Levi

J.

'53.

ert C.

Burr

'55,

Theta Delta Chi

representative attended the annual New England Regional Conference of The Association of College Unions held at Brown University on the weekend of December 5.
present
Representatives 'were

from Bowdoin, Dartmouth, M.I.T..
Boston University, Brown, and the

Chalmers* Statement

Committee members will Curriculum Committee: "We feel
opinions and recommenda- that it is the right of the students

in their respective houses.
4
idea of a general questionnaire-

President of

the Bowdoin Student Union Committee, James E. Nevin '53, Beta
Theta Pi representative, and Rob-

Coles who will refer them
Chalmers issued a statement exUniversities of Maine.
appropriate individual or plaining the purpose of the Student

S.

tions

Administration 'Ready'

will

To Consider Jazz Band
Friday Concert Fate
"I am not prepared to say whether or not the College administration will accept the Student Council proposal, but we are certainly
prepared to consider it," said Dean
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, after being
Informed that the undergraduate

several slides of the universe and'
The President of the Society,
a motion picture of explosions oii[ Mr. Reginald T. Townsend presidthe face of the sun He also states ed at the dinner, and Governor
that he hopes to be ab'e to show Sherman Adams, recently chosen
a p'cture of a flying saucer 25 feet executive assistant to President-

year.

The

Work On New England

be thd
Wilmot B. Mitchell, Professor
topic of Dr. Harlow Shapley. Di-> Emeritus of Rhetoric and Oratory,
rector of the Harvard University received the first award of the
Observatory at a lecture to be held New England Society for an outliti rary
contribut on
in Smith Auditorium on Wednes- standing
day, January 7.
dealing with New England for his
Dr. Shapley plans to devote
essay, "A Pemaik.'ble Bowdoin
the
talk
to
his
large portion of
Decade," at the 147th annual dinvarious theories of life on other ner of the Society held at the
worlds and the science of inter- Waldorf Astoria Hotel on Wednesplanetary travel. He will show- day, December 10.
"Stars

Picked Student Officers;

ROTC

'A Remarkable Bowdoin
Decade' Chosen Best

Speaker Controversial
Personage For Years;
Lectured Here In 1950

Chalmers, R. H. Allen

New Hamp-

shire, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The meeting was presided over

by Nelson B. Jones, the director of
to express their opinions on their
Faunce House at Brown.
courses at Bowdoin. The Student
The first panel discussion took
Curriculum Committee was creatplace Friday evening shortly after
ed to give the students a chance to
registration. The panel was comexpress that opinion. The commitposed of Levi and two other stutee can't do this, however, unless
dents with the topic, "The Utopian
the students give it their support
Union." Levi stressed a democratic
by giving the members of the comsystem of committee representamittee their complaints and sugtion
and especially emphasized
gestions and by supporting the acfaculty-student cooperation, stattions of the committee. Past comthat Bowdoin has an ideal sysone have failed be- ing

which was tried unsuccessfully five
years ago, has been dropped. However, questionnaires on specific issues may be circulated by the subcommittees at a later date.
Sub-Committee Duties
The Sub-Committee on Additional Non-credit Courses will draw
up recommendations for courses
such as typing and reading speed mittees like this
and comprehension, and for revis- cause of a lack of student support.
ions in the remedial English pro- We have tried to change the pror
cedure to make it more effective,
gram,
To discuss changes in science re- and we hope that the students win
quirements, the Sub-Committee on express enough interest in it in
Science Requirements has been order that the committee can funcformed. It will consider such issues tion, and function successfully."

tem

-

I

elect Eisenhower,
pal speaker.

The award
to be

is

the

made by

was the
first

governing body had unanimously
passed a measure suggesting that
the administration allow the controversial Bowdoin Jazz Band opportunity to entertain in the fraternity houses on Friday evenings.
However, the silent Kendrick did
add that the administration would
probably not be "favorably impressPhoto by Gaston
-t-l
r.
j
.
The Bowdoin Jazz Band, whose fate is soon to be decided by the ad- ed" with the Council's suggestion
ministration. Left to right: Pertti O. Lipas '55. Jesse W. Kennedy "55,
if it was determined that Friday
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55, Bracebridge H. Young '54, and Louis J. evening concerts by the
Jazz Band
Benoit '55. Absent from this picture are: E. Ward Gilman '53, Charles
were provocative to Saturday class
F. Eades '56, and Malcolm G. Malloy '54.
absenteeism or a "big drinking af-

princi-

of its kind

the well-known

,

The writer receiving the
award was to be the author of a

society.

literary production which has been
"published during the year and
which possesses outstanding merit
and reflects most favorably the

fair."

is New England."
Notable Graduates
Professor Mitchell's pamphlet

glory that

Winter Houseparty Play Howard
Cast Selections Made;

presented student life at Bowdoin
during the decade starting in
1820. It was during this decade

Hawthorne, were also graduated
From 1893, Professor
Mitchell taught at Bowdoin for
nearly sixty years. In 1897 he took
the
Edward Little Chair of
Rhetoric and Oratory. He became
Professor Emeritus in 1939. The
colleges from which he has received honorary degrees are Grinnell, the University of Maine, and
Eowdoin.

Among

those attending the predinner were Professor

Herbert Ross Brown,
ed
M,c.

who

prize-winning

the

and Mrs. Harry

L.

forward-

essay,

and

Palmer.

COFFIN TO LECTURE IN ATHENS

existing

has."

He

clarified this

propagandists play up in their
news reports. These include traffic
accidents and restaurant fights involving American
soldiers
and

statement civilians and German citizens.
Having completed his work

by adding that a study of the situation in those countries must bring
to light the pitfalls and dangers
the democratic countries will have
to avoid if the Western World is
going to remain alive and vigorous.

was of the

clinical type.

ORIENT Notice
Bceause of the Christmas vaca-

in

Austria and Germany, beside visiting parts of Switzerland and Italy,
Professor Riley returned to Bowdoin before classes resumed this
semester.

tion the next issue of the

ORIENT

appear
on
Wednesday,
January 14, 1953. All members of
the ORIENT Staff are reminded
that assignments for this issue will
be given out January 8.

will

arose from the unanimous adoption
with modifications of the Zeta Psi
proposal presented last week by
Barrett C. Nichols Jr. '54. Theta
Delta Chi representative Richard
B. Salsman '54 suggested the mod-

which

ification,

strictly limits the

proposal to the Friday evenings of
1) home football games, and 2)

concerts, not including the
perform. Howard won with his in- campus
Chest Weekend. The new
terpretation of "Pilate Speaks," by Campus
Hcywood Broun, while Beeson was proposal includes the "Messiah"
as one in which the jazz
a close runner-up with his portray- weekend
should
be allowed to play.
band
al of both Macbeth and Lady Mac-

"A Peculiar Combination"
beth in selections from ShakesDean Kendrick told the ORIENT
peare's "Macbeth."
Of the nine participants in the that "a jam session and the 'Mescontest, which has been held an- siah' is a peculiar combination." He
nually since 1905, six. including continued, "I don't sec why the
Council proposal should apply to
both winners, were freshmen.
the 'Messiah' weekend. The 'MesBeta Quartet Entertains'
Four of the speakers gave seri- siah' is a piece of religious music
ous selections. Camille F. Sarrauf for which we (the College) merely
'55

"Men Show Devotion supply accommodation.''

presented

He added that the Zeta Pst proLoved Captain," by Ernie
W. Hale Jr. '56 gave posal was "news to me, as the Col"Where The Cross Is Made." an lege hasn't authorized or de-authexcerpt from a Eugene O'Neill orized any jazz band." The Dean

A

To

Pylc; William

play; Frederick C. Wilkins '56 pre- referred to section 3 of the Zeta

—

'56,
will the adoption
entertained during intermis- The question is
and approval of the Council's prosions.
The Alexander Prize Fund, es- posal by the administration add to
Manuscripts for entrance in the
by
the Honorable DeAlva the present confusion."
tablished
One-Act Play Contest are due no
Stanwood Alexander 70, furnishes
"The faculty reports excessive
later than January 12, 1953.
An executive council meeting of two prizes for excellence in select Saturday class absenteeism in the
fall," he added, "and thus another
the Masque and Gown Monday se- declamation.
Judges for the contest were Law- major consideration to be discussed
lected Mrs. Frederic E. T. Tillotrence Burke. Arthur Greason and is whether or not Friday evening
son, Professor Edward C. Kirkland
(Continued on Page .)
and Professor Nathan Dane as Glenn Mclntire.
j

judges of the contest.
The judges will pick the three or
four best entries prior to the midyear exam period, and these plays ((
will begin rehearsals immediately
after the examination period. Each
play will be under the direction of

Critic

Rates Latest Bowdoin Quill
And Inspired" Success-

Startling

By Louis E.
The early literary attempts of
has an author are always of interest
been set for March 9, 1953. At that to me because they are always the
Photo By Downing
time another panel of judges shall work of a would-he author. He has
decide
upon the best play and the not "arrived," and chances arc
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin
second-best plays. The author of •that he never will. But he is trying
the winning play r.hall receive a his wings, and although he may
By Edward F. Spicer '54
the respective authors.
The date of presentation

MIT

come. The Western
to
Europe of today." he said, "is an
armed historical museum with no
more future than any museum

first

Deadline In January

Bowdoin

years

won

.

Rescuer Riley Dubs W. Europe

now

'56

Zete Plan Was Stimuli)*
This latest development in the
social rules disputation, which has
appeared in one form or another on
the agenda of the Student Council
at almost every' meeting this fall,

sented selections from Shakes- proposal which states that the
Donald M. Brewer '55, Benjamin peare's "King Lear;" and Robert L. "College has authorized the formaG. M. Priest '56, and Jose G. Lo- Sutherland '56 presented "the Con- tion of a jazz band." Kendrick callperena '55.
demned Innocents." a selection ed the jazz band "an informal group
T. Brooke Howard '56 and Allan from "From the Letters of Saceo of students with no faculty advisor
or blanket tax provision."
F. Wirght '56 are the stage mana- and Vanzetti."
The Crux Of The Matter
gers.
In a less serious vein were seDean Kendrick claimed that the
The cast was announced by Pro- lections given by Charles E. Orfessor George H. Quinby, Director cutt '54. John S. LaCascc '56 and "administration has been constantly criticized by both freshmen and
of the Masque and Gown.
William A. Fickett '54.
The Beta House Quartet, con- parents for too many social activisisting of Bruce C. McGorrill '53, ties in the fall. Initiations, football
Herbert T. Kwouk '53, Bryant Van weekends and the like put too
Student One Act Plays
Cronkhite '55 and Edward L. Hall much pressure on the freshmen.

An "Armed Historical Museum

—

Howard

B.

and William Beeson III '56
prize in the Alexander
Prize Speaking contest, held on
Monday, December 15, at 8:15 p.m.
in Memorial Hall.
The two winners, both freshmen,
gave dramatic selections which
were both exacting and difficult to

won second

Cast in the men's parts are
Camille F. Sarrauf '55, Horace A.
Hildreth '54, Frederick S. Bartlett
'55, Niel Alter '55, Todd H. Callihan '54, Robert L. Sutherland '56,

Unions Described

Two conference sessions followed during which each school described its own union and received
suggestions concerning its possible
improvement.
The meetings recommenced Satas the possibility of a general sciurday morning with a staff conence course, some new courses suqh
ference which took up the probas geology, and a revision in preslem of the structure of student
Carol Service Dec. 18
ent science courses for the benefit
unions with relation to tiieir canv
of social science majors.
The annual Christmas carol ser- pus locations. Several schools told
The third committee will study
vice will be held tomorrow, Thurs- of lack of student enthusiasm and
the question of more equalized disday, December .18, at 12:10 p.m. difficulty in finding a proper systribution of courses so that Sophowith President James S. Coles pre- tem of organisation.
mores will not have to take six
siding.
Another staff meeting was held
subjects. This issue was discussed
Classes normally meeting at in the afternoon to decide whether
by Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick in
and 11:30 will be held at the activities of a student union
his annual report last year. He sug- 10:30
will be no should be strictly social or should
gested that ROTC might be made a 10:00 and 11:00. There
extend to academic life as well.
service Friday.
credit course in the Sophomore chapel
Nevin Is Moderator
Russell F. Locke Jr. will direct
year.
.Nevin,
as
moderator,
made
the Chapel Choir and the Brass
Stearns' Evaluation
several helpful suggestions among
Gordon W. Stearns '54. President Ensemble at the service.
them the sponsoring of various
tournaments, such as the ping
pong, |mx>1, and bridge tournaments
here at Bowdoin, and the pro99
cedure of having only one facufty
member acting solely in an advisory capacity. The Convention
By Carl S. Tschantre '.>."»
was adjourned late in the afterthe
realized
Riley
Professor
Traveling through Germany and
noon.
Austria for the purpose of study- pessimistic attitude thus taken but
ing the political and economic situ- added that the over-all well-being
in the
ations in those countries. Associ- of the world no longer lies
Debate Squad
ate Professor Thomas A. Riley of powers of Western Europe but in
the German department returned the entire hemisphere in which
Meets Emerson,
to Bowdoin this fall after a seven those countries are located.
Commends American Efforts
month sabbatical abroad.
The Bowdoin Debating Team
On the other hand he commendAccompanied by his wife. Promet the Emerson College and
fessor Riley sailed for Europe the ed the improved and skillful efforts
Massachusetts Institute of Techlatter part of last January, and made by the Americans in Austria
other nology debators Thursdav, Decemuntil July, the couple stayed in and in Germany as well as in
ber 11.
Vienna, Austria, to take advantage countries to combat Communist
The topic debated at both meets
propaganda in Central Europe.
of the theatre season there and in
was "the enactment of Fair Emorder that the professor might While in Vienna he rented a radio
ployment Practices Legislation by
hear
over
was
able
to
which
he
large
theto
access
have easy
American and Russian propaganda the Federal Government." The
library in that City.
first
debate with Emerson was
Because they believe that one coming from two separate but
equally
powerful stations. The judged a tie. Taking the affirmaabroad
trip
a
such
benefits from
or town same good work on the part of tive for Bowdoin were Ralph J.
if he remains in a city
'53
Levi
and Earl F. Strout '55.
obvious in
typical of the region in which it is American reporters is
the
numerous German printed On Bowdoin's negative side were
situated, meeting and becoming
Roger
E. Gordon '54 and Fred A.
newspapers.
inhabitthe
well acquainted with
'56.
The same debaters
The Bowdoin professor believes Jcllison
ants, the Rileys spent much of
confronted the M.I.T. Team on the
their time in and around Tuebin- that the incident of his rescuing
same subject, but no decision could
in
and
Germany
who
was
swept
out
German
a
boy
gen in southern
be given because of a time mix-up.
Luebeck. a city in the northern of shallow waters by a strong curOn Saturday, December 13, the
rent while the youth was swimpart of the country.
annual Bates Debating Clinic held
.Museum
Armed
ming
Hamburg
on
off
a
shore
near
An
Europe
at Lewiston, Maine featured WilAs a result of this visit, the the Baltic brought^ about inter- liam C.
Hays '55 and Elliot S.
study made by Professor Riley national as well as national inPalais '55 for Bowdoin. The mobrought about these conclusions of terest because of the mere fact
tion under discussion was that
feels,
which,
he
that
an
American
had
saved
the
Western Europe,
"the Atlantic Pact Nations should
"has only a past and no future ex- life of a German. Such an act is an
form a federation." No decision
cept as a military base for armies example of the exact opposite type
was made at this debate, since it
and those in the of. event which the Communist

Thomas
prize

faculty.

in this respect.

Beeson '56

Alexander Contest

In

"Ramshackle Inn," to be presented on Tuesday, February 17 for
the general public, and on Saturday. February 21 for the Winter
Houseparties. has been cast and
placed in rehearsal.
Miss Nancy McKeen will appear
in the leading role which is played
professionally by Zasu Pitts. Miss
McKeen has played a number of
character parts for the Masque
and Gown in recent years and has
been production manager for the
Brunswick Workshop Theatre.
Supporting her will be Mrs. Robert Peary, who has also appeared
with the Workshop Theatre; Mrs.
Richard Chittim, remembered for
her role in the college musical a
year ago; Miss Maureen Routhicr
of the Brunswick High School
Dramatic Club; Mrs. Frangcon
Jones, a faculty wife: and Miss
Maureen Shiel of the High School

at this time.

'56,

Finish First, Second

Nine Students Included

that many noteworthy men were
being
graduated, among them
governors, professors, members of
the Senate and House of Representatives, and a President of the
United States. Franklin Pierce.
And in addition, two of the most
widely read writers of the day,
Henry Longfellow and Nathaniel

sentation

17

Kendrick Mum On Council's
Adoption Of Zete Proposal

Prof. Emeritus Mitchell

Committee To Discuss ROTC, To
Science Problem, Aid Courses

NUMBER
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Professor Robert Peter Tristam Coffin will travel to Greece next
year to lecture at the University of Athens on American Literature
and Civilization.
The University nominated Professor Coffin as her choice for the
lectureship, an honorary award in which the recipient also holds the
chair in American Literature and Civilization recently established at
the University by the Greek legislature.
The special award is partially sponsored under the terms of the
Fulbright Act, but not a regular Fulbright Grant. Coffin wa:s chosen
by the University of Athens, no other candidates being considered.
Bowdoin's Pierce Professor of English, renowned pocl and author,
is looking forward to his visit to Greece and to the acceptance of the
honorary award, which he was unable to accept last year. He has
spent some of the last twenty years lecturing at other colleges anc
universities and considers this award in line with his special interest,
which is "to make poetry attractive to the public again by oral presentation."

New Book

Might

IJ<

suit

Coffin feels that a new book might result from the position which
will afford him an opportunity to travel in a country whose history ha.always interested him. At an interview he stated that it would be

a book

I would be especially delighted to write, because, sine* a child,
have always been a disciple of Greek mythology."
Following his holding of three similar positions, bopks have resulted.
After his lectureship at Johns Hopkins University, "New
Poetry of New England" was published. -His lectureship at the University of Cincinnati was followed by "On the Green Carpet," published in 1951, and "The Substance of His Poetry" was the result of
his Indiana University lectureship.
f
The award was first granted to Arnold Whittridgc, formerly a
member of the faculty at Yale, for the academic year 1950-51. Morris
Bishop, head of the Romance Language Department at Cornell, accepted the position for the following year, and Professor Coffin felt
it necessary to decline the offer for 1952-53 due to his obligations at
Bowdoin. Coffin wrote to his friend Bishop at Cornell when he was
I

(Continued vn Page 2)

the flounder later on, his first few motions are charged with inspiration,
the very first flashes of a new sight,
a new reaction, a new appreciation.
And although couched in the most
ponderous language and spiced only
with cautiously measured commas,
test was won by Edward Cogan '51 it is the product of an impulse, of
whose play "The Corporal, The a 'free and a wild urge to write.
Major, and The General" was judg- And through the sombre pale of
and predicate, heavily
ed best out of the four finalists subject
competing. The other two authors drawn and mcticuously underlined
wero Ronald A. Lander '52 and in stern black pencil two and three
Richard T. Goodman '53/ Cogs n had times, there appear the tremulous,
entered two plays, both originals; excited scribbles of a young man
Lander's and Goodman's entries making his debut before t.ic most
•v w
g w both adaptations from short critical of all audiences ... his
prize of

twenty-five

dollars'

second place author receiving fifteen. To- the best undergraduate
actor is awarded five dollars, and a
prize of five dollars is also given to
the winning director.
Last year's One-Act Play Con-

,

I

I

1

j
'

stories.

Last year's finalist judges were
Mrs. B. W. Taylor and James
Fowle. now teaching at Harvard

j

I

friends.

The

Roberts

'33

material;

I

think this one

what different.
The material
.

is

some-

in the present edi-

tion falls into three general categories: poetry, prose fiction, and
essays. There is one other possible
ingredient which is sadly missing,
and its absence should be noted and

mourned. That is humor, broad and
bawdy as the buffoon in what I always thought a harlequinade was.
has a distinct place in the Quill,
I can only thank Patt Nicolet
for his subversive intrusion of i' in
subtle disguise. "Vanity and Human Wishes" was a refreshing tonic in the context of the magazine.
and as sprightly a piece of sophistication as I have enjoyed in a
It

and

And you nvn of nobler bent
reflect that this little story will

while.
.

.

.

remembered longer and with
more pleasure by the readers of
be

this issue than the other wealth of
goods contained herein. Disheartening for you perhaps, but worthy

subject matter which these
of your recognition.
choose, as exemplified in
I may not attempt to comment
all of the entries in this edition
nals of the Quill's character, tends
but those acknowledged will be
either to the intellectual or the
treated in the order in which they
psychological. They are concerned
appear in the galley proofs here
with the mind and the mystic proDies;
before me. And incidentally, there
cesses of the mind. Perhaps that is
are few things more uninviting
because they arc just now gaining
than the bare face of a galley
an appreciation of the mind and all
and
An Overseer of Bowdoin since its wondrous machinations, and. sheet. It has the rusty texture
mottled complexion of the wheat
1949 and President of the Alumni with the unrestrained zeal of
germ. I envy you the glossy paper
Association in 1948-1949, Ashmcad youth, they embark on an exploand artistic design of the finished
White '12 died December 8 in Ban- ration of it with no holds barred
copy which make the contents so
gor. Maine at the age of 62.
and nothing held sacred from their much
more appetizing. Still, there
White, a prominent Bangor in- scrutiny. Most of the early reports
are some tempting morsels here,
vestment broker, was an Alumni of their discoveries suffer from an
and so I shall indulge.
Fund Director from 1942 to 1945. obvious lack of perspective, and so
Poetry
He was on the Alumni Council two are of a juvenile stamp for all the
This department is always the
years, the second of which he serv- mighty
lines
employed.
The most disturbing to me because of
ed as President of the Alumni As- Quills of the recent past were
the vague area of appraisal which
sociation.
heavily weighted with this type of
(Continued on Page 2)
University.

Overseer White

Was Investment Broker

men

most contemporary college jour- on

j
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Otis, Jr. '53
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Managing Editor
Charles Raniett '54
N#ws Editors
Jonathan Bartlett

'53
Jr.

Charles W. Schoeneman

*55

Sport* Editor
Robert M. Hurst '53
Photographer
James P. Gaston '54

(Continued from Page 1}
entertainment by the jazz band
will aggravate this condition."
Proposal "Moderately Intelligent"
Kendrick called the latest Council proposal "honest, and moderate*

Sorrow of endless going,
should
think we so beautifully and graphically dey.
veloped in the ensuing song. The
have more than that here.
The first six lines of "Along the meter used is appropriate to the
Way" are splendid, but the con- sombre melancholy of the sea and
cluding two are disappointing be- the gull and the lone wanderer on
cause they make no sense at all to land, and I have the temptation to
me. In a poem of the nature of this quote practically every line to sub£3 1 first, this apparent lapse of inspira- stantiate and exemplify my con'53
tion is doubly discernable from that tention that this is a very fine poem
of the author's second attempt, "A with the durability and permanHarlequinade." The simplicity and ence of the petrified flower bestownatural contrivance of the first de- ed in gratitude.
I don't know why Coakley changmand an immediacy of conclusion
sustain the ed the title from "No Head" to
'66 to carry *** ^ r
"Poem"
but I congratulate him on
aura
of
intimacy
which
the
natural
*55j
'551 style exudes. The first few lines the pictorial clarity with which he
'55 conjure a reminiscence of Millay, depicts a physical atmosphere both
"55 and that is a very fine compliment vague and indistinct. He does weU
I

it

Mum On

Proposal

Sponsoring Of The Lectureship
•
The sponsoring of the special award is best explained in a letter
received by Professor Coffin from the Committee of International
Exchange of Persons of the Conference Board of Associated Research
Councils. The letter stated that "the Fulbright program is under the
general supervision and administration of the Board of Foreign
Scholarships and the Department of State, but the Conference Board
Committee has acceped the responsibility of recommending candidates
for awards for university lecturing and post-doctoral research abroad.
Awards are ordinarily made on a basis of open competition, but since
in the case of the special award mentioned above no candidate was
selected from among those who applied in the regular competition, the
Commit tee has been authorized to propose the name of an American
scholar without calling for additional applications."
The funds for carrying out the program under the Fulbright Act
are foreign currencies realized through surplus property sales abroad.
Under executive agreements with foreign governments, programs are
currently in effect in twenty-five foreign countries. The funds for
Professor Coffin will be in Greek currency.

and indicated that
the procedure of the Council in discussing the question was "proper."
Yesterday, Council President Gor-

don W. Stearns
j

Jr.

penned a

'54

to Dean Kendrick
the suggestions of the
Council to the administration.
Kendrick told the ORIENT that
the Council proposal "might pos-

formal

letter

stating

I

j

John B. Goodrich
David G. Lavender

'53

ls

(Continued from Page 1)
again offered the award, and being assured of the honor of the position and of the opportunities it afforded, he accepted.

ly intelligent,"

!

Staff
•Jay A. Carson '53
Douglas A. Chalmers

1952

pain of solitude,

one good and the

But should

allows.

poem appear per issue,
justify analysis. And I

|

Editor-in-Chief

17,

Reviewer Pleased By Quill HUSHED COUNCIL A WAITS
Professor To Visit Greece
ADMINISTRA TIVE DECISION
Raw

BOW0N ORIENT

THE

mmmmm*

'

^d

S1 blj be cons.dered by the Admin,
,
Committee of the Facul' strativc
,ncIudes
ttee
* com
Curtis Webber
,, **J*
t
Robert K. Windsor *55 no matter how it is read. Perhaps
5
ORIENT
James S. Carter '56 the difficulty which confronts me in to note that
when the administration decision
J. George deLyra "56
"No one sells papers or collects
the last line particularly is the rewould be forthcoming, and added
old rags"
sponsibility of the printer, for as it
'56
Robert
bert E
E. HamlZl
Hamilton .£J
that "it doesn't seem to require
It
is
definitive
a
description
in a
herent'in, his novels. Whether he ity and Human Wishes." In the
Carroll E. Pennell '56 appears on my copy it reads: "In
urgency."
•
"lieu of
the yaers." I have no truly poetic sense.
Photo by Gaston was primarily a novelist or a phil- style with which he is now toying,
"yaers" in my desk dictionary, but
ation should be to convince rather
osopher is not the important ques- the humor must be read in by the
Business Manager
Kendrick
Quill
Editor
"54
be
it "yaers; or "years" the line is
Albert F. LIUey
than to confuse.
long as we realize that he reader, for it is a form of satire
tion
Assistant Business Manager
equally confusing. I would like to
Maillet has a grace with words,
was both. A more important mat- and must be recognized as such.
creation, does not concern himself
Bruce N. Cooper '54
see it rewritten.
and it is nowhere better illustrated
ter is whether the "duality of his There is no difficulty in doing this
with the preferences of the reading
Advertising Mapogvr
I have the same fault to find in
Circulation Manager
than in his lines
nature" justifies his departure from in the present case, but a satire, in
James A. Cook '54
public, and anyway they can alRichard C. Thurston '54 the last line of the third verse of "A
the norm. This is apparently too order to be really effective, should
the teasing thumb of blown air
ways skip those pages if the sub- big question for either
Harlequinade." The rest of the
Business Assistants
plucks
I
a
Mr. Keene contain a very high degree of reTheodore D. P.obbins *53
distasteful for them. I
Peter T. C. Bramhall '» verse is good, though the title is
your careful curls out in a strand ject is too
or myself.
finement, for it is this carefully
Ilobart C. Tracy '55
also hazard a guess that
should
William Beeson III '56 misleading, which I can only apof chastened hair.
I
think
that
Keene
makes
a more confined use of the hyperbole, this
the
two, and possibly all three, of
predate as a subjective mood, and
He writes with aplomb of a coun- essays in this issue were originally incisive inquiry into the second shading into an over-refinement,
which
sombre
introspection
is proRacial Segregation
try squire and lord to boot, and is
. . .
submitted in the more normal con- problem which he considers: the this exaggerated etiquette, which
jected to the play to the accom
equally comfortable with various
for, and lack of, Faith in provokes the reader to glance bedition of classroom compositions. desire
The momentous legal dispute over public school segrega- ] Paniment of macabre strains pipmodes of meter. His words are not As such, they probably all were Dostoevsky. His detailed analysis tween the lines and chuckle along
tun now in effect in 7 Southern and border states and the ed in a minor key. We see the ac
warm but they are penetrating; rewarded with very high grades of this most tormenting of frustra- with the author. Nicolet's method
tion, but we see the soul of the atthey are stern and often sad, but approaching the aerial and rarefied tions is pointed and clear. The final is obvious and popular and pleasDistrict of Columbia is due for a showdown in the U. S. Supreme tendant much more
clearly. All of
they ring true in purpose and posiatmosphere of the alpha. Thus en- judgment of the inconclusiveness of ant, but perhaps it is too vulgar,
y oun after years of delay.
The impending verdict on the segre- that is fine, but where do the words
tion. He takes the right word, and
couraged, their proud poppas spur- The Idiot can be also applied to the in the sense of unrefined, to tickle
(borne
with
the
sententiousness
of
gation problem, which is one of the most important issues in the
then goes on to use a better word
red them on to higher heights of inconclusiveness of Dostoevsky's our delicate sensibilities. And I
an apothegm "Remnants are so
than that. And so his words and
Held of education that has come before the highest tribunal in easily contrived" apply? The authmagazine publication where they relentless reasoning. It would not must speak out against the accomhis style are not as familiar as
would stand on equal ground with let him "accept." nor was it suf- paniment of copious footnotes to
many years, undoubtedly will have stupendous political, social, or has a responsibility to the readthose employed by some others,
allow him provide the punch lines, for, althe fictitious products of fanciful ficiently convincing to
er, the responsibility to acknowbut if his words are different it
and educational impact.
minds. And so they have arrived, to "refute." It was this anguish and \ though it is standard practice on
ledge, with some compassion, his
comes from an originality temperturmoil which would not be still the Post Scripts page of the Sattheir position undisputed.
ihe* Supreme Court has many alternatives in deciding the intended presence, and in this mated by maturity.
David Keene has stated a prob- within him, and which forced him urday Evening Post and endorsed
question, but it may possibly take one of the two following ap- ter Beeson does not bear his burI may be mistaken, but in the lem in his discussion of Dostoevsky, to produce three masterpieces of by such a notary as Will Cuppy, I
den.
find the flipping of pages and franproaches: 1) overrule the not so solidly entrenched "separate
ease and sweep ^nich Trask mani- (if I may be permitted the Angli- world literature.
I liked "Sarah," and I particuPhoto by Gsiston fests in his poem "The Eagle," I
In "Alfred the Great," Nicolet is tic scurrying among the numbered
cized form), which is much more
but equal" doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson by declaring segre- larly appreciate the inclusion of a
'49
find the marked influence of an- imposing and grander in scope than spoofing again but, although the small- type distracting from the
William
A.
Maillet
gation repugnant to the 14th Amedment. or 2) disclaim ballad in this text.
other student of nature, both phy- the post mortem analysis of one idea was right, he is not as success- Point of the context. The profeswould like to synthesize the
[
Al Maillet here writing under the
jurisdiction, an action which might lead to abortive stalemate.
(Continued on Page 4)
individual genius. The controversy ful in his humor as he was in "Vanworks of Goodman and Hethering- n om de plume of William A. Mail sical and human, Mr. Robert P.
At the risk of being branded sympathetic to a movement ton to form a basis of one very let, has nothing to fear from iden- Coffin. If the association is there, which Keene acknowledges in reTrask has become one more memcan be implied
prompted by overzealous champions of democracy to extend short exposition. Both men have tification with his poetry. He is the beX of that brotherhood of bene- gard to Dostoevsky other
men, a
concerning many
established fine reputations for most precisely practiced and proficiaries of a proud and worthy whole, separate, and apparently
democratic processes and legal procedure into fields where they themselves
in the literary vein. fessional poet appearing in this
the artist.
are not qualified to serve." as Judge Robert N. Wilkin in a re- and the examples offered in this publication. His works are not the heritage. And if this is so, the bur- distinct class of men
den is upon him to uphold the tra- As Keene says, are there "Absolute
cent Tennessee segregation case asserted, we would like to sug- Quill justify their position. The impassioned supplications of awak- dition. And if all my assumptions
standards of right and wrong?"
only complaint I have concerns the ened youth, for he has been aware
are correct, he is squarely meeting Thus simply stated, we have a tregest that the Supreme Court take the former course.
brevity of their entries.
for some time. Neither are they his responsibility with such a verse
mendously complex question. I
The segregationists, with Wilkin as an able spokesman,
If the inclusion of works of dif- cries in the wilderness, for he is
as "Ttie Eagle."
agree with the author of this artclaim that racial segregation is a product of nature and custom ferent periods by Curran had a eminently civilized. Nor are theyj
The Literary E
icle that the best way to go about
purpose, and if this purpose was to the labored lamentations of a wear. - .J
,,
.,
T
which cannot be ended by man-made laws.
I should imagine that in submit
a quest for the answer is by exam.«
Says Wilkin: show the improvement wrought by led wanderer who secretly
suspects
"Segregation itself (where legal rights are unaffected) is not time and experience, the purpose that there is more to be seen, for ting a literary essay to a magazine ining individual cases ... or the
such as the Quill, the author (if he cases of Individuals.
unconstitutional or unlawful, but a natural tendency which in the was achieved. "Golden Yesterdays" he is continually conscious and, bothers to think about it
My opinion of Dostoevsky is that
at all)
is
s a very
v ^«y preny
pretty poem.
po«?m. I especially what is more important for the art»
.a»~~.._
_f man
i-«*
i
progress
must suppose that there is enough he is the finest novelist I have ever
of
s political, social and spiritual evolution may
ike9 the dead leaves falling side- ist, conscious of his consciousness.
fi
interest in the subject of the read. That he was also a philosochange or disappear.
It would be inexpedient and unwise to
ways
Being an old hand at this game, he
theme, among the potential audi- pher is apparent, for his philosophy
First National
tends to refute the obvious, or rathattempt to prevent or prohibit it (or enforce unrestricted asThrough the air
ence, to warrant its inclusion. But
or more accurately, philosophies
er, to color it with his own illuminLike crippled birds
sociation) by judicial decree."
most likely the author, proud of his
were embodied in, and were inBrunswick, Maine
Legally, the segregationists cite
observations.
His
poetry
is
ating
or flaming fighter planes perhaps.
the 1896 Plessy case." in which the Supreme Court declared
The history he describes is his, but not particularly easy to read, perthat racial segregation was lawful provided equal facilities were ours, too, and the history was nice- haps because of the structure he
have adding machines for rent
has erected for his presentation or,
provided to the groups involved in instances where public ly executed.
previous, the arrangement of his
I extend petrified orchids to the
and for sale.
authority furnished facilities for the use of citizens.
author of "Sea Gulls" for a difficult tools. Many poets today are, and
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
The segregationist argument is extremely powerful, and job exceedingly well done. It was a for some days past have been,
Typewriters as low as $64.50
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
looking
for some new mode of presunfortunately has convinced many jurists, laymen, and educa- difficult tack because the attitude entation, for some new order of
For rent as low as $3.00 per
of despair implied is seldom made
tors.
But their position is essentially shaky. In light of recent as appealing
words on paper to enhance the acas this to the reader.
philosophical, social, political, and economic developments in As a matter of fact, it took some tual material which they supply.
Books
that are having a good sale
In my estimation very few have
the world, we think we have an immeasurably better argument rumination on my part to give, and been successful in their abortive
The Silver Chalice
Costain
give freely, the sympathy desired.
attempts, and I would personally
for the abolition of racial segregation in public schools.
Cleveland Amory
The Last Retort
But the wording was immediately
prefer that they concentrate more
From the Christian standpoint, it would be sheer heresy to attractive, and such lines as
Steamboat
Keyes
Gothic
on the subjective formation of the
Fifty Cents a
advocate segregation. Modern standards of ethics and morality From madness of going ever,
Returning never to warm hedge- words than on their architectural
Pick out your Christmas Cards before
design. Perhaps it is unfair to Maildemand that the practice be rejected.
rows
the choice ones are sold
let to enter this dissertation here,
From the legal standpoint, we believe that segregation
in dusk's dim shroud
for, with the exception of small
Merrymeeting Gift Shop
Alumni Office
per se is discrimination among citizens, stamping one group as fairly capture the attention and de- caps where large should be, his
mand
more
a
thorough
contemplasituation is uniform. But my coninferior to another, and thus unconstitutional.
believe that
Union Store
tion of the poem as a whole. I read sidered intent is to state again
Uncle Tom's Cabin Shop
the Supreme Court should cast aside the doctrine of the Plessy
150
234
it over several times, and at each
that the author does have a duty to
case, because equality in education does not stop with "equal reading discovered some new de- his audience, and every implementlight
and
satisfaction.
In
this inphysical facilities."
Children should be educated as human
stance the poem picks up as it
beings, not as Negroes or Whites.
Indeed, 32 top social sci- goes along, and I found the last
entists and educators have filed a statement before the Supreme two stanzas far superior to the
Court which claims that "regardless of facilities which are pro- first. Perhaps it was the setting
On bright noon
vided, enforced segregation is psychologically detrimental to which tended to alienate me at the
o oo
.
*
start, for bright noon is not comthe members of the segregated group."
From the standpoint of the U. S. as a leader in world af- monly associated with the theme
tin,.
stated as the
fairs, it would be political suicide for this country not to do away
WRITS*!
SAYS THIS

Ward

Gil man "53
» Michael Moore '53
Allen F. Hetherington. Jr. '54
Horace A. Hildreth. Jr. '54
Kdward F. Spicer '54
KJward B. Blackman '55
Robert C. Burr '55
.lames L. Doherty '55
Anthony L. Funnell '55
i:.

Elliot S. Palais
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The insidious Communist would relish
Supreme Court decision upholding the doctrine of the Plessy
It would
merely add fuel to his ever-growing fire of

with racial segregation.
a

case.

propaganda.
of freedom,

this country,

which professes to be the bulwark
justice, liberty, and equality, intends to maintain
confidence
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stimulate bacchanalian activities, and 2) such7 entertainwill not promote excessive Saturday class absenteeism.

the administration can be convinced that these two conditions
will not arise, the Council will have by-passed an important
stumbling block.
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Alexia Smith
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in for
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political,
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T»E BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
Freshmen Swimmers
Open Season With Wia

Freshman Basketball

Team Whs Two Hare;
EJL, Chevens Beaten

POLAR

The Bowdoin Junior Varsity de
the fresh- feated the Brunswick High School
string of swimming team in perhaps the
overvictories to four games by
closest meet between the two by
coming Edward Little High of Au- the score 38-36 last Friday night.
62-50 and soundly thrashing
Coach Miller commented that
burn
By Robert M. Hunt '54
experienced
The shellacking Bob Miller's swimmers received from Dartmouth Cheverus High of Portland 72-49. this is one of the least
Edward Little gave the frosh teams Bowdoin has put in the
is only a preview of what is in store for the followers of that sport
the toughest battle they have yet water. "Probably," he continued,
here at Bowdoin. In the past few years Bowdoin has produced teams
encountered. Not quite at home "this is one reason we have JV
that have been the equal of the best in the league, teams which meet with the glass backboards and the meets."
in early March for the New England championships at M.I.T.
This large
the
floor
at
Lewiston
The Polar Cubs fell behind at
superiority will be all but absent this year and in the near future. Armory, the Polar Bears did not the start as Pyle, Morse, and HowNext season the team will be minus Hildreth Lyndon, Arwezon, and exhibit the same smoothness with ard lost the opening race, the 150
tery of

man

s

Boyle.
Taking a look at the summaries, we find that these men
scored all but one of the points. The only freshman who will be able
to step in and be expected to win consistently is Glover. The administration must be aware of this fact, but they accepted only one man

who had ever won a

letter in swimming. One fairly safe meet is with
seems to be the only one. If something is not done soon,
the Millermen will be in dire straits.
The Curtis Pool was built in 1928 and intercollegiate competition
began in 1929. The first meet was hold at Worcester Tech where
the Polar Bears were swamped 53 to 18. Bowdoin took only 2 first
places in the dismal debut. Undismayed by their disasterous start, the
team prepared for their first home appearance and the first swimming meet ever to be held in the state of Maine. Bowdoin reversed
its form of the previous week as it swept pass B.U. 45 to 17.
Two
pool records were established in the medley swim and the 40 yard
freestyle; the time in the freestyle was 26.4. Freshmen were allowed
to swim in these early meets due to the small size of the squad. The
coach of the team during this first year was Capt. Bob Miller. The
M.I.T. meet the following year was one which was long to be remembered in the early years of swimming. M.I.T. did everything but supply
the towels as they set four pool records and trounced Bowdoin 51 to
20.
The first New England Collegiate record held by Bowdoin was
the 300 yard medley relay in the time of 4:10.1.
One of the early greats in Bowdoin swimming annals was a remarkable man by the name of Swede Wall berg. When Swede was
a freshman he broke the then existing N. E. 440 freestyle record during an intermission of a varsity meet with Wesleyan by 10.6 seconds.
He held the college records in the 100, 200, 220, and 440 yard freestyles.
Mr. Allberg was not heard of after the first semester of his
sophomore year for some mysterious reason.
The ques-tion of making swimming a major sport arose in 1933.
Mai Morrell, director of Athletics opposed the idea on the grounds
that the cost involved would unbalance the budget considerably.
Tommy Means, one of the early faculty pioneers of Bowdoin's sports
program, was very much enthused over the idea for he felt that
swimming was one sport that could be continued for recreational purB.U., but

it

when a student left college.
Two other men of considerable

poses

graced the pool with their

ability

swimming during the early years. A transfer from Worcester Tech.
named Henry Franklin in the early thirties and proceeded to annex
the college records in the 50, 100, and the 220 yard freestyles as well
as the 300 yard individual medley relay.
In 1937 Bowdoin had its
Drst undefeated season, and the 13th New England Intercollegiate

Championships were held at Brunswick. Bud White, who had been
undefeated in the 50 and 100 yard freestyles, won both events in the
New Englands with times of 24 and 54.1 seconds.
Except for an inactive period of three years during the last war,
the progress of the swimming team has steadily advanced. The proverbial wheel, however, has suddenly started to turn the other way,
and it is going to take a mighty effort on the part of the admissions
department to stop

it.

,

•

*

•

*

«

Bruce Hutchinson of Springfield College broke the New England
Intercollegiate 440 freestyle mark Saturday. Hutchinson's time was
three tenths at a second better than the old record held by
Alvin Malthaner, also of Springfield.
Bowdoin will face Springfield

New

in the
•
•

Englands held at M.I.T.
•

*

March.

in

•

Colby scored its 19th straight triumph in state series play Saturday by beating Bate* 90 to 81 at Lewiston. The Bobcats had won two
series

game* before the

loss.

Frank

Piacentini, captain of the Mules,

with 12 from the floor and 4 from the foul line for a
38 points. Four Bates cagers hit double figures in the scoring.
Colby plays Holy Cross, the number 10 team in the country, Thursday.
Look for a route by the Cross.
Maine's Black Bears beat Vermont 88 to 77 as Johnny Norris
smashed the Maine Gym scoring record of 36 by one point. Norris
looped in a set shot with seconds to go for his 17th basket and his
36th and 37th point. Maine's Charlie Goddard set the old mark in
led the scoring
total of

1950.

game

In a preliminary

opposition,

extended

at Lewiston the Bates

Freshmen whipped
Maine Maritime 82 to 78. Bruce Michelson of the Middies pumped in
41 points. The Maritime Academy had previously beat the Brunswick
Naval Airbase which the Bowdoin varsity plays this week.
The record for the most points scored in one game is held by
Paul Arizen of Villanova and the Philadelphia Warriors.
In 1949
against Philadelphia N.A.M.C. Arizen scored 85 points.
Charlie Windhorst and Ed Fraktman walked away with statistical
honors at Colby. Franktman led in pass receiving with 22 completions
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anything will be done about them
immediately."

1

2
2
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He remained
the water, and swam to his
second victory in the 200 yard
breaststroke Nat Clifford came
through to take third and to make
the only time that the Polar Bears
took two places in one event.

20Q yard backstroke.
in

The 440 yard freestyle was won
easily hy Mullins of Dartmouth,
hut the race for second place was
close between Hildreth and Mount.
Mount manage^ to slide through
before Hildreth.

The final 400 yard relay was won
by the Dartmouth team by beating Carpenter, Brigham, Williams,
and Courteol.
The summary:
SO* yard medley relay

—

14 6 36

Total*

G F P

Zcte

6

3

Ingraham, rf 4

2

•

(54

)

Hammonds

1

•

2

t :2l.«.

60 yard freeatyla

—
—

—

yard medley swim

—
Diving —
Ume

Ume—

Glover (D). time

28.8.

150

Dartmouth, time

Hildreth <B).

—

Arweson

—

(R).

1:44.6.

—
—
—
— Bench <D). time »—
2:21.4.
—
Arwezon (B). limo
200 yard breaststroke
— 2:4«.8.
440 yard freestyle — Mullins (D). time —
S:ee.8>
400 vurd relay — Dartmouth, time —
95.94. «
Doyle <B). points
Glover (D), time
100 yard freestyle
6S.8.

200 yard backstroke

3:52.2.
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Arweeon Stars
Bob Arwezon, swimming with a
sprained ankle, nevertheless swam
to two victories and one second
place. His first win was the 150
yard medley swinv in which he
was followed byvjCotfin and Hodgson of DastmoutbV^
the win
Larry Boyle d«*Ve
column by extracting 95.94 points
from the judges.
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think Lyndon was second, but the
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his recommendations to Lou
Little, chairman of the Rules Committee, but that he was "not optimistic enough to believe that

Stentorg
Kay. If
3 Wranir
»i
61

3
2
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Weetman

third places.
The 50 yard freestyle was the
closest race of the afternoon. John
Glover of Dartmouth finished first,
followed very closely by Lyndon
and Heyn. The stands seemed to
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W. Oilman 'M

with an immediate lead which it
never geve up. The team of
Hodgson, and Brooks
Berseh,
swam* to an easy victory over Dunand Carpenter in
DeWinter,
lap,
the 300 yard medley relay.
Charlie HiWreth came through
in the 220 yard freestyle to win.
but Dartmouth took second and

Bowdoin Varsity Basketball Team
Loses Another To Colby 82-57

extra point kicker.
Walsh said that he had forward-
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The fir* Bowdoin varsity swimmiag meet of the sekson was won
by a very superior Dartmouth
team by the acore of 57 to 27.
The Dartmouth team started off

which they handily won their first yard medley relay. The Cubs came
two games. Their shooting was back in the 200 yard freestyle with
poor, especially during the first Sargent and Hely, who took first
quarter, as Edward Little never and second respectively. Then the
trailed by more than 8 points and Brunswick swimmers out-sprinted
narrowed the margin to three Perkins and Neill in the 50 yard
points with but three minutes left freestyle.
Sargent And Glover Win Twice
to play.
With the pressure on, the Polar
In what Coach Miller called the
Bears decided to freeze the ball. best performance of the evening,
Both the crowd and the Edward Glover and Willey took the first
Little five became so frantic that two places of the 150 yard medley
Bowdoin got several easy baskets swim.
The fifth contest, diving, showon the fast break and clinched the
victory. John Libby led the scorers ed most of all the lack of time for
with 15 points and played an ex- proper training. Although the BHS
diver
had only two months of
ceptional floor game, recovering
about a third of Bowdoin's re- training, he was able to defeat the
bounds. Ted Kenney ad<1ed 14 less-trained Cubs, Koch and Barpoints and headed Bowdoin's last ton.
Sargent and Neill came back for
minute surge. High man for Edward Little was Taylor who also Bowdoin on the 100 yard freestyle, Larry Boyle, 1950 New England diving champion, continued his record of being undefeated in dual meet
played an outstanding game as a Sargent winning his second, and eompetition by taking his specialty against Dartmouth last Saturday. Here Boyle is shown executing the
Neill taking third.
re bounder.
required running front dive, layout position.
Glover and Willey again accomIn the Cheverus game, the Polar
Bears gave their top performance panied each other as they won and
as a team so far this season. placed in the 100 yard backstroke.
{Bowdoin Quintet Routs
Cheverus put up an intense battle
Polar Cubs Disqualified
for the first period as their shots
Brunswick Air Station
Head and Morse wore disqualiwent in with astounding consist- fied in the 100 yard breastroke, but
ency.
For First Win, 81-56
the BHS swimmers had already
By Robert M. Hurst '54
Polar Jump To Lead
taken first and second.
Coach Coombs saw his cagers recent years can be attributed to
The Bowdoin Varsity Basketball
Cheverus led by fhe points midThe final 200 yard relay was absorb their fourth defeat in as various things, but the fact that
way through the period, but they won by Brunswick over the team many games as they were outplay- Bowdoin fails to offer the incom- Team had no trouble with a weak
Brunswick Naval Air Station a*
could not keep pace with the of Herman,
Mathews, Kendall, ed, outshot, and outscored 82 to ing freshman a competent fullthey won their first game of the
hustling Polar Bears, who jumped and
Gardiner.
57 on their home court. The loss time coach during his first year is
season 81-56, Monday night at the
to a 15 point lead at halftime.
sent the team skyrocketing down perhaps foremost. Players of any
The summary:
Bowdoin's
offense
functioned 150 vard medley
the Sargent Gymnasium.
at
naturally look
relay — Won by Bruns- in the cellar of the Maine basket- ability
The winners rolled to a half
smoothly throughout the game as
wick (Helmreich, Booker, Walker), time ball
coaching setup when he looks over
championship series.
— U36.9.
they constantly worked the baH
time lead of 39-18 as the Air Sta200 yard freestyle — Won by Sarprent
In the early minutes of the game the college. If the choice should
tion was unable to get any sort of
in for lay-ups and kep,t ahead of
(Bo), time — 2:22.
scoring arise between Bowdoin and anBowdoin
slight
took
a
an organized and effective offense
the defense with the fast break. 50 yard freestyle — Won by Brown (Br),
time. — 27.
edge, but the lead soon dwindled other college of equal scholastic
going. The second half was turned
John Kreider, playing his finest 150 yard medley swim — Won by Glover
and the same pattern tha't has
(Bo), time — 1:42.9.
over to the Bowdoin subs as every
game of the season, led the at- Divin*
— Won by Basson (Br), points — followed in the previous games be- STATE SERIES STANDINGS: man
was given a chance to play.
tack with 16 points, mostly on
39. 48.
gan to take its course. Colby deL Pet.
G.B.
led the Bowdoin
Bill Fraser
hurtling drive-in shots. John Lib- 100 yard freestyle — Won by Sargent
(Bo), time — 1 :02.8.
finitely had the edge in height with
scorers with 22 points. Wally Bartby continued his ball-hawking 100 yard backstroke — Won by Glover
1.000
2
Colby
the. front line of Ted Lallier,
—
(Bol.
time
1 :08.
activities and contributed fifteen
%' lett scored 17 for the evening,
1
.666
2
.100 yard breaststroke — Won by Gustafsan
Charlie Weigand, and Ron Nagle Bates
while George Mitchell had 14
points, hitting consistently from
(Br), time — 1:17.
1
1
1
.500
6' 6" in Maine
relay — Won by Brunswk-x, time averaging slightly under
points.
the foul circle. Bob Coyne topped 200
2V*
— yard
.000
1:61.7.
3
height. This height more than off- Bowdoin
The only real players for the Air
both Bowdoinities with 17 points
set
the rebound play of Bill
Station, Tassopolous and Newon some spectacular long set shots
becollege
team
other
the
Fraser, the only man on
advantages, the
scored 17 and 14 points
berry
and driving one-hand jump shots.
Schedules For Varsity, who could match the Mules in the cause of its better athletic setup respectively.
height department. Fraser, who would be at an advantage.
three
for
can
only
counted
on
be
Frosh
As long as Bowdoin has the and attendance at the games will
Set
Point Values Changes
periods at the most, fouled out as basketball coaching set up the way diminish to a mere faithful few.
The Varsity schedule is as fol- usual in the middle of the third it is, the varsity will have mediocre
Suggested
lows:
period to leave the backboards teams. During this present year
Walsh
If yon are worried about your
under the almost complete control it is extremely doubtful whether weight, here is a fact that should
December
Coach Adam Walsh recommend13 Dartmouth here
of "the tall ones."
the basketball team will win a be of interest. The average woman,
ed recently that scoring values in
Piacentini TTsed Sparingly
January
series game. Basketball is becom- aged 19, six feet tall, and wearing
football should be revised so that
10 Trinity here
Bowdoin received some compen- ing a farce in the school this yearKShoes, weighs 151 pounds.
the team would be more accurately,
17 Tufts away
sation in the fact that Frank
awarded for its efforts.
Piacentini, captain of the Colby
February
Walsh proposed that all touch7 Wesleyan here
quintet and holder of the Colby
downs count seven points, and that
14 Boston U. here
Field House scoring record, comall extra points by rush would
20 Connecticut away
mitted three fouls in the first
count three points, by passes two
21 Williams away
period and was only used sparingly
points, and by kicking one point.
28 Amherst away
by Coach Lee Williams.
Outfitters to Bowdoin Men
Bowdoin's football coach also
March
Williams had the Polar Bears
recommended that the goal posts 13-14 New 'Englands
completely scouted and used the
be returned to the goal-line for ex- 12-14 Easterns
same technique that Bates and
tra points and field goals, that the 26-28 Nationals
Maine previously had used in their
platoon system in football be left Junior Varsity Schedule Tentative wins,
only to a greater extent. The
alone, that the substitution rule be
The probable JV schedule will Mules stopped the weave, employliberalized, that a kicking team run as follows:
ed 'their height successfully in lapnot be penalized for grounding a
100
December
ins and backboard control, and
punt inside the opposition's 1012 Brunswick High here
bottled up Bartlett.
yard line, that college games have
January
fact that Colby had the
The
five officials, and that T-quarter9 Deering here
game under control all the way
back or centers should be eligible
17 Edward Little here
was emphasized by the fact that
to catch passes.
20 Hebron here
Williams, who is usually off the
Defending his new scoring sys23 Brunswick High here
bench more than his ball players,
tem, Walsh pointed out that "In
February
complacently sat by feeling the
order to score a team has to break
6 Waterville away
need to rise and emote to the refthrough an opponent's core of re13 Portland away
erees only once concerning a techsistance." He added that a touch21 Exeter away
nical foul called on Colby. In the
down earned in .this manner should
27 State Meet here
same line once during an excepbe worth more than two field goals
controversial
decision
His recommendations were made tionally
by another team that is unable to
against Bowdoin, Beezer Coombs
break its opponent's resistance at a meeting of Bowdoin's Pen-

330 yards and 3 touchdowns. Windhorst took scoring and rushing
average honors by making 5 touchdowns for a total of 30 points and
averaging 4.43 yards per carry. It is interesting to note that in six near the
obscot Alumni Association held
goal.
games the Mules scored only 11 touchdowns for an average of less than
Last year Bowdoin lost the Wil- Bangor.
two a game. Only three extra points were made out of the 11 attempts. liams game through two missed
points, and this year the team was
plagued by the lack of a consistent
for
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Dartmouth Indians Scalp Millermen
In Season's Opener In Curtis Pool

Over Brunswick, 38-36
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Prose, Poetry Carefully;

Rates Issue Success

Messiah Success Features
Baby Houseparty Activities

(Continued from Page 2)
sional wit is a very harried man indeed.

have better justified its inclusion.
And anyhow, I take serious issue
with Mr. Trollope when he modestly remarks: ".
he who can deal
.

.

adequately with tragic elements is
a greater artist and reaches a higher aim than the writer whose efforts never carry him above the
mild walks of everyday life." I
hope that he was just being coy.
Proae Fiction

team emerge

victorious.

jazz concert by the Bowdoin and the Brunswick Choral Society,
Band at the Delta Sigma which were directed by Professor
at four o'clock followed the of Music Frederic E. T. Tillotson,
meet. After a somewhat confused were rewarded a large ovation at
start, things picked up and the the conclusion of the performance.
newly formed band gave one of
Following the Concert there was
its best performances. The usual a dance in Sargent
Gymnasium

"Georgia Camp Meeting," "Lonesome Road," and "Royal Garden
Blues."

A

crowd was

substantially
large
on hand to sing along

dissatisfied not with
leave us
the story, but with the events
which caused it. The suspense
which envelopes the story' is made,

That

of Psi

U ertdeavor-

tertained the children

who

j

attend-

ed that party.

reportorial

At

observation.

\

dication he does give us in regard
to their association and feeling for
one another is not warm, nor dependent, nor intimate. So we may
feel commiseration for one and
then the other but neither wholly
and never together. This failure to

develop what to the author was a
familiar and clearly deliniated resomewhat spoiled for me
what could and should have been a
better story.

lationship,

There is a distinct art to description portrayed in the medium of

Photo By Litchfield
Brunswick lassie Judy Trepanier winning second prize in the solo
singing contest at Psi Upsilon Christmas party for needy, children.
Bowdoin's fraternities sponsored many games and contests for local
children in the annual Yuletide affairs held this week.

variations on the same
theme. And the first person narration is certainly not a unique device
in the story of youth ... or of a
youth. There are innumerable references which could be called in
for corroboration of this or anything else I should say about the
plan in general. But for some reason, the "other" story which came
into my mind as I had concluded
reading this one was Stephen Vincent Benet's "Too Early Spring."
The two are really not very much
alike, except te> certain superficial"
aspects, and yet they are similar in
one most important aspect: their
worth. They have told of youth, and
in the language of youth, and
where Benet is naive. Hill is hard;
where Benet is beautiful. Hill is impassioned; where Benet is the poet.

many

first

j

Hill is the determined realist of today; where Benet leaves us in depression dank in saline solution,
Hill leaves us in depression steeled
in "bitter acceptance." Benet's was
more than a story; it was fair
warning. Hill's is a story, important as such, but it is also a warnemplified in "No Smoking Please." ing, a silent, subtle warning. And
There it is
pure and simple
Hill is a modern ... he talks like
and who is to say it is not right, a modern; he knows what a modnor accurate, nor literature? What- ern should know; he does what
ever it is, it is not particularly moderns do. And he suffers by it.
good and will do little to promote If the resignation, the finality of
a resurrection of a form still writh- the boy's "acceptance" at the end
ing in its grave. The precise juxta- of the story is a bit too definite,
position of data, which I do feel is we may excuse it by a consideraa requisite component in any at- tion of the complexity of his entempted emulation of the abrupt vironment and his confused, unsatmasters of this concrete medium, isfied emotional response to it. But
is lacking in this short piece, and I prefer not to think of the boy as
there is nothing to replace it. The damned right from the start; he
smoker's point is made, and there it carried his father's cross but he did
rests, and we pass on
unim- not have to sink beneath it ... at
.,
pressed.
least I hope he didn't. I'm sure that
The last item on my tally sheet the author intended the fact that
is "The Outcasts" by William E. the boy did sing to indicate the terHill, and I would proclaim it the rible weight of that cross rather
high point of this issue. It is a than the weakness of the boy. He
story that has been written many bowed beneath the whip of public
times, and there have been twice as opinion, and the public was ubiqui.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

before leaving the campus
Pipes for

it

Nasty Break
Next March will be an

up.

We

could

Even Sue was part of the public, and wasn't that a shame ? They
bowled him under; they wore him
down; they pressed his cast like
an iron maiden, and in the end he
succumbed and poured himself
right into the mold. They typed
him and he became a type. His

tous.

tragedy

is

ours.

His

life

be

will

under the shadow of disilluand it is a dark life indeed.
We capped the candle; we snuffed
the light, and his burden is our
burden too.
I now have the finished copy of
the Quill before me, and I wish to
extend my heartiest congratulations to this year's editorial board
for the startling and inspired metamorphosis which they have
wrought on this fifty-six year old
lived
sion,

magazine. The design is excellent;
the pattern polished. Mr. Coffin is
to be thanked for his contributions,

and the editor-in-chief
center stage to
cast.

bow

may come

for the entire

You have created a beauty!

We

J

tell

persuing your column, if I may use
the word loosely, for nigh onto
three months now, and I have yet
to find a word of
truth in it. When
are you going to
stop turning out
that drivel, and
give us some
Ifacts?" It continued in the

^Jsame vein at
jsome lengths, in
a horrible style.
read it right to the bitter end,
hoping to discover the author of
the thing, so we could libel him in
some way. But the gentleman's
modesty had got the better of
him. The letter was unsigned.

We

intelligible symbols. It would be a
good day to stay in bed.
But the Almanac does not stop
with predictions of the weather
and holidays. It does not content
itself by merely telling you that
We, of course, have always tried
the moon will be six days old on
to please our audience. So once
the 21st, or that the great blizzards
again we have set aside our planof 1888, 1924, and 1939 came durned column of the Nature of
ing the 11th, 12th, and 13th. Nolargely
is
which
Metaphysics,
si reebob. It tells you when to pay
speculative, rather than factual,
your taxes, advises you on when
have done a little research, and
we have come up with some dandy to do your planting and plowing,
and gives you a little reading for
facts. Most of them came from the
your spare time. There are pleaOld Farmer's Almanac.
santries and anecdotes ("Truth is
Fascinating Indeed
the most precious thing we have.
The Old Farmer's Almanac is
Economize
it."),
recipes
(for
indeed a fascinating piece of literathings like "Noodle Mix-up" and
ture. This year's is the 161st con"Parker House Codfish Tongues"),
tinuous year of publication (fact
and old fashioned puzzles ("What
No. 1). It is older than the
ORIENT (fact No. 2). (How are is always a hazardous ship to emwe doing, Mr. Anonymous?) It bark in?" Court-ship.), not to mention many other interesting feacontains several pages on the intures.
side (fact 3) which are repleat with
It Would Be Impossible
pictures and printing of all sorts
It is hard to see how any farmer
(fact 4). It sells for twenty-five
can get along without a copy of
cents (fact 5) at all the better
this
Almanac. No farm could
newstands (not a fact, but a
possibly run without knowing that:
speculation).
The innards of the Almanac .are 1. There's no fool like an old fool.
2. Cain was born on April 7. 3.
a veritable hot bed of factual
Peepers are peeping April 10th. 4.
knowledge, along with some pretty
Moses landed on Mount Sinai on
startling predictions. We had always considered Drew Pearson to May 4th. 5. Captain Kidd was gib-

If anyone would like to take
any of the opinions expressed in this article, I should be
most happy to hear from him. The
critic should never be allowed the
last word ... he would then tend
to consider himself absolute. My
address is included; my weapon is
the epee.
be sticking his neck- out
Louis E. Roberts
bit whenever he predicted
60 Commonwealth Ave.
ture, but the publishers
Bpston, Mass.
Almanac far exceed Mr.

issue with

in 1701. 6. St. Swithin's Day
the 15th of July. 7. The Cleveland Indians were defeated, August 20, 1794. 8. Eight hours of
sleep is enough for young and old.
9.
Sept. 25 is American .Indian
Day. 10. Umbra is the deep shadow
through which the moon passes

beted

quite a
the fuof the

is

Pearson

For instance, they
predict that on the 24th of March,
1953, the sun will rise at 5:40 a.m.
and set at 6:01. pjn. Where the
sun will rjse and set at these times
is not specified. Of course, should
anyone check on the sunrise that
day, and discover that the lazy old
sun doesn't make it until 5:42, they
are probably standing in the wrong
in their daring.

Prof. Shapley

To Speak

[Continued From Page 1}
Dr. Shapley was a member of
the American committee of the
United Nations Education, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization

which

was

formed

in

London

interest-

ing month. It is just crammed with
holidays and anniversaries.
note that on March 1, 1935, Carroll Swan died. The iceberg patrol
starts out on the third. On March
10th, 1739, Boston firemen got
their
first
paychecks.
Johnny
Appleseed died on the eleventh,
back in 1847. The 12th is St.
Gregory's Day, the 17th, St. Patrick's
Day, and the 19th St.
Joseph's Day. (St. Elmo's Day 'is
not until Sept. 31.) Nat. Bowditch
was born on the 26th, way back in
1773. There were, or. are. seven
sorrows on the 27th, Cincinnati
had riots on the 28th, and the
Eiffel Tower was open on the 30th.
The 31st is full of all sorts of un-

during an eclipse.

So there you

are, Mr. AnonyIf you want more
buy
an Old
Farmer's
Almanac. Don't bother us. We're

mous Busybody.
facts,

going to be too busy trying to
convince Professor Brown that
there should be a course hi
Almanac Reading, 1-2.

several years ago. He is a member
of the Inter-American Scientific ing of scientific knowledge through
Publications Committee for shar- the Western hemisphere.
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HOW.

a Chesterfield smoker

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

is

for

what

I

.

in

and

school

out, I've

encounter a marked change
and subject in turning from
to Karl Pearson's
Office," but

that

5 years/' says John

what

it

B. Boyce,

takes to give

me

warjt in a cigarette."

Qet&ns

for precisely who
ject ? The plot is obvious

me off,

W M

is

no reason why the one should not
be as successful as the other. But it
isn't. "The Doctor's Office" is pleasant enough to read, for the author :
has a familiarity with detail which
makes for a smooth run and some
sense of sympathy with his subject which qualifies a meaning. But
that word "subject" is what throws
the subenough so
we needn't worry about "subject
matter," but the author has so interwoven the lives of two characters that it is difficult for us to
focus our attention, interest, and
sympathy on any one. He has done
this without realizing it by directing the black board pointer which
the narrator yields at the little
boy; Peter is evidently his interest.
Yet the action of the story, the
plot, centers about the grandmother. So we have a divergence of concern which muddles up the whole
thing and leaves us not caring
much about one or the other of the

3- Boya*-.
COLUMBIA UNIV.

*

First to

'50

Effects

A

Present

Evidence on

been

tracted.

"Shadow Box"

And

this Scientific
.

financial analyst. "They've got

of style

"The Doctor's

we opened

Do Your Christmas Shopping

brought home to every college student. Chalmers wrote for his audience, and his audience will be at-

We

until

that the letter
was meant for us by the beginning.
"Dear idiot," it began, "I have been
ner.

played Santa Claus

'56

members

is,

The author of the note seemed
somewhat displeased with our cor-

ed to keep up with the active children in the various games played.
The Santa Claus at the Deke
house, George W. Graham '55, en-

.

and personal; the threat

real

We

becomes apparent and

we put down the pages dissatisfied,
which is how the author wanted to
.

By E. Ward Oilman "53
were pleased the other day place, or their watch isn't correct.
to receive our first fan letter since But we're not going to check. Our
we began to write this column. watch doesn't work at all

immediately what

has happened, and just as immediately our interest is centered on
what is about to happen. Since the
subject is familiar to all of us, wo
have our preconceived notions as
to what we want to happen, and so
we follow the unwinding of the
narrative eagerly, anxiously, expectantly. And when the end is
reached we see that there is no
conclusion. We are disturbed; we
are angry; and then the terrible

.

as the

glance it might appear to be the
simplest method; and at least it is
the most direct. But many men
have attempted its employ, and
very very few have been successwith music being furnished by Bob ful. Yet the ones who have been
Percival's Orchestra. At intermis- successful have been eminently so,
sion time the students and guests and have, quite unintentionally,
were entertained by songs by the founded a whole school based on
Meddiebempsters. Despite inter- unqualified and uncolored percepference from noisy radiator pipes, tion. It was, just a few years ago,
the selections were greatly enjoyed quite the fad; it was a new apas usual. The Meddies again sang proach and as such it was strained
later in the evening at the Alpha to the point of tedium and finally
suffered a complete breakdown
Delta Phi Fraternity.
The members of the Colby from overwork. But in this copy of
Junior, the
Framingham State the Quill it has been revived as ex-

with the band and in some instances to partake in the actual
music-making.
Radiator Pipes Whump Meddles
The feature of the weekend, the
Messiah Concert, was received Teachers College Glee Clubs, and
with much enthusiasm by a capa- other dates stayed overnight in six
city audience in the First Parish of the twelve fraternity houses as
Church Saturday night. The com- was the procedure during the
bined efforts of the Bowdoin, Col- Campus
Chest Weekend last
by, and Framingham Glee Clubs. March.

—

it

parties this year for the children
of Brunswick in cooperation with
the Welfare Committee of the

A

Jazz

House

—

finality of

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Christmas

holding

are

nities

invited.

characters. In a piece or greater
length, in a novel, it is permissablo
to manipulate such a construction
fine examples of it here.
Chalmers had something to sav- with good results, but in a short
in "Shadow Box," and he said it. story I do not think it is advisable.
And he devised exactly the right Perhaps if the author had told us
vehicle to carry the thread of the more about his people concerning
narrative along to its conclusion. their personal relationship
were
The story itself is subdued in tone they friendly, were they formal
and character; the words and ac- with one another
a light of comtions are normal words and normal passion would be kindled within us
actions; and the reactions, al- and we could genuinely pity their
though they are disappointing, are plight. B ut they are singularly
natural enough too. Chalmers em- mute, the author creates them in
ploys the "quick opening," but not pantomime, and the occasional inthe disturbing "fist-in-the-faee."

We know almost

FRATERNITIES PLAY HOST TO CHILDREN

Plans for the Beta Theta Pi and
Alpha Rho Upsilon parties have
not been completed as yet.
The Christmas party tradition
was started six years ago by the
ATO's, and after two years was
By Wallace R. Harper '55
From all indications the Messiah Concert given last Saturday picked up by four other houses
and by the wives of a fifth house.
night by the Bowdoin, Colby Junior, and Framingham State Teachers
Few duplications are made as
College Glee Clubs has been rated one of the best in many years, and
the arrangements are coordinated
consequently a successful weekend ensued.
First on the list of organized activities was the Bowdoin-Dart- by Mrs. Arthur Hoffman of the
mouth swimming meet. Students and their dates crowded the ring- Brunswick Welfare Committee
sides of the Curtis Swimming Pool to watch a favored Dartmouth who provides the lists of children

There are four entries in this numbers like "The Saints" and
department excluding
Nicolet's "Tiger
Rag" were backed up by a
story which I have already men- newer
repertoire
including
tioned, but including it there is a
nice variety of theme and approach, of style and object, among
the group. The introsnectivo absorption which used to characterize
such stories is happily missing here
and its absolute reign seems to be
about at an end. What has replaced
It appears to be a more than automatic awareness of the contemporary scene in many of its aspects, and a coosideration of universal values in the concrete instances of individual lives. The
short storyt as a narrative. is,again
attaining the prominence which it
has held throughout the literary
life of man, and we have some

1952

least six of Bowdoin's frater-

McGinley

books, The Warden. Now the exposition was well developed and
well written, but I can't help wondering about its aptitude for the
Quill. It is a treatise on a literary
matter with appeal to men of letters, and as such it has considerable merit. But I should have much
preferred It if the author had chosPhoto By Down in it
en to discuss:
Dorothy Benson, (left) was one of the feature soloists of the Messiah
Concert last Saturday night. Director Frederic E. T. Tillotson (right)
fa) Victorian England
was given much of the credit for an unusually fine performance.
<b) Anthony Trollope

or any combination of the above,
for this would have sustained a
broaJer area of interest and would

17,

Psi Upsilon, Delta Kappa Epsikm. Theta Delta Chi, Zeta Psi,
Alpha Tau Omega, and Delta Sigma have already given or are planning parties this week. An average
of 20 to 30 children have attended
each of the parties where they
have received ice cream, cake, and
presents, and have played games.
Psi Upsilon was the first fraternity to hold its party. Frank L.

paragraphs he expands uopn this
theme, and in several instances he
illustrates the connection and opinion which Trollope enjoyed in Victorian England. But the remainder
of this essay, and it is a lengthy
tale, emerges as an analytical synopsis of one of Anthony Trollope's

Books

6
At

'

town.

Dube begins his theme with the
words: "Victorian England is a fascinating paradox." For two short

(c) Trollope's

j
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Nineteen Seniors End

Council Ponders Goalpost
Problem; "Sin Tax" Vetoed
By

Undergraduate Careers

On Sat, February 7th

Charles W. Schocneman '53

The repercussions of the Colby
goalpost incident came to a head in
the Student Council meeting last
Monday when the representatives
voted unanimously to take the cost
of the wooden uprights smashed by
jubilant Bowdoin fans last fall out
of the General College Funds.
The Council's decision emphatic
ally blocked a proposal for a "sin
tax," or a seven cent levy on all
undergraduates to defray the expenses of replacing the Colby goalpost.

Others To

Eleven
The somewhat rash proposal that
Non-Resident Degrees
each member be taxed seven cents
was immediately dubbed the "sin
In Midyear Exercises
. .
.
tax" for some reason not yet clear.
At the graduation exercises to
The wrath over this tax bore reNo concern on the college campus today is more genuine
semblance to sentiments expressed be held in the College Chapel on
Unfortunately, this great conat the Boston Tea Party some time Saturday, February 7, thirty-one than that for academic freedom.
"We didn't do Bowdoin students will receive cern is almost equalled by the confusion over the true nature of
ago, and the cry

Coles

—

—

it; why should we pay for it?"
became a familiar on«.
The task of the Student Council
last Monday was to sift the proposed suggestions and to come up
with a solution which was democratic, logical, and above all, en-

their degrees.

The men who are expected

secondly, if so, how? When these achievements.
As it now stands, faculty sabbatquestions were discussed in fraternity meetings last week the first icals may have to be curtailed to
was answered in the affirmative, buy a goalpost for the Mayflower
but the solution of the latter prob- Hill campus. Whether Colby will
lem was tossed here and there by play its home football games at
only one end of the field next year
the fraternity men.
Some suggested that the Athlet- is no longer a question, but there
ic Department foot the bill, and remains some doubt as to what
others claimed that funds should kind of goalpost they intend to
be drawn from the blanket tax. buy.

Zeta Psi Proposal

Spring Semester Prexy

Approved By
In Dean's Sudden Move

Monday.
Roger E. Gordon

College

C. Kendrick reversed his field late yesterday
afternoon by suddenly giving his
administrative approval to the
Zeta Psi proposal adopted unanimously by the Student Council

Dean Nathaniel

last

December

for

15.

affair."

away games

l>e scheduled in the
proximity of Brunswick. The ad- guests on the

Campus Chest WeekMarch

visability of home basketball con- end, which is
scheduled for
tests on Saturday afternoon and 14 this
year. He said that
evening was also pointed out.
tempt would be made

Council
Nichols '51
houses will

Warfield Martin,
Donald G. Methven. Floyd W. Mundy, John H. Needham Jr., Thomas
L. Ray and Charalambos VlachoutHitchcock,

sicos.

to

member

an atselect

Barrett
C. those houses which were not open
announced that six for the Messiah weekend last Debe open for female cember.

Questionnaires prepared by two
sub-committees of the Student
Curriculum Committee have been
circulated among the Bowdoin College students, and the results are
now being tabulated by the com-

President James S. Coles recently informed the ORIENT
that academic freedom involves a "concomitant responsibility
... to act and -fur 1* only after sincere and mature thought
and reflection, and with due consideration for the impact of

from the
perversion of the privilege of academic freedom and freedom
of speech and thought to the selfish advantage of those supposed
liberals whose own political loyaity permits no similiar freedom.
With any freedom there is concomitant responsibility. The
less the responsibility, the more extensive will be the restrictions
placed upon a particular freedom.
Those who would enjoy
aca*demic freedom accept the responsibility to act and speak
only after sincere and mature thought and reflectior. and with
due consideration for the impact of their acts or words upon
the community.
Many commonly accepted beliefs and customs of the present were at some time in the past considered almost heretical.
We believe that we have advanced our civilization by the acceptance and utilization of new and different ideas, which have
emerged successfully from the competition of ideas among free
minds.
To this same end, today's investigators and scholars
must be free to search the truth as their curiosity may lead them,
and to report the results of these searches and researches to
their society.
Only such.can ultimately lead to a greater understanding of the world in. which we live and its interrelations,
and this in turn to a better, and, we pray, more peaceful world.
James S. Coles
January 12. 1953
of this confusion results

.

Un-American

Faculty Represented At

Selection

Bowdoin College faculty members attended a number of professional meetings during the past

statement "about

On Basis Of

Competence, Ability
Athern P. Daggett, Willliam
Nelson Cromwell Professor of Con-

McCarran Act Author
Attacked For Position

and International Law
and Government, and Chairman of
the committee in charge of arrangements for James Bowdoin

stitutional

By Various Educators

Day last fall, defended the selecRecent attacks by U.S. educattion of Dr. Edward U. Condon as
ors have again placed the spotlight
speaker on
on the controversial Senator Pat James Bowdoin Day
the basis of his professional comMcCarran of Nevada.
petency as a scientist and public
Professor Kirtley F. Mather of
Harvard University told the Am- speaker.
erican Association for the AdIn a statement released early
vancement of Science that "a red yesterday to the ORIENT. Dagtape curtain" had been dropped gett said: "I have been asked to
around the United States by the explain the selection of Dn Edward
internal security and immigration U. Condon as the James Bowdoin
acts. McCarran was the chief spon- Day speaker by the committee in
sor of both acts, which were passed charge of the arrangements. We
over President Truman's veto.
selected him because we believed
him to be a distinguished scientist
McCarran Fights Back
Democrat McCarran countered who could be counted on to make

a significant
quickly, calling Mather's speech a
to the occasion. I believe that his
"vicious attack," and added: "I
appearance here at the College
recognize the same catch phrases
which have been carried in the vindicated his selection from that
Communist Daily Worker attacks point of view. At the time he was
invited he was known to have been
on these acts."

under attack by a Congressional

McCarran attached to his state
ment what he called Mather's rec
appears In

ord "as

it

records,

files

committte. It did not seem to me
that the attack had been support-

the public

ed by evidence of a nature to
and publications of justify on
that ground a decision
the committee on un-American acnot to invite him. I assume that
tivities." In this Mather was listed
this view was shared by the other
as having been connected at one
members
of our committee.'"
time or another with numerous orDr. Condon was cited by the
ganizations which have been cited
House Committee on Un-American

few weeks.

thus speaks 6o vehemently against the Internal Se(Continued on Page

my contempt and

4)

disdain for security regulations arc

outrageous and contemptible lies."
Claims "Political Spite Work"

December Gifts Make

The former government scientist
said, "The committee initiated its

Year's Total $1,500,000

,,

ia

i

A

Dr. Harlow Shapley Lecture Rated
Best Of Year By Capacity Crowd

,

Forum To
On Tuesday

mmmtmmmmmmmmmtmmmm

13.

The

ninth Bowdoin President

claimed that he did not advocate
"the necessity or desirability of
communists on a college faculty.
On the contrary." he continued,
"intellectual freedom, intellectual
honesty, and intellectual integrity
incompatible with belief in

are,

stat-

ed his strong belief in the freedom
of expression and the exchange of
thoughts and ideas. "We must be
as zealous about freedom of intellect as we are about freedom of
enterprise," he said.
'Truth Will Be Victorians"
Professor Edward C. Kirkland,
an enthusiastic proponent of academic freedom, told an audience at
Cornell University in 1949: "An

academic institution
Into

it

is an arena.
ride different contestants.

t>

BOWDOIN CONFIDENTIAL!

\

A

his inaugural address last October

An ORIENT

I

Shapley Makes

Freedom of Intellect
The recent series of investigations in Congress concerning communism and education brings to
mind a statement made by Coles in

then subpoenaed him for an ap- erican Association of University
Professors added, "Colleges and
pearance.
universities do not possess of teach
Testifying before the committee the whole truth. They are engaged
last September 5, the former di- in the quest for truth. For that
rector of the National Bureau of reason their scholars must be free
Standards
reiterated
previous to examine and test all facts and
denials that he knew about espton* ideas, the unpleasant, the distasteage
and
subversive
activities ful, and dangerous, and even those
charged to a number of his as- regarded as erroneous by a masociates.
jority of their learned colleagues."

1

, ,

scientists.

formance. We believe that in this
In response to charges by Con- free and open contest truth will
don that the committee had long be victorious and error defeated
refused him a hearing, the com- over the long time."
The former President of.the Ammittee last year, first invited and

secrets.

know who

I

a.-

ings of the Trustees or Boards that
he had attended.
When asked by the ORIENT to
comment on the recent report of
the House Committee on Un-American Activities concerning James
Bowdoin Speaker Edward U. ConPresident Coles said he
don,
thought that as a result of the Investigations, the Government had
lost the services of one of its top

They may uphold different causes,
some perhaps wholly or partially
as Communist fronts.
Activities in 1948 as being the wrong. They may be differently
People Entitled To Know
"weakest link" in the chain of armed. But all must meet the test
McCarran said he thought the security protecting atom bomb
of conflict, of argument, andoi perAmerican people were "entitled to

President James S. Coles has anattacks on me because of political
Bitter Feud
spite work for the part I had in nounced that gifts and Inquests
Athletic Director Malcolm E.
The feud between the James bringing about passage of the act received by the College during the
Morrell and Football Coach Adam Bowdoin
Day speaker and House establishing the Atomic Energy month of December, 1952, have
Walsh attended the meetings of subversive hunters reared its head
By Edward F. Sptser '34
Commission. It is furious with it- brought the total amount of gifts
The President's house has been wore also appropriated from the the> National Collegiate Athletic again with the yeftrend annual re(Cotitinued on Page 4)
received during \he calendar year
Association and of the National
completely renovated since Presi- Art Building.
to more than one and one half
Football and Baseball Coaches AsFirst Renovations
dent Sills' departure last July, as a
millions.
sociation
in Washington. D.C.
result of the work of a special cornSimilar changes have been made
Exclusive:
December contributions included
mittee appointed by the governing in lne k itc hcn, where various pan
Representing the College at the
more than £90,000 donated through
- a ...» _
|U,. nhni «*m nvh r* of
„j„
t\\
*
boards, under the chairmanship
tries have been removed to make meetings of the Modern Language
'the Sesquicentennial
Fund, apHarold E. Berry, and with the aid the room considerably larger and Association in Boston were Herproximately
$12,000
received
appropriation of to provide facilities
special
of a
for the feeding bert R, Brown of the English Dethrough the Alumni Fund, and
525,000.
of large groups. A new electric partment and Jean Darbelnet of
By E. Ward
smaller gifts and bequests bringProfessional architects were con- range, refrigerator, and cabinets the French Department. Also atThis is the inside story of Bowing the month's total to $110,000.
doin College. It is a story of
sulted,
and Cornelia Hart man. have been added to the kitchen fa- tending were Jeffrey J. Carre, AsPickard, Wilson Gifts
daughter of former Bowdoin Pro- cilities which the Coles's brought sistant Professor of Romance LanMajor gifts for the year were a broken dreams and torn blue
,
It is a story of shattered,
fessor Stanwood and wife of form- with them. The electric range re- guages, Thomas A. Riley, Associate
contribution of $855,000 from the books.
er Professor Hartman, directed the places a coal range which had been Professor of German, and Walter
hopes and splintered pencils. This
estate of the late Frederick W.
interior decorating.
with the house since it was built. M. Solmitz. Assistant Professor of
Pickard of the Class of 1894 of is Bowdoin Coonfidential!!
The house has been completely The extremely large butler's pan- German. Professor Brown was a
The rugged countryside, the
Wilmington, Delaware, and a berepainted and repapered. many try, which was formerly adjacent speaker at one of the meetings.
quest amounting to more than bumpy roads, the hardy pioneers
partitions have been removed, and to the kitchen, has been blocked
Edward C. Kirkland. Frank
$100,000 from the estate of the of this section of New England
completely new furnishings intro- off from the kitchen and changed Munsey Professor of History, atlate Harry K. Wilson of Portland. have not often been sung in folk
duced since the renovations start- into a powder room and wash- tended the meetings of the AmeriThe entire endowment of the songs. The rest of the country
ed last October. The Coles's sup- room, which are now at the end of can
Historical
Association
in
College now totals more than seems to have little sentimental
for
furnishings
plied many of these
the ground floor hallway.
Washington. D.C. as did Mr. Robthirteen millions, with tho esti- feeling towards this section. And
the large, 17 room house, while the
Since President Harris (the first ert W. Winter of the Hsitory Demated value of the College plant when we left it, we didn't either.
College supplied the rest. Electri- to live in the
From the outside the pine-studhouse) moved in in partment.
set at an additional five and one
cians have installed a new lighting 1833, no extensive
|ded campus looks very pretty. And
renovations
II Kill' millions.
had
Henry
G.
Russell.
Associate
Prosystem, have rewired the house, been undertaken
the college puts up. a good front.
until last Octoand a new hot air heating system ber. As innovations in lighting, fessor of Religion, mot with the
To
the casual visitor, it is a small
National Association of Biblical Inhas been added to supplement the heating, and other household
liberal arts school in the best tradinec- structors at Union Theological
Poly
old steam heating system. Modern essities were
Hold
tion of such N*>w England instituintroduced
in past Seminary in New York and also
plumbing facilities have been in- years, they were added piecemeal.
tions. The visitor is cordially greetattended sessions of the Committee
Elections
stalled throughout the house, with This ran
ed and shown around the campus.
into complications. When for the Scientific Study of Religion.
the exception of Mrs. Hyde's bath- the electrician first
But his guide carefully routes him
considered addThe
Political
and
will
installed,
lioJd
Fbrtmi
a
John P. Day, Assistant Professor
tub, which she had
ing base plugs, he discovered 52
away from the hot spots. On the
PhoU> By GasUn special
election of
officers
on
of Philosophy, wars present at the
which was the first bathtub in outlets on one circuit.
inside, behind those ivy covered
Tuesday, January 21. in Confermeetings of the Eastern Division
Maine.
Point
gates. Bowdoin College is a lowColfw's Entered In October
ence
the
Room
of
"A"
Decorattoe*
Moulton
and
.New Rooms
of the American Philosophical Asdown, vulgar, brash, crooked, dirty,
President
Chamberlain
lived
in
a
''>'•>
Union at 7:00 p.m., it was announcsociation in New York, while NewFurnishings of the Late VictorBy David <i. Lavunder
sexy joint, and a veritable not bed
different house, following Presiton Y. Robinson attended meetings
"Stars and Life" was the topic the relation of our Earth and it; ed recently by Ronald F5. Gray '54,
ian period predominate on the
of Communism.
dent Harris' term. President Hyde
of the American Economic Asso- of a lecture given by Dr: Harlow galaxy to the rest of the universe. President.
ground floor, which has undergone
moved
Tbe fiaside Story
back
into
the
house
1885,
in
The
parA
nominating
changes.
especially
stressed
by
committee has
ciation at Chicago.
Shapley. Director of the Harvard "Time" was
the most radical
and it has remained "the PresiInside in J or mat ion can be obObservatory', to an overflow audi- comparing the evolution of man- l>ee n appointed to present a slate
tition which formerly divided the
of officers for the coming semester tained at any of the following
ence in the Smith Auditorium last kind and the universe.
two rooms on the northwest corner dent's house" ever since. The addition of the sun porch was the only
Wednesday evening, January 7.
of the house has been removed, and
The slides also included a num- to which nominations from the phone numbers: Brunswick 157,
major change made in the house
Notice
With the aid of a motion picture ber of pictures of various observa- floor may be added. The commit- 158, and 314-W.
the fireplace, which was in the
during President Sills' administraand a series of slides. Dr. Shapley tories which Harvard has estab- tee appointed is composed of Alcenter of the partition has been
The Moulton Union is the place
Tbe Masque and Gown's annual presented what
tion. The Sills's had furnished the
was considered by lished throughout the world in con- den EL Horton, Jr. '53, Chairman, where the smart boys and Liberals
moved to the north wall. The larg- entire
house, however, and com- meeting for election of officers for
many undergraduates to be the junction with the Navy, other Uni- Thomas R. Pickering '53, George hang out. Almost any time of the
er, new room now stands next to
will
196S
be
held
next
Tuesday,
plete
refurnishing was necessary
best lecture held at Bowdoin dur- versities, and foreign countries. Dr J. Marcopoulos '53, Mr. Philip Wil- day you can see them sitting
the relatively unchanged ballroom,
tlan. 30, at 8:15 in the lounge of
when the Coles's moved in.
ing the school year. Dr. Shapley Shapley stressed the neutrality ol der, and Professor Athern P. Dag- around, in plain sight, soaking up
and provides space and funushings
A summer cottage in HarpsweU the Moulton Union.
to accommodate larger group* of
opened his talk with an explana- science and the aid astronomy fur- gett, Faculty Advisor.
nicotine and- caffeine. Some people
was
the Coles' first home when
The membership of the Forum is say that Sen-Sen and Anti-HistaAny undergraduate who has tion of the four alphabets whioJi he nishos toward friendly relations
guests. One of the two doorways
open to all memtH-rs of tho under- mine can be obtained under the
which led into the ballroom has they came to the College On Octo- worked for the Masque and Gown uses to teach the rudiments of among nations.
graduate
body
and
been blocked off and is now re- ber first, they moved into the Presi- but fails to receive an Invitation to cosmography to his classes at Harformal
a
memSuaspot Activity
counter if you know Rosic. You
Tho four alphabets wore:
placed by a showcase which har- dent's house, even though the reno* attend this meeting should consult vard.
Dr. Shapley also accompanied his bership list will be drawn up at need not be of age to be served
bors various "objets d'art" from rations were still under way. The Masque sad Gown Secretary Peter "space." "time," "energy." and lecture with a movie taken by time the meeting. All those: interested in the Union. All that is necessarythe Walker Art Building. Many of work is now completed, however, A. Lasselle '63 at the ATO Bouse "mass." By comparing these four lapse photography showing erup- in membership should attend .the is that you be able to see over
the paintings, etchings, and tapes- and the family is now becoming to determine his standing as a aspects of the science of cosmo- tions on the sun's surface. The pic- meeting or contact Political Forum the counter and say, "A chocolate
graphy, he attempted to explain
Secretary John B. Goodrich '55.
tries, which decorate the walls acquainted with their new home.
(Continued on Page 2)
frappe, please." In the basement of

FULL Y RENO VA TED

communists on the faculty or in the
undergraduate body had never
been discussed in any of the meet-

communism."
address appropriate
In this same address Coles

associates.

absolutely reliable and therefore we have nothing to worry'
about. The country can relax."
"Not so," said the commitfee,
and continued their investigation
of the former director of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards.

that the subject of

Coles said

Daggett Defends Condon

qualified for

am

or word* upon the community."

of no communist or ex-communist on the Bowdoin faculty. He
added that if a communist were discovered at Bowdoin, reappointment of the individual in question would probably be
considered in that light.

any position involving Calls Charge* "Lies," "Dishonest"
national security because of hiv
The committee report said,
"propensity" for associating with "Condon's appearance, however,
served to confirm the committee's
naires which were distributed last persons of questionable loyalty.
Condon
Before
Accused
belief
that because of his propensweek.
Condon has been at sword's ity for associating with persons
The committee stated that the
disloyal or of questionable loyalty
with
Committee
point
the
House
on
majority of answers to the quescontempt for necessary setions showed thought and a con- Un-American Activities since 1948, and his
curity regulations, that he is not
scientious attitude on the part of when he was accused of being the
acceptability to any
the students. The committee also "weakest link" in the chain of t>e- qualified for
security position."
stated that it was grateful for curity protecting atom bomb seCondon, not to be outdone,
the consideration and the rapid re- crets.
Said Condon at that time, "If I upped and branded the things the
sponse given the questionnaires.
am one of the weakest links in the committee said about him "lies*'
nation's atomic security, this is and accused the lawmakers of "disgratifying information, because I honesty." He claimed that the

Professional Meetings

acta-

.

quainted with known or suspected
espionage agents."
Condon appeared last September
5 before the committee and reiterated previous denials that he knew
about espionage and subversive activities charged to a number of his

Activities.

.

He

port of the committee which claimed that in its earlier A-bomb investigations, it was "amazed at the
numerous instances in which it was
disclosed that Dr. Condon was ac-

Condon, who attacked the McCarran Act in his Memorial Hall
speech as an example of the mood
of fear and distrust of our neighbors both at home and abroad, was
cited by the House Committee on
December 27, 1052, as being not

.

claimed that much of the present "confusion over the
results from the pervertrue nature of academic freedom .
.
sion of the privilege of academic freedom and freedom of
speech and thought to the selfish advantage of those supposed
liberals whose own political loyalty permits no similar, freedom."
At the same time. Coles told this newspaper that he knew

James Bowdoin Speaker Condon
Bitterly Answers House Attacks

Dr. Edward U. Condon, who was
selected to give the James Bowdoin Day address here last fall,
mittee members.
The questionnaires, one con- has been called "a poor security
cerning the science requirement risk" by the House Committee on

I

PRESIDENT'S HOUSE

Much

\Sayn Confusion On Subject Due To
Perversion Of Privilege, Freedom

Perversion of Privilege

Possible Aid Courses

was nomin- allow

Secretary-Treasurer at
ihe same meeting.
The Council named Harold D.
Osgood '54 and Paul P. Brountas
'54 to represent the College at a
student government meeting at
Colby on January 17 and 18. Allen
'54
F.
Hetherington, Jr.
and
Charles E. Orcutt '54 were named
as delegates to a similar meeting
at Brown on February 26 and 27. and the 'Messiah' is a peculiar
The Council penned a letter to combination."
In approving the Zete proposal,
Malcolm
the
E.
Morrell and
Athletic
Department requesting Kendrick evidently assumes that
Friday evening concerts by the
that in the future home athletic
contests be scheduled on house- Jazz Band will not be provocative
party weekends. As an alternative, to Saturday class absenteeism or
what he termed "a big drinking
the Council suggested that the
ated

Farnham W. Damon, Phillip P.
Damon, Harry F. Forman, Robert
C.

Kendriek's unexpected move will
and the other possible student aids,
the Bowdoin Jazz Band to
were designed to give a cross-sechold concerts on the Friday evestudent opinion which
tion of
nings of home football games and
would aid the committee in making
campus concerts, not including the recommendations.
Campus Chest Weekend. The proResponse to the questionnaires
posal includes the "Messiah" weekbeen encouraging. Chairman of
end, the very weekend to which has
the Dean expressed hostility in an the sub-committee on student aids,
'54.
stated
interview with the ORIENT De- Robert W. Pillsbury
cember 15. At that time, Ken- that his group had received a 60*£
drick claimed that "a jam session return so far on the 750 question-

last

"54

are not in resi-

dence will receive degrees also.
They are Leonard Bloomberg,

Students Asked Opinion
Of Science Requirement,

S.C.

Alden E. Horton, Jr. '53, Alpha
Delta Phi, Denis W. Monroe '53,
Delta Kappa Kpsilon, and Richard
T. Salsman '54. Theta Delia Chi.
were nominated for President of
the Student Council for the spring
semester at the Council meeting

men who

On Academic Freedom

academic freedom.

to

graduate are Herbert A. Black,
Oliver S. Brown, Robert S. Brown.
Theodore E. Chambers. Albert C.
K. Chun-Hoon. Stuart F. Cooper,
Abraham E. Dorfman, William H.
Drake, Francis B. Gerry, and
Richard T. Goodman.
Also graduating will be George
E. Gosnell, William H. Hartley,
G. Allen Howe, Andrew G. Lano,
Paul C. Lewis, James E. MeCullum, Robert P. Mehlhorn, William
R. Snelling and Peter A. South-

Spirits Ran High
After the Bowdoin football vic- forceable.
Let's Forget It Entirely
tory over the Mules last fall, spirBy some strange twist of fate,
its ran high, and the wooden goalposts at one end of the field fell the money to reimburse Colby for
victim to the exuberance. To the their new goalpost was voted out
victors belong the spoils, said the of the General College Funds, deColby administration; we're send- spite an earnest last minute plea to
forget the matter entirely and send
ing you the bill!
Two questions were placed be- the Mules the best wishes of the wick.
fore the Bowdoin student body: College for the new year, and conSeveral
for their basketball
first, should they pay the bill? and gratulations

Nominates Horton,
Monroe, Salsman For

Win

Coles Maintains Academic Freedom Involves
Concomitant Responsibilities In Action, Speech

!
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Oilman '38
the Union is a smoke filled pool
room where gambling and loitering are commonplace.
The Union is run by Don Lancaster, one of tbe smarter boys.
Mr. Lancaster

is credited with the
collectivizing of the fraternity dining systems a few years back,
and he's been doing all right since.
He also fronts the Cooperative. He
may be seen almost any day speak-

ing affably with the Liberals and
smart boys in the corridors. At
times, he has even bepn known to

make

like

an

electrician.

Hefcind The Oaken Panels
Hubbard Hall, a massive gotliic
structure,
houses
the College
Library. Behind these, heavy oak
doors, a lot of things go on. There
are dirty books in the stacks.
which almost anybody can get at.
But upstairs in the "Cage" arc
the real hot numbers. You bavo
to know somebody to get at this
collection
of pornography. And
nobody will say what is kept behind locked doors in the "Rare"
Book
"Liberal"
Room.
Such
sheets as "The Daily Worker" and
"The New Republic" arc available.
The dormitories arc a hotbed of
practically everything. It is rumored, and the rumor has good foundation, that some of the boys strip
right down to the skin in the
dorms. But the administration
chooses to overlook this fact.
Communistic bull sessions are not

uncommon

in

Hyde and Winthrop

Halls. There is a secret propaganda
circulating agency located in the

basement of Moore Hall. This orweekly
ganization
a
publishes
paper, which is publicly distributed
to the students. And nothing is
done about

jt.

Young

trigger

happy

"lobsters engage in regular gang(CottHnued on Page 4)
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Sak-Frosh Weekends

Planned This Winter

Three sub-freshman weekends—
Samuel A. Ladd Jr. '29, Director
January 17. February 14, and of the Bowdoin Placement Bureau,
February 28— have been planned has recently returned from a meetOn the second floor of a build- subject matter, this magnificent [by Director of Admissions Hnhr*rt ing of the American AJumn* Csspon the Bowdoin Campus is a door ceiling would possibly be suitable S. Shaw.
cil held in Boston where he was inleading to another land and anoth- for King Farouk's palace.
panel
Working with the fr aternities, vited to participate as a
er century. The building is Hubmembers of Alumni Fund Class
Mantlepiece Less Dazzling
Mr. Shaw has met several times
bard Hall, and the room although
Agents,
from several colleges and
The mantlepiece is less dazzling with different house represent*-it b» neither enchanted nor charmthan the room's other features al- tives to make plans for the week- universities.
ed, is certainly one of the most
Mr. Ladd reported .that the disimpressive of its type. The Rare though its frieie, carved in Istrian ends. The general procedure is the
Book Room, with its antique fur- stone, has a restrained grandeur of jsame as last year: the College re- cussion at the meeting centewd
is ceive": a list of prospective fresh- around fund raising techniques. He
nishings and its collection of beau- its own. The woodwork, which
of highly polished French walnut men, if possible, and tries to as- has been agent for the Class of
tiful volumes, is endowed with a
gilded orna- sign them to fraternities where 1929 ftsr the past ten years.
feeling decidedly different from the and is decorated with
somewhat sterile, fluorescent, lin- mentation, came from a private hey have friends.
Many
of the
New
library.
York
oleum atmosphere of the classThe fraternity representatives ley '54. Delta Kappa Epsilon; Denother room's furnishings came
is W. King '55, Delta Sigma; Wilroom.
'54, Alpha
from the same library. Other rare are Paul P. Brountas
liam O Kurth '54. Kappa Sigma;
I had visited the room last year
.Delta
Phi; Gerard D. Goldstein
heavy, elaborA. Scull '34, Psi Upsilon;
as a Freshman, but was too happy antiques include a
'54, Alpha Rho Up.silon; David B. John
table, a
Renaissance
carved
ately
over the fact that the visit excused
Starkweather '55,
Alpha Tau David F. Coe '55, Sigma Nu; Herme from an English class to fully wooden chest from Spain, and sev- Omega; Charles A. Bergeron, Jr. bert A. Urweider; '34. Theta Delta
appreciate the experience. How- eral lamps made from antique Chi'53. Beta Theta Pi; Frank A. Mac- Chi; and Lawrence E. Dwight '54,
ever, I found my second encounter nese vases.
The books are even more attrac- Donald '54, Chi Psi; Albert F. Lil* 2eta Psi.
with the Rare Book Room and its
contents both rewarding and stim- tive than the room itself. Those
which impressed me most were two
ulating.
copies of the Book of Hours, which
Students Shim Room
were hand-written on vellum by
While at the library,

By

t

Carl S. Tichantre
Robert K. Windsor
J. George del.ym
Hurr T>5
Capacity House
Anthony I.. Funnell '55
Robert E. Hamilton '56 after graduation..
Carroll E. Pennrll '56
[Continued From Pne,e 1~]
In order to hasten ihe processStaff
Sports
ing of applications the five hour ture, which was taken at the HarTamos L. Doherlv '55
James 3. Carter '5ft
mental exam and moral interview vard-University of Colorado ObCur is W.>hber '55
Philip W. GHman '56
have been eliminated for men with servatory in Climax, Colorado,
two of more years of college. Thes^ showed various projections caused
I learned
Musiaesii .Manager
men are then allowed to qualify' by sunspot activity, some of which that student visits to the room are
Albert E. LiUey '54
by passing the physical examina- extended as far as 50.000 miles considerably rarer than the books
Assistant Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54
tion at Westover Air Force Ba?e into space. Dr. Shapley explained themselves although many tourists
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager and the coordination test at Samp- that such activity on the sun's sur- come to admire the fine workmanJames A. Cook '54
face is responsible for static and! ship displayed by the volumes
Richard C. Thurston '54. son Air Force Base.
nuslnoss Assistants
which line the shelves. What imSuccessful completion of the two radio failure.
Theodore D. Robbins '53
Hobart C. Tracy '55 . e.uahfying phases gains for the apHe pointed out the advances pressed me primarily was' the reHarold R. Beachem, Jr.
plicant a four month deferment made in astronomy during recent splendent atmosphere of the room.
effective on completion of the co- years and said that because Man Having become accustomed to the
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
has been able to penetrate to such magnificence about me, I began to
ordination tests.
Dl rectors
Professor Athcrn P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brawn.
The applicant, having received a degree the mysteries of space, he examine the various details which
Alden E. Horton. Jr. 'SS, Albert F. LiUey '54, and Thomas
can consider himself as quite an contribute to the charm of the
his letter of acceptance, may then
Otis, Jr. '53.
important part of the universe. He room.
enlist for a two year period, the
•CMMtNTKB COB NATIONAL <HTT»T!MSO BY
Possibly the most outstanding
same as that required by Selective livened the talk by several jokes
National Advertising Service, Inc.
and humorous comparisons be- features are the ceiling and the
Service.
CtUtrns fublhht's Kefirwtntatin
tween man and the universe. Typi- mantlepiece, both of which are fine
450 MADRON AVK.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
cal of these was his statement that examples of Italian Renaissance
Cmnuii Boston - IjhAtoiii • San Francisco
PaWUhM waafclr «km rtaaats uf (t*M daring- th. Fall and Sarin* TrlaMatai ay
man is to an atom as an atom is to art. The ceiling, originally from a
tna ttMctita «f Hawdeln Collrn. Addrrai nrvi rummaniratieiu to th» Editor and •*»
a star; therefore man is composed sixteenth century palace in Naples,
wrlptUn rummtutiratinn* la Hi* Ha»tnrs« Minifrr •( Mia Bewdoin FaalUhina" Ca«- Lagueux '53
of what he termed "star stuff."
»»r a* th* ORtBNT OSka in Maore Hall. Bowdoin CaJI»r»v Branawlca, Main*. Fntnad
is of intricate and rich design; it
M aacotid rlaaa matt«r at Um paal otita at Brunswick. Main*. Tha laaarrlptirm rati,
Sig Scholarship
Flying Saucers?
is composed of carved wood, with
H» •** raar la tkraa <|3) dollars.
—
....
- —
iay-.ii.
At the close of the lecture sev- the panels consisting of contemDonovan D. Lancaster, Alumni eral questions were asked Dr. porary oil paintings of religious alAdvisor of the Alpha Rho Chapter Shapley by the audience. First of legories. With a more stimulating
of Rappa Sigma, announced re- these* was his opinion on flying
'53 saucers. He said
that they are form of life such as sponges exCarl Sandburg, the noted American poet, historian and folk cently that Ronald R. Lagueux
has been awarded one of the caused by four things: airplanes, ists on Mars, and that there is a
dinger, speaking at a party given in honor of his seventy-fifth
eigh<y-four Scholarship and Lead- meteors, automobile headlights re- good possibility of life on many
birthday, opened his remarks by citing an incident that took
ership Awards awarded annually flected off clouds, and hallucina- other stars because of the great
place at Bowdoin College.
It is encouraging to know that Mr.
by the National Fraternity.
number of bodies in the universe.
tions.
Sandburg has not forgotten the College, and it can only be
The audience was thoroughly inThe Award given on a point
To the query as to the possibility
hoped that the College has not forgotton Mr. Sandburg.
basis combines scholarship, ath- of the Earth colliding with another terested in the entire lecture. It
Aside from the consideration that any man who mentions letic achievement, leadership
object in the next million years or marked the first time in many
the name of the College over a national radio network should campus activities, amount of self- so. Dr. Shapley replied that the years that students have composed
the attendance at
immediately be invited here to speak, it would certainly be help, and fraternity leadership. chances were practically nil. To the majority^
"
worthwhile for the College r to make whatever expenditure is Tho award is in the form of a the question of what lies beyond such a talk.
'35

3
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eligibility
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John B. Goodrich
David Ci, Lavender

iJoualas A. Chalnv-rs T>3

Allen K. Hetherington.

those students
the Aviation Cadet broadcasting activities after
continue tomorrow temporary period of inactivity.

for

j

i

WBOA will he held tomorrow
requirements for night
in
the
Moulton
Union'
jthe Air Force's Aviation Cadet Lounge. A picture will be taken at
Pilot and Single Observer Pi o- this time, and all members are
gftun now enable juniors and urged to dress accordingly.
"55
seniors to qualify for the Cadet
'55
'65 Program without obligation during
'55 the school year. Those qualifying
Dr. Shapley Lecture
'55. for the program now are assured
'59 entrance into the training program
I

I»hotogrj»ph«-r

Jnrtus P. Gaston '51
Chief of stuff
V. Ward tyiman 53
Staff

Horace A. Hildreth.

With Transformer Fixed
Station
WBOA has resumed

7:30

and Friday. January 15 and 18, in
A breakdown of a transformer
the Moulton Union.
several weeks ago caused a comMovies of the program will be plete shutdown which lasted till
shown tonight at 1:?,0 in Smith last Monday. The necessary reAuditorium, according to Captain pair's having been made, operation
Frank Chandler who is here for on a regular schedule is now again
the three day period of interviews possible. Reception is reportedly
which started today. These inter- even better now than before.
views are being held from 9:00 a.m.
A meeting of the entire staff

Edlt©r-In-Chl>f

Thomas

will

1953

pasting it*«R<«< Seldom Visited Rare Book
j
Room
In Furnishings

Program

Rims Tomght At

14,

Draws

I

monks in the twelfth centuryThe colors of the many hand-some miniatures in these books,
which were originally in the libra-

j
'

1

Student

Patronage

ry of a prince, have not faded with
the passing of the centuries. Some
of the other volumes have silk linings; and many of these were
bound in beautifully tooled and inlaid leather by some of the world's
finest binders.

'

Solicited

One other

treasure that I missed
to the Rare Book
the collection of printed
pages from the shops of men who
were practicing their trade less
than a half century old.
in

my

Room

j

-

first visit
is

Bank

First National

Brunswick, Maine

Awarded

I

—-...

.

,
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Eight Students Chosen

Kappa

.pi,

.

,

,

.

.

f

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Debate Squad Members

Poet Sandburg Merits Invitation

The names

of

eight

Bowdoin

undergraduates have been added to
the ranks of the Debate team, it
was announced recently by Prof.
Albert R. Thayer, Professor of
Speech in the English Department.

.

The men
Brule
'56,

'

Roger

William W. Field

E.

Gordon

'54,

as well as produce

it

.

.

Jr.

Warren

H. Greene Jr. '56, Fred A. Jellison
'56, William J. Leacacos '53, Henry
D. Shaw '56 and Earl F. St rout '55.

Our long experience

in

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin
in

men

can show you short cut*

time and save you money.

I

necessary to bring Mr. Sandburg and his guitar before a Bowdoin audience. Since he is as much at home on the University
platform as on the night club stage, he should appeal to all but
the most apathetic of students.
Assuming that the College could rid itself of its apathy
enough to express approval of hearing Mr. Sandburg, the question of where the money would come from remains.
Mr. Sandburg is such a versatile man that he could be equally at ease if
sponsored by the Music Department, the English Department,
the History Department or any combination of the three
if
any of them had any money to spend on such a venture. Probably the best idea would be to have the Union Committee sponsor such an affair.
Even if it means foregoing an out of date
horror film or two, it is worth the consideration of that Commit-

5100.00 scholarship.

Lagueux has been active on the
and basketball
teams
while here at Bowdoin, and was a
football letterman his sophomore
year. He is a James Bowdoin
Scholar, and was president of the
White Key last spring. He has
football

j

—

tee.

Letter

the Editor:
I have been a European since my
birth in 1931, and I have seen the
war and lived under post-war conditions. There is in my opinion reason enough to justify an answer
tor Mr. Riley's startling conclusions.

Wo
that
loi-e

WANTED

Germans are a little sorry
offer as many mupieces to the visitor as bethe war. In the Lake Con-

wo cannot

stance area you can still find chapand little churches dating back
to the ninth and tenth centuries.
Many of the famous Gothic cathedrals are only partly destroyed. But
els

Planet Life Discussed
When asked whether there is
life on any other star, Dr. Shapley
said that it is very likely that some

new

innumerable cultural monuments
have been levelled.
On the other hand it seems to
that only the visitor regards
our country as a museum. We don't
think we are walking mummies
among dead relics of the past. We
consider a tomb dating from the
year 5000 B.C. in the Lueneburger
ileide or reminders of the "limes"
dating back to 250 A.D. as integral
parts of our history. Modern apartment houses in Duisburg could not
have been thought of without the
first efforts made in this direction
by the Fug^er during the Middle

me

the

utmost

industrial

efforts

brought about a 7(Ke increase
industrial production.

New

and

iginal ideas of labor relations

and

A

'

nnn-sterility.

The recent passage of several
to the establishment of a
acts basic

programs on the air. Students
abandoned classes in order to listen
to the speeches. All this seems
proof enough of a youthful spirit
in old
Europe. Conditions have
changed considerably but we have
certainly tried to

make

the best of

it. Although In England the greedy
have turned the castles into museums, we have made hospitals and

homes

By
tor."

I

|

monthly lunch meetings December
11th with a turn-out of 11. We plan
to meet on the third Thursday.
This is for the information of any
alumni, non-graduates, or undergraduates who may be in this section in the next four or five
months; and I urge them to get in
touch with me while here: or even
passing through, if time permits.
Will be glad to see them, and can
furnish data on most of the permanent or seasonal residents.

"antique," a

^MgMiMMMiiMMiMAAM
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town, and qualifica-

Mufflers
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full flavor
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Camels for 30 days and see how mild,
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America's most popular cigarette—
leading sll other brands by billions!
Camels have, the two things smokers
it
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Susan Hayward
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Alleys

This may be too late for the last
issue before the holidays.
But I
to report to you also, as I
will to the Alumnus, that the Bowdoin Club here had the first of its

for refugees out of them.

Konrad Adenauer would

home

Jerry Wilkea

Paul K. Nlven

for

BOWL-MOR

or-

In the cultural field the old American air bases or seen some
Schiller quotation "new life blooms maneuvers of the British troops
out of the ruins" is still valid. Poets in the Lueneburger Heide. I can
like Kasock. Benn. Borchert. Risse. only assure you that we didn't see
Hesse brought new ideas and new any troops for months in the Ruhr
understanding of the human sit- area. But in the conviction that we
uation from the exist ant ialist side have to resume our responsibility
while Bergengruen. Schaper. Le of defense rather than leave our
Port and Langgaesser expressed country to the hostile powers as a
the ideas of an overwhelming re- "military base," an argument voicjj.rjous revival in my country.
ed by the opposition half a year
Politically an inspiring recon- ago. we
passed a remilitarisation
struction has taken place since our act some weeks ago.
sign of the
1945.
Whoever has interest
tion in
r.i pi tula
our population took in the
development from debates
kepi track of our
in our lower house Is the
rule
of
the
military
and
Potsdam
fact that all the radio stations
governments; occupation stature broadcast only the debates for
integrated zones
and only loosely
three days. There were no other
ihe creation of our young Fed-

,

begin in spring semester.

work

tions.

Pete

wanted

in

labor participation were laid down
know which features in in the Constitution of Enterprises
post-war Germany led Mr. Riley to Act recently passed.
make the statements he did. so 1
How Mr. Riley could arrive at
am going to stress a few points the conclusion that Germany is an
which 1 think show that we see a "armed" museum is an enigma to
future and a task. too.
me. He must have visited some

t.i

St.

But shrewd

Ages.
I don't

and her latest
Republic
,1
achievemenl: the General Treaty,
which grants us independence ; candeny that the r.'iances for a
,t
future are more favorable
.'ooii
1 veins. The fact
that
than for son*
lav lists a few points
basic
our
of man and other
rights
the
iboul
voiced
before
in any
«ubiects never
may serve as a
other constitution
political
j,r„ of our a'erlness in
s
proof of youth and
sure
3
mattes.

From

Letter

politicians that stress, not without
reason it seems to me, that European resources and manpower
might become the make-weight in
a struggle between East and West.
Economically the German reconstruction has caused many foreigner to exclaim "that is the German miracle." Without belittling

economic
policies, the currency reform, and
a planned free trade combined with

To

organizational

increase individual income.

sonal interview including class,

in

United Europe casts more light on
m a political ideas in Euiope.

struction.

publication.

ity to greatly

tions

There are many economists and Good Old Orient:

the American help of 1.3 billion
dollars we received during the period of Marshall Pian aid. I should
like to emphasize the fact that the
German people themselves carried
the greatest burden of economic recovery. The slogan of the ERP: 5'r
Marshall Plan plus 95*"^ self aid
equals 100' 4 ERP makes that clear.
The Morgenthau Plan, dismantling,
destruction of cartels, seizure of
patents, sesquestering of German
property abroad and the like were
measures counteracting our recon-

and

chise in local advertising field,
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Aggressive, clean cut personality for exclusive fran-

From A "Museum Piece"

To

seum

our country. I can assure you, he
very proud of his if cent acquisiand can add more important
and valuable pictures in the future.
Hoist Alhach "5G.
Foreign Student

TICKETS

ALUMNI 1.ETTERS

is

',

B

J.

served on the Chapter Executive
Committee and has worked in the
house as a waiter,

the universe as we know it, he explained it is impossible to reach
conclusions of any degree of certainty, but it is likely that the universe stretches to infinity and is
composed of countless galaxies
such as that one the Earth be"
longs to.
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Swimmers Win Over Trinity 45-39;
Season's First Victory Hard Won

POLAR

A

victory in the final event, the
400 yard relay, enabled the Bowdoin varsity swimming team to
take their first win of the year, a
45-39 victory over Trinity, Saturday at the Curtis Pool.
The relay team of Charlie Carpenter. Tom Lyndon, Bob Arwezon
and Charlie Hildreth took the
event in 3:42.7 after leading by a
gradually increasing margin all the

BEARINGS
By

Curtis \V.M».-r

W

As

Double Winner

so then

we would

Mortison of .Norwich was the
their outstanding performer on the ice,
aeaMon but as he bagged the coveted "hat
couldn't
eope with the trick" or three goals.
talents of Norris ami company as
The contest was to have been
they were edged by the Black played Friday night here in BrunsBears of Maine in an afternoon wick, but it had to be posiponed
game at Orono, 72-48. lite Polar due to inclement weather condiBears nut allot, outpteyett, and out- tions. Once again the urgent need
ran Maine but couldn't put in the for a covered rink was emphasized.
foul >hots which might have won It appears that there will be conthe game. Waily Bartlett. Phil stant difficulties this winter to
Day, and Mickey Weiner, all hit try and keep the ice in proper
double figures. Bartlett flipped in shape for hockey.
25 including 7 in a row from the
The hockey team should be much
floor in the third period. Phil Day
improved this year. A large and
did most of his scoring in the first
strong nucleus of veteran skaters
period :is he hit for 17.
have returned from last year's
Bill l'rasicr fouled out in tinoutfit; the team will not be amiss
third period again having gotten
in
experience.
Forwards Dave
four of his offences in the opening
Rogerson, Captain Denny Monroe.
period. Day left early in the fourth.
Corby Wolfe, Dave Melincoff, and
High scorer for Maine was Johnny
Bob Hazzard will provide a good
Norris of Bangor who pumped in
scoring
threat,
while
Larry
9 from the floor and 9 from the
Dwight, Pete Arnold, and Paul
foul line for a total of 27. Jack
Revere will be the backbone of
Churchill also hit double figures
the defense. "Blggy" McGovern
for the winners.
Norris had previously been rated
among the top ten small college
scorers in the nation earlier ha the
week. The first place position is

settle for a

home and home series with the Bates froth and possibly Colby if the
former arrangement proved satisfactory. Apparently neither Bates
nor Colby fears such a rivalry because the Freshmen teams of these
schools meet each other twice each season.
This series between the
freshmen of these two colleges has not just recently sprung up, but
has been an actuality for quite some time. Apparently the arrangement has proved satisfactory in both cases.
Another argument offered by the athletic department is that
they would rather play schools where prospective students may be
lined up.
The value of having the Bowdoin Freshmen play high
schools and prep schools in terms of students'enticed here is questionable.
If you maintain the validity of this claim, however, the fact
remains that a number of students from three different high schools
are regular attendants at the Bates gym. There would certainly be as
many high school students in attendance at these games as there are
lor contests between our freshmen and Maine high schools played here
in Brunswick.

»

*
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of
quite

the

down by a phenomenal freshlittle Rio Grande College
Ohio named Hevo Francis. In
last Friday's game against Ashland, Bevo broke the small college
scoring record of 8S points in one
game held by another alumnus of
Rio Grande. Francis poured in an
amazing 116 points as his team won
150 to 85. Bevo's game average is
now 51 points a game and Rio
Grande's 19 game average is 101
points a game.

to pull

away from an early

threatening Polar Bear five.
The Massachusetts clqb was on
'the short end of a 13-15 first quarter count, and were only able to
move in front at the halfway mark,
30 to 29t In the* third stanza, however. Tufts held down Bowdoin
scoring threat Wally Bartlett with
fair success and, entered the final
frame with a ten point bulge.
Eleven of Bartletfs* 25 points
came via the foul route. Playing
his usual type of driving game,
Bartlett drew several fouls as the
Tufts defenders sought to slow his
scoring progress.
George Mitchell suffered an eye
injury in the last period forcing
him to leave the game.
Friday night the Polar Bears
had been beaten by Amherst with
Mickey. Weiner scoring 15 for the
The Coombsmen return
losers.
from a not too successful road trip
to take on; the mighty Black Bears
state scries competiof Maine

m

Taking a first in the 45-yard hurdles at Boston's Y.M.C.A. meet Saturday was Bpwdoin's Carl Knight. His time for the distance was 6.2 tion.
seconds. Ed' Trecartin also took a first for Bowdoin, winning the two Susst'so*.
mile run in 10:39.9. This meet was Bowdoin's first of the year, and the Harrison
Kilpatririt
results %vere generally pleasing to Coach McGee.
Tor**, rf
Pidgirvlki

who will again patrol the nets, hassity ought to have a winning seacapable substitutes in Paul Testa son. The top three scorers, Wolfe,
Monroe, and Rogerson of last year
and Skip Howard.
The outlook for the team is are still with us, and Coach Danny
much brighter than it was last MaeFayden can rely on a great
year. Provided the weather is suit- scoring punch once his offensive
able for outdoor hockey, the var- forces are well organized.
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ARE YOU TOUGH EN

in

JV Poohnen Overpower
Bob Arwezon

*

*

Deering High School

Colby's Mules tuned up for their state series tilt with Maine by
romping over Springfield 72 to 49. Colby was still without the services
or their captain Frank Placentini who 'is out with a leg Injury.
Ted

Arwezon picked up two importThe Bowdoin Polar Cubs swam
ant firsts with wins in the 150 yard
medley swim and the 200 yard to their second victory last Friday
l.ulller who had been ill played for only sixteen minutes but managed
back stroke. Lyndon won the 100 by defeating the Deering High
School team,. 47 to 28.
to account for 12 points in his brief appearance.
Five players hit for yard free style and took second in
This was a more resounding vicdouble figures for the Mules. Colby's version of the "Golden Greek", the 50 yard free style. Hildreth
200 yard free style and tory than that over Brunswick,
a bespectacled Dino Sirakides, who set a new Boston Garden record of won the
with
the Jayvecs winning seven of
then came back to finish behind
bankets in one period against Tufts, could only scrape up two
Lyndon in the 100 yard free s.tyle. nine events.
baskets with one goal from the floor.
The first of the two losses was
Showing improvonvnt over his
Look for a Maine victory over Colby this Wednesday up at Orono. performance in the Dartmouth the 150 yard medley relay. The
Ed Bogdanovich shed his football pads to take a first and a second meet was Larry Boyle, who closed team of Pyle, Morse, and Howard
in the Maine-Bates track meet won by Maine 82-44.
Bogdanovich with a point total of 118.30 for the was behind all the way, and Deerpropelled the 16-pound shot 45 feet, 2'i inches for first place and diving event. This fell short of his ing took the event. Bowdoin came
record set last year by about three back in the 200 yard freestyle with
finished second in the discus.
points. He finished far in front of Sargent and Hcly taking first and
In the Y.M.C.A. meet in Boston, Carl Knight and Ed Trecartin
Trinity's sole diver who finished second respectively.
took first places In the 43-yard hurdles and the two mile run respecsecond.
Herman Wins Twice
tively. Knight's time for the hurdles was 6."2 seconds. Treeartln toured
Important points were picked up
The 50 yard freestyle was won
the track's two miles In 10:39.9, closely followed by Frank Cameron. for Bowdoin by Nat Clifford, Clark by Herman, with Perkins taking
The Polar Bear's relay team was beaten by Williams. Running for George, Don Buckingham and a close second. Glover and Willey
George Jackson.
followed through by taking first
Bowdoin were Dorham, Albarh, Weis, and Huleatt.
and second in the 150 yard medley
ARU (4»)
P!AD (37)
swim.
Miller, if
41 Ham. rf
Karinan
21 Woodbury
Deering's second win was the
Interfraternity Basketball Results, Scores
0' C«'l(«.«ip
Ciulson
diving event, in which the Cubs
t0Kus*!l. If
Wer'man. If 3
Piutsalis
Mitchell
took only third place. Herman
Uwt W**k'« ReanlU
STANDINGS
llawley
QlCaas. c
Chi PU 47 ATO a9
W»n Lost Pet.
came
through with his second win
12'Brd-unta*
Rodman, c
6
ARU M All 37
DKE
1.000
Kutstein
S:inds, re
1
in
the 100 yard freestyle, with
11' 40 B»U 24
Siionn Nu
1.000
01 Hale
C.trin
Sigma Ira 48 Psi U 45 (overtime)
.666
TD
Deering taking second and third.
12IDeinney. Ig
P. WeiV. r*
1>KF. 32 bllM Slff i» (overtime)
ARU
.CM
0M*v**er
Gordon
The
Zete 48 Delta -Slir 2.1
100 yard backstroke and the
Knppa Riyr
.666
01
Jepskv
Leading Scorer*
Chi Psi
.500
100 yard breaststroke were likeSI
Levin. \g
3
Zeta
.333
Girnn I'ninU
01
Soloman
wise won by Bowdoin, with DeerATO
.333
McLaren. ATO
51
12 13 37
Totnla
Totals
19 9 4'
Al>
.383
50
Vartlla. Sigma. Nu
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be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet Training Class.
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The fact is that, on the present freshman schedule, there are few
teams capable of presenting strong opposition. It would be only fair
freshmen one or two games a year to look forward to and
[>oint for.
This year's Bates Freshman team is undefeated and has. to
all appearances, a team as strong, if not stronger, than our Polar
Bear Cubs. A game between these two .clubs would provide a real
thrill for the players and would undoubtedly draw out a good-sized
crowd, something the freshmen see infrequently. A little rivalry is
a wholesome thing, after all, if not allowed to go to extremes.
»

them

eame up with

|

to give the

|

Bj» Bttert M, Hera* as
Wally BartTetf s 25 points were
not enough as Bowdoin's victoryhungry basketball team lost its
second gav» in as many nights to
Tufts 78 to 5ft. A third period rally
on the pan of the Jumbos enabled

The

Day Scores 17

game

best

a mere three quarters of an hour ride.
A Saturday afternoon game
could be scheduled with the Bates Freshmen, 18 miles away, with
less travel time required than a trip to either of these institutions.
Perhaps the athletic department fears that too much rivalry
would spring up between the freshmen of the four Maine colleges if
If

Phil

Bmwloin

ihe athletic department to schedule such contest* why did they allow this year's team to play in the second game of a doubleheader at
the Lewiston Armory and thereby lose a full evening's study time?
The fact is that Hebron and Exeter are both farther than* Lewiston,

was begun among them.

Military

h Season Opener 6-3

start of the meet was held
back more than half an hour as
Trinity was delayed in arriving by
the poor driving conditions.

The

THREE

Bears Bow To Amherst, Tufts

Varsity Hockey Loses

To Norwich

fc\6£

1953

Bowdoin Varsity hockey
team opened its season Saturday
Bowdoin will be away this Sat ; night at Norwich College in VerThe
Tufts.
urday with a meet at
mont by losing to the home team
first meet following the exam peri- 6-3.
od will be at home with Wesleyan.
The Polar Bears engaged in a
The win over Trinity evened the tense struggle with Norwich for
Millermen's record off at one win the first
two periods, but they
and one loss for the season, a meet were overcome
in the last five
way.
having been previously dropped to minutes
when two quick goals slipCoach Bob Miller was forced by Dartmouth before tfce Christmas ped by Bowdoin- goalie "Biggy"
vacation.
* h * closeness of the meet to juggle
McGovern. Denny Monroe. Dave
his men with Arwezon, Hildreth
Mclincoff, and Dave Rogerson each
and Lyndon each taking part in
garnered a tally for Bowdoin, two
three events including the final re- Bowdoin Five Improves
coming in the second period and
lay.
one in the third.

Last Friday's 7<Jr33 victory by the Freshman basketball team over
Fryeburg Academy must have occasioned some surprise on the part
of any freshmen who were present at the game.
I imagine most of
the upperclassmen are hardened by this time to the sight of seeing
haplesa Fryeburg annually slaughtered by our Freshmen. As I watched
this game, the thought occurred to nv,
How much better it would
be to substitute a game or two with the Bates Freshmen club for
this farce with Fryeburg."
Although they rolled up 74 points, the
Little White didn't look especially impressive.
There was no question
about the outcome and a tendency to loaf and fool around was evident.
This is certainly no way to build future varsity material.
But, as for this matter of the Bowdoin Freshmen playing against
the freshman teams of other colleges, why don't they? Many undergraduates have asked the same question. A number of reasons have
been advanced by qualified individuals at different times.
First, there ia the question of the loss of study time occasioned
by the necessity of travelling, since a home and home series would
probably be required. If this is the main reason for the refusal of

a series

14,

wmmmmmm
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PAGE FOUR
Coffin

Reverend

Speaks Monday

On Poem

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

*

BOWDOIN CONFIDENTIAL!

MacDonald

J.

Discusses Moral Risks

Independence

E. Ward
[Continued from Page 1]
land fights in the dorms. The sight
of a water pistol toting hoodlum
is a daily event

By

At Sun. Chapel Service

In Qiem. Lecture Hall
Professor Robert Peter Tristram
Coffin will speak on "The Independence of a Poem,',' in a lecture and
reading on January 19, at 8:15
P-m., in the lecture room of the
Cleaveland Chemistry Building.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Bowdoin Quill. William A. Mail-

Reverend Joseph C. MacDonald
Dogs, Dirt, And Dope
'14, D.D., of Union Church in WaMassachusetts
which
Hall,
ban, Massachusetts, spoke on the
"Moral Risks of the Gospel of houses the Administration of this
Love*" in chapel last Sunday, institution, is going to the dogs.
Canines may be seen there any
Januarly 11.
'

A member of

the Board of Overa graduate of Bowdoin in
let "49, Editor-in-Chief of the Quill 1914. and a member of Delta Kapexplained that Dr. Coffin has been pa Epsilon, Reverend MacDonald
associated with the Quill for many attended Union Theological Semyears. Since Pulitzer Prize Poet inary- He received the honorary deCoffin is in great demand, the Quill gree of Doctor of Divinity from
is presenting him as a service in Bowdoin in 1950.
the interest of the College and the
LiHto Moral Risks
general public.
Reverend MacDonald discussed

The deadline

A

Where's The Mafia?

The College

maga-

"Literary''

zine, which, incidentally, bears the

for

same name as a well known
York labor leader, offers an

New

Pretenses arc made at student
government, but nobody takes the
matter seriously. Gordon Stearns,
who has ambitions, runs the S.C.
with everybody's approval.
Observation: The Mafia is well
hidden in these parts.
This is the confidential lowdown.
from the gutter to the Chapel, on
Bowdoin College, and everybody

"Accepting glittering generaliwithout considering specific
applications" of religious principles
was cited as a second great risk.
"There is the danger that in standing for everything we stand for
Associate nothing,"
Russell.
Reverend MacDonald
Religion, in his re- stated.
ties

knows

Bowdoin's First Negro

it.

1

and nobody hides the

time,

Placement Interviews

fact.

The Administration condones this
Professor of
practice if not even encouraging
cent chapel talk, save a brief
"The danger of lop-sided faith" it. Women may also be seen lurksketch of the life of John Brown was mentioned
as the final great ing about the halls, offices, and
Russwurm. the first Negro to risk. Reverend MacDonald warned
water cooler. "Jobs" are readily
graduate from Bowdoin.
the congregation of not looking for available in Sam Ladd s office. A
Russwurm. who graduated in the God in all things, and of not ap- lot of money passes over the
Class of 1S2(>, was one of the first plying religious principles to all counter in the Bursar's office every
two .Negroes to be graduated situations. "He is a God which day.
from any college in the United stands for moral integrity as well
The power house is the dirtiest
States, another having uraduated as spiritual power," he stated.
plac« on campus, with the exceptwo weeks previously from another .The choir sang "O Bone Jesu" tion of the coal pile behind it.
New England college.
Dope addicts are right at home
by Palestrina to conclude the serDr. Russell said that Jkwdoin's vices.
on the campus. "Coke" machines
first Negro graduate was also the
can be found in abundance, and
first Negro to edit and publish a
over in the Infirmary, "Doc" Han*
newspaper in the United States.
ley hands out shots.
The paper was known as "Free- Interfnrternity Scores
The Local Brown Shirts
dom Journal."
(Continued from I'age })
The blue book peddlers are
Russwurm later went to Liberia, TO |M1
C.
r PiBeU (21)
G F I around in strength during the
rf 2
7'WrHtrjr. rf
3
where he took part in government Chapman,
exam period. They run rife in the
Hint
B.-rtiiiii
.1

was in Liberia Rnirro
Marshall, If
died in 1851.
Emery
Professor Russell concluded his
talk by saying that Bowdoin has Garland
Oelinas, c
a right to be proud of its pioneer r>iLeon#»
in the field of race relations. But Olchell, ru
Tyler
the only way to honor great Morant. lit
Gieriac
moments of the past, he concluded, Conkev
is to live up to their spirit today.
Totals

Russwurm

N

SI*

(48)
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JV Swimmers Win

Voctlla. If
B«vprid<re
I.illcy.

c

(Continued from Page ')
HusfhPH
ing gaining second and third place Payne, rtr
Koua
The backstroke event was won by Man'ham.
Willey, and the breaststroke by Massih
j
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1
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19

10 32

9 11 29
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probably done more harm through
its restrictions than would have
been done had there been freedom

Coles Enters The Picture
Condon called such investigators
"professional defamers, who make
a living at smearing and have a
vested interest in blackmailing
character."
Bowdoin's President James S.
Coles took an obvious swipe at the
McCarran Act last October 13 in
his inaugural address. Said Coles:
"It is of deep concern to me that in
many ways, during the past few
years, we have come to enjoy less
freedom than we did fifty or one

Dean

0! Collet*u
17 13 48 Totals

Total*

Neill.

U

Mr. D. P. "Sturges of the City
Service Company of. New York
Position
Attacked
conferred yesterday with graduating seniors interested in his com(Continued front Page J)
pany's executive training course.
curity Act and the Immigration
Last week Mr. Walter Fish of
and Nationality Act."
the Monsanto Chemical Company
Dr. Edward U. Condon, president
and Mr. Richard Wing of the Eastof the American Association for
man Kodak Company conducted
the Advancement of Science atsenior interviews.
tacked the McCarran acts in his
Samuel A. Ladd Jr., Director of
James Bowdoin Day address in
has anMemorial Hall last October 22. He the Placement Bureau,
nounced that Westinghouse, Inc.
called the acts an example of the
mood of fear and distrust of our and the Socony-Vacuum Oil Comwill meet in the near future
neighbors both at home and pany
with seniors registered with the
abroad. Condon told A.P. reporters
recently that his science associa- bureau. The dates will be announced in the next issue of the ORItion should take positive action to
ENT.
stop harrassment and intimidation
of scientists, particularly the at- hundred years ago. Some of this
tacks of "self-appointed investigat- freedom has been lost through legors" before congressional commit- islation. The McCarran Act has
tees.
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Free
choked while the
authorities look the other way.
The local Brown Shirts have
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vicinity of Smith 17, and anyone
tries to crack the monopoly
and sell any other kind of writing

1
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0' Porter, lit
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of travel.

"Admittedly, this absence of rewould allow some possible
enemies of our society to enter this
country-, but with proper internal
security, it would have availed
striction

them

levied on each student to defray
the expense of repairing the Colby

policy,

which supported
Governor Steven-

For

;

newspaper's

editorial

McCarran Act Author

!

-'.

1
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ate

Scheduled For Seniors

J

that
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Well Hidden

Donovan D. Lancaster

Cited In Chapel Talk

activities there. It

of the National Geographic Society for "valuable service to geo-

l

out-

let for the writings of the avanfgarde intellectuals.

!

Henry

an elaborate

is

for the transportation of
for those men who sign the
new building is planright list.
ned to further the operations of
this organization-; and to get them
out of the Chapel, where their present headquarters' are located.

women

ard T. Coalman "53, Beta House,
tempting to conform to love's gosAllen F. Hot norm;, ton Jr. '54, Psi
"Should wq lower our ideals
U House, Peter B. Powell '54, Chi pel.
to avoid hypocrisy?" he asked.
Psi Lodgi
L. Dube '55.
".No, it is better that we make an
27 Hyde Hall.
attempt at following the gospel."

Dr.

in public.

front

three great risks which must be
the next issue of the Quill is Feb- overcome if we are to make a
ruary 1. Any prose material, one genuine attempt at accepting the
act plays, poetry or essays will be gospel of love.
carefully considered. Material may
The first risk is a tendency to
be submitted to William A. Maillet
become a hypocrite, but what is
'49, Apt. R2 Bowdoin Courts, Robworse than this, is letting the fear
ert L. Happ 53, Deke House. Richof hypocrisy prevent us from at-

material

for

By E. Ward Oilman '53
__ j.
Donald B. MacMillan '98 was
We see by means of our trusty Way Down Yonder ln,Kmran*I
awarded the Hubbard Gold Medal calendar that the year 1952 has
But we cannot help agreeing
that
that
we
the
past,
and
officials
into
with
passed
the Skidmore
are now embarking into a new the outlook is a pretty poor one.
graphic education and science" year. There were doubtless many It is now 1953, and already things
tics for which it is so notorious." last Friday in Washington.
who thought that it was a good have started off on the wrong foot.
He added that the "antics" of the
The 78-year-old veteran of thing that 1952 was gone. It had Out in Karachi, Pakistan, we note
committee were "disgusting," and dozens of Arctic expeditions debeen a trying year, and we, for that a riot was touched off among
claimed that harm had been done livered the society's regular lecstudents by "a sharp increase in
one, did not'mind seeing it leave.
to the country's scientific program ture and also showed films of his
a troubled year. People tuition fees." During the rioting
It was
by "these dishonorable representa- 20th trip to the Arctic.
wandered about its 366 days not some eight persons were killed,
people."
tives of the
MacMillan was honored for his knowing quite what to think or and 100 injured. The police were
Wanted More Money
work in the far North during the do. and not quite trusting the fu- called out to quell the uprising,
Condon resigned from his gov- past 45 years. He was a member
ture. As much as anyone else, col- and apparently had a tough time
ernment post in August 1951, say- of the expedition led by Admiral
lege .undergraduates seemed to be of it, as they were forced to use
ing he could no longer afford "the Robert E. Peary T7. who discoverin a quandary. Out at Dartmouth, clubs, tear gas, and blank cartsevere financial sacrifice involved." ed the North Pole in 1909.
for instance, "under the mistaken ridges to disperse the mob. When
He is Director of Research and De
impression that Vermont actually jHome Minister Mushtaq Hamad
He
is credited with surveying
,
at
Corning
the
G
tag
velopment
froMn waste|and , |ind belonged to some lost Indian tribe Gurmani tried to quiet the demonh Qf
Works, and was recently installed
northland waters. During World up over the Canadian border, a stration, his car was overturned,
as president of the American AsWar II he served the Navy's group of students began a cam- and set afire. What the fate of Mr.
sociation for the Advancement of
hydrographic offices through his paign to give Vermont back to the Gurmani was the article leaves up
Science.
knowledge of that area; in World Indians. Some Vermonters were a to the reader's imagination. But it
During his James Bowdoin Day- War I he was in Naval Aviation.* bit disgruntled about the whole closes on a sinister note, "the
Condon
address last October 22,
He holds a reserve commission as matter, but the majority of them casualty list mounted through the
discussed the "relation of the sci- commander in the Navy.
didn't seem to think that the prob- day."
entist to the society in which he
MacMillan is the founder of the lem was a pressing one. For the
Here at home the year started
lives," and stated that the problem
it
at present, at least, it looks like New equally unauspiciously. First
School
MacMillan-Moravian
of the scientist who does work for
snowed,
Main, Labrador, and is a trustee England will remain intact
dampened the
which
evil or destructive purposes is a
Vere
People
tense
out
at
the
Uniof Emerson College.
spirits of students newly returned
"ticklish question."
At Bowdoin, he was a member versity of Kansas, too. The student from a most pleasant holiday, and
He consented that there was a
governing board
then the Student Council did its
responsibility of Theta Delta Chi.
need for "social
best to further upset the student
took issue with
among scientists," but added that
constitution by presenting a prothe undergraduthe situation was not as bad as
posal that a seven cent tribute be
people think.
spending thousands of dollars of
public funds it has not been able to
find the slightest evidence of misconduct on my parf. So it again
resorts to the snide smearing tac-

its fair-haired boys
with free trips to Bermuda, at the
tax payers' expense. During the
spring and autumn, the Brown
Shirts even have the audacity to

drill

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Answers House Charges Receives Gold Medal
For Work In Arctic

(Continued from Page I)
organization self because, after five years of

which rewards

The Glee Club

Union Head

seers,

this militaristic

1953

Speaker Edward Condon Donald MacMillan '98

Oilman '53
street from the campus in Rhodes
Hall. Students arc encouraged to
join

14,

little.",

Coles told the ORIENT recently
that he feela the same way about
the McCarran Act as he did when
he delivered the address last October 13.

I
I

son in the recent'
Presidential cam-pfe**'
paign, and set up** _^****1****
a board of censorship. After some initial resentment, the editors of the paper became apathetic, and decided that
perhaps censorship was a good
idea. It saved them a good deal of

work anyway.
The Daily Nebraskan, at the
University of Nebraska, was having the same trouble with their
Student Council, but in their case,
the censors were defeated.
The outlook for the future seemed to be a particularly 'dim one at
Skidmore, where they went ahead

and elected their May Queen in
the middle of December. This assures a Miss Jean Stapledon, who
was elected, of having her cake,
and if the future is cooperative, of
eating it too. Just to make sure that
everything was official, the Skidmore "News" printed her picture
1n the middle of the front page of
the Christmas issue, flanking her
with two queens of lesser degree.
She seems to be a pleasant looking
blonde, described glowingly as "a
pretty, smiling face topped by
short bobbed hair." We all hope,
for her sake, that the world will
last until May, so she can reign
over the festivities in the proper

goal posts.

Patrick

j

was a ground swell of opinion
among the student body that this
seven cent levy was not a good
thing. Labelling the proposal "a
preposterous attempt at taxation
without representation", a few
firebrands in the best tradition of
Patrick Henry circulated rumors
that the Student Council had sold
out. We think that this was probably not the case. No doubt the
Council, its guard lowered during
Ihe vacation, was caught in a weak
moment by the Dean, and the
seven cent "sin tax" was the result. It seems a shame that what
little enthusiasm the student body
works up in a football game should

oe

We

by taxation.
believe
on the contrary, such shows
"school spirit" should be encouraged, within limits, of course.
But to quibble over the destruction of a goal post or two? The
tearing down of a goal post is a
traditional thing everywhere, even
at such commercialized exhibitions
as the Rose Bowl, where traditional college spirit has been replaced
by traditional dollars and cents.
It is a dismal start for a new
year. But things will be looking
up, we suppose. Let's see, when is
stifled

that,

of

he

manner.

Henry

Although not moved to the extent of the Karachi students, there

next party?
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"I

smoked Chesterfield in college -I smoke 'em now. Head
ad and you'll know why I say
MUCH MlLPS*

this

.

CHESTERFIELD

IS

SOOMMJL

.

.

BEST FOR ME!"
y.

ocXt4UANORTHWESTERN

UNIV. '52
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NOW.

BBSs

M

10th reunion?

If

you

11

be

like

started to

when

work

I

the class of '53 holds

for

w

POSITION IN THE WORLD: On the way up! A Commercial Manager, the company's representative and spokesman to as many as
fifty thousand customers. A Transmission Engineer, helping' to
provide the telephone needs of an entire state.
Supervisor in the

A

Traffic Department, responsible for the speed and quality of local
and long distance service in several cities and for the personnel

number

of employees. In the telephone

ami

mH
First

and Only Premium

Q**/
and

Regular
Cigarette in Both

,

MAME OF

the best

MIND:

is

W-

no adverse
.

. .

.

MUCH MILDER

£7\

You'll be satisfied be-

[•Kr$G-SIZE

not only in pay and security

.
but in service. You'll be proud of your share in helping provide
and develop a telephone service vital to the country's social and

IDA!

. .

economic

PARITTE3

•

life.

Like Hie picture ? For further information see your Placement
Officer.

He

tunities for

will

be glad to give you

employment

on the nose, throat and

£7
v

Confident and proud!

effects

sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.

yet to come.

cause you have a rewarding job

After eight months, the medical specialist

reports that he observed ...

number of telephones has almost tripled. In the past 5 years, telephone companies have introduced such things as network television
transmission, radiotelephone service and dialing of Long Distance

And

specialist is making regular bimonthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average

com-

FUTURE: Unlimited! The Bell System continually progresses and
expands and its personnel grows with it. In the past 25 years, the

calls.

Amedical

of over ten years.

King-Size

pany, jobs such as these are held by relatively young men and women.

,

of Smoking!

''

its

one of the Bell System

telephone companies after graduation, here's a pretty good idea.

relations of a large

Scientific

Evidence on Effects

MEET YOURSELFlO YEARS FROM NOW
Ever wonder what you
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details regarding the oppor-

in the Bell System.

CONTAINS TOBACCOS Of BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
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Masque & Gown Play "Ramshackle Inn
To Be Presented Here February 17-21
"Ramshackle Inn," the mystery- formance. Tickets for reserved
presentation which the seats sold to the public will be
Masque and Gown has been re- $1.20 and rush seats will be 60c.

McBride Named Class
Marshal; 19 Expected

To Graduate February 7
To Address
Graduates; Kendrick,
Pres. Coles

farce

Glee Club Notice

hearsing since the middle of De- Student reserved .seats will cost
The Bowdoin Glee Club will precember, will be given on Campus 60c, and the blanket tax card will
on Tuesday, February 17, at 8:15 admit undergraduates who seek sent a varied selection of choral
songs at Town Hall in New York
p.m. and on Saturday, February 21, rush seats.
City on Monday, March 30. Richat 2:30 p.m., the latter showing beReservations may be obtained by ard C. Gibson '54 is taking orders
ing held in connection with the telephoning
83-M between 7:00 and for tickets. Orchestra seats are
Winter Houseparties.
9:00 p.m. on Sunday or Monday, $2.50 and Balcony seats are $1.50.
The play was a Broadway hit in February 15
or r€.
1944. when ZaSu Pitts had the leading rolr. Miss Pitts again gave this
portrayal at the Lakewood Theater
near Skowhegan, Maine, last summer.
The play tells the story of a
maiden lady who buys a summer
hotA in Gloucester, only to find
that she has run into a liquor ring,
a romantic jailbird, and a number
of assorted murders.

MIm Mc-Keen To Star
Miss Nancy McKeen, who will
play the lead, has appeared in a
variety of plots for the Masque and
Gown, ranging from a double role

Hammond

one of the one-act plays given
As-her principal adverCamille F. Sarrauf '55 will
play the part of the ringleader. Be-

Gown.
Mrs. Robert Peary, an active
of the Brunswick Workshop Theater, will be seen as the
former owner of Ye Olde Colonial
Inn. Taking the part of an F.B.I,
agent, Mrs. Richard Chittim has
also taken part in the one act plays
on Campus and played the female
comedy role in "It's A Fact" a
year ago. Miss Maureen Shiel and
Mrs. Frangcon Jones, both of
Brunswick, will portray the gangsters' molls.

members of the
Balancing
Gloucester constabulary, Neil Alter
55 and Robert L. Sutherland '56
are thugs; Frederick S. Bartlett
'55 and Jose G. Loprena '55. Horace A. Hildreth, Jr. '54, on leave of
absence from the ORIENT, will
appear as the romantic interest of
Miss Maureen Routhier, a Brunswick High School student who has
played in numerous roles for the
school dramatic club.
Todd H. CaJlihan '54. Donald M.
Brewer '55 and Benjamin G. M.
Priest '56 fill out the remainder of
the cast. Frederick O? Smith II '56
and Brewer will take charge of the
properties while T. Brooke Howard
'56

and Allan

serve

F

Wright

'56 will

as stage managers. The

set-

ting is being constructed and paintted under the direction of William
F. Hoffman '54.
Although tickets will bo 'sold to
both the undergraduates and the

general public for either performance, it is hoped that most students
to attend the Houseparty presentation and that the
public will come to the earlier per-

will prefer

Red Cross Bloodmobile
Needs Students' Blood
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
in Brunswick on February 10th
from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. for those
be

February

Nine of Bowdoin's 1 2 fraternities elected Presidents for the
spring semester at their house meetings, while two more will
select their Presidents at tonight's house meetings.
Of the nine, six are members of the Senior Class, while
three are members of the Class of 1954.
Psi Upsilon and Alpha Rho Upsilon will elect their Presidents tonight, as well as the Independents. Theta Delta Chi will
hold their elections after the exam period.
The nine newly elected Presidents are: Alpha Delta Phi,

—

House Manager of his fraternity,
Theta Delta Chi.
President James S. Coles will ad-

S.

Raymond

S. Petterson 53; Chi Psi. Peter B. Powell 54; Delta
Epsilcn, Philip W. Leighton '52; Zeta Psi, Gordon J.
Milliken "53; Kappa Sigma, James M. Connellan '53; Beta
Theta Pi. John B. Malcolm. Jr. '54; Sigma Nu. F. Wilbur Gorham '53; Alpha Tau Omega. Bradford K. Smith '53; and Delta

Kappa

George Kay

Freddie Sateriale

Hammond.

Union Church in Waban, Massa*
chusetts has been chosen Chaplin

'UNKNOWNS' SATERIALE, KAY
PICKED HOUSEPARTY BANDS

for the occasion.

By Carl S. Tschuintre '55
Commissions as Second LieutenKay, whose aggregation has had
Preparations for the annual Midants in Jhe Transportation Corps,
U.S. Army will be presented to winter Houseparty Weekend which a similar itinerary, has led his
those graduates who have com- this year will take place at Bow- orchestra at the Carousel Ballroom
pleted the Senior ROTC course by doin on Friday, Saturday, and Sun- in Manchester, ,N. H., at the BradWalter
Kennett. day, February 20, 21, and 22, are ford Hotel in Boston and is booked
C.
Photo by Gaston Colonel
Among those featured in "Ramshackle Inn' which is currently in re- PMS&T. The procession to the rapidly being completed under the to play at the University of Conhearsal for two February showings are (left) Miss Nancy McKeen a °d Chapel will commence from either direction of the Student Union necticut on February 14.
(right) Mrs. Robert Peary. Center background is Camille F. Sarrauf the library steps or the Psychology Committee and the social commitAt midnight the Winter House'55. who has the lead male part.
laboratory, depending upon the tees of the \welve fraternities.
party Queen (will be crowned,
weather.
The Union Committee has en- which is to be followed by a selecNew
England
gaged
two
orchesTheir will be a luncheon in the
tion of songs given by the MiddicMoulton Union for the graduates tras, those of Freddie Sateriale bempsters.
and their families following the and George Kay, for the Friday
The Time Extended
night formal. These two orchestras
ceremony.
With the consent of Dean NaThe Governing Boards will hold will engage in a "Battle of Music,"
Continuing the ORIENT'S policy of pointing out worth- their annual Midwinter meeting at an idea which apparently has thaniel C. Kendrick, the time of
while speakers that the College might engage, we would like to this time. A reception will be given proven to be highly successful the dance will be from 9:00 p.m. to
than
suggest the name of Bill Cunningham, feature columnist for for them by the Faculty in the on occasions when the two groups 2:00 a.m., an hour longer
what has been the rule in recent
Moulton Union Friday afternoon, have appeared together.
The Boston Herald, for future consideration.
years. The price of admission will
February
16.
College
The dance will be held in the be $4.00 per couple, which is a
Cunningham, long considered a "friend <of the
Sargent Gymnasium which will be
by the administration. Athletic Department, and undergraduates,
reduction of $1.00 from last year's
completely decorated for the ocwould be an extremely interesting lecturer on the Sacco-Vanzetti
fee.
casion.
Case.
The noted Herald writer stated recently in his column Coles Chides Student
On Saturday afternoon, FebruStarting at 9:00 p.m., one of the
that the public never understood this controversial case, and
ary 21, the Masque and Gown will
orchestras will play for a half an
added, "when nobody arises to defend the side of law and order, Parasites Failing
"Ramshackle Inn," a
present
hour, at the end of which will be a
mystery farce which the cast has
while card-carrying spokesmen, long-haired toons and antimusical medley of several top
Natural Ability
had in rehearsal for more than a
American crud in general, decry and defame the constitutional
tunes presented by both of the 13
month. The various roles are held
processes, the public is confused and justice stands on the deAt the Sunday Chapel Service or* piece orchestras in unison. Followof Brunswick, several
fensive."
He also claimed the argument that Sacco and Van- January 18, President James S. ing this, the group which had not by residents
wives of faculty members, and nine
zetti were condemned to death for their political convictions Coles used "The Parable of the played previous to the medley will
undergraduates.
more than their alleged crimes was "a deliberate perversion of Talents" to illustrate the various do so for another half hour period.
Two Athletic Events
ways in which a student may make Another medley like the first one
the truth."
Coach Miller's Jayvee Swimensue.
This arrangement,
In this same column, Cunningham made such dogmatic use of his own talents while at col- will
ming team has plans to meet with
which
does
away
with
the
long
inlege.
statements as, "Judge Thayer's charge to die jury was considered
Hebron Academy at 3:30 p.m. on
President Coles began his talk termission problem and alternateso fair the defense took no exception to it," and "that study
Friday afternoon in the College
ly gives a change of styles, will
would prove them convicted of murder, guilty beyond reason- by stating that it was difficult for continue until 1:00 a.m. George Pool. At the present time the
him to speak in Chapel because of
athletic department is trying to
able doubt, and, after full, and even extraordinary, process of
will
prohis scientific background which had Kay and his musicians
law, executed for wantonly taking the life of a fellow human not permitted him to devote time vide the music for the last hour rearrange the schedule for the
hockey
varsity
Bowdoin-Colby
being, not because they were radicals or anarchists, as they were to a course in Theology. He ex- of the dance.
game, which was erroneously set
Played
Harvard
at
called at that time."
plained that while a person unedufor the evening of the 20th at 7:30.
Pianist Sateriale, who, with his
Cunningham's defense of Judge Thayer, who heard the cated in religious matters might
As far as the chairmen of the
case, and his ideas concerning the defendant's guilt "beyond have ideas which would be consid- orchestra and vocalist, Joe Sheehan, offers "music that makes you individual Fraternity social comreasonable doubt" would undoubtedly interest a Bowdoin audi- ered naive to theologists, it is the
want to dance," has had engage- mittees are able to report at this
ence.
Students and faculty would pack Memorial Hall to hear help which that person can derive ments at Harvard University, date, all of the Houses will have
from such ideas that is of the
the views of this man.
The eminent jurist Felix Frankfurter, greatest importance.
Boston College, Boston University, banquets to be preceded by cockwhom Professor Daggett calls a conservative, once claimed that The President then read "The and Tufts College, as well as at tail parties late Friday afternoon.
the words of Judge Thayer's charge revived the jurors' "mem- Parable of the Talents," after such entertainment spots as the The ATO House has arranged for
ories of the war and sharpened their indignation against the two which he applied its lesson to col- Shbels Riverview, Coral Gables Gordon Howe's Band to play there
He added that lege life. The man who invested and the Fielston Ballroom, all on Saturday night, while the Deke
draft-dodgers whose fate lay in their hands."
House will resound to the music
five talents and increased them to in Boston. Other engagements inThayer's charge placed the case in a "distorted perspective."
rlude the Winnepesaukee Gardens of the "Dixie Beats," a Portland
Judge Thayer also quashed Sacco and Vanzetti's motion ten was compared to the student
who is endowed with great ability at Weirs, N. H., the Hampton band. The other Fraternities have
for a new trial after the Madeiros confession turned up. and
and uses this ability in many dif- elude the Winnepesaukee, Gardens made similar plans for that date.
after considerable investigation had been done on the Morelli ferent
fields, enriching his life and Beach Casino at Hampton Beach, Weather permitting, the Chi Psi
mob. Concerning Thayer's opinion on the motion for the new that of the college community. The N. H, and the Commodore Ball- Lodge will have a skating party on
its rink Saturday afternoon, while
trial. Justice Frankfurter has said: "I assert with deep regret,
(Continued on Page 4)
room in Lowell, Mass.
the A.D.'s have in mind a second
but without the slightest fear of disproof, that certainly in modern
cocktail party for after the play.
Thayer's opinion stands unmatched, happily, for distimes

Cunningham Would Make Good

College Speaker On Sacco- Vanzetti

To

Use

students wishing to give blood.
Red Cross officials have announced that since blood is urgently
needed they would like as many
volunteers as possible from the undergraduate body. Lists for the sigJudge
natures of student volunteers have
what the opinbeer posted on all fraternity house crepancies between what the record discloses and
ion conveys.
His 25,000-word document cannot accurately be
bulletin boards.
Students under twenty-one wish- described otherwise than as a farrago of misquotations, misThe disintering to give blood must present a representations, suppressions, and mutilations.
signed permission from parent or ested inquirer could not possibly derive from it a true knowlguardian to the Bloodmobile. edge of the new evidence that was submitted to him as a basis
Blanks for these signatures may be for
The opinion is literally honeycombed with
a new trial.
found at each fraternity house.
demonstrable errors, and infused by a spirit alien to judical
Mrs. Thomas A. Riley, wife of
the German professor, is in charge utterance."
(Continued on Page 2)
of Red Cross work on campus.

Rink In Sight

Artificial Ice
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Students "Virile, Not
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Suave, Smooth"

Political

Gustafson Plan Sabbatical Trips

Fickett

I

C

Beam, Her- their leaves of absence from BowProfessors Philip
bert R, Brown and Alton H. Gus- doin's classrooms.
Professor Gustafson. Professor
tafson w\ll take their sabbatical
of Biology, has received a grant
leaves this coming semester.
from the Research Corporation of
By late Spring the three men New York for research on fresh
will be found in Texas. Europe and
water algae; he will make his
Florida, respectively. All three men
headquarters at the Marine Laborwill take up special projects during
atory of the University of Miami.
He will also work at the University
of Florida and Florida State UniPimlico"
versity. He plans to return to this

j

j

I

area about June first, where he will
take up his work with the Depart-

idea, is a satire about a
tiny section of London whioh suddenly discovers it is legitimately a
possession of ancient Burgundy and
not a part of present-day England.

comedy

B.

Starkweather

'55

Trea-

Fickett is a resident of Naples,
Maine, and he -attended Bridgton
Academy. He is one of the members of the General Staff in the
ROTC. A member of Theta Delta
Chi fraternity, Fickett is also on
the College Debate team.
Bulkley, Qoodrich Chosen
Bulkley is a native of Redwood
City, California, and is a member
of Alpha Delta Phf. Goodrich, who

Bowdoin's hockey future looks
bright; the construction of the new
rink will in all probability begin

sometime next summer.
Harry L. Palmer '04, Director

of

the Sesquicentennial Fund Committee, has announced that funds
for the rink are now being raised.
comes from New York City, went After a switch in plans, it has now
to Horace Mann School in New been decided that at least for a
York. He is on the ORIENT staff, while there will only be artificial

cal waters.

Professor Brown, head of the
English Department, will leave
from New York on the "Independence" on January 2SUi. He will arrive in Naples, and will travel on
to Rome, Florence, Paris and London. He expects to be in England
for the Shakespeare Festival at
Stratford-on-Avon. The University
of Marbourg. Germany, will be the
scene of six lectures given by Pro-

David
surer.

ment of Sea aqd Shore Fisheries,
"Passpo»t to Pimlico," starring experimenting with quohogs in lo-

Margaret Rutherford and Stanley
Holloway, will be presented by the
Student Union Committee at 6:45
and 9:00 p.m. in the Smith Auditorium, January 24.
This movie, based on a unique

In the Political Forum elections
held this week, William A. Fickett
'54 was chosen President, Peter Z.
Bulkley '55 Vice-president, John
B. Goodrich '55 Secretary, and

I

1

"Passport To

Burgundy Flicker Sat.

Forum Elects
New President

and belongs

to the

Chi Psi frater-

j

nity.

Starkweather comes from Auburndale, Mass. He attended Newton High School. Last year he
swam for the J.V. swimmers, and

he has been a Band member for
The Student Union Committee
has scheduled 23 moving picture fessor Brown on "The American two years.
A dicussion was held concernshorts and comedies to be shown Novel." He also plans to do reduring the mid-year exam period search in the British Museum ing possible speakers for the spring
(Continued on Page 4)
while in London.
this winter.

^MMMMiMti^MiMMMIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIM^

- Coles

President James S. Coles reported on the condition of the College and discussed the possible
forthcoming congressional investi
gation cf colleges in addressing the
Bowdoin Club of Connecticut last
Friday, January lb\
Speaking in terms of the faculty,
students and the physical plant,
President Coles noted that the
College in general is in "excellent
condition." He particuariy praised
the faculty, remarking that before
his acquaintance with Bowdoin his
academic collegues told him of
certain men on the faculty who
are outstanding in their field.
"On arriving at Bowdoin," he
continued, "I was even further impressed by the exce lent teaching
and the building before the next qualities delineated by the perhockey season.
sonality and interest of the same
The present objective of the learned men. As Alumni, you have
Committee is centered in the pur- every reason to share in the pride
of the College for its faculty."
chase of a freezing unit^or an unPresident Coles also had high
covered rink. Therefore it seems
probable that Bowdoin's hockey praise for the student body. He
team will have artificial ice for its said that when he first arrived at
Bowdoin, "they made a remarkhome games next year.
able impress on on me. They were
In the event of further contri- modest yet intelligent; at ease
butions swelling the fund during
socially without being sauve or
the near tuture, Mr. Palmer pointed out, the facilities for hockey smooth. They were natural and at
next winter will include not only the same time virile youth."
the rink but the building. When
with
interview
an
At
an
finally built, this Quonset sti ucturc
ORIENT reporter, the President
will also be available for other
athletic and recreational purposes. said that he was very impressed
j

Bowdoin Professors Brown, Beam,

Tap Gorham, Smith; Asdourian,
Petterson, Powell, Leighton,
Milliken, Connellan, Malcolm

7.

Professor George H.
Quinby
act as Faculty Marshal. Dr.
Joseph C. MacDonald. D.D. of the

last spring.

member

Houseparty Player

McBride. a resident of Belmont,
Mass., has been active in a number
of extra-curricular activities. He
has played on the varsity football,
baseball, and track teams and has
interfraternity
been
active
in
athletics. He is a past President of
the White Key and has served as

Edward

in

in the production of Hamlet last
Ivy and at commencement, Sarrauf
has been a stage manager and a
property man for the Masque and

Orchestra Leader

will

sary,

Marcellus

Will Assist

the procession of nineteen February graduates at the start of the
special Commencement exercises
to be held

19

9 Fraternities Pick Spring Semester
Officers; Others To Choose Tonight

dress the graduates at the ceremony and will present the degrees.
Assisting him will be Dean Na«
thanie' C. Kendrick and Professor

"Measure for Measure" at commencement in 1950 to a small part

NUMBER

21, 1953

James S. McBride '53 has been
named Class Marshal and will lead

in

sides carrying the role of

ORIENT

Sigma, Richard D. Asdourian '54.

R. Petterson, DeWinter

Hoffman Chosen Head

Horton New

Of Masque And Gown

Selected as

One-Act Plays Picked

AD Officers

new

President of Al-

pha Delta Phi was Raymond S.
Petterson '53. while Alden E. Hor-

William F. Hoffman '54 was un- ton '53 was named Vice President
animously elected President of the in the Wednesday night balloting.
Masque and Gown early yesterday
Petterson succeeds Burch Hinevening,
replacing
Thomas R. dle '53 as President and will serve
Pickering '53 as head of that or- for the Spring Semester.
ganization.
Also selected were Theo A. DeHoffman, a member of the Col- Winter '54, Recording Secretary^
lege band and a James Bowdoin James R. Flaker '54, Corresponding
Scholar, is from Manchester, New Secretary; Paul P. Brountas '54,
Hampshire. He is a member of the Student Council representative;
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
and David S. Rogerson '54, White
Elected Secretary of the Masque Key representative.
Petterson*, a

and Gown was Todd H. Callihan
'54, of Hamden, Connecticut. Calli-

Government major,

is
a former house Steward, and
Student Council member. He has
played varsity baseball for the past
two
years.
Horton was Student
doinham was chosen Production
Advisor. Mitchell is also a member Council representative this past
of Psi Upsilon. Selected for Pro- semester. He was formerly Presiduction Manager was Robert C. dent of the Political Forum, EdiHawley '55. Rockport, Massachu- tor-in-Chief of the ORIENT, and
Recording Secretary of the fratersetts and Alpha Rho Upsilon.

han's

fraternity is Psi Upsilon.
Martin C. Mitchelll '54 of Bow-

Also

elected

Committee

Gown

of

Publicity

'54,

nity.

Executive

the

to

DeWinter, Flaker

Manager;

major, atthree-year
M.I.T. plan. Last year he swa."*
for the J.V. swimming team, and
is now a member of the varsity
swimming squad. Flaker, a major
in Government, was the White Key
representative last semester, and
is a member of the varsity basket-

Herbert

A. Urweider '54, Business Manager; H. Payson Dowst '54 Seniorber-At- Large; and Camille F.

Mem

Sarrauf

*55,

Junior-Member- At

Large.
Director of Dramatics George H.
Quinby announced at this same
meeting the four play manuscripts
which were selected by the judges
to be presented at the One-Act
Play Contest to be held on March

team.

ball

A Government major

also.

Brountas' activities have included
Secretary of the house, ORIENT
staff

9.

member, Commanding

Officer

of the ROTC. and Editor-in-Chief
of the 1953 "Bugle". Rogenon has
been a member of the varsity hockey team for the past three years,
and is majoring in History.
The remaining officers will be
elected at the house meeting tonight.
(Continued on Page 2)

The winning plays are: "The
Athenian," by Donald M. Brewer
'55
and James L. Fickett '55;
"Squeezing Valley," by Jay A. Carson '53; "Twenty Minutes To Go,*
by Allen F. Hetherington, Jr. '54;
and "The Lovers," by Horace A.
Hildreth, Jr.

Officers

Masque and
DeWinter is a math
W. Rayment tending Bowdoin on the

the

were: Donald

'54.

HALL ON INDIVIDUALISM

.

.

.

Excerpts from an address given by Associate Professor of Eng'ish
S. Hall in a recent chapel service.
"In the last century, a Liberal was one who believed that the
government should keep hands off the individual. A Liberal is now
one who looks to government to arrange and safeguard the rights of
the individual ... so it seems that the characteristic need of the last
century was for individuals to be unhampered by government whle
the characteristic need of this century is for government to keep individuals from hampering each other. And to compound the complexity of this shift further we have this paradox: we
are still struggling
to realize the same original democratic faith, namely that the fullest
potential of mankind can be achieved only in a society where the individual is free to develop his own special powers. The question of individualism now is simply this: How can it be preserved in all its
creative urgency in a society where the potential of each individua' Is
literally restricted by the potential of every other individual?
"The answer, I think, lies in avoiding two fallacies. The first is
... the notion that I and my potential should be free from the demands
oi the other fellow and his potential ...
It is with the second that I
propose to deal here ... the notion that I and my potential should be
the same as the other fellow and his potential.
"We are a generation of engineers
Now part of the engineer's
psychology is necessarily what I call 'cog' psychology
If every cog
ol a gear is not identical to every other
cog, the gear will fly apart.
To be sure, this identity makes for success in the world of machinery.
But unfortunately, the 'cog' psychology has also spread to the 'human
engineers who are dealing with a very different world than the world
of machinery, though by a specious kind
of metaphor they have been

Lawrence

.

.

.

,

draw many

able to

false parallels.

.

.

.

"Personnel managers of big business have check-off sheets on
which they inventory the attributes of the applicant in an interview,
and add him up like a shelf of paint. Executives approve promotion
because the man's attributes are like those of other executives
politicians prefer those who follow the party
line or who if they don't,
make no issue of it
guidance counsellors steer an individual into
an occupation not on the basis of what he wants but on the basis of his
similarity to thousands of other individuals
he doesn't even care to
know
, Parents send an offspring to
college because his father and
maybe even his uncle went there, and if it is a liberal arts college like
Bowdoin they expect him to end up a true Bowdoin man - a white
collar worker, business or prpfessional man,
and active alumnus, even
though he might do better as a machinist Educators vearly spend
more effort increasing the number of students will 'fulfill *he requirements
than they spend increasing the number of those who might
do more than merely that And students, especially in a course like
r reshman English, complain because the
instructors are not International Business Machines, alloting the
same time to the same topics
approached from the same point of view and with the same opinions or
no opinions at all
"So once more we have the paradox which
the source of all
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

human vitality and
The trouble with us

is

We

creativeness.
are alike but we are different.
at the present time is that we have forgotten that
the difference is mdespensable. The overwhelming
tendency is to suppress the difference. And the result of
this suppression is an equally
ice without a building.
overwhelming neurosis. Of those who recognize
necessity of the
human variable some express jt uncreatively by the
Fund Raising Starts
erowing beards and
going barefoot; others sink distressfully
At first it was planned to have
into what have been called
s
dr Peratio,
.But by far the most settle dully into the
artificial ice for an enclosed rink.
2;
!Z?JJ
pattern of the fallacy. Beside
these the neurotics are a healthy and
There was to have been a building
hopeful sign indeed, because they indicate
that while the creative toof a Quonset nature to cover the
stuic
f ^'Y'duahsm can be
suppressed, it
be destroyed
man-made ice from the elements.
The fault, of course, is with the generalcannot
the
'cog' psychology and
Fund raising for the project, howby the strength and organization people who implement it. And it and they at the present moment, I
The new rink will be located at
ever, was not commenced t,iil last
think, are putting the creativity of the
individual to its severest test in
summer, and it now appears im- the site of the present natural one of the Alumni in the Hartford history.
possible to provide both the ice in back of the Sargent Gymnasium. area.
(Continued on Page
:
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY' 21, "1958"
9>
Psi Upsilon Elects
fiffisbury, Sfortoii,

THE B0Wri§N ORIENT

John N.

"ouglas
Allen F.

Horace

Wednesday, January

A member

the Meddie
Edward F. Spicer '54
Carl S. Tschantre '55 Dempsters, Grove was the Psi UpEdward H. Blackman "55
Robert K. Windsor '55 jsilon Sergeant -at- Arms his sophoRobert C. Rurr '55
J. George dcLyra '56 rhore year.
Anthony L. Funnell '55
Robert E. Hamilton '56
By unanimous decision Allen F.
Charles J. Shuttleworth '53
Carroll E. Pennell '56 jHetherington, Jr. '54 was chosen
Sports Staff
house Choragus. A member of the
l-'imos L. Doherty '55
'56
Philip W. Gilman
Meddiebempsters, the Glee Club.
Curtis Webber '55
the Masque and Gown, and the
Quill, Hetherington is a James
Business Manager
Bowdoin Scholar. He also led Psi
Albert F. Lilley 54
Upsilon in winning the Wass InterAssistant Business Manager
fraternity Singing Cup last spring.
Rmre N. Cooper '54
Advertising Manager
Donald A. Buckingham '53 is the
Circulation Manager
James A. Cook '54
Richard C. Thurston '54' new house Chierex. Buckingham
has been a member of the Varsity
Business Assistants
Theodore D. Robbins '53
Hobart C. Tracy '55 Swimming team for the past three
seasons, and is also head of the
Harold R. Beachem, Jr. '56
Entertainment Committee of Psi
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
Upsilon
Directors
The Sergeant-at-Arms post was
Professor Athem P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown,
Alden E. Horton. Jr. '53, Albert
Lilley "54, and Thomas filled by the election of R. Keith
Otis, Jr. '53.
Sturgeon '55. Sturgeon played
Elliot S. Palais '55

ative.
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Citlhtf /'uhlishtri Rrtirnentath*

420

MADISON AVK.

NEW YORK.

V. V.

Lo* Amoh r.s - San FVakcimo
PaMiiiiM! WNkV whfft rliun »r* (.fid daring the F.ll %nA Sprtnr Trl«Mt»r hy
** "*0"it« of llowdnln CoIUre. Addrm nrw« ommunlr»tion« to th» Editor ami raW
•rrlpflon cnaimanUationii to th» Haain*<i Manager uf t»* Bowdoln PuWI.hlnr Oaf>a»r «4 tk* ORIENT OffW in Maar* Hall. Bowdoin Colkgr. Hronawlrk. Main*. Enter*!
aa aacan4 rlax matter at the port offtea at Bnanawtdc, Maine. The raksrrlptlim rata
CHirAAo
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Borrov

-

r\PowelT54ToHead
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tar
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7:30
7:45
8:00
|

Pictured at the Taj Mahal in India are President-Emeritus Kenneth C.
M. Sills of Bowdoin College and Mrs. Sills. The picture was taken
December 21. The Sillses who spent Christmas in India are now re :
turning to Europe by the Mediterranean.

8:30
9:00
11:00
11:05
G. Kirby '56 of Waltham was chos- 11:15
11:30
en Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Supreme Council of the Zeta 12:00
Psi house, a three-man committee,
was also elected. The members are 7:00
James Dorr '53 of Augusta, Pres- 7:05
ton L. Smith '54 of Fall River,
7:10
Mass., and Michael J. McCabe '54
7:15
from Washington. D.C. Dorr, a

Zeta Psi fraternity, elected Gordon
Milliken '53 President for the
spring semester.

J.

-

transfer last year from Holy Cross,
was House Secretary last term.
Smith is White Key representative,

I

j

(

Cunningham Merits

elected
new President of the Chi Psi lodge
last Wednesday to succeed the first

Invitation

[Continued From Page

newspaper, commented with restraint in an editorial October
26,
926: "We have read the full decision in which Judge WebThayer, who presided at the original trial, renders his decision against the application for a new trial, and we submit
that it carries the tone of the advocate rather than the arbitraI

ster

tor."

Under the circumstances, the ORIENT submits that Bill
Cunningham would be a stimulating lecurer on the Sacco-Vanzetti Case.
He would be completely at home on the Bbwdoin
campus, as he has visited the College many^imes in the past.
We would further suggest that a debate between Cunningham
and Associate Professor of English Lawrence S. Hall, who has
done considerable research on the Sacco-Vanzetti Case, might
be of interest to a Memorial Hall audience.

Shaw

President

.

While Maine thrilled to the "pioneer project" of Horace
A. Hildreth '25, Charles L. Hildreth '25, and others to place a
televsion transmitter atop Mt. Washington in an attempt to bring
Howdy Doody to an estimated 1,500,00 persons in Vermont,
New Hampshire, Maine, and the province of Quebec, Canada;
public hearings were held last week on the question of a statesupported, non-commercial educational television network for
the State of New York.

The

idea of a state-supported, non-commercial educational
television network has many merits.
It would provide a medium
for wide dissemination of a vast range of educational subjects
and materials to children, students. .adults, and people who never
had an opportunity to attend college. Proponents of the idea
claim, and rightly so, that the nature of commercial broadcasting makes it relatively impossible for education to obtain an adequate amount of time over commercial facilities. The proposal
has the enthusiastic endorsement of such educators as Henry T.
Heald. Chancellor of New York -University, Mrs. Millicent C.
Mcintosh, President of Barnard College, Buell G. Gallagher,
President of City College of New York, and The Reverend John
A. Flynn, President of St. John's University, Brooklyn.

Yet we wonder

'54

was elected

Mr. Samuel A. Ladd;

Past

Jr.,

President .of the Eastern College
Personnel Officers Association, will'
be attending an Executive CbtnmiiXee meeting
in
that
v _ *J
«.*
.*>
.«
— .New
York City on January 30.' He
will also attend the Annual Meeting of the New York Alumni As-

-^p

&

,

sociation.

ments of Economics, History, Government, Psychology and SodoU
ogy.

Patronage
Solicited

New York Times News
Popular Music
Midnight Melodies
Flippin' with Herb
Sign Off

Bank

First National

!

William

Let us help you plan yotfr printing

Brunswick, Maine

as well as produce
Our long experience

!

in

men can show you

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

.

it

.

.

.

producing the following and other
short cuts

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal DepqsSt Insurance Corporation

time and save you money.

in

j

DKE

TICKETS

Merrynwetfflg Gift Shop

The new Corresponding Secretary is Joel H. Hupper '54. Hupper
a member of the Choir, the Gleo
Club. WBOA, and he also plays a

Elects Leighton,

The Record Office

is

Monroe, Nungesser

flute.

Hupper comes

from

C.

Wolfe

John

S.

Packham

'53,

Other elections were for the
posts of Alumni Secretary and representative to the White Key.
Theodore D. Robbins '53, James

Bowdoin Scholar and Glee Club
member, was chosen Alumni Secretary.

Picked for the

position

of

Printers

Of The Orient •

Exam Time

BOWL-MOR

Greeting Cards --- Gifts

Time For

Is

Hy-Marx Outlines

College Outlines

Now

In Stock
-

Just to

Alleys

name

U.S. History to 1865

{History of England

while John V. Nungesser '54, a
member of the Meddiebempsters,
was named Corresponding Secretary.

Jerry Wilkes

Free Gift Wrapping

'53.

letter writer

Row

185 Park

K. Nlven

iul

New

Philip W. Leighton '52. a defens- York City. Elected Custodian of the
member of last fall's Records was J. Stewart Gamma
Varsity Football team and former LaCasce '56 of Fryeburg. Me. Paul
house Steward, was elected President of Delta Kappa Epsilon to replace the retiring President Dayton

Selected Vice
President was
Denis W. Munroe '53, the house's
representative to
the
Student
Council and captain of the Hockey
team. Monroe comes from St.
John's, Newfoundland.
New Recording Secretary was

•
POSTERS
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

•

ALUMNI LETTERS

Many Other Titles In
We carry a complete
Karnes

Welcomed

& Noble

Stock

Answers

arguments

Hymarx

Littlefield

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Street

$1.00

all

line

F.
186 Maine

—

questions and settles

all

A

boost that B to an

WORLD ALMANAC

General Botany

Economics

Student Patronage

May

a few of the titles
First Year College Chemistry
History of Europe Since 1815

1

50 MAINE

OfoNMM &

W.

STREET

SON
PHONE 234

BRUNSWICK

Key

White

representative was
'55. a member of
the Football Team and a resident of
Skowhegan, Maine.

Mark

E.

—

Savag-

trmir

if

Furthermore, a state-supported educational television net-

work might ultimately degenerate into a state-controlled network. We recoil from this possibility. While Congress discusses
a wholesale investigation of all college faculty. New York talks
about placing a colossal educational medium in the hands of a
If the use of such a medium were ever pervertpolitical entity!
Perhaps the Words of
ed, the results would be catastrophic.
Bowdoin's President James S. Coles are applicable here. "We
want to remain independent of government," he said recently
"We believe in
kto members of the Brunswick Rotary Club.
retaining the spirit of free enterprise in education:"

©nlylime willTblL.

we question whether
medium for education. A

television is an adequate and
certain degree of originality
valid
and individuality essential in the present instructional method
might be sacrificed. Education by television might deteriorate
John Hersey, in his recent article "This is The
into a pattern.

CUMBERLAND

BUDDY-PUDCy!

RIGHT?

Jan. 21-22

right]

>£uandme!

§

B,

life!

&

said:
qualified statement, questioning, independence, deep and lonely
thought; and there are no filaments in the vacuum tube tfiat'
to such currents."

!*ew*

APRIL IN PARIS

anti-intellectuality, the pressure for conformity, political'
of simplicity, and abhorrence of complexity."
polarity, worship

^^mmiiiiiiii

and FLAVDRl

THfM MUST BE A MASON WHY Camel
is America's most popular cigarette—
leading all other brands by billions?
Camels have the two things smokers

fA

want most— rich,

B

K

full flavor

and

cool,'

cOOl mildneis... pack after pack! Try
Camels for 30 days and see how mild,
how flavorful, how thorough ly enjoy-

able they are as your steady smoke!

w

also

News

if.i

for 30 days
-for MILDNESS

&'

with
Doris Day
Ray Bolger

Cartoon

X

L

::%-

fS£*W

6

Wed.-Thurs.

Jan. 28-29

EVERYTHING HAVE
IS YOURS
I

with

—

ments:

}

•*-..

'*

!

CAMELS

f^2&^

V$M

Jan. 25-26-27

only

abouf a cigarette

!>

Tx

Short Subjects

abouf

(©St

*-ir

i^i

also

the printed

—

til

with
Betty Hut ton
Ralph Meeker

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.

Continued Hersey: This is the age of the Vacuum Tube;
word seems to be dying out. We are evolving larger
and larger Cars, and soon we will keep ourselves cool in summertime by Mapping grand elephantine appendages at the sides of
our heads, and though our eyes are still keen, and will prob>
enough to swivel within the sockets they have
ably stay small
landscapes,
been given, they strain at anything but pictures
brilliant
screens, images transmitted by vacuum
on
roomscapes
Words are very trying to our conditioned' orbs. If we
tubes.
must read, we demand brevity, generous typography, mean
philosophy that has been run through a chewing
r lragmphs.
machine and' been eased with editorial pepsin and; Bile. What
we arc up against is not simply a mechanical problem brought
about by the entertainments of TV, radio, moving pictures
those boxes whose bright life is the vacuum tube.
the charms of
up against the concomitants of the entertain-,
Rather, vve are

A^^x

Jan. 23-24

.

And

•

rrrr?"w

SOMEBODY LOVES ME

j

Take your time

Short Subjects

Frl.-Sat.

hit the nail on the head when he
electricities of liberal democracy' are doubt,

will tell

*%.

also

News

Vacuum Tube."

"The innermost

BS

a

with
Stephen MeNally
Richard Greene

ff'me will fell

friendship

SOSOONP.

we're
PALS R9R

\\.<r*>
\f*

THE BLACK CASTLE

HOLDING
HANDS)

FROM NOV ON,
I/®'

time

KEEP
FROM SLUGGING
BACH OTHER..'
HOW CAN
7WEYTELL
YEAH., .TO

THEytL BE

N0M0RER6HTS!
IT'S

a

PYTHIAS! next;

NO MORE SQUABBLES

Brunswick, Maine

Wed.-Thurs.

Only

AH7 DAMOI AND

Finally,

warm

'

candidates.
Representatives of the Goodyear
Tin* and Rubber Company: W. It
Grace and Company; Smith. Kline.
and French: William Filene's Cornpany; National City Bank of New
York; Sylvania Electric Products;
and the Aetna Life Insurance Company will be on campus following
the examination period: Dates" will'
be announced later.

trie"

Student
with

Musical
Spotlight
Fred Wilkins
Music to Study by

to

VP

of the

:

1

Press

Pops Parade
Paris Star Time

'54.

the proposal is as good as it sounds. Fiftyseven of the public schools in New York City are over seventyThe superintendent of plant maintenance of the
five years old.
Milliken Cops Zeta Psi
New York City Board of Education reported recently that roofs
are leaking and sanitary facilities are deteriorating in many of Presidency; Furlong
The
cost
of
schools.
the
ten
proposed educational telethese
At a house meeting held last
vision stations is estimated conservatively at $4,000,000 for
construction and more than $2,000,000 for annual maintenance. Wednesday night, January 14, the
Could not these sums be appropriated for the more immediate
demand for the construction of new schools and the improvement of existing plant facilities?

Age

Mr Homrrtel is a member of the
Personnel Department in New
York, while Mr. Huges is Industrial Relations Advisor of the New
England District. Mr. Hbrhroel ahd
Mr. Huges will hold individual interviews on Thursday, Jan. 22, with

*

ive backfleld

We Have Our Doubts

4)

meeting with student candidates in
the Faculty Room at 8:30'torllgnT.

Furlong \>pp

James Furlong

the office of Vice-president. A resiD. dent of West Hartford, Conn., he
has played both varsity- football
Powell, a resident of Port Wash- and baseball at Bowdoin, and ha*s
ington, Long Island, attended Port. also been active in interfraternity
i.land Priory School before entering sports. Furlong is the former SerBowdoin. He played on the Fresh- geant-at-Arms at the Zete house.
man Football team, and he is on
Chosen Secretary of the house
the "Qui 11 " staff. Powell has been for next term was William C.
active in the Masque and Gown Hayes '55 of Waltham, Mass. Hayes
and WBOA, and he was chairman is a member of the Glee Club, the
Of the Chi Psi rushing committee Choir, and the debating team. He
last fall.
was previously Corresponding Secretary of Zeta Psi.

semester

l~\

Even the conservative Boston Herald Cunningham's own

Co n tinued on Page

The Socony-Vacuum Oil Company of New York will be represented by Mr. Fred Hommel and
Mr. W. S. Huges in a seminar

Show
Strike up the Band

9:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00

I

was

'54

Times

Sports
Hit of the Day
Oxford University

7:30
7:45
8:00
8:30

a member of the house rushing
committee, and a varsity track
member. McCabe is President of
the Bowdoin Christian Association.
He is on the varsity track squad, a
debater, and was Secretary of the
house his sophomore year.

|

Semester

Peter B. Powell

New York

i

j

tkr»« <»S) dollars.

j

I

Milliken succeeds Frank J. Farrington '53 of Augusta, a former
classmate of Milliken's at Cony
High School. Milliken has won
fame here on Jack Magee's track
team and nas also Played varsity
football for three seasons. He is a
James Bowoin Scholar, and holds
freshman football his freshman a position as alternate Rnodes
yeaf, and is a member of the var- Scholar candidate this year. Winner of the Roosevelt Cup in his
'sity track squad this winter.
sophomore year, Milliken was
(Treasurer of Zeta Psi last semester. He was also proctor of Winthrop Hall, but resigned his post
there upon being chosen house
Chi Psi This
President.

•mpwsrra win nation AwmrrtMNo tv
National Advertising Service, Inc.

their junior and'

senior years to research under the
guidance of designated faculty advisors. It is expected that tfie research
begun in the summef will
Hit of the Day
Spoils be brought to a completion as a
High
Brunswick
part of the student's academic
Show
work -for the senior year. Awards
Strike up the Band
of First Year Graduate Study Fel
4,0 Club
School lowships, tentatively set at $1500,
Brunswick
High
will be made in the latter part of
Show
the senior year to about one-half
Paul Dubrule Show
r\i' tVta iinrlnrHrrarHiota cftrtond hrtlrl.
the undergraduate stipend holdof
Music to Study by
ers who have shown superior promNew York Times News
ise of making successful careers in
Popular Muic
the scientific study of human be^
Midnight Melodies
havior.
Polar Bear's Den
Bowdoin undergraduates InterSign Off
ested in this new program may obThursday. January 22
tain information from the departNews

7:05
7:10

of

I

F

devote

will

more during the

summer between
Wednesday, January 21
7:00 New York Times News

i

COMPANY

who

college juniors
eight weeks or

WBOA Schedule

Hommel, Huges

To Interview Seniors

Work

Behavior

President James S. Coles has an- Sciences Division of the Ford
nouneed the inauguration of what Foundation has enabled the Social
he called "an important, new pro- Science Research Council to offer,
gram" of stipends and fellowships (during a perior of three or four
designed to introduce undergradu- years beginning in 1953, Underates to scientific research on hu- graduate Research Stipends which
man behavior during the summer may be followed by First Year
between their junior and senior Graduate Study Fellowships. The
years, and to provide financial as- program is designed to identify'
sistance to a number of those who and assist able students at ah early
subsequently go to graduate school. stage of their education.
A grartt from the behavioral Undergraduate Research Stipends of $600 will be awarded to

i
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A. Hildreth. Jr. '54

Human

Oft

silori house offices were Robert W.
No. 1# PillStiury '54.
Douglas L. Morton
'55, and William A. Grove, Jr. '54.
Editor-In-Chlef
'53
Thomas Otis, Jr.
Six house offices were filled at
ManaKing Editor
the January 15 voting, while the
Charles Kanlett "5#
remaining position included tihat of
President will be decided at toNew* Kditor*
R. Harper. Jr. •>5
Charles W. Sehoenemart '53 night's meeting.
Wisner, Jr. 53
Robert W. Pillsbury '54 was
chosen House Manager. Pillsbury
Sport* Editor
Robert M. Hurst T)3
is a James Rowdoin Scholar, and
Photographer
was a member of the varsity footJames P. Gaston '54
ball squad in his sophomore year.
Chief of Sttsff
Elected Student Union representE. Ward Gilman '53
ative was Douglas L. Morton '55.
Filler Kill l»r
Morton was on the varsity football
G. Allen Howe '53
squad
this fall.
StkrT
William A. Grove, Jr. '54 was
A. Chalmers T>3
John B. Goodrich '55
David G. Lavender '55 elected Student Council rcpresentHetherington, Jr. '54
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fn looking over the schedule for winter sports here at Bowdoin
find listed Urtder track for March 6th, Ihterfraternity Meet.

one may

This is either a misprint on the part of the printer of the schedule or
a slip up on the part of the person who drew up the schedule. Corrected this line should read- March 6th, Intrasquad Meet, for this lis
what it Has turned into during the past year. Last year Jack Magee
proclaimed that the meet would be opened to members of the track
team, varsity and freshman, who were out for track and planned to
stay out dUrihg the winter and spring seasons. (If one does not stay
out for track the entire year he does not get a letter. Included in this
stipulation is the compulsory attendance of the meet which is away
from Bowdoin every year at the time of Ivy HOuseparties.
Why has Magee dictated his own t*ms concerning the eligibility
The reasons are clouded and
of men in ttfe Interfraternity Meet?
shoudedin an air of mystery. It has been said that he does not want
men who' are not out for track cluttering up the cage while getting in
shape. It has been said that he is afraid men not out for track will
place ahead of the regulars in the different events. To be sure this
embarrassing situation has happened in the past, but the persons involved must have had their reasons for not going out for track on a
yearly basis. It has been said that by limiting the meet to members
of the squad he will tempt more to come out and try to make the

Don Buckingham won

Gofe Heads

ftr

Scoring

Bowdoin's freshmen had little
Bridgton
overcoming
race in varsity competition at trouble
Bowdoin as the Mtllermen swamp- Academy 67-32 Saturday afterBuckingham, noon. The game followed much the
46-38.
ed Tufts
individual
same
last
pattern
Fryeburg
the
of
the
swimming
event of the afternoon, the 440- game of last week.
yard freestyle, finished almost a
The Polar Bears chalked up 15
minute ahead' of second place Wiland 34 point leads in the first and
liams of Bowdoin and* almost lapsecond periods, holding Bridgton
ped' the entire field; The time for
unbelievable eight points
0:37.5. ftie Polar rtb an
trie 440 vrtas
nothing
Bear* wori six- out of trie ten from the foul line with
half.
events losing both' the medley and from the floor in the first
Captain
Ron Gdlz, John Libby, John
relays.
freestyle
the
.Charlie Hlldreth took a first in the Itreider. Rollie Janelle, and Ed
220-yard freestyle and' a second in ,Kenny displayed a fine passing and
his first

Monroe's Goal Wins For Bears 6-5
As Dave Rogerson Scores Hat Tffck

5

(

Bbt* shooting game that half, sinking
freestyle.
•Arwezon took firsts in trie indivi- 17 two-pointers in 2$ attempts.
1
dual medley and the- 200-yard Coach Eddie Coombs used reserves
lOO^yard'

trie

By Bates 80-72,€o% 81-58

*****

ways by downwould be interesting if the
athletic department could get together and formulate a freshmen
basketball tournament between the teams of the four Maine colleges.
William*, capitalizing on superior height and accuracy, rallied from
a slow start to outNeore Wesleyan 61-50 and go out in front for Little
Thre* Basketball honors.
Dick Church finished 12th in the Victor Constant Memorial Trophy
The Colby Freshmen continued on

visitors until midson. The passing was fairly sharp, margin on the
and the shooting was superb. Ex- way through the third period. Then
cept for goalie "Biggie" McGovern, Ali Bower garnered two fast countlast half
the Polar Bear defense was woe- ers on solo dashes in trie

force the game into
jts at Mc- of the period to
Govern, who managed to turn back overtime. With three minutes gone
death, Monrde in
all but five of them, time and again in the "sudden
a scramble in front of the Tufts
sistently. Bowdoin was unable to pggp took a pass from Paul Revere
get any closer than 16 or so points and slammed the disc into the nets.
for the remainder of the game.
Bower got three goals and ari
The Polar Bears played a very assist, to be the scoring pace-setter
creditable game and could have in trie contest. Corby Wolfe led the
made it even closer had Bill pack for Bowdoin, getting a gOal
Fraser had a little better luck on and two assists. His goal came on
driving shots. The victory a penalty shot in the first period.
his
virtually assured
This was the first game played
Colby of its
i

I

\

third straight Series crown and on Bowdoin ice this season. There
Bowdoin only an outside have been two* games canceled
chance of leaving the cellar. A here, and there are two left. If
hopeful thought for Bowdoin fans there is good ice for a while, Bow.
the fact that the three giant doin should' cop the Maine college
:is
Mules,
Lallier.
Wiegapd;
and laurels. The Polar Bears got off on
iNagle. all graduate this June and the right foot with a 9-4 victory
no new mammoths loom on the over Colby last Thursday,
goal
field'
eleven
first
their
of
Mayflower Hill horizon to take
4
attempts in the second' half. Colby
LOST . . •
their places.
displayed some fantastically acAbout December 15, a grey
curate shooting in the last two
garbardine overcoat with a
STATE SERIES STANDINGS
periods ahd it's too bad that more
lining.
inner
zippered
If
statistics aren't available to illusWon Lost Pet GBC
found, I would appreciate its
Colby
trate it more clearly.
6
1.000
returned
me
being
to
at
the
2'
margin
in
their
increased
Bates
They
3
2
.600
2
left

—

the final period as Lallier, Jabar, Maine
and Sirakides were scoring con- Bowdoin

2

3

.400
.000

6

3'

1

:

6

A.D. House.

Tony

•

Funnell '55

ARE YOU TOUGH ENOUGH FOR

fnterfraterniCy Basrtatfatf Results, Seeres
Lskt Vftclu Rf «u!t<
Sisrma Nil St TD 3fr
Va-u*. S2 P»i U 47
I)KE 49 Al» 37
Dtlta .SlRina si Beta 2»

ARU

ATO

SO

Kiimw Siemu

IjuM. I>KK
Nichols. Zet«
Hethwintrton.

Me

4
4

PU

4'

G»m

Vecetla. rf

16.7
16.7
12.2
11.5
9.7

49
46
48

Psl

Pj

5

13'

1

11

4

Last

Siir
Site

TD
Chi Psl
ATO
Pfi

If

OlDiLeone
OiMcBride. e

Leviue. re
Beverldire

1

Payne.

E 11
2 2

2
2
1

7lGetchell

OlEmers

I»r

Morant. rg

19 IS 56

Totals

3

Emerv
Paul. Ifc
IHird
Totals
I

7.ete

Wahk Sees New NCAA
Detrimental To Bowdoin Football

3

1

Wilcox
Roux. c
Boss
Massih

'

DKE
Siirnia Nu
ARU

Ruling

G

lSfDouirlass
1, llGelinas.
2 .61 Lints

If

Garland

I
1

15

9

S'.t

Bt-ta

STANDINGS
Won

Delta

(39)

Chapman. Tg

Lilley.

HuKhcs

U
ARU

TD

G P

Tharsday
Delta Siirma vs.
Kur>nn Sijrrnn vs.

Kappa

1

9 10 28

Manninirham

vs.

vs.

1
1

'

<5C)

Avr.

«7
S3

Next Week*
Tue*day
vs. 1)KK

Chi Psl

22

Si»ma Na
Palltti

4
4

TD
Wednesday
ATO vs. TD

Austria's Othmar Schneider,
race on Mt. Mansfield last Saturday.
Olympic slalom champion, covered the ice-topped two-mile trail in 59.4
seconds for first place. The dangerous condition of the trail caused
nearly 50 top flight skiers, including the 1952 winner to withdraw
from the downhill.

1

37 Chi Psl 44

Na

Sifrma

3

1

4lHarrison. rtr
TlMrGorrlll
ISarrauf, Iff'

2

ljt

Hovers
Totals

No

Siirma

VeCT-lla;

ISfReaean
0] Hamilton

3

Cm-ran
Abbott,

31

Ga*eh

ATO

McLaren,

5

Truasel, re'

Leading Scorer

their winning

It

Ron Golz and Johnny Libby,
playing against his former teammates, with 27 and 21 points were
Bowdbin's top scorers. Ted Kenny
Contributed 14; and Dick Kurtz
and Praeter each had 10. Pineau
and Tracy with 18 and 13 respectively led the Capers.

Columbus

of

1

Colby's hookey club dropped it* third straight game to M.I.T 4 to
Bowdoin \vus to have played M.I.T. Friday night, but as usual the
2.
mercury rose and the Polar Bears were deprived of an easy win. There
Is a potwlblllty the game may be rescheduled for a future date.
ing Kicker Junior College 78 to 62.

Knight*

annual'

thrilling

6-5 here last Saturday night, goaltender for the JumbOes, stopbeating Tufts on an overtime goal ped 22 shots by Bowdoin.
2-Goal' Margin
by Captain Denny Monroe.
Bowdoin got off to a quick lead
Although the White were still
tallies irt the first
a bit ragged, this game was by far pumping in three
their best performance of the sea- period. and maintained' a two-goal

game

.

By Robert M. JIurst *54The Bowdoin basketball team] shots taken,
dropped games to Bates 89-72, and]
Colby's 81-58' victory over the
Colby 81-58, last week to wind up White came as a surprise to no
their second round of the state one, but the fact that Bowdoin
series with an 0-6 record.
made it very close for the first half
Bates disappointed the Polar despite the big differential in
Bears who were hoping to break height may be unexpected news.
into the win column on their own Phil Day and Johnny Marr paced
saw
floor and at the same time avenge the first half attack which
an earlier Garnet victory. With Bowdoin trailing 35-28 at the horn.
Charlie Bucknam hitting with un- The outside shooting of these two
erring accuracy. Bates jumped to sophomores p'us a definite edge in
an early lead and although the hustle supplied nearly enough
Polar Bears stayed within striking spark to counteract the lazy tapdistance most of the way, they ins of the two huge Teds, Wiegand
were never able to catch up. Six and Lallier, plus the very accurate
Bowdoin men fouled out and Bates set-shooting of Dick Hawes.
was awarded 59 foul shots of which
With ttawes scoring a phenomethey converted' a' phenomihal 39. nal 17 points in the third period
Bowdoin had'' a very respectable on long set shots" and fast break
22 for 34 from the foul line. The lay-ups, Colby pulled' in front by
fact that each team had 25 field a 63-51 margin at the three-quargoals shows that Bates picked up ter mark. The Mules scored on 9

1

meet at Boston Saturday. Other
teams" in the race were Kenssalaer Tech and th* University of
Mass., finishing in the order
mentioned above. Time for the
relay 3:34.8.

L. Doherty '55
hockey making spectacular saves. Taylor,

By James
Bowdoin won a

Bowdoin Cagers Humiliated

backstroke, his times in these most of the game.
events were 1:39.6 and 2:21.9'
Bridgton, obviously experiencing
respectively.
ah off-day, showed stronger in
It is especially gratifying to see
the second half, but never caught
Jackson and Williams getting up."
points for the team instead of
Five men hit for double figures
leaving all the scoring up to the
topped
usual' men: Jackson took" a third for the Freshmen as they
for their
in the 220 behind Bedfry of trie South Portland 82 to 59
Jumbos and Hlldreth'. Tom Lyndon sixth straight win. Playing without
also scored eight points as he trie services of three key men' due
team. Whether any or all of these are the correct reasons or not is captured the 100 and placed second to injuries, the Frbsh- made most
questionable, but if they are, they are very weak and appear to be on in the fifty. Tom in previous years of their shots frOm close in, sinking 32 of 70 attempts while the
a personal basis. Perhaps it will be feasable to ask Mr. Magee direct- has been a long distance man confinishing first or secortd'in Capers made good 22 of 96 atly his reasons for limiting eligibility and work out some sort of an sistently
their 17 point margin in foul shots.
tempts.
agreement whereby the now defunct Interfraternity Meet can be re- the 440 and the 220. Bob Miller
Bowdoin followers were inclined
has been a long distance man com
Bruce Pineau kept SOuth Portturned to its former status.
ing him into a good dash man. land in the game through the to blame Coach Ed' Coombs for
Let us take a look at the interfraternity swimming meet regulaLarry Boyle continued his reign second half with five from the the home team's poor showing and
the
use
and
everyone
participate
and
Anyone
invited
is
inability
tions.
to
to move the ball inside.
on the low board by winning the floor in 11 tries. Jerry Doane and
The fact remains however, that
The only restric- diving with a' comparatively loW
facilities of the pool offered by Coach Bob Miller.
Garth Carmichel each contributed
Bates hit on 44 per cent of their
tion is that men- interested in competing for their houses come out to 85.33 points.
three baskets, and Lou Tracy two.
shots
compared
to a poor 29 per
train for a period of about two weeks in advance of the meet. Such
This quartet .along with Paul
cent for Bowdoin who had a conwas the case eoheemirig the track meet until last year when Magee
Bowdoln's one mile relay team Miner, also fought hard off the siderable edge in the number of
boards to grab more than their
closed the door. At the present time, it is going to be extremely difof Wics, (ietchell, Gorman and
ficult for any of the houses to form a relay team to compete in March:
HiuVatt won* their relay in the share of the rebounds.

The White Key has been asked this week to check with Magee on
the official reasons behind last year's ruling to determine whether
they are justified or not. As Mr. Magee is in charge of running the
meet he is, of course enabled to run it as he sees fit. But he should
not be able to abolish it entirely as he has done leaving only the title
on the Winter Sport Schedule intact. Now is the time to rectify the
If
situation, not a week before the meet when it will be too late.
nothing is done come March 6th, the band will play for Magee's second
annual Intrasquad Meet and out will trot the track team to perform
for a scattered few and a mythical title.
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Pet.
1.000

Zetes (52)

1.000

.750

Nichols, rf
S|
Inirraham. If 3

.730
.500

Crowell,

.51)0

Orcutt
Snwyer. I*
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I
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I
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1
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G 13

1
1
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4

1

4

6
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f»l

Newman

0|

Mitchell, c

HHethVrf. nr

i

.ATO

G P
Hodman,

4

Morton

6 121

(56)

.000

Beta

G F P

2 14IDambOi«e. If

U iiHishop. Iff
Totals
21 10 52

Totals

ARU

1

PI
17|B«ioit. rf

4

o

Mammons

.3.13

l

IT.
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Psl U*. <47)

7

3

1

3
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15 17 47
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McLaren, rf

4

2
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By James S. Carter '58
AD <J7)
DKE (49)
Levin'
1
Thurstoti. If
P
c r p\
1
Oord*n
Wyatt
1
Completely ignoring the 4 to 1 claimed that "it was definitely bad Steariw, rf li » 2 Pettmon; If 1 2
2
Forman, It
1
Foil
.'olta.
o zifttnselt; If
0"
3
01 Freeman
Rutst*4n'
I'
vote by the coaches registered last for small colleges, for two rea- Hamlin
1'
1
Sands
Miller,
3
1
TiSntllinp.
T7.
3 +"10
Westman
c
fall in favor of liberal substitution, sons. Ifor one thing, fewer players
2
3 11* Gas*, e
PrutMatU
o'/.uekert
4
Ladd. IF
UIDelatwy
61 Wood. \g
P. Wci'r. rjr3
the N.C.A.A. voted unanimously can now play the game. The two- Duaeiri
6.
6' Shepard
1
SJMitetxIl, nr
10 2
1
Jepsky
3
I!
Packard, c
last Wednesday to do away with platoon rule allowed more players Dabney
1
S WerkVn. Ik
61 Ham
3
1 111
10
11 3 :.i
Totals
1
21H*le. I*
23 2 50 Total*
the free substitution rule and go to be a part of the first team, since Cook
tut'
Broun
1
5
2
Stimetz. rjr
back to the limited rule in use be- a boy who could do one job well Savatfe
Chi Psi (4%)
Kafrpa Sir (W)
1
3 Mesxer
G P P
contribute to the team. Wood
fore the war. The new rule states could
6' 1 13
Cossrmve. rf 1 1' 3- Lano. rf
C. Brin'n. Isc O
4' 1
that "a player withdrawn from a Secondly, small college coaches P. Brink-man
9
Guletian
1
1 Millard: If
4 10
2 2 6
Letfeaox. If 3 3 9 Dodd, c
2|
game during the first or third will not have time to rest their top Anderson
2,Sh»*r. rsr
2 3 7
15 7 37 Greenwood
1
l»'ll 4» Total*
Totals
1"
periods may not return during the players enough. Under the free
1
Plasne. c
lfi'Welirand
2
S
2
(2d)
Saeeo
3
Betas
OlMcGrath,
Iff
could
(SI
coach
Delta
Sir
rule,
a
substitution
period from which he was with
P P Conn'lan. ru 6 2 141
J P PPI
drawn." Players that are with- give his best players a two or three Jordan, rf
i_
1
5 Denn
3 o 6|MUIer.
rf
Ware. \g
Ware,
6
121
12|
S o 6| Winner
3
yfi
four minute rest in each half and ex- Kintr, c
drawn before the final
0'
3 131 Malcolm.
Ma
If
3 5 11 Bailey
If
0]
Donahue.
hue. \f
minutes of the second and fourth pect him to play the rest of the Moldaver
Wi.Uh
Q|
»
OJKeay
iver
periods may return to the game game at top speed. The new rule Bowler
•will prevent the players from per- V4F r<>.4T.4>. 4. <V .
during those four minutes.
.
.
.* : >.
+ . j. l.4>.4>.
their peak efficiency.
forming
at
In a recent interview, Adam
will have to favor 9'
Walsh, varsity football coach, ex- Of course it
4m
the larger colleges, since they will
pressed his indignation at the rule.
He commented that* "the big uni- have the greater depth. The only .0
possibly
small colleges it could
versities which first developed the
#
are those who are playing out 4
two-platoon system are the people help
their league in the first place by
responsible for this rule change, of
schools.
them,
taking
on
big
For
and it is a terrible thing for them
should bring the larger schools
to do." "What is even worse," said it
Adam, "is that they are doing it a little closer to their level."
Guaranteed
Bowdoin And The Rule
under the guise of protecting small
college football. Actually the small
One of the virtues of the new
colleges had no say in the matter. system, it is claimed; will be the
There is no small college repre- rejuvenation
varsity
junior
of
at
every
to each
sentative on the rules committee teams. This action would certain(which made the proposal) and ly be of value to the game, since
only one small college representa- more students would come out for
tive on
the N.C.A.A* The big football and participation would
schools which previously had lots be increased. On the other hand,
of material will still have a better costs will certainly not be dechance of getting the better play- 'creased by the addition of a wnole
ers who can go both ways. Why new team to the list of expenses.
I*EW
don't they admit that they made
The effect of the new rule on
the change because they were the Polar Bear's effectiveness as
spending too much money paying a team next fall should be detriParts Supply
Mechanical Repairs
for two platoons and did not have mental. The most striking example
'
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Can you "take it" 6 days a week? For 52 weeks? Can
you meet the high standards required

m

tion Cadet? If you
tunity!

man

f

FORD

enough

left

athletic

progam?"

the

for

rest

of the

That Old Story
Adam's chief argument was that
"they are attacking the problem
from the wrong angle. There are
there are
the
w ay
illi: Vou cduld
have a rule book twenty feet thick
and it wouldn't stbp the Wg colleges from giving athletic scholarships unconscientiously. Too often
aid is given players not because
of their need, but because of their
ills

in

in

all

football, just as

sports, but
to cure the

this is not

Playing
What football
ability.
needs is not a* de-emphasis, but a
re-emph«*ts. It is sueh a- popular
sport in AJherica* today that we
should re-emphasize its good points,

and eliminate trier bad points by
working on the" coache* through
1

Accessories

played defense was

Painting

Tires

Lubrications

Car Washing

year, and this play resulted
a brain concussion. The Polar
will have but two members
of last year's team back who played extensively on offense and
defense. BotH Art Cecelski. at
guard, and co-captain elect Mel
Totman played both ways last season. Phil Day doubled before he
was injured, but his injury kept
him out most of the season. In
every other position, Coach" Walsh
will have to groom the offensive
players in defense and vice versa;
Last year's first team offensive
player may be fourth team- next
year, a- rather large- jump which
may be hard to take in some cases.

and commercial

aviation.

is*

rigid. You'll

you as

far as

you want to go. You graduate

as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force, with pay of
$5,300.00 a

year'.

And

credit

i§

New

this is

only the beginning—

you must be between 19 and 26>/i
and in good physical condition,

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN
OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

PILOT
If

you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your

ing will be in

train-

Navigation, Bombardment, Radar

Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering.

Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every

HERE'S
ft

A Tube*

Take a transcript of your college
of your birth certificate to your
Base or Riecruiting Station.

2. If application

Fill

credits

WHAT TO

and a copy

nearest Air Force

out the application

you to

is

accepted, the Air Force will arrange

take' a physical

examination.

3. Next, you
* tude test.

4.

If

Few Weeks!

DO:
will

be given a written and manual apti-

you pass your physical and other

tests,

you

will

be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet Training Class.
Selective Service Act allows you a four-month
deferment while waiting class assignment.

The

f&£0

unquestioned
4}

WrltM
M6r€ Q€tatfS: Visit your neorest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer;
OR WRITE TO: AVIATION CADET HEADQUARTERS, U. S. AIR FORCE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

IS. AIR
-

1

.»»«.«. *.«.«.<,.* N*

MBMB*iR*BttRttMBMi«*BlttlB*iRttBttBB*l*ttRl

com-

a minimum

years, unmarried,

hard— especially for the first few weeks. But when it's
pro— with a career ahead of you that

will take

is

requirement— it's best if you stay in school and gradu-

over, you'll be a

for

Your

AviationtTadet, you must have

two years of college. This

pleted at least

work hard, study hard, play

they give you.

in

administrations. You
Pant tell me that anyone is going to work> fbf me for very long
The Annual Bowdoin Campu*
and not do what £ tell' him to do." Chest Weekend will take place on
As far as the^ effect of the rule the weekend of March 13 antf 14;
Adam
1953.
°n the garde itself gbeS,
the college

you for responsible

won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation

Cadets

more

Bears

fit

To qualify as an

ATO OLD

Body Repairs

his sopho-

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE?

here's a man-size oppor-

ate. In addition,
It

Bowdoin

is Jack Cosgrove, who handled the
team well and led the offensive
attack, but who did not play at all
on defense. The last time Jack

in

positions both in military

- MERCURY

AUTOMOBILES—

can— then

opportunity to serve your country and

build a personal career that will

"Matchless Service"
and

An

your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.

to be an Avia-

^
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"Do-Nothings" Rebuked

9 Fraternities Select Spring Officers
Kappa Sigma

were John A. Gledhill Jr. '53 and
Edward M. Kenney '56. Gledhill is
a library assistant and Kenney is
a member of the freshman basketball team. They were elected to the
positions of Guard of the Chapter

Selects

Conne0an'53,Uttle'53

(Continued from Page 2)
James Itf. Connellan '53, a mem- Hall.
ber of the Student Council this fall
and an active participant in interfraternity sports, was elected President of the Kappa Sigma house in

Delta Sig; Otis Veep

Wednesday's voting.

a member of last
Richard D. Asdourian '54 was
Interfraternity All - Star
elected President of the Delta SigBasketball team, takes over the
ma fraternity for the spring semesPresidency from Albert E. Fuller
ter at a meeting held last Wed'53.
The new vice president of Kappa nesday.
Asdourian is a resident of HackSigma is Raymond M. Little '53.
Little replaces William G. Kurth ensack, N.J., and for the past year
'54. Little is a member of the var- he has served in the capacity of

Connellan,

year's

team and is a former Steward for his fraternity. A chemistry major, Asdourian replaces B.
band member.
Walter C. Tomlinson. Jr., '55 is Michael Moore '53.
Succeeding Allen R. Gullicksen
the Master of Ceremonies for the
Kappa Sigma House succeeding '53 as Vice-President of Delta SigRoland G. Ware, Jr. '54. Tomlinson ma is Thomas Otis, Jr.. of Hyannis,
is the fraternity's representative on Mass. Malcolm G. Malloy '54 was
the Bowdoin Christian Association. elected fraternity Secretary, replacing Theophilus E. McKinney
Tecce Secretary
Kappa Sigma Secretary for the '54. Malloy, a cheerleader, plays
coming semester is Joseph J. Tecce both clarinet and saxophone for the
Bowdoin Jazz Band. His home is in
'55.
Tecce is a James Bowdoin
Scholar and served on the Execu- Chelmsford, Mass.
IXth Elected Bouncer
tive Committee last semester. Last
semester's Secretary was Daniel S.
Leo R. Sauve '54 was elected

of the Political

semester

last

and

is

.

a

James Bowdoin Scholar. He will be
assisted by Assistant Treasurer An-

Roland G. Ware.

F.

'54

is

'54

By E. Ward Gilman *53
, .
Eugene W. Oilman, our Washington correspondent, waa guppoaed to
have covered the inauguration ceremonies for the ORIENT tUm

graduate with even
than he entered with.

less

My

New

wild
We note that the year book soft headed old lady and a other
material has been passed in, and eyed gentleman chased each

here.

talents

Faith," by Gibbons.

Elects

Spring Officers

RA YMENT RE-ELECTED
WBOA STATION MANAGER

posi-

WBOA

i

R

the Bowler. Jr.

to the lett '54

Otis was elected Student Council representative for the spring.

Beta Theta

Individualism In Recent Chapel Talk

Malcolm

Hibbard

(Continued from Page I)
"Well, the question naturally is: How can it pass this test? By
way of suggestion, let me cite you a parable.
Beta Theta Pi elected John B.
"Two or three years ago a student came to see me at graduation. Malcolm '54 as President for the
And he said to me. 'Well I graduated anvway. For four years I've been spring semester replacing Robert
a Bowdoin man. a College Student, a Biology major, a Pre-Med. I was S. Linnell at their meeting Wedsupposed to graduate with honors. I didn't. I was supposed to go to nesday night.
medical school. I'm not going to. A few months back I got to thinkReplacing Robert J. Chamberlin
ing.
It seemed to me that I was in a horrible rut.
Everything I was '53 as Vice President was Samuel
doing or expected to do was not from any real choice I had made. I
had just fallen into a system, not thoughtfully or deliberately, but N. Hibbard '54.
Malcolm graduated from Thornautomatically. I had fallen into the typical American success pattern.
Well, I got to wondering if it was the pattern I personally wanted to ton Academy where he was Presibe in, and also if maybe trouble, risk, difference, even failure weren't dent of his class as well as Valevital parts of human experience and necessary to wisdom.
So I de- dictorian. He was elected to the
cided to do something different from other college graduates, and find All-Maine Baseball Team. At Bowout. I decided to go, and instead of trying to be a success, I would try doin he has participated in
interto be a failure. ...
*
fraternity sports.
" 'But I'm caught in one terrible dilemma.
If I fail at being 4.
Hibbard has served as House
failure I'll end up being a success. And if I succeed at being a failure,
Manager during the past year. He
I'll also end up at being a success'.
.
"I mulled this one over for a while and finally said: 'When Philip has been active in house activities
Carey in "Of Human Bondage" asked Cronshaw the meaning of life, and interfraternity atheltics. He
the philosopher replied by lending him a Persian rug. I think your was graduated from Bennington,
dilemma is your Persian rug.' I said this because it seemed to me that Vermont, High School. For the past
his individuality was not being realized by his rejecting the mould, two seasons he has been on the
but by his strongly and thoughtfully grappling the dilemma of in- spring track team.
dividualism and coming to terms with it out of his own knowledge.
Linnell Waa Active
And it also seemed to me he would learn this, because he was performThe outgoing President, Linnell,
ing the first duty of an educated man.
"It is the first duty of an educational institution like Bowdoin to was varsity hockey manager. He
graduate more of him."
has been a member of the Student
.

At Bowdoin he

also has participated in interfraternity athletics and

has been active on the swimming
and varsity tennis teams.
Sarrauf and Porter
New Steward and House Manager are Camille F. Sarrauf '55 and

Paul D. Porter

'55.

Sarrauf

is

i

Bowdoin

Men

.

.

a

member of the staff of W.B.O.A.
He is also active in dramatics and
presently rehearsing with the
cast of "Ramshackle Inn," the
house party play. He participated
Alexander Prize
in this year's
Speaking Contest. Sarrauf is also
active in interfraternity sports.
is

Porter graduated from Houlton
High School where he was on the

.

Outfitters to

Photo by Gaston

Active in
are these taken following the station's annual meeting held last week. Front row: deft) Pattangall Nicolet '53 and Donald W. Rayment '54; Second row: (left* James R. Washburn. Jr. '56,
Wallace A. Stoneman '55, Camille F. Sarrauf *55, Lewis P. Welch '54,
and H. Payson Dowst '54; Third row: (left) Robert C. Hawley '55, Paul
A. DuBrule, Jr. '56, David H. Payor '54, Richard B. Salsman '54, and
Rossell Moore, Jr. '54; Fourth row: (left) Robert E. Gray '53. Douglas
S. Reid '54. David F. Coe *55, James S. Carter '56, and John C. Morris
'56; Back row: (left) Robert R. Martin '56, Robert P. Bergman '55,
John A. Miller '54, Faculty Advisor Assistant Professor John S. Sweet,
and Richard Carden '55.

tion.

unanimously

basketball and baseball teams.

He

As, of course, all Bowdoin before

Strike Cigarettes, which will give
a United Press teletype
free of charge on a 24 hour-a-day
basis. In return for this
will broadcast 15 minutes of news
and 15 minutes of music a bight,
with these programs sponsored by

WBOA

WBOA

Lucky

Strike.

are naturally retiring and
modest, we know that they Irave
not even begun to list all their
Evidentally
achievements.
the
class of 1953 will prove second
only to that of 1825.
*

*

»

moved

police

in

*

Hope for the future is the theme
Asterisks were invented in the
of television soap operas. During
seventh century A.D. by an Arab
stringyknown only as Ali Hussein Bab- the day several frustrated
middle-aged
badegh Hurragh, or Sam to his haired young and
women may- be seen wandering
friends.
or
tomorrow,
about searching for
*
«
*
*
.looking for the kindly light to lead.
For the benefit of those who are
But far and away the most edunot fortunate enough to view telecational of all are the commercials,
vision here in Maine, and that inIf we try hard to spot the hidden
cludes most of us, we thought it
meanings behind the usual song
might be of some passing interest and, dance routine, we discover
to run over a few of the past weekthat every soap on the market
end's offerings, so we can see what
or
chlorophyll
either
contains
we're missing.
washes clothes cleaner than any
Education, as_ well as amuse- other washday product. White
ment, seems to be one of the aims clothes,
and we mean dazzling
of television. With this idea "i
white, are the cry these days. Jus.t
mind we watched particularly for what you use if you ^nt colored
the educational shows such as
c i 0(neSi nobody says Eve ry razor
Range Rider,
,! blade is better than every other.
Strike It Rich,
and electric razors are bejtter than
anything. Your hands should be as
Wisdom of the
smooth as the protected parts of
Ages, and Dick
your body, especially if you use
Tracy. From the
the proper lotion. Every deodorant
highly touted
works better than the next, unless
Range Rider, we
you
use perfume, or soap. Inonce
learned that
,

.

It was also announced at the
meeting that Lucky Strike will
conduct a jingle contest with $25

prizes offered to the writers of the
best original jingles about Luckies.
Details of this contest would be
posted on various carnpus and fraternity house bulletin boards, it
.

was stated.
The meeting was held Thursday, human

life

is

cidentally,

pP*~~

taken away, it's |t _*,»*««
not so easy to
From Strike it
back.
put
it
Rich we found out that the name
of the Mississippi River is
you guessed it, the Mississippi. The
wisdom of the ages merely showed
us that their sponsor's product, a
tonic called Geritol, is probably a
;

evening, Jan.

the

ended the chaos. Jack the RippW
prowled around another dingy
house for a whole hour and only
got shot for his pains. Thus we are
It
taught another fine moral:
payeth not to be a killer, especially on the television.

men

[Continued From Page 1]
semester. The Forum is hoping to
hold a debate between Lawrence
Associate Professor of
S. Hall,
English, and Bill Cunningham of
the Boston Herald. The debate
Re-elected Station Manager of
would be concerning the famous
at their semi-annual meetSacco-Vanzetti case.
ing was Donald W. Rayment '54,
Other Possible Speakers
has held this post since late
who
George J. Mitchell, Jr.. '54 was
suggested as possible
men
Other
chosen Steward. Mitchell is a
last spring.
were Senator
Also picked for the Executive
member of the Varsity Basketball future speakers
Joseph R. McCarthy, former State Committee of the campus radio
Team.
official, Philip Jessup,
Department
station were Lewis P. Welsh '54,.
Robert C. Wilcox '54 was electVogeler.
Robert
WashChief Announcer; James
ed to the Treasurer's post. Wilcox and
burn, Jr. '56, Chief Engineer; John
is a member of the Bowdoin Band,
Council and the Young Republiand he has participated in inter- cans Political Club. Linnell takes A. Miller '54, Program Director;
Wallace A. Stoneman '55, Business
fraternity athletics.
part in interfraternity athletics.
'55, MemThe new Student Council repreJohn B. Leonard '54 was elected Manager; Curtis Webber
sentative is Donald C. Bean '54, Secretary and Benson Ford '54 is ber-at-large; and Henry P. Dowst
who has also been active in inter- Treasurer. Leonard attended Som- '54, Publicity Director.
Jingle Contest
fraternity sports.
erset, Mass., High School where he
Following the elections Station
was Class President. Here he has
Manager Rayment announced an
been interested in interfraternity
agreement with the American Tosports and served as Hazing ChairPi Elects
man this year. Scarsdale, N.Y., bacco Company, makers of Lucky
'54 High School is Ford's alma mater. is on the Swimming Team and
'54,

Track Squad, take the top

m

room
we were somewhat surprised to around a Victorian living other
each
find out that so many people had room trying to poison
hour
been involved in so much around for the better part of a half
and

WBOA

Forum

^**J

or other, he mistook Boston, Massachusetts for the Capit
Bv*;
City, and it is rumored that he spent the weekend
Jail there"
dently, the Jail had television facilities for its inmates, and •» Gene
had never seen television before, he was duly impressed.
Instead of the usual political enlightening to watch a580 *^*
theme this week, we thought we killers and maniacs wander about
would use this space to clean up a the screen breathing malevolence
few odds and ends, of enlightening and getting caught in the nick of
a
information.
time. On The Web. for instance,

Somehow

The Choir concluded the service
was with the singing of "Oh Lord, In-

of the house's Social Committee, and a member of the Varsity

elected

Other members elected to the
Fraternity Executive Committee

On

Gorham

man

Student Council for
mester. Ware is active in fraterni- will serve together with Asdourian,
ty basketball and is a James Bow- Otis, Sauve and Emmert on this
doin Scholar.
committee.

Hall

Wilbur

Four other men were elected to
various positions in the meeting Political
which saw Gorham, former chair-

Batal, Jr. '54. John F.
'55. and Charles Ranwere elected to the Delta
the Spring Se- Sierna Executive Committee. They
Jr.

Steward

balloting.

the Sergeant-at-Arms of
gelo J. Eraklis '54 and Assistant Delta Sigma. His assistant is AlSteward Daniel S. Gulezian '54. El- fred D. Wilson '55. Elected choralery A. Thurston '53 was Steward- gus was Denis W. King '55.
Treasurer in the fall.
Michael J.

Kapoa Sigma Representative

[Continued from Page i]
talents yield
Piraino '54,
four was likened to a student who
not have all of the natural
Elected as President of Alpha may
Tau Omega for the second semest- ability of the first, but who makes
the most out of what he has and
er to succeed H. Parker McLaren
thus makes a success out of his colSmith '53.
54 was Bradford
career.
lege
has
major,
Smith, a chemistry
"Do-Nothings" Hit
served as Treasurer of the house
The man who was given one talfor the past two years. He is a
member of the Rifle Team, being ent and who buried it in the ground
because he was afraid to invest it
captain last year.
to
Edward N. Piraino '54 was elect- was used by President Coleswho
portray the college student
ed Steward at the same time. He
refuses to use the natural ability
library
is librarian of the music
possesses. When he comes
and is a history major. Piraino will which he
to college he becomes a parasite
serve until February 1954.
living off the benefits of the institution. Such a person, said the
President, will gain nothing from
'54
F. Wilbur
his four years at college and will

named President of the Sigma Nu crease
house at their Wednesday night

Treasurer,

Next semester's Steward-Treasurer will be Ronald B. Gray '54.

Forum

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Coles In Chapel

man who made two

Elected Vice-president was Robreplacing William E.
Curran '53. Julius W. Emmert '54 ert B. Sawyer '54. A former house
was chosen Steward at this meet- Treasurer, Sawyer is a James
Bowdoin Scholar, and has been
ing.
Faculty advisor Eaton W. Leith, active in interfraternity athletics.
Mitchell Steward
Dartmouth '22, was

'54.

Gray was President

By

Prexy;

Gorham
New Sigma Nu Prexy

sity track

Gulezian

ATO

K

Asdourian '54 To Head

last

Smith '53

21, 1953

15,

in the

Moulton

Union Lounge.

sergeant-at-arms. The Student Unplays interfraternity softball. He is ion Representative is Terry D.
Stenberg '56. Social Committee
a State of Maine Scholar.
The recently elected Student Chairman is Edwin P. Leonard '54.
Keith was elected to the office of
Council Representative is Charles
'54.
He is on the Hoc- Historian. Robert R. Martin '56
W. Howard
key Team and also is on the var- fills the office of Librarian. Herbert
sity Tennis Team. He and John T. Kwouk '54 is Music Director,
Friedlander '5-4 are the state and Alumni Secretary is Robert
doubles champions in tennis. He Keay '56. The members of the Exwas graduated from Kimball Union ecutive Committee are T. Brooke
Academy in New Hampshire, and Howard '56, Seri Osathanugrah '55.
he served on the Hazing Commit- Richard S. Harrison '54 and Richtee this fall.
ard G. Wragg '53.
*
Other Officers
The new Hazing Committee conKenneth C. Miller '54 was chosen sists of Edward L. Hall '56, Chairas 'Rushing Chairman, with the man, William E. Hill '54, George D.
committee to be chosen later. C. Chasse '55, Louis A. DuPlessis '56,
Jeffrey Carpenter '54 is recorder Preston B. Keith '54. David L. Hurand Preston R. Keith '54 is new lev '56 is Chanlain.

.

.

.

this

Take Tea and

is

See Week.

We

sure miss television up here.
•

Today

•

•

•

of

"Soldiers

is

Feast Boston 1793."
*

•

*

Liberty

What?
•

While viewing television this
weekend, we were gratified to see
an ape. At last we have found the
good hangover cure. Dick Tracy perfect specimen for Cal class.
that This gentleman, or link, or whatconclusively
demonstrated
stealing sarcophogi is a poorly pay- ever, is in perfect physical shape.
were also sur- He weighs in the vicinity of 180
ing profession.
prised to find out that the Lone pounds and hasn't an ounce of flab
Ranger is not only a champion of on him. He can do, among his
Justice, but also of Free Enter- many feats, hand stands (on eittler
prise. And to prove it, one more hand), chin ups, run for hours
wicked cartel operator bit the dust. without being winded, and swings
recommend that the Justice from his tail. The "six inches
Department look up this man.
raise" routine should be a snap
Mystery and drama take up a for him.
envy the ape his
good portion of such time as the [physical prowess, but we're happy
giveaway shows leave. It is always being soft as a grape.

We

We

We

v

sr
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warm
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virgin wool
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$
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NOW... Scientific Evidence on Effects

QUILT LINED JACKETS
These light in weight,

warm

of Smoking!
first

and Only Premium Quality Cigarette

Regular and King-Size

medical specialist

is

making

regular bi-

monthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average

jackets

are ideal for campus wear

^

A

in

Both

—**"

of over ten years.
After ten months, the medical specialist reports

off

that he observed

no adverse

. .

effects

on the nose, throat and

sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.
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30 Degrees Given Out

Coles Calls For Increased

By Coles

In His First

Endowment On Speech Tour Bowdoin Commencement
Describing the condition and the needs of the College at the annual
dinner of the Bowdoin Club of New York recently, President James S.
Coles warned that alumni group that the general inflation of costs
has reduced the endowment per student by about 65 per cent during
the last 13 years.
The President stated that "the only sound way to increase our
endowment income is to increase the size of our endowment funds."
He admitted the possibility of tuition and student fees might have to
be increased, but he made it plain that any such increase in costs to
the student would in turn require an increase in the scholarship endowments of the College.
The group heard President Coles
describe the current condition of
the College's plants, mention being made of new construction
made possible by recent gifts. .Still
needed by Bowdoin, the President
said were an additional dormitory,
more stack and working space for
the library, and a modern hockey
rink. Referring to the need for a
new dormitory, the speaker stated
that there were now approximately 90 students who were forced to
room off campus because of lack
of dormitory space.

Spoke At Washington

New

President Coles, besides his

York address, met with alumni
groups at Philadelphia and Washington. His New York speech took
place January 30, while he spoke
to the Bowdoin Club of Washington on February 2.
At both New York and Washington he explained his feeling to-

ward the current investigations of
Communists in American colleges.
At Washington he said that he re-

Ridlon

C.

year. Ranlett's

home

is

in

Bangor,

Maine.

16 at six P.M.
The presiding officer at the initation was Professor Edward C.
Kirkland. Vice President of the
Bowdoin Chapter of the Society,
by Professor Nathan
assisted
Dane, Secretary of the Bowdoin
Chapter. Guy T. Emery '53. read
the response for the initates.
Following the initation, a banquet was given in the Moulton
Union Lounge by Faculty and
Almuni members of the Society for
President
undergraduates.
the
James Stacy Coles welcomed the
initates on behalf of the College.

Five

News

five

members

of the Student

Union Committee making arrangements for the Winter Houseparty Formal, which

New

will present the bands of
England leaders Freddie Sateriale and George Kay, are: (seated) John E.
Sylvester, Jr. '54, Committee President Ralph J. Levi '53, James E. Nevin III '53. Martin G. Levine '53,
standing) Robert C. Burr '55, David G. Lavender '55, Carl S. Tschantre '55, Lawrence E. Dwight '54,

'53,

Edward

B.

Blackman,

who

'55,

Thomas

R. Kneil

'55,

Theodore N. Holdredge

Stamford, Conn.,

is

a

from

member

of

Alpha Tau Omega. A member of
the Junior Varsity Hockey Team,
Burr representes his fraternity,
Theta Delta Chi, on the Student
Union Committee. Burr is also a
member of the Bugle staff.
The Secretary of the Political
Forum and a member of Chi Psi
Fraternity, Goodrich comes from

'54,

and Rob-

Bowdoin; Laseil Singers

Monroe Elected Council President;

Team Up For Concert

Salsman, VP; Brountas, Secretary
Denis Walter Monroe, a Deke Delta Chi from Bourne. Massachufrom St. John's, Newfoundland setts, who was elected Vice-Presiassumed the duties of President of dent; and Paul Peter Brountas
the Student Council for the Spring '54, an AD from Bangor, Maine,
Semester when the body met on who was chosen Secretary-TreasMonday, February 9th. He sue- urer. These two offices were held
ceeded Gordon Woodburn Stearns last semester by Monroe and Al'53.
a Jr. of West Hartford, Connecticut, den E. Horton
j

i

I

This concert will highlight
The new President is also the
short three day tour which in- a Delta Sig. Monroe is member of
cludes stops at Pine Minor on Fri- the Class of 1953; Stearns of 1954. Captain of the hockey team. SalsThe other Council officers for man is a member of the Campus
day, February 27 and at Thayer
the
Spring
are: Richard Parker Chest Committee.
And Brountas
Academy on Saturday, February
Salsman '54, a member of Theta is Editor-in-Chief of the BUGLE,
28.
a member of the Debating CounThe John Hancock Hall concert
cil, and erstwhile actor and memprogram will include Mozart's
ber of the ORIENT staff.
Protest
"Requiem, " a group of songs by
The beginning of the new semesthe
Bowdoin Glee Club, the
Five Courses Plus
ter also saw several ne^r men join
Middiebempsters, songs by the
the number of the Council. BrounLaseil Glee Club, and finally two M.S.
tas is the new representative of
spirituals sung jointly by the two
Alpha Delta Phi. Robert Ninde
clubs.
Sixty-five of 91 Sophomores who Thurston '54 was
elected to the
prepared
returned
questionnaires
Arrangements for the concert
student Council from the Alpha
are, being handled by Hebert S. by the Student Curriculum Com-i Tau
Omega House; Thurston
French, Jr. '46, and tickets are mittee indicated that they felt comes from Westwood, Massachuavailable from him at Kidder arffl" that five credit courses and -non- se tts.
The Alpha Rho Upsilon
credit ROTC was too heavy a bur- fraternity chose Jerome Burton
Peabody, Federal Street, Boston.
!

Sophs

Burden;

Say

Too Heavy A Load

°^

YMCA

^UT^XX
^
^^
^

1

i

.

covering floors with as
-

-

1

1

much
—

-

.
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Circulation Notice
The ORIENT, resumes

pubissue,

lishing schedule
after the break for the first semes-

ter final exams.

Bowdoin

this

to play for the

The following wives
members have been

^"^

of faculty
invited to

chaperone the dance in the gym
Friday night: Mrs. James S. Coles,
Mrs. -Noel G. Little, Mrs. Adam
Walsh, Mrs. Myron A. Jeppesen,
Mrs. Walter H. Kennet
Mrs.
,

Thorrtas A. Riley, Mrs. Perley S.
Turner, Mrs. James F. Tierney,
and Mrs. Frank F. Sabasteanski.

provisions set up for casting a
secret ballot.
Ninety-eight percent of tha- eligible voters voted,
and as was expected, 99.7 'A of
these cast a vote for the National
Front.

j

I

Speaking

Wednesday, February

11.
'55 was awardChange Of Theme
The main effort of the Soviets
Dr. Anthon continued his reed the English Public Speaking
in Germany has been to develop marks
on the evolution of tyranny
Prize last Thursday.
their Zone into another
The $25 prize is awarded an- nation through the proved satellite in the Soviet Zone in Germany by
methods stating that in 1950 the Russian
nually to "that member or those of terror and
propaganda, Dr. An- theme was
peace and unity,
members of English 5 who demon- thon asserted.
This is taking coupled with a deliberate policy of
strate outstanding performance."
place today through a
The other finalists were Wilbur Which Dr. Anthon called process confusing the East Germans. In
"Sovieta- 1951, the Russians changed their
W. Philbrook '55. David B. Stark- tion." This process he
describes theme, and abolished the local
weather '55, and Robert A. Keay as being one of
gradual, insidious units of government, to divide the
'55.
Last year the prize was change, with possible
Soviet gain country into districts, with new
divided between John D. Slocum given prime
importance.
administrations
From then on,

William C. Hays

Gibson Hall Of Music Plans Approved

!

his fraternity.

Continuing as Sports Editor is
Robert M. Hurst '54. He is in
complete charge of the arrangement and editorial content of that
pago. Hurst is a member of Zeta

\

Psi.

James

ORIENT

p.

Gaston

|

A member

I

'53.

of the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity,
he joined the staff as the Photog-

Last Friday, the debating team
participated in a meet at Boston
with Suffolk University and Boston

rapher

University.

Photographer.

J

i

and John A. Henry

'52

will continue as

last fall,

((kmtmmrd on Page

The

topic

was the
Com-

Fair Employment Practices

t)

I

The Team of Jcel H.
Hupper '54 and Fred A. Jellison '56
defeated Suffolk but lost to Boston
Uni versify, while the team of
Bruce Wald '53 and Morton L.
Price

both

'56,

their first debate,
colleges,

Preliminary plans for the HarDow Gibson Hall of Music
effort to stem th© innundation.
have been approved by the GovEvery available bucket and waste- erning
Boards of the College in
basket was pressed into use in the
their meetings of February 6 and
affected
houses
bucket 7.
for
brigades, but the rain seeped in as
To be located in the southwestquickly as it could be removed.
ern corner of the campus, the proThe usual river formed between posed music building will
be conthe Walker Art Building and Hub- structed
in line with the Walker
bard Hall, while the paths in front Art. Museum. It will
face toward
of Scarles Science Building were the
East with the rear paralleling

rral

classrooms of varying size,
will be used chiefly for
courses in the Music •Department.
Other features include a Glee
Cluh rehearsal room. Band practice
room, and other practice
rooms for orchestral instruments.
The Meddies will have their own
private rehearsal room, and assignment rooms will be provided.
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson
and Assistant Professor Russell F.
virtually impassable.
Maine Street. Ihe exterior walls Locke, Jr. arc to have administraIn several cases fraternity cel- will be of red brick, with steps and tioh offices.
lars had been recently cleaned and base of granite.
To harmonize
Music Hall Long Needed
waxed in anticipation of the com- with the Art Building and HubThe firm of McKim, Mead and
ing weekend. This work, due to bard Hall, the trimming will be of
White of New York City, archlSunday's unprecendented down* limestone.
pour, will have to bo redone.
The interior plan calls for sev- J tects for the College, have drawn
bailed in an vey

These

j

its

with this

travel to

D

York. N.Y. Also a member of
Chi Psi, Tschantre is the Student
Union Committee representative of

that of

Dr. Carl Anthon Describes Soviet
Power In Germany As Sovietation

\
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band

weather for
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TD

New

Sunday dents pumped and

night.

H

I

rho T.D.'s are also

week.
that they may
carry oui r
plans for seme ice
skating in
! morning. The CrimSt
son
Pipers, a Boston band, will

Urged

««--

« .en ng.

The Sigma v

L

i

night; and two parties,

B*»b Pi
counti

.

I

Psi Upsilon. Theta Delta Chi.
and Delta Kappa Epsilon suffered
most from the downpour. The
Town water pipes proved totally
inadequate, filling up completely
in the early evening. The excess
of water backed up into cellars
along Maine and McKeen Streets

day

Attendance At Annual

-

One of the heaviest rainfalls in three inches of water.
Bucket Brigades
recent years caused a flood situation in several College fraternity
Books and classes were forgothouses and a Jargo number of ten for several hours while stulast

was announced by Saturday

it

Barrett C. Nichols, Jr. '54, Chair- on Friday and Saturday afterman of the Campus Chest Com- noons, are on the Alpha Delta Phi
mittee.
agenda. Members of Alpha Rho
The events of the weekend in- Upsilon have engaged the services
clude a combined concert by the of Charlie Pine's band for the SatWellesley and Bowdoin Glee Clubs, urday night parties.
a Fraternity All-Star-Brunswick
The AT.O.'s have arranged for
High basketball game, a Jazz Con- the Gordon Howe ensemble to encert, a movie, and a dance with tertain in their dance hall
that
booths. The weekend is unique in evening. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity,
that all precedes from tickets to which expects to have 45 dates
on
the various events go to worthy the McKeen Street premises, will
charities.
dance to the music of Gregory
Each student will be able to Marshall.
purchase a $2.50 ticket which will
The Clyde Smith band will enentitle the couple to attend all tertain the Chi Psi's and
their
events of the weekend.
guests, before which, in the afterStudents serving on the Campus noon, there will be an ice skating
Chest Committee are Todd Homer party. Bowdoin 's Dekes will be
Callihan '54, advertising; David A. supplied music by the Dixie
Beats,
Carlson '54, prizes; Robert
while next door, enjoying their
Burr '55 and F. Pat ton Twinem dance hall decorated in a prison
'55, dance; Lloyd O. Bishop '55 and motif,
Delta Sigma have hired the
Robert E. Walsh '55, events; and Brunswick Snappers.
Richard B. Salsman '54, tickets.
Boiler Skating Party
Six Fraternity Houses, will be
The Bob Percival band, which
open for students' guests during entertained at the College dance
the weekend: Chi Psi, Kappa Sig- last Maine weekend, has
been enmas. Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu, gaged for Saturday evening
by the
Alpha Rho Upsilon and Delta Kappa Sigma House. The Psi U.'s
Sigma.
are opening their House from 2-5
Students are urged by the Stu- p.m. Friday afternoon when the
dent Council to think of the Bowdoin Jazz Band will play
there.
Campus Chest Weekend as a time After a roller skating party the
of worthy donations in s te ad of next day,
Psi Upsfion will hear he
just another party weekend.
Lloyd R'*nell aggregation Satur-

Ninety-five Bowdoin undergraduates have been named to the
Dean's List for the coming semester, having made a record of B's
or better during the past half year,
and will be allowed unlimited cuts.
Fifty-seven of this number are
Seniors; thirty-three are in the
den
[Gracey, '55 of Needham, MassaFive Songs By Bowdoin
Junior Class.
Four Sophomores,
The group of songs by the BowThere are 138 Sophomores now chusetts. Charles Woodbury HowLloyd O.
Bishop,
Jerome B.
>54 <*
New HampGracey. Richard C. Robartt, and doin Glee Club includes "Now 'Tis taking rotc. fhe two leading
^oi}c
Andrew A. Williamson II, received The Time To Go" by Bach; "To suggestions for a change as re- shire was elected at the Beta
House.
Thomas Otis Jr. '53 of
Conference
straight A's during the first semes- Agni," a choral hymn from the ported on the questionaires were
make the five course require- Hyannis, Massachusetts was electter and will have unlimited cuts. "Rig Veda" by Hoist; "I Wonder 1
ed representative by the Delta)
Students interested in social
Seven other Sophomores who re- as I Wander" with solos by Don- ment optional between the SophoSigma
fraternity.
Roland
George
work
have
been informed by the
ceived at least half A's and half! ald P. Hayward '54 and Douglas more and Junior years, and*2->54 of Rockland, Maine Placement
S. Reid '54; "It Ain't Necessarily make Sophomore ROTC a credit Ware Jr
Bureau that the anB's will have six cuts
is the new representative of the nual New
So" by Gershiwn with a solo" by course.
England Conference of
Four Freshmen Named
Kappa Sigma fraternity. The Psi the Y.M.C.A. Secretaryship will be
Denis W. King '55; and "Beat.
The Student Curriculum CornThe twenty-six undergradu- Beat Drums" with
Gordon W.
«*
Avenue
submitted this report to the
ates who received straight A's durY.M.C.A. in Boston on Saturday.
Stearns, Jr. '54 and David W. Administration recently. It had
ing the first semester are as folj
gi
Nif
Feb. 28.
Holmes '56 as pianists.
been decided to limit the function
.^
lows: Donald C. Agostinelli '53;
chose
,d
Q
Placement
Bureau
Director,
William K. Cale '55 will be the of the Committee on this subject
Horst Albach, Foreign Student;
Bangor Maine
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. stated that
Richard H. Allen '54; Lloyd O. soloist in the spiritual, "Behold due to the progress ihat Dean
The "len re-elected for the this meeting affords an excellent
Bishop '55; Panl P. Brountas '54; The Star," while James F. Wilson Nathaniel Kendrick has made in
nn
a
Monroe
opportunity
from
for
the Deke
candidates now at
S
Richard O. Card '54; James S. '54 will be the soloist in "Sent analyzing and meeting this prob- ffouse
Salsman from the
college to obtain in one day a comj"
Carter '56; Douglas A. Chalmers Down Servcnt.' Bowdoin students lem.
House;
(Cohlinued on Page 4)
and Barrett Campbell
...
„
_.
,
t
sol °
parts
the
in
'53;
Reports
from the sub-commitRobert J. Chamberlin '53; h ° ldin «
Nichols .54 of
Elizabeth.
Richard Dale '54. Jose G. deLyra ,R^u' p m" arc Arthur A. Small tees on the typing and reading Maine
from
Psi;
'56; James R. Flaker '54; Ernest Jr. '55, tenor, and Hayward, bari
courses and on the science require- Dunlap '53
of Camp Hill. PennsylG. Flint, Jr. '56; Jerome B. Gracev tone.
ment are expected to be com- ivania, from Chi Psi; and
Miguel
'55; William F. Hoffman '54; RonFrederic E. T. Tillotson, in out- pleted in two and three weeks, Enrique de la Fc '54
of Miami,
ald R. Lagueux '53; William A. lining plans for the trip, stated respectively.
Florida, from the Independents.
Maillet '49; Karl M. Pearson '54; that the Boston concert will be
A new sub-committee has been
Dr. Carl Anthon described the
Richard C. Roberts '55; Theodore preceeded by the concert at Pine formed to investigate the probeffects of the Russian rule in the
Robbins, Jr. '53; Maynard A. Minor Friday evening; the concert lems connected with the final exam
Soviet Zone in Germany in a
Seelye '56; Henry D. Shaw '56; at Thayer Academy at noon, Sat- schedule.
William
C.
It will
consider such
speech sponsored by the Political
Christian B. von Huene s 54; Roland urday; and a rehearsal with Laseil possibilities
as a reading period,
Forum given before a capacity
G. Ware. Jr. '54; Lewis P. Welch at Auburndale. Saturday after- and a more
Prize 'audience in Smith Auditorium
equitable staggering of Public
Ipst
'54; Andrew A. Williamson, III '55. noon.
courses.

^

Ken-

Nathan
and Assistant Professor

II,

C

-

'8

homes

Dane

-

Blackman '55,
John B. Good-

comes

Weekend,

•

Spencer Apollonio '55, Richard RJ Stimets
ert F. Hinckley '55.

C.

drick. Associate Professor

Bournique. has been
The weekend of March 13 and formed for the purpose of selecting
14 has been set aside for the an- the queen.
nual
Bowdoin
Campus Chest . The AD.'s will have a band for

Photo by Gaston

Members

A

members. Dean Nathaniel

Raymond

—

the

of

This highlight of the weekend is
to be followed by the Meddiebempe
sters at midnight.
judging committee composed of three Faculty

Campus Chest Weekend
Set For March 13-14;
Six Fraternities Open

Squall Swamps Cellars;
Bucket Brigades Bungle Bailing

Brunswick

by a varsity hockey game with Colby

Houseparty Queen.

mission.

Sunday

will be started

At 9:00 Friday night the "Battle of Music," presenting bandleaders
Freddie Sateriale and George Kay, will be staged in the Sargent Gymnasium, where President James S. Coles will present a cup to the

^

Editors

Robert C. Burr '55,
and Carl S. Tschantrc '55.
Schorneman, a member of Zeta
Psi Fraternity, is a Government
major, and he' has been covering
the Student Council meetings for
the newspaper.

Louis

'54,

The weekend

College at 3:30 Friday afternoon, Feb. 20. AU Houses plan to have
parties after the game, which are to be followed by the usual banquets.

,

rich '55

and William F.
Wyatt '53. These seven men. in
addition to Donald C. Agostinelli
'53 and Martin G. Levine '53, who
were elected to the Society last
June, were formally initiated to
the Society in the Alumni Room,
Hubbard Hall. Monday, February

in the individual houses.

-

ORIENT staff serving as News
Editors are Charles W. Schoeneman

'54.

parties which will be held at Bowdoin, Friday, Saturday

^

Given To 95 Bowdoin

tor of the ORIENT. A member of
Delta Sigma Fraternity, he was
Varsity
Hockey Manager last

The

Herrick

By Carl S. Tschantre '55
Approximately 500 dates are expected for the Winter House,
and Sunday of
this week.
The formal, which will be held Friday night, is being planned by
the Student Union Committee and will supplement the various parties

Saturday,

Students Next Semester

Wisner, who was also raised
as an American tradition which
has made possible the extension of from the position of News Editor,
present day knowledge, as ex- is a member of the ROTC senior
emplified by the strong position division, and he formerly served
and the great contributions of the as House Manager for his fraterAmerican free enterprise system. nity, Psi Upjilon.

Schwartz

7.

Chapel,

Unlimited Cuts To Be

Charles Ranlett '54

Four Seniors and three Juniors
were elected members of the Phi
Beta Kappa Society, it was announced at the Ghapel Service of
Friday. February 13.
They were Richard T. Goodman
'53, Raymond M. Biggs '53, James
E. Herert '53, Ray G. Levy '54,

February

the

Photo by Gaston

Ranlett, a Government major,
was formerly the Managing Edi-

Society

in

character of the individual members of the student body. The end
of all the teaching is to instill
spiritual and moral integrity in
the student, the President said.

Promoted to Managing Editors
already been lost in the colleges
few years. "Professors were Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
and students alike are reticent to and John N. Wisner, Jr. '53. Also
express themselves as freely as a member of the Bowdoin Jazz
they would five years ago," he Band, Harper was elevated from
the position of News Editor. A
said.
In his New York address, Ihe member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
President stressed the importance Harper's home is in Pittsburgh,
of freedom of thought and speech Penna.

Kappa

held

Quoting the Reverend Dr. Webb In John Hancock Hall
at the installation of William DeThe Bowdoin Glee Club will join
Witt Hyde as President of the with
the Laseil Junior College
College in 1886, Dr. Coles concludGlee Club for a joint concert in
ed stating that the duty of the
Boston's John Hancock Hall, Suncollege is the formation of the
day, February 29 at 4 p.m.

good. Colleges

New Members

com-

state.

in tne last

Electa 7

first

20

Formal Dance, Hockey Game, Jazz Concerts,
Houseparty Queen To Highlight This Weekend

New ORIENT Head

vhe colleges themselves are anxious
that they become known, as are

Phi Beta

his

NUMBER

1953

Harper Upped

everywhere will cooperate fully
with such investigations."
The speaker said that "if there
arc communists on our faculties,

any loyal citizens. I know of no
communists on the faculty of
Bowdoin College, and none will
knowingly be appointed."
Investigation*, Must Be Dignified
President Coles warned that the
investigations must be conducted
in a responsible and dignified manner, citing that much freedom had

at

18,

New

munists and Communist thinkers,
but he admitted the government's
responsibility "to see that our educational institutions arc function-

common

Officiating

mencement exercises, President
James S. Coles gave out 30 degrees
at the mid-winter commencement

The President in his brief address told the graduates that they
had indeed come to "a true parting of the ways."
Many of the' graduates will go
on to further studies which are
continuations of the studies they
pursued in college while others will
Editor Ranlett '54 take positions in business and industry where they will make a
Replaces Retiring Otis; minimum of direct application of
the subject matter received in colWisner,
lege, President Coles added.
But the discipline of the college
Charles Ranlett '54 was elect- course, the President stated, is the
ed Editor-in-Chief of the ORIENT lasting value which the graduate
Comby the Bowdoin Publishing
receives from his college career.
pany last week to replace retiring Maturity and experience, as well
Editor Thomas Otis, Jr. 53.
as the power of achievement and
the beauty of intellect, are also
which
attributes
the
college
graduate has. Appreciation of our
cultural heritage is another of the
intangibles
which .the graduate
possesses, the speaker added.
Fortunate Situation
President Coles said that the
most recent Bowdoin alumni are
very fortunate to be entering the
world in a democracy such as ours
which favors the rights of the individual over the rights of the

gretted the tendency to believe
that colleges are housing Com-

ing for the

ORIENT

tentative

buildmg
Fulfilling

defeated

in

both

Bradbury Debate Final
finals of the Bradbury DewilJ
on Feb
at
8:15 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
a long timo need, the Members of the three upper class-

The
the^

Portland Press Hfr«i,i

up the

participating

plans

for

.

!

^ ^u

^

|

Harvey Dow Gibson Hall will be cs are eligible,
a welcome reality to Professor TU— ,tnals for
u » u .u C.
t
*** the Stanley
"»
lotson and Professor Locke.
BePlummer Prize and the Class of
cause
•

.

'

,

•

-

the great interest in
music among the students, such a 1868 Prize will be held Thursday,
March 12. at 7:00 p.m. in Smith
building has been planned for a
Auditorium. The Plummer Prize
long while.
is given "for excellence in original
Construction funds have been and spoken composition in the
provided for fhe most part by Mrs. English language on the part of
Gibson, her daughter. Mrs. Whit- the members of the Junior Class."
ney Bourne Choate and the Manu- The manuscript is not to exceed
facturers Trust Company of New 1500 words and interested candi•York.
Other contributions have dates should inform either Mr.
been received from Mr. Gibson's Thayer or Mr. Sweet not later
friends and business associates.
than March 9.
of

1

j

j

J

j

j

j

'.

j

Sovietation In Germany
Dr. .Anthon then traced this pro
cess of Sovietatkm in Germany. It
began in 1945 with a few days of
looting, and then turned into a considerable effort to win the people
over. With the defeat of Nazism,
everybody was anti-facist. and several political parties, including The
Communist Party.* wert organized
In 1946, the Socialist People's

the process
stepped up.

of

Sovietation

was

Economy Ruined
Since that time, the ,*>ne has
been completely Sovietized. The

economy

of the country has been
ruined: practically everything is
ra onerf »„rt"
,wnothing to be had even with a ration
card.
The industry and agriculture of the area has been collecDemocracy was forcibly merged tivized, and
a single labor union
into the Socialist Unity Party,
has been established. This union.
which is at present completely instead
of serving to better workcommunist During the years of ing conditions*
for the worker, is
1946 to 1948, key political posts
designed to put pressure on the
fell to those Germans who were
laborer.
specially trained for these posiAlong with the sovietation of
tions in Russia.
the country, Dr^Anthon continued,
One Party, One Ballot
perhaps the most emphasis has
As the Nazis were released from been given
Russians
the
by
prison camps, there waa a revival towards
indoctrinating the youth
of intense" feelings of nationalism,
of the country.
It is impossible
which led to the formation
—
--- of
the
school or
for a.
•<«
a student
Biuueni to
..
10 enter a a^>^—
___
National Democratic party, which university,
or even get a job, unalso was overrun with Commun
the Free
less

Z

i

—

j

he

ists.

Thus,

when

the

is

a member

of

Greman Youth, or some
elections

of

organization.

The

similar
educational sys-

October 1950 came around, there tern
and Com
has
was no legitimate controversy be-| m unist been changed,
dogma has been carefully
tween parties. This was a unity worked
in to every textbook, and
election, with one ballot and one
even into nursery rhymes.
tav * to
***? 5*ML?, L n°t
UnMeatton Not Seen
<

^

SteP the|
i* U
££ and
J^JSS
* LS ?
nobody dared
to use the
B

vote,

|M^*««M**|

I

^

Anthon concluded
(Continued on Page
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Houses, Independents Elect Spring Term Officers

Wednesday, February

18,

No.

1953

Sherman, Hoffman Cop
A.T.0.

Ktlltor-In -Chief

Wallace R. Harper,

House Elections

Alpha Tau Omega chose eight
officers for the spring semester in
ah election Wednesday night, Feb.

"Ml

Charles Ranlett '54
Managing KditorK

10.

Sherman '53 was
Worthy Chaplain. In the

Gilmour

J.

John N. Wisnor,

53 elected as
past he has been chairman of the
Social and Rushing Committees,
Carl S. Tschantre 55 alumni chairman, and Worthy
Usher.
Charles W. Schoeneman '53
Elected as Worthy Keeper* of
•Sports Editor
the Exchequer was William F.
Robert M. Hurst '54
Hoffman '53. Hoffman, a James
Photographer
Bowdoin Scholar, is president of
James P. Gaston '54
the Masque and Gown. His other
Staff
Executive Committee activity has
Douglas A. Chalmers "53
David G. Lavender
C. Jackson Shuttleworth. Jr.
been Worthy Usher, while memElliot S. Palais
Charles E. Coakley "54
Robert K. Windsor
bership in the band and Debating
T. Ellis McKinney, Jr. '54
Edward N. Cotter
Council are also among his achieveEdward V. Spicer '54
Robert E. Hamilton
ments.
Richard M. Catalano T)5
Carroll E. Pennell
Starkweather Chosen
Anthony L. FunnHl '55
Donald M. Zuckert
David R. Starkweather '55 was
Sports Staff
elected as Worthy Scribe. A memJames I.. Doherty '55
Barrett C. Nichols, Jr.
ber of the Bowdoin Band, he was
Herbert E. Hammons, Jr. '56
Joseph Y. Rogers
Jr.

'55

News

F.dward B. Blackman
flobfi
C Burr "55

Jr.

Editors

John B. Goodrich

'55

t

Webber

Curtis

Rushing Chairman

'55

The new Worthy
Annals

Business Manager
Albert F. Lilley 54
Assistant Business Manager
Bruce N. Copper '54
Advertising Manager
.Circulation

James

A.

Cook

Jr. '54.

Hobart
Jr.

C.

in

Manager
Tracy

uninmui

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
CnKMtn - Boston - Lo» Amceim - San Francisco
PaMi«h«J weekly wh*n rlaiMi we lield tnrinf the Fail »nd Sprint Trlwetw by
'h* ttadruta of Bowdoin Colleff. Addrrn new* rommonlcatioiu to tho E4ltor and Mk>
•niptlon communication* to the Batlnru Manafar af the Bowdoin Pahllaklnr Coni>a»y at Hi* ORIENT Of lea In Moor* Han, Bowdoin CoUaar, Branawick. ktalna.
aa second elaaa matter at the poat otic* at Bniniwick, Maine. The aakarrtptlon rati
tee o»* roar ia three (IS dollars.

Deficit

May Increase.

Despite the increase

in

WBOA. Coming

the staff of

Hampden,

Hampden

Conn.,
he
High School.

Goddard,
Representative and Rushing
Chairman were filled by Robert N. head, Mass.,
Thurston '54. During the past se- man for the
mester he was Social Committee He has also

>

from

attended

native of Marblehas been a two-letter

a

Bowdoin cheerleaders.
participated in inter-

Chairman. Thurston is on the fraternity competition, both
Dean's List, a member of the Bow- volleyball and touch football.

Tuition

endowment income of 33 per

doin Christian Association, a member of the band, and he is active in
interfraternity athletics.

cent

over the last 2 years at Bowdoin, the general inflation of coets
has reduced the real income from endowment per student by
Psi U's Pick Flemming,
almost 65 per cent. Faced with this reduction in real income and
by an expected deficit of perhaps over $75,000 during the cur- Garson To Lead House
rent fiscal year, the College may be forced to raise the tuition in
Frederick G. Flemming '53 was
the near future. This is what President Coles has said, and the chosen President, Jay A. Carson
'53 Vice President, Todd H. Callifigures back him up.
han '54 Treasurer, and C. Dennison
The endowment of Bowdoin now stands close to 2 and a Goddard '53 Secretary, by the Psi
half million, an impressive figure. The financial reports for the
1951-1952 fiscal year showed a surplus of $23,000 for the
period, another encouraging figure. But these same financial re- Blood Donors Thanked
ports revealed that a deficit is expected for the 1952- 1953 school To the* Editor:
The Brunswick Chapter of the
year, a deficit which despite careful planning and budgeting
American Red Cross wishes to
could run well over $75,000.
rr
thank the Bowdoin students for
Within the last several weeks both Harvard and Williams the fine cooperation gjVen us on
have announced tuition increases for next year. The tuition fee the day of the Red Cross Blood-

Hours Announced

very' interesting days'* as

guests of

the college.

.

Student

Patronage
Solicited

Named

cil

W

Grill

bridge

i

spring semester.
Chosen to fill the positions on the

Independents Re-elect

'53

active on the Social Committee,
interfraternity athletics, and track.
The positions of Student Coun-

Notice

A

tournament will be
The Moulton Union Grin wtll **"
Five Officers Elected
held in the Moulton Union Lounge open until 4 a.m. Satfurday, FebThe seventh annual midwinter on Monday, February 23, at 7:00 ruary 21 after the dance in ****
At Alpha Delt Meeting
Alumni Council meeting on cam- pjn. The usual prizes of five dol- Sargent Gymnasium nnd until
pus took place last weekend.
lars worth of merchandise from 4:0© a.m. Sundav, February tt.
At a housemeeting on January
Thirty-one members attended. the Union store for the winners
21, Alpha Delta Phi elected the reMr. Seward Marsh, alumni secrecertificates
worth takjng second place will be awardmainder of their officers for the tary', stated that t.hey spent "two and similar
".
three dollars for the two players |ed.

of Treasurer. He was a member of
Walter E. Bartlett '53 was electthis year's football squad, and has ed House Steward by the Execuparticipated
in
inter-fraternity tive Committee.
He is a memsoftball competition. He holds a ber of the Varsity Baseball $eam
position on the Bugle staff and is and is Captain of this season's
a member of the Mathematics Basketball
team,
Bartlett
is
Club. This year Carson was award- majoring in History.
ed first place in the Maine Intercollegiate
Forensic Competition
and was a winner in the One Act

Secretary of that organization. In
Winston, Sentinel
Thomas F. Winston '54 is the addition, he is an Associate Editor
new Worthy Sentinel. He has been of the Bugle ;ind is a member of

roa national abvmtiuso *y

Colltfl Publilhtri Riprtstntatil t

Alumni Council Meets;

Executive Committee were Paul
The council members studied
F. Dudley "53 and A. Allen Gass
'54. both now Members-at-Large of ways to further the work of the
Placement Bureau and the Admisthe Committee.
Dudley, former Vice-President sions Staff.
•The group were the guests of
of the House and representative
on the Sutdent Union Committee, President and Mrs. James S. Coles
Cass is on the for luncheon on. Saturday. Saturis a History' major.
M.I.T. Plan.
day afternoon and. evening they
Robert E- Cleaves III '54 was were the guests of the athletic deelected Choreagus. He is a man- partment at the various athletic
ager of the varsity Track team contests.
Carson Former Treasurer
and an Economics major. Richard
A resident of Hingham, Mass., L. Rand '56 is the new Keeper-ofCarson has held numerous posts in the Hall.
Trustee
Half ord
the fraternity, the last being that
BurtJett Chosen

Callihan, who formerly repreHe has served as
Worthy Keeper of tho Annals and sented the Fraternity on the StuWorthy Scribe. He is also a mem- dent Council, has been active in
ber of the band, and he has taken the Masque and Gown siace his
sophomore year and this year is
part in interfraternity athletics.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

1953

Studies Admissions

Same

Officers

Again

Phi Beta Kappa.

'55

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown,
Albert F. Lilley '54, Thomas Otis, Jr. *53, Charles Ranlett "54

MADISON AVE.

Upsilon Fraternity at its election
held Wednesday, Jan. 21.
Flemming, a native of Fredericton, New Brunswick, has been
active in athletics ever since his
coming to Bowdoin. He has been
a member of the Football squad
for the past three years, and this
season starred as the receiving
end of the famous Cosg.ove to
Flemming pass combination. He
participates in Winter Track, being active in the high and broad
jump events and the sprints.
Flemming received his letter
two years ago as a Bowdoin cageman. He is an outstanding performer on the Baseball team, playing the center field position. Before entering* Bowdoin, he attended
the Rothesay Collegiate School.

was elect- Play Contest. He formerly attended Hingham High School.
ed as Worthy Usher. Wyatt is a

'56

National Advertising Service, Inc.

interfraternity sports.

William F. Wyatt

'54,

1.1

420

is Roderick L.
Huntress,
Besides acting as Orienta-

Chairman, he was House
Manager and he has participated

Business Assistants
'53

Harold R. , Beachem.
- !»

this year.
Keeper of the

tion

Richard C. Thurston

'54

Theodore D. Robbins

Director*
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At a meeting held January
the

Independents

re-elected

21,
all

By Governing Boards

First National

to the Board of Trustees
to succeed the late E. Farrington
Abbott '03 at the meeting of

.Named

Governing Boards, February 7,
was John H. Halford '07. a textile
manufacturer and since 1948 an
Overseer of the College.
Halford, who received an honorary degree from the College in

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1927, lives in Bridgeport, Pennsylvania. Born in England, Halford
is a member of Zeta Psi Frater-

Merrymeeting

nity.

their Fall officers to serve again
for this spring semester.

Abbott, whom Halford succeeds,
Joseph T.
O'Connor '54, a died December 1 and the place on
Physics
major,
was re-elected the Board has been vacant for the
President, while Francis M. Di- two month period.
Biase '53 is again Vice-President,
cil representative. He is a James
fee is majoring in Chemistry.
Bowdoin Scholar and is a memCoakley Again
The Secretary-Treasurer post ber of the Glee Club and Chapel
will again be filled by Charles E. Choir.
Karl M. Pearson, Jr. '54, an
Coakley '54. Coakjey is a member
of the Bowdoin Glee Club- He is English major, will be White Key
a Mathematics major. Miguel E. representative again. Thomas R.
de la Fe '54 is the Student Coun- Kneil '55 will serve on the Student

Union Committee.

185 Park

Gift
Row

Greeting Cards

—

Shop
Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Founded 7906
CO-IDUCATIONAL

Bendix Launderette

1

1$ Mill Street

Brunswick. Maine

Just a few steps from Maine Street

Nine pound wash

BOWL-MOR

30c

Use of Dryer

25c

„

Alleys

1

Student Patronage

Houseparty Photographs of You,
Your Date and or Friends

.

,
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'
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mobile

Harvard was raised 200
was jumped by 00 dollars.
at

dollars, while the tuition at

Williams

increase in tuition has

its

Many

their

students

now

in tuition

just able to get

BILL'S
Our

student

body can be

any proposed
and
be necessary, adequate scholarship

if

©nfy-Eme

Specialties

now coming

20 Derne

8!

2

Elm

G

INSURANCE
HOW CAN

likeTHAT?
she'll &e am

OPERA star!

MET80P0U7AN!

& SON

BRUNSWICK

STREET

J»HONE234

Only time will fell abouf a
promising singer! And only
time will tell about a cigarette

SELL.

with a voice

BET SHE
WINDS UP
WITH THE

W. CHANDLER

F.
150 MAINE

Tel. 876

WHAT?

the press one volume

ready. You may purchase them at $2.00
per volume as they come along.

Brunswick

St.

off

at a time. These are sent to us as they are

Beer and Ah? otf Draft
and in Bottles

hf
it

f\

is

Pizza Pie

sure that

willTbU...
TDPiy

SPA

Hot Pastromi

an increase is found to
aid will be made available for as many as possible.
that

School.

The New Funk and Wagnalls

Italian Spaghetti

wealthy families."

The Bowdoin

increase in tuition will be studied from every possible angle

Street

ENCYCLOPIDIA

has to be matched by an increase

in scholarship funds has been mentioned several times by President Coles. Pointing out the difficulties of a tuition increase, the
President told the Brunswick Rotary Club in a recent speech
that "we might easily find ourselves limiting our student body

to sons of

Law

Boston 14, Mass.. Beacon Hitl, opposite State
House. Telephone CA 7-1040.

Street,

186 Maine

ALL FRATERNITY COVERAGE

own.

That an increase

Address, Suffolk University

Saturday Night

Brunswick Chapter
American Red Cross

through Bowdoin
without scholarship aid would be no longer able to do this on
in tuition.

request.

by Gaston'
Winter Houseparty

Adams

Mrs. Warren L. Adams
Blood Program Chairman

problems. Those on scholar-

ship must receive increased financial aid equal to the increase

that the fall semester will open on
Monday, September 21, 1953.
Applicants whp have successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible to. cater three year day course or four year
evening course.
Day Division Classfs ate held from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are htld on Mondavs,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00 to 8:50 P.M.
Catalogue, containing full information concerning
tuition, curriculum, courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on

Brunswick.

Sincerely,
Beatrice L.

I

Any

visit to

ANNOUNCES

J\

lake your time

THEY TELL

SO SOON?
EVEN A FISH
CAN COME UP
WITH A
FEW GOOD

Test

CAMELS

scales!

Street scene in Tehachapi after last July's earthquake.

for 30 days
-for MILDNESS

.o:

WHAT A

FLAVOR !

and

beautiful

• •

voice!

just like
a bird!
THEM MUST IE A REASON WHY Camel
America's most popular cigaretteleading all other brands by billions!
Camels have the two things smokers
want most—rich, full flavor and cool,

V

is

&n

cool mildness... pack after pack! Try
Camels for 30 days and see bow mild,

how flavorful, how thoroughly enjoyable they are as your steady smoke!

In the predawn of last July 21, the most
severe California earthquake since 1906 struck
the small town of Tehachapi.

Walls were collapsing, buildings were foldThe town's telephone office shook to its
foundation. But the night operator remained
Main
at her switchboard until it went dead.
cables to the office were pulled to the ground
when a nearby wall caved in.
ing.

This was

m

telephones were set up on the
edge of town for use by the Red Cross and
other emergency workers.

C ***fi

By

^ ^^

More People Smoke Camels

-

—

^a*

'--!-*

m

CIGARETTE!

^

late

afternoon,

the

telephone switch-

board was working. Tehachapi residents were
able to contact friends and relatives concerned
about their safety.

u

^^^^^-^^^^^^

'

sending live

damage. Telephone men had

established a radio-relay system in less than

12 boors.
It

was a

typical disaster

— brutal

and un-

announced. But telephone men were prepared.

They quickly restored communication when
it was needed most. They demonstrated the
resourcefulness and technical skill typical of
.

telephone people.

4:50 A.M.

By 8:30 A.M.

•<

THAN ANY OTHER

at

By 9 P.M. two TV stations were
telecasts of the

These are some of the qualities we seek

we hire. Your Placecan give you details about opporemployment in the Bell System.
Or write to American Telephone and Telegraph Company, College Relations Section,
195 Broadway, New York 7, New York, tor
the booklet, "Looking Ahead."
the college graduates

ment

Officer

tunities for

I

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
M.O.
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Polar Bear Quintet

POLAR

Blasted

By

18,
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Bowdoin Ski Team Wins Maine Stale

Trinity,

U.N<R,«7-58,«0-77'

]

tern Class

By immtm S. Carter '56
Despite a desperate last minute
by Bowdoin which tied the
score with hut thirty seconds to
go, the University of New Hampshire's Wildcats remained calm
under pressure to edge the Polar
Bears 80-77 last Tuesday night in
the Sargent Gymnasium.
Trailing by ten points at the
start of the fourth quarter, the
Polar Bears, led by Bill Fraser
and Johnny Marr, slowly closed
the gap, until a foul shot by Louie
Audet finally tied the score. New
Hampshire moved the ball cautiously, looking for a sure two
points, and suddenly worked cen-

B

Collegiate Titles

rally

By Kab»rt M. Hurst
Coach Jack Magee has

'54,

ORIENT

Sports Editor

misunderstanding that arose
over the interfraternity track meet eligibility. The track meet, said
Mr. Magee, is to be run as it always has since its inauguration some
twenty years ago. Anyone is in a position to compete who is an undergraduate at Bowdoin provided he complies with the regulations set
down by the track department.
First of all those who wish to compete for their house must report
to the track office and sign their name on a list at least two weeks in
advance. Since the meet is on Friday, March 6th, the latest that anyone
-can signify his intention to participate in the meet and expect to do so
is Friday, February 2Qth; that is this coming Friday. The primary reason for this regulation is to get the men in shape to run so that some
physical strain or injury will not result. This may seem rather trivial
but the case may be cited of the runner in a similar interfraternity
meet at Colby some years ago who was fatally stricken after a race
because a regulation such as a compulsory two week training period
was not in effect. Those men now participating in a freshman or varsity
winter sport may begin training for the track meet as soon as their
season is over if it extends past the required two weeks. Freshman and
varsity track men will be competing for their house as usual.
When the man who wishes to compete in the interfraternity meet
signs the sheet in the track office he automatically becomes a member
of the track squad. There are specific reasons for this action also. First
of all it gives one permission to draw equipment from the school in'
order to train properly and secondly it subjects gne to the rules and
regulations of the track department concerning training. If a day of
training is missed before the meet without a suitable excuse, the track
department reserves the right to ask him to turn in his equipment and
to keep him from participating in the meet. After the meet is over
no one is under any obligation to remain on the team and may quit
when ever he so desires. Coach Magee said that in no way, shape, or*
manner can he make anyone stay out for track if he does not want to.'
clarified the

#

»

*

The White Key's proposed move to change interfraternity bowling
the present winter season may be the first in a
moves by the athletic department to de-emphasize interfraternity athletics in the school. The athletic department is of the feeling
that the race for the point cup is becoming an obsession with some
fraternities and as a result men who otherwise might be out for an
intercollegiate sport are playing for their fraternities. Another proposed move is that of making the cal classes more rigid. By clamping
down on the cal classes it is believed that more will try to make the
college teams. Perhaps the best idea would be to let men now on the
college teams participate in interfraternity activities other than
lo spring instead of

series of

those related to the sport they participate in for the college. This rule
would allow a man on the track squad to play basketball or bowl for
his house.

fly

Barrett C. Nichols, Jr.

The Bowdoin College Ski Team

Bowdoin Six Upsets

Track Team Edged As

Bates Fabrics, 6-5;

6 Meet Records

Wolfe Scores Three

Milliken

Fall;

Wins 300

By James L. Doherty
Six meet records were smashed
The Bowdoin hockey team split and one tied as the Boston College
a two game series with the Bates cindermen edged the Bowdoin

Polar Bears, 65-61. at the Bowdoin
cage, Saturday. With the outcome
depending on the final event, the
discus throw. Low and Connolly
combined to sweep first and second
again.
This gives the team a record of places, insuring victory for the
three wins and four losses. The Eagles. The duo of Low and Confirst
the nearby nolly also swept the other field
tussle against
event, cross-country. Bowdoin, as
Lewiston skaters marked Bow- events for BC.
Lociatto Captures Three
was expected nearly lost their 11
doin's most dazzling display of the
In the sprints, distances, and point lead as they placed seventh
season, as the team took a 6-5
the nine team race. Dick
victory. Outstanding in this win hurdles. Biggs, Getchell. Huleatt, in
was Corby Wolfe, who registered Knight Milliken, and Wies were Church, however, finished a rethree goals and two assists. Wolfe outstanding; while BCs Lochia tto spectable fourth against strong
operated from a sleeper position, copped both hurdle races, and the competition from both Maine and
a post which apparently baffled broad jump. Polar Bear Flemming Harvard. The event was won by

Manufacturers just prior to the
period and then returned to
the ice last weekend and gained a
victory while succumbing once

exam

He deter Johnny Parker loose.
livered with a running one-hander
from the foul line to earn thef
victory.
Bowdoin opened the first quarter as if they really meant to
trim the Wildcats. The superior
ball-handling of Wally Bartlett
and the accurate shooting of
George Mitchell gave them a one

the Eastern class B Intercollegiate Ski Championships held
at Lyndonville, Vermont. By virtue
of team wins in the slalom, downhill, and jumping the Polar Bears
were able to maintain the margin
of victory over runner-ups Harvard and Maine. Following these
three teams were Colby, Norwich,
Massachusetts. MIT, Ainherst, and
Yale in that order.
Bowdoin scored a virtual sweep
in the first event, the slalom, with
Dick Church, Dick Marshall, and
Tom Sawyer placing first, second,
and fifth respectively. Bob Irish of
Maine was third. In the. second

won

j

point lead at the start of the sec-

Photo by Gaston

the Bates Manufacturing club.
However, the Lewiston team
was ready for Wolfe in the second
encounter and held him to a single

ond quarter, but they could not
Johnny Marr goes
keep pace with New Hampshire's

topped the high jumpers, and Her- Maine's Wesley Scrome who finishrick, McAdams, and Knight clinch- ed almost four minutes ahead of
ed the pole vault for the Magee- second place Johan Anderson, a
men.
Norwegan competing for Harvard.
«.

in for a shot in
the Bowdoin-Trinity game last
Friday. -Trinity took the game
Pappas'
jump
Behind
easily over the Polar Bears 78-58,
shots and Skip Ford's tap-ins, the as the visitors piled up a fancy tally. The Polar Bears were simply
Wildcats amassed 27 points to take shot average, especially in the first outclassed in this contest, losing 8- ped in the last period when the
a commanding eight point lead at quarter when they scored 26 points. 1 to a team strengthened by the visitors got three quick scores
addition of five sparkling skaters. after
slim
margin
holding a
the half.
Lows T* New Hampshire
throughout the struggle. The home
George Mitchell topped
the
After beating an informal but team lacked McGovern, Melincoff,
Polar Bear scorers with 13 points Fraser Sets
relatively strong Yale squad 5-4, and Dwight from their starting
in his best performance of the seaScoring Record
the Bowdoin pucksters took a lineup and were visibly affected
36
son.
Bill Fraser hit for 15 and
trouncing from the University of by the absence of the three
gathered in 15 rebounds to spearNew Hampshire last Saturday regulars.
By Joseph Y. Sogers '55
head the Bowdoin attack. SignifiWith
Bill Fraser setting a new night. The White was really whip(Continued on Page 4)
cant to Bowdoin's improved play
gym record with 36 points, Bowwas the fact that all five starters
doin overpowered the visiting MIT
scored at least ten points, showcombine, 79 to 58, last Saturday at
ing a well-balanced club. For the
Bowdoin.
Wildcats, three men accounted for
Fraser, who broke Bob Church63 of their 80 points. Ford was
ill's record of 34 points made two
high with 23, followed' by Pappas
years ago, was also outstanding on
with 21 and Parker with 19.
defense, grabbing more than his
In sharp contrast to the back- share of rebounds.
and forth struggle offered the
Bowdoin went ahead at the start,
Wildcats, the Polar Bears could holding a ten-point
lead at the end
not cope with the mechanical pre- of the first quarter.
The margin
cision of the Blue and Gold of increased
to 41-29 at the half, and
Trinity.
Employing a tight zone 58-45 at the three-quarter mark.
defense and a fast-breaking, fast- In the the
last period, MIT fell
moving offense. Trinity completely even farther behind, due at least
outplayed the Polar Bears in every* partly to Captain
Kidder's

fast break.

little Bill

New Gym
Of

M

The jumping proved

to be

Bow-

doin's best team event as they took
second, fifth, seventh and thirteenth places. Bill Clark showed exceptional form in taking second,
beating last years divisional champion, Dick Marshall, by two points.
Church and newcomer Jim Caliendo completed Bowdoin's fine
showing in the final event. Colby's
captain Dana Anderson won the
event with leaps Of 106. and 107
feet.

Recognition of Dick Church as
the Skimeister award winner,
which singles him out as the best
four-event skier in the meet, was
the highlight of Bowdoin's victory.
Of added interest is the fact that

Church has won

this

award

for

three consecutive years, which in

enough to his outstaning accomplishments on the
Bowdoin ski team. Another outitself is tribute

feat was Bill Clark's
flawless jumping as he leaped 105
feet on his first jump, the third

standing

longest of the day. This meet was
a two-fold victory as the team
scores were used as a basis for

At the end of the first day's com- determining the Maine Interpetition Bowdoin held a slim two- collegiate Ski Championships.
The victory qualified the team
point lead.
In the next event, the downhill, to compete in the class A Interthe Polar Bears picked up more collegiate Championships against
as
Dartmouth,
powers
points as Church and Marshall such
finished second and third. Jack Middlepury, New Hampshire, and
Dempsey of Norwich University McGill. The meet will be held this
won the event by a scant two coming weekend, February 20th
tenths of a second in beating and 21st as a part of the Middlebury Winter Carnival.
Church.

WILL THIS SUIT FIT

"

«
»
*
*
Russ
department to triumph 87-58. leg injury, which kept
his point
added attraction in the Colby-B.U. basketball game, won by
One deciding factor in the game total down considerably, and to Bill
Ron Nagle lost a split decision to BU's Bob Caratino was Trinity's amazing ability to
Shilenski's
fouling out in
the
in the manly art of self-defense during the fourth period of the game. connect from far out.
In the first middle of
the third quarter.
Chistolini
half,
Trinity
guard
Both were waved off the floor.
"Best Team In The Country"
from
outside
made
five
of
six
tries
Bates spilled Trinity 88 to 82 to win their tenth in 19 games and
Before the game, Coach Ed

As

ar»

the Mules 67-52,

game of the week as captain Charlie Buckman of the
Bobcats pumped in 32 points with 14 shots from the floor and four
from the foul line.
Bowdoin's swimming team made its final home appearance of the
season last weekend. With it went the end of a long line of consistent
winning teams as the swimming cycle here at Bowdoin begins a famine.
With Bowdoin taking nine first places in the meet and no second
places it is interesting to note that in all probability only one winner
will be back on next year's squad. Hildreth, Lyndon and Boyle will
have graduated and Bob Arwezon expects to be under the guidance of
Uncle Sam. The famine has begun.
their fourth

the foul circle, while the

team as

Coombs told the players, "I have
a whole made 20 for 39.
The Polar Bears, forced to shoot nothing to say to you except that
you're
the best team in the counfrom the outside by Trinity's zone,
try. Now go out and play that
could not come near to equalling
way." Judging from a look at some
this accuracy, and were 'forced to
work the ball in for their
They finally began to roll

points.
late in

The Polar Bears sank 27 field
goals in 55 attempts for a phenom-

Cardinals 50-34 at the Curtis Pool.
The Polar Bears back in action
after the mid-year layoff, swept
the 100-yard freestyle, individual
medley and the breaststroke to
sew the meet up quite early.
Bob Arwezon. winner of the individual medley and> backstroke,

and Wesjeyan's Jan Vandenberg,
the 220 and 440, were
the only double winners in the

who took
meet.

can

fly

the

—

latest, hottest,

fanciest jobs
in

the air—

and do

it

within

one year

'

•Nat

participated

Clifford

in

the
Elizabeth
swimmer won
breaststroke, with Ted DeWinter
second, and was touched out just
behind Bob Arwezon in the individual

medley.

Tom Lyndon and

captain Charlie
Hildreth, who had previously picked up seconds in the 50 and 220
races, came back for a one- two
finish in the 100. The other Polar
Bear win came in the diving with
Larry
Boyle compiling 117.93
points after placing a surprise
third in the 50, minutes earlier.

Wesleyan Severs

All

Athletic Relations

.

Charlie Hildreth and Tom Lyndon each took two firsts in the
freestyle events.
Bob Arwezon

Bowdoin and Wesleyan

reached

a

parting

of

the

ways.
Baseball Coach Danny MacFadden has announced that Bowdoin
will me«t Harvard on April 22,
instead qf Wesleyan. Coach Bob
Miller stated last week that his
swimmers n*d met W«*leyaji for
the last time last Saturday, the
University of Connecticut having
been added to next year's soljedule-.
instead.
It is also known that next Fall's
football .game will be the last between the twp schools with Trinity

apparently

replacing

tlje

inals.

Amherst, and MIT.

Sales

— MERCURY
cine!

Service

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

(Continued on Page 4)

Unbeaten Frosh Win

New

Body Repair and Paint Shop

The undefeated Bowdoin Freshtheir tenth straight

to stay.

Bowdpin led at the period
breaks, but only by narrow margins, 15-13, 27-25,

and

HERE'S
Complete Front End

J#

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must have completed at least two years of college. This is a
minimum requirement— it's best if you stay in school and
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26^
years, unmarried, and in good physical condition!

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN

PILOT Oft AIRCRAFT OBSERVE!
you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or AirIf

craft

Performance Engineering.

Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every

WHAT TO

DO:

Take a

transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you.

certificate to

9

Frame Alignment

If application is accepted, the Air Force will *> .«uge for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.

Where
*

™i

Visit

tit

«1»IIA9ANT »TftfST.BttUNS*|CK.MAt*l
#
.*
•#• #•*•*•.» • iexeji

a
.

.•. ..•..
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Or write

'

i
-

•

more

#

Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude

^^^-^^.

test.

you pass your physical and other teats, you will be scheduled
for an Aviation Cadet training class.
The Selective Service
Act allows you a four-month deferment
while waiting class
If

assignment.

to:

details:

Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,

s

^?oB-^
*****••••*•••••••••*,** • • •
U. S. Air Force,

nrai

Bowdoin

to pot

3

4,

Few Weeks!

your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting

Officer.

40-31.

In addition to Libby, two other
players
students contributed Bowdoin
double
hit
$1,800 tp charity in 1052. Annual figures. Ed Kenney tallied 13, and
Bowdoin Campus Chaet Weekend ReLlie Janelle ended up with an'
even dozen.
is March 14 and 14, 1953

beginning- -your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.

Maine's Moat Modern Auto

Libby Throws to 22

sssiesssssseeeeeeejei

'

USED CARS

67-64 Over Stephens;

men annexed

T takes a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
But if you can measure up, here's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training— training
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard, play hard— especially
for the fisst few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro—
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a vear. And this is only the
I an Aviation Cadet.

!

win
by downing a stubborn
Stephens High quintet. 67-54, at
Brunswick last Saturday.
It wah a see-saw affair until the
Frosh broke loose in the fourth
quarter, on the shooting of Johnny
Libby. Libby, who was high SCOr^r,
for the game with 22 points, sent
Card- six straight shots through the
hoop to send the Polar Cubs ahead

baseball game will
be played an the trip through
Massachusetts along" with Wll-

T^e Harvard

FORD

3:1».S.

With Wesleyan apparently preferring to schedule competition
closer to home in swimming and
football,

"Matchless Service"!

scored his usual firsts in the 150
yard medley and the 200 yard
backstroke. Some of these events
found Bowdoin swimmers nearly
lapping the field.
Larry Boyle took the diving to
the surprise- of no one and he did
it with 119.63 points, not far off
his* own pool record and nearly 50
points better than his Boston University competitor.
The impeccable Boyle, clad in gleaming
white trunks, consistently did \0
more difficult dives with more proficiency than his opponent.
300 Yard Medlev R«Uy
Won by Bowdoin
(Saunders. PeWinUr. Carpenter) Tune:

—

With Bowdoin Teams

liams,

the grade, you

the first period, but remained fifteen points behind most of the inal percentage of .491. On 42 atand never did present tempts from the foul line, they
made 25 of them good for a perTrinity with a serious threat.
The Polar Bears fell far behind centage of .595.
Fraser sank 12 field goals in 16
late in the third quarter after
Bartlett fouled out, and substi- tries, and connected on 12 of his
all in all not a
tutes finished out the game in 17 foul attempts
the fourth quarter as both coaches bad night's work. Bill's folks had
cleaned their respective benches. come down from Mexico, Me., to
watch
him play, and were no doubt
Fraser led the Bowdoin scoring
with 16 points and some fine back- well pleased with his performance.
Walt Bartlett was the only
varsity
swimming board work. Trinity standout was
Bowdoin's
other
Bowdoinite
to reach double
team swept to an easy 48-35 vic- the versatile Mazurek who scored
figures, tallying ten markers. The
tory in a meet held in the Curtis points in every imaginable fashion
remainder of the scoring was
Polar
kept
the
and
constantly
Pool last Saturday.
pretty well divided up between
The Polar Bears took every first Bears at a safe distance.
Johnny Marr, George Mitchell, Lou
place and every event except the
Janelle, Libby, Perry Allen, and Audet, Phil Day and Jim Flaker.
final event, the 400 yard relay
Sears stood out defensively for
For MIT, Shilenski was high
which had no significance on the
the Bowdoin Freshmen.
with 17 points, followed by Schultz
outcome of the meet. Since BowStephens High, which is cur- with ten. Their team percentage
doin had already secured enough
rently among the Western Maine for field goals was .351. while their
points to win, Coach Miller used a
Class L (large schools) Division foul shooting percentage was .529.
second-string relay team which
leaders, looked good on the floor,
Coach Christie Rockwood of
nearly topped B.U.'s first-team
but just couldn't weather the MIT said after the game that
group.
The first three Bowdoin
(Continued on Page 4)
fourth period Storm.
swimmers had all picked up slight SB
,._
^iyM.J,l ...L
leads and it began to look as if
{he Millermen would sweep the
day, but B.U. anchor man wiped
out the margin and denied them
a shutout.
.

two Bowdoin sweeps. The Cape

have

you can make

game

Polar Bear Tankmen
Wesley an, Boston University
Bowdoin College ended its swimming rivalry with Wesleyan on a
victory
beating
the
by
note

If

of the statistics, they did just that.

Washing*on 25, D. C.
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BOWDOIN ORIENT SPORTS
Champion
Shows Talent In Union

Bowdoin Takes B.U.
In Easy Swim Victory

Nat'l Billiard

Two

(Continued from Page 3)
»• y*rt Frwatyle
Won by Hlldrrth
<Bl: 2nd. Wallace (BU) 3rd. Eta-hokin

—

billiards

exhibitions
for several

instructions

free

in-

—

:

:

:

:

—
—

Scholar.

He went on to state that too
often the "quality of humility" is

:

:

taken as synonymous with "meek-

Trick Shot Artist

'B)
3rd, Ridlon
2nd. Sexton (BU)
(B). Time: 2:l».g.
*•• Yard Breastroke
Won by Clifford
<B) 2nd. Flynn (BU)
3rd, DeWinter
<B). Time: 2:45.3.
440 Yard Freestyle
Won by Hildreth
(B) 2nd. Wallace (BU) 3rd. Eu-Hokin
:

ness

—

:

—

:

:

(BU). Time: 5:11.«.

The Humble Man

Scoring Record
(Continued from Page 3)
Fraser did the best rebounding
job he has seen this year. He said
that, "although the Bowdoin team
didn't have the height that Bates
has, they were fast and aggressive. We tried to concentrate on
Bartlett, thinking he would hurt
us the most," he went on to say,
"but we couldn't stop Fraser."

most

Leadinr Scorers

Games Points

ATO

DKE

t.ndd.

Wcrksman.

93

fi

Tetr

ARU

i

K
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E
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Nu

Verelln. Siirma

5»
Last Week's Resalts
(including before exams)
Bata 31 Psi U 25
I»S 36 ATO 2.r>
KS 41 Beta 25
KS 56 Signns Nu 4:1
Psi U «H Chi Psi 43
ARU 57 OS 37
52 Zetes 38
TO 38 AD i«
TD iZ Zetes 49
AD 38 ATO 2i
Beta 47 Chi P»i 2«
5

.

|

|
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U
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Zcte
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l.llflO

.n:n
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r,

n
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r>

1

4
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.KOfl

Winter

4

I

.Hon

Stenherir.

.««<•

McGor'l.
Totals

DS

.j00
.333
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Psi

U.

.US
,SM
.tM
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.'.Tin
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(ft)
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Mi-Bridf.

rf
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If

4

I

8
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2

Morsnt. Ik
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3
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2
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1

(i
n
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5
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1

1

3

I

Sawyer,

n

Hummons

Ham. rjr
Woodbury
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3
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Totals
(I
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|

I

5

2!

Rosrers

31
31

Donahue,
Jordon

3

5 11

31
21

rir

2
1

Bailev
Gulexian.

I

1

Dean

Totals

4

Con'lan, tk

2 10!

Plasse.

1

41

If

Walsh

1

0'

lege records and transcripts, interviews, recommendations, honors
and awards which the applicant
has received in his undergraduate
G F P
2
2 6 career. Each school has its own
standards for admission, and the
3 1
applicant can find out from the
9 19 37

Malcolm.

If

01 Winner
71 Miller, c

1
II
5 IK'

1

o

Total*)

Totals

16

2

1

Stenbenr. r«r 2
Reairan
Sarrauf, Ik
1

fl

Reav

KS
F P
Shaw, rf
McCrath.

1

(i

fi

rf

5

1

Sterns
If

2
Ilesellon
P. BrVn. c 3

Dabnev

II
4
11
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Plasse,

1

Na (43)
G F P
10
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Veeella.
Lilley,

If

If
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Greenwood

Roux

rjr

3
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Leifueux. c

Levine. rK

1
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4
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Ware. Ik
Bailev
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on Winter House Parties,
•
•
•
•
like to suggest a few
We understand that ex ORIENT
parlor games to keep the long
editor Tom Otis is interested in
winter evenings from growing too
source
Still

we would

The cry

dull.

practicality

is

in

these lean years, and in accord-

Philosophy. Some unreliable
or other tells us that he thinks
there are
life Birth,

four facets in
ance with the fashion, we would
Youth. Old Age, and Death.
suggest games that require little
•
•
•
•
or no extra equipment. Spin the
:

lege for Intelligent Women. It is
a variation of the old game of
ducking for apples. It consists of

bobbing.
would

At the conclusion of the speech
there was a 45 minute question

iguppies be
.~Js t ituted

'

and answer period.
Dr. Anthon holds a Doctorate
from Harvard University, and has
served as Higher Education Advisor for the U. S. High Commission in Berlin, Germany.
In this
capacity he headed the Free University in Berlin, and he was in
charge of the international exchange of students and professors

•

•

•

in

Carolina, a group of

sub- spirits.
•

for

*

•

•

We are delighted to be able to
inform you, and we have the New
when the partici- York "Times to back us up, that
pants begin to get too good at the there have
been no legal trials of
game.
witches in Scotland since 1727.
^*m*0m

jordinary goldfish

*

*

Thompson E. Ashby

Dr.

hospital January 30, was
honored by an Honorary Doctor of
Divinity Degree from Bowdoin in*

(land

in that area.

iike

suggest

•

Down

Greenwood. South
County and
Federal agents stopped a truck
bearing a load of Christmas trees.
Underneath the stack of trees
were some boxes of tree decoraoddly
tions
that
turned' out,
We enough,
to be whiskey. Go ahead
to
that and make a pun about Christmas

duckling goldfish. There seems to
be more of a
kick to this stunt
tn%n~to> the old
fashioned
apple
1

for beans.

Howard Cast
Workshop Drama

Beeson,

William Beeson, III, '56 and T.
Brooke Howard, '56 have been
cast in the Brunswick Workshop

"The
Theater's
production
of
Heiress." Beeson will play the part
of Morriss Townsend and Howard
is cast as Arthur Townsend in the
adaptation of Henry James' novel
to be performed February 26 and
27 in the Brunswick High School
Auditorium. "The Heiress" has recently been seen as a movie with
Olivia DeHavilland.

He

1930.

year

celebrated

his

in the ministry in

retired

fiftieth

1950 and

two years ago.

*

*

•

»

•

Attendance At Annual

Otis Retires; Ranlett,

YMCA

New

Conference Urged
graduate of the University of
Denver where he was football
[Continued from Page 7]
captain in his senior year, Dr. Ashplete view of Y.M.C.A. work. Those
by attended Harvard Divinity
interested should obtain a regisSchool.
He held a pastorate in tration
form at the Placement
Massachusetts
before
Chelsea,
Bureau at once and mail it comcoming to Brunswick in 1917 at
pleted to the State Y.M.C.A.. 173
the request of President William
Main Street, Waterville, Maine,
D. Hyde.
A

•

There was a partial eclipse of
For the benefit of those who
the sun on Friday the thirteenth. read and contribute
to the New
*
*
*
*
Yorker, we would like to say that
We noted with some interest this column may be taken as
that a Colby College student is a humorous.

Editor, Carries

On

(Continued from Page I)
Retiring Editor Otis is a member of the Political Forum, and he
now represents his fraternity,
Delta Sigma, on the Student Council. He has also served as Publicity
Director for the Masque and Gown.
A resident of Hyannis, Mass., Otis
to is a member of the ROTC senior

Law

School Interview

Professor Teff t, a representative
of the University of Chicago Law
School will be on campus the after-

prior to Feb. 21.
The registration, limited
Juniors and Seniors, is free and
all delegates will be guests of the
State "Y" at lunch.
Mr. Chester A. Baker, Y.M.C.A.
State Secretary, will visit the
campus Friday, Feb. 20, and will
interview men at the Placement
Bureau at 10 a.m. Application
forms are available at the Place-

division.

The selection of the new Editor
was made by the Directors of the
Bowdoin
Publishing
Company,

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, Former
noon of Monday, February 23.
Editor Alden E. Horton, Jr. "53,
Business Manager Albert E. LilFor men interested in Law
ley '54, and Otis. Ranlett will reSchool, he will be available in
Conference Room A at the Moul- ment Bureau Office, 302 Massa- place Horton as the fifth member
of the Publishing Company.
chusetts Hall.
ton Union from 1:45 to 4 p.m.

6

4

1

1

?•:

16
3

10 06

Totals

16 11 43

.

.

.

"^J fll say

rve been

producing the following and other

men

can show you short cuts

9 37

TICKETS

•

71

Mitchell, r

Mease

11

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

The Record Office

Hale.

1

4

Paul K. Nivrn

Jerry Wllto*

• Printers

Of The Orient •

J

2

1

Bar.

it

time and save you money.

in

2
-1

If

Delan.v

Gelinss. e

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

g r

1« Russell.

Hird
Tyler
Paul.

note that the Winter House

Party starts on an appropriate anniversary. On February 20, 1879,
women were first admitted to the

but

have somebody on this campus who
can beat that list. Come forward,
you shrinking violets, and receive
your acclaim like true sons of
James Bowdoin.
• • • •
Harold Snow, president of the
Snow Canning Company at Pine
Point, is organist at a church.

(28)

PdUrrson.
Brountas

2

113
7

Our long experience

rir

2

22 8

r

*

Let us help you plan your printing

2 10

c-

Andrrson
Sa\ a ire
Totals

We

•

tr

i

r»

fi

II

II

Sands. In

Douglass

CUMBERLAND

Complete and Friendly

*

Brunswick, Maine

Banking Services

NOW... 10 Months

Feb. 18-19

Wed.-Thurs.

EIGHT IRON MEN

Student Accounts

with

Bonar

('ollca.no

-

Arthur

l.aiiz

Welcomed

also

»ms

For Chesterfield

Short -Subject*

Brunswick Branch
Feb. 20-21

Frl.-Sat

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

THUNDER
THE EAST

IN

Member

First

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

and Only Premium Quality Cigarette

in

Both

Regular and King -Size

Scientific Evidence

A

medical specialist

is

making

regular bi-

monthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average
of over ten years.

After ten months, the medical specialist reports

with

Alan Ladd

•

that he observed

Deborah Kerr
Mm

also

.n i

l

Feb. 22-2S-24

San.-Mon.-Tue*.

no adverse

with

BOWDOIN MUFFLER
BLACK and WHITE

e

KtNG-SfZE

also

1

6 Feet

Cartoon

DONT

CARE' GIRL

Long
[GARETTE5

Feb. 25-26

Wcd.-Thur*.

on the nose, throat and

MUCHMiLDER

'GO

Elizabeth Taylor

JS'ews

.

effects

sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.

IVANHOE
Robert Taylor

.

ii

Cartoon

>'ew»

,

$4.50

oasrir t *»te& 1c*xca to

GA RETTE$
iwtttr*

a ^<»T»'; roMtco c»

CffiSTERFIELD

with
jUitxi

tiaynor

-

Da\ id Wayne

also

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Short Subjects

News

^•tt

BtAt-f-ttakal**^

^
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CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE

MMaMaMMaMa«

an

all at the same
hate to be chauvinistK,
seems to us that we «h

and an editor

We

Belknap

4'

H'

1

C. Br'k'n,

•

*

actor,
time.

player,

trumpet

It is rumored that most New
Bottle, for instance. For those that
Englanders think that New York
like to splurge a little, we
is a nice place to visit, but that
note that they have come up with
they wouldn't want to live there
a new one down at Plainfield Col-

admissions office what his chances
The Wellesley College Glee Club
of admission are.
will give a joint concert with the
No special study or preparation Bowdoin Glee Club as part of the
is required for the test. The Jest- Campus Chest Weekend March 13
ing will start at 9 a.m.
and 14, 1953.

..
I

i

'Crowell.

column this week, so we will forget the whole idea. Instead we will
fill
a little space with assorted
fascinating facts.

tions.

In

E. Ward Oilman '53
to write a Pastor,
a

mood

Boss
Payne. 1k

Totals

Total.-

are in no

would

Lacking Peace, Unity
marks by stating that the two
zones, the East and the West, are
drifting apart, and that he does
not know how unification can take
place. He does not think that the
two can join again easily. He
said that it would take either of
two things to unite Germany
again: war or diplomatic negotia-

r

Hovty

as well as produce it
F P

Nirhols.

'

Speaker Sees Germany

By

We

Sirma
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appropriate forms must be filed
with the particular law school
through the proper channels.
The scores on the examinations
will be used by the individual admissions offices to supplement col-
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1

(37)

111 Trussell,

consisting of representatives of
the leading law schools of the
country. This test is obligatory for
some or all of the candidates for
admission to 42 of the leading law
schools of the United States including Boston University, Columbia University, Cornell, Harvard,
New York University, Northwestern University, and Yale University schools of law. Candidates can
G F P take the test despite the fact that
some of them have not completed
2
filling out the application blanks
to the schools for which they are
applying for admission.
1
11
8 31
Registration for the test does
IS 13 43 not affect ones application for admission. This application for adG F P mission is a separate process and
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Benoit.
1

DS
vs.

U

Bishop, rf

McGoldriek

Stephens
Morant. Ik

Chi Psi
Bits

vs.
vs.

Psi

English,

Thursday

ATO

funda-

performed
During his

trick shots.

billiards.

Wednesday

KS

and

shots

evening performance he also explained the fundamentals of pocket

Taesday
vs.

libbing, illustrated the six

mental

numerous

This WeVk's Games

DKE

*

Games

r>

DKE

TI> vs.

The Law School Admission tests
with what he knows, the will be administered by the Educadoor to learning is closed.
tional Testing Service on SaturThe choir sang "Gloria Patri" day, February 21, in the examinaby Pales trina.
tion room of Sills Hall at 8:45 a.m.
This examination has been prepared by the policy committee

he Icemen Split 4
taught everything he knows about
the game, was Willy Hoppe. Dur(Continued from Page 3)
ing recent years Mr. Peterson has
The Bowdoin counters were
Ave. devoted his time principally to giv- made by Hayne6, Gul lick son. and
I
ing exhibitions in almost every col- Monroe.
Monroe figured rather
13.G
15.8 lege in the country and appearing
prominently in this game, as he
12.0 in several movies.
scored two .goals and engaged in
11.8
Mr. Peterson, who highlighted his second bout in the last three
his two exhibitions by lively ad encounters.

Basketball Results
MrT,«r.ii.

Law School Admission
Exams Scheduled Here

satisfied

f

10.

}

the

in

[Continued from Page J]

President Coles concluded by
stating that a scholar, like a
Christian, must have a true quality
of humiliation; when a scholar
loses humility, when he becomes

Charles Peterson
famous pupil, whom

winters and early
often dark and
stormy at 8:20 in the morning; the
snow was poorly plowed and in
March the campus paths were wetrunning brooks.
"But for almost 30 years on
every Tuesday morning all the seasons round Dr. Ashby was at his
Less
place behind this pulpit.
regularly he spoke at the Sunday
afternoon vesper services. For 34
years he assisted President Sills
in the conduction of the baccalaureate service, and during the war
years he often acted as chaplain at
the special Commencement exercises held in September and Feb•
ruary in this chapel."
Honorary Degree Recipient
Dr. Ashby, who died in a Port-

and

spring

Dr. Ashby, who was pastor of
the First Parish Church for 34
years, was remembered in the address for his faithful service to
the College which was felt in a
number of ways. Professor Daggett, speaking of Ashby, said, "I
remember especially the Tuesday
morning services. In those days
the chapels were really morning
Denis W. Monroe '53, elected Stuprayers
they started the day.
dent Council President to replace

never comprehend.

<

Nichols.

ruary

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Prof. Daggett In Chapel Address

gett delivered the address at the
memorial service for the late Reverend Thompson E. Ashby, Feb-

President Coles said that a truly
humble man "wishes to be humble the retiring Gordon W. Stearns, Jr.
without appearing humble." He is '54. Monroe, a member of Delta
not proud, conceited, or arrogant;
Kappa Epsilon, is captain of the
he realizes that there is ^t greater
Hockey Team.
power than himself which he will •Varsity

New Gym

Intrafraternity

cited

of humility."

—

Yard Relay
Won bv BU (Macauley.
Flynn, Sexton. Piecuolo). Time: 4:03.1.

Fraser Sets

He

inferiority."

.

.

Uriah Heep, of Charles Dicken's
"David Copperfield," as one who
had a mistaken idea of the "quality

:

4M

.

By

Paying tribute to a man "who
though never a student nor a mem.
ber of the faculty, was closely associated with the life of Bowdoin
for more than a third of a century". Professor Athern P. Dag-

that
Coles stated
Bowdoin was not only a college of
scholars, but was also a "Christian" college. He declared that the
quality of humility is necessary to
both
the
Christian
and the

:

—

Praised

President

:

—

Sunday Chapel Talk

President Junes S. Coles of
Bowdoin spoke on "Humility, the
Christian, and the Scholar" in
and chapel last Sunday, February 15.

terested undergraduates highlight. <»U>. Tiroa: 2:20.2.
*• Y»r* FreaairW
Won by Lyndon (B) ed the appeareance at Bowdoin on
2x1. Plecuolo
Macaulay
3rd.
(BU)
February 12 by Charles C. Peter24.* sec.
. (BU). Time:
1M Yard Medley
Won by Arwezon (B) son, nationally known billiard
2nd. Sexton (BU)
3rd. Clifford (B).
champion and trick shot artist.
Time: 1:40.
JWrtafj
Won by Boyle (B) 2nd. l*v«rMr. Peterson has held national
Here (BU). Winning poinU 119.CS.
>•* Yari Freestyle
Won by Lyndon titles in several types of billiards
(B) ;%nd. Marauley (BU)
3rd. Pieculo since he began playing in 1905. His
'BU). Time: 54.4 see.
*•• T«rd Backstroke
Won by Arweion

1953

Late Dr. Ashby, First Parish Church Pastor,

Coles Stresses Humility

In
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Petagonal Conference

Clergymen, Houses To Hold

Open Discussion March

1

-

Problems Of Colleges

3

will bring a

New Brown

Few

Forum

officials

with

enthusiastic

were

last year's

greatly

apparent

3 P. Forum Speakers

response to the dis-

cussions.

Planned For /Future;
Goodrich '20 Here Soon

Monday afternoon the visiting
clergy will assemble to become acand

then meet again
Tuesday afternoon to discuss the
quainted

Dr. Leland M. Goodrich '20,
previous night's activities. Two of
the visitors will speak at Chapel Professor of International Law at
Columbia University will be the
March 2 and 3.

Choice of Clergymen

x

ForUm's second speaker

Political

of the semester, when he addresses
that group at the College, Thurs-

A

House may specify its desire
for a minister, priest, or rabbi.. In

some cases individuals are chosen. day, March 5.
The clergymen, in the past, have
Political Forum
succeeded in bringing out an unrealized amount of interest in
religion which exists on campus.

Speaker

Their discussions sometimes cover
many subjects, but they usually
concern religion. The March 1, 2,
and 3 period was selected by the
Forum so that the meetings
wouldn't be in competition with
other activities.
The Religious Forum is an Organization which functions once -a
year. Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Christian Association, the idea for
the Forum was conceived by Gordon Gillitte '34. It was the first
such forum to be held in a college.
Every House has one or more
representatives
the
to
Forum.
They are as follows: James A.

Cook,

Jr. '55

and Paul F. Dud'ey,
Alpha Delta Phi; David R.
Anderson '55, Psi Upsilon; George
A. Harvey '55, Chi Psi; Paul A.
Rrinkman '54, Delta Kappa EpsiDr. Leland M. Goodrich
Ion;
Herbert A. Urweidcr '54,
Theta Beta Chi; Thomas F. Lynhas taught at
Dr. Goodrich
don '53. Zeta Psi; Rdtfnd G. Ware.
Brown, Lafayette, and Harvard,
'54. Kappa Sigma;
Jr.
John S.
MacDermid '53. Beta Theta Pi; and from 1942 to 1946 was Director of the World Peace FoundFrancis W. Gorham, Jr. '54, Sigma
the United
Nu; Robert ,N. Thurston '54, Al-]* t,on A delegate to
Pha Tau Omega; Roger E. Gordon Na} ,(] ns Conference in 194a he as,strd '" drawing up the charter
•54. Alpha Rho Upsilon; Melvin E.
HodgkinV T 5T-, DelTa~Sigma; and
J"
writings isF!?!*ZJZ!?£!»±
one on the United NaGerard L. Dube '55, Independents.
Jr. '53,

•

WUl Soon

Balanced Budget Plans,
Admission, Scholarships
Considered In Meeting
Representatives from five New
England

liberal arts colleges,

Visit Spain;
See Several Bowdoin

Alumni During Tour

|

letters

from

Sills

recently,

in

I

During the intermission. Miss Kathleen McNiell was chosen from
the 12 lovely candidates to be the Winter Houseparty Queen. She was
the date of John F. Bowler '55, a member of the Delta Sigma Fraternity. President Coles presented the cup to thc Queen who lives in

^^

\

London, Ontario.
After

\

.

suggested, and among the fore-j
most topics under contention .were
those of raises in tuition (two col~
leges were seriously considering
such raises), and the possibility of
enlisting the aid of industry in

He

^^

Maui ice Curiel
:

>42

^J^

more

criuse from Naples to Athens
via Alexandria, Cairo, Beirut and

American Colleges

songs, including the new "Winter
Wonderland," were well received,
however.
On Saturday afternoon. Bowdoin men and their dates were entertained
by the Masque and
Gown production of George Bat-

Under the sponsorship ot the
Bowdoin Christian Association, H.
Davison Osgood '53 spoke yesterday morning in Chapel.
After showing his gratitude to
the "most forgotten organization"
on campus for allowing him to
speak and after labelling chapel a
Featured by a joint concert with and his date to all events will be "farce and sham", Osgood struck
Wellesley, plans for the Bowdoin sold for $2.50, while the general out at thc level of American col-

Kathleen McNeill

Campus Chest Plans Completed
Dance Featured

Concert,

to be held public will be admitted at the rate
Friday and Saturday, March 13 of 50 cents per event per person
and 14, are nearing completion except for the Glee Club Concert
under the direction of the Campus which will cost the public $1.20.
Chest Committee.
Scheduled to be open for the

week

In addition to thc joint concert

for guests of the students are
fraternity houses: Chi Psi,

six

Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta Pi,
Sigma Nu. Alpha Rho Upsilon, and
Delta Sigma.

Many

Named

Charities

Chairman of the Campus Chest
Committee, Barrett C. Nichols, Jr.
is

in stressing that the weekend
unique in that all proceeds go

to

worthy

'54,

'

charities, stated recent17 organizations had received allotments from the Campus Chest Weekend funds collected last year. He reported that a
total of $2,051 has been alloted on
these bases: One, service to residents of the Brunswick Area; Two,
urgency of the appeal with the immediate need of help to carry on
activities receiving attention; and,
three, service to youth.
The groups receiving donations
during the past year have been:

'

-

t

,

A

!

Mountain Expert To Speak

Chapel Speaker

Present

Confusion"

"Ramshackle Inn"

starring

Nancy McKeen and Camille F.
'55.
500 people jammed

Sarrauf

sheets
unrequired reading;
he
pointed out the difference in the
appeal of the Cumberland Theater
and Hubbard Hall
he
(here
identified Hubbard Hall as the
library for those unaware of he
fact); and he recognized the low
strata
of
conversation
which
typifies the college bull session.
Orator Osgood then made the
statement that the AB degree has

ly that

desirable.

son's

Memorial Hall, filling additional
legiate education.
chairs that were set up in the
Starting with the basic premise back. The Masque and Gown rethat undergradua'es have thoughts ports that the play was financially
to express and taking issue with successful for its two day run.
an article in an issue of "Time
Two Jam Sessions
Magazine" which issued forth
At about three o'clock Saturday
against
contemporary
students afternoon 250 or more students
with the words college students and dates jammed the Beta Theta
"cannot think but only emote," Pi house to hear the Bowdoin Jazz
Osgood proceeded to attack the Band. It was the largest crowd the
lack of intellectual fervor found in Band has seen on ihe campus
in
colleges such as Bowdoin
two years, and the largest for the
He called the professors naive Beta House in decades. On Friday
who include on their assignment afternoon the Band also gave a

Campus Chest Weekend

by the Wellesley and Bowdoin
Glee Clubs, there will be a Fraternity All-Star-Brunswick High basketball game, a jazz concert, a
movie, a dance with booths, and a
repeat battle of wits between the
Faculty and the students.
The weekend activities will open
year.
March 13 when the Faculty will
Academic Freedom
The topic of academic freedom again match their wits with a
group
of students in Memorial Hall
and the prospect of Congressional
at 7:30 p.m.
Following this the
investigations was. perhaps, one of
basketball game will be played in
the most important subjects disThat such investigations the Sargent Gym with game time
cussed.
scheduled for 9:30 p.m. Selections
should be tolerated in principle,

Bermuda
Planned By 33 Students

In

Photo by Gaston

Ws

then taken on the
export liner "Excam(Continurd on Pagr 3)

American

|!

|

the

to an apParts of the

crowd were hampered in their
enjoyment of thc well-known
Meddie harmony by the bad
acoustics of the gymnasium. Their

At Level Of Education

A

other cities

coronation,

preciative audience.

on-

j anuarv 29

financing.

the

Meddiebempsters sang

Osgood Strikes Forth

for the Fraternity All-Star Team
if they arise, was the general opinare being made this week by the
ion, and the questions of how they,
White Key.
would affect the colleges and in
.Most Textbooks Out
Jazz Concert Set
accepted
In discussing the experimental what form they should be
-Scheduled Saturday, March. 14,
were discussed.
curriculum, Dr. Wriston commentMethods of recruiting able fac- i(k the movie, "Family Honeyed on the substitution of "signifiCharter, while the text used
was discussed along moon", which will be shown twice
The clergymen will be secured tions
cant" books for textbooks. "Most ulty members
the present Government 15
in
the question of what appeal in Smith Auditorium, at 1:30 p.m.
under the supervision of Kenneth
books," he said in a statement to with
The Bowdoin Brunswick Chapter Americourse is. of his work.
arts college had and at 3:30 p.m.
B. Miller '54. David A. Mitchell '54
the Brown Daily Herald, "are a small liberal
can Red Cross
$425.00
The speaker received an honor- hardly worth reading, for if not over larger universities, especially Jazz Band will hold a concert in Pine Tree Society for Cripand David R. Anderson '55 are in
Omega
dance hall
the
Alpha
Tau
the
field
of
sciences.
in
ary
degree
from
the
last
College at
charge of the Fraternity reprebarren of ideas they arc impled Children
200.00
evening
the
joint
at
3
p.m.
In
the
Colleg-« Representatives
Com- poverished in that respect."
Sesquicentcnnial
Ihmhk June's
is
sentatives.
Publicity
World Student Service
Approximately six administra- concert will be held in the First
taken care of by Paul A. Brink- moncoment.
Textbooks will not be used and
Fund
100.00
Parish Church at 7:45 pjn., while'
officers
represented
each
coltive
Under the direction of its new lectures will be rare in the proman '54.
American Friends Service
the Conference, and all col- the Dance in the Sargent Gymnaspresident, William A. Fickett '54, posed courses. These new courses lege at
Committee
75.00
with the ium will follow at 9:30 p.m.
the Forum hopes to continue to are expected to arouse in students lege presidents attended
American
Heart
Association
50.00
(Continued on Ptge 4)
ticket admitting the student
very capable speakers, the
secure
to inquire for themBrunswick Chapter, Salva
Cruise since, the group hopes that the selvesdesire
R.O.T.C.
and develop a freer and
tion Army
50.00
speeches will stimulate interest in more mature manner of verbal
Brunswick Scouting Propolitics among the students. The and oral expression.
gram
100.00
.
Forum will attempt to obtain two
National Scholarship Fund
Nineteen seniors and approximore speakers this year, one for
By Carroll E. Pennell '56
for Negro Students
50.00
mately fourteen juniors,* who are
Bradford Washburn, Director of of the largest glaciers in the world Athens College
April and one for May.
100.00
members of the Advanced Course
Cites
flight.
the
in
Boston,
this
Science
was
discovered
on
Museum of
Cumberland County TuberThere has been some discussion
in Military Science, will take a
will speak in Memorial Hall, WedFor his extensive exploration in
culosis and Health Astraining cruise to Bermuda during in the Forum about creating a
Generation's
nesday, March 4, on the first as- Alaska, Washburn was awarded
sociation
150.00
.
forum consisting of foreign stuthe Spring vacation.
cent of thc western ridge of Mount the Burr Prize of the Geographic March of Dimes
100.00
Sailing in a supply ship station- dents, but as yet, nothing has "Spiritual
McKinley.
Society in 1940.
Japan Inter. Christian Univ.
ed at Fort Eustis, Virginia, a materialized.
Washburn made the ascent as
Two years later Mr. Washburn
Foundation, Inc.
100.00
The Reverend James W. LenAssistant Professor of Art. AlTransportation Corps installation,
co-leader of an expedition spon- acted as thc major Army Air Force Save the Children Federa1he ROTC students will acquire bert S. Roe spoke to the Political hard, D.D., of the State Street sored by thc Boston Science Mu- on the U. S. Army Alaskan Test
tion
96.00
transportation Forum in the first semester while Congregational Church. Portland,
practical
some
seum, the University of Alaska, Expedition which was made the Foster Parents' Plan for
Dr. Carl Ant hone, a member of Maine, spoke on "The Present Genknow-how.
and the University of Denver. On third ascent of Mount McKinley.
War Children, Inc
180.00
There's a slight drawback to the the office of the high commissioner eration" in chapel last Sunday, this expedition he made the high- Its interesting to note that the
Brunswick Humane Society,
Berlin, spoke to the group February, 22, 1953.
trip: the students have to pay for of
made members of this expedition lived
Inc.
75.00
The Reverend Mr. Lenhard as- est ski plane landing ever
i several
weeks ago.
their food.
by man. Dr. Terris Moore, Presi- for the best part of three weeks Maine Cancer Society
150.00
serted that the present generation
dent of thc University of Alaska, above the altitude of fifteen thou- Cerebral Palsy Fund
50.00
merits an "adjective." He stated
-

Douglas A. Chalmers '53
Almost 500 dates arrived on campus last weekend for the Winter
Houseparties. Despite the damp weather, the scheduled and impromptu
entertainment was a success, and almost everyone was happy with
Bowdoin's midwinter social break.
On Friday night, the bands of Freddie Sateriale and George Kay
battled it out to a draw at the formal dance held in the gym, which
was decorated with blinking stars and turning snowmen. The Union
Committee reports that about 370 couples attended. The dance was
called a financial success despite the drop from $5 to $4 in the price of
tickets.

which hp exr,, ained that he had
Williams been in Nic-e. France from January 20-24, and that he was in
Financing Discussed
Rome from the 24th to the 29th.
Over-all problems of financing?
In Rome he saw Leonard Tenses-,
were discussed in the opening
nyson >42 who |g
th(? Ameri _
Manyj can Embassy Norman Seagrave
sion of the Conference.
plans for the maintenance of a 37
wno js witn thc Mutaul
properly balanced budget wenf Security Agency, and their wives.
Dartmouth,
Amherst,
and Wesleyan.

Admissions, Scholarships, Aid
and
Admission.
scholarships,
student aid in general were dis J
cussed at the second session. Per-;
centages of men on scholarship
tion.
were comparpd along with financial
statistics,
and the Conference
New Teaching ."Woden
One of the "purposes of this members aimed at co-operation iri
project is to discove.- wr.etl.er stu- the offering of scholarships from
dents will respond to modes of different regions. The question of
teaching other
than
those to what really constitutes financial
which they have become accustom- need was discussed by the Confered." says Dr. Henry M. Wriston, ence members who also tried to
arrive at a sensible solution to the
President of the University.
The project is directed to give problem of competition for prethe faculty an opportunity to tost matriculation scholarships.
The number of men the colleges
out experimentally with students
first
two college years expect to admit was estimated,
in the
methods which have been previ- and the concensus of opinion was
ously reserved toi courses in the that a heavy loss to the services
will not be incurred this year,
junior and senior years.
The grant provided by the while it might very well be next
will assure
that the faculty shall have the
time and necessary equipment for
carrying out the project. Money
from the grant will provide substitutes for present members of
the faculty who will teach the experimental courses or provide for
new appointees where that seems

(By

Houseparty Queen

President Emeritus Kenneth C.
M. Sills and Mrs. Sills, who have
been on a tour of Europe since
his retirement, have traveled in
France. Italy, and Greece recently
and will soon go to Spain.
Assistant
to
the
President
Philip S.
Wilder received two

irw

21

Houseparties Rated Great
Success Despite Weather

France, Greece

Italy,

eluding Bowdoin, met to discuss
problems of curriculum, administration and finance at the tenth
Conference,
annual
Pentagonal
held,
this
year at Dartmouth,;
starting on Wednesday, February?
18 and lasting for three days
a
Other colleges represented wer«

Brown University, a result of
quarter million dollar grant from
the Carnegie Corporation for the
purpose of financing a curriculum
based on the concept of "Identification and Criticism of Ideas."
To provide the entering college
freshman with a "refreshing and
beneficial change" from secondary
school is the principal purpose of
this new concept conceived by
Vice-President of Brown University Bruce M. Bigelow. Since many
freshmen often lack intellectual
curiosity, the new curriculum wi'l
emphasize the method of freshman instruction. Stress will be
placed on Discussion, analysis, and
the studying an idea instead of upon lectures, memorization, and
merely the collecting of informa-

Carnegie Corporation

Wife Traveling

Sills,

NUMBER

25, 1953

Representatives Discuss In Europe; Have Seen

clergyman to each Bowdoin Fraternity during a three-day period, beginning Sunday. March 1.
Curriculum
This year's theme will be, "Is Religion More than Ethics?" The
Reverend Charles L. Taylor, D.D., Dean of the Episcopal Theology
Books;
To Require
School, Cambridge, Mass., will present the keynote speech in Sunday
Chapel. Dean Taylor graduated from Williams College and later
Teaching Nodes Radical
studied at Oxford;
On Monday and Tuesday evenings the clergymen will visit their
A new experiment designed to
designated Houses. The students will be able to question and hold revitalize the first two years of
college will begin next fall at
informal discussions with their Fraternity's clergyman.

The 1953 Religious Forum

satisfied
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anyone who wanted to look.
Saturday night, bands fr.m as
away as Boston and as near
but as Brunswick were found at the

become a

]

warm-up concert at the Psi
House.
Fraternity activities filled in the
remainder of the entertainment
schedule.
Friday evening saw
parties
and banquets in the
Houses, and happy groups were
found there after the dance by
short

far

"social certificate"
recogn'zedT the
va'ue of such Fraternities as informal
dances
"orgies" as took place last week- were held all over
campus. The
cn <*. He did not place the full onus Zeta Pais packed
them in as they
for the deplorable state of college featured
the Crimson Stomrrrs

education in America en
the
shoulders of he students but tried
to shift some onto the shoulders
ot the academic profession.
He said that the life of the student has become one ruled by the
"blue broks and hourly buz7ers"
and called them the "mechanical
devices" of the faculty. As a soluion, Osgood would turn- to the
British system of higher education
where the discipline lay in the "Industry and initiative" of the Individual student rather than in
these devices.
If such a system as the British
employ were to be introduced in

American
ed to

colleges,

from Boson.
Boller Skating
Psi Upsilon held their roller
skating party on Saturday afternoon, and it was reported to be
well attended and an all-around
success. The ice skating party tha
the Chi Psi's had planned failed to
materialize due to the failure oJ
the weather to cooperate.
The weather seems to have been
the only detracting fact r in the
weekend. Dates arrived in he sun
shine and left the same way, bu
in between left something to be
desired.

Osgood seem- college would

the burden of responsiwould rest solely with the
student and education would become an "end rather than a
means." Such a system would
mean that no man that entered

fall unless he was
lacking in this Industry and inltiative which drives the British student on to intellectual pursuits
without the mechanical threa s
employed so frequently In this
country.

feel,

bility

!
'

'
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Spontaneous Entertainment Makes

Weekend

Success; Parties

Gay

that he disagreed with those who
labeled it a "beaten" generation.

He observed that we are a
generation which is not given to
."desperate frivolity"; that we are
silent, perhaps, because we are a
"thinking" generation. The Reverend Mr. Lenhard said that the
"intellectual and spiritual confusion" of thc present generation is
worthy of considerable notice.
Gallant Defeat
The speaker stated that we are
not the' first generation to face as
bad a present or future. To successfully deal with the problems of

Jr. '54

By C. Jackson Shuttleworth,
began Friday night. By (rolling at thc Beta House with a
were enough dates new and different battle of music
and party minded Bowdoinites in which sounded better the longer
formal clothes to get into the they played. Hundreds of young
and eager faces crowded into every
Bowdoin spirit of 'things
stay there. Thc various fraternities available bit of room, and the
had warm-up parties followed by afternoon might well be considered the highpoint of the weekend,
the traditional House banquets.
Then another party started while depending on your point of view,
those with the necessary four dol- of course.
Gulped Food
lars and the inclination started
Buffet dinners were hurriedly today, he declared, we must learn
through thc mud for the Sargent
gymnasium to patronize a well ad- gul|>ed and the evening began at to accept a kind of "gallant defeat"
the
various
fraternities. In general which he defined as "not victory
vertised "Battle of Music." The
nor complete defeat." He said that
"battle" lasted until 2:00 a.m.. and the parties seemed to be about the
People' blew we must reaffirm in ourselves the
thc bands played, the Meddies same everywhere.
"claim of Christianity."
sang, and Miss Kathleen McNeill clouds of smoke at each other,,
The Reverend Mr. Lenhard urgfrom Ontario, Canada, was chosen danced, looked for beer hooks, and
ed that we try to do our best and
switched dates.
queen.
to
realize that our life on earth is
The
entertainment
from
varied
Warm
But
Weather: Wet,
"just a fragment of our total life."
Saturday afternoon was warm "Virginia Reels." by the BrunsHe asserted there is a "purpose
and sultry. By that time a few wick Snappers to an all-business
beyond us" and that we possess an
more dates had arrived on campus orchestra led by Bob Pervical.
By 10:30 thc roads were jam- immortal soul.
and a few others had left. The
The choir sang "Thou Knowest
Union Committee relaxed and the med with milling crowds on their
Lord the Secrets of Our Hearts,"
fraternities took over thc job of way to the Psi U. house for the
Meddie concert, and at 4:00 the by Henry Purccll.
providing the entertainment.
Thc jazz band started the day only legal spot on campus that
was open was the Moulton Union
It

all

that time there

#

—

WBOA Plans New Show

Grill.

Latest College Exhibits
Walker Art Building

Maine Central Railroad
Sunday afternoon was clear and
WBOA has announced thc
and with the Maine Central formation of 'a dramatic workshop

cold,

Railroad
at

running

on

time

the

aided Washburn

in

planning and sand

is

Nortih America, and
its height, which has not been yet
accurately established is in the
vicinity of twenty thousand three
hundred feet. Washburn is thc
leading authority today on this

mountain

^^^tmmmatmmmmmtmmtmmtmmmmmmmtm
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of

War awarded

Washburn a decoration for Exceptional Civilian Service for the
development and the- testing under
authentic conditions of some special arctic and high altitude equipment for the Army. This award

the highest

in

was made

in 1946.

Worked On Operation
"White Tower"
mountain.
Mr. Washburn graduated from
In 1947 R.K.O. Pictures, and the
Harvard in 1933 and became in- Boston Museum collaborated in a
From this
structor in the Institute of Geo- trip up McKinley.
graphical Exploration at Harvard came the remarkable scenes from
in 1935.
He started work in his which the movie "The White
present position as director of thc Tower" received its setting. This
Boston Museum of Science in 1939. trip made Washburn the first man
Thc speaker was leader of the to climb McKinley twice.
Society
Leads Cosmic Ray Research
National
Geographical
Expedition
Yukon Expedition, which made the
crossing of thc Great Saint Elias
Thc Office of Naval Rosea l-ch
Range from Canada to Alaska. authorized Washburn to direct an
This feat was done in thc dead of expedition to survey McKinley in
winter.
King George, thc Fifth connection with high-altitude cos"-,
of England sent a congratulatory mic ray research in 1949.
telegram to the expedition on thc
The fund raising for the new
completion of the crossing.
Boston Museum of Science buildLeads Geographic Society Flight ing at Science Park was directed
In 1936 thc National Geographic by Washburn. Another fund raisSociety sent out a group of planes ing drive which Washburn backed
to fly over the top of Mount Mc- was the million dollar drive which
Kinley to get a bird's eye view of resulted ui thc new Boston Planathe North American monarch. This tarium.
was led by Mr. Washburn.
Among others will be Gilbert
A year later thc Museum Direc- Seldas who will speak in April.
tor climbed Mount Lucania. high- He will talk on the importance of
est
unclimbed peak in North Mass Media on Society. The LeeAmerica, with Robert Bates. This, ture Committee is still looking for
climb Was considered one of the a speaker to fill the Annie Talbot
most sensational climbs in thc his- Cole Lectureship.
tory of Alaskan exploration.
The College Lecture Committee
In 1948 he flew over the western is composed of Professor Jean L.

under the direction of Douglas S.
traditional
"Thank God She's. Reid '54. It is planned to present
Sarah Ncwcomb College. DrawGone" parties were able to start a half hour show once a week with
ings by John Singer Sargent.
on schedule.
variety of types planned for the
a
Parker Ckmvelaad Hall
A few people managed to crawl remainder of the semester. Stu- glaciers of the Saint Elias Range
Autographs of famous French over to chapel for the 5 o'clock dents desiring auditions sjiould call for the National Geographic Soscientists.
service, ani with the choir singing WBOA, telephone 440, or should ciety. In the course of this flight
"Thou Knowest Lord the Secrets write D. S. Reid, Radio Station many thousands of miles of unHubbard Hall
Work of Bruce Rogers, designer in Our Hearts" the weekend offi- WBOA, Bowdoin College, Bruns- mapped land were photographed
cially came to an end.
wick.
from the air for the first time. One
of books.
Design studies by students

The Secretary

executing the landing.
Leading Authority

Mount McKinley

feet.

j

Placement Bureau Plans
Senior Interviews For

5 Companies Next

Week

•

Scheduled to send* representato Bowdoin next week for
senior
interviews are Sylvania
Electric Products, General Elec-

Phi Chi Had Many Ups, Downs;
Only Song Remains As Reminder
By T. Ellis McKlnnev, Jr. '54
In recent years Bowdoin stu"Freshmen reported to the
dents have continued to sing the Athletic Building somewhat scantPhi Chi Song after each touch- ily attired in pajamas
Each
down during football season, but freshman's back was well covered
many have never stopped to con- with molasses and a proclamation
sider the real significance of the stuck on.
Youthful heads were
1

1

song

.

made gray by

itself.

.

thc application of

For thc

information of those lard and pillow feathers.
ignorant of
sophomore
"Moustaches
and
Phi Chi which stood so long as an numerals were applied with paint
ancient and revered Bowdoin in- and brush, inspired by paddles,
tric, the ESSO Laboratories, the
stitution, this writer has uncovered they did six laps around the clay
Mercantile Stores, and the Ameria few details.
floor. Then they were led into the
can Cyanamid Company.
Phi Chi was thc chant and title middle of the floor and forced to
Taking part in the Placement
organization which resem- give a realistic example of a cow
Bureau series of interviews were of an
tives

who have remained

1

from the W. R.
Grace and Company of New York;
Smith, Kline, and French Laboratories,
Philadelphia;
William
Filcnc's and Sons, Boston; State
Mutual Life of Worccstrr; National City Bank of New York;
Hartford Machine Screw Company; and thc Aetna Life Insurance Company. Several departthe
ments of
UnKed States
Government
were interviewing
represcntaiives

bled thc Ku Klux Klan in its in distress."
methods and which led a stormy
"The most humiliating indignity
but persistent life on thc Bowdoin was the last when the freshmen
Campus. Not only did it die many #were made to swim through a sea
times, but it thrived for long of very wet
and oozy clay in front
periods of time under various of the door
which gave them freenames. Before 1864 when it was dom."

Phi Chi, it existed under such imaginative titles as the
"Club of Hercules".
Disobedient Freshmen
In the 1860's and 70"s Phi Chi
established a tribunal to try disseniors for career positions in
obedient freshmen in Sodom (the
Washington and with foreign ser- north end
of Winthrop). The trivice programs.
bunal was called "Sodom County
Arctic Weather Representative
Court".
Mr. Ladd also announced that
The avowed purpose of Phi Chi
the Arctic Weather Bureau Serv- was intimidating
freshmen "violatice will be represented at the
ing college rules". The society fell
campus on Thursday, March 19. into disfavor and was

ROTC Band

Practices

Thc R0.T.C. Band met

for

first called

New

Revival

By 1920 the organization seemed
to be gradually dying, but in 192223 members of the freshman class
elevated themselves on becoming
sophomores into a new Phi Chi.
Revived, the society competed for
a time and finally replaced the

White
visitors
rules."

Key

"which

and

enforced

entertained

freshman

until 1935 that the
faculty voted to abolish Phi Chi
when the freshman kings" on beIt

was not

banned In
1882 as a result of an accident half
of ttieir classmates drew up
which occurred in the initiation of a
petition which explained their
a member. In those days the candi- opinion
of Phi Chi and its actividates really suffered before initia- ties.
Thus Phi Chi faded away,
the tion.
but the song has survived.

Darbelnet, Chairman; Professor first time this semester on MonAired O. Gross. Professor Edward day, February 23. Any Freshman
C. Kirkland. Assistant Professor or Sophomore enrolled in Military
John P. Day, Assistant to the Science who can play a band inPresident Philip S. Wilder, and strument is invited to join the
Mr. Seward J. Marsh.
group.

The

following account of ProclaNight appeared in the

The existence

mation

ORIENT some

thirty

fied

of Phi Chi intensia terrifying sort of rlvslry be-

years ago

tween th^ freshman and sophoand offers only a mild dlustration more classes
which we should be
of the type of activity which Phi proud
does not exist on the Bowj

Chi sponsored:

MMM^

^in Campus

today.

^^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

wmmmmmmmmmm

*^esimmmcm
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P resident

Wallace R. .Harper,

Jr.

John N. Wisner,

T>y.y

\pws
Edward

B.
Robert C.

Rlackman
Burr

Jr.

John B. Goodrich
Carl S. Tsehantre

'55

diaries W. Schooneman
Sports Editor
Robert M. Hurst '54
Photographer

James

P.

Coles
I urge the support of every student in preparing for and participating in the events of the Campus Chest Weekend. Not only are
the charities of worthy nature to be benefited, but each student
supporting these charities will derive deep personal satisfaction.

'53

Editors

'55

Gaston

*55
'55

Edward

Spicer

F.

David G. Lavender

Carroll E. Pennell

Donald M. Zuckert

"55'

Professor Thomas Means
The Battle of Wits was a lot of fun with the Quiz Kids

'56
'56
'56
"56

and Dead End Kids

Herbert E. Mammons,

Joseph Y. Rogers

Jr.

Curtis

Webber

Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the President
I am a firm believer in Campus Chest Weekend

Chest. In the hrst place, with

Albert F. Lilley '54
Assistant Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54
A.

Cook

'54

Business Assistants

Hobart

'53

Harold R. Beachem,

Tracy

C.

'55

| (

<

the undergraduates' one opportunity of the year to help others. Instead of being requested to
contribute several times during the year to various causes you
have but one drive
and with Maestro Tilly, pretty girls, and a
carnival, the affair ought to be a grand success.

f'uhliihrrs

Letters

NEW YORK.

N. Y.
San Francisco

Assistant Professor James A. Storer
PiiTrv.<i
Boston I.o* A"*or.i.r.*
The least' students can do is to support the Campus Chest week»»«iM(«l*d wwkK when Haunt* art liHd during the Fall and Sprftir Trlmerter by
h * "Cudi'iiu of Hnwrfnin CoUrirr. Add rem n. •»•* rommoniratiom to the Editor and aajt*
end because it is 'a part of the community. It is a tangible way to
K-rlptlon r»mm<injriiH<>n« lo the Ituainm* Manairer or the Bowdoin I'ublithln* Coinwily at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hull, Bowdoin Coller*. Brnniwlek. Maine. Entered
show an interest which has increased every year.
-

-

-

second <-U*a matter at the poat
t«w one rear i* three ((3) dollar*.
.ta

at

offire

Rmnawick, Maine. The amh at i Ipjtl— rati

Wesley an Contacts Seen Lost
When Bowdoin
apparently

mean

meets Wesleyan

in

football next fall

it

will

the end, for the time being at least, of athletic

competition between the two

Bowdoin's basketball and
swimming teams have already met Wesleyan for the last time,
and recently Harvard replaced that college on Bowdoin's baserollee;es.

ball schedule this spring.

campus honor.

Wesleyan, whose ideographical location places it
be able to join in one
one hundred miles of almost countless colleges and universities,
Great harmony between
il)l<- lo make its schedule up of institutions near at hand and
supposedly for this reason, began eliminating Bowdoin from its Louis J. Benott '55

is

happy that certain Wellesley

girls will

of the finest collective student activities.
the two groups is expected.

i

Last year the best concert the Jazz Band gave was at the Campus Chest Weekend. The Band has come a long way, and this
he disappearance of Wesleyan from Bowdoin's athletic
year's concert for the Campus Chest Weekend should be great.
Cnedules does not just mean that we may play Trinity instead
of Wesleyan in football in 1954 or that we may swim Connection next winter or that we will play Harvard in baseball this known a fuHy active Forum, and should the renaissance of this
spring".
ost, in addition to many contacts picked up in actual organization be complete, the Forum would not find itself without

schedule.
f

I

competition, will be those gained socially,

many Bowdoin

as in previous

l^ast fall,

respect for one of Bowdoin's tradi-

went to Chapel on Thursday, January 22>, the last' Chapel
exercise of the Tall semester and
tions. I

active

members from

the

two lower

Seniors to leave first.
I guess that the lower classes
are unaware of this tradition, so
It gives one pretty poor impresI know that it would be too much
to ask for them to follow it sion to a visitor if he tries to walk
throughout
the
semester.
But from the Chapel to Searles withwhat reason have they not to wait out his clamming boots.
for graduating schoolmates after
Spencer Appollonio '55
their last Chapel exercise? To
me it shows lack of respect to both
the College and to its Seniors.
It was once thought that the
This is not the only tradition Aurora Borealis was not observed
that has ceased to exist during
in England until March 6, 1715,
my four years here, and I for one
would like to see a change in the but recent research has shown
that the lights were sighted on
students' attitude.
Russell

classes.

The difficulties of obtaining speakers for a college organization,
weekend trip to Middletown for the Wesleyan game, and on the odd numbered years such as the Forum cannot be underestimated. Many desiraffle
a number of Wesleyan students saw the two teams meet in speakers cannot find the time to come to Bowdoin, while others
Brunswick. Six national fraternities are represented by local require a speaker's fee which is too high. for the limited budget
chapters at both colleges which has aided in making these social of the Forum.
contacts closer.
Despite these handicaps the Political Forum as it was known
Bowdoin has much in common with Wesleyan. As a cob at Bowdoin two years ago and before was able to present a full
we like to compare ourselves with the Little Three of which schedule of activities ranging from small discussion groups in
Wesleyan is a member. The administrative officers of the two which 5 or 20 of the most active members might meet with a
colleges have realized this common interest. The presidents, Forum visitor up to the addresses which would fill the Moulton
deans, directors of admissions, treasurers, and representatives Union Lounge with students and faculty members. A group of
from the faculties of Bowdoin, Wesleyan, Amherst, Dartmouth, active, reliable members was assured; and positions of leadership
and Williams meet each year in what is known as the Pentagonal were hotly contested, dominance of the Forum often being
C onference.
sought by two or more houses.
Relations between the two institutions, Bowdoin and WesA complete or even partial Political Forum recovery will
will
continue
unchanged
leyan,
on an administrative level. But help the student gain a more national and international outlook
most of the social contacts between the two will be lost, and than is now held by the average Bowdoin man.
year*,

students

made

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
To the Editor:
8:00
The Sailing team's fleet of boats 8:15
trie
is not adequate to transport
8:30
college across the drowned fiats
8:55
of the campus. For that reason it
9:00
seems to one, who has grown a
9:15
bit tired of wading through the
9:30
slush, water, and mud. that im9:55
provements could be made in the 10:00
paths, especially those unpaved, 11 :00
on the college grounds.
11:05
The situation has existed for 11:15
years with no apparent effort be- 11:30
ing made to correct it. Perhaps a 12:00
small sum could be spared from 12:05
our illustrious thirteen million endowment to reclaim the college
walks.

To the Editor:
As a Senior, I would like to
comment on the lack of student

M. Hird

January

'53

30,

The World

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12-05

New York Times News

New York Times News
Sports Feature
Here's to Veterans
United Press Feature
Disc Jockey

World News Roundup
The 440 Club
The World in Brief
Strike Up the Band
Disc Jockey
Music to Study By
The World in Brief

Studytime Serenade
New York Times News
Regional News
Sports Review
Midnite Special
Late News Roundup
Sign Off

New York Times News
Sports Feature
Star Time
Paris Star Time

World News Roundup
Sports Variety

The Paul DeBrule Show
The World in Brief
-Strike Up the Band
The World

Sports Review
Star Time

Masterworks from France
World News Roundup
Guest Star
Musical Spotlight
The World in Brief
Strike

Up

the

Band

Disc Jockey
Music to Study

The World

By

in Brief

Studytime Serenade

New

York Times News

Regional News
Sports Review
Midnite Special

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

New York Times News
Sports Feature

Serenade in Blue
United Press Feature
Disc Jockey

World News Roundup
Oxford Book Show
Date With Dodo
The World in Brief
Strike

Up

the

Band

9:15 Disc Jockey
9:30 Music to Study

Disc Jockey

Music to Study

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

Tuesday. March S
7.00
7:05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8-00
8:15
8:30
8:55
9-00

Friday, February 87

To The Editor
Paved Paths Needed

Lack Of Respect Noted

Denis W. Monroe '58
also the last one for 19 of my
I hope the Campus Chest Weekend this year will be as big a
classmates who graduated Februsuccess as the last one. The Student Council is doing all it can,
ary 7. At the close of the service
and wholehearted support is the order of the day.
I expected to see these graduating
Seniors file out of the Chapel past
John F. Cosgrove '54
the lower classes. But I was wrong
Last year's Campus Chest basketball game was a happy farce.
as it seems that the Freshmen.
This year's contest should be a fast close battle. Ilrunswick High
Sophomores,
and Juniors had
has a good club, but the Interfraternity All-Stars will fight for business tc.o pressing to allow the

Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54
The Bowdoin Glee Club
within

•

first degree of his career at Bowdoin is President James
Receiving the diploma is Herbert A. Black II '53.

i

Rrttrrtrntativt

MADISON AVE.

Portland Press Herald

is

—

National Advertising Service, Inc.
C.rllttr

of the current social distractions"

S. Coles.

The Campus Chest campaign

HF.PHrWNT'D FOR NATIONAL AIOT.KT1MN0 »V

420

Campus

Professor Eaton Leith

Professor At hern P. Daggett. Professor Philip M. Brown.
Albert F. Lilley '54, Thomas Otis, Jr. '53, Charles Ranlett '54

,rs

the

56

Jr.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
I>ir

in

which take our students and their thoughts away from the campus,
it is good to have a major function which is primarily a family
atTair. In the second place, it Is good for our students to give some
thought to the many "good causes" which depend for their support
on voluntary contributions, and which they will be called upon
to work with and for as graduates.
Awarding the

Manager

Circulation

Richard C. Thurston

'54

Theodore D. Robbins

all

and

7:00
7.05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:55
9:00
9:15
9 30
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

Paghacci"
in Brief
Regional News
Sports Review
Pusbjn' Sand

11:00
11-05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

Monday, Marrh t

M

Thursday, February

students)

(faculty).

'55

'55

Advertising Manager

i

The faculty is still smarting over
wounds this year. It was many
years after that the Roman standards were recovered from
Carrhae. It is good to be able to make an exhibition for the Campus
Chest Weekend.

Business Manager

James

10*00 Studytime Serenade

11:00 New York Times News
11:05 Regional News
11:15 Sports Review
11 :30 The Polar Bear's Den
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off

their defeat but hope to heal their

Barrett C. Nichols. Jr. '54

'55

am

'55

Elliot S. Palais '55

Robert K. Windsor
Edward N. Cotter
Robert E. Hamilton

Sports Staff

Doherty

m

Weekend, and

'53

.

Wortd News Rotmdafi

8:l§Piano Portraits
8:30 The Polar Bear Five
Brief
8:55 The World
9:00 Strike Up the Band
9:15 Disc Jockey
9:30 Music to Study fey
9:55 The World in Brief

of us will be operating

Richard M. Catalano "5'j
Anthony L. Funncll '55
•'•irnes L.

RnfJu"

impressed by the list of causes benefited by the Campus Chest
I hope we do equally well or better this year. Many
community chest and other drives later.
This is a good opportunity to start. We shouldn't place all emphasis
on making it painless. It should be giving for the sake of giving.
Of course, this doesn't preclude having enjoyment in the process.
I

'54

'54

S.

Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick

'."53

Staff

Douglas A. Chalmers '53
C. Jackson Shuttleworth Jr.
Charles E. Coakley '54
T. Ellis McKinney. Jr. '54

fames

Sunday, March 1
7:00 The World in Brief
7:05 Sports Feature
7:15 Navy Show
7:30 Sunday Serenade
8:00 World News Roundup
8:15 The World of Opera Maa"Cavalleria *******,"
cagni's
cana
and Leoncavallo's"

7:15 Star Time
7:30 Brunswick High School on
the Air

*

Editor-In-Chiei
Charles Ranlett '54
Managing Editor*

Schedule: Feb. 25-March3

Wednesday, February 25
7:00 New York Times News
7:06 Sports Feautre

Several mefnfcer*. of th» Faculty and the student body were
asked by the Campus Cheat Committee to comment on the
forthcoming Campos Chest Weekend which this year will be
heM oa March IS and 14.

9:55

By

The World

By

in Brief

10:00 Studytime Serenade
11:00 New York Times News

in Brief

Studytime Serenade
York Times News

New

11:05 Regional

Regional News
Sports Review
Midnite Special

News

11:15 Sports Review

Time
News Roundup'

11:30 Moonlight

12:00 Late

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

12:05 Sign Off
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signs that
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may
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again

become

has been
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place on

when John
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L.
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News

how good
will

Take your time

DON'T CARE GIRL

Mltzi

tell

AWAIT DEVELOPMENTS!

Feb. 25-26

Wetl.-Thurs.

mem-

An absence of underclassmen, particularly of Freshmen,
has been noticed by the Political Forum at their organizational
meetings this year. The members of these two classes have never

KJC/S

WHAT A

in the

bership-

Onh/fimewifl

a tyro photographer

rounds.

I

,

end of 75

I

rain in stature with a corresponding increase in

wiSThll...

Sullivan beat

past
Its first speaker of the semester. Dr. Carl Anthon, filled
Smith Auditorium two weeks ago, and the second speaker. Dr.
eland M. Goodrich of Columbia, has been scheduled to talk
next Thursday. If the Forum were to keep to a schedule of a
speaker or discussion every two or three weeks or even to its
announced once a month, the organization will almost certainly

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

-_
The
ship

Political

•

between the students of the two colleges

Poly Forum Revival Hoped For
Bowdoin

TICKETS

and

Short Subjects
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
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CO-EDUCATIONAL

is America's most popular cigaretteleading all other brands by billions!
Camels bare the two things smokers
want most—rich, full fUvor and cool,
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News
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cool mildness. ..pack after pack! Try
Camels for 30 days and see how mild,
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Day Division Classes are held from 9:00 A.M.
P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.

to

News

Short Subjects

4:01)

Division Classes are held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00 to 8:50 P.M.
Catalogue, containing full information concerniag
tuition, curriculum, courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on
livening

request.

Address, Suffolk University Law School, 20 Derne
Street, Boston 14. Mass.. Beacon Hill, opposite State
7-1040.
House. Telephone
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Overconfident Freshmen
Lose To Portland, Exeter

POLAR
BEARINGS

The Bowdoin freshman basket- and only Bowdoin's accuracy from
was the floor kept them in the lead

ball team's victory streak
finally halted at 11 straight

By Robert M. Hurst **4, ORIENT Sports Etfitor
To those who might think that the basketball team is experiencing
worse season on the courts this year, in reality it could be called
one of the better ones. Greater famines have been seen in the Bowdoin
gym than we are experiencing this season.
Back in 1942 when the game was introduced to the school on a
formal basis and one of the emrly pioneers of the game, Edmund L.
Coombs '42, graced the hardwoods, the team went through the entire
winter without winning a game. Maine thoroughly trounced the Polar
Bears 60 to 22 in that first year of state series play. The Black Bears
led 39 to 9 at the half. Ed Coombs scored one from the floor and two
from tbe foul line for a total of four points from his guard position.
Because of inadequate facilities there were no home games played
that year. Perhaps somewhat dismayed by the dismal showing of the
team, pioneer Coombs enlisted in the Marines. At this time also the
basketball floor was set up laterally in the gym while the backboards
were often borrowed.
its

one.

The following year, 1943, proved to be no better than the previous
Maine continued to romp over the team beating them in the first

of a two-game series, 80 to 29. The score was the highest produced in
a state series game at that time. Reports of the game say that the

last daring the first part of the game.
Thursday as Portland High eked They connected 23 times in 69 atout a 55-54 victory in the final tempts to Portland's 15 for 63.
Saturday the Portland made up the difference
minute of play.
Polar Bears dropped their second and eventually won the game at
in a row at Exeter 63-56 in an- the foul line, where they converted
other close one. In both games, 25 of 39 tries to a meager 8 of 19
the Polar Bears' inability to come tries for Bowdoin.
through under pressure seemed to
Despite their spiritless play, the
come from an overconfident and Polar Bears were ahead most of
listless attitude, the latter largely the game, holding a 29-25 edge at
a result of being out of condition. the half and a 39-36 lead going
Portland High was definitely not into the final quarter. Then Portthe toughest opponent to face the land suddenly came alive and built
Polar Bears this season, but minus up a 7 point lead, only to see it
the services of both John Kreider melt in the face of a desperate
and Ted Kenney, playmakers of Bowdoin comeback. With one
the' team, the Bowdoin offense did minute to go, Portland was back
not function smoothly. Employing on top again by three points.
a fast-shifting zone defense, the Rollie Janellc cut the margin to a
Portland club forced the Polar single point on a short jump shot,
Bears to throw the ball away time but a last-ditch Bowdoin press
after time. They used the inter- could not stop Portland from succeptions to set up their fast break, cessfully freezing the ball the final
which accounted for much of their 20 seconds.
Willie Greenlaw. Portland scorscoring. Led by the fine rebound-

ing of Ray Farrell, Portland controlled the ball most of the time.

Bowdoin Fans Be Happy!
Hiram Has Lost 33 Straight

the Bears 48 to 20.
During the 1946 season the

game

who mates with the tallest
he can find, If the union reOtterbein 92,
suits in a son, the fond father
their ninth straight defeat this sea- sneaks into the nursery as often
son.
As a matter of fact, Coach as possible and pulls the baby's
Al Pesek has watched his Charges legs. Later he teaches the kid to
take something like 33 defeats hang by his hands on a horizontal
since the last time he had the bar in the basement while progresthrill of a victory.
sively heavier weights are fastened
We'd like to see the kids win a to his feet.
couple of games for their own
In
today's
game,
defensive
sakes
it's tough to work as hard
tactics are worse than a waste of
as they do without being rewarded time and energy. The man in poswith an occasional triumph
but session of the all is tenderly pro•
•
•
*
we can't get really steamed up tected by the referee. If an opNow that the plans are practically assured for artificial ice next about the situation. Basketball, posing player interferes with him
year those die-hard interfraternity athletic fans might be thinking of as it is played today, isn't worth in any way, he gets a free chance
for a basket; and if he misses
organizing a hockey league. It has been done in the past and could anybody's blood pressure.
The colleges that are stepping bless his heart
he gets another
take the place of bowling which is to be moved up to the spring.
to the front in basketball circles try.
Colby's cagers ran rampart over weak MIT 73 to 49. The Mules
now have set up new standards for
The referee never takes the
poured 14 points through the hoop before the Engineers began to hit. their scholarship awards.
They whistle out of his mouth while ^the
Tony Jabar, who plays on little more than his reputation, could only are offering $500 an inch above game is in progress. He blows it
squeeze out four points. Bowdoin had previously beaten MIT last week. the base figure of seventy-eight every time he exhales and he
Maine's quintet suffered an 85 to 78 set-back at the hands of UNH inches.
Big-time college coaches never has to hold his breath very
Johnny Norris, Maine's high-scoring center, was tops with 28 points won't even issue uniforms to men long. A few years ago audiences
under seventy-four inches.
expressed their disapproval when
in the game scoring 12 from the floor.
When we were kids, we paid out fouls were called without apparColby's freshmen eehpsed Coburn Classical Institute by 83 points
our hard-earned dimes at the ent cause.
Nowadays the specas they won 115 to 33. The freshmen led at the half 64 to 11. Six
circus side-shows just to look at tators have stopped trying to inColby players hit for double figures.
men seven feet tall. You can't terpret the actions of the officials.
Silent Lee Williams, Colby's combined overlord of athletics and find them in the circuses now; Maybe
that's good or maybe it's
basketball, was at his" own inimitable best at the Bowdoin game Wed- they are all in colleges playing bad but anyway
as you may
nesday. When the Colby five invaded Rhode Island for a game with basketball.
suspect by now
we don't care
And a really loyal alumnus is for the modern game of basketball.
Providence College, the RI sportswriters were completely amazed at
the way Lee handled his team, yelling derogatory remarks at his players. Lee also amazed Boston basketball scribes earlier this season
by
belittling referees. What had the writers gasping, was Lee saying that
he had never mentioned anything .regarding referees', abilities- at the
team won only four games out of 14
only in two games did Bowdoin come out on top. One of
the reasons was similar to those being used this season, the fraternity
learns had a lot of the better men playing for them. In one instance
a fraternity man joined the freshman team, scored 13 points in the
first game he played, and then was immediately moved up to the
varsity squad.
It was suggested that the basketball coach have the
power to draft players from the fraternity teams at his own discretion. In this manner a man might, so to speak, be called up to play like
the present situation in professional basebalL So for those who tend
to be despondent over the plight of the present basketball team, it has
been worse. '

Hiram's Terriers

lost

another one

The score was
Hiram 89. It was

night.

last

in 1947
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Colby Clinches State Series Crown
With 86 - 77 Win Over Polar Bears
«

Hockey Team Loses 4

Mageemen Whip

On Dismal Road Trip;
No Depth Hurts Team

Flenmiitg Scores 12 Pts.,

By Jam**

Jayvee

Swimmers

Split

With Hebron, Exeter;

Varsity Cagers Lose To

1

,

defensive units. In the past four completely shut out of this event
games, the opposition has poured as Flemming and Wies followed
39 goals into the Bowdoin twine Milliken to the wire. The only
for a woeful average of ten scores event in which the Mageemen failper game. The team is not likely ed to score was the 000 won by
to win many conquests if it has Abbott of Bates in 1:19.3.
to expect a 10 goal deficit at the
The freshmen were not treated
start of each contest. The first line so
hospitably by their Bates
of Rogerson, Monroe, and Wolfe counterparts Friday afternoon as
is a strong scoring threat, but its they were harnessed by the Bobwork has not gone to much avail, kittens 62-46. Bob Barrows took
as our rivals have scored at will. four firsts for Bates as he won the
In fact, the Dartmouth Indians broad jump, pole vault, 40-yard
nudged in a score 11 seconds after dash, and the 300, needless to say
the opening whistle.
a good afternoon's work.
McCabe won two of Bowdoin's
It should be pointed out that
the loss of Larry Dwight due to four firsts places by taking the
an injury was a drastic blow to the hammer and shbtput events. Norm
Nicholson in the highjump and
defensive unit.
The team does have a great deal Paul Dubrule in the €00 were the
of spirit, and credit must be given only other winners. Coach Magee
the players for trying hard. Prior is experiencing the same predicato the opening of the hockey ment in his freshman team that is
schedule, the players on their own prevalent in other freshman sports
initiative rented St. Dom's Arena with the notable exception of basin
Lewiston. They also
have ketball, lack of good material to

by training rules very produce a winning team.
With the graduation of Milliken,
However, the lack of
the team's depth, the lack of ice Getchen, Flemming and other
on which to practice, and the im- point men the burden of the track
potence of the defense have spelled team will fall for the most part
disaster for the White skaters. The on the present juniors and sophoteam has been outmanned and out- mores.
played but not outspirited.
abided

stringently.

Hockey

Day Scores 17 Points

The Bowdoin Jayvee swimming
team broke through for one-two
finishes in the medley swim and
the final relay to edge a weak
Hebron Academy team 38-37.
Those were the only firsts for the
Polar Bears as Hebron won the
opening medley relay and went on
to take seven of the remaining

Williams College emerged victorious over a smaller but equally
scrappy Bowdoin five. Williams,
led by their tall boys Tony Moro
and Ron Wilson, grabbed an early
lead and kept it throughout the
game.

But Bowdoin
was picking up seconds and thirds
in five events to stay dose holdplaces.

ing tbe lead to six points when the
all-important final
relay rolled

around.

Bob Glover and

Lloyd Willey

the time of 1 :43.3.

,

The best the Polar Bears couid
do against Exeter Academy* was
lo get 20 points as Exeter rolled
up 55. The same man took the
only two firsts which Bowdoin had.
Bob Glover won both the 50-yard
freestyle and the individual relay.
Glover's time for the 50 was an
excellent 24.7.
The Jayvees took
only one second
the meet being
shutout in the rest of the events.
Koch of Bowdom took second in
the diving.

m

Mr. Magee, you should consider

hockey and
cannot even

yourself lucky for the

swimming eoaohes
scrape together a

team of

fresh-

men.

drive-ins by Jack Hawkins.
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1

1
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W$ &S. Test

Alexandria," said Sills in the re-

In the

day,

March

will

Wrestling Room, Mont at 4 pan.

All inHeMers and eutfieMer* will report
in Room 104, Adams Hall, March
.

16.

Sheldon Lejeune, in Cincinnati,
Ohio., Oct. 12, 1010, threw a baseball 426 feet 9l> inches. Later
records show that this throw has
not been eclipsed.

Team Takes 7th
A Meet

basket should not be allowed to
count, and emphasized his point
by grabbing Referee Kaharian by
the arm. However, it seemed Williams didn't grab him hard enough,
as the basket by Marr stood as a

At Midd Jebury Carnival

The top college ski teams in the legal two-pointer.
The Bowdoin players seemed to
East and perhaps in the country
showed their class this past week- be enjoying the game in most inend at the Middlebury Winter stances, although the look Wally
Carnival in tbe Senior Division of Bartlett gave the referee when a
the Eastern Intercollegiate Ski technical foul was called on him
Championships. Perennial leaders
Middlebury, Dartmouth and New
Hampshire headed the total of
nine teams with Bowdoin placing
seventh, just six points behind the

in the third period

ed

exactly
Mitchell also

cannot be callGeorge

fraternal.

was not exceptionally happy when he was tagged with
a technical at the same time. They

University of Vermont.
It was didn't figure in the scoring, howagain the cross country events ever, as Colby's Dick Hawes misswhich kept Bowdoin well up in the ed both of the foul tries.
final team standings.
A Team Effort
Bill
Fraser led the Bowdoin
Dick Marshall finished seventh
in a field of 39 slalom racers to scoring with 23 points, playing
well
both
offensively and defenproduce the surprise of the day
for Bowdoin. The event was won sively. Marr garnered 19 points.
by Burden of Middlebury. Dick and Bartlett tallied 18. Phil Day
Church finished a fast tenth in the also broke into the double figures,
downhill won hy Bill Tibbetts of getting an even dozen for the
Dartmouth. As a team Bowdoin night.
It is difficult to single out anyfinished sixth and seventh in the
slalom and downhill, respectively. one man as being the standout for
The PolaT Bears placed last in the Bowdoin, as they all played excelcross-country but fanaged a sixth lent ball, radically different from
in the jumping with Clark, Mar- what a team in last place in the
shall, and Church all finishing in Series standings is expected to do.
For Colby, it was also a team
the first twenty.
Bowdoin, without a coach, was performance rather than any one
unable to find the right combina- man grabbing all the honors. Still,
tion for' the cross country race, Ted Lallier«nd Ted Weigand were
and hence lost approximately fif- the two biggest guns for the Mules,
teen points in the final team stand- as they collected 24 and 21 points,
ings. The showing of the team as respectively. Ron .Nagle with 15
whole was a very creditable one. points, and Jabar with ten, also
This coming weekend the skiing starred offensively for Colby.

team journeys

to Franconia,

New

Easter will not fall on the 24th
Hampshire, to enter the Eastern
Downhill and Slalom of April in a leap year until 4292
A.D.
Championships.

Combined
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Totals
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Totals
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Bowdoin Men
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Pete Arnold proved
to be the bad boy of the team by
spending 14 minutes in the penalty
box during the eleven games in
which he played.
G G A P P
assists.

2

II
4

m

,

I

1 H|

<

J.

Lndd, nc
Stimetz
ForsberK
Totals

8 32

Beta (S3)

F
Dabney.
Packard

and 5

51

<«S>

There are a number of interesting caverns in Nevada, the most
noted being the Gypsum Cave,
which is located 20 miles northeast
of Las Vegas.

more wear.

have to press these

half as often

-

because they are
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Worsted Finish
4

"Matchless Service";
Grey Flannel
*

FORD
Sales

— MERCURY
and

SLACKS

Service
Usually never sold for less than $ I 2.95

Results will be reported to the
student's Selective Service local
board of jurisdiction for use in
1
his deferment as a
22 considering
*2
student, according to Educational
13
Sen-ice, which prepares
3 Testing
and administers the College Quali11
fication Test.
83

Re*l values at only

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

USED CARS

$
Maine's Most Modern Auto

[Continued From Page /]
"We had a fine trip except
two rough days off Beirut and

cent lett»r. The Sills' reached
Athens on February IS tor a stay
oi two weeks.

meet

Skiing

Place In Class

•J

fr

bion."
for

.1

Art.

6
B

K0
brinkman. DKE 7
Wf-rksman. ARU
5
This Week's Game*
Tuesday
Siema Nu vs. Beta
P.

statistics

r,

DKE

Games Paints
McLaren.

It

.If*
.166

Leading Scorer*

All eligible students who intend
to take the Selective Service College Qualification Test in 1953
should file applications at once for
be overtaken.
the April 23 administration. SelecPhil Day led the Bowdoin scor- tive Service National Headquaring with 17 points, followed closeters has advised.
ly by Wally Bartlett with 15,
An application and a bulletin of
markers. Bill Fraser collected 12* information may be obtained at
points, while playing well defenany Selective Service local board
sively.
or at Mr. Philip S. Wilder's office
Tony Moro led the Williams in Massachusetts Hall. Following
scoring, as four of the Ephmen hit instructions in the bulletin, the
doubl e figures. Moro had 22 points. student should fill out his applicawhich was high for the game. Wil- tion immediately and mail it in
son tallied 18. Creer sank 13, while the special envelope provided. ApDepopolo and Hawkins got 11 and plications must be postmarked no
ten points, respectively.
later than midnight, March 9.
1953. Early filing will be greatly to
The box score:
the student's advantage, it has
Bowdoin (73)
Miliums (83)
pi
r.
P P-!
been stated.
F

Mitchell

In

No
MR

Delta
Zete

After Bowdoin grabbed an early
lead of 4-3, Williams started moving and led at the end of the first
quarter, 22-16. This margin was
increased to 42-28 at half-time by
the Purple, in large part due to the
set shooting of Walt Creer and the

Weiner
Audet
Say warn

Wife Traveling

.s«mi

.714
.666

AD

Bowdoin stayed about 15 points
scored the medley sweep for Bowbehind throughout the third quardoin and then the team of Herter and then staged a rally in the
man, Couteol, Howard, and Glover
final period which fell short, as
got together and pulled out the
the Purple of Williams refused to
final 200-yard freestyle relay in

Sills,

Stephens

.MS

1
1

TI)
Sijrma

Final

Baseball Notice
AM catchers and pitchers

Statistics

JK

1.111(0

ARU

Williams Five 83-73;

Pet.

l.llt

DICE
Kappa Sic

By Joseph ¥. Rogers
Cslby clinched the StMe Seriesythe White to fade away in the
cruwn by turning hack a fighting! third casrto were pleasantly *urBowdoin Ave which played their prised as Bowdoin nearly matched
best game of the year, 86-77, at J the Mules basket for basket, trailhag at the three-quarter mark, 62Brunswick hut Wednesday.
Colby was a heavy favorite to SB.
roll over the Polar Bears and win
Colby, with their marked ad.
by a comfortable margin. Such was vantage in height clearly showing
not the case, however, as the Big up now, pulled away in the last
White refused to be taken lightly period despite the Big White's

i

.285

!2

Won

Glover Only Winner

first

.

Chi Pal

DKE 69 Bfta 33
(only (tames played)
TEAM STANDINGS

|

nine

47

Freshmen Lose 62-46

L.

released
by
Coach Danny MacFayden of the
Thursday
hockey team showed that Dave
Chi Psi vs. ARU
Rogerson was high scorer of the
KS vs. ATO
team for the season. Rogerson in
TO (47)
Chi Psi (M)
F PI
G F P eleven games scored 15 goals, and
Gelinaa,
2
sl Shaw. If
6 1 K & assists for a total of 24 points.
Gfirlaml
1
ltDodd. rf
1
1
following
were Corby
Chap'n, rf
4
1
9IWiegana, e
1
2 Closely
2
1
Fiel.1. lir
2 Wolfe and captain Denny Monroe
Hird
1
n Millimt. it
Lints, r
4
4
E 13
with 21 and 16 points respectively.
Emery
1
I
10'
Morant, Ik
I
Wolfe scored 13 goals and had 8
Giimar
01
I
assists while Monroe had 11 goals
Paul, rir
1
II

Last Week's Results

TD

Bates,

'

Interfraternity Basketball

meeting.
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The Bowdoin College varsity
Dahorty '55
defeated Bates ColReturning from a winless road track town
lege 71-3 5 to 45-2/5 at the Bates
trip, the Bowdom hockey team
Friday. Bud Holmes took a Until the final minutes
of the game attempt to stay with them,
suffered its fourth consecutivp de- cage
pair of firsts tor the Bobcats, win- game, it appeared as though Bowand the scoreboard showed a Colfeat last Friday at Lewiston to a
ning the discus and the hammer. doin might record
the upset of the by victory by nine points as the
rejuvenated Colby squad.
Fred Fletnmmg copped the broad year in State Series play.
final huraer sounded. 86-77.
Colby was eager to revenge a
and tied for top honors in
jump
Students Appreciative
With a good turnout of students
9-4 loss it had taken from the
the high jump with teammate Paul at the game
to cheer thena on, the
The Bowdoin students showed
Polar Bears earlier in the season,
Brinkman, to become the only Bowdoin five
started off as though their appreciation of their team's
and the visitors proceeded to Bowdoin man with claim
on two they were
a
the team to beat, not fighting spirit by stomping and
erase its previous humiliation by
Flemming also took Colby. When
first places.
the smoke cleared at 1 cheering lustily. They also show
scoring three goals to Bowdoin's
a second in toe 300 to roll up a the end of the first period, Bow.
ed their appreciation for the
none in the last period to romp to
total of 12 points to lead the ina 10-7 victory. Two Colby players. dividual scoring of the meet. Fred's doin, which is currently running referees by issuing boos, catcalls.
in last place in the State Series, and other miscellaneous phrases.
Dick Skelly and Dick Tyler, tallied two
leaps of 20 feet 10-5 8 inches
was holding a one-point margin, The refereeing did seem rather
three times, while Dave Rogerson in the broad jump and
5 feet 8
23-22.
ragged throughout the game to
excelled for the White pucksters
inches in the high jump gave him
The playing was equally torrid which Colby Coach Lee Williams
netting six points, the highest his two wins.
ing ace, was high man for both
in the second quarter, each team would probably testify.
point total in a single game for a
Al Farrington topped the hard
(Continued on Page 4)
Near the end of the first quarBowdoin player this season. Roger- ware heavers in the shot put by playing as though it were in the
questioned
Williams
the
son, a potential great, has scored tossing the brass ball three inches NTT finals. The half ended with ter,
seven limes in the last two en- over 42 feet. Hugh Huleatt con- Colby capturing the lead by one validity of the referee's decision in
point, 40-S9, on a last -second lay- counting Johnny Marr's basket
counters.
tinued to lower his mile time by
argued,
up
he
by Jabar.
a Bowgood because,
Defensive Unit Woeful
circling the cage in 4:36.6 and
Bowdoin rooters who expected dom player had committed a foul
Something must be done in the Gordy Milliken won his specialty,
at the same time the basket was
near future to improve Bowdoin's the 300 yard run in 34.4, Bates was
made. Williams argued that the

Bowdoin quintet was actually beaten by the mammoth size of the
Maine court. From the boxscore it seems as if the two-platoon system
was then in use, for Maine used no less than 18 men while Bowdoin
played only 12. In the second game Bowdoin managed to hold the
score down to 54 to 26, this fact due to a change in rules which allowed
freshmen to take part. Maine wasn't the only team which enjoyed
great success against the Polar Bears. Bates had meanwhile scalped

and
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Freshmen Basketballers End Long Win Streak;
Succomb To Portland, 55-54, Exeter 63-56
(Continued from Page 3)
clubs with 17 points. Farrell collected 16, as did "Alabama" Praeter, who did an exceptional job of
ftlling-in for Kenney.
Ron Gplz

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Rho's

New

SYNOPSIS: This

President;

chipped in with his customary 15

Other Officers

points.

Named

Foul shots made the difference
Roger E. Gordon '54, former
Exeter game, also, as Exeter
sank 6 free throws in the final two Student Council Representative
minutes,
them enough for Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity,
giving
in the

Bowdoin had fought was elected President of the
back from a third quarter deficit House on January 21.
of three points, to tie the score at
The other officers for the Spring
55 all, but their poor condition Semester are Harvey Jaffee '53,
kept them always just a little be- Vice-President; Jerome P. Solohind the Exeter offense. Exeter mon '54, Treasurer; Jerome B.
guard Tom Sargent finally broke Gracey
'55,
Student
Council;
points to win.

a lackluster afboth clubs, since the freshreally too tired to play,

and Exeter had an off day in shootUsing a fast-moving weave.
Exeler continually worked the ball
in for driving one-handcrs. which
they continually missed. Only the
appearance of the Bowdoin second
team, which had to replace the
wearied starters, allowed Exeter
to gain a slight lead.
Once they
had the lead, they played a very
deliberate game, almost to the
But
point of freezing the ball.
the

Curriculum Committee
Installs

Typing Course

A thirty hour typing course will
begin next Tuesday, March 3, the
Student Curriculum Committee announced Monday.

The course will meet every
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at
S:S0 p.m. for ten weeks. The
facilities
of
Brunswick
School will be uWd.

High

platoon, properly rested,
A fee of $16 will be charged for
immediately erased the lead, and the thirty hour
course, while typeBowdoin led at the half. 27-26.
writers, paper and manuals will be
Ted Kenney returned to the provided by the
High School. A
Bowdoin lineup to lead the fresh- professional instructor
will teach
man scoring with 14 points, fol- the course.
first

lowed by Golz with 13. Sargent
and Tom Barnheim had 16 and 10
for Exeter.

Portland Press Herald

Shown in their Brunswick home after returning from a seven months' cruise which took them around the world are Professor
Norman L. Munn. wife, and son. The trip which included stops in Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon, Turkey, and Egypt enabled
Professor Munn's son to add to his archaeological collection. Another result of the trip is a new hour and a half color film,
are interested in tak"Journey Down Under," which was taken during the cruise.
ing the course must pay their $16
at the Bursar's Office before next
Tuesday. The money will not be
refundable after the course starts.
Hoiue Again In Adelaide
It is reported that the money may
Though still on leave of abbefore disembarking. From Port was eventually to take them back
he borrowed for this purpose from sence. Professor Norman L. Munn
Adelaide, Australia, is a city of Said they travelled by car to to Boston.
has returned to his home in Bruns- 500,000 population, and it was here Cairo, this Dr. Munn described as
the College.
When asked as to his impresAt least 20 men and no more wick after a seven month cruise that the Munns spent the most "really a ride." The trip took five sions of Egypt. Professor Munn
than 25 men must sign up for the around the world with his wife and time. During their ten week stay, hours in all, and was continually opined that the Egyptians seem to
son
which
included
stops
such
at
interrupted
by
road
blocks
and
course before It will be given.
Dr. Munn was invited to give
be very much behind the present
countries as Turkey, Egypt and several lectures before the Univer- military checkpoints. This proved administration and are very disCeylon.
sity and other groups. The family to be quite an eventful trip, as paraging about Farouk. The people
While not teaching this semes- took several excursions, and spent tnc >' na d a native driver who are for Naguib as he appeals to
Hamilton, Northeastern ter. Professor Munn is not idle. a week on Mrs. Munn's brother's spoke no English, as the road was
their imagination and because he
He is at present busily engaged in farm. From Adelaide, the Munns bad- and as their nostrils were wants to make Egypt a better
Raise Their Tuition
cutting, editing,
and adding a began their return trip bv em- continually assailed by the "sweet place,
which,
commented Dr.
odor
burning
of
camel
dung."
Munn, it could certainly be. His
Tuition at Hamilton College. sound track to the four thousand barking for Perth, the capital of
overall impression of Egypt was
j n Cairo the Munns were forClinton, New York will be in- feet of color film he took on his the Western province of Australia,
creased from $600 to $700 per travels; he is rewriting and re- and from there they left for tunate enough to hire an Arab one of disgust. "I have never had
Colombo. Ceylon.
guide who spoke English. He took such olfactory experiences before,"
year, and dormitory rent will in- vising his "Psychological articles
From Ceylon they took ship them to see the Pyramids, Mem- he concluded.
crease from $175 to $200. it was for the new edition of "Compton's
Encyclopedia."
once
more to travel to Port Said, phis, and several museums and
The boat the Munns took back
announced recently by President
Third
Time
To
Australia
Egypt, stopping on the way at mosques. From Cairo it was an home took a very circuitus route.
Robert W. McEwen of Hamilton.
was Professor Munn's Aden, Arabia, traversing the Red overnight train trip to Alexandria, They visited Beirut for two days,
This
This increase in tuition which will
become effective on July 1st will third trip back home to Australia, Sea and crossing the Suez Canal where they boarded the boat which then went on to Iskenderm. Turraise the total rate for tuition, though this was the first time he
board, room, and all fees to a continued his travels to go around
the world.
total rate of $1,480.
Professor Munn and his family
•
*
»
*

Men who

Prof.

Prof. Daggett Chosen

For Deferment Board
Professor A them P. Daggett has
been appointed to the R.O.T.C. Deferment Board, to replace Professor Herbert R. Brown, Colonel
Walter H. Kennett announced last
week.
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick will
continue to servo as Chairman.
while Lt. Colonel Gregg C. McLeod
and Major Joseph B. Miller will

members of the board.
The Deferment Board recommends students for deferment unserve as

der the quota allowed the Bowdoin R.O.T.C. unit by the Universal Military Training and Service
Act of 1951. If a student fails to
receive a unanimous recommendation, he will be judged by the Professor of Military Science Tactics
and the President of the College.

Med. School Candidates
Should Take May Test

American Medical Colleges recom-

mends that candidates

!

!

I

j

'

'

j

j

|

j

except ioir of Amherst and Wesleyan.
whose presidents were
abroad. Bowdoin was represented
by James S. Coles, president;
Roland
E.
Clark,
treasurer;
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, dean; Edward C. Kirkland, professor of history" Glenn R. Mclntire. bursar;
and Hubert S. Shaw, director of
admissions.

tration,

as well as

sample ques-

tions, are available from prc-medical advisers or directly from Educational Testing Service, Box 592.

Princeton. N.J. Completed applications must reach the ETS Office by
April 25 and October 19, respectively, for the May 9 and November 2 administrations.

tha.

left

Brunswick on June

Student Patronage

a

recovered

ad

ler eyesight
through the un:easing attention
if

Dr.

Tierney

3,

"Turn Your Head

Professor Munn commented in part of the moor. Alabaster, who
conclusion that his son added con- had become entangled in the
siderably to his archeological and cactus plant was heard to scream,
ethnological collection. While in "Drat!" But that's another story.
Egypt, his son bought an Egyptian
Chapter 35
mask that is 4000 years old.
Then Norbert Ostrowskl said to
Professor Munn will again meet the Muscovite, "How are you dohis classes during the Fall semes- ing, killer?"
ter.
To be continued

a

1952,

Christ church. New Zealand
The Munns then embarked for
Christchurch on South Island,
where Mrs. Munn has relatives.
Their stay here was highlighted by
a visit to the Franz Joseph and
Fox glaciers. Professor Munn gave
several lectures at the University
in Christchurch.
From Christchurch it was but
a short boat trip to Sidney. Australia. Here Professor Munn lectured at the University on "Psychological Aspects of Peace and
War," "Current Trends in American Psychology," and "Animal
Psychology." While in Sidney the
family visited Dr. Munn's brother,
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still

By now. Rose

mud.

Merrymeeting

Modem

who was

lead-

and while at Pisa climbed the Oslo.
On the other side of the world,
famed Leaning Tower. They were
in Genoa at Christmas, and spent in Brisbane, Dr. Tierney was playthere an enjoyable three days ing three dimensional chess with
the world famous atomic scientist
shopping and sight-seeing.
Before heading for America, the when the door opened, and Eloise
boat stopped for a day at Mar- entered, demanding the plans.
seille
and agaip at Barcelona. Vivian, of course, didn't know
After an exceedingly rough cross- about this.
ing, the Munns were once more
When the smoke cleared, Terback in America in the second ence OToole was lying on the floor
week in January.
in a pool of blood, and George was
Since his return to Brunswick, in the bag. The Blue Note had
Professor Munn has been very busy disappeared. And as he looked
editing and adding a around, Sam noticed that Rose
cutting,
sound track to the color film he was conspicuous by her absence.
took on his travels. He has been
The Orient Express screeOhed
already booked to show it before quietly to a halt in Bagdad. The
the Men's Club on March 19, and trapeze artist grabbed the valise
before the Topsham Men's Club and started running across the
on April 12. The film lasts for an station, but Horace was too quick
hour and a half, and has been en- for him.
titled "Journey Down Under."
In the meantime, on the other

no adverse

BjOWL-MOR

still

tario to look for the killer of his
While
father, Herbert Sohwartz.
he was in Istanbul checking on the
habits of eskimos, he ran afoul of
Sam, and George, and Eloise, who
were busy spying for Chinese

for Montreal. Canada, from where
they travelled across the continent to Vancouver. Here they embarked for Honolulu. From Honolulu they went to the Fiji Islands,
and then on to New Zealand.
The family spent three weeks in
New Zealand. Professor Munn lectured at Aukland and at Wellington, which is the capital of the
country'- They visited Rotorua on
the North Island of New Zealand,
which is a Maori region famed for
its hot water springs and bubbling

for admission to classes starting in the fall
of 1954 take the May test.
consists of tests of
The
who is in business there.
general scholastic ability, a test on
Before going to Adelaide, which
understanding of modern society,
is
Professor Munn's home town,
achievement
test in science.
and an
In
1405.
Cheng Ho. a Moham- the family visited the Great BarAccording to ETS, no special premedan from Yunnan, assembled a rier Reef, and spent a week on
paration other than a review of
fleet of sixty-three junks, and set Heron Island. At Brisbane, Proscience subjects is necessary. All
sail from the port of Soochow in fessor Munn lectured
before the
questions are of the objective type.
University.
Application forms and a Bulle- a southerly direction.
tin of Information, which gives deregistration
and
administails of

MCAT

On World Tour

j

Meet

1953, at administrations to be held at more
than 300 local centers in all parts
of the country. The Association of
2,

Includes Australia, Egypt

j

Candidates for admission to medical school in the fall of 1954 are
advised to take the Medical College Adntission Test in May, it was
*
*
*
*
announced recently by Educational Testing Service, which prepares
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt gave an
and administers the test for the address entitled . "The United
Association of American Medical Nations and United States ReColleges.
sponsibility"
and
received
an
These tests, required of appli- honorary Doctor of Laws degree
cants by almost every medical col- from the University of Rhode Islege throughout the country, will land at a convocation commemobe given twice during the current rating Brotherhood week.
calendar year. Candidates taking
the May test, however, will be able
to furnish scores to institutions in
early fall, when many medical col- Pentagonal Conference
leges begin the selection of their
Representatives
next entering class.
Candidates may take the MCAT
[Continued from Page /]
on Saturday, May 9, 1953, or on

Monday, November

Munn

.

At Northeastern University a
general increase in tuition and
fees has been authorized by the
Boai-d of Trustees and will go into effect
next September. The
total fees will increase from $192
per ten-week term to $220 per tenweek term.

who was

ind had fallen irt
Darling. I Can love with him. This of course, enA
enternal
Still See Your Face," when, in an- raged Vivian, who vowed
other part of the moor. Alabaster, revenge. But Eloise. not knowing
plans.
this,
her
went
with
ahead
in
the
entangled
who had become
In the meantime. George, havcactus plant, was heard to scream,
ing disposed of the vanguard; has
"Drat!"
ft
meantime, Inspector gone' uptown to pick up the Blue
the
In
Cramer has found the four smok- Note from Terence OToole in S
ing bodies on the floor of Eloise's small Dublin bar known only as
plush apartment in a London Fog. Pete's Tavern. Eloise was just
And there, testing the edge of a finishing up her routine with plaingleaming knife on the ball of his tive ballad, "She's the Girl Friend
thumb, was Lumpy Kuroski, the of the Whirling Dervish," as
narcotics king of Edinburgh, who George walked in. whistling *nd
told him that they went thataway. swinging his cane. Just as Terence
Eloise, of course, was still in was handing the Blue Note to
George, Inspector Cramer burst
key. From here they set sail for through the French doors, dragLatakia, Syria, though they could ging his bloodhounds. But before
not land as the water was too he could act, a shot rang out.
Then Eloise's long brother
rough. Then they sailed back to
Beirut, made a side trip to Da- Horace, by now in the pay of the
mascus, and back once more to government of Ulan Bator, was
on the Orient Express in hot purAlexandria.
After another day of sightsee- suit of the trapeze artist. Suding in Alexandria, the ship left for denly, the french doors burst open
Greece. They stopped at Peiraieus, and into the club car stomped InCramer, dragging his
visited Athens, and then embarked spector
again for the trip to Italy. In bloodhounds. Unaware of all this.
Italy they saw Naples, Leghorn, Sam was having a quick beer in

The game was

ing.

E. Ward Oilman '53
the Great love with Sam,

mourning for his
dead wife Ag*-

plaintive ballad,
Little More.

the tie with a driving lay-up shot Daniel Miller '54„Pvecording Secrefoul, giving tary; and Elliot S.
Palais "55, CorExeter a three point lead which responding Secretary.
they never gave up.
The Polar
Philip A. Weiner '55 is ARU's
Bears tried vainly to steal the ball
representative to the White Key,
and stop the clock, but succeeded
and Neil Alter '55 is on the Stuonly in fouling their opponents.
dent Union Committee. Samuel
Exeter insured a victory by not
Levey '55 and Philip E. Shakir '56
missing a free throw in the final
two minute period, when a fouled are, respectively, Sergeant-at-arms
and Historian.
player is awarded two foul shots.
fair for

is

American Novel. Harold Untermeyer has returned to Bagus. On-

Turkestan.
Eloise had just finished her
routine in Pete's Tavern with, the

and an accompanying

men were

x
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Forum Seen

1953 Religious

Goodrich To Speak

For

Successful; Interest Lively

Political

Forum

OnU.N.&CoWWar

By Carroll E. Pennell '56
Discussions which brought a clergyman to each of Bowdoin's
twelve fraternities and the Moulton Union Monday and Tuesday evenings of this week, featured the 1953 Religious Forum sponsored annually by the Bowdoin Christian Association.
The Religious Forum opened Sunday with a keynote address at the
regular afternoon chapel service by Dean Charles Taylor of the Episcopal Theology School of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Indications were Monday evening that in at least two of .the fra-

Dr. Leland M. Goodrich, Professor of International Relations at

4,

NUMBER

1953

Combined Glee Club Concert With Wellesley,
Movie, Dance To Spark Campus Chest Weekend

Columbia University, will speak on
"The U. N. and the Cold War" in
an address sponsored by the Political Forum on Thursday, March 5,
at 8:15 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
He will also be heard in Chapel
on Friday, March 6.
Graduating from Bowdoin in
ternities more than half of the members attended the discussions,
the class of '20, Professor Goodstated Michael McCabe, President of the Christian Association.
rich continued his studies at HarThe schedule of events for Mon
vard where he received his Ph.D.
day included a chapel address by
President
He has taught at Brown, LafayMr. MHton Hadley of the Lisbon
ette, Fletcher School of Law and
Quaker Church Monday
Falls
Diplomacy, and Harvard. From
morning and a reception in the
1946 Professor Goodrich

By Edward N. Cotter 56
The Campus Chest Weekend of March 13 and 14 will headline the
joint concert by the Wellesley and Bowdoin Glee Clubs to be held
Saturday night, March 14, in the Fiijat Parish Church.
Sponsored by the Student Council, the weekend will feature many
events. Among these are a Jam Session by the Bowdoin Jazz Band
a "Battle of Wits" between the students and faculty members in
Memorial Hall, a booth dance Saturday night, and the movie "Family
Honeymoon."
Heading the Campus Chest Committee appointed by the Student
Council

BCA

ference in San Francisco in. 1945.
Professor Goodrich is the coauthor of "Charter of the United
Nations" which is being used in
the Government 15 course here.
Last June he was the recipient
of an honorary Doctor of Science
degree at Bowdoin's Sesquicentennial

Commencement.

William A. Fickett

'54, president
the Political Forum, recently
announced that the group plans to
have two more distinquished guest
speakers come to Bowdoin before
the end of the academic year.
Such a plan, it is hoped, will encourage more active interest in
political events among the student
body. A recent visitor to the
Photo by Gaston
campus, Dr. Carl Anthone, a
'54
member of the office of the high

of

Religious Forum representatives
and the attending clergymen was
dis-

cussion groups were again held at
the various houses. Topics debated
"Is
Religion more than
Ethics?", ^Ts our generation less
religious?"
and "Are spiritual
Michael J.
values important in politics?"
at the Theta Delta Chi fraternity. commissioner of Berlin, addressed
House Discussion*
At the Zeta Psi House the dis- Student Representatives from that the forum earlier in the second
semester.
cussion leader Monday evening was house were Aaron J. Shatkin '56
Rev. James W. Lenhard of the and Herbert A. Urweider '54.
Monday evening the Reverend
State Street Congregational
Church of Portland, while the Rev. Russell Gleaves of the Church of
John Cummins of the First Uni- Christ, Brunswick, was on hand to
versalist Church of Brunswick led lead the discussion at the Moulton
School,
the discussion Tuesday evening. Union. .The Independents' student
The Zeta Psi representative to the representative was Gerard L. Dube
j

were

McCabe

Named Music Head
Of New York

Locke Leaves Bowdoin

forum was John L. Johnson '55.
Reverend Joseph H. Sisk of the

'55.

Reverend H.

J.

Murchie acted as

Russel F. Locke. Assistant Pro-

Temple, Dorchester, leader of -the discussion both eve- fessor of Music, this week revealed
was discussion leader at nings at the Sigma Nu House. his recent appointment as head of
Alpha Tau Omega both evenings. Reverend Murchie is pastor of the the Music Department at the EmEdward B. Blackman '55 was the First Baptist Church of Woburn, ma Willard School for Girls at
Dorchester

Mass.,

representative from that house.
Dr. Joseph C. MacDonald of the
Union Church, Waban, Mass., was
at Delta Kappa Epsilon both evenings to lead the discussion. Leonidas B. Southerland III '55 represented the
house at the

DKE

(Continued on Page 2)

Troy,

New

York.

Planning

Rev. Charles L. Taylor

Opens

Rel.

Forum Week

to

assume

new

his
will remain

duties in the fall, he
at Bowdoin until the end of the
college year.
During his five year career at

Bowdoin, Professor Locke has been

With Chapel Address

The discussion leader at Chi Psi
The Reverend Charles L. Taylor,
was, the Reverend Aubrey S. Dean of the Episcopal Theology
Bishop of the First Baptist Church, School of Cambridge, Mass., keySanford. The Chi Psi representa- noted the Religious Forum Sunday
tive was George A. Harvey '55.
afternoon, March 1, at the regular
Army Chaplain at T.D.
Chapel service.
Lt. Col. Frank C. Rideout, ReThe topic with which he chose
tired Army Chaplain of Newton,
to open the "Forum was "Why I
Mass., served as discussion loader
Believe in a Christian Church."
The first reason which the speaker offered was that the Church
Sailing Club Chooses
stands for God. All psalms, hymns,
services and prayers which are
Officers
Sp ring
rendered in tne Church arc of
(Jod or of the works of God. God is
At a recent meeting of the enof primary importance in our
Club, Robert

Term

Bowdoin Sailing
Hawley '55 was chosen Com- places of worship.
Nature of Man
modore, F. Pat ton Twincm. Jr. '55
God must also be the center of
and Spencer
Vice Commodore,
all our lives if we artvto be able to
Apollonio '55 Rear Commodore.
Hawley. an Alpha Rho Upsilon comprehend the processes of this
tire

C.

tireless, in his efforts on behalf of
the college's music program. He
directed the Bowdoin Music Club,
the Brass
Ensemble, and the
Chapel Choir. He was in charge
of the Sunday recitals in the Moulton Union, in addition to directing
the recent performance of ''Murder in the Cathedral."
Professor
Locke also
found
time to direct Ihe choir of the First
Parish Church and the Brunswick
Choral Society, while participating
actively in the Brunswick Workshop Theatre.
At Emma Willard, Professor
Locke, in addition to his capacity
as head of the. music department,
will be in charge of choral work,
and will supervise a special fouryear curriculum in music.
Work May Be Different
In a younger and more disciplined
atmosphere.
Professor
Locke fully expects his work to be
very different at Emma Willard,
primarily because his students
will be at a different stage of edu(Oonttnued on Page 1

sophomore, is a resident of Rock- world and the motivating power
port, Massachusetts. Twinem is a behind them. Reverend Taylor addmember of Theta Delta Chi and ed. He believes in the Christian
comes from Hackensack. N. J. Church because of what it tells
Apollonio is from Brookline. Mass., him of the nature of man.
Vs
The Christian faith teaches rhat
and is in the Alpha Tau Omega
man can be much better than he
fraternity.
would be without a belief in the
Named Secret ary -Treasurer of eternal. Man is a member of the
the Sailing dub was J. David
kingdom of the eternal and there- Co. Representatives
Gardner '56, a member of Theta fore has higher ideals
than he
Delta Chi.
Interview Seniors
would otherwise have. Man is "a
Elected Mwnbers-At-Large were fellow laborer with Christ," the
At least seven personnel repre'54
and Jose G. speaker added.
Peter Blatchford
sentatives will visit the Placement
Lopcrcna '55, both members of
Dean Taylor said that the Chris- Bureau next week
for senior inAlpha Delta Phi.
tian Society must have at least as
terviews according to an announceThe iNew Commodore replaces many ethics as the non-Christian ment by Samuel A. Ladd, Jr.,
Jonathan Bartlett '53 who has society to be more ethical than Bureau Director.
served in that position for the such a society. He cited an exThe Home Life Insurance Com(Continued on Page

past year.
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A.R.U. Scholars Win Peucinian,
Council Cups For Top Marks
Alpha Rho Upsilon was recently dropped or maintained their posiawarded both the Student Council tions in the general scholastic rating. Alpha Delta Phi dropped from
awards being presented each sem- fourth to eighth place, with a
ester to the fraternity which has 2.226 average; Theta Delta 'Chithe highest general scholastic rat- from seventh to ninth, with a
ing and the highest freshman 2.220 average; and Chi Psi from

Cup and the Peucinian Cup. These

The ARU's

its

2.612 average edged

inception.

Independent* Highest
The Independents' over-all average of 2.615 and their freshman
average.

2.726,

were the highest

on campus, but they 8re not

eligi-

Gets Complete Approval

its

third place position since last year
with a general rating of 2.365
while Zeta Psi jumped from ninth
a 2.355
to
fourth place and

average.

from eighth
Delta Sigma
to fifth place and Deke from tenth
to sixth, with averages of 2.312
and 2.269, respectively.
rose

other

fraternities

pany

either

Plans for interfraternity debating received a boost Monday
the Student Council gave its
unanimous approval to the idea
Photo by Gastftn
which originally was suggested by
The present Bowdoin Meddiebempsters shown left to right are George W. Graham '55. 'William K. Cale President James S. Coles.
'55, W. Arthur Grove Jr. "54, Allen F. Hetherington J r. '54, Richard R. Stim«*ts '55. Robert R. Forsberg '53,
An advisory committee composFrank J. Farrington '53, Robert F- Hinckley '55 and H. Davidson Osgood Jr. '54. The "Meddies", although
ed of representatives elected by 11
not scheduled to sing at the Bowdoin- Wellesley combined Glee Clubs concert during the Campus Chest
Weekend of March 13 and 14, were featured at the Lasell-Bowdoin concert in John Hancock Hall Sunday fraternities and the Independents
will decide the rules governing the
and will take their usual place on the program during the Glee Club's spring tour.
cup which will be presented by the
President.
In drawing up plans for the debates, the cosmittee has empha
sized
the informal basis on which
Expert
these debates will be carried out.
8:15 Tonight
The Masque and Gown's 19th i Davidson Osgood '54. Bruce C. Mc- Unlike the stiff rigid rules which
annual One-Act Play Contest will Gorrill, winner of last year's best govern American intercollegiate
Bradford Washburn, Director of be held this
debating, the Oxford style of deygjy in Memorial Hall, actor award, will be featured in
the Boston Museum of Science, March 9.
bating in which cross-examining
this play.
will discuss the first ascent of the
The cast for "The Athenian" will is allowed will be used. In' this
Competing for cash prizes of $25
western ridge of Mount McKinley
form each speaker is alloted 12
and $15 for the first and second include both authors; the direcwhen he speaks tonight at 8:15 in
minutes which he may use in any
best plays in production will be tor; T. Brooke Howard. Jr. '56;
way
Upper Memorial Hall.
he wishes.
William
W.
'56;
Hale,
Jr.
Donald
"The Athenian" by Donald M.
The subjects of the debates,
As co-leader of an expedition Brewer '55 and James L. Fickett P. Hay ward '54; Frederick O.
sponsored by the Boston Science '55,
which will not involve any re"Squeezing Valley" by Jay A. Smith, II '56; Donald W. Rayment
search, will be over current colMusuem, The University of Alaska Carson '53, "Twenty Minutes
to '54; Edward B. Blackman '55; and
and the University of Denver, Go" by Allen F. Hetherington,
'55. Fickett lege problems or issues- of college
Jr. William van S. Carhart
life.
Under current plans these
Washburn ascended Mount Mc- '54 and "The Lovers" by Horace A. is stage manager.
Kinley, highest mountain in North
topics will be announced in Chapel
Hildrcth, Jr. '54.
In "Squeezing Valley" the actors
America by this new Route in 1951.
on the day of the scheduled deJudges
for the finals will be Mrs. will be E. Ward Gilman '53, Fred- bate.
Today Washburn is the leading)
James S. Coles, Mr. Philip S. Wild- erick G. Flemming '53, David L.
Elimination Planned
authority on the subject of Mount
Tamminen '56, Maureen Shiels and
McKinley.
An elimination is planned with
In
1933
Washburn er and Assistant Professor Russell Joan Foster. A song with words
graduated from Harvard and in F. Locke, Jr. They will award the
the six houses winning first round
m^te by^
Masque
and
Oscar"
the
to
Gown",
debates facing each other in the
1935 he became instructor in the
featured, btage managers
winning playwright. The "Oscar," WI 'i
institute nf Pr^ncrranhinai Vv/ninra
second round. Then, two of these
Silver 53 and Martin
a carved wooden statuette of a «« Daniel
»
ft became di-i
ion at
HatSrf He
rtl"
three winners would face each
Hon
Harvard.
\r- Mitehoii "vt
me
du?val I,la * cr "?*"« a pro- <~ Mitchell 54.
other with the third fraternity derector of the Boston Museum ofi
was
'°&ue,
presented
Twenty
Minutes
for
competito
Go
will
mScience in 19^9
bating this winner in the finals.
,.---V*ion in 1937 by the late Harold elude in its cast Robert L. Happ
„",
T
\~„
L
One fraterm'ty wduI3" serve as
In
Washburn
climbed. PuIsifpr Two prizcs of $10 will be 53, Peter B. Powell '54, Douglas _A.
1937
Mount Lucania with Robert Bates. awardrd to the best actor and di _ Chalmers o3, William L. Hill d4, th0 host housc for cacn debate
with tho events ^ing scheduled
This climb was one of the most rec tor
Peter B. Hetherington '55 as well for after dinner. The two man
sensational climbs in the history!
Directors Named
as an actress yet to be chosen. teams would be
judged by faculty
of Alaskan exploration. As a reCarson is the only playwright
(Continued on Page 4)
I
members or townspeople.
suit of his extensive exploration
wno is directing his own p ]ay » Tho
It has not yet been decided if
in Alaska, Washburn received the
Athenian," is directed by Edward,
members of the Varsity Debate
Burr Prize in 19-10 from the Geo- Cogan
former Pre
esident of the 5 Students
Teams will be allowed to compete.
graphic Society.
Masque and Gown
flown an
and winner of
It is hoped by the advisory comHigh Altitude Research
last year's contest. Cogan will also
Recital
mittee that "house wits or people
The Office of Naval Research act in the play. "Twenty Minutes
good at talking" will be among
authorized Washburn to direct an to Go" will be directed by Peter
will
prestudent
recital
be
A
those taking part.
expedition to survey Mount Mc- B. Powell '54, who has done much sented this coming Sunday afterPlans are being pushed by the
Kinley in connection with high acting for the Masque and Gown noon, March 8, in the Moulton
advisory committee with the aid
altitude cosmic ray research in and who will also take part. "The Union Lounge. This occasion marks
of the regular Debating Council
1949.
Lovers" is being directed by H. the first concert of this nature of with
the hope that the first eliminthis school year.
ation tournament can be held this
David W. Holmes '56, pianist, year. Also aiding in the plans is
will
present, a group of three Professor Albert R. Thayer.
selections by Chopin, "The Waltz
in _E-flat," "The Nocturne in KBy Douglas A Chalmers '.>:*

when

Play Contest Set For March 9;
4 Plays Scheduled For Production

Bradford Washburn,
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Student Attends Forum

Allen F. Hetherington '54 was
the Bowdoin representative at the
Intercollegiate
Forum held at
Brown University last weekend.
Approximately 75 students from
about 11 colleges attended the
conference whose aim was to pro-

the noon break. Student moderators led the groups, and faculty
in attendance in the

members were
morning.

Attends Brown Meeting

and "The Etude in G-flat."
Holmes is one of the college Glee
Club accompanists and a piano
fiaf."

pupil
of
Tillotson.

Major Problems

David

Hetherington attended the group
concerned with curriculum, which
discussed its aims in the morning

clarinetist,

Mrs.

Frederic

E.

T.

,

!

i

I

be represented by Mr.
Stephen
Garratt
on
Monday,
March 9. Also on that day Mr.
Procter and
G. E. Brown of
Gamble will interview sales candidates for that company. On Tuesday, March 10. the Procter and
Gamble Manufacturing Division
will be represented by Mr. N. L.
Whcrrett, while also on campus
that day will be Mr. A. H. Elliott
of W. T. Grant who will interview
candidates for merchandising.

i

'

1

Freshmen Beat Bates
The Bowdoin Freshmen basketteam closed their season with

ball

a
B.

Starkweather.

accompanied

at

78-75

victory over the Bates
last night at the Sar-

'55,

Freshmen,

the

gent Gym.

club.
The program will start with the
joint efforts of the glee clubs. Bow-

doin will then perform alone, followed by Wellesley. The Wellesley madrigal contingent will continue the program. Finally, the

combined glee clubs
two Negro spirituals.

will

present

Activities at Gym
The dance at 9:30 will follow the
concert. Besides the music furnished by Bob Percival, each

House plus the Independents and
possibly the Faculty will have
booths.
Student-Faculty Quiz

Memorial Hall will be the scene
Faculty and student panel
show entitled "I've Got a Secret"
at 7:30 Friday evening. The obof a

jective of the panels will be to
learn little-known secrets of the

Faculty and townspeople through
cross-examination.
Selected for the Faculty panel
were Professor Thomas Means, Assistant Professor James A. Storer,
Instructor Robert W. Winter and
Professor Cecil T. Holmes. Students chosen for the panel were

Edward Cogan

'51, Bruce C. Mc'53, Frank J. Farrington
and Allen F. Hetherington Jr.

Gorrill
'53

'54. Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick
will act as scorekeeper, while H.

Davison Osgood, Jr. '54 will be the
moderator.
Fraternity All-Stan
At 9:30 there will be a Fraternity All-Star - Brunswick High
School basketball game in Sargent

Gym.
Selected for the 'All-Star team
by the White Key were Peter B.
Hetherington '55, Psi Upsilon: William D. Shaw '54, Chi Psi; James
L. Ladd '54 and Paul A. Brinkman
'54, Delta Kappa Epsilon; Peter A.
Chapman '56, Theta Delta Chi;
Barret C. Nichols '54, Zeta Psi;
John F. Cosgrove '54 and James M.
Connellan '53, Kappa Sigma;
Joseph F. Vecella '54 and Robert
E. LiUey '54, Sigma Nu; H. Parker
McLaren '54, Alpha Tau Omega;
and Alan J. Werksman '54, Alpha

Rho Upsilon.
McLaren has

scored 114 points

and Vecella 104 points in their
seven games, making them the only
ones to exceed the 100 mark.
Brunswick High's front line playare Ronald I>»clair, Roland
Maynard, Maurice Michaud, Skippy Galarneau, George Thibeault
and Edward Young.
Jazz Band at ATO'n
Saturday afternoon at 3:30 the
Bowdoin Jazz Band will entertain
at the Alpha Tau Omega dance
ers

(Continued on Page

2)

pjdno by Professor Russell F.
Uocfcf Jr., will play a group of
and Ihe methods in the thnflP pieces by the French compo.^H
Ren" de B'-isdeffre. Starkafternoon. Several major problems
were brought up and discussed in wea»!er has oltcn been heard in
musj;al chapel Services, and is to
this panel. Among them were:
lie heard at the spring Music Club
By James Anwyll, Jr. '55
1. The problem confronting the
large number -of prospective fraternities for the part that they
major who desires a Concert in Memorial Hall in a perscience
formance of the Honegger Sona- freshmen have visited the college
liberal education, but is bound to
played in the success of the subtina for Clarinet and Piano.
on four separate weekends during freshmen weekends.
the extensive requirements in his
Haywiird To Sing
the past two months, with most
own field. As time is a major facAccording to Mr. Shaw's records,
Donald P. Hayward, '55. bari- of them coming on the weekends approximately T50 boys have atthe only concrete solution
tor.
generally accepted was the institu- tone, accompanied b> Professor of February 14th and 28th.
tended
sub-freshmen
the
four
These sub-freshmen weekends weekends. He said, however, that
tion of five year courses for these Locke, will perform a group of
four Brahms songs
"Sonntag," have been conducfed by the ad- many mere boys will visit the^olmen.
"Flote
Abendwolken."
"Krinnc- ministration in eo-operation with lege before the final selections are
Lack Of Student Interest
runy," and "Wir Wandelten." Hay- the fraternity system. It was hop- •made but that they will not. arrive
lack of ward is one of the Glee Club solo- ed that .the prospective students,
2. The problem of the
at scheduled times. Judging from
student initiative, specifically re- ists and has performed frequently as guests of the fraternities, would the
number of applications thus
lating to the lack of interest in at the College and elsewhere.
bo able to view the college in a far received Mr. Shaw believes
carrying course topics outside nf
Joel H. Hupper, '54. flutist, ac- natural and genuine light. In ac- that
the total number of applicaclass, and the lack
f any student
companied by David W. Holmes cordance with this system, which tions for the incoming-class will
interest in intellectual subject;. '56
will
pay the Larghetto, was instituted last year, each run slightly higher than those of
The most generally accepted so'.u- Gavotte, and "Aria from the Son- fraternity was assigned a group of the
past few years. The geographition was the institution of a course ata no. 7. in F major." by J. B. prospective freshmen and played
cal distribution, however, will be
which would provide the students Loeillct. and the "Air a lltalien," host to them for the weekend. Thj
approximately the same as the rest
with
common intellectual ex- from the Suite in A minor for majority of the secondary-school of the college.
perience.
flute and strings, by G. P. Thie- guests were shown around the colSuccessful Trip
3. C>ne
of the major problems mann. Hupper has performed, not lege and had the chance to sit in on
In the past year Mr. Shaw and
brought up was the failure of only in musical chapel services and some classes and attend various Assistant Director of Admissions

Admissions Dept, Houses Hosts
To Sub-Freshmen On 4 Weekends

session,

will
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athletic events.

V. Hazelton made an extenj Paul
leaving the entertainment up sive trip on which they visited
the fraternities the boys had many secondary schools. In this
the .opportunity to meet many successful year of travel they visitundergraduates and were able to ed over 250 schools throughout the
appreciate the true relationship eastern part
of the United States
between the fraternity and the interviewing boys who were incollege by viewing them on the terested
in Bowdoin. This trip is
actual level of college life.
one of the many factors that have
Friendly AtnMMphere
caused the Increase in the total
Director of Admissions Hubert number of applications for admisS. Shaw declared that many of the sion.
sub-freshmen to whom he has
Although no final acceptances
talked have asserted that the one will be made until the latter part
quality they have Hked most about of April
Mr. Shaw feeLs that the
Bowdoin is thr continual friendly quality of the incoming class will

By

to

atmosphere.

Mr.

Shaw

thanked be high.

the student body for maintaining
this air of congeniality towards
the prospective freshmen. He also
expressed his appreciation to the

I

i^

This year Mrs. Margret Winkler,
who has led the Wellesley Glee
Club for many years, has been replaced by Charles R. Stackford.
He will conduct the 80 girl glee
•

In Student Council Vote

:

Kappa Sigma has maintained

A

,

and the Ford Motor Company of
A. F. Hetherington '54
Detroit and Ford International of
will have personnel
vide a meeting where students secondary education to equip the concerts at the College, but also
representatives on campus March
Average College Ratings
could
exchange ideas pertaining to liberal ai Is student. No solution in other parts of the state. He will
11. A representative for the Vick
was offered, but it was felt that be heard at the spring Music Club
The all-fraternity average was Chemical Company and associated their various colleges.
concert in the Couperin Concerto
2.284 for the semester, while the
The Forum convened with a ban- somc ™* oi solution in this area
divisions
Vick National, the
* as n«--e.ssary.
in B-llat for flute and strings.
all-College average was 2.367. For
McKelvy Company, William S. quet on Friday niuht where Brown
Fred Wilkins. '56, bariton, will
the freshmen; the all-fraternity
ROTC "Discussed
Merrell,
the Jensen-Salisbury President Henry Wriston delivered
ying a group of 4 songs, accomaverage was 2.179. and the allLabs, and the J. T. Baker Chemi- the keynote address entitled "On;
^ Th( r!OS jtion of ROTC in the panied by Professor Locke. InCollege average was 2.224.
cal Company
will hold inter- Being Alive.
college cm iculum was also dis- cluded arc tlje Prol- gue to LeonFreshman Scholastic Rating
views at the Placement Bureau on
l'anrl Discussions
cussed. It was felt that the pre- cavallo's *Pagliacci."
"Hills
of
The scholastic standing of the March 13.
On Saturday, the Forum was sent system involved a great waste Home. by Ojcar Fox, and two
freshmen, by fraternity, is listed
Future Interviewers
divided into several panel discus- of time, and that perhaps the songs by Lawrence G. White. This
below.
In the near future the Hanover sion groups, each taking up in- course could be condensed. It was recital will be Wilkins's debut as a
Fraternity
A»e. Men
Alpha Hho L"i»>iloii
2.C4C
12
Bank of New York, The Royal- dividual subjects. Some of these hoped that some results might performer at the College. He is a
IMU Kappt Kpeikm
:.«3
11
Liverpool Insurance Company, the were: The Hon^r System; "fhe arise fr ?m the Princeton study.
member of the Glee Club. Chap2l
Zvu rsi
2.39.1
*2
Chi Psi
2.281
8
Naval Research Laboratories in Responsibility of the College StuHetherington reported that the Choir, and Music Club, and has a
Alpha Tau Oiiickh
2.270
9
Washington. D. G, J. Walter dent; Student Government; and tone of the discussions was exccl- yeeekly program of his own over
I>Hla Sigma
2.250
15
Kimw Siicmu
2.181
Thompson Company, S. S. Kresge the Curriculum and its Aims. The lent, and all students concerned ladio" Station WBOA.
18
Siimia Nu
2.033
IS
Company, School Service Bureau, panels met in the morning and seemed interested and capable. He
The public is cordially invited
Beta Theta PI
2.018
18
Alpha Delta Phi
1.938
20
and the John Hancock Insurance afternoon, and the delegates were reports little wasted time and to attend free of charge. RefreshTheta Delta Chi
1.904
13
permitted to shift their panel at digression.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
ments will be served.
Pai VaaUra
i.tteo
S
.

ble for the fraternity cups.

All

to tenth, with 2.134.
Sigma Nu and Psi Upsilon maintained their eleventh and twelfth
place positions with averages of
2.108 and 2.103. respectively.
fifth

out Alpha Tau Omega's general
rating of 2.557. The Student Council Cup has been exchanged between these two fraternities since

"54.

Interf raternity Debate

To

scholastic rating, respectively.

'54. chairman, Richard B. Salsman
ticket for $2.50 will admit a student

Barrett C. Nichols, Jr.

his date to all the events.

At 7:45 on Saturday night the Wellesley and Bowdoin Glee Clubs
will give their concert. They will be complemented by the Meddiebempsters and the Wellesley madrigal group.

Peace Foundation in Boston. He
attended the United .Nations' Con-

On Tuesday the chapel address
was delivered by the Reverend
Audrey S. Bishop of Sanford, Me.
In the afternoon a meeting of all
evening meal

is

and Roger E. Gordon

was the Director of the World

fraternity houses. The topics under
discussion were "Is religion an institution or a way of life?",, "What
is the basis of marriage?", and "Is
a neutral attitude toward religion
an attitude of rejection?"

held. After the

'54

and

1942 to

Peucinian Room of Sills Hall for
the guest clergymen, faculty and
the student Religious Forum representatives at 4 p.m.
In the evening after dinner informal discussions were held at all

22

'

*M

iUMi

MMM

1~

He

expressed his thanks

to the students and fraternities
for helping him to introduce the
college to the visiting prospective

freshmen.
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recognition of the "necessity", counterargument: "Yet colleges
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Editor-in-Chief
Charles Ranlett '54

Managing Editor
Jr. '55

Wallace R. Harper,
.

News

.

Edward

B. fllaekman
Kobert C. Burr '55

'55
'55

Ward Gilman

L.

T. Ellis

'55
"55
Elliot S. Palais '55
Robert K. Windsor '55
Edward N. Cotter '56
Robert E. Hamilton '56
Carroll E. Pennell '56
Donald M. Zuckert '56
Allan F. Wright "56

'53
Jr. '53

McKinney,

Jr. '54
F. Spice r '54

Edward

Richard M. Catalano

'55
Anthony L. Funnell '55
David R. Anderson '55

Sports Staff

Barret C. Nichols.

shopped for ROTC units for the deferment they offered students;
and the demand still exceeds the supply."
Before President Dodds passes on to the more glaring
faults of the military educational system and the harm it does
he looks at a feature of the

program which might bear resemblance to a situation
"Hours spent on military science represent a subtraction from the time which a student would otherwise devote
to normal activities, including his studies.
When place is made
for it on his class schedule he has fewer hours to give to his

close to us.

his classes or hie extracurricular activities are

"55
'56
'56

bound

to suffer.

We

cannot ignore a place for extracurricular enterprise; it is
a valuable element in the cultivation of the personality for which
American college system strives. Credit or no credit, ROTC

work ol a student." it is almost
needless to underline the importance of the previous statements

cuts into the day's educational

and the

Curtis Webber
James S. Carter
Herbert E. Hammons, Jr.

Jr. '54

actually

remaining corpus of studies; when it is not he has less time for
his over-ail program than his civilian classmates enjoy.
Either

'54

James Anwyll, Jr.
David G. Lavender

Jackson Shuttlcworth
Charles E. Coakley '54

many

.

Staff
"53

C.

following the outbreak of hostilities in Korea,

to the education process itself,

John B. Goodrich
Carl S. Tschantre

Charles W. Sehoeneman 53
Sports Editor
Robert M. Hurst '54

Douglas A. Chalmers

as people have a lively interest in self-preservation.

Selective Service threatened to decimate their enrollments,

ROTC

Editors

55

Photographer
James P. Gaston

wen

as

When

relationship of these facts to the situation on our

Weekend To Feature

L.
Y.

Doherty '55
Rogers 55

Theodore D. Bobbins

Hobart

'53

Harold R. Beachem,

_

C.

Tracy

in the past

'55

As

Jr. '56

for the course of study

Dodds

President
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education best

offered in

looks to the criticism of the

.

.

.

The Independents have arranged
to use a small track on which miniature cars run, nowwed by electricity. To win a prize the patron
will have to stop a car on a marked spot.

of now, a group of the Faculty, Assistant Professor James A.
Storer, Instructor James F. Tierney and Instructor Charles S. Benson, has not decided whether they
will present a booth.

As

military science,

Latest College Exhibits

men who know
Walker Art Building

the faculty: "But the basic faculty unrest

springs from the knowledge that

ROTC

Designs for interior decoration,
advertising and fashions, lent by

subjects are intellectu-

the Parson School of Design,

Photo by Gaston

m.

f*7

ORIENT

its

exercise ... of course facts are indispensable;

we

they are

stuff

Barrett

£ Nichols '54

But memorizing them in a mechanical manactivities. The men who will judge
Moreover, they (the faculty) are convinced the winners are Instructor James
by their own professional experience that if properly condensed M. Moulton, Assistant Professor
and presented the subject matter could be conveyed in less time Janus A. Storer and Instructor
Robert M. Cross.
than the Services now demand." He then considers the intricacies
At the dance Saturday Alpha
There are some topics of discussion which always arouse
of a typical ROTC course (hygiene), by way of example; such Delta Phi will conduct a dollarsome discrepancy; trtere are political topics, and religious ones,
dropping game. Customers will
examples are replete in our own experiences.
hold their thumb and forefinger
nut when members of a college community or of a military
one rear

ia

three

dollars.

with which

ner

think.

duH work

is

.

.

.

The R.O.T.C....

The Princeton President

ROTC

society discuss

closes with

some recommenda-

one can be assured that there will be a tions
for drawing the military science courses closer to the
and without doubt no less amount standards and material
of other studies and with the optimistic
of disagreement.
If one is completely objective in his approach
view that men who accept the deferment of the ROTC can "be
to the subject he will see that any argument will end in the
assured that he has placed himself where the country can use
conclusion that ROTC is good, rather than bad, because any
him best."
argument will make clear that ROTC is, at the present juncture
One might ask here if this is the primary purpose of college,
of world events, a necessity.
to place a student "where the country can use him best." But
In the March issue of the Atlantic Monthly President Dodds
once again we run up against the stone wall of "necessity," so
of Princeton writes on the subject with a great amount of underin ending we might only suggest that the Services improve the
standing and interest; he quite naturally ends his discussion
caliber of this necessary element and that the time will not be
with the conclusion that all in ail ROTC is a good thing. Actualtoo far distant when Dame Necessity will no longer be in the
ly, there are very few necessary elements in this earthly shuffle
driver's seat and hope, God willing, this world will soon see
that we do not rationalize successfully.
But to say that Mr. ROTC as an anachronism.
Dodds ja/as rationalizing would be both unfair and untrue; hisC. W. S. 53

amount

certain

of agreement

,

article

much

is

too learned to give tnat implication.

It is

apart while the booth operator
holds a dollar bill between them.
The object is to catch the bill as it
is released without moving the en-

tire

hand.

.

[Continued From Page 1}
Local Pastor
Mass. Student Representative was
Francis W. Gorham '54.
Reverend J. Arthur Samuelson
At
the Beta Theta Pi House of the First Congregational Church
can get a much more realistic view of the program. To realize
Reverend Edward R. Nelson of the of Brunswick was at the Delta
its faults, however, means much more than criticizing it in bull Immanuel Baptist Church of Port- Sigma fraternity
to lead the dissessions; it means expressing the criticism in the open so that land led the debate. John S. Mac- cussion. Melvin E. Hodgkins '55
Dermid '53 was the Student Repre- was the student representative of
the more radical views may be tempered and the irrelevant and
sentative to the Forum.
that fraternity.
unfair criticisms be eliminated.
Here it might be wise to say
Doubleday Moderator
Mr. John Pennel. Chairman of
that the lack of constructive criticism of the system seems to
Reverend James Doubleday of the Committee on Publication, was
result from the fact that there seems to be an aura of mystery St. Paul's Episcopal Church of at the Alpha Rho Upsilon FraterBrunswick served as moderator
and immunity surrounding the ROTC. Because it is an organ and discussion leader at the Alpha nity Monday 'and Tuesday evenings. He is a Christian Scientist.
of the government it attracts large quantities of concealed slan- Delta Phi House. Paul F. Dudley
Roger E. Gordon '54 represented
der and very little open criticism; there is no reason why the Jr. '53 and James A. Cook Jr. '54
were the student representatives his fraternity at the Forum.
military science courses should not be subject to the criteria of to the Forum from that house.
If

we can
that

realize the

we remind

harm

that the

ourselves of

its

ROTC

does

at the

necessary purpose

he does so to shed some light on the program for an
incoming freshman.
We shall here examine the parts of his
article which relate to value of the ROTC to the colleges of
military:

He

the country.

starts out

by

stating the

"necessity" argu-

ment, which of course reigns supreme: "I believe that ROTC is
an opportunity which higher education should welcome in this
dangerous hour; but equally clear is the need for some prompt

reforms
the

He realizes the value of
to the military but points to the weaknesses in the

in the interest of all parties."

ROTC

method and caliber
"The weaknesses in

program are

particularly acute
of the highest scholastic standards and strongest
very colleges which supply
a substantial proportion of the most effective officers and in

in institutions

fidelity to the liberal arts ideal, the

WE GOT

attrition rate between basic and advanced courses is
Unless these weaknesses are remedied to the mutual

satisfaction of the Services

tinue to be
students, as

and the

colleges,

ROTC
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we

judgment and the same standards of criticism as other college
The moderator of the discussions
held at the Kappa Sigma fratercourses or as other phases of college life.
In overcoming these
nity was Mr. Milton Hadley of the
common self-restrictions President Dodds' article excels.
Lisbon
Falls
Quaker Church.
He looks at the ROTC problem from the three common Walter C. Tomlinson '5^ was the
Kappa Sigma student representapoints of view, that of the student, the faculty member and the tive.

.

Sunday, More* ».

The World

Company

Bowdoin. Dates and interview arrangements will be announced in
subsequent issues of the ORIENT.
Mr. Ladd also reminded Sophomores and Juniors that Mr. Wood

.

i

Monday, March 9

New York Times News
Sports Feature
Here's to Veterans'
United Press Feature
Disc Jockey

Friday,

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:55
10:00

Placement Bureau on Thursday.
Moving objects will be the targets. March 19. Those interested in a
The Kappa Sigma booth will en- summer position should register
able its patrons to shoot baskets. now with the Bureau for an apBeta Theta Pi will provide a pointment with Mr. Wood.

represented his fraternity at the
Forum meeting.

utilitarian purpose.

same time

New

true,

.

Den

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

The World

,

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

11:00

Thursday, March 5
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:55
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:06

Times News

Yorlc

Regional News
Sports Review
Midnite Special

[Continued From Page J]
will hold interviews at

,

have a
which a bow or a pistol,
or both, is used to shoot arrows at
a target. A dart game will be
housed in the Chi Psi booth, while
Delta Kappa Epsilon has plans
for a roulette wheel and also a
dice game.
Zeta Psi will provide guns from
which ping-pong balls are shot.
in

however, that people associated with the ROTC tend to say
Sinai Temple, Springfield, Mass.,
is a good
it
led discussions at the Psi Upsilon
thing before they have examined the numerous Rel. Subjects Discussed
Fraternity. David R. Anderson '55
faults which surround the system
merely because it serves In 12 Fraternity Houses
.

New York Times News
Regional News
Sports Review
The Polar Bear's

New

Portland Junior Symphony
Orchestra
in Brief
11 :05 Regional News
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Pushin' Sand
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off

10*00 Studytime Serenade

11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

To Interview Seniors

Psi Upsilon will either

game

,

7:00
7:05
7:15
York City.
7:30
Boyd Gallery
7:45
World News Roundup
8:00
paintings,
American
Modern
Sports Variety
8:15
loaned anonymously.
The Paul DeBrule Show
8:30
The World in Brief
Hubbard Hall
8:55
Strike Up the Band
9:00
Work of Bruce Rodgers, deDisc Jockey
9:15
signer of books.
Music to Study By
9:30
The World in Brief
Parker Cleaveland Hall
9:55
Studytime Serenade
10:00
Autographs of famous French
Chemists.
11:00
During the month of September, J 1:05
1934, the Leaning Tower of Pisa 11:15
moved north, but at the end of the 11:30
Co. Representatives
month turned around and movad 12:00
south.
12:05

and that the student's time is consumed in the dull
memorizing of detailed facts. The techniques are of a tra'de
ally thin,

school sort, in contrast to the courses designed to strengthen the
muscles of the mind by challenging its interest and stimulating

March 4-10

11:00
11:05
7:05 Sports Feature
11:15
11:30
7:15 Star Time
High
School on 12:00
7:30 Brunswick
the Air
#:05
8:00 World News Roundup
8:15 Piano Portraits
7-fJO
8:30 The Polar Bear Five
7:05
8:55 The World in Brief
7:15
9:00 Strike Up the Band
7:30
9:15 Disc Jockey
8:00
9:30 Music to Study By
8:15
9:55 The World in" Brief
,

Weekend Chairman

campus

Schedule:

Wednesday Mart* A
7:00 New York Times News

[Continued from Page J)
hall, the scene of their 1952 Cam
punching bag. Winners of the game
pus Chest performance.
will have to hit the bag hard
The band consists of eight mem- enough to ring a bell.
bers who are Charles F. Eades '56.,
Buckets of Water
banjo; Pertti A. Lipas, foreign stuThe members of the Sigma Nu
dent, piano; E. Ward Gilman '53, booth will perhaps suffer the most.
string bass; J. Ward Kennedy '55, One ef them is to have a bucket of
trombone; Bracebridge H. Young water placed over his head. Of
'54, clarinet; Wallace R. Harper, several strings leading towards the
Jr. '55, trumpet; Malcolm G. Mal- bucket, only one will be attached,
loy '54, tenor saxophone; and Louis and a pull on it will tip the bucket.
J. Benoit '55, drums.
Contestants in the Alpha Tau
There will be a Varsity track Omega booth will pitch pennies at
meet at 2:00 on Saturday against bottles submerged in water. Alpha
Tufts College in the Cage.
Rho Upsilon has planned for two
Hsiise Prixss
games. In one the customer will
Two of the Houses will receive shoot a water pistol at candles.
prizes of $70 and $30 for their total
Delta Sigma will also present a
contribution to the Campus Chest roulette wheel game, but it will
have electric lights on it, one of
which stays lit when the wheel
stops spinning.

We

years.

WBOA

Varied, Colorful Events;

Faculty To Participate; Charity Emphasized

have heard pleas from the College
Joseph
activites for more interest; we have heard dissatisfaction from
from the academic profession on campus concerning the witherBusiness Manager
ing away of intellectual curiosity. Certainly any logician would
Albert F. I.illey '54
Assistant Business Manager
point to a fallacy in any statement which implied that these
Bruce N. Cooper '54
recent developments spring directly from the institution of
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
James A. Cook "54
Richard C. Thurston '54 ROTC here, but yet is reasonable enough to assume that the?
Business Assistants
two bear some connection.
James

two

1953

4,
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want most— rich,

full flavor

and

cool,

cool mildness... pack after pack! Try
Camels for 30 days and see how mild,
how flavorful, how thoroughly eo joy-
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able they are as your steady smoke!
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Bartlett

POLAR

On Maine Polar
Basketball Team

Chosen

All-State

BEARINGS

By Robert M. Hurst

'34

an unusual ability to draw fouls.
Bartlett's best shot is a driving
underhand from the right hand
side breaking out of a weave.

With the basketball season compieted for Maine teams as far as
state series competition is concerned and most of the major college
teams winding up their

By Robert M. Hurst '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Next weekend the twelve fraternities will battle it out in the
annual Interfraternity Track meet which was first instituted here at
Rowdoin in 1819. This year the team to beat is last year's champions, the Theta Delta Chi's, with the opposition coming from the
Zetes and the Dekes.
Through the years the Interfraternity Meet has seen college,
state, national and world records equaled or broken by then national
and even Olympic champions. Away back in 1925 the Zetes captured the fraternity crown and a fellow named Connor of the Sigma
Nu house won the 40-yard dash in the time of 4.2 seconds breaking
the college and cage records and equaling the world's record. The
Zete relay team broke the existing fraternity and college record as
they whirled around the track in the time of 2:08.2.
In order to
qualify the six fastest men in the college for the 40-yard dash finals
24 heats had to be run. The total point cup for an individual performance was won by Frank Farrington.
Farther back in 1923 Fred Tootell, now coach of track at Rhode
Island State, then national and later Olympic 36-pound weight cham-,
pion, took five firsts and one second to score 28 of his fraternity's
41 points to lead the Sigma Nu's to victory. Tootell won the shotput, discus, 36-pound weight, low hurdles and 40-yard dash.
His
second place came in the broad jump.
In 1932 the Zetes again won as Ray McLaughlin of the winning
team came up with one of the greatest individual performances the
cage has ever seen.
McLaughlin set two world records and one
college record as he scored 29 points. McLaughlin won the high and
low hurdles in 5.4 and 5.2 respectively for world records and set the
college mark in the broad jump.
Another national champion to perform in the Interfraternity Meet was Phil Good of Zeta Psi. Good
was great as he toppled all kinds of records in his specialty, the

Bucknam

a
represented
Bates basketball

Win

Over Unbeaten Amherst

Top

•••••

Colby's Mules pulled away in the final minutes of play to edge
BatesT8-T0: It was the final round or state series play and gave the
Mules a record of nine wins and no defeats this season and 23 victories
over a period of three years. Dick Hawes, Colby set-shot artist, connected for seven from the floor and eight from the foul line for a
total of 22 points. Ted Lallier, who Lee Williams claims is the best
center in, New England, put In 20 points. High scorer for Bates was
Ken Weiler with 19. Lallier was named to the District One team in

magazine basketball

Collier's

selections.

The Colby frosh beat the Bates Bobkittens 70 to 67 in the final
minutes of play Saturday. High scorer of the game was Bates' Dave
Rushefsky with 22 points.

•«*»«

•

Deacon Danny MacFayden's talented Boxer dog, competing unattached, jumped into the swimming pool during the trials of the
state high school 100-yard freestyle and might have qualified except
for the rule which limits the meet to humans. Instead officials gave
him the old heave-ho.

Interfraternity Basketball
M«
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Weiner, c

Pluk.se

King.

3

If

Curran
rf

Daan

Abbott
Demit'lakos
Bowler, c
Rogers
Trusaell. rg
Moldaver
Donahue, Ig 1
Wallace
2

1

Green 'd. rg

1

1

8

3

S

48L

Total.

Bui ley

18

2 38

Totals

1

1

23 12 58

Total*

9 IS 33

Brunswick

last

If

of the periods,
Bucknam delivered 12
offense, points when they were badly needforcing the Black Bears to switch ed, mostly on his favorite one
from a man-to-man to a zone hand jump shot from around the
defense. Poor ball handling kept foul lme.
the score down in the first period,
For Bowdoin all five starfers hit
but the Polar Bears managed to double figures with Bartlett high
build up a 32-22 lead at half-time. at 16. Wally played his usually
Four straight baskets by Phil brilliant game at handling the ball
Fraser at rebounding.
Day, who collected 27 points in the as did Bill
Bates, Ken Weiler topped the
afternoon's activities, gave Bow- For
scorers with 25, followed by Buckdoin an 18 point lead early in the
with 22 and George Schrorder
Photo by Gaston
third quarter and all but elimi- nam
Shown competing in the high jump against New Hampshire University nated the Black Bears from vic- and Jim Moody with 13 each. Both
Moody and Schroeder contributed
last Saturday afternoon, Feb. 28, is Fred Fleming. New Hampshire tory. Maine's shooting improved
trounced the Varsity by a score of 67*2 to 49> 2 Fleming took a second during the second half as both Nor- much to the Bobcat victory with
in tbe'broad jump later in the meet.
to find the their fine rebounding.

They made constant use
fast break and a driving

.

ris

and Mahaney began

The summaries:
range, but Bowdoin only stepped
Bowdoin «-4>
Maine (SI)
up its play by keeping almost comFG F T
FG F T
3 27 Churchill
12
6 3 13
plete control of its offensive back- Day
Weiner
5 4 HICarville
1
1
3
board.
4
Fraser
2 UMPhilbrick
1
2

Interfraternity Track Meet Records

1

|

TIME

WINNER

EVENT

In the absence of Johnny Marr,
4.4 sec. Bowdoin had only four contribuConnor '27, Sigma Nu
5.8 sec. tors to the scoring, but these four
McLaughlin '33. Good '36. Zeta Psi
were enough to beat Maine.
Savage '18, Littlefield '26, Farrington '27,
Second to Phil Day was quickStanwood '32, McLaughlin '33, Good '36,
Allen '40, Rowe '40, Huling "41, Murphy '52 5.4 sec. shooting Mickey Weiner with 14
riding the
51 sec. points. Consigned to
Dickinson '43, D.K.E.
bench for most of the season,
1:58.7
Carey '43, A.D.
Mickey finally broke into the line4:23.4
Hillman '44, A.D.
Lavender '32, Psi U.
10:05.2 up for the last two games and has
2" delivered the finest performance
Adams '35, Zeta Psi
6'
of any Bowdoin substitute this
22'
Holmes '47, A.R.U.
Niblock *35. Zeta Psi
49' 4%" season, scoring 14 points against
57'
Perkins '42, D.K.E.
both Maine and Bates.
Vacchiano '51. Zeta Psi
132' 2"

40-Yd. Dash
43-Yd. High Hurdles
45- Yd. Low Hurdles

Run
880-Yd. Run
Mile Run
Two-Mile Run
High Jump
Broad Jump
440- Yd.

5V
9V

16-Lb. Shot
35-Lb. Weight

Discus Throw
Pole Vault
8- Lap Relay

Rideout

'37,

D.K.E.

•

Psi U.

12'

7"

2:06.3

'

Bartlett

1

2 16
3 5
4 12
19 IS 01
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tide

was high

Maryland, on

May

30 14 74

in Baltimore,

7, 1947,

at 8:27

High for Maine was Johnny Nor- in the morning, and again in the
8:30 p.m. Eastern
ris with 16, followed by Churchill evening
at
with 13 and Mahaney with 12. Standard Time.
"
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and third places respectively in the
200 yard backstroke, and Don

Buckingham placed
440 freestyle race.

third

in

the

The Polar Bears captured the
400 yard freestyle relay with the
winning team of Brigham, Lyndon, Carpenter, and Hildreth in a
time of 3.42.8.

Tom Helmreich, son of Bowdoin's history professor, placed for
.the Amherst swimmers, garnering
a second in the 200 yard breaststroke in edging past Larry Boyle.

A reputable organization recently released the news that the
area of Bhutan is 18,000 square
and
Punakha.

that

miles,

capital

its

.<•>.<•>.

is

+ + .«>•*.
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19 10 48;

Zete

6
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13.S

period.

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

USED CARS

Varsity Track Team Edged,
Frosh Annihilated By

UNH

Total*

15

three equaled in the Varsity meet.
Al Carson ran a 4:25 mile to win

7 37
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A call

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Grover talks to his dreamboat— something clicks

counting machine has been clicking too

work by Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and the telephone companies. Telephone people working on this

down

and other

from Dreamboat always clicks with
And an Automatic Message Acin the

telephone off ice

You may be

spot for the Polar Bears. Milliken,
has never raced anything
longer than the 440, started out
fast and kept his pne stride lead
to the finish.

who

—
— busily

punching impressions on a paper tape.
interested in

ingenious recorder does.

Complete Front End

It

what

ects
this

keeps track of

what telephone number you called, how
long you talked, and records this information in such a way that another machine
can automatically prepare a monthly bill.

and

Frame Alignment

Huleatt, who crowded him for nine
laps but then slowed down for an
easy second. Dick Getchell smashThe Wildcats swept both the
ed the 300 yard record, and New shot-put and pole vault events, and
Hampshire's Jim Hastings was placed first in the high jump and
clocked in 1:18.1 for the Freshmen broad jump. Bowdoin's Siggs
600.

When
Grover.

Hampshire trounced Bow coming on one second and four
doin track teams twice Saturday thirds.
afternoon, scoring a 67H-49Va vicGordie Milliken s brilliant win
tory over the Varsity and a smashover Bruce Campbell of Hew
ing 83-7 win over the Freshmen.
Three records were set and Hampshire in the 600 was a bright
going away over Bowdoin's
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Service
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lloirerson

The development of this new automatic
accounting machine

is

the result of team-

interesting

were in college

and important

just a short

proj-

time ago.

Perhaps you'd like to join them.

Your Placement Officer can give you deabout employment opportunities in

tails

Or write to American
Telephope & Telegraph Company, College
the Bell System.

Relations Section, 195 Broadway,

York

N. Y., for a copy
"Looking Ahead."
7,

New

of the booklet*

and

Huleatt won the 46 yard dash and
A new mark was established in 1,000 yard run respectively, while
the Frosh 300, and records were Totman. Flemming, and Brinkman
equaled in the Varsity dash and contributed to the Polar Bear
hurdles.
score by coping seconds in the disThe Bowdoin Freshmen failed to cus, broad jump, and high jump
cop a single first, their only points respectively.
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29 22 801

Totals

'

event with a total of 99.31 points.
Arwezon and Saunders took first

9 IS Arnold
OlNorri*

2

Audet

Saturday.

game was played by

::

or man.

one which thumped the Polar
Bears last December. They could
only 19 of 92 shots, and their only tall Ken Weiler was able to
regularity.
In
the
scoring ace Johnny Norris, who score with
the
period,
pendulum
has consistently ranked in the first second
way. Bates began
ten among small college scorers, swung the other
could sink only one field goal in It to connect as Bowdoin's race slowattempts during the first half. ed a little; the Bobcats had a 38-34
Skip Mahaney, who did turn in a lead at halftime.
sensational floor game with his beThe two teams battled during the
hind-the-back passes and dribbling, third period to pave the way for an
could make only two foul shots in early but strong Bowdoin last,
the first half.
quarter surge and an even strongSparked by Phil Day's good eye er Bobcat rally to throttle the
and Bill Fraser's rebounding, the Polar Bears. Charlie Bucknam led
adPolar Bears quickly took
the last minute Bobcat spree. Held
vantage of Maine's spiritless play. to ten points, in the first three

make

The game played against ThornAcademy was much more of a
Freshmen winning easily,

rout, the
84-47, at

ft

Kutstein

Wednesday night at the LewThe
Armory.
Bobcats
eventually won out by an 80-74
count, but the Polar Bears gave
tense
moments,
some
them
especially in. the first and last
periods. Bowdoin started off the
game as if they were not impressed by Bates' six straight wins
on her home court. Working the
ball smoothly and rapidly, they
built up a 22-14 first period lead
over the Bobcats. Bates could not
penetrate their tight defense, and
last

iston

ton

Most of the last half of the
the Frosh
reserves as the Cubs sewed up the
TD (IK)
DKE
<i«)
Chi P«i (41)
contest in the early going. Kenney
C
F V
G F PI
G F P led the scoring attack for the
1 I IV Chapman, rt 3
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1
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2 Freshmen by scoring 21 points.
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1
5
3 Uarland
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2
4 Millard, c
2
4'Gelina*. c
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131 Weifrand. Ig
ed the cause considerably by their
1
1
0! Morant*
West man
Field
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1
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heavy scoring, Janelle and Libby
Hamlin. Ig
4'McGrath, rg 1
S
2
2IH»rd
Doherty
1
getting
16 apiece, and Golz tallying
i.
a
61 Koch. Ig
3
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«
01
2!
1
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eleven.
1
21
Kmery
o Ladd. rir
Anderson
^
41
The Frosh led 23-11 at the- finish
4 2N
23 3 491 Totals
of the first period of play, and
Totals
23 4 SOI
Totals
IS 5 41
Delta Sigma (33)
were never in any serious danger
F P
C F PI
Leading Scorers
S 171 DeioTo*. If 1
2
after that point. At half-time, it
S 4 »l Moldavrr
S 2
Games Points Avg.
was 44-24 in favor of Bowdoin,
SI Roger*, rf
1
2 McLaren. ATO
I
i
7
114
16.2
2
2
8 21 King
Vecelln. Sigma Nu
7
W.8 and this margin was extended to
104
5
11
01 Donafcue,
1
r
P. Bfinkman. DKE
S
93
11.6 67-38 at
the beginning of the last
1 Bowler
S LagueuA, KS
1
1
1
7
89
12.7

SO

Maine State Series play.
Bowdoin certainly deserved the

Fourteet^ of the^MaJ^y-T^rris
total came in the second half.
In contrast to Maine's slow,
plodding style of play. Bates' Bobcats never let the spectators relax

ting thirteen.

Denies, rf

2

'

15

Solomon
Miller, rg

Wua
I

If

G F

Ware

back Westbrook High at Bruns- team handed Amherst College its
wick, 64-52, last Wednesday after- first loss in ten starts by posting
noon in a fairly well played game. a 47-37 victory Saturday afterWith Harly Prater and Rollie noon in Amherst's Pratt Pool.
Although the Polar Bears were
Janelle leading the way for the
was Miller's
it
Frosh, they grabbed a big lead of never behind,
28-10 at the first period mark. strategy that accounted frfr the
When the half ended, the Polar win. He juggled his crew expertly
Cubs were safely ahead by 20 to obtain the maximum of points
points, 40-20, and seemed on their from them and swing the tide in
way to an easy win. Westbrook, favor of Bowdoin.
however, came back a little
Charlie Hildreth was top scorer
stronger in the second half and cut for the victors, as he streamed
the deficit to a dozen points at the home first in the 220 and 100 yard
end of the third quarter, trailing freestyle races, and then warded
48-36. This was as far as West- off challenger Eton Simon of Ambrook was able to shorten the lead, herst in the last leg of the final.
however, and the Cubs ended vicBoyle Talkes Diving
torious by a final score of 64-52.
The 300 yard medley was won
Prater was high scorer for Bow- by Bowdoin's team of Saunders,
doin, tying for game honors with Arwezon, and Carpenter in a time
17 of 3.11.2, while Tom Lyndon copwith
Currier
Westbrook's
points. Janelle was close behind ped the 50 yard freestyle race in
him with 16 points, followed by 24 seconds flat. Boyle took first
Ed Kenney with eleven. Ron Qolz place for Bowdoin in the diving
and Johnny Libby both tallied
Tims and Morrison were the top
nine, as these five all figured
prominently in the scoring for the talliers for Thornton,' splitting their
scoring honors with eleven points
Bowdoin Frosh.
For Westbrook, Currier's 17 apiece.
points was followed by Kelly, who
also broke double figures by get-

'M

Jaime* S. Carter

victory, if only on Maine's poor
play. The Black Bears were an
entirely different team from the
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Unsucsessful in eight straight #
attempts to gain a victory in
Maine State Series competition.
Bowdoin's winless Polar Bears
finally managed to come SHU on
top Saturday afternoon as they
trimmed the Black Bears from the
University of Maine 64-51 in the
Sargent gymnasium. The Polar
Bears thus closed out the season
with an overall record of four wins
and twelve losses and al-8 record

this
scheduled games, the trend in
time for the annual All-teams, as year, the ability to win. The Bates
in football, has arrived for the captain scored most of his points,
basketball die-hards. The Associ- this season by a two-handed jump
ated Press this week came out shot from outside the keyhole.
team Bucknam must be given a lot of
with their Ail-American
headed by six foot eleven Walter the credit for leading the Bobcats
Dukes of Seton Hall whose team from the basketball doldrums to
has run through 30 teams without coming out in the red and coming
a loss. So in an effort to conform in second in state series play.
Leading the second team at cenwith others, the ORIENT has
taken the liberty of picking an ter is Bates Gene Schroder. Not as
spectacular as other centers in
All-Maine team.
the state, Schroder's chief claim

regularly

Freshmen

Running in the interscholastics on Saturday afternoon will be
Charlie Jenkins, national quarter mile champion from Rindge Tech
Boston.

Bear Quintet Registers First
State Series Victory Over Maine 64-5

new

In the pivot position at eenter
to fame is his consistency. It was
is Colby's Ted Lallier who has led
Schroder who set up the Bobcat's
the Mule's to three undefeated
high scoring Bucknam and Ken
state series titles. Lallier's smoothWeiler from the pivot which was
er play, rebound superiority, and
responsible for the majority of
automatic hook-shot from close in points
scored by the rejuvinated
gives him the nod over Maine's
Bates quintet. Up in the forward
Johnny Norris. Norris can not be line are Maine's Churchill and the
left off the first team and is theresurprise package of the Polar
fore relegated to hold down one of
Bears, sophomore Johnny Marr.
the forward positions. During most Operating
from the guard posiof the season the high-scoring
tions are Colby's Dick Hawes and
Norris was rated nationally among
Keith Mahaney of the Black
the top point getters for small colBears of Maine. Hawes represents
leges. The list of course is headed
the little man of the tall Colby
by little Rio Grande's freshman team
standing a mere six feet.
"Bevo"
Clarence
scoring phenom,
The former Portland High star
Francis. Norris's ability kept the
was always a threat perfecting a
pale blue up in Yankee Conference
deadly set shot which he put in
contention until late in the season
regularly from all sections of the
and made Maine a constant threat court. Hawes climaxed his stay at
hurdles.
to Colby's series hopes. Up front
Colby by scoring 22 points against
Niles Perkins, a sophomore in 1940, broke Hank Dreyer's national with .Norris is Lallier's teammate Bates. Mahaney, also a little man,
record in the 35-pound weight toss by three inches as he heaved it Ron Nagle. Perhaps only a shade combines a hard driving shot with
less able than Norris and Lallier,
58 feet 7Vx inches.
sensational ball handling and had
Nagle was effective all sea- the ability
It does not seem likely that this year's meet will produce any
to get the ball into Norson long under the basket on tapris under the basket with his acworld or national records nor will any national champions be in action.
in's and rebounds while hitting for
In running down the events, however, some interesting battles shape double figures in most of Colby's curate passing for easy lay-ups or
up to match last year's relay which I'm sure track mentor Jack games. These three men represent short hook shots. The main theme
Magee will say was one of the most exciting races ever run on a a forward line averaging around of the second squad is consistency
and speed while that of the startBowdoin track. This same dual will take place between the TD six feet five in height.
ing five is height and backboard
house and the Zetes with Dick Getchell and Gordon Milliken anchoring
Holding down the two guard control.
the TD's and the Zetes respectively.
In weights the honors will, positions are Wally Bartlett and
ALL-MAINE TEAM
First Team
in all probability, be divided among Brinkman of the Dekes in the 35- Charlie
Bucknam, captains of
Lf. NairU. Colby
pound weight, Al Farrington of the Zetes in the shotput and Mel Bowdoin and Bates respectively.
Hf. Norri.i. Maine
C. Lallier. Colby
Totman of the Psi U'« in the discus. In the 40-yard dash as in 440 Bartlett, the smallest man on the
Bowdoin
Bartlett,
Mb
iir.
Bucknam. Bates
Gordy Milliken is given the nod over Ray Biggs and Dick Getchell team, represented the lone bright
Second Team
both of the TD house. Horst Albach, DKE foreign student will also note of Bowdoin's otherwise disLf. Churchill. Muinp
mal basketball season. In his three
Rf. Marr. Bowdoin
be supplying the competition in the 440. The longer distances, mile
C. Schroder. Rites
years of varsity ball Wally led the
Lit. Hawes. Colby
and two mile, are largely under the control of Hugh Huleatt and Ed Polar Bears in scoring because of
Rir Mahaney. Maine
Trecartin of the TD's and little Frank Cameron of the Sigma Nu
house. The broad jump heir apparent is Fred Flemming of the Psi
U's with again Milliken as a close second.
Charlie HildretTi
Pole vaulting is conceded
Cagers
to Jim Herrick of the Sigma Nu's and the high jump falls to Flem43-37
Me. High School Fives;
ming with Paul Brinkman a close second.
If everything runs true to form the TD's will retain their chamScorers
pionship with the Zetes again finishing second followed by the Dekes, Libby, Golz
Psi U's and Sigma Nu's.
Coach Bob Miller's swimming
The Bowdoin Freshmen turned

in
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been keenly
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'It will unplug

even the most
difficult toilets in less than twenty
declared a salesman,
seconds,"
who was running a demonstration
of the device. He wadded up a
huge section of the Sunday Times
and jammed it into a toilet that
had been set up right there.
"In less than twenty seconds,"
he said again, applying the electric
plunger to the bowl. We timed him,
and it took exactly 17 seconds to
from the
retrieve
the Times

in

terested in New York ever since
a small bit of our deathless prose
appeared in the New Yorker a few
weeks ago, we thought we might
just drop down there, on official
business of course, and have a look
around.
thought that in the
course of our stay we might look

We

any number of interesting

Into

[Continued from Page /]
Ronell F. Harris '56 will serve as
[Continued From Page /]
stage manager.
cation and more generally recep'The Lovers," besides McGorrill,
tive to a musical program.
will feature Mrs. Athern P. DagOf his career here at Bowdoin, gett, Mrs. Edward P. Lyons,
he found the college to be very Charles W. Schoeneman '53 and
receptive to music, a feeling he Janice Lancaster. H. Payson Dowst
hopes to encourage at Emma Wil- '54 is stage manager.

Ward Gllman

E.

things, such as the annual convention of the Eastern Seaboard
Plumbers' Association, the New
Yorker office, and a few other
points of interest.
We thought that we would try
the New Yorker office first, since
we almost felt a kinship towards
the magazine, but it was Saturday,

Varied Program
The four plays, according
Masque and Gown officers, offer

lard.

Leaving Bowdoin

toilet.

"I dunno," a man next to me
said to a friend. "The plunger I

got is a pretty goood one. It may
take a little longer, but it's a lot
easier to carry."
and nobody was there. Hating to
"Sam Kronowitz told me," said
waste the dime we had spent on his friend, "that Joe Carola over
the subway getin Belleville made one of them
ting there,
things out of an old Electrolux.
we
Cost him practically nothing."
thought we might

spend
viewing

"How's

few

a

moments

inter-

passers-

by on

current
events and other
topics of interest

to the readers of

column. Our
first prospect v/as a young lady
fashionably dressed in blue jeans
and a pea coat.
Q. Pardon me, Miss, I'm from
the
this

.

.

.

A.
call

Beat
a cop.

you bum, before

it,

I

Well, some people just don't like
to talk to strangers. We tried another prospect, a cab driver. He
was cruising slowly by as we flag-

ged him down.
Q. Pardon me,

sir but

.

.

.

Hop

it

.

.

work?"

"Well, Sam said it ain't quite
perfected yet. Shoots water all
over the floor."
We moved on, and fell into conversation with a gentleman wearing a committee ribbon in front of
a display of wrenches.
"Where you from?" he asked.
We told him, and after a little
explanation as to the location of
Brunswick, he told us that he had
Russell F. Locke, Jr.
met a delegate from Maine.
"Nice chap, but I can't remem"This is a community where a
ber his name."
musician can be encouraged to
We asked him what the conven- throw himself into many types of
tion was all about. He said that musical enterprises."
plumbers, just like anybody else,
"In leaving, I am confident that
liked to get together and meet under the guidance
of Professor
plumbers from other parts of the Tillotson, and the addition of the
country, talk over new ideas and proposed new music building, the
so on.
music program at Bowdoin will

L

No

.

Forum Week
1)

We almost forgot the historical as- ample of how when one visits the
pects of the place when we became
Celanese Islands one immediately
enthralled with a conversation gosees the marked contrast between
sumpin'? I oughta punch ya right ing on between two red faced
the Christian and pagan Celanese
in the nose. . .
gentlemen standing at the bar. villages. In India the Christian is
We made a strategic withdrawal One of them had his arm around easily
distinguished from his comand turned to an elderly man on a woman.
rades practicing the other Indian
the street corner.
"This is a wonderful woman," religions
t
by the equanimity of his
Q. Would you give us your the man with his arm around her
countenance and the better living
name, sir?
said, "and I love her." He kissed
conditions which his faith has
You the woman.
Anthony
Panatella.
A.
taught him to respect.
froma the Daily News ?
"Don't mind my friend," the
Must Be "Winsome"
Q. 1N0 sir. We're from the other
gentleman
said,
"he's
If we are to be ambassadors of
Bowdoin Orient.
drunk."
Christ we must not present the
A. You don' look lika Jimmy
"I am not." said the first gentle- Christian Ethic
in an uninteresting
Jemail.
man. "You wanna fight?"
manner, Reverend Taylor went on. i
Q. No, sir. We're from the
"Yeah," said the second. They He saicPthat to have the privilege
Bowdoin ORIENT.
glared at each other briefly, and of representing the Christian
way
A. Who?
then ordered another beer. The of living we must be "winsome".
Q. You may not recognize the woman didn't say anything.
The fourth reason that Dean
name, sir. We're from Maine.
We left after awhile, with the Taylor gave, for believing in the
A. Where's dat?
two men still glaring at etfch Christian Church was that the
Q. Well, sir, the state of Maine other, and went to our room,
fellowship found among the Chrisis north of New Hampshire.
where we helped a lady rescue her tians is the strongest bond that
A. You don' .say. I thought cat from behind a refrigerator.
unites men. It is stronger than
maybe you froma the Daily News, Yes sir. New York is a wonderful that of
any other society.
you know, Jimmy Jemail the place to visit, but we wouldn't
The most important reason for
photog'apha.
want to live there.
his faith was that throughout his
Q. No, sir. We're visiting New
life he has met people who seem to
York and. .
know the secret of life; they are
A. Hey, you wanna girl for toall Christians. They have found
Outing Club
night.
that tranquillity that comes only
We decided that perhaps side- The Bowdoin Outing Club will from
the belief in a Supreme Bewalk interviews were not our field, hold a meeting tomorrow night at ing.
and besides we were having no 7:30 p.m. in the
Outing Room of
Christianity vs. Communism
end of difficulty in trying to spell the Moulton Union.
The meeting
The very nature of its fellowship
his accent. We then resolved to will
be concerned with plans for a makes Christianity much more devisit,
the
Plumbers' convention trip to Stowc,
Vermont this week- sirable than the fellowship that
which, according to our source, end.
exists among the communists. AIwas being held in the Grand
Central Palace. We had some
trouble finding the convention, but
with the help of three policemen
and a shoe shine boy, we Anally
15 Mill Street
located it.
Brunswick, Maine
"Super Suction Plunder"
It was an impressive sight. The
Just a few steps from Maine. Street
all
decked out with
hall was
streamers and what not, delegates
Nine pound wash
30c
and sight-scors milled about the
floor, and all sorts of displays
Use of Dryer
25c
punctured the crowd with color
and drama. We were particularly
impressed by the display of the
N.
Burger Company,
Wilfred
which proclaimed the emancipation of the plumber from the
slavery of the hand plunger with
brand new "Super Suction
its
Services
Electric Plunger."
Q.
A.

flag

sir.

Then whaf

me down

the hell did ya

Ya wise guy or

for ?

.

as
varied a program as has been seen
since the contest began in 1934.
with
life
deals
the
"The Athenian"
and death of Socrates and is based
on several of Plato's Dialogues. during his campaign last fall; John
"Squeezing Valley" is a burlesque V. Schaffner, III '35, who had his
treatment of love life in Tennessee. poetry published and is now a lit"Twenty Minutes to Qp" is a erary agent in New York and Paul
melodrama set in a Westchester Welsh '37, a professor now at the
County railroad station on Christ- University of Indiana.
Other past winners included Edmas Eve. "The Lovers" is a family
Vergason '39, a teacher now
comedy in which the family pokes win
gentle fun at the son who believes in a prep school in Richmond, Va.,
three of whose full-length plays
himself to be in love.
The entire production will be have been tried out by the Masque
staged by Production Manager and Gown; Stanley Williams, Jr.
Robert C. Hawley '55, while the '37, now a teacher at Rutgers;
box office will be handled by Busi- William H. Brown, Jr. '39, who
ness Manager Herbert A. Urweider has produced, directed and written
'54. No seats will be reserved with several TV programs for Young
students being admitted on blanket and Rubicam of New York; and
tax tickets, and with the general Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41,
four of whose novels as well as
public paying 60c.
many short stories have been pubDonated By Carlo
This year for the first time since lished and whose full-length play,
"Me and Harry," first tried out at
it was put in competition the "proBowdoin was produced in New
the
logue" will carry the names of
winners for the past nineteen York.
Later Winners
years. A generous donation by
Later winners of the one-act
Donald F. Carlo '51, who won the
play contest include Lawrence P.
though the fellowship among the Spingarn '40, now a professor at
communists may be more acute UCLA and editor of the California
than that among some Christians, Quarterly; Vance N. Bourjaily '44,
it is only a fellowship of people who has had two novels published
suffering under mutual oppression, and who is now editing pocket
books; Douglas Carmichael '44,
Reverend Taylor inferred.
The worship of the Christian who had a long play produced as
people is another factor strongly an undergraduate and who is now
favoring the Christian Faith. The doing graduate work at the Unimillions of people who go to their versity of Indiana after teaching in
own church every Sunday to re- Texas for the past few years; and
mind themselves of the works of Roger P. Mergendahl '50, now in
Christ and to be taught His ways the United States Air Force.
Others have been Jose de Tejada,
and doctrines reaffirm His belief
in a Christian Society, continued foreign student, who was last reported as floating on a raft in a
Taylor.
French river with three companOne Side or the Other
Doctor Taylor said that a non- ions for the announced purpose of
committal middle - of - the - path writing an account of the trip;
course of action with respect to Peter T. Poor '50, who has been asreligion is as much a negative vote sociated with several theatrical
on the subject of Christianity as a companies, including the Brattlepositive vote for a pagan society. boro Theatre, the Ogunquit Play"We must fall on one side of the house, and the Worcester Stock
fence or the other. We can't stay Company, since graduation; and
in the middle," the Reverend Tay- most recently Carlo and Cogan.

L

.

.

to

contest two years ago and is now
a second year graduate student at
the University of Texas, supplied
the plates which have been placed
on the base of the statuette. It is
hoped that an additional support
for the statuette may eventually
carry the names of the second
place winners.
Names of first place winners in
past years include those of James
E. Bassett, Jr. '34, who was chief
publicity officer at the Japanese
surrender on the battleship "Missouri" and who was in charge of
publicity for Vice-President Nixon

A study of 138 representative
and universities throughout the country, recently conducted by two psychologists from Wesleyan University, has determined
Swarthmore and Reed Colleges
most productive of "advanced
scholarly endeavor." while Wesleyan ranks fourteenth and Amherst and Williams rank twenty-

.

Glee Clubs

our religion

.

58

Psi

i;

ARU
..~

-

While these figures were recentWesleyan
the
ly
released in
"Argus", there was no mention ot
Bowdoin, and no information on
the study has passed through Massachusetts Hall as yet.
Working under the auspices ol
the Ford Foundation for Advanceprofessors
Education,
of
Robert H. Knapp and Joseph G.
Greenbaum have ranked the 138

Wellesley and Bowdoin Colleges

colleges and universities in order
of production of "dedicated or advanced scholarly endeavor.'
The average college studied was

will jointly present the now annual
glee club concert for the Campus
Chest Weekend, which this year

determined to graduate fewer than
ten scholars per thousand, with a
scholar defined in the context of

13. The the report as "one who receives
concert will begin at 8:00 p.m. on Ph.D.'s or full tuition scholarships
or
14, in the from
universities,
leading
silon chef, was re-elected to the First Parish Church.
Federal Fellowships for graduate
post of Town Selectman at the
Both the visiting conductor, study, or, private scholarships on
Brunswick Town election held Charles R, Shackford, and Di- a competitive basis."
March 2. Hubert S. Shaw, Direc- rector
Liberal Arts Highest
of Music at Bowdoin, Protor of Admissions was defeated in
Thirty-one of the top fifty inTillotson, will
a race for a School Board post, fessor Frederic E. T.
stitutions were determined to be
while Glenn H. Mclntire. Bursar take the stand to lead the entire
while only
of the College, failed to obtain group which will consist of 80 liberal arts colleges,
four
were publicly controlled.
voices.
the position of Town Treasurer.
Eighteen of the thirty-one had
Fast .Moving Spirituals

comes on Friday, March

Combined numbers done by the some religious affiliation.
Swarthmore led the list with
clubs include five choruses
gradufrom Mozart's "Requiem" and two 61.2 scholars per thousand
To Great Dane Mascot fast-moving spirituals, "Behold the ates. Reed College had 53.L
and
Star" and "Set Down Servant." Chicago, 48.4; Oberlin. 39.8;
Great
"Gertie," the Psi Upsilon
The visitors and the home club will Haverford, 39.5. Of the larger uniDane mascot of campus fame, has offer selections of their own, as versities, Princeton ranked eighth
been sent to live at Orr's Island will the Wellesleyan counterpart with 32.4, Harvard was tenth, and
with the parents of John E. Syl- of the "Meddies," the Wellesley Yale eleventh.
verster, Jr. '54.
Costly Colleges High
College madrigal group.
The most expensive fifth of the
Had To Go
The program, which is to last
The decision to have "Gertie" 90 minutes, has been so arranged colleges studied produced as many
evacuated was made at a Psi U and timed as to allow those at- scholars as the remaining fourwhich
Those
colleges
house meeting a week ago. It tending ample opportunity to go to fifths.
seems the dog refused to conform the dance and take in the House graduated between 100 and 140
to the usual behavior of the house- booths at the gym after the con- students per yea r were also among
the most productive. These facts
broken pet. Constant effort on the cert.
part of the fraternity members
Doors open at the First Parish indicate that at such institutions
failed to change the conditions, Church at 7:15 p.m., forty-five the administrative has sufficient
and it was decided best to have minutes before
concert
time. funds to attract a well-qualified
"Gertie" moved to the Island.
Tickets are $1.20 each and are on faculty, while the limited enrollThe dog spent the entire sum- sale at the Union and at the Men's ment allows the individual suffimer with the Sylvester family, Shop, 62 Maine Street, Brunswick. cient attention.
therefore being no stranger in Weekend student tickets, $2.50.
Departments Considered
absence each, admit one couple to all
"Gertie's"
Dividing the colleges on top of
their midst.
from the Bowdoin scene is com- events taking place on Campus the list into three categories:
pensated for by the fact that she Friday and Saturday, March 13 science, social science, and humanities,
the researchers discovered
is really better off roaming around
and 14.
eight colleges; Swarthmore, Reed,
the Island of Orr.

Psi ITs Bid Farewell

glee

.

In expressing enthusiastic approval of the present Reserve
Corps, Professor Dane felt it to
be an important part of. our naReserves tion's military set-up. He describIn U. S.
ed it as an emergency force offerDr. Nathan Dane II, Associate ing unlimited advancement opProfessor of Classics, recently was portunities for qualified young
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in men.
Of the ROTC program in Amerithe United States Army Reserve.
Professor Dane has been serving can colleges, he was equally as
in the Reserve since his discharge enthusiastic, "Although I hate to
from the Army in 1946. His pre- see the liberal arts program hamsent capacity is as adjutant of the pered, I feel that Reserve train1033rd USAR School at Fort Wil- ing has a necessary place in colliams, in South Portland, Maine. lege."

Dane Now

,-,i)

37

50 Chi P B 41
Nu 4H Beta 38
13 TD 28
i

SiKina

and twenty-ninth, respeo

tively.

Arthur C. Benoit, Delta Kappa Ep- Saturday night, March

33

AD 36
ARU 48 Chi P»i
KS 79 ATO 39
AD 34 DS 33
DKE

live."

.-..-"

DS

To Combine

For Concert March 14

Interf raternity Scores
KS

eighth

ment

lor emphasized.

In conclusion the speaker stated,
"The strength of the Christian
Church depends on whether or not
we 'dry up' or keep in constant
contact with the source of Christian Life. We must give our lives
to its service so that we can make

Bowdoin Not Listed In Wesleyan
Survey Of Advanced Scholarship
colleges

;

in, buddy.
"The plumbing profession, just continue
to
to
expand
and
We're from the Bowdoin like any other, is progressing flourisn."
and
rapidly," he. said, "And you can
A. Where ya wanna go?
quote me on that."
Q. We don't want to go anyIt Happened At Pete's
Taylor
where, sir, We'd like to interview
We thanked him, and left to go Rev. Charles
you for the Bowdoin.
downtown and visit a historic spot
A. Do ya wanna cab or don't known as Pete's Tavern, a place Opens Rel.
ya?
where O. Henry used to hang out.
(Continued from Page

A.
Q.
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Successful Politician

Finalists Vie

Of New York School

Locke Leaves Bowdoin
By
•

1953

For Cash Prizes And "Oscar";
Hawley Heads Production; tlrweider, Business

Named Music Head

Behind The Ivy Curtain

'4,

Lt. Colonel

Army

Chicago, Harvard, Yale, Oberlin,
Antioch, Carleton and Princeton
to be high on all three. Cal Tech
headed the sciences, Swarthmore
the social sciences, and Harvard
the humanities.

New England and the North
Central State schools were found
on a par, as far as location was
concerned, while the New England
schools ranked highest in
the
humanities and the Heartland colJeges excelled in the sciences.
No significant difference was
found between co-ed and men's
schools.
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Complete and Friendly
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Banking

Our

NOW... 10 Months

Student Accounts

BILL'S SPA

Welcomed

Specialties

For Chesterfield

Italian Spaghetti

Pizza Tie

Brunswick Branch

Hot Pastromi
Beer and Ale on Draft
and In Bottles
%Yi

Elm St

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

Brunswick

Member

Scientific Evidence

First

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

and Only Premium Qualify Cigarette

in

Both

Regular ana* King-Size

Tel. 876

•

A

medical specialist

is

making

i

regular bi-

monthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average
of over ten years.

After ten months, the medical specialist reports
that he observed ...

no adverse
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Cogan Stresses Need For

G. C.

Mcleod

Calls

For Stronger Support

Campus Chest Contributions Of R.O.T.C. By Colleges
Speaking in Chapel on Tuesday
The raffle drawings will be held
morning, March 10, Edward Cogan at 11:30, a half hour before the
emphasized the importance of dance ends. Anyone not present
the Annual Bowdoin Campus Chest when his name is called out will
Weekend by stressing the charitable contributions from the weekBooster

Weekend

end's proceeds.
A trip to Bath to visit the Hyde
for Crippled Children prodded him with first-hand knowledge of where some the money

Home

goes and what it actually accomCogan pointed out that
plishes.
compared with other festive weekends, the Campus Chest Weekend's

very

inexpensive.
usefulness also eliminates the problems
created annually when each House
received numerous letters soliciting contributions to charities.
is

The combining of fun and

Weekend Change*
There have been a few changes
plans for the Weekend.
All
the Houses may be open, but the
Dean stated that a house should
have enough dates to reasonably
its sleeping accommodations.
fill
The Bowdoin-Wellesleq Glee Club
in

will commence at 8:00
night instead of the
7:45 starting time.
Replacing Professor Thomas Means

concert

Saturday

Edward Cogan

original

'51

not win and another card will be

WEEKEND EVENTS

drawn.

It is hoped that the Fraternity
booths will be a more interesting
faculty-student "Battle attraction this year, for the Houses
of Wits" contest in Memorial Hall. are attempting to select unusual
9:80 A
Fraternity All- Star- prizes. A proposed booth for the
Brunswick High School basketball Faculty did not materialize.
Cogan St. C.
gams In t he gym.
Acting as master of ceremonies
Saturday Afternoon
1:80 The film "Family Honey- during the Jazz Band's performance at the ATO House Saturday
moon'* In Smith Auditorium.
afternoon will be Cogan.
2 :00 A track meet against Tufts.
Weekend tickets for the Faculty
8:00-8 KM) A jazz concert at the
may be purchased at Mr. Philip
ATO House,
S. Wilder's office.
Saturday

Friday Evening

1:80

A

Evening

8:00

A

concert

featuring tile
combined Glee Clubs of Weile*k>y
and Bowdoin in the first Parish

Church.
0:80 The Oarapus Chest Dance
and Penny Carnival In the gym.

on the panel of "I've Got a Secret"
is Instructor Walter P. Hollmann.
Other Faculty members will be
Professor Cecil T. Holmes, Assistant Professor James A. Storer and
Instructor Robert W. Winter. Students on the panel will be Edward
Cogan '51, Bruce C. McGorrill '53,
Frank J. Farrington '53 and Allen
F. Hethcrington Jr. "54.
Kmdrick and Osgood
Acting as scorekeeper will be
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick while
H. Davison Osgood Jr. '54 will be
moderator.

Richard B. Salsman '54

Chosen TJ). President
At the elections held last, week
the members of Thcta Delta Chi
chose Richard B. Salsman '54 as
President.

Salsman

comes

from Bourne.
graduated

He was

Bourne High School where
he was President of the graduating
from.

Professional

Men

To Interview Seniors
In

S4

Massachusetts.

Many

Next

Two Weeks

More Esprit De Corps
Colonel Gregg C. McLeod emphasized the importance of liberal
arts colleges supporting the ROTC
program in a chapel address delivered last Saturday, March 7.
Using a quotation concerning
the present critical point of the
United States' present relations
with Russia now that Stalin has
died. Colonel McLeod said that
the ROTC should be accepted as
a permanent part of the liberal
arts curriculum for the duration
of the world situation. He noted
that many colleges today underestimate the importance of the
drill period in relation to the military science program. He contended that it is important in developing teamwork and "esprit de
corps."
He suggested that the present
attitude toward the ROTC could
be called resentment instead of
apathy because of the feeling that
the program interferes with the
liberal arts courses. However, he
stressed its significance in building up a student's citizenship. Admitting that the ROTC standards
vary at different colleges, he pointed out that the same situation
exists in liberal arts courses.

near future to confer with
seniors interested in applying for
in the

positions in their firms.

Last Monday, Mr. Stephen Garratt of the Home Life Insurance
Company in New York and Mr. G.
E. Brown of Procter and Gamble's
Sales Division visited the campus.
Yesterday, Mr. N. L. Wherrett of
Procter and Gamble's Manufacturing Division and Mr. A.
Elliot of W. T. Grant Company interviewed seniors registered with
the Bureau.
Today, Mr. James McColloch, a
representative of the Ford Motor
Company and the Ford International organizations of Detroit and
New York, held interviews with
seniors in the Seminar Room of
Clcavcland Hall.

H

Attending Med. Schools

On Scholarship Aid
The award of scholarships totaling- almost $11,000 to 37 men now
enrolled in medical school was announced yesterday by Professor
Samuel E. Kamerling, Chairman
of the Committee on Medical
Scholarships at Bowdoin.
The awards are made from

the
Garcelon and Merritt Fund, established in 1891 in
memory of
Seward Garcelon of the Medical
Class of 1830 and Samuel Merritt
of the Medical Class of 1843.

The

list

of recipients, with their

Bowdoin Classes or other college
designations,
and the medical
schools where they are studying,
Frederick C. Anis as follows:
drews 50, Tufts; William S.
Austin '52, Cornell; William M.
At the same time, Mr. Donald Blackwell '52, Tufts; James H.
Carpenter and Mr. Brayton Durfee Bonney '49, Vermont; Matthew D.
of Connecticut General Life In- Branche '49, Boston University;

surance Company conducted inter- Joseph F. Brit ton '50, Tufts; RobVice- views in the Faculty Room of Mas- ert H. Buker, Bates, Columbia;
At Bowdoin he is
Rupert O. Clark '51, Pennsylvania;
President of the Student Council. sachuetts Hall.
Andrew B. Crummy '51, Boston
Salsman has also been Recording
Chemical Company Coming
'50,
Secretary of his fraternity as well
The Vick Chemical Company of University; Edward J. Day
At New York and its affiliated organ- New York Medical; David C. Dean,
as Corresponding Secretary.
present he is on t ho planning com- izations (the McKelvy Company, '52, Johns Hopkins; Charles L.
mittee for the Campus Chest William S. Merrcl Company, the Erickson '48, Tufts; James L. Fife
class.

now

'51, Harvard; Herbert L. Gould '51,
Jensen-Salsbury Labs, and the J.
The rest of the officers of the T. Baker Company) will be rep- Columbia.
Samuel Gross '46, Rochester;
fraternity will be elected tonight at resented on Friday, March 13 by
'50; Cornell;
the house meeting.
Mr. Harold Brewer who will meet Myron R. Grovcr, Jr.
John F. Gustafson '50, Cornell;
wafers interested in the firms he
Douglas R. Hill '50. Rochester;
represents.
Meeting
Poly
'47, New York
Mr. Daniel Howe of the Hanover Leonard M. Hirsch
The Political Forum will hold a Bank of New York will conduct University; Henry R. Houston,
meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, interviews in the Faculty Room Boston University, Tufts; Guy W.
March 17, in Conference A. of the on Monday, March 16th. On the Leadbetter, Jr. '47, Johns Hopkins; Reginald P. McManus '52,
(Continued on Page 4)
Moulton Union.
George Washington; Stuart D.

Weekend.

Forum

Heating Plant Had An Important
Role In Past History Of Bowdoin
By Edward
The unimposing and now almost

F. Spicer '54
of gymnastics,

Marsh '51, Tufts; Stephen E.
Monaghan '49, Albany; R. Milton
Morrison *52, McGill; Lawrence
A. Nadeau '49, Tufts; Burton A.

it

had a track

unnoticed heating plant stands as running around the circumference
a historical reminder of the Col- of the main floor.
Little Reminisce*
lege's progress, having once been
Bowdoin's Professor Noel C.
the Student Union and the first
Little '17 remembers that "When
Sargent Gymnasium.
A fire, which started one night I was a small boy and played footFebruary, 1920, raged on ball on the Delta I used to dress
in
through a severe snowstorm des- in the building." In an interview,
pite the efforts of the Brunswick Little stated that Sargent, who
Fire Department and completely had previously been a performer
demolished the main floor of the with the circus, came to Bowdoin
building, which contained recrea- in 1S70 where he became an intion facilities and a small canteen structor in gymnastics.
While he had graduated three
in an adjoinng room. A flat roof
was then constructed over the re- years previously, Little rememmaning portion of the building and bered hearing that the fire of 1920
the main floor removed to expose had resulted from a cigarette bethe heat facilities which were in ing thrown into a waste paper
Since then the basket.
the basement.
Congdon's Story
building has remained the heating
Clyde Congdon '22, a Brunswick
plant.
resident, stated that he recalled
First Sargent Gymnasium
This Student Union, one of the that he was away on a Glee Club
first few in the country, was the trip in Augusta at the time of the
result of remodeling the original Arc. and that when the Glee Club
Sargent Gymnasium, when the returned late because of the snow
present Sargent Gymnasium was storm, the building had already
The gym- burned.
Sonstructed in 1912.
Congdon had worked in the
asium in the present Resting
which was then the
ftlant was used from 1866 when building,
U was built until this time. Under Union, during his undergraduate
tke athletic directorship of Dud- days, the Union then being operley A. Sargent, the building was ated by Alfred Palmer of West
primarily devoted to the teaching Harpswell and his father.

'52, Cornell; Ronald S. Potts
McGill;' Albert McL. Rodgers

Nault
'50,

and

McGill; John J. Shinner '50,
Rochester; James W. Stackpole
'51,

Vermont; James L. Tsomides
George Washington; James G.
Jj/' '49, Rochester;
Paul T. Welch '50, Johns Hopkins;

'50,
'50,

Utterback,

Edward P. Williams '51, Cornell;
and Robert C. Young '51, Texas.

Hetherington's Play Wins

Topic

Annual 1-Act Competition

Before Large Audience

entertained

a

large

Upper Me»

morial Hall audience with color
movies and slides of the first as*
cent of the western ridge of Mount
McKinley,
Wednesday evening,

March 4.
Washburn accompanied

The nineteenth annual student-written One-Act Play Contest was
Monday night before a capacity audience at Upper Memorial
"Twenty Minutes To Go" by Allen F. Hetherington Jr. '54
being judged the best play in production, and the winner of the "Prologue", the Masque and Gown "Oscar".
The second prize play was "The Lovers" by Horace A. Hlldreth
Jr. *54.
Judged best student actor was Robert L. Happ '53. and best
director was H. Davison Osgood '54.
The program started promptly at 8:15 p.m., with the curtain rising
on "The Athenian" by Donald
Brewer '55 and James L. Fickett '55.
The play dealt with the life and death of Socrate6. and was based on
several of the dialogues of Plato.
Next on the program was "Squeezing Valley" by J. Allan Carson
'53.
This play was based on an original ballad by the author, and
dealt with hillbilly moonshining and love in the hills of Tennessee.
Staged In RR Station
The winning play, "Twenty Minutes To, Go" by Allen F. HetherDebaters Set
ington Jr. '54, was next on the
program. Staged in a Westchester
Bates, U. Of
County railway station, this play
told the story of the meeting of
In State
three people, a society woman, an
art student (played by best actor
Debate teams from Bowdoin,
Happ) and a novelist-burglar.
Bates and the University of Maine
They meet at the station and
will compete for the Annual Maine
spent the twenty minutes waiting
State Varsity Debating Championfor their train celebrating Christship at Bates College in Lewiston,
mas Eve.
Maine this Saturday afternoon,
The second place play, "The
March 14.
Lovers" by Horace A. Hildreth
Colby Not Competing
This
Jr. '54, closed the program.
The topic chosen for Saturday's was a play showing a family's
championship debate will be "Re- reaction to the announcement of
solved: that the Congress of the
the only son's love for a girl of
United States should enact a com- whom the family has only heard
pulsary Fair Employment prac- bad reports.
tices Act." Colby College will not
Mm, Coles Announce*
be included in the debate.
Judges of manuscripts for the
Taking the affirmative for Bow- contest were Mrs. Frederic E. T.
doin's team will be William C. Tillotson,
Professor Edward C.
Hays '55 and Charles E. Orcutt '54. Kirkland and Professor Nathan
Paul P. Brountas '54 and Bruce Dane II.
Judges of production
'53
Wald
will attack the topic were Mrs. James S. Coles, Mr.
from the negative side. A cup will Philip S. Wilder and Professor
be awarded to the winning team. Russell F. Locke Jr. At the close
Albert R. Thayer, Professor of of the program Mrs. Coles anheld last

Hall, with

Bradford Washburn, Director of
the Boston Museum of Science,
,

M

his color

photography with his description
which took place in the

of the trip

summer of 1951. He made the ascent as co-leader of an expedition
sponsored by the Boston Museum
Science,
the University of
of
Alaska, and the University of Denver." The entire expedition from
the early preparations to the final
posting of the American flag at the
peak was shown to the audience.
He described the approach to
the upper part of the mountain
which was made by a plane owned
by Dr. Terris Moore. This enabled
the expedition which was short of
time to eliminate the long slow
ascent of the lower portions of
the mountain which would have
been required otherwise.
Washburn said that the small
plane made a number of trips into
the base camp which was located
on a glacer, and he described the
dropping of additional supplies by
Air Force planes.

Photo by Gaston
of the Elmer Hutchinson Memorial Trophy for the second
consecutive year, Gordon E. Milliken '53 is shown receiving the award
from Varsity Track Coach Jack Magee at the Interfraternity Track

Winner

Meet held

Friday night in the Hyde Cage. The Trophy is given
each year at this time to that member of the track team who has
approached "the high standards of character and sportsmanship that
were Hutchinson's." Milliken was chosen by the coaching staff and by
his teammates.
The Zeta Psi track ace amassed a total of 1? points
to place his fraternity in fourth place. The meet was won, as was the
*
case last year, by Theta Delta Chi.
last

GOODRICH CITES BASIC UN
FAULT; STRESSES ASSETS
By Robert E." Hamilton '56
Dr. Leland M. Goodrich '20, pro- even at San Francisco, where the
fessor of International Law at Col- agreements on the charter were
umbia University, stated that there made, differences of opinion arose
is a widespread feeling that the that were to account for the Cold
U.N. is failing to live up to its War. One of the basic differences
original promise, to mantain peace, was over the roll of the great
in his talk, last Thursday, March powers in the functioning of the
5.

U.N.

The Political Forum's second
speaker of the semester, Dr. Goodrich in his speech, "The U.N. and
the Cold War," said that part of
this feeling comes from the U.N.'s

U.N. was the concentration of its
power in the hands of the Big

Russia's conception of

the

Three, with little say for the
smaller states. Under the insistence of the Roosevelt administrafailure to' bring the Korean War to tion, the General Assembly was
giVen a more important place.
a decisive result.
Another part of the feeling Another disagreement he said
comes because, the people have arose over the veto.
Dr. Goodrich stated that at the
been led to believe that the U.N.
is more powerful than it can be very beginning there was only a
time.
now said. There has been a failure "superficial agreement of the
Washburn described the view
to recognize that the U.N. was and charter"
because of these and
from the summit of Mount Mcis only "a device for facilitating other fundamental disagreements.
Kinley as one of world's greatest.
cooperation among its members." Thus the charter never really beHe said that an effort to view the
The Basic Failure
came effective, and the U.N never
towering mountain was worth the
The apparent failure of the U.N. started to operate on the fundatime of every listener.
mental assumption that the great
The speed of the party was ins really lies in the fact that the powers were
to cooperate. Rather
conditiorH
political
creased by the lack of the need of fundamental
it has operated under a "spirit of
materialized
not
has
for
hoped
cutting ice steps for the most part.
Only on one steep slope was this The great powers have not been
Dr. Goodrich
Hope For The U.N'.
able to cooperate.
found to be necessary.
Dr. Goodrich stated that one's
The speaker said that the return said that those who hoped for this
were "over optimis- decision on the U. N. dejiends uptrip down the western ridge was cooperation
on one's assumptions. "If you bemade as easily and without in- tic."
Dr. Goodrich pointed out that lieve that the future is hopeless,
cident as the ascent.
j
you could argue that it would be
better to terminate the U.N. and
to start a new organization of Free
1World nations only." He stated
that he found it "hard" to make
that assumption and that he had
little faith in a preventive war.
By Jonathan Bartlett '53 and Michael Moor? 53
E. Ward Oilman got things ram- He felt that such a war would
Starting with Ed Cogan's liba
only tend to spread Communism
tion.
hemlock, running through bling by appearing on stage with
white lightning and Ballantine's his quitar and announcing that over the earth.
'However, if you did not deem
scotch, the one-act plays came to some highly unusual proceedings
an end leaving Charlie Schoen- were about to take, place. Al-jthe future as hopeless, if you beman drinking coffee and nursing though Gilman is no Segovia, hisjlieve that the East and the West
The
correct.
be
proved
to
prophecy
could
work out a system of peacevarious
a hangover. Potables of
sorts, it would seem, were the only rest of the plot flowed like moon- ful coexistence," there are a great
many advantages for the mainbond the four plays had in com- shine from an upturned jug.
Perhaps the most memorable in- tenance of the United Nations, Dr.
mon.
were Goodrich pointed out.
Taking the play in order of cidents of this performance
the naturalistic touches such as
The Advantage Of The U.N.
proof, "The Athenian", by Donald
spitting portions
Flemming
Fred
The U.N.- plays an important
Brewer and James Fickett had a
David role in that it provides a calmer
message for the modern audience. of his wad on the floor and
on his alternative than armed conflict.
As we interpret it, this play was Tamminen blowing his nose
The play ended with It "provides standards of conduct
an impassioned plea for social shirttale.
another Gilmanic commentary on even the Russians hesitate to
legislation to provide for the aged
of undulating violate."
It provides a means for
and the unemployed. Ed Cogan, the perpetual bliss
Foster publishing what
Miss Joan
is
happening,
notable for his portrayal of Fal- intoxication.
was exquisite in her first mute "obliging public opinion."
staff in past years, grappled enerwith
She,
stage.
along
moment on
It provides a means by which the
getically with Socrates.
Maureen Shells, handled the disThe story of Socrates is an in- taff side of the action with true great powers can cooperate. The
U.N. exercises some useful "respiring one but it has proved a
hill-billy abandon.
straints" on the great poster at the
difficult subject for more experSuccessful .Drama
United States. Dr. Goodrich statienced dramatists than Brewer and
The prizewinner, "Twenty Min- ed that he is convinced that the
Fickett.
Their
interpretation
utes to Go", was a skillful blend U.S. has been "influenced to folmight have been more forceful of all the elements that go to
low a wiser course by its affiliahad they seen fit to include the make up successful drama. Its
eminently dramatic death scene in closely knit plot interwove threads tion!"
The U.N. can help nations outwhich Socrates accepts the hem- of humor, suspense, and human inlock with the realization that he terest into a formal background side the Iron Curtain find economic
political
stability
and
is dying for a principle which itof dramatic unities.
through its development of the
self will live.
The action took place in a West- backward areas.
Failed To Picture People
station
chester County railroad
Dr. Goodrich concluded by sayIn this particular treatment of shortly after 2 a.m. on Christmas
the story, the major flaw was that Eve. Among those present were a ing that if the United Nations is
the playwrites failed to give the dissolute widow, a young artist, a to serve its purpose, its independaudience a modicum of insight in- refined and sensitive burglar who ence must be respected and mainto and sympathy with the Athen- is also engaged in writing a novel, tained. He added that the United
ian people, a necissity if the au- and the station agent. This variega- States has more to gain by having
dience is to reach ultimately a ted group is t ed together by a the U.N. an active, international
mature and logical condemnation string of ill-gotten pearls and the cooperation than by trying to conHe stated that the U.N.
of Socrates' persecutors. As it desire to consume the woman's trol it.
was, the judgement of Socrates very fine old scotch as rapidly as should represent a "real meeting
was acceptable only in an histori- "is humanly possible. To the rumb- of minds."
cal light and not through any dra- ling of a deus ex machina and the
matic unfolding of the passions grumbling of a police inspector,
and the idealogical tenor which the pearls eventually end up in the Construction
Music
motivated the Athenian people.
right hands.
Jay Carson's "Squeezing ValNancy McKcen.- in the best Hall Starts In Spring
ley" was an unpretentious hill- characterization of the evening.
billy farce in which the actors was equally as charming when exGround breaking for the Gibson
seemed to enjoy themselves al- tending a well-turned leg to be Hall of Music is expected to begin
most as much as the audience did. drawn by the artist as when har- in the latter part of April or the
anguing the police inspector for early part of May according to
his lack of compassion and festive Harvey L. Palmer '04. Executive
Meet
cheer. Robert Happ received the Director of the Sesquiccntcnnial
award for best actor but was, in Fund and a member of the buildWilliam A. Fickett "54 and fact, no more convincing as the ing committee for the new strucFrederick O. Smith '56 have an- artist than was Peter Powell as ture.
nounced that there will be a meet- the suave and engaging burglar.
Following approval of primary
ing for the purpose of organizing Although we detected traces of plans by the Governing Boards at
a Young Republicans Club next nepotism, the author'." brother did their February meeting,
these
Tuesday, March 17, in Conference nothing in his small role to de- plans were returned to the College
A. of the Moulton Union at 7:30 tract from the high level set by architects who are now drafting
Interested
p.m.
are the other actors.
students
final specifications. Contracts will
urged to attend.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
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Reviewers Rate Act Performances
Generally Good; Program Varied

|

]

Bowdoin
For

Maine
Tournament

in the Department of Eng- nounced and distributed the prizes.
has stated that competition
The prizes for the contest were
the cup thus far has been as follows: $25 to the best play in
extremely close. He added that he production, $15 to the second play
thought Bowdoin had a good in production, and $10 each to the
chance of winning the Champion- best student actor and best direcship for this year.
tor. The winning author, Hether-

Speech
lish

for

Freshmen Debate May 2nd
ington, received the statuette, the
The Freshman debate teams "Prologue", to hold until the next
representing

contest.

will

The contest was sponsored and
run by the Masque and Gown, and
was run by Robert C. Hawley '55,

the Maine coyeges
compete for the freshmen
award on May second. Professor
Thayer stated. The names of those
freshmen debating for Bowdoin in
that competition will be announced
at a future date. The topic for discussion will
that time.

also be

And

Guitarist

To Give Concert Here
Richard Dyer-Bennet, a well
soloist and player of
the quitar? will appear in a Memorial Hall recital, Friday March
20, at 8:i5 p.m. Professor Frederick E. T. Tillotson announced

known tenor

Tuesday.
Dyer-Bennet,

most of

who accompanies

with the Spanish guitar, has done much of the
composing and arranging necessary to have as wide a selection
of songs as he does. American
folksongs and Elizabethan ballads,
but Irish and Scottish songs will
be included in his Bowdoin performance.
The guest artist has appeared
in a number of concerts, and he
has given more than a dozen recitals in Town and Carnegie Halls.
his solos

revealed at

Junior Class President

16, at
8:15 the Lockwood Fairbanks Eng- Picks Ivy
lish 6 Prize Speaking Contest will
A 15 man group has been named
be held in Smith Auditorium. The
contest is to be open to the public to the Ivy Day Committee by
as well as to the students and Junior Class President Allen F.
members of the faculty of Bow- Hetherington, Jr. '54.
The Junior Class is traditionaldoin.

Day Group

j

Scheduled
_~Other Contests
The annual, Stanley Plummer
Memorial Speaking Contest will be
held sometime this spring. Last
year's winner was Philip W. Leighton '52, and Jay A. Carson '53 took

IMMM^M««

*

second honors. The
test

in the

Plummer

j

con-

open to members of the

is

Bowdoin junior
speakers' names

class.

**%?

™*

emen, '

SJS? this year willn
Day which
faU on Saturday. May 23.
The group, all members of the
Class of 1954, will meet for the
first time Thursday night at 7 pjn.
in the Moulton Union's Conference Room A.
Members of the committee by
fraternity are: Alpha Delta Phi,
James A. Cook, Jr.; Psi Upsilon,
Robert W. Pillsbury; Chi Psi,
Peter B. Powell; Delta Kappa Ep(Continufd on Page 4)
r

for * Ivy

;

Competing

will be published

near future.

Three Fryeburg Representatives

Awarded Abraxas Scholarship Cup
President James Stacy Coles has way of Deer Hill, Naples, and at
announced that the Abraxas Cup, Fryeburg was a member of the
awarded each year to the prepara- National Honor Society and of the
tory'

school

represented

in

the student council, as well as of the

Bowdoin freshman class by at least basketball and tennis teams. At
three students whose representa- Bowdoin he is enrolled in the
tives have secured the best grades ROTC unit and is a member of
for the first semester, has been won Theta Delta Chi fraternity.
by Fryeburg Academy.
Scholarship Holder
Fryeburg is this year representLaCasce, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ed by Peter B. Hathaway '56, John Elroy O. LaCasce of Fryeburg,
S. LaCasce '56 and Maynard A. was a member of the National
Seeyle' '56. Hathaway is the son Honor Society and was a Comof Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Hatha- mencement speaker there. He was
also a member of the tennis team
and ski club. He came to Bowdoin

Math 11 Has Highest
Total Of Failures, A's
Final grades for the first semester show that Mathematics 11

proved the biggest stumbling block
for

A

Bowdoin students.
total of 24 students flunked

the course, while Economics 1 saw
18 out of 164 enrolled in it not
pass. Ten or more failures were
also recorded in Biology 1, English
4,

and French

Many

Of

Young GOP's To

Production Manager, and Herbert
'54, Business Manager.

A. Urweider

On Monday evening March

;

Soloist

5

Of Washburn's Lecture

Student Evaluation Preferred
Colonel McLeod observed that
Good Weather
from past experience a better
The expedition made good pn>
evaluation of the ROTC course can
gress in this ascent and were aid*
be made by those who have taken
ed greatly by the fine weather
the program. He said that men
which generally prevailed. One of
who are now in the regular army the movies shown by the speaker
can better judge the value of the
did show graphically the power of
course as a training program.
the winds which sweep the high
He concluded by citing the lack mountain.
Temperatures were
of facilities provided by the col- found to be unexpectedly high.
leges. He stated that a more effecAlthough a cache of food near
tive program could be maintained the summit where the regular
if such facilities were available.
route joins the western ridge of
the mountain was found to have
been damaged, the party reached
the 20,000 foot peak in near record

37 Bowdoin Graduates

Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., Placement
Director, announced recently that
personnel directors from several
companies will appear on campus

Is

23

Gordon Milliken Wins Hutchinson Cup

West Face Ascent Of
Mt. McKinley

NUMBER

1953

11,

Stresses Importance Of Color Movies, Slides
Used As Illustrations
Field DriU; Need For

'51

$2.50 ticket

ORIENT

3.

of these large courses also

produced a number of A's. Mathematics 11 with 23 A's and French
3 with 22 A's led in this respect.
Other courses with many A's given
out were Military Science 11,
Chemistry 1. French 5, Economics
1 and Physics 1 1
'
All six students taking Greek 9
received A's, while none of the 23
taking Education 1 got the top
mark.
The largest enrollment of any
course was 196 in English 1. Other
large courses were Biology 1.
Economics 1, English 4, French 3^
Mathematics 11, and Psychology 1.
,

!
'

as a recipient of an Alumni Fund
Scholarship, and is a member of
the ROTC and of Zeta Psi fraternity. LaCasce is the son of the
Headmaster of Fryeburg Academy.
Seelye, also a member of the
National Honor Society, at Fryeburg, received awards in French,

mathematics and science, and was
a member of the glee club and
student council. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Seelye of
Cornish. At Bowdoin he received
straight A grades for- the fall
semester and is enrolled in ROTC.
South Portland Second
Second place in the Abraxas Cup
standing is held by South Portland
High School, represented by Nor-

man P. Cohen. Ronell F. Harris^
Raymond F. Kierstead Jr.. and
John T. Libby.
Other schools whose graduates
received high grades in their first
semester include: William H. Hall
High School of West Hartford
Conn., Bangor High School, and

Newton High School.
The cup was won

last

year by

Portland High School which was
represented bv Lloyd O. Bishop
'55, Elliott S. Palais '55 and BerThe smallest courses were Chem- nard
Passman '55. The winner in
istry 11 and Music 13 both
of the previous year had been Bangor
which had but two students.

High School.
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'56
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•56
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Curtis

'54

James

S.

Herbert E. Hammons,

*

'55
"56
Jr. •56

Carter

A

seems quite

Make

sensible.

Advertising Manager

James

Cook

A.

years.

those

who

four regular subjects their junior year, this plan

many

But there axe

concession.

It

man

seems

Manager be

Circulation

To

time

at the present

plan to take
is

actually a

who

include

ROTC in their four courses.
of the optional choice

is

obvious.

It

per-

each of the two years under

to take five courses

consideration rather than six the

Richard C. Thurston

'54

the five-course requirement optional

sophomore and junior

for the

mits a

'

we

more responsible suggestion has been offered which

The advantage
Business Manager
Albert F. I.illey '54
.istant Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54

first

year and four the second.

be the best solution for a problem which needs

to

to

J.B.G. '55

rectified.

Bowdoin Day exercises

'54

*

Business Assistants

Theodore D. Robbins

Hobart

'53

Harold R. Bcarhem,

Jr.

C.

Tracy

Muddy Paths

'56

I

('ollrgt

420

MADISON

NEW YORK,

is

be-

ing presented by the Amherst
Class of 1956. Two students, play-

Bowdoin students and ing the parts of Jack Lait and Lee
mercy of a campus, not Mortimer, come to Amherst to inof grass ar/VJ paved walks, but of mud. The few paved walks vestigate its "liberal" nature.
Included are scenes in the office
that do exist offer dry and safe places on which to walk, but the
of fhc administration, in a freshremaining paths are a different story.
men bedroom, and in a class room.
Some of the songs are "The New
Bowdoin's campus, like the town of Brunswick itself, is Curriculum"
and "A Visit With
extremely flat and low-set. For this reason all the unpaved walks The Dean
are nothing more than collectors of melting snow. The results
}

spring,

;

Faculty

Publuhfri ftepTfsrntativ*

AVE.

last year.

*

*

cal expose of that institution

Costly To Maintain

Each year with the coming of

National Advertising Service, Inc.

»

"Amherst Confidential," a musi-

'55

UPDESrSTMl FOB NATIONAL ADVMTWNO BY

N. Y.

Cmr»c<> - Boston - I.o.l Amof.i f.h - San Francisco
^'MUhaal waekly when rluiH arc held daring tba Fall and Spring Trltnaater by
,.
• indent, of Bnwdnin < oMrsr. Addreat ncwii rommunirationi to the Editor and cab•rrtotifiii rummunlratlona
to tba Buainraa Manager of the Bowdoin Paallahln* Com'"" •« «w OrtlFNT Office in Moore Hall, Bnwdoin College. Brnnawick. Maine. Entered
»• aernnd rlaie matter at the poat office at Brnnawick, Maine. The aubirription
rata
tew eate year U three (13) dollarm.

failed

WBOA

Colleges

"because

members

the

of

"It is pretty clear that the presponding loss in the productive
capacity of the country as a whole. sent editorial directions of Sabrina
Speaking of investigations. Dr. and Context are tending to conWriston stated that "whenever by verge," the letter continued. It
slander, by inuendo, by rumor, in- was reported that the Sabrina had
vestigations start to throw mud overcome much of the stigma of
at the colleges, then every alum- "a past reputation of smut for
nus in every institution of the smut's sake."
•
•
•
•
United States should rise up and
A student at the University of
say, this has got to stop."
*
He stated that alumni should Connecticut writing to the Conorganize a pressure group which necticut Campus, complains of the
would "throw around these institu- high cost of books at that school.
tions the protection they are going He wonders why the University
Bookstore, which is "supposedly
to need."
Dr. Wriston also warned that run on a non-profit basis," charges
the lack of money was a nation- the publishers' retail prices. He
wide problem with both state and questions the slow delivery of some
private institutions. He pointed of the books which sometimes do
out that during his term at Brown not arrive until several weeks
that the endowment had grown 50 after the start of the semester and
per cent but that the budget had wonders why some of the onesemester courses require from
increased about 400 per cent.
Dr. Wriston spoke at the James three to six books.

thoroughly educated in the liberal arts are to be continued, their
afford to be expedient in dealing with such a problem.
Wouldn't it be grand if we could sneak through college by taking
only thirteen full time courses offered by the college?
And
wouldn't we be proud to say that almost one-fourth of the

sports Staff

Barrel C. Nichols. Jr.
•James L. Dohcrty '55
Joseph Y. Rogers '55

News From Other

each of the magazine staffs showed little willingness to co-operate
with the other." In an open letter
both boards came to the conclusion
in
course for the sophomore year. Some even want it to be given
Dr. Wriston attacked attempts that a merger was desirable becredit for all four years.
There are good reasons why this plan to shackle academic thinking cause of the limited amount of
pointing out that a check upon talent on campus. The merger was
should be avoided if possible.
freedom would mean that Ameri- "finally judged inadvisable, howdue to the existence of
If the high scholastic standards which Bowdoin maintains, can higher education would lose fever,
opinionated factions."
and if the fine reputation which it holds for producing men much of its vigor with a corre-

David G. Lavender 55 courses we took in college were training us for war, which
Elliot S. Palais "55
are supposedly trying to avoid ?

Jr. '53

McKinney,

Kllis

f

how-

we can not

'54

Staff

C,

juniors,

1953

Military Science; thus,

'55

Ilaifx-r, Jr.

ft.

News
Fdward

The

to six courses.

continue in the military program, receive credit for*
by taking three other courses plus their
Investigations and lack of funds
major work, they have completed the minimum requirement. were called the two major threats
Several suggestions have been put forth to improve this facing colleges today by Brown's
No. 23
President, Dr. Henry M. Wriston
situation.
Among these is the proposal to make ROTC a credit
a recent speech there.

195S

11 .

amounts

who

ever,
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this

11,

members

find themselves at the

i

j

\

campaign

is

now

I

Bowdoin men of high grade, the
Complete.
As usual some houses were not
spective

was not
happy with

them by the Admissions Department. It
is true that not all sub-freshmen are equally as likeable and as
easy to know. It is ajso true that one house may unintentionally
be sent a more satisfactory group of sub-freshmen than anothe*.
These complaints could be largely brought to an end 'l
the Bowdoin undergraduate body showed more initiative in

who might be

done

to a certain extent

mean
ly

that

many

This

interested in the college.

men would become

walks unpaved, the Administration

serious-

thfe

fraternity, will

by

the

Wesleyan

Parker Cleaveland Hall
Letters of famous French naturalists.

is

not

necessarily saving

tivities

if'

One paving of the walks would
An attempt at Amherst to
end forever the mud problem, and would make the maintenance merge the two literary magazines
there, Sabrina and Context, has
of the lawns easier and cheaper.
A student must feel a little foolish about showing dates and
guests the condition of the College's walks during the muddy
season. The Administration, too, must feel a little ashamed for

Sports Feature
Star Time
Paris Star Time

Sports Variety
The Paul DeBrule

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00

Show

in Brief

Music to Study

By

Team

Drill

Masterworks from France
World News Roundup
Guest Star
Fred Wilkins

Show

The World

Brief

in

Music to Study By
The World in Brief
Studytime Serenade
New York Times News
Regional
'Sports

News

Review

Midnite Special
Late News Roundup
Sign Off

Tuesday, March 17

World News Roundup

The World

Sports Review
Star Time

New York Times News
Sports Feature
Serenade in Blue
United Press Feature
Disc Jockey

World News Roundup

Navy Star Time
Date With Dodo
The World in Brief
Music to Study By
The World in Brief
Studytime Serenade
New York Times News
Regional News
Sports Review
Moonlight Time
Late News Roundup
Sign Off
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More personal invitations by Bowdoin undergraduates will
mean more successful sub-freshmen weekends. The desire to
the College, and, second

action

students walking on the grass.

cludes the scholar and the future student council president. At
Bowdoin student help is needed in matching the admission programs of such schools as Amherst. Wesleyan and Williams.

first

This

March IS
New York Times News
Friday,

Monday, March 1A
York Times News

New

er of books.

to college too hard.

Board of

Regional News
Sports Review
Flippin' with Herb
Late News Roundup
Sign Off

1

the scholastic requirements were Jowered, while 25 per
money.
cent stated that the pressure of
It also costs money to roll and seed the lawns each year in maintaining honors average causorder to make the campus ready for graduation in June. Men ed them to withdraw from some
activities.
must work just that much harder to undo the damage done by extra-curricular
»
»
*
*

push by '"the undergraduates is needed by the College,
v ompetition between colleges for a good entering class is sharp.
The competition is not only limited to the athlete but also in-

in

ment

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

World News Roundup
Deuces Wild
440 Club
Music to Study By
The World in Brief
Studytime Serenade
New York Times News

Major Joseph P. Miller, Assistant Professor of Military Science
WaHcer Art Building
Designs for interior decoration, and Tactics, stated recently that
ROTC instructors are interested in
advertising and fashions, lent by
the formation of a student drill
the Parsons School of Design,
team. Plans for the organization of
New York City.
such a team would definitely be
Boyd Gallery
formulated should student interest
Modern
American
paintings,
deem it worthwhile.
v ,L2:05
loaned anonymously.
Hubbard Hall
Work of Bruce Rogers, design-

Despite Bowdoin's large endowment the present financial sake.
About 55 per cent of these
is not the best with a deficit f«*r the com*
scholarship holders expressed a
ing year facing the Administration. However, by leaving the desire to participate in more ac-

rhis

way

—

When

Thursday, March 12

New York Times News
Sports Feature
Here's to Veterans
United Press Feature
Disc Jockey* "

Latest College Exhibits

situation at the College

is

interested in Bowdoin.

sell,

scholarships

—

Den

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

j

now, but additional invitations would

additional excellent

of

7:30 Sunday Serenade
8:00 World News Roundup
Verdi's
8:15 World of Opera
Un Ballo Maschera
11:00 The World in Brief
11:05 Regional News
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Pushin' Sand
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off

New York Times News
Regional News
Sports Review
The Polar Bear's

ROTC

Trustees was greeted
with approval by former and preArt "Torpedo" Cecelski is now
sent holders of scholarships there.
of the Infirmary after a short
A survey showed that these out
"illness." Art has stated that he
or getting to his fraternity for lunch naturally takes the driest scholarship men indicated that the
"feels fine" and that he hopes that
old rule was a "deterrent to partiroute.
When the paths are no longer usable, the grass alongside cipation
no recurrences take place.
in
extra-curricular" as
it is the next to go. Eventually the whole campus is dotted with
well as being a cause of overemphasis on marks for their own
footprints and puddles.

the group assigned

inviting those

holders

all

Wesleyan

and those from the Chapel

confronted with a walk composed entirely of mud
water-filled- footprints, a student has two alternatives; use
the path or walk on the grass. Unfortunately this second choice
is of ten followed. The student hurrying from one class to another

satisfaction

entirely

that

at

are those paths between the Chapel and the must have at least a 83.3 average
to the Searles Science Build- has been modified to permit in
special
cases the awarding of
ing.
scholarships
to
students
with
In a recent issue of the ORIENT Was published a letter, somewhat
lower averages.
certainly not the first, by an undergraduate complaining of the
Each case will be treated
mud. For years students have been forced to put up with -this separately, with the new policy
especially
benefiting
an honor
problem.
Hopping over puddles and sloshing through mud and sophomores who may find the
seem to be part of going to Bowdoin
a part which we feel strain of maintaining an honor
mark during the period of adjustcould be eliminated.

Admissions Department has reported that the number of appliis running ahead of last year's figure.
Approximately
50 sub-freshmen have visited the campus with others likely
to see Bowdoin close at hand in the coming weeks.
Although the last two regular sub-freshmen weekends were
well attended with a majority of the houses reporting the proand
cations

rather than paths running across the campus.

The worst offenders
Library,

Work on selecting and admitting to Bowdoin those
men who on entering college next fall will be enrolled as members of the Class of 195 7 is apparently progressing well.
The

mud

are strips of

The requirement

11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

in progress.

;

Student Initiative Needed To Help
Attract Top Calibre Sub-Freshmen

9:55 The World in Brief'
10:00 Studytime Serenade
11:00 New York Times News
Sports Feature
*
11:05 Regional News
7:15 Star Time
7:30 Brunswick High School on 11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Midnite Special
the Air
12 :00 Late News Roundup*
8:00 World News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
8-15 Piano Portraits
8:30 The Polar Bear Five
Sunday, Marek laf
8:55 The World in Brief
,7:00 The World in Brief
9:00 Music to Study By
7:05 Sports Feature
9:55 The World in Brief
7:15 Your Navy Show
10:00 Studytime Serenade

7*5

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:55
10:00
11:00
11:05
11:15
11:30
*
»
»
12.00
The undergraduates of Wesley- 12:05
an College have been asked to donate one dollar each to the current
7:00
Alumni Fund Drive there.
7 05
It is felt that emphasis on col7:15
lege spirit will inspirt the student
body sufficiently to make required 7:30
contributions unnecessary. The 8:00
purpose of this drive is to provide 8:15
Wesleyan with funds adequate to 8:30
ensure maintenance of both facul- 8:55
9:00
ty and curricula. An all-out publicity

Schedule: March 11-17

Wednesday, March II
7:00 New York Times News

Merrymeeting

go a long

such a condition exist year after year.
We sincerely hope the Administration

letting

making these weekends thoroughly worthwhile.

will

185 Park

take the matter
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Gift
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Brunswick, Maine

15 Mill Street

Shop

Just a few steps from Maine Street

j

to heart and will see that
mer months. Much will be

Curriculum Change Proposal

paved during the summenace will have been
pride alone the job will be

.

the walks are

gained, and a

eliminated. Surely for the sake of

tone.
According to a recent poll taken by the Student Curriculum
Committee, there is a definite protest from the members of the
Student,
Plan
Ex-Bo&doin
sophomore class in the ROTC against the heavy academic burden
Nguyen Ngoc Linh '52 of Alpha
which they are forced to assume.
This protest is justifiable Delta Phi, is now the editor of a

i

W.
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i

Free Gift Wrapping

*
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j

R. H.;Jr.

"Viet-Nam" and
published in New York City. Linh
Editor of the
Associate
was
an
must take five credit courses plus the non-credit Military Science
Averaging in the time spent on the drill field in the ORIENT last year.
course.

when

particularly

sophomore and junior
The second year men enrolled in ROTC

the requirements of the

years are compared.
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Win Interfraternity Track Meet;

T.D.'s

POLAR

\

1953

11,

Milliken Given Hutchinson Trophy

BEARINGS

By James

Although

Danny MacFayden, now going into his eighth year as baseball
mentor, took over the '46 team in his first year just one week before
the regular season when the then coach, Neil Mahoney, decided to
take a job as scout for the Boston Red Sox.
MacFayden did what
few major league ball players have ever done in their attempts to
break into the big time; he wont directly from a prep school into the
services of the Red Sox as a pitcher.
In 1926 the Deacon began his

Jenkins

two

set

records for Rindge Tech and was
individual high point winner, Medford High won the high school division of Bowdoin's 37th annual
Interscholastic Track Meet, while

ready for action.

Academy defended
prep school title without much
at Brunswick last Saturday afternoon.
Prospective infielders of this spring's Varsity Baseball Team include
JetikuiK Receives Trepfiy
"Biggy McGovern, third base. Frank Veeella, shortstop, Corby Wolfe,
Jenkins received the Jack Magee
second base, and Jack Cosgrove, first base.
trophy for his outstanding runPhillips Exeter
its

difficulty

16-yeai professional career with a record of no wins and one loss.
During that career on the mound MacFaydeh performed for no less
than six major league clubs including the Yankees, Braves and Senators.
The baseball team's debut at Bowdoin was a little more successful than the one in 1926 for Mr. MacFayden as his team opened
the season with a 4 to 2 win over Tufts behind the eight hit pitching
of one Herb Babcock.
Later in the season, however, Babcock and
By James L Doherty '55
company were shellacked by Colby 11-0.
Candidates for the Bowdoin reliable chuckers, the latter being
Actually the game of baseball made its first appearance here at
available.
Bowdoin in 1846 just seven years after Abner Doubleday introduced baseball teams have already start- the only southpaw
ed training in the Cage, 'and the
However, the other half of the
the game in America .at Cooperstown. As far as the Bowdoin records
prospects of a winning season for battery definitely poses a problem,
.show, that team in 1846 was the first college nine in America.
The the Varsity is extremely bright.
and it will be hard to find a capable
first team with any record was that of the one of I860.
A game was
Dan MacFayden can rely on a replacement tc step into Andy
played that year with the Brunswick Sunrise Club at the Topsham
Lanos shoes. Outstanding possistaff
with
two
strong pitching
Fair Grounds. One of the largest crowds ever assembled in Brunsveteran hurlers, Louie Audet and bilities for the position arc Bob
wick saw the Bowdoin team lose in a close game 46 to 42.
The Jim Hebert, who have twirled the Burr. Jim Ladd, Dick Cale. and
emphasis at the time was not on pitching. In Turkin and Thompson's past two years, and this experience Bob Sayward. The coaching staff
official Encyclopedia of Baseball credit for the first intercollegiate
should aid the club considerably, may attempt to convert one of the
baseball game is given to one between .Amherst and Williams, won They *ill be bolstered by Hal infielders into a catcher, since
there are more than an adequate
by the former, in 1859. One loophole in this report is, however, that Anthony, Fred Coukas, and Paul
number of experienced fielders. At
the game was played with 13 men on a side. The score of that game Clifford. Anthony hurled a major
any rate, this position is the only
was 66-32. The first bona fide collegiate baseball title was won by part of the Junior Varsity games really vacant spot to be filled on
last spring and sports a good fast
*
Harvard in 1868. That season, an editorial appeared in the Yale
the nine.
ball but suffers from wildness conCourant which read:
The whole starting infield of
siderably.
Coukas and Clifford are
(Continued on Page 4)
"We are not an admirer of the National game. As to the amount
of amusement to be obtained by this means, it is just about what may
be extracted from a certain number of sandbags, basswood clubs, and
ommon clubs by educated, enlightened men under other circumstances.
f)n the question of bodily damage we would suggest that the immense
increase in accident insurance companies is probably due to no other
cause, and if the mania does not presently cease the country will be
without able-bodied men."

Return Of Veterans Makes

Team Look Good

Baseball

ning in the meet. The meet mark
in the 300 of 32.4 set by Johnny
Gowell, and the cage mark of 32.3
made by Johnny Dickinson, were
both smashed by Jenkins as he
toured the 300 in an even 32
seconds. He broke the meet record
for the 600 by running it in 1:13,
seven-tenths better than the old
record set by Muscato of Concord.
Jenkins also helped his relay
Photo by Gaston
team to set another record in that Pictured winning the 40-yard Lowevent. Running as anchor man, the
Hurdles in the Interfraternity
team completed the course in 2:06,
Track Meet last Friday evening is
beating'the mark they had set beDick Getchell of Theta Delta Chi.
fore by nine-tenths.
The only other record to be The TD's swept to a comparatively
changed was in the hurdles. Joel easy first place in the meet byCohen of Hope Street High, Provi- totaling 67 Li points. Getchell was
lence.
won the event in 5.8 anchor man on the TD mile relay
seconds, successfully defending his team which also took first place.

|

j

i

J

title.

Psi Upsilon came in second with
Thornton Academy Winner
Delta Kapr5a Epsilon and Zeta Psi
The Evening Express cup for the finishing third and fourth respecMaine relay team was won
tively.
by Thornton Academy in somefastest

what of a surprise. Thornton's
time was 2:16, sLx tenths of a
second better than second-place
Lisbon High, who finished at
2:16.6.

Although Rindge Tech lost their
high school title, they didn't miss
by much. Medford High collected
a total of 15 points, with Rindge
only two points behind at 13.
Somerville was third with 11, and
Newton placed fourth with a ten

*****

Colby ended their basketball season with'a 21 and 5 record this
Also ended this year will be the college careers of the starting
which led Colby to 26 straight wins in state series play. In an
article in the Portland Press Herald it said rhe Mules had been blessed with "talent ability, wiil to win, and a sound coach." Sound coach
Williams is looking forward to another successful season.
Ted Lallier captured the state series individual scoring championship the past season with a total average of 21.9 for the nine contests.
Charlie Bucknam of the surprising Bates quintet took the runner up
iwsition with 188 points. Third in the final standings is John Norris
of Maine at 170. Bob Churchill of Maine, with 151, and Wally Bartlett
of Bowdoin with 150 were next in order.
Colby's scoring average for
series games was a lofty 83.5 while its opponents were held to a per
game average of 68.6.
e

year.
five

Exeter Wins Prep Crown
Phillips Exeter Academy had a
comparatively easier time in winning the prep school division,
gathering 30 points in leaving
second-place Governor Dummer a
full

Interfraternity Basketball
DKE

Scorers
KHincs or mm.)
r.uin Point*
Veeplla. SN
u«
9
Mi-Ijircn. ATO
9
130
i^urueux. Kappa, Sift N
109
P. Krinkman, DKE
Km
9
Nit-hol*. Zeto
85
7

(47)

Psi

(7

16.2

Dabnoy.
Packard

ll.l

Hiimlin, rf

3
5

(.'*mk

I

Avar.

13.6
ll.l
l-'.l

Won

1-ost

Prt.

Nu

Tl>

IMU

Slirma

AD

Hiwltnn

Anderson

points. Collins was
in the 40 and 300, while he
placed third in the broad jump.

first

The team

.666

TD

„
Members

,

,

....
Bowdoin Varsity

_

'

.

Lint
Getrh.'l!

_,

Portland Press Herald

of the

6
o

S

(43)
PI
8 20! Miller. If

Saoro
<os(rrov*. e
<ire*-nw-ond

Ware.

I

K

1

S
2

1

1

Dean
Totals

2lForman.
31

Prutaaiis

'

I

Goodman

1* 19 671

2

4

1

1

7 16

Folta. rf

Freeman

:
n

0,

Nu

Roux,
Boss

If

Veeella.

|

rf

8

Hughes

n

3

fi

Payne, c
O'Rourke.
Lilley. re
Levine

2

4

2

16

o
13

Boss

1

4

Winston, e
Wirth. he
Shepard
Thurston, re
Zuckeit

1

4

1

7 15

3
30
(JH)

G F P
Donahue.

I

3

If

rf

Ik

Moldaver
Kia*r.

nr

1

5
4
4

c.

Levine.
18

7 43

"0
Shaw, Ik
WieKand. rK

If

f

6

Lilley,

f;
12
01

rf

5

I

V
Totals

I

34

4

8

1

2

THE BUTTON

If

rf.

Messer

5 73

Kowal
Delaney.
Totals

rjr

Zete (31)

If

2
'',

4

4
Ik 8

G

2|

Nichols.

If

1

6 Hazzard, rf
5 13 Farriwrton. e
1

8!

Tnjtraham,

If

StenberK.
2
8| Sawyer
McGorrill
0'CroweII. r*
Sarrauf. nr 2 1 51 Hammons
Totals
16 10 42'
Totals

1
1

5
3

2
13
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DOZEN
-

HALF DOZEN

EACH

'

six scenes

Tea Cups and

Saucers
Bouillon Cups and Saucers

After Dinner Cups and Saucers
Bread and Butter Plates

Ash Trays

$27.00

$14.50

$2.75

27.00

14.50

2.75

Boston, Mass.
Portsmouth, N.H.

30.00

16.50

3.00

New Haven, Conn.

50.00

16.50

3.00

Willimantic, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.

27.00

14.50

12.00

7.00

1.25

12.430

7.00

1.26

2.75

New

York, N.Y.
Washington, D.C.
Cleveland, Ohio

(Set of four $4.50)

Bowdoin Bowl

each
each

3.20
4.60
6.55
5.70
6.05
4.15
7.70
12.75
26.95

Chicago,

$23.95
26.95

111.

Akron, Ohio
Norfolk, Va.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore,

Miami,

Md.

Fla.

Jacksonville, Ha.
San Francisco, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.

15.80
34.20
11.85
32.20
26.10
62.55
62.55

Some time ago we received our first shipment
new style and it was an immediate success. Unfortunately demand has been so great
that just now have we been able to get more.
of this

Here they are

in white

Oxford and only $3.95

Plus U.S. Tax

Big
16- inch

F

Worcester, Ma»s.

•v'

Platters

home by

going

GREYHOUND

i

Plates

DOWN ROUND

Russell
Hale, Ik

F P

r

-

collars

OIGass. e
01

Wrajrir.

g f p

3 13! Thurston, rf

01

The newest

M6)

RoKerson,
Haskell

Ham.

4 50

Beta (42)

Miller,
If

9!

-

and smartest of round

In blue or sepia gray

Rim Soup

Collars are favorites

at Eastern Colleges

Bowdoin Wedgwood
Dinner Plates

•>

Bowdoin Men

2

Totals

AD

f

Chamberlan

1

(15)

McLaren,
Wirth

1

Field

2

.'

Totals

ATO

Round

PI
141

I

(10

McAdams
1ft

<

Outfitters to
|

c

Freeman. Ik
Wyatt
Winston, r«
Shepard

8 52|

V

Nevin. rf

<t

1

61

7
4

6
1

4

4

21

3

22

If

6

.'!

2
2
2
2

Wallace

6!

1

Chi Psi <7«)

1
1

121
01

Huirhex, rg
Totals

1

Totals

I

Payne

Delta Sigma (34)

16 Truuaell,

1

Totals

4

Folta.

1

O'Roarke. Ik 3

Gorham

Millard, if
Glover, c
23

Ir 2

Sigma Nu

1

Veeella, e
2

If

ft
De't'la'as.
4 BOJ Rojrers, c

1

6

of the Bowdoin Sailing
anyone interested in
learning how to sail are asked to
attend a meeting of the club in
Conference B in the Moulton on
Tuesday, March 17 at 7 p.m.

0!

fi

!

Meet March 17

Dodd.

(79)

20. Tabor 18. Sanborn Seminary
Huninyton 11. Koxbury Latin 7,

and

6!

1 29

Sia-ma

12.

I

13 12 38

(15)

McLaren,

Hovey

Totals

1

10

1

4

Pi

01

Dummer

Lady /tiummies are scarce, prov
ing thar\women won't dry up.

1

nt

o

c <

rcr

1
I

Totals

ATO

G F P

RatKtein
rs:

3

ljr

1

lir

Totals

o

Ifr

I

!l

Solouion

Rodman.

(i

Collette
Mitchell, c

1

DouitIh^s

r,

if

W.rksmun.

6
10*

Corthell
Pljts.se,

Koch,

Gailaad,

6 F P

HWiea
13'Welner.
Jepsky

If

01

«7|

ii

Emery

ARU

(ST)

G F

•">

15. Rindjre

ford

Members

McGinley
Morton, rf
Bishop,

I

Paul, p
Huleatt

!iTi

Last Week* Besalu
Sijrma Nu S! ATO 15
Chi Psi 76 AD 40
TD 29 ATO 18
Kappa Sinmia 57 ARU 43
Sixma Nu 70 Delta StKiiui
DKE 47 Pai U 38
Beta 42 Zete 33

If 2

rf

Gt.-linas

.'J22

ATO

Newman,

Medford

13. Somerville 11. Newton 10. Water8), Brookline S, Lowell 5. New BedVocational 5. Hauover 3. Milton 3.
Portsmouth 3. Dedham 2. Mount Pleasant
2. Wells 2. Portland 2, So. Portland 1J.
Cambridge Latin 1.
Prep school division: Exeter 30, Governor

town

„
Team

s

Ski
which won the Class B championships at Lyndonville and
finished seventh in the Senior Division of the Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Championships at the Middlebury Winter Carnival. Left to right are Richard B. Marshall '54, James Caliendo '55, Richard L. Chur-h, Jr.
53, Alden H. Sawyer, Jr. '53, and Didrik C. Bent '54 Absent from the picture is William Clark '54.

Club

G

Damboise
Anthony, re

G F
Chapman.

.333
.285

If

2!

(29)

.33.!

Kappa Sinaa

o io

O
22

.ri.",3

.333

I-airueux.

6',

scores:

Hiirh school division:

Tech

Sailors

(38)

1

Totals

P*i Upailon

Z*t*
Chi psi

t'on'lan, rf

101

V

Sterna

.xxs
.777
.750

Betu

Gulexian

I

1

P. Dohertv
Stimetr. ru

1.00(1

Riema

huuMMi
Siirmu

AKU

Pi

C. Br'k'n. Ik 3

T>a« Standing*

DKE

4

If

F

Br'k'n. c 3

P.

Seminary, to a fourth place with

an even dozen

.

I-*«dinf

ten points behind.

High point winner for the prep
division was Jim Collins,
who helped his team, Sanborn
school
\

morial Trophy was presented by team.
Brinkman came in second on 19
Chi Psi to Gordy Millikerfyor the
first in the shot and
second straight year. The cup is points with a
a second in the high
giyen annually to the varsity the discus,
third in the 35 pound
a
and
jump,
deemed
is
who
squad member
Totman proved to
"most deserving" of recognition weight throw.
most versatile athlete com"for high standards of character be the
peting as he tied Hugh Huleatt
and sportsmanship."
for third with 16 points. Totman
individual Winners Henored
two thirds, and
Of the four awards given to the took two seconds,
weight events,
winners of individual events, the two fifths in two
broad
jumps, and
and
high
the
one
U's
Psi
TD's received two, the
and the Sigma Nu's one. In the both hurdles for an all around disexcellence. Gordy Millieight lap relay, featured event of play of
gave him fifrli
the evening, the TD's annexed the ken's 15 points
Interfraternity Relay Cup by win- place.
Despite the vast amount of
ning arst place.
The quartet of Ray Biggs, Russ talent at work, no records were
evening. Milliken,
Hird, Cush Ladd. and Getchell set during the
come within sixeasily outdistanced the Zete's who in the 440, did
took second. Biggs got the TD's tenths of a second of the cage
seconds set by Dickinoff to a ten yard lead which they record of 51
first by Ray
Paced
never relinquished. The Psi U's son in 1943.
and the DKE's followed in that Biggs and later by Huleatt, Millihe
had
all
but was not
gave
it
ken
autowas
Sigma
order. Kappa
matically relegated to fifth place quite fast enough. The three TD's,
by posting the fifth fastest time Getchell, Biggs, and Huleatt, loafhim in that order, as
in the trials held Thursday, and ed in behind
fifth place had been awarded Phil
did not run Friday.
The plaque for the Hillman Mile Mostrom in the trials, and there
was presented by Alpha Delta Phi was no need for them to compete.
.Minor Upsets
to Hugh Huleatt who effortlessly
Except for a few minor surcovered the 12 laps in 4 minutes,
51 seconds. Harvey Levine trailed prises, those who placed in the
Huleatt all the way to take second events did about as expected.
place for Alpha Rho Upsilon. Bob Biggs' edging out .Milliken for
Hazzard, Zeta Psi. outlasted John first in the 40 yard dash and for
Morris. Delta Sigma, for third second in the broad jump came as
a surprise to seme, as did Mel Totplace.
man's taking second from Carl
Hemming Take* High Jump
The Fitts High Jump plaque, Knight in the low hurdles. Don
also awarded by the AD'.s, was won Blodgett's fifth place in the half
by Fred Flemming, Psi Upsilon, mile for the Psi U's was also unalthough he was closely pressed by expected, but none of these "upDeke Paul Brinkman, who won sets" had any effect on the final
second honors. Flemming had to standings.
use three attempts on his next-toThe absence of TD Ed Trecartin
last jump, while Brinkman made because of a foot injury did enable
it in two. But Fred took the next
Frank Cameron to take first place
highest notch in one try, and in the two mile event. Garry
Brinkman's scissors-type leap was Gelinas, who had spiked Trecartin
not adequate.
early last week, won a round of
Mel Totman. jumping about his applause by struggling around the
own height, won third place; and 25 laps to come in fifth in a field
Norm Nicholson, freshman high of five in his first and probably his
jumper, tied Herb Urweider for last try at the e%ent. Hugh
fourth.
Huleatt's strong finish gave him
Jim Herrick, Sigma Nu, won the second place over Harvey Levine,
Davidson Sulis Pole Vault plaque whom he trailed until the 23rd lap.
with a vault of 9 ft., 6 in.
Huleatt's finish showed great enJim McAdams, DS, Keith Stur{Continued on Page 4)
•

point total.

*****

Williams College swimming team finally accomplished what they
had been trying to do all season long in their last dual meet. Anchored
by Dick Martin's 49.5 100-yard leg, the Williams tankment broke
Bowdoin's 400-yard freestyle relay record set last year. Time for the
relay was 3:31.8, four seconds better than the previous mark. Martin
the New England Collegiate record holder in the 50, 100, and 220-yard
freestyles, came within a fifth of a second of equalling the 100-yard
world record set by ex-Yale star Allen Ford in 1944.

*M

The

.

j

Carter

geon. Psi U, and Ernie Roney SN,
an tied for second place at 9 feet,
six inches. McAdams had bettered
this mark in practice and in previous meets, but sprained his ankle
on his first attempt. The other four
who placed had never entered into
pole vault competition before and
showed up well under pressure.
Upsikvn,
Psi
rival,
their closest
was one of the few
60^-40 to win the Kenneth C. M. The pole vault
year events in the meet in which nonSills point cup for the second
members earned points.
squad
Epsilon,
Kappa
Delta
row.
in a
Getcbetl Top In Points
who had taken an early lead in the
Outstanding individual performweight events, had to be content
were turned in by point winwith third place, while Zeta Psi ances
ner Getchell, Brinkman. and Mel
finished fourth.
Getchell took first in both
Dick Getchell. TD senior captain, Totman.
hurdles, second
won the Frank If. Whittier indivi- the high and low
third in the 40 yard
21
440,
the
in
'4
of
total
a
with
dual point cup
the broad jump, and ran
points, a third of his team's total. dash and
Elmer L. Hutchinson Me- fourth for the victorious TD relay

Medford, Exeter Win In
Interscholastic Meet As
Jenkins Lowers Records

By Robert M. Hurst '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
With the dismal era of winter sports finally at a close, except for
the New England swimming championships at M.I.T., the sports fan
can now look forward to a prosperous Spring. The baseball team
Mcras certain to win the state championship again, as does the tennis
team; the golf team is improved; and the Bowdoin d.'.ighy navy is

8.

Before an enthusiastic crowd of
over 300 fans. Theta Delta Ctu
once again dominated the Annual
Interfraternity Indoor track meet
held last Friday night in the Bowdoin cage. Picking up points in
and
all events except the weights
the pole vault, the TD's •utseored

EXTRA

Savings

$10.50

On Round

Trip Tickets

OWENS TAXI SERVICE

$18.00
1

49*4 Maine

Street

pemds

Phone 567

Shipping charges prepaid on orders amounting to $27 00 or more

GREYHOUND
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nMnM

nMnUli
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TJVs Capture Interfraternity Track Meet As
Gordon Milliken Garners Hutchinson Trophy

Bowdoin Musk Club

Reviewers Rate One-Act Performances

Gives Student Recital

On The Whole Good; Program Varied

DKE: 2nd Farrington. ZS 3rd McCabe. Locke,
(Continued from Page 3)
Students
ZS 4th Pratt. Psi U Gth Totman. P>i
durance and courage, as he had
U. Distance. 43 feet.
Previously taken fourth in the 440 St Poand Wtigtit Throw
Won by Wnn,
The forty-sixth Student Recital
Beta: 2nd A*o»tinelli. DKE: 3rd Brinkand first in the 880 and the mile,
man. DKE: 4th Little. KS; 5th McCabe, was presented by the Bowdoin
The grueling race winded even the
KS. Distance. 49 feet, H inches.
Music Club Sunday afternoon,
Won by FlemminK,
High Jan,
HOTC band which otherwise prov- RunningPsi U: 2nd Brinkman. DKE: 3rd Tot- March 8 in the Moulton Union
ed quite capable in its march preman. Psi U: 4th and 5th tied between Lounge.
ZS.
Urweider.
TD.
Nicholson.
and
sentations.
9 inches.

5

:

:

;

Play

—

—

Height. 5 feet.

—

FWwhti ien Point Scorers
Won by Herrick. SN 2nd
Pale Vaalt
SN, McAdams, DS,
tie unionjr Roney.
In addition to Gelinas, only five
5th tied beand K. Sturgeon. Psi U
tween J. Ladd. DKE. and Bell. ZS.
of the freshman squad
feet. 6 inches.
Height.
S
Placed in any of the events. Steve
McCabe, Kappa Sigma, led the
freshman scoring with five points
School Test
on a. third in the shot and fifth
In the weight and the discus. John
April
Morris, Paul DuBrule, Tom Wilder, Scheduled
and Phil Mostrom were the other
The Bowdoin College Student
scorers.
Counseling Office has been deThe
total of 61% points,
bettered their last year's winning signated as a testing center for the
total of 57 Vt by four points, and it nationwide administration of the
was clear after the hurdles were Law School Admission Test on
over, with the TDs ahead of the April 25, and August 8, 1953 acsecond place DKEs by 17 points, cording to an announcement by the
that they would repeat as winners. Director of Student Counseling,
Greatest improvement over last David L. Russell.
Depending upon the law school
year's showing was made by the
to which they wish to make apDKE's,

Piano Soloist

;

8.
9.

10.

11.

Delta Sigma
Beta Theta PI
Chi P»|
Alpha Tau Omep, Alpha
Delta Phi, Independents

C

The summary:

—

Won Uv Bipio.. Tit •Jrul
7.S
:ird
Wi.s.
ARU 4th
Til; 5th K. Sturgeon. Pxi U.
seconds.
44n Yard Run
Won by Milliken. ZS 2nd
(Jetch.-ll.
TD
TD
4th
3rd
Biggs.
Hulentt. TD: 5th Mostrom. ZS. Time.
M.6 seconds.
Mile
Won hv Huleatt. TD 2nd Levtne,
ARU: 3rd Hstxard. ZS: Ith Morris. DS
r.th Goodman. Chi Psi. Time. 4:51.
45 Yard High Hurdle*
Won hv Getchell.
TD: 2nd Knight. DKE: 3rd Totnmn. Psi
Us 4th Seott. TD: 5th Wilder. KS. Time,
« seconds.
45 Yard Low Hurdles
Won by Getchell.
TI>: 2nd Totman. Psi V
"rd Knight.
DKK: 4th Flemming. Pxi U: 5th Wiis.

4» Yard Daih
Milllkr-n,

:

Getchell.

Time.

4.6

:

:

:

:

To Interview Seniors
(Continued from Page

:

same day

ARU. Time. 5.5 second*.
Won by Huleatt. TD Jnd
Run
DuBrule. 7.S 3rd Wio*. ARU 4th Morris. DS. Blodgett. Psi U. Time. 2 :0S.
Twa Mile Run
Won bv Cameron. SN

8*0 Yard

:

2nd Huelatt. TD 3rd Levlne. ARU: 4th
Goodman. Chi Psi
6th Gelinas. TD.
Time. 10:23.4.
Relay Race
Won hy TD (Biggs. GetcheU.
Zeta Psi (MoBtrom.
Hird. Ladd)
'iprf
Green". MrCHbe. Milliken)
3rd Psi U
:

and physicists will be interviewed by Mr. W. B. Burgess of
the Naval Research Labs, Wash-

:

de

Room A

ists

:

P..

Conference

confer with seniors.

;

—

Oletherington.

in

Sturgeon.
(Knight. Dale.

Vrirs.

He will interview
ington. D. C.
seniors in the Seminar Room at
Cleaveland Hall.
Won by Brinkman. DKE:
Discus Threw
One of the world's largest ad3rd Agostinelli.
Jnd Totman. Psi U
Walter
J.
agencies,
DKE: 4th Ulley. SN 5th McCabe. KS. vertising
Distance. Its feet. 91 inches.
Thompson of New York will be
Running Broad Jump — Won hy FlemRobert Hawcs
Flemming):
Ladd.

•

J..

<th

DKE

Stearns)

:

5th

Kappa Sigma

Ware. Merrltt, Corthell. Wilder). Time.

2:09.S.

—

:

:

TD 3rd Milliken. ZS: ith Getchell. TD: 5th Totman.
Psi U. Distance. 20 feet. 8 inches.
ming. Psi

If

U: 2nd

Pound Shot Pat

Biggs.

—

Won

.

|

Return Of Veterans

represented by Mr.
17. Teacher candidates will
be interviewed by Mr. Robert Hoskins of the School Service Bureau
in Windsor, Connecticut, on the

March

hy Brinkman.

(Continued from Page 3)
last season has returned. All four
of the infieldcrs are great glove
men, and their defensive play

Additional centers, however, may
be designated for the convenience
of the candidates.
Past Records Stressed

a
These
with
scholarships,
stipend of $700 for the freshman
year, are a\#arded on the basis of
the candidate's examinations and
on evidence of his broad training

and ability in both the academic
and extracurricular activities of
his school.
Applicants must have
prepared at Maine schools and be
Each
residents
of
the State.

Brinkman

J

.

'

The

Center.

benefit

by

sponsored

the

was

affair
men of

Jr.

13

the Collegians

21

34

'56,

Raymond F. Kierstead,
Wayne M. Wright '56.

54 Jr. '56 and

Commencement Week

in

1954.

The building

be located in
the southwest corner of the campus between the Library and the
Walker Art Building and near the
Memorial Flag Pole.
Architects for the building are
will

Marine Corps Program
Available For Graduates

Bowdoin students interested in
the Marine Corps Officer Candidate Course are advised to contact
the Marine Corps Recruiting Staprogram.
tion, Room 722, Post Office Building, Boston, Mass., for information
Representative here.
During the week before Spring concerning the March and July
from classes.
Vacation,
representatives
Once selected, applicants attend
Sears Roebuck and Company, The
Candidate
ten-week
Officer
United States Rubber Company, a
Armstrong Cork Company, Liberty Course at Quantico, Va. Upon sucMutual Life Insurance Company cessful completion of this course,
candidates
become
second
lieutenwill interview seniors registered
ants, and start a five month special
with the Placement Bureau.
basic course which is included. as
part of the two years of active
duty as a commissioned officer.

Marshall Takes First

"The need

the

It's

size of the

FIGHT
in

the

for college specialists

greater than ever before due to
same
In Sugarloaf Schuss
the present expansion," Captain
S. S. Kresge of Detroit, repre-"
Edward F. Duncan of the Boston
sented by Mr. R. H. Kellog. will be
Dick Marshall of the Bowdoin
on campus to interview mcrchan- ski team won the Sugarloaf schuss Marine Recruitihg Station observed recently.
dising-minded candidates in the
last Saturday, speeding down the
Faculty Room. At 1:00 p.m. the
5,000 foot slope in one minute, 16 second
and third respectively.
same day and in the same room and four-tenths seconds.
Polar Bear Bill Clark finished
Mr. Ernest A. Wood will represent
Grayson Erickson of Auburn fifth, less* than one second behind
the Weather Bureau Division of
and
Wilbur
R.
of
M.I.T.
finished
Piorson
Larry
of Colby
Commerce,
of
the Department
+.+
Washington, D. C. He will confer .-«r>>. +
for
applying
with undergraduates
a position with the service in the
is

ought to be exceedingly slick. Jack
Cosgrove will hold down first base,
while Captain Corby Wolfe and
Frank Vecella will guard the keystone sack. They were a potent
On March
double play combination last year, Arctic this summer.
John Hancock Insurance
so there is every reason to believe 20th
they will perform sensationally Company of Boston will send a
again. Diminutive "Biggie" McGovern will fill the gap at the hot
corner. Fred George and Al Werks|
man are utility infieldcrs and will
be ready for service should there
them
for
to
do
so.
be any need
George was used as a pinch-hitter
repeatedly last year and can be
clutch.
the
in
on
counted
The two best hitters on the
squad will be in the outfield. Walt
Bartlett, who has been the leading sticker over the last two
springs, will be roving about in
left field. Fred Flemming. a long
•
ball slugger with sharp reflexes,
Student Patronage
will patrol center field. A Boston
newspaperman has ventured to
Welcomed
label "Flapper" another Mickey

.•.... .
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"Matchless Service"

That's right! In the U. S. Air Force,
I

in the fight

fight in the man!

FORD
Sales

and

it.

good enough

And

—

it's

it's

WIN YOUR WINGS! It takes htue over a
year to win your wings as a Pilot or Aircraft

not the

the size of the

Observer (Navigator,Bombardier,RadarOperator
or Aircraft Performance Engineer). But at the end
of your training you graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant

Aviation Cadets must have

For Cadet training

is

rugged. If you're

tough enough
smart enough
you can take it while you're learning to dish it
out, you can have one of the most fascinating careers

— MERCURY

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

in the Air Force, with

if

Service

pay of $5,300.00 a year.

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation

in the world. You'll be equipped to fly the latest,

Cadet, you must have completed at least two years

hottest planes. You'll be prepared to take your

of college. This

position as

o

an executive, both

in military

mercial aviation as well as in industry.

is a minimum requirementyou stay in school and graduate. In
addition, you must be between 19 and 26 Vi years,
unmarried, and in good physical condition.

and com-

And

it's

while

vou'rehelpingyourselfyou'll be helpingyour country.

best

if

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

cither

j

Street

man

size of the

plenty of

Alleys

186 Maine

man!

I

BOWL-MOR

Mantle. As this observer sees it,
Anthony or Coukas will
round out the trio in right field.
If a good catcher Can be located,
and no injuries occur, Bowdoin
should take the Maine title.

Stephens High School,

February 1954. The buildmight possibly be dedicated

ing

in A Minor"
Telemann.

day.

Raises Diamond Hopes

Skowhegan High School;
Rumford;
and Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

School;

tion or

during

New Aviation

USED CARS
HERE'S
Maine's Most Modern Auto

I.

HYMARX

Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!

WHAT TO DO:

Take 'a

transcript of your college credits and a copy of
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or
Recruiting Station. Fill out the application they give you

your birth

Body Repair and Paint Shop

is accepted, the Air Force will give you a
physical examination,

2, If application

Complete Front End

OUTLINES

3a Next, you take a written and manual sotitude

and

test.

4.

If you pass your physical and other tests, you will vm
scheduled for an Aviation Cadet training class. The
Selective Service Act allows you a four-month deferment
while waiting class assignment.

WHERE TO GET MORE

DETAILS:

your naoratl Air Fore* Ba*«, Air Fores Rscruiting Office*, or
your nearest Air Fores ROTC unit. Or writ* to: Aviation Cadet,
Heodquarteri, U. S. Air Fort., Weihington 23, 0. C

Visit

I

Frame Alignment

Cover All Subjects
F.
150 MAINE

W. CHANDLER
STREET

&

BRUNSWICK

a

&

SON

^Aiaro*1

'

PHONE 234

m tHlAfAMT STRUT

.

MUKSWrCX.Ha.UU-

<

«MMI

**

"

tional Church.

Game

later.

Georg Philipp

Professor Nathan Dane II has
competitive examinations for the State of Maine
Scholarships will be given at ten
centers throughout the state on
the morning of Friday, March 20.
The examinations will be given
at the Bangor Public library;
Farmington High School; Fox-

announced that

will take examinations
in English, general information and
»|
either mathematics or Lstin.
threw in five field
This year marks the twentygoals and 12 free throws to lead
fourth annual competition for the
Club In Benefit
the Dcke scoring with 22 points.
State of Maine Scholarships which
King
of
Bar
Harbor
and
Nate
Paced by big Paul Brinkman,
were established to encourage
the Bowdoin Dekes took over the Jerry Hamilton of Greenville made young men in the secondary schools
lead in the second period to move 15 and 14 points respectively in of Maine to seek a college educato a 57-54 triumph over the Farm- the Collegians losing cause.
tion.
Present
the
holders of
ington Collegians / Saturday night
scholarships
W.
are
Richard
The Period scores:
at
the Farmington Community
Brown '56, Herbert E. Hammons,
11 28 43 57
Dekes

Dekes Beat Farmington

[Continued From Page 1]
be let before work begins on the
foundation.
The target date for the completion of the building will be nine
months after the start of construc-

were: Sonata No. 7 in F Major by
Jcan-Baptiste Loeillet, and "Suite

by

Set For Next Friday

Farmington Old South Congrega- candidate

the

W.

It was felt by all present that
of the Moulton Union, Mr. Graham
the recital was one of the most
Russell of the Royal-Liverpool Insuccessful in recent years. Tea
surance Group of New York, will
was
served at the close of the
Senior chem-

:

:

:

1)

C. Kendrick will

periods of employment of students in cooperative courses. Applicants
must have completed
appropriate college study; ,a writwho expect to complete the required study by June 30. 1953 mayapply. Applications will be accepted until further notice-.

bination.

Steps Of Art Building
The committee will plan

Two Freshman Perform

Maine Scholarships

Commission

Full information regarding the
be score-keeper for the studentversus-faculty contest, '.'I've got a training program and the requiresecret," to be held Friday evening, ments for applying are available
March 14 as part of the Campus at most first and second-class
Chest Weekend entertainment. post offices, and at the U. S. Civil
The contest will resemble last Service Commission, Washington.
year's "Battle of Wits" which also
25, D. C.
consisted of a student-faculty com-

ceremonies which take place durDavid
Holmes '56
A. F. Hetherington '54 ing the morning of Ivy Day on the
steps of the Walker Art Building.
Five students and Assistant
infatuated with a girl from the Included on the program usually
Professor Russell F. Locke took
wrong side of the telephone wires is the presentation of a number of
part in the program, which conand is eventually jilted by her, awards to leading members of the
sisted of the presentation of a
class, the class poem, and the
group of> classical compositions.
speech by the Faculty Orator.
The first, selection featured "CanSelection of the Faculty Orator,
tabile" and "Serenade" by Rene de Construction Of Music
the Class Poet, and the Master of
Boisdeffre} played by David B.
Ceremonies will be announced
Starkweather '55, Clarinet, and Hall Starts In Spring

Men

Many

—

Dean Nathaniel

Jr.

chosen.
Scores on the Law School Admission Test are used by many
law schools throughout the United
States along with previous scholastic record and other evidences of
McKim, Mead, and White of New
Next Donald P. Hayward '54,
suitable personal characteristics,
York who were first employed by
sang four songs by
as a basis for admission of appli- Baritone,
the College for the construction of
"Sonntag",
Johannes
Brahms:
cants, the announcement stated.
the Walker Art Building.
The test was given at Bowdoin "Wir Wandelten", "Erinnerung",
Plans for the proposed Pickard
Zieh'n".
"Rothe
Abendwplken
and
21.
February
on
Theater are still in committee and
The recital concluded with a will not be passed on until at least
by
group of selections played
this June.
David Holmes, Piano, and Joel H.
Professional
Hupper '54, Flute. The pieces

7

6
3

Day Group

silon. Albexte F. Lilley and Hugh
R. Dunphy; Theta Delta Chi. H.
Payson Dowst and H. Davison
Osgood, Jr.; Zeta Psi. Horace A.
Hildreth,
Jr.
and Barrett
Nichols, Jr.; Kappa Sigma, John
Cosgrove; Beta Theta Pi,
F.
Charles W. Howard, II; Sigma Nu.
Donald G. Jr.; Alpha Tau Omega,
Donald P. Hayward; Alpha Rho
Upsilon, Gerard D. Goldstein and
Delta Sigma, Gordon W. Stearns,

Frederick C. Wilkins '56, Baritone, next sang a series of four
songs; "I Pagliacci, Prologue" by
Ruggiero Leoncavallo, "The Hills
of Home" by Oscar Fox, and "The
Nightmare" and 'The Surf" by
Lawrence Grant White. The next
part of the program consisted of
three numbers by Frederic Chopin,
played by David W. Holmes '56 at
The pieces included
the piano.
"Grande Valse Brillante, Op. 18".
"Nocturn in B Flat Major, Op. 9
No. 2", and "Etude in G Flat
Major, Op. 25, No. 9".

Service

The examination is open to coland
juniors
sophomores
majoring in the fields of chemistry, physics, mathematics, metalcroft Academy; Fryeburg Acadelurgy, meteorology, and various
the
branches of engineering. Appoint- my; Presque Isle High School;
office of the Superintendent of
ments will be for employment durSchools, Rockland; Sanford High
ing school vacation periods or for

[Continued from Page /]

Professor Locke, Piano.

Civil

lege

for best director for his efforts.

Picks Ivy

Exams For State Of

Service Offers

has announced an examination for
Student Aid Trainee paying $2,950
and $3,175 a year. Most of the
positions are located in various
Federal agencies in Washington,
D. C, and vicinity.

Junior Class President

22%

'

The

Osgood was fortunate in
that he was awarded the prize

TD

who upped their total from
plication, college seniors, juniors,
to 35'2, moving from fourth
to third place. The Psi U's also and in some instances sophomores
moved up from fourth to third, as are eligible to take the tests. The
the Zete's dropped from a strong announcement stated that each applicant should find out from the
second to fourth.
law schools in which he is interCloser Contest Seen
whether he should take the
Next year's meet should be a ested
Law
much closer contest, with the TDs. test and on what date. is The
prepared
DKE's and Psi U's each standing School Admission Test
administered four times a
and
about and equal chance. The Zete's
November, February,
in
year,
will lose Milliken who provided
and August by the Educanearly half their points this year, April,
tional Testing Service, Princeton,
and will not be nearly so strong.
The TD's, losing their whole relay New Jersey.
Application* Obtainable Here
team in Getchell. Biggs. Hird and
Application blanks and a BulLadd, will have to struggle to keep
of Information describing
letin
in the running. The DKE's and the
registration procedures and conPsi U's, with everybody back but
taining sample test questions may
Flemming, should be up among the
be obtained from the Student
leaders.
Counseling Office in Sills Hall or
1. Theta Delta Chi
61 2 directly from the Law School Ad2. Psi Upsilon
40
mission Test, Educational Testing
S. Delta Kappa Epsilon
3.V » Service, P. O. Box 592, Princeton,
4. Zeta Pal
31
New Jersey. Applications must
5. Sigma Nu
17
be mailed so as to be received at
6. Alpha Rho Upsilon
14
the Princeton office not later than
7. Kappa Sigma
9
ten days prior to the testing date

Civil

Student Training Aid

director.

25

For

Scorekeeper

but in the interim family unity is
preserved by the Machiavellian
machinations of the mother. Catherine Daggett played the mother
with the finesse gained only
through experience. Hildreth was
Shoeneman,
becomes fortunate in also having Bruce
by Charles
McOorrill in the role of the
father and H. David Osgood as
Prize Winner

Next Law

—

11, 1953

[Continued from Page /]
Entertaining Expedition
"The Lovers", by Horace Hildreth, was an entertaining expedition into the average American
family. In this play the son, played

:

members
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Albach Takes First Place
In Fairbanks Competition
Horst Albach, a Bowdoin Plan foreign student, was awarded first
Lockwood Fairbanks Speaking Contest, Monday
March 16 In Smith Auditorium.
The other participants in this annual contest were Carl E. Roberts,
Jr. '53, William C. Hays '55, Loring Pratt '55, Bruce Wald '53, William
E. George '55 and Royiovy '54.
Professor Albert R. Thayer of
the Speech Department was moderator for the contest while Elinor Richard Dyer-Bennet,
Graham, a noted authoress, John
Smith, of the Brunswick High Noted Guitarist, Singer,
English Department, and Professor John Sweet acted as judges.
Scheduled Here Friday
T*lkA About German High Schools
The prize winner, Albach, spoke
Richard Dyer-Bennet renowned
of "Cultural Efforts in German folk song singer will give a recital
High Schools." He stated that in Memorial Hall this Friday night
to a certain extent postwar condi- at 8:15 p.m.
tions are still prevalent in GerFolk Song Singer
man schools. Continuing, he related to what degree these institutions of higher learning had
been revived. He said that problems of reconstruction faced by
the German students did not leave
much time for cultural efforts.
The students, however, with their
industrious work had eased the
situation somewhat. He concluded
by stating that much of value and
importance in the education of
post-war German youth has already been accomplished.
Roberts' topic was entitled "Got
the Time"; Hays spoke on "A
Journey Into Vermont"; Wald on
prize in the Hilard

his solos with the

Spanish

much of the composing and arranging necessary to
have as wide a selection of songs
as he does. Not only American
folksongs and Elizabethan ballads,
but also Irish and Scottish songs
will be included in his Bowdoin
performance.
Quitar. has done

The finalists in the Stanley
Plummer contest are: John H.
Manningham '55, Our World of Bigotry; Loring G. Pratt '55, Weakness Isn't Always Weakness; Jer-

ome

Solomon '54, How Did BowLook To You; Robert N.
'54, The Greater Church.

P.

doin

Thurston

The

finalists for the

tes are:

1868 Con-

Edward Cogan

Thota Delta Chi elected five ofmeeting, Wednesday,

ficers at their

having selected their
President, Richard B. Salsman '54,
at their previous meeting.
- Lewis P. Welch '54 was elected
Recording Secretary; H. Payson
Dowst '54, Corresponding Secre11,

Houghton

Art,

'53,

Our

Gift

*

Society.

'54,
'54,

The
brook High School where he was The

Piper of Punder.
Cherry Tree Carol

BowMv Tears
Announcer How.
(The oriuinal
James Bowdoin

valedictorian of his class. At
doin, he'has been Chief

of WBOA,
a
Scholar, and a member of the Glee

I

Manager

problems.
Professor Benson plans to teaclr
th~ course through topics, taking

be

required

of

all

Wilder, Local Defense

Curriculum Committee

Juniors

majoring in Economics, and will
be open as an elective to anyone
having taken Economics 1-2.

Calls

I

.

I

Photo by Gaston

Shown enjoying the Penny Carnival Saturday night at the Sargent
Economics 18 Gymnasium are: (clockwise) Mrs. Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Executive
Economics 1-2 and 11. The Director of the Bowdoin Sesquicentennial Fund Harry L. Palmer,
course will emphasize the case President James S. Coles, and Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick.
method in the interpretation and
critical analysis of financial state-

Civilian

|

i

marked the beginning

requisite

for

the course

will

be ?P nn S„ ba<* a week to Saturday,
May 16. Four members reported
their houses in favor of the suggestion, while seven favored the
present date, May 23.

Economics 1-2.
Both Economics 18 and 20 will
be taught by Professor Cushing.
They will be given in alternating

Next to meet defeat was the
Beta proposal to delay initiation
until after the mid-year exam

Spring semesters.

period.

Outing Club To Meet

The suggestion could only

muster two aflirmative votes, as
fit was beaten without additional
,

J

Scottish

English

weekend

much

(ISfllM

Joseph Vernon

(17S12)

III

It

The Thrre Ravens

English HS1I)
The Rlnrk Gypay
American
American version of "The Wrangle Tamrle
Irish

The British Light Dragoons
Ballad from the Napoleonic Wars
IV
The Devil and The Farmer's Wife
American
Two Coal Miner Songs
American
I'm A Poor Bnv
American
Park as a Dungeon
American
Bucke\e Jim
American
The lonesome Valley
American
The Bold Soldier
American
<

'54;

and Roger

was

felt

Council was

Fall Semester Grades Reported By
Dean 98 Office; Most A 's In Math 11
K rades

for

the Fall Semester were reported
Incompletes
to the Dean's <
are not indicated, while (T) indicates the total number of students enrolled in the course.
.
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Bowdoin Debating Team which won the Maine State Varsity Debate Championships at
Bates College Saturday were Bruce Wald '53. Charles E. Orcutt '54, Paul P. Brountas '54 and William
C. Hays '55. Defending co-champions Maine and Bates also competed.

told.

Humanities Distinction

Showed By Bowdoin
In Wesleyan Survey

Bowdoin Debators Take Maine
State Championship At Lewiston

Minister Tells Chapel
It

Must Volunteer To

Study, Labor,

And Love

The Reverend Edward Nelson,
The Bowdoin Varsity Debating Point, NYU, Georgetown. McGill, pastor of the Immanuel Baptist
Church of Portland, reminded a
Team won the Maine State Varsity Renssalear, and Annapolis.
Two Spring trips have been Sunday chapel audience that it
The ORIENT recently learned Championship Debate held at
Bates College in Lewiston last planned for the debators.
Four must volunteer to study, to labor,
that Bowdoin ranked 51st in the
teams will be on the road, two of and to love to be worthy of this
study of 138 representative col- Saturday.
Bowdoin as well as teams from them starting with dual debates generation.
by two
leges and universities
Reverend Nelson said that each
psychologists from Wesleyan Uni- Bates College and the University against Princeton at .Princeton,
of Maine competed for the trophy, and ending with duals against student should study diligenajy and
versity.
These colleges were ranked in The subject debated was, "Re- Harvard at Cambridge. The other honestly to expand his intellect by
order of production of "dedicated solved: that the Congress of the ,wo teams will start with duals "reviewing the lives of great men
or advanced scholarly endeavor." United States should enact a com- against Smith, at Northampton, and determining what spirit guided
According to a report from Pro- pulsary Fair Employment Prae- and wil1 wind U P against Holy them."
Cross at Worcester. The rest of
The value of labor was his
fessor Robert H. Knapp, one of the ticcs Act."
two men who conducted the study,
Charles E. Orcutt 54 and Wil- i!? c schedulc j**** arranged second point. He explained that,
a Possibility of the team "It is not what one does, but how
Bowdoin "shows special distinc- Ham C. Hays '55. comprising the'™™
^competing m the New England he does* it and in what spirit he
tion in the Humanities."
affirmative
team for Bowdoin.
ns,c Contest at
Bosfon !n does it that counts." He suggested
Top colleges were Swarthmore, were successful against both Maine
that labor should n^t be just a
Reed. Chicago, Oberlin, and Haver- and Bates. The negative team Apni
° n tnc Princeton trip, the statc- means of provision, but that it also
ford in that order. Dartmouth from Bowdoin. with Bruce Wald
finished 49th, while Bowdoin tied '53 and Paul P. Brountas '54, de- championship team of Orcutt and should be a way to raise the level
of
a person's chosen profession.
Ha
wi)1
sncak
for ,hp affirmative
for the 51st position.
>%
feated the University of Maine but
side, while Wald and Brontas will
Reverend Nelson's third point
Scholars in the survey were de- lost to Bates College.
take the negative.
At Smith, was that each person must volunfined as "one who receives Ph.D's
Last year the University of Rogcr E Gordon 54
and Elliot S. teer to love his fellow man. Despite
or full tuition scholarships from
Maine and Bales College shared Palais 55 win handlc tnc negll tive. different culture patterns and
leading universities, or Federal
the championship honors while, wnilc the affirmative
team will be religious beliefs, we are all chilFellowships for graduate study, or
Bowdoin finished third.
chosen this week
dren of God and deserve freedom
private scholarships on a comColby does not compete in the
petitive basis."
In addition, a Bowdoin freshman and liberty, the speaker said. He
State Championship Debate.
team will compete in the Maine stated that the most difficult probDuring the first semester, the Freshman ^Debating Tournament lem of our era was the developing,
Union Movie Subject
debators participated in 35 de- on May 2 at Orono. The Bowdoin of a "one mindedness" toward all
Somerset Maugham's "Quartet" bates, winning 19, losing ten. Five speakers will be Paul A. DuBrule, peoples.
will be the Student Union Movie resulted in non-decisions. Bowdoin Morton
L.
Price,
Warren W.
The Chapel Choir sang "Adorafor this week.
defeated such schools as West Greene, and Henry D. Shaw.
mus Te" by Ruffe.
!
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Committee

recommended

'

AMMi«aM«

Bowdoin-Wellesley Glee Club Conthe Charity Bazaar and
Dance, and the Jazz Concert Was
reported to be unusually large.
Student-Faculty Battle
The first attraction of the weekend was the Battle of Wits between
four
members of the
Faculty and an equal number of

cert,

students representing the undergraduates. The name of this year's
'battle of wits" was I've Got a
Secret" and was based on the T.V.
program of the same name.
The faculty was represented by
Professor Cecil T. Holmes, the
only member returning from last
year's panel; Professor James A.
Storer;
Instructor
Walter P.
Holmann; and Instructor Robert
W. Winter. The undergraduate
representatives were Bruce C. McGorrill '53, Allen F. Hetherington
Jr 54, Frank J. Farrington '53,
and Edward Cogan "51. The winners of the battle were the undcrgraduate representatives by the
score of 50 to 40.
Nichols Ctutirnuui
The Committee on General Ar-

mittee.
The Events Committee
members were Lloyd O. Bishop '55,

and Robert
Carlson

'54

E. Walsh '55. David A.
was in charge of prizes,

and Salsman was

in

charge of

tickets.

on Saturday

to fall apart.

evening the
The Committee submitted the Goetze, alto,soloists were Marilyn
who sang in the
report to the President in written
Negro, spiritual, "Set Down Serform in accordance with the provant" and H. Davison Osgood '54
cedures laid down when the Comwho sang bass solo in the piece.
mittee was founded.
(Continued on Page 4)

Students Edge Faculty In Quiz
Program, "I've Got A Secret"
N. Cotter

'56

Assistant Professor James A.
Storer was given ^redit for the
cprrect answer, aft*r considerable
time was spent on the subject,
when he asked if the Dean had a

the
panels were asked to discover Mrs. dinosaur's egg in hk pocket.
Athern P. Daggett's secret that
Local Lawyer's Secret
she had once held Queen ElizaMr. Ellis Aldrich, a local lawyer
beth in her arms. After it was nar- and former state senator, appeared
rowed down to a young member as the second gucst.\The panels
of British royalty, Allen F. Heth- had to guess that he Vas in the
erington, Jr. '54 gave the exact Klondike Gold Rush of\1899. Inanswer.
structor Walter P. Hillmdnn headThe show was modeled on a quiz ed the panels in the right direcprogram radio and television star tion when he established that it
Garry Moore conducts. Ten points concerned exploration. Before
were given for the correct answer Frank J. Farrington '53 guessed
and each question which received the corect answer, he asked if "he
a no gave an an opposing panelist went for entertainment". Mr. Aida chance to ask questions. The rich answered, "The goal that I
guests were all in the audience and had might be entertained by oth•Were called up to sit beside mod- ers".
erator H. Davidson Osgood, Jr. '54
Sole Wave
as their secret was used.
Few of us think of the BrunsStarting the show's humorous wick Naval Air Station very often,
vein, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick and there
might be a good reason.
talked briefly and introduced Os- There is only one Wave stationed
good. The Dean tried to soften the at the base. This fact vvas Miss
Faculty's "certain defeat," as Ed- Florence Coyne's challenge to the

ward Cogan '51 put it, by saying panelists.
that they, rookies at this game,
Midway in the questioning Bruce
were up against a veteran panel.
C. McGorrill '53 used the standard
Dean First Guest
panel query in asking, "Would I enDean Kendrick acted as the joy having what you do performed
first guest. As Mr. Philip S. Wilder on
me?" Miss Coyne replied. "I
turned a blackboard to the audi- can only
assume what you would
ence, the

Dean's secret, that he
in his pocket, could be
Osgood gave a general
hint, Cogan began the questioning
followed by Professor Cecil T.
Holmes who asked, "Is it connected with your profession?" The
sizeable audience appreciated the

had an egg

read. After

frequent

comedy which resulted

throughout the show due to innocent questioning. Instructor Robert

W. Winter wondered

enjoy".

After it was established that she
for the government and in
Brunswick, Assistant Professor
Storer narrowed it down correctly.

worked

Dr. Han ley's D
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley suffered
good of the show and admitted that he once received a D
in Freshman Hygiene. Systematfor the

ically

it

was

discovered that

it

if what concerned
his academic career,
they were after "had anything to marks,
and wasn't a flunking
do with your (the Dean's) head".
Page 4)

(Continued on
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The attendance was large at all
of the six events and the number
of people attending the Combined

In the second event of Oie evening the Fraternity All-Stars outclassed the BHS courtmen in the
gestions pertaining to the physical game held in the gym directly
comfort and convenience of the after the "I've Got A Secret" panel
examination rooms. They recom- was held. The score was 74 to 50.
mended that examinations be
The Jazz Concert jammed the
spread out to the various class- ATO House on Saturday afternoon.
rooms in order to lessen the crowd- In the concert held in the chapter
ing in 17 Sills.
hall the band played among other
Smoking Wanted
numbers "Muskrat Ramble," "I'm
It was suggested that smoking Going
to Sit Right Down and
be extended to all exams, and that Write Myself a Letter," "Royal
perhaps students who did not Garden Blues," "I Can't Give You
smoke could move to a certain Anything But Love," "Sister Kate"
part of the room if they wished. as well as the ever popular "When
The last suggestion* concerned the the Saints Go Marching In."
exam tables used in 17 Sills. The
Combined Concert
Committee suggested that new
In the Combined Wellesley-Bowand more comfortable tables be
doin Glee Club Concert held in the
substituted as the old tables began
First Parish Church

Curriculum (Committee)
Also mentioned during the meeting was the progress of the CurBy Edward
riculum Committee. This group,
The Student panel of the "I've
which has received $40 from the Got a Secret" show edged out the
Blanket Tax Fund, has made Faculty in Friday night's "Battle
progress in its survey of the final of Wits" in Memorial Hall.
exam situation at Bowdoin, the
With the score tied at 40-40,

.

fina 1

E.

Council.

Committee last year.
Fickett comes from Bridgton.
Bartlett attended Moses Brown
Maine. He is a graduate of Bridg- School in Providence. Rhode Iston Academy. At Bowdoin he is land. He is a member of the
President of the Political Forum Masque and Gown and had a part
and a member 6f the Debating in the Winter Houseparty producCouncil.
tion, "Ramshackle Inn."

The following

a

every

debates would be assured of greater success if a wait was made until the fall.
The program, which
received Council approval in a vote
two weeks ago, is under the nominal control of an advisory committee which has been working with
the aid of the regular Debating

t

tive

in

Kv presses Thanks

would be put

Intermission

and a member of the Glee Club and
Masque and Gown, and he served
as a member of the House Execu-

event

It was also reported that
the
interfraternity debating program

(1741)

Cvpsies")
The Pride of Petravore

was becoming

itself

bigger

respect.

the walks by this time .next year
would be paved.

Anon
Arne

.

'M

that final examinations for the
Basic Course of Military Science
should be eliminated. They also
suggested that all Military Science
exams should be held during the
first half of the Exam period.
A three day reading period was
recommended, and it was suggested that professors should refrain
from scheduling term papers in
the last week of classes in order
to give students more time for review of the courses whose exams
are scheduled in the first few days
of the exam period.
It was also suggested that the
Administration and Faculty should rangements consisted of Barrett
allow students who had three or C. Nichols Jr. '54, Richard B. Salsmore exams scheduled consecutive- man '54, and Roger G. Gordon '54.
ly to arrange for make-up exams. Nichols was chairman of the com-

apparently had given their approval, while six representatives
voted against this proposition.
Barrett C. Nichols, Jr. '54 reported on the success of the CamThe Committee also recompus Chest Weekend and .thanked
mended that all professors should
the various representatives for
allow students time to discuss their
pushing
the
weekend in the exams with
the professor after
houses.
He said the weekend the exams are graded. The Com"went off pretty well," mentionmittee suggested that this either
ing that total receipts would far
be done in class or through inexceed last year's figures.
Also
dividual conferences.
pointed out was the fact that the
The Committee made three sug-

Monroe reported that President
James S. Coles had informed him
that it was hoped practically all

published in 160t)

pr

during the
a College

Under the proposal the
Friday before and the Monday
after this day would have become
double cut days. The vote on this
measure was closer. Four houses

man

Powland

ori^iiuil lute setting)

.

Houseparties

President,
Denis W.
'53 expressed his and the
Council's thanks to the Weekend
Committee composed of the chairman. Nichols; Richard B. Sales-

I

O Mistress Mine
Come Away peath
When That I Was

Saturday

the

holiday.

Monroe

lute w1tin«)

I

made
Winter

Council

Maine Debating Champions

published in 1600)
ear* Not Kor These Ladies
Mli.

The

STUDENT COUNCIL DEFEATS
SOCIAL CALENDAR CHANGES

the

1

test

To Coles

mittee submitted a report to
President James Stacy Coles today concerning the Exam period.
The Committee made six proposals
for changes in scheduling, physical
organization and other phases of
the Exam period.

Prc-requisities for

will be

f

1
,

Exam Changes

The Student Curriculum Com-

',

The

For

In Report

ments of business enterprises, with
key personnel further applications.
Defense
Economics 20 will retain the
Organization, which participated
in a mock air rafel Sunday, were title of Economics 4 though its
Three proposals dealing with
a number of people closely associ- contents will be changed to con
for m
to the' material expected various events in the College calated with Bowdoin College.
under
ler "Corporation Finance" by endar were turned down Monday
The assistant to the President,
b y the members of the Student
Philip S. Wilder, directed the or- business schools. It will consider
Council in their weekly meeting,
ganization of the Brunswick group the financial policies and problems
The Council first rejected the
of
modern
corporate
enterprise
which participated in the Cumberfrom the social point of view. Pre- Proposal to move Ivy Day this
landCounty exercise.
in

Brunswick

Carroll E. Fennel!

tickets sold.

up value analysis, national income
and economic growth. The course

Three Sonus Krom Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night"

WBOA

of

Professor Charles S. Benson wilt
Economics 17 beginning at
thr Fall of 1953. The course wilt
be entitled •'Contemporary Eco-5
nomic Theory" and will be devoted'
to a consideration of the major
theoretical concepts used in the
analysis of the current economic

Thoma* Campian

Club and the Masque and Gown.
Dowst is a graduate of Natick
High School. Natick, Massachusetts, where he was President of his
graduating class. He is a member
of WBOA and the Masque and
Gown. He was a member of the
Freshman Cross-Country Team.
Rayment. Station Manager
Rayment is a resident of Taunton, Massachusetts. He attended
Coyle High School in Taunton. He
Station

By

gi'-e

will

24

Aided by the prize winning contributions of Delta Sigma and
Theta Delta Chi, the total receipts of the Campus Chest Weekend as
announced by Barrett C. Nichols, Jr. '54, General Committee Chairman,
were $2402.85.
This total was an increase of some $700 over last year's total,
while it was over twice as much as the total proceeds of the 1951
Campus Chest Weekend.
Although the total collected by the T.D.'s was four dollars greater
than that contributed by Delta Sigma, the latter fraternity was awarded the $70 first prize on the strength of its greater percentage of raffle
tickets sold. The two fraternities were closely ranked in their booth
receipts, while both had a 100 per cent Hotal of general admission

at'

II

.lohji

NUMBER

1953

Last year the Stanley Plummer
Economics 4 Changed
Prize was won by Philip W. LeighEconomics 18 and 20 will be
ton '53; tied for second place were offered
in alternate years to take
Jay A. Carson '53 and H. Davison the place
of Economics 4. EcoOsgood '54.
nomics 18 will be essentially the
'52
Last year Donald A. Carman
same course as the present Ecowon the Class of 1868 contest.
nomic 4, though its title has been
changed to "Financial Statement
Analysis."

of the Executive
Committee, and Frederick S. Barti
lett '55, junior member of the Ex- Two Maidens Went Milking
lath Century Knsligh
ecutive Committee.
Welch is from West brook, Thr Soldier and The Lady
ISth Century Kmrlinh
Irish
Maine. He graduated from West- She Moved Thr<>U(th The Fair

is

To

Future Generations; Anthony K.
Kennedy '53, The Art of Respecting Boundaries; Roy G. Levy '54,
Our Dilemma With Big Business;
Bruce Wald '53, The Scientist And

The changes were approved
the faculty meeting March 9.

Plans for trips during the Spring discussion.
of Vacation will be discussed at the
AD Suggestion Out
who described his playing as, "An Moore Hall was also to
be used
Also defeated was the Alpha
meeting of the Outing Club, Thursart satisfying to both popular and
as a hospital should the need have
Delta Phi proposal submitted by
cultivated tastes."
day at 7:15 p.m. in the Outing their
arisen.
representative,
Paul
P.
The Program:
(Continued on Page 4j
Room of the Moulton Union.
Brountas '54, which would have

member

senior

The

'51,

Opposite of Prejudice; Geoffrey P.

of a program to check the effecDyer-Bennet has given more tiveness of the Civilian Defense
than a dozen recitals in Town and organizations in this area in the
Carnegie Halls, has made con- event of an emergency.
cert appearances throughout the
One of'the deputies in the local
United States and Canada, and has
organization was Dr. Daniel F.
been heard on such national radio
Hanley, while he was assisted by
programs as "Carnegie Hall." He Associate
Professor Nathan Dane,
has won praise from Walter Win4JL. They were stationed jp the
chell and from th'e "New York
Infirmary, where casualties were
Times" music critic. Olin Downes, to be taken care
of.
One end

In Balloting

Donald W. Rayment
William A. Fickctt

tests.

of

who accompanies

Dyer-Bennet.

most of

Welch, Dowst, Fkkett,

Herald;

R

Class of 1868 prize speaking con-

18,

Weekend Receipts Reach $2400 Total
As Delta Sigma, TD Win Prizes

Thayer Professor of
Professor Morgan B. Gushing
Albert
Speech in the Department of Eng- announced that three new courses
lish, announces the finalists for have been approved by the faculty
the Stanley Plummer and the for the Economics DepartmenW-

Included

Richard Dyer-Bennet

Elects Bartlett

tary;

In Theory, Finance

Raid Exercises Here

Albach, the Delta Kappa Epsilon
foreign student, was awarded the
$25.00 cash prize by Professor
Thayer. He is a member of the
Glee Club, the varsity Track Team
and was on the Dean's List for the
last semester.

March

Announced By Thayer

For Plummer,

Head, Directs Mock

"The Scientist and Society"; "The
Rollers" was George's subject; and
Levy, talked on "The Dilemma of
Big Business."

Rayment

Class Of 1868 Contests

Faculty Approve Three
New Economic Courses

Finalists

evening,
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Quill Reviewer Considers

THE BOWBBN ORIENT
Vol.

LXXXII

Wednesday, March

18,

1958

Ed. Note:

Wallace R. Harper,

New*
B.

Jr. '55

John B. Goodrich

Blaekman 55

Robert C. Burr

Charles W. Schoeneman "53
sport* Editor
Robert M. Hurst
Photographer
James P. Gaston

Douglas A. Chalmers
E.

Ward

elegies..

writers

James Anwyll,

T. Kllis

McKinney,

Jr. '54
'54
'55
Anthony L. Funn.ll '55
David R. Anderson '55

Kdward

F.

Spice r

Richard M. Catalano

Jr. '55
'55

Elliot S. Palais "55

Robert K. Windsor
Edward N. Cotter
Robert E. Hamilton

*55
'56
"56
'56
Ravmond F. Kierstead, Jr.
'56
Carroll E. Pennell
Donald M. Zuckert '56
Allan F. Wright '56

come

Sport* Staff
Curtis Webber
James S. Carter
Herbert E. Hammons, Jr.

still

off.

All of

them are

commended

to be

Peter B. Powell

Jr. '54

L. Doherty '55
Y. Rogers '55

for their desire to get

'55
'56
'56

seem
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a feeling of freedom and openness
and ties it up with a beautifully
rhythmical rhymed ending.

ficing

romance.

William Maillet, the Quill's editor, contributes a piece of free
verse called "You Cannot Ignore
The Years" which I frankly do
not understand in all its details.
It is a poem of nostalgia for the
past, and its words have obviously
been weighed by the author and
packed with meaning which becomes increasingly apparent with
repeated reading. A first reading,
however, blunders through and
comes out with no reward but a
few vivid images like the day
caught in one's hands like a flut-

The

.Most Proline
issue's most prolific poet is

four
Richard
Goodman, with
items to his credit. Mr. Goodman
would probably get more credit
from his readers if he sounded
more original in style. His least
successful poem, "Summer Evening", is also the least suggestive.
Consciously
unconsciously,
or
however, he has picked himself
good masters. "Late News" is an
astronomical satire composed in
short, brisk lines that recall the
irony of Frost's "Fire and Ice" or
"My Aunt Jerry", while "Dark
Spaces" is like the earliest Frost
who stopped by woods on a winter
evening.
"Cellars", on the other hand,
sounds' as though its author had
sat at the feet of Robert P. Tristram Coffin, even to the use of
RPTC's typical short couplets. The
lines "Old houses always try to
fill the hole a cellar leaves" should

what I mean. Good imitakes as much technical
as originality, however, so
has nothing to
worry about.
illustrate

tation

skill

Mr.

Goodman

Peter Powell is
author to double

this issue's

only

poetry

and

in

prose. I regret to say, however,
that his prose is more poetic than
his verse. His two short poems,

"We Know A Few" and "The End
of the World", both seem rather
flat and inconclusive, particularly
when compared with the intensity
(Continued on Page 4)
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Schedule Of Future Company Representatives

Announced By Bowdoin Placement Bureau
The Placement Bureau program with registrants on March 24 folof the senior interviews continues lowed by individual interviews the
this week with three representa- next day.
tives of various interests being
In Sills Hall's Peucinian Room
scheduled to visit Bowdoin tomor- on Wednesday, March 25, the
row. Thursday, March
A representative of

19.

S.

day, the School Service
Bureau of Windsor, Connecticut,

the

same

represented by Mr. Robert Hoskins, will interview teaching candidates and will meet with the Department of Education. Also on
campus will be Mr. Ernest A.
Wood of the Department of Commerce, Washington. D. C, who will
discuss opportunities in the Arctic

Weather Bureau for this summer.
On Friday, March 20, the John
Hancock Ltfe Insurance Company
Boston will
Faculty Room.

of

The

Sears.

interview

in

the

Roebuck Company,

and

manner

of walking were
esthetic of a
cripple."
His final gesture also is
unusual enough to suggest a personality that
hasn't completely
his

The

Mutual insurance Company will be represented by Mr. emerged. As it is, he is simply a
W. Lawrence Usher '32, who will type through most of the story.
discuss with seniors opportunities
This story brings up two comwith his organization. He will mon flaws of undergraduate writhold individual interviews in the ing, one of which Mr. Happ has
Faculty Room on the 26th.
successfully overcome, the mat•
Immediately following the spring ter of length. "Figure in Gold" is
vacation representatives from the on* of the longest pieces of fiction
Canal National Bank; Dun and I recall ever seeing in the Quill,
Bradstreet, Inc.; First National but it is one of the few of comBank of Boston; Montgomery, mercial length. Most college writWard and Company; and the ers still seem to have the idea
United States Steel Company will that 1000 words is adequate for a
be on campus for interviews. story, whereas actually it is too
Dates and locations will be an- short for anything but the difficult
short-short form.
The college
nounced later.
On Monday-, Mr. Daniel Howe writer who has hopes of selling
must learn to treat his material
of the Hanover Bank of New York
more
fully.
The
material
itself is
and Mr. Graham Russell of the
Royal-Liverpool Insurance Com- usually adequate for 4-5,000 words
Liberty

the S.

Kresge and Company of Detroit,
Michigan will interview seniors
with the Placement
registered
Bureau in the Faculty Room. On

pany of New York represented
Eastern Division Offices, will dis- their firms
in interviews at the
cuss merchandising opportunities Placement
Bureau. Also on Monregistrants
on
Monwith senior
Tuesday. March 23 and day a representative of the Naval
day and
•4* while the V. S. Rubber Com- Research Laboratories, Washington, X>. C, conducted interviews
pany representatives will confer for both chemists and physicists
students interested in producN vith
in the Seminar Room of Parker
tion and sales.
Cleaveland Hall.
Cork Company
Yesterday, Mr. Robert Hawes of
Mr. J. Edson Smith, represent-

well handled, but it is rarely
developed.
Mr. Happ has
the most of his subject matter as far as length goes.
The
point to which he 'Still needs to
give a lot of attention is that of
if

fully

made

revision.

Too

many

beginning

writers think they have revised
a story when they have checked

it for spelling and grammar, and
I don't recall hearing much about
Armstrong Cork Company the J. Walter Thompson Company revision myself till I attended a
ing the
Pennsylvania, will of New York interviewed candi- writers' conference after leaving
of Lancaster.
evening group meeting dates interested in his firm.
college.
hold an

^^mmmmm

>
WOMBS

already prepared the reader for
the latter.
The climb itself is a
symbolic purification
and well
handled.
Billy,
however, could
emerge as a more distinct character.
He is suggested as one in
the lines "He felt that a cigarette
not compatible.

is

'

—

Note Of Progress ...

.

'64

the that for once the land itself is
rest of the poem, though 1 have blamed and not a pass* Puritanalways felt that these lines are ism. Mr. Carhart's best image, I
the essence of it and it is the first think, is his last: "The leaves drop
In down
death rattle on the
part which is out of keeping
the "Ode to a Nightingale" I be- ground." That sums it up.
Not Enthusiastic
lieve he might find further support
I wish I could be as enthusiastic
for his thesis in the lines "I will
the
third
funeral
poem
fly to thee ... on the vieWless over
wings of Poesy, though the dull "The Dirge of Harthor Dhu", by
Benjamin Priest. Its subject mat
brain perplexes and retards."
have a feeling after Mr. ter immediately appeals to me as
I
Happ's display of erudition that he an ardent Scotophile, but its style
better qualified than seems a blend of Sir Walter Scott
is probably
The poetic
I am to criticize the Quill's poetry. and Gray's "Elegy".
I should confess in advance that I diction of phrases like "besmirched
am a traditionalist in regard to with gore" belongs to the period
poetry, that I like it to be easily when the Highlands were first
It
is imitative of
comprehensible, that I consider the romanticized.
Elizabethans and Cavaliers the English poems about them but. so
best models, and that I have a far as I know, is not particularly
against Celtic. Likewise I never heard of
prejudice
long-standing
When I find some I the mace as a chieftain's weapon,
free verse.
like, I always feel I like it in spite suicide in battle as a Highland
practice,
nor "Harthor" as a
of the form
or lack of it.
Gaelic name. If there's a source
Packard's Poem
be interThe editors of the Quill are fully for these references I'd
ested to know of it. Mr. Priest's
justified, I believe, in giving the
strong point in this poem is his
place of honor at the front of the
ability to write
verse that is
magazine to George Packard's
regular and metrical, but I wish
"Payane for a Dead Child". It is
he'd modernize his diction. It can
undoubtedly the best poem in the
be done without necessarily sacrifinal line

till

,

Horace A. HHdreth

.William A. Maillet '49

'54

the end, and Mr. Apollonio seems to be striving for a
mood of nautical mystery that re-

vealed

ideas or feelings into words.
On the whole, the issue is a pretty minds me slightly of "Outward
good one, thicker than many, and with a good balance of material. Bound". This mood is heightened
Joseph
For those skimming individuals who don't normally read prose with- by a certain stiltedness of dialogue
non-oral
usages as
out dialogue or verse longer than ten orthodox lines it would really with such
"These are but letters from my
Busines* Manager
repay deeper delving.
Albert F. Li Hey '54
brother" and "The season's far
__
Best Piece
What
is needed is a careful reUnfortunately,
the
advanced".
Assistant Business Manager
The star piece of the issue, I reading of every sentence to make; dialogue waV ers between these
Bruce N. Cooper '54
think, is Charles Miller's "Reveil- sure that the idea can't be pre
stylizations and a more colloquial
Circulation Manager
Advertising Manager
James A. Cook '54
Richard Thurston "54 le", a military vignette that at- sented any more clearly, smoothly, level. Mr. Apollonio is at his best
tains art through close observa- or logically.
This is the stuff in in creating the background atmosBusiness Assistants
Theodore D. Robbins '53
Hobart C. Tracy '55 tion, careful phrasing, and a feel- the sections on rhetoric in a good phere of the harbor.
«
ing of perspective imparted by the composition textbook; it's elemenHarold R. Bcaehem, Jr. '56
Non-Fiction Included
framing paragraphs at beginning tary, but I think it's necessary,
In recent issues the Quill has
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
and end. To anyone who has ever
men shown
a laudable effort to include
K ._
succeed without it.
Mr
Directors
Professor Athern P. Daggett. Professor Philip M. Brown. stood morning formation in the who
non-fiction with its short
some
Albert F. Lilley '54, Thomas Otis, Jr. '53, Charles Ranlett '54 army it should ring true. Details Happ's need for further revision stories and poetry, and in "John
like the classification of garbage shows itself in such expressions as
Keats: the Failure of Beauty"
»»p»r.<rN-nr> roa national ADvra-ri«rvo »v
cans, the omnipresent coal smoke, "suspiciousness",
"wrinkled
and
Robert Happ has contributed a
National Advertising Service, Inc.
and the musical tones of the of- bright summer dresses", and "a
Collar Puhliiheri RttiTr<mtnt\;>r
scholarly essay that smacks far
ficer taking report are all there.
ten-story office building which was
\h\V YORK, H. Y.
420 MADISON AVK.
of the term paper in a RomanCmcAnn - Boiton - J.o* .Knovxrn - Sam Francisco
Mr. Miller's second sketch, "Mrs. now five stories high in the ^ ]ue
be
t,c Poetl
Published wttltlr when tlum are lielrf dnrinr the Fall and Sprint Trimester by Pruitt", an account of a woman shadows of late morning".
In all
** ataeVnta at Bnwdnln Collce*. Addrra* nrwi communication! to tne Editor and «nfcwho shoots her husband for no dis- of these there is an awkwardness feared. He has obviously given
•rripttfln r*mmunicatlon< to the Bmin*-» Mana«*r of the Bowdoin PnMitninr Comthought
ht to tbe selection of
Jw«r at tne ORIENT Ofiee in Moore Hall, Bowdoin Ollear. Uranawlrk. Maine. Entered cernible reason, also attains a high that could be avoided.
Let me,! careful
•a aeeond rla«a matter at the poat office at Braniwlck, Maine. The ubirrtption rat*
an aesthetic theory and to its aplevel, but I wish I could be a little hasten to mention, though, that
•* on* roar ia throe (S3) dollars,
more certain that it's intended as Mr. Happ is not alone in this plication to the poems in question.
He has admirably chosen to consatire.
As such, it's delightful; if weakness.
centrate on the poems themselves
by any chance it were meant as
".My Friends, My Friends"
and not on what Keats might have
deadpan social document, though,
Another cripple, this time a written if he'd lived or on what
issue, though having said that, I'm
lonely boy whose only friends are
The Student Council is to be congratulated for supplying it would be ghastly.
he said in the way of theory in not at all sure I can say why. I
The third paragraph, describing the bay near which he lives and a nis ]etters _- fa the
ms for am not familiar with the music of
the leadership necessary to make the Campus Chest Weekend
the neighborhood, shows a trace of couple of white swans in
is
Keats is famous, and this is Ravel which insipres it, so I can't
Mfrhkh
the success it was.
The success and progress of the weekend sympathy that satire would be bet- central character of Peter Powell s a sobe att
t
<0 evaluate thc tell how closely it fits. It is a comThe
can be most clearly and simply shown by a comparison of the ter without and which has oc- •My Friends My Friends
Vs ,_<__, stature
,f
_ un _ plete whole as a poem, however,
casioned my slight doubt. In both mam part of the story achieves L
total receipts for the last several years.
This year's final figure these sketches Mr. Miller shows the mood of a fable, and the swans ortunate that the aesthetic prin- and though irregular and in the
ci
cs ^hind Mr. Happ's criticism modern idiom it has a definite
was $2,400 which far surpasses the 1951 total of $1,700 and an unsual command of the vivid are more than ordinary birds, but do nQt p
e morp clear]y No _ rhythm and no sudden bars to the
the 1952 sum of approximately $1,700.
Thus, in two years detail and the right phrase for it: the story would be more success- where that T can find does ne
passage of thought.
But these
the litter of "undisciplined" milk ful if the author could redo his
Posiare only negative virtues.
the total receipts from the weekend have more than doubled. bottles, an unmarried girl looking realistic opening and violent con- what he means in the first
suslai ned organic and tively the poem is good for its
h b
The weekend's importance as a social event has rapidly at her •bare fingers", reveille at f elusion. The poetic mood is un- meaningful poetry", which is,cer- evocation of the mood of gentle
approached that of the Ivy and Winter Houseparties. With this "0545 .the first zero makes the anticipated, and it turns, to molo- ^vT^hrase *o*f primarv im^or- reminiscence and grief that has
hour oppressively early)'.
Oe- drama.
tancr tQ thp discussioni nor does almost faded away with time.
I
increase in its social importance have come some of the unusual jcasionally.
however
he
over-!
Above an. the beginning and end his explanation of the objective particularly like the stanza on the
problems associated with such a period. However, its favorable reaches himself: 'unsaddling the raise doubts about the character correlative come out a« distinetlv
fair,
though the description of
grocery boys, the barracks which Q f Sean, and I wonder if the aueffect on public relations, especially on a local level, is extremely
If the essay wore October as the month of O's is a
as it might.
are
"some
man's
home,
hi* thor ever had him fully defined'in written for a course in which such
reminiscent of Poe. Anyhow,
valuable, and as a means of aiding charity, its value is indis- woman's albatross".
How old is Sean ? concepts were understood back trifle
his own mind.
I like the whole thing.
putable.
Hi Id roth
Old enough to know he's a social 1 ground, the omission would not
In general, death seems to fare
A realistic sketch in a far less drag on his elder brother, and old matter; for publication greater better
in poetry than in prose.
nostalgic mood than "Reveille" is enough to handle a rifle accurate- clarity is needed.
However, Mr. William Carhart's elegy "On the
Horace Hildreth's "Just A Mo- ly, but young enough to presonify Happ seems to be quite sure him- Death of
a Young New England
Letters To The Editor
ment, Please". This is a straight- a stretch of salt water into his self of what he means, and from
Artist" catches the dying tone of
forward account of taking a mes- best friend. If the age indications the essay as a whole his concern
larly complaining about the poor
the late New England autumn and
sage from somebody's unduly wor- are consistent, one begins to won- with the conflict of theory and
reporting in regard to track and
contrasts it with the spirit of the
Praises Attitude
ried mother on the dormitory tele- der about his IQ.
Sean might be practice in Keats is plain enough. artist who painted like Gauguin,
field
activities.
In the article
phone.
Or maybe she does have passed off as a hypersensitive
Agrees On Final Line
entitled "Polar Bearings", by Robthe "manless" wood contrasted
To The Editor:
cause for worry. It really doesn't poet- little boy but this char„
In
d tQ <ne
0do on a with the many-colored jungle.
We all have a good many deroga- ert M. Hurst, in the March 4th matter. Mr. Hildreth has a good actenzation would require some
_,_- T
c wi1h hjm Obviously New England is no place
tory
remarks concerning
the issue, there may be a number of eye and ear for life's minor crises sign that he is exercising his Grecian
ROTC course and its instructors. inaccuracies. One is glaring: As far and an ironic twist at the end. fancy more or less deliberately. that the frank Platonism of tnp for such a painter, and I'm glad
Many of these may be well-found- as I know Bowdoin has had only Above all, he has a complete lack Mr. Powell has the basis for a
It
was
ed, but we should give credit where one Olympic Champion.
of
pretentiousness.
One thing. touching story, but I believe he
credit is due. There is no place on Fred Tootell in the sixteen pound though, may be a little overdone. needs to remove some inconsistenthe campus where a student is humniT throw in the 1924 Olym- Does it have to Re squash that cies in his conception and his
Gift
pics.
All
Bowdoin
men,
especially
made to feel more welcome then
Clarence plays?
method.
those interested in track, should
in the office of Col. Kennett no
The longest item in the issue is
The last of the short stories fori
185 Park Row
matter what his business there is. know this.
Robert Happ's short story "Figure me to mention is Spencer ApolI also want to especially comThe Colonel's attitude toward the
in Gold", which, along with his lonio's "Voyaging", a sketch about
--- Gifts
students is one which many of his plain about the lack of accurate study of Keats (of which more a crazed old captain living on a
collegues on the Faculty would do and complete reporting as to re- later), takes up more than a third! harbor derelict and waiting for his
Free Gift Wrapping
sults of the track meets
as re- of
well to note.
the magazine.
"Figwre
in orders to set sail in her.
The
gards the place winners in various Gold" is about a cripple who is de- full situation, however, is not reC. E. G.. Jr. '54
events. This has been given very feated by life and ends it all withj^
seldom in any detail during the what the author successfully prelast few years. Track is a very in- sents
as a glorious gesture.
The
Track
Wanted
dividualistic sport, and about the suicide motif is discernible as early
only possible reward a man can a? the second paragraph; Mr.
To the Editor:
get for four years of hard work is Happ's story is a step by step acUnaccustomed as I am to writ- the chance that his name may be
count of events leading to the deing letters to editors, I just couldn't mentjpned in the results column of
tision and to the act.
The one
resist this one. I am writing to a track meet. Why deny him this
element of surprise is that Billy
complain about the poor sports re- in his own paper?
should struggle up ten floors to
porting which has been going on
Very' truly yours,
use a gun instead of jump. The
for some time now. I'um particuWhitfield B. Case '28 emphasis on smacking sounds has

Barret C. Nichols,

James

What

the rib-shell that gets torn open ?
are the iron-punching presses cutting metal faces in the
moonlight? Why should it be the
wind's thighs that get cut on the
rocks? Mr. Curran has a gift for
imagery; doubt as a woolen sphere
and a bird as a heliograph are inspired, but much of the time he is
either reaching too far for his
image or using a private symbolism. The best of his three poems,
I think, is "The Banty Men",
which presents a coast scene with

What

than those with which they're presumably better acquainted. I'm not
a stickler for the old advice to write about what you know "best, but
on the whole it seems to produce the best results. The trick is to find
that particular viewpoint from which familiar territory suddenly
takes on brighter life and broader meaning.
Some of the Quill's authors have managed this trick very ably,
and if 1 were to revert to my former habits as an English teacher
I'd give them A plus.
There are some other writers represented who
deserve plain A's for daring greatly even if their effects don't quite

David G. Lavender
Jr. '53

and The Banty Men".

They simply go to prove, if anything, that undergraduate
find life!s more dramatic aspects better literary material

criticism.
'54

'53

Gilrhan '53

Jackson Shuttleworth
Charles E. Coakley '54

neyy A issue of the Quill contains, among other things, two
two cripples, a harmless lunatic and three
These statistics are mentioned as matters of fact, not

The

murders, \^o) suicides,
'54

Stan-

C

By Douglas Carmichael '44
Douglas Carmichael '44, a member of Kappa Sigma

Several odditis short stories have appeard in Mat-Lean's Magazine,
published In Canada.

'55

Carl S. Tschantre '55

'55

Could the -idea be
expressed any more directly without loss of feeling?
Rhymed Couplet*
Brooke Howard has two brief
sets of rhymed couplets that show
a promising interest in prosody.
"F. Scott Fitzgerald" is written in
a jingling anapestio tetrameter
that rather overwhelms the" content, and it violates tense awkkWardly to make an internal rhyme
of "flew" and "spew". "The Gambler's Lady" has a subtler rhythm
The
that is more intriguing.
lady presumably is luck.
Three more poems I don't understand are those of J. D. Curran, "Change". "By Yellow Grass",
tering robin.

Quill Contributors

-

Fraternity, was an Associate Editor of the Orient and th- Quill,
and President of the Masque and Gown while at Bowdoin. He
graduated Phi Beta Kappa, Cum Laude, in 1947. Since 1948, he
has tven doing private school teaching in Bloomington, Ind.
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In New Englands;
Larry Boyle Captures Diving Crown

Swim Team 3rd

POLAH
BEARINGS

off his old mark for the
14 in the 440, winning in 4:44.0. Bud Mayers,
Intercollegiate also from Springfield won the 300Swimming Association meet last yard individual medley in three
Saturday at Cambridge, Mass., fol- minutes, 31.7 seconds, bettering his
and old record by 2.8 seconds.
Williams
lowing
behind

The Bowdoin swimming team seconds

placed thjrd in a

By Robert M. Hurst

Interfraternity All-Stars
Win 74-50 In Benefit Game

ORIENT Sporte Editor
team's preparations to defend its
state title, the Bowdoin track team is also getting ready to try and
retain the crown it won at the state meet at Orono last year.
Chief threat this year will again be thp Black Bears from the University of Maine.
Coach Jack Magee feels, however, that he will be
bte to retain the championship if everything goes well.
Track and field contest began at Bowdoin in a very modest way.
In the year 1868 a "tournament'' was held at the mecca of Bowdoin
and Brunswick sportdom, the Topsham fair grounds, for the championship of the college.
The events were a 220-yard dash, a mile
run, and a mile and a half walk. The events were more elaborate and
consisted of eight events the following fall.
For a few years meets
were held in the spring and fall, but in 1876 the fall meet was discontinued because it got to be too cold out for the boys. An attempt
to incite interest in the contests by freak events was made, and for
a number of years the meets usually included a potato, and a wheelbarrow or a three-legged race.
To the winning class team in the meet was presented a jug of
cider. On one occasion this produced disastrous results.
It was customary to choose the president of the Bowdoin Y.M.C.A. from the
incoming Senior Class.
The class of '80, which appears to be an
impious crew, had only one man in that worthy organization. Someone "doctored" the cider, the team celebrated, the Y.M.C.A. man
behaved as no Y.M.C.A. man should, and he lost the presidency. In
1895 the Maine Intercollegiate track and field meets took the place
of the Bowdoin field day and the ciderjugs were eliminated as tokens
addition

In

'54,

to the baseball

of victory.

In 1887 Bowdoin sent a team to the New England meet and managed to take a first place as Lory Prentiss of '89 won the pole vault
with a jump of 9 feet and 2 inches. In 18% Bowdoin won its first
New England meet by edging Willliams. A fellow named Godfrey
was the first of the victors to reach Brunswick, and he was carried
in triumph like a Roman gladiator to the Chapel steps.
After he gave
a speech he received from the students a "three times three". (A type
of cheer evidently quite popular at the time as not only did Godfrey
receive one but so did the rest of the runners and the other teams in
the meet.)
The first United States record held by a Bowdoin man
was probably made in 1899 by Harry Cloudman '01 who won the 100yard dash in the Maine meet in the time of 9.8 seconds. This mark
also equaled the world's amateur record.
All in all, Bowdoin has won more state track meets than the
other Maine schools combined and for a period from 1919 to 1927
was unbeaten in championship competition in the state of Maine.

*****

By a poll of Maine college coaches six men were selected on the
Maine All-State basketball team, including Wally Bartlett and Bill
Frasier of Bowdoin. Others selected were Ted Lallier and Frank
Piacintini of Colby, Johnny Norris of Maine, and Charlie Bucknam of
Bates. Coaches voting were Lee Williams of Colby, Bob Addison of
Hates, Rome Rankin of Maine, and Ed Coombs of Bowdoin.

*****

America's most outstanding basketball player, Seton Hall's Walter
Dukes, and a collection of the East's finest hoop luminaries, will play
in Waterville against Maine's best collegiate players next Saturday
night. Both Wally Bartlett and Louie Audet are listed to play against
Dukes and his mates.

*****

'-

c

Larry Boyle, 1952 New England Intercollegiate Diving champion,
slated to go against the best in the East next Saturday at Harvard
this year's Eastern swimming championships are to be held.
*
*
*

is

where

By Junes
The

complete
untested, toyed with Brunswick
High School Basketball team 74-50
in a game staged Friday night as
one of the opening events of the
Campus Chest Weekend.
After taking the lead with three
minutes gone in the game, the AllStars built up a 19 point lead at
half time and won as they pleased.
The battle attracted only a fair
crowd who remained silent for
much of the time. The game lacked
their

i

S.

All-Stars,
potentialities still

Interfraternity

Williams, winning five of ten
possible firsts, kept their unbeaten
record intact as they scored a total
of 73 points. Springfield earned

'.'.

humor of last year's battle
the All-Stars and the
Faculty, and as a closely contested
event it left much to be desired.
Brunswick was willing but completely outclassed by the taller and
faster Ail-Star squad.
Many in the crowd expressed the
wish that the game had instead
been with either the Varsity or
the Freshmen team. An All-Star
Freshmen game would probably be

quite close, while a game with the
Varsity could be" close after the
All-Stars had had several weeks
Harold W. Anthony '55 was awarded the Orren
of practice together.
Chapel, Friday. The cup, presented by the Sigma Nu House, is awardPerhaps the most interesting
ed annually to the Sophomore who in his Freshman year made the
team ball player showed well for the
highest scholastic marks while competing in active athletic competition. feature of the game was the
of the two big men, Paul Brink- visitors.
Sidelight.;
man and Bob Glover. They had no
The crying towel came out once
trouble controlling the boards, alTufts Tracksters
though they only scored 12 points from the All-Star bench just after
between them. During the second the start of the second half.
C.
Polar
half Coach Louie Audet moved Referees Parks and Clark, conHuleatt
Mile,
In Chapel Presentation Brinkman and Glover out to the tributing their services, did not
guard spots which helped to keep seem bothered by the brief and
factitious attack. Neither did the
The Orren C. Hormell Cup was the All-Star point total down.
In a lopsided meet which saw
The All-Stars consisted
Frank
Inter- crowd,
Vecella,
the
eight meet records fall. Tufts best- presented to Harold W. Anthony
eight
fraternity League's leading scorer, of one Senior, Lagueux;
ed Bowdoin in track Saturday 69- '55 in Chapel on Friday.
The award was made by Mr. Hu- headed the All-Star scoring with Juniors; one Sophomore, Hether48 in Bowdoin's indoor cage. The
Jumbos jumped off to an early 9-0 bert S. Shaw, Director of Admis- 15 points, while another Sigma Nu ington; and two Freshmen, Glover
lead, taking all three places in the sions. The awarding of the cup was representative. Bob Lilley, scored and Pete Chapman.
broad jump, and were never threat- instituted three years ago by the ten points for the night. Glover
Al Werksman became the 12th
Bowdoin chapter of the Sigma Nu with eight was the only other man All-Star • to enter the scoring
ened thereafter.
Bob Jones led the Tufts scoring Fraternity to honor their faculty to have over six points. Everyone column when he hit from the left
with 13 points, taking a first in advisor, Professor Emeritus Orren on the 12 man squad entered the side with three minutes to go.
the high jump and in the 300 yard C. Hormell. It is presented annual- scoring column at least once.
Certain irregularities in the operaQuick Lead
tion of the clock were noted.
run, and second in the broad jump. ly to the Sophomore who in his
Brunswick hit on set shots their The All-Stars were sharp on the
Jones set two meet records with Freshman year competed in Fresha jump of 6 feet, 1-3/8 inches and man or Jayvee athletic competition first two times down the floor, and foul line, hitting for 16 out of 24
a time of 32.6 seconds in the 300. in a major sport, and who has led quickly 4-1. However, the All- tries. Brunswick went ten for 19
Hugh Huleatt was top man for achieved outstanding scholastic Stars came right back, and when on the line.
Vecella broke away for a lay-up
Bowdoin with a first in the 1000 honors.
The Dekes' Jim Ladd committed
Anthony is a member of Psi Up- and followed with a foul shot to four fouls, but he made the longest
and the mile for ten points.
The, Polar Bears' best showing silon Fraternity. He is Vice-Presi- bring the score to 8-6, they were successful shot of the game, one
came in the weights and the dis- dent of the Sophomore Class, a in the lead to stay. The starting from deep on the right side.
tance events, with the Jumbos con- member of the Varsity Football team of Brinkman, Glover, VerThe summary:
trolling moStt of the other events. and Baseball Teams, and a James cella, Cosgrove, and Parker Mc- All-Stars
G FT FM PF TP
(74)
Laren brought the score to 18-13 Glover
Dick Wragg\ threw the hammer Bowdoin Scholar.
1
1
2
8
3
«
C
3
15
at the end of the first period with Vecella
50 feet, 2 inches for first place and
4
Brinkman
2
The Jumbo freshmen completed only the sets of Brunswick's Cosirrove
a new mee\record. Al Farrington
2
6
2
1
4
2
Michaud keeping the McLaren
set another record by throwing the the Polar Bears' humiliation by Maurice
6
3
2
Lajrueux
taking
the
8
lap
freshman
relay
game close.
shot 42 feet, 4-3/4 inches.
5
6
4
4
1
Lad.l
The Polar Bears won all three by fifteen yards. Smooth baton
distance events, coming from be- passing and a fast third and fourth
hind in each race. Hugh Huleatt man gave them the victory.
Portland Press Herald
C. Hormell Cup in
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position,
Huleatt finally passed him for
good in the seventh lap and easily

him

first

win by
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Broad Jump
Won by Oilier (T) 2nd
Jones (T): 3rd Schiller (T). Distance
22 feet 11 inches. (New meet Record).
Hammer Throw
Won by Wrajor (B):
2nd Cnllahan (T) 3rd Liband (T). Distance 5u feet 2 inches,
New meet
:

It's

.

.

West man
('.
Br'Vn, re 2
Vose
19

Totals
Sit-ma

Na

Taine.

If

(M
4

record )

Shot Pat
Won by Karrinpton (B) 2nd
Nicholson (T)
Srd Brinkman (B). Distance 2 feet 4J inches. (New meet

Mt

-

Hugh proved just as effective in the mile run, as he waited
until the seventh lap before he
took the lead and then pulled far-
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Kapi>a Sitrma 74 Zete 50
41 Dejta Sifrma 36

TD

DKE 54 ARU 4*
Sifrma Nu 46 Chi
Psi U 48 ATO 32
Beta 52 AD 42

Hoesen, Amherst 5 Bill Tidor. MIT t
Arnold Lande. Amherst. Winner's points

Psi 45

:

107. 7 B0.

Landing Scorers
(9 irames or more)
Vecella. Si(mia

ATO

McLaren.
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Paints
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9
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IRK
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.400

9

X
7

ARU

^«

Beta

4

Psi U
Zeta Psi
Delta Sigma

AD

Chi Psi

ATO
Lillev

4

3
4

Shaw
Chapman
Werksman

1

1

1

3

Totals

t

24

Young

6

8

4-

Thibeault
Forbe*
Galarnenu

1

1

4
n

•>

6

5

1

Michaud
Lard

(SO)

C
1

3
5

Brown

16

11

% *

Parrott. Trinity

:

:

:

record).
S00 Yard Individual Medley
Won by
Bud Mayers, Springfield 2 Bob Arweion.
Bowdoin 3 Joe Worthington. Williams
4
Tom Sexton. Boston University: S
6 Richard RoBarry Pearce, Brown
back. Trinity. Time. 3:31.7. (New meet
record).
400 Yard Freeatyle Relay
Won by Williams (Martin. Kimberly. Beard. Latham) 2 Trinity: 3 Bowdoin: 4 Spring6 MIT. Time. 3)24.9.
field: .4 Amherst
Freshman 400 Yard Relay
Won by WilMerriman.
liams
(Gardner.
Taylor,
Connecticut
Jenks)
2
3 Trinity
4

—

:

:

:

:

16
3
4
11

—

:

:

3

—

:

:

20

19

10

16

D.

4

:

:

1

1

:

:

10
4

Ray

3
:

Maynard
Ouellette
Totals

:

5 Paul Helmreirh,
Bell. Massachusetts
Amherst 6 Burky GreeoouKh, Amherst.
Time. 2:22.4. (New meet record).
440 Yard Freestyle - Won by Bill Yonyk,
Springfield 2 Bruce Hutchinson. Spring3 Don Jones. Williams
4
Joe
field
Worthington. Williams 5 Jan Vandenberg. Wealevan 6 John Gabrielson, ConTime,
4:44.0.
(New meet
necticut.

FT FM PT TP

1

Siatris

—

8
3
2
o
74

1

1

29

Brunswick

:

:

10

Hetherington

1

:

:

.400
.333
.300
.300
.200
.100

4

."»

Williams 2 Ralph Brisco. Brown
Walt Toole. Trinity 4 Sam Kimberly,

Williams: 5 Tom Lyndon. Bowdoin; <
Charles Eberle. Trinity. Time. 5"..">.
Won by Bud Pray.
Yard Backstroke
Amherst: 2 Bob Arweson. Bowdoin: J
Tom Sexton. Boston University: 4 R.
Gornfoot. Masaachusetts 5 Jeff Beckinir6
George
Montgomery,
Connecticut
ham.
Williams. Time. 1 :20.0.
Won by Charles
200 Yard Breaststroke
Williams
Bonnie Wills.
2
Douglas.

12.1

Lost

10

TD

by Dick Mar-

:

Won

Kappa Sigma
3i?ma Nu

Won

110

Teasa Standing*

DKE

;

—

Yard Freestyle

tin.

Games

Nu

LairueuN. Kappa Sin
P. Brinkman. DKE
Nichols, /,et;i Psi

;

Brown:

:

Tufts: 6 MIT. Time, 3:44.3.
(Not counted in team scoring).

<
50

5

:

:

10:26.3.

1.000-Y«rd Run
2nd Lancaster

—

Won

(T)

:

bv Huleatt
3rd Wilkey

(B)

;

(T).

Time. 2:23.2. (New meet record).
300-Yard Ran
Won by Jones (T) 2nd
Getchell IB); Srd Milliken (B).« Time.
32.6.
New meet record)
Discus
Won by Liband (T) 2nd Totman (B): Srd Brinkman (B). Distance

—

4)

Regularly

:

—

$45.00

'
'

I

131

feet

NOW

j

\j

KC

inches.

Matchless Service"

Regularly

FORD

— MERCURY

Sales

and

$36.00

$42.50

NOW

Student Accounts

Welcomed

News

Regularly

Service

$34.00

$39.50

NOW

it

ateo

Short Subjects

$31.60

Brunswick Branch
Mar. 20-21

Eri.-Sat.

COMANCHES

a

FffiST-AUBURN TRUST

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Member

with
Broderick Crawford

COMPANY

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

I

Body Repair and Paint Shop

t

Complete Front End

Let us help you plan your printing
Mar. 22-23-24

as well as produce

MA AND PA KETTLE
ON VACATION

Our long experience

in

with
Marjorie Mains
Percy Kilbride

kinds of printing for

Bowdoin men can show you
and save you money.

.

it

.

.

Short Subject*

TICKETS

•

Oxford Grey, Plain Front

FLANNEL TROUSERS

.

producing the following and other

Sizes 29 to 40

mi

short cuts

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

Student Patronage
Wed.-Thur.

MY

jf.

Mar. 25-26

The Record Office

COUSIN RACHEL
starring:

OLIVIA DE HAV1LAND
also

Street

News

*

Paul K. Nlven

J

_i"

Frame Alignment

in time

also

News

JUST RECEIVED

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Short Subjects

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.

4»

USED CARS

also

186 Main*

:

:

Last Weeks

20% REDUCTIONS

:

(New meet record).
Two Mile Run - Won by Ca neron (B)
2nd Price (T) Srd Goodman (B). Time.
1:14.7.

Barbara Hale

Welcomed

—

:

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

(B).

Mar. 18-19

News

Alleys

:

.">

:

:

Medium and Large

Complete and Friendly

with

i

BOWL-MOR

Small,

by Wilkey (T) 2nd
Calkin (T). Time.

Mickey Rooney

10'

Totals

•'!

4
Jan
Bruce Hutchinson. Springfield
Charlie llilVandenberg. Wesleyan
Bowdoin 6 Eugene Latham. Williams Time. 2:11.2. (New meet record).
Won by Dirk Martin.
50 Yard Freestyle
Ralph Brisco. Brown
2
Williams
j
Tom Lyndon. Bowdoin 4 James Thomas,
6 C.
5 Walter Toole. Trinity
Trinity
Chadwick. Wesleyan. Time. 22.9. New
meet record)
Won by Larry Boyle,
Fancy Divine
Bowdoin: 2 Max Boners. Williams: 3
Fred MeCurdy. Tufts: 4 Dave Van

seconds.

15 12 42

LAST OF THE
4

5

$2.95

6

2

Trinity:

ALL ASHORE

Ik

rK

'

;

4

Massachusetts: 6 Bowdoin. Time. 3:02.6.
Won by Bill Yorayk.
220 Yard Freestyle
Springfield: 2 Dave Jones. Williams:

:

3

7

hv WilKimberly)
2

;

ooo
3

2

Kolta.

Cooper
4
Anthony. rK B
22

G F P

Hulme
McLaren,

r Wlrth.

I

RiKby. Ik

(32)

1

6

Won

;

Dick Haymes

Winaton.

*

McGold'k
McGinley

Totals

19

—

COAT

:

Banking Services

I

Totala

ATO

(48)

Newman.

14

21
0!

;

failed to score.
300 Yard Medley Relay
liams (Byerly. Douglas.
Siwingfteld: 3 Amherst:

Fast

feet.

Brunswick, Maine

ft

v

Totals

2

7

3 Millard. rK

:

I

3|

Wed.-Thur.

On

Smartly Styled with Collar and Zipper

1

1

14 Field

7

e

vine. Ik

Huirhea
Mun'it'm. rK

Pti

4

2

6

rf
e

Catching

;

:

6
2 12

Ik

CUMBERLAND

WieKaml. Ik

Lilley.

Hov,

48

:

:

1

G F P

If

Shaw,

Ross
1..

4

!>

22

Totals

Chi Psl (*>)

,

G F

rf

rjr

Jepsky

New And

;

record).

ther and farther ahead and won by Hiirti Jump — Won by Jones (T) 2nd
FlemminK (B)
Brinkman (B). Height
20 yards.
6 feet
2
inches.
In the two mile event, Frank Hirh Hurdles — Won by Goldberg (T)
2nd Kreujrer (T) Srd Getchell (B). Time
Cameron stayed right on the heels
5.8 seconds.
New meet record).
Won by All.yne <T) 2nd
of Tuft's Al Price for 20 laps, ,40- Yard Dash
Biros (B)
3rd Kreuger (T). Time 4.B
finally passed him and led by half

01

U

ORourke
Vecella.

Korman.

11

Bowdoin 34

Men's Fleece Lined Sweatshirts

i

P.

1

scores: Williams 73: Springfield
Trinity 30
Amherst 2:.
17: Massachusetts »• Boston Uni:,Wesleyan 6 MIT and Tufts 4 Connecticut 3. Holy Cross and Worcester Tech
:

sity 7

;

Heselton

Packard

The summary:
Team

45

Brown

The summaries:

set a meet record in the 1000 in
2:23.2. After jockeying twice with

a lap at the finish.
Tufts built up their big lead in
the dashes and the jumping events.
F PI
G F P Russ Devin cleared 12 feet easily
14 Trussell. If
3
6 in the
pole vault but just missed
OIKinK. rf
8 17
2
6 Rotters. K
3 5 11 his third try at 12-4, which was
Bowler, Ik
2
4
better than the meet rec61 Wallace. rK
12 4 an inch
In the 600 yard run Gordy
ord.
2IMoldaver
4
4
2
21
Milliken led all the way to the
01
last lap but could not match the
I
1
1
I
strong finish of Wilkey who beat
Totals
12 12 36
9 41.
him by five yards.
1

meet.

:

.

l

:

Mason
Hale.

style relay in the last event of the

:

Delta Sit-ins

(.Hi

Totals

3'Wer'man. rf 2
rf
1
4 'Goodman
2
5
Hi'k'n. r S 10 16 Miller, r
01 P. Weiner. Ik 5
I
3 17! Rutstein
l.add. Ik
7

31
6'

3

5 13

Cooper, rK
01 Cales
10 14 52
Totala
1

Keav

I.intz.

Totals

1

2:

1

Sarrauf. nr

Gelinas.

If

Blatehford

16 Ham. rf
1
3 Haskel
I
I Messer. c

Cham'r'in

TD

21

4

Totals

<30>

G F P

2 Pelaney.
1

team, placed second ie both the
110 yard backstroke and the 300
yard individual medley. Other
Bowdoin men scoring were Captain Charlie HUdreth, placing fifth
in the 200 yard freestyle, and
Tom Lyndon, finishing fifth in the
100 yard freestyle. Bowdoin also
placed third in the 400-yard free-

Interfraternity Scores

1000

1

a member of the
national distance swimming

Bob Arwezon.

AAU

dreth.

Hal Anthony Awarded
Orren
Hormell Cup

lap.

(42)

PI

If

McCorrill
Nevin. rf

G F P

ARl
<:

Hamlin.

1

4
5
1
2 18
8

(34)

G F
WiaRp.

Miller.

6

II

"I
Con'lon. ru 4
Cui-iian
4
1
91
30 14 74!
Totals

DO

3
12

Haaiard. rf
5 11 Well, c
1

1

I!

PI

12iNichol».

SO2

r

Ijiirueux.

11

Ik 6

rf

Rutstein
Total*

(74)

G P
CoaRrove. rf 6
Saeeo
rf

.1

1

Solomon
Werksman.

8 4

17

Kappa Sirrea

Ware,

5

rf

Hljepsky

! Forman.

Tot.ils

8

If 4

Goodman

141

AD

Beta (52)

(41)

pi

years.

'

outdistanced

Interfraternity Basketball

in

Several records were broken
during the meet. Dick Martin of
Williams and Bill Yorzyk each set
a pair of new records, all in the
freestyles. Martin set a new record
in the 50 yard freestyle in the time
period.
of 22.9 seconds, beating the record
The All-Stars let up on defense he had set last year by two tenths
in the third quarter, and Bruns- of a second. In the 100 his time
wick actually had the scoring edge was 50.5 seconds.
during the eight minute period,
Yorzyk smashed the old record
20-17. In a two minute splurge. of 2:12.3 in the 220 freestyle, goBrunswick cut the margin from 19 ing the distance in two minutes,
points down to 12 points, but that 11.2 seconds. Later he chopped 1.3
was as close as they came.
The third period ended with the
score 54-38, and the fourth quar- Tennis Notice
ter saw the All-Stars go on to
make the final score, 74-50.
Coach Sam Ladd has announced
Leading scorer for Brunswick an important meeting of all Varwas Ed Young with 16 poipts, sity Tennis Candidates to be held
while trailing him were Skjppy on Tuesday, March 24 at 4:30 p.m.
Galarneau wi,th 11 and Michaud in the handball room of the
with ten points, all from the out- gymnasium.
side. Galarneau, a small scrappy

the

title

the fancy diving competition,
scoring 107.750 points, far ahead
of second-place Max Rogers of
45
second spot by running up
Williams with 89.683 points. Boyle
points, with Bowdoin placing third won the same title a year ago and
with 34.
has not lost an event in three

*>

In regard to the letter written by Whitfield Case concerning
inaccuracy in track meet reporting, I regret the mistake concerning
Fred Tootell's Olympic Championship. As Mr. Case stated it was
the sixteen pound hammer throw which Tootell won, not the 36-pound
weight as was stated in Polar Bearings. The sports department will
also try to comply with the request for more detailed accounts of
track meets this spring. It is hoped that this week's article will be
devoid of inaccuracies.

Boyle Diving Champ
Larry Boyle easily kept his

Springfield.

Carter
The second period was a nightmare for Brunswick "with the AllStars outscoring them during the
period, 19-5. The team of Ronnie
Lagueux, Pete Hetherington. Jim
Ladd. Bill Shaw, and Bob LiUey
scored runs of six and 13 points,

as Brunswick bogged down completely. The aggressive combination of Lagueux and Lilley was
partically effective as the latter scored eight points during the

between

.

field of

New England

F.

Ryan

$(o 2 1 2 Maine

Jerry Wilkes

V Co.
Street

'Brunswick

• Printers Of The Orient •

Cartoon

mi

»ttl*a**ftft^*i^

^M********

HI AS ANT

ftTMfT •

MUM* WICK. MAWtt^

nMsattsasi
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Text Of Curriculum Report
following are excerpts from

In a few courses, it has been
the Student Curriculum Commit- the practice of professors to pretee report submitted to the Presi- vent, in effect, any discussion bedent today.
tween the student and himself
1.
... students enrolled in all concerning the final examination
both after it has been graded.
.it is
Military Science courses,
Basic and Advanced, do not feel felt that such discussions are imthat extensive preparation is use- portant enough to the student
ful for the final examination in genuinely interested in the exThe Student amination (that they should be
these courses.
Curriculum Committee suggests allowed).
6.
Finally, the Committee conthat Military Science examinations
be scheduled in the first half of siders that the physical comfort
of students plays a role in their
the' examination period.
Basic Courses in Mili- performance on final examinations,
2.
tary Science are divided into in- and therefore submits the followdependent sub-courses which are ing three suggestions:
a.
It is felt that the percentcomprehensively covered by individual hour examinations. There age of students who smoke is
large enough that smoking should
is no continuous body of material
suitable for final examination pur- be extended to all examinations.
professors might allow nonposes. The Student Curriculum
Committee therefore suggests that smoking students to move to some
final examinations in the Basic designated part of the room.
b.
The Committee feels that
Course of. Military Science be
the present practice of holding the
eliminated.
3.
The Committee would large majority of examinations in
.- The
like to make the following two sug- one room is undesirable
gestions: a.
While the present Committee therefore suggests that
one-day reviewing period is ap- other rooms be used for examinapreciated,
the Committee feels tion purposes, especially the classthat it might be advantageously rooms in Sills Hall, Parker Cleaveland Hall and Lower Memorial
extended to M fnree days. b.
the
Committee suggests
that, Hall.
whenever possible, the date for the
the Committee suggests that
submission of term projects be lecture halls, especially Upper
scheduled prior to the last week of Memorial, Smith Auditorium,
classes.
Adams Lecture Room and the lec4.
The Committee wishes to ture halls in Searles Science Buildcommend those responsible for the ing not be used.
The Comscheduling of examinations, mittee also recommends that,
especially Professor Holmes.
whenever possible, examination
the
Committee feels that a tables of some type be substituted
minimum of conflicts and unrea- for classroom desks during the
sonable schedules for individual examination period.
students has been achieved.
.
c.
While the Committee feels
Unavoidably, however, certain that the present tables in use in
students have been required to the examination room are more
take several examinations in con- desirable than the classroom desks,
secutive periods.
The Com- it is felt that they could be immittee therefore suggests that if proved in re%pect to their coma student has three or more ex- fort and convenience.
the
aminations scheduled consecutive- Committee suggests that the prely, he should be allowed to arrange sent tables be replaced individualwith his professor and the Admin- ly when they are found to be in
istration for an individual make- need of repair or reconstruction,
up exam for at least one of these with tables (having more leg room
courses.
and a lower writing surface).

The

E. Ward
should apologize for not having a column last week, but it was
an unavoidable accident. We had
been requested to work up something on St. Patrick, since yesterday was his day, and naturally we
thought that an interview with

By

We

venerable gentleman would
a most unusual sort of
column. So we got in touch with
our man Gunther, an extremely
capable New Englander who does
some footwork for us.
"Gunther," we said. "Gunther.
we'd like you to dig up an interview with St. Patrick."
the

make

Gllnutn '5S
rick's day.

Asked

•

and he looked pleased.
I'd like to know.

me what

.

most anything, because the
encyclopedia hadn't had too much.
(Couldn't get any direct quotes
because I forgot to bring a pencil,
and my memory isn't any too acSt.
curate about direct quotes.
Peter didn't have a pencil; said
that they didn't do much writing
up there, did most of their corresponding through angels etc.) As
a starter, I asked what was the
story on the episode of the snakes.
I said

.

.

.

St. Patrick sort of grinned when'
asked that, and said since I had
taken the trouble to come all the
"St. Patrick.
You know, the way up just to interview him, why
natron saint of Ireland, or somegive me the inside story on

"Who?"

thing."

r

Gunther hung

up.

We weren't sure just what Gunther would' be able to find out, but
we knew he would turn up something unusual. Now Gunther has
always been punctual if nothing
else, so you can well imagine that
we were somewhat perturbed
when the deadline came and there
was no report from him. Wednesday came, and
lwent, without
Jany news from
IGunther. We callup

led

his house,

put

the landlady
(informed us that
jhc was away on
ja

business

she

"and

trip
didn't

know when

he'd
be back. Finally
on Saturday morning there was a
letter from him, postmarked Boston. It contained the following report:

A Long Time Ago
Was somewhat

upset to find out

that St. Patrick had died in 463
A.D. Figured it would make interviewing him a little more difficult than I had suspected.
Went
to the Reverend Kellogg and asked

him what was

the

best

way

to

that,

and that

it

was quite humor-

since he really had nothing
against the snakes at all. they just
took off. Asked htm why. and he
said it's a long story, and it goes

ous,

.

.

Photo by Gaston

On

the

the

Campus

is

drums

Bowdoin Jazz Band who gave a concert during
Weekend was Louis J. Benoit "55. In the background
54. The concert took place in the ATO Chapter

for the

Crtest

Malcolm G. Malloy

Hall.

For Weekend

Considered Successful;

(Continued from Page

Donald

P.

Hayward

'54

me

that Ernie
1

Coffin

Among

hold the Star."
For Wellraley,

Mary

were down below.

I said as well

representatives of the Of-

members

ects of interst to faculty

Miles

was which might be proposed

soprano soroist, and Constance
Plain gave the solo in Mozart's
"Requiem in D Minor." Barbara
Gibson was accompanist for the
Wellesley Glee Club. The director
Wellesley
of
the
group was
Charles R. Stackford.

to the
Office of Naval Research or possible sponsorship.

Commander Carl
USNR, Chief

F. MuckenScientist of

houpt,

/

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'

.

.

.

.

.

out reflecting at all the present
staff, of whose composition I am
ignorant, the Quill has all' too often been in the control of a literary clique or uneasy balance of
cliques, each intent on printing
its
own material and blocking
that of its rivals. Editors have
and Mr. Powell fails to convince usually been men who were interto
ested primarily in writing
the reader that they do.
The editor and staff of the Quill whom editorial work was an anare to be congratulated for assem- noying afterthought.
Promotion System No Good
bling as much material as they
If the present Quill board can
have. Its quality is not uniformly
high, but despite all the weakness- make a start towards overcoming
es there is scarcely an item that these weaknesses, they will bav*
The greatest
does not have its interesting as- gon a long way.
pects. Most of the writers are need is to establish continuity of
definitely amateurs, but most of organization and policy. Perhaps
them show possibilities of im- it might be done through a proprovement, and it is good to note motion system like the Orient's.
that at least three are freshmen It would be desirable to get ediwith three years of polishing and tors broken in before they take
maturing ahead of them. It would office, and there's no reason why
be interesting to know what per- the editor shouldn't be a driving
centage of the material submitted taskmaster whose only interest is
for this issue the board accepted publishing and who might leave
for publication. If they didn't take the tasks of writing and selecting
the college's output is on material to the rest of the board.
it all,
an incouraging level for quantity, With regularity of publication and
and if they did take it all. the policy I think there would be an
level of quality is at least as high increasing number of contributions, with a corresponding inas usual.
crease in the quality of individual
Periodically, in reviews like this
writers. Mr. Maillct and his staff
or elsewhere, someone sounds off
have done a good job on this year's
on the Quill's function and faults. two
issues, but have they made
The functions seems to be pretty any provisions for the future?
well settled as furnishing an outlet for as much undergraduate
writing as possible and thereby
development, Paul Morin '54 Picked
its
encouraging
though various editors have expressed this goal with different
Colonel Walter H. Kennett. Proshades of emphasis. The faults fessor of Military Science and
are more of a problem, the faults Tactics, has announced that Paul
itself,
that
is,
not
magazine
of the
J. Morin '54 of Brunswick, a Cadet
its individual contributors.
Officer in the Advanced TransAfter thirteen years of acquain- portation Corps ROTC course at
tance with the Quill, some of it Bowdoin, is one of seven ROTC
from the •inside. I'd say that the students from the First Army Area
magazine's greatest weakness is a who have been selected to attend
lack of continuity. It has usually the Language Section
the
of
changed hands and policies about ROTC Military Intelligence Sumevery year or even every semester. mer Camp which will be held at
Editors have barely learned how to Fort Riley, Kansas.
I

is Editor of the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science, author of a widely used Advanced Calculs. and consultant to
the Office of Naval Research.
The visitors met at luncheon
with a group of Faculty members
on Tuesday and held individual

son

conferences during the remainder
of their visit.

Defense Exercises Held
[Continued from Page

1"]

Instructor Robert W. Winter
and Miss Helen Johnson ran the
message center. This office ar-

ents with
list.

[Continued from Page I]

mark. Then Farrington pinned it
to a D in Hygiene.
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin is Friends Service
a mason by trade. Cogan put the
panel on the right track when he Representative Coming
found out that it was something
Miss Jean Fairfax of the Amerithe average person wouldn't excan Friends Service Committee
pect the Professor did. Hctheringwill be in Conference Room B of
ton's question, if he built firepTaces
the Moulton Union on Thursday,
or the like, added 10 points to the

down

Comm.

March

Student's score.
All of us have frequently seen

Miss Helen Johnson in Massachusetts Hall, but not many knew that
she's an habitual pipe smoker. Between the questioning there were
conferences among the
several
and then triumphant
panelists

from 3:30 to 5:30 in the
afternoon and from 7 to 9 in the
evening, to talk with any interested students about the program of
activities offered by the Committee
for the coming summer.
These include such programs as
Work Camps, International Student Seminars, and Institutional
19,

crowded radio channels.
The local group dispatched 15
to Portland, a "heavily
in the emergency.
dispatched two bulldozers
and two groups of police to the
stricken area.

busses

damaged" area
It also

national

Europe

Seminars in
summer. Seminars will
Japan and India.

Student

this

also be held in

The Work Camps emphasize
community service, while all the
programs provide for the experience of meeting and living with
many other students from different
sections of the country and the
world.

A

total of $75.00

was

contribut-

ed to the Committee by Bowdoin
thrown across the stage. But
most of them were unfounded till Service Units. All interested stu- from the receipts of the 1952
Instructor Winter/guessed her un- dents are urged by Associate Pro- Campus Chest Weekend.
fessor Henry^G. Russell to see Miss
usual secret.
leers

Mrs. Alta Reed's secret, that she

Fairfax about these opportunities

for service and experience.
is an ardent Dom DiMaggio fan,
These programs for the most
stumped the Faculty. But the Stu- part will
take place in this country,
after

Students

Our

SPA

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

Pizza Pie

Hot Past romi
Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottles
6 /;
1

Elm

St.

Brunswick

OUTLINES
Cover All Subjects

L

Monday,

& SON

BRUNSWICK

PHONE 234

^
the

W'HEN you

are asked to try a cigarette
you want to know, and you ought to
know, what that cigarette has meant to people

He

on

Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,
to 8:50 P.M.

ETTE^

reports:

no adverse effects to their nose, throat
or sinuses from smoking Chesterfields.
More and more men and women all over

T

* MV>ftS T*i

UCG£TT

* MYISjS

first

is

best for them.

-n»»ACO» CO

premium

quality
cigarette in both regular & king-size

Chesterfield

.

the country are finding out every day that
Chesterfield

t«4fc*?

Catalogue, containing full information concerning
tuition, curriculum, courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on

Address/ Suffolk University Law School, 20 Derne
Street, Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill, opposite State
7-1040. •
House. Telephone

specialist

has given a group of Chesterfield smokers
thorough examinations every two months.

Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00

MMMMMMaiMiiiMI

fatYOUf

who smoke it all the time.
For a full year now, a medical

Applicants who have successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible to enter three year day course or four year
evening course.
Day Division Classes are held from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.

CA

. . .

Chesterfield.

Founded 1906
CO-EDUCATIONAL
that the fall semester will open
September 21, 1953.

cigarette

aame a* regular

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
ANNOUNCES

contain! tobaccos

and higher price than

any other king-size

Tel. 876

request.

W. CHANDLER

CHESTERFIELD
of better quality

Win

Osgood announced that
would have to be the last

After
this

BILL'S

but there will be several Inter-

Elizabeth in her arms. Instructor
Winter detcrrrnned that it was
British royalty but missed with a
guess that it was the Prince of
Wales. Finally Hetherington came
through with the right statement
Even though the Faculty suclocated the person on the panel and cumbed by a 50-40 score, they
Winter.
didn't appear too perturbed as
then picked Instructor
The latter ran over to Miss Mes- they filed off the stage.
sier and escorted her to her seat
in the audience.

HYMARX

STREET

.

run it before leaving. Publication
has often been spasmodic. With-

story
Friends".

his

ranged to receive one hundred
Psi with $110.77, Kappa Sigma
"casulties"
from Portland, alwith $100.91. and the Independthough comparatively few radio
$24.75 finished up the
messages got through because of

Subjects

Of "Battle Of Wits"

;

F.

.

.

(Continued from Page 2)
achieves in most of
"My Friends, My
They lack both form
and vividness. To present the end
of the world as a matter of silence
is not a bad idea, but the silence
before a storm and of a lonely
street somehow do not have the
authority to govern cosmic events,

mood he

of

T

Most Anything
guest due to time, the panel was
Told him that I was doing a confronted with guessing that Mrs.
thing on him in honor of St. Pat- Daggett had once held Queen

150 MAINE

.

.

.

Reviewer Rates Contributions Promising

Finds Dramatic Subjects More Easily Written

the Boston Branch Office, was accompanied by Dr. Edwin B. Wilson, former Head of the Physics
Professor Frederic E.
Tillot- Department at the Massachusetts
json directed the Bowdoin Glee Institute of Technology and later
Club, while Bowdoin accompanists Professor of Vital Statistics at the
were Gordon W. Stearns Jr. '54 Harvard School of Public Health.
and David W. Holmes '56.
A former president of the Social
At the Penny Carnival held in Science Research Council, Dr. Wil-

dents named the outfielder
arrival of St. Patrick.
the
He was pretty old looking. St. the Faculty established that Sox
Red
Patrick, but pretty spry for all ball player was in the
outfield.
that. Wasn't too sure just how to
Messier amused
Juliet
Miss
begin the interview, so I began by
asking him how things Were going everyone with her statement, "I
behind the pearly gates. He grin- think Bobby Winter is awfully
ned and allowed that things were cute". Instructor Hollmann was
okay, and asked me how things the first to sense her secret. He

as could be expected, what with
wars and all that, and he didn't
seem any too surprised. He asked
me what was that thing in Life
Magazine, but I hadn't read it.
Told him Id send him a copy if I
got a chance.

Two

of Naval Research visited
Bowdoin on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 10 and 11. to meet the
fice

ist in "It ain't Necessarily So" was
members of the departments to
Dennis W. King '55. William K. discuss with them and with adCale '55 was tenor soloist in "Be- ministration officers research proj-

Am

told

Office

College For Discussions

I)

was the

soloist in the other Negro
spiritual on the program, "Let Us
Break Bread Together." Bass solo-

bass

W/

He

Naval Research

Representatives Visit

Joint Concert Held

I thanked him for the
Swithin.
interview, and St. Peter too, and Sargent Gymnasium the various
headed back. Must have got lost fraternities sponsored booths the
on the way back, since the smell proceeds of which were to be turnof brimstone was pretty strong ed over to the general Campus
reached Chest Fund.^Bob Percival's orchesfor awhile, but finally
you're interested.
Finally hit upon a plan of my Boston okay on Thursday. Went tra plajTpcK for the dance, while
Church Jr. '54 won the
own, which is quite simple, and immediately to the Elliot Lounge John
re- raffle.
whiskey,
which I shan't include here, since to try some Irish
Theta pelta Chi contributed
tired to my hotel at eight o'clock.
it would make a good story in itwriting this .from my room. $288.35. while Delta Sigma's total
self.
Arrived at the nearly gates
on what I think was la\st Tuesday. Expect to be here for a couple was 5284.25. Third was Zeta Psi
Could you wire my with $277.42, fourth was Alpha
St. Peter seemed somewhat sur- more days.
Delta Phi with $255.54. and fifth
prised to see me, asked what I was check to the Hotel Manger?
was Sigma Nu with $172.60. Delta
doing there.
Yours,
Was surprised to
Kappa Epsilon's total was $166.15,
find out that he could speak EngGunther
Psi Upsilon's was $165.90, Beta
lish, but then I guess he's had long
Theta Pi's was $156.50, Alpha Tau
enough to learn.
Hanley,
Omega's was $149.06. and Alpha
Asked if I could interview St. Kendrick, Dr.
Rho Upsilon's was $144.65. Chi
Patrick, but St. Peter wouldn't let

inside.

.

.

.

.

Activities

to Boston to see if anyone there
knew. Tried a lady with a crystal
ball and two television stations
without success. Have plenty of
data on the inside of television if

me

.

.

Then he chuckled a
this.
couple of times and went on.
Seems that St. Patrick invented
He said that he
Irish whiskey.
was always fond of Scotch himself,
but when he got over to Ireland,
it was sort of hard to get hold of
Scotch, shipping being what it was
Well, he got hold
in those days.
of a recipe for whiskey from somebody, and he set himself up a still.
know too much
didn't
Seems he
about chemistry, and his first
batch blew up. Since the recipe
hadn't been perfected either, the
whole thing smelled pretty bad.
He said the snakes couldn't stand
The Irish
the smell and left.
farmers, who were having such a
rough time with the snakes, were
so happy about their leaving, set
up another still for the old guy
and after awhile he perfected the
blend, and invented Irish whiskey.
Asked why the farmers didn't
leave, if the smell was so bad. and
he repiled that they must have
been too drunk. Then he said that
he thought it was pretty funny
that he's remembered for chasing
the snakes out of Ireland when
actually it was a sort of sideline
to his real purpose.
like

Was about to ask him something
heaven, assuming of course, that
heaven is where a saint would be else when he grinned, got up. and
most likely to live. The Reverend said it was good to talk over the
suggested leading a good life. De- old days, but he had to go, since
cided it was too late for that, went he had a dinner date with St.

Pyle was the only newspaper man
that got into heaven.
Then he
told me an interesting story' about
Horace Greely* and how he had to
be told to go west, but that would
make a column in itself, so I won't
go into any detail.
Finally arranged for St. Patrick to come out
the gate and speak to me. St.
Peter graciously offered to interpret, since St. Patrick does most
speaking in Gaelic.
A Talk With St. IVtr
While an angel was looking foist. Patrick, St. Peter asked me
how I had managed to get to
heaven. Would have played smug,
but decided that perhaps it would
pay to be diplomatic, so I told him.
He was a little surprised at the
simplicity of my method, and
asked me not to tell too many
people, as he doesn't particularly
-enjoy telling people to go to hell.
He said it used to be a pretty
funny thing to say, but in the last
five hundred years or so, it has begun to lose its humor. Our conversation was interrupted by the

.

.

.

he'd

"You know where he lives?"
"No. As a matter of fact, he's
probably dead."
"Oh. Well, I'll see what I can
do."

I

.

.

.

.

Quill
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St/otf t/owt
Try Much Milder Chesterfield

with

its

extraordinarily good taste.
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Leaving Bowdoin

Kennett, McLeod Leaving;

Kendrick Wants More
Discussion

:

On

Question

Of Delaying Initiations

Replacements Not Named

*

McLeod, assistant PMS&T, at the end of the academic year.
The announcement as to who will replace these two men has
not as yet been made. Neither is is known who the new Professor
of Military Science and Tactics will be.
Kennett came to Bowdoin in May of 1950 along with McLeod.
,
They were Lt. Colonel Kennett and Major McLeod at this time, and
came to the College to plan the ROTC program, which was to start
the following

M.S.

3

i
n

'1

m l

Sailing Club

Smoker

Held In Union Mar. 17;

Mechanical Engineering in 1928. A graduate of Eight Meets Scheduled
Brooks Field
Primary Flying
The Bowdoin Sailing Club held
School in 1925 and of the Command and General Staff School in a smoker in the Moulton Union
Kennett served fourteen Tuesday evening, March 17, at
1942,
years in the Field Artillery, two which there were 31 campus sailyears in Ordnance, and has been ing enthusiasts present.
with the Transportation Corps
Robert C. Hawley '55, the new
since 1944.
Commodore, conducted the inforIn World War II, Kennett serv- mal meeting. Representing eight
ed in England, France, and Ger- Fraternities and the Independents,
many. During the four years pre- and 18 Freshmen, 11 Sophomores,
vious in his coming to Bowdoin, and two Juniors filled out blanks
Kennett was Chief of the Trans- concerning their sailing ability;
portation Division of the Muni- following this preliminary Hawley
tions Board in the Office of the informed them on the activities
Chief of Transportation in Wash- of the club.
his

JBb

in

ington, D. C.
Lt. Cwlonel

McLeod

Eight Varsity Meets
Varsity
stated
that the

He

Colonel McLeod graduated
from the University of Maine in
1934, with a B.S. degree. Ho then
attended the Mechanical School
at Ft. Benning and the Command
and General Staff College at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas. He then
spent nine years in active service,
Lt.

woidd participate in eight meets,
while there is one such event def-

Colonel Walter H. Kennett will
leave his post >at the end of the
Col. Kennett is a
professor of Military Science and
Tactics, and is commander of the
Bowdoin ROTC unit of the Army
Kennett
Transportation Corps.

academic year.

Bureau To Show

Bowdoin College was one of the larger
of the late

fraternities will sing; on Tuesday,

doin's share

the remaining six fraternities will
compete. Two winners will be
chosen each night; these four will
meet in the finals on Wednesday.

at a total of $3,000,000.

good start

Under

in their studies.

plan initiation would take
place either just before Christmas
Vacation or at the beginning of the
second semester.
this

Proctors Wanted
Richard B. Salsman '54, VicePresident of the Council, announced at Monday's meeting that presfall.
ent Juniors who are interested in
proctoring the dorms for next year
contact the Student Coun-;
Dyer-Bennett's Concert should
cil
representatives in their respective houses this week.
The
Successful;
list of prospective procters is considered by the Council, and the
7 Encores Requested
Council's suggestions are submitMembers of the College com- ted to the JDean for his final apmunity and local citizens turned proval.
out in large numbers last Friday
night for the college sponsored

Extremely

nings, April 20, 21,

On Monday

and

27, three weeks after the
of spring vacation. The Board
seeking to correlate the publication with Ivy Weekend, and prospective contributors are expected
to observe the deadline date. As
in the past all manuscripts will be
given impartial consideration by
the Board.
Material may be submitted to
any of the following members on
the Quill staff: William A. Maillct
'49, B-2 Bowdoin Courts or in the
Moulton Union; Robert L. Happ
'53, Delta Kappa Epsilon; Allen F.
Hetherington, Jr. '54, Psi Upsilon;

Held In Trust

Highlighted

At Town

Douglas A. Chalmers

Comment From

Daggett, Pelletier

By Charles E Coakley '54
When asked for their views on not it was impossible to say.
tie said that Malenkov would,
the death of Joseph Stalin, Professor Athern P. Daggett and As- if he followed the pattern of dicta,

Professor Lawrence L.
sociate
Pelletier both replied that it was
too early to tell with any degree
of certainty or exactitude just
what the reaction would be, or
when it would take place.

opened Friday

evenine when th.~ clu K will sine
at Becker Junior College in Worcester, Massachusetts. The bus will

COLES DESCRIBES TRAITS

OF STRONG CHARACTER
Describing the eight basic charmake up
acter
traits
that
"strength of character," President
James S. Coles urged a Chapel
audience, Sunday, to correct in
their children anything lacking in
their own character.

take them next to Rutherford,
New Jersey, while on Sunday the
are attacked by lesser men, men group will be at the United States
of small character," the speaker Military Academy at West Point.
Following the Town Hall Concert
said.

'

choose

his

j

them

in

Monday

Famous Graduates

strength of character, the will sing both
Upon the inspection of the will,
on television and on
President said that such a group the concert
College officials should be able to
Stage. The group will
of people could be found here at also do
some sightseeing while in determine more closely what the
Bowdoin today if one measured in- the city, and on Thursday
provisions of the will mean to
they will
telligence alone. It is that "some- have
Bowdoin although it is unlikely
lunch in the Senate Dining
that an approximate total in figthing, that strength of character,"
Room.
ures will be avilable for some time.
which is missing the speaker said.
Following this the various mem- It
should be remembered, in any
President Coles said that the bers will
be able to go to their case,
Jhat the biggest bequest to
same thing was true in the case homes for the remainder
of the Bowdoin is subject to
change by
of any good sized high school. vacation
period.
Mrs.
Leighton.
Were it only a question of IQ's and
Any members of the College who
Leighton, who died suddenly in
literacy tests there would be Linwould like to attend the concert Belleair, Florida on February 20,
colns and

l'

Washingtons

in

every

school, he explained.

He ended

suited his purpose
party line if
to do otherwise. He said that the
pattern of dictators has always
been the same and that he saw no
reason why Malenkov would deviate from the pattern.
In answer to a question on
Russia's foreign policy Professor
Daggett said that he could not say
for certain, but that he thinks that
it will be about the same as formit

our children.
Procrastination

Through The
To Be Presented By
Workshop Theater

Tackling the problem as to what
these traits were, he said that procrastination,
honesty,
over-confidence in one's own judgments,

and

all or none judgments should
not be included in this list.
After listing those traits which
he did include, he concluded his
sermon with the assertion that
the job must be done by the
church, the school, and by various
.

community activities.
Taking much of his text from
The play, written by Florence
Ernest M. Ligon's "The Greater Ryerson and Colin Clements, is a

70-80 Maine Sub-Frosh

Take Scholarship Exams

University from 1924 to 1946.
Dr. Mei also was President of
Oberlin-in China from 1934 to
1936.
In this country he has
taught at Olx-rlin; the University
of Chicago, where he received his
Ph. D. the University of Indiana;
Wabash College; and the University of Cincinnati.
Dr. Mei holds honorary degrees
from Oberlin and Wabash.

Between 70 and 80 Maine high
seniors took competitive
examinations Friday, in ten Maine
cities and towns, for foor State of
Maine Scholarships of $700 each.
This was the twenty-fourth annual competition for these awards.
Examinations were given in Banr
or. Farmington, Dover-Foxcroft.
Fryeburg, Presque Isle, Rockland.
Sanford,
Skowhegan,
Rumfora,
and Brunswick.
In general, one scholarship will
be awarded in each of four disschool

;

*

timized several Bowdoin families,
especially in the Philadelphia reDr. Yi-pao
gion. At that time it was reported
that Flaher^r- would call long-dis- April 9 at 8:15 P.M. in the Moultance collect aid identify himself ton Union Lounge.
The subject of the first lecture
as an old friend of their Bowdoin
tricts of the State. The first distrine that all capitalist countries, son. He would tell of his gradua- will be "Confucianism and Its Incomprises the counties of
trict
SJS. Cards'
especially America, must collapse. tion from Bowdoin and his en- fluence on Chinese Life and. CulCumberland and York; the second,
Stalin, he said, took a more realis- trance into the Merchant Marine. ture." The final two lectures on
It has como to the attention of Androscoggin. Kennebec,
Lincoln,
tic view of Communism and used
the foundation will take place on the College officers that a former Oxford, and Sagadahoc: the third,
Seemed To Know
it
only when it suited him. He
Then explaining that he has the following two Thursdays, student at the College has been Hancock. Knox. Penobscot, Walcontinued that Stalin was primar- been left stranded at some port April 16 and 23, at 8:15 in the arrested
and Washington; and the
for having in his posses- do,

about Malenkov's foreign policy that he believed Malenkov and his cohorts were politically illiterate in that they believe
completely the Communist doc-

Mei

Students Reminded Of

Importance

[

I

I

'

j

erly.

Always Unrest
Professor Daggett said in reply
to a question on Russia's relations
with the satellite countries that

ily a revolutionary who used Com- without
any cash, he would plead
to attain power whereas for the loan of some money to be
Malenkov has been reared polit- sent by wire. The caller in every
ically on Communistic doctrine and case seemed well acquainted with
normally will be expected to follow the habits and the character of the

there has always been unrest in
the Soviet dominated countries. the official party line.
No End of Wars
He thought the incidents in
elsewhere
and
Professor Pelletier said that the
Czechoslovakia
were due to the recent purges change in power will not mean the
which were carried out in Stalin's end of \ the wars in Korea or Indb

|

Latest College Exhibits

Walker Art Building
son he claimed to be friends with.
Designs for interior decoration,
It is not yet known exactly what advertising and fashions, lent by
approach the "Flaherty" in the the Parson School of Design, New
latest case used, but undergradu- York .City.
ates have been urged to warn their
Boyd Gallery
regime but whether they had been China; Malenkov operates on "di- parents during the coming vacaModern
American
paintings,
(Continued on Page 4)
carried out under his direction or
tion of this trick.
loaned anonymously.
I

mt^mmmamAtmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmt tmm

^

sion a fraudulent Selective Service fourth, Aroostook, Franklin, Piscataquis. and Somerset. In addiregistration card.
have Hon to the results of the examinaMany
undergraduates
taken rather lightly their relations tions. College authorities will also
with the Selective Service System give careful consideration to school
according to these officers, and records and to achievement in
this incident is mentioned to re- activities and interests outside of
emphasize the importance of this the school.
for
Outstanding candidates will be
relationship and the need
registering promptly and for sub- invited to visit the College in this
mitting all Selective Service data week or in early April for inter[ Continued on Page 2 ]
accurately and fully.
I

munism

j

I

Miiiitsatitiiiiift

for

.

absence as Professor of Philosophy
and Dean of the College of Arts
and Letters at Yenching University, Peiping, China. He served in
the capacity of President of the

Professor Pelletier said in reply

to a question

1878

C. Gibson '54 at the Zeta Psi Bowdoin at Fryeburg Academy
"to think of these things."
House.
and at College he was on the footIn the absence of the regular
A short trip last weekend by the ball team, was captain of his class
Sunday Chapel Choir, who were
Glee Club included stops in Hart- baseball team for three years, and
with the Glee Club on a trip to
ford and at Smith College in was a member of the Crown and
Hartford and Northampton, the
Coffin Society.
Bates College Choir sang anthem. Northampton, Massachusetts.
Hathaway Company
Director for the group 1s Pro"Open Our Eyes" by MacFarland.
A graduate in the same class as
fessor of Music. Frederic E. T.
that of President-Emeritus KenTillotson.
neth C. M. Sills, he was a director of the Hathaway Company
Night'
'Hasty Heart'
from 1901 to 1915. He was president and treasurer of the company
Tryouts for the Ivy Houseparty
from 1915 to 1947, and he became
play, "The Hasty Heart," will be
chairman of its board of directors
held in the Masque and Gown
in the latter year.
On April 23 and 24. under the office in Memorial Hall from eight After his retirement he and Mrs.
to ten p.m. of April 8. Play books
Leighton spent their summers in
direction of Mrs.
Clara Baron
are available in the library at the
Rockland and their winters in
Taylor, the Brunswick Workshop
reading. All those interested are
California and Florida.
Theater will present its third proHis fraurged to attend.
ternity was Psi Upsilon.
duction of the season: "Through
the Night".

Dr. Yi-Pao Mei To Lecture For
Tallman Foundation On April 9th

some money

Town Hall on Monday, March was born on September 18,
may obtain tickets from Rich- in Portland. He prepared

sermon by the plea ard

'54,

t

in

30,

his

'53,

Gradual Transition
by imposing upon heir sympathies.
When asked whether he thought
Striking in the Buffalo area, the
Both however, agreed that there that Malenkov would follow Stal- man claimed to be a friend of their
in's
internal
policy, Professor Pelwould be changes but that the
son.
changes would be slow and ex- letier said that the transition from
College officials had believed
tended over a long period of time. the Stalin regime to the Malenkov that this particular type of extorProfessor Daggett said that the was prejwred by Stalin before his tion had disappeared as they had
immediate significance is overdone death and that for a while no heard nothing of this device since
and that the real pattern will not noticeable change would be appar- .November 1951.
emerge for years. He said that ent. He continued that gradually
•Although it is not known if this
Malenkov, like Stalin, would have through purges (there has been is the same "Flaherty," a person
a flexible policy and that he one already) Malenkov would have assuming
Frank
name.
the
stick to the straight his own men in key positions.
would not
Flaherty, in the fall of 1951, vic-

night, the

up

Alpha Generation," President Coles said sophisticated mystery-comedy, the
Chi that much in this world is dis- plot of which is laid on a Long
Psi; and Gerard L. Dube '55, 27 couraging.
"Men like Atkinson. Island estate. It involves a murHyde Hall.
Dulles, Eisenhower, and Stevenson der, which is complicated by the
presence
of
an absent-minded
aunt, and a secretary whom nobody
seems to know anything about.
William Beeson '56 will be cast
as Gregory Stanton, Susan Magoun
as Sayre Holbrook, Jerry Mangan
Dr. Yi-Pao Mei, visiting lectu- Moulton Union Lounge. The sub- as Bunny, and Maureen Shields as
rer on Chinese Civilization and jects of the these two will be Aunt Alicia.
Philosophy for the Tallman Foun- "Chinese Communism in Theory
Miss Shiels was in the cast of
American dation, will give the first of a and in Practice" and Sinifization "The Corn is Green" and has
Dark As A "Dungeon
American series of three lectures
Buckeye Jim
on Chinese of Buddhism and the Future of played several other parts. EveAmerican
The Loneaome Valley
American Communism in the History of Communism in China."
lyn Gamache has appeared in "The
The Bold Soldier
Chinese Thought on Thursday,
Heiress" and played Ophelia in the
Tallman Fund
The Tallman Lecture Fund was Bowdoin College production of
April Lecturer
given by Frank G. Tallman, A. M., "Hamlet". William Beeson played
Faker Flaherty Fleeces
of Willmington, Delaware, in 1928 Morris Townsend in "The Heiress",
as a memorial to the Bowdoin and Jerry Mangan appeared in
Finances Fraudulently
members of his family. The lectur- "The Browning Version".
The play will be given in the
er gives an undergraduate course,
'Friend's' Folks
as well as" about three public lec- Brunswick Auditorium, and admission will be 60 cents for stutures, during his stay.
Assuming the name of Flaherty,
Dr. Mei is a graduate of Ober- den/s/and $1.20 for all others.
a fraudulent telephoner last week
lin College and is on a leave of
tried to gyp the parents of a Bowdoin student out of

A

The estate, much of it to be
held in trust, apparently will be
divided into two halves. One will
be shared equally between Bowdoin and the Goodwill Farm of
Hinckley, Maine.
They will receive their shares upon the death
of Leighton's widow, Mrs. Winfrcd S. Leighton of Rockland, providing Mrs. Leighton makes no
change in the trust in her will.
Bowdoin will also benefit from a
portion of the other half of the
will.
It will receive, upon Mrs.
Leighton's death, after a number
of other beneficiaries have been
taken care of, one half of the balance which will be held in trust
for the College.

Others Aided
Benefited by the second half of
the will, the provisions of which
Club will travel are not subject to
change by Mrs.
Citing the graduates of "The to Philadelphia and Washington, Leighton, are included the Thayer
Remarkable Bowdoin Decade" as D. C, for engagements.
Hospital in Waterville, the Knox
a group, of people who had all the
County General Hospital in RockIn Washington
must necessary attributes which make
In Washington the Glee Club land, and Fryeburg Academy.
I

From

personal clique;
the demotion of Vishinsky is perhaps an indication of Malenkov's
positive internal policy.
tors,

By Concert
Monday

Hall,

President James S. Coles, speaking at the Sunday Chapel Services,
The annual Spring Tour of the
described the eight basic traits of
character
that
make up a Bowdoin College Glee Club will be
"strength of character." The Presi- highlighted by an appearance at
dent urged that we correct in our .New York's Town Hall on Monday,
children any traits that may be March 30.
faulty or lacking in ourselves.
The tour will be

President James S. Coles will
present the President's Cup t^o the
house that has made the most pro(Cnulhutrrl on Pftgc 4)

end

Delta Phi; Peter B. Powell

"sizable."

Spring Glee Club Tour

f

May

is

was

According to these newspaper accounts the will was estimated

Stating that these traits
be chosen
by experimentation
rather
than
by » "arm-chair
Quill Editorial Board;
theory," the Bowdoin President
called these eight traits "evaluta3rd Issue
In
tive attitudes" which enable one
to judge the various segments
The Editorial Board of the which go to make up a successful
Quill recently announced the eleccharacter.
'53
tion of Douglas A. Chalmers
The President included as traits,
to the Board.
the having of a dominating purChalmers is an Alpha Delta Phi pose, the love of right and truth,
from Champaign, Illinois, and has
the determination of resolving of
been active in the Masque and
conflicts between men, and ChrisGown, the ORIENT^ and is at tian love in general.
present Chairman of the Student
Stating that it was too late to
Cirriculum Committee.
The Quill has been published correct any lack of character in
twice during {his academic year, ourselves, he said that we must imand the Editorial Board, is now prove the strength of character in
making preparations for a third the next generation. Advocating
issue to be published during the the scientific method, he said that
middle of May. The deadline for the job today is to determine these
submission of material will be basic traits and then to incalcatc
April

beneficiaries of the will
retired president and chairman
Hathaway Shirt Company of

Although Bowdoin financial officers have not yet had a chance

.

This year Psi Upsilon will be trying to duplicate their win of last
year. A victory this year would
mean that they come into full
ponsession of the Wass Cup. In
last year's sing Delta Sigma came
in second.

Chalmers Elected To

Due

'01,

to examine the will, newspaper accounts of the provisions of the
will which was probated and released last week indicate that Bow-

22.,

evening, six of the

1

Death Of Joseph Stalin Draws

Edward K. Leighton

of the board of directors of the C. F.
Waterville.

week.

to Bowdoin along with Lt.
Colonel Gregg C. McLeod in the
fall of 1950 to plan the ROTO program which began the following

Richard Dyer-Bennett concert.
scheduled for the FreshBoth the orchestra and balcony
men and another pending.
were filled to
The Varsity opens its season at of Memorial Hall
capacity with a crowd which provthe Coast Guard Academy at New
ed to be one of the largest which
closes
it
London,
Conn.,
and
the collegjT>Jia.s drawn for such a
against the teams of Bates, Colby,
twenty-one months of which were and Maine. Other teams to be en- function <Jn several years.
in the European theatre of opera- countered are those of Dartmouth,
On a bare stage which consisted
tions.
Yale, Brown, Williams, Amherst, of only a chair and the familiar
The first drill period of the Tufts, Wesleyan, Trinity, Boston bust of Henry Wadsworth Longspring semester was last Mon- College, Rhode Island, Vermont, fellow, Mr. Dyer-Bennett succeedday, with the regular units re- and
Worchester
Polytechnical ed in completely capturing the
viewing the exercises of the fall Institute.
enthusiasm of his audience. The
semester at Pickard Field, and
concert began with a series of EngFreshman at M. I. T.
with the ROTC band holding their
The Freshmen will travel to lish and Shakesperian lyric songs
regular practice session.
ended with a selection of
and
M. I. T. for a meet Sunday, April
The nineteen man band, under 26. Finals for their class will be American ballads.
the leadership of Robert C. Grout held
Encores
on May 3. If there is enough
'54, will drill with the rest of the
Upon conclusion of the program
interest, more meets will be scheTC unit i»ext Monday. Grout is duled,
and one between the Fac-- Mr. Dyer-Bennett was generously
also a member of the Glee Club.
ulty and the Fraternities has been applauded, and he responded to
The band is composed of Cadet proposed.
this with several encore numbers.
Officer Grout and Cadets Peter
Under Hawley's supervision the Among these were such ballacfs as
'56,
David L. ConT. C. Bramhall
club will hold sailing classes since "The Coast Of Barbary" "Green
key '55, Hugh Courteol "55, Rona large number of thwse who at- Sleeves," and the famous "John
ald P. Fleet '56, Ernest G. Flint
tended the meeting did not have Henry."
Jr. '56,
Jerome B. Gracey '55, much experience at sailing.
The program:
George W. Graham '55, Warren H.
At the disposal of the club are
I.
Greene Jr. '56, William E. George five Alden X designed
dinghies Two Maidens Went Milking
'55, Jesse W. Kennedy '55, Harold
Century English
which are ten feet, six inches long. The Soldier and The lMh
I.adv
E. Pendexter Jr. '56, Pohn T. An inboard-powered
IXth CVntuiy American
crash boat
Irish
She Moved Through The Ml
Prutsalis '55, Aaron J. Shatkin and
a storage dock are also avail- The finer of Dundee
Scottish
'56, John S. Shepard III '56, David
English
able. They are all located at the The Cherry Tree Carol
Starkweather '55, Arthur A. Small New Meadows River
II.
Basin on the Flow. My Tears
John
Duwland
'55, Donald M. Coleman '55, and
(the oritrinal hite aettlajc)
Old Bath Road.
Julian W. Witherell '56.
(published in 1600)
Early Steps
I Care Not For These Ladies
Thomas Campian
During the latter part of last
(the original lute setting)
week members of the club sanded
publi-heil in lfiOl)
the boats, and they will be paint- Three SonKS From Shiike»|H.are's "Twelfth
Place.
Niirht"
ed this week. Plans have been
Anon. ISM
O Mistress Mine *
Come Awav Heath
Dr. Arne (1741)
U. S. Steel Film Apr. 14 made to get them in the water
When Thut I Was
as soon as possible after the vacaJoseph Vernon 1762)
A special film released by the tion.
Intermission
III.
United States Steel Company will
Following the smoker, the club
En K lish (1611)
The Three Ra'ens
be shown by the Placement Bureau officials had a brief meeting with The Black Jack Gypsy
American
(American version of "The Wramcle
at 8:30 p.m., April 14, in the their Faculty advisor, Professor
TaxKle Gypsies")
Massachusetts
Burton W. Taylor. They discussed The Pride of Petravore
Faculty Room in
Irish
the maintenance of the club's The British Lizht DniKoons
Hall.
Ballad from the Nn|>oIeonic Wars
This showing will be open to all facilities.
IV.
Placement
of
the
According to a College rule, The Devil and the Farmer's Wife American
registrants
Bureau and any interested under- anyone wishing to join the Sailing Two Coal Miner S»nt!x
American
American
I'm A Poor Boy
(Continued on Page 2)
graduates.

Part Of $3

Psi Upsilon To Defend
Wass Cup; Progress
Cup To Be Awarded
Interfraternity
The
Annual
Sing will be held this year on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday eve-

In last week's Council meeting
the Beta initiation proposal was!
soundly beaten with only two af-;
firmative votes.
Dean Kendrick suggested that^
the hazing period could be delayed;
for several weeks to give the
Freshmen a chance to make a

Hon Estate

To Present Cup

Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick
told Denis W. Monroe '53, president of the Student Council, that
he would like to see further discussion on the question of deferred
initiation in a statement made this,

came

initely

Bowdoin Receives Sizeable

Set For April 20-22;
Coles

25

Sunday Speaker

Interfraternity Sing

Suggests Hazing Be
Delayed; Council Calls
For List Of Proctors

'

his

B.S. in Civil Engineering from
M.I.T. in 1924, his B.S. in Military
Engineering from M.I.T. in 1927,

and

\

fall.

Kennett's History
Colonel Kenneth received

B

&

Colonel "Walter H. Kennett, professor of Military Science and
Tactics and commander of the Bowdoin ROTC unit of the Transportation Corps, will leave his post along with Lieutenant Colonel Gregg C.

NUMBER

25, 1953

^^ifeBSSsa

Tryoute

Of Teachers Seen As
Hindrance To Educational Morale

Investigation
By

T. Ellis

McKinney, Jr»

'54

"Those who attack freedom in Scarsdalc, New
York have summed
name of freedom arc no less up the effect of such events
by
dangerous than those who attack saying:'We
see suspicion, fear, and
it in the name of authority and distrust
spreading among our
discipline. Those who profess a neighbors
and friends. We see our
belief in freedom, but shirk the teachers
being affected by the
obligation it imposes, share the feeling that
their loyalty and patguilt of its enemies." These words riotism
are being impugned... Unwere published in a declaration by less the forces
that are underminFreedom House some time ago ing confidence can be
met and reand continue to hold true.
solved there can be no future for
Today Americans have every the good name
of our schools."
reason to be more conscious of
Mrs. Meyer made a speech in
the value of freedom than ever which
she answered Representabefore. With recent years we have tive
Velde's
accusations.
Mrs.
seen the misery and destruction Meyer's
words hold particular
caused by totalitarian govern- significance
in view of the recent
the

ments with

their lack of freedom.

decision

to

investigate

'

college

from experience the campuses and
the talk of the posAmerican public has sought to do sible investigations
our churches.
Profiting

everything

possible to maintain
freedom from foreign and subversive
idealogies.
The hysteria

aroused

in this

of Soviet

country by the fear

Communist

The

following are excerpts from
Mrs. Meyer's speech:

Agrees With Conant

"I

am

the first to agree with

infiltration

former President Conant of Harhowever, has served to bring about vard that
Communists should not
a chain of events which should in- be appointed
to any position in a
deed cause every intelligent citi- school,
college, or university.
I
zen to do some careful thinking.
also believe with the New York
Should Bring Reply
public
school
that
authorities
Current use of Congressional in- known Communists
should be disvestigating committees as judicial missed.
And again I agree with
bodies and the character assas- Dr. Conant
that the independence
sination of worthy American citi- of
each college and university
zens which has resulted from such would
be threatened if govermenuse should call forth lively com- tal agencies
of any sort should
ment from freedom loving Ameri- start inquiries
into the nature of
can citizens.
the instruction
their in-

The

recent Meyer-VeWe incia most vivid illustration of
the danger to freedom posed by
statements
which
irresponsible
congressional
investigators
may
utter. In this case Mrs. Meyer was

dent

is

given, for

dependence as corporate, scholarly organizations is of supreme importance...

"I was sorry when a group of
university presidents at a recent

convention weakened their posiby Representative Velde tion by
announcing in response to
McCarthy's threats that they welcomed investigation. They should
Meyer indignantly denied the have told
him that neither he nor
charges and requested Velde to Jenner
nor Velde have the moral
withdraw them. Velde refused, but or
to
intellectual
qualifications
discovered later that the lady who conduct
such and investigation....
had written the letter was a resiJust As Important
dent of British Columbia.
"Freedom of the mind is just
This, however, is only one of as
sacred as freedom of the press
many recent events which should and freedom
religion. And all
make us more aware of the free- these freedomsofwill be undermined
doms we have and increase our if McCarthy
and company are aldesire to project them against sub- lowed
to destroy the last remversion from within and from out- nants
freedom....
of
academic
side.
Either we are all free or we are
The New York Times reports *11 slaves^..
accused

of having written an article in the
Russian Newspaper I'ravda. Mrs.

that "pricipais of four schools in

(Continued on

I'uge 2)
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Other College News

More Awareness Needed Dr. Hanky Speaker in
St. Patrick's Day (lapel
Of Freedom In life
Rites; Hayward Sings

fa Approaching Value

25

Herbert E. Hammons,

Jr. '56

hands of any Congressman who
takes it in his hand to upset
educational
morale
throughout
the country by starting more and

more communists

hunts

in

the

nation's schools. What the New
situation actually proves is
that our boards of education and
our school
administrators can
BiiMne<*n AMistani*
Theodore D. Robbins '53
Hobart C. Tracy '55 handle the problem of subversive
teachers.. .with efficiency...
Harold R. Beachem, Jr. '56
"All groups who wish to preBOWDOIN PUBLISHING
serve academic freedom should
IMreetom
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, turn to our new President for
Albert F. Lilley 54, Thomas Otis, Jr. '53, Charles Ranlett '54 leadership in this momentous issue. As the former President of
UFftKNTRI TO* NATIONAL APVFrmiNO BY
Columbia University, he still has
National Advertising Service, Inc.
a great responsibility and a great
CclUr* Fmkluhtri Refirtientaliit
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
interest in protecting his own and
Ciicmo - Boston - Los Anoelek • San Fhancmoo
therefore all
other universities
PabUshta waakly whtn rl«..« ara UrW darin* tha Fall and Sarin*; Trlauatcr by
by congres*« aaaaVnta of Bowaoin roller. Addrrti new* naniinintioru to tha Kditor and aah» from intimidation
mi lotion anaiaanintloiin la the Baaincaa Manager at tha Bowdoin PabUahing Com- sional committees.
His attitudes
>*»T at far ORtRNT Office in Near* Rail, BuwcUln CbHegv. Bruaawlck. Maine. Entered
these Congressional inaa aaeond riaaa rnaflar at tha poat offlca at Branawtck, Maine. Tha aaaarriptten rata toward
tat oaa *tar ia thraa (N) dolUra.
vasions of academic freedom was
demonstrated, when as' President
Of Columbia University, he flatly
refused Congressman Wood's demand that the universities study
Although not as directly affected by the Naval Air Station their textbooks and libraries for
as many other institutions in Brunswick, the College certainly subversive ideas. As President he
has already announced a drastic
has and will continue to feel the changes which this large instal- revision of the loyalty program aflation has caused.
town which took 200 years to pass the fecting Federal employees. He intends
10,000 mark in population, very likely will cover the next tem to develop a clearance systhat 'will be both fair to the
10.000 people in its growth over a period of five years. Air rights of the individual and effecstation officials have told the town that it must expect to nearly tive for the safety of the nation.
Surely if the President sees the
double its population in the next few years.
necessity to defend the morale of
The town's people and its government are the most di- civil servants against McCarthyrectly affected.
The tax rate, increased substantially this year, ism, he will see the same necessity
to
protect
our educators
will probably have to be increased still more in the next couple
against this evil.
of years.
With federal aid as yet not forthcoming, Brunswick's
.Must Be Active

Advertising Mnnaa-r

Cook

Jfirnes A.

Circulation

Manager York

Richard Thurston

'54

'54

COMPANY

blockade of the China coast,
and the use of tactical atomic
weapons in Korea as means of
bringing the Korean war to an

stated "that the use of such forces
would result in strife be tween the
fraternities and tbe subordination
of Wesleyan interests to fraternity
A second objection
end. The AMHERST STUDENT interests."
also reported that the Senator sug- raised toy the Sigma Chi group pergested "suspending Russia from -tained to the nuteent policy durthe U.N. until they desist from ing sub-f re shman weekends 1*iey
college activities had
their aggressive actions."
felt mat
been de-emphasized in favor of

Of Airbase Felt

Influence

A

borrowing capacity is being severly taxed. Capital improvements and expansion will have to be made in the school, water,
and sewer systems; and a greater strain is being placed on the
police and on the road networks.
Bowdoin, itself, has reason to know that the Air Station
is causing its share of problems.
The water bill of the college,
for example, was raised substantially this year, a raise almost
solely due to the problems brought on by the Navy's increased
consumption. The Department of Grounds and Buildings has
had to meet the local wage scale increased by the Station's presence, while off-campus housing for students has become tighter,

Bowdoin Courts.
Whether the proposed city form of government for Brunsis approved or not, this town is now undergoing a major
change. The fairly typical slow growing and alow moving New
England town, seemingly dominated by one mill and one college,

"The friends of democracy and
human freedom today are not going to defend their freedom successfully by sitting on their hands.
must appeal to the country
quickly, widely, actively.
must
understand clearly that the future of
our Republic
is
at
stake.
must make the issues of
academic freedom so clear that

We

We

We

(everyone) can understand them.
of

"The rise of Huey Long and now
McCarthy illustrates the weak-

Pharmacology

is

way

Dr. Harold C. Hodge, of the
Dept. of Pharmacology at the
Medical School of the University
of Rochester is planning a trip to
the Bowdoin Campus April 14. His
mission is to intcrest students in
raduate work in his
Hodgp has anoe aPed at
^
doin at various tints in the past,
giving talks designed to create a
larger interest in the possible
career opportunities in pharmacology, the study of drugs. Three
Bowdoin graduates have pursued
this field as a result of Dr. Hodge's J

|

Continuing with the humor that
governed his talk, the doctor announced the song "Waring of the
Green," sung by Donald P. Hayward '54, "in honor of all Irishmen, both synthetic and real."
Dr. Hanley concluded* by reacting an Irish benediction.

dom

is

genius

public opinion
of our people

for

efforts.
j

j

j

•

j

i

I
I

To Meet Here April 11

To

To The Editor

concerned. There is
no possibility that we, who lived
under one-third of our lives, can
change our characters so that we
may either be better or worse
than we are now.
Dr. Coles continued to say that
we must train our children in order that they may have the eight
basic character traits which he
inferred we lack. Futility reigned
throughout his speech in so far as
we are concerned. Our only purpose in life is to rear children who
may have better characters than
we. If w* cannot improve, there
is no use in continuing either our
college We, or in living for anything but our children who may

character

any improvement in our characters, it can be called nothing but
hypocracy in the light of his viewpoint. He has answered the ques-

is

not even come into existance.
Dr. Coles overlooked the fact
that life is a constant change, not

tion "Why?" in a negative fashmust be something
ion. There

more

to our being,

for a

change

in

and more hope

our characters, or

we would not be.
Edward B. Blackman

Sailing Club

j

I

I

Secretary-Treasurer

Gardner

is

J.

j

college have been invited to meet
a committee composed of
faculty members for a
discussion of teaching problems as
seen at Bowdoin and in secondary
schools.

Meeting

will be held at the College on Saturday, April 11.

All

Bowdoin graduates now em-

Wed.-Thur.

MY

play parts

Street

aaaaafaaagaM>1

Telephone System

and Western Electric manufacand distributes the equipment that
makes service better year after year.
designs

the satisfying and rewarding

tures

The Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of
Western

tance telephone service that makes it possible to reach most everyone in this country

The

chart below may help you in considering how your education has prepared

and many people in foreign countries.
Bell Telephone Laboratories invents and

you for a starting jcb with one of the Bell
Companies.

Electric,

is

concerned with the

military application of atomic energy.
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you

Otherdegaees
slip it on,

because the
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weaker sex has a strong yen for the
man in a Manhattan gabshire sportshirt. This good-looking gabardine
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Maureen O'Hara
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X
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X
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Gene Nelson
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News
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ENGfNEERlNG
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
ARTS, SOCIAL SCfENOSS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

neighbors.

with

.

i

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of Th^Jaderaj Pepaajt Insurance Corporation

with

$ .75

1.00

i

;

Spring Fervor

with

Fraternity

l

Brunswick, Main*

ON BROADWAY

.85

i

First National

CauSCC MAIOt

Stathlonery

Par Valae

i

Solicited

Brunswick, Maine

SHE'S

Seven Polar Bears

Exams

CUMBERLAND

Sim.-Mon.-Tue

Polar Bear

*

TO GRADUATES

—

Bowdoin Seal

talks

with

Welcomed

News

"56.

i

im Maim Set-Fran

OLIVIA DE HAYII.AXD

elude Hawley as Commodore, F.
Pat ton Twinem Jr. '55 as Vice
Commodore, and Spencer Apollonio '55 as Rear Commodore. The

the

Take

also

Club must know how to swim.
The Sailing Club officials
;

heard- .statements are almost invariably
stronger than they ere when he
speaks in the more confining role
aa subject teacher."
He ended bis talk with the realization that "self-criticism at both
fchriargaia
ends of the chapel" is needed, but
(Continued from Page J)
that
"me institution itself is
views
with
members of the sound."
scholarship committee, which is
headed by Associate Professor the first two semesters of the
of

i

'

M

[Continued From Page 7]

I

nature

tbe

job of making this country a nation of

'55-

Meets

.

;

sent

Student Patronage

186 Maine

.

Not Merely Academic
Greason defended his thesis as
He went on to say. that chapel f.being more than merely academic
holds more hnportaace because of by stating, "The chapel speaker's

Student

n

coming

only from generation to genera-

the Editor:

religious

and

X&aNiaV aLiADAftaJUaVaV

i

Alleys

In his Chapel talk Sunday eve- tion, but within the generation itning. Dr. Coles took all hope from self. He has defeated the purpose
the students of the College. He of the College in so far as the*
said that after much research, he "inolding of men" is concerned.
had come to the conclusion that He has forgotten the "silent genethe present generation could not ration" before it has had a chance
improve its individual charactr. In to speak. He has neglected to cite
other words, we will, and must, re- the Christian doctrine of improvemain as we are in so far as our ment in our characters. If we see

"moral

Wednesday, March 35
7:00 New York Times News
Nathan Dane IT. Candidates tor recipient's college course
7:05 Sports Feature
Although prematriculation
the State of Maine Scholarships
7:15 Star Time
are also considered for the John awards are made for one year only,
7:30 Brunswick High School on Johnston Scholarship award, made other scholarship aid can be exthe Air
preferably to a boy from rural pected by those who maintain
9:00 World News Roundup
Maine, and for Alumni Fund good grades and demonstrate con8:15 Piano Portraits
Scholarships. One half of each tinuing need for financial assist8-.30 Tbe Polar Bear Five
award will be paid during each of ance. _________
.'
ia i m
taaa
art
8:55 The World in Brief
9:00 Music to Study By
9:55 The World in Brief
10:00 Study time Serenade
11:00 New York Times News
11.-05 Regional News
11:15 Sports Review
30 The Polar Bear's Den
12:00 JLate News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off

All units of the Bell

Letter

towardi,

The annual Bowdoin Teachers' Bowdoin

BOWL-MOR

to a

a composite of diverse attitudes
values" which at most reflects tfcat
We at Bowdoin are involved in a
oommon concern. Only in chapel
can we, as a college, express this
concern outwardly, he said. The
Talue of chapel rests in the common comparing of one's moral and
ethical ideas with the ideas of
prompts
those "whoso training .
a- unique point of view."

^

play.

Bowdoin Grad Teachers

In a more serious vein and from
his pr e sen t point of view, he depicted the role which Chanel plays
in the smaU-coUege unity at Bowdoin. He declared mat while most
every
day activities tend to
separate the students into groups,
some activities, such as mtemrtlegiate athletics and, more important, the dairy chapel, tend to unite
the student body, to make them
feel more a part of the college and
less a part of a small group.

conjunction with his fortihvisit. Dr. Hodge will preThupwiay, Maeefe
a film entitled "Operation
7:00 New York Times News
Greenhouse." It is a pictorial
7:05 Sports Feature
record of the recent atomic experUf
JJ^
ments at Eniwetok Island in the
7:30 United Press Feature
Pacific.
7:45 Disc Jockey
The film will be shown at one8:00 World News Roundup
thirty in the Adams Lecture Room
8:15 Deuces Wild
in
Cleaveland Hall. Dr. Hodges
440 Club
W »H hold personal interviews for 8:30
9:06 Music to Study By
tn e students immediately foUow9:56 Tbe World in Brief
»ng the movie. Those interested
10:00 Study time Serenade
should contact Dr. Samuel E.
11:00 New York Times News
Kamerling of the Chemistry De11:05 Regional News
partment.
11:15 Sports Review
ployed in the teaching profession 11:30 Flippin' with Herb
12:00
Late News Roundup
either as teachers or on the administrative staff of a school or 12:05 Sign Off
In

i

fair

1

p^.

1

interfer-

and the

^

\

ness of our Constitutional protec-

government

m±

j

that he

ence with freedom of the mind,
freedom of the press, and freedom of religion. It is a reminder
that the only real defense of free-

WfiUA Jwheuine

to a city

an outlook geared
in this

April 14;

relating any of
the numerous
stories about St. Patrick.

tion against

On
Film Due

Visit College

How to bring on

which to function properly must have
pace much faster than that usually found
section of the United States.

giving

To

wouldn't belabor his audience by

particularly at the

wick

i

stated that it was St. Patrick's
day. He went on to say that St.
Patrick was a great man and as
evidence of his greatness was the
fact that he was claimed by such
countries as Ireland, Spain, Italy,
and France. Evidence of his "perspicacity" was that "St. Patrick
had the good sense to go to Ireland
at an early age and stay there to
become so enmeshed with Irish history that his name became linked
with Ireland."
said

Recent Improvements

Tneatimwfal chapel talks, he coning force at a uniquely high level." tinued, is that "few feel qualified
Taking first the student's -point to*peak out," largely because *ey
•of view, Greason found fault with are- -specialists and fed insecure
"The apart from their own field.
service
in
that
chapel
benches are uncomfortable places
However, the views which have
on which to sleep; and the speak- been given have "always been
er's voice does interfere with good worth bearing about," Gleasen-dereading."
ctared. Pieced together, ttoey form

The Hamilton College Student ^fraternity events.
Council has followed the lead of T
Harvard University turned down
several Eastern Colleges by ap^
proving a plan "requiring all stu- V* invitation to the Southern Redents to carry an identification lays Ownmittee track meet when
card with them during College the track team discovered mat
houseparties." Agitation for the Jim Crow laws forbid tbe entry of
star.
colored
crack
plan developed. because "unwanted Harvard's
outsiders" have created a non col- Harvard alumni in Btraiinghnm.
lege atmosphere on the big week- Alabama, scone of the meet, atends. The new plan will make it tempted to change the ndingnecessary for students to present which banned the trackman from
the card to gain entrance to a running. They were unable to accomplish this in spite of me fact
house.
•
•
*
a
mat public opinion in BirmingRushing activities at Wesleyan ham was in faew of letting' the
were strongly criticised in a man compete. Harvard's refusal
mimeographed protest by the Sig- contrasts with acceptances made
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley
ma Chi house. The statement op- by Purdue and the University of
.Michigan when faced with the
Bringing it to the attention of
same problem several years ago.
those still unaware, Dr. Hanley
Expert
wearing a bright green necktie,

Then Dr. Hanley

Calls Chapel Unifying Factor In

life; Stresses

which

of a

St

Business Manager
Albert F. Lilley '54
AMiatant Buslaees Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54

CMfege

weuld
Mr. A. LeRoy Greason. who was there. Although these talks are
was featured in a
Manpower OwnnliMi on .graduated from Wesleyan in 1944, not directly moralistic, they have
has Society debate at Amherst tr> "harness competitive forees be- and who last fall came to Bowdoin "certain moral and spiritual imCollege on March 11. In the dis- tween the individual fraternities as an English 1-2 instructor, re- plications" which must be decussion on foreign policy Br e wster of t*ie ^resleyofi Osmpear aurmg minded the audience in bis char-1 emphasized in the
went on record as being in favor rushing. The Sigma Chi chapter speech Monday "of the value of
One af the drawbacks to more

W

'55

finason

Rottier- estafatfch a

'09

[Continued from Page 71
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley was the
"In his message to Congress, the speaker in Chapel on St. Patrick's
President declared that it is the day, Tuesday, March 17.
primary responsibility of the ExePatrick's Speaker
cutive to keep -disloyal and dangerous employes out of the Federal
Editor*
New*
government. It has long been apEdward B. Blackman '55
John B. Goodrich *55 parent that Congressional
comKobert C. Burr '55
Carl S. Tsehantre '55
mittees could not possibly screen
Schoeneman '53
Charles
tbe records of thousands of civil
Sport* Editor
servants especially as they do not
Robert M. Hurst f>4
have access to the F. B. I. records.
Photographer
It is equally clear that McCarthy
James P. Gaston 54
Jenner and Velde cannot screen
Stanthe records of thousands of profDouglas A. Chalmers '53
James Anwyll, Jr. '56 essors and school teachers...
E. Ward Gilman '53
David G. Lavender '55
Can Re (entered
C. Jackson Shuttleworfh Jr. "53
Elliot S. Palais '55
"The country's fear of comCharles E. Coakley '54
Robert K. Windsor '55 munism can readily be
centered
T. Ellis McKinney, Jr. "54
Edward N. Cotter '56 on the fear of
parents that their
Edward F. Spicer '54
Robert E. Hamilton '56
Kirhard M. Catalano '55
Raymond F. Kierstead, Jr. '56 children are being subjected to
teachers,
subversive
Anthony L. Funnell "55
Carroll E. Pennell '56 subversive
David R. Anderson '55
Donald M. Zuckert '56 textbooks and subversive indoctrination. The fact that a few comAllan F. Wright "56
munist
teachers
have
been disSports Staff
Bnrret C. Nichols, Jr. '54
Curtis Webber '55 missed in the New York City pubJames L. Doherty '55
James S. Carter '56 lic school system strengthens the

Joseph Y. Rogers

M
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Athletic Department

Next year's leaders were picked J ing amateur athlete of the year.
The 1953 Varsity Tennis season
and hee-j He was also elected captain of the
opened officially' last week with in basketball, swhmnine.
Fraeer. Bob Arwe- Amateur Athletic Union long cfispractice being conducted both in key, with Bffl
Rogerson being jtanee swimming team. Bob is a
the cage and outdoors. With con- zon, and Dave
as captains in member of Chi Psi and. is in the
tinued good weather it is hoped chosen respectively
Class <»f 1953.
that clay courts at Piekard Field these sports.
Dave Rogerson was high scorer
Bill Fraser was the key man in
will be ready for play by the time
team this for the hockey team for the"season
the t«am returns from their spring the Bowdoin basketball
past year, and was elected to the with a total of 24 points, scoring
vacation on April 7th.
state all-star team, picked by the 15 goals and nine assists. He play'
ed Freshman football, and was a
Maine college coaches. He
M viRlR)

Participation

76 Thomas F.; Saunders Robert A.; Freeman, William; Gibson. Richard; Kowal, Sanford; Litchfield.
numerals were awarded to mem- Reimer, John (Manager).
bers of swimming, hockey, rifle,
Swimming .Numerals recom- Alvin; McCabe, Richard; Metz,
and basketball teams in a recent mended and awarded as follows Frank; Pijlsbury, Robert; Rigby,
meeting by the Athletic Depart- (Varsity): DeWinter. Theo A.; Peter; Silvius, Robert; Walton,
ment.
George, Clark E.; Jackson, George Donald: Durst, Willis (Assistant
Philbrook, Wilbur (AsO.; Ridlon, Herrick C; Williams, Manager);
Swimming Awards
Manager);
Sutherland,
Swimming letters recommended H. James; Pyle, David A.; Cour- sistant
(Assistant Manager).
Robert
ted,
Hugh.
member of the Freshman baseball and awarded as follows: Arewzon,
Basketball
Swimming Numerals
J.
V.
team. He is also trying out for the Robert M.; Boyle, Lawrence M.;
Basketball letters recommended
awarded as follows: Glover, Robvarsity baseabll team this year. In Brigham, Kenneth C; Buckingert H.; Head. Alden LeB.; Hely. and awarded as follows: Audot,
the Class of 1954, Dave is a mem- ham, Donald A., Carpenter, C.
Walter;
Bartlett,
Day,
Jeffrey; Clifford,
Nathaniel S.; Timothy F.; Herman. Kurt F.; Louie;
ber of Alpha Delta Phi.
Charles L.; Lyndon, Howard, Thomas B.; Kendall, Cal- Philip; Flaker, James; Ffaser,
Hildreth,
Marr, John; Mitchell,
vin. B.; Koch, Wendell P.; Morse. William;
PortMickey;
Weiner,
Brown,
Stephen R.; Neill. Clark H.;
George;
er, Paul D; Sargent. Richard H.; Robert; Curran, William (ManaBoytea
Place
Willey, Lloyd E.; Adams, Ray- ger).
The volleyball standing*. as reported
CotM.;
James
mond
T.;
Belknap.
In Eastern
Meet
the Whit* Key Uncomplete).
Basketball J. V. Numerals reter, Edward .N.; Field, William A.; commended and awarded as folWarn
Lart
Delta Sijnna
Id
1
Flint, Ernest G.; Gilman. Philip lows: Neiman, William; Sayward,
Pool
At
Kapna Ripma
10
1
W.; Hopley, Richard P. (Mana- Galen; Webber, Curtis.
Alpha fiho Upailon
10
1
Sigma Nu
7
3
At the Eastern Intercollegiate ger); Thalheimer, William G.
Slpha Delta Phi
Basketball Freshman Numerals
4
4
Swimming Championships at Har- (Manager); Wood, Lee B.
Delta Kappa Bmlloa
5
«
recommended and awarded as folPal Upailon
5
•
vard last weekend won by Tale,
Hockey Awards
Beta Theta PI
s
s
lows: Allen, Perrin; Brown. Richplaced
sixth
recommended
Larry
Boyle
in
the
Hockey
letters
Zeta Pai
•
3
Carter, James; DuPlessis,
ard;
Alpha Tan Otnejra
s
2
low board diving and Bob Arwe- and awarded as follows: Arnold,
Theta Delta ("hi
10
1
Louis; Dyer, Leroy; Golz, Ronald;
zon finished seventh in the 1500- Peter; Coe, David; Dwight. LawChi Pri
a
Janelle, Roland f Kenney, Edward;
meter race.
rence; Gullickson, Alan; Haynes,
John; Kurtz, Richard;
Arwezon won his heat in the John; Hazzard, Robert; Howard, Kreider,
Prater,
Harlan;
John;
Libby,
1500-meter with ease, and had he Charles; McGovern, John; Monroe,
State Series Scoring
Sears, Richard; Tamminen, David.
been pushed a little more he might Dennis (Capt.); Pirnie, Peter;
Basketball Manager's Numerals
David
have
placed
further
up
in
the
final
Rogerson,
Revere.
Paul;
Pti.
F
recommended and awarded as folBartlett
62
150
•which was based on the times of (Capt. elect); Swenson, Jack; TesKraaar
40
22
102
lows: Mitchell, David; Donahue,
the three heats run off. In going ta. Paul; Wolfe, Corby.
Day
25
38
101
Little, Richard E.; WalMarr
30
13
73
440
award- David;
a
manager's

A

43 letters and

of

total
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By Robert M. Hnrat '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
He's as fast as Feller; Another Cobb
Looks better than
DiMag at this stage of his career! Hits the ball as hard as Ruth!
Throws like Furillo! Who is this guy anyway? Why he is Mr. Spring
Training Phenom of 1953. Every year at this time the veteran sports
writers pick on some innocent young ball player in the Grapefruit
circuit and shower him with glittering prose as they describe their
pet find.
It happens every year and few and far between are the
young rookies who survive the barrage of adjectives to break into
the majors.
Let's take a look at some of the bums who were destined for the
Hall of Fame before they appeared in a big league uniform. Branch
Rickey came out with a "new Paul Waner," Marvin Rackley. *Iow
Paul Waner played a total of 19 years in the major leagues, most
or them
Pittsburgh, and in 13 of those years he hit over .300 or
more. Young Marvin managed to get into 18 games his freshman year
with the Dodgers and hit a lusty .222. Last year Rogers Hornsby
came up with Jim Rivera, who after a short term in jail hit .352 in
the Pacific Coast League and according to the Rajah would burn
up the majors. Rivera, however, slumped almost a hundred points.
Jim Brideweser has reported to the Yankees every spring since 1950.
In 1950 Jim hit .400 in Florida and played shortstop as if he owned
the territory.
The greatest thing since Honus Wagner cried the
Yankee officials. Wagner's protege wound up at San Francisco that
year and is still riding the Yankee bench.
Let's take a look at the biggest flop of'them all, Clint Hartung,
who was the property of the rfew York Giants. Big Clint hit .556 in
the army and pitched no hitters whenever he strode out on the mound.
Clint promised not only to win 20 games but eclipse Babe Ruth's
60 home runs all in the same season. Mr. Baseball is still down in
the International League where, forsaking his pitching chores, he
managed to compile a respectable average at the plate, and this year
I believe he has been given another look-see by the Giants.
Micky Mantle of course remains an exception to the rule as was
fence-crasher Pete Reiser who in his career ricocheted off almost every
wall in the National League while chasing fly balls.
When Branch
Rickey was with the Dodgers he even put up sponge rubber padding
in the outer reaches of Ebbetts Field to protect his valuable piece
of property.
Speaking of Branch Rickey who cannot think of the
sucker he made out of the Perini boys of the then Boston Braves.
Rickey sold the Braves the "greatest ball player to patrol center fiield
since Dom DiMaggio," one Sam Jethroe. The only trouble was that
Sad Sam had trouble seeing. In fact he even got hit on the head
with a fly ball last season. Down at Bradenton, Florida, where the
Milwaukee Braves are now training, Jethroe is playing second team
left field with the scrubs.
Who are going to be this year's flops and who will do the big
fade come the end of the Grapefruit League games? Well, there are
quite a few to pick from. Bill Hunter whom the Brown's payed $100,000
for to replace Marty Marion at short is a likely candidate.
Elmer
Liddle, a southpaw who had a 17-4 record with Milwaukee last year
is the Braves' top choice, to replace Warren Spahn.
The Yankees, as
usual, are loaded with good rookies. Some of these are Bob Skowron,
rookie of the year at Kansas City; Al Cicotte, a pitcher of great
promise, who led Kansas City to the Little World Series; and Don
Bollweg, most valuable player in the American Association, who is
slated to displace Joe Collins at first-base. One could compile a list
that would fill the entire page of the paper with future Ruths, Cobbs,
Speakers, DiMaggios, and Gehrigs. But it won't be long before we
hear, "I'll be home next week, mom, they're starting to curve 'em."
.
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broke the Bowdoin gym record
this year by scoring 36 points,
playing against MIT. Bill is in the
Class of 1954 and is a member of
Theta Delta Chi.
Bob Arwezon was the candidate
from New England two years ago
for the Sullivan Award which is
given each year to the outstand-

Dave

m

Captain-elect
are
this
season
Bureh Hindle, defending State
Singles Champion, Bill Clark and

l.ait

Week'* Result*

Man'g'm,

49 TU 48
Pii 4« Zeta Psi 45
Psi 42 ATO 35
l>KK 5u Delta Sigma 36
Sitcina Nu 88
SI
47 Psi U 37
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IIuKhes
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l.radint: Scorer*
(final stamlinro)
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11
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1
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U
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«

Won

1

Pet.
1.0D0
.909
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2
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•>

7

4
4

4
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fall
walked off with top
in the
Bowdoin Singles
Championship tournament will undoubtedly occupy one of the first

last

honors

on the team" this spring.
Ben- Ford and Jim Wilson, among
other contenders up from last
year's J. V. Squad, are expected
to see action as the season gets
six berths

Samuel A. Ladd

4

7

•4

Sigma

8

I

3
3

P»i

1

AD

Sigma Nu (C8>

G

8
.272
.090

3 Cooper,
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SlIDelaney

H
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4

3 19IBlatchford
K Bail lee. rf

1

Totals

Coombs Picks All-Opponent
Team; Includes State Rivals
By Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Coach Beezer Coombs included sentatives of the all-star opponent
one player from each Maine op» team.
ponent Bowdoin played in picking
Lallier, six feet seven inches
The team

year.

I

Ham'ons. Is
Keefe
Sawyer. i'K

1

Totals

1

n
3

Totals

ATO
F

If

rf

6

New Hampshire;
Moro, Williams.

1

1

also commented on the
prospects of the basketball team
for next year, stressing the point
that the quality of basketball at

4

2

Freeman,

Delta

G F

S
Vose. If
J. Ste"ns.. rf 3
P. Br'k'n. c 2

hi

lllulni.'
42:
Totals

(30)

6

Dabney

4

1

1

1

1

2
11
5

1

3

1

9

7

37

81

>

21

2 SOI

Ware. If
Con 'Ian,

Carter. to

6

«IPhil»>in. re

1

141

TD

(49)
1

3

rf

CosKrove, c
LaKtitux. Ik
Plasse, tr
Sacco

Sigma

2
1

I

12

5
2

9|Morant.
Garland

F P

l

S 35

Millard.

(36)
1

1

2

2

3
6

3

1
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Glover,

if
c

If

SI

1

l'Getchell
Li**Ts. Ik

Chapman,

2

t

3

C

I

NirhoN.

14

If

i

slCroMell. rf

01

I

22

4 481

:
'

K. Far'ton. c

Harvard,

•

I

Totals

5
IS

Zeta P>i (45)

lHIHammons
lj*»

Neil

'

*

<

Sawyer, re

Lyndon

:

(

Totals

2

our

game

last

minutes before Bucknam scored,
fc
but he still managed to tally 22
|
points in the game. There is no
good defense against him."
Many People Worthy

4
4

There was more hesitation in
the selection of the remaining
two players, as many of them play-

«

ed exceptionally well against Bowdoin. Moro, a sophomore at Wil2 12
liams, standing at six feet, seven
10 46 inches, is an excellent shot and,
being very fast and using his
F P height to good advantage, should
II)
be even better in the years to
2 6
come. The last choice for the all8
3 9 opponent
team was Charlie Pap1
ft
pas of U.NH. His adeptness at ball1
^handling and a d<>adly shooting eye
J
(Continued on Page 4)
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Hockey

letter

ed to Reich, Daniel. Hockey Manager Elect for 1953-54, Philbrook,
Wilbur.

Maynard;

lace,

Siatras, Louis.

Rifle Designates

Varsity Rifle letters recommend-

J. V. Hockey Numerals recom- ed and awarded as follows: Hupmended and awarded as follows: per, Joel H.; Scheffy, Carl, Jr.;

Blodgett,

Cooper,

Donald; Burr, Robert;
Bruce; Doherty, Paul

K; Smith, Brad(Continued on Page 4)

Windsor, Robert

YQU CAN WIN
THESE WINGS YOU CAN EARN OVER
$5,000 A YEAR AFTER GRADUATION
IF

Important facts about

lite

opportunities for

YOU

as a Commissioned Officer— Pilot or Aircraft Observer
United States Air Force

in the

Must I be a cortege graduate to take Aviation Cadet Training?
No. But you must have completed a minimum of 60 semester
hours or 90 quarter hours toward a degree. In addition, Under
the new Aviation Cadet training program, you must be between the ages of 19 and 26 }4 years, unmarried, and in good
physical condition— with high requirements for eyes, ears,
heart and teeth.

Wow

twmg oe/oro

/

60 calendar weeks.
in

the world

gef

You

my

commission?

will receive

the finest aviation training

— training that not only equips you to fly modern

military aircraft but prepares you for executive and administrative work as well. At the completion of your training, you will
have acquired . a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant and the
coveted silver wings of the United States Air Force.
1
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be at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas. Primary, basic and advanced training will be
taken at any one of the many Air Force bases located throughout
the South and Southwest.
Pre-flight training will

if I flunk fhe frain/ng

Aircraft Observers get flying framing, too?

Yes. Aircraft Observer Cadets receive approximately 200 hours
of "in the air" instructions. The primary phase of Aircraft
Observer training is the same for all branches (navigation,
bqjnbardment, etc.). The basic and advanced phases of training
vary, depending

on the

specific course

you pursue.

Whof kind of airplanes will I fty?
You will fly jets. The Pilot Cadet takes

his first instructions in

a light, civilian-type plane of approximately 100 horsepower,
then graduates to the 600 horsepower T-6 "Texan" before
receiving transition training in jets. You then advance gradually
until you are flying such famous first-line aircraft as F-86 Sabre,
F-89 Scorpion, B-47 Stratojet, B-50 Superfortress. Observer
Cadets take flight instructions in the C-47 Dakota, the T-29
Convair, and the TB-56 Supei for tress before advancing to firstline aircraft such as the F-89 Scorpion, B-47 Stratojet.
Will

my commission be

the Regular Air Force or Reserve?

in

Aviation Cadet graduates, both Pilots and Aircraft Observers,
get Reserve commissions as 2nd Lieutenants and become eligible
to apply for a regular Air Force Commission when they have
completed 18 months of active duty.

course?

made

to help students whose progress is unsatisfactory. You can expect extra instructions and whatever individual attention you may require. However, if you fail to
complete the course as an Aviation Cadet, you will be required
to serve a two-year enlistment to fulfill the minimum requirement
under Selective Service laws. Veterans who have completed a
tour of military service will be discharged upon request if they
fail to complete the course.
effort is

Do

How long must I remain

in

Service?

After graduation from the Aviation Cadet Program, you are
tendered an indefinite appointment in the United States Air
Force Reserve and are called to active duty with the United
'
States Air Force for a period of three years.

Whof

Are

all

Aviation Cadets trained to

be

Pilots?

No. You can choose between becoming a Pilot or an Aircraft
Men who choose the latter will become commissioned

USED CARS

Observer.
officers

in Navigation,

Bombardment, Radar Operation, or

recreotion

i

and

leisure time will

I

have

as

a Cadet?

Discipline wiH be rigid— especially for the first few weeks.
However, it is »ot all work. Youll find swimming pools, handball
courts, movies and other forms of recreation on the post.
•

Where wilt I be stationed when
You may be stationed anywhere

I

get

my commission?

in the world . . Hawaii, Far
East, Europe, Puerto Rico, elsewhere. During your tour of duty,
you will be in close touch with the latest developments in new
flying techniques. You will continue to build up your flying
experience and later should have no difficulty securing a CAA
.

commercial pilot or navigator rating.

Aircraft Performance Engineering.

Modem Aat«

Maine's Most
.

that the fall semester will open

Yoor future is assured H you can qualify 1 Here's

on

.

completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible to enter three year day course or four year

*

end

Division Classes are held from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00 to 8:50 P.M.
Catalogue, containing full information concerning
tuition, curriculum, courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on

Day

2

Frame Alignment

If application it accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to take a physical
examination at government expense.

£

Neat, yon

A

U you paw yoor physical and other teats, you will be scheduled for an

^

will

be given a written and manual aptitude

test.

Aviation Cadet training claas. The Selective Service Act allows yau
fenr
auth deferment while waiting class assignment

a

request.

WHERE TO OCT MORE DETAILS

Address, Suffolk University Law School, 20 Derne
Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill, opposite State
7-1040.
Telepoope

Visit

CA

•••••••

•••••..

t

4»

.

4> , 4> . 4> .

what to do:

| Tak* a transcript of your college credit* and a copy of your birth certificate to your nearest
Air Faroe Base or Recanting Station. Fill out the application they give you.

Complete Front End

evening course.
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5:05
out Arwezon swam
-which is only .6 seconds off the
school record.
Larry Boyle injured his ear in
the qualifying dives while doing a
double full twisting somersault.
Boyle still qualified for the finals
later on in the day.

equipment, food, housing, medical and dental care and insurance
... all fce*. After you are commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant you
wiU be earning $5,300.00 a year with unlimited opportunities
for advancement.

Body Repair and Paint Shop*

Hotite.

&
5

IE
12

31

m

Monday, September 21, 1953.
J\
Applicants who have successfully

Street,

28

—

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
ANNOUNCES

Neiman
Webber
nullah

56

«

Whof pay do I get as an Aviation Cadet? And after?
Aa an Aviation Cadet you draw $109.20 a month pay- In
addition, you get summer and winter uniforms, flight clothes,

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
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Coombs gave

There was no hesitation by the
Bowdoin coach in choosing Lallier,
Norris, and Bucknam as repre-
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ing the University of
year.
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tall, was a tremendous factor in
Colby's
performance this past
year. Very fast and smart courtwise, on his shoulders rested much
of the success of the Watcrville
team. Norris, also, used his height
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underway.

Spring; Tour
With a nucleus of lettermen
The team will open its season
from last year's squad, suppleon April 22nd with a spring tour
mented by the coaching of Placemade annually in conjunction with'
ment Director, Sam Ladd, the the
golf and baseball teams. Their
prospects for this year's season
opening match will be with Harlook promising. The J. V.'s who
vard who for many years has
last spring were
undefeated in
boasted one of the stronger clubs
match play are expected to add a in the East.
This is also true of both
considerable amount of competiWilliams and Amherst. The netmen
tive spirit to this year's varsity.
will wind up their tour in Boston
Lost by graduation from last on April 25th with MJ.T. Accordyear's team were Captain Rogers ing to Coach Ladd the Spring Trip
Johnson, Frank Pagnamenta and
(Continued on Page 4)
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your nearest Ai» Force Base, Air Force Recruiting Officer,
or your neatest Air Farce lOTC Unit. Or write to:

AVIATION CAOIT, HEADQUAKTWS,
,

a^a^BMBttoasnei

Washington 25, D.

U. S.
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FORCS

&
J

Pike To Take State Post

State One Act Play

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Contest Due April 11;

We

E.

Ward Oilman

'5S
Elliot

Lounge buy

Braves
received a phone call the that
other day from our man Gunther, Field as an extension. Could conand he let it be known that he coct new drink to be served in
might just be available for another Braves baseball cap; customer
Rabinowitz
keep
cap.
assignment should one be forth- could

coming within the next near fuWe gathered from this statement that Gunther was probably
somewhat short on beer money.
And since Our Beloved Editor was
standing by threatening to bludture.

geon us with a blunt deadline, we
decided that we'd have Gunther
scout something up for us in the

was

due time we

We

warned him

of
procrastination

of

there), and in
received the followstill

ing report:

On way

Lounge saw

to Elliot

crowd. Discovered Salvation Army
Band in center of crowd. Tall blue
suited gentleman
informed me
that there were fifteen verses to
song. Must have arrived late; only
heard three. Dropped dime in pot
and proceeded to original destination.

quietly

martini
while watching clock, when overheard conversation between portly gentleman in double-breasted
sipping

and

suit

Iw h

t

i

e

thin

m o u-

-

stached man clad

overalls.
n
that
[Gathered
JSuit heads chow^der canning firm,
|i

and
to

was

persuade
a

said there was a
large group agitating for the removal of Bunker Hill Monument

business

plant in half of it. use
other half for overalls plant. Said
this deal would kill two birds with
one stone: put overalls in chowder
thereby preshrinking overalls and
improving both products. Also
suggested that overalls be called

up chowder

Since the beginning of the

the largest number of schools
competing in the preliminary conFlorid gentleman joined conver- test of any of the six New Engsation, suggesting that a brewery land states.
be built on the site. Rabinowitz
Brunswick High School won the
said that Boston could use a beer state contest last year and parto make it famous too. Chowder ticipated in
the New England
Head took offense, declared that Finals held in Vermont.
Boston didn't need a beer to make
it famous, already had Bill Cunningham.
Florid
Tennis Situation
thought that site be used for some
civic purpose, such as reservation
Optimistic
for Narragansett Indians. Rabitowitz chuckled.
*
(Continued from Page 3)
At Your News Stand
provides his players with stiffer
Horn-rimmed Harvard student competition
normally
than
is
joined group. Made suggestion that found in Maine and thus increases
Braves Field be turned into arena their chances for a better record
for purpose
of throwing Com- in State Series play.
munists to lions. Rabinowitz added
On May 25th Bowdoin will be
that addition of thrones for Mc- host to the other Maine colleges
Carthy and Velde behind first and for the State Tofirnament. These
third base would be appropriate. matches determine the individual
Student and
florid
gentleman state singles and doubles champchuckled; Chowder Head locked ions. Bowdoin will be defending all

View

Although not overly
Coach Ladd believes
that with ample play, and with
the maintenance of the competitive
spirit
which characterized
last year's team, such a feat can
be repeated.
Once again Coach Ladd considers Maine the team to beat for
State Series laurels. Tennis at the
University of Maine is in a strong
Golz, Rollie Janelle, and Harlan
position having recently been made
Praeter will be a big help to the
a major sport. The Bears have alteam.
so a slight edge over Bowdoin inRevjf ws Team Showing
asmuch as they have a larger selecBowdoin's basketball record is iton of candidates to choose from
not as (Bad as some people would and have better indoor facilities.
seem to think, Coombs asserted. Maine, too, soon will be embarking
In reviewing the last three years, on a spring trip where she will
it was brought out that we have
encounter a long schedule of stiff
beaten Bates in five of nine meet- competition in a favorable Southings, and have a similar record ern climate.
against the University of Maine.
With a 12 match schedule.
In the two games played with Coach Ladd hopes to improve last
Wesleyan,
Bowdoin woi% them season's record of six wins and
both. Against Amherst and Tufts,
we won one and lost two in both starters. The teams will thus be
cases, all
four losses occuring more evenly matched, and there
away from home. The two games should be a large growth of inplayed against Williams were both terest in State Series competition.
Coombs offered no alibies or exdefeats, but they likewise were
cuses for the team's showing.
away.
The basketball
also "When we have a year such as
coach
prophisized that the State Series this, we have to take criticism. Inwould rese'mble more of a wide- terest in basketball is definitely
open affair next year, due to the rising, and we should come up with
a better team next year."
fact that Colby loses their five
should contribute

much

to the suc-

optimistic,

The

basketball mentor stated
Includes State Rivals
that the freshmen team this year,
as a whole, was the best team in
(Continued from Page 3)
awarded him recognition on the the last four or five years, and
he said that he expects a fair
team.
There were several others whom amount of help from this source.
Coach Coombs had much praise Such players as Johnny Kreider,
Johnny
Libby, Ted Kenney, Ron
Wrinn of Trinity received
for.

mention for his allplay, as did Christolini of
and Johnny Parker of

honorable

around
Trinity

U.NH.

Frank Piacentini

of Colby

was

the best all-around player Bowdoin faced, said Coombs, but due
to his knee injury,
tively little action.

saw compara-

Improvement Seen
Although there

will be only five
returning next year,
believed there would be a
definite improvement in the team's
playing, which seems to be a valid

lettermen

Coombs

assumption.
"If Bill Fraser continues to play
the way he did in the last five
or six games, he should be a great
asset to us," Coombs stated, "and
ne'll most likely do even better..
Phil Day, with a year of varsity
experience behind him, will be
even more valuable to the team.
Johnny Marr, George Mitchell, and
Jim Flaker are the other letter-

t

}

THE WAY,
will tell... TO A MAN'S
HEART \S
THROUGH
HIS
X GOTTHIG
STOMACH]
MARVELOUS

divine! you

CANT MISS!

time

i'll invite

was decided

ing

of

March

20.

76 Numerals

Sumner

T. Pike

son, Karl M., Ja.
morrow, was a member of the
Rifle Numerals
recommended
Atomic Energy Commission from awarded
as follows: Brewer, John
1946-1951, serving as chairman of
C; Hallet. Lucius F. Ill; Britt,
the group for the last four months
Henry M.; Nason, Richard; Stark,

of his term.

The prominent Bowdoin graduwho served on the Securities
and Exchange Commission from
1940-1946. will complete the unexpired term of Frank E. Southard
ate,

who

resigned after a recent ruling

by the State Supreme Court on a
telephone rate case. Southard said

Comm.

Friends Service

Representative Here

Talk Negative

Calls

Miss Jean Fairfax, representa.

tive of the American Friends Service Committee, interviewed Bowdoin men interested in participa-,

ting in ,the Committee's various
youth service projects on Thurs-

March 19.
The American Friends Service
Committee sponsors Institutional

day,

Service Units, Institutes of International Relations, International

made a bad mistake

in changing
Applications for the test must
the substitution rule in football." be forwarded so as to reach the Set
April 20-22
goes on to say, "I pr&iict that Princeton office not later than
some form of free substitution will April 15.
[Continued From Page I]
be back again within two years."
Many law schools give first con- gress in the past year in its singH. Allen; Atkins, Ernest E., Jr.;
Former Bowdoin Plan Student,
ing, Wednesday evening.
Grout, Robert C; Russell, Philip Clemens Heusch, in his article sideration to applicants for enThe night of the finals the
K.; Bartlett, Frederick S.
"German Boy Sees America," de- trance in the fall of 1953 who have Meddiebempsters will sing as is
Don Rayment recommended and scribes his hitch hiking adven- taken the Law School Admission the custom.
A surprise entertainFebruary,
or
November,
Test
in
awarded an Intramural Manager's tures. He states that his most
ment is planned while the judges
letter for work in first semester "lasting impression" of the United April. Since each individual law
are making their decisions.
1952-53.
States is, "that in public affairs school has its own preferences in
Skiing letters recommended and sound and unprejudiced common these matters, the propsective apawarded as follows: Church, Rich- sense usually masters the most in- plicant should first find out from Stalin's
ard, major letter; Clark, William, volved situation." He also speaks the law schools in which he is inmajor letter; Caliendo, James, of the "boundless hospitality and terested whether he should take Profs'
minor letter; Marsall, Richard, free friendliness" he was offered the test.
[Continued from Page 1]
major letter;
Applications to take the test
Sawyer,
Alden, all over the country.
major letter; Bent, D. S. C,
Among the books reviewed in on April 25, 1953, and a Bulletin plomacy by incident", trying something
to see how far it will go.
numeral.
the
"Bowdoin
Alumnus"
are of Information which describes the
He said that Malenkov will have
"Ethics in Government" by Paul
addition of these youths enables H. Douglas '13, "Wilkie Collins" '45 is Assistant to the Editor. his hands full keeping the satellite
the institutions to extend their by Robert P. Ashley '36, and Editorial Assistants include Doro- countries in line. The recent Czech
recreational therapy to a larger "Beaconlights of Western Culture" thy E. Weeks. Jeannette H. Ginn, firings on American planes are
number of patients.
perhaps an indication of unrest
by Erik Achorn '17. The review- and Louise R. Norbut Glenn
The Intern Program gives its ers respectively are Athern Park Mclntire '25 is the Business Man- and discontent in the satellite
members a chance "to identify Daggett '25, Professor of Constitu- ager.
countries.
themselves with workers and their tional and International Law and
problems." They became acquaint- Government at Bowdoin; Arthur
ed with the points of view of both LeRoy Greason, Jr., instructor of
labor and management. The Com- English; and Lowrence B. LeighLet us help you plan your printing
mittee's project in Atlanta, Geor- ton '25, who "has taught at various
gia gives the members a chance to colleges, including Dartmouth and
as well as produce it . . .
study rising Southern industrial- Harvard.

For

He

Death Draws
Comments

R

Student Seminars, and an Intern
ism.
program.

Members of the Institutional
Service Units work in mental hospitals,
correctional
institutions,
and homes for the mentally retarded. The members of this program are regularly employed attendants of these institutions. The
two

The schedule

losses

spring:
April
April
April
April

22

Harva rel

23
24

Williams

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

2

Maine
Bates
Colby
Bates
Colbv
M.I.T

22
25
28

ter
Academy, Sarah Lawrence
College, and Guilford College.

In sponsoring a Works Camps
the American Friends
Service Committee hopes to contribute to world understanding
by volunteer service to others.
Camps in the United States are
located in city slums or on Indian
Reservations. There
are other
Brunswiclc
camps
located all over the world.
Home

M.I.T.

4
6
16
19

this.

Away
Away
A way
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home

Amherst

M

for

State Vlcet at

Maine

Our long experience

Cover Praised
International Student Seminars
The cover on February's "Bowprovide participants an opportudoin Alumnus" is a photograph
to become acquainted with
by an undergraduate, James P.
students
from many countries
Gaston '54. The picture has been
through a program of discussion
praised by the editors as "one of
and informal living. Seminars this the
best pictures of 'the spires
year will be held at Phillips Exethat mean Bowdoin' that we have

Program,

in

Alumnus"

"Bowdoin

producing the following and other

TICKETS

"

•

men

can show you short cuts

time and save you money.

•
POSTERS
STATIONERY
•
FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

seen."

The

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

nity

is

The Record Office

printed by the Brunswick Publishing Company, Brunswick, Maine.
Seward J. Marsh '12 is the Editor
while Clement F. Robinson '03 is
the Associate Editor.
Professor Eaton Leith is in
charge of Books; Robert M. Cross

Paul K. Niven

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers

Of The Orient •

=3
Outfitters to

S

Bowdoin Men

Merrymeeting Gift Shop
Row

185 Park

THE MOST WANTED WHITE
SHOE WITH RED RUBBER SOLE
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TO DINNER

It

School Admission Test

Mansfield Nu-Buck

SHE COOKS... PUT
NOT THE WAY

hi/v\

Announces Date Of Law

>§

HOW CAN THEY
TELL SO SOON? HE
MAY UKE THE WAY

cookbook... .and

n

For

THAT COOKBOOKS

MOM SAYS

(But only

and a

March 17, William A. charge of $1.00 will be made for
Fickett "54 was elected President the round trip. The capacity of
of the Young Republicans' Club. the bus is 40, and Buckeley will
Also picked for the various of- be in the Moulton Union from 3:30
fices were Vice-President Peter Z. to 5:30 Thursday afternoon to
Buckeley *55, Secretary Fred O. take names of students who wish
'56; Treasurer James L. to take this trip. A payment of
Smith
fifty cents must be made at the
Fickett '55.
A trip, sponsored by the dub, to time of registration.
Legislature
in
orConference At BowAotn
State
visit the
At the start of the meeting last
der to acquaint interested undergraduates with its organization Tuesday, the Club's aims and
and operation will take place Wed- principles were discussed by those
present, with the assistance of
nesday, April *8.
The Club has chartered a bus to Associate Professor Lawrence LPelletier. club advisor. Part of the
important business taken up at
this time was the prospect of havCounselor David Russell ing
the State Young Republican
Council meet at Bowdoin.

Tuesday,

at a later meetFriday,
officers,
the
that invitations should
Only three weeks remain for be sent to the Council for such a
prospective law school applicants conference to be held in April.
who plan to take the Law School
Admission Test at the Bowdoin procedure for making application
College Student Counseling Office and shows sample test questions,
on April 25 to file their completed may be obtained from the Counselparty activities."
Letters,
applications with the Educational ing Office, Sills Hall, or directly
The Platoon System
Testing Service. P. O. Box 592, from the Law School Admission
Given
Participation In his comment on the Platoon Princeton, New Jersey, according Test, Educational Testing Service.
System, Athletic Director Mai to an announcement by. the Direc(Continued from Page 3)
Morrell '24 states, "I think that tor of Student Counseling. David
ford K; Webber, Peter" B.; Pear- the Football Rides Committee has
L. Russell.
Interf raternity Sing

43

to park.

cess of our team."

Features Book Reviews; Republicans' Club; Augusta Trip Planned
much
work Professors Contribute
At a reorganization meeting on take students to Augusta,
could

cluded. Among these is an article
by Philip S. Wilder "23 titled "The
President's House." In his piece,
Mr. Wilder traces some of the
history of the house at 85 Fedit should be more.
eral Street, ending his article with
Pike was urged last year to run a summary of the recent changes
against
former Senator Owen and improvements that have been
Brewster '09; but he .decided made on its interior.
against it, coming out in support
In
"Citizenship
Conference,"
of the successful candidate for the
Professor Lawrence L. Pelletier
United States Senate, Frederick G. '36 gives
a report on a "ConstrucPayne. Pike also publicly sup- tive Government Department Acported Cross for the governorship.
tivity."
In discussing the conferCross, although not directly conence, which was held at Bowdoin,
nected with
Bowdoin, is the Professor Pelletier states that one
brother of Leroy D. Cross, the of its "most unusual features was
Faculty Secretary, and the uncle the fact that it brought together
of Instructor of English, Robert M. in a stimulation discussion leadCross.
ers of both major parties and encouraged them to explore some of
the broader civic implications of

New

Murphy's for possible advertising
campaign like "Murphy's Overalls
Preshrunk in Chowdor," but Over- uncomfortable.
three championships this year. Acalls
wouldn't change his name
Before political discussion gut cording to the records, last year's
from Rabinowitz.
any farther, noticed it was eight racquetmen for the first time in
Suggested
conversation.
o'clock.
Joined
Left.
the history of Bowdoin tennis
men who will be back, and they scored a grand slam by taking all
three events.

Coombs' Opponent Team

Fkkett '54 Elected President Of Young

Feb. 'Bowdoin Alumnus'

$3,000,000 increase in their rates
which would amount to a 14 per
cent raise.
His salary will be $7,000, but
Governor Cross has indicated that

England Contest, Maine has had

Has

Overalls to enter
into

venture with him. Chowder Head
wanted to buy Braves Field, set

Nominated For Post

1

gentleman 1953

trying

Sumner T. Pike '13, former
member and chairman of the

Six plays will be given in all,
chuckled, but Chowder Head was
not amused. Said there was enough with four in the afternoon and
competition as things were, and two in the evening.
went on to enumerate.
In order to judge the entries of
the fifty schools which will be
Gun Powder Plot
Said there was a possibility that divided into three sections and in
but would each section five preliminary conPerini wouldn't sell,
convert field to parking lot for his tests will be held. Three schools
bulldozers. Then there were the will have entries in each of these
gambling interests, trying to turn preliminary contest. The High
place into dog track. Rabinowitz School Principals' Association will
chuckled, said Braves certainly had select three judges to choose two
gone to the dogs. Obvious Red Sox plays from their sections which
will compete in the final contest,
mar..
the one to be held at Bowdoin.
Chowder
Head,
disregarding
College To Be Host
wisecrack, went on.. Seems certain
The College will provide the
interests would set up drive-in
theater there. Waiter thought that judges for the finals and will be
host to the contestants at an eveit would be more profitable if Old
Howard took over field for gala ning meal. The judges will in all
open air performances. Rabinowitz probability be the Directors of
of
said that would really bring things Dramatics of the University
out into the open. Chowder Head Maine, Colby, and Bates.

was not amused,

Next Week

Was

25, 1953

that the ruling would add so
investigative
clerical and
Atomic Energy Commission, has and expense that the P.U.C.
The February, 1963 edition of
The annual State One Act Play been nominated by Governor Bur- no longer protect the public adeContest will be held at Memorial ton M. Cross as chairman of the quately against unreasonable in- the "Bowdoin Alumnus", has been
completed, and is now in the mails.
Hall on Friday, April 11, in the State Public Utilities Commission. creases in rates.
Pike, whose confirmation by the
Pike's first case will be an imafternoon and evening at 2:00
Its contents range from campus
Executive Council is expected to- portant one. The Central Maine life to Alumni activities. Bits of
P.M. and 8:00 P.M.
Power Company is proposing a historical information are also in-

To Be Host

College

By

(O.B.E.

.
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Tough, rugged Nu-Buek stands
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red rubber sole will give practically

unlimited wear.

cigarette — leading all other brands
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Camels have the two
things smokers want most— rich, full
flavor and cool, cool mildness
pack after pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
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